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STUDENT FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE

(Student Loan Programs)

TUESDAY, MAY 28, 1974

HOUSE OP REPRESENTATIVES,
SPECIAL SUBCOMMITTEE ON
EDUCATION OF THE COMMITTEE

ON EDUCATION AND LABOR,

The subcommittee met at 10 a.m., pursuant to call, in room 2201;
Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. John Brademas (ecting
man of the subcommittee) presiding.

Present: Representatives O'Hara (chairman of the subcommittee),
Brademas, and Dellenback.

Staff members present : Jim Harrison, director; and Elnora Teeth,
clerk.

Mr. BRADEMAL The Special Subcommittee on Education will come
to order for the purpose of hearing statements by Dr. John D. Phillips
and Mr. James W. Moore of the U.S. Office of Education with respect
to student loan programs.

The chairman of the subcommittee Mr. O'Hara, is on his way and
therefore asked me to move ahead with the hearings. Chairman
O'Hara has also asked that the provisions of law currently in force
dealing with the Guaranteed and Direct Student Loan Programs be
made a part of the hearing record. Without objection, it is so ordered.

(See pp. 211 et seq.)
Gentlemen, we are very pleased to have all of you and Miss Hopson

with us this morning, so please go ahead.

STATEMENT OF DR, JOHN D. PHILLIPS, ACTING ASSOCIATE CM
MISSIONER FOR STUDENT ASSISTANCE, BUREAU OF POSTSEC-
ONDARY EDUCATION, U.S. OFFICE OF EDUCATION, DEPARTMENT
OF HEALTH, EDUCATION, AND WELFARE, ACCOMPANIED. BY
CHARLES COOKE, 3R,, DEPUTY. ASSISTANT SECRETARY FOR LEG.
ISLATION (EDUCATION) ; DR, LEONARD H. 0, SPEARMAN, DIREC
TOR, DIVISION OP STUDENT SUPPORT AND SPECIAL PROGRAMS,
BUREAU OF POSTSECONDARY EDUCATION; RICHARD Bows,
DEPUTY DIRECTOR, DIVISION OF STUDENT SUPPORT AND SPE.
CIAL PROGRAMS, BUREAU OF POSTSECONDARY EDUCATION;
AND PATRICIA HOPSON, ASSISTANT OHIO, PROGRAM SUPPORT
BRANCH, DIVISION OF STUDENT SUPPORT AND SPECIAL PRO.
GRAMS, BUREAU OF POSTSECONDARY EDUCATION

Dr, PHILLIPS, Mr,'Chttirman, before I begin, I would like to intro.
dace Mr. Charles Cooke, Deputy Assistant Secretary for Legislation,
on my left, Dr, Leonard Spearman, Director of the Division of Stu-

at)
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dent Support and Special Programs, on my right., and his Deputy Di-
rector, Dick Rowe, and Miss Patricia Hopson, Assistant Chief of the
Program Support Branch within the Division.

Mr. Chairman and members of the subcommittee, it is a pleasure to
be here today and to briefly review the history and operation of the
national defense-direct student loaf i program, The following state-
ment is intended as a brief overview, However, we would be happy
to respond to questions from committee members who might wish us
to expand upon this written statement.

I. LEGISLATIVE HISTORY OP THE NATIONAL DEFENSE-DIRECT STUDENT
LOAN PROGRAM

The House Committee on Education and Labor opened hearings
on a scholarship and loan proposal on August 12, 1957, from which
emerged, a student loan program under title II of the National Defense
Education Act of 1958, Public Law 85-864.

This legislation authorized a program of low-cost, deferred-repay-
ment loans funded 90 percent with Federal moneys and 10 percent
with institutional moneys, administered directly by postsecondary
institutions for their full-time undergraduate and graduate students.

After 1964 the authorization, was extended to half-time under-
graduate and graduate students who are in need of these loan funds
to pursue their course of study in postsecondary institutions.

The national defense-direct ,student loan program as originally
conceived was designed to assist colleges and universities in establishing
revolving loan funs in order to aid needy students. .

Although approximately 150 institutions have reached the stage
of requiring no further Federal capital contributions because an ade-
quate supply of new loans can be provided solely from collections , the
majority of participating institutions has not yet successfully achieved
this objective. I shall refer to this important concern later in my
statement.

Since the program's inception, these loans have generally been
made without security or endorsement. Originally, the loan amounts
were limited to an annual maximum of $1,000 and an aggregate maxi-
mum of $5,000. The Education Amendments of 1972 established new
cumulative loan limitations: $2,500 through the first 2 years, $5,000
through completion of the bachelors' degree, and $10,000 through
completion of graduate or professional study. These loan limitations
replaced the former annual loan maximums.

No interest is charged students during the period they are in attend-
ance at an institution of postsecondary education as at least e
students and during the grace period following cessation of such v.
tendance, which was originally 1 year and is now 9 months.

Interest is charged at the rate of 8 percent per annum on the unpaid
balance during a repayment period that normally is spread over a
10 -year period. Deferments of loan repayments are given for (1) up
to 3 years of service in the Armed Forces; (2) up to 3 years of service
in the Peace Corps or VISTA; and

i(3)
any period of continued educa-

tion on at least a half-time basis in an institution of postsecondary
education,

ci
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Title II, section 207, of the National Defense Education Act of 1958
ialso provided that an institution which was unable to contribute any

or all of the matching one-ninth institutional capital contribution
from its own fund could borrow such amount from the Federal Gov-
ernment. The amount authorized to be appropriated for this purpose
for the life of tip Them iswas not to exceed $25 million. The is no
comparable prov sion in the Education Amendments of 1971

It should be noted that the NDSL program was the first leg of a
three-legged stool, including college work-study and educational op
portunity grants, that would ultimately .be referred to as the college-
based programs.

With the advent of CWSand EOGnow SEOGin 1964 and 1965,
respectively, the Federal Government had put into place the prototype
of the grants-loan-work concept to provide diversified resources in
student assistance to be administered by institutions. A second loan
program, the guaranteed federally insured loan program, was au-
thorized by the Higher Education Act of 1965.

There have been more than 40 amendments to the act establishing
the national defense-direct student loan program. To trace each of
these amendments in an overview would add considerable complexity
to our efforts.

Let me say here they really break down into five major areas, and
perhaps it is just as well if I skip over the written testimony and in-
dicate what the general thrust is. The five major areas would be in-
stitutional eligibility ---Y think members of the committee are well
aware of the expansion of institutional eligibility that has taken place
in the last few years; changes in student eligibility; changes in the
provisions for cancellation of loans, which are rather extensive and
pose some major problems in the program; provisions for repayment,
which appear on page 7 of the written statement; and finally provi-
sions concerning the loyalty oath and affidavit requirement.

A. INSTITUTIONAL ELIGIBILITY

The Higher Education Act of 1965Public Law 89-329defined
"eligible institutions" to include those providing 1-year training.pro-
gramsincluding schools of nursingto prepare students for gainful
employment in recognized ocetipations.

Amendments in 1968 Public Law 90-575provided participation
in the program, if the appropriation exceeded $190 million, to institu'
tions that met the following requirements;

1. They provided not less than a 6-month program of training to prepare stu-
dents for gainful employment in a recognized occupation,

They admitted as regular students only persons having a certificate of grad-
tition from a school providing secondary education, or the recognized equivalent
of such certificate.

3. they [were]
legally authorized within such State to provide a program of education beyond

secondary education ;
4. they [were]
accredited by a national's recognized accrediting agency or association tip

proved by the Commissioner;

J



5. they included in their agreements assurance
that the availability of assistance to students at the school * * * has not, and

will not, increase the tuition fees or other charges to such students.
This provision extended eligibility to participate in the program to

certain proprietary institutions.

II. STUDENT ELIGIBILITY

Loans were made available for half-time study in 1964. In addition,
the requirement that preference be given to students in certain areas of
preparation and/or study was repealed by the 1964 amendments to the
Act-- Public Law 88-665. The 1968 amendmentsPublic Law 90 -575 --
provided :or the elimination of special consideration for students of
superior academic background. The Education Amendments of 1972
Public Law 92-318provided that in determining the need of veterans
for such a loan, an institution shall not take into account the income
and asr,ets of their parents.

C. PROVISIONS FOR CANCELLATION OP LOANS

The 1964 AmendmentsPublic Law 88-665provided for loan can-
cellation benefits for 'teaching in institutions of higher education.

The Higher Education Act of 1965Public Law 89-329authorized
loan cancellation of 15 percent per year for teaching in certain ele-
mentary and secondary schools. This provision made, it possible for
cancellation of up to 100 percent of loans under certain conditions. In
1966 the act was amendedPublic Law .89-752to provide for loan
cancellation of 15 percent per year for teachers of the handicapped.

The Elementary and Secondary Education Act Amendments of
1969Public Law 91-230amended the NDEA of 1958 to provide
cancellation for military service on loans made after April 13, 1970,
for each year of service, beginning after June 80,1970, at the yearly
rate of 121/2 percent, not to exceed 50 percent of the borower's total
loan. The Education Amendments of 1972 changed the provision per-
mitting ',mediation for military service to require that such service
must be performed in "an area of hostilities."

The Education Amendments of 1972 rescinded all cancellations at
10 percent rate for teaching service in public or other nonprofit ele-
mentary and secondary schools, orn institutions of higher education.
The provision for etiwellation for service in designated eligible title
I schools with a high incidence of students from low-income families
with changes in criteria for selectionand cancellation for teaching
of the handicapped was retained. Borrowers are now eligible for the
cancellation of the entire amount of their loans at a progressively
increasing rate over a period of 5 years. hi addition, the Education
Amendments of 1912 provide for the etincelltition for service as a
full-time staff' member of Headstart at the rate of 15 percent annually,

D. PROVISIONS FOR REPAYVENT

Several significant changes in repayment requirements were au-
thorized in the Higher Edneation Act of 1965 tPublie Law 89-8291.
These changes included a requirement of monthly, bimonthly, or gnat.-

I. kJ
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terly payments on loans made after enactment rather than the annual
repayment authorized under the original act,

In addition, the grace period was reduced to 9 months from the
previously authorized 12 months, and institutions were permitted
to exercise the options of requiring a minimum repayment and assess-
ing late charges to borrowers,

The Education Amendments of 1972 [Public Law 92-3181 provided
for the inclusion in the promissory note form, at the option of the
institution, that repayment on a loan may be required at no less than
$30 monthly.

E. PROVISIONS FOR LOYALITY OATII AND AFFIDAVITS

The disclaimer affidavit requirement was repealed through amend-
ments to the Act in 1962 [Public Law 874335] however, the loyalty
oath was retained as a requirement for receipt of a loan through June
30, 1972, but was not included in the Education Amendments of 1972.
The Education Amendments of 1972 provided for the requirement
of an afradavit of educational purpose on all national direct student
loans granted by an institution.

A summary of program historical statistics is attached to this
statement, showing the expansion of the program in numbers' of bor-
rowers, loan volume, and numbers of institutions. Since the inception
of the program through fiscal year 1974, an estimated $3.4 billion
has been loaned to an estimated 3:3 million unduplicated borrowers.

IL THE OPERATION OP THE NATIONAL DurmszDIRECT STUDENT
LOAN PROORAM

1. The national defensedirect student loan program is cur-
rently administered under agreements between the U.S. Commissioner
of Education and 2,639 participating institutions of postsecondary
education.

Under the terms of these standard agreenients, the institutions
are responsible for all student contacts, including the 'eligibility and
selection of students for loans, the determination of need, the award-
ing of loans, and the collection of loans from students after they
leave school. It is estimated that as many as 6,000 institutions may be
eligible to participate in the program.

Institutions apply annually for an approved level of lending'
for the operation of their National Direct Student Loan Fund and
for a new Federal capital contribution. The approved Federal capital
contribution, the institution's required capital contribution,, and
amounts generated from loan collection and from cash remaining
in the fund from June 80 of the previous year allow the institution
to provide loans to needy students.

The applicaiionswhich are part of a tripartite application cover-
ing the three campus-based student financial aid programsare sub-
witted to the appropriate regional offices of the Office of Education,
where they are reviewed by panels of experts in student financial
aid. The regional panels recommend to the aPpropriate regional
director of postsecondary education a level of lending and a Fed-
eral capital contribution for each institution.

1
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After the regional director of postsecondary education reviews
these recommendations, a notice of recommended funding levels is
sent to each institution. There is an opportunity for an institution
to appeal the first review group's decisions to a regional appeal group
and subsequently to a national appeal panel. After all the recom-
mended funding, levels are established, the recommended amounts
are totaled by State.

The appropriation for new Federal capital contributions to the
NDSLP is divided among the States according to a statutory formula,
which specifies that 90 percent of the funds shall be allotted among
the States in such a manner that each State's proportionate share of the
amount so allotted is equal to its proportionate share of the national
full-time enrollment in institutions of postsecondary education.

The remaining 10 percent is first used to raise each State to at least
the level of its original allotmentprior to reallotmentfor fiscal year
1972, if its allotment from the 90 percent portion is less than that level.
The regulatory procedure for distribution of any remaining funds is to
distribute them to the State (s) in which the allotments made thus far
constitute the lowest percentage fundable of the aggregate panel rec-
ommendation. If the 10 percent portion is insufficient to bring all States
to at least the level of their original allotments for fiscal year 1972, the
regulatory procedure established by the Commissioner is to raise all
States whose allotment from the 90 percent is less than their fiscal year
1972 allotment to a uniform minimum percentage of their fiscal year
1972 allotment. I apologize for the complexity of that description but
that is the way it works.

The national defense student loan appropriation does snot -result
in a constant allotment to each State because the enrollment of students
in institutions of higher education has increased in some States and
decreased in others over the last 3 years. In addition, the number of
institutions is increasing in several States.

After the final allotment and the uniform percentage fundable for
each State have been determined. then the funds available for each
State are prorated among the institutions in that State, so that each
institution receives the same proportionate share of its recommended
Federal capital contribution as every other institution in that State.

2. Institutions submit an annual report of their loan activity in the
NDSLP to the Office of Education. This report shows the cumulative
status of each institution's NDSLP accounts, a cumulative summary of
repayment information and of the status of past due loans, an annual
report of loan volume and of the number of borrowers, and a brief,
review of collecion activities. Additionally, statistical information con-
cerning the racial/ethnic distribution, the male/female distribution,
and the family income distribution of the borrowers is collected.

1 As table I shows, the demand for the program has increased
steadily throughout its history, both in terms of the amounts requested
by institutions and the amounts recommended for funding.

Incidentally, that second item, the amounts recommended for fund-
ing, is line 2 in the summary table which is close to the back of this
statement. The approved funding levels running across, ranging from

ia $02 million level in 1959 to a projected level of $563,1751000 for fiscal
year 1975.
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This demand is caused by the expansion of the number of eligible
students attending institutions of postsecondary education, by the in-
creasing costs of postsecondpy education, and by the increase in the
number of institutions participating in the program.

Since the loan volume in the early years of the program was rela-
tively small in relation to the current demand for funds, the collections
generated from prior years are insufficient to meet the current needs.
In fiscal year 1974, for example, an estimated $150 million collected
on prior loans will be part of an estimated total loan volume of
$464,900,000.

EVALUATION AND MEETING OV PROGRAM OBJECTIVES

Evidence of effectiveness of the NDSL, program has been generated
from three basic sources ; (1) An analysis of the fiscal operations re-
ports submitted annually by institutions participating in the program,
and other valid sources; (2) a. task force study which concentrated
on the effective delivery of services from the Office of Education ; and
0) the Office of Education's internal check on the extent to which
institutions have developed a self-sustaining loan fund.

An analysis of the 1970 fiscal operations repoii; indicates that the
NDSL program is achieving its goal of helping needy students meet
the cost of postsecondary education, General conclusions derived from
these reports indicate that ;

1, Nearly half-49 percentof the NDSL students come from fami.
lies with annual incomes of less than $6,000, An estimated 10 percent
of this count represents independent students whose income levels are
relatively modest;

2, Twenty-one percent of the NDSL students were members of
minority groups;

3. The average loan to students is currently $690 per' year; and
4. In 51 percent of the cases NDSL was combined with Federal

grant and/or work funds to produce an effective aid package to meet
institutional costs.

In a recent study released by the American Council on Education
entitled "The Impact of Office of Education Student Assistant Pro-
grams, Fall, 1973 it was reported that of an estimated total number
of 752,900 participants in NDSL during 1973-74 ;

1. Under another Federal program 524,200 received assistance;
2, Ninety-one percent oft he participants were undergraduates and

of those more than 50 percent were frohmen and sophomores;
3. Ninety-three percent came from families with "Adjusted Family

Incomes" of less than $15,000; and of those 56 percent had "Adjusted
Family Incomes" of less than $7,500, This count includes an estimated
10 percent independent students whose income levels tend to be rela-
tively modest; and

4, The average amount of the loan was $653 per student.
It should also be pointed out that the NDSL funds are distributed

to all types of institutions, Our figures show that, in 1974,54 percent,
38 percent% and 8 percent of the NDST, funds went to public, private,
and proprietary schools respectively. (Norn ; In an earlier period,
1967, our figures indicated that 51 percent and 49 percent of the NDSL
funds went to public and private schools respectively. Proprietary
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institutions Were not eligible for 'participation in the program until
after .1968,, which Means that in the last 6-year period, proprietary
inVolvement"in this program has grown from zero to 8 percent of
the total loans,

A second appiliach' in evaluating the effectiveness 'of the NDSL
program was the establishment `of a task force within DIIEW/OE
on managernent of student assistance programs. In the fall of 1973
this task force under my direction was concerned with the manage,
ment of 10 Federal programs including 6 student assistance pro-
grams and 4 closely related student services programs.

While no effort was made to isolate the NDSL program from the
three college-based programs of which it is a part, a set of internal
recommendations have surfaced which will (1) accelerate the delivery
of awards to institutions participating in the program (2) respond
to the need for a more determined effort in monitoring the NDSL
program to make it 1141 integral part of the delivery system. Although
the task force report is not complete , it has afforded those in OE con-
cerned with program implementation an opportunity to do an in-
depth analysis of some of the factors related to effective delivery of
services.

A third index of program efficiency relates to the extent to which
institutions have reached a position of operating self-sustaining e-
volving funds. As you may recall, this was referred to in an earlier
paragraph. One of the primary goals of the NDSL program was
to assist colleges and universities to establish loan funds to aid needy
students. Approximately 150 institutions have reached the stage of
requiring no further Federal capital contributions and provide an
adequate supply of new loans solely from their collections,

This small number of institutions which is in a completely revolving
status is probably 'attributable to the following factors :

1, the expansion of demand;
2. the erosion of the fund; and
3. the problem of defaults and collections.
I would like to take these up in order and give you an idea of what

our problems are in all three of these areas,
expansion of (Femora

It Would take Approximately 15 years for an institution to reach
fully revolving status if there were no increase in demand for funds
caused by increased enrollments and increased costs. However, during
the 17 years that the NDSL program has existed, 1959-15, approved
institutional requests have risen from $02 million to $503 million,
while the number of participating institutions has grown from 1,190
to 2.800.

'Therefore. less than one-half of the enrrent Particinants could con-
ceivably be in revolving status. There is no discernible trend which
makes it possible to identify by typepublic-private; 2 -year, 4-year
those institutional Characteristics which are responsible for the 150
institutions having achieved this status.
Rrostent of furld

It is estimated than in excess of $50 million will be lost to the fund
in 1974, tine to teacher cancellation alone, Until the 1972 amendments,
institutions were reimbursed only for their portion of loan cancella-
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Lion, On loans made after June 300.972, this leakage will be, eliminated
due to the fact that institutions will be repaid for the aggregate loan
amounts cancelled (teacher and military) and theie moneys will be
returned to the fund]. However a very small percentage of loans now in
repayment status were made after that date. Therefore the leakage
will continue but diminish over an estimated 15-year period.
The problem af defaults mid collections

Probably, the most serious fund leakage stems from the potential
default rateand I emphasize the word "potential." It is estimated
that the current delinquency rate is about 10.4,percent and that the
potential default rate is 14.2 percent, This rate is not fully comparable
to the .quoted GSL default rates and should be understood with the
following background in mind.

Mr. Chairman this is a rather complex analysis but with your per-
mission I would to go through it because I think it is a terribly
important point for us to talk about.

Unedited data collected from the fiscal year 1973 fiscal-operations
reports of 2,148 institutions participating in the national direct stu-
dent loan program (out of a total participant group of approxi-
mately 2,300 institutions) were summarized for the aggregate United
States, It should be noted that even a cursory review of the summary
data reveals numerous inconsistencies, either as submitted by institu-
tions or as keypunched. Consequently, only gross errors could be
.detected and corrected, without a thorough institution-by-institution
check of the data, necessitating in many cases contacts with institu-
tions on how to correct the report.

Such a review will be done for the entire group of fiscal year 1973
reports. Therefore, these rates are subject to adjustment when all
fiscal year 1973 reports have been completely corrected.

Previously only delinquency rates were computed for the NSDL
program; however, in order to permit a comparison with the default
rate for the guaranteed loan program, a potential default rate as of
June 30,1,973 has been calculated as follows ;
Pace value of loans fully retired $2rei,
Pace value of loans in deferment status
Pace value of loans on schedule in repayment status 1,
Pace value of loans past due

000,
80, 000,

005, 000,
490, 000,

000
000
000
000

11

Total matured loans 1, 840, 000,
vs..o.111

000
Principal amount outstanding on loans in past due status for more

than 120 days
t $261,000,000 divided by $1,840,000,000 equals 14.2 percent.

201, 000, 000

To explain the above, you take the sum of the face value of loans
fully retired, the face value of loans in deferment status, the face
value of loans on schedule in repayment status and the face value of
loans past due and this gives you a total matured loan amount of
$1.840 million,

The principal amount outstanding on loans in past-due status for
more than 120 clays is 461 million.-Therefore, bearing in mind that
there really is no default NDSTJ at present, the potential default rate
can be derived by dividing $261 million by $1,840 million, and the
rate derived is 14.2 percent.
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Mr. DELLENBACK. May I ask a question? Dr, Phillips, when you say
"face value of loans fully retired," I understand that as referring to
loans which were incurred and have been fully paid off.

Dr, PHILLIPS. Right,
Mr. DELLENBACK. So what you are doing with the default rate is

not talking about a current status situation, but talking about a de.
fault rate from the inception of the program.

Dr. PHILLIPS. That is right.
Mr, DELENBACK, That is what the 14.2 percent figuregure is?
Dr. Plliwrs. That is right.
Mr. DELLENBACK. Not a picture of the immediate situation but

current only in the sense it measures from inception to now, and this
is what could be defaulted.

Dr. PHILLIPS. That is correct; yes, The reason for that is because of
the continuations.

Mr. DELLENBACK. I am not quoting then, but trying to understand
what you are doing. here, You are saying that from the beginning
of the program until now, it is possible that 14.2 percent of total
loans made will ultimately be in default?

Ms. Holism Yes, and the reason for making it cumulative was
partly the fact there was no provision for write-off of the bad loans;
therefore 'in comparing them, we included the total except those that
have not yet reached repayment status.

Mr. DuraamAcx, But of those who are outstanding at the moment,
with the definition therepotential default is much higher than 14.2
percent because you have thrown in a solid base of $255 million which
has been paid off in full ?

Ms. Horsoi4. I am not sure. We have not derived that rate, Are
you saying, take those that are currently in past-due status, in.
eluding everything since the inception of the program, and are you
then asking that we try to segregate loans made since a certain date?

Mr, DELLENBACK. Na. am not quarreling with your procedure,
but trying to understand it, I am not asking you to change anything
whatsoever, but saying that since you have thrown in $255 million
which will never be in default, because they have been paid off in full,

Horsox, Right.
Mr, DELLENBACK. We are not dealing with 14.2 percent of the loans

which have still not been paid off, Instead, of those loans which are
outstanding at this moment, more than 14.2 percent will inevitably
beat least so far as this potential default is concernedin default I

Dr, PH/LIAPS. Right,
Mr, DELLENBACK. I will ask one other question, Mr. Chairman, to

clarify one further area. When you quote the $1,005 million figure
iand label it as the face value of loans on schedule in repayment status,

and then, in the total, call those "total matured loans" you don't, by
matured" mean "clue and payable at the moment," but rather you

mean "loans which have been made and are thus subject to either
immediate or long term repayment"

Dr. Pffluirs, Yes, but we have not included hero those loans which
have been paid and are still in the in-school period. They would have
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to have reached the point at which the grace period has elapsed and
they have entered repayment status,

Mr. DEmiwnitox. You have now helped with what I had difficulty
with, namely, definition of the word "mature," These are not mature
in the sense that they are now due and payable in the way a bank would
consider immediately mature. They have matured in the sense they
have gotten out of the stage

Dr. Pinuars; They have entered repayment status and are due and
payable over an extended period of time,

Mr, DELLENBACK. And in that sense they are matured ?
Dr, PHILLIPS. Rig;ht,
Mr. DELLENBACK. Thank you, Mr. Chairman,
Mr. O'HARA, Continue, Dr, Phillips,
Dr. Pamirs, The amount of $261 million outstanding on delinquent

loans (defined as loans that have been in past due status for more
than 120 days) represents the amount outstanding.on about $320 mil-
lion originally lent, It should be noted that approximately $40 million
of that amount has been repaid as of June 30, 1973, and about $19
million has been cancelled under various provisions, leaving $261 mil-
lion outstandink. Of that amount, approximately $90 million is the
amount of payments that are actually past due as of June 30, 1973.
Since a substantial part of the amount clue to date has been collected
or canceled, it is reasonable to expect that a substantial portion of the
$261 million outstanding will also eventually be collected:

At this date, the only amounts which institutions can legally collect
on delinquent loans are those portions of each borrower's loan that are
actually past due as of June 30, 1973 ; i.e., the amount of approximately
$90 million,

Ail unknown number of institutions do include in their NDSL notes
the Office of Education's recommended provision that if the borrower
becomes delinquent in his payments, the entire amount outstanding
may be declared due and collectible.; however most institutions have
been reluctant to exercise this provision even if it is included in the
note, because the demand for payment of a large stun at one time is
often ineffectual in securing payment from a borrower.

Therefore, only about $90 million could have legally been collected
on the delinquent loans as of June 30,1973, rather than the entire bill
$261,000,000 outstanding. (An additional $12 million is past due, and
could have been collected, on loans that have been in past due status
for 120 days or less.)

We are trying to use the 120-day measure to make it as comparable
as possible with the guaranteed student loan program definition of
"default,"

Mr, DimihInAcit, You tell us that $490 million is the face value
of loans which are payment due, Now what does that mean I

Ms, Homo% That is the face value of all loans which are past due as
of June 30, 1973,

Dr, Pintlys. Including those that are past due for less than 120
days,

Mr. DELTAINItACIC Then the $261 million is part of that, but it is those
loans which are more than 120 days payment due?

Ms, Itorsog, Bight; in other words, approximately $170 million
is the face value of loans that are less than 120 days past due.
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Mr. DmiamnAcK, How do you get $170 million ?
Ms. Timm. $490 million minus $320.
Mr, DELLENBAOK, I see.
Ms, HOPSON, That is why I say the $261 million is compared with

the $320 million rather than the $430 million.
Mr. DELLENBACK, I understand your subtraction. Then it is $170

million which are loans where payment is due but not yet 120 days
past due,

Ms. Honor. Yes.
Dr. Pinturs. An alternate method of measuring the extent of delin-

quency in the national direct student loan program is to determine
what amount should have been collected as of a given date, but has not
actually been collected, and to compare that amount to the total amount
that was scheduled for collection as of that date. This would give you a
delinquency rate as distinct from a potential default rate. The pro-
gram's delinquency rate as of June 30, 1973, is then computed as fol-
lows, again based on the unedited data,
Cumulative principal amount collected
Cumulative principal amount canceled
Principal amount in past due status
Principal amount in deferred status.,

$585, 000, 000
220, 000, 000
102, 000, 000

0, 000, 000

Total amount due and collectible 808, 000, 000
Principal amount past due on delinquent loans....... 90, 000, 000

I $001000,000 divided by $803,000,000 equals 10.4 percent,

That $90,000,000 is the subpart of the $261 million, as we tried to
explain at the top of page 17, which is actually past due, and which
results in .a delinquency rate of 10.4 percent. So what we try to do
here is to give you two measurements of the problem. In potential
default, we tried to caleulate as much as possible in a comparable
fashion to the technique used in the gruaranteed student loan program,
and then what is perhaps a more useful measure in terms of the NDSI.
program itself, the delinquency rate of 10.4 percent.

Mr, SMAnmArr. You might went to point out the $6 million is not
the amount actually lent. You are actually dealing with $30 million
there. You generally have a period of at least 2 years in deferred
status, so we estimate that if 10 percent of the principal outstanding
would have been paid each year, if the student were not in defirred
status, on a basis of 10 percent times 2, roughly. 20 percent, you come
up with $6 million; but the actual amount lent is $30 million.

Dr. Putt,tnrs. In interpreting the potential default rate, it should
be _pointed out that NDSL's are normally made without security or
endorsement and without credit cheek In contrast to the guaranteed
student loan program, the institution must make loans reasonably
available to all eligible students in the institution in need thereof.
Correctim action

Two significant actions have been initiated which should enable the
Office of 1iducation to improve in the collection of delinquent loans.
First, O1, in conjunction with the National Association of College and
'University Business Officers, has in recent years held a series of re-
gional training workshops on loan collection procedures. OD has also
identified that 10 percent of the total number of participating insti.
tutions which had the highest delinquency rates as of June 30,1972.



Special efforts are being made through our regional office staffs to im-
prove the collections at these institutions.

Subregional workshops have been held. T ghe reional and State
groups of NASFAA have held and are holding workshops, and many
universities themselves have held workshops on collection procedures.

The second initiative resulted from congressional action amending
certain provisions of the National Defense Education Act. For ex-
ample, the Higher Education Act of 1965 included the following
features:

1, Provision for routine administrative expense and for other collec-
tion costs;

2. Reduction of the grace period from 12 months to 9,
i
and pro-

vision for monthly, bimonthly, or quarterly repayments instead of
annual repayments;

8. Provision for a $15 minimum monthly repayment at the option
of the institutions; and

4. Provision for the assessment of penalty charges for late payments
and for the late filing of deferment or cancelation forms at the option
of the institution.

These two initiatives are expected to effect significant increases in
the NDSL collection rate.

[The attachments to the foregoing statement follows:]

A

1, 0



TABLE 1,-NATIONAL DIRECT STUDENT LOAN PROGRAM

Fiscal years I-

1.0+

149 1960 1961 -1962 1963 1964 1965 1966 1967 . 1968 1969 1970 1971 1972 1973 19743975

Original requests
Approved funding levels2
Total Federal funds avallable2
Institutional capital contribu.

butions24
Collections 4 - ,
Funds advanced to students2 4
Administrative expenses
Number of students'
Average loan'
Number of institutions
Average award per institution

62, ils((10

30, 883

3, 423
10

9, 502

27, 683
343

1,196
28

40, 0
40, 393

4, 512
459

50,152

115, 4ii
434

1, 318

61,&
57, 474

6, 582
1, 505

70, 963

151,068
470

1,412
41

97,a)
73; 846

8,155
3, 434

89,102

186,465
478

1,4/0
50

111,%3
90, 000

10, 058
6, 386

103,732

216,930
478

1,528
59

122,a)
121, 168

12,031
10, 860

119, 536

346, 840
484

1,560
78

137,0
145, 000

14,448
16, 563

166,608

3f9, 974
522

1,616
90

187, g0
179, 300

20,120
23,198

214, 334

343,216
568

1,639
109

(2)
213, 500
190, 000

19, 836
31, 517

220, 399
4, 205

400, 531
561

1,694
112

243, 090
230, 236
190, 000

20,016
42, 420

237,114
4, 338

434, 086
521

1,739
109

270,000
246,430
190, 000

20, 629
57,198

242,681
6,197

455,998
540

1,818
105

292,235
268, 050
188, 785

21, 660
73, 234

240, 518
12, 716

452,144
532

1,867
101

330,158
283, 380
236, 500

25, 218
90, HO

364, 247.
10, 955

561,800
650

2,092
113

387,165
337,154
286, 000

31, 778
110, 000
411, 502
12, 345

614, 290
670

2,186
131

533, 531
454, 069
286, 000

31, 778
130, 000
430, 919

12, 928
624, K

690
2,293

125

GU, 536
576,970
286, 000

31, 778
150, 000
464,900

13,947
674,000

690
2,639

188

732,208
563,175
286, COO

31, 778
170, MO
470, 725

14,122
68Z 000

690
2,800

102

Year beginning July 1 and ending June 30,.Year 10 which funds ate available regardless of the year
for which appropribteci,

a Thousands of dollars,

*Net available,
+For fiscal year 1959 th tOtigh 1970, entries ate actual as taken vrom annual fiscal operations reports,

Fiscal year 1971 through 1975-entries are estimated,
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TABLE 0,- NATIONAL DIRECT STUDENT LOAN PROGRAM-FISCAL YEARS 1974 AND 1975 FUNDING

Panel
recommended

State
allotment

Number of
State institutions

percentage patticipating

Average
institution

award
Number of
students I

Average
Federal

per student I

FISCAL YEAR 1974

California $70, 094, 673 $30, 974, 383 44, 189353 263 $117,773 66,600 451
Florida 12, 4?A, 699 7, 857, 268 63, 178082 5) 137, 847 17, 400 451
Illinois 29, 453, 453 14, 259,807 48,4147E0 112 127,320 30,700 451
Indiana 19, 021, 120 7, 505, 689 39, 459763 43 174,550 16,600 451
Michigan 25, 450, 022 12, 717, 572 49, 970770 101 125,917 27,500 451
New Yolk 55, 491, 249 23, 769, 772 42, 835172 212 121,122 52,600 451
North Carolina 11, 086, 084 6, 784, 369 61,197163 87 77,981 15,000 451
Oregon 8, 997, 498 3, 945, 685 43, 853135 38 103,834 8,600 451
Pennsylvania 23, 008, 976 14, 267, 339 62, 007709 134 106, 473 31, 600 451
Puerto Pico. ...... 4, 596, 076 2, 191, 555 47.683175 9 243,506 4,900 451

FISCAL YEAR 1975

California 68, 182, 650 31, 122, 641 45, 645983 278 111,952 73,500 419
Florida. 12, 277, 159 7, 862, 252 64, 039669 58 135, 556 . 18,700 419
Illinois 27,040, 474 14, 293, 720 52.860463 121 118,130 33,900 419
Indiana 14, 410, 978 7, 513, 543 52, 137634 49 155,337 17,900 419
Michigan 20, 282, 599 12, 711, 953 62, 674181 102 124,627 30,300 419
New Yolk 49, 239, 364 23, 846, 823 48.430404 240 99, 362 56, 600 419
Noah Carolina 10, 852, 022 6, 790, 039 62. 569344 77 88,182 16,200 419
Oregon 15, 899, 167 4, 036, 995 25. 391235 40 100,924 9,500 419
Pennsylvania 22, 152, 776 14, 273, 549 64,432326. 136 104,952 33,600 419
Puerto Rico 6, 252, 552 2, 379, 421 38, 055197 9 264, 380 5, 500 419

Estimated.

Dr. PHILLIPS, At this point, Mr. Chairman, I will be pleased to
answer questions from members of the subcommittee, I might also
refer you to the tables and suggest that if you have any questions
about the data set forth there, I would be happy to try to unravel them
for you

Mr. O'HARA. Thank you, Dr. Phillips. If you will refer to the bot-
toms of page 17, you indicate $102 million is the principal amount in
payment due status and $90 million is payment overdue by 120 days
or more. Is that it?

Dr. Pintail's, Yes.
Mr. O'HARA. Is that the difference between the $90 and $102?
Ms. Hopson. Yes.
Dr. PIIILLIPB, That is right as we mentioned earlier, the $12 million

is the amount that is past due on loans that have been in past due status
for less than 120 days.

Mr. O'HARA. Right.
Mr. Brademas, would you like to ask some questions?
Mr. BRADEMAS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Thank you very much, Dr, Phillips, for what I think is a most use-

ful summary of the history and operation of the NDSL program and,
from my.point of view as a longtime champion of the program, a most
encouraging one. Indeed, as one who is very, interested in .building
bridges around this town these days, I am going to send a note over
to Secretary Weinberger asking him to get acquainted with Mr. Ash
to let him tcnow how enthusiastic the Department of IIEW is about
the operation of this program. I ask unanimous consent to include
the editorial in the record. I take it you have read the editorial ?

Erie editorial referred to follows:
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Prom the New York Times, May 28, 10741

Tim STUDENT MD HOAX

The inflationary rise in college tuition is a direct threat to higher education
for students from poor as well as middle-income homes. In the public and the
private sector, costs to the student are mounting astronomically, Yet the Federal
Government seems determined to accelerate the inflationary trend.

Three years ago the Carnegie Commission on Higher Education recommended
a formula to aid students and institutions simultaneously. Modeled on the con-
cept of a guaranteed annual income, it would automatically entitle to scholar-
ship aid any college-age student whose parents' income is below a set minimum.
At the same time, every college would receive a cost-of-education grant for each
federally subsidized student.

The Nixon Administration subsequently incorporated this sensible plan in its
1972 higher education aid package. Although approved by Congress, the program
has never been fully funded.

Now the administration has asked for the full funding of the Basic Oppor-
tunity Grants (11,0.0.) at a level of $1.3 billion, while not only scuttling other
important grants and loans, but without making any provision for cost-of-educa-
tion grants to institutionsa fatal defect.

The plan to link aid to the students and to institutions is a tandem that
cannot run successfully on one wheel. Aid to students does nothing to solve the
institutions' budget problems. The colleges' only alternative then will be to raise
tuition, thus wiping out the gains promised to the students.

What makes the Administration's piecemeal approach to the problem particu-
larly deplorable is that fact that the original prescription had been so sensible
and so easy to implement, The elimination of institutional aid turns a construc-
tive proposal into a cruel hoax. The effect Will be a mirage of new student aid that
will evaporate into the thin air of inflation, while the colleges' economic founda-tions crumble.

Dr, PHILLIPS. I have not.
Mr, 1:312ADEMAS. Let me quote a couple of points. One is more directly

related to our purpose this morning than is the other.
It is a very sharp attack on the administration for its failure to pro

vide for any cost of education grants to institutions while atthe same
time asking for full funding at a level of $1.3 billion of the BOG

iprogram and I would share in that criticism. That may well be a
matter to which we may want to address ourselves at some point this
morning, but the other point made in this editorial, Mr. Chairman, is
to use the language of the Times, that the administration is proposing
to scuffleto use its verbother important grants and loans.

I think it is significant, perhaps, Mr. Chairman, that in this testi-
mony of Dr. Phillips in uhich, on page 12, he remarked that the
analysis of the 1970 operation reports indicatas that the NSDL
program is achieving its goal of helping needy students meet the costs
of p?stsecondary education, that there is no indication the administra-
tion is proposing to kill this program.

Do you have a comment on that observation ?
Dr, Pitimrs, I think, Mr. Bradernas, our purpose at this point was.

to offer a summary of the background information about the program,
its history, operations, and formal evaluations that have been done on
it, and not to talk at this point about the trade.offs or policy choke
that have to be made in order to reconcile all student aid programs with
budget limitations,

Our hope was to provide you with a basis of discusiion for this com-
mittee and not to get into those policy issues at this time,

Mr, O'llAitn. Will the gentleman yield ?
Mr, 13nAormits, Yes,
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Mr. O'llAnA. Those were the ground rules under which they were
asked to testify.

Mr. BRADEMAS. I appreciate that and don't want to get at odds with
my chairman. I was not a signatory to the treaty; therefore I don't
feel altogether bound by it.

Mr. O'HARA. If you will yield further for a moment, we have en-
couraged the Office of Education and the Commissioner to not come up
with policy recommendations at the beginning of this subcommittee's
work on reviewing title IV, but rather to explore the operation and
ramifications of title IV with us and then, when we have completed
that work, to sit down with us and see if we can reach some agreement.

Mr. BRADEMAS. In that event, Mr. Chaiman, I will simply make 'a
further observation on the point I was making, not uslc the witness to
comment, and then I have two other questions I would like to put
to the witness, if I may, simply, so that, as we so rarely meet, Dr. Phil-
lips and I don't want this opportuntiy to go by-- I would point out
that in your own, as I reiterate, very valuable testimony, you have
noted how this program is achieving its goal and on page 11, to quote
you, you say, "The demand for the program has increased steadily
throughout its history," and on page 12 you say, "An estimated total
number of 752,900 participants are in the program during 1973-74, 91
Percent of whom are undergraduates."

And then you understand why, if we are doing so splendidly in this
program, why people like me get nervous when efforts are made to say
"Goodbye, students; go off to that nit's 12 percent private market."

Now, Mr. Chairman, having unburdened myself of my editorial
Dr. Pilaw& If I may, I should like to point out that the figure

quoted was an estimate made by the American Council on Education.
We are simply reporting that figure. We are not sure of its accuracy
and we are going to be working to verify or modify it as we collect
data this year.

Mr. 13nAmmAs. T appreciate that. I just have two areas of ques-
tioning then, Mr. Chairman.

Dr. Phillips, on page 14 of your statement, you remark on the small
number of institutions in a completely revolving status and suggest
that this fact is probably attributable to three factors. Then at the
bottom of the page you indicate that there is no discernible trend which
makes it possible to identify by type those institutional characteristics
which are responsible for the 150 institutions that have achieved this
status.

Can you give us anv ;judgments at all as among those several factors
which you feel may be more significant in making possible the achieve-
ment of a completely revolving status ?

De. Pinuars. Well, I think they all really inteirelate and each in-
stitution is quite different. You have an expanding enrollment and/or
expanding costs in institutions which place expanded demands on
available loan funds, and that can, its you know, simply eat up the
funds at a very rapid rate.

And you have a 10- or 15-year period, in effect, before they can
completely restore the money to the revolving fund.

The erosion of the fund caused by cancellation and deferment pro-
visions interact here in it way which simply causes leaks from the fund,
and as we tried to point out, the collections problem is a very real one
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and one, we feel has to be recognized, acknowledged and attacked
directly and not skirted around.

Mr. 13uAnzmAs. Let me turn my question on its head and put it to
you the other way. Given that these three factors are interrelated and
there may indeed be other factors, what are the factors that in your
view most significantly account for the very large number of institu-
tions that have not beenlble to achieve completely revolvingstatus

Dr. PHILLIPS. Well, I expect that it has to do with the fact that they
can't catch up with demand, based on the annual availabilities of
Federal capital contribution, and suffering from leakages I mentioned,
and that they are having trouble catching up with the collection
problem,

Perhaps I am not focusing properly on your question, and maybe
you are trying to lead me in a direction.

Mr. BRADEMAS. I am not trying to lead you anyplace, You are run-
ning the program and I would like to know what you think your
headaches are to enable us as legislators to come up with a proposal
to help you do it better. It is a very simple, straightforward, common-
sense question.

6rEARritAx. If I may comment?
Mr, BRADEMAS, I know that you have a lot of headaches but what I

want is your professional judgment on which-headaches are more
troublesome than others. I think that is a reasonable question.

Dr. PHILLIPS. Sure it is.
Dr. SPEARMAN, I think I would like to approach it from two

perspectives.
One, we attempted to isolate the 150 institutions and examine the

1 &) institutions and be able to report to you that for the most part
private institutions have developed this, or public, and so forth, and
we found that there was no significant trend that we could identify
here.

Mr. 1311ADEMAS. I understand.
Dr. SPEARMAN. I think the second point is the peculiarities of the

program itself. I think all of us will agree the NDSL program has a
peculiarity in its total repayment mechanism. Too, it does require in-
stitutional financial aid offices. There is a greater demand on their
time to operate this program than any other program, perhaps, pri-
marily because the number of forms are there, the grace period and
cancellation provisions are there, so the institutions themselves have
difficulty.

I suspect if we would look at a more recent study that has come out
by the Educational Testing Service, on NDSL, and these results are
tentative and should be released appropriately in a month, it would
clearly point out that the degree to which this program is effectively
administered, may highly relate to the degree in which the institution
in and of itself has capable internal management.

Mr. BRADEMAS. I think that is a very important point and leads me
to raise the question, Me, Chairman, I think you told me there are two
major problems. One is the collection problem to which reference has
just been made and the other is demand which in plainer English means
that there is not enough money,

Let's turn to the collection problem for a moment, If the matter of
management is that crucial, would it not be wise, given the magnitude

414
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of the moneys involved, for you, at OE, and for us on this committee,
to pay much more attention to zeroing in on that particular problem ?

Maybe we ought to channel a modest percentage of funds into the
question of improving institutional management of the program, with
a particular eye toward collection, otherwise we are missing the point.

Mr. O'HARA. Will you yield?
Mr. BRADEMAS. Of course.
Mr. O'HARA. Perhaps some light was shed on that question by

another study they did, that they mentioned in their testimony. They
indicated they were not able to identify the characteristics of the 150
institutions that were able to go on a fully revolving basis.

You also identified the 10 percent of the institutions having the
highest delinquency rate, so you indicate in your testimony. Were you
able to identify the characteristics of the 10 percent?

Ms. Honor?. One thing we did find out was that something like 30
percent of them were in our Federal region IV. Then we also found
out that the predominantly black institutions were a large part of that
number.

Mr. O'HARA. Of the 10 percent having the highest ?
Ms. Horsox. Yes.
Mr. O'HARA. Have you determined between public, private and

proprietary ?
Ms. Horsox. It was really spread all over, the distribution of the

institutions except for those two characteristics. .

Dr. Puitt,ivs, It would be hard to draw any conclusions about pro-
prietaries because they have been in the program for such a short
period that not many of their loans have entered repayment where
we would have a firm history on the collection activities. .

Mr, BRADEMAS. Have you considered as an alternative, and I am not
saying I advocate this, but in that you indicated the institutional man-
agement problems on collection, particularly, being a major headache,
simply saving that rather than the institutions being charged with the
responsibility for collecting, that OE should take on that job.

Mr. O'HARA, You have a lot more confidence in OE than I do.
Dr, nimbus, I think you can safely say we have not considered

that alternative seriously as yet, other than, for loans that, may even-
tually be returned to OE under the 1972 amendment,

Mr, O'HARA, IRS, maybe,
Mr. MUMMA& In any event, there is an area worth further discus-

sion, I have one other question, Mr, Chairman,
Onewell, I no longer have confidence in IRS like I used to have,

also, just so the record may be clear,
You told us of something of the default rates here, which is a con-

cern of yours and of ours, But have you made a study to compare de-
fault rates in the NDSL an (ESL programs with default rates on
SBA loans or, to be more excit ng about it, Fannie Mae loans ?

Dr, Pniunrs, No we haven of conducted such a study at this point,
We have been trying to do som

Mr, BRADEMAS, Don't ;you think it. is a useful thing to do ?
Dr, Plumes, I think it might be, However let me say that the effort

to take very different pieces of legislation and have different standards
for making loans and then try to develop a method to get true come
parability of delinquency rates or in this case potential clefault rates,
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that is a major task by itself, We spent a good deal of time this spring
working with conaputers and so on, just to get this far. I th!lik that
even this analysis is subject to some criticism as being not pe .;ectly
comparable or compatible with GSL analysis and I think to try to ex-
tend it to other quite different loan progrns, while it might be kind
of instinctively helpful, it might get us into so many complications
of comparability of data that it would be self-defeating,

Mr. Coale. I might add one point on that, to compare it to SBA or
Fannie Mae, you run into a problem where they have an asset which
you couldn't, claim, a security, which you don't have here at all, so it
throws in an aspect which makes it hard to compare.

Mr. BRADEISIAS. I think your admonitions are well taken and I raised
the question largely because there has been, at least I observed during
the 1972 conference, a good deal of moralizing with respect to students
as if students are somehow less to be trusted than other sectors of the
society and I am not altogether sure that that is the case.

Let me ask a final question. Dr. Phillips, you have said in your testi-
mony, in effect, that there are two different ways or two alternative
ways to calculate default rates, that is on pages 16 and 17 of your state-
ment, and one way you say leads to a 14.2 percent rate and another
method gives us a 10.4 percent rate, That is interesting to me.

Then you go on to tell us that, by the way, that two significant actions
have been initiated, one in the executive branch and one in Congress,
that you say should enable OE to improve its collection of delinquent
loans,

I believe that is right?
Dr. Pumurs. To assist the institutions in improving their collec-

umns.
Mr, linAncuns. Yes. All right, that is fair enough. That is what I

mean. Then you conclude, on page 19 of your statement, that these
two initiatives are expected to effect significant increase in the NDSL
collection. rate.

You know, you took an awful lot of prose there to tell us that things
are not quite as bad as they may have appeared at the outset,

Dr. Piiimirs. Well, with respect to your question about two different
rates. the difficulty here, as I am sure you are aware, Mr. Congressman,
is that there really is no default in the NDSL program at present.
There was not a provision for the same kind of default action at a
certain point, in the that there is in the guaranteed student loan pro-
gram until the enactment of the Education Amendments of 1972. So
what we tried to do was, in effect, to build a model for bringing that
in, for estimating a potential default rate in terms of the basic program
and its language and its intention and its 'statutory alignments, the
10,4 percent rate being, the one which suggests the dimensions of the
problem in terms of one dity.to-day administrative efforts,

We have had repeated requests, both from the Congress and from
other parties, to do some kind of analysis which would suggest it rate
which world be comparable to the default rate in guaranteed student
loans and this is our effort to respond to that request. It is awkward,
it is difficult, it is subject to criticism for being either artificially high
or low and so on, but this is the best eirrirt we could put together to
try to give you something to work with, an estimate of the range of the
problem.
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We do want to do a better job, and we do want to help institutions
to manage these things better so we can bring them closer to a revolt?.
ing fund status at the earliest possible time,

Mr. BRADEMAS, I appreciate that response, and your salutary, though,
not altogether convincing effort to distinguish the two,

Dr. Pllimars. Right.
Mr, IinAnnmAs. The point I am getting at of course is here you give

us two different ways of measuring which come up with significantly
different percentages and then you tell us, "and moreover, but despite
these default you we are moving ahead to deal with, these default
rates," and "here are two ways in which we are moving", and "we aro
very hopeful"; you say "by utilizing these methods to effect significant
increase in the NDSL collection rate,"

I am. just quoting your prose and I hope I am not an unreasonable
person in concluding that the house is not burning down.

Dr. PmLLn's, I guess that is a fair statement, that the house is not
burning down, but our own feeling is that we have a good deal of
work to be done to make sure that we do control the rate of datum'.
cies and/or potential defaults in this program.

Mr. BRADE3fAS. Well, I happen to agree with that and that is why
I was trying to get holt; you more guidance on what you thought the
real problem areas were earlier in my questioning.

Dr. PUILLIPS, I think Dr. Spearman's comment about the emphasis
on assisting in improvement of management at the institutional level
is perhaps the most important. message.

Mr. BaAnEstAs, Thank you, Dr, Phillips.
Mr. (MARA, Do you have any figures? You have given us figures

with respect to delinquency rates and that is essentially what they are,
I guess% delinquency rates. Then you make a projection and I am not
sure it is a sound one, that all those who ate delinquent over 120 days
will become defaulters and none of those who are not delinquent over
120 days will become defaulters and I am. not sure those are valid
assumptions, 14 in terms of delinquency rates, do you have any infor-
mation to indicate the percentage of borrowers that might be over

Dr. Pnthurs. As opposed to dollar figures in delinquencies?
Ms. HorsoN, Yes.
Mr. O'HARA, If you could do it on a comparable basis that would

be useful,
Ms. Horsox, Right.
Dr. Pitthurs. You mean numbers loans or numbers of bor.

rowers ; do you want individual borrowers; a calculation Oil their total
loan amounts?

No, Numbers of borrowers and numbers of loans.
Dr.. Pint,mys. We can get the borrowers, unduplicated accounts of

borrowers ?.
Ms. Horsox, Right.
[The document referred to follows :1

TOTAL NUMBERS or NAT1oNAt, bSPRNSR/bIREOT STUUNNT LOAN ritoORANt HolutoWERS
WilOsti LOANS ARM IN POTSNTIAL RUAULT STATUS AS 01, JUNE So, 1913

The following statistics are based on unedited data collected front the Viseal
Year 1078 tiseal.operationd reports of '2,148 institutions, out of a tag participant
poll!) of 2,300, loor purposes of this ealculation, "matured Wits" are all loans
mule in the program through .tune 80, 1078, minus those loans which have not
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yet reached repayment status because the borrower is still in school or is in his
grace period, The number of borrowers in potential default status as of June 30,
1973, is then computed as follows
Borrowers whose loans are fully retired
Borrowers in deferred status

457,
29,

000
000

Borrowers on schedule in repayment status .1, 009, 000
Borrowers whose loans are pas due 439, 000

Total borrowers whose loans are matured 0
.mele

084, 000
Borrowers whose loans are delinquent (past due more than 120 days).- I 871, 000

1871,000 divided by 2,034,000 equals 18,2 percent,

This method of measuring the potential default rate in the National Defense/
Direst Student Loan Program, in terms of the number of borrowers, produces a
somewhat higher rate than that obtained by measuring the amount of potential
default, primarily because the measurement of amounts distinguishes between
the amounts repaid and the amounts outstanding on past due loans, while it is
impossible to apportion the number of borrowers whose loans are in past due
status in a similar manner, It should also be noted that some students who are
behind schedule in the repayment of their loans are currently making partial
payments, but the report data do not distinguish those students from other de.
unguent borrowers,

The Office of Education has not collected statistical information (such as
racial/ethnic distribution, sex distribution, and family income levels) on de.
Unguent harrowers separately from all borrowers, Therefore, there are no readily
available quantifiable data on the characteristics of deinquent borrowers,

An analysis of the unedited data from the Fiscal Year 1973 reports does show
(a) that the even ge loan for borroweri whose loans are fully retired is lower
than for any other subgroup of borrowers and (b) that in dividing the subgroup
of delinquent borrowers by the length of time that their accounts have been past
due, the average loan decreases as the length of time that the account has been
past due increases. However, those conditions are, apparently not related to the
*et of delinquency bat result instead from the fact that the average loan has
increased significantly over the program's history,

Mr. O'HRA. I would be intere5ted in what, if anything, you have
been able to find out about the characteristics of defaulters, defaulting
borrowers as compared to characteristics of the full population of
borrowers, Have you done any investigation of that?

Dr, Putman. The thing is, we are working off institutional reports
and the report on the total universe of boirowers in one section, their
characteristics and then report, on the collection problems in another
section and I dontt believe there is a subsample of borrowers in de.
linquent status which we could identify,

Div, O'HARA. I was wondering if sampling techniques might be use
fol. You have a bit of information about your universe of borrowers
because you have given some of it in your statement about their income
levels rather, their minority group status, and other characteristics
and I am wondering if you could take a sample which could even be
a relatively small sample, People are able to sample voters in my con-
gressional district by interviewing say only MO or 800.

Pitimars. I think Mr, Rowe would like to respond,
Mr, tiowm, Mr, Chairman, part of the process that we have asked

the regional Are staff to follow through on, on the 10 percent of the
part icipiltions who am showing it high rate of delinquency at this time,
is to assist those institutions to do exactly what you are suggesting,
make an analysis of accounts, trying to get a profile of the kinds of
delinquent situation, which would run the whole spectrum,

We had also previously done this with a selected group of institus
tins, approximately 6 years ago, and found that the range of reasons
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for delinquency are slow pay, in some instances, and that there are
nevertheless a certain number of students, of former students, who
have some rather hard conditions which exist which in essence make
the loan virtually a bad debt.

Mr. O'HARA. I would like to sit down and have my staff sit down
with some of you people later on and to see if there is something
we can do. I have some suspicions, some intuition about how we might
improve the program and I would like, if the date is available, I
would like to see if that data can be used to check them out

Dr. Pmwrs. I think we could probably formalize th effort to
analyze the delinquency population in those high-delinquency-rate
institutions and perhaps; without a great expenditure of limited re-
sources, be more responsive to that question.

And I look forward to meeting with your staff and yourself about it.
Mr. BRADEMAS, May I ask this : At that point, Dr. Phillips, would

you have a comment to make on whether or not any significant amount
of defaults can be attributed to lack of understanding on the part of
the teachers on the operation of the teacher's forgiveness certificate
necessary for teachers?

Dr. Pnimars. I think I should ask someone to respond who has a
longer identification with the program.

Mr. RowE, I think there is some evidence on doing an analysis of ac-
counts of a delinquent that some of that delinquency is clue to the fact
that the student has to file a certificate that they are teaching, and
with a proper followup, the individual will file a teacher's certificate
or a student deferment certificate.

Mr. BRADEMAS, So the default in that case is really more apparent
than real ?

Mr. ROWE, It might well be; yes.
Mr. O'HARA. I want to go into some things like the delinquency

rate on large loans as opposed to small loans, the delinquency rate on
loans to borrowers who also have a work study job as compared to
delinquency rate on borrowers who don't also have employment, and
so forth and so on.

I think we might be able to find out some things that we could then
use to improve our package in a way that would cut down our
problems.

Mr. Andringa has suggested, and I think this is a good question,
that we ought to inquire about the extent to which these institutions
are using banks or others as collection agents for these loans and
what the cost of servicing the loan this way commonly runs and any
other information you can give us.

Dr. SPEARMAN, In the study done by the Educational Testing Serv-
ice the question was raised, 14Are you presently using a commercial
billing service on a regular basis?' and of 1,400, 805 answered "No"
and 508 answered "Yes."

Dr. Pimurs. That is 508 on the basis of 1,400 ?
DP, SPEARMAN% flight.
Dr. Plitturs. That is 40 to 40 percent.
Mr. O'HAAA. Under the law.
Dr. Pnitmrs. Also you asked about cost
Mr. O'llAftn. Yes, any information about what it is costing them.
Dr. P1/11AAPS, $9 to $12 per account per year.
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Mr. 011m1A, You don't have it in percentage terms?
Dr. Pmuirs, No because it would not be dependent upon the size

of a loan account; it would be dependent upon the number of loans,
the actual loans that are being serviced,

Mr. O'HARA. All right.
Dr. SPEARMAN. M. Chairman, I might add in that same study a

question was raised, how effective are commercial billing services in
handling these loans?

I think to introduce the answer there is extremely important here;
105 reported "very effective" and 104 institutions reported "not very
effective ;" 1,000 institutions did not answer.

Dr. PHILLIPS. Of course of that 1,000, over 800 were not using them.
That is not a bad sample.

Mr. O'HARA. Under the law, are institutions permitted to sell these,
sell their notes, to discount. their paper and sell it?

Mr. ROWE. No; under the law they are not allowed to assign the notes,
unless the borrower transfers to another eligible institution, although,
in the 1972 amendments, the law was changed to allow institutions to
assign the notes to the U.S. Office of Education after the loan, has
been in default for a 2-year period in which due diligence had been
performed by the institution in its collection effort. At the end of
that period they could assign the note to the U.S. Office of Education.

Presently, we have not had any notes assignedto us,
Mr. O'llmt.t. I am wondering what the effect would be of permit-

ting institutions to, in effect, sell their paper and what the effect would
be at the current NDSL interest rate or what the effect would be at an
increased NDSL interest rate.

De, PHILLIPS, It. is a little hard to iinagine it would be an attractive
note for discounting.

Mr. O'HAttA, You would have to discount it quite a bit under present
circumstances,

Dr. PHILLIPS. But I think that is a general question which probably
could come up in connection with the guaranteed loan program where
that option does exist, and we might be able to get some indication
from that experience as to how it might relate to other loan programs
such as this one,

Mr. O'HAnA, rine.
Dr. SPIIAIIIVAN. There might be a slight disincentive because you are

dealing with only 00 percent rederal contribution and 10 Dement of
their money, and the incentive might be somewhat weakened because
they can use that money that was collected,

Mr. 0411AnA, But they might in terms of a revolving fund. Let's
suppose we had an 8 percent interest rate on direct student loan funds
and let's say they could discount the things by 8 percent and sell them;
in other words, they would just be able to revolve their principal all
the time there, if they could do that,

Here you get into larger questions about how the
whole student loan marketplacp ought to operate,

Mr. Eight,
Dr, Nunn, And it relates not just to this program,
:fir, ogARA, I know, but in terms of this revolving fund thing, it

has a special wrinkle to it. They are not trying to make money and
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indeed, if all they are trying to do is have a revolving fund, then maybe
there are devices in which they can be assisted in doing so.

Dr. Piiimirs, I think we would be happy to explore those kinds of
options with the committee,

Nit', O'HARA, I have compared the College work study program
State allotment percentage with the direct student loan State allot-
ment percentage,

Dr. Pawn, in Michigan perhaps?
Mr, O'HARA, Well, let's see, I didn't look at Michigan particularly.

It is on the list, though. Because, you see, two very different kinds of
formulas are used, as you well knowthe work study formula feeding
in things about the number of high school graduates in a State and
other factors in addition,

Dr. Pilitzus, Low income families and so on.
Mr. O'HARA, Right. It would appear, well, I don't know if you have

any observations about the comparison, appprently notwell, you have
Indiana which Mr, Brademits would be interested in, Indiana gets
40 percent of its panel-approved funds under the 'direct loan program
and in fiscal year 1974 and 68 percent under the work study program,
That is panel approved.

In others, the differences areyou know, different,
Dr. Puiturs. Yes, I think as we tried to suggest when we appeared

before you in connection with the work study program, the State per-
centage formula exists and operates pretty much independently from
any assessment of the need within a given State for the funds, except
for the portion of the 10 percent funds to which regulatory authority
applies.

Mr. O'HALA. Except the panel judgments within a State pretty well
reflects the need.

Dr. PHILLIPS. That reflects the need, but the relationship of that
need to the actual amount that goes into the State, they are largely
independent variables.

Mr. O'ItAnA. I was wanting to see if the one State allotment formula
worked any better- than the other and I see that neither-of them
worked exceedingly well.

Ms, limisox. One difference between NDSL and Work-Study in
the funds awarded for the upcoming year is that the operation of the
-egulatory and statutory, provisions differ, because the NDSL amount
available was not sufficient to get to the point where every State
could bo brought back to its 1972 level, Therefore the funds available,
with the exception of a few States, went out almost precisely as in
1972, whereas in work study, for instance, the portion of 10 percent
funds remaining after raising' all States to their 1972 level was not
extensively in 17 States and that altered the amount of money going
into those States, whereas that didn't happen in NDSL.

Dr, Plumps, Incidentally, this fiscal 1974 funding is for 1974-75
operations,

Ms, Hopson, No, that chart is done on the basis of the year of
operation, the one attached to the testimony,

Dr. PHILLIPS, So actually table II-A is fiscal year 1973 funding
and that is 1973-74 operations, and.table 11-11 is fiscal year 1974 fund;
ing and 1974-75 operations.

Ms, Hopson, Eight,
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D. PHILLIPS. We often have those confusions, and it is good to
get it cleared up, so it is this year and next year.

Mr. O'HARA, I guess we want to get on to the guaranteed loan pro-
gram and we may have further questionsI am sure you understand
thatwhich we will direct to you.

We would like to try to work with you to determine the character-
istics of the defaulting borrowers to see if there is some way to effec-
tively reduce default rates,

Di', PIIILL1PS.'Before I leave the witness table, I would like to deliver
to you copies of the new student affidavit form which we have devel-
oped in consultation with legal counsel over the last several months and
which, are now in the hands of the institutions, which we hope, for the
first time, will permit a student to fill out a single form and with
that form meet his affidavit requirement in basic grants, supplemental
grants, work study, NDSL, and guaranteed student loan programs.

I though you would perhaps like to have it now for your reference.
Mr. 011Anit. We would appreciate having it,
Dr. PHILLIPS. We are trying ,to rationalize the operation of these

programs and I thought this might be of interest to you.
Mr. O'HARA. I thank you. We appreciate that,
Dr. PHILLIPS. Thank you.
Mr. O'HAan. Our next witness is Mr. James W. Moore, Acting As-

sociate Commissioner of the Office of Guaranteed Student Loans, Office
of Management, U.S. Office of Education, Mr. Moore is accompanied
by Mr. Charles Cooke, Deputy Assistant Secretary for Legislation
(Education), Mr. David Bayer, Assistant Director, Office of Guaran-
teed Loans, and Ms. Alice Hansen, Chief of the Reports Section, Office
of Guaranteed Loans.

Mr. Nfoore, we would appreciate very much hearing from you on
the guaranteed loan program.

STATEMENT OP NAMES W. MOORE, ACTING ASSOCIATE COMMIS-
SIONER, OFFICE OP GUARANTEED STUDENT LOANS, OPPIOS OP
MANAGEMENT, U.S. OFFICE OP EDUCATION, DEPARTMENT OP
HEALTH, EDUCATION, AND WELFARE, ACCOMPANIED BY
CHARLES M. COOKE, /R., DEPUTY ASSISTANT SECRETARY PDX
LEGISLATION (EDUCATION) ; DAVID C. BAYER, ASSISTANT DI-
RECTOR, OPPICE OF GUARANTEED LOANS; AND ALICE P. HAN-
SEN, CHIEP, REPORTS SECTION, OFFICE OP GUARANTEED LOANS

Mr. 14foon. Mr. Chairman and members of the subcommittee, it is
a pleasure to be here today and to review with you the history and
operation of the guaranteed student loan program GSTA'. The fol-
lowing statement is intended to be a brief overview of the program's
establishment and operation.

I. LEGISLATIVE HISTORY

A. Guaranteed student loan programs prior to the Higher Educa-
tion Act of 190.

During the period 1064 to 1005117 States enacted legislation to ere-
ate State-guaranteed student loan programs. Under these programs,
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a guarantee loan reserve fund was established into which State appro-
priations and/or private contributions were deposited to be used as a
guarantee for loans from commercial lenders made to students pri-
marily.attendinginstitutions of higher education,

iTypically, the interest rate was fairly low, a needs test was required,
and repayment of the loan was deferred until the student had com-
pleted school. The usual ratio of reserve funds deposited to loan prin-
cipal outstanding was 1 to 10 but did range as high as 1 to 33. In addi-
tion, a State interest subsidy, was paid to lenders oh behalf of students
in both New York and Louisiana. All 17 of these programs are still,
in operation today.

United Student Aid Funds USAFa private nonprofit agency,
was established in 1960. Under this program, colleges and universities
could make deposits in the USAF reserve fund on the basis of which
USAF would guarantee a loan made by a commercial bank to their
students at a ratio of 1 to 121/2. Some States and private corporations
also participated in this plan for the benefit of their residents or
employees.

In addition, Wisconsin, Texas, South Dakota, and Florida provided
loans mode directly to students by the State. The Wisconsin program
was established in 1933. The Florida program actually consisted of
scholarships made to undergraduates who, upon graduation, were
expected to teach in the public schools of Florida. If such service was
not rendered, the scholarship had to bey paid back as if it had been a
loan,

The Higher Education and National Vocational Student Loan
Insurance Acts of 1905. These two programs authorized by the 89th
Congress provided for low-interest, deferred-pay-back, federally sub-
sidized loans made primarily by commercial lenders to students at-
tending institutions of higher education and to students attending
public and profitmaking schools both in the vocational and technical
education sector.

Loans would be guaranteed by 'State or private nonprofii, agencies
or insured by the Federal Government, The acts also extended Federal
interest benefits to students receiving loans under direct State loan
programs.

The vocational program was a blueprint of the higher education
program, with appropriate changes in terminology, and both pro-
grams were merged in 1968. The discussion from this point on will deal
only with the combined guaranteed student loan program.

Features of the program included a prohibition against a financial
needs test for all students whose annual adjusted family incomes were
less than $161000 per year, a maximum statutory interest rate of 6
percent per annum, and a payout period of from 5 to 10 years begin-
fling 9 to 12 months after the student withdrew from or finished school.

The Federal Government paid an interest subsidy of up to 0 percent
while the student was in school and a partial subsidy of 3 percent
during ,the payback period. Students from families with adjusted
family incomes of $115,000 per year or more were also eligible for loans

ibut without the interest subsidy. The maximum loan ntnt was
$1000 per year with an overall maximum of $7,600.

The legislation was intended to encourage the formation of addi.
tional State agency programs, to continue those already in existence,
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and where adequate, private nonprofit programs. The direct Federal
insurance program was available on a standby basis, to be brought
into play only when a public or private nonprofit program did not
servo the students in any given State,

To encourage the continuation or formation of State or private loan
guarantee agencies, Federal advances of so-called "seed money" were
appropriated to create or expand loan guarantee funds within all
States, The result was that in 34 States there was a State program, of
which 12 contracted with the United Student Aid Funds to administer
the program.

In the remaining States, the District of Columbia, and Puerto Rico,
the State program was administered by United Student Aid Funds
under direct contract with the Office of Education. In both State and
Office of Education contract arrangements with USAF, the seed money
for those particular States was deposited with United Student Aid
Funds. The total appropriation of seed money in fiscal years 1966 and
1967 was $19.4 million, and $12.5 million on a matching basis was
appropriated in 1969.

By the summer of 1967, the guarantee capacity in some States had
been exhausted due to the total encumbrance of seed money. Since
appropriations from these States were not forthcoming, it became
necessary in August of 1967 to initiate the Federal program in North
Dakota. During the remaining months of 1967 and 1968, additional
States exhausted guarantee capacity and invited the establishment of
the Federal insurance loan program.

This trend continued until the Federal insurance program operated
in 24 States, while 26 State programs were continued. Six of these
maintained contract arrangements with USAF. That same adminis-
trative pattern exists today.

C. Development of the reinsurance program: Throughout 1067 anil
the early part of 1968, various committees and advisory groups studied
the program to offer recommendations for the soldion of two major
problemsnamely, how to increase the guarantee capacity of the State
programs without the additional cost of guarantee funds on the Fed-
eral budget and how to increase lender participation in the face of an
increasing cost of money, which by 1968 had made 0 percent simple
interest an unattractive yield.

In two separate amendments, Congress on August 8,1969, author-
ized a rate increase to 7 percent and, effective December 15, 1968,,with-
drew the 8- percent subsidy during the payout period. Expansion of
the guarantee capacity consisted of placing, behind the State and
private loan guarantee, an offer of Federal insurance, As a result, the
Federal Government would assume responsibility for paying 80 per-
cent of agency losses on the principal amount of loans which went into
default..

This had the practical effect of increasing, by a factor of four, the
total State guarantee fund deposits already encumbered, whether these
came from State appropriations or from allocation of seed money.

For example, assume a State had a reserve or guarantee fund of
$100,000 and a reserve ratio of 1 to 10 and that $1 million in student
loans had been guaranteed. Under a reinsurance agreement, the Fed-
eral Government would assume liability for 80 percent of the losses to
be covered by the $100,000 guarantee fund. This would free $80,000
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for additional, guarantees of $4 million in loans. Twenty-five agencies
have signed reinsurance agreements,

The problem of adjusting the yield on the loan to reflect changing
money market conditions was somewhat more complicated, There was
some interest in allowing the rate paid by the student to, in effect, re-
flect existing market rates, However, during a period of high rates,
student borrowers would be bound during a payout period some years
in the future to what then might prove to be a highly inflated rate,

In view of the rapid change in interest rates during 1969, the Con-
gress adopted a special-allowance concept which was designed to pro-
vide lenders with an equitable yield after taking into consideration
current money market conditions, This additional subsidy was set
quarterly on a retrospective basis, prov iding between zero and 3 per-
centage points, in addition to the 7 percent, on all loans made and still
outstanding after August 1,1969.

The special allowance has now been paid for 19 quarters and has
ranged between a low of three-quarters of 1 percent to a high of 21/2
percent during the 2 quarters July to December 1973, These 1968
amendments and the special-allowance legislation contributed im-
mensely to the programs growth during the years 1970 to 1973,

D, Establishment of thri, needs test: After a brief startup in the
stunmer of 1972, the GSL portion of the Education Amendments of
1972'bectune effective in March 1973, For the first time, typical financial
need analysis procedures were required to determine amounts of loans
which would be eligible for Federal interest subsidy.

This resulted in many school recommendations for subsidized loan
amounts which either fell below the amounts requested by students or
were for a zero subsidized loan, Many students did not apply for sub-
sidized loans because of the needs test requirement and the reluctance
of some families to provide the essential financial data.

Loan volume was further diminished by lender unwillingness to
make nonsubsidized loans in substantial numbers because of increased
administrative 'costs of billing students for interest during the in-school
period as compared with the submission of a single billing to the Fed-
eral Government.

Further compacting of loan volume may be attributed to the preval-
mice of high interest rates which created opportunities for competi-
tively high. rates of return to lenders on other types of loans, illiquidity
in some lender portfolios, and often the sheer accumulation of student
loans in lender portfolios,

In fiscal year 1974, it is estimated that $1,2 billion will be lent in 1
million loans, with an average loan amounting to $1,230, In fiscal.
year 1972, the last full year in which the preexisting law was in effect,
$1,3 billion was lent in 1,256,000 loans, with the average loan amount-
ing to $1,051.

Public Law 93-269, which becomes effective on Stine 2, 1974elimi-
nates the needs test for the vast majority of loan applicants. Tice first
wave of informational workshops on implementing the application
of this new legislation has already been completed.

Information was distributed throughout the country during the
first week in May and we anticipated a reasonably simple and effective
incorporation of these amendments into the program on the second of

3d-040-74-3
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June. However, the impact in terms of program volume may not be
immediately felt because of the current money market conditions,

IL How the program operates: The guaranteed student loan pro-
gram is designed to make it possible for students to borrow primarily
from private lenders to help pay for the cost of education and train-
ing at universities, colleges, and vocational schools. Loans are either
guaranteed by State or private nonprofit agencies or insured by the
Federal Government.

A maximum of $2,500 per academic year may be applied for in
most States if the educational costs require borrowing to this extent.
Total loans outstanding may not exceed $7,500 for undergraduate or
vocational students, and this aggregate maximum may be extended
to $10,000 for students who borrow for graduate study.

The repayment period begins from 9 to 12 months after the student
graduates or withdraws from school and extends, over a period of 5 to
10 years. The student is required to pay.a minimum of $360 per year
on all the guaranteed loans he has received during his school years.
Loans may be prepaid at any time without penalty.

As modified by legislation to become effective June 2, any student
whose adjusted family income is less than $15,000 will automatically
qualify for Federal interest benefits on loans totaling up to $2,000 in
any academic year, although the maximum loan may never exceed the
cost of education less other financial aid received.

Students with adjusted family incomes of less than $15,060 who
wish to apply for subsidized loans in excess of $2,000 or students
having adjusted family incomes of $15,000 or greater and applying
for a subsidized loan of any amount must submit to the lender the
school's recommendation for a subsidized loan based upon the school's
assessment of the family's ability to pay for the cost of education.

For students eligible for interest benefits, the Federal Government
will pay to the lender the total interest due prior to the beginning of
the repayment period. Student* not eligible for Federal interest bene-
fits may still apply for a loan but will-have to pay their own interest
prior to the beginning of the repayment period, During the repayment
period, all students are responsible for paying the 7 percent interest.

An insurance premium of up to one-half of 1 percent each year
of the total loan amount outstanding may be collected in advance
under State or private guarantee agency programs. By law the
premium on federally insured loans is limited to one-quarter of 1
percent. The lender may collect the premium from the borrower or
deduct it from the proceeds of the loan.

Repayment may be deferred for up to 3 years while the borrower is
on active duty in the Armed Forces, is a Peace Corps volunteer or
full -time volunteer in VISTA or certain other ACTION agency pro-
grams, or for any period during which he returns to a full time course
of study at an eligible school.

There are more than 19,000 lenders participating in the guaranteed
student loan program, Banks, savings and loan associations: credit
unions, pension funds, insurance companies, and similar institutions
subject to examination end supervision by the State or Federal Govern-
ment are eligible to become lenders. Eligible schools and State agen-
cies may also qualify as lenders,



Approximately 8,200 postsecondary educational institutions are
currently eligible for students to attend with loans made under the
guaranteed student loan program. Nearly 600 institutions located in
78 foreign countries are also eligible. .

Applications for guaranteed student loans may be obtained from
lenders, schools, State or private nonprofit guarantee agencies, or
regional offices of the Office of Education. The school must complete
a portion of this application certifying the student's enrollment, his
costs of education, other financial aid awarded, and academic standing.

In addition, other financial information may be required by the
school for those sudents who do not automatically qualify for Federal
interest benefits. The student completes the application form and pre..
seats it to a participating eligible lender.

If the lender agrees to make the loan, he first secures the approval
of the guarantee agency. A State or private non-profit agency guaran-
tees the loans to the lender in 26 States. In other States and for inter-
state lenders, the Federal Government insures the loans, if the student
defaults in repaying to the lender, either the guarantee agency or the
Federal Government will pursue the borrower for recovery of the
loan. If the borrower dies or becomes permanently disabled, the total
obligation will be discharged by the Federal Government.

In all cases, the borrower must execute an affidavit that the proceeds
of the loan will be used solely for payment of his educationalexpenses.
This affidavit must be signed by a notary public or other person legally
authorized to administer an oath or affirmation,

The Office of Education honors claims for 'reimbursement for losses
incurred by lenders on loans insured under the provisions of the Fed-
eral insured student loan program due to one of the following
conditions

1. The loan is determined to be in default because of the borrower's
failure to make an installment payment when due or to comply with
other terms of his note under circumstances where it is reasonable to
conclude that the borrower no longer intends to honor his obligation
to repay, and when this condition persistsin the case of a loan re-
payable in monthly installmentsfor 120 days orin the case of a
loan repayable in less frequent installmentstor 180 days. The lender
must have exercised reasonable care and dilegence both in the making
and collection of loans in order to qualify for payment.

2. The borrower has been adjudicateda bankrupt.
3. The borrower has died.
4. The borrower has become totally and permanently disabled and

appropriate medical evidence has been submitted by the lender on his
3ehalt.

Also, the Commissioner reimburses to participatingaguarantee agen-
cies 80 percent of the principal amount of the loss paid by agencies to
their lenders on defaulted guaranteed student loans and 100 percent
of the loss incurred on all guaranteed loans due to the death or total
and permanent disability of the borrower,

These reimbursements are a means of assisting the agencies in main-
taining their reserves for the guaranteeing of student loans made by
their platicipating lenders, 0-f the 27 agencies participating in the
guaranteed loan program, 25 have signed reinsurance agreements with
the Commissioner,
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Under the reinsurance program, there is no subrogation of the loans
to the Federal Government, and the agency is required to effect re-
covery of the loss, State guarantee agencies are required to remit to the
Office of Education 80 percent of all money collected from defaulted
students on reinsured loans. These collections are deposited in the
Student Loan Insurance Fund,

Collections under the Federal insured student loan program are made
by 10 regional offices, As soon as an insurance claim is paid on account
of default, a demand letter is sent through the computer system to the
last known address of the defaulted borrower, Skip tracing procedures
include the use of services provided by commercial and*Government

0.encies,
t"Collections activity consists of sending a series of letters to the

defaulted borrower and, if no response is forthcoming, telephone calls
are made, If there is not a positive response, personal visits may be
made by the collectors, When it is determined that a defaulter has the
ability to repay but refuses, the file is prepared for submission to the
General Acconn:ing Office for appropriate action, which may inchlde
submittal to ti Department of Justice for collection or litigation.

All collectithi efforts are fully documented on the defaulted bor-
rower's file. All payments of money are received and recorded as
rapidly as possible and deposited in the Student Loan Insurance Fund.

III, Program status As of the end of the current fiscal year, an
estimated total of $6.8 billion in student, loans will have been guar-
anteed or insured since the inception of the program in 1965. Approxi-
mately 4,1 million students will have received loans, and the aggregate
number of loans guaranteed or insured should reach 6,9 million, This
experience has provided an average loan of slightly less than $1,000.
The n erage loan has increased each year from $752 in 1967 to a cur-
rent level of $1,213,

Of the $6,8 billion which will have been guaranteed, approximately
Ina!' ot this amount, or $3,4 billion, will have been converted to matured
status, 'The estimated defaultrate as of the end of fiscal year 1973 was
5,7 percent. This rate is calculated by taking all of the default claims
actually' paid as a percent of the estimated total amount of 'matured
paper.

There are some early signs that this rate may vary widely among
c''vt ain classes or types of institutions. We are now in the process of
4,41ing these variables through such means as a computerized loan
ktk.-.,tatilt estimation model.

It should be pointed out that this rate has not been adjusted for
collections now being realized on earlier defaulted loans. In the Fed-
eral insurance program, the average "cured" default is paid out in
approximately 36 months, We will be unable to begin calculation of
net loss rates based on actual collections experience until 1970 or per-
haps 1977.

Our limited experience to date with collection activities is that a
single collection agent in one of our regional offices is able to process
1.100 claims in a year. Of this number, he is able to cure or bringinto
active pay-back status 400 accounts, The other 700 defaults are periodi-
eally recycled until such time as further OE collection is not warranted.

Of the cured accounts, 55 percent are converted to regular monthly
payments, averaging slightly more than $80 on a $1,000 note. The re..
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mining 45 percent are paid out on irregular or sporadic schedules
and often require repeated contact with the student himself. The State
agency collections activity generally follows this pattern.

If the staffing requested of Congress in the 1974 supplemental ap-
propriation and the 1975 regular appropriation for the Office of Dim,
cation is granted, a collection force of 172 people will,be at work next
year in the 10 regional offices under the federally insured program.

Under current estimates, we hope that by the end of fiscal year 1976
these collection units will be able to handle every default claim.

It is significant to note that, after payment of the final quarter's
. interest subsidy and special allowance for the current fiscal year, the

total cumulative cost of these two elements will, for the first time,
exceed $1 billion.

IV. Improved management. : During the past 3 years, the guaranteed
student loan program has been studied, reviewed, and analyzed by at
least a dozen different agencies, task forces, advisory committees, and
consultant groups. The findings, suggestions, and recommendations of
these groups, when consolidated, fall into four areas, namely; Recom-
mendations for various programmatic changes, or what I would call
external changes, and a series of internal improvements; the need for
increased staffing in the program; the provision of appropriate com-
puter support systems; and the need for improved management of thi,)
student loan insurance fund.

I should like to note briefly the series of positive steps already taken
by the Office of -Education to reach new levels of internal operational
capability.

Significant requests for additional personnel have been made in the
Office of Education appropriations requests now pending before Con-
gress. If these additional support positions are provided, the total
Federal staff for the guaranteed student loan program will approxi-
mate 530 full-time permanent positions.

For the first time, the number of Office of Education personnel in
the guaranteed student loan program will begin to 'approximate the
combined staff of more than 650 persons who operate the 27 guarantee
agency programs,

The marked increased in regional staff is to move dramatically on
two fronts. The first is an enhanced and expanded pattern of lender
reviews directed toward increased lender participation, reduction of
defaults, and improvement of the overall administration of the pro-
gram,

The second is a vastly increased collection effort to recoup as much
of the total claims obligation to the Federal Government as possible.
As indicated above, this collections activity will ultimately 'have 'a
pronounced effect on the net loss rate.

A second internal change may be found in the establishment of a
new Office of Guaranteed Student Loans. This Office is to have a self-
contained data processing systems support group unlike any other unit
in OE and is to have all of the other kinds of management resources
necesssaryto carry out improved program operations,

Finally, management of the student loan insurance fund is being
improved through o series of contracts designed to upgrade the quality
of the data base, sharpen the methodology for estimating liability for
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future payment of claims, and generally to enhance the fiscal and
accounting characteristics of the fund.

Mr. Chairman, I shall be pleased to respond to questions from you
and your colleagues.

Mr. O'HARA. Thank you very much, Mr. Moore.
Mr. Brademas,
Mr. BRADEMAS, Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr, Moore, it is good to see you back before our subcommittee

again.
Air. Moons, Thank you, sir.
Mr. BRADEMAS. Two or three quick questions. I am startled by the

description you have given us of the very deep involvement of the
Office of Education in the management of collection of insured loans,
while, on the other hand, Dr. Phillips recoiled as if in terror at my
question about why OE's possible alternative to collection of NDSL
loans. Is there some metaphysic that I missed which explains this
sharp distinction ?

Air, Moon, Mr. Brademas, only thatlet me back up a little in the
history. I think at one time in the mid-sixties we had in mind the
possibility of cooperating with some other agency in Government for
this collection activity.

We found out, over a period of time, that nobody else was interested
in doing if. Last, year, I am informed, and 'this happened before I
became involved with the program again, it was also determined that
we have no way of contracting or shopping out the collection activity.
It simply must be carried on by the Office of Education as program
management,

Mr. BRADEMAS. That is as a matter of law ?
Mr. Moon, That is right.
Mr. BnAnntAs. I am not asking about the law, In other words, if we

change the law, for example, Dr. Phillips could start collecting on
NDSL loans. What I am getting at is substance; put the law toone
side for a moment,

Mr. Moons. In terms of this involvement?
Mr, MUMMA& Yes; if there is some policy question involved that

I don't understand that makes it possible for OE to be so deeply in-
volved in managing the collection of insured loans, while there is
great difficulty apparently involved in OE being that deeply involved
in managing the collection of NDSL loans. Do you perceive my ques-
tion

Mr. Moon, I think so. Let me try to respond in this way. The cost
ito the Federal Government or the cost to the student loan insurance

fund, really of the claims which have been and are now being pre-
sented for payment is moving at a rather astronomic level eachyear,

aso that it has been determined within the Department and OE that
substantial effort should be made to get back as much of this money as
possible.

Our total liability
Mr, BRADEMAS. Just let me interrupt. I can understand you want to

collect in either event,
Mr, Moony;, Right.
Mr, 131tADIIMAS. What I am trying to get at is much more simpler

and primitive. Why, in policy, is there something unique to the GSL
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program that makes it possible, again putting the statute to one side,
assuming you both want to collect on the loan, that makes it possible
for OE to be so deeply involved in respect of the collection of GSL
loans, but makes it difficult for OE to be involved in collecting NDSL's.
That is all. It is not a trick question, but I am trying to understand
what the difference is. You are in it up to your ears and Dr. Phillips
said, "We haven't even thought of it" in response to my

Mr. 011AnA. Will the gentleman yield I If we converted NDSL's
into a situation where Uncle Sam, instead of making capital contribu.
tions on the basis he now makes them, acts as a guarantor of 80 per
cent of the principal amount of the loan, then, again, they would end
up with a bunch of worthless paper in' their hands which they would
have to try to collect on; isn't that correct ?

Mr. MOORE. Yes, it would work that way.
I think I perceive the basis for your question. The NDSL program

is really a trust fund in the hands of a college or university, mane
aged under certain conditions set out in the statutes. That is quite
different from a bank loan which has been made in part, I should

inot say "in part," but has been made wholly because it has the
credit of the U.S. Government behind it in case something goes sour
with a loan. A college, managing the trust fund, could afford, I would
think, to work out a number of arrangements with a delinquent stub
dent whereby he could be allowed to pay back fairly minimum amounts
for a. number of years, whereas in the insured loan program, we are
interested in more. Tn fact we require minimum payments, $30 a month,
no matter what the amount of the loan was. It is in the statute, and if
this business is not forthcoming, that is, the payment is not forth-
coming, the thing is immediately in the 120-day period turned into
a claim.

Mr. BEADEIWAS, But is the Government not deeply interested in see.
ing to the repayment of NDSL loans just as it is in GSL?

Ailr. Moons, I would think so, yes, sir. That is in terms of appropria
ate management of the loan fund. But we are in kind of a counseling
situation with a college where we are in a straightoak business
relationship with a bank.

I guess that is the best way T could put it.
Mr. 13nAntuAs. I won't take time to press this, but I am not clear

that it is clear.
Mr. Moons. will make note of that.
Mr. 13nAnsuns. The second point would just be a request,

Moore. It would be very helpful, at least to me, and I am sure other
members of the subcommittee, if we could have from your office a chart
showing the volume of guaranteed student loans by state in terms of
the amount of money, the number of borrowers and the number of
banks, credit unions, and other lenders. I ask this in part because my
own State of Indiana has historically not been a very enthusiastic
participant, unfortunately, from my point of view.

[The following response was provided by OD:]
(Data are not available on loans disbursed by type of lending institution after

Fiscal Year 1972 becatise the computer system from which this data was derived
is now non.operational. A new system is being developed, but data on recent loan
volume distributed by number and lender type will not be available until early
19754
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Mr. BliADEUAS, Finally, I would just ask you about this question,
whicth is perhaps a modest problem, but one that has come to my gum-
Hon, I am speak:, of the authority that I understand has been in the
statute since 196 ,,at would enable the Government, where pursuit of
the normal repayment mechanism would work an inequity, to write off
the loan,

I will give you an example from my own experience wherein a stu
dent in my own home city got a guaranteed loan for the full term and
the bank, in violation of the regulations of OE for the guaranteed
student loan program, sent the check to the institution rather than to
her and the people running this institution, which was proprietary,
fled with the funds and left town, which was a local scanfial, but the
bank insisted that the airl pay back the entire loan,

Quite understandably she didn't feel she should since the bank had
been responsible for making this error and in such situations as that
kind it would seem to me the Government should exercise the 1965
authority to write off such loans.

It is my understanding,.and you will correct me if I am mistaken,
that presently you are planning to delegate the authority of which I
speak, to your regional commissioners, My question is, therefore, I
thinkE all the more pointed, namely, do you contemplate doing that,
delegating such authority to the regional commissioners; do -you
contemplate developing standards to exercise such authority equitably
and consistently and do you contemplate exercising such authority.

Mr, Moons. Let's take the questions in reverse order, if I may. Ob.
yiously,the authority must be exercised and at the moment I am busy
developing a test ease, if you will, to find out how it runs.

Secondly, there will be standards for the use of our people here and
in the regions and certainly as we move into our new otganizational
configuration, it is my understanding that ultimately this will be dele.
gMed to the regional offices where they can apply it more handily on
the spot, but, obviously, not without a careful establishment of param-
eters and ground rules; yes, sir.

Mr. BRADIIMAS, I am very pleased to hear that, Thank you very
much, Mr. Moore.

Mr. Minim, Thank ypu, Mr. Brademas,
First off, Mr. Moore, in your testimony, you said "The loan is de-

termined to be in default, when there has been a failure, where there
has been a delinquency under circumstances where it is reasonable to
conclude that the borrower no longer intends to honor his obligation
to pay and when this condition persists for 120 dilys or 180 days."

I take it that that is why the witness, with respect to the NDSL,
in their effort to provide a comparable figure, used the 120day
delinquency i

Mr. Moon, Yes, sir.
Mr. O'IlnitA, As to "wider circumstances where * *" first, it is rea-

sonable to conclude that the borrower no longer intends to honor his
obligation to ply, and is that really a factor or is it just the 120 days
that, puts them into defaults?

Mr. Wont. No; it is the condition, and a condition which exists
after the borrower has satisfied the Of of Editcation that he has
conducted what we cei,11 due diligence, a whole series of activities, tele.
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phone calls, letters, and so forth, all of which are pointed toward es-
tablishing a payout relationship.

When all of this failed and all of this must be documented in the
claim file, when it is given to us, when it absolutely fails, and the 120
days have run, the borrower, or I'mean the lender, may then file a claim
with us.

If this effort has not been made. For example, if we received a claim
and found in the file a record of a single phone call, and that is all, no
letters) no letter from the corporation counsel of the bank indicating
the possibility of legal action and so on, the claim will be returned to
the lender for more work until it does meet these conditions.

Mr. 011AnA, In other words, it is not enough that the delinquency
eontintie for 120 days?

Mr. Moons. That is right,
Air. O'HAnA. So this is a somewhat different kind of test titan the

one used by the witness appearing to testify concerning NDSL, be-
cause there they computed their probable default rate by a simple ref-
erence to 120 clays of delinquency, whereas yours is a somewhat dif-
ferent kind of test,

Mr. Moons, Yes. Ours is 120 days of action, that is right, and there
is that problem in comparing those two rates.

Mr. O'HARA, So there may 'be, or perhaps some of the difference
between the probable default rates could be explained by that?

Mr. Moons. Yes.
Mr. O'HAnA. Do you have any percentages showingof your de-

faultsas shown on page 9, how many, or what part of them are in each
of those categories? You list four categories here,

Mr. Moons, Yes, sir. We have those broken out by percentages and
number of claims and dollar amounts for the last several years. As a
matter of fact, we have a report which I think we may have already
provided the staff and, if not, I will send some more up here that covers
all of this in detail.

Simply put, the bankruptcy part of the claim business accounts for
8.9 percent and death and disability is 5,5 percent and default is 90.6.
This is as of last February.

That same general configuration has operated in the years prior to
that time= especially the relationship between 'bankruptcy and death
and disability, and it is generally similar between the guarantee agency
programs and the federally insured activity,

O'HAnA. Then, the bankruptcy thing has not been a significant
problem, has it? I mean 96 percent of the defaults are the simple de-
faultsva little under 4.percent are bankruptcies?

Arr. Moons. That is right This pattern has been generally the same
over the last, as I say, several years.

Mr, O'llAnA. The bankruptcy thing, has not changed, There has
been some suggestion that perhaps an increasing number of students
who have received loans are taking advantage of the provision of the
bankruptcy law,

Your experience does not indicate that?
Mr. Moon. The number increases because of the increasing volume

in the program.
Mr. 011nia. But the percentage has not?
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Mr, Moon. The percentage has actually gone down. As a matter
of fact, I became concerned about the bankruptcy problem in 1960
when I first began directing the NDEA program and in those days
we sort of adopted a "wait and see" policy. Let's wait and See if it
gets markedly worse, and it has not. It is part of our experience in the
program, but not one in which there has been dramatic increase.

You hear a few horror stories now and then, but that is about the
size of it,

Mr. O'HARA. I understand, under the 1972 amendment, you do have
the authority to limit, expand or terminate the eligibility of institu-
tions. I think that is provided in section 438.

Mr. Moon, Yes, sir.
Mr. O'HARA. Can you give us some indication of what action you

have taken under authority of section 438? What has your experience
been in this particular field I

Mr. Moon. In the spring we rewrote the regulations which are now
in the hands of the General Counsel for review. We are looking toward
publication this summer. This is, as you know, a very complicated kind
of statutory authority to implement because of all of the kinds of
judgments that have to be made, first and second, because it affects
8,000 eligible institutions in the United States. There is a broad
range of postsecondary institutions, if you will, with the University
of California, on the one hand, let's say, and a very small proprietary
business college located in Michigan on the other hand. it is quite di&
cult to develop standards that can be applied equally, but we are mak-
ing what I consider to be excellent progress.

Mr. O'HARA. You have not been suspending institutions?
Mr, Moon. Not under that authority. We have suspended institu-

tions who have been direct lenders under our lending authority by
administrative action, but we have not, as yet, under this authority,
removed eligibility.

Mr. O'HARA. In terms of direct lending, that has been an interest-
ing concept to me. To what extent are you, or what has your experience
been with institutions who act as lenders?

Mr. Moon. I will use your words, sir. It has been very interesting
in this respect. We have now about 140 institutes of higher education
and 60 proprietary institutions who qualify for a contract of insur-
ance only after a very rigorous examination applied by our evalua-
tion committee. This was not true 4 or 5 years ago and unfortunately
some schools became involved in that program who are now out of it
who caused considerable difficulty.

I am interested in two or three aspects, one of which is the fact that
in the higherwell, among all of these schools there is the possibility
of the institution selling paper to the student loan marketing associa-
don, Since Sally Mae was created to get at the liquidity problem, it
seems to me with a proper issuance of direct insurance certificates
and provision for colleges and universities selling paper at less than
par, which we are bringing to a close right now the programs will
expand. In today's money market as I understand from the market,
ins association, they cannot deal with colleges at par at all, They are
going to have to have some sort of discount mechanism,

tint that this kind of thing provides a very effective use of loan
proceeds for middle-income students, where the institution can man.

rfr
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age its own funds and the flow of them and cycle the ,per through
the marketing association so that it does not get i

paper
in an illiquid

situation nor does not get its portfolio loaded to the place where it
cannot manage more money or more loans, I. should say. But if the
costs in the private sector continue to go like this [indicating] increas-
ingly, the college as well as the banks are going to have to help people
with long-term financing. There are no two ways about it.

Mr. 011min. I have a feeling that the program haS a great poten.
tial if the institutions,can become a lender in this program, but I am
really concerned about how an institution manages to do that under
present circumstances.

Mr. Moon. Well, it is difficult, because, first of all, the school has
to get a capital supply at some cost, that is, at least at a break-even or
at less than a break-even level and with the conditions in the market
.going up and down like this,, and the fact that the marketing associa-
tion is a for-profit organization that has to exist off of these two rate
differences, it is a complicated sort of thing.

Mr. O'HARA. I have had it suggested to me that the institution
would he able to do this better if they formed consortia of institutions
and had a consortium to be the lender under the guaranteed loan
program.

Do you have any comments on that method of operation I
Mr. BAna They would not normally qualify under the statutory

definition of "eligible lending institutions." That is the real problem
of having a consortium, from a legal standpoint they won't be able to
participate, What has been suggested to is that they could designate
one school within the consortium to serve as lender of recotd or find
a commercial bank or other lending institution to serve as the lender
for the consortium.

Mr. O'HAttli. I think We ought to look into the possibility of ex.
panding participation by consortia. I think another question that oc-
curred to me is, perhaps) we ought to think about running the program
a little differently in, this sense, instead of guaranteeing loans to midi.
victual student borrowers, guarantee loans to institutions and let the
institution make the loans to the student borrowers and they can worry
about collecting them.

One of the problems has been sort of a frictional problem; lending
inStitutions are not accustomed to dealing with students and they don't
want to put aside any large part of their volume for the year for
stutlent loans and they consider it sort of a public service and they are
willing to allocate a certain amount each year but unwilling to go much
beyond that.

Sallie Mae has helped in that regard.
Mr, BAnit, Yes.
Mr. OtIttn, But I am wondering if you might not says all right,

we will guarantee; loans made by banks and other commercial lenders
to ipstitutions, but the institutions would then use them as capital in
their student loan fund and let them deal with the students,

I don't know if you have given that any thought. That would pro-
vide capital on a federally guaranteed basis,

Mr. Bitittit, I can see potential problems, First, in addition to requir-
ing a significant legislative change, if the school were unable to meet its
obligation to the bank to repay its loan, maybe because they were not

---,..----....m.0111111MLAIMIMII111111111/0111111111MINNIMINIMMOilMMIIMIN-
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successful in collecting the loans, I am not quite sure how you would
go about trying to recover on theloss, Who would guarantee the bank
loan ? Espeeially if the school would close up, as we have had the
schools close up,

Mr. O'HARA, Maybe you could attach a couple of basketball players
and auction them off to other institutions,

Mr, BAYER, I guess you would also have to establish criteria in this
respect that would relate perhaps to the type of institution. You might
treat the University of California, as was indicated, somewhat differ-
ently than a school of cosmetology, and also we are concerned with the
foreign schools as to what would happen in those cases,

Mr. On 1,A, Let me ask another question.
Mr. BAYER. Also, Mr, Chairman, one final point, Many schools do not

have legal authority to borrow, especially State-supported institutions.
Mr. u'llAnA, Have you made any studies of characteristics of de-

faulting borrowers as compared to characteristics of your borrowers as
a group and have you made any study of the institutions attended by
defaulting borrowers, as compared to institutions attenddd by this
higher population of borrowers?

Mr. MOORE. The default estimation model I referred to a moment
ago, Mr. O'Hara, which we understand will be fully operational this
summer, is beginning to develop for us a set of the kind of criteria I
am sure you are talking about.

The one factor that, that constantly reoccurs in the model already
is that a critical determinant on whether or not a loan goes into default
has to do with the way the loan originated in the first place, That is,
whether the student and the lender, whoever he may bebank or
college or savings and loan, credit uniontook the time to clearly
establish with the student his rights, obligations, the conditions wider
which the loan was being granted, now it was to be used,

Years ago_ I met a very engaging young business officer from a
college in North Dakota, I think it was 1960, who had one little
phrase. He said a loan is paid when it is made, And that same fact
I think comes through in a lot of the NDEA experience as well. We
hope that the model will begin to point out other kinds of things that
we normally don't think about as being descriptive, of students who are
in this default category.

I think it will turn up things there that nobody has foreseen before.
One very, real problem that I perceive, in fact I see it now, is this.
In some institutions of higher education, because of limited NM
money and because of limited other kinds of resources, the direct
Federal program is being used as a "loan of last resort," and this is
for the student that has b, en turned clown everywhere. When 300 or
400 or 500 of these students are put together in a single population.
the early experience is that we are finding a higher incidence of default
in this group than would normally both° case,

But as one financial aid officer put it to me one day, he said, "You
are asking us to make some very difficult decisions,"

Here I am sitting across the table from a student who has, by my
sort of visceral feeling about him, all of the characteristics of a young
person who is going to default on his loan, yet he Wants to enter as
freshman and needs the $000 in order to enter. Now, do I it and make
a judgment that he cannot enter because I think he may be a defaulter
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or do I gamble, with him ? Then, of course, the question to us is, what
kind of stakes do you want to gamble with in the Office of Education.

I think? and I would simply make this suggestion to your committee,
that this is an issue that has to be probed considerably so that all of us
know exactly where we are going and especially in the "loan of last
resort" concept.

Mr, OMAHA, Well, I am going to have a lot of questions about that
and I am looking forward with great expectation to your speedy cont.
pletion of that study, because I hope we could look at it before we
rewrite the legislation.

We want to know; of course, the characteristics of the borrowers that
default And we want to determine how many defaults by type of in-
stitution and by type of lender and the rate of dropout, what influence
dropout rates have on this, and a few other things, because I think
there 'are ways in which, working together, we can improve these
pro,,orams.

111r. Moon, Right, I should also mention, and Miss Hansen reminds
me, we have an extensive sample study underway right now which
will be finished sometime in the fall, that by personal interview and
questionnaire and a variety of other techniques, seeks to get at these
very questions in a sample of banks and in a sample of defaulted stu-
dents as well and we hope this will yield some more grist for the mill.

Mr. OWAtt.t. We are going to be back in touch with you. I thank
you very much for appearing before us today and we will be back
rn touch. In fact, we will be in rather continuous touch for the next
several months.

Thank you very much.
Mr. MOORE, Thank you, sire
Mr. Minim. The subcommittee will now stand in adjournment un-

til tomorrow, same time and same place.
[Whereupon at 12 :15 p.m. the subcommittee adjourned, to reconvene

the following day at 10 nazi
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Montana 30, 883 29, 017,199 6, 670 4, 749, 650 6, 313 6, 948, 442 8,136 6, 233, 981 5, 302 5, 3 6,993 3, 982 4, 306, 259
Nebraska 45, 509 46, 739, 663 5, 268 4, 706, 419 6, 582 6, 658, 675 8, 587 9,124, 989 11,166 12, 091,798 9, 649 11,051, 631

New Hampshire 17,358 15,498,918 2,674 2,324,575 2,655 2,344,262 2,789 2, 485,970 3,118 2,844,551 2,761 2,631,339
972,029Nevada 4 5, 357 4, 405, 620 387 297, 251 679 500, 144 1,046 878, 306 1, 327 1, 189,826 996

New Jersey 253,884 272, 171, 616 39, 374 40, 743,176 38, 950 40, 745, 256 44, 553 46, 483,191 60, 434 55, 773,174 39, 363 47, 635, 548
New Mexico 38,027 34, 469, 972 22, 803 1, 855,026 3, 045 2, 577, 431 6, 509 5,950, 088 11, 684 11, 647, 499 9, 718 10, 024, 760
New York 921, 278 944, 825, 554 149, 762 145, 380,951 142, 008 142, 544, 794 145, 595 16 , 003, 203 146, 956 162, 388,151 147,109 174, 065, 351

6, 803,064North Carolina 29,652 , , 2, 199,302 , 5,295 3,785,974 6,250 6, 300,016 6, 384

0 hlo
69, 067 63; 142, 198 10, 458 .8,775,889 12,971 11; 863; 700 14,312 13,144,13,144,727 13,624 12,932, 598 . 10,477 10,998, 186North Dakota

121, 275 136,282,918 15,945 11,779,756 16, 74 17,784,166 20,703 23,357,558 26,587 30, 8 3,338 23,886 29,042,29,042,566

0 regon 60, 839 48,272,518 9,271 6, 614, 503 10,898 8,183,8,183,383 12,246 9,518,415 12,856 11,0 5,215 9,057
5, 769, 601Oklahoma 33, 894 27, 240, 627 4, 512 3, 700, 699 4, 973 4, 070, 332 5, 656 4, 464,658 6, 900 5,757, 710 6,961

Pennsylvania
8, 839, 128

Rhode Island
442, 192 471, 340, 642 63, 29 63, 324, 365 66, 600 61, 482, 371 94, 111 105, 504, 956 88, 788 107, 17% 72,127 88, 743, 922
35, 782 34, 881, 059 4, 596 4, 186, 346 5; 33 5,148, 460 6, 938 6, 574,723 6,987 6, 867, 55 7, 556

South Caroline 14,294 9, 648,949 1,842 1, 155,117 1, 36 . 925,433 1,799 , 180,421 3,677 2, 731, 93 2,494
8,338,687
1, 888,936

South Dakota 40,660 35, 852, 994 5, 769 4, 692, 389 6, 51 5, 857, 668 7, 802 7,164, 661 8, 309 7,867,948 7, 242 7, 510,917
Tennessee 46, 335 43, 700, 959 5, 977 5, 275,441 6, 31 5, 880, 337 7, 248 6, 978, 976 8, 579 8, 303,059 9, 843 10, 291, 798
Texas 424, 230 295, 410, 561 60, 934 26, 194, 161 88, 67 48, 248,157 93,103 58, 761,586 82,927 18,179, 223 67, 484 65,150, 647

4rginia 72, 388 67, 154,012 10, 480 9, 055, 048 11, 272 10, 072, 971 11, 386 10, 512,495 12, 824 12, 569, 030 12, 359 13, 575, 573490983

Utah 41,079 39, 476, 176 5,831 6, 197,062 8,304 7, 924, 433 8,571 8,652,689 7,403 7, 721,065 5,1 2 ,

Vermont.. J 17,354 17,146,17,146,941 2, 56 2,321,657 2,620 2,499,230 2,852 2,884,655 3,710 .3,984,320 2,797

ashingtoh 74,170 72, 556, 438 7, 953 6, 293,326 10, 257 9, 232, 702 13, 280 12, 299, 206 19,001 19, 769, 204 17,764 20, 902, 213
West Virginia 36, 566 35,954, 029 6, 089 4, 477, 444 8, 246 7,627,157 6, 203 6,643, 246 7, 471 8,175,644 6, 327 6, 1. 4929
Wisconsin 200, 559 118, 489, 887 2 1902 12, 744, 052 35, 331 19,664,715 42,038 .24; 187,245 44, 781 26, 190, 130 3% 231

-1, 342, 452
26, (7i 1, 027

United student aid
Wyoming 6,393 6,708,330 935 830,778 861 939,884 968 ,093,991 1,310 1,5311078. 1;

American Samoa 70 82, 474 45 49,872 25
fund 137,257 109,107,882 17,479 14,040,775 11,766 9,551,899 10,716 10, 241,101 12,852 13,983,921 8,110 9, 310,960

Guam 63 64,385 11 2, 50 52
32,602

127, 987

52,135

Virgin Islands 277 352, 415 11 3, 500 37 39,080 36 45,199 94

5120012:

6, 433, 314
91

Puerto Rico 37, 733 30, 497, 839 4, 226 i, 992, 686 6, 369 5, 213, 224 6,948 6, 233,219 6,948 61

Does not include fists, year 1966-a total of $77,000,000, Fiscal years 1967 and 1968 are not shown separately, but are Included In the cumulative totals, Nationally these amounted tot fiscal year 107-,
number, 330,068; amount, 3248,494,027; fiscal year 1968- number, 514,508; amount, 1435,848,721
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GUARANTEED STUDENT LOAN PROGRAM

LOAN VOLUME, JULY 1, 1973, THROUGH APR, 30, 1974

Number Amount

National totals 854, 741 $1, 033, 863,169

Alabama 7, 256 7, 826, 290

Alaska 153 264,409
Arizona 5, 037 7, 050, 368

Arkansas 2,804
California 59,751

,2,682,584
76, 566, 845

Colorado 12, 489 19, 352, 263

Connection' 26,191 36, 052, 250

Delaware 1, 687 1,120, 917

District of Columbia 2, 769 3, 545, 692

Florida 13, 809 18, 872, 573

Georgia. 7, 288 8, 236, 514

Hawaii 1,699 2, 316,189
Idaho 1,440. 1, 619, 746

Illinois 159, 663 176, 900, 949

Indiana 18,799 24, 109, 153
Iowa 10, 798 12, 782,094
Kansas 7,984 9, 943, 143

Kentucky 6,232 7,981,359
Louisiana 5,892 6, 371, 330

Maine 4,330 4, 470, 120

Maryland 10, 455 17, 516, 674

Massachusetts 26, 620 35,120, 660
Michigan 14,257 15, 941, 560

Minnesota...., 16,057 19, 585, 716

Mississippi. 4, 009 4, 758, 269

Missouri 10,006 12, 351, 862

Montana 2,503 2,874, 844

Nebraska
Nevada
New Hampshire
New Jersey
New Mexico
New York
North Carolina
North Dakota

OklahomaOklahoma
Oregon
Pennsylvania
Rhode Island
South Carolina
South Dakota
Tennessee
Texas
Utah
Vermont
Virginia
Washington
West VIrginle
Wisconsin
Wyoming
United Student Aid Fund
American Samoa
Guam
Puerto. Rico
Virgin Islands

Number Amount

5, 291
735

$6,
758,
571,

305
2, 316 2, 472, 911

33, 606 47, 974,722'
4, 029 3, 850, 854

115, 604 145, 056, 207
3, 705 5, 098, 332
5, 697 6, 071, 978

17, 953 23, 051; 068.
5, 342 4, 389, 637
6,245 6, 400, 993

62,647 80,748,533:
7, 087 8, 000,846
1, 471 1, 411, 336
4, 850 5, 450,335

10, 642 12, 641, 98t
40, 223 46,751, 045.

1, 805 2, 486, 664
2,712 3,080, 625
9, 866 11, 648, 279,
7, 841 9, 395, 389
3,593 4, 592, 164

29,037
473

g2, 711, 470
620,974

23,797 27, 077, 612.

39 83,157
11 10, 350

8,0568
59

9,154, 383
83, 639.

Oki
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GUARANTEED STUDENT LOAN PROGRAM

NUMBER OF ELIGIBLE LENDERS (BY STATE), CUMULATIVE THROUGH FEBRUARY 1974

National total

Alabama
Alaska
Arizona
Arkansas
California
Colorado
Connecticut
Delaware
District of Columbia
Florida
Georgia.
Hawaii
daho
ilinois.
ndiana
owa

Kansas
KentuckY
Louisiana
Maine
Maryland
Massachusetts
Michigan
Minnesota
Mississippi
Missouri
Montana
Nebraska
Nevada
New Hampshire.
New Jersey
New Mexico
New York
North Carolina
North Dakota
Ohio..
Oklahoma
Oregon
Pennsylvania
Rhode Island
South Carolina
louch Dakota

Tennessee
83118

Utah
Vermont

Washington
West Virginia
Wisconsin
Wyoming
Guam 4
Rob Rico
American Samoa
Virgin islands

Total lenders All banks r Credit unions Other lenders *

.

f it.

.
1

19, 307 14, 982 2, 433 1,89Z

f,
t

267
19
84

198
850
222
675

38
44

544
856
184
74

L058
625

, 730
702
299
329
223
273
421
485
784

31
5/5
168
410

7
115
448
113
752
155
240
724
338
90

1, 254
32

188
277
309
GO
103
94

396
383
180
710

75
2

70
1
3

'

208
11
67

170
734
169
252

35
13

328
486
79
64

871
507
620
587
259
236
180
248
311
361
704
185
484
137
357

2
101
262
77

460
141
199
490
272
84

1,077
18

172
225
265
679
77
86

365
272
153
593

47
2

60
1
3

42
5

13
13
68
24

389
2

19
153
221
101

7
78
50
62
67
21
71
36
16
78
99
20
20
43
21
27

4
4

44
21
49

1
24

103
21
3

64
11
8

35
26

124
21
6

15
59
16
50
zo
0
1

0

17
3
4

15
48
23
34

1

12
63.

149
4
3.

109
68
48
'48
19
22

7
9

32

iti
26
48
10
2?

. 10
142

15
243
13
17

131
45
3

113'8
3

17.
18
77
5
2

16
52
11
57

0
9
0

"All banks" loclude National, State, and mutual savings banks,
a "Other lenders" include savings and loans, insurance companies, academic institutions, etc.

80-045-74-4



GUARANTEED STUDENT IAN PROGRAM

PERCENT OF LOANS DISBURSED BY TYPE OF LENDING INSTITUTION, FISCAL YEAR 1972

National and State Federal and State Federal and State Higher Vocational Mutual

banks Savings and loan credit unions education education savings banks Any other

Number Amount Number Amount Number Amount Number Amount Number Amount Number Amount Number Amount

IwIP..y.....ss.......
National total 62,3 62.2 9.3 10,2 3.6 8.6 1.8

Alabama 76, 0 13,1 10.9 13,8 10, 8 10,4 ,1
Alaska 91, 8 92.8 8, 2 7, 2

Arizona 94, 4 94, 0 218 2,8. 2.8 3,2
Arkansas 61, 8 68,0 1,7 1, 7 1,3 1,4

67.1 2.4California 70,7 21.2 23,9 2,0 .2
Colorado 82.0 81.8 . 3.4 2.3 7.2 2.4

Delaware
District of Columbia

918 97.8
21, 1

6,8 .2 2, 2 ...Connecticut, 39,7 a7.1 7.8 7.9 5,8 6, 3 .9

3, 2 3,9 24, 1 5,9 5,7 ,8
Florida 58,8 59. :19,2 22,4 13.8 13,9 .2

daho
4.0 5, 1 74.1 72, 8

Georgia
Hawaii

65,9 61,5 .6 .7 .5 8,0 1,9
25,3 26,5
95,8 93,6 3,7 .0 1,2

ilInols 31, 34.8 4,1 4,6 1.1 1.2
ll

83, 5 82.9 12,4 12,9 3.6 4, ,5owa
68, 2 69,7 12.3 12, 4 1 .2 11? 14, 5 13,ama

Moat 84,9 84.2 4,7 5,1 722 2_,_ _,. .5

rtgi lig
92,2 91,9 ,8 .8 14 1:8 1.3
95,1 95,7 1.3 1,4 ea 3

Maine A

Maryland
70, 6 68,4 2.3 2,4
26, 3 20,6 446,4 i 3, 0 2,6

9,8 10, 3

Massachusetts 55.0 55,1 2.9 2. 11 4,4 .6

1;5 10.6 10,5

.1 1.6 1.9

. 1 I: 6.1
11,5

9, 0

45

.8

.1
1,1

?.3
.1

4.7

.5

1.9
.2

, ,,
60.3

8.6 9,2 3.8 2.1

.6 .7

27,2 19,9

319 1 5 9.6

881 89
6, 5 6.,6

,

a.3 01 .7 1.1 1

11). 3 it! ii
ad Val



Michigan
Minnesota
Mississippi
Missouri
Montana
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PREPARED STATEMENT or M. ROM CARE, CANDIDATE FOR CONORESE FROM TIM
STATE or Alionions

My Dame is M. Robert Cam As a candidate for the Congress from Michigan's-
Sixth District for the past twenty-five months, I have listened to students and.
parents of students tell me of the hardship they face in financing higher education
in a time of economic uncertainty. This statement contains a summary of what .

these people have been saying.
They are questioning the wisdom and justice of an educational aid system

which ,Tomises but doesn't perform for the vast .majority of individuals from
middle incomes. Students and parents alike are asking why the adult student's.
hopes for a college education must be linked to the government's opinion of the
financial ability of the parent, They are asking why the government can't recog-
nise financial independence when it occurs rather than two years later, They
are disgusted with federal requirements that punish rather than reward the
efforts of students to help themselves with parttime jobs and in the process force
greater loan dependence. They are frustrated at the general lack of availability
of funds for .student financial aids ,and work-study projects. They want to know
why the Congress can't do something to revitalize the guaranteed loan program
which has come to a halt in the midst of rising interest rates. .

Underlying these specific complaints about student financial aids is their pro-
found questioning of a government which judges an investment hi education as.
inferior in return and benefit (not to mention economic impact) to investments in
military hardware. They have registered with me their dissatidaction with token
commitments to the assistance in financing education. They are demanding a
reordering of our nation's priorities.

I ask the Special Subcommittee on Bducation to consider this written state-
ment as additional evidence of the need to relax' the criteria for the demonstra-
tion of financial independence, to cease the penalizing of student self-help, part*:
time work effort, to create a new method of supplying funds to the guaranteed
student loan program, and to generally consolidate and expand the availability
of student loans and work-study.

For the subcommittee's background the sixth district of Michigan is a middle
income district : 74% of its families earn less than $15,000 per year and the median
income is around $11,000. Currently the economic condition of the district is
poor. Our dominant industry is automotive, and while industry spokespeople pre-
diet improvements, the district's economy is on its back. Our families are being
buffeted by 11% inflation and 10% unemploYment In addition two major strikes.
have pushed our out-of-work force to near 15%. Reductions in earnings together
With rising prices and a tight job market all add up to a troublesome situation
for the average family.

But added to that, the district also has the fourth largest student, population
of any district in the nation (45,000), Most of these students are at Michigan State-
University in last Lansing, However, ;Jackson Community College, Lansing com-
munity College and Spring Arbor College have significant enrollments.

It is not surprising, then, that financing an education hi the midst of job
scarcity, high prices and evaporating student financial aids is having a depreSsing
effort not only on the already poor economic condition of the area, but more im-
portantly on the hopes, aspirations and dreauis of the Students and the.parents.
of students of modest or low financial capacity. .

Conversations I have had with the parents and students point to three re,
citrring difficulties with the present federal student loan programs. One is the
assumption the federal law makes as to the desire or more 'frequently the ability
of parents to help finance their children's higher education and the correspond-
lag lack of a way out for the student through claims of financial independence.
Second is the penalty students must pay if they work to supplement their
financial aid, Third is the inability of the private banking sector to devote SO
ficient funds to the student loan market in view of the present interest rate
structure.

Accordingly, the Congress must move to test the student's financial independ-
ence from the student's point of view rather than the parents. Likewise, it must
stop penalizing student self help, in addition the Congress must give active con-
sideration to the creation of a new student loan program based on a trust fund
concept to guarantee the availability of hinds, particularly during times and
at those locations of economic instability,

Two actual case histories that follow should serve to illustrate the need to
relax the present criteria for financial independence.

Mary Gust is a sophomore at. MAIL hi child development and teaching. he
is paying her own way through school because her parents are completely un-
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:able to help. (ller parents live on her father's pension as a retired' Detroit polices
AIRS).

Mary saved money during high school and has worked summers to meet her
'educational expenses. This money, along with $1,200 in loans and grants during
her freshman year and $000 during her sophomore year have suffleed until now.

But now, with her savings depleted, Mary. is trying to get -More loan support
.for her final two years of college, She can only qualify for the money she needs
by filing as independent of her parent's support. Mary satisfies the present re-
,quirements that her parents do not take her as a dependent on their tax return
and she has not received more than $000 from them in the past year, But the
third. federal requirement is that the applicants cannot have lived with their
;parents for more than two weeks during the, past year, To Mary that means
that she cannot live at home thin summer if she hopes to get a loan as a financial
'independent in the fall, But in -doing so, additional amounts she -will qualify, for
($400) will roughly offset the increased living expenses required to gain, the

1naneially independent'status,,Either way,.Mary is trapped and cannot plan on
having the $3,000 she needs ter her third year of college.

Mary could drop out of school and work for awhile to. get the required funds-
'but that would be an expensive alternittive as well, Mary's parents have now
mOved out of state' and if she drops out for more than one term, she runs the
.risk of being reclassified as an out-ofstate resident and her tuition will inerease.

While suspensions of an educational career are not always as financially det-
rimental, many students report that .a financially forced drop .ou is almost al-
ways detrimental to educational objectives, Courses, particularly in the junior
and senior years, aren't always repeated and must be seqnenced, It can take as
long as a year to resequence an educational prograni; In the meantime study
habits can atrophy and grades can drip as the student strains to compete with
others of greater educational continuity, In addition the probability of re-entry
and graduation. diminish as well as the educational investment, In any event,
the uncertainty of student financial aids' and economic conditiOn produce an tut-
welcome roulette that.htis a detrimental effect on the educational process,

Shirlee Bosetto, a junior at M.S.U. had another problem with the federal
,dependency regulation. Iles loan application as a financial independent was.
denied because- her parents had taken her as a dependent . on their federal
income.tati return, the previous year. Yet, at the time Shirlee was on her _oWn,
financially, Without the student loan she had to drop out of school and work to
!get the necessary money.

Shirlee is-now back in school' and _is Resident Advisor of her dormitory.
She reports that many of the women on her floor have counseled with her
about the same problem, Essentially the student IS frequently_ trapped between
the power of the federal financial independency guidelines and the pewer of
the parents over income tax returns.

. While no doubt there is some tax return cheating involved, the greatest prob.,
lent is the burden the independelley guidelines impose on parents to nnticipate
the financial independency of their children,

There is also an, emotional aspect to the problem, Many children are ready
and willing to. assert financial independence earlier than their parents' are will-
ing to grant it, lint it is understandable that the student may not %lent to
light the patent over the parent's tax return where the parent has the final
-word, But failure to do so can be Mai if the federal guideline for financial
*independence is be relied upon.

Shitlee also reports that another related problem is frequent among the stu-
dents she counsels. Often the student is nimble to gain the cooperation of the
parent in filling out the required Parent's Confidential Statement form. Some
parents consider such a request by government- an unwarranted infringement
on their right of privacy. In the end, of course, the student is hurt through, no
fault of his or her own,

The federal guidelines for finanelti independence certain other unwarranted
assumptions about the role of parents in financing an education, Often such
assumptions create hardship for ittudents through restrictions on eligibility for
student loans. These guidelines must be relaxed or preferably abolished to make
financial independence attainable by sworn declaration, It's time the Congress:
1) drop the premise that parents are primarily responsible for financing their
children's higher education and 2) recognise the student's. right to declare'
financial independence.

Ms. Rosetta has another equally serious problem, Because she receives federal
student financial aid she is restricted on ths amount of money she can earn on

a part-time job, Over a certain amount she. either has to quit her job or pay
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her part-time wage to the. 'student financial aid office, Ws not surprising that the
present system in fact gives incentive not to work, This counter productivity
is compounded when the present law allows the financial aid director to in-
crease the amount loaned to such a student but cannot allow that student to
work for it. In the meantime, students able to get along without federal financial
aids can get part-thno jobs and seelety pats them on the back for their fine effort,.
The present requirements stand traditional, proven social values on their head.
The Congress must alloW students to work to make ends meet above their aid
level and stop forcing them into additional indebtedness.

The third major problem voiced by the students is the general lack of avail-
ability of sufficient funds for the guaranteed loan program, Our present reliance.
on the private sector is misplaped. At Michigan State, nearly 300 students in
less than six months were turned down by. at least two banks,

As you're already Aware, banks are having a hard time making student
loans available at current interest rates. Ken Westlake, an M.S.U. student, did:
some research for me at our local banks. Attached is a copy of bin report, In
sum, these banks experience the relative unprofitability of lending to students'
and therefore impose obstacles in front of applicants for guaranteed laa ins,
These include a a student and/or his or her parents must have an account in.
the bank, sometimes for a specified period of time; the student's family must
have a good credit rating ; the student must be an upperclassperson, thereby
eliminating those attending junior colleges from consideration ; or the student
must be a graduate of a high school located in the bank's area, These preeondi-
tions make the student's task of obtaining educational loans even more difficult.
Again, I refer you to the attached summary of local banks' pertinent credit;
policies.

Public Law 03-269 did amend Section 2(a) (7) of the Emergency Student
Loan Act of 1969 to extend through the next fiscal year the Secretary of'
HMV's authority to prescribe a "special allowance" interest supplement beyond
the statutory 7% ceiling, However, the existence of such discretionary power
does not assure its full exercise. Here in midMichigan, according to Mr. Henry
Dykema, Director of the Office of Financial Aids at Michigan State University,.
the special allowance of 21/2% leaves our banks 11/2% short of the area"S:
current prime interest rate of 11%.

Air. Dykema agreed that despite the intangible value of the guarantee on
student loans, the lower rate of return dispels any illusions that these commit-
ments are justifiable except from a public relations standpoint. He: added that
the contemplated legislatioh authorizing a special allowance of up to 4% would
not, in his view, be a panacea.

Such conditions have forced banks to put their responsibilities to their deposi-
tors ahead of student loans.

As a solution, the Congress should consider the establishment of educational
loan trust funds administered by the states, Such state trust funds could net upon
the loan recommendations of colleges and universities while assuming the admin
istrative burdens of collection and accountability to the federal government.

Congress would providefunds to the U.S. Office of Education on a demonstration
project basis, State trust funds for student loans would be financed on a matching
fund formula.

There would be spinoff benefits. Federal inspectors would enjoy far easier access
to the records of 50 states, as opposed to 5,000 educational institutions which can't
be reached on a regular basis, Control by the federal government could be reduced
to the bare essentials of interest rates, repayment periods, and nondiseriminatory
administration, Various loan programs could be consolidated tinder the direction of
the state trust funds, with great savings potential. Loans could be more easily
mado to students, and on a wider scale as well, Interest rates could be cut, since
profit would be eliminated as a component,

As repayments gradually begin to offset the outflow of money for new leash,
the trust funds Will increasingly pay their own way, Federal seed money expend'
tires will correspondingly diminish and hopefully come to an end, Ultimately, the
state corporate trust funds should become eompletely independents

Obviously, other reforms are important as well, All fitudent loans should be
consolidated into a unified program with unified eligibility. Students and loan
administrators rightfully compain that the complexity of programs and the differ*
ences in eligibility create confusion, misunderstanding, and even auger on the
part of students struggling to get financial aid for their education. They need the
help of this subcommittee,
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Patio les of Laming Area Banks-41101w 4auoation Loans

AMERICAN DANK AND TRUST OP LANSING

(1) Individual or his or her family must have an account with the bank.
(2) Prospective eollege must be an eligible institution (Virtually all Michi-

gan sehools are eligible),
(3) All levels of students are eligible, but upperclamspersons get priority, as-

there is a set designated amount of funds earmarked by the bank for the pro. .

gram.
BANK or COMMERCE OF LANSING

(1) If parents claim the student as a dependent, the faMily must reside in
the Lansing area for two consecutive years. If the student is independent, he or
she must be a resident of the Lansing area for two consecutive years,

(2) A student in any grade level is eligible,
(3) If student has declared a need, he or she needn't have en account with the.

hank. If-student has not declared a need, he or she is required to maintain a
checking account with the bank to facilitate easy withdrawal of interest pay-
ments,

BANK OF' LANSING

(1) Parents are usually customers of the bank ("The loan IS a goodwill ges
ture"). Student must be a customer.

(2) Student must be a sophomore or higher in standing.
(3) Loan must be used at an institution in Michigan, .

MICK/GAN NATIONAL BANK

(1) Student or his or her parents must be a deposit customer of one year or
More,

(2) Student must be at least a junior at' a four-year institution or a second-
year student in a junior college,

(8) The bank has not made any loans to students who had not previously
taken out loans with it since August of 1073 because of high interest, rates,

PIRST NATIONAL BANK OF EAST LANSING

(1) Student or his or her parents must he a one-year customer,
(2) Local high school graduates are preferred.
(3) Student Must be a junior or higher,
(4) No loans to students who had not previously taken out loans With it

have been given in several montlabecattse of high interest rates,

EAST LANSING STATE DANK. ,

(1) Student or his or her parents must be a bustoiner of the bank.
(2) Student must be a local high school graduate.
(3) Freshmen WES are one term at a time to avoid students getting tied to

longterm debt.
(4) No loans to students who bad not previously taken out loans with it are now.

given because of high interest rates. '

Aoki/in Area Bankg

MIDWEST SANS!

Student or parents must have an account.

NATIONAL DANK Of' 3,ko1 5ort

Does not participate, although it once did.

CITY DANK OP $AdItSON

hteh school is allotted certain ettiounto to be loaned and no more after that-
amount is exhausted (in some eases not enough loan money has been set aside,
for all Individuals who need it) ,

...............



STUDENT FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE
(Student Loan. Programs)

WEDNESDAY, NAY 29, 1974

HousE or REPRESENTATIVES,
SPECIAL SUBCOMMITTEE ON EDUCATION

Or TILE COMMITTEE ON EDUCATION AND LABOR,
ashiagton,

The subcommittee met at 10 a.mt, pursuant to recess, in room 42'261r
Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. James G. O'Hara (chairman!
of the subcommittee) presiding.

Present : Representatives O'Hara, Lehman, and Dellenback.
Stair : A. C. Franklin, counsel; Elnora Teets, clerk,
Mr. O'HARA. The Special Subcommittee on Education will come to

order. This morning, the subcommittee continues its hearings on the
loan component of the student financial assistance package.

Before turning to our witnesses, I would like to put a success story
in the hearing record. Last month, action by this Subcommittee and
our counterparts in the other body led finally to the enactment of
Public Law 93 -269, by which the needs analysis required of applicants
for interest subsidy under the Guaranteed Loan Program was removed
for families with adjusted incomes of $15,000 or less, While none of us.
expcted that change in the law to remove all the problems families are
having in securing loans for their kids' college costs,, was very
gratifying to me to receive this week a letter, from one citizen who has
already been able to benefit from the, provisions of that new amend -
ment, I ask unanimous consent that the letter from Mr. Rudolph
Pearson of Worcester, Massachusetts, be made ti part of the hearing.
record at this point.

(The letter referred to from Mr. Pearson appear on page 110)
We began this segment of our hearings yesterday with testimony

from Dr. John Phillips and Mr, *Tames Moore of the Office of Edu.
cation who spoke about the history and status of, the national direct
student loan program and the guaranteed loan program, respectively.

The subcommitee has, of course, been involved in looking at the
guaranteed loan program in the immediate past, having held the hear.
ings w1 'eh culminated in the enactment on April 18 of J?ublie Law
08430, legislation to liberalize access to interest.subsidized guaran.
teed loans, But at the time that particular legislation tame before tlie
110115(3 I reiterated my belief that we had to take a long-range look
at the whole loan program as it part of these proceedings.

In the material which has been placed before the members of the'
subcommittee and I ask unanimous consent that these documents be

feat
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printed at an appropriate point in the hearing record, I have directed
the staff to place a compilation of the legislation dealing with loan
programs. I have also obtained from the National Council. on Higher
Education Loan Programs a copy of its issue paper of last fall u each
(discusses in considerable detail, many of the problems we will have to
vonsider in the course of our work with title IV.

The text of that p?,per can also be found in the printed record of
our earlier loan hearings. We will hear today from several witnesses
who have been asked to speak from their experience in the operation
of loan programs. We will begin with Mr. Lucius P. Gregg of the
First Chicago University Finance Corp.

Mr. Gregg, we would appreciate it if you would step forward and
take a place at the witness table and give us the benefit of your ex.
-perience in the operation of the program.

STATEMENT OP LUCIUS P. GREGO, IR., PRESIDENT, FIRST CHICAGO
UNIVERSITY FINANCE CORP.

Mr. GREGG. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. I am pleased to,be
here and to have this opportunity to make a few comments regarding
our experiences with the student loan program. would like to, with
your permission, ask that my letter of March 21 be used as a letter of
reeord and what I would like to do in a few minutes if I could, is to
,comment on some of the Reins raised in the letter and to add whatever
additional information might be appropriate.

Mr. OtHAitA, Mr. Gregg, without objection, the text of your March
21 letter will be inserted in the record at this point and printed in full
in the record and we appreciate your comments.

Mr. Gum, Thank you very much.
['The letter referred to follows,

PIIIST CHICAGO UNIMEillit FINANCE Cone,
Chicago, Ill., March 21, 1974.

Hon, ,TAtiEs G, O'llAnAl
.Choir,Aman, Special Subcommittee on Education, Donee Committee on Dalmatia

and Labor, MS, Dow of Representatives, Washington, D.C.
Demi CONORENMAN / am writing as a former university ndministra.

tor, and now a banker, regarding the problems facing the Guaranteed Student
Loan Program,

My most recent view of this program is based primarily on efforts at First
Chicago University Finance to assure students better access to guaranteed loans,
During the past year, we have sought to assist approval college and university
lenders by providing elle funds and loan servicing to meet their student loan needs
under government guidelines, Our arrangement now encompasses 20 major col
leges and universities for loan commitments of $20 million to meet this year's
needs, During calendar year 1014, we will seek to assist 50 colleges and univer
cities for annual amounts of approximately $50 million to be used starting with
the fall aeadtmic year, 1'or those who choose, we also stand ready to service
their student loans through billing, collection, and loan accounting.

An you know, in the last few years an inerenging number of higher educational
institutions (100 to date) have sought and received approval to lend tinder the
1"/SL Program, A few have preferred to use inhouse funds and loan servicing

,capability, Other institutions have chosen instead to borrow funds if suitable
arrangements could be made, and to contract for loan servicing, if this course

could better meet the standards of professionalism, reliability, and cost,
Por many schools, the ability to lend N a necessity and not a luxury Attlee

they' are increasingly dependent on tuition to meet yearly expenditures, Student
-financial aid is a major emit() of tuition for the moderate and lower income
.students they seek to educate, and the OBL prograin is rapidly becoming a
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critical fraction of tuition aid for many students, Thus, to assure the availability
of this aid each year, more and more schools are deciding to be a source of
government guaranteed loans for enrolling studentseither as a preferred
source (first resort), or as a "last resort", lending only to those who are turned
down by one or more banks,

If properly regulated and supervised, the school lender can be a major strength
to FISL, In many ways it can be a more effective lender than a financial
institution, but it likewise can have weaknesses as a lender which must be under.
sto.ul, The obvious challenge is to take advantage of the strengths and to come
pensate for the weaknesses,

TIM GREAT CHASE

In general, the emergence of the school lender results from a growing; phe
somenon which seems to characterize the GSLP; we call it ne Great GUM

Students are chasing loans, and
Lenders (or government guarantors) are chasing students.
Either one could be the downfall of a program which has demonstrated re

markable growth in both volume and importance to students,
This program tries to serve many masters including a diversity of students,

schools, and lenderseach with different needs, interests and capabilities. tin
fortunately, this program tries' to serve these different masters with the same
procedures. In a real sense, the attempt to maintain uniform regulations in
the face of such diversity can serve to aggravate rather than dhninsh the
nroblems. The end result is that symptoms are often treatednot causes. And
it is these causes that help "fuel" the Great Chase.
'Students chasing loans: Who pays?

Many students who need loans do not qualify and many who qualify for
GSLP are simply unable to obtain loans, This lack of access highlights two
inescapable and fundamental questions lying at the root ef the problems facing.
the GSL program ;

1. Whom is GSLP to serve?
2, How can lenders be encouraged to participate?

Consequences to students
As you know, there is much confusion in the marketplace regarding whom

the program is intended to serve, I believe most people will agree that eligibility
seems to be based on the difference between total educational cost and other
available funds, From this point on, however, confusion abounds. Lenders are
told to use judgment. But, they are likewise told that loan guarantees and
insurance can be invalidated later if their judgements are deemed unreasonable.
Obviously, a clearly understood policy on student eligibility is urgently needed.

Once eligible, though, the chase is on. Student demand far exceeds the supply
of loan funds now available from financial institutions. The notion of equal
student access for the full eligible loan amount is virtually nonexistent
throughout a substantial portion of the country,

While it is difficult to identify the exact consequences of not getting a loan,
some evidence is beginning to accumulate, An increasing number of the willing.
but - unable families are seeking installment loans and second mortagages ; still
others ire discouraging younger siblings from thinking of going to college
because of the unusual financial burdens presently being faced with older
brothers or sisters. As for the students themselves, a growing number who still
seek to enroll are borrowing increasingly from less desirable sourcesthus
increasing future debt management problems, Others are working more and
delaying graduation, A Amble number of cases, (22% according to studies by
the College Scholarship Service), demonstrate that the enrolled student is Inv
posing an excessive burden on the family by removing earning capability, par.
titularly for the poor families, It is ironic that those students and parents Who
persist face consequences of uncertain eligibility and uncertain availability of
adequate guaranteed loan resources.
Consequences to eaves and nninerettlett

Colleges, too, bear the consequences of the CHASM Certainly GSLP exists
primarily to serve students, but its impact on colleges cannot be ignored, For the
college which seeks to serve all deserving students, the availability of the GSLP
Is as important to the school as it is to the student,

C.;aam...........mma.11
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One clear lesson of the recent financial crisis for private higher education, RR
one example, has been the need to stabilize income and, to control costs, The call
to manage the institution in a more businesslike way has come from friend and
foe, Thus, it is not surprising that a growing number of institutions seek to lend
to assure-studentsend to be assuredof adequate ciSti availability for students
Wishing to borrow.

AND LEMUR (OR WARANTORS) WARR STUDItNTS

Much has already been said aboUt the problems facing financial Institutions
in seeking successful student repayment, 'This may be.the most serious lonrun
problem facing guaranteed loans; and it may in large part account for uncertain
availability,

Many students are unable to pay, and still more are unwilling to pay, Some
students, as in all forms of consumer lending, will do everything to avoid any
payment ; but there is increasing evidence that our procedures in common. use
aren't very effective either, In at real sense, it is plausible that the lending growth
of the program has outstripped the development of effective administrative
procedures,

If the objective is to increase the availability of funds to students At the
lowest overall cost, one of the most important problems to address is the growing
number of willful. defaults and delinquencies,

OnnttN0 tif$ 'DRAM
; !

In any discussion of GSLP, it is.inineriitive to view it broadly as a. dynamic
system and as a distinct part of a financial capital market with finite resources
and competing dettiandS, With such it view, -we believe that a few uncomplicated
changes in the program can result in no less than a substantial reduction is
annual cost to the governthent had in the rejuvenation of OSLI' as a consistent
and growing source of fundS:to students across the country, The changes stip
gested below can in large part be implemented within existing statutes. A. few
will require legislative change, ,

Improve the anet "'
A, !Amble task for those who seek ter improve the program is to address pro-

gram structures wideil have substantially inhibited the origination of new student
loans, Several features 'of the interest rate and guarantee make GSLP loans
unattractivereach with significant disincentives to lending,

The interest rate earned by the lender on an insured student loan is variable,
unknown at the time of origination of. the loan, and at the discretion of the
Seeretaries. Of 1110W and the Treasury (for amounts above 7%), A variable rate
may be attractive to some intermediaterm lenders such as savings institutions
but its retroactive and discretionary nature inhibits he lender from Making
forward predictions of earnings on the basis of market data. Lenders respond
to these unusual rate characteristies by severely restricting their new loan
activity,

One way to relieve lender uncertainty is to tie the special allowance to the
rate on a known money market instrument, This change would both eliminate
discretionary uncertainty and allow the lender to make some market-based projec-
tions of earnings on -GM, loans, The recent enactment of a flexible usury ceiling'
rate in Pennsylvania tied to lonter government bond yields establishes a prece
dent which might be usefully applied to Orin A inore responsive special allow-
ance would increase lender interest and better insure a continuing supply of
limns to students.

Per example, at little or no cost to the government, lender enthusiasm for
the program could be dramatically enhanced by the announcement that the total
PISL rate would be, for example, always between 100 and 220 basis points
(1,D%-2,2 %) above the prior quarter's average of the marks; yields on 5 year
treasury bonds and by the announcement of the actual rate at the beginning
of the period, It is probably important to have this range, t,) allow for adjust,
meats depending on conditions of supply, demand, am! thf: trend of rates, fly
using 5 year money Mee, which tend to be much more stable, the government
can avoid overcompensating lenders during periods of abnormally high short term
rates, Similarly, since the rate would also be the fixed rate on payout loans, ae
tie to longer term rates is appropriate,
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Such a policy, had it been in effect historically, would have been no more
costly than the actual experience. But its effect on lender confidence and enthu-
siasm would have been inestimable.

Secondly, we believe the program can be strengthened significantly by a fairly
pimple change with regard to due diligence in the origination and servicing, of
guaranteed student loans, The current lack of specificity hi the requirements for
due diligence discourages lending. These requirements should be restructured
and then specifically defined to give lenders a firm basis on which to decide
whether or not their guaranteed student loans in fact bear the "full faith and
,credit of the U.S. Government." To assist in this restructuring and definition of
due diligence, the Government could turn to the now substantial experience of
professional servicers in collecting student loans under several federal programs
including GSLP. The above recommendations would serve to reduce two of the
major uncertaintieg facing lenders (1,e., the interest rate, and the guarantee),
While many more improvements could be suggested, these two alone would sub-
stantially enhance the viability and potential longevity. of GSLP under coin-
peting and unpredictable future monetary circumstances.
Improve adtainiatrative effectivenen and foilnwup

As a result of more than a decade of experience in servicing student loans, it
Is now possible to identify those procedttres which result in the best response
to repayment obligationsparticularly as carried out by professional loan serv-
icing organizations. Many of the most effective steps in making a good loan
occur during the origination and pre-paYout stages, The default statistics seem
to bear this out. Perhaps most of the defaults never make the first payment.
But this is the phase during which there is a most complex relationship between
the major participants -- lenders /schools /government /student borrowers, A loss
:of lender/borrower contact is readily apparent.

Under present procedures effective communication here is both costly and
often accidental. The result is a lack of discipline and weak coordination which
contributes to high-defaults. Since most retail lenders will assert that the most
important aspect of a successful loan is the early creation of a regultir payment
pattern, every effort should be made to simplify and strengthen school/students/
lender coordinationparticularly in the early period of the loan. It would seem
that better use of computeraided information techniques will yield major Am-
provements in the timely review and dissemination of loan decisions and stu-
dent follow-up. These developments should be strongly encouraged.

Shaptify dcbtmanagentent
One additional aspect of the CHASE has to do with the ability of the student

to repay just after graduation. A large fraction (maybe 20-25%) end up far
'below normal expected starting salaries. The growing dependence on loans must
be accompanied by a commensurate willingness to allow these young borrowers
(i.e, for $10,000 in loans) some latitude, within constraints, in meeting debt

-obligations, Under present regulations, lender forebearance is permissible, but
widespread notice of this provision and application to each legitimate case
would impose heavy administrative costs on lenders during repayment, An al.
tentative would be to establish a standardized optional repayment schedule for
heavy borrowers which calls for lower repayment in the early periods and larger
ones thereafter.

The need for flexible repayment schedules for younger borrowers has recently
led to the decision of The Federal home Loan Dank Board to allow such repay-
inent structures.

rvwrnzn nEb110/NO TIM MAW CoLtton AS UNDER

The notion of colleges as lenders strikes pride in the hearts of someand dis-
dain in the hearts of others. Our assessment, is that, if proper standards are set,
the college lender can be a major strength to the Guaranteed Student Loan Pro-
gram. In many ways, it can be a more effective lender than many financial -itto
stitutions, but it likewise can have weaknesses as a lender which must be un-
derstood; Can we capitalize on their strengths and compensate for their weak-
nesses/ In taking a close look at the college lender, three questions must be asked

1. Are they interested?
2. Can colleges decide who gets what?
a Can they properly service loans after they are made?

ft- .
'60 MY
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Are colleges interested?
As mentioned earlier, for a substantial majority of higher education, the

ability to lend is a necessitynot a luxury, Students are increasingly dependent
on such loans to meet educational costs. Financial institutions are participating
but are unable to meet the overall student interest betatise of other large and
varying competing demands. Because of the consequences, colleges feel corn-
yelled to assure students that adequate loan resources will be available each
year, This assurance is best provided by the college itself acting as a lender,
Can colleges decide who gets what?

Colleges already carry out the most important responsibilities in the loan
origination and prerepayment, Colleges currently recommend amounts and deter-
mine eligibility. They perform much of the pre-loan counseling and disburse
approved loan funds in many cases, Moreover, they monitor student status dur-
ing the enrollment period and provide loan counseling (exit interviews) upon
graduation or departure from school, In a sense, of the major participants, col-,
leges are in the best position to fully understand and be aware of a student's
overall changing financial circumstances and requirements,

The experience of r at.. ,,es to date as lenders would indicate that they have
performed satisfactori. . making the decision as to who should get what in the
disbursement of loan funds. It is our understanding that in the 15 year his-
tory of their allocation of NDSL funds, for example, they have complied in large
measure to the rules and guidelines governing eligibility for these loan funds.
Can they service loans after they are made?

For a number of reasons, most schools are not in the best position to service
their student loans adequately, Some, however, have done extremely well in
loan servicing, But for the most part, loan servicing is not one of their strengths.
Nor is it one of their top priority activities, Thus, it is not surprising that the
involvement of capable individuals In campus-based loan serving activity is an
exception and not a rule. Wen for banks themselves, proper staffing loan serv-
icing activities is a difficult task that requires close scrutiny and supervision,

In the last few years, a number of private off-campus firms have developed
programs to act as loan servicing agents for colleges and universities through-
out the country, Some loan servicing agencies are divisions of major financial
organizations, others are independent companies, All seek to provide more effec-
tive student loan servicing and an overall cost savings for college loan port-
folios that include institutional loans, NDSL, IIPSL, and now GSLP.

There is evidence to show that one important effect of the professional loan,
servicing organization is to reduce substantially the level of repayment de.
linquencies and subsequent defaults which some s.hools experience in trying
to service their loans themselves. The evidence to date suggests that the de-
linquency rate on an average portfolio will be cut by half when it is turned over.
to a professional servicer, This is particularly true for the live or six larger serv-
icing organizations which have had several years of experience with college
loan portfolios such as NDSL,

The important point is that effective and reasonable standards must be set
which take advantage of the history of experience now available regarding the
best ways to service student loans, A few colleges will have programs which
can successfully meet these standards, Most of the others, however, should he
expected to contract this service to an existing and capable off-campus profess
atonal student loan servicing organization because of the relative advantages.
presented by this alternative, These advantages include ;

11 A more effective student loan repayment performance;
2. A higher level of professionalism in staffing;
8, A lower cost because of the economies of scale presented by several institu-

tions being serviced by one central organization,

CONCLIJAION

There are ninny problems that "fuel" the GIMAT CHASM Many. of the probes
ions result from root causes which must be carefully distinguished from apparent
Systems, While the demand for MP is increasing, the supply of funds is dee
creasing, It is extremely important to reaffirm whoin the program is intended
to serve, and it is equally important to identify how the needed growth in new,
lending Can be attained, Current major financial institutions must be retaittedi
as active lending participants, But the participation of the college lender can--

U
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with proper standardsbe an equally beneficial asset to the Guaranteed Student
Loan Program,

The overall effect of the approach we have suggested will be to provide far
greater access of students to guaranteed student loans as an increasingly im
portant way in which to finance higher education pursuits and to encourage both.
students and institutions to act more responsibly in the process,

Sincerely,
Lucius P, Gam,

Mr. Gam. As I indicated in the letter, the principai activity that
we have been involved in at. First Chicago University Finance Corp, is
directed at ways whereby we can help assure students better access to
guaranteed student loans,

In general, our whole operation is built around how a wholesale
activity of a major financial institution might complement' the retail
lending that is ongoing and continuing to be made by the same institu-
tion, As I have indicated, we now have commitments with approxi-
mately 20 of the major colleges and universities to meet this year's
needs of around $20 million,

Our hope is that during the coming academic year, we will stand in.
a position to make available commitments of approximately $50 mil-
lion to either a similar number of institutions or a slightly larger
number.

Again, the idea is to see how the wholesale concept can substantially
increase the funds available to students under this program.

Mr. O'HARA. Mr. Gregg, it might be useful if you could just describe
exactly how your operation works,

Mr. Gum, Yes. Our approach is directed toward an institution
that becomes an eligible lenderthere are approximately 100 colleges
and universities that are now eligible lenders, who have sought and
received authorization to be eligible under the FISL program. For
for some of them, they have the capability to use internal funds, use
endowment funds or other resources available within the institution
as loan capital to lend out to students, These same institutions in some
cases will have their own internal loan servicing capability. So they
are basically independent and able to make the loans themselves, using
internal funds and using their own internal administrative support
for servicing,

Other institutions and perhaps most of them find that they are better
off either leaving their internal resources in their endowment portfolio
invested in the market and perhaps look outside to a local bank or
under a suitable arrangement to borrow from a bank loan fund on a
wholesale basis and the school itself as a lender will retail those funds
to the student. This is basically the concept.

In some cases, they will borrow from a local bank, lend to the stu-
dents, and they might service those loans internally, or in other cases
they may look outside for loan servicing if they can get the necessary
arrangement to meet their needs, The needs of professionalism might
save them cash insofar as the loan servicer being able to service those
loans at a much more attractive price than if they would service those
loans internally themselves.

Mr. O'llitait. Your organization, the First Chicago University Pi-
nance Corp., makes loan capital available to universities that are ap-
proved as lenders tit der the program,

Mr. Gum Eight, sir, On a wholesale basis,
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Mr. 0114m, tinder what sorts of terms and conditions?
Mr, Gum, The rate that is allowed to be charged is the rate that is

limier the FISL yield rate, It cannot exceed the authorized rate for
that prevailing quarter, The loan commitment is an annual renewable
commitment to the institution,

So, the loans we made last year to these institutions, last summer,
those loans are up for discussion now and negotiation for renewal for
the forthcoming year. For several of our institutions that received
commitments of $2 million for last year, they are now negotiating with

-us for a total amount of $4 million for this forthcoming year, just to
use one institution as an example,

But in so doing, the institution is able to assure the students, who
are considering how to meet their financial costs for next year, access
to guaranteed loans, They can have those students complete the forms
now in applying for the loan and receive authorization for those loans
from the lender and during the summer those forms are processed
-through the Government channels to receive the Government guar-
antee,

As others have perhaps mentioned, there is now increasing depend-
ence on the guaranteed student loan. For many schools, the ability to
lend is a necessity and not a luxury, as we are finding that schools are
increasingly.dependent on tuition as a source of revenue. Financial aid
is an increasing component of that tuition and the guaranteed student
loan is an increasingly important part of the financial aid package.

I think it is fair to say that as we travel about and talk to schools
they express certain concerns, and those concerns revolve around the
present statistics relating to guaranteed student loans, These statis-
tics are not at all encouraging,

For the present year, only a billion dollars of guaranteed student
loans will be lent out. This compares with the same level of 3 to 4.
years ago and because of the increasing participation of, say, pro-
prietary institutions, this would mean that the banks themselves are
probably lending' only at a rate of perhaps 4 or 5 years ago,

In other words, the participation by banks is decreasing on a year-
to-year basis. Information that has conic to us would indicate that
perhaps 100 banks per month are stopping their lending under the
guaranteed student loan program.

Another factor here to consider is the factor of inflation, If we
g,o back 4 to 5 years and look at. the level of lending and project up to
the present, it would indicate that based on inflation alone, perhaps
the level of lending for this year, to have the same real dollars, should
be much closer to $2 billion than approaching $1 billion as is presently
the ease.

Another aspect is that for this year alone, it looks as thou h, com-
pared to last year, volume will be down by 20 percent, and the aver-
age loan per student or 'borrowing is up by 10 percent, The net result
of both of these, the cuttmlative effect, is that the number of students
who will be borrowing has decreased by 25 percent this year compared
to last year,

Again, the schools themselves are primarily concerned about ac-
cess, When you can have this kind of reduction in access from one
year to the nest, this is causing many schools to feel that they have to
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be able to lend in &der to assure the students the availability of these
funds,

The school as a lender can be a major strength in the FIST. pro-
ram. In many ways, it can be a more effective lender than a financial

institution, but it likewise can have weaknesses as a lender, which
must be understood.

The opportunity before us is to take advantage of these strengths
and to compensate for .the weaknesses. If I could move on in the con-
text of the letter and indicate that, as we see it, with regard to the
consequences to the student of not being able to have access to these
loans! many of these consequences are borne by the parents themselves.

This, of course, has received increasing publicity. But other conse-
quences are borne by the students, and it forces, in many cases, stu-
dents to make an economic choice about higher education rather than
an educational choice to go to an institution of their choosing.

I would like to now touch on two or three suggestions regarding how
to reduce the "chase" as we call it.

It is our feeling thdt what has happened in the guaranteed student
iloan program is something that in some circles is referred to as the

great chase. Students are having to chase loans, and that chase some-
times is very traumatic. In other cases, after the loans are made, lend-
ers and guarantors have to chase the students.

From our perspective, there are two, we hope, simple and uncom-
plicated recommendations that we would like to propose to help

istrengthen the program and reduCe the chase. One is to improve the
asset, and the other is to encourage the role of the school as a lender
as a way of complementing bank participation in the Pin program.

Doubling back to how to imprm e the asset, we would like to make
one recommendation with regard to the rate and another with regard
to the guarantee. With regard to the rate, we would urgently recom-
mend that some effort be made to tie the rate to a known money market
instrument, This would make it possible for lenders to forecast their
yield or earnings on student loan, Also, it would remove any uncer-
tainty on the part of the lender that the Government might in its
discretion be arbitrary in setting the yield so that it is no longer com-
petitive with:prevailing money market conditions.

I indicate in there one aspect of how to tie the rate, I think our
studies from July 1969 to July of last year that is, of 1973would
indicate that had the rate been tied at the fraction indicated, there
would have been little or no more additional cost to the Government,
but it would have removed lender uncertainty about what the earn-
ings would have been on a guaranteed student loan.

The second recommendation to improve the met hits it, do with
the guarantee, and we would strongly recommend that an effort be
made to define due diligence. That is, specify the conditions of clue
diligence which, if met, the Government would then provide an incon-
testable guarantee.

At the present time, the arbitrariness and uncertainty about what
the requirements are to perform due care and diligence in order to

the full faith and credit guarantee is something that is causing
quit',, 1 bit of uncertainty, particularly as you talk to secondary market
institutions like institutional investors who are much more concerned

:01-0411--14--5
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about the protection of that guarantee and especiallly in cases of some-
one else keeping responsibility to service those loans.

Basically, those are the two recommendations with regard to improv-
ing the asset,

The second major recommendation is the college as the lender, We
feel that they are interested; we feel thet, can decide who gets what
based on their performance in complying with the guidelines of, say,
the previous program, the NDSL program. But we do not feel that
many of them are adequately qualified to perform the kind of servic-
ing responsibilities that the Oorenunent and all institutions would like
to have performed.

For those who cannot measure up to the standards that we recom-
mend with regard to the loan servicing, they would then look ex-
ternally to a professional servicer, There are perhaps five or six rather
highly qualified professional servicers now in existence, with 5 to 6
years of experience.

We would recommend that those institutions look to the growing
number of professional service organizations to give the kind of
professionalism to the servicing that would be .oecessary.

In conclusion, we feel that those couple of improvements would serve
to substantially improve the FISL program, And the increasing role
of the school as a lender should be, viewed as one of complementing the
participation that the banks are now giving in FISL.

The net result, we hope, would be a substantial increase in the avail-
ability of these funds tor the students and for the growing demands
that are being made on the program,

Thank you very much, Mr, Chairman.
Mr. O'HAnA, Thank you, Mr, Gregg.

iMr. Gregg, I am interested by your suggestion, I really think
that one of the great handicaps of the program is that it involves banks
with the kinds of loans and kinds of people that they are not ordinarily
involved with, That is some fellow comes in and he is seeking a loan,
They say, "What are your assets?" Well, he doesn't have any. "What.
security can you give us ?" 'None. "Tell us about your job," "I don't
have one,"

Ordinarily, that is exactly the sort of fellow they would not loan
5 cents to under any set of circumstances. Some guy without a job,
no immediate prospects of getting one, no assets, no security, no co-
sig,ner, no anything, and he comes in and says, "I want a loan."

There may be some special circumstances in which you say,
"Well, all right," but for the most part you would say no to these
people absent this pr,vrain, I don't think ;hat the universities, most
of them anyway, are much more experienced in chi aling with this
kind of borrower. Ohio rniversity has been making loons to students
for a long, long time--maybe not on the scale that we have bad since
the NDSL and institutional participation in this program, but they
hove been doing it.

I know C borrowed money when I was in college from the univer-
sity to help the finish law school, The GI bill was running out, I
needed some money to finish law school. I botToWod from the ttniVel-
sity, They were experienced in dunning me, too, because they dunned
me afterward. They made sure they got the money bark, They knew
how to do it, you know, They kept track of Inc.
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So I kind of like the idea of involving more of the institutions in
this, You spoke about how the program could be made more attractive
in general; that it, providing that the incentive payment is pegged
to some known security so that they have a little more assurance of
what they are going to be getting,

You suggest that we be more specific about what constitutes due
diligence,, but in terms of encouraging the kind of thing that your
organization is involved withthat is, making.sums of loan capital
available to the institutions and getting the institutions to participate
in the programwhat do you think would help promote that? What
kind of changes could be made?

Mr. Glum There is perhaps a shoppine. list there may be a large
number of recommendations that one could make, Our hope has been
to try to, focus on the one or two or three most cogent recommendations
that we feel would get the program substantially turned around.

For an institution like oursthat is, First, Chicago Corp,' which
is part and parcel of the First National Bank of Chicagoit is
basically is wholesale institution, and there are major financial insti-
tutions that are not very good at retail loans,

The savings institutions have demonstrated that large commercial
banks have had difficulty in being very, effective in, the retail lending
area. I think the best way in which an institution like ours can try Co

supplement our present retail program in ways that. hundreds of mil-
lions of dollars can be made available each year is through the whole-
sale approach, With a very few people we can make available to this
program basically hundreds of millions of dollars of loans each year
to do this,

At University Finance right now, we have a staff of 10 people and
with little or no growth I think we can adequately manage the loan
administration ot perhaps $50 million by the end. of. this year,

I say that without any laxity on our part because auditors have just
finished reviewing our operation and have given us' a clean bill of
health, So we are not in any way doing this on a shoestring basis,
but doing it in a way that will keep up with the standards throughout
the whole parent. company.

Mr. O'HARA. Let me get into a couple of specifics. In terms of the
Sallie Mae operation, in what way can Sallie Mae be a help to a whole-
saler such as yourself?

Mr, Gunn, In providing liquidity to the program. Basically, the
approach that we are taking is that we provide the upfront financ-
ing or the interim financing which permits an institution to acquire
its loan,

Mr, OITAiin, Can you sell your paper to Sallie Mae?
Mr, Gitven, The school lender will sell its paper to Sallie Mae, It

would then be necessary for the lender to pay off the upfront loan
they received front us in order to make those loans.

Mi'. O'ITAaA. What if you are making loans to institutions, can you
now, or would it do good if you were able to, take the paper you gigot
front the institution and peddle it to Sallie Mae?

Mr. Gam. Very much so, yes, particularly if the institution would
be allowed to sell its loans St it discount which is now prohibited tinder
the legislation except by special permission of the Commissioner or
the Secretary,

O
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If it were allowed to sell its loans at a rate that is comparable to
what banks will be expected to discount, we could use the same sec-
ondary market, that is Sallie Mae. This would be particularly critical
for the public institutions, the State institutions.

For example, there are perhaps 20 State universities that. have li-
censes. Out of the 160 or so colleges or universities now authorized
to lend,. perhaps 20 of them are State universities, The major uni-
versity in your State, sir, has a license. The limitation that they face
is being able to stand as et( flor a first-resort lender for this program
or as we call it, a last-m That is, expecting their students to put
forth a best effort to gt.. f, ,vain own loans,.but for those who are unable
to do so because they happen to be coming from a part of the State
or from a town where the 'banks are not participating, the university
itself has the capability to step in and make those loans.

We refer to the latter as 9, lastresort lender, For the kind of uni-
versity, like, for example, the University of Michigan and Michigan
State ITniversity, if they are able to sell those loans almost immedi-
ately after being made, they can

iniversity,

general stay within the restriction
of their State limitations that prohibit them from borrowing funds.

So the ability to liquidate and to sell those loans would be almost
an important prerequisite to allowing public institutions, that is those
who have the adequate staff and administrative capability, to be able
to participate in this program.

So, the liquidation either to us or to an institution like Sallie Mae
would be extremely important to them, I would think also, if we look
below the top 30 or 40 heavily endowed private universities, if we
could get into those that have expanded substantially since World
War II and are providing a, good education, they cannot make the
loans in a substantial volume and hold on to them year after year after
year because of the question of liquidity.

So, a secondary market is almost a major factor hi the deterrent
that might stand in the way of schools actually trying to assure access
to their students by lending.

Mr. Minim Mr. Gregg, would it add, do you think, to the attrnc-
tiveness the kind of operation that you are involved in if in midi-
Clan to guaranteeing the lender 80 percent of the principal amount
loaned to the student, addition to guaranteeing the lender that
he is going to get his principal back from the student, maybe we ought
to extend the guarantee to an institution like yours., you are going
to get the money' ack from the institution. What reaction do you have?

Mr. Glum tilit would be a considerable 'benefit to the program. It
is one that I would like to, if at all possible, give some thought to and
provide your staff with a supplementary comment on that particular
point.

Mr. OntitA. You can be in touch with the staff and be of assist.
ance in vliis matter. Many of the members of the subcommittee are
interested in expanding the kind of operation that you have involved
yourself in and described to us today: We would be interested in
just what kind of things would assist institutions to get involved in
the program.

Wee think that would be one way of improving it,
Mr. Gatoo, I certainly would appreciate the chance to comment on

just that and to provide a recommendation or two,
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We face basically two !Ishii when we look at institutions of higher
education, In the general vein it is very difficult to look at a financial
statement of, let us say, just a private college and to assess its financial
viability,

That is, if we were to lend to them what is the likelihood that they
will be in existence 5 years later in order to repay that loan ? Natu-
rally, our reaction is an obvious one, We stay so.much on the safe side
insofar as the, institutions that we are not getting as close to the cen-
tral nervous system of higher education as we would like, That is.
based on our ability to predict the financial viability of that institution,

The suggestion you threw out for discussion is one that would ad-
dress just that basic concern, When we lend to an institution, they
pledge those student notes to us as collateral to be held until they
successfully pay off that loan.

So, wr don't have a credit risk problem in the sense that we are
holding the. collateral, We ourselves 41113 an eligible lender under the
program and if an '..istitution could not or refuses or is unwilling
to pay off th6 loan, that collateral protects our loan to the institution,

The amount of our loan outstanding is always equal to the amount
of the collateral that we are holding in our vault in First Chicago.
So, the credit risk is not a major concern as we stand right now. But
there is a liquidity concern. That is, to some extent these are annual
renewable lines of credit,

The institution is borrowing short and lending long, Sallie Mae will
be a major factor in the ability of that instituiton to make loans. It
stands as a source of liquidity to that institution in selling its loans.

Government insurance on a loan such as one that we will make not
only will take care of the liquidity problem, but may open up some
secondary market opportunities insofar as the institutional loans are
concerned,

Mr. OlinnA, I would like you to give some thought to that and
make some suggestion along those lines,

Mr. 0-ittoo, Yes,
Mr, O'HARA, Me, Lehman, do you have any questions ?
Mr. LEfilltAlg, No; but I would like to find out how to start the same

thing in my district that you started, It is very fascinating that we
have a First National Bank of Chicago, we have a First National
Bank in Miami that is more related to the financial structure of our
area.

I would like to bring this to the attention of sonic of the 'executive,
officers there to see if they cannot initiate something like this for our
community with a spinoff of the First University Finance Corp. They
just. on't know how to get the show on the road,

To ine, it is not only a moral obligation, but a civic obligation to
do something .ftlong these lines. I will send a letter to Phil Allen and
send this statement of yours. You might, get an offer you can't refuse,

Mr. Glitoo, Mi. Chairman, there is someone here this morning with
me, James Leonard, who is chairman of the board of University
Finance. He was asked 2 years, ago by Gaylord Freeman, chairman of
the First National Bank of Chcago, to take some time off and to think
of a major way, an important way, hi which the bank can address it
new market that is not being addressed at the present time, So, based
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Third, building on your suggestion of a guarantee of our lean to the school
lender, we suggest the establishment of it student loan backed security, This
kind of security, guaranteed by a special governmental body, would be a program
Innovation that would be cost free to the government and would serve to' attract
large amounts of private investment 'capital from loner:1i institutional Investors
who .do not normally Invest directly in student loans. Our proposal Is based on
the proven attractiveness of it government precedent already established in the
PlIAVA mortgage area, This program would stimulate greater lending by exist.
Inn* financial lenders and by private educational institutions and would enable
public colleges and universities to lend as well,

Irl stumnarY, adequately staffed school lending backed by private wholesale
entailh can complement Improved Mali lending of financial institutions, In addl
tion, new loan origination capacity can be stimulated by the attraction of new
long-term sources of funds to complement the Worts of the :Student Loan Mar-
keting Association, This would particularly tudress the problem of the inevitable
contraction of the program which occurs when depository Institutions (i.e., anks
and thrift Institutions) with short maturity liabilities attempt to cope with the
liquidity Problems and earnings pressure of periods of tight tariey, While well
suited to retail or wholesale origination of FISL paper, such institutions must
lave alternatives for transfer of such assets to 'maintain their origination ca.
pacify, The program balance achieved thereby should provide an attractive and
costellicient government means of encouraging private support of postsecondary
eduea Hon,

The discussions which led to these proposed changes are based on the need to
make the guaranteed student loan continuously attractive to the most appropriate
finanelal capital markets. As you well know, Inconsistency In the availability of
loan funds. has represented a major program Weakness in the recent past, The
trend in new loan volume has corresponded directly with the net return to lend-
ors, These trends In new volume and net return, are shown in the attached graphs,

the recent student loan dollar volume has only declined 10% per year, the
10% per year Increase in average borrowing per student to keep pace with rising
costs has reduced the numbers of students getting loans from 1,3 million in fiscal
year 1972 to only 820,000 In fiscal year 1914 (or 20% per year decline in access),
In earlier hearings, however, Congress estimated that the need to assist students
from moderate and low-Income- families (about 25% of total enroll:tient) would
require a new loan volume of over .$2 billion per year in this fiscal year 1975,

Our suggested changes are based on the recognition of this need for an addl.
final $1 billion of loans per year, We are cautiously optimistic that these changes
will accomplish this goal without exorbitant costs, They key to the successes of
this approach lies In the replication of an established government form of assist-
once for student loans with the same economies as this 'existing government-
private enterprise partnership,

Thank you again for the chance to reeommend these changes, We look forward
to providing any additional assistance you might think appropriate,

Sincerely,
Lucius?, MEM! ati,

Nesident.
tnclosures,
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ATTACHMENT B

PROPOSED CHANGES TO LEGISLATION

While we have taken the liberty of indicating precise change gexisting lees-
lotion, we do so only as example and in full recognition of the overriding counsel
expertise of your staff.

I, LOAN ORIGINATION (MAXIMUM ACCESS)

A. Lender Should Know Expected Yield and Risk.
1, Eliminate discretionary uncertainty in determining special allowance.
In accordance with the Emergency Insured Student Loan Act of 1909 :
Sec. 2(a) (1) reads : "Whenever the Secretary of Health, Education and Wel-

fare determines that the limitations on interest of other conditions , considered
in light of the then current economic conditions and in particular the relevant
money market, are impeding or threatening to impede the carrying out of the pur-
poses (insured student loans) and have caused the return to holders of such loans
to be less than equitable, he is hereby authorized , to prescribe , a special
allowance."

It is recommended that Sec. 2 (a) (1) be amended bq :
(a) Striking 'out "but no such percentage . in excess of three percen-

tum per annum", and inserting in lieu thereof, "but not to exceed such per-
(vaunt as the Secretary finds necessary to meet the needs of the student
loan market."

(b) Adding at the end of Sec. 2 (a) (1) the following sentence:
"The method of determining this special allowance. will be set forth in

regulations for the benefit of participating lenders. It shall be determined
so as to provide an equitable return to the holder, and set forth on the basis
of a prescribed fixed relationship to the prevailing Treasury Bill rate. In
addition, the Commissioner is also authorized to fix the special allowance
at a constant value for the full maturity of an insured student loan, on a
prescribed basis, when determined to be more appropriate to the holder in
furthering the purposes of this Act."

Collin/01W
(a) The purpose of the amendment is that lenders should better under-

stand the expected return on student notes, and that the HEW Secretary
be authorized to establish the special allowance method, by removing present
ceiling, We only advocate fair, not high, interest rates.

( b) The importance of prescribing the amount of the special allowance
to meet the purposes of the Act should be reaffirmed (i.e., the interest in
light of relevant money market conditions which cause the rate to be less
than equitable),

(c) The Secretary of Health, Education and Welfare should consult the
appropriate representatives of the private lending community in order to

6 achieve the maximum support of participating lenders. If possible, this
manner might consider tying the rate to a known money market instrument

. such as a Treasury 11111,
(4) Without the assurance of an "equitable" rate, an originating lender

will have to hold it substandard loan, or sell to the secondary market at a
deep discount which will discourage future origination.

2, Eliminate the uncertainty in the specified condition of the guarantee,
In accordance with the Higher Education Act of 1006
t,4ec, 430 (d) reads: "Nothing shall , excuse the holder . , from

exercising reasonable care and diligence in the making and collection of
loans . ."

it is recommended that Ser. 430 (d) be amended by :
(a) Adding at the end thereof, the following sentence: "Par the benefit

of participating lenders mill holders, the conditions of care and diligence
shall be set forth in regulations, which if met, Witt provide the holder an
incontestable pledge of loan insurance,"

Ciontincet8t
(f) It is not ibspproprInte for a holder to take some risk for failing to

empty with prescribed administrative standards. These conditions, how-
ever, should be known and tuider8tood.
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(b) The setting .of these conditions wilt alleviate lender uncertainty that
the government will be capricious in the indiscriminate invalidation of.
insurance,

(c) Due diligence should be defined in such a way that the holder will
understand the eonditions, which if met, will assure an incontestable in
stfronee, not unlike the procedure Which has been acceptable to lenders in
administering PHArVA. loans,

(4) The advice of experienced and professional servicing groups should
he sought in establishing the conditions of due care and diligence.

II. Schools Should Ile Encouraged to Lend with Appropriate Standards
1.- In accordance With the Higher Education Act of 1005
Sec, 423 (a) reads: "Emit [for various reasons of residence] the Commis.

shiner shun not issue [a direct federal license . ,] . . to lenders in a State
if lie determines that every eligible InAtitution has reasonable access in that State
to a State . program ."

. It is recommended that Sec. 423 be amended by adding at the end thereof, the
following nets subsection

"(c) For the purposes of this section, reasonable access shall be determined
by the Commissioner on the basis of whether potential and eligible student bor-
rowers can be assured that insured loans will be available in adequate amounts
on it continuing basis, In furthering this assurance, the Commissioner shall issue
certificates of insurance, to educational institutions that meet reasonable paid
mum standards for making and servicing loans under this part."
Comments:

(a) This change will authorize the Commissioner- to allow educational
, institutions (particularly colleges and universities) to .participate as either

a preferred source of loans, or it lust resort source as appropriate.
() Such license will permit such authorized institutions to assure stu-

dents of the availability of such loans at the time when the student is decid-
ing whether to pursue a postsecondary education,

(o) Schools can look to internal resources or borrow funds under flame,
tire conditions from interested under financial institutions who desire to
make more funds available to students (i.e,,. on a wholesale basis) than
can be Justified under their retail lending.program alone,

(4) The Commissioner should establiSh minimal administrative standards
for school participation as lenders in order to assure due care and diligence
In the making and servicing of these' loans, The availability and-use q con
tacted outside professional servicing should be an important factor in meet,
ing due diligence standards for many schools.

(e) If possible, reasonable standttrds shottld be based on the rotnmitment
of the institution to meet minimum requirements of the size and quality
of their appropriate administrative staff,

IL A STUDENT LOAN-DAOKED sEOMUTY (SEWS) (KEY MOSS:AT/VW Pit0V/SioNS.
ATTACHED)

A. What is it?.
We propose the establishment of a government guarantee of the timely pay

ment of principal and interest on an instrument backed by an earmarked pool
of insured student loans.

Such authority would be analogous to 'the 111A-VA mortgagebacked security
program of the Government National Mortgage Association. (Ginnie Mae) of

Having started in 1.070, the GNMA mortgageimeked securities boated over three
years totaled more than $7,11 billion and commitments reached $11.0 billion to
institutions for private capital invemtnients in PlIA-VA Mortgage pools, More.
signifieantly, these securities have .attracted private pension funds, state .and
local, retirement funds, union funds, bunk trust funds, bank security portfellos,
and other hotwnortgage oriented institutions which now comprise over 80% of
the' new issues,

No Congressional, appropriations are needed. Income needed to support the
public corporation would be derived from I.) collecting a reasonable guarantee
fee tut the time of commitment, and (2) net ineoine from it governmentowned
pool of insured student loans which have been purchased by funds from Treasury
borrowings or the government sale of participation certificate's to private Mum
cial institutions, The net income from this financing approach would substantially
offset. administrative Mid guarantee expenditures,

it tJ
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By attracting capital from long-term. investors, organizations like a Uttiv'er.sity Pittance (I, e,, mortgage bankers) would seek such investment commitments,
and purchase loans from originating schools and financial institutions to form
the portfolio .pool. of student loans which will then be ()wiled by the investor
and serviced by the University Fluance.type organization which will have received government approval to issue this security and service the pool of studentloans for ItO, established fee from the investor, If the analogy of the mortgagemarket is followed, many financial corporations and banks will expand into
this market and provide necessary servicing, As such, this will complement the
secondary marketing activities of SLAM..

Since security commitments can he made well In advance. of purchase by the.
investor, financial and school lenders can thereby make loans with the assurance
of a timely purchase, Properly staffed and approved public universitiesmany of
which cannot borrow funds to originate loanscan be assured of receiving cash
by selling loans shortly after origination.

One advantage of this approach is that it offers originating lenders the choiceof (1) nuking Watts to hold ; (2) selling to SIJMA ; or (3) the additional option
of obtaining liquidity from a Student Loan-Backed Security,

In addition,.this security represents a simple instrument which avoids much
of the complexities of loan servicing (I, e paperwork, servicing, documentation,
defaults and delluquencies) and provides a ready opportunity to sell to others
if inter desired,

B. Government Concerns and How It Works
As with QNMA, the guaranteed security would be held by an investor as as-

sured of timely payment of principal and interest, whether collected or not by
the .approved private organization responsible for servicing the earmarked pool
of insured student loans held in trust (at a bank for examle),

Securities will be issued through approved- private and government spoil
sored organizations, To allow for orderly growth, preference, in selection of
initial issuers should be triven to organizations. which have the strongest pos-
sible. capital base (perhaps as measured by net .worth) and which can support
initial eommitments in excess of, some minimum level (i.e., $10 million), This
provision would avoid undue proliferation of issues and limit the number of
approved issuers to a level which can be controlled by HEW and Treasury.

The pool of student loam which back the security suet be placed in the
custody of a regulated finanoial Institution and serviced with acceptable stand
ands and monthly reporting,

Pees authorized to be paid by original financial or school lenders, or by
SLIM issuers include those for application, guarantee, servicing, custodial

.

serVices, etc,
The issuer will make payments to tile investor within, say 45 days of the

date dune, On delinvent collections which exceed 45 days, the issuer must make
the payment In the full amount due, If the issuer cannot make such payment,
it will notify the incorporated division of HEW to take over the ohligatiou.-
The public corporation will then make the payment due ; it can then hold. or
Ste the pool of WM to another secondary market institution and it wilt have
recourse to the former'issuer in case of malfeasance Or filittlre to comply with
proper standards. Claims on defaulted loans will be filed by and paid to the
issuer front the Student Loan Insurance rund under the PM procedures,

An important provision will relate to the attractiveness of the SLBS.yields
to potential investors, The variable rate nature of a student loan presents a
serious difficulty to investors in comparing such loans With .traditional fixed
rate investments such as mortgages and corporate.and government bonds, As
a result, we strongly reeotnineed that HEW establish procedures for fixing
yields on the portfolio of loans which back a student loan security, We also
strongly recommend that discounts of a routine nature be' authorized in the
selling of student loans under the SIMS provisions, for school lenders as well
us financial institutions,

The (Secretary of HEW Will give notice of proposed regulations as to the pre.
vise form the security should take, the expected procedures, and to seek the
views of public and private officials for early hnplementation,

C, Attractiveness To Individual, as well as litstitetional Investor
While the long -term institutional investor represents a major and more eon.

tinning !MUM of liquidity, some form of the SLIM totted be equally attractive
to the individual investor, A variable rate and the safety of a government

. guarantee will he attractive features, The remaining features that would he
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required to attract this class of investor would be ease of access, reasonable
denominations and liquidity, It would be possible to accomplish this without
great difficulty,

For example, if legislation providing for Student Loan Backed Securities
were enacted, it would be simple to add provisions creating a retail class of
such securities, Admitting the problems and costs of providing access to in-
dividtmls and the higher transactions costs, the necessary provisions might
include

1. Minimum denominations of K00040,0004
2, extension of the government securities exemption to securities

registration;. and
3. Insuring that the ability of commercial banks to deal in, underwrite,

and sell government and municipal securities would extend to this instrn-
merit.

There are a number of advantages to this approach. Probably the most im-
portant is that the necessary mechanisms are already in existence and operating.
The government securities dealers market is well established as are the facilities
of the many commercial banks that will execute the purchases and soles of
such securities for individuals. It would be vt simple matter to add this kind
of security to the stream of existing 'transactions, Such a development might
broaden the Market and inject new funds quite quickly compared with the
process of creating and developing a network to the institutional market. Of
COM'Se. in the long run both developments are complementary and highly
desi rattle,

(See Attachment C for suggested legislative language.)

STUDENT LOANBAOKED SECURITY

It is recommended that Part B Title IV of the Higher Education Act of 100
be amended by adding at the end thereof the following new section

PURPOSE

STATUTORY 011JEOTIVES

See, 440(a) The Congress hereby declares that the purpose of this section is
to authorize the establishment of a public corporation without capital stock
to issue and sell securities, collateralized by insured student loans, insured by
the Commissioner under this part, and which provide liquidity for student loan
investments in. addition to other programs' authorized under this Act,.

Citiwriox or l'innao Cotten/ants

convoitlyro STATUS

Sec, 440(b) (1) 'There shall hereby be created a body corporate which shall
be in the Department of Health, Education and Welfare. The corporation shall
have succession until dissolved by Act of Congress. It shall maintain its prin
cipal office in the District of Columbia and shall be deemed, for purposes of
venue in civil actions, to be a resident thereof, Agencies or offices may be
established by the corporation in such other place or places as it may deem
necessary or appropriate in the conduct of its .

MA.NAOEMENT

Sec, 440(b) (2) All powers and ditties of the 'corporation shall be vested lit
the Secretary of Health, Education and Welfare, and it shall be administered
under the direction of the Secretary, Within the limitations of law, the Secre-
tory shall determine the general policieS which shall govern the operations of
the corporation, and shall have power to adopt, amend, and repeal bylaws gov-
erning the performance of the powers and duties granted to or imposed upon
it by law. The :Secretary shall select and effect the appointment of qualified
persons to fill the offices of president and vice president, and such other offices
as tnny be provided for in the bylaws, with !AA executive functions, powers,
and duties as may be prescribed by the bylaws or by The Secretary, and stick
persons shall be the executive officers of the corporation and shall discharge
at such executive functions, powers, and duties,
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LOAN PuRcflAS}1 AUTHORITY AND PRICE LIMITATION

See, 440(h) (8) For the purposes set forth in Sec. 440(a) and subject to the
limitations and restrictions of this sectio the corporation is authorized, pur-
suant to emmidtments or otherwise, to purchase, service, sell, or otherwise (real
in any student loans which are insured under the Higher Education Act of

provided, that the corporation may not purchase any student loans at a
price exceeding 100% percentum of the unpaid principal amount thereof at
the time of purchase, with adjustments for interest and any comparable items.

MANAGEMENT AND LIQUIDATING FUNCTIONS

Sec. 440(e) (1) To carry out the purposes set forth, the 'corporation is au-
thorized and directed to establish separate accountability for all its assets and
liabilities and to maintain such accountability for the orderly liquidation of
such assets and liabilities as provided in this sectors,

PRIVATE FINANCING

Sec. 440(e) (2) For the purposes of section and to assure that, to the maximum
extent, and as rapidly as possible, private financing will be substituted for
Treasury borrowings otherwise required to carry student loans held under the
aforesaid separate accountability, the corporation is authorized to issue, .upon
the approval of the Secretary of the Treasury, and have outstanding at.any one
time obligations having such maturities and bearing such rate or rates of in-
terest as may be determined by the corporation with the approval of the
Securetary of the Treasury, to be redeemable at the option of the corporation
before maturity in such manner as may be stipulated in such obligations; but
in no event shall any such obligations be issued if, at the time of such proposed
issuance, and as a consequence thereof, the resulting aggregate amount of its
outstanding obligations minder this subsection would .exceed the amount of the
corporation's ownership under the aforesaid separate accountability, free from
any liens or encumbrances, of cash, and obligations of the United States or
guaranteed thereby, or obligations, participations, or other instruments which
are lawful investments for fiduciary, trust, or public funds, The proceeds of
any private financing effected tinder this subsection shall be paid to the Seen!.
tary of the Treasury in reduction of the indebtedness of the corporation to the
Secretary of the Treasury under the aforesaid separate accountability, The
corporation is authorized to pachase in the open tnaket any of its obligations
outstanding under this subsection at any time and at any price,

TREASURY VINANcING

Sec. 440(c, (3) The corporation may issue to the Secretary of the Treasury
its obligations in an amount outstanding at any one time sufficient to enable the
corporation to carry out its functions under. this section, such obligations to
Mature not more than ten yeats front their respective dates- of issue, to be re4
deetnable at the option of the corporation before maturity in such manner as
may he stipulated in such obligations, Mach such obligation shall hear interest
at a rate determined by the Secretary of time Treasury, tatting into consideration
the current average rate on outstanding marketable obligations of the United
States as of the last day of the Month preceding the issuance of the obligation of
the corporation, The Secretary of the Treasury is authorized to purchase any
obligations of the corporation to be issued under this section, and for such pur-
pose the Secretary of time Treasury is authorized to use as a public debt transac-
tion the proceeds from the sale of, any securities issued under the Second Liberty
Bond Act, as now Or hereafter' in force, and the uroses for Which securities filaY
be issued under the Elwood Liberty Bond Act, as now or hereafter In force, are
extended to include any parchaSes of the eorporation's obligations hereunder,

AtrrItourry ,ro GUARANTEE MAMMIES

See. 440(e) (4) The corporation is authorised, Upon such terms And eonditions
as it may deem appropriate, to guarantee the Wifely payment of principal and of
interest on such trust certificates or other securities as shall (1) be issued to
private or governmentsponsored organizations Approved for the purposes of this
section by the corporation, arm (2) he based on and backed by a trust or pool
comoYed of student NUM Which are insured under Title IV of the Higher lidttett-
tion Act of 10(15,
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VMS AND CHARGES

The corporation shall collect from the issuer a reasonable tee for, ny guaranty
under this section and shall make such payment as and when due in cash, andthereupon shall be subrogated fully to the rights satisfied by such payment.

Any Federal, State, or other law to the contrary notwithstanding, the corm*.
tion is hereby empowered, in connection with- any guaranty under this section,whether before or after any default, to provide by contract with the issuer for
the extinguishment, upon default by the issuer, of any redemption, equitable,
legal, or other right, title, or interest of the issuer in any student loan or student
loans constituting ,the trust or pool against which the guaranteed securities are
issued ; and with respect to any issue of guaranteed securities, in the event of
default and pursuant otherwise to the terms of the contract, the student loans
that constitute such trust or pool shall become the absolute property of the core
Poration subject only to the unsatisfied rights of the holders of the securities.based on and backed by such trust or pool.

FULL PAITII AND CREDIT

The full faith and, credit of the United states is pledged to the payment of all
amounts which may be required to be paid under any guaranty underthis section.

SEPARATE ACCOUNTABILITY

=NMI'S AND BURDENS TilAT INURE TO SECRETARY OP TREASURY

See, 440(d) All of the benefits and burdens incident to the administration of
the functions and operations of the corporation under section (c) of this title,
after allowance for related obligations of the corporation, its prorated expenses,
and the like, including amounts required for the establishment of such reserves as.
the Secretary, of Health, Education and Welfare shall deem appropriate, shall
inure solely to the Secretary of the Treasury, and such related earnings or Other
amounts an become available shall be paid annually by the corporation to the,
Secretary of the Treasury for covering into miscellaneous receipts.

GENERAL POWERS

CORPORATE POWERS AND SUE AND BE SUED

See, 440(e) (1) The corporation shall have power to adopt, alter, and use a
corporate seal, which shall be judicially noticed ; to enter into and perform con-
tracts, leases, cooperative agreements, or other transactions, on such terms asit may deem appropriate, with any agency or instrumentality of the UnitedStates, or with any 'State, Territory, or possession, or the Commonwealth of
Puerto Rico, or with any political subdivision thereof, or with any person, firm,
,association, or corporation ; to execute, in accordance with its bylaws, all instru-
ments necessary or appropriate in the exercise of any of its powers; in its cor-
porate name, to sue and to be sued, and to complain and to defend, in any courtof competent jurisdiction, State or Federal, but no attachment, injunction or
other similar process, inesne or final, shall be issued against the property of the
corporation or against the corporation with rt%pect to its property.

AIM/Mint TO SET SEES DISCOUNTS, RATES

See. 440(e) (2) To further the purposes of this Act, of providing for a greater
degree of liquidity on a continuous basis to the student loan itivestmentmarket,
regulations Will be set forth regarding limits to allowable fees, discount, and
rates, To the maximum extent possible and to minimise uncertainty to originatorsand holders, the published manner of prescribing these allowances will be deter
mined such that the yield to potential holders can be compared and Will be come
petitive with similar security investment opportunities, Such prescribed allow.
Imes as set forth will be authorized for use by all eligible lefiderS Within theprovisions of this part.

PIDUCIARY' POWERS

VIDTJCIART POWERS (I) AND MITIIOR1Tit TO OttAttAWM

'See. 440(f) (1) Notwithstanding any other provision of this part or of any
other law, the corporation is authorised under subsection (c) to create; accept,"
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execute and otherwise administer in all respects such trusts, receiverships, cone
servatorships, liquidating or other agencies, or other fiduciary and representative
undertakings and activities, hereinafter in this subsection called "trusts", as
might be appropriate for financing purposes ; and in relation thereto the corpora'
lion may acquire, hold and manage dispose of, and otherwise deal in any student
loans or other types of obligations in which the Department of Health, Education
and Welfare may have a financial interest. The corporation may join in any such
undertaking and activities notwithstanding that it is also serving in a fiduciary
or representative capacity and is authorized to guarantee any participations or
other instruments, issued for such financing purposes.

SEC EXEMPTION 0) AND ESTABLISHMENT or TRUSTS (3)

Participations or other instruments issued by the corporation pursuant to this
subsection shall to the saute extent As securities which sire direct obligations of
or obligations guaranteed as to principal or interest by the United States be
deemed to be exempt securities within the meaning of laws administered by the
Securities and Exchange Commission.

Subject to the limitations provided in paragraph (7) of this subsection, one or
more trusts may be established as provided in this subsection by the Department
of Health, Education and Welfare, but only with respect to loans to help finance
student lout programs.

TRUST INSTRUMENT (4)

'Me head of this department hereinafter in this subsection called the "trustor",
is authorized to set aside a part or all of any obligations held by him and subject
them to a trust or trusts and,* incident thereto, shall guarantee to the trustee
timely payment thereof. The trust instrument may provide for the issuance and
sale of beneficial interests or participations, by the trustee, in such obligations
or in the right to receive interest and principal collections therefrom; and may
provide for the substitution or withdrawal of such obligations, or for the sub-
stitution of cash for obligations. The trust or trusts 41'111 be exempt from all
taxation. The trust instrument may also contain other appropriate provisions in
keeping with the purposes of this subsection. The corporation shall be named and
shall act as trustee of any.such trusts and, for the purposes thereof, the title to
such obligations shall be deemed to have passed to the corporation in trust. The
trust instrument shall provide that .custody, control, and the administration of
the obligations shall remain in the trustor subjecting the obligations to the trust,
subject to transfer to the trustee in the event of default or probable default, as
determined by the trustee, in the payment of principal and interest of the bene-
ficial interests or participations.

DISPOSITION or PROCEEDS (5) AND MUT Or SALES

Collections from obligations subject to the trust shalt be dealt with as provided
in the instrument creating the trust, The trust instrument shall provide that the
trustee will promptly pay to the trustor the full net proceeds of any sale of bene-
ficial interests or participations to the extent they are based upon such obliga-
tions or collections. Such proceeds shall be dealt with as otherwise provided by
law for sales or repayment of such obligations. The effect of both past and future
811108 of any issue of beneficial interests or participations shall be the same, to the
extent of the principal of such issue, as the direct sale with recourse of the obli-
gations subject to the trust, Any trustor creating a trust or trusts hereunder is
authorized to purchase, through the facilities of the trustee, outstanding bene-
ficial interests or participations to the extent of the amount of Iris responsibility
to the trustee on beneficial interests or participations outstanding, and to pay his
proper share of the costs and expenses incurred by the corporation as trustee
pursuant to the trust instrument.

GUARANTY BY TRUSTOlt (0)

When any trustor guarantees to the trustee the timely payment of obligations
he subjects to a trust pursuant to this subsection, and it becomes necessary for
such trustor to meet his responsibilities under such guaranty, he is authorized to
fulfill such guaranty,

cJ I.
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APPROPRIATION ACT AUTHORIZATION (7)

Beneficial interest or participations shall not be issued for the account of any
trustor in an aggregate principal amount greater than is authorized with respect
to such trustor in an appropriation Act. Any such authorization shall remain
available only for the fiscal year for which it is granted and for the succeeding
fiscal -year,

APPROPRIATION AUTHORITY FOR INSUFFICIENCIES (8)

The corporation, as trustee, is authorized to issue and sell beneficial interests
or participations under this subsection, notwithstanding that there may be an
insufficiency in aggregate receipts from obligations subject to the related trust'
to provide for the payment by the trustee (on a timely basis out of current re-
ceipts or otherwise) of all Interest or principal on such interests or participations
(after provision for all costs and expenses incurred-by the trustee, fairly prorated
among trustors), Thorp are authorized to be appropriated without fiscal year
limitation such sums as may be necessary to enable any trustor to pay the trustee
such insufficiency as the trustee may require on account of outstanding beneficial
interests or participations authorized to be issued pursuant to paragraph (7) of
the subsection, 'Such trustor shall make timely payments to the trustee from such
appropriations, subject to and in accord with the trust instrument,

ROLLoVE8 AUTHORITY (9)

In the event that the insufficiency required by the trustee is on account of
principal maturities Of outstanding beneficial interests or participations author-
ized to be Issued pursuant to paragraph (7) of this subsection, or pursuant hereto,
the trustee Is authorized to elect to issue additional beneficial interests or par,
ticipations for refinancing purposes in lieu of requiring any trustor or trusters
to make payments to the trustee from appropriated funds or other sources,
Each such issue of beneficial interests Or participations shall be in an amount de.
termined by the trustee but not in excess of the aggregate amount which the
trustee would otherwise require the trustor or trustors to pay from appropriated
funds or other sources, and may be issued without regard to the provisions of
paragraph (7) of this subsection, All. refinancing issues of beneficial interests
or participations shall be deemed to have been issued pursuant to the authority
contained in the appropriation Act or Acts under which the beneficial interests
or participations were originally issued.1.11

FEIST CHICAGO UNIVERSITY FINANCE CoitPaltATION,
Chicago, ill,, Auglst 23, 1074,

Hon, JAMEs Cl, O'HARA,
Chairman, Speeiot Subcommittee on Education, Rouse Committee on Pdumtion

and Labor, Cannon !louse Office Building, Washington, D.C.
DEAR CoNORESSMAN O'HARA: The attached discussion paper completes our

recommended changes on how school lenderswith proper back-up support and
regulationsmin assure students access to guaranteed loans,

We are pleased to have been invited to make these specific suggestions, and
I ant partienffirly grateful the thiaminl expertise which our sister organization,
The Mgt National Bank of Chicago, made available, From our experience, the
improVeRletas proposed Will permit the Guaranteed Student Loan Program to
achieve its desired objectives, with appropriate roles for schools, financial insti-
tutions, and government,

Our ;fitly il. letter Noised on the specific recommendations for legislative
change, The attached discussion suggests why and howpartictilarly with con-
cern for iteCesS and equity, Specifienily, it address the following:

1, Today, GHLP lending should be over $11 billion per yearwith capacity
for $5 billion by 1979to meet students needs,

2. Banks alone probably will not be able to meet this demand through (Bevil
lending to students, This $845 billion per year is several times larger than
the annual growth in all personal loans by commercial banks, Private capital
is, however, more available if tapped in larger denominations,

8. School lenders, with backing front batikm, can provide students More
assured access, and more effectively tap the wholesale private capital market,

4, Banks Will lend to all government approved school lenders if they eon
be assured of repayment by selling the school- originated student loans to
secondary market investors (and with a fair. return),
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5, The proposed "Student-Loan-Backed Security" provides banks with this
assurance and thereby makes it possible for all approved schools (public and
private, rich and poor) to meet their students' needs, Loan servicing would
be performed, by financial institutions,

0. To prevent abuse, we propose that the "Indifstry"namely higher edu-
cation alai VOCatlealli training institutions --,be given an opportunity to pollee
itself, Se If-policing has worked -welt in higher education, Sometimes using
severe punitive measures on its non- conforming .member institutions,

7, Finally, we view the above as an activity which will complement the
secondary marketing effort of Sallie Mae, SLMA could undoubedly handle a
large portion of the $3-$5 billion per year of originated loans, but the sig-
nificant remaining portion would reach the secondary market investors
through the "Student-Loan-Backed Security" program, The two would
complement each other,

Thanks again for the opportunity, We stand ready to provide any additional
.Infermatior you find desirable,

Sincurely,
Lucius F. Gam, Jr.

Enclosure,

A DISCUSSION OF TUE GUARANTEED STUDENT LOAN PationAst (1974-79)

DISCUSSION SultAtAILY

The major objeetive of GSLP should be that no student be denied access to
postsecondary education because of financial need,

'As costs of obtaining a higher education increase over time and students are
expected to finance a larger share of the costs through self-help, the role of
loan financing in meeting an expanded self-help responsibility is going to increase,

Today, .GSLP (at $1 billion per year) is far from 'meeting student needs,
'J'o bo reasonably effective in assisting needy stadontsi 11)74 -75 leading should
be over $3 billionand capable of $11 billion in 1979.

Based on these needs, who then should originate these loans? The interest
of banks will continue given a fate rate of return, however, the demand for
$3 to $5 billion per year in loans to between three and four million student bor-
roWers is comparable ee' and possibly exceeds the natiomil animal growth of
personal loans by banks to all customers,

It properly regulated, schools (particularly colleges :and universities) have
shown the capability, the interest, and the need to assure students that needed
loans will be available, To be equitable, wide.seale participation of Schools ms
lenders will be necessary and cite be reasonably achieved with the proper
support of the financial community,

Colleges and universities essentially require three things to be effective GSLP
lenders; (1) sufficient private capital to make the tones; (2) assistance in sell-
ing their student loans once made; and (3) cost-efficient loan servicing, Selling
mid servicing loans are traditional roles for batiks and other -thiancial institu-
tionswell established in the home mortgage field,

'rho critical question is whether all the approved college. lenders (up to 2500)
can depend oil the availability of adequate priVate capital to the extent needed,
In turn, this availability depends essteitially on whether banks eau be [Mitred
of getting their money back in a reasonable time with a fair return, loor 95%
of the colleges, it boils down to the assurance of it secondary market to buy
loans made by each school lender,

This !MINIUM for the school lender is proposed as at new form Of gunrantee
Wiled a "student-loan-backed security ", It is Modeled after the presently attrac-
tive And time-tested governmeat assistance role in financing NIA mortgages
to help Stabilize the availability of these low-interest governmentguarnnteed
mortgages through the mortgage.backed-seettrity.

The importli nee of this proposal to college and university lenders is that nibs
eery form of, guarantee is a proven means of assuring schools fit the Hine of
origination that their loans Will be sold, Indeed it is standard practice for the
purchase commitment to be available 0-12.mofith8 in advance of making the

Public colleges as well as the vast number of private institutions (many
of which itre only modestly endowed) can thereby lend to the full extent
authorized.

Thin new form of guarantee wilt facilitate the growth in secondary tnutlait
opportunities to complement Sallie Jinn's efforts. Both tire needed if GSLP is
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to provide a reasonable access level of $3 to $5 billion in new -loans per year,
In Addition, this new guarantee will also attract large amounts of private

investment capital from secitrity-minded long-term institutional investors who
do not normally Invest Airectly In student loans, Further, these new sources a.
funds aro less vulnerable to cycles of money supply and historically have found
student loan interest rates attractive when coMPared with alternate: opportu-
nities, The studentleanbacked security proposed could be funded without the
need for annual Congressional appropriation, and would offer the needed Wm-
plieity ond assurance required by the large investor,

Finally., if school lenders can help assure students access' to loans, what
procedures are needed to prevent abuse and to make certain that schools use
uniform standards in determining loan awards, Thik discussion suggests that
industry-wide self policing be used, whereby regional visiting committees of fellow
financial aid officers of an existing national organization will periodically audit
the practices of member institutions, Experience shows that in higher education,
for mini*, selfpolicing has been quite effective in monitoring a degree of
uniformity in their educational practices as in accreditation, *etc,

2, WHAT Ass GGLP 011JEGTIVES?

(Amen)
A, No qualified student should be barred from education beyond high school,

due to lack of money, GSLP, together with all presently available resources,
should allow any student to pay much of his or her own way, if necessary,
at any college university or other postsecondary institution to which he or she
could gain admission,

(Complementary Support)
B, (18LP ,should provide flexible back-up support to all other aid programs

federal, state and institutionalto make it possible for each student to come
lip with a package of support sufficient to meet his or her needsand independent
of the vagaries of the money market,

(Genuine Choice)
0, USIA? Should provide students themselves with the resources that allow

them to make the serious choices among those institutions which accepted them
for admission, Choice is closely related to access, Promise of access must be
made real by assurances of reasonable choice, This access to postsecondary
education must not denied on the basis of financial stratus,,

now LARGE, SHOVLb asLP 11E NOW ? (1024)

A, While anti may be viewed as a means of support for MI Students,:it
essential far those from lowto.nunterette family Meows. What Then should be
considered as the. minimally acceptable lending level if OSTIP is to assure access
with choices for all students enrolled' in postsecondary education?

PRESENT NEED FOR INSURED LOANS

Parental income (thousands)

0 to $1.5 $7,5 to $15

U.S . population (thousands)* e, 000 t 000

Fulltinio enrollment (thousands)!
collegiate/ 1,210 2, 088
Noncolleglate 3 481 748

Total 1,691 2, 830

Average education cost... $2.850 $2, 950
Reasonable average loan 4
Annual loan requirements (billionsj

18100 151012)

Over $15 Totals

4, 000 20, 000

1, 988
388

,

5, 186
1, 623

2,216 6,809

$2.850
$250
50, 6 $3,2

. .

Estiniatos based on data from OSS1NOFPE, and A02, current population survey, Cooperativa Institute research program,
(1,000.000 etiterirtA freshman),

2 U.S . Bureau rir Come (October 1922),
I National Commission On Financing Postsecondary Education (NOFPE),
4 COst lox other resolute for all students (I,e,, patents' contributiOn, 8 0011tittltutional aid, State scholarship, Other

assestssee appendix),

tr.
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11, KM LANE 81101 / 4) eStits na NM? (1DU)

13. Of the 6,7 million fulinte students in postsecondary oductaion, 1,7 million
have a parental Weenie of less than $1;500 = and 2,5 million students are between
$7,500 and $15,000,

Current estlinntes of students' costs and resources are based principally on
CEEWCSS data, et ttl.

. Rased on financial need, it is not unreasonable to expect students to borrow.
. the minimum amounts as follows:.

, Of low income students, 00% will borrow $000 per year (for an average
of -$800 per total population),

. . In the midincome range, 50% will borrow $2,900.per year (for an Average
of $500 per total. population). .

. , in the upper income range, 23% will borrow $2,000 per year (for an aver'.
age of $250 per total population),

While parents making $7,500 to $15,000 will contribute more, their students
. itmlify for less federal, state, and institutional aid to meet the higher cost

. of education they experience. Students from families over $15,000 can look only
'to parental Weenie, unlesS a student loan is available to some, to meet even greater
educational costs. It has been the intent of Congress and the. Executive that
GSM,. stand as a mechanism. to relieve the burden of escalating' costs on some
middle and upperiniddie income families, :as well as substantial support of lower
hicolne students,

C,.If.GSLP is to.meet these heeds, annual lending-volume should approximate t
Billion

Under $7,500 family inconie $1, 4
$7500-$15,000 family income 1.2
Over $15.000. family income

Total 3.2
Therefore,, if USIA, is to be reasonably accessible to large numbers of lowto

middle income families and provide assistance to a limited number of.others, fttlt
access lending volume should approach $3,2 billion per year now in order to meet
the original program objectives.

fit, now LARGE Sitet/LD °Sp ME YEARS? (10Th)

A. The cost of a college education has increased more than 35% since 1969 for
an average annual rate of at least 9-7% per year; Estimates are that this increase
will continue into 1979.

A proportionate increase in the minimum GSM' volume for reasonable access
(with no enrollment increase) would project to $4,4 billion per year in new loans,

It. With only a 10% growth in full time enrollment, (per recent U.S.O.E. data
estimates), the minimum GRA' volume required would be $4.8 billion. Therefore,
in discussing what steps are needed for GM' to meet its objectives, considera
tine should be given to providing a needed annual volume of new loans approxi
mating $5 billion per year,

wno MOULD MARE OSLP LOANS?

A, Reasonable tissUrrthee of getting USIA' loans is directly related to whether
equal educational opportunity will be available for lowtoitioderate income stud
dents which represent 80% of the population, but only 03% of the collegiate
efirolleletita

Some 13 to 8.5 million students need USIA' each year, approaching $4 to $5 bit
lion in 1979.

it, Pinanelal institutions:
At present, finaftelal institutions lend in varying proportions to their nimbi!

Dies, While over 90% of thoge lending have made fewer than 500 total loans to
date, a Ittlether of these are smaller institutions which seek to serve local students
to the extent, of their lending capability, A few larger financial institutions have
demonstrated a serious commitment through substantial lending.

Future participation by both large and smaller thiaminl institutions will depend
on efforts to achieve a more responsive interest rate, a snore dearly delisted
guarantee, and the presence of attractive secondary market opportunities. !V he
absence of such factors has contributed in part to the recent sharp decline in



lending as only an astitintted 890 thousand students got loans from all leuderti.
in Fiscal Year 1974, compared to 1.8 million students served in 1972,

It is doubtful, however, that banks can be. expected to lend $4 to $5 billion per
year directly to students since thto amount 48 times larger than. the total growth.
in. all new personal loam made by banks each, ticar,* .

Future groWth of OST,P' may well depend on its Ability to
. tap the wholesale.

private capital' market which includes ; (1) the vast majority of loan capital ;
and (2) the major :institutions with. nonqclical, loog.termInvestment credit

e., pension funds, trusts, etc,) Together, these two wholesale private capital
sources represent a major share Of the nation's -growth in money supply.

(1 Colleges and VaNersittee as Lenders:
School lenders can stand to complement bank lending in a substantial and do

sirable way if:
't-a.mitt.tlis 11,S,0,11, will establish the necessary policies and standards to as

sure .due diligence in the making (disbursing) of loans to students;
S'ervioint/ . t Sehools will be encourage to utilise professional loan servicers
Which have demonstrated eostetlicient means of servicing with lower repayMent
delinquencies trod: defaults;
Many Anthorkaal. Substantial numberS of schools will be .autheriSed to make
loans so that the avallabilitrof a PISI4 loan from one school will not be used enit
financial inducement, reliative to a lion.leading'school.;
Ponds from Banks . Schools caw borrow from local or major banks_enough
wholesale loan capital each year to meet expected student needs for loans ludo
by the school lender;
118811ratiVe Schools can be assured of selling their loans each year, shortly.
after they are made, to tlpanelal institutions which will then own and service
these loans until final student Payment is received,

It is not too ditlicult to structure the above requirements. In general, colleges
have long demonstrated their ability to disburse loans (i.e., ANDSL, etc.) in no.
vortintiee with government 'polielek, A growing number of professional servicing'
organizations are reducing delinquencies anti defaults, U,S,0,I1, could readily ex
pand the number of. school lenders, based ott the instiutions staff capability.
Banks would nmke the full anumat available to alt approved institutions, because
they would have the Assurance of being able to sell these student loans (via the
student loanbacked security) to a secondary market investorall at a fair rate of
return. Finally, this new guarantee, if properly. .strnetured, would anew. schools
( with the help of hunks) to have leireinise eoininitinelits each year in advance
of making their loans to students.

C. Colleges and Thaverstlies. as Lenders:
As mentioned, to be effective and equitable, widescale participation of

sehool lenders is important if students are to be assured of reasonable aecess:
to GSM', The school lender can best provide this assurance if it can have tide.
quote support of private capital and Mutat:Lai services by it hank or other
capable financial institution.

(1) .linking (181,11 Loans

dI4 41$ 410
SCHOOL
LENDER

ormeroloossoorMar..

GOVT,

1 Guar. (St
1 Commitment

(loans)* BANK

444"141? (inol svo)
JWIMMNIM111116SIMMINNIONIMOMIN

(a) The supporting bank will seek the new guarantee (SIMS) commit
anent from the government, tend a purchase commitment from secondary
market investor, ("tank" refers also to other approved financial instate
Hons.)

* leedeed Reserve Atatii.tieni !totem! for 1918 year,' U. 10Porsoieti loan growth, all
eonenvreini banks$1.3 billion,
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(b) School lender will make student loans and sell to bank on previously
agreed SLBS terms,

(o) The bank will be.the interim owner;',but provide the longterm servic-
ing arrangement.

(2) &Wino To Investors
(a) The bank, holding student, loans in trust, will have SLBSguarantee

issued by the government and said to investor, preferable at; a fixed rate,
per earlier commitments,

(b) Bank will bear long-term servicing responsibility for investor while
holding bonus in trust, or arrange servicing with a professional servicer as in
the FHA mortgage area.

GOV'T.

BANK

Guar. (SLBS)

(SUS)

(loci svc)

STUDENT

SEC. MKT.
INVESTOR

Conetagioa,
OSLP can provide the major form of student assistance for which it was in- .

tended, Present partieiation Is fat' from adequate to aSsUre students reasonable
access. This discussion has focused on which students are to be served and 'hotv-
this can be accomplished, Included is the need to broaden the capacity to origi-
nate toans with seltool lenders backed by financial instructions,

During Fiscal Year 1972, the maximum year of actual GSLP lending to date.
students access was as follows

Parental Income

NumberNum
Enrollment gettlug Percent

full time GSLP getting
(thousand) (thousand) GSLP

0 to $1,900
$7,500 to $15,000
over $15,000

total

1,100
2, 500
2, 500

WOO

410
580
250

1,300

28
23
10

19

POP 011 three Income groups, the continued demand for OSLP loans fors ex-
ceeds their avallubility,

Colleges lutist look increasingly to tuition as a major means of meeting eductte
flout costs, Their'interest in continuing to serve middle and low income stit-
deets requires that student assistance through financial aid will be increasingly
important to students in paying this tuition, For the present and nearterm
future, student. educational loans will represent a major fraction of the growth
needed is finanelid aid, In summary, student loans will be alt increasing part of
financial aid ; and financial aid will play nit increasing role in allowing stn-
dents to meet their tuition costs,

One final 1:44110 11,111111f18 however, If the school lender can aff811110.1teceSscati
it also be done ennitably? In short, how van one prevent 8011001E4 from nbusitig
this lending authority, One critielsin of the college ns lender Is that schoola will,
for exiimple, (1) "boy students" and (2) unnecessarily increase students costs,
As in mant such pralP1114 like this, the issue 18 hots to pe:Ivent the few who might
abuse this program, As mentioned earlier, it is essential that the government set
appropriate standar& for determining loan eligibility and need, How Min these

u
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standards, be. enforced? One compelling suggestion is to look to the "industry
to police itself", namely., that an appropriate industry-wide association take
responsibility for self-policing based on standards set -by the government for this
lending activity, This could apply. to guidelines regarding financial aid packaging
as Well as the amount of the loan awards,

Presently, several groups of higher.. education institutions .coordinate closely
in order to maintain uniformity in practices regarding standards in financial
aid to prevent abuse and competition, This is being done increasingly by groups
of medical schools, the Ivy League institutions (plus ALIN& the midwestern Big
Ten (plus the 'University of Chicago). through OLC., and the College Board.

This suggestion is based on the premise that self-policing has shown it has
worked well in higher education, To some extent it has worked so well that it
has been accused of too much control on member institutions. In summary. Its
affect on college and university policies has been felt in areas of accreditation,
etc. As mentioned here, the assurance of equity and 'uniformity in loans could
result from the use of regional visiting committees of fellow financial aid of-
ficers to periodically review the institutional practices at each minimWith
recommendations regarding compliance or sanction being made to the Oflice of
Education.

In conclusion, this paper suggests that the need for GSLP is great, The private
capital needed can be tapped by the complementary. Use of the school as lender.
All schools can participate to the extent of their administrative commitment, if
the back-up support by banks can be assured by selling under attractive condi-
tions to institutional investors, This "guarantee" (assurance) has been shown
to be most desirable through such a proposed student-loan-backed security, and
that '"self-policing" represents a proven means of assuring equity to students,

APPENDIX

Enrollment by parental Income

Average cost
Per year $0 to $7.5 $7.5 to $15 Over $15 Total

Collegiate institutions:
Private: 4 yr $3, 960 203 393 519 1,115
2 yr.. 3, 450 50 75 65 190
Public :

4 yr 2, 300 540 939 846 2, 325
2 yr.. 2, 000 417 681 458 1, 556

Noncollegiate institution 3, 600 487 748 382 1,,623

Total students 1, 697 , 2, 836 2, 276 6, iiii

Average cost (per above) 2, 850 27856 2, 850
Less average parents' contribution 2 0 1, 400 1, 830 1, 230
Less average BOO 00 0 0 0
Less average Institutional aid 4 1, 4200 4050 170 5750

Less other resources 3 450 500 600 530

Average lean need (unmet need) 800 500 250 476
00.141

I Based on above enrollment distribution: Average cost per OSS,
2 Par collage board review (summer 1974), parental contributiOn ability (actual is less).
5 Assumes 70 percent of $475,000,000 BOG to lowacome; 30 percent to Malcom°,
4 Per MK, estimated 3,900,000,000 disbursed as grants, work, and institutional loan, (federal, State, local, and private

sources), Assumes 60 percent of 3,900,000,000 to low.income; 30 percent to mirlincorno,
5 Includes savings, veterans' benefits, tax refunds, social security, and summer employment.

Mr, OlInuA, Our next witnesses Will be Mr, Harry Drolet, senior'
vice president of the Connecticut tank A Trust Co,, and Mr, Charles
Looney, of San Francisco, who are both members of the American
Bankers Association and are actively involved as lenders in the guar-
anteed loan program,

It is my understanding, however, that they are not speaking for
ABA but are offering the committee their lessons from their own ex-
perience as lenders, I would suggest that we reserve our questions until
both Mr, Drolet and Mr, Looney have concluded,

Gentlemen, we appreciate very much hearing from you,

.
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STATEMENT OP HARRY DROLET, SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT, CONE
NECTICUT BANK & TRUST CO., AND CHARLES LOONEY, VICE
PRESIDENT, WELLS PARGO BANK, REPRESENTING THE AMERI-
CAN BANKERS ASSOCIATION

Mr. Damn. Mr, Chairinan, it is nice being here again. What I would
like to do at this hearing is to read a very brief prepared statement and
then offer the services of Mr. Looney and myself to respond to the
banking industry's concerns and questions about rates and eligibility.

Mr. o'HARA. Please proceed.
Mr. DROLET, Mr. Chairman and members of the subcommittee, we

are pleased to be here today to discuss the guaranteed student loan pro -
grain with you. I am Harry J. Drolet, senior vice president of the Con-
necticut I3ank Trust Co., of Hartford. Appearing with me is Charles
Looney, vice president of the Wells Fargo Bank NW, San Francisco,
Calif. 1Ve are appearing on behalf of the American Bankers Associa-
tion, and I hope when we are finished our colleagues will not disown us,

As the largest single lender of guaranteed student loans, commercial
banks are as concerned about the future of this program as is the Con-
gress. When we appeared before the subcommittee earlier this year, I
think it was Valentine's Day, we said

Now Would seem to be the appropriate time to sit down and work out a
program that is acceptable to all parties.

With this in mind, the American Bankers Association has established
a student loan task force. The members of that task force are here today
and would, I am sure, be happy to respond to any questions you might
wish to address to them.

We are in the process of reviewing the various .proposals that have
been put forth to improve the existing student loan program, and, in
fact, had scheduled a meeting for today to discuss some of these pro-
posals, So: I believe it would be rather premature on our part to at-
tempt to give you our thoughts on those proposals.

Nor are we at the stage of deliberation where we can make construc-
tive recommendations for a new program.

In February of this year, we appeared before this subcommittee to
testify on changes we felt were absolutely essential to carry the exist-
ing program through the 1074-7G school year. These changes were en-
acted with the passage of Public Law 93-260, No additional changes
are practical limier existing law, except a welcome upward adjustment,
in the special allowance.

Our real concern, at this time, must be to address ourselves to the
task of mapping a blueprint for the future,

How should this program be restructured, We don't know, However,
in our experience as lenders, we do recognize some inescapable conclu-
sions which must be addressed

It is unreasonable to expect private sectors of the economy to carry
this program at a lossbe it the edueatiolial institution or the lender,

It is essential that any new program be made more attractive in
order to encourage all lenders, to share the necessary capital require-
ments of higher education.

Redtave must be reduced to eliminate unnecessary administrative.
costs which have proved to be an impediment to participation hi the
existing program.

rdrirmorirrriimmormilmrsalliJ
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All consideration of change will be made with a firm commitment
not to disadvantage those students already dependent on this program
for their education.

If you have any questions, we will be happy to respond.
1A13A task force list follows ;1 .

ABA STUDNNT LOAN TASK Pones

Chairman : Harry 3, Drolet, Senior Vice President, Connecticut Bank .& Trust
Company, One Constitution Plaza, Hartford, Connecticut 00115.

Phillip H. Battershall, Vice President, 014 Kent Bank & .Trust Company,
Number One Vanderberg Center, Grand Rapids, Michigan 49502,

Amos T. Reason, Vice President, Morgan Guaranty Trust Company of N,Y.,
23 Wall Street. New York, New York 10015,

Nathaniel R. Bowditch, Vice Chairman, First 'Pennsylvania Corporation,
Sixteenth and Chestnut Streets, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19102.

Kenneth N, 'Erickson, Assistant Vice President, First National Bank of Minne-
apolis, 120 South Sixth Street, Minneapolis, Minnesota 55402, .

Richard E. Kipper, President, Academic Financial Service AssociationData
Corporation, 12911 Cerise Avenue, Hawthorne, California 90250,

Rodney A. Little, Senior Vice PrOsident, Deposit Guaranty National Bank,
P.O. Box 1200, Jackson, Mississippi 30205.

Charles Looney, Vice President, Wells Fargo Bank, N.A., 404 California Street,
San Francisco, California 94104,

Bryant E. Waekman, President, Brooklyn State Bank, P.O. Box 128, Brook-
lyn, Wisconsin 53521.

John 0, Wickert, Senior Executive Vice President, Dauphin Deposit Trust
Company, P.O, Box 2001, Harrisburg, Pennsylvania 17105.

Mr. O'Hgn.A. Thank you very much, Mr, Drolet,
Mr. Drolet, y.ou heard Mr. Gregg's suggestion that the incentive

to lenders, special incentive, be tied to some existing security so that
lenders will know just what they are going to be realizing on these
loans, total, in relation to some other well-known programs.

Mr. NOM, We would wholeheartedly endorse that concept, What
is lacking now, Mr, Chairman, is a predictability, definiteness and
time in less in the special allowance to which Mr. Gregg refers .1.

Mr, O'llAnn, Another way of going about that is to tie the incentive
interest to the average yield of a certain class of loans, of commercial
banks during the preceding whatever period.

Do you have any preferences? If we are going to tie it to some
thing, what sort of thing do you think we ought to tie it to? The
TrettAtlry bill ?

Mr. Damn. Anything would be an improvement. T sugrAst that
perhaps the industry might have been satisfied itself in following
the prime rate in the last few weeks. One of the distressing thin; was
the delay in the announcement of the special allowance the last time
by the Commissioner and reduction from 21/ to 21/4.

I was amazed at Mr. Cregg's figures about the fall of the par-
ticipants in the program. have no way of knowing whether that
is a good index or not. My suggestion is that the uncertainties of this
type of return would tempt a banker to put his money to more
productive use,

Olinnit, Yes; I should think so, When you talk about reducing
redt ape, .g4ive me a notion of some of the things you are talking about,

. Mr, Duome, Yes; I will be glad to try. The application process,
we feel as lenders, is very cumbersome. There is a whole procedure
foe approvals, There are interviews at the financial aid officer's desk,
tit the banker's desk, There are submissions to regional offices
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There is an inordinate amount of delay and turnabout time. There
is the disbursement procedure required to get the money in the hands
of the students before the disbursing office says he is tardy in payment
of his tuition.

The whole collection and servicing procedure requires many dom.
ments to be prepared. Many of us, I think, perhaps are pursuing col-
lection in ways not required only becauSe we are not certain about
the requirements of the "due diligence" requirement. I think if that
were spelled out more specifically we perhap could be doing that type
of collection activity in a more efficient way. The submission of
claims at the very. end and the documentation required is very, very
cumbersome.

Mr. O'llmtA. Mr. Looney, do ymt have anything to add to that
Mr. LOONLY, I am speaking from experience in working with the

direct Federal pr'ogr'am as against the State program. The time ele-
ment is very cumarsome in both initial application for loans; with
considerable pressure and complaints from the students and from the
schools as to what has happened, how long are we going to get the
loan ? This is a constantource of problem,

Then subsequently the delays in loan'reptvyment is time consuming
and costly in that these usually go well beyond the period when
interest is allowable, 120 days for default, then 100 to 180 to collect,
thus there is no interest payable for this period.

Mr. O'HAnA. Do any of you have any reactions to the kind of pro-
grain that Mr. Gregg was describing in which the educational insti.
talon becomes the lender and then commercial banks and financial
organizations, in effect, lend to the colleges or universities or schools,

Win Mom.. I have an initial reaction. It might well lead to an
additional cost to the student. I say that only because of Mr. Greop.'s.
portrayal of the mechanics of the program where I think he indiert'ed
that the maximum rate that the wholesale level would charge could not
exceed, in fact, the rate phis a special allowance on the rate per se.

In the commercial loan situation, that has to cover the cost, of money
and all the servicing, the default in the collections, and everything
else,

If that money flows to the wholesale provider to the fund then, in
fact, the college is going to have to assume the additional cost of
servicing and collection and default. It cannot help, at least at first
blush, to reflect eventually in a higher cost to the student in the form
of highetuition, administrative fees, at cetera,

Mr. O'IIAHA. Spread throughout the student body ?
Ditotmr. Yes,

Mr. O'llnitn, Or in the case of a State institiition to the taxpayer,
Mr. Mom. I find some intrigue in the discussion of guaranteeing

the wholesale notes themselves, There is not it banker in the world
that would not be tempted by that arrangement, I think that is the
best of both worlds.

Mr. ()Van. It is indeed, lay making it a more attractive loan that
might also permit the commercial banker to give a more favorable rate
to the educational institution if he had a guarantee.

Mr. Thiotxr, The educational institution in all likelihood today, i f
it were borrowing on any other basis, would be crying prime rate
today plus something. I am suggesting under Mr. regg's proposal it
is something legs than that,
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'Mr, O'HARA. When we get to rewriting this Jaw we would like to
have some specific recommendations from your task force tied, indeed,
to the provisions of the law and the provisions of the regulations.,

iFor nstance, you say that there is entirely too much traffic and delay
in terms of interviewing, applying, approving, et cetera. We would
like some specific suggestion from you as to what you think an appro.
priate abbreviation of these routines might be that would still protect
the Government and protect the lender, but at the sometime, cut down
on the work.

Dnomr. We hope very much to conmumicate to the committee
and its staff the substance of our aonclivions when we get to that point
in time. Thehearing is a little bit untimely. But we have met on several'
occasions, We lire considering in depth a series Of proposals. I think
We'llave attached to our brief statement the list of membership of that
committee, .

I might indicate that, in ,fact, there are lenders represented both in
the Federal and in. the State subsidy programs. There are service
bureaus represented and there are, in fact, members of the ABA sta.
There are public relations people and there are investment people and
Ave` hope to get the best of the thoughts of our entire industry reflected
in what we finally bring to the committee.

Mr. OlInuA. Mr. Lehman, do you have any questions?
Mr. LEHMAN. No
Mr. Dnoty.T. I have a comment, for Mr. Lehman. When we were here

last. he suggested the 10- percent' delinquency rate was not the world's
worst thing. You recalled somebody having 'been fired for having
reduced the rate to 3 percent. .

with back after you said that and I checked. We run a service
bureau. I checked with several State agencies. In fact, the prevailing
rate seems to be in the area of 10 percent. My suggestion as a COMB...
1111011C0 of your remarks is that the 'delinquency is it relative expense.
. It malt be because of the nature of these instruments and the way in
which they are originated and the debt servicing 'burden that falls
to the students when they graduate and attempt to reptiy the loans and
the fact that they are 10 to 1t rears in duration, that, in feet, perhaps
a 10percent ratio is a fact of life that we as lenders and the agencies
that guarantee them mist come to live with but it is a compensable
.type of thing and we most look for reflection in the, rate that is
submitted.

LI:101AV. It is It form of subsidy. Thank you for remembering
my remarks, better than I do, I might interject one thing.. This com
mittee is going to be having hearings in Dade County in the middle
of June. If there is anything that you suggest that we should talk
about in these hearings rather than just it general. overview, I would
uppreciate any area that we could perhaps put in the record during'
those hearings or any quest ions I should ask the witnesses at that time.

Mr. Duo= If you are going to be holding them in Dade Comity,
we would like to be able to sitbmit for your eonsideration perhaps rep -
resentatives of the commercial banking fraternity in that area who in
fact could speak for the lend m.14,

LtirstAx, Great. I will take your (ird and follow up on

..=.
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Mr. 01.1mtA, Thank you very much, gentlemen, -We -will look for-
ward to working with you its we get into the rewriting of this program.

Mr. Dmrgr, Thank you, Mr, Chairman.
O'HAnA, Our last. two witnesses today are Mr. Rodney Harrison,-

.director, student financial aid, the Ohio State University, and Mr.
'Richard L. Tambaugh, who is the executive secretary of the National
Association of Student Financial Aid Administrators, I would sug-
gest that we hear from both Mr. Harrison and Mr. Tombaugh before
we get into questioning. We would very much like to hear from.. you,

STATEMENT Or RODNEY 3, HARRISON, DIRECTOR, STUDENT
FINANCIAL AID, OHIO STATE UNIVERSTY

Mr. IL HmintsoN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman and Mr. Lehman.
Maher than read my written testimony, I would simply like to call
your attention to some of the salient features which I think are impor-
tant at least as far as our vantage point .as an institutional aid officer.

Mr. O'HAitA. Without. objection, to begin with, your statement will
he printed in full at this point in the record.

Mr. R. Hmuuso.N. Thank you, sir.
[The statement referred to follows :I

STATENtENT BY Ma. ROOM J, IlmitusoN

Mr, Chairman, Illeillber8 of the committee, my name is Itofiney J, narrison,
Director of Student Mancha Aids at The Ohio State University, Columbus,

I am extremely aPpreelative of the privilege to appear before you to speak oft
behalf of the National Direet Student Loan Program. I believe this program is
essential and in spite of the potential growth of the federally guaranteed bank
Iran program, the National Direet Student Loan Program should he continued
and expanded,

In many instances a loan from this program will be the first longterm fi-
nancial commitment it student will make, Properly administered this program
eon produce an excellent early education in longterm financing and fiscal re.
sponsibility, The program enables students to receive self-help by developing it
financial commitment which is in their own best interests based on the availability
of student employment aid other financial resources, These loans make it possi-
le for students who have ambition and confidence in their own futtire success,

lint Whose own resources and those of their parents make it impossible to have
the appropriate financial credit, to borrow money unavailable to them through
private lenders,

'11w impart Of this program on The Ohio State University and Its students rant
be told graphiently by the fact that through June 80, 1078, 18,201 individual stu-
dents have borrowed $16,150,023 since the program's inception, A further delinea-
tion of the type of students who havo borrowed from Ohio state University is
slioWtt on Appendix A which provides data concerning the distribution of the
8,099 borrowers of the 10'2.48. year, The data shows their race and ethnic group,
sex, and family income.

STRIIN(YritS

The program has a great many virtues, 'Those listed below simply eapsulize
the major advantages of the program as currently legislated,

1, It is the major loan fund available to Students with the 1)11141d criteria of
financial need as the detertnining factor of eligibility,

2, Itemise it is administered by the institutions where students are enrolled,
it provides tite aid officer with a degree of flexibility necessary to Solve students
ever changing needs resulting from unexpected or unanticipated thutnelal prob.
Ions,

M It is an histittitionittiy based program and as it is forward tunded, it
provides littaneffil aid offieers the opportunity to award these loans ift conjune.

4
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Hon with other federally aml institutionally based- resources, This packaging ar
rengement offers great convenience to students and parents in enabling theta
to plan how to meet their educational costs,

4, The National Direct Student Loan Program IS one of the few federal pro
grams currently available to the average graduate student,

5, The program has institutional incentives for efficient administration because
the institution has ten percent of its money involved and because effective col
lection experience will. provide more money to aid currently enrolled students,

6, .The program provides a three percent administrative allowance which has
been helpful in meeting the costs involved in effective administration.

WEARANSSIN

1, The cancellation provisions weaken the program immeasurably through the
erosion of capital and the confusion meted by borrowers in the repayment period.
Many financial aid officers sincerely believe that cancellation provisions do not
increase the number of teachers, in schools or serve as a proper motivating device
for encouraging students' career Choices,

2, In recent years there has been a constant threat concerning the reduction
or elimination of this program, This results in a great deal of institutional and
student insecurity,

3. Recent amendments to the program have opened these loans to students in
proprietary schools, The reduction in federal. support of graduate fellowships
has increased the demand and need for these loans to graduate students and
institutional costs continue to mirror the problems of Inflation, None of these
maiden's, however, have been reflected through any recent increase in funding
levels,

4, Institutions continue to face colleCtion and default problems, In most cases
these aro not as high as those reported for the federally iastlred loan program
but do raise some genuine concerns on the part of institutions and financial aid
of

ItECOMMENDATIoNS

1, The most obvious recommendation is that the program be continued. As can
be seen by the earlier comments, this program plays a vital role in. the finencial
aid scene and its elimination would deny large numbers. of needy students the
opportunity to invest in their own future through iongterm loans,

2, Unless adequate research eon demonstrate the value of the cancellation pro-
visions, we urge that these provisions be deleted from the program.

it The possibility of adequately estimating students needs for the three campus
hosed programs eight months in advance with the constantly (liming state and
federal aid programs is slim at best. We therefore, believe that a transfer provi-
Mon which would allow transfer of ten percent of the funds between any of the
three campus based programs would enable the aid officers to more. adequately
use available resources in their most appropriate way,

4, Even though the guarantee bank loan program has, and will, provide a
substantial support to large numbers of students, we believe increased funding
of the National Direct Student Loan Program imperative so the studentS for
whom it was intended will have adequate funds available and so Multiple
borrowing will not be necessary,

Mort:4 should be made by the appropriate governmentel authorities to
make an in-depth study of the collection problems currently being faced tinder
this program, The study should determine the best methods of effective col.
leetion and ways in which the government may be of assistance to institutions
through borrower location assistance, and other such devices as may be deter-
mined helpful through results of the study,

Thank you,

11le, II., IIAttutsox, First of all, the major reason for my being here
is to urge a continuation and expansion of the national direct student
loan program, I do that for a intmberof reasons, I think the major
11%8011 eith he shown on appendix A, I would simply like. to ("all your
attention to the statistic's of our experience in the national direct
student loan program at Ohio State trniversity during 1972-43,
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APPENDIX A ,

FISCAL 1973 NATIONAL DIRECT STUDENT LOAN PROGRAM, OHIO STATE UNIVERSITY

DISTRIBUTION BY RACIAL/ETHNIC GROUPS

Students Amount

Negrolblack
. American Indian

Oriental
Zap:Mu:named.

. .. .

Total

.0
1,007

7
20
26

2, 939

$664,623
4,916

19, 046
19,261

2, 096, 858

3, 999 2, 804, 710

DISTRIBUTION BY SEX
Men 2,151
Women 1, 849

Total 3, 999

DISTRIBUTION BY FAMILY INCOME: UNDERGRADUATES AND GRADUATES

Undergraduate dependent

0 to
$2, 909

$3,000 to
$5, 999

$6,000 to
$7, 499

1.10.0011

$7,500 to $9,0(16 to independent Under.
$8, 999 $11, 999 $12, 000 graduate Graduate Total

borrowers . 265
Amount loaned. $168, 132

500
$320, 404

311
$190, 816

401 727 564 1,101 130
$233, 914 $437,181 $333, 282 $993, 255 $127, 726

3, 999
$2, 804, 710

Mr. R, HAtitusox, I point out in particular of the 8,990 borrowers,
1,007 of those were black, In other words, over 25 percent of the stu-
dents who borrowed under that program at our institution were minor-
ity students. The distribution by men and women is relatively equal.
Even more important is the fatuity income represented, with 7f35 bor-
rowers from family incomes under $6,000, another 712 students with
family incomes from $6,000 to $9,000,

So, we feel, (), 1, the program is doing the job it was intended to do,
sow, in addition to that, during the lifetime of the program at Ohio
State University, we made loans to over 18,000 students, loaned over
$16 million. One of the major strengths, in addition to the types of
students being served with the revision of the guaranteed loan pro -
grain, the national direct student loan program now becomes the major
fund available to students with need as the major eligibility criteria.

Second, it is administered by the aid officer at the institution which
provides a degree of flexibility necessary to serve. students' ever- chang-
ing needs, Third, as it is institutionally based and as it is forward fund-
ing it provides the aid officer the opportunity to make a decision before
the student enrolls and provides hint an :tut package which includes
this loan along with other institutional and Federal resources.

It is one of the few Federal prograins currently available to the
average graduate student, The program has institutional incentives for
effective administration because we have our money involved and we
know full well if we don't do a good job on collection there is less money
available to serve currently enrolled students.

It provides it 3-percent administrative allowance which does assist
institutions in meeting the cost to administer the program. It does have
a few weaknesses, however, mut in your working through the provi-
sions we would recommend that you taken look at these.
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First of all, we are quite concerned about the cancellation provisions.
We feel that it weakens the program through erosion of capital and
certainly adds to the confusion of borrowers in the repayment period.
We feel that. the delinquency figures as' reported are not really true
because there are many students, former students, out there who may
be teaching but who have not sent in the proper forms, et cetera,

Iii recent years there has been a constant threat that this program
be reduced or eliminated. This is of concern to all of us because it cer-
tainly doesn't give any stability to the institution or students who wish
to borrow under the program. Recent amendments to the program have
increased the availability tiv6tudents in proprietary schools. We had
greater demands by graduate students as the result of decline in grad- t
mite fellowships and, of course, we are All being faced with the prob-
lems of inflation. -

UnfOrtutrtely, there has been no increase in the funding level- to
compensate for these problems.

Fourth, we are facing collection and default problems. We feel that
these are serious and we will have a recommendation to speak to that
particular issue,

What are --iv liPplatnendationt? There are five in number. One, that
the prograndie Weqepl, it isaplaying a vital role not now
being played. by other programs. either in existence or contemplated.

Two, unless there can be adequate research to demonstrate the value
of cancellation-provisions, we urge that they all be deleted. froth the
program.
...Three. the possibility of estimating student needs in the three.
Campus based programs, roughly 8 months before the fact, which is
roughly our time schedule, makes difficult if not impossible adthiniS'
trial ye problems at the institution.

We would therefore urge that -there- be a I.0.-percent transfer pikivi-
sion among all three prograins. To give you just one minoi, example,
all of us had tried to estimate our needs in the college work-study
program. Now, you see We are faced with some new guidelines on
minimum wage. What we are saying is to try to meet these unantici-
pated changes, more allowance for transfer between and among the
programs would be helpful.

Four, even though the guaranteed bank loan program has and
will provide a substantial support to large numbers of students; we
klieve increased funding of the national direct student loan program
imperative so it eliminate borrowing. This is something
that concerns us greatly.

Students with legitimate loan needs not being able to (Yet enough
thismoney from any one source. As a result, this is especially true, for

example, in the health.profession areas and in some of the other areas
where we are seeing students borrowing all they can from the institu-
tion, going to the bank, borrowing all they can from a bank and
going to a third institution. We feel somehow we need adequate allo -
awes- in some of these programs so that students don't have to borrow
from a munber of institutions.

Vire, we recommend that the appropriate governmental authorities
make some in-depth study of complex problems eurrently.being faced
tinder this program and that that study should determine the best
methods for effective collection mid ways in which the Govermnent
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might be of assistance through, for example, borrower location and
other such devices.

in effect, what I am saying by and large is that we feel that there
is a vital place for the national direct student loan primarily because
it is administered at the institution by financial aid officers where
students are looking for support and need support.

Thank you very much.
Mr. O'HAnA, Thank you very Much, Mr. Harrison.
Mr. Tombaugh.

STATEMENT OP RICHARD L. TOMBAUGH, EXECUTIVE SECRETARY,
NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OP STUDENT FINANCIAL AID ADMINIS
TRATORS

Mr, TomtAtion, I will apologize ahead of time for my husky voice.
It disappeared between yesterday morning's hearing and this morning.

I am Richard L, Tombaugh, executive secretary of the National
Association of Student Financial Aid Administrators. I ani mom.
Nulled by Mr. Herta Davis, director of financial aid at Montgomery
College in Rockville, Md., and president 'of the Delaware.Distriet of
Coltunbia-Maryland Association of Student Financial Aid .A.dminis.
trators. We are pleased to .represent the views of the finitneial aid
community before the subcommittee today.

The testimony you received from the Office of Education yesterday
provides a comprehensive historical and operational review of the stn.
dent loan programs to be discussed today. I, and .perhaps you, thank
them for making that task unnecessary this morning.

Allow me to make one general observation before providing a series
of recommendations on the existing guaranteed/insured student loan
and national direct student loan programs.

Ideally, there should be one Federal -State student loan program
which could be utilized by an individual from the first year of post»
secondary education through the completion of the Ph, D. or profes-
sional degree. Out' current approach, with six federally sponsored
student loan programs, is confusing, inefficient, and contrary to sound
fiscal management on the part of the student borrower.

Unfortunately, these programs have been developed over the years
for specialized purposes, each having its own constituents and sup-
porters, they are administered by three different Federal agencies,
authorized by three different crngressional committees on each side
of the Capitol, and funding requests are handled by different Appro-
priations Subcommittees.

While it consolidation of this magnitude appears to be a. nearly im-
possible task, we c'f:mitnend the concept to this subcommittee for ex..
plovation. The ad#antages are so obvious as to need no documentation,
for the Federal Government, for institutions of postsecondary educa.'
t ion. and for students.

Several of the specific recommendations we shall make for the loan
programs covered under title IV are designed to minimize the prob.
'ems inherent in this current state of overlapping loan programs,
assuming that no extensive consolidation can be accomplished at this
time,

4
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We would be happy to address onrsolves to the consolidation pro-
posal more completely if the subcommittee feels that we have been too

pessimistic about the potential for such a, proposition. 'In the mean-
time, we shall address our comments to recommendations for refine-
ment of the current title IV loan programs.

iIf no other recommendation in this testimony is heard by the sub-
committee, we want to be sure that the first one comes through loud
and clear, It is essential that the national direct student loan program
be continued if student access to educational loans is to be maintained,

Contrary to the administration's proposition that the guaranteed/
insured student loan program is sufficient to handle current and future
borrowing needs, we take strong exception to the feasibility of dis-
continuing Federal. contributions to the NDSL program, There are
many reasons for our contention, but I shall dwell on only some of the

more important ones,
Despite the very real and significant contribution that has been made

by the guaranteed/insured student loan program to the financing of
postsecondary educationt there is no indication that the private sector
is either prepared or willing to almorb any additional demand that
would result from discontinuing Federal support of NDSL.

Additionally, there are other implications to a reliance upon guar-
anteed insured student loans, Disadvantaged students would be ad-
versely affected because they .do not have account relationships fre-
quently required by commercial lenders. Other special groupsmar-
ried, community college,.freshmen, part-time, older students, and so
forthare often not provided full consideration for insured loans.

Then there is the unpredictability of loan availability, Subject to
fluctuations in the money market, guaranteed/insured loans are readily
available one day, scarce the next day, and unavailable the following

day. Such variations in availability are difficult enough for the middle
class family seeking long -term financing they are insurmountable
hurdles for low-income students whose ability to enroll depends en-
tirely upon being able to plan on a loan being available,

If we are to achieve any resemblance of open access2 it is necessary
to have loan funds available for institutions to commit to needy stu-
dents! independent of theprime interest rate or other money condi-

tions in the commercial sector,
As we make improvements in the guaranteed/insured student loan

program to expand availability of these funds, and as NDSL funds
begin to more nearly revolvel.it may be possible and desirable to place

more dependence upon the private sector, We believe the experience of
the last several months demonstrates well that the appropriate time
has not yet arrived.

Hoping that we have been convincing in our argument for continued
authorization of NIA!, funding, the following recommendations are
aimed at making the current :NDS program more effective and

workable,
Expand the authorization for funding to $000 million per year

for the period of the extension. Table V, which was recently provided
to the house Appropriations Committee, demonstrates the demand
for NDSL funds, which has approached $600 million for each of the
past 2 years,
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The availability of the basic opportunity grant should stabilize
this demand somewhat, but 'decline in other types of graduate sup-
port, new institutional participants and eligibility of halftime students
are working in combination to offset the introduction of new grantsupport.

2. Eliminate the cancellation provisions, except for death and dis-
abilitywhich need to be reinstated into the lawit was accidently
omitted in the 1972 amendments. Several million dollars has been
lost to the fund since the inception of the program because of can-
.cellation provisions.

There is no evidence that these provisions have affected vocational
choice or location to any significant extent; in fact, research done for
the Office of Education a few years ago suggests that cancellation has
had little, if any, impact. A summary of that research is submitted for

. the record.
The military cancellation is and has been largely inoperative due to

the requirement of service in areas of hostility. We hope that will
continue to be the case,

Not only would the elimination of cancellation provisions enhance
the fiscal state of the program, but it would greatly simplify the ad-
ministrative requirements. We would urge you, however, to provide for
"grandfathering" those continuing students who have previously bor-
rowed NDSL funds with cancellation provisions.

The only thing more difficult to explain than cancellation is a. split
loan a portion of which is subject to cancellation and a portion of
which is not,

3. Change the State hllohnent formula to agree with that proposed
by NA SVA.A for the college work-study program, one which would
take into account the presence of low-income families and the number
of high school graduates in the State, as well as the number of half-
time (or more) postsecondary students enrolled in the State.

Such a formula. recognizes the potential enrollment of needy stu-
dents and allows States with lower participation rates in postsecondary
education a partial opportunity to catch up.

4. Delete from the allocation process the restriction or threshold
requirement for funding proprietary institutions (sec. 402(d)). As
full partners in the eligibility for participation, this restriction would
seem to be no longer necessary,

The same procedures used to test the reasonableness of other fund-
ing requests should be the only limiting factor facing the proprietary
institutions.

5. Provide 'authority for institutions to purchase, at their option,
existing notes for loans taken out by NDSL borrowers from other
student. loan programs. This would permit a borrower who has utilized
more than one program to consolidate all educational indebtedness
into one note and one repayment schedule if difficulties in making
multiple payments were encountered,

While the institution ,would not be required to do so, it might be
advantageous to do so 111 order to avoid default and loss of funds
already invested in the borrower, Such a provision would offer some of
the advantages of one national student loan program under present
conditions,

11(1-0411-14---:-/



Another approaoh would permit Sallie Mae to purchase NDSL
notes as well as GSL notes, and consolidate obligations of common
borrowers upon request.

6, Exempt NDSL from the provisions of truth-in-lending legisla-
tion, Compliance with this Federal requirement adds much mimes.
nary paperwork to the administration of the program. The borrower
is sufficiently protected by the simple interest rate and other terms to
make truth-in-lending requirements redundant.

7. Exempt principal and interest canceled by NDSL provisions
from Federal taxation as income, Borrowers i ceiving cancellation
are currently beinn. assessed for back taxes on canceled amounts, con-
tra 3rr , we suspect, the intent of Congress.

While we continue to recommend deletion of the cancellation .pro-
visions, we do not feel that those borrowers who legitimately qualified
for such benefits should no* be held accountable for those benefits
retroactively or for future benefits already covered by provisions in
effect at the time the promisory note is signed.

Congressman Ike Andrews hasor soon willintroduced a bill to
exempt the retroactive aspect, but we feel that the exemption should
be complete.

I am not sure this is something you can handle in this committee; it
might have to go through Ways and Means. But at least you are aware
of the Problem,

8. Consider amending section 466 to provide for the retention of ex-
isting NDSL funds at the institution rather than the present provision
for the eventual distribution of assets, Each time that the NDSL
authorization is extended, the dates in seetion 466 are likewise.
extended.

This seems unnecessary if the Congress intends to provide a revolv-
ing fund, With the past and current administration proposals to dis-
continue new Federal contributions, clarification of the congressional
intent would provide comfort to institutions who fear that cessation
of funding will be followed by the recall of existing funds, Rodney
Harrison spoke to that general uncertainty also.

9. Amend section 496 (pt. PGeneral Provisions) to include au-
thority for the transfer of up to 10 percent of an institutional allot-
ment of NDSL funds to CW-SP or SEOG, and vice versa. The same
rationale exists for NDSL as for the current authority to transfer
CW-SP and SEOG.

The applications for funding of these prpgrams are prepared and
submitted prior to knowledge of appropriation levels. Subsequent

ivariations in funding levels among programs destroy the packaging
logic utilized in preparing the original institutional application.

The availability of other forms of assistance also varies from year
to year and month to month, Thus, the ability to transfer a limited
amount.of funds among the three campus-based, programs would per-
mit the aid Admittistrator to adjust for such variations and utilize the
total Federal allotment in the most effective ITIM11101%

10. Delete section 497 (pt. PGeneral Provisions) in view of the
court ruling that such prohibitions are unconstitutional and the sub-
sequent decision of the Commissioner of Education to direct institu-
tions to disregard the provisions therein,
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NASFAA has expressed concern in the past about the use of such
techniques for attempting to curb disruptive activities, largely because
of the more severe penalties thus imposed upon needy students than
upon nonaided students. Fortunately, the disruptions of the late 1960's
have expired, hopefully, ,rnaking such considerations unnecessary:

11. Clarify section 498 (pt. .F General Provisions) to make notari-
zation of the required affidavit unnecessary. The Office of Education
has made a legal intorpretatien that "affidavit" means a notarized
statement. The notarization process adds much confusion foe the
student and institution alike, complicates the registration process in
many institutions and generally makes administration of all Federal
programs more difficult.

Yet the notarization has no legal value except that the signature was
witnessed by a notary public. It sloes nothing to insure the authenticity
of the signature, nor does it enhance the sincerity of the signer. I inust
admit that it psychologically may, cause the student to consider his
or her intended use of the funds, but the pause will be only momentary.

he notarization is simply not worth the hassle, and sometimes
°nay, that requiring it causes both institutions and students.
This concludes our recommendations for the national direct student

loan program.
I would call your attention to the study of the NDSL program, to

which I referred earlier, as it attempts to answer some of the questions
posed by the subcommittee yesterday about the characteristics of the
delinquent borrower.

The findings suggest that such factors as sex, race, income, and occu-
pation after termination of studies, and amount of borrowingup
to a pointare less important in projecting delinquent repayments
than is the borrower's perception of how well the institution admin-
istered the program for him.

There is just one further comment' I would make in light of the
testimony you heard yesterday on the delinquency rate in NDSL.
Allowable deferments, and particularly cancellation provisions, make
the identification of a truly delinquent loan very difficult.

Many apparently delinquent loans are later determined to be the re-
suit of late filing of deferment and cancellation requests, especially
since cancellation requests cannot be filed prior to the end of the school
year, and the fiscal year, upon which delinquency rates are based,
follows almost immediately.

Another element that somewhat distorts the delinquency rate is
the fact that once a payment is missed, the note remains "past due"
until all prior payments are caught up, even though the borrower inay
have made a payment every month for the past year.

Borrowers who continue making payments, even on an irregular
basis, are not the problem. The real difhculty rests In those borrowers
who cannot be located or who, if located, refuse to pay. These statis-
tics would provide a more meaningful indicator of the success of the
program. Rodney Harrison also spoke to the need for some Govern-
ment assistance in that vein.

Ot1AltANTEE9 MUM SATIOIN't LOAN P110011ASt

As indicated earlier in this testimony and in previous appearances
before this subcommittee, the association recognizes the need for and

IOU
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heartily endorses the guaranteed/insured student loan program, It is
not. a question of NDS14 oi' guaranteed/insured loans. Both are re-
quired, at optimum effeetiveliesS and funding, to serve the credit needs
of our students and their families,

Since the success of the guaranteed/insured loan program depends
in large par$ upon the voluntary, participation of the commercial
lending community, it would perhaps be presumptuous of us as limn-
cial aid administrators to make recommendations in the arena of en-
halving the. attractiveness of the program to the lender,

We do, however, have some suggestions the subcommittee might
want to consider in this 'vein :

1. Extend the Federal payment of interest to cover the period be-
tween the time a lender files a default claim and the time of payment
on the claim. Some. States already provide this benefit. It will not
only eliminate one real drawback for the lender in terms of lost income
during that period, but it might also motivate the faster processing
of claims: reported to be an additional problem to lenders.

2, Retain the current 7-percent interest rate, but attach the amount
of special allowance to some responsible indicator of the money mar-
ket so that the lender can get a fair return on the investment. It seems
important to us that the special allowance be predictable in advance
rather than being set retroactively, sometimes far into the next
quarter,

The psychological impact of reducing the special allowance for the
prior quarter at the same time the prime interest rate reaches an all-
time high is obvious and should somehow be avoided. The constant
interest should be maintained to provide sttibility in the cost to the
student borrower. The current 7 percent rate seems to be a reasonable
expectation of the borrower.

8, Retain the in-school interest subsidy for those borrowers from
families under $15,000 adjusted annual income requesting $2,000 or
less, with eligibility beyond those points being dependent upon demon-
strafed need.-

While we have had some problem philosophically with the provision
of a subsidy to all families falling under this umbrella, and the result-
ant cost to the program that might be better directed to other student
aid vrograms, we recognize the practical implications of limiting the
subsidy through a needs test for all applicants, both in resultant proc-
essing hurdles and the unavailability of unsubsidized loans, at least
under current circumstances,

We prefer at this time to leave this aspect of the program alone and
give it a fair chance to work, The cost implications may have to be
considered litter.

4, Exclude the program from the provisions of truth. in-lending.
The rationale is the same as for NDSL ; the borrower is already ade-
quately protected and the redtape is an unnecessary burden to the
lender,

Them are a series of recommendations we would like to advance to
improve the program for the student

1, Provide an overall ceiling on borrowing from all Federal student
loan programs, rather than se prate ceilings for each one, The amounts
ean-he studied and debated, but for sake of example we suggest the
following: (a) $2,500 per year, all Federal programs combined
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(b) $10,000cumulative figurefor under,gaduate study, all Federal
programs combined; (e) $15,000 .for undergraduate plus graduate
study, all Federal programs combined; and (d) $20,000 for under-
graduate plus professional studies, all Federal programs combined,

Lest it appear that we are suggesting an expansion of the use of stu-
clent loans, we are not; this amounts to a limitation on borrowing pos-
sible currently, Potential borrowing from existing Federal programs
with separate limitations is substantially greater than this proposal.

We are concerned that students may be overextending their ability
to repay with the current opportunity to combine loan programs and
we wish to see a further limitation enacted. Our proposal would con-
tinue the authority of the Commissioner to grant an exception under
exceptional circumstances, but the need for such, with adequate sup-
port for grants, work and other aid, should be minimal.

2. Extend the payment period for graduate and professional school
borrowers to 15 years when amounts exceed $10,000; retain the cur-
rent minimum monthly payments for smaller loans. The reason is
obvious; if larger amounts are borrowed, the monthly payments be-
come overpowering in the 10:year schedule,.enhaneing the likelihood
for default. Even with the increased earning power, the extension
seems reasonable.

3. Provide authority for a lender to pay off other educational loans
and consolidate all such borrowing into one note and repayment sched-
ule, The rationale is the same as that provided for the NDSL. We
feel that this would make it easier to meet repayment obligations and
avoid default.

4. Provide specified authority for the lender, at his option,
a

to uti-
lize graduated repayment plan. Not to be' confused with an incoine
contingency loan, about which we have grave reservations, the gradu-
ated payment which would permit a borrower's repayment obligation
to begin at a lesser amount, and continually increase as earnings
increased.

lieeanse this approach hasSome inherent problems, we are propos-
ing that it be offered only as an option to the lender, to respond to spe-
cial difficulties a. borrower might be having with the standard repay-
ment schedule, and only after delinquency .seeins to be the only other
alternative.

We have a few recommendations for the general improvement of
the program :

1. Remove the disincentives for the operation of State guaranteed
agencies. The evidence seems clear, in terms of processing time, lender
relations, institutional relations, and other considerations, that this
program can be operated more efficiently at the State level than at the
mit 610 level. at least under present circumstances.

Yet there is no .good reason for it State to perform the guarantee
function at this' time, except it desire to provide better service to its
tosidents. 1.it nu ay ways, primarily fiscal, the State is better oft allow-
ing the Federal Clovernment to provide direct insurance, and thus
processing,

We recommend that the subcommittee provide greater equity to the
Suites serving the guarantee function, in order that we protect those
agencies my,v operating and encourage others to be formed, I believe
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the National Council of Higher Education loan programs will have
more specific proposals in this area at a later time,

2. Provide for the Federal payment of administrative cost for insti-
tutional processing of guaranteed-insured student loan applications.
Although the demand upon the institution has been lessened by the
recent cluinges in the criteria for the interest subsidy eligibility, there
still remains a great deal of paperwork at the institution.

With operating budgets being reduced, schools are having an in-
creasingly difficult time getting the necessary staff support to process
loan applications on a timely basis. The out-of-budget expenses go
beyond stall time to include supplies, equipment, travel to loan work-
shops, et cetera.

Campus. budget officers would be much more receptive to these de-
mands if a partial reimbursement of expenses were available. We mg-.
gest that an amount of $5 per loan insured or guaranteed on all loan
applications processed, not just those approved, the paperwork
needed to account for such payment would negate the purpose of
doing so.

3. Provide authority for the State agency or USOE to contract
with the original lender for special collection efforts beyond normal
due diligence at the end of the required 120 clays, but prior to submit-
ting a default claim. We have several reasons for suggesting this
option:

(a) The longer a pastdue loan goes before special collection ac-
tivity begins, the more difficult the collection task. When a loan is
turned over to USOE, several weeks, potentially very crucial ones,
go by before the paperwork permits contact with the borrower. Leav-
ing, the account with the original lender postpone that conversion
period until it is less important to the collection effort.

(b) The original lender already has, in most cases, made contact
with the borrower. USOE or the State agency may have to reinvent
the wheel, so to speak, before the initial contact can be made.

(e) The. original lender files a default claim because the special
collection efforts are cost-prohibitive under the current margin pro-
vided. Federal payment of nonroutine collection costs tinder contract,
however, might give sufficient incentive for the lender to pursue col-
lection rather than file a claim. Federal payment of State agency
collection eosts might also provide additional incentive for them to
recover claims on the 'Federal reinsurance&

(d) It is only conjecture, but we would suggest that such an ap-
proach would be less expensive to the Federal Government than the
maintenance of an ever:increasing collection function of its own.
While it would not avoid all claims, and sonie limitation to the lender's
efforts would probably be desirable, it could appreciably reduce the
number of claims being submitted by lenders.

4. The changes to the general provisions proposed earlier for NDSL
would also apply to the guaranteed/insured loan program with re-
spect to the affidavit and the disruption provisions.

This concludes our observations and recommendations on the loan
programs authorized by title IV. We would be happy to respond to
questions.

Thank you.
[Appendixes to the prepared statement follow Ij

u
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TABLE V.NATIONAL DIRECT (DEFENSE) STUDENT LOANS

On millions of dollars)

Fiscal year
Academic year

1968
1961 -68

1969
1968-69

1970 1971
1969 -10 1910 -11

1972
1911 -12

1973
1972-73

1974
1973-74

1975 'N.

1974-75

Authorization 225, 0 210, 0 325, 0 375, 0 375, 0 400, 0 400, 0 400, 0

Institutional requests 243,1 269, 7 318. 0 ' 331,1 389, 4 534.0 682, 8 732, 2
Panel approved requests 230.2 246, 7 273, 4 283, 4 337,1 454,1 576, 9 557. 6
Appropriations 190. 0 190. 0 18R. 6 236. 5 1 309.6 286. 0 286. 0 - 286. 0

Allocation 190. 0 190. 0 188. 6 236. 5 286. 0 2 286. 0 286. 0 286. 0

I $23,000.000 supplementasupplemental n fi$cal year 1913.
3 Includes fiscal year 1972 of $23,000,000.

NATIONAL DEFENSE BORROWERS &MY CONDUCTED Fon THE U,S. OFFICE OF
EDUCATION

(By Richard L. Tombaugh)

I. sultmAny OF THE STUDY

This study was conducted by the Division of Student Financial Aid, U.S. Office
of Education, during Fiscal Year 1970. The population studied consisted of those
National Defense Student Loan borrowers who terminated their education
through graduation, transfer, or withdrawal during FY 05. This particular group
was selected because of their opportunity to borrow under the NDSL program
for four consecutive years, yetbe potentially out of school for five years at the
time of the study.

The sample consisted of 25% of the terminal borrowers at 25% of the institu-
tions participating in the NDSL program for the four years prior to and includ-
ing FY 05. Analysis was limited to those who had borrowed as undergraduates,
but a sub-study will be forthcoming or graduate borrowers as well

The study had four basic goals or purposes :
A. To evaluate borrower attitudes toward borrowing for college,
B. To evaluate repayment performance and its relationship to several bor-

rower characteristics thought to influence loon repayment,
C. To evaluate the teacher cancellation provisions and the manner in which

the intent of these provisions is being realised.
D. To evaluate the importance of good institutional administration to borrower

attitudes and timely repayment.

It. SUMMARY OF RESPONSE

institutions in sample 842
iteturns not usable 7
Not participating 23

Total participating institutions 812

Percent of participation 91, 2
Questionnaires wiled 0, 902

Not deliverable 120
iteturned, not Usable 281
Returned too late 33
Not returned,. y 1, 408

Total usable questionnaires 5, 055

Percent usable of mailed 72. 6
Percent usable of delivered 73. 9.
Percent not returned 21.0

ILL RELIMINAItY CONCLUSIONS

1, 77.3% Were highly favorable or favorable in their attitude about borrowing,
2, There was no loss of favor as the amount borrowed increased,
8. Less than 1% were unfavorable in their attitudes, Only when the amount

borrowed,exceeded $7000 (4 cases) did the percentage expresking disfavor ex'
teed 1%,
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4. Those who borrowed only as freshmen were somewhat less favorable than
those who borrowed more closely to their termination, The later in their Under-
graduate career the borrowing, the more favorable the attitudes, Probably reflects
the dropout problem,

5, Favorable attitudes increase parallel to years of education completed, More
than half the borrowers having unfavorable attitudes completed less than 4 years
of higher education (28/43),

6, Those with high GPA's bad more favorable attitudes, but the disfavor was
not limited to those with low GPA's, Most of the variation was contained in
ambivalence,

7, There is no significant difference in the attitudes toward borrowing of the
males and females.

(M=78.1% favorable)
(P=70,6% favorable)

8, Blacks 'are somewhat less favorable than either whites or other laces, but
not significantly more unfavorable, the variation again being in neutral feelings,

(W=7S% favorable)
(0=75% favorable)
(B=67% favorable)

U, Attitudes toward borrowing appear highly correlated to the borrower's
perception of the quality of loan administration on the part of the instituion.

10, While favorable attitudes increase with average annual income, the change
is probably not statistically significant, However, when occupation is considered,
disfavor seems to center in clerical, sales, and blue -.Adler jobs,

Those borrowers in the professions and teaching express the most satisfaction
with their loan experience. Deferment also keeps students and those in the volun-
teer services happy about their loan.

11, As might be expected, those borrowers who have separated or divorced have
less favorable attitudes about their loans than those who have remained single or
who have married and remained so,

(5=80,2% favorable)
(M=70,9% favorable)
(D=72,2% favorable)

12, Those borrowers attending four year institutions are more favorable about
the loans than those who borrowed at two year schools, There seems to be no
difference between public and private school borrowers,

13, In repayment performance
(a) !nen and women pay on schedule or prepay at almost identical rates
(b) men use much more deferment opportunity (21%/5,2%)
(c) women take more advantage of cancellation (41%/24,5%)
(a) men are slightly more prone to be delinquent (7,7%/6,3%)
14, In repayment performance
(a) The percentage of those paying on schedule and prepaying decreases as the

amount of the NDSL loan increases,
(b) use of deferments increases as the NDSL amount borrowed increases,
(v) use of cancellation remains fairly constant regardless of NM. amount

borrowed,
(d) the delinquency rate remains fairly constant (7,7, 6.0, OA 6,5) until NDSL

borro% ing exceeds $3000 (18.3, 16.7),
15, When considering the total amount, borrowed, the previous conclusions pre-

vail, except dint the delinquency rate jumps when the amount exceeds $6000.
16. In repayment performance
(a) those borrowers who fail to finish four years pay on schedule as well as

those who complete, but their delinquency rate is higher due to the limited oppor-
tunity for deferment and cancellation,

( b) those who have gone on beyond the master's level have been utilising defer-
ment and/or cancellation most of the five years since termination, and thus have
a limited repayment record,

17, As attitudes concerning borrowing move from positive to negative, the per-
centage of those paying on schedule and prepaying Increases,

18. Vse of deferments dries not vary significantly With differing attitudes
toward borrowing,

10, There is a strong relationship between favorable attitudes and use of
micelle Gem

20, Delinquency rates increase as attitudes move from positive to negative.
21, There is very little difference In repayment performance when the OVA is
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C or above, Those below a C average repay on time or prepay much more fre
quently, but they also have a higher delinquency rate, They use cancellation
much less, presumably due to the teacher screening process,

22. White borrowers are somewhat more apt to prepay or pay on schedule
than blacks (47,8%/36.5), and conversely less likely to be delinquent, However,
it is likely to be closely related to the collection procedures of the institutions.

23. Borrowers repaying annually are more likely to pay on schedule and have a
lower delinquency rate than those paying more frequently, but they also are less
likely to prepay their loans,

24, The likelihood of paying on schedule and of being delinquent are closely
related to the borrower's perceptiou of administrative quality. However, the
administrative quality does not seem to affect"; the use of deferments, cancella
tins or the use of prepayment,

25. As might be expected, there is a direct relationship between paying on
schedule or prem.lug and average annual income, However, the relationship is
not nearly so stvoa with the delinquency rate because of the substantial use, of
deferment by the 'mower incomes (students, military, volunteer serviee),
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17. DNA you RECEIVE A FUEL EAPLANArion or INC TERMS AND
CONDITIONS OF YOUR NATIONAL DEFENSE LOAN AT THE TIME
THE MONEY WAS FIRST LOANED TO YIN?

(FDA° VEs M1000114 RECALL ur00 NO
18. WERE ROTA pAovioco Tl lill REpAymENT INSTRuCtioNS PRIOR

TO YOUR DEPARTURE FROM tilE COLLEGE. OR UNIVERSITY

PROVIDING YOUR FIRST LOAN?

67.7.)A0 YES ./9f0 0 MOT RECALL /SC 0 NO

19. 010-00U RECEIVE A WRITTEN NOTICE OR ONLINE OF THE
AMOUNT AND DUE DATE FOR YOUR FIRST REPAYMENT
INSTALLMENT?

(271DiOyes

,f/ sOlio

7 DO MS/ REPAYPENT NOT YET CUE

27. olo AyAILAsiLlAy OF A NATIONAL DEFENSE LOAN
INFLUENCE YOUR DECISION TO ENTER !NE TEACHING .

PROFESSION?

IA A 0 DEFINITELY

D0 POSSIBLY
CO NO/ AT ALL

28. 010 ThE CANCELLATION PROVISION CITE You Ao0ITIONAL

INCENTIVE TO ENTER THE TEACHING PROFESSION?

1. 5 A O DUMMY
ete(s O. PosSieLv

kV .0 0 NOT AT ALL

20. HAVE YOU RECEIVED SUBSEQUENT AMUR NOTICES OA
OILLINGS PRIOR TO tug TIME THAT INSTALLMENT
REPAYMENTS KRA ONE?

*OYES
/8 5 0 NO
ft C 0 NOT APJLICAPLE

29. HAS THE CANCELLATION PROVISION iNFLUINCED VDU TO
REMAIN IN TEACHING LONG2R THAN YOU NOULU HAVE
OTHERWISE?

rA CI DUMMY
a O POSSIBLY

) C 0 NOT At ALL

21. LA4AA IS THE CURRENT STATUS OF YOUR NATIONAL DEFENSE

STUDENT LOAN?

0 AOLOAN IS FULLY PAID OFF

1/ 90 I AM PAYING AHEAD OF SCHEDULE

.:11 COI AM PAVING ON SCHEDULE

j4 DO I AM USING TEACHER CANCELLATION

/1.5
v,...0 1 AM USING ocpt...
e,), 0 I AM ACHING WI PAYMENTS)

22. IF YOU ATE IWO 04 YOUR SCHEOULED AcpAYMENT) HAS
YOUR LENDING INSTITUTION (OR ITS COLLECTION AGENT)

CONTACIE0 YOU? 1

AO NEVER

a 0 ONCE ONLY

DO TWO OR THREE TAPES

0 0 SEVERAL TIMES

3D. TN ORDER THAT WE MIGHT DETETNINC THE CORRELATION
BETWEEN POSTHIGHER COWMAN INCOME AND REPAWENT
Cr MOEN! LOANS, PLEASE INDICATE THE APPROXIMATE
ANNUAL GROSS INCOME (BEFORE tAxES AND 0671CTION5;
INCLUDE HELP FROM PATENTS, IHERITANGC) ETC.)

YEAS YOUR INCOME SPOUSE'S INCOMEULA2..ir

1966

1967

1961

23. HAVE YOU TAUGHT IN AN COUCATIONAL INSTITUTION
(ELEMENTARY) :comm. OR POST.SCCoNOARYI ON A

KULL.TIME OASIS DURING ANY TEAR SINCE TERMINATING

.. YEAR UNDERGRADUATE STUDIES?
Ve A 0 TES

At. 90 NU

IT NO HAS SEEK CHECKED In 11EM 23 PROCEED 10 QUESTION 30

24. HIVE YOU oStAihrO PARTIAL CANCELLATION OF LOAN
aala010$1. AND INftatot FOR EACH YEAR OF TEACHING?

g.4 AO TES

CZ))0110; I WAS NOT AMOCO, THIS PROVISION

7 curio; 1 WAS ARM OF THIS PROVISION OUT HAVE HOT
REQUESTED THE CANCELLATION

,e2A HMO; MY REQUEST FIR CANCELLATION NAS OCEN DENIED

25. WEAK YOU PLANNING to TEACH PRIOR to THE TIME YOU
RECEIVED YOUR FIRSENATIOJAL DEFENSE STUOEN? LOAN?

A0 TES

44. 6 O HO
26, WERE YOU *NAPE OF TOE 'MACHIN,: CANCELLATION NOVI.

SION At THE !INC YOU BORROWED?

gl AO YES

/0 B0 ho

31. INDICATE THE MOST APPROPRIATE JOB FIELD OR STATUS
WHICH HAS OCCUPIED-THE LARGEST PROPORTION OF VOUe
TIME SINCE TERMINATING YOUR UNDERGRADUATE EDUCATION
IN 19411.0.

er A 0 ARCHITECTURE AGO ENGINEERING

A. B OMATHEmATICS AND PHYSICAL SCIENCES,

o CCILIFE SCIENCES

4g *0 O SOCIAL SCIENCES

COMEDIOINE AND HEALTH

3 P O EDUCATION 1NONSAUDENO

GO LAW

H 0 RELIGION AND ;HEOLOGt

.2. to WRITTEN AND VISUAL ARTS) ENTEATAIMENi.

RECREATION

,JM ADMINISTRATIVE SPECIALITIES ANO MANACERiA6 Nue

ROOMER PROFESSIONAL ACTIVITIES

L O CLERICAL w000

a, W:IsALts

AIL HO PERSONAL AND PUBLIC SERVICES

C, 00 FARANNE) AoacsAay, ETC.

/ PO PROCESSING) MACHINE TRADES) (TENCH AND

t0talc1uao. w000 1$0811140FEsSlonAL LEVEL/

.7 50 HOMEMAKER

1, RO mow
g S O MILITARY SERVICE

0 TO VOLUNTEER SERVICE

3 ton (MICA ,SPECIFY)

146E2
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olco YOUR itUOENI LOAN INDE0TLUNAMHAVE ANY inFLocrico
UPON YOUR CHOICE OF FIRST POSITION AFTER TERMINATING
UNVERCRAOVAIE STUDIES?

38. FOR THE AMOUNT OF fiOnnowitio THAT YOU 010, DO YOU
FEEL THAT THE NATIONAL DEFENSE LOAN REPAYMENT

PROVIGIONGT

(g) A13 NON0 At ALL /7. A 0 ALLOW mint TIME IRAN NECESSARY TO 'way me

.? sans; I TAUGHT IN ORDER TO RECEIVE CANCELLATION
LOAN

&EMITS e 0 ALLOW AN APPROPRIATE REPAYMENT PERIOD

ga. COTES; I SELECTED A HIGHER PAYING POSITION OVER 044 y cOSTIOuLD ALLOW REPAYMENT MR A LONGER PERIOD OF

I WOAD NAVE PREFERRED OTHERWISE TIME THAN THE PRESENT TEN.VEAn ARnANCEYENT

.0 0111YE51 I WENT 00 wunX TO PAY SACK LOAN, OUT WOULD 35. how 010 YOUR NATIONAL DEFENSE LOAN AFFECT 0000

NAVE PREFERRED TO ENTER GRADUATE SCHOOL SELECTION OF THE GoLLEGC YOU ATTENDEOT

EARLIER no FU U IT NECESSARY 10 0011070 A P0111100 OF YOUR Xyl AD I WUULo Nor HAVE SEEN ADLE TO WEND OR

EDUCATIONAL CMS. NHAT 'AULD YCO DO IF VW hERE FACED COMPLETE COLLEGE At ALL WITHOUT THE LOAN

WITH lot SNI4 SITUATION JUIN, I.E., INSUFFICIENT FUNDS
FOR GEMETTNC YOUR 040 ERcRADUATE 0100141? KEW
INDICATE YOUR FEELINGS DY SELECTING THE MOST APPROPRIATE
RESP04425 TO III fOLLafiNG QUESTIONS;

33. FACED WITH INADEQUATE FUNDS ion MY EDUCATION, 1'400U40

OE INCLINED

1 .E3Hor TO SORROW At ALL FOR uNOERGRADuAsE Aim

// OD TO 00000W AS IFF1Nt. HUT ATTEMPT tO MANAGE WITH
A LtZitA AMOUNT

C04/ CI TO 001001, AS BEFORE, At omit THE OAHE AMIN?

0 0 TO CORGOW AS BEFORE, Out At A NIGHER LEVEL

0 DO I WAS ABLE 10 ATTEND AMORE PREFERASLE COLLEGE
00 CURRICULUM THAN wOULO HAVE OTHERHISE BEEN
POSSIBLE

aC 0 my CHOICE OF COLLEGE OR CURRICULUM WAS NOT
INFLUENCED BY THE LOAN

40, WHAT IS YOUR CURRENT MARITAL STATUS?

..,/o A O SINCLE.NEVER MARRIED

'7fAO MARRIED

0 CC SEPARATED OR OIVORCED

('J 0 0 0100100

30. tr TCU CNOSC RESPONSE A 04 0 to QUESTION 33, MAT
STEPS WOULD YOU TAKE TO ELIMINATE WI REDUCE youn

Roononino?

Apuolut TAR MORE whit ON A FULL-TIRE OASIS 0001110

THE SUMMER

110$0110 (C4 MOPE NORX) ON A PARtatIME OASIS DURING
THE SCHOOL YEAR

CDOOTAIR MORE SUPPORT FROM pARENTS'On OTHER FAMILY

MEMBER

ODOUR OTHER WoLAnsnIA 04 GRANT AIO

WINNOW' STUDIES TO 404 AND SAVE THE NECESSARY
FUNOS

35. Dityou OEM THAT SORROWING INSTEAD OF WORKING (OR
WAXING yORC) PERHITTED YOU TO CONCENTRATE PORE ruLky,

ON YOUR MOM? 1/7

OC1:01HITELv

D CootsloW

9* c C41

36. D0 tou FEEL TART DIMMING INOTEACT OF WORKING lOR
Watitio MOREL ALLowto YOU 10 UTILIZE MORE FULLY THE
NORACAOEMIC ELEMENT: OF COLLEGE. (SOCIAL, ACTIVITIES.

RECREATION, ATHLETicl?

eitaA171011-141TELY
icu 0 OFoOtIOLY

4). IF VOV RAVE NEVER HEEN MAR01E0, Du YOU FEEL InAl
YOUR STUDENT LOAN INDEATEONES$ MAO HAD ANY
INFLUENCE UPON THAT FACT?

0 NONE At ALL

y OD MOPS, OUT NOT A BIG FACTOR

0 DEFINITELY WAS INFLUENTIAL

EURREKERS KO HAVE NOT PEEN MARRIED HAVE CCCPLETED ThE
40010?. mem You FOR YOUR COOPERATION. A nit Pat
QUESTIONS REMAIN FOR OEC10 ARE CuRAENTLy soma
on HAVE EEEu MARAIED PREVIE0SLY,

AT WI POINT IN WC WERE YOU MARRIED?

FRIoR TO OEOINniNG AAVEAAAAVAATE StuDItA

00001NC UNDERGRADUATE STUDIED, OUT PRIOR TO
OORAGWINO

CO AFTER ocIAOHINo, OUT PRIOR to tER,mHATINd

STUDIES

51 D D AFTER TERMINATING uNOERGRADuATE I140IES

41, DID YOUR ONOERVIADUATE LOAN INCEATMEDS CAUSE YOU
TO POSTPONE YOUR MARRIAGE AT ANY TIME?

/ AD DEFINITELY WAS A DELAYING FACTOR

OC:IWAS PERHAPS A CONSIDERATION

ley co 010 NOT INFLUENCE MY MARRIAGE PLAI4

41,1 010 YOUR UNDERGRADUATE INDEOTEDNE1O INFLUENCE-YOU
ANo YOU* CDODTE IN PLANNIND Von A FAMILY?

CuAhd 9 A ocrilillAY INFLUMAL
3 ?. IF A yDeDcol AF0THE4 (0K SIOTERIg OR YOUR 01,11 CON 104 .

OMPIRTERI ASKED YOUR AOVICE ABOUT GOPROWINO 000
/3- 01.a HAS PERRAFS A CONSIDERATION

COLLEGE, NOW hOULD YOU RESPOND? I WOULD ncoo.tioNot E.3 DID NOT AFFECT FAMILY PLANNING ONE HAY 01

/MINER

*Oft R1CtLY AC A TE.NTlOF COLLEGE FINANGIND 45, DID YOUR SeCuCE INCUR ANY EDUCATIONAL OUT FOR

BOIT NOR nEtENvApIO01 UNDERGRADUATE GIUDV7

gy C DA4AINIt bOnAOHING UAW; ADOOLutELV NECESSARY

6 0 DAGAINSTIt URCIER ANY CIngumSTANGCS
NONE AT ALL 3 to $2,001 to $31040

POUP TO $500 'CI 31,001 To 14,000

17 c O S 101 to $1,000 41 G 0 $1,C01 to $5,000

o J $1,001 To $2,000 CD H'$51001 oa moat

PACE 3

1
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46 IF YOUR OF.ouCE COMM, HON IS THAT LOAN OEM P

0.;4 A CI SPOUSE'S INCOM Wt Y

et, ea YOUR INECHE ONLY

X CO JOINT INCONE

42::p CI YOUR PARENTS OR SPOUSE'S PARENTS

/ 7 E CI TEACHER CANCELLATION

0 OTHER (SPECIFY)

47A IF YOU HAVE CHILDREN FLEW JhOICATE THEIR
AMA

OMMOM - *MOW. 011.1.00 WWWW. 00100 00.10.1111 V.ft.

/0 OF SURVEY. IHA!ii YOU VERY PJCII FOR YOUR CO2PERANOH.

PACE 4

Wirf O'HARA. Thank you very much, The study that you included in
your statement find to be very interesting. You conducted the study

Mr, TostuAttott, Yes,
Mt', O'HARA, Do you consider yoU got a good sample
Mr, TOMOAVGII, It is a viable sample, a nationwide. sample that is

representative of all types. of institutions, both by Size and by type and
control, It has beets tested statistically,

Mr, OITAtiA, The. respondents were self-selected, though? Not every.
body responded ?

Mr, TOMDAVOIL That is true, Although, for studies of this kind, the
response rate was extremely good, not because I did it but because it
went out under II,SOE's letteithead and covering letter and so on,

Mr, O'HARA, Were there any types of institutions, for instance, that

"
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failed to respond in proportica ? In other words, when your sample
came back, did it end up with all the same kind of .proportions?

1:0318AVOIL No; we tested not only the original sample but also
the respondents with respect to several characteristics. We had schools
not participating for a variety of reasons, including one of the larger
institutions, who could not get their computer to respond with the
names of borrowers when we needed it It remained a good sample
even with the nonparticipants.

Mr. O'HARA. Talking about repayment performance, which a lot of
people are talking about, starting on page 4 of the summary that you
provided use there are several 'interesting observations there. In your
.No. 14, for instance, "(a) The percentage of those paying on schedule
and prepaying decreases as the amount of the NDSL loan 'increases."
And then*" (d) the delinquency into remains fairly constant 0 * 0
until NDSL borrowing exceeds $3,000 * * *."

Mr. Torn Ivan. That is really an extension of the first statement.
The differences are not great; they are very small even though it is
constant,

Mr. OlImm. Then from three to six you have a fl,irly constant
delinquency rate, but then you take another jump' when the total
amount borrowed exceeds $6,000.

TomnAvon. The reference to the $6,000 is when the student has
more than one loan. The $3,000 was just NDSL. He was all right on
NDSL until he gets to $3,000. He is all right on NDSL and some
other loan until he gets to $6,000. Once he passes that point, he has
difficulty.

Mr. OlImm. I have son* reservations about the ceilings you suggest
on page 11 of your testimony. I recognize that they are. lower than
the combined ceilings are today, but I inn concerned that they still may
be too high,

Mr. To:um-mt. I share that concern personally, although I think
that. those levels are readied fairly infrequently by borrowers. The
average loan, for example, is substantially less than that. Those
borrowers that get to those. points are the exceptions.

There are some legitimate eases, particularly with professional train-
ing, where that extent of borrowing seems to be necessary. In fact,
I suspect that some of the professional schools may raise an outcry
at the ceilings proposed in our testimony.

Mr. O'ARA. Maybe we ought to eonsider separate kinds of ceilings
for pa rtieular kinds of profe4sIonid schools, something of that nature, a
little more discrete ceiling system that imposes different ceilings on
ditlrrent kinds of institutions. and so forth.

Me, TounAtfon. Yes, sir.
Mr; O'HARA. Piirther with respect to repayment performance, I am

very interested in No. 16 (a), that "those borrowers who fail to finish
4 Years pay on schedule as well as those who complete, but their
delinquency rate is higher due to the limited opportunity for defer»
meat and eanrellat ion."

Me. ToitnAvon. Pot. the nongraduate, are not able to defer loans for
going on to graduate work and for teachings so the loans become due
more readily for those people. So they do have slightly higher delin
(piney rates in large part because of that. You have just as many
people who pay on time.
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Mr. O'HmA, No, 17 is also interesting. The more negative their
attitude is about the idea of borrowing, the more apt they are to repay
the loan?

Mr. Tomentioti. I guess because they want to get it off their back,
Mr. O'HARA. I can understand why the others have a more positive

attitude toward it. They have in the back of their minds the idea that
they might not repay it. You do get a more positive attitude from those.

Mr. TOMBAUGIL I brought this study out of the files after hearing
your questions yesterday.

Mr. O'lLaA. It is very helpful in terms of my questions.
Mr. TOMBAU011, It was introduced, I guess, about 3 years ago to Mrs.

Green and her subcommittee when they were considering the 10-per-
cent teacher cancellation. I suspect it had some influence in their de-
ciding that the 10-percent cancellation could go by the boards because
of the evidence here that cancellation doesn't affect choice at all , but
they weren't able to get rid of the 15-percent cancellati an or the mili-
tary cancellation for political reasons. We are still hopeful.

Mr. O'HAttA. Are any of you representing institutions that are par-
ticipating as lenders in the federally insured loan program ?

Mr, R. Hmutisox. We do not. The reason we did not participate in
that program is that we felt that the program was designed to use
private capital and that, with our State loan commission, we felt that
the responsibility should rest with the student loan commission and
private capital continue to serve that segment of the student population
and that we would, in effect,. continue through our own loan program
which we have been operating since 1927, through either our own
capital or through Federal capital, to serve a different kind of segment
of the population.

Mr. Tomint/um While I was at Purdue, we did participate as a
direct lender, as a lender of last resort, where all other institutional
resources were exhausted and where the student was not able to get a
guaranteed loan from his hometown bank.

You 'heard Mr. Brademas suggest yesterday that Indiana had not
always participated in the program as he would like to see. That is the
case. We did see it used as a lender of last resort, which has some im-
plications in terms of the repayment performance that can be expected.

Many institutions who are lenders are lenders of last resort. As a
result, they do experience more difficulty in collections than they do
with other loan programs or with the banks' experience with them,

Mr. O'HAttn. 'Y ou talk about consolidationoOf course, one way to
consolidate is to adopt a number of suggestions or adopt whatever
changes seem to be indicated that would make it more attractive for
institutions to become lenders under the federally insured program and
make it easier for them to obtain the capital they want from private
sources and let them be lenders under the federtilly insured program
rather than under the NDSL,

Mr. TotitAtion, It would enable them to keep the students on the
same loan program throughout their duration of time at that institu-
tion anyway. It is compounded by the fact that we have so much move-
ment between institutions as well as within the same institution, which
presents some further complications. That would. be one way to do that.

Mr. 011ititA. One of the changes that we =de in the law in the
NDSL had to do with removing from the NDSL the criterion of aca.

1
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demic promise or performance or whatever, and you gentlemen were
involved in operating programs before and after the removal of that
criterion, I wonder it you have any reactions to the effect of removing
that criterion,

Mr, Ti.. HARRISON. I think our feelini in recommending that it be
eliminated is that if the aid °fiber were making the decision who
would or would not receive the loan, in effect he was acting, in a way,
as an academic officer dismissing the student. In effect, we felt it was
not the position of the aid officer to determine whether or not that
student should remain at the institution,

So we felt very stronIly that as long as the institution felt that
that student should be able to continue to enroll, that aid should be
made available to him, and we have not seen any impact as far as
increasing delinquency as a result of that decision,

Mr. Tounatiox, In fact, the ability to keep them in school and work
with them and get their academic standing back may well enhance
the collectability of the loan when they get. finished. Sometimes you
get to the point where you already have an amount invested and the
only way to recoup that investment is to keep them going.

Mr. O'Hara. 1 am interested in how your profession in general
makes the determination of priorities. In our review of the college
work-study program, we found panel-approved work-study jobs far
exceeded the number that were eventually funded.

You have indicated in your testimony today .that the approved
amounts for NDSL appropriations run in the neighborhood of $600
million and the amount that is actually provided is

Mr. TOMRAVOlt 203.
Mr. O'HAtiA, A little bit less than half. So, obviously, you are in a

position or you seem to be in a position of having more applicants
for assistance in these packaged assistance programs than you have
funds to assist.

How do you decide, under those circumstances, whom you are going
to assist and how much ? How do you distribute the inadequate
amounts of help

Mr. 7t. HAnittsox, I think one example might be from the statistics
I showed you in which 1 referred to one, a concern we had about
support to the average graduate student, yet indicated only 130 out
of 3,099 borrowers were graduate students,

The problem we were faced with was inadequate resources and we
had to make priority choices, We felt even though there were legiti-
mate needs by large numbers of graduate students not being served,
that they might have better access to loans through the guaranteed
loan program than would undergraduates,,especially undergraduates
who might be minority students from low-income families. In partic-
ular in the national defense loans, our statistics show the way in
which we felt that limited money ought to be used,

Mr. O'HAttA, Why don't we go through that a little bit. First off,
you preferred undergraduates to graduates, is that right?

Mr, It HtuAttsot, That is correct, We ,preferred row-income to
medium-income, In other words,

in
in our priorities, we, in effect, tar.

geted the money for the low-income students and, n effect, had
large number of graduate students, independent studentst et cetera,
who qualified by every sense of eligibility. We simply said to them
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we had to establish our own priorities and this is, in effect, where we
put our funds,

Now, even though the law also allows us to support half-time stu-
dents, again we "prioritize" the use of full time. In our particular fund-
ing this year, we received 57.64 percent of our panel-approved requests,
$11.4 million out of a request of $4.1 million, In other words, again this
year we will have to establish, priorities and,1 would assume, will con-
tinue with the same kind of idea of looking at which students are
most likely to get the guaranteed loans and then, in effect, using the
national direct student for those other students, primarily low-
income, higher-need undergraduates.

Mr. ToAteAtreit, Herm would like to speak to this from a community-
college point of view.

STATEMENT Or HERM DAVIS, DIRECTOR OF PINANCIAL AID AT
MONTGOMERY COLLEGE, ROCKVILLE, MD., AND PRESIDENT OF
THE DELAWAREDISTRICT OF COLUMBIA-MARYLAND ASSOCIA-
TION OF STUDENT FINANCIAL AID ADMINISTRATORS

Mr, DAVIS. Mr. O'Hara, as you recall, you spoke to our association
and afterward we were speaking about the problems of the community
college center.

I am sure you gentlemen realizeand I speak for the community
collegein essence, our students in the main are not eligible for the
guaranteed student loan program because of the built-in discrimina-
tion factors, .

In reference to packaging, again because of the low appropriations
to out' community colleges, the low-income students will be discrimin-
ated against for several years. Priorities go to continuing students up
to a certain deadline. From that point on, continuing or not, they go
back in and are treated as an. initial student on an enrolling basis,
which means first come, first served in the community college because
of the open-door accessibility.

With that in mind, low-income students from inner cities do not
necessarily have a good track record of always applying, on time or
early, which means the students who are coming from families who are
conditioned to filling out forms a year or 6 months in advance by na-
ture will get the first dollar. So we do have a problem, we do have a
conflict,

Mr. O'HARA. Do you have any "first come, first served"?
Mr. It Hnitinsom. What we have tried to do is first of all arrange a

paokaging procedure which would take place in the spring and sum-
mer for those students who apply on one application for all of our
program, and then keep applications open during the remainder of
the year,

We do have special minority prggrams with 'students identified
ahead of time and try to set funds aside and make sure those are met.

But we do have students who would be coming.in, being admitted
in odd quarters, in other words, entering in the spring or summer, and
we have a very difficult time trying to serve those particular needs
even though they are very legitimate.

Mr. (VHAItA, Do you have any preference for previous
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Mr. R. HAnnisoN. Not really, I think the thing that we have de re
to try to serve both areas is to reduce the maximum we would allow.
In other words, even though the law would allow a certain level, we
would arbitrarily set a lower maximum and then encourage students
through work programs, et cetera, to reduce the borrowing and spread
the dollars further.

It is always a difficult decision on which way do you go: Do you
serve all the needs.of a smaller group or serve lesser needs of a larger
group? This is a problem we face every year.

Mr. Tom Avon. This is the other rationing device I was going to
mention, that is, simply not providing as much resources as the stub
dent really needs and making him scrape to get by, trying to get
enough of his package filled that he will still come, and yet the mini-
mal level that he could possibly get by with.

Mr. O'HARA. Mr. Harrison, when you say you give preference to
low income over what, moderate income? Uive me some notions of
figures.

Mr. R. HARRISON. We would hold those over $12,000 off. In other
words, in our packaging techniques we would set priorities of the
kinds of students we would Meet until we see what money was ex-
pended. After we had some idea of the needs of those particular
groups, we might increase them to a little higher income rangc, as we
see what our expenditure pattern is.

In other words, we would establish a ceiling, for example, of $12,000
Or less and we would see what our real needs were, projected for the
whole year, to serve those students. If we felt we could adequately
serve those as a result of expansion of the State grant program this
year and Federal grant program, we would then move up the income
range.

iIt is not an arbitrary cutoff. It is based a little on supply and de-
mand; and especially availability of other resources.

Mr. O'HARA. As between those having under $12,000
Mr. R. HAnmsox. In effect, what we have tried to do is set a ceiling

based on the experienced numbers oi applicants we would anticipate,
and deal with all those students as a single group.

.Mr. O'HARA. Do you prefer minority group applicants over others?
Mr. R. IlAninsox. Not really, except we do have special programs

in which we guarantee minority students adequate support, and in
those programs we usually have a package of three-fourths gift aid and
one-fourth self-help, which would be a combination of loan or job.

So we try to keep the self-help to a ininitmun. lint we feel very
strongly it should be included. We, by and large, kit the students flake
the decision whether they prefer to borrow or work. In sonic cases
the work requirement would be such that we would think for first-year
students it might be excessive. Therefore, we would put the two
together.

Mr. O'HAtiA. That last that you described, is that just a particulat
minority group program ?

Mr. R. ItAmitsox. Yes; we have it program that we call freshman
foundation.

Mr, OltAttA. Why don't you describe that.
Mr, R. HAnnolo. We try to identify approximately 400 students--

these are identified through contacts made by your admissions and
30-043-14S
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minority staff through the high schools in Ohio. As a State university,
we focus our efforts on Ohio students, We are trying to identify those
students who may, through no fault of their own, not have done as
well in high school as they might have but through supportive serv-
ices in college may be able to succeed and do well.

We therefore make a commitment each year, and this year is our
fourth year in this particular program, to laring in at least 400 stu-
dents, These would include primarily minority, most black, some
Appalachian poor white, some Chicano, et cetera.

These students then are immediately put into our developmental
educational program, in which their particular educational and social
needs are identified and given whatever supportive services, whether
it be pure counseling, whether it be special tutorial work, et cetera.

So it is an identification process starting right back with the high
school counselor who helps us identify these students to be guaranteed
support through the number of years it would take to get a bacca-
laureate degree, as long as they maintain good standing.

So it is a combination effort of financial aid, supportive services,
counseling service, et cetera.

Mr. O'HAm. What is the current cost of attendance at your
institution ?

Mr. IL Hamm The total cost, including room, board, books, tui-
tion, incidentals, will be $2,800. The average financial aid to these
students is about $1,800.

Mr. O'HARA. Of which one-quarter
Mr. 11. Hantsox. Is either loan or job.
Mr. O'HARA. It is getting on to the time when the House is going

into session to read for amendment a bill from this committee. I think
this will probably be a good time for us to adjourn.

I want to thank you gentlemen for appearing before us today.
Mr. It, Hmuttsorr. It is our pleasure.
Mr. O'HAnn. Our nest hearing is tomorrow morning at 9 :80 in

this room.
The special subcommittee will now stand in adjournment.
['Whereupon, at 11 :55 a.m. the special subcommittee adjourned, to

reconvene at 9 :30 a.m., Thursday, May 3011974.]
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Wonosersa, MASs 4/lay 131 1914.
Congressman JAMES 0, 011AltA,
Chairman, dontollttee oit Education, and Labor, Cannon 'tousle Office

tsWa4Atuton, D,C,
Dim CONGRESSMAN O'HARA: Worcester County Institution for Savings Bank

of Worcester, Mass has guaranteed Mark Pearson a sum of $1,500 in August
for his sophomore year at St. Michael's College in Winooski Vt., 05404,

I must inform you and your committee of the Success In labor and the satig.
faction to a 51-yea Nold parent In the middle4ncome group, True, it's a loan
but never received handouts and am extremely willing to see the final bill
paid, and, with honor.

Somehow, the flag has richer color t
Were your hearings of late May and early June ever published and Made.

available to the public?
If so, a copy Will be appreciated,
Please accept my sincere, "Thank you."

Very truly yours,

1

MIRY PEARSON,



STUDENT FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE

(Student Loan Programs)

THURSDAY, MAY 30, 1974

HOUSE or REPRESENTATIVES,
SPECIAL SUBCOMMITTEE ON EDUCATION,

COMMIT% ON EDUCATION AND LABOR,
'ashington, D.C.

The subcommittee met at 9:30 a.m., pursuant to recess, in room
2267, Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. James G. O'Hara (chair-
man] presiding.

Present: Representatives O'Hara, Dellenback, and Erlenborn.
Mr. O'HARA. The Special Subcommittee on Education will come

to order.
Today we will continue our hearings with respect to Title IV :

Student Assistance Program. The focus today will be on loan
programs.

Our first witness is Kalman A. Lifson, chairman of Lifson, Wilson,
Ferguson & Winick, Inc., a general management consulting firm, the
largest headquartered in the South and Southwest. He is also presi-
dent of Electronic Management Information Systems, Inc., which li-
censes banks to use proprietary computerized management control
systems; and chairman of COSAR, Inc., which manufactures elec-
tronic products.

Mr. Lifson will testify this morning on the study and recommenda-
tions made to the Office of Education by the Young Presidents' Orga-
nization, of which he is a member.

The Young Presidents' Organization is a group of businessmen
from various segments of the economy, all of whom have become presi-
dents of their respective firms before reaching the age of 40.

Commissioner Ottina requested YPO to examine the guaranteed
loan program and to make what recommendations they felt appro.
priate for its improvement.

It is my understanding that the YPO report has not been adopted
or endorsed by the Office of Education or by the Commissioner. Never-
theless the credentials of the men who put it together with the imag-
inative and constructive content of the report -- copies of which have
been made available to usgives it an appropriate place on our
agenda.

Mr. Lifson, if you would please take a place at the witness table
we will be very happy to hear from you.

(111)
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STATEMENT OF K. A. LIFSON, YOUNG PRESIDENTS'. ORGANIZATION

Mr, Lflosox. Thank you.
It certainly is an honor to be here and we would be very gratified

if the work that the YPO team put into this study will be of use to you.
The study was done as one of the leadership activity, committee

activities with YPO. The leadership activity committee is a way to
provide an opportunity for the individual YPO member to use his
time and talents for the benefit of the community.

That is what we hoped we were doing when we conducted this
study.

YPO is able to draw on those members with some special knowl-
edge of the situations that they are addressing and in this case those
were two bank presidents, one from a large bank and one from a small
bank, and two presidents of educational institutions, both of whom
are officers in the associations for that type of school, and two men
very knowledgeable about student activities.

The views that I will relate today of the team 'members and the
views that are expressed in the report should be considered as their
individual views rather than that there is any agreement among
YPO's that we are representing YPO in the repo

The report is the views of us as individuals who gathered together
and only two of us ever met each other before we were on this team
assignment. I want to make sure that this disclaimer gets into the
record,

The eharge by Commissioner Ottina was threefold, He wanted*our
opinion of the views on what he called the external world: The schools,
the lending institutions and the students. We wanted us to discern
from examining these views that we felt the problems, the malfunc-
tions of the program were, and third, to recommend solutions ad-
dressing these problems.

In brief, we met in Washington and were briefed by members of
the Office of Education's staff and then we set about to interview those
people whom we had a special knowledge about such as bank presi-
dents, bank loan administrators, college presidents, trade school presi-
dents, the financial officers, people sort of intermingled in the institu-
tions that deal with the guaranteed student loan program,

We then met again several times to relate to each other our findings
and sometimes the staff of the Office of Education participated in
these meetings,

First, I ought to say we did not directly interview any students,
so that our views of the students fire really those reported by the
schools and the lending institutions,

We did not investigate the internal operations of the Office of Edu-
cation, We did not discuss any of the functionings of the State 'agen-
cies, and in terms of lending institutions we did not talk with savings
and loans or credit unions or any others wept banks,

Our study was limited in that way,
Naturally, our study was limited in time and it might be well to

consider that much of what is reported is based on the backgrmind
and special knowledge of the indinduals.

We rer)orted the views of the three parts of what Dr, Mina refer-
red to as the external views in the report and they really are very
candidly eloquently stated, often with rather pithy expressions, I think
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that the quotes in the report itdd a great deal more than I can report
in this summary this morning.

We considered these three views, that is, of the schools, lending in
stitutions and the students in dissecting the problems as we saw them
into 'six areas.

Those areas area first of all, the collection of the present debt, which
we feel must be treated differently from collection of future debt.

The intended target and actual target and the need for the program
is the second problem.

The collection of the future debt is the third problem.
The availability of funds is a fourth problem.
The manner of. administering the problem is a fifth problem. What

iwe referred to as the straining of integrity of the Government,, the
schools, the lending institutions and the. students is a very serious
sixth problem.

These problems are all interrelated. Each recommendation is
mainly focused on one of the six, but each certainly has byproduct
effects on die other related problems.

I will proceed in any way, that you Want to. What I had intended
to do was to give an overview, a few words about each of they six
problems. I can then Ito into depth in any one of the problem areas
or I can give an overview of our recommendations.

Mr. 011nna. Well, I think, Mr. Lifson, perhaps the best way to
handle it would be le you give us a brief overview of the problems
and your major recommendations in each of the six areas. Then I will
open up the matter for questions and members of the committee might
wish to draw you out on a particular aspect of what you say.

Mr. DELLENBACK. Mr. Chairman, may I ask a question at this stage?
Do we have in the prepared task force report before us a summary of
problems and recommendations?

Is there any place in this report that details these. six areas to which
you now refer, Mr. Lifson?

Mr. LiPsox. Yes.
Mr. DMENIIACIL Are they outlined here ?
Mr, Lisort. Yes; they are in the table of contents, the six problem

areas are under the "Team Views." The report is orgai.,,,ed the way
that Commissioner Ottina asked us to do it.

First, we reported back the views of the external world and then
we reported back the team views on the six problems, intermingling
our recommendations along with the. problems. But on the second
page of the table of .contents, IX, we would start out with "Team
Views of Collection of Present Debt," and X is "Team Views on the
Target and the Need for the Program," and XI is "Collection of Fu-
ture Debt," and chapter XII is "Team Views on Availability of
Funds," and XIII is "Team Views on Administration," and XIV is
"Team Views on Straining of Integrity,"

Mr. DELtnxnAcx. Those are the six problems ?
Mr. Luesot. Yes.
Mr. DEILENencit. Thank you very much, Mr, Chairman.
Mr. OltAnA. I might add, Mr. Lifson, you see one of our problems

is we didn't get these reports from the Office of Education until this
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morning and we have not had a chance to really thoroughly review
them,

I think the method you suggested is a good one, starting off with,
I guess, in essence, No, IX of the table of contents,

Mr..Lirsox, Yes,
Mr. O'HARA. All right, why don't you do that, please.
Mr. Lirsox. All right, the team views on the subproblems relative

to the collection of the present indebtedness is, first of all, there
iwas not apparent to us, in the Office of Education, any concept of a

system of collecting this debt.
That may have been a lack of emphasis in the briefing that was given

to us, but it was signaled by its absence rather than anything we could
criticize, that the Office of Education did not s"em to have any concept
as
going

how this debt should be collected or any systematized way of
aoin about it, That is one of the problems.e

Another problem is they don't have enough personnel to collect
this kind of indebtedness,

Another sub-problem is they are not permitted to use any outside
help, any outside collection agencies in collecting the debt, Thus far,
no litigation in attempting to collect the indebtedness has been used;

Another serious problem is: In addition to the amount of default
that is present and apparent, there is a substantial amount of what
we call "overhanging default," default that has not yet matured, but
which OE has already perceived.

Then there is sonic overhanging default which OE has not perceived
which has arisen in that schools, and we think some States, have re-
purchased their paper so as to show a spuriously low default rate,

There is, in effect, a box of defaulted paper overhanging a claim on
the Government, These are the problems that are involved in the col.
leetion of the present indebtedness,

With regard to our recommendations, we first feel that the collec-
tion of this debt should be done with a degree of toughness which
considers that much of this indebtedness was incurred by the student
under situations that at least the student could consider fraudulent
or misrepresentative or at least in ignorance,

That should not be true of the collection of the future indebtedness,
But, here, we are in effect seven fairly hordnosed businessmen saying:
Don't really put all of the pressure that you would otherwise on the
students because of the situation surrounding the incurrence of the
indebtedness,

Second, "%VP. would very, very strongly insist, the Government
not staff up to collect the present indebtednes`s. That is a onetime
workload that, if you do the things that we, as well as other people,
have recommended he done in the future, this kind of workload of col-
lection of default will not continue.

So, at least for this one -tune shot, OE should contract with an out-
side collection an.ency.

We recommend establishing a deadline for these overhanging de-
faults, that is, tell the institutions that have bought back their own
paper either to submit it within a year or sonic other time period, or
the claim on tit Government is no longer valid.

We very strongly suggest that the Office of Education consider that
it is not equipped to perform any collection effort.
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We say, "consider it." We say "absolutely contract the bulk of it
with outside contractors," but you might consider the kinds of people
that make successful collectors and whether they work successfully
in a Government atmosphere.

Our studies indicate that they do not. Our speculation of the Gov-
ernment atmosphere is such that the kind of a fellow who is a suc-
cessful collector is not going to be found in the Government.

Next, we say that the OE certainly should systematize, should per-
form some kind of a system study on its collection effort.

The next problem area is the target and the need for the pro-
gram. We all agreed that the program is needed and we all agreed
that the original legislated target, the middle-class student who needed
a loan of convenience, was certainly appropriate. But we felt that by
administrative action, the actual target had shifted from the legislated
target and thathere was considerable confusion among all concerned,
as to whether the program was designed and is being administered
and is perceived b?, students and schools as a lending program or a
disguised grant. This is evident among tl - recipients and adminis-
trators and lenders and schools.

We felt that the characteristics of the student target were unsure
and were being changed from the legislative intent by administrative
procedures.

We felt there was some question as to practical access of students
to the program, either by awareness or the fund availability or other
things which were Nrt of the problem of the target.

We felt that, again, not so much by what they said, but by what
they didn't say, .that there was no calculated knowledge among the
Office of Education's staff as to the ultimate amount ot Government
subsidy the program would require or whether the program as pres-
ently administered used the subsidy in the most cost-effective way.

There is a concern among us that expenses were not planned and
the amount of money just sort of happened.

We felt that a very serious shift in what we call the institutional
target had occurred, that the program was moving enrollments from
small colleges to large universities, from financially weak institutions
to financially stronger institutions, from small independently owned
proprietary schools to those proprietary schools that were a subsid-
iary of a large cmyoration or had very strong banking connections.

We felt that this was not what was supposed to happen either legis-
latively or in line with other public policies.

We felt that the goals of the Office of Education's staff were not
stated in an appropriate way, that their goals seemed to be loan volume
rather than education enhanced.

Many of the other solutions that are listed deal with defining the
target but, in substance, I think we say, that the target ought to be
legislated and then not changed by administrative action.

Mr. O'lAnA. Hear, Hear I
Mr, Lirsox. Well, you see, we have the advantage of making these

recommendations in complete naivete.
Mr. O'HAnA. If we can find a way to do that, we would have found

a key to one of our great problems.
Mr. Lirsox. Well, we think that both the administrative action and

the legislation would be helped by any information about the ultimate

g.4
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size of the market. We would say the market could be defined as under-
education caused by financial strains,

We would like to see the market share, and again we are thinking in
businessmen's terms here, that is presently served by the GSLP proj-
ect, We would like to see awareness and perception of the product in
the market and some kind of analog to a price-volume relationship.

I find it difficult to express this verbally or in the report, but we
felt. that the Government has a certain more or less fixed amount of
money to spend on educational loans and that that money presently is
being spent really in three ways t Some of it is being spent in ad-
ministering the program, Some of it is being spent on interest sub-
sidies, either the full subsidized interest, or the amount that the Govt'
eminent makes up over and above what the student pays (the special
allowance) and some of it is being paid on defaults,

We feel that consideration of how to distribute that sum of money
has really not been based on very much information, We think that if
the study were made the result would be to spend less on the default,
probably more on the administration and less on the interest subsidy
the Government has to pay.

But the people in the Office of Education did not seem to have any
concept of that kind of thinking. That is what I mean by defining the
target and legislating the funds to serve that target.

Our other recommendations that bear on that .particular problem
are to consolidate programs, one loan program and one grant program.

A recommendation that is really more aimed at correcting, the de-
fault situation is to eliminate interest-subsidized loans, If the individ-
ual is from a middle-class family and needs a loan of convenience, lend
him the money. If he is not able to pay the interest, make that a grant,
but have one loan program and one grant program. Don't confuse
them.

Eliminate the needs analysis for the loan program. I think that has
been substantially done already.

Prevent the schools from being lenders, either directly or indirectly,
That would help to correct this shift of institutional target by spread-
ing the support out to all instituions, making the loan what they call
portable rather than in effect giving all of the help to the financially
strong institutions,

Part of defining the target, at least in the eyes of the students and
the schools and probably the bankers, would be to require a downpay-
ment and ongoing interest payments. This will tend to assure a student
target that is committed to becoming educated.

This recommendation may create some problems in costs in admin-
istering the program, I will address that when I talk about the
problems of banks. We feel the benefits of doing this would far out-
weigh the costs,

Reassess the appropriateness of the program for home study stu-
dents, In the report itself you will see some quotes from the presidents
of home study institutions that indicate that GSL may not be ap-
propriate for their use,

Then restate OE goals in terms of educational enhancement rather
than money loaned. Cost effectiveness should be part of their goals,
too,
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In the collection of the future debt : part of the problem is tlt, at-
titude of bankers that this is a money.losing proposition, and they ,st
really are not going to put the effort into collecting the debt that tau
would if it were their own money.

Part of it is attitude of the students who do not really understand
that they are gettine. a loan rather than a grant, or who understand
it but are coerced by the salesmen or take loans figuring that they
have a way out of paying it when they graduate.

Part of it is in the posture of the schools who, in effect, are now
selling loans rather than education and who, to use the term "cream"
the good credit risks for themselves. What GSLP winds up with is
the credit risks that nobody else wants.

Part of the problem is in knowledge of when a loan is in default
and then locating defaulters. Part of it is in the prohibition or at least
practice of prohibition against using legal remedies.

In summary, our suggestions here are, No. 1, preventing the schools
from being lenders either directly or indirectly. Schools are not set
up or stalled to perform this function and they arc more likely to mis-
represent the fact that it is a loan rather than a grant than the banks
would be.

We think we cut some of the debt problem off of the front end, a
substantial an must -byeliminuting-schookas lenders.

Again, sonic of the team members question whether home study
schools are appropriate for this. Traditionally, home study schools
have a noncollection rate that is hi the maybe 20- or 30- percent range
and this just is not the kind of a noncollection rate that GSLP should
tole -ate.

Eliminating from the program the loans with subsidized interest
payments is an absolute must. The routine payment of interest pro.
vises an immediate, continued contact between the student and the
lender and students who are willing to make an interest payment are
much less likely to clefault on the principal amount.

In collections, once you get that first payment made, you are over
the hump. A significant majority of these students who have defaulted .

never made payment No. 1. That is true in our other lending and collec-
tion experience as well. It is absurd for us to have a program wherein
the first payment by the student init be sonic years deferred. You are
just, inviting default.

We also say to require tt downpayment from each student, The fig.
tire of $100 was suggested. This, we feel, would also do a lot in the
same vein to correct that default situation as well as to improve the
target to those committed to education.

We would want the interest payments, to be made by the student
monthly. Just thinking of the amount of interest payments mid ottr
personal knowledge of students, we felt that if the student is not will.
mg, and this is not in the report because we did not know how to say it
but if a student, is not willing to wash cars or mow lawns or wash
dishes, or something, enough to earn another $8 and $10 a month to
make the interest payment, lie is not probably all that interested in his
education, We feel that the advantages of reducing the amount of
default and therefore enabling the Government to fund inueli more
education would far outweigh the disadvantage of any disabling of
some students to receive their education because they could not niTord ,
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the interest payment, Even in that situation, we said to go ahead and
give them a grant to pay the interest, if we have to, but make them
make that payment monthly.

Another recommendation had to do with having a specialist, cur-
rently knowledgeable about the program, that perhaps OE would train
and certify at each lending institution,

We felt that when the student enrolled in school he should reaffirm,
by his signature, that it is a loan and the conditions of the loan and
at that time waive the defense of bankruptcy and infancy and let him
put clown a social security number and say you can use social security
to trace them, You should just make it.cvident to the student that it
a loan and that you will use every power that' you have to collect it.

Some of the problems in defaults emir because funds are paid to
the school way out of proportion to the education received,

We said that funds should be disbursed in proportion to the educa-
tion received and that would eliminate some of the cancellation and
refund problems.

Require exit interviews and shorten the grace period, Publish a re-
port card on both schools and 'Anders relative to dropouts among
student borrowers and delinquencies and loan npayments,

Do a system study on OE collection efforts and one of the suggestions
that some of the members agreed with, and this has more to do with
funding than default, is that when the loan maturedit would be pur-
chased from the bank by the Social Security Agency, who would then
collect it through the regular social security deductions.

Now, I can go into that more, if you like.
With regard to the fund availability, I can best state that by some

quotes
The primary reason funds are not available is 1110 the program is not a proflta

ide use of the bank's assets. The nominal rate is less than the cost of funds. The
bonus of the special allowance is uncertain and does not cover handling costs
and until this law that has recently changed becomes effective, the nonearning
use of meta while the claim Is being processed further reduces the yield.

In addition to the very direct high handling costs of these loans lenders feel
that there are unknown but substantial indirect costs involved, primarily the
requirements for bank officers to deal with the Government, the schools and the
students and assured adherence to unclear and frequently changing Govern
meat procedures.

The growing uncertainty about Government guarantees is another detriment to
the fund supply. An additional factor is the relative unliquidity of this asset
use,

Another quote
We entered the program partially on the basis of improving service to our

market and partially for the good of the public. We are dubious about the ad
vantages in the marketplace. We know the loans are unprofitable and damage
our liquidity and we feel as long as we are doing this for the good of the
public, at the strong request of the Government, that we are enduring uncalled
for costs and irritation because of the way the Government is administering the
pragra nt.

Inordinate amount of paperwork, actual delay and perceived procrastination in
paytneht of claims, inek of definition of due diligence, itt collections, rumored re
quirement for due diligence is lending if Indeed we had to use diligence in lend
ing we would never make any of these loans ,

Confusion in the Office of tlducation as to regulations and low, uncertain
and arbitrary yield,

That stuns up why funds are not available,
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Our recommendation, or rather recommendations about fond avail..
ability are: if indeed you legislated the target and legislated the
funding for the target, it would help,

Second, the yield rate should be established that would not
quire banks to subsidize the program. We feel that it is an imposition
on the banks to ask them to do this_ and that if subsidy be required,
it should be at the expense of the general taxpayers rather than the
lender.segment of the economy.

We would suggest tying, the yield rate to some specific measure like
Federal funds rate, or prime, or Treasury bill Tate. Our favorite is
the Vedet at funds rate, what the average would be for that over
a time poriod, and the banks should be certain as to the yield.

Some other recommendations concern the calculations of liquidity
and capital adequacy, which is done by the bank regulatory agencies
and consideration should be given to the fact that these loans are
Government guaranteed.

Provide operational definitions of "due diligence in collections," I
believe that has been done now.

Provide operational definition of due diligence in loan initiation,
Eliminate procrastination and delay in payment of. claims.
Simplify, establish, and make uniform throughout OE its dealings

with and requirements-of the banks.
Those of us knowledgeable about banks and banking operations felt

that the adminiitrative costs to the banks and the schools of these
loans could be substantially reduced by making the requirements
parallel with existing installment loan procedures. A study should be
made, not only of the procedure of how the loans are administered to
reduce the paperwork cost, but also of the special requirements 'that
were established that entail costly procedures.

It would not be a study limited to how to comply with the reqire-
ments, but include the wisdom of the requirements as well. In other
words, bend the requirements to n_ llow us to parallel existing install-
mnt loan procedures.

Just to give you an idea, most of the banks who know their costs
feel that these loans cost in the neighborhood of 41/2 to 5 percent of
outstandings to administer, which is about three to four times as much
as the cost to administer a regular installment loan.

There are firms, generally-banks, which contract with smaller banks
or other banks for the administration both of these loans and regular
installment loans.

Again% we are talking about a facto'. of, four or five times the cost
to administer these versus the regular installment loans. We think that
could be cut.

We think incidentally, the Office of Education should promulgate
knowledge of these contract processors and endorse their guarantee of
due diligence, This would eliminate uncertainty in the processing costs
and in the views of many banks reduce the processing costs and make
the gitarlintee something that they didn't have to worry about.

With regard to funding, there were two other suggestions, One of
them was that theloans could be made attractive by authorizing some
Government, agency to purchase these loans at a discount favorable
to banks or to use them as collateral for loans that were made at rates
below the current cost of funds for the banks.

0:4 '2
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Although the team did not specifically investigate Salle Mae, favor-
able continents about it were conspicuous by their absence.

Here is where this concept of social security really came into play.
We felt that this program was sort of a front end social security, It
was the disbursement of money at the beginning of a person's career
rather than at the end of it. Viewed philosophically or conceptually,
investment in education would 'wince the individual's need for social
security at the end of career and probably increment his input into
the social security system during his career.

If this logic is followed, we said it would make sense for social se-
curity to buy the paper from flip banks when the loan enters the payout
period and then collect it by incrementing the payroll deduction,

We discussed the fact that maybe you just keep deducting past the
present limit for social securityabout $13,000 a year nowand just
keep that on, you know, up to maybe $20,000 or $25,000, so that the
individual who really benefited vocationally from this education would
be indeed paying it back, Those individuals who never benefited would
be paying hardly any social security, thus really would not be paying
It back, We support that sort of philosophical consideration.

The problems with regard to administration concerned the paper-
wOrk that the schools must perform, which is very cumbersome for
.them and about twice us cumbersome, for example, as the NDL pro -
gram which we did not investigate,

The paperwork in the banks is a real problem, as indicated by the
magnitude of the cost that I mentioned, The manuals and the proce-
dures furnished by OE are missing and inadequate. There is much
confusion perceived by schools and lenders. The schools and lenders
perceive that OE is confused, They ,(ret what they perceive as conflict-
ing directives and they get particularly with schools that operate in
many States, get. differai't interpretations from the different regions.
They feel that the directives change or zigzag from their direction
very. frequently. There is just general confusion that exists in. the ad-
ministration of the program emanating from OE, Banks feeLthere is
unwarranted application approval delay, and they perceive the Gov-
ernment as procrastinating in paying Oft of the claims.

The suggestions deal inctividuelly with each of those problems and
they involVet in effect, the Oflie,e of Eduintion "cleaning uti its act"
and performing studies to simplify the paperwork and stalling up to
eliminate the application delay and defining due diligence so that the
claims could be paid and other administrative-type recommendations,

The problem of the straining of integrity is probably the one that
bothered us the most and I am going to just read from our report:

The problem of straittine lite integrity of students, schools and lenders and the
Perceived integrity of the Government is also suffering,

Specific suggestions to reduce the strain on integrity have been incorporated in
the suggestions relative to other problem,

Of particular significance are those, concerning the change in the student's
attitude by acknowledging the loan contract, making a downpayment and tanking
monthly interest payments,

The definition, leglsiatlott, and funding of the target find the modifications and
clarifications required of On,

Now, when we talk about straining the integrity, we feel that, the
banks and schools are beginning to distrust the Government because of
purposeful procrastination in paying off the claims, in at least per-
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ceived confusion about the target and administrative procedures
with OE. We feel that the banks are straining their integrity by
really coercing the schools to get around the law by making it at-
tractive for banks to lend either to schools or to lend to students.
Schools are straining their integrity by doing this with the banks and
they are straining their integrity by coercing students by misrepresen-
tations or high pressure selling techniques to sell loans rati..er than
education,

What happens is that the cost of the schools goes up enormously
and it must be passed on to the students one way or another, The stu-
dents are not starting out on the right foot if they are thinking when
they make the loan about taking bankruptcy action or about evading
or avoiding payment of it or about misusing of funds or about con-
sidering it a right rather than something they must apply for.

Mr. O'HAttA, Mr. Lifson, we appreciate your work very much, I am
very impressed by your report. I think that maybe what you are really
saying is that the guaranteed student loan program is not it very well-
conceived program, is that right? Or at least that is the way it operates.

In the first place, it is being called on to carry a very large share of
the load. It is not an attractive program for lenders, The borrowers
feel put upon. They feel that they ought to be getting a grant or that
they are being taken in some way, at least t large share of them feel
that way.

Thbse who get into the program almost uniformly have had a bad
experience with it.

The schools have staggering burdens of paperwork and much more
than they do with the direct loan program. The banks have staggering
burdens. They are being asked to perform an unnatural act, that is,
to loan money to someone they do not consider a good credit risk, They
are kind of unhappy about that,

I think if we were to do a one-sentence siunmilly of your report,
the would say the program is a mess; is that right?

Mr, Ltrsox. If I may be allowed to give a one-sentence summary,
I would say that the program of providing loans of convenience to
midd ile-class students s very much needed,

Mr. O'ILuIA, But this is not it?
Mr. Timor:. But this is not it,
Mr. O'HAtiA, Yes; all right. I think that is even a better one-sentence

summitry than mine, although I am not going to give up on mine,
Mr. Erlenborn, do you have any questions you would like to direct

to Mr. Lifson?
Mr. Eitamottic Thank you, Mr. Chairman,
Building on the last exchange, let me say this program originally

was designed to be the vehicle for loans to be made among middle-class
students, Much to my displeasure, it was changed to the one of a loan
of necessity rather than of convenience,

Let me ask a question about one of your observations, and I guess
these pages are not numbered. Well, some of them are and this should
be page 781 item No, 13, where you say that there ought to be a way
to discount these loans or use them as collateral for borrowing, Then
you make the observation, "Although the team did not specifically
Investigate Sallie Mae, favorable comments about it were conspicu.
ens by their absence,"
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I am a little confused by that statement. H you didn't study Sallie
Mae, why would you comment favorably or unfavorably?

Mr. Lusox. We had thought, in interviewing the bankers, that there
would be considerable comment that they expected some participa-
tion in Sallie Mae. They just did not. Although we didn't study it,
two of the members of the team are bank presidents and very knowl-
edgeable about Fannie Mae and Sallie Mae and other such programs
and they were surprised that there were no comments.

Air. iflatamonx. I see. That clarifies it. The favorable comments
you are talking about are not from your team members, but from
the bankers?

Mr. Lttisort. Right.
Mr. ERLENlioRN. Since Sallie Mae does provide a place to dis4ount

and a place to use the loans to borrow money, a much needed service,
can you make any observations as to why, since that service is appar
ently needed and Sallie Mae furnishes that, it would not be looked at
favorably ?

Air. Lirsox, I think that it would be looked on favorably, but the
prognosis for Sallie Mae's flyin,,n. is not good in the eyes of the bankers.
There really is no market for that paper. What the banks are looking
for is a place to move that paper, not just keep reinvesting it without
any points.

So, does that answer your question ?
We don't think it is going to be a source of funds, although we did

not study it.
EIUMNBORN, Yes. Thank you.

Mr. Ltrsox, If I may elaborate on our views of the program, we do
not think that the program should be abandoned. The things that need
to be done to bring the program back to providing loans of conven-
ience to middle-class students with availability of funds and smoother
administrative procedures which are certainly "double," The skeleton
and the original concept of the program is very good. You just have to
refurbish it somewhat, in order to make it viable.

Mr. MILENI101111. Are .you suggesting, for instance, that the family
income test, $15,000, for instance, or maybe tut increased amount for the
sttbsidized loan be reinstated?

Mr. Larsox. We don't think there should be an interest subsidized
loan. We think that the student ought to pay the interest on all loans,
and if he is too distressed to pray the interest he ought to be given a
pita to pay the interest and if distressed beyond that, point he might to
ba given it basic educational opoprtunity giant.

We do not think the needs analysis is useful at any income level.
In other words, we felt that the needs analysis test was so cumbersome
to administer and that yott are sifting out, so few recipients who really
should nott you know, because they are wealthy, should not get the
loans, that it is just not worthwhile doing.

It would Ito cost effective to it everybody who wanted a. loan of
convenience and was willing to pay the interest get the loan, regard-
legs of his family income,

Now,. there is a middle ground probably in just looking at the Inter-
nal Revenue return and if the adjusted family income is $15,000 or
$16,000 or some $17,000 you don't need a needs analysis test or make
that test, but our real feeling is that would sift out just such minor
disbursement of funds, it would be worth doing.
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'Mr. EHLEN11011N. Did you find anywhere that there WAS a growing
difficulty in utilizing a needs analysis because of the earlier emancipa-
tion of students, many students feeling that at age18 they can vote and
apply for food stamps and that they consider themselves being emanci..
pated and therefore their family income is irrelevant?

Mr. Luosor. We did not directly interview any students and I would
not be able to comment on that at all. Certainly the comments of the
bankers and the schools do not indicate that. They principally indi-
cated they were distressed by the student's feeling that this was a right.
They were coming in demanding the loan rather than negotiating or
applying for it,

Mr. EnuoNnoex, Thank you ver3, much, Mr, Chairman.
Mr. O'IlAnA, Thank you, Mr. Erlenborn.
Now, Mr. Lifson, you have a number of very interesting and chal-

lenging recommendations. Of course, you unaerstand it is going to
be very difficult for this committee but ]C think the committee is going
to have to tackle the question of the administrative details.

Rather than having the executive branch get into the business of
legislating, maybe we ought to have the legislative branch get into the
business of administering.

So, we are going to have to go into the whole question of how this
thing is administered because, you are right, the administration is very
cumbersome and very difficult and you are not the first witness to have
said so, but you are-one who said so very convincingly and with a good
deal of experience behind you and work behind you.

With respect to the collection problem, I agree with ;you that we have
not been terribly successful and that perhaps it does make a lot of sense

- to engage private contractors, as it were, collection agencies, and I was
a little surprised to learn from your testimony that, as a matter of
policy, and I didn't realize this, that as a matter of policy legal action
is not taken to collect these debts. Friendly persuasion is the limit of
the action taken.

Mr, LIMN. The team member who investigated it said he did not
find any instances where legal action was taken in the loan collection.

Mr. O'llAnn. That is really rather a surprising comment. If you
don't have recourse to legal action, you can't have a very effective col-
lection program. You should at least have the threat of legal action in
order to be very effective in collecting these debts,

Mr. Lino% Well, the threat is there, but he just never found that
action taken.

Mr. O'llAnA, It is like the atomic or nuclear weapons game. You
have to have a credible threat, not just a threat.

Mr. EntIN11011N, Mr. Chairman, you are not suggesting we use one
of those once in it while to make it credible?

Mr, 011AnA. No, I think our threats have tole believable.
Mr, Ent,uxnonx, Despite my levity,, I agree with you.
Mr. tinow. We have had experience with commercial collection

agencies. We feel that their policies would be much what time Govern -'
meat would want. We feel that the, again, the c,tilledion of the vesent
indebtedness must be made considering the conditions tinder which the
indebtedness was incurred, but we fed that individuals, by collection
agencies, arc rTt into really four categories, three of which apply.

If the individual has the wherewithal and has received real value
from the product, you really ought to press him for payment,
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We would recommend, even in the case of the present indebtedness
where that condition prevails, to really go after him,

Second, this man has received real value but is unable to pay, there
you use a different kind of pressure,

Third, the man is unable to pay and has not received any value,
There you really do not expect to get much in the collection agencies
and they do not exert much effort on it,

Mr. Hatimoior. Might I say at this point that there is a fourth
category ; that is, where the person has ability to pay but feels he has
not gotten real value,

Mr. LirsoN. Yes. In that one, you very strongly advise him that his
credit is being damaged, you use a stronger method of persuasion than
in the category where the man cannot pay and has not gotten anything
of value anyway.

Mr. EIMENBOHN, I find this interesting, that you would put that
question of value in the equation.

If the student is dealing with a bank and he is borrowing money,
should the bank be in a position of a guarantor that the educational
experience is going to be valuable?

Mr. LirsoN. No, Congressman Erlenborn, I am not talking about a
moral judgment of what the bank should do. I am talking about the
practical operations of collection agencies. They operate on a very thin
margin and must be very cost effective.

It is just not cost effective to pursue an instance where the man has
not received anything of value to the extent that you can when a man
has received something of value,

I am not just talking about education, but like in a credit card col-
lection, if a man is disputing, say he makes a Master Charge purchase
and he gets Into a dispute with the store as to whether it worked or he
wanted to return it, the amount of effort used on that is different from
the amount of effort that the man used when he got the item and used
it and then just didn't pay.

Mr, EntimonN. If you are talking about a commercial transaction
where a person is buying goods or services on credit, that would seem to
me to have application, but let us leave this in the commercial field, If
the person goes to a bank and borrows money and then purchases goods
or services with the borrowed money, is that question of value in the
equation at all when it comes to the bank trying to collect

Ltvsos. No.
Mr. lilet,tNnoul,, All right. I think this is kind of an important

point to make because we have two types of loans in this guaranteed
student loan field. One is the loan made by the educational institu-
tion, because they often are lenders and I think there is a move to
make them the lenders more and more often.

There, I think the student is encouraged to put this element of value
into the equation. If the student feels he has not had a valuable educa-
tional experience he may feel he has no requirement to repay the
institution.

Mr. Lysol', You are right,
Mr. Entmoonx, On the other hand, if the loan is made from the

bank, it is in that commercial transaction category where the question
of validity of the educational experience is really not involved in the
obligation of the student to repay, would you agree?

e:J
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Mr. LIFSON. I would agree that you are practically right, but I
would tell you that in the minds of the students, these two concepts are
completely intertwined.

Mr. ERLENBORN. You mean the student makes no differentiation. He
feels the bank is somehow or other the guarantor of the validity of the
educational experience?

Mr. LIPSON. No, he just feels if he receives something not of value to
regardless of where he made the loan, he is not obligated to

pay it.
Mr. ERLENBORN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. O'HARA. I think those two are very closely tied in, you have

recommended that the schools not be lenders. You recommend not only
that the school not be a lender but the school not be involved directly
or indirectly with the loan and I think that you went into that collec-
tion problem about value received obviously when the school has been
involved in some way.

Mr. Lip soil. Yes.
Mr. O'HARA. And the borrower says, well, they didn't give me the

kind of program they promised me. Therefore, I should not have to
repay.

This is somewhat like the fellow who enlists in the Army, and Mr.
Erlenborn and I run across them all the time, and he discovered after
he got in that the Army is not quite as fun a place as the recruiter rep -
reseed it to be and he thinks then he should be released.

I ess, though, the two problems are clearly associated.
Mrs. Luso:. Excuse me. I hope you heard me say that the collection

of future indebtedness should be treated differently from the collection
of present indebtedness. If you do the things that we recommend now
certainly you are going to change the conditions of the loan in the mind
of the student, and you can be completely tough. You collect your
internal revenue or social security and do everything in your power to
collect it.

What we are suggesting is that you take into consideration the pe-
culiar circumstances surrounding the incurrence of theindebtedness
that occurred up until you make those changes. That is where I get
into a concept of value received.

Mr. O'HARA. Let's go into this, though. We say, all right, commercial
lenders will make the loans, not educational institutions. So, there is
some reason for an educational institution to take on the overhead ex-
pulses of a loan, because, after all, they are getting themselves a stu-
dent with it, where as, if the lender is a commercial institution, the
only reason in the world for them taking on this loan is because they
hope they are going to make money on it.

Now, some of them take it on as a public service, but if you are going
to expand the program you will have to make it possible for them to
make money.

Oh, you suggest it ought to be possible for them to make money, there
ought to be a loan incentive rate or interest rate that is established ac-
cording to a floating rate that will follow the prime rate in some way.
You also say, eliminate the interest subsidy.

As you well know, banks do not maim any loans without interest
subsidies today, because they would much prefer getting that one
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check from Uncle Sam, even though it is late, then having to pursue
those students and to try to collect fronfthem.

So, there are no unsubsidized loans made for all practical purposes.
But you are saying we should make all of the loans subsidized' that
Uncle Sam not pay interest on behalf of them and the bank' has to go
to chase every student borrower, it seems to me that is going to add a
great deal to a already high administrative cost and in order to make
it worthwhile for the hanks we are really going to have to give them a
very, very fat subsidy or else we are going to give them a very high
interest rate on these loans, and then that, gets into the question of
whether the whole thing is worth it, does it not ?

I mean, if, as an example, if we are going to haVe to, in order to
make the thing worthwhile for the bank, if we are going to have to
provide for let's say a 7-percent interest rate and a 7-percent subsidy
rate, if they can get 12 or 14 percent on an automobile loan, and they
have gotten security, they can go out and grab the automobile, why
should they expect to get less on one of these student loans?

If we are going to do this, eit is going to become a very expensive
proposition, isn't it, if we go this route?

Mr. Lirsox. Well, you are making an uncollateralized loan. They
certainly can go out and repossess the automobile. Repossession is ex-
pensive also. I would think banks would just as soon have the guaran-
tee of the Government as they would to have the ability to go out and
hot-wire a car and bring it back.

Mr. O'llAnA, But, of course, they are giving the loan to a fellow
with a job when they give the automobile loan.

Mr. LIPSON% Yes, but we are not asking the banks to assess the credit
worthiness of the students. The Government is saying it is part of the
subsidy, as part of the subsidy it will guarantee the credit of the loan
so long as the bank follows certain procedures in :initiating the loan.

What .I am saying is, the amount of money that will eventually be
spent in paying claims would be reduced significantly more than the
amount of money that the Government would have to pay to banks
either in administrative costs or additional interest if you made the
loans such that the banks had to coiled the $8 or $10 a month.

What would happen then, it is like N. payment on a credit card. As
soon as the man misses one payment, that triggers some action,

Mr. 0911Ann, That is right. In other words, the fellow does not get
himself so deeply into debt before you find out he is slow paying.

Mr. Lirsorr. That is right. If
you

makes $100 downpayment and
pays $8 a month or whatever it would be interest paymentswell, you
miss 80 days on your 13tinkAmericard and you hear about it and they
recall your card.

I think the same, or the analog would apply in this situation. Just
thinking of the administrative costs that the banks would incur, I feel
that if you paralleled the requirements and the procedures to routine
installment loan procedures, not credit cards 'but something like that,

iand required the interest payment to be made monthly, that the sav-
ings that you could make in other administrative procedures 'would
keep the total bank paperwork cost down to as little, well down to the
figure that it now is, or less.
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Mr. OlimiA, Well, I think that is what we have to look into. There
are two approaches that you can take. One is to try to make the pro-
gram attractive to lenders by making it financially attractive to them.

The other approach is you let the school assume some of the costs of
the program, because after all they are getting the students out of it,
and they are sellinw their wares and it is something like having an
automobile dealer assume the part of the cost of administering it, you
know, he signs up the buyer and he does some of the paperwork and
he is happy to do it because he is selling an automobile.

Mr. Lirsorr. Yes.
Mr. O'HARA. These schools would be more or less happy to assume

some of the costs because they arelling an education and filling up
their classrooms and assuring their jobs and so forth.

So those are the two ways you can do it. But you pointed out some
of the difficulties in involving institutions in the thing. You found
some active misrepresentation and you found some refusals to pay on
the basis of no value received.

Then, some of your recommendations get a little inconsistent be-
cause, then, you also say, maybe we ought to pay out the loan, dis-
burse the funds to the school.; and then let the school disburse them to
the students. That is your number 12.

Mr. Lipsox. What happens now is the school gets a check from the
Government at the time, roughly the time that the.student is enrolled.
What we are suggesting is that fliose funds be disbursed perhaps on a
quarterly basis, but as the student receives education,

Mr. O'HARA. I guess I had less apprehension. I thought if my son
went to the bank to borrow money to go to school', that they woula give
him the money and he would then pay the school.

Mr. Lirsox, Yes,
Mr. O'HAUA. Well, what?
Mr. Lirsort. What I am saying is, instead of paying it all down, let

the student pay on a pro rata basis when these loans are involved.
Mr. O'HAnA..All right; I understand,
Mr. Enumnoor, Will you yield?
Mr. O'HARA. Yes.
Mr. Ent,Exitonx. Apparently the thrust is not whether it is sent to

the school, but periodic disbursement and it has been discussed in
hearings before the committee before and banks made the point that
it adds to their admi

m
nistrative volume and they would prefer not to

Mr. Ltrsox. Indeed it does add to their administrative costs and
unless you take some other measures I am convinced they would prefer
not to make periodic disbursements, but their preference should be seen
in light of the fact that they are not bearing the defaults.

I cannot emphasize too much how large we think that default is
going to be and our deliberations were very strong, in effect, in doing
some other things that might be more administratively expensive in
order to reduce that default probability.

Mr. OlImm, I am sorry; go ahead,
Mr. Faimmoot, I was just going to ask, have you analyzed where

the defaults occur? Are they widespread or in certain types of
institutions I

Mr. Ittosom We did not.
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Mr. EituNnoaN. I think we have had some evidence before this
committee on that.

Mr. LIFSON. We recommended that report cards be, ublished about
delinquencies and defaults on schools and lending. institutions.

Mr. ERLENBORN. I think we are going to get some interesting inform
motion, and have had in the past, about differences among vocational
educational institutions. proprietary institutions, and certain city
institutions for primarily the disadvantaged, The latter category,
according to information that has been made available to this commit-
tee, is where the greatest level of default exists. In fact, the central
YMCA college in Chicago, institutions like that, have a very, very
high rate otclefaults.

Mr. O'llmtA. I know you suggest, too, a possible system of differ-
ential insurance fee. The insurance fee, of course, is paid by the bor-
rower, so one of the questions obviously the borrower will be asked
is, "What school are you going to attend and have you been accepted
or where will you be admitted?" and then you look at your chart and
if it is Subway Tech. and they have a very high default rate, say,
among their students, you say, "All right, fine, your, insurance fee is
8 percent or something like that."

And if it is some other school where the default rate is much lower,
you would say, "Well, your insurance fee is one -tenth of 1 percent."

Mr. LiiSort. Yes; may I comment on your comment about the
schools paying some of the administrative costs ?

Mr. O'HAto.. Yes.
Mr. LrysoN. We would agree with that. The economics of, at least

the schools we know about, is that there is in the neighborhood of 80
or 35 percent marginal profitability on tuitions, That is, out of every
$1,000 received there is maybe $800 or $350 that goes to pay fixed
overhead and hopefully generates a profit.

Mr. O'HARA. Yes.
Mr, Lirsox..We do not know of a practical way to do this, but if

it could be arranged for the schools to charge no different tuition,
whether or not the students were enrolled in the loan program, but
either pay the Government or the bank, you know, hke 8 percent
of the tuition for handling the student loan program, we would like
that and would recommend it.

The marginal profitability, the profitability of the schools that
have taken advantage, and use that term advisedly, of this pro-
gram has been tremendous. It is not until the funds dried tip and
they realized the cash flow situation was so desperate they realized
the trap they had gotten into. If the funds are available and schools
take advantage by enrolling many more students than they otherwise
would, it seems reasonable to us for them to pay part of the admin-
istrative fees, that they don't pass it on to students who are specially
in the program. But we say do not try to accomplish it by allowing
schools to be lenders, because if you do it will -be passed on to all
students and these kinds of students in particular.

The schools are not set up to be lenders and not set up to be
collector%

It would inure to the benefit of these schools that had financial
strength rather than small independent schools; We have documented
in our report why we do not recommend it.
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But to acconiplish getting schools to bear part of the administra-
tive costs, if a practical way of doing it could be found, we recom-
mend it.

Mr. O'HARA. Of course, if it is a public institution it might be
the taxpayer that is paying the administrative cost or part of the
administrative cost.

I ant fascinated by the suggestion that you make, your No. 11,
where you are saying that the Government In effect ought to keep a
list of debt collection agencies, an approved ,list, as it were.

Mr. LitisoN.. Not debt collection agencies, but contract loan proc
essors.

There is a difference. Do you understand what a contract loan
processor is?

Mr. O'llitnA, Yes, but in terms of due diligence, in other words,
an enforcement, in Other words, the contract loan processor, in effect,
guarantees that he will use due diligence.

Somehow or, other you have Uncle Sam say to the lender, look,
if you use one of etese approved processes, you are not going to have
an trouble u.s on establishing due diligence.

Mr. Lirsox. ltight. We recommend that.
Now, you see, we say that due diligence should be operationally

, defined. I believe that has been done, since we gave Commissioner
Offing, this report, that if you follow these steps, that is due diligence.

Mr, O'llAnA. You know, it requires a little imagination to really
be duly diligent and I am a little leery about defining that too pre-
cisely. I am afraid that maybe then people could just go through the
motions if it is precisely defined.

Mr. Lnosox. That is true. That is one of the disadvantages, but a
greater flihadvantage is that you are not going to get the funds to
become available unless you give them an operational definition of
"What due diligence in collections".

The is one collection agency, a bank in Minneapolis that does
guarantee t:,ue diligence. They have set up a procedure that, you know,
so ma.,,y phone calls and letters and keeping track of a student and
thingslike that, and my guess is they have talked with the regional
administrator of OE and lie said, "Yes, th looks like clue diligence
to in,t.c'

Up until recently, you could not get anybody in HEW to say, "Yes,
indt.,I, that is due diligence."

iAk. O'HARA. Maybe instead of precisely defining "due diligence,"
you could take a look at the way some of these processors work, at
their track records, and if they have darn good track records, you say,
"Any claim that has been processed bY them, we accept." And if they
have bad track records, you say, "We don't accept." Because I do
think due diligence is different in different circumstances,

For instance, if you are going after someone who is unemployed
and brokeif you have good reasons to believe that debtor A. is
uncollectable whereas you have good reason to believe that debtor
13 is collectable, I would say due diligence is a different thing in those
two cases, and I do not know how you would write the regulationsto say that

Well, in any event, those are some of the problems with it.
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Mr. LIFSON. Excuse me. I might say with regard to these contract
processors, I think that their costs amount, and this is in the report, I
think it is in the neighborhood of 21/2 to 3 percent of outstandings,
and maybe less than that, whereas the banks think it costs them around
4 or 5 percent, so the promulgation of this knowledge to contract pro-
cessors I think would have the effect of making the loan more attrac-
tive to banks, I think.

Mr. O'HARA. I also like your suggestion that we somehow or other,
have to get the people that have been abusing the program out of the
program, the promoter, the fly-by-night operators whet Qnmehow or
other are accounting for a very, very large share of the defaults and
the delinquencies and so forth, because of the way they promoted the
loan and you suggested, first, that no one be permitted to promote a
loan, and, second, that schools that have a very bad record it might
be that you say, well, the loans won't be available. They won't be
among, the approved institutions for which loans are available.

I think we do have to look into that sort of thing.
Mr. Lsox. Yes, the second one we definitely stated. I do not recall

saying you could prohibit anyone from promoting a loan.
Mr. O'HARA. Well, you say, "directly or indirectly involved."
Mr. Lysol. "Involved in lending," right, but we certainly did not

mean to characterize any particular kinds of schotils which wouldbe
promoters of, loans.

Mr. O'HARA. All right.
We thank you very much, Mr. Lifson. I am sure when we have time

to go through, and study and think about the report of your task force,
when we do we will find it very useful and I want you to communi-
cate our appreciations to the members of your task force and to the
Young Presidents' Organization.

Mr. Lino/. Thank you. The names and addresses and telephone
numbers of the team members are all in the report and I think you can
perceive which team member addressed, because of his special back-
ground, any part of the problem and they would be certainly glad to
hear from you.

[The report referred to follows:]

YPO TASK MOE ON GUARANTEED STUDENT LOAN PROGRAM

T. SUMMARY or PRODLEMS AND REOMMENDATIONS

Problems were perceived In six Interrelated categories, and solutions were
proposed addressing these problems.

The problems involved in the collection of the present debt were addressed
first because these problems. will Survive any decisions about the ongoing pre.
gram. The potential site and the nature of the defaulted debt warrants that 011

1. Use commercial collection agencies for present debt, Many students incurred
the present debt under conditions of pressure, misrepresentation, and ignorance;
therefore,

2, Per the present debt, the degree of collection toughness must be appropriate
to the circumstances of debt incurrence, value received, and repayment ability,
Some schools have repurchased their own defaulted paper, and there is con-
cern about the resultant large amount of claims "overhanging" the government
guarantee.

8. A one.yenr deadline should be set for defatilted claims on repurchased paper.
The problems involved in the lack of program definition are discussed next,
because they pervade the other Issues of funding, collections, and integrity
straining.

I11?.4 4i
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Resolutions of the characteristics and size of the student target and the re-
sultant required funding and subsidy must be done on an informed basis, and
thus require a ;

4. Survey of : Undereducation caused by financial reasons, the awareness and
perception of loan access, the elasticity of demand for loans, and the charac-
teristics of students who would use loans. The resolution of the allocation of
funds and subsidy, and the resultant definition of student target, must be done
legislatively. It requires that action be taken to :

5. Legislate the target and the funds needed to serve that target. Assure that
administrative actions do not effect a change in the target. A corollary mom-
zuendation is :

0. Restate OE goals in terms of the legislated targetthe enhancement of the
education of that target. To realign the program to the appropriate target of the
moderate income student requiring a loan of convenience:

7. Establish the program as a loan program, separate from the direct grant
program.

8.. Eliminate needs analysis test. From the iegislative action, a determination
of an amount of subsidy in terms of a differential interest rate (lower than
government cost) paid by the debtor will be made. That and the government
guarantee should be the only elements of grants or subsidies in the program;

9, Eliminate loans with interest waived. To prevent the program from shifting
enrollments away from financially smaller schools

10. Prevent schools from lending directly or indirectly. Administrative prob-
lems are discussed next, because they are significant in their impact on funds
availability and on the practical accessibility of the program. Legislating the
target and the funds for serving the target should include provision for OE budget
to accomplish these administrative recommendations.

11. Study the feasibility of paralleling required procedures with installinent
loan procedures.

12. Perform a paper work simplification study, on the requirements of schools,
students, lenders, and OE internals.

13. OE simplify, stabilize, and make uniform throughout the Agency its dealing
with and requirements of banks and schools:

14. OE systematize its procedures and requirements so as to reduce delay in
loan approvals and claims payments.

15. OE provide up-to-date manuals and prompt, clear and uniform, responses
to questions and interpretation of policies.

10. OE define, in operation terms, "due diligence" in collections and loan Jidda
tion procedures.

17. Require, and provide training for, GSLP specialists at each lender.
18. Consider a means of establishing a blanket guarantee to obviate the sub-

mission of each individual loan.
19. Promulgate knowledge of contract processors.
The problem of funds availability centers on the unattractiveness. of these

loans to banks ; low effective yield, high processing costs, uncertainty about the
government's guarantee, illiquidity, and the indirect expense of the cumbersome,
confusing dealings the banks experience with HEW.

The solution of some of the administrative problems will affect funds avail.
ability by directly increasing the profitability of these loans. The administrative
improvements and clear legislation of the target and the funds to serve the target
will significantly reduce the indirect unattractiveness of these loans to the banks,

Several of the recommendations are aimed at improving the effective yield of
these loans to a level that at least allows the banks to break even on .them.

20. Remove appearances or arbitrariness in effective yield calculation.
21. Request bank regulatory authorities to consider these loans "guaranteed"

in calculations of liquidity and capital adequacy.
22. Effect it mechanism that permits the banks to borrow on these loans at

treasury bill rates,
23, Alternatively, establish yield paid to banks at average federal funds rate

plus 8%.
24. AlternatIvelY, permit banks to borrow, using these loans as collateral, from

the social security funds at treasury bill rate; and to sell these loans to the social
security department at the initiation of the payout period,

Collection of debt incurred from now on is treated as a problem different from
the collection of the present debt because of the intention to change the attitudes
of students concerning the nature of indebtedness. The prevention of schools from
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lending activities, and the definition of the program will also favorably change
the collection problem.

Student attitude will be changed by several recommendations
25. A down payment and routine monthly interest payment should be required.
26. The student should reaffirm, at enrollment, his understanding of the loan

contract and should waive legal defense relating to infancy, bankruptcy, garnish-
ment, and priority claims.

27. The student should have a social security number and permit it to be
used for tracing.

28, An exit interview should be required.
20. Direct communication. between OE and the student should be established.
30. The grace period should be shortened,
several suggestions affect the posture of the schools.
31. Disburse funds to schools in proportion to education received.
32. Consider requiring schools to partially cosign the loan.
33. Consider fining the schools if they do not notify the lender when education

is terminated,
34. Consider disqualifying home study schools from the program.
35. Publish a "report card", on both schools and lenders, relative to drop outs,

delinquencies, and defaults.
30. Establish bonuses and penalties, for lenders and schools, based on default .

rates.
To eliminate the accumulation of future overhanging defaults such as exist in

the present debt.
37, Establish a one year deadline between a defined knowledge of incidence of

default and submission of claim.
There was no evidence of either defined policy concerning, or functional knowl-

edge of, appropriate collection procedures within OR The recommendation is :
38. on have a study performed to systematize its portion of the collection

procedures.
Requirements of the collection process may prevent civil service from hiring

successful collectors.
30. OE should consider contracting the ongoing collection effort.
The loan program appears to be a form of "front end" social security. It is

the use of funds at a career's beginning rather than end, but the purpose appears
the same. If this logic be followed,

40. Social security will buy the paper from the banks at the payout period and
collect it by incrementing payroll deductions.

The program is straining and the integrity of students, schools and lenders,
and the perceived integrity of the government is also suffering. Specific suggest
tions to reduce the strain on integrity have been incorporated in the suggestions
relative to the other problems. Of particular significance are tilos.: concerning the
change in a student's attitude by acknowledging the loan contract, making a down
payment, and making monthly interest payments ; the definition, legislation, and
funding of the target.; and the modifications and clarifications required of OE.

II. INTRORUCTION

This report is submitted in response to a request by the Honorable John (Winn,
V.S, Commissioner of Education, to the Leadership Activities Committee of the
Young Presidents' Organization, Three numbered copies are submitted directly to
the Commissioner. Each team member also has a copy.

A. ASSIONMENT AND PROOLDURR

The Commissioner's charge was to :
Appraise him of the views regarding the Student Loan Program, as held

by lending institutions, schools, and borrowevs.
To discern the problems as related to these views, that prevent or reduce

the effectiveness of the program.
To recommend solutions.

The team avoided analysis of OE internal problems, it did not consider state pros
grams, and it did not directly interview any students.

The team met and was briefed by OE Staff in Washington, The team members
then met with and corresponded with their assigned groups of banks and schools,
Several progress meetings were held, some of which were attended by OE Staff,
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IL YOUNG PRESIDENTS/ ORGANIZATION

The Young Preside "' Organization wait founded in 1950 as an educational
association for chief f.,.atives who became presidents of their companies before
age 40.

With a membership of 2,700 in 45 countries, YPO is an international organize-
Hon. There are forty YPO chapters in the United States, three in Europe, five in
Canada, and one each in Japan, Mexico, Korea, Australia, and the Caribbean,

Young Presidents head companies in nearly every kind of business activity
manufacturing, finance, housing, transportation, communications, foods, textiles,
construction, and many technological and management services. Many hold ad-
vanced degrees in Law, Engineering, Business, Economics and Science.

Other than age, the principal criterion for membership is number of employees.
In YPO companies this number ranges from the minimum of 50 up to 40,0(:). The
gross sales criteria for membership vary for different types of 'business. Presently,
sales range from $2.0 million to over $1 billion. Members are required to retire
from YPO at age 49.

The educational and idea exchange programs of YPO offer young chit4 execu-
tives a broad array of business and general topics. Using the seminar concept
as the basic pedagogical technique, YPOers are exposed to noted authorities in the
fields of business, public affairs, the arts, and personal development.

The members, therefore, form an extraordinary and unique reservoir of pro
fessional managers who combine knowledge of latest theory with an under.
standing of practical implementation.

C. LEADERSHIP ACTIVITIES COMMITTEE (LAO)

Consistent with the purpose of YPO"To help its members become better
presidents through education and idea exchange"Leadership Activities focuses
on the relationship between business and the society within which it operates. Bee.
ognizing that problems of the society effect the business environment, it is, there-
fore, good business and enlightened management to understand this relationship
and become involved, Accordingly, LAC provides an opportunity for the YPOer
who wishes to learn how he can most effectively use his time, talents and resources
in understanding and solving the problems of society,

LAC is predicated upon '" individual action"YPOers who become involved in
community activities do so as individual businessmen, rather than under the
auspices of YPO. Therefore, LAC may support a wide variety of activities without
becoming publicly involved in programs that may be controversial, even among
its own membership,

D.. DISCLAIMER.

It must be emphasized that the views expressed herein are those of the in-
dividuals comprising the Task Yorce ; those views are neithsr supported. nor
opposed by the Young Presidents' Organization, since YPO is an international
organization which eschews any position on any public issue.

TEAM MEMBERS

K. A. Lifson, Team Lender, is the chairman of Lifson, Perguson &
Winick, Inc., the general management consulting firm he founded in 1954. The
practice of the firm inclues consumer research, operations auttlYsie, personnel
psychology, information management and corporate strategy. The firm's clients
include many major regional banks and the firm has worked for educational
institutions. Mr. Lifson has an undergraduate engineering degree, an MBA, and
n Ph. D. in industrial psychology. Office 7010 LW Preewt,y, Suite 605, Dallas,
Texas 75240, (214) 23-6601, Home: 10850 'Strait Lane, Dalles, Texas 76229, (214)
091-0464,

James P. Coleman is chairman of the board and President of Coleman American
Companies, Inc, Coleman American is a career education company providing
products and services to adults in the United States and throughout the world,
Mr. Coleman is chairman of the board of Central State Bank of Hutchinson,
Kansas, and president of Central Kansas Bankshares, Inc. He attended the
University of Kansas at Lawrence where he majored hi business administration.
Offices 8485 Broadway, Kansas City) Missouri 04111 I (810) 750-0400. Home 310
West 19th Street, Hutchinson, Kansas 67501, (810) 002-0104,

It 13. Elkins is president of Elkin Institute, one of the largest private voca-
tional school chains in Abe, United States, The school's curricula includes various
electronics courses, professional photography, radio-broadcasting, drafting, and
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other subjects, Mr, Elkins has a bachelor degree in electrical engineering, He is
an active member of the National Association of Trade and Technical Schools,
the approved accrediting agency for private trade and technical schools. In his
executive capacity at Elkins Institute, he has administered the government loan
program as a lender, He has worked closely with banks, finance companies, and
other financial agencies in securing federally insured student loans for many
Elkins Institute .students, Office: 2727 Inwood Road, Dallas, Texas 75235, (214)
357-4001. Home ; 5320 Pebblebrook, Dallas, Texas 75229, (214) 691-5568.

Douglas P. Fields has been president of TDA Industries, Inc., since he founded
it in 1909 and of UNMET Corporation since he founded it in 1970. These firms
distribute steel and building materials, Mr. Fields majored, in management and
finance at Fordham and has a Harvard .MBA, He has 'been active in student
affairs as president of student government as Fordhain, Office : 122 East 42nd, New
York, New York 10017, (212) 972-1510. Home 1040 Park Avenue, New York,
New York 10028, (212) 860-4090,

Calvin IL Hemphill has been the executive director of Hemphill Schools since
1952, Hemphill Schools is principally a home study organization, Mr. Hemphill
is president and trustee of the National Home 'Study Council and holds member.
ship in the International Council on Correspondence Education and the European
Home Study Council. He holds a bachelor's degree in business and public ad.
ministration. Office Durango 355, frPiso, Mexico 7, W., (905) 53347-20, Home
Privada Tanforan 19, Mexico 10, D.F., (905) 589-23-90.

G. J. Manderfield in president of the Bank of Virginia and a director of several
other banks in Virginia. He education includes a degree in civil engineering
with additional education at the University of Virginia School of Banking. Mr.
Manderfield' has been associated with the bank since 1958 and president since
1962. Office Bank of VirginiaPotomac. One Skyline Center, 5205 Leesburg Pike,
Falls Church, Virginia 22041, (703) 750- 7555,, Home 1098 Swan Point Road,
Woodbridge, Virginia, (703) 4044775.

Daniel Rose is a partner in Rose Associates, a real estate development and 'con-
struction firm active in a wide range of both conventional and government 11
nanced housing programs, as well as commercial and industrial development
and management.. He is active on many civic boards and commissions, Those re-
lating to education include the Horace Mann School, the Police. Athletic' League
of New York, the New School for Social Research, the !MIA and YWHA of the
Bronx, and the American Technics' Society. His education includes Yale. the
Sorbonne, and Syracuse with majors in arts and languages. Office 520 Fifth
Avenue, New York, New York 10017, (212) 980-1700. Home 895 Park Avenue,
New York,'New York 10021, (212) 861-1217.

Raymond 3. Dee is the administrator of the Leadership Activities Committee
within the headquarters of the Young Presidents' Organisation, He initiates and
maintains a broad spectrum of public service involvement projects. for members
on an international, national, state and community basis, Before joining the YPO
staff, Mr. Dee served for four years as the executive assistant to the president
of an Eastern University. His undergraduate major was in Engish and social
studies, and he has a Master of Arts in English Literature from rairleigh
Dickinson University. Ile is currently a doctoral candidate at New York Vniver
Atty. Offiee 201 East 42nd Street, New York, New York 10017, (212) 807-1900.
Home; (201) 744-0049.

liSPOltir ORGANISATION

The report is organised in reenonse to the Commissioner's three-part assign.
ment. Chapters /It through VII/ are the reports of the views of banks and
schools ; Chapters IX through XIV are the problems and solutions as seen by the
team, Some of the narratives may appear repetitious, but all of the viewpoints are
important and were included. Forty specifie recommendations are. summarized
in Chapter I, Two of the team members submitted systemic recommendations
and these are included in appendices.

!IL VIEWS OP vim TIANKS

Several members of the Task tivee had &Missions and correspondence with
officers representing banks with Which they were personally familiar. The coin
ments are representative of the attitudes of both policy level and administration
level officers from banks aeross the country in the asset ranee of $100,000,000
to billions of dollars, with most of the banks ranging in the largest 100 in the

1 :4a; 441
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country. rigure A shows the location of these banks. No contacts were made with
savings and loan.institutions or creditunions.

White over 00 banks were contacted, certain tables are included that represent
42 responses which were in a format that could be tabulated,

A. REASONS rod IIEINO IN THE PROGRAM

Banks originally entered the program feeling that it was an additional way
they could serve their market (both the needs of their present customers and in
the attraction of potential customers). There was also a considerable feeling
that the use of assets in this way was in the public interest. They went into the
program aware that current profitability was not the rationale. Table 1 shows the
advantages that banks spontaneously mentioned.

TABLE 1.REASONS FOR BEING IN THE PROGRAM

Advantageous Disadvantageous

Potential customers
Public good
Serve present customers
Image.
Deposits of schools
Profit

16 5
13 o
11 o

3
5 1..
2 20

The "disadvantageous" figures in Table 1 indicate where brinks feel that these
advantages they sought have not come about. The "disadvantageous" 20 for the
profit motive represents the unsolicited comments of 20 of the banks that these
loans are unprofitable.

A typical continent about reasons for entering the program is t
"We at the bank feel that the student loan program serves two important inac-

tions ; that of improved customer relations with our present customers and a
source of potential future customers. Those institutions supporting this program
also provide for a skilled work force and a continuation of the economy,"

The negative live responses under potential customers are typified by the fol.

lowing comments :
"I am not convinced that there is any particular advantage to any lending in-

stitution in making these loans. It has been said that these loans represent the
'seed corn of the future' but, given the mobility of young people hi this day
and age, there is little evidence to this point that graduates have returned to
do business with the banks that handled student loans for them; There is, I
pose, some public relations benefit but, generally, the activity of banks in the
area has been so low-key that this benefit is of little consequence:"

"At the.tinte We participated in this program, we required in account be opened,
however, the majority of the accounts were very low balances and soon closed,"

With regard to the image factor thC following continent is typical :
"Maintain reputation in the community as a civic minded organisation. Paten-

tint of developing new business with the customers of tomorrow,"
gome of the comments were more the avoidance of a negative image, rather

than the creation of a favorable one.

PLANS PM ONG0INO PltoORAS1 PARTICIPATION

Very few institutions are aggressively in the program. Most of them are hi it
on a defensive basis,

Table 2 shows the comments about the intentions of the 23 banks who voltin
teered whet they intend to do with the program.

Tice five who said "no limit" are not aggressively pursuing the program ; they
just have not set a definite policy. The synthesis of their comments is as follows

We entered the program partially en the basis of improving services to our
market and partially for the good of the public. We are dubious about the ad.
vantages in the market ,place, We- know the loans are Unprofitable and damage
our liquidity ; and we feel that as long as we are doing this for the good of the
public (at the strong request of the goverdinent) that we are enduring uncalled-
for costs and irritation because of the way the government is administering the
program inorditutte amount of paper work ; actual delay add perceived procrastbs
tuition in payment of (steling lack of definition of due diligence in collections ;
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rumored requirement for "due diligence" IA lending (if we indeed exercise it
we would not make any loans of this kind) ; confusion within the Office of Edu-
cation as to regulations ; and low, uncertain and arbitrary yield.

This is a direct quote.;
"Many of the banks would participate in the program or increase their par-

ticipation at no profit, in the interest of the public good, if only the government
would cooperate. The lack of cooperation is experienced in frustration in poor
coordination and communication froM HEW and a perceived lack of coordina-
tion of HEW and other agencies and frustration by the government's unwilling-
*less to pay off its guarantee."

0, HANDLING COSTS

Nine of the banks felt they knew their handling costs. Table 3 shows them in
terms of percentage of outstandings.

TAKE 2.Planned addition, to GSLP portfolio
Number
of banks

No definite limit 5
Maintain present level 6
Present customers only 5
No more 7

TABLE 3, Handling cost estimates
Num

Cost of percent of outstanding loan : et bankbers
1 to 1,9 2
2 to 2.9. 1
3 to 8.9 1
4 to 4.9 .4 5

Iteveral banks will administer loans for other lenders on a contractual basis.
The fee schedules are approximately summarized below.

Per month Per month.
through payout

Setup grace period period

Bank "A" $3, 00 80,. 85 $1.48Bank "B" 1. 35 140 1.20
Bank "C" 1.80 .60 1.50

Extra chatges for queries and collection efforts,

Bank "A" guarantees due diligence. The additional fees charged by Bank "n"
would appear to make their contract more expensive than the other two,

We have .translated the monthly fee during the payout period to a percentage
of outstandings by assuming that the average loan is $1100 and that In onehaif
of the instances several loans are consolidated for a student. The percentage
of annual fees to outstandings will be between 2 and 21/1 percent,

We have attempted to translate the dormant charges and the eoatract set-Up
charge and the set-up charge the bank incurs into a percentage of outstandings
during the dormant period, Using a figure of $30of inbank costs and 81100 per
loan, this works out to 21/2 to 2% percent,

Comparing these figures to those reported in Table 8, it is evident that the banks
either have a misperception on the high side or are attributing a great deal of
expense to the general "dealings with the government" involved in these loans ;
review of needs analysis, reporting, arguing about claims, training personnel,
etc.

While Table 3 only reports on nine banks who offered specific figures, many
other comments can be summarized to the effect that these loans are two or
three times more expensive to administer than regular instB11111011t Ions.

As a Matter of comparison, many large banks administer installment loans
for other banks on the basis of a set-up charge of $.85 to $1,00 and a Monthly
fee of 3.20 to *AO, These: charges do not include any notpcomputerized collection
effort, Ineldentally, the cost per collection effort (other than a routine completely
generated by a computer), for example, a telephone call or any kind of investiga
tion, has a minimal cost of about $0.00 per instance.
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P. YIELD nEgxlintsb

Banks were asked to state the yield required to bring these loans in line with
routinely available lending opportunities, Table 4 shows a tabulation of 20
banks who responded in quantitative terms.

The present bonus arrangement on the yield is regarded by the banks as
unsatisfactory; the limit is too low, they do not like to deal with an uticertain
yield, and they do not believe the bonus is set on an objective basis,

TAutal tRequired vic41 for this type loan
NumberPercent yield of banks

10 to 11 511 to 12 4.12 to 13- 813 to 14 014 to 15 115 to ld 0ld to 17 017 to 18 2

$, BANKS' rename
Table 5 is a tabulation of the unsolicited comments about problems that thebanks were having.
With regard to Table 5, much of the paper work seems meaningless and

Useless to the banks ; while the paper work that would be useful to them, namely
communication from the schools regarding the borrower's termination, is notbeing provided, creating inordinate problems in finding the delinquent borrower.
This problem is accentuated by the mobility of students and the delay in know-ing that they have become delinquent, The fact that claims payment is slow has'
meant that effective yield is reduced even below the nominal yield because of
the use of assets in a nonearning manner. The feeling about "not all are takingtheir share" represents acknowledgement that they are doing this for the public
good and are willing to do it for their own customers, but that they experience
resentment when the customers of other lending institutions in their community
demand that they be granted these loans, This feeling is quite strong.

Another problem banks experience involves the assignment of someone to
administer these loans, Generally, this assignment Is given to a very junior
person or a management trainee who remains in the positions through one season
and a great deal of training and retraining must take place each year,

TAMS 5.-1'roblente of banks
Number of banks

egotttatwoustyProblem categories: mentioning
Paperwork 15Locating students -- 10
Claims payment slow 411 0Not till taking share . ...... .., 8Cost of collection , 5Schools confused-- ... bk. 3Length of commitment . 2

Another problem that was anent' ;lied in conjunction with collections, paper
work, and claims payment, was the definition of "due diligenc9," This problem
deserves especial mention, as the feeling is Very strong that the Office of Mica.
Hon must define, operationally, "due diligence in collecting,"

If the lack of yield and administrative problems Were not enough, the problem
engendered by the lack of definition of "due diligence" and the lack of faith' in
the government insurance itself, which partially derives from this lack of defini-
tion, would be enough to stop us from making a federally insured loan, We have
consistently turned in what we considered "guaranteed" loans and have gotten
every excuse in the world including the lack .of due diligence in lending, the lack
of due diligence in collecting, the lack of proper stamp, the lack of having the
erso.immermolailoould

i Although after March I5f Ma interest is paid on delinquelit
status

defaulted loom. hy thegovernment few loans made after thht time have gone into payout status atm, therefore, thehabit has not been able to perceive any charges in the regulations,
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guarantee placed en it before the student got out of class, 'and every other excuse

available, Many times the problem appeared to be that the government was out of

money, This doesn't alleviate the problem that there was no interest paid while

the guarantee was bouncing around, The insurance gets lower credibility after
this type of treatment, Since the loan is not a "credit" loan and the guarantee
cannot be specifically trusted and the loan has a much lower yield than any
other type, it is simply totally unattractive to banks,

Schools that have sources of financial strength will accept the making of these

loans because the marginal profitability of the education which these loans enable

them to sell is sufficient to be worth enduring this kind of grief, but banks do not

have this incentive,
v, DOM& VIEWS or STUDENTS

The banks offered some comments about the attitudes of students, These are
tabulated as Table 6,

Some typical comments are ;
"The attitude of students, parents, and in some instances teachers, seems to be

that these loans are a legislative right rather than a privilege,"

!MOLE 6,Banks comments about students
No of banks

Category
epontaneoudy mentioning

Good comments
5

"Demanding"
6

Naive regarding repayment
8

Bankruptcy taking 2

Funds misused
1

"It seems that the loan is seldom explained to the student, The student'sobliga-

tion often is not mentioned until the repayment period beginsnine months after
they leave School, Student loans are usually the borrowers' first type of credit,
and they do not realize the importance of their participation in matters such
as notifying the lender of change of address, contacting the lender before grace
period ends to plan repayment procedures, and notifying the lender of deferment
status, Lack of this information glows up the repayment process and, in some

cases, results in defaultimportant matters in the eyes of a lender."
"It has been our unfortunate experience that many (I would say most)

students seeking these loans look upon them as a matter of right; consequently,
there are many experiences of resentment when a loan has to be turned down,"

"Our contacts with students have always been good, 'Their attitude sometimes
has been rather demanding, but this has not been a problem, My concern is the
attitude that many take at payout time, or when things get tough. We see mtire

and more a lack of concern on their part regarding repayment to the point where
many will not even return letters, or phone calls, I think both the banks and
schools need to emphasize more the fact that these are loans, not grants,"

"Most of the sudents we have dealt with are Very sincere in their desfre to
get a higher education, Because of this, their attitudes are very good and the
risk involved in granting them a loan is minimized,"

"Confusion seems to be the biggest problem, The school is confused about how
to administer the program; the students are confused about what they can get
under the program; and many times the banks are confused about hew td apply
their ground rules to the program, Specifically, many schools use the same anal-
ysis 'that they use oh their grantsinald program. Based on this program they
make recommendations to the financial institution which in turn does not want
to override the school. Also, the financial institution is reluctant to split loans,
in other words, making part of the loan subject to the student loan program and
4 second portion of the loan a personal loan, I am sure there are many deter
complicated administrative problems but time and space do not permit us to
elaborate on them in detail."

IV, Tittl SCHOOLS AO Iltettle

Although some schools, with sizeable financial resources, have used their own
funds so as to become lenders under the CIST4P program, the consensus of opinion
of sellool administrators is that schools should not be lenders,

"The only school that can exist in this environment are those who have parent
corporations that are large in size and therefore can wield a big enough stick to

1 u
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cause banks to lend enough money to bridge the gap, and this causesan extremely
unfair situation for smallet schools or even large schools who do not have a
parent corporation."

"Schools are simply not banks and there is no way to make them banks. They
do not have the collection procedures, they do not have the money to lend out,
and they do not have the expertise necessary to perform the function of a bank
or other lending type institution. The major problem comes when a school over.
extends itself in the lending field and then cannot 'bridge the gap' until the cash
flow begins to come in. Compound this with the lack of a valid guarantee
[reference is made to the perceived unwillingness of the government to honor
claims, the vagueness about due diligence in collections, and the rumored require-
ment for documentation of due diligence lending] and the fact that as schools
grow the gap gets bigger and schools that are lenders are doomed for failure."

A, PROBLEMS

Some of the other problems of lending institutions are accentuated when the
schools become lenders (particularly the smaller, independent schools, both trade
and technical and smaller colleges) :

The paper work
The need for trained personnel
The low yield
The confused and conflicting interpretations from HEW
The lack of current procedural manuals
The delay in receiving payment on claims
The -cash flow situation

0, MAGNUM') DPPBcT ON SMALLER ScHOOLs

The cash flow situation particularly hurts the smaller indep. ndent schools
and colleges. It is difficult for them to use the paper as collateral because of the
growing Incredulousness about the government guaranty and because there is nolegal way for the school to market the paper at a discount, In instances where
schools have used this paper as collateral, their balance sheets have been de.
graded by the offset of long maturity assets with short term indebtedness,

The effect is dm the program has become a windfall for those schools who
either, through their own assets, or through the assets of sister corporations,
can fund the loans, This acts to the detriment of schools who are not in this
situation : they are caught between the trap of trying to fund the loans and the
competition from those schools who can do so.

C. WHoLEsALB PAPER' INDIRECT LBNDIN0

More will be said about the effect of the "straining of integrity" but it should
be mentioned here that the integrity of both the banks and the schools affiliated
with large corporations is strained by the persuasive efforts of the corporation
in getting the banks to accept this paper. Another straining of integrity occurs
when the schools are the lenders since schools, particularly home study schools,
are tempted to make early examinations so easy that the students pass and papmitts are forthcoming,

It is apparent that the incentives operating to become a lender are quite dill.
ferent for schools than they are for banks. The schools can accept a low yield/
high risk loan because of the marginal profitability represented by the tuition.
What occurs, of course, is that the student pays a higher tuition and the govern.
meta is subsidising the profitability of the school rather than the education of
the student. It is, therefore, the conclusion that schools should not be leadersin this rogeam,

hero is a (mote from one respected president of a proprietary school with large
financial resources :

"The major effect Ott schools, of course, is its financial impact, liortrttn, the
program is a tleancial shot in the arm, But unless very prudently handled, it is a
dangerous men Pi of financing, There is an obvious negative impact in the market
place when, because of prorata requirements, the school must grossly inflate Its
per lesson prices, downgrade its educational materials, or n combination of these,
The obvious eventual effect on schools is to price themselves out of the market
or so deteriorate their educational programs as to make them educationally
worthless, thfortunately, those of us who choose to ignore and its itnplica
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tions for the long range good of the industry may wind up being tarred with the
same brush as will be those institutions whose default rates or poor quanty of
program eventually put them out of business,"

v. 'trims or COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES

Serious reservations and concerns about the operation of the Federal Govern-
ment's Gtutranteed Student Loan Program were expressed by Virtually all of
the senior collegiate financial aid officers interviewed in the course of the present
study. The areas of concern centered on the basic philosophy of the program as
well as on the mechanics of operation,

Participating in the confidential, in-depth interviews were directors and senior
staff of a w;de variety of four year colleges and universities ranging front the
largest to the smallest in the State of New York and in New Jersey; attitudes
of several New York metropolitan area independent junior colleges were also
sampled.

A, NEEDS ANALYSIS

Although all respondents were, of course, fully committed to the concept of
massive federal aid to post-secondary students, the consensus felt conceptually
that, on the one hand, grants rather than loans were realistically 'required by
the lowest income segment, while on the other, that the current Needs Analysis
was effectively screening out from the loan program a great many creditworthy,
middle income students who badly need a "loan of convenience" to permit them
to pursue their studies, Smaller schools in particular felt forced to actively re
emit poorer and less capable students since those students qualified for larger
aid packages, Some schools felt that the quality of education at their institution
had been diminished by the effects of CISLP and the needs test.

IL WM` ON INSTITUTIONS

Independent junior colleges in particular felt the impact of the "needs analysis"
requirement. Middle class students who have historically formed the "market"
for both independent junior colleges and smaller four year liberal arts colleges
experienced difficulty in obtaining federally insured student loans, All to fre-
quently, it was felt, these students turned to large and inexpensive public in-
stitutions (both state supported colleges and community colleges) for their edit.
cation. The GSLP was seen as an additional force generating an over larger
market share for public education at the expense of small, amid often more
diverse, institutions.

Thus, while OM loan policy allocates $10 of student assistance for every $1
of institutional support, the actual policy outcome of the program is effectively
instltutionallybased because economic factors do not permit independent or non-
affiliated schools (colleges, junior colleges, trade and technical schools, and bus'
MSS and secretarial schools) access to -ends. Smaller ethientional institutions
are squeezed out by factors which do not affect larger economic institutions,

0, PROBLEMS

From an operational standpoint several ntajor difficulties in the OSLP were
observed

(1) Time application and processing ritual/tory was unnecessarily cumbersome,
especial's, when -compared with that of other federal programs such as NDSL.

t 1) Itepaymetit collection efforts were hutdequate.
ft) The accrediting and control procedures of participating schools (espe

(dolly proprietary ones) were in need of tightening.
(5) Frequent changes in OM directives an doperating procedures caused wide.

t.pread confusion in the administration of the program. Ambiguities of federal
definitions (regarding veterans, independent versus dependent students, etc.)
added to this confusion.

(ti) tack of trained financial aid officers especially among the-stualler schools
made udininistration of federal loan packages extremely difficult.

in) Schools experienced difficulties in planning since they could not predict
with any accuracy the total anticipated aid package for students. Contradictory
requirements among the major student aid programs often made this packaging

'nearly impossible.
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"Views OF BUSINESS AND SECRETARIAL PROPRIETARY SOHOoLS

The views and attitudes of the post-secondary business and secretarial pro-
prietary schools are based upon formal and informal conversations with owners,
lindlicini aid officers, and administrators of a number of proprietary businesses or
secretarial educational institutions.

These views appear to be determined largely by circumstances of ownership of
the school : (A) by a larger economic institution or 111) by individual entrepre-
neurs and managers who do not have access to substantial financial strength, Sec-
tion Ii of this chapter discusses problems the two groups have in common, and
Section I) of this chapter relates the suggested solutions made by both groups.

As in the proceeding chapter (colleges and universities), is is clear that despite
the clear intent of 0I' policy to aid students, not schools, the actual outcome of
the GSM, is that the larger business and secretarial schools (those with a
"parent" or "sister" corporation) find easy access to funds while the smaller
independent schools lacklng in large financial reserves are effectively denied bene-
fit of OSLP.

A. VIEWS 01' VINANOIALLy STRONG BUSINESS AND SENETABIAlv PROPMETARY SCHOOLS

The financially strong educational institutions generally were very pleased with
the existence of the 08LP program, although they had a substantial number of
comments concerning problems and deficiencies with the program.

It must be pointed out that those schools whose students made use of the CISLP
program generally used It very actively and were able to help their students ob-
tain these loans in large quantities and for substantial amounts, Many of these
schools had about 50% of their student popplation benefiting from the MP
program, None of them indicated any difficulty in obtaining funds from lend-
ing institutions. In all cases the school or another subsidiary or division of the
larger parent concern was an approved lender, 'Thus, the approval and the
granting of a loan as far as the school and the lender were concerned was a rela-
tively simple matter. Money was no object and thus if a student was accepted
by the Admissions Office, or signed up by a salesman, the student's financial sit-
uation would not he a bar to the payment of tuition. The larger economic insti-
tution of which the school was a part was able to turn these student loans into
cash because of their excellent relationships with banks who would buy these
loans from the approved initial lender, at face amount as required by law. Thus,
the schools obtained excellent cash flow without any credit risk being borne in the
financing of the loan granted to students to pay for their education.

Of course, the statistics on the tremendous increase in the amount of use of
the OSLI' program by proprietary schools indicates that these schools have found
this program in general to be of great use. liven in a state like New York, which
has a very excellent guaranteed student loan program patterned after, and in
many respects identical with, the GSLP program, these secretarial and business
schools owned by large economic entities made little or no use of the local state
program, The reasons for this appear to he two-fold First is that frequently
the schools, owned by larger entities are scattered in a number of states, and
as a result it is more convenient for the approved lending division of the larger
entity to simply use the GSM, program for the students of all the schools and
thus keep its paper work to a minimum, as opposed to having to contend with
the various paper work which would be required if all of the local state pro,
grams of guaranteed student loans were encouraged. The second reason is that
certain local state guaranteed student loan programs provide penalties to the
schools based upon the amount of defaults in the student loan paper. Of course,
in certain circumstances the schools would encourage their students to obtain
non.OSLP toms but these circumstances are relatively rare, such as in the case
of certain foreign students or students whose situation does not permit a OLP,

Although the schools which have access to substantial pools of funds to which
they may direct their students are making a great use of the USW program
where their students require such loans, they do have a number of criticisms of
the way the program is being managed, the variety of sutdent assistance being
offered, and the overlapping and confusing nature of some of the programs.

To summarize, on the positive side, the business and secretarial schools owned

by large proilt-making economic entities make good use of the 1SLP program
where such a program is needed to finance their students' education. This need,
of course, is a function of the economic situation of the student and his family.
In terms of achieving the congressional intent of the program, the program must
be deemed to be a success on this score, in the view of the secretarial and business
proprietary schools owned by these larger institutions.

811,045-74-10
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B. VIEWS OF THE INDEPENDENT BUSINESS AND SECRETARIAT. eRorBIETARY 130110OLS

While most of the problems of the independent schools are generally shared
with the schools which are owned by larger economic entities, the problems dis-
cussed below have a more severe effect upon the independent schools and their
students, In addition, these schools have the further problem, in many cases, of
not being able to help their students obtain GSLP's either directly (as they them-
selves are usually not authorized lenders) or from banks willing to make GSLP's.

Compounding this is the situation noted in the section on schools as lenders. If
these independent schools in fact are themselves approved lenders under the
GSLP program, they, in many cases, are not able to ,sell their student loans to
banks or lending institutions, and thus are unable to obtain cash to meet cur-
rent operating expenses. Furthermore, their cash problems are aggravated by the
very slow speed with which GSLP loans are approved by the government.

As a result of the above factors and the fact that the GSLP program has a
tremendous amount of paper work, where possible these schools are not using the
GSLP program but are using other programs of a similar nature where available
from their state,

These schools have tound that they have an easier time of obtaining loans for
their students or of assisting their students to obtain loans for themselves from
local banks under state programs (especially Eastern states) than under the
Federal program. This is apparently so because of the greater pressure that can
be brought to bear upon local banks to use the state sponsored program, such as
that sponsored by the New York Higher Education Assistance Corporation. In
New York, in particular, the state has encouraged the local banks to make guar-
anteed loans under the New York Higher Education Assistance 'Corporation Pro-
gram under little-disguised threats of removal of state checking account deposits,

The independent schools feel that the needs analysis of the GSLP program. Is
greatly unfair in that even though a student may qualify for the interest waiver,
he frequently cannot qualify for the total amount of the loan that he needs based
upon the unreasonably small allowable expenses which must be entered on the
forms to be completed. A particular problem exists with regard to an independent
student unable to be classified as a head of household but who is self-supporting,
The expense allolvances which must be deducted from the gross income to deter-
mine the amount of loan needed are artificially low, thus resulting in a great
hardship to the students and in some cases inability to pay the tuition and at-
tend the school. Banks are unwilling to use their legal discretion to make loans
larger than the amounts determined by the form.

With regard to the great amount of defaults, these schools also believe
that this is the fault of the program itself, in that the law determines that an col-
lection effort, at least so far as that done by an attorney, must be left to the U,S,
Attorney's Office. In addition, there is absolutely no penalty for the student if he
should default. Their suggestion is that students be penalized for default and that
banks and lenders be authorized to use their maximum collection efforts, includ-
ing turning over defaulted debts to their outside attorneys,

They suggest that the attorneys would be compensated by the penalties plus
a percentage of defaulted loans. With regard to the National Defense Student
Loan Program, now the National Direct Student Loan Program, these sinaller
business and secretarial schools are generally allocated such a small amount
of funds that they feel it is impractical for them to use the program, This is so
because under the NDSL program the schools themselves must administer and
collect the loans and are paid only a 3% fee for this effort. If the amount of
NDSL loans outstanding is too small, the administrative expenses exceed the
PA fee.

Many independent schools which use the GSLP, in spite of the fact that a
state-run student loan guaranteed program would be generally easier for them
both to manage and to obtain student financing from, do so because these schools
have made guaranteed student loans under the state sponsored program Which
have resulted in especially large defaults, In certain states, this results in the
schools being cut off from obtaining loans for their students through the state
guaranteed loan program, Thus, they are obliged to turn to the GSLP which, of
course, results in a greater number of poor credit risks taking loans Under the
GSLP,

Some administrators in the independent btisiness and secretarial schools be-
lieve that all parents should be required to co-sign all loans until the student
reaches an age of 21 years. If the parent refused to co-sign these student loans,
he Would, nevertheless, remain liable for loans to finance the student's education
up to a certain amount per year

l!
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All in all, the independent schools seem to spend more time and effort attempt-
ing to assist their students in obtaining financing so that they might attend the
schools, As a result, their relationship appears to be much closer to the students
and they generally appear (based on a small non-scientific sample) to have a
greater concern with the possibility of defaults on the student loans than the ad-
ministrators of the larger schools which are divisions of large economic entities.
This is probably because if the students of the independent schools default on
a substantial amount of loans, these schools will in all likelihood have greater
difficulty in the future in obtaining lenders willing to make loans to their stu'
dents, In addition, they appeal' to be more concerned about what the various
state or federal agencies might do to them by way of penalties now or in the
future if their students have a large number of defaults on the guaranteed stu-.
dent loans.

C. PROBLEMS AS PERCEIVED BY BOTH XNDEPENDENT AND "PARENT CORPORATION"
AFFILIATE BUSINESR AND SECRETARIAL SCHOOLS

The following are tieJ basic problems noted regarding the GSLP
(1) The frequent chano that Congress and the Office of Education continues

to make in the program has caused widespread confusion regarding both the
intent of the program and he procedures for its operation.

(2) The recent introdultion of the "needs analysis test" has caused excessive
paper work, and ambiguity regarding the determination of assistance,

(3) Perhaps the needs analysis test is of greatest concern to those schools
with student bodies whose family economic situation Is such that they. do not
qualify for the interest waiver benefits of the MP. The students generally have
a difficult time independently obtaining GSLP's because the banks generally will
attempt not to make a GSLP loan without interest waiver but instead will offer
the student only a conventional loan which would include the seeking of guar,
antors or eomakers. Certain schools whose parent companies are approved lend- .
ers shy away from loans where there itA4no interest waiver.

(4) Another weakness of the program is that the Basic Education Oppor-
thrifty Grant should not be subtracted from the maximum amount of the GSLP
that may be obtained, If a student is in need of a grant in addition to the loan,
he should be granted both in full with no reduction in one or the other.

(5) With regard to the credit quality of the student loan paper, the needs
test has resulted in the better credit risks obtaining loans other than GSLP's.
This situation, of course, will result in an increase in the percentage of defaults,
if for no other reason than the good credit risks from middle income families
now are being effectively frozen out of the GSLP. (blor many of the schools
spoken with, this was more of an observation than a major )roblem since the
majority of the students came from families in the $8,000 to $10,009 annual in-
come range and 95% came from families Whose annual income is is the range
of $6,000 to $12,000.)

(0) Certain of the school administrators do not feel very comfortable with
the MP, especially if this is the only, or the primary, program that the school
is using in terms of advising and assisting their students in the selection of
financial aid. The reason for this is that the Office of Education has been attempt-
ing to encourage the schools to use all student aid programs offered by the Office
of Education. '.Chic, however, does not take into account the different require-
ments and the different situations that exist among the very large number of edit-
cational institutions that utilize the program. Because of various paper work
and other requirements, it is impractical for some institutions to utilize some of
the many student assistance programs The administrators who voiced concern
fear some future sanction because of their students' use of the CrSLP almost
exclusively,

(7) Many of the schools are also concerned by the very large default rate which
has occurred and which may occur in the future with regard to the student loan
paper, The schools feel that they are getting a very unfair black eye for this
substantial default situation,

(8) Methimically, a major problem with the program is that when the stn
dent drops out there are no mechanics to notify the lender that the student has
loft. With regard to the larger business and secretarial proprietary schools Whist
are also lenders or which have affiliated corporations which are authorized
lenders, these institutions have in some cases set up mechanics so that the
school will notify the sister corporation which is the authorized lender that the
student has dropped out prematurely, In these instances, the school, instead of
making a refund as required to the student, wilt make a refund to the authorized
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lender. This authorized lender will credit the refund to student loan balance,and will be able to Implement collection procedures, or will notify the bankinginstitution which has purchased the student loan from the Initial authorizedlender that it should institute collection procedures at the appropriate time.(9) Certain of these institutions Indicated that there was massive confusionamong all of the various programs offered by the GSLP both as to their me.chanies and as to the intent of all the programs, taken as a whole, Thus, someproprietary schools offer National Defense Student Loans and some do not. Somehave been very successful In, encouraging their students to obtain Basic Eduea-Hopei Opportunity Grants (MG) and some have been less successful, Someschools have used the College Work Study Program and some do not use itat all,
(10) A major problem that many of them see with the program is the slowapproval of student loan applications by the Department of Health, Education,and Welfare. The larger schools have been able to overcome this by allowing

the student to be admitted to the school prior to final approval and then collectingthe proceeds from the student loan after final approval. But, in any event, theliaison and flow of Information between the Office of Education and the schools
are very poor. Some schools also point out that this is also apparently the easewith regard to the communications between approved lenders and the Office ofEducation.

D. VIEWS OF BUSINESS AND SECRETARIAL SCHOOL REGARDING IMPROVEMENT
OP THE GSLP

The views of most of these institutions is that the large number of Federalstudent assistance programs should be distilled into two programs, one ofwhich would be simply a grant based on need and the other would be a loan.Of course, those who advocate this system, advocate greatly expanded BEOG's,The interest on the loans would not be subject to any interest waiver and theloan would lnA'e to be paid and we. ,d be/collected.
The distillation of all the student financial assistance programs into thesetwo programs, in the opinion of many schools, would greatly simplify the pro-gram and alleviate the multiple needs tests (e.g. one needs test for BEOG anda different needs test for GSLP) and provide a much more easily managed

student financial assistance program. In addition, the elimination of interestwaivers with regard to the GSLP's and the increase in the BEOG's as opposedto granting the 'detest waivers would result in a more equitable distribution
of the government's education assistance. funds and a more direct attainment
of the program's subsidy objective.

On the other hand, it would also allow the implementation of a program tocollect the interest or a certain portion of interest on a monthly basis evenwhile the student is in school even if only an amount of $10 per month is col-
lected toward interest at that time. Such monthly payments will assure thatthe student is kept aware of the fact that. the GSLP is a loan that Must berepaid, A major problem of the current program is that in some eases, according
to certain student financial aid officers and administrators, as many as 30%of the recipients of the GSLP do not understand the fact that the 0titM3 is aloan that must be repaid. A major problem of the current program is that in
some cases, according to certain student financial aid officers and administrators,
as many as 30% of the recipients. of the GSLP do not understand the fact thatthe GSLP is a loan and thus don't *sroperly assume the obligations of the loan.Regarding the problem of default, many schools believe that the situation islargely a fault of the program itself for a number of reasons, The primary reason
Is that there has been no effective collateral established for these loans, Effee-
tire collateral, they feel, should be established in the form of very stringent rights
of the government to collect the loans from wages earned by the students in .the future. Methods of avoiding future payment such as bankruptcy, and such
as avoidanrb of the loan as a result of infamy statutes should be eliminated.
In addition, government should have a very strong enforceable right to garnish
the future wages of a student, The Office of Education should be able to utilisethe services of the Social Security Administration to trace the student and to
find his employer, When that has been dote, the Office of Education should havethe right to use outside collection agencies, in-house legal staff and/or theservices of the Internal Revenue Service to collect the loan, On the other hand,
the schools fuel that to make the repayment of the student loon less burdensome to

1
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the student, he should be able to obtain a tax credit for a certain amount of
the loan as it is repaid. Thus, he would be able to utilize sonie of his taxable
income for loan repayment and, at the same time, take a deduction for a portion
of these repayments,

VII, VIEWS OP TRADE AND noliNioa Simms

Because Trade and Technical schools are accredited by the National Associa-
tion of Trade and Technical Schools, the view of these schools is slanted some-
what toward the view of the Accrediting Commission of NATTS, In addition,
however, trade and technical schools have many of the same problems faced by
business schools, by colleges and universities, by home study schools, and by
lenders of all types, The major distinction of trade and technical schools seems
to be that their Accrediting commission is probably somewhat stronger than
others iu the proprietary school field, Other differences tend to lie in the areas
of length of course, length of lead time prior to starting school, and placement
methods after completion of the training program,

A. PlsoGRAIK DEFINITION

The Natitte:i' '..isociation of Trade and Technical Schools is concerned with
program deft, 4. It is the belief of NATTS that, in general, the program was
originally letal,,uted for "middle class" students, Lower income students would
come under grant programs and higher income students would likely not be in
need of educational financial assistance, The advent of the needs analysis test has
caused the program to become more oriented toward lower income students and
therefore has changed the entire program. NATTS, as well as the majority of trade
and technical schools, believes that needs analysis should be done away With
totally for the purposes of the federally insured loan and should be only used
for the purposes .of making grants. Educators in this field feel most Of the five
financial assistance programs have evolved into lower income programs all serv-
ing the same target group. It is their belief that there should be a simplification
of the federal assistance program so that a student receives a "grant" based on
need and a "loan" under either the federally insured program or the National Di-
rect Student Loan Program. The majority of trade and technical schools prefer
the National Direct Student Loan program for obvious reasons. The school has
control of the program and the inherent confustion relative to how funds are to
be obtained under the federally insured program is not present.in the National
Direct Student Loan. However, for the purposes of this report, the data considered
will be limited to the federally insured student loan program,

0, nue iniamcio 'IN ',ENDING

If We consider that it is taken for granted that the OSLP is in fact a "middle
class" program and that there will be no needs analysis, then the next point that
comes about is whether the program is a "credit" program or not, Trade and tech-
Weal schools feel that the government has been devious in this area in that the
major reason for having a government guarantee on the loan to begin with is that
the student, because of his youth, usually has not built up credit and therefore
could not obtain a loan anywhere else for the purposes of going to school even
though he may be quite intent on paying the loan back. Therefore, trade and tech-
ideal schools feel that the OSLP is not a credit program and that claims by the
government that a lender (whether he be a school lender or a bank) has not used
due diligence in making a loan is farcical, If there is such a thing as due diligence
in making a federally insured loan then it should be specifically defined in
stepby-step

C, STRAINING OF INTEORITT

The next thing that has become apparent to these schools is that there has been
a lack of integrity in all areas,eoncerning these loans. Banks have simply made
the loans and said "they are government guaranteed so we just won't make any
effort beyond doing minimal paper work," Students have taken out loans simply
to get Money for other things other than education and have shown up a day or
so In class so that they could get their federal loan funded and then used the
money for other things. Schools have sometimes purposely gently passed over the
fact that the student is getting a loan as opposed to a grant, and the student is
sometimes quite surprised that he owes the money after he gets out of school, Thus,
from these viewpoints, the integrity of all concerned has been strained.
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D, VUNDINO

Qne of the major problems encountered by these schools is the unavailability of
fnudsthe banks, as is discussed in Chapter III, are reluctant to make these
loans, and the problems of schools being lenders in discussed in Chapter IV,

E, PAPEaWoRlt

Next in significance to the schools is the problem of paper work, In order for a
student to get a loan both the lender and the school rust do a great deal of paper
work, Since lenders have no incentive to make these loans, the school usually
ends tip doing both ends of the paper work, in order to make loans available for
its students, This paper work load requires extra personnel and invariably raises
the tuition for the student, Although the Task rorce did not review 0, E. opera-
tions, a cursory look at some correspondence from 0, B. to the school owners on
the team revealed a byzantine detail of procedures, It is unlikely that this kind
of detail was legislated, and It appears to the schools to be the creation of an
officious, self-serving bureaucracy,

1, PERSONNEL

The personnel problem in itself is a major concern, Schools read the regulations
and find that they must name somebody tinancial.aid officer, 'nits, some girl in
accounting is usually named financial aid officer and stuck with dealing with mil-
lions of dollars, yet site knows nothing about the government program. The sante.
thing happens in banks and other lending institutions, People on the lowest level
are automatically the ones assigned the responsibility of being the loan officer
in charge of federally insured loans and therefore these loans get the lowest level
of competence of personnel available in both the school and the lending institution,

Since the paper work is massive, this causes a huge block of Vaned up informa-
tion arriving at the government office,

o, MANUALS

The paper work and personnel problem is, to &great extent, 'caused by the lack
or distinct, descriptive manuals used for the program, Those manuals that are
available are not tiptodate and are so detailed that it takes a muster mind to
decipher them,

It, DIVERSITY OP ANSWERS PROM cf,E,

What's more, when questions are asked relative to the manuals, melt level of
the Offiee of riducation gives a different answer.. The sawn question asked in
different regional offices will get different answers. Schools that operate in several
mow regions are faced with this problem daily,

Most schools complain of getting the "run around", P1 regional office sit-pa
that'it is a state problem, the state office says it is a regional problem, the re-
gional office then sends them to the national office and the national office still
say's it is a regional probl6m, The end result is both lender and school do not get
an answer,

I, ApP/ADATION TURNAROUND TIME

A specific problem estteettilly actite in the trade and teelmical school areas IS
the turn around time tiect4';ary to get a loan guaranteed, Since trade and tech-
nical Rime's typically enroll students only two or three Weeks before Outs starts,
it is impossible to get a lout:. guaranteed prior to the student starting. This leaves
only two alternatives, Tell the student he can't start until his paper is guaran-
teed at which titne he will usually either decide to not go to school or go to an
unscrupulous school that wilt take him on a gamble, Or the school lutist take the
student on the gamble that the paper may be guaranteed while the student is in
school, This gamble is a problem in that some trade and technical schools have
roams that end so fast the student may well be out of sellool before the gov
eminent chit go through all of its paper work,

(dt,A2M14 TURNAROUND TIMM

Turn around time Is again a problem when defaults (wenn Most lenders know
that mule they turn in a Maim they will not he paid itumediately, and they lose
interest' while the government bounces the paper between offices; Wen though

i NO 11011111P Dimming is handed,

1
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there is now interest during this period, the lenders are so used to the problem
in the past that they will ignore the fact that new loans do have interest paid
for the period between when the claim is turned in and when the claim is paid,

Lenders have consistently gotten all Sorts of excuses for not paying claims,
Most would accept the fact the government is simply out of money but do not
like getting other excuses, Since lenderS are typically doing schools a favor by
makingoans available to their students; the lenders are inclined to pressure the
schools to directly or indirectly Compensate them for the noearning period,

X. RELATIONS WITH HAIM

Ti.lo brings forth one of the problems most apparent in trade and technical
schools, The Government has said no points or premiums may be paid to a lender
to induce him to make a loan for a student, Although this was supposedly done
to keep down the cost to the student,' the schools feel that this ha4 greatly in
crease(' the price of education, Schools could well. afford to pay two or three
'points toa lender for handling loans Per them, just as they pay banks for ban.
(lug private paper,- However, sillee the 00Verillaellt has Said that no points or
premiums may be paid, tuition has gime, up 20% to 30% to cover the problems
inherent in the school being a lender or in covering. up its method of paying the
lender, The schools are aware that lenders Wake loans to make money, anit that
as it stands, there is no way federally itiSured loans will make money unless the
lender is getting some sort at' payment from either the student or the school,
Since points or premiums have arbitrarily been cut out but normal working
relationships have been left, schools are forced to "sweeten" their total rela-
tionship with the banks, This has (mused extremely high compensating balanceS
and high interest rates on direct loans to the schools to make up for the lack
of yield on the federally insured loan, This type of payment means that the eash
flay of the school is greatly reduced, therefore increasing- the tuition 20% to 30%
rather than 2% to 3%, The overall effect is to make a much more expensive course
for all students, and as far as the schools are concerned, to make the "rich get
richer and the.poor get 'poorer,"

L. DEVAULTS

One other point that has come up several times is the interaction between
governinent agencies, The federal Trade Commission hay given an extremely
hard warning to students to beware of unsavory practices by proprietary and
other schools who use recruiting agents, Many students take this warning as an
excuse to claim misrepresentation, and then default on the payment a their
loans, Some even say that the federal Trade Commission "says that I don't have
to pay," Defaults have grown even more due to the fact that the needs analysis
has forced the federally insured loan into a lower clogs program, automatically
causing a higher rate of defaults, In addition, as long na mehools are allowed to
he lenders, this allows the school to "sell loans" as opposed to selling education,
and therefore dissatisfied students do not pay, Proprietary schools have a high
default rate, partially due to their selling tactics; but also because loans made
for proprietary schools reach the payout period several years before college
loans, therefore weighting Statistics,

SVOOESTED CITANOSS

A brief overview of the feelings of trade and technical schools relative to
improving the federal loan program would be ;

1, to do away with schools as lenders,
2, have a specific definition of due diligence in lending,
3, have a Specific definition of due diligence in collecting,
4, do away with the needs analysis completely.
5, leauire a down payment for the lonn,
0, have the student inake payments while he is in school,
7, allow lending institutions a decent yield to make the loan attractive, -
There are Several ways of accomplishing the above, but, in general; this would

be a synopsis of the solutions,

Vinws Or HOME STUtri' Samna

On December 3, 1073, a etiestionnire was sent to AO accredited National Home
Study Council Schools requesting their opinions regarding the OSLP and most

,



specifically how it affects the students, the lenders, and the schools, In addition,
the schools were requested to submit recommendations on how to improve the
program,

To date, a total of 28 returns have been received, Bight of these have no coin-
meats since they are not involved or do not have sufficient information regard-
ing GSLP to male an assessment,

The following narrative is concerned with the 20 schools that presented in-
formation and opinions,

A; VALUE To STUDENTS

The respondents generally expressed themselves eloquently and with a diversi-
fication of opinion. The following quotes are indicative of the extremes

"Studentswithout the Federal Insured Student Loan most students could not
achieve their goal in life,"

"It has been our experience that for the student who truly wishes to better
himself through a Vocational training program, the Student Loan Program can be
a major factor in attaining this goal,"

"My opinion of the guaranteed student loan program as it affects students is
good, The basic idea of giving the student an opportunity to obtain money to
attend school, when needed, plus the fact that the student has the outright
obligation to repay the money makes it a better program than the grant and schol-
arship programs,"

"It is a wonderful program if you believe in Santa Clause. But, if you believe in
the fundamental facts of life, it is a trap for the student, a windfall for tut -
scrupulous school owners, and a fraud on the American taxpayer."

"Since correspondence school students are generally already employed and
therefore only part-time students, I do n5t see the probability of any dramatic
increase in their Income which would allow them to pay off their student loans
on time, fly and large, I,think we do correspondence school students a disservice
enrolling them in the PM program, since a majority of them will not finish
witness the completion rates and graduation statistics of most of our member
schools."

11, DEFAULTS

Many school owners are surprised that the government is surprised that the
completion rate in correspondence schools is so low and the default of payment
is so high. "If the school had bad debts of only 4-5% it would be foolish indeed
to use the FISL program, However, 20 to 30% rage (sic] is not unusual,

It is obvious that what is occurring among all the proprietary sehools is that
the (MP is used as a last 'resort, after the school finances the credit-worthy
through their own programs,

C. EFFECT ON CORRESPONDENCE SCUMS

The majority opinion, liven among those who are profitably using the program,
is that it is probably inappropriate for correspondence schools, Some of the com.
::tents on the effect on the cehools can be summed up as follows : The immediate
profitability and cash flow is great but the school cannot "just do a little bit of

J-1-51LP" ; it becomes hooked on it and because of the need for continued cash
flow "some schools are not selling enrollmentsthey are literally giving them
away." The potential for disaster (bankruptcy if the school) is enormous and,
as was Mentioned, the program is a windfall for unscrtiptilons School owners
and strains the integrity of these with scruples. The consensus of opinion is that
"ninny sehoon4 take advantage of GSLP by enrolling students into courses they
(to not need or are not qualified for." Mention was also made of the discrimina-
tion in favor of the schools who can afford to be self- lenders,

eAtitat woitit

Additional comments were made about, paper work. These respondents were cen-
siderahly more eloquent than the banks and words like "fantastic" and lured!
hie" 1101,0 frequently used.

u, SUOGESTtONS roil tttPROVEMENT

A mignitleant minority of Reboots exPressed the opinion that if the program "is
handled Judiciously, it can he a definite asset to the school in terms of completed
stmlents." in order to accomplish this, seine of the recommendations of the
schools are ;
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"HEW should guarantee only that part of the loan which has been earned.
This eliminates the refund problems which have plagued many of our member
schools, It also would solve the problem of interrupted processing of loans, HEW
might respond to this recommendation by suggesting that the banks disburse only

as tuition is earned. The banks probably would agree, if they were paid for the
administrative trouble,"

"Make it inundatory that at least 1.50/0 of the principal amount of the loan be

liquidated by the student annually, while student is in school. This amount should

not be insured,"
"Collect delinquent balances through use of IRS offices."
"Provide a servicing. fee to lender to help defray servicing cost."
"HEW should permit the usual practice of compensating balance,"
"Schools must have recruitment controls, educational competence mid

amountability,"
"Loans should be disbursed direct to the school for tuition and books only,"
"Correspondence school students should be required to start payment on loans

sixty days after completion of training,"

IX. TEAM VIEWS ON CoLLEcTioN OF PRESENT DEBT

The collection of the current debt created under the Guaranteed Student Loan

Program, which totals approximately six billion dollars at the present time. is
being hampered by a number of factors including many of those outlined in
previous sections of the report. The current debt owed by the students is subject
to large and increasing rates of default,

A, AFFECT OF REGULATIONS AND POLICIES

1. The Office of Education's budget does not provide for adequate personnel
for internal collection efforts, and

2. The Office of Education's policy is such that no contracts may be granted
to outside collection agencies to attempt to collect on defaulted loans.

3, The current law provides that only the LS, Attorney's Office may institute
litigation for collection, and litigation has not been resorted to as yet.

No penalties exist for the schools or for the students with regard to defaults
on loans, At the current time there is no language in the law or Office of Educe-
tion regulations Which would even hint at the possibility of real penalties for
schools or for students resulting from defaults, With regard to lenders, there
is the penalty of loss 'of the Federal guarantee of outstanding student loans, if
the lenders' collection procedures do not follow ordinary care and diligence, but
the latter term is poorly defined.

With regard to subsequent purchasers of outstanding government guaranteed
student loans, there appears to be no formal obligation spelling out the diligence
in Collection procedures that these subsequent lenders must follow or the con-
tinuing obligations, if any, of the original lender,

Banks and a sithorised lenders are not inclined to do anything more than the
minimum in terms of collection, There are no rewards to banks (or Schools or
students, fur that matter), with regard to keeping default rates down,

There is no collateral and no Stated right to garnishment of Wages which is the
only real collateral available under the current regulations and progedures of
the Guaranteed Student Loan Program,

It THE OVERHANGING CLAIMS

It is the unanimous opinion of the group that the existing defaults are bite a
small fraction of the potential defaults, Part of the potential resides in loans
that . not yet matured, and an unknown but large amount of loans that have
been repurchased by the lending institution (some schools find some states) brit
still overhang, The schools and states bought back this paper so as to keep
their apparent default rate low but it is potentially a large source of claims.

With regard to what was previously referred to as the overhang, that le,
defaulted loans which have been repurchased by sehonls or states, the
tnendation was that the instittitions holding this paper be given no more than one
year to file them es defaulted loans. The federal guarantee should terminate
after that period, An incidence of default must be operationally defined, and the
guarantee for future defaults should terminate after one year,

The team has not addressed the problem of loan defaults through state lending
agencies, We have no coinment on this problem other than to require the state
to meet a deadline similar to that of schools and banks,
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C. TIMATMENT OF DEBTORS

Collectiou efforts on the present defaulted debt should be made in a manner
that considers that much of this debt was incurred under conditions that could
be perceived by the debtor as misrepresentations or at least ignorance, It is the
unanimous opinion of the group that direct threat of legal action and legal action
should be brought only against those debtors who owe large sums of money, who
have the wherewithal to pay, and who received real' value from the education
which occasioned the indebtedness, While other reasons lead the group to unani-
mously recommend the use of independent contractors as a collection agency,
it Is felt that the operations of reputable collection agencies are such as to act
in a wormer compatible with the above statement. Generally, debtors are treated
in three categories, If they have received no value and would tie financially dis-
tressed by repaying the debt, the collection pressure is relatively ; if they
have received little value but are likely to be able to repay the debt, they are
advised of the importance of paying the debt to keep their credit standing
good ; and if they have received value and can pay but. haven't, considerable
pressure is brought to bear,* Incidentally, when a commercial collection agency
forwards a claim to an attorney the remuneration to the collection agency is

O. STAFFING ANALYSIS

While 0. E. may staff up with its own collection force sufficient to handle
routine collections as they occur in the future, it is unanimously recommended
that 0, R. not attempt to staff up to handle the load represented by the present
debt, An analysis of the effort required is as follows ;

"The requirement for the creation of an 0. leternal collection system to
collect $1,500,000,000,00 worth of loans throughout the nation would be prohibi-
tively elaborate. 0500,000,000,00 in loans which are severely delinquent with an
average loan of 0,100.00 per borrower would menu we have $1,300,000 borrowers,
Assuming that 90% of the 1,300,000 people are treated as delinquencies and that
one collector can handle 400 accounts (which is significantly above the average for
collectors from commercial banks) 3,000 collectors would be required, If the
remaining 10% or 130,000 became legal eases and were handled 50per man, which
is again above the commercial bank collector's average, an additional 2,000 legal
collectors would be required. Add to this the administrative staff and secretarial
support and it appears that the Government would have between 5,000 and
10,000 additional employees to collect these student loans. 7,500 collectors at an
average cost of 00,000 per person is a total. cost of $75,000,000.00 in annual
salaries. This would seem to be an unacceptable solution and it would appear
that substantial bonuses could be paid to banks instead,"

a. SHOULD 0, E, COLLECT INTERNALLY?

Several of the team members feel it would be inappropriate for 0, M. to set
up any collection department at all, Research on the characteristics of successful
collectors indicates that they

Are forceful, assertive, aggressive, and somewhat hostile;
Are leadership oriented "fed Oleic thinkers who enjoy verbal persuasion

and dominating people encounters ;
Are ambitioue, desirous for quick rewards, money and job progression, and

have a strong need for recognition and personal praise;
. Require individual treatment ;

Arc independent, resourceful, nonconformists who dislike rigid structure
and resent authority ;

Work best under strong pressure to produce results ;
Are highly persistent
Prefer mid work hours,

One recommendation involves paying the banks a bonus for collection of debts
that 0, has acknowledged are in default, Since the banks already have collec,
Hon departments and collection procedures, and since tiny would be familiar with
the debts Olt their OW11 books, it would appear proper for O. Id, to pay them
!mimes,- A figure of 1.0% of collection was suggested. (This is less than Muter,
Hal collection agenciee Otero.) 'There was some diseussioh about the banks being
tempted to define atom 101111H its being in default if they operated under this menet,.

The fourth edtop*. (101411M14 spool:II arrangements of lengthened payout,
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dare ; but the come:Issas of opinion, Considering the manlier of regulatory agencies
under which thp banks operate, was that this was highly unlikely. The majority

opinion, however, was that commercial agencies would be more effective than

banks,

I', smssmAar or stleoesTross RELATED TO COLLECTION OF TI1I PRESENT MIST

1;:Assure toughness of collection effort is appropriate considering alma-
stances of the indebtedness,

2. Engage as contractors present successful collection agencies (perhaps banks),

for the overload,
3, Establish a deadline for overhanging defaults,
4, Assess ability of 0, E, to directly employ successful collectors,

5, Systematize collection procedures,

X, TEAM VIEWS ON 'rnz TAROT AND NEED POR, THE PROOIL1I4.

. A. PRO/MOMS

As the team members investigated the broad problem of assessing the need

for the program and the effect of the program, the following snore specific issues

became apparent;
1, LOURS or grants ; whether the program was designated, is being adminis-

tered, and is being perceived by students and schools as a lending program or as a

disguised grant,
2, Student target ; what are the characteristics, in terms of personal and

family income level and permits) independence, of the students this program was

designed to assist ; and what are the characteristics of those it is aetually
assisting; and the effect of administrative procedures in charging the actual

target from the legislated target,
3, Student access and awareness; the assessment of the degree to which all

students (and nonstudents) who should be taking advantage of this program
are aware of it and have practical access to it,

4, dovernment subsidy ; the team members did not perceive any calculated
knowledge, among 0, E. staff, as to the ultimate amount of government subsidy

the program would require, or as to whether the prevails as presently admin-

istered used subsidy in the most cost effective way,
5, Institutional targets ; the effect that the program, both by legislation and

administration, is having on ; small colleges or large universities, independent

or financially affiliated proprietary schools, and home study schools,
6, Perceived goals of 0, Ft staff they seem to measure the achievements of

the program, not in terms of educational needs fulfilled, but in terms of dollars

lea out,
Although there was a high degree of consensus of opinion about the problems

inherent in the present lack of definition of the program, of the target student, and

of the effect on schools, the different aspects investigated and reported by the
several team members warrant some repetition In the following narratives,

n, THE PROORAM iii NEEDED

Milkers, school administrators, and students are generally unanimous in their

feelings that the program, as it was originally designed, would fulfill a major

need in financing the education of many studentsstudents of large and small

colleges, universities, and proprietary sehools, The team members are unanimous

in eoneurrenee with this,
Welfare economists are wily beginning to understand the staggering bur-

den of social costs involved when we do not provide the necessary vehicles
for every citizen to realize his maximum potential through education, We

must makitnize every citizen's optimal contribution to GNP if we are to
remain the economic leader in the world and provide jobs for the growing
numbers of entrants into the labor force.

It Is against this background that the lending community recognizes a

need for these programs, However, education is a public good In that the
benefits accrued are relatively indivisible. That is, we all enjoy the benefits

of living and working inn society whose quality has been enhanced by the

increased educational achievements of its citizens and we enjoy those belle-

fits without necessarily being exacted a paw for them, We have not yet
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developed our understandings of these benefits and how they impact on theearnings of a corporation, When lenders commit resources to a program
they must be able to measure the benefits derived from doing so, it is MID-cult for them to provide an overwhelming response to social welfarefunctions, .

It is felt by universities, colleges, and trade and technical schools that
the program Is needed and has greatly enhanced the opportunity of many
students to obtain a viable education in the field of their choice, Although
the nitiellanics do not work properly at the present time, the overall idea isgood and does enhance the ability of all prospective students to attend theschool of their choice,

0, THE TARGET HAS SEEN :iiISSED

Based on their interviews and assessments, the team members are unanimousin their concern that the program is presently porly defined in terms oftarget, that through administrative action the target has been modified from theoriginal legislative intent, that this modification has been detrimental to thetotal accomplishment of the program, and that the needs analysis test, as appliedto loans, is a principal cause of this malfunction,
The original definition of the program target has not been adhered, to,This drift train the target has been partially responsible for the default and'delinquencies rate. Originally the program was designed to target the middleincome groups in order to provide low interest educational financing, How-ever, the unrealistic income criteria in the needs analysis has resulted inthe exclusion of many members of the middle income target group, In addi-tion, the guaranteed aspects of the loan have been utilized in a mannerwhich has encouraged an increasing number of low income, high credit riskgroups to obtain funds under the program resulting in an increased defaultrate and increased administrative costs to the lender, From our point ofview, the guarantee was originally designed to reduce the risk involved tothe lender in loaning money at this low rate for this length of time to themiddleincome target, This guarantee has been misinterpreted as a methodof subsidizing groups of applicants who are substantially higher credit risks.than the intended target group,

The Guaranteed Student Loan Program as it has been amended since19011, with particular reference to the amendments of 1972' concerning theneeds test and needs analysis, has resulted in the program effectively die-criminating against students from middle class families, This has occurredbecause the needs test frequently eliminates the interest waiver, whichmakes PIM difficult to obtain and, in addition, frequently eliminates thestudent's ability to obtain a loan of sufficient magnitude to satisfy thestudent's real and reasonable needs,.
As a result of the discrimination that the needs test has now resulted hi,against the middle blase student, the government's funds are being moreaggressively directed away from educating those most likely to repay theirloans, tee, students from middle class families, In fact, the excessive pushby certain schools to obtain students from families who are economicallypoor has resulted in the granting of large numbers of loans to students whoare either not, prepared to assume the loan obligations or who are not infact qualified for the education that they receivet'as a result of funds oltented by them under the INderally I cured Student Loan Program, Thisresults in both the government lOishig substantial resources when the stu-dents default on their loans and the students having their record marredby defaulting upon the Guaranteed Student Loans because of being inducedto attend a school whose education program they are not fit or able to benefitfrom,
The GSLP, like all the other Vederal student assistance programs, 1G, in,fed, a social welfare program, However, the (ISLP seems to stiffer frontthe lack of a stated definition of whether it is a social program createdprimarily to enhance the educational level of our population or whether itis a standard conventional profit oriented credit program whieh should seekto take only good credit risks and then enforce collection, If the USW, is,in fact, the latter, it has no place in the Federal student assistance programs,since there are private banking and credit institutions which more thanadequately can serve the requirements tof good. credit risk borrowers, On
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the other hand, we know that the GSLP is in fact directed to serving the
needs of student borrowers who are not good credit risks and those student
borrowers who, although they may be satisfactory credit risks, have diffi-
culty in obtaining credit to finance their education. If serving these. bor.
rowers is the intent of the program, it meshes very Well with a number
of other programs, such as the NDSL program, the WIN program, the Col.
lege Work Study Program and the MG and SHOO programs. On the
other hand, the needs analysis procedure as it is currently operatiw greatly
reduces the value of this GSLP program in satisfying the aforestird objec

-dyes of supplying adequate credit to those who need credit (not grants or
work study, etc,) in order to obtain an education,

The needs test as implemented in March, 1973, has been a total disaster
for the program both in terms of quality of credit granted and in terms of
effectively freezing out many needy students. This is so not only because
of the limitation of the size.of loan which has resulted from the needs test,
but also the elimination of the interest waiver for certain students, which
discriminates against these students because of the fact that no needs test
bas ever been created which' will truly define the real needs of a borrower.
Thus, the needs test should be entirely eliminated and the maximum GSLP
be granted to any citizen who desires to attend school.

D. CONSOLIDATS PROODAMS : ONS GRANT, ONE LOAN

The team members suggest that there should be one grant program and one
loan program with the needs analysis test being applied to the grant program only.

It is felt that there are too many federal programs for packaging purposes,
In general, we concur with the trade and technical schools that there.should
be a grant program and a loan program, The grant program should be based
on need and the loan program should be available to anybody who requests'
it, The loan program can be either the National Direct Student Low or the
Federally Insured Student Loan but there does not need to be both available.
This is not a unanimous thought for many, if not most, trade and technical
schools prefer the National Direct Student Loan to the Federally Insured
Loan, This preference is due to the problems outlined in Chapter VII on the
views.oftrade and technical schools,

The preliferation of programs has resulted in substantial confusion as
well as lack of proper use of some of the programs. Thus, a distillation of
all of the Office of Education student assistant programs could probably be
nicely clone by the elimination of all the programs except the BEOG and
the GSLP. If this were to be done, BEOG's would be expanded and there
would be only one needs test for BEOG and GSLP, Based on this one needs
analysis, a certain amount of funds would be granted under the BEOG and
any remainder would be GSLP. The GSLP would then be collected as if it
were a normal credit situation, i.e. intensive collection efforts would be made
to collect the loan, This would not be a hardship on the student if the BEOG
Were expanded to provide funds for those students whose financial situation
demanded a larger BEOG than currently available but who now receive
interest subsidized OSLP's because of the current limitations on BEOG's.
No interest waiver would exist and thus no interest subsidy. The funds
formerly used for the interest subsidy Would be used to bolster the funds
available for the /11400's, If necessary the NDSL would be kept in its present
form, which is now dwarfed by GSLP and which will soon be dwarfed by
11E00. On the other hand, NDSL does provide for institutional allocation of
funds based on merit as well as need and thus provides an important dimen-
sion lacking in the other programs,

We recognize the need for funds on the part of our underprivileged citi-
lens ; however, the vehicle to supply funds for this group would be more
appropriately a grant, not a loan. We feel strongly that to loan money to
students who are not prepared to cope with the responsibilities of contractual
relationships does not enhance or encourage our Nation's educational better.
'pent Programs should be designed with a View to succeeding Within the
parameter of needs of individual students.

n. 8117DENT AOODS8 wan Is TIIN MAIIKET AND HOW CAN IT 2114 SNDV.ED?

There is concern that some individuals who should be using the program (in
the sense that they are now undereducated) are practically prevented from
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using the program, by their unawareness or misunderstnuding of the program, or
by discouragement front schools. There is additional concern that, If all who
should use the program did, the funding required by the government would ho
very much larger than it is now.

We recommend that a study be made to determine
The ultimate size of the market (undereduention caused by financial

reasons),
Tile market sin re being served by the CSLP product,
MIPhreness and perception of the product ie the market, and
An analog to pricevoltune relationship.

't'he survey would include students educated at various levels, as well as in-
dividuals who terminated their education at or during high school, Individuals
who applied for and were denied loans and grants would be included in the
sample.

Information on'the "price-volume" relationship would be useful in determining
how best to serve the market with a limited amount of the critical resource
of funding. The team members assume that a limit does exist, and that it must
be vided among

internal mite I. rntive cost,
Subsidized in.L,Lest differential,
Indirectly reimbursed processing cost,
Paying off defaults, and
Commitment of funds cost, (government borrowing),

A related issue is the .apportionment of funds to grant program or loan program.
The team members are critical of the present allocation of these costs: it ay-

pears to be done in an unplanned manner, and based on less information than
could be made available. Tosome of the team members it does not appear to be
done at all and there is no acknowledged limit : the expenses "just happen,"

It is believed that the suggested consolidation of programs Into one of grant
and one of loan, and the elimination of Interest waiver, will be in the right direc-
tion of resource allocation. Another consideration is how much Interest to charge
the student. This probably Is the key prieevolume tradeoff analog.

V. INSTITUTIONAL TARGETS

The prograhi. as it is presently administered, it appears to the team members,
has had an effect of shifting students from small colleges to large Universities
and from independent proprietary schools to those 'affiliated with strong financial
resources. The team members believe that these shifts are contrary to the intent
Of the legislation.

As had been mentioned, these shifts occur because of two reasonsi the non-
availability of the WAGS at the small colleges and independent proprietary schools,
and the relative unavailability of funding to the middle class student who More
typleally attends these types of institutions.

Some of the team members questioned the appropriateness of offering these
loans to students of home study courses. The reasoning is as the home study
school owners related in Chapter VIII.

0. STAVV GOALS

There was unanimous concern as to the appropriateness of the goals of Oil-.
staff, These goals should be stated in terms of effectiveness of the program in
increasing education instead of dollars loaned, and that is how the cost effective-
Hess of the program should be menusree and compared with other progifems,

It, SUMMARY 01' sunnewrtoi,ts

In summary, the suggested solutions to the problems of program definition are
1. Consolidate programsa loan program and a grant program.
2. tliminate interest subsidized loans, A grant could cover the interest subsidy,
8, Illiminate needs analysis for loan program.
4. Prevent the schools from being lenders, directly or indirectly.
6, Survey student and tonstudent population so as to measure the total need

for the program as well as the awareness of and the practical access to the pro-
'grain, and the priceolumeexpense tradeoffs.

6. Legislate and fund the program based on knowledge of government commit.
went for funding that will be involved.
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7, Legislate the target and prevent changing the target administratively,
8, Assure funding in. accordance with a legislated need, without requiring

bankers to subsidize the program,
9, Require a down payment and ongoing interest payments, This will tend to

assure a student target that is committed to becoming educated,
10, Reassess the appropriateness of the program for home study students,
11, Restate 0,E, goals in. terms of educational achievement and cost effective-

ness, 4
XL COLLECTION or FUTURE DEBT

A. THE ATTITUDE or BANKERS

There appears to be an underlying theme from discussions with bankers that
the entire Guaranteed Loan Program is a form of a grant program, Since this
idea prevails in the thinking of the hankers, credit criteria in granting of loans
is much lower and the collection effort of the bank is often of a minimal type,
just sufficient enough to qualify for the "due diligence" requirement, The attitude
seems to be "since the Government is going to pay the loan anyway, I don't have
to worry about it," The entire collection attitude of the Student Loan Program
must be changed starting with the (Mee of Education and moving swiftly down-
stream to all lenders,

B, STUDENT ATTITUDES

The students do not always understand that they are getting a loan rather than
tt grant,some of the paper work has been misleading to the extent that some
students believe that they are getting a grant rather than a loan and some un-
scrupulous sales personnel have purposely misled the students into believing

. same.
A major problem of the current program is that in some cases, according to

certain student financial aid offiders and administrators, as many as 30% of the
recipients of the FISIN do not underStand the fact that the VIM is a loan and
thus don't properly assume the obligations of the loan,

There is growing concern that some students, especially those with large loans,
contemplate bankruptcy proceedings so as to avoid the payment upon graduation,

C. POSTURE OP THE SCHOOL

Some institutions have permitted unqualified students to enroll and make at)
plication for the Government .Student Loans simply as a means of generating
additional funds flow, In these cases, the probability of the students' success in
school is small and the probability of defatfit is great.

Due to the fact that. the government has. administered the program into a
"lower class" program they are automatically causing a higher rate of defaults,
The needs analysis causes the program to be putt into mum area where defaults are
going to be high, In addition, the fact that schools are lenders allows them to
"sell loans" as opposed to education and therefore have dissatisfied students and
a great deal of defaults, The fact that proprietary schools have a high default
rate is partially due to their different selling tactics and partially due to the fact
that loans made during the same period of time to colleges have not yet begun to
be in their payout period, therefore, weighting the statistics.

1), AWARENESS IW LENDER OP bEPAULT

Mechanically a major problem with the program is that when the student
drops out there are no mechanics to notify the lender that the student has left,

. E. LOCATING THE bErAULTER

The most expensive part of collection procedureS is finding the debtor, The
combination of the mobility of a student population and the length of time
between funds disbursement and the first collection effort results in an abnor
Many high percentage of untoented debtors,

V, LEGAL REMEDIES

Legal remedies such as garnishment or threatening legal proceedings are not
presently perMitted.
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0, SUMMARY OP atnioEsTIONS

1, Prevent the schools from being lenders, directly or indirectly. Schools are
not set up or staffed to perform this function and they are more likely to mis-
represent the lending situation than are banks.

2, Some of the team members questioned the advisability of permitting home
study students to qualify for the program. The traditional noncollection rate of
home study schools is substantially higher than that of resident schools and
substantially higher than the GSLP should tolerate.

8, Eliminate from the program the loans with subsidized interest payments.
The routine payment of interest provides an immediate and continued contact
between the student and the lender. The team unanimously feels that the addl.
tional administrative and bank processing cost involved in the loans without
Interest subsidy would be more than overcome by the reduced expense of default
and of the mechanical problem of notifying the lender when the student tenni
notes his education and the reduced cost of locating defaulters. Additionally, the
team members are certain, from prior. experience, that students willing to make
an interest payment are much less likely to default on the principal amount.

4, Require it down payment front each student. The figure of $100 was sup
gested. The student then has some investment in his education and his interest
in education is more assured.

5. Require interest payments to be made by the student monthly, It is the feel.
Ing of most of the team members that the requirement of the down payment of
$100 and monthly interest payments ranging from $8.00 to $40.00 per month
would significantly reduce future debt collection problems, improve the target
to those committed to becoming educated, and not distort the legislative intent
of the program,

6, Each lender qualified for the progam should have a specialist who maintains
a current knowledge about the program, The Office of Education should provide
training for these specialists, This training should also be available to school
administrators. Some of the members suggest that the Office of Education test
and certify the.qualifications of the lenders' specialists.

7; Some of the team members felt that the Office of Education should establish
direct communication with the student to advise him of its role, and to reinforce
the student's knowledge of the conditions of the lban, and to provide some assur-
ance that the leader be notified either by the school or the student as to time
time that the student terminated his education and the loan matured.

8, At the time the student enrolls in school, he should reaffirm, by signature,
his contract regarding the loan in order to insure that he fully understands the
nature of the agreement to which he has contracted.

9. Based on the precautions that would prevent any misrepresentation of the
loan, the student.should be required to waive legal defense of infancy and bank.
rtiptcy, and permit garnishment and priority claims.

10, Some of the team members suggested that the school be a partial cosigner.
Present practice with regard to National Direct Loans in effect makes the school
a 10% cosigner, .

11, The Office of Education should be permitted to use social security numbers
for tracing students, A social security number application should be required
of every student.

12, Ponds should be disbursed to the school on a pro rata basis: that in
proportion to the education received, A quarterly system might be employed,
Schools would be required to verify that the borrower is a student in good
standing and show evidence of his progress before additional funds could be
forwarded to the school, It is recognized that this is contrary to present school
refund policies and will increase 'the administrative costs of funds disbursement,
The cost effectiveness of the savings in defaults and collection efforts against
the increased administrative costs should be investigated.

13. 0, 11, should require of the school an exit interview with each graduating
student and with those terminating before graduations Where Possible. 'Phis
interview would serve to reaffirm the student's obligation to pay the loan at a
specified time as Well as verify that the studefit has been satisfied by the
school's training,

14, 80111P of the team menthols suggested shortening or eliminating the grace
period, after education WM111101011, before principle payments begin, This might
he more appropriate for noneollege students, There should be no waiver of inter-
est payments during lea ves.of.a bse.nce,
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15, The Office of Education should publish a "report card" on both schools
and lenders, relative to dropouts among student borrowers and delinquencies In
luau repayments. This report card should be made available to all schools and
lenders participating in that program, as well as a public record.

16, A system of bonuses and penalties should be established for lenders and
for schools based on default rates. This could be in the form of differential in-
surance fees, School with high default rates among their students should be
disqualified for the program.

17. Some of the team members suggested a fine for those schools who did not
notify the lenders of student termination.

18. With regard to the collection effort, there were differing suggestions,
but all team members concurred that 0. E. should have a systems study per*
formed on its collection efforts, Some of the members suggested that O. E. hire
staff in the collection and legal area to provide for the collection effort that will
be ongoing after the present defaults are worked down by an outside collection
agency, Some of the team members suggested that ultimate collection effort
he made by the Internal Revenue Service, On the other hand, some of the team
members felt that the most cost effective procedure, considering the nature of
the collection process and the characteristics of the personnel required, would
be to contract this work out,

19. Some of the team members suggested that when the loan matured to the
payout period, that it be purchased from the bank by the Social Security agency
who would then collect it, The collection could be in the form of an incremented
percentage of payroll deduction, perhaps matched, as Is presently done, by the
employer. Another technique that would make the payment income contingeat
would be to continue the standard percentage of payroll deduction on income
greater than the present maximum Per which social security deductions, are
made.

XII, TsAst VIEWS oN TUE AVAILABILITY OF FUNDS

A. REASONS FOB UNAVAILABILITY

The primary reason funds are not available is the program is not a profitable
use of banks' assets. The nominal rate Is loss than the cost of funds ; the bonus
is uncertain and does not cover handling costs ; and until a changed law is
effective, the noneerning use of assets while the claim is being processed further
reduces the yield. In addition to the very high direct handling costs of these
loans, the lenders feel there are unknown but substantial Indirect costs involved ;
principally the requirements for bank officers to deal with the government, the
schools, and the students and assure adherence to unclear and frequently chang-
ing government procedures. The growing uncertainty about the government
guarantees is another detriment to the funds supply. An additional factor is
the relative illiquidity of this asset used

IL SUMMARY Or SUOOESTIONS

1. Th funding for this program should be assured by legislative action, The
legislation must be btu on a survey to determine the educational needs that
this program could fulfill, a commitment of the amount of funds to be approeri-
ated for the program, and a definition of target so that the funds match the needs.
This Would assure the banks that the government guarantee would be honored
promptly and would enable the subsidization of the program to be transferred
from the banks to the tax payers,

2, Yield rate should be established that would not require the banks to
subsidize the program, Because costs of funds are so volatile, the yield would
he attractive to banks it tied to the costs of funds, A figure of the average federal
fundi rate for the quarter plus 8% is suggested, This would make the loans as
attractive, except for liquidity, as the sale of federal fends and would not damage
the profitability of banks that were required to purchase federal funds,

8, The banks should be certain as to what the yield is, They should know
the formula by which it is calculated, If the federal funds rate is used as a
basis, le,, the average for the preceding quarter could be used,

4, To o..kk nitztlog liquidity and capital adequacy, consideration should be given
to the ra,, :bat these loans are federally guaranteed,

6, An operational definition of due diligence in collection mist be provided,
6, An operational definition of due 1.11111genee in loan initiation (other than

determination of credit worthiness) should be established and promulgated,
80-045-44----11
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7, Eliminate proerest Motion 01141 delay in the payment of Claims.
8, Without investigating O. E. Internal procedures, it appeared to the team

members Unit some of the frustrations and indirect costs incurred by the lenders
would be el.minated if0, E. would review its internal procedures and simplify,
stabilize, and make uniform throughout the agency its dealings with and require-
ments of the banks,

9, O. E, should attempt to reduce the direct administrative costs of these
loans by seeking to parallel the procedures with existing installment loan pro-
cedures; A study should be performed as to the feasibility of this suggestion.
The study should not take as "given" existing legislation Or policies, It should
consider changing the procedural requirements as well as the procedures them-
selves to make the loans less expensive to administer, .perhaps by modifying
the requirements to fit existing routines.

19, 0, E, should have it paper work simplification study done that. encom-
passes the relirelnentS Of schools and students, as well as 'the lenders, In
addition, the internal paper work of .0. E. should be investigated, Tile study
should be concerned not. only with the mummies' way of meeting the require-
ments but with tile established requirements as well. .

11, 0, E. should promulgate knowledge of the contract processors and endorse
their guarantee of due diligence. This would eliminate uncertainty in the proc-
essing costs, and in the views of many banks, redue8 processing costs,

12, Some of the tenni members felt that a procedure could be established
that would obviate the submission of each-individual loan for specific government
approval of the guarantee. Some .form of a blanket guarantee could be established
for lenders lath a good track record.

13. Some of the members felt that a mechanism for making these loans attrac-
tive could lie established by authorizing some government agency to purchase
theke loans at a discount favorable to the banks or to use them as collateral
for loans that were made at rates below the current cost of funds to the banks.
Although the team did not specifically investigate SLSIA, favorable comments
about it were conspicuous by their absence,

14, It was suggested that the program is a form of "front 'end" social security,
It is the disbursement of money at the beginning of a person's career rather
than at the end of it, but for much the same purpose. Investment in education
at the beginning of an individual's career will result in substantially greater
payments into the Scial Security fund and, more importantly, far less reliance
upon Social Security benefits at the end of the career. If this logic be followed,
it would make sense for the Social Security fund to buy the paper from the
banks when the loan enters the payment period and then collect it by incre-
menting the payroll deduction, An additional suggestion is that, since the edu-
cation is beneficial to both the employee and the employer, the present matching
of payroll deductions could apply to the loan as well,

XIII, TEAM VIEWS ON ADMINISTRATIoN

A. TIM PAPER WORK IS VERY COMRERSOME POR TME SOMooLS

An interesting statistical indication of the operational problem is the follow-
ing : one private university handling annually approximately four million dollars
in federally financed student loans, affecting six to seven thousand students, re-
ports that the processing of four thousand OSIA' students requires approximately
double the time as the processing of the three thousand NMI. financed students.
Io a public institution such as CUM!, this complication WW1 said to discourage
student applications or the followthrough on applications.

Schools must have personnel familiar with the intricate complex procedures
of this program, Having it person familiar with the program that has other duties
simply does not work, Therefore, the program is either sloppily handled inter-
natty or is shunned altogether due to the wed of extra personnel,

All manuals refer to a Financial Aid Officer packaging student aid packages
for the student, Mot schools and Most especially small proprietary schools do
hot have the availability of funds to hire a Financial Aid Officer, Therefore, all
work 14 done on the side and is usually done with the least possible effort due
to flue other duties neeessary to keep the school operating, There is no definition
of a Financial Aid Officer.
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U, PAPERWORK IN BANKS IS A PROBLEM

As was mentioned under the section of lands availability, the paper work is
difficult, expensive, and frustrating for the banks, Banks also suffer from the
staffing problem, These loans are usually Administered by a very junior officer
who stays on the job 11 matter of months.

C. MANUALS AND PROCEDURES INADEQUATE

Both schools and lenders perceive that ii finials and procedural instructions
are either missing or are outofdate.

Most manuals available from the Office of Education are not up-todate and
are not specific as to how the program should be organized from a lender, a school,
or a student viewpoint, Those manuals that are available refer to the legislation
itself but do not refer to "Interpretation" of the law.

It appears to those team members who looked at the manuals that they were
written from the vieWpoint of those enforcing the regulations rather than the
user of the imUMUll.

D, coNrINIoN

It is apparent that there is a. great deal of confusion in the directives and policy
interpretations emanating from the Office. of Education and from sonic sister
agencies.

Eakh level of Office of Education personnel and each region publishes its
own interpretations of the legislation and therefore there is no standard, Schools
operating across regional boundaries are asking questions at different levels.
and the IIEW gives different answers, What is approved in one region would not
be approved in tomther region,

The leederal Trade Commission has a drive on warning students to beware
of unsavory practices by proprietary schools and other schools Who tine recruit
ing agents, Students take this warning as an excuse to claim misrepresentation
and then default on the payment of their loans--sore even say the Vederal Trade
Commission says I don't have to pay.

E, APPLICATION DELAY

There is an unwarranted delay in the approval of applications,
The turnaround time necessary to get a loan on the guaranteed basis is Much

too great, This often causes the lender to not know whether he has in fact made
a loan or not ; the school to have it student already in school who has not in fact
made financial arrangements ; and a student who is unsure whether lie can
start 'school or whether he cannot, Iii short, the turn around time causes un-
certainty in all areas and therefore causes a hands-off attitude by all concerned,

r, CLAIM DELAY

Uwe is an unwarranted delay in claims payment, In addition to the previously
mentioned reduction of funds availability, this delay increases administrative
(tomtit and is perceived by the lender as procrastination and deceit by the Govern--meat,

0, SUMMARY OP BUOOESTIONS

ANA of the administrative problem would he alleviated by some of the sug.
upsilons proposed relative to tanking funds available and relative to collectionof future indebtedness:

1, Elimination of the needs analysis for loans, Many of the comments aboutthe extent of the paper work and procedures were concerned with the needs
analysis,

2, Prevent the schools from lending. This Will put the paperwork Where thepaperwork can be better handled,
Investigate the feasibility of paralleling bank paperwork to routine install

went loans programs,
4, Perform the paperwork simplitlention study,
ti, Endorse contract processing for batiks by service bureaus,
a, Nebula the assessment of 0, E. internal procedures,

0.
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7, Fund the program based on knowledge of its size, This would permit staffing
and procedures of 0, V, to accommodate prompt application approval and claim
payment,

S. Provide training for GSLP specialists at each qualified lender,
The following three suggestions are particularly important to the Solution of

the administrative problem ;
9. Devise a procedure to permit blanket guarantees. Some team members

suggested that the blanket guarantee could operate based on a joint approval of
school and lender.

10. Better communication elTort the Office of Educationuniform interpreta-
tion of policy, up-to-date stabilized regulations, and clear statements,

Clarification of due !:(Pplytee in collection and due diligence in lending,

XIV. Teivst Vniws ON THE STRAIN /N0 OF -INTEGRITY

The team members felt that a very serious defect in the program was the
effect it had oil training the integrity of students, schools, and banks and on the
build-up of mistrust of the govemment.

A. GOVERNMENT

The mistrust of the Government is built up from several factors. The delay
in claims payment is perceived as purposeful procrastination. The determina-
tion of the bonus to the yield is perceived by the banks as having been made
without an objective basis that they trust. The diversity of answers- and inter-
pretations from the various offices and regions of NEW is perceived by the schools
as devious ; and the refusal of the government to make operational definitions
,of due diligence and other reasonably requested definitions aggravates thiS
feeling, To the team members, it appears that the Government is acting or not
acting out of confusion, but they appreciate the feeling of the schools and lenders
that the Government is unwilling to make a decision in order to avoid making
what might turn out to be the wrong decision.

The problems inherent in the definition of the target market have also raised .
doubts about. the Government's -actions. The present target is viewed by most
administrators as being an impossible one, namely a low credit risk with a low
default rate. It is also perceived that the target has been administratively
changed from that whieh was legislated, in terms of students and the previously
mentioned shift away from smaller, financially weaker educational, institutions
to the larger, financial strong ones. This is viewed as contrary to the public
interest and other Government policy,

Finally, the imposition on the batik ing community to bear the subsidy of this
program 14 viewed as a distasteful practice,

D. SCUGOLS

The design of the GSLP is also straining the integrity of schools. In attempting
to increase their student population, they have, in many cases, sold the loan
rather than the education and have misrepresented by omission or commission
the fact that it is a loan program and not a grant program.

0, STUDENTS

The students, in many cases, feel that it is their right to obtain an educe.;
tion, Some of them falsify the needs analysis test, and many feel no commitment
nr obligation to repay the loath Some of them are misusing the Muds and some,
upon gra, in:ttioti, intend to claim bankruptcy,

DAN1tS

The lenders feel they are receiving an inadequate rate on the money, are
performing unneeessary 11114 expensive administrative work, and view the Gov-
ernment as slow in performing its own obligations. They, therefore, use a mini
mat eollection effort, put pressure on schools When elainis payments are delayed,
and enagege in practicea which might be deemed illegal in pressuring schoola to
provide balances, higher rate on other loans, or in other ways compensate them
.fur the provisions of these funds,
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E. OVUM= OF SOLUTIONS

1. As has been previously mentioned, the aovernment must make an informed
commitment of funds basea on a knowledge of the need.

2. The yield should ho such that the general taxpayers rather than the banks
are paying for the program. A. :Witte of 8% over average federal funds is
suggested,

3. Anoperationadefinition of due diligence must be provide,
4. The needs aimlysis for loans should be eliminated,
5. Prevention kA schools from lending directly or indirectly would improve

school practices.'
0. The student should reaffirm his contractual obligations in regard to the loan

and waive legal defenses as previously mentioned.
7. The requirement of a downpayment and routine monthly interest payments

would also altaviate the integrity problem,
8. Some of the team members suggested that the checks should be endorsed by

both the school and the student.

APPENDIX A,-SYSTEMIO: PROPOSAL FOR IMPROVEMENT OF TUE DELIVERY OF
FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE To STUDENTS SEEKING HIGHER EDUCATION

In this chapttr, the. 'Jailor' presents an outline of a system Which- seeks to
place the management and operation of the student financial aid programs spoil-
sored by the Office of Education in a more businesslike framework providing
more clear cat lines. of responsibility, direct methods of incentives, and penalties
for institutions not performing up to standard, In addition; the proposal outlined
here will hopefully result in reducing the cost of the government asssitance pro-
grams, both by obtaining funds at lower rates of interest and reducing default
losses. It must. be kept in mind that, in spite of the fact that the current GSM)
is operating as if it is a program of the local banks and other lending institutions,
the fact of the matter is that this is not true, Although the banks technically
have the function of lending money and doing certain paper work, it is the Federal
Government that is responsible for tholoans. Thus, it is the Federal GoVernment
.that is bearing the burden of the defaults and other expenses in the program.

The fact that the Government has not more directly assumed the responsibility
for this program, in spite of the fact that it is responsible in the last resort, has
resulted in students, schools and lending Institutions not properly fulfilling the
roles that they should fultili. Thus, although the program ostensibly makes loans
available to students, students in many cases are unable to find lending institu-
tions which will make loans. Furthermore, banks which under the program
should be happy and willing to make loans to students, do so only under pressure.
Selmols, which should he able to select students regardless of their personal
financial situations, must spend inordinate amounts of time attempting to find
qualified students and then match up with lending institutions, Many schools
have not been able to do this and, therefore, Are beginning to remove themselves
from the GSLP.

Although the following proposal certainly will not be a complete. cure-all for
all the ills' affecting the GSLP the author certainly believes It is ant improvement
for all concerned, In fact, there is no way to operate the GSLP on the same
criteria that a normal banking or consumer loan program is operated for the very
reason that the fISLP is a social welfare program as well

be
a financial program.

This must be taken into account and the program 'must be administered using
criteria applicable to such a social welfare program in .addition to employing
eertain methods applieable to a typical finance operation,

The plies presented below focuses prinuirilY on only types of financial aid, the
11E00 hint the student loans. It is the:opinion of the author that these are the
only two programs that should be utilized in student financial assistance. The
other programs currently in effect, except perhaps for the National Direct Sthdent
Loan Program, do not appear to focus so completely upon the simple objective
of providing funds for education of qualified .students otherwise unable, to obtain
education because of financial problems, There is, however, plenty of room in
the plan outlined below for the implementation and management of other student
assistance programs. The National Direct Student Loan Program of course, does
not require use of outside banking amid collection institutions and thus will not
fit in with the plan below, IloweVer, because of this program's emphasis to some
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extent on students, which in the opinion of schools, merit a loan rather than on
all students who might need a loan, I believe it is a very important program
land should be continued in its present form,

The plan that the author envisions would involve four institutions : (a) The
National Educational Finance Corporation, a new institution, (b) The Office of
Education, (c) Local or Regional Credit and Collection Contractors, and (d)
Educittional Institutions, Iii addition to these, of course, there are the students
and the Congress, For simplicity, the proposal does not address the position of
state operated student assistance programs,

Under the proposed plan, the educational Institutions will be responsible. for
enrolling' students qualified to enter the educational program and assist the
student in filling- out his loan applications, The school's function under the plan
envisioned here will not be as a lender, and no school will be approved as an
authorized lender, The plan provides that if a student is accepted and if his
application indicates.- financial need, as described below, he will ho assured of
obtaining funds to mea.q,his educational expenses, However, neither the student
nor the school will have the responsibility of scouring the financial community
to find a lender willing to make a loan, The student's responsibility will be to
attend school and obtain an education, With the assistance of the school's financial
aid officer, the student will simply fill in the forms for financial 'assistance,

One copy of the student's financial assistance epplicatiou. will be sent to the
Office of Education, The Office of Education will have a nember of responsibilities,
It will establish criteria to determine, based on the student's application, which
will include a needs test, how much of the funds required should be granted
front a nmrepayable )3E0G and how much should be approved for a student loan,
Thus, each student will receive consideration for a certain stun of his required
need in the form of a grant and a certain sum in the form of a loan, If the email-
cation is properly filled in, the predetermined criteria established by the Office.
of Education will automatically determine how much of the finanelal.assistaftee
will be in the 01111 of a grant and how much in the form of a loan, subject to any
maximums that the Office of Education will determies for grants, The Office
Of Education, however, will not actively investigate the information on any
student financial assistance application, as this will be the responsibility of the
Credit and Collections Contractors,
: Another function of the Office. of Education will be that it will, itself, engage
a contractor or a number of contractors, who will he directly responsible for
accrediting schools, If there Is too great political opposition to this type of plan,
from, among others, the currently existing accrediting organizations, the Office of
Education should expand its accrediting division with the objective of reniov-
ing the accreditation front certain schools based upon the inferiority of their edit-
eational !migrating. The purpose of this would be to disallow _federally sponsored
loans and grants to students attending these disaccredited schook

Another function of the Office of Education will be to !accumulate statistic's on
student complaints, on defaults On student loans, on usage of the Office of ledte
cation sponsored Manurial 'assistance programs, etc" with regard to each category
of educational institution and student benefiting from federal student laid pro-
grams, This information Will he obtained from the applications submitted by
the schools ns well as from reports submitted to the Office of Education front the
Credit and Collection Contractors, Rased of these statisties, the Office of Mee-
Hon will be able to develop eriterin for the termination of schools' eligibility to
enroll students who receive federal student financial assistance.

In addition, the Office of Education will evaluate the local and regional Credit'
mad Collection Contractors for the purposes of determining incentive payments
Weed upon outstouling performance as well as determining penalties in the
form of removal from the program as more full discussed beloW,

The other functions currently being performed by.the Office of Education will
be undisturbed,

In addition to the Copy of the student financial assistance application that the
educational institutions sends to the Office of Education, the institution will send
another copy to the local Credit anti Collection Contractor, This institution will
be the backbone of the new plan outlined here, This Contractor will be requite
silk for doing the necessary credit and other informational investigation on the
student loan npplieation as submitted by the student with approval of the educa-
tional institutions, 'Phis Contractor will ladtiate tt Effie of communication directly
with each student who receives financial assistance*, Rased upon criteria estate
Relied by the Office of Education and the corroboration of the 'information on
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the financial assistance application done by this Contractor.. the Contractor then
determines the amount DRUG and the amount of studeat loan that will be
Offered to the student anduotilles. the student accordingly..

At the appropriate time, at ninety-day intervals,. the Contractor transmits the
cheek for grant or loan as the ease may he to the educational institution made
payable to the student as payee. Upon endorsement by the student, the cheeks may
be deposited by the educational inStitution. In addition, through periodic mailings
to student borrowers, the Contractor keeps abreast of the address of the students
as well as the students' continued attendance in school. Attendance is confirmed
on a periodic basis by direct communication with the educational institution.

At the appropriate time, bused on its periodically updated information, the
Contractor will begin to collect repayments of student loans. This collection
procedure should begin in a timely manner, If the Contractor experiences delays
or defaults on collection, it will be permitted to implement stringent collection
.procedures including, if necessary, the use of rncside collection agencies (if the
contractor is not itself a collection agency) as well.as litigation,

Based on the success of collection of student loans these Contractors will be
rewarded by incentive type payments. In addition, each Contractor will receive
a straight management fee based upon the number of loans* it ntinages, In fact,
the author suggests that these ContractorS be engaged by the Office of Edu-

.. cation, on the basis of lowest qualified bidders. Bids will be invited front quali-
fied banks, lending institutions and finance companies, These. Contractors, when
engaged, will.not be permitted to be affiliated in any way With any educational.
institution whose students obtain loans through these Contractors,

'nese' local and regional Credit and Collection Contractors would also be re-
sponsible for keeping detailed statistics on their default problems by school, us
well as by type of student, These statistics on nil of the Contractor's activities will
be .sent to the Office of Education so that the Contractors themselves will be able
to be evaluated by the Office of Education.

As n part of the incentive payment system to be established for the Contractors,
a system will have to be developed to determine the amount of anticipated default
loss 'expected, 'based upon credit ratings of the student borrowere. Thin rating
system will have to be developed de novo,. as student borrowers are a totally new
category of borrowers for which standard .commercial credit ratings do not
currently *exist. The Contractors'' collections, 'based .upon these credit ratings,
wilt be used in part to determine the incentive fees: Of course, experience over
the years will be required to retitle this system,

The fourth basic institution, the National Educational Finance Corporation,
("NEM") will be 'responsible for supplying the funds for both the student loans
and the MOON to the local and regional Credit Collection Contractors.- One copy
of each student loan application together with the Contractor's determination of
the amount of the grant and the timotta of the loan will he sent to the NEM
each ninety days, Based on these demands for funds, the NEM will remit to
elicit Contractor the amount of funds it requires so that the Contractor may
make timely disbursements to students. Based upon the current requirements
for funds not well as the projection of futttre demands for funds for student assist
nneO, the NEC will obtain financing. The NEM will raise its funds by selling
U. Government. guaranteed notes and bonds to the public through public
offer ngs,

In addition, the NEVC Will be permitted to negotiate for funds from banks,
pension funds, and other sources of capital for the direct placentent of U.S.
(it-wenn:tent guaranteed notes and bonds, although this source is hot eritletil,
It is suggested so us to enable total and regional Credit mind Collection Contractors
who are banks to obtain funds directly from themselves with a Federal Governs
ment guarantee on such advances, In addition, the National Educational Finance
Corporation will, each year, submit its budget to Congress, which will request
fonds for the payment of grants mid for the payment of interest and overhead
costs for the maintenance of NEM.

Each year Congress will also grant fluids to the Office of Ednention as part of
its budget to defray the anticipated costs of the local and regional Credit and
Collection Contractors which the Office of Education 'will be responsible for
enraging and overseeing, as indicated above.

!Ottawa loan repayments Will he made directly to the local Credit and Coltec.
tion Contractors Which will turn the funds back to the 'NM, The brief outline
of it proposal for a new framework for managing the student financial aid pro,
gram presented above attempts to create a more direct structure for the manage

e" it,
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meat of the ProgralIK It attempts to pnt professional expertise where such
expertise is required and to motivate this expertise to perform to the best of its
ability, In addition, it attempts to place the responsibility for the program where
the ultimate responsibility lies, that is, with the Federal Government, and it seeks
to more clearly establish the lines of authority,

Arms= B.Rt.:mum or STUDENT LOAN SYSTENt

We will not attempt, here to redesign a student loan system nor write legislation
for a new system, hut we will point out some of the things wide!) must be con-
sidered, First, the present system is a failure and therefore should be scrapped
rather than modified. A new system to supply funds. to college students for
education must be designed, ,either as a grant program or as a loan program.
It would appear that everyone in this country should qualify for a grant for
educational purposes. The program that is designed should keep In mind that
the grants are to benefit the students, not the educational institutions, This would
dictate that the money go to the educational institution as' it is providing the
education rather than before the education is provided,

A new loan program should be designed by lenders as a loan program and not
as a subsidy program for students, The program could be handled in contkinction
with a grant program, allowing the funds from the grant to be parceled out along
witlfthe loan funds, Lenders should be held responsible for their lending activities
and schools should be held responsible for the education and for coordination
with the lender,

When the legislation is written, it. should be worked on a trial basis for at least
one to two years to determine if It works before a large commitment of funds
is invested.

The present system wasn't deemed a failure until $0,000,000,000.00 was
outstanding,

Financial institutions in this country can fulfill the role of lenders for a new
program but the program will succeed only if these institutions participate in
its design, Once a program. is designed Which promote sound 1011118, the
Government can then develop successful secondary markets for the channeling
of private investment funds into the education field, nail n workable program
is designed, any attempts to develop a secondary market will be unsuccessful,

If the public, in general,. becoines aware that there is a possibility .of 0,500,-
000,000.00 of $0,000,000,000,00 in student loans outstnuding, the concept for
"Sallie Mae" will fail, Sallie Mae nOtes and bonds will not be purchased by
investors unless the bonds carry the full guarantee of the Mem,. Government,

Mr, 011AuA, Out' final witness today is Mr. James A. Jung, who is
executive secretary of the Higher Educational Aids Board of the
State of Wisconsin.

Ile is accompanied by Mr. Dick Johnson, .who is deputy to Mr.
Jung and Mr, Ernest Smith, who is administrator of student financial
aid in the State of Florida.

Mr. Jung, we would like to hear from you.

STATEMENT OF JAMES A. JUNG, EXECUTIVE SECRETARY, HIGHER
EDUCATIONAL AIDS BOARD, STATE OP WISCONSIN, ACCOMPA
NIED BY R/011ARD JOHNSON, DEPUTY TO MR. JUNG, AND ERNEST
SMITH, ADMINISTRATOR OF STUDENT FINANCIAL AID, STATE OF
FLORIDA

'Mri-jttxu; Thank you, Conoressinat O'Hara,
Mr. Chairman, distinguished Members of the Education Subcom-

mittee, I am James Jung, executive secretary of the State of Wis-
consin nigher Education Aids Board, It is again plepsure for me
to be a part of your deliberations on the future directions of student
financial aid generally, and the guaranteed student loan program
specifically.
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You and your committee are to be complimented for taking the
whole of title IV under your purview at this early date, and for
seeking an integrated and balanced solution to the problem of student
financial aid.

I think wewoulci all agree that loan assistance is the least desirable
form of financial aid. However, I think we would all agree that the
reality in which we find ourselves dictates that loan aid, like the corn-
mbn cold, is here to stay. It would seem that even if I3EOG were fully
funded, a substantial work-study program established, a fully funded
SSIG implemented, the need for a comprehensive and flexible loan
program would remain,

When I was before your, committee on February 15, I made two
general observations: (1) That the solution to the student financing
problem must be a joint Federal-State effort, and (2) that the guar-
anteed student loan program is all important part of that solution.

I reiterate those general 'observations today, and make a specific
request for-an amendment to the loan program which will provide the
various States with the flexibility needed to develop loan programs
which can accommodate particular State environments and objectives
within Federal guidelines.

This proposal has the active support of several States which have
now, or are considering, the adoption of direct State loan programs.
These States include Minnesota, Texas, Florida, North Carolina, New
Mexico. We are all active member States of the National Council of
Higher Education loan programs, and our testimony today is intended
to compliment the testimony that will be offered on behalf of the
council on June 30,

As time goes by, Mr, Chairman, I think there will be other States
that will indicate support for such an amendment as is described in
my testimony. and I think you will be receiving letters accordingly.

In my previous testimony, which is attached as an appendix to my
statement today, I urged that you consider legislation which would
at least allow interested States the flexibilityto develop guaranteed
student loan programs which meet. the following objectives:

1. Establish a joint Federal-State partnership which is mutually
complimentary in the delivery of loan MS0111110:4 to students,

2. Recognize the new 18-yenrold age of majority.
3, Provide equity and access to all Students including those from

middle-income bacligroutids.
4. Incorporate the progressivtax,ition of future incomes of students

rather than require States to maintain the present regressive repay-
ment system.

, Provide insulation from shortterm fluctuations of the money
market.

6. Provide incentives for students to remain with the program
rather than default.

Ott illy previous testimony,1 outlined the basic features of a pro-
posed Wisconsin program which would meet most of those objectives,
These features include:

1, Income-contingent repayment,
2. A tnaximum repayment period of up to 23 years.

i3, A joint Federal -State after school nterestsubsidy program.
4, A Valeral guarantee of principal,

)
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5, State administration.
6. Use of State and private capital resources,
It is clear that it will be most difficult for Wisconsin to implement

such a program without Federal participation without the Federal-
State partnership.

I recognize, Mr, Chairman, that what Wisconsin may wish to do
is certainly not the only alternative available and may not be the most
desirable.

There is much we must find out, I submit, before we can look at a
program and say, "This is. it," One thing that is known, however, is
that there exists in the several States, interested, knowledgeable, and
competent people who share the common objective of financially insur-
ing .a postsecondary education opportunity for all people and who
recognize the key role played by the GK., program in meeting this
conunon objective,

Unfortunately, the present law and other current Federal initiatives
act as disincentives which severely.limit the options available to the
States in the development of more viable student loan programs. These
diSincentives include :

1. 80-percent guarantee: The law presently provides that States
which administer guaranteed student loan programs receive 80-per-
cent Federal guarantee while States without programs receive a 100 -
percent guarantee under the federally insured student loan program.

2. Inflexible repayment provisions : The law presently provides that
all loans must be repaid within.10 years after the student leaves school,
No flexibility exists Which would allow the States to develop income-
contingent, variable, or extended repayment schedules,

3. 'OMB Circular A-70 (revised) : The Office of Management. and
Budget, proposes to release Circular A-70 (revised) which in its pres-
ent form would cripple State direct loan programs funded through
tax-exempt bonds, Essentially, the new regulation would remove the
tax-exempt status of State bonds issued to support programs which
also receive a Federal guarantee.

4. IRS arbitrage regulations: Section 103(a) of the Internal Rev-
enue Code classifies some student loan bonds issued by States to sup-
port direct loan programs as arbitrage 'bonds and therefore taxable,
through disallowance of bad debt losses incurred through student loans
and exclusion of the expenses to administer such programs because
such expenses are appropriated directly by the States.

By eliminating these disincentives and adopting more flexible pro-
visions, the Federal Government would enable interested States to
make changes and reforms in the program to meet unique needs und
circumstances,

I think there are two reasons why major changes and reforms in the
guaranteed student loan program are not likely to occur nationally in
the hninediate future.

The first reason is the "natural staying" force of the status quo. In
the absence of it. broad national consensus for specific change, the
power of the status quo seems nearly unchallengable.

iThe second reason is that lack of.'"hard" information and experience
about the potential long-term effects of possible major changes in the.
guaranteed student loan program makes the forming of a national
consensus nearly impossible.
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While we may not know or agree about the specific solutions to the
existing problems in the guaranteed student loan program, we do know
and I hope agree, that the possible long-term consequences of ignoring.
ar glossing over the problems of the GSL program are unacceptable,

Therefore, I make a plea, Mr. Chairman, and members of the com-
mittee, that a simple amendment be added to the existing legislation
which allows and encourages the States to -become an active partner in
fully achieving the goals of the guaranteed student loan .program,,
From that experience, there might well emerge a national C011$011SUS

An example of un. amendment which would receive the support of
those States supporting my testimony is along the lines of the follow-
ing;

Sec.---, The Commissioner of Education is .authorized to provide approval to
any State which wishes to develop a comprehensive State p'. a to assure the
availability of guaranteed student loans, which would bet:.-,lt from Federal
insurance, to residents of its !State. State plans may include. such features as the
use..of State capital for making loans, variable repayment schedules. over more
than ten years, income contingency repayment schedules, subsidies Wing repay-
ment where necessary, and other modifications that go beyond the current Fed-
oral program but which could,. with appropriate Congressional authorization, be
incorporated as part of a national system of guaranteed student loans,

Three last points, Mr; Chairmana partnership implies equal re
sponsibility and I feel strongly, personally, that tiny State wishing to
take advantage of the opportunities for innovation allowed under this
'amendment ought to be required to share-costs with the Federal Gov-
ernment. .

Second, in my judgment, Mr. Chairman, this is the best approach
at this time for Congress to assure themselves that an effective and
viable GSL program will be run by the States in lieu of a massive in,
flexible and cehtrally controlled national program.

Third, thne is of the essence and I would urge and plead that-every
reasonable effort be made to achieve congressional acceptance of an
enabling amendment this session,

I would be most happy to respond to any questions,
Thank -you.
Mr. Mr. Jung, you have been operating a State guaran-

teed loan.agenty. Maybe you would like to cotnaitht on some of the
suggestions that have been made to us 'by the previous witness and
others with -respect to the guaranteed loan program in light of your
own experience with the State guarantee agency.. What kind of ex-
perience are you baying with default rates and what kind of students
and institutions are produeing higher ((eh:tilts than others and what
kind of things, if you Were just going to change this program, do you
think might make good sense?

Mr. Jima, -Mr, Chairman, our default rate under both our direct and
GSL program is about 2,4 percent and that is based on hard figures,

Mr. OlImt,t..2,4 percent loans or borrowers?
Mr. Jt.txo. Defaults are based on total vulnerable, not total out-

standings.
We became a State guarantee agency at the time the program was

first established and over the years we have Ostablished a relationship
with over MO private lenders and we work, to keip a very close rela-
tionship with them
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For example, as soon as a note is 60 days delinquent on a loan made
by one of our private lenders, we get involved and try to restore a re-
lationship between the student and the private lender.

I think it is true to say that 100 percent of our students who have
needed loans have been able to get them one way or the other either
from the State Direct or G.S.L. program. If we conic across a student
who needs a loan we sometimes intercede on the student's behalf with a
private lender.

I think the students over the years who have borrowed, and in
Wisconsin we have a loan program since 1933, have been remarkably
responsible in wanting to pay back the money that has been lent. to
them,

I don't think an education is like buying a car or television set and I
don't think that the techniques that are acceptable and credible when
one puechasesa television set or a car on credit are directly applicable.

Most of ottr people: who default have to default because of the
various incentives in the program which essentially require them to
default.

They do not have any money. Those that do have money, or those
'that awable to pay I think generally do pay, but they may not be
able to make the payments as required by them under inflexible and
rigid schedules.

. I would- submit, Mr. Chairman, that if we were to recognize and
take advantage of the.good faith of our student borrows, and I don't
think Wisconsin is unique, there is reason to believe that students are
good risks if we recognize that all people are not financially able in ex-
actly the same way, and if we provide incentives for them to partici.
pate in the program, we could greatly reduce the default program.

I think in order to do that, though, relationship has to be between
the State and Federal Governments, We know our private lenders or
we ought to made to know our private lenders and we ought to have
an integrated program of grants and work and loans iii conjunction
With the Federal Government and build a consistent mosaic of aid so
that 100 percent of people, for a variety of piirposes, are able to
gain the twevss to out' postsecondary educational establishments.

Mr. O'HARA. Yes, You have been running a direct loan program
since when

MP. JrNa. 1933.-
Mr. O'HAitA. Wall, yonhave default experience anti I don't know if

von arrived at your figures in exactly the same way as the Office of
lilducation does' but it would seem to be better than the default rates
that the OE witnesses were talking about here the other day, and I
wondered why that is. Do you have any experience, are you tOugher in
giving loans, are your colleagues' procedures different?

If your experience is better than the experience that was testified
to the other day, why is it; do yon know'?

Mr. Ittso, Well, we do have it professional collection organization
as part of the agency. They are State employed, These. are unique types
of loans. Thor. are not a regular consumer loans, That is taken into
considerntion In our collection practice. But we have professional COIN
lectors whose business it is to help people f

Wisconsin
them of their obligit.

tions, Secondly, I think, over the years, Wisconsin has built good faith
with their students,
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For example, we do not use our insurance fee to support administra-
tive expenses, but we use it to suppi .t the guaranteed fund, to ex-
pand our capacity to make loans available to other students.

We make an effort to work with student leadership getting them
involved in our administrative' and policy problems, and I think over
the years that effort has become geneinlly known to the student popula-
tion. We refer defaulted loans where there is money to collect to the
Attorney General and he has encountered substantial success in using
legal remedies available to him.

But what we don't do is send defaulted loans and delinquent ac-
counts to the Attorney General where there is no money to collect. We
do not just try to clump it off and get rid of it ourselves, so that we can
get off of the hook.

Mr. O'HAItA. That is very interesting, Your experience is that much
better. I think that we have a lot, to learn about ways in which to hold
down default figures. I don't know how we are going to solve that prob.
lem. But I think one of the things we have to be .doing is examining
the experience of the various State agencies and comparing their ex-
perience one to the other and seeing what we can learn from that.

Mr. JUNG. Mr. Chairman, if. I might add, I have a great deal of
sympathy for private lenders who expressed concern about relating to
OE. As a State agency we hardly know what OE is doing from day to
day and from time to time and when I think of a private lender it must
be a total nightmare for them to deal with OE. We are used to it,

Mr. O'HARA. Mr. Smith, did you have something to add ?
Mr, SMITH. Yes, sir, I might add something. I didn't come to plead

the ease, but to give another point of view, and as lenders of only 18
months duration presently: maybe we don't know enough about them
yet to be able to argue against them that much, but we have two main
concerns and I might say further that the South may be more progres-
sive in that particular point in that we have good cooperation of the

iregional office in Atlanta,
Our mah. concern is the length of turnaround time. If we stay

within the existing program now, we would like to see something
formalized with respect to direct late exchanges for high volume
lenders or exercising the certificate of comprehensive insurance pro-
vided for in the law.

Those are our two main concerns, is the fact that at times we have
had to wait as many as 14. weeks in a turnaround time and that, of
course, is counterproductive to what you intended the program to do,
At the same, time, as Dick's and JimSs operations are conducted they
turnaround in 24 hours and if our people knew that they would say,
"Why in the world don't you become likewise,"

What is good for Wisconsin is good for Wisconsin and what is good
for Florida is good for Vlorida, we feel, and that is the reason we sup-
port the particular amendment that provides flexibility for the States
and in a way would be the revenue sharing type of approach to where
we had ability, through legislative mechanisms, to make local decisions
within a broad framework,

(The following letters were submitted for the record :1
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MINNES(YrA MOMS HOUOATION CoORDINATING COMM ISKON
St; Paul, Mii., Mag 21,1971,

Re federally insured student loan program,
Hon, Dom 0, O'HARA,
Chairman, Spcoiai Subcommitt 3c on Educe lion,
U,S, Houso of Representatives,
Washington, AC,

DEAR CONGRESSMAN I understand that ;lames Jung of WiSconsin will
testify before your committee next week and that as part of his testimony he will
urge provision for flexibility to permit states to develop student loan programs
which include feature& designed to make student loans a more effective means
for meeting student financial assistance needs, We support such flexibility,

The legislation passed by the Minnesota State Legislature in 1073 authorizing a
state student loan program included provisions for repayment of loans on a
modified income contingent basis in order to assure that repayment of loans would
not become an undue burden for the student borrowers, particularly in the first
few years following post-seeotidarY education and in order that borrowers who
experience unanticipated financial emergencies would not have to be determined
to be in default so long as they continued to make an effort .to repay loans over
a longer period of time, Flexibility in. the provisionS of' the Federally Insured
Student Loan Program would facilitate implementation of such features tO.ini-
prove student loan programs.

A more pressing probleM is pending federal action which Would effectively
destroy and eliminate the FederalState partnership arrangement under which
Minnesota presently makes loans for post-secondary .education, I refer to Office
of Management and Budget Circular No, A70 Which would prohibit a state from
issuing 'tax exempt revenue bonds in order- to obtain funds for student loans,
Unless the Office of Management and Budget reverses its proposed Position or
unless the CongresS takes initiative in establishing federal policy with respect
to the issuance of tax exempt bonds to obtain funds for state student loans, which
are insured under the Federally Insured Student Loan Program, the Minnesota
State Student Loan Program will be discontinued due to lack of finances,

You may be interested in knowing that the decision to establish a state student
loan program utilizing the benefits of the Federally Insured Student Loan Pro-
gram was based on recognition of the fact that Federally Insured Student Loans
were not accessible to all Minnesota residents. While the banking community made
a significant effort to provide Service under the Federally Insured Student Loan
Program, students from the more sparsely populated rural areas of the state
often did not have access to Federally Insured Student Loans, students from
lowincome families experienced greater difficulty . in obtaining Federally In-
mired Student Loans than did students from higher income families, and the
availability' of loan.s varied from time to, time according to economic conditiOns,
Accordingly, the legislation to establish a state strident loan Program utilizing
the benefits of the Federally Insured Student Loan Program was intended to
make Federally Insured Student' Loans generally accessible to all post-secondary
education students on a continuous basis without regard to factors in the money
markt,t, It is significant that not a single banker opposed the legislation estab
Hsiang the State Student Loan Program,

The'decision to obtain funds for loans made under the State Student Loan Pro-
gram. through the issuance of revenue bontb.4. was based on a realistic assessment
of the "teed for loans and the prospects for sufficiently large appropriations of
tax funds for meeting the total need, We estimate the need'for a minimum of $80
million per year in order to meet needs for Federally Insured Strident Loans. The
use of tax exempt revenue bonds to obtain finals necessary for student loans does
not reflect a reluctance on the part of Minnesota to make a substantial invest -
anent for post-seemidary education, Minnesota's appeoprlation for State Scholar
ships and Grants.inAld has been increased from $000,000 for the academic year
beginning in the fall of 1008 to $8 million for the fall of 1074, Moreover, Minnesota
rankS 18th among the t0 states in per student appropriation of tax funds for
operating expenses of higher education, 10th in per capita appropriation and 11th
in percentage of personal income represented by total capital and operating ex.'
penffitures for higher eduentioft.

In summary, I urge your fall consideration of the proposal for additional
flexibility in the Federally 'Insured Student Loan Program for the states and,
more important, I urge responsible Congressional action to permit states to
continue to obtain funds for Federally Insured Student 10O1114 by issuing tax

)
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exempt revenue bonds, Obviously, additional flexibility will mean little to a
state which is precluded from obtaining funds necessary for making student
loans.

Respectfully yours,
Itteumm C. HAWK,

Executive Director.

COORDINATING BOARD,
TEXAS COLLEGE AND UNIVERSITY SYSTEM,

HINSON-HAZELWOOD COLLEGE STUDENT LOAN PROGRAM,
Austin, Pew, May 2d, 1974,.

Hon, ,TAMES G. O'HmtA,
Chairman, House Subcommittee on Education,
House of Representatives,
Washington, D.C.

MAE REPRESENTATIVE O'HARA s Mr. James A. Jung, Executive Director of the
Higher Education Aids Board for the State of Wisconsin has reviewed with the
the testimony that he plans to present. to the Subcommittee on Education on
May 30, and I would want you :to know that I heartily endorse the concept
that he will be presenting. I feel Wit is vital that the statefederal partner-

ship in the area of insured loans for meeting educational costs of students should
be broadened, I urge that legislative provisions should encourage states to be
innovative in the development of guaranteed educational loan programs that are
tailored to utilize the resources and to meet the needs as they exist in the
separate states.

In keeping with the above, I would like to especially emphasize Mr, Jung's
points regarding the detrimental effects that would result , to student loan
programs that are either now operating or else are being planned for operation in
a number of states if Office of Management and Budget Circular A-70 (revised)
and/or Internal Revenue Service's arbitrage bond classification regulations are
applied without excluding student loan programs, In such evente the increased
flexibility being sought for the states by Mr. Jung others will have .died
in the burning,

Additional optional features to a revised program of insured educational
loans that I advocate, but which are not mentioned in Mr. Jung's planned
testimony, include loans for educational costs to parents of students. Such
loans should be at reasonable interest rates with long term (10 to 14 years)
repayment provisions. Itopefully, such a program might help to counter the
incentive that now exists for students to be classified. as. financially Independent
of parents and thus.qualify for, more financial assistance than otherwise; also,
defaults on. such loans to parents might well be considerably less than if the
same loan had been ado to the student member of the family,

Another optional .condition that I encourage is that as lender should be per-
mitted to require a cosigner on insured student lean notes, My experience is that
collection from the student borrower is considerably better whenever there is

cosigner to encourage the borrower to pay.
Thank you for the opportunity to express these views, and I hope that yott

will be sure to let me know whenever I can be of service.
. Sincerely,

MIL JAMES a. O'HARA,
MCDtber of Congress,
Chairman, Special Sub Committee on Education,
House of Ecovauttatives,
1Vashington,

DEAR CONGRESSMAN O'HARA It IS my Understanding that you are conducting
formal hearings on 'Thursday May 30, 10744 coneerning the Guaranteed Student
Loan Program, As you are aware, The Plorida Department of Education is an
eligible lendee in the Vederal Insured Student Loan Program, Since beginning
our participation in December, 1072, We have made loans to over 8,500 studenta

MACK C. ADAMS,
Head, Division of Student Services,

Ot.00.416

STATE Or AORIDA DEPARTMENT Or VDUCATION.
Pattahaesee, Flu,, May 24, 1974,
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totalling approximately $4,000,000, We are proud to Pave been able to assist these
students in their pursuit of postsecondary Ethwation in Florida.

. We are however, concerned In two particular areas dealing with the program,
The first Is related to the time required in securing Federal insurance,. We feel
that at times the lengthy process ,has proven to be disincentive to students, It
would appear there tire at least two clear alternatives within existing legislation,
Tim law provides for a certitieate of comprehensive insurance, It is my under-
standing that this provision has never been implemented, A second alternative
would be to formally& a process of direct data exchange between large lenders
and the Office of Education in Washington, Stich It procedure would allow present
.regional office and contractor proeessing to be by-passed. We are of course aware
that extreme caution and diligence on our part would be required and practiced,

Our second concern deals with impending policy changes owthe part of the Office
of llantigement and Budget in the issuance of Circular A-70, revised, Since our
participation as a lender In the insured loan program is financed by tax-exempt
revenue bonds, federal policy contrary to this nwthod of financing would severely
limit, if not prohibit, our participation, We urge careful examination by the
Congress,

Finally, it is my understanding that an amendment providing for local flexibil-
ity in state direct loan programs will be suggested during the up2oming hear-
ings, Florida supports; the effect of the amendment, and urges your subcommittee
to recommend acceptance.

If we may be of assistance to you and your subcommittee in your consideration,
please do not hesitate to call on us.

Sincerely yours,
RAtint D. TURLINGTON,

Commissione.
Arr. O'HAnA, Thank you very much, gentlemen, for appearing be-

fore us today.
I have enjoyed your testimony and I assure you that your sugges-

tions will be seriously considered by the subcommittee.
The gentleman trout North. CarolinaMr. Andrewsit distin-

guished member of this subcommittee has recently introduced legisla-
tion relating to the tax status of amounts forgiven under some of the
student loan programs. Although Mr. Andrews' bill was referred to the
Committee on Ways and Means, he has asked to be heard by this sub-
committee with regard to the issues involved in his legislation. The
Chair recognizes the -gentleman from North Carolina,

STATEMENT OP HON. IRE ANDREWS, A REPRESENTATIVE IN
CONGRESS PROM THE STATE OP NORTH CAROLINA

Mr, Axnazws. Mr. Chairman, this morning a young woman from
Greensboro. N.C., telephoned my Washington office, She was in tears.

A teacher, she had just received one of those tax-due notices which
are becoming infamous in my State.

The Internal Revenue Service had, very abruptly and without warn-
ing, dunned her $418, which the IRS claims she owes in bitelt taxes
bemuse the loan she obtained contained the forgiveness provision for
repayme nt. and the IRS is now maintaining that such loans represent
taxable income.

This young woman is to be married later this month, and so this
retroactive tax-due notice represents a really severe financial setback
to her.

Site is not alone. In recent months, is large number of students and
former students in North Carolina who are recipients of educational
loans with the forgiveness provision have likewise been shocked to re-
ceive these notices. I understand that this will be repeated in all of our
50 States,
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My office has been advised by Ms. Jan Proctor, administrator, educa-
tional loan program, North Carolina Department of Human Resources,
that these assessments have ranged from $200 to $1,000 per year,

These tax-due notices 'were sent out following a little-noticed IRS
ruling that appeared in the Federal Register in June of last year. That
ruling maintained that these partieular educational loans amounted
to taxable income. Among these are the national direct student loans
and its predecessor, the national defense student loans; State teach-
ing loans; State medical education loans; and the law enforcement
educational program loans.

We have learned that the National Direct Student Loan Office at the
Office of Education has been trying for 6 months to.get the IRS to ap-
prove a draft designed to inform the participating colleges and uni-
versities of the date their loans became taxable.

There is sonic confusion with regard to the taxability of national
direct student loans because the predecessor, the national defense
student loan program was granted an exemption by IRS in 1961. Prior
to the IRS ruling, the Office of Education assumed that the national
direct student loans would receive the same exemption, As a result of
Cho ruling, however, they are now unsure and are therefore assuming
that they are taxable until the IRS informs them otherwise.

We have checked with the IRS on a number of occasions and all we
have been able to learn is that they are studying the matter and may
have it response in about a month.

In addition, the law enforcement assistance program education loans
are in question as to their taxability. LEAP received It copy of the i?ro-
posed ruling, and in March of 1973 almost 3 months before the final
ruling was publishedasked the IRS for clarification of the taxability
of their educational loans. As of today they have not received that
clarification.

Apparently, young people in North Carolina are among the first to
be hit with these tax-due notices. I am told that the IRS in my State
is especially aggressive, and while this spirit is certainly commendable,
I would suggest that, in this case, it is misdirected.

According to information my office has received, the IRS in North
Carolina copied the records of the North Carolina Department of
Human Resources, from which they obtained the names and addresses
of loan recipients and thereby sent them the tax-due assessments.

Mr. Chairman, it is my view that these revenues were unanticipated
by budget officials and constitute, in elect, a windfall profit to the
Government.

The IRS ruling was arbitrary and unfair in that it hit persons with
retroactive tax-due notices dating back 3 years, or as far as the statute
of limitations will allow. Loans cancelled between 1954 and 1970 were
not considered taxable income and recipients were not required to pay
taxes on them, The fact that it relatively large number of recipients
were within the 3 year statute of limitations should not, in my opinion,
make their loans any more taxable than the thousands before them
which were not, I feel that the administering agencies should have
time to learn that the loans they are contracting now are taxable and
so be able to inform the ppplicants,

These persons are being or have been trained in health professions,
law enforcement and as teachers, and the forgiveness provision in their
educational loans means that. repayment may be forgiven through serv-

1111-045-74---12
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ice in inner city, rural and other areas experiencing a shortage in criti-
cally needed specialties. Such areas are designated by agencies of the
Government and not by the loan recipient.

Among those affected are students and graduates in nursing, medi-
cine, law enforcement, teaching, dentistry, pharmacy, medical tech-
nology, physical therapy, optometry, and other critical professions,

According to the information my office has received, neither the stu-
dents nor the administering agencies had any idea that educational
loans' with the forgiveness provision were subject to being considered
taxable income.

There may be some merit in treating all educational loans, regard-
less of the repayment provisions, as taxable income, However, that is
an issue separate and apart from the one of permitting the IRS to sur-
prise several hundred thousand persons with retroactive tax-due
not ices,

What is at issue is the retroactivity of these loans, and on April 251
I introduced a 14392, which, if enacted, will enable those
who have already paid their taxes to file for a refund,

My bill was referred to the House Committee on Ways and Means,'
and my distinguished colleague, the Honorable Wilbur Mills, chair-
man of that committee, has advised me that his staff has already re-
quested departmental reports on this bill,

In au effort to pursue every possible avenue to assist these individ-
uals,, we wrote Commissioner Alexander of the IRS, urging that he
take steps to reverse the retroactivity of the ruling administratively.

1ie answer received from the IRS states, in part
gection 7805 of the Code provides. in effect, that all published rulings apply

retroactively unless otherwise specified, Any nonretroactive application of Rev.
Rai, 78-4/50 can only be made after a careful analysis of all the facts and circum-
stances involving each specific loan program, At the time a request is made,,as
to a specific loan program, to apply Rev, nal, 73-250 prospectively, all of the
information pertaining to the program, including all of the facts and dram
stances under which the loans were granted and the conditions under which the
loans are to be repaid should be submitted.

We are presently taking the prospective treatment of Rev. Rut: 78450 into
consideration on alt individual loan program basis which precipitates a thorough
examination prior to making a final decision.

For further clarification on the contents of the letter, we called the
IRS mid they explained that no loan program would be considered for
exemption unless and until an indiVldttalitS opposed to an adminis-
tering agencyvisited IRS and asked for exemption under a specific
loan program, At that time, the 1115 would "prepare a file" on that
particular loan program and would then take the taxability of that
particular loan program under advisement, In other words, unless ttit
individual brings a specific loan program to the attention of the 111$,
no action would be taken to reconsider the applicability of the ruling.

This appears to me to be a complicated and uncoordinated manner
of handling the situation by the IRS, Additionally, we have learned
that the IRS is requiring lump-sum payments for the loans they con-
sitter taxable and is charging interest front the chic elate of the return
through the date the individual agrees to pity the tax, My staff and
in the past several weeks have continued our efforts to enlist additional
wipport, for this legislation,

It is my intention to circulate H.R. 14302 for cosponsorship,
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We have obtained the backing on this bill from nine national or-
ganizations The American Nurses Association, the National Asso-
ciation of Student Finandial Aid Administrators, the American Asso-
elation of Community & Junior Colleges; the American Council on
Education, the Association of American Medical Colleges, the Ameri-
can Optometric Association the American 'Student, Optometric As-
sociation, the Association of Schools& colleges of Optometry, and the
American Veterintirv.Medical Association,

Mr, Chairman, although I take some degree of 'satisfaction that
this bill bears my name, such considerations are very secondary to
the problem confronting the many youna people who are struggling
to come up with enough money to pay. the IRS at the same time they
are completing their education or anti just beginning their chosen
careers,

I will continue to enlist suppotfor this measure among my col-
leagues. and aeon;; the many educational and .health organizations
across the Nation, fhe support of this committee, would be-deeply ap
preciated, not only by ine, but by the many victims of this unfair
ruling,

Thank you, Mr. Chairman, .

Mr, O'HARA.- The Special Subcommittee On Education will now
stand in adjournment until Monday morning 'when our hearings on
title IV will continue,

[Wherenpon, at 11:3(1 aim,, the subcommittee adjourned, to recon-
vene Monday, June 4, 1974,j

STAMP Nyrn,On June 11, 1974, Mr, Andrews introduced II,R,
15307,:ll,R, 15808, and KR, 15309, bills identical to 11,R, 14892, The
following members cosponsored these bills which were referred to the
Committee on Ways and Means,

Mr, Bafalis, Mr, Baker, Mr, Benitez, Mrs,Boggs, Mr, Brinkley, Mr,
Broomfield, Air, Brown of California, Mr, Buchanan, Air, Burke of
Massachusetts, Mrs, Burke of California, Mr, Butler, Mr, Carney of
Ohio, Air, Clay, Mr, Cohen, Mr, Coughlin, Mr, Dellenback, Mr, Dent,
Mr, i)ulski, Air, Duncan, Mr, Eilberg, Mr, Pascell, Mr, Fauntrov,
Mr, Findley, Air, Fisher, Mr, Forsythe, Mr, Fountain Mr, Frey, Air,
Gaydos, Mrs, Grasso, Mr, Green of Pennsylvania, Air, Harrington,
Mr, Hawkins, Mr, .flechler of West Virginia, Mrs, Holt, Mr, Hither,
Mr, Jones of ,Nortli Carolina, Air, Kelm?, Mr, Lehman, Alt.. Luken,

MeXay, Mr, Martin of North Carolina, Mr, Meeds, Mrs, Mink,
Mr, Mitchell of Maryland, Mr, Moakley, Mr, Murtha, Mr, Pettis,
Air, Pickle, Air, Preyer, Mr, Robinson of Virginia, Air, Rosenthal, Air,
Sarbanes, Shriver, Mr, Stuckley, Air, Taylor of North Carolinas
Mr, Thompson of New Jersey, Mr, Vevsey, Ate, Young of Illinois, Mrs,
Schroeder, Ale, Dominick V, auleis, and Mr, Lagoinarsino



STUDENT FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE

(Student Loan Programs)

MONDAY, JUNE 3, 1974

1-Iovsi or REPM:SENTATIVES)
&MALI SUBCOMMITTM ON EDUCATION,

COMMIT:1i ON EDUCATION AND LABOR,'
Wa8hi'ngton, D.C.

The subcommittee met at 10 flans, pursuant to recess, in. room 2175,
Rayburn house Office Building, Hon, James G. O'Hara (chairman)
presiding.

Present Representatives O'Hara, Dellenback, and Erlenborn.
Staff members present: Jim Harrison, director; William F. Gaul,

associate general counsel; Elnora Teets, clerk; and Robert C. And.
ringa, minority staff director,

Mr. O'Hon, The subcommittee will come to order.
Today we conclude our .hearings on the loan component of title.IV,
Our first witnesses are familiar, I' tun sure, to members of the sub-

committee. No t'wo _witnesses have Appeared before us more often, nor
have been so involved in helping.this committee and the Congress cope
with the legislative problems relating to the guaranteed loan program.
Jay Evans runs the loan program in the State Of Pennsylvania, mind
has just assumed the office of president of the National Council of
Higher Education Loan Programs, and he appears in that capacity.
He accompanied by the council's president.eleet, Mr, William Nester
of New Jersey; and by the council's legislative representative, Carol
Wennevcltthl, ihl, who also manages the State Guarantee Agency in the
State of Illinois.

I would like to welcome our witnesses, I know your contribution
will be invaltuibt6.

STATEMENT OP JAY EVANS, PRESIDENT, NATIONAL COUNCIL OP
HIGHER EDUCATION LOAN PROGRAMS, 'ACCOMPANIED BY WM»
UMW NESTER, PRES/DENVELECT, NCHELP, AND CAROL WEN.
NERDAHL, LEGISLATIVE REPRESENTATIVE, NCHELP

Mr. EvAxs. Thank you, Me, Maim:in.
Mr. Chairman and members of the cominitteel it is indeed an honor

for ine-as president or the National Council of Higher Eduention Loan
Programs to appear before you today to present our views and posid
tions with regard to the future of the gliatianteed student loan pro.
grain, In September of 1973, the national council prepared a rather
comprehensive paper discussing what we believed to be the major issue
confronting the student loan program. The paper attempted to address

(177)
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all the various options open to policymaking bodies, and copies of the
issue paper were made available to members and staff of this committee,

Over the last few months, the national council has adopted some
specific recommendations for legislative change, which we feel would
improve. the program. Those recommendations are- attached to this
statement as an addendum, and I will be glad to answer any questions
you may have following my prepared statement,

The council, however, continues to feel that the most critical issues.
facing us are in the nature' of policy statements and goals. It is

. impossible to effectively and efficiently administer a program whose
goals and objectives remain unclear. It is for this reason that. out'
statement today puts aside temporarily some of the technical problems
involved in program administration and asks the committee to address
itself to the following questions which most be ahwe red before a sound
program can be rebuilt.. These five questions are

(1) Who should have access to student, loans? -

(2) Wild should bear the program costs?
(3) Who should provide the capital for lending?
(4) Who should perform the lending function.?
(5) Who should guarantee the loans?
However, before we speak to these questions, the council would first

like to express its appreciation to the chairman and this committee for
the efforts put forth to enact Public Law 03 -.260. As you know, today
is the first day that this act takes effect, and for all intents and pur-
pose.% eliminates the "needs test" on interest subsidy benefits in this
program for just the family income students below $15,000, and also
extends special allowance for 1 year.

The national council has repeatedly expressed- philosophical and
practical reservations about the changes made. by the 1972 legiSlation
in our progratn's interest subsidy eligibility provisions. Therefore, it
was extremely gratifying for the council to observe earlier this year
that both majority and minority members of the Education and Labor
Committee introduced legislation to restore interest benefits even
beyond the pre4972 levels. AVe also wish to commend the chairman for
beginning. early the task of reviewing student aid legislation. We feel
these hearings are most timely,

WHO MOULD ItAVV; ACCtSS SITDENT LOANS

Target population, uPolear
Previous witnesses have addressed the subject of the confusion

,which surrounds the purpose of this program. We need not trace again
for this committee the blurring purposes of this program as it evolved
front the 1065 program for middle- income students to the 1972 pro-
gram which was viewed as a low - income. program, Once again this pro-
gra'm begs for definition of purpose.
Access problem alleot program sinteture

There is no question that access to student loans is a critical problem
right. ilow, especially hi some geographical areas. The law was recently
ehanged, mainly hi an attempt to restore student access to this pro-
graman attempt, which mightt, now be seriously counteracted by a
student loan interest rate and-special allowance whose total rest more
than 2 yucca below the current prime lending Pate,
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The problem of access has caused many schools who have the re-
sources to do so to enter the lending field themselves, In fact, a
previous witness has suggested to this committee that indeed schools
tiliould borrow money directly from banks and take over the lending
function in this program. Some have said that this would provide
molt effective delivery system of loan dollars since commercial lenders
have lately tended to discriminate against students attending schools
such as Malcolm X College in favor of students attending schools
such ias Harvard, Of course, one would have to examine the mplicit
assumption that commercial lenders would not tend to discriminate
lioainst lending schools such as Malcolm X in favor of lending to
schools such as Harvard,
Can equal access be restored?

Also in need of examination is whether or not lenders' tendency
toward discrimination would remain undimmed or would tend to
diminish if they were adequately compensated for their lending ex.
penses, In addressing the question of program purpose as it relates
to who should have access to guaranteed loans, the national council
feels that the structure andepurpose of the 1965 act remains largely
valid, This program was primarily designed to assist middle.income
studentsi but without excluding-low income students from eligibility.
And while significant numbers of low-income students did borrow in
the earlier days of the program, the relatively small numbers of such
jmerowers who sought access and who were denied by lenders were
then able to turn to other campus-based programs designed partic-
ularly for them.

We still think that this eombination is a winning formula, If
tenders were adequately compensated for their expensesand one
must, not forget that the interest rate set in 1065 was 11/2 percent above
the then current prime lending ratethe council feels that any dis-
crimination which does exist would once again become minimal.

Wit0. SHOW41) MAR 'Mt PROGRAM cosirs?

Monetary "sltell game"
Mr. Chairman, two facts appear so' evident that it almost seems

unnecessary to state them. First, money as a commodity costs money.
Second, administrative services east money. Whenever the total of
these costs exceeds the return a lender is receiving on his investment,
he will find that investment most unattractive, to out' program, even
this body has no power to legislate away the costs; it may only re.
distribute. the responsibilities for bearing those costs,
Options are emlless

The lender may have his costs directly compensated by the eon.
sumer, the Government, or the school, or lie may have some of his
costs reduced by shifting some of the program's administrative bur-
dens, with their accompanying costs, to another party such as .the
Government or the school, The only certainty isthat the costs will
not disappettme regardless of with how much dexterity this monetary
"shell gable is played. We urge this,committee to first consider the
question of who should 'pay these costs before addressing the question
of how.
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Owe ()wimple of"eoRt 871iftivg".
An earlier witness before this committee advocated one option of

shifting the program's cost burden from the lender. A proposal in.
troduced to you last week would permit commercial lenders to receive
the full interest rate on student loans they now receive, but witii no
responsibilities or cost for program administration. Those costs would
be shifted to the school who functioned as the lender, and indirectly,
to the student consumers.

Under such a proposal, if the commercial lender does perforth some
of the administrative functions associated with lending, he is coin»
pensated for it under separate contract by the school. If this corn»
mittee were to embrace such a concept. it must be aware that those
administrative costs have not been swept under a rug. They must be
dealt with, and following are some of the questions which would have
to be answered.
Some policy questiolis

First, are schools to be.. the "prime" lenders, or are they only to
supplement the commercial lender's efforts? If they are only to be
supplemental lenders, this committee must answer for itself how long
the majority of the eommereitil lenders APO going to continue making
loans directly to students if they see a more lucrative market
in loans to schools, How long would it be before the commercial lend -
ing community thus forced the schools from the role of supplemental
lenders into the role of prime lenders?

And, if a program of loans to schools should so jeopardize the
continuation of direct student lenclinir by the balance of the corn-
mereial lenders, this committee must address the question of how the
schools are going to pay the costs of program administration, Should
the Government simply declare a policy of benign neglect and let
students of those schools who cannot afford to pity the bill go begging
for loan money while stndents of the largest and more wealthy schools
enjoy a surplus? Should all the schools be instructed to raise their
tuition accordingly? Should the Government pay a subsidy to the
school for use in purchasing the required services? Should the Govern-
ment directly subsidize several large service corporations owned by
such lenders as First Chicago Corp,, First Minneapolis, and
Warliovin ? Or, would it be most elliment to pay such a subsidy
directly to tt commercial lender who originally furnishes the capital
and have him maim the loan directly to the student? The question of
who can most efficiently perform the administrative tasks required in
this program should notand must notbe confused with the guts-
tion of who pays for those services,

-Vito MOVLD PROVintl 'rttr, CAtirrAt, von fAlikanNT17

This is a question quite apart from that of who should loan the
money to the student. Congress must address the issue of how much
tnonev for student loans is required and then decide tt, tether to stimu-
late this money from the private lending community, to ,appropriate
the money dieeetly, or to hit tile burden slide onto someone else's
shoulders, such as the States or the edneational institutions,

The National Council (1011tititte8 tO believe that equal access to loan
funds would best be served at the lowest cost by the blueprint first.

1
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designed by this body in 1965, We in the Council have been criticized
in the past by some who feel that we are .perhaps more concerned with
our lenders interests than the students' interests, We submit that the
two are not easily separated, and, if they were, they would not be in
conflict,

We have no other objective than to make loan funds easily available
to students, And, if we believe that the private capital which is avail-
able to our program is not readily expendable, .and if we see no sub-
stitute which would provide an equitable distribution of loan funds
throughout the Nation, then we must seriously and objectively address
ourselves the lenders' problems with this program.

In 1965, io recruited lender support with promises of an adequate
return on hinds with an interest rate then 11(2percent above prime
and an attractive, low cost, Oovernment.subsidized loan which they
could offer to their customers and residents of their community, The
National Council asks the Congress to keep that early promise of ade-
quate return and attractive loans, That is the only ,way the private
capital market can once again be stimulated to provide the necessary
funds for our students.

WHO SIM-MD LEND TUE MONEY?

Perfensmanee records
If this question is addressed separately from the issue of who should

boar the administrative costs associated with the lending function, the
sole matter for decision is to determine who can perform this function
in the most efficient manner, and in such a way as to optimize future:
collections. As to the latter, a look at the past performance of educa-
tional lenders would be helpful. The data provided oh page 16 of. Dr.
John Phillips' statement before this committee last week is instructive,
even though the reader is warned that even a cursory review of the
summarized data reveals numerous inconsistencies, Dr, Phillip state-
ment reveals the following original loan amounts and their current
category within their matured status:

Atittionft
Ms, retired $255
In determent 80
On schedule in repayment 1, (XIS
Past due 400

Total matured leans 1, 840

If one can make an assumptionwhich must Pater be substantiated
or corrected when all of the aforementioned data inconsistencies are
checked and correctedthat the average indebtedness per student was
approximately the same in each of the four etaegories listed above,
such an assumption would lead the reader to conclude that 20 percent,
or slightly more than one of every four borrowers no longer in school
are delinquent on their loan payments.

If it appears that the Office of Ilductition will need a great amount
of time to reconcile the data with the thousands 'of iiidiVidual school
reports, perhaps this committee might seek the cooperation of the
three largest servicers of student loan accounts made by educational
lenders, Cornorations owned 1.w 'First Chicano Corp Witehovia. and
American National link of Chicago service literally hundreds of
thousands of such accounts for educational lenders, and they provide

1
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WHO SHOULD GUARANTEE THE LOANS?

TO encourage State agencies
From the date the Higher Education Act of 1965 was enacted con-

taining a statement of purpose to encourage and strengthen State guar-
antee agencies, the effect has been to discourage and weaken those of
us who made the effort to build a good program for our students. Why ?
Because the very same clause in the act established a temporary,
standby, guarantor of last resortthe federally insured loan program.
Today, any State considering the question of State versus Federal
guarantees is offered a puzzling choice. The State is "encouraged" to
set up a State guarantee agency with the enticing offer of an 80-percent
Federal reimbursement for all principal losses incurred on defaulted
accounts. However, the State is asked to consider a second alternative
in which the Federal Government would bear 100 percent of the prin-
cipal losses, plus 100 percent of the accrued interest losses, plus all
administrative costs.
A rim from outside observers

With the choice appearing so obvious to most who would study the
alternatives, why do the States continue their sometimes perilous strug-
gles to continue operating? One answer to this question was presented
to this committee last, meek in the testimony of the National Associa-
tion of Student Financial Aid Administrators, whose membership
works with all of the State and Federal guarantors. The national as-
sociation recommended in their statement that the Congress should
"remove the disincentives for the operation of State guarantee agen-
cies." The testhnony went on to say : "The evidence seems clear, in
terms of processing time, lender relations, institutional relations, and
other considerations, that this program eat be operated more efficiently
at the State level than at the national level, at least under present
circumstances,"
Data

What is important about this State agency performance is that it
translates into available dollars for students, The Office of Education
prepares monthly volume reports on both guarantee agencies and the
FISL programs, and the last report received gives data, through Janu-
ary 1974.

It is very revealing to compare fiscal year to' date figures for the
same 7 mouths in fiscal year 1972 preceding the legislative change. The
reports show the guarantee agency 7-month loan totals to be 421,284
loans in fiscal year 1972, and 866,194 loans in fiscal year 1074, or a de-
cline of 18 percent, The Vigra program figures art; 459,225 loans in
fiscal year 1972, and 852,164 in fiscal year 1974, or a decline or 28 per-
cent. However, that 28 percent is misleading. If one were to remove
only the figures for the 8-month home study school lenders from the
VIM volume, the decline of the remaining lender participation would
be 85 percent.

Although the limitations of the Office of Education's computer sys-
tem prevents the obtaining of exac figures, there has been much
speculation that if the figures representing the volume of two or three
dozen educational lenders in the FIST) program were eliminated, the
result would show commercial lender support of the program to have
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declined at. least 50 percent and maybe more, The volume in the current
home State of our next Commissioner' of Education, Utah, has
declined 72 percent,
Confidence 011'818

This program is suffering a great crisis in confidence in the coin-
mercial lending community, The confidence must be restored if stu-
dents are to have continued access to loans, We believe that, only the
State agencies have close enough proximity to lenders and sufficient re-
sources to attempt such a task, Also, the State agencies have the
advantage of being, for the most part, held blameless for the problems
of the last couple of years, which lenders generally feel to be the fault
of the Federal Government.

Furthermore, it must not be forgotten that States have appropriated
approximately $375 million. in grant aid for their students this year,
If State and Federal dollars are ever to be efficiently coordinated, and
if we am ever going to relieve the student of multiple application
forms and processes which are now required by State and Federal aid
programs, login would dictate that the responsibility for processing
the paperwork should rest with the States.
Legidatiom needed

Mr, Chairman, the tuitional council feels. that its member States
are providind worthwhile and necessary assistance to their students.
However, we''. do feel that it is not in the best interest of all States or
of any one State for the present double standard of Federal invest-
ment in this proffrani to continue. State programs have fallen in the
past and more will fall in the future as we petition our State leaders
for money to pay for default losses and administrative costs which a
neighboring State is getting for free, We ask you to consider our prob-
lems and to entertain legislative amendments which would equali2e the
Federal investment in guaranteed student loans within all 50 States
at whatever level of investment this body would feel best serves public
policy,

Mr. Chairman, thank you for this opportunity to present the coml.
cii's views and concerns, We would be happy to answer questions con -
cerning this statement or any of the recommendations attached to it,

[Addendum to Mr, Evan's statement follows:'

SuAtstAav VostTroSs sont,r, ON ellANDES TO Trrtt IV PART Ii of THE
MO II Nit t WM. t oN Am or 1965, As A 'At ENDED ( STUDENT LOAN GI VARA N TV
LE(1MATIoN)

Iu its (Most to have the federal fart's revised toward the more feasible Opera-
Hon of student loan programs throughout the United States, the NCIIIILP has
taken the 1'0116%011g pos41011:4:

that of the original purposes of the Higher Udiwation Act of PM was to
encourage the establishment of state or private, tionprollt guaranty agencies, In
1005, Congress appropriated federal "seed" money to encourage states to create
their own agetwies for administering the student loan IDEDMIttets program, in
111(15, Congress made a further attempt to, fulfill this originat purpose by substitut-
ing "relosiirance" for seed money. Iteiamitrance reimburses the state agencies for

portion of thoti, losses nu defatiltH Oftottliteti and serves as a DWIttig for state
agencies to cut their 108MOSS under the loan insurance program. lleinsuranee,
then, is an ittePtitltie 61' states to establish their own loan insurance 14;011010A 1114
intended in the original Act. However, the incentive reinsurance provides
connteraeted by the Pedernily Insured Student Loan Program, This federally
insured program provides student borrowers with the same benefits as a state
program and at no cost to the states, If today it remains the intention of Congress
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credit situation at any point during repayment, The borrower who is able to and
wants to repay Sooner but settles for the tivelear schedule ends up paying'more
in interest than he would on a shorter repayment schedule, For the above reasons,
the Council urges Congress to make legislative changes to permit the borrower
and lender to mutually itgree to a repayment schedule of less than five years.
For the borrower's protection, it should be indicated that this agreement nutst
be in writing and must occur after the borrower finishes school, and not at the
time he makes application for a loan. Further, a lender should be prohibited from
filing a default claim on such a note until he demonstrates that -.he has sent in
writing to the borrower an offer to refinance the note. to an alternative repay-
Mont schedule having payments not greater than would have been the payments
had the original "total of payments" been financed over 00 months. Further, a
default claim cannot be filed on such a loan until the borrower has rejected in
writing such an' offer or has not responded to the offer for a period Of 80 dept.

10, Bankruptcy is increasingly being used by student 'borrowers us an alterna-
tive to repayment of the loan obligation, Credit restrictions on recent bankrupts
are not insurmountable since some creditors will show preferential treatment to
recent bankrupts because of the knowledge that the prospective borrower can't
tile for bankruptcy again for several years, Many guarantors believe that most
student loan bankruptcies are truly unnecessary, and some appear to be a pre-
meditated "easy out" for the borrower to relieve himself of this 'financial obliga-
tion, Since more than 90% of all student loan bankruptcies occur within live years
after the borrower leaves school, a live-year "moratorium" on student loan dis-
chargeability would be most helpful. The "premeditated" bankrupt would be re-
luetant to the after the five -year period because a certain amount of assets would
have been neetunitiated by that time, Congress should amend the tuitional bank.'
ruptcy laws its such a manner as to provide for the non-dischargeability of guar-
anteed student loans in bankruptcy during' the in-school period and. during MI
additional minimum period of live years following the beginning of the repay-
went period, Proposed legislation adds .a hardship clause which should be deleted.

11. Locating missing borrowers is virtually one of the most expensive collection
functions of the guaranty agencies, Collection can usually be effected from bor-
rowers sooner or later once they are located; The critical and time- consuming
problem is merely finding them The Council is not insensitive to the indiVidual's
right to privacy mid confidentiality of data, However, the avenues of pursuit
which guaranty agencies must now follow (contact with friends, neighbors, rela-
tives, and business associates) might be labelled as a far greater violation of-the
borrower's right: to privacy than the mere revelation of a current address. The
Social Security Administration (S.S,A.)' has current data on its records. It is a
logical source since it is a branch of HEW, the department responsible for the
student loan program, It seems grossly inefficient for the Commissioner of Ilduea-
Hon to spend huge sums of money to locate borrowers who owe 1111W money if the
Commissioner of Social Security knows where they can be located, Another
afternative to S,S.A, providing current information on hte missing borrowers
could be for the S.S.A, to undertake the mailing of delinquency notices to the last
known address of the borrower, This would insure that the S.S.A. would not
divulge "confidential" Baur= tion but would prove to be a less effective alterna-
tive bemuse it precludes any telephone follow .up to the letter which is often neces-
sary, However, some missing borrowers would be motivated to tiontaathe guaran-
tors and, therefore, would be eJf HMS help. The Connell recommends that Cloti-
gress be informed that alt S.S,A. locator service be established for furnishing
locator information on missing borrowers upon request by guaranty agencies
mid that this service would substantially assist the agencies in the collection of
and prevention of defaulted student loans.

12, that of the major problems lenders encounter in the administration of the
efficient loan program is the complex accounting required to enable them to bill
the Office of Education for spoilt,. allowance. Congress should amend current
legislation to extend eligibility for special allowance to the thou current balances
of all loans made under Title IV, Part Ili of the Higher Education Act of 104W,,
as mended, 'MIS would help eliminate the troublesome loan categories which
inhibit loan consolidation in the repayment period and it would not add signifl
cantly to the appropriation required because the current balances of Mils dim-
Wined prior to August, 19419, represent a small percentage of total loansoutstaud.
ing,

Another ticenuttting, problem exists when interest subsidy is paid during
the student's repayment period, Congress should amend legislation to Ponta lead'
cc's, at their option, to bill the federal government on a lump-sum basis (and

It 4
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perhaps at a discount) for the 3 percent interest subsidy during the repayment
period on eligible loans disbursed Prior to peeeMber 15,1008, These billings would
be submitted at the time a loan enters repayment (or at any time during the re
payment period) and would not be subject to refund or, supplemental billing if
the repayment period is subsequently extended or if the loan is prepaid. This
amendment along. with the special. allowance amendment would permit lenders
to consolidate all loans outstanding during the repayment period which would
eliminate_ the need to break out individual balances where the lender bills the
government,

CONCLUSION

The National Council seriously believes that the implementation of the recom-
mendations outlined in this Addendum will strenthen the student loan program
and greatly increase lender participation In it.

Mr, O'HARA, Thank you very much, Mr. Evans.
There have been, of course, a number of suggestions made with

irespect to changes in the program, and I would like to get your com-
ments on some of them,

One suggestion has been that we get rid of the interest subsidy; an-
other that we require interest payments to be paid while the borrower
is school, have them begin practically immediately, since the bor..
rower gets the immediate impression then that he has something here
that is really a loan that has to .be paid back, and also to prevent the
lender discovering a deadbeat after he has given him the first loan, in-
stead of after giving him the third or fourth loan,

I would like to hear your comments on those suggestions.
Mr, EVANS. It is our position that interest subsidy continue. Our

basic reason for this is that it is a program where the middle-income
family in the past, in the early years, had benefited, This has been re-
stored to some extent with the recent legislative changes. We feel that
if' this interest subsidy, is removed, and if commercial lenders would
stay in the program, this will not continue.

Lenders cannot, with current market conditions2 put up with the
quarterly billing or monthly billing to students, I think was suggested,
in some cases, on these loans. They can't put up with the administra-
tive work.

Another large problem involved is when the student does not make
that quarterly or monthly payment and he is then neglected in any fu-
ture loans, which would prohibit him from continuing his education.
Some of the other members may wish to answer,

Mrs. WrimitnAut,. Mr. Chairman, I understand and wholly sym-
pathize with the goal which would be served by having payments
begin early in the life of the loan, thus helping keep the student aware
of the nature of the loan end the lender in touch with the student.

I don't think any program administrator here underestimates the,
value of some type of program whereby the student status is monitored
at given intervals. However, would suggest this could be handled
differently administratively by the program operators. Monetarily,
the problem you run into in the student paying interest is that the
student who borrows a $2,500 loan in 2 consecutive years has a monthly
payment of up to $30 a month already while in school% and this indeed
is going to lead to a considerable amount of hardship. If a student
had Oa a month, in many cases he wouldn't be borrowing in the first
place,

Also, as Jay mentioned, the administrative cost to the lender has to
be considered. Our testimony stated that money costs money and ad-

80-046-44-10
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,

ministrative service costs money, and that proposal would increase the
administrative work and therefore the Rdmmistrative cost. There-
fore, we would have to increase the return that the lender will have
to get on that, money to oompensate for that extra work, unless it
was very heavily subsidized, the interest rate to the student would
have to be even raised above 7 percent to cover this cost.,

I think it is a case of the administrative cost chasing the interest
rate up, and the interest ,i'ate chasing the student's cost up. That is an
escalation process we don't need to get into, We can keep track of the
student in another way.

Mr. NESTER, Mr. Chairman, I would like to relate, if I may, the ex-
perience of New Jersey which had a loan program prior to the Higher
Education Act of 1965, In fact, it is very similar to the one now in
existence, except that prior to 1965; the students of New Jersey had to
pay their own interest on student loans,

About the time the Federal act was passed, the lenders were having
such difficulty in getting students to keep abreast of payments and the
records wore in such a mess that the lenders were dropping out of this
program like flies, It was supposed to be good public relations for
them, and they were having difficulty with the sons and daughters
of some of their best customers, Constantly cases were being brought to
them by examiners because there were failures to pay interest on the
notes,

To cite specifically what happened, while lenders were dropping
out in 1965 between the advent of the first loan in New Jersey. in
1960 and the implementation of the Higher Education Act of 1965,
let's say approximately June of 1966, about $14 million worth of loans
were made to all students under the program, Then along came the
interest-subsidy provision, and in that first year alone, 1966 -67, $16
million worth of loans were made in the State of New. Jersey pri-
marily because the interest was subsidized on student loans, From
that point forward things really took off, and lenders opened their
doors, and we were able to recoup the losses of those who dropped
out, and they came back into the program, and in fact sold their
neighbors on it.

Mr. O'HAnA. It has been suggested to the subcommittee that high
default rates are associated with a certain institution, or students of
a certain institution, and it has been suggested to us that we might try
to keep track of defaults institution by institution, or delinquencies of
whatever nature, and when it reaches a certain point, lets say that
that is an ineligible institution then, and federally insured loans would
be no longer made to students for the purpose of paying educational
expenses at those particular institutions, Would you have any com-
ments ori that?

Mn, UVANH, Personally I would not like' to see it related only to that,
I think the placing of a school on the eligibility list should require
measures that they must live tip to, In Pennsylvania, we are cur-
rently having problems with proprietary schools, a few of them,
who are spoiling it for the rest, where they are carrying applications
with them and recruiting students and going to the lenders' windows
and picking up the die& to the student which is fully payable and
taking the fee directly over the counter.
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We have suspended schools, and we have sent out people to review
these schools. Let me stress that we feel that State agencies can do this
particular type of work quite well, because they are more closely
associated with these types of schools. But I personally feel that just
removing a school and jeopardizing the other students at the school
would hinder the students and the program.

There might be, as I said, other criteria established before this
school is placed on the eligibility list.

Mrs. WENNERDAHL Mr. Chairman, I also have problems .vith pen-
alizing new students and denying them eligibility because some of
their classmates did not repay the loans. When we have studied the
default problem in our schools, certain things that occur that, first,
would cause you to believe that it is a type of school where the default
rate runs higher. Closer investigation would tend to show you that it
is a behavior pattern of a. school and their practices where the default
rate runs high.

I would like to submit that a lot of the problems go back to the
case, as a previous witness of last week said, where the school is in-
volved in the lending process, whether it is the lender or merely in-
volved in the lending process. The experience in my State has not
been with schools acting as lenders per se, but we have had a con-
siderable amount of experience with school's that have originated
the paper on behalf of the lending institution and, as far as the
student's perception is concerned, it is a school-arranged loan. In
cases such as that, within that type of school, the default rate is high.
Where schools are not involved in the lending process and the
student has a relationship with a commercial lending institution and
a complete separation of the credit process and the educational process,
we do not run into confusion in his understanding of that loan.

Mr. O'llAtt.t, Mr. Dellenback, any questions?
Mr. DELtmeAcic. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I think you have raised a very provocative question, and I find it

very helpful.
I would like, if I may, to be sure I understand in summitry form

what you are saying. I would like to. look at the questions you raise
and have them in simple form. You say in the first question: access
is the critical problem rightnow. We certainly agree with you on that.

Do you have a simple statement you could make as to who should
have access?

Mr. EVANS, Well, it is our feeling that the original intent of the
legislation was that the middle-income family should have access to
this program, not eliminating the low-income students.

Mr. DELIANBAOK, Simply, you are saying the thrust of this pro-
gram should be to make funds available to the middle-income families?

Mr. EVANS. I think this is definitely one of our major points.
Mr. DttaLl12411ACK, When you talk about the restoration of that kind

of access, do you feel that one of the principal things we need to dd
is to compensate lenders adequately for their expense ?

Mr. EVANS, Definitely.
Mr. DELIMMACIL So those two principal points come out of the

thrust of who should have access I
Mr. EVANS. Right.
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Mts. DELIMNBACIi. When we get to the question of who should bear
program costs, I am not quite sure I understand your answer. If we
look beyond the question of cost 'shiftingwhich I think is sound
and look at the policy questions and the tact that you can confuse the
question of who can most effectively perform task, and who should pay
for those services, what is your recommendation to us as to who should
bear program costs ?

Mr. EVANS. We feel that the commercial lending community should
make the loans,

Mr. DELLENBACK. I am not talking about who should do the lending.
That is the fourth question. I am talking about who should bear the
costs, your second question.

is iMr. EVANS. Actually, Alia we are saying s that it should be the
Federal Government who should bear the costs for the interest on
eligible loans.

Mr. DELLFINBACK, Your answer to the question of who should bear
the ad inistrative program costs is that, in one way or another, these
costs mild be borne by the. Federal Government?

itIVANS. Yes.
Mr. DELIZNIIACK. However we structure it and however we set up.

who does the lending itself, the answer to the second question is the
pro ram costs should be borne bythe Federal Government?

mr, EVANS. Yes.
Mr. DVIILIINnAON. OK. Focusing on your third question of who

should provide the capital; again, I want to be sure I get the essential
thrust of what you recommend to us. Your answer is that the capital
basicalk should come from the private' lending community?

Mr. EVANS. Yes, sir, that is correct.
Mr. Dnutontitoit.. However we mechanize it and however we work

it out, your point is the thrust of this program should pull capital es-
sentially from the private lending community

Mr. Evan. We feel that with their expertise and with their having
previous lending experience with other lending functions; a third
party lender is definitely where this activity should originate.

Mr. Dritlimitoite Looking at the fourth question, who should lend
the money, I gather essentially that the thrust of what you are say-
ing is that, the lending function could best loperformed by the coma
mercial lending community, not by the educational institutions; is that
correct ?

Mr. Emma That is exactly right; yes, sir. In other words, we feel
that the third party lender can do the best job of lending.

Mr. DELLUNBACIL Would you completely eliminate the educational
institutions in this regard Are you suggesting that we go back to a
situation where the institutions do not make the lending?

Mr. Mums. I don't think we made that statement anywhere,
Mr. DELI atilt. I understand.
Mr. EVANS. But there are definitely those schools which must, As an

example, in Pennsylvania, we have a constitution which prohibits
any State moneys to be used for schools of religion and theology, We
have schools that have direct lending facilities for these types of
programs,

:1 o
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. So what I am saying is, we don't think, or I am sure the council,
speaking for the council, feels that schools wouldn't be eliminated,
entirely, but we are concerned that they not be the prime source of
lending in a program.

Mr. DELLENBACK, So you see the program being structured that
the prime source would, be commercial. lending institutions?

Mr. EVANS. Definitely.
Mr. Dmusuncic. With some backup perhaps by educational institu-

tions directly or through supplementary lending; is that correct?
Mr, EVANS, Supplementary lending, yes.
Mr. DELLENBACIL Is there anything simple you could give us based

on your experience as to which institutions are good lenders and
which arc not? Is there a simple measure of this? If we were going
to write anything in the statute that would permit institutions, to
continue, would there be anything you would suggest that we ought

ito write in this requirement?
For example, you speak of the due diligence problem and the spine

off problems that follow.
Mr. EVANS. I don't. Carol, do you have anything?
Mrs. WENNERDAIIL In our experience, due diligence is maybe 60

percent attitude and 40 percent quantitative definition. Registrdless of
what you were to specify in the law as a clue diligence criteria, first of
all, your best lenders insofar as being able to meet the specified
requirements of the law, in almost every case are going to be your
large proprietary schools, Whatever you specify, they have the money
to go out and buy, whether it be computers, whether it is staff, print-
ing, or whether it be time or what have you. So if you are talking
about just ability to adhere to a checklist that you would want to put
into the law, it is going to be a school that is going to be able to go out
and purchase the service. If you are talking about an attitude, which
involves sitting down and counseling with a student, to stress his
indebtedness, stress his responsibilities, it is going to be the schools
that don't need the student so badly, the ones that can afford to win
some and lose some, I don't.know how you Would put that in the law,

Due diligence cannot be legislated or regulated effectively. It must
be motivated. In our commercial lenders, we are able to motivate them
because they know they have to deal with the student during the repay-
ment period, and an extra dam'. spent during the loan origination
process can save them more dollars in the collection process,

When you have a counter motivation operating, as you do in the case
of a school needing tuition receipts more than they need a Collection
5 years from now,

if
don't know how you can legislate against motiva-

tion, I don't know f it is possible,
I would agree with Jay's earlier statement, that there are probably

some circumstances where schools, need to be lenders, Maybe it is in the
case oflet me use an examplehome study schools, If they are to be
kept alive in the program, they are probably the least attractive loan
to a commercial lender, Perhaps this body would want a special provi-
sion for them, But whatever loopholes you allow, they, are going to be
marched through in great numbers and I think, statistics, not guess-
work or not supposition, but statistics bear out that the program is
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going to experience greater loss to whatever extent educational lend-
ing is permitted,

Mr. DELLENHAOK, I want to be sure I understand what it is you are
stating. You would agree with what Mr. Evans has said as to who
should lendthat primarily it should be commercial lending institu-
tions?

Mrs. WENNERDAHL Without exception.
Mr, DELLENBAOK. However you would not want us to write legisla-

tion that would preclude or prohibit educational institutions from
participating, You feel there should be some involvement, on the in-
stitution's part on a direct basis, but what I am looking for is what
von would suggest in the way of measuring how we should write the
him as to which institutions should be permitted or encouraged to
participate.

Mrs. IVENNEIWAHL Frankly, Mr. Dellenback, I have wrestled with
this particular problem now for about 15 months, Looking at the
statute, trying to look at the problems as you identify them, I don't
know that there is a way that legislation can be written to effectively
solve the problems,

To repeat what I said if you make a due diligence checklist, due
diligence can be turned aside with a wink,

Mr. DELLENDACK, I don't want to get off into the specific criteria
because 'I fun not arguing due diligence. I am just asking you whether
there are some specific things you can suggest we could write.

Mrs. Wmiliumnini. No, I do not think, Mr. Dellenback, there is any
way you could effectively write the law to permit some schools to lend
and not other schools,

Mr, DELLENDACKv In those circumstances I move inexorably to the
question of whethei'Aveshould have any schools directly involved and
we come out with an answer that you say "no"?

Mrs. WENNMDMIL That is correct,
Mr. DELLENBACIL Since you see real difficulty in writing criteria

that would discriminate the good from the bad are you really then
circling back on my first question? Are yoti saying participation in the
program should be confined only to commercial lending institutions
and, since you can't write proper criteria discriminating which
schools should be able to participate on a sound basis, therefore no
schools should be able to participate? Is, that what you are suggesting
to us?

Mrs, Wtioamontm. Mr. Dellenback, if it becomes a black or white
situation, and if indeed the legislative exceptions could not be as
simple as those particular schools that are not permitted to share in
State funds or some similar criteria, in an either/or situation, I would
exclude schools from eligibility as lenders,

Mt. Dmionintit. Would you agree! Mr. Evans?
Mr. EVANS. Yes, I would agree with that; but let me acid that if

the purpose of the program and if what is done for the lenders is
sufficient for compensating him, I think enough resources will be
available that we will not need a wholesale onslaught of schools.

Mr. DELLIINUACIL Yes. Then the last question about who should
guarantee, do I gather that the thrust of your suggestion is that we
should not have, the duplication where we have both the State guar-
antee program and VISTA

Is()
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Thus, we have a choice of which program we should have. but we
should not have both. You would suggest that we have just the State
guarantee program and eliminate the FISL program?

Do I read correctly the underlying thrust of your testimony?
Mr. EvANS. What we are saying, Mr. Dellenback, is that we feel the

double standard should be eliminated, In other words, in the State of
Pennsylvania, right now, we are asking. for, for the upcoming fiscal
year, $2.8 million as backup reserve, and close to $1 million for admin-
istration. In addition to that, we must pay 20 percent ofeach loss. We
are saying remove that disincentive for us to "go Federal."

We have nine regional directors in the field that work with lending
institutions, that go into their shops, that work with the schools, work
with students. But then you take your FISL States that do not have
these things, they don't have the expense, expenses, that we incurred,
but their expenses which are incurred are 100 percent out 'of the Fed-
eral Government's pocket.

Mr. DELLENDACK Yes. I am not arguing, you see. I think there is a
possibility of misinterpreting my question. I think your testimony
raises some excellent questions, You have, then, under each of those
questions, given us a great deal of grist for the mill. What I am try-
ing to find out is your answer to each of the questions, and that I
didn't find anywhere in the testimony. Thus I am not arguing, but
I merely want to be sure as to what you have given us in the way of
information, and what it is you would suggest as an answer to the
questions.

You have given me answers to the first four, and I would like you
to clarify your answer to the fifth one: Are you suggesting to us that
we eliminate FIST., in effect, and go the State guarantee route? In
other words, we shouldn't have double standards and the better of
the two is the State' guarantee program ?

Mr. EVANS. I don't think we are saying eliminate FISL, but we are
saying eliminate the double standard, If we have a 90- percent or 80.
percent reinsurance factor in Pennsylvania, why can't the State of
California also pick tip that 20 or 10, whichever you might elect it to
be? In other words, what you would do then in the State of California,
if you want to pick the program up, you would pick up 10 or 20 percent
of the cost,

Afr; Dr.t,thmencit, You are saying we should eliminate any situation
whereby, under'any program we have 100 percent of .principal losses

iguaranteed unless it is tinder all programs, or administrative costs
100 percent covered unless it is under all programs, If we do it with
everybody having 100 percent we, in effect, say everybody will be
likely to not appropriate State money because there is no need to do
so so therefore it is better to go the route which induces this kind of
initiative because it is right; is that correct?

Mr, NEwthn. No; I want to comment a bit on this, About 1967 the
State of New Jersey had committed all of its reserve moneys,' It was
unable to get any additional funds, from the legislature for reserve
guarantee purposes. We had at that time some 4.000 applications the
lenders had committed themselves to and were willing to make the loans
available,

Since we could not get money, we turned to the law which said that
the Federal Government could come in then and insure the loans di-
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reetly. The Federal Government did so. So we have had experience
under both Federal and State programs.

Serious thought was given to continuing under the Federal program
at that time for some of the reasons which were commented on and so
on. We found that even though, or when the shift was made, even
though we worked closely with our lenders and pleaded with them
to honor commitments.. only 60 percent of all of our lenders agreed to
follow through and make loans under the Federal program.

By the end of this 10-month period, we were told by a large majority
of our lenders :

If we don't go back to the state program, we are closing our books on student
loans. We will not continue unless we have a state guarantee program.

So, in terms of our own experience, I think you have an answer to the
question of how we feel.

Mr. DELLENBACK. Let me then follow that a little further because.
while I understand what you say, I am not sure it leads to the same
suggestion as was made on Mr. Evans' behalf, namely to eliminate
the extension. Your State, because it felt the advantages were not
worth the disadvantages went the State guarantee road while other
States came to the other conclusion and have gone the other route. You
are now recommending not because your State is going the road it does
not think it wants to go but for other reasonsthat we should elimi-
nate the procedure that another State wants to follow?

Mr. NESTER. No, but you just made a point I think prior to my com-
ment that if all came to pass so it was equal under either program, that
the States then would automatically go the Federal route, because of
the money involved, they would not necessarily do so. I guess I reply
to that and say it may not be true in all cases.

Mr. DELLENBACK. Your real suggestion, then, is not to eliminate
FIST., but rather to let the States go both routes if they wish to
do so?

Mr. NESTER. If they wish to.
Mr. DELLENBACK. liut we eliminate the 80 percent against 100 per-

cent of anything under such programs.
Mr. NESTER. That is right.
Mrs. WErtwEitnion, There are hawks and doves in our Council.

There are some among us who would miss the FISL program less than
others. I think your statement was well taken that the State of New
Jersey now does not need the 20 percent insurance provided the other
States in order for the New Jersey legislature to support them. How-
ever, it would be an extremely painful process for each one of us to
have to go through, having upheaval in our States for a period of a
year to convince our State legislatures that one program is superior
over the other.

New Jersey is still feeling the effects of that year and it was some
time ago. All we say is, if it be the policy of this

year
that we have a

State investment in this program, then it make it easy for us to con-
vince our State legislators to do so. Give program administrators in all
50 States the same task. If the Federal Government wishes to under-
write the total guarantee and expense in all 50 States, fine. I think on
that basis we can still sell our State governments with the superiority
of the local administration.
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Mr. DrLLENIACK, have just one more comment.. But you are not
saying then that we should eliminate FISL.

If we were to take, in a reach for equality, the present disparity
and resolve that in favor of an.80 percent bind for everybodyinstead
of 100 percent bind for everybodyI think it would in effect take a
great many States and drive them out of the business. Either the whole
program would die or else the States would have to step in. I ant per-
suaded that where there is no State guarantee of that 20 percent, and
if the Federal Government merely says, "We are going, to guarantee
80 percent instead of 100 percent," the commercial lenders would
abandon it in droves. I think that would follow inexorably, so it you
say we should eliminate disparities in guarantees, what you are in-
directly saying is must move 100 percent because we don't back away
the other way or eliminate FISL.

Mrs. WErnannitim. There are States operating with guarantee
agencies right now with less than 100-percent guarantee and
flourishing.

Mr. DELLENBACK, Are you suggesting to us it might' be , good idea?
Mrs. WElomanitur,. No, I am just making a comment that it is not im-

possible for the lending community to exist with less than 100-percent
guarantee.

D.ELLENBACIN. If we did have somewhere along the line either a
Federal loan or combination Federal-State 100-percent guarantee,
would we find a material fall-off I

Mrs. WENNERDAIIL. That is possible.
Mr. DELLENBACK, Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman,
Mr. O'HARA, Well, thank you very much for your testimony. We ap-

preciated hearing from you today and you have given us a good deal
for us to think over.

Our second witness today. is Mr. Gregory Lancaster, appear-
ing for the Security Pacific National Bank of Cali:oornia. I don't
have the precise comparative figures before me, but I am led to believe
that Security Pacific is among the Nation's largest lenders of guar-
anteed student loans. Who ever holds the cup at the moment, I know
Mr. Lancaster will be able to speak to us from extensive experience
with the federally guaranteed student loan program.

STATEMENT OF. GREGORY LANCASTER, ASSISTANT VICE-PRESI-
DENT, SECURITY PACIFIC NATIONAL EAU

Mr. LAI:mgt.= My name is Gregory P. rancasthr, I am an assist-
ant vice president of Security Pacific National Bank,the second large
est national bank in the Western United States, which is headquartered
in Los Angeles: Calif. Since January 1971, I have been deeply involved
in the supervision of the bank's participation as a lender under part B
of title IV of the Higher Education Act of 1965, Public Law 83-329,
as amended, otherwise known as the guaranteed student loan program.

The bank's 'participation in the program has steadily grown of
the past 7 years and at present it has more than 85,000 outstanding
loans totaling approximately $80 million. I appear here today on be-
half of the bank in order to comment specifically on the pending bill
known as II,R, 13059 and generally on certain deficiencies regarding

C)
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the guaranteed student loan program which have surfaced in recent
years and require remedial legislation.

It should be added that the following views and proposals are
orally shared by other participating lenders in California, including
United California Bank, a State chartered bank headquartered in Los
Angeles, Calif., which has outstanding loans to some 39,000 students
totaling approximately $40 million.

With respect to section 2 of H.R. 13059, the bank must express its
respectful opposition. Section 2 would amend that portion of the
Emergency Student Loan Act of 1969 empowering the Secretary of
the Department of Health, Education,.and Welfare to prescribe a spe-
cial allowance to be paid by the Commissioner of Education to holders
of eligible loans: in order to compensate them for vagaries of the money
market.

The maximum special allowance presently permitted on outstand-
ing loan volume is 3 percent and section 2 would increase the maximum
to 4 percent. Given the current and prospective volatility of the money
market, it is respectfully submitted that even a 4-percent special allow-
ance might not be compensating.

In the bank's best judgment, the Secretary of the Department of
Health, Education, and 'Welfare should have at least a 5-percent maxi-
mum limit in order to keep the program acceptable to lenders. The term
"acceptable" in the preceding sentence is not intended to connote prof-
itability because this program is founded on social missions rather than
on monetary profits.

On the other hand, the reality that must be recognized is that the
competitive nature of the banking industry does not. allow lenders to
engage in transactions where they must absorb the cost of money.

The bank also desires to express its opposition to section 5 of ILM
13059. Section 5 provides for increases in loan limitations both as to
principal amount and time for repayment. It will establish a new bor-
rowing. ceiling for graduate and professional students of $5.000 per
year from the present $2,500 and increase the aggregate insured unpaid
principal amount of all insured loans to any student to $25.000 from
the present $10,000.

It will also extend the repayment schedule inasmuch as the stu-
dent will have 15 rather than 10 years following the cessation of his
formal education and the required grace, period to complete the re-
payment of his borrowings and the maximum loan term will be 20
rather than 15 years.

Section 5 of the proposed legislation is indeed designed to in-
crease the accessibility to guaranteed students loans. From the bank's
perspective as a participating lender, however. section 5 may well per-
in4 a student borrower to contract indebtedness which will be ex-
tremely.burdensome, if not financially impossible, to repay, This eon-
tention is illustrated by the following hypothet kids

( A) Suppose that under the present law a student borrows' $2,500
on September 1, 1974, and the saute amount on each September 1 of
the next 3 years with an anticipated graduation &ye of lune 1978.
He graduates on schedule and on May 1,1979, following the expiration
of the mandatory grace period, his first payment would be due.

Assuming the loan was not subsidized raid the student has not paid
the accruing interest (at the rate of 7 p?,reent per annum as during

C )
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repayment) as billed, the principal owed on May 1, 1979, would be
$10,000 and the accrued interest would total $2,567.54. Using the
amount of $12,567.54 and amortizing it over 10 years, the student
borrower would have 120 monthly payments of $145.92 each or a
total of payments of $17,510.40. Assuming the student had a subsidized
loan or paid the accruing interest as billed, he would owe at the com-
mencement of the repayment schedule the $10,000 in principal and
his monthly payments would be $116.11 each for 120 months or a total
of payments of $13,933.20,

(B) Suppose that under the proposed law, a student borrows $2,500
on September 1, 1974, and the same amount on each September 1 of
the next 3 years and, upon entering graduate school, borrows $5,000
on September 1, 1978, and the same mnount on September 1 of the
next 2 years with an anticipated graduate date of June 1981.

He graduates on schedule and on May 1, 1982, following the expira-
tion of the mandatory grace period, the first. payment would be due.
Assuming. the loan was not subsidized and the student had not paid
the accruing interest as billed, the principal amount owed on May 1,
1982, would be $25,000 and the accrued interest would total $5,924.25.
Using the amount of $30,924.25 and amortizing it as required, he would
have 148 monthly payments of $312.54 or a total of payments of $46,-
255.92. Assuming the same student had a subsidized loan or paid the
accruing interest as billed, he would owe at the commencement of the
repayment schedule the $25,000 in principal and his monthly payments
would be $252.66 each for 148 months or a total of payments of
$37,393.68. .

(C) Using the same facts as presented in (B) but adding the fact
that our student has married another student who also had $25,000
in outstanding guaranteed student loans which have a concurrent
maturity date, the combined family debt and required monthly pay-
ments would be double those amounts set forth in (B).

It has been the bank's observation over the years as a participating
lender that student borrowers have generally had the financial ability
to repay their indebtedness as it matures and is amortized. _Although
the student borrowing the maximum aggregate amount permissible
under section 5 will have to be a graduate or professional student who
will, following graduation,

his
earn an income larger than that

of the average member of fus age group, it does not necessarily follow
that he will have a disposable income of a size to accommodate the
required payment on said loan.

A loan in the principal amount of $25,000 is similar in amount to
a loan for the purchase of a home. Such a loan represents perhaps the
largest investment ever made by a consumer and it demands a signif-
icant, but warranted, portion of his income for servicing.

As a prudent lender, the bank would not extend credit in such
amounts to a loan applicant of our student borrower's age and income
other than to finance the purchase of a home because the normal allo-
cations of his budget would suggest his prospective inability to repay.

Section 5 may well increase the accessibility to guaranteed student
loans, but it will also east the die for great hardship when the time for
mpayment comes, if not inalterably program the student borrower's
financial demise.
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It is the bank's understanding that the default rate under the
guaranteed student loan pr'gram was 5.2' percent for fiscal 1973 'trod
has been projected at 7.2 percent for fiscal 1974.. The bank is compelled
to believe that passage of section 5 will ultimately cause this default
rate to soar upwards. The bank therefore opposes section 5 because of
its potential, but, admittedly, unintended results.

The following testimony is addressed to some. of the deficiencies of
the Higher Education Act of 1965, as amended, aS perceived by the
bank by virtue of its total experience as a participating lender. It
should be emphasized these were latent deficiencies v hich have sur-
faced over the years and now require remedial legislation inasmuch
as curative regulations t ould not be vi lidly promulgated.

Section 430(a) of the act, as amended by section 13213(c) of the
education amendments of 1972, Public Law 92-318, provides for the
payment of the "amount of loss" sustained by the insured lender upon
"default" by the student borrower.

The term "amount of loss" is therein defined as "an aniount equal
to the unpaid balance of the principal amount and interest." The
term "default" is defined in section 430(e) (2) and includes "only

isuch defaults as have existed for (A) 120 days in the case of a loan
which is repayable in monthly installments * * *."In other words, if
a student borrower fails to make a payment due on January 1, default
for purposes of being entitled to insurance proceeds does not occur
until 120 days have elapsed on April 30.

The amount of loss paid pursuant to the loan insurance is the tin -
paid balance of the principal amount and interest as of April 30. The
problem with this arrangement is that it usually requires an additional
90 to 120 days after the date of "default" (April 30) to receive actual
payment and there is no compensation for the interest lost during the
interim.

The loss sustained by participating lenders is substantial in light of
the annual rate of default discussed above which was 5.2 percent for
fiscal 1973 and has been projected to be 7.2 percent for fiscal 1974.
In order to compensate lenders for the 3 or 4 months of lost interest

per
defaulted loan, it is suggested that section 430(a), as amended,

be further amended to require the Commissioner of Education to pay
iinterest on the unpaid balance to the date of disbursement of the n-

surance proceeds to the lender.
Another problem concerns section 430(c) of the act which permits

forbearances for the benefit of the student borrower which may be
agreed upon by the parties and approved by the Comniissioner of
Education. Such forbearances are designed to accommodate exigent
situations that may arise creating it temporary inability of the bor-
rower to mee'i, the terms of his repayment schedule.

When a forbearance is required, it demands immediate effect. The
problem here is that prior approval of the Commissioner is required
and this usually consumes a minimum of 45 days from the date of
request by the lender. This is a cumbersome procedure that fails to ful-
fill the purpose of the forbearance provisions.

It is the Bank's proposal that section 430(c) be amended to permit
the Commissioner to waive the prior approval rmt!irement with re-
spect to those lenders which have, in the Commissioner's judgment,
consistently manifested prudent and effective collection practices.
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Such a waiver could be predicated on the existence of certain enu-
merated factual situations thus retaining the prior approval required
as to any other situations. In any event, section 430 (c), as it stands,_
does not provide this latitude and its amendment appears necessary.

There is also a problem in connection , with grace periods as re-
quired by section 428(b) (1) (D). This section provides that repayment
Shall not begin "earlier than 9 months nor later than 1 year after the
student ceases to pursue a full -time course of study at an eligible in-
stitution * * *."

While the Bank certainly does not oppose the grace period concept
or its usual application, there are occasions when its employment
serves no useful purpose. On such occasion is when the student bor-
rower who is at the time on repayment for existing loans under this
program, returns to school and borrows again.

Under section 428(b) (1) (D), as quoted above, he is entitled to
another grace period ,before commencing repayment of the new loan.
In the Bank's experience, such a grace period is unnecessary because
the student typically does not have the readjustment stresses that
the grace period was designed to alleviate.

In any evento, forebearance under section 430(c) could re requested
if such stresses were present. The Bank believes accordingly that sec-
tion 428 (b) (1) (p) should be amended to state clearly that there shall
be one grace period per student as opposed to the construction possible
under the existing law of one grace period per loan.

Finally, it is fundamental to the guaranteed student loan program
that student be enrolled or accepted for enrollment at in "eligible
institution" as a prerequisite to eligibility for insured borrowing. Sec-
tion 435 (a) of the act as amended by the Education Amendments of
1966, Public. Law 39-698,, and the Higher Education Amendments of
1968,, Public Law 90-575, defines "eligible institution" to include an
"institution of higher education."

The latter term is defined in section 435 (b) and this definition is the
pith of the problem. The Commissioner of Education must classify an
institution as an "institution of higher education" if the elements
therein are satisfied.

One of, the elements is that the institution. "is accredited by, a It.
tionally recognized, accrediting agency or association approved by
the Commissioner for this purpose." The problem which has occurred
at least once concerned an institution deemed eligible by the Commis-
sioner in part because of its accreditation but which nevertheless had a
curriculum for its student body which deteriorated to a point beyond
substandard.

For some reason the institution retained. its accredited status even
after its doors had closed and therefore it retained its "eligible insti.
tution" status with the Commissioner. The. Bank in this instance re-
fused to lend to the students enrolled or accepted for enrollment in the
institution but they were, of course, able to go to other participating
lenders.

The net effect of this case was that the guaranteed student loan pro.
gram may have been a conduit for fraud. -The Bank. believes this could
have been avoided if the Commissioner had the statutory authority
to exercise some degree of discretion in considering the continuing
eligibility of "institutions of higher 'education" notwithstandirig their
accredited status,
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*the Bank believes that section 435 should be amended accordingly.
.Mr. O'HARA, Thank you very much, Mr, Lancaster,
Mr. Lancaster, tell us a little more about the last problem which you

mentioned, the institution that closed its doors,
Mr. Lotc AsTEn. It went bankrupt and that ,« what closed it, It went

bankrupt because it was a school lender, We lent directly to the stu-
dents, but did not purchase any of its paper, In 1970-71, it came to our
attention that the education they were offering to their students was
completely substandard, We were not getting cooperation that we felt
we should, out of an eligible institution.

We ceased making loans in 1971. They closed their doors in 1973.
Regarding this institution we were in constant contact with the
Department of H,E.W., the Office of Education in San Francisco,
and in Washington. They were fully informed of the problem but
couldn't do anything about it because the Commissioner did not have
the power to declare the school ineligible. They were also a school
lender, In going right through 1978 they continued making loans
which were guaranteed under this program and I know, right now,
there are approximately $900,000 spread through credit unions in
California and they have a very serious problem and it is extremely
serious to them bemuse they do not have servicing ability even to serv-
ice the students.

Mr. O'HARA, On that point, I will yield to my colleague from
Oregon.

Mr. DELLENDACK Section 488, if it will open up a decent possibility
of covering the problem

in 10:
under 438(a), s"eligibility of institution,'"

there is contined n 10 "Any other provision of this part, the Com-
missioner is authorized to prescribe such regulations as may be neces-
sary to provide for." Then we drop to subnumber 3: "The elimination.
suspension or termination of eligibility of any party," and so forth,
"whenever the Commissioner has determined that such a violation
has occurred" and so forth as described in this part,

I wonder if the Commissioner does not already have statutory
authority to write a regulation which covers this very situation to
which you allude ?

Mr. LANCASTER, If he has authority, he has not exercised it,
Mr. DetimmAcx. But he could have it from the standpoint of our

responsibility in writing the law, whether section 438(a), sub 3, does
or does not give him the grounds for doing that particular thing I

Anyway, the point you make is a serious one and it may be what
you allude to could have occurred prior to this time, because the
effective date is August 28,1972, However, I thought you said the loans
were made in August 1973,

Mr. LANCASTER, That is correct, but not by the Security Pacific.
Mr. DELLENBACK, Right, It is stated carefully then for the benefit

of your own stockholders; It is made clear that it is not you making
it.

Anyway, we appreciate your bringing this to our attention, From
our standpoint, we will look at the question of doing anything legisla-
tively. But a snap look at section 488 would lead me to think we already
took care of that kind of problem by creating the right of the Store-
tatty to do it, We will follow that up.

Mr. OlLsnA. Mr. Lancaster, your criticism of inereasing the poten-
tial maximum loan amount under the program is, iltink, very

0
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well illustrated, Frankly, Mr, Lancaster, the existing loan limits
worry me a little bit he terms of their size, Let's take your example.
We have a student borrowing $2,500 a year for each of 4 years, owing
a principal amount of $10,000 at the end of his college study' , Pay-
ments would then be dependent on whether or not his loan had been
interest-subsidized or whether or not he made payments, capital pay-
ments, which would then be either $116 a month or $145 a month.

Mr, LANCASTER. That is correct.
Mr:O'HARA. It seems to me that is a tremendous amount.
Mr. LANCASTER. $30 right there,
Mr. O'HARA. You know, that is a big load, really, to put on a new

college graduate, I don't know what the average salary of a new
college graduate is nowadays. Usually you are putting the burden
on them at the time they are trying to buy a house and start a family
and buy. a car,

Mr, LANCASTER. When that comes about, you have that educational
loan and we feel this is the one reason for the high rate of bankruptcy,
where the student declares bankruptcy immediately, upon leaving
school,

Let's say he has been subsidized during the course of his sehool
period, he has $116,11 due a month for 10years and that really gets
to be a bore after a while, making $116.11 payments,

Mr. O'HARA. I pay almost that exact amount on 'a car that I bought
a couple of years ago and I find it terribly irksome to keep paying
on that car. I am not sure the .car is any longer worth as much as I
paid for it. I still owe it,

It is really quite a burden, I ant concerned about the size of the loan.
Mr, LANCASTER. We are, toe; and this is the primary reason WO

oppose this.
Mr, O'HARA. You can count on me to oppose to the bitter end any

effort to increase it I might look with favor on some decrease, but
certainly nothing to increase the size, "Learn now and pay later" has
some merit, but a limited amount, I think.

I thank you, Mr, Lancaster.
Mr. DEMENEACIE. May I ask one or two questions because of the

time, Mr. Chairman I
We did not get into the full recommendations that were given by

the previous witness at the tail end of his testimony, and I have not
had a chance to examine them all, but one of them addresses this point
of bankruptcy. "Recommendation 10 Congress should amend the na-
tional bankruptcy laws insuch a manner to provide for nondischarg-
ability of guaranteed student loans in bankruptcy during the school
period and during an additional minimum period of 5 years following
end of repayment period," As a banker, what, do you think of that kind
of pioposal ?

Mr. LANCASTER. It is a step in the rift direction. It certainly is.
Me. DELLENEACIE. Insofar as the ban is concerned, I thought it

mi lit act as a caveat or as a red flag to someone who might overextend.
r. LANCASTER. We have found that certain schools have a certain

tendency where students come out and declare bankruptcy 'and I think
once they .get irto a repayment program in this 6-year period, that
5 -year period might be the right answer.

I think it is a stop in the right direction.
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Mr, DELLENRAcu. I was very interested in your reaction to that,
I would go along with the chairman in expressing appreciation for
this testimony. It certieinly make specific recommendations and it givep
us your rationale for both, the opposition that you expressed relevant
to section 2 and section 5, You have .provided us. with very helpful
information, and we will take that into careful consideration.

Your other four specific proposals I read with interest, We will take
a very careful look at them. It may be that your foiiith point is already
taken care of statutorily, but if counsel Muds to the conclusion it is not,
we will welcome any further note you might send along to us in that
particular regard: It may be that section. 488"will take care 'Of it. It
might not, but it seems- to me in first reading it, that 'the burden
shifts to the Commission in this regard and they should be moving' in
to block that kind of situation.

Mr. LANCASTER. In questioning the regional office of the Office, of
Education,: they 'stittethat their counsel interprets this that they do not
have power to declare a sehool. ineligible.

Mr. DIOLLENBACX Because they have not written the regulations that
section 488 gives them the power to act.

Mr. LANCASTER. Specifically, I don't know what the reasoning' is.
Mr. DELLENRAOK. Essentially, the point I'm making is if a pod 'sum.

gestion comes along, and this sounds tome like a good suggestionthe
question is: Do we need the right statute to give authority to 'someone
to do what should be done, 'or do we need to apprise somebody to move
under already existing statutory authority to do what needs to be
done I

We will .do further exploring, on that, but I thank you Very 'hinch
for your testimony. ;

Mr. O'HAnA. Our final witness this morning will be Dr: tembert
Stokes; president of Wilberforce tYniversity,Wilberforce; OhioAti
dition to the many_ other crises and problems which 'college Mist
face these days, Wilberforee' had to contend ghat, time' ago with
the consequences of a tornado. whibh 'devastated 114 60111)0' of this
outstanding institution. We will hear what' yon 'have to-liat'. Dr.
Stokes, With the realization that there aren't man y college piiesidents
who have had exactly the kind of experience you have had with Ittliat
we sometimes callthe Winds of change. .''.;

.

STATEMENT OP DR. REMBERT STOKES, PRESIDENT,,WILDERPODOE
IINIVERSIT't WILBERFORCE OHIO, ACCOMPANIED DV CAMP.
BELL OW, PEDEItAt UM:MAX DritECTOt

§roitts, Mr; Chairman and members of the special subcom-
mittee. We have lived through the; crisis of the tornado and the first
and foremost thing, after enduring the fury of that natural event, we
are just happy to be alive and to-be able to contemplate further our
problems, as grave as they are,1hut we are also grateful for the tre.
mendous response of the Pederal Government and the many agencies
in the Office of Education now that you have given us special assistance
during this time.

Mr. Chairman, I appear before you to present testimony relating to
student loans, As president of Wilberforce Universitymy observations
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and recommendations derive from these unique institutional charac-
teristics I

(1) It is the oldest black college, with 118 years of continuous educa-
tional effort.

(2) It is the only black college totally committed to cooperative
education,

(3) Historically, it has a balanced and national student body.
In the Wilberforce experience; especially over the past 10 years, the

loan lias become the keystone of the four building blocks of our finan-
cial aid program. In a day of "entitlement" in the Federal guaranteed
student loan is the indispensable filler after family scholarship-grant
and job.

The guaranteed student loan falls short in three characteristics:
1) Accessibility,'
2) Negotiability.
3) After-college impact,

Amami=
Students from rural Georgia or students, from innercity Phila-

delphia find it extremely difficult to assess the student loan possibili-
ties of their local banks. Restrictive regulations further limit and dis-
courage the beginning student. 'Recommendation re accessibility : Make
colleges like Wilberforce bona, fide lenders; allow loans to freshmen;
allow yearly maximum of $3,006.

NVIOTIABILITY

We mustim 'able to convert student notes to-cash promptly and in
full valueour experience since April is not encouraging. Neither
commercial banks nor agencies of government seem prepared to, liqui-
date out notes. Recommendation re negotiability Clarity' "due dili-
gence," employ bonded outside entities if neessary--4ut 'act promptly
on Federal guarantee. Develop accrediting and certifying.bodies, State
by, State, to control and audit,college fiscal and loan policies. Structure
interest subsidy so that GSL will 'be competitive on the organized
money inarkets. 't

An5it-COW.,014 IMPACT

Wilglrforce studet0.8 secure loans from. multiple sources over the
4 to 5 years it takes them to graduate, After graduation comes the
realization I Each loan program has its own independent repayment
Minimum, and the total is frequently near to impossible.

On top of the 'above, we find Marriage still a popular custom, and
very; frequently two Wilberforceans. How does this new family create
an 'economic future when they combine their 'loan obligations? How
can they consider a family ? Recommendation re after-college impact
Firsts there needs to be a means of renegotiation. There needs to be an
individualized program of repayment which considers family income
and which pools all the family's obligations.

Second, there needs to be a societal-benefit !'write-oft" as in NDSL,
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SUMMARY

A reasonable Federal loan program can produce a new generation of
creative and productive citizensif the program is not handicapped
by the conservative banking value which would expect capital equity
in student and institution alike,

'Wilberforce University suggests that you examine the attached
chart, "The Wilberforce Plan", to realize how willing and able the
low- income student, Note that the student commitment covered 79
percent of his needs in 1971-72. Note that he earned 56 percent of his
needs,

But realize the increasing importance of accessible, negotiable and
reasonable Federal student loans,

I thank you, Mr, Chairman. I have with me the Federal program
director, Mr, Campbell Graf, who over the past 8 years has placed
several thousand students in co-op jobs.

If I could just allow him a moment to say a word about this chart,
this study, he has made concerning grants and loans in jobs, I would
appreciate it very much,

[The document referred to follows ;)

THE WILBERFORCE PLANS, 197142-A 12-MONTHA4YEAR PROGRAM FOR A STUDENT

POPULATION WHICH AVERAGED 1187

CAMPUS
LIVING

24.Y.

COOPERATIVE
EDUCATION

434

2 o
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Expenditure Per student . Percent

Elements of expense;
campus academics
Campus living ,
Ofkampus living

$1, 520, 000
1, 092,000
1, 980, 000

$1, 270 33
910 24

1, 670 43

Total expense. 4, 600,000 3,850 100.

Elements of funding:
Earnings 2,588,000 2, 166 56
Grants , 960,000 803 21-- Loans 780,000 653 17
Family 272,000 228 6

Total funding 4, 600,000 3, 850 100

Elements of earnings:
Campus earnings 600, 000 500 23
Cotoerative education 1,988,000 1,680 77

Total earnings... 2, 588,000 2, 180"-Tai

WILBERFORCE UNIVERSITY

STUDENT INCOME AND EXPENSE.

11,163 students (average)]

Amount Average Percent

Expense, by plan groups:
Plan 1.-3 study/no work $1,995,000

..!Plan 2-2 study/no work 255,009
Plan 3-1 study/2 work 920, 000 .Plan 4-2 study/1 work A 890, 000
Plan 5-1 study/no work. 225, 000 ..
Plan 6-1 study/1 work 890, 008

Total expense 5, 175,058 $4, 450

Form
1036 Income, by source:

16 Veterans' Administration .
E5 Social Security
El
E9 State grants
ES I n04114141 scholarships
E4 Loans, other
E2 InstItional loans

Total
47 NC& .

Parents-NonSEOG students
F3 Patents --SEGO students
E3 Coop-NonCwSP
El Campus jobs-NonCWSP..

Total

13
CampusEl Campus jobs-CWSP.

Total
LOG

Total income

.

t .

38,984
31, 200

161, 000
41,386
53, 712

0

,

.

329, 282
819,626

283
705

6
16

250,000
129,000

1, 535, 280
243,515

2, 157,795 1,855 42

610, 100
411, 105

1, 021, 206
847, 150

878
728

20
16

5,175, 058 4,450 100

Mr. O'llAnA, We would appreciate him" coming up and testifying
about the chart,

Mr. Gtur. As cooperative education has become an integral part,
you will find that the student costs represented in these three elements
of the inner circling out to 48' percent for his cost of living and work-
ing, and 24 percent for the campus living and 88 percent for the cam-
pus academic.
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Then, he starts to meet those costs, our students are earning enough
to meet all off-campus costs and move halfway through campus
costs. The family percentage is 6 percent, a litte more in campus
living and then you start from here over here andthe grants, whether
scholarships or governmental grants: cover two-thirds perhaps of
campus academic and then the loan fills in the gaps. He mentioned
the necessary filler on the loan end. On an individual basis that allows
at the moment when we need it to complete the package and makes it
a reasonable way for the youngster to go,

I think that a lot of the questions we have heard thismorning become
somewhat more pragmatic because when we have an employer in-
volved and he sees potential for a youngster, an awful lot of repay-
ment and the problems of how a man controls finances, and whether
colleges get into the business of lending becomes really superficial
because the youngster is going to work at a given employer site and
wants to build a home or whatever else, and he is going to protect
his credit and the employer also will look to catching his credit and
protection of his credit image.

Mr. O'HAuit. Thank you very much.
Dr. &rotas. don't think this subcommittee has, in the time I have

been chairman, ever had a witness that said so much in just a few
words, so I want to award you the loving cup, for that.

Dr. STORES. Thank you, kr. Chairman.
Mr. O'HARA. And were you a graduate of Wilberforce?
Dr. STORES. Yes; I am.
Mr, O'HAnA, I will tell you Wilberforce gives a good education be-

cause you have been able to put it all in a nutshell. and I don't think'
I ever had a better witness, I want you to know that to start off with.

Dr. &mos. Thank you,
Mr, O'HARA. The points you make are really excellent and they are

points that we have been concerned about. The whole business of ac-
cessibility, clearly, the argument could be made that the loan, hat
is obtained from the college is much more accessible than; the one
when you have to go to a private lender, but if the college is the lender,
essentially there are two complaints made, and one is if the college
is the lender, the default rate will go up and the delinquency. rate,
and they are not going to be as good about collecting and it is not
going to seem as real an obligation as it would seem if they went down
to the marble halls of the banks and met with the stony-hearted presi-
dent and had him glare at them for a while and tell them what a favor
he was doing them,

I don't know about that, it may be so. Secondly, it has been said
that only the wealthy institutions would be 'able to finance this kind
of operation and that the less well-endowed colleges would just be
squeezed right out,

I would like to hear from you on this, What about the question of
delinquency and default? What has your experience bow? Ho* does it
compare to the general experience?

Dr, &cum, It has been a very serious question with us, I am sure
initially, through the NDSL program,. we did not give enough orien-
tation to the student about his obligations, and, many students, I aim

21.4,
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sure, of our colleges, consider these loans RS grants which they were
not expeeied to repay.

So we have improved our program of preloan counseling and post-
loan counseling and when the student makes his exist from the college,
we have tightened up our procedures considerably. In the earlier years
when our efforts of collection were made 'and so forth, of course the
job opportunities had not been as plentiful for Wick students as they
are today and espeeially now with our co-op education program, and
the students getting job orientation and some personal financial respon-
sibility as lie completes his education,, this has been improved.

But I agree, when the college does it, there is still a likelihood of
a greater length of time.

Mr. O'HARA. But you aren't one of the wealthy institutions, you
aren't very well to do, I don't suppose, I' mean the fact you have been
able to run a loan program suggests that sometimes less well-endowed
institutions are able to run loan programs if they want to.

Dr, STOKES. Well, we have had difficulties in funding our loans.
We have now gained our FISL license and we have perhaps at the
moment for the past two terms about a quarter million dollars in loans
that we would like to have purchased by some agency.

Mr, 011atin. Where do you get your capital for the FISL loans that
you mentioned ?

Dr. Sfrox.ts. That is our problem. We have not as yet been able to
find a commercial bank to buy the loans, so we are in negotiations now
with a Chicago hank, but it has not happened yet. This poses a serious
problem for us,

Mr. O'HARA, I assume that is the same Chicago bank that has testi-
fled to us before.

Dr. SroliEs. Right.
Mr. O'llAnA. It happens we are voting on something. I am going

to try to learn from your example and not spend a long time on qttes-
thming you and we are going to have to leave in about 5 minutes, I will
ask Mr. Dellenback if he had been inspired enough to ask a couple of
brief questions.

Mr. DELLENDAOK. Your testimony has been very helpful, Dr. Stokes,
and we thank you for it. T. would just ask a couple of followup ques-
tions that are not simple; you stimulated them with a couple of your
recommendations. Making loans by Wilberforce is a vital interest, .

Dr. Kroxv.s. I am speaking predominently here of the fact that it
can cause universities like Wilberforceproblems.

Mr. DmAxtInnoic. Should we be difficult in allowing colleges to
qualify, or should we be lax

Dr, &ram. I am sure there would have to be clue diligence and I
think fit4ly stringent requirements should be placed upon colleges in
making loans.

Mr. DELLEN13.101C. You would have colleges directly involved in
making loans, as one of the earlier witnesses suggested, but you would
put restrictions on their qualifying?

Dr, Spouts. Yes,
Mr, DEW:MIMIC. You talk about a maximum of $8,000. Is it

important to raise the limit?
Dr, Simms, I think it is for some students, even as they move

their coop period, going into very low-paying kinds of vo-
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cations initially. They would not receive the kind of remuneration
in these jobs for these three trimesters they worked to afford them the
kind of yield to meet their tuitions when they return to college.

Mr. DELLENBACK. You have heard the earlier comments on loan
limitations and the difficulties that face those with loans in future years.
Shouldn't we be taying legislatively to make dollars available to permit
the students to get their education, but keep it as low a figure as possible
so that the student does not go out and find himself or herself
smothered by the loan balance ?

Dr. STOKES. Well, yes, on an individual basis. I think this is abso-
lutely true.

Mr. DELI,xxnAcx. It seems almost necessary; it is almost an in-
evitable consequence that a student will attempt to go to the maximum
and that the institution will tend to permit the maximum.

Dr. STOKES. Without very careful administration of that, I admit
the danger in that possibility.

Mr. DELLENIMCK. While many institutions have first-rate loan offices,
we have heard testimony that there is a sizable number of institutions
where loan programs are less than adequately administered. But, that
is not part of the question.

Your comment on structuring the subsidy so it will be a competi-
tively organized money market is fundamental, and it must be so. The
prior witness testified even though there is a great deal of public serv-
ice involved they are not going to subsidize it. They wantdprotection.

One last question on the financial recommendation under your third
point dealing with a societal benefit "write-off." That is ow of the
points that .Congress has been working its way toward, find. there
are all sorts of difficulties and problems attached to it. Would you limit
very narrowly the write-off, so that only if the student does certain
very stringent things that there would be a write -off?

Dr. STOKES. Yes; I think that certain vocational choices such as
teaching and some other types of public service jobs which would
be filled for X-number of years would give him some reduction in
amount to be paid.

Mr. DELLENBACK. Do you think k. should be broad enough to include
teaching? I think it has been proven that is too broad. In terms of the
limited dollars, that might not be one of the best fields for a write-off
given our oversfipply of teachers.

Dr. &rotas. This is true, toot but I think it ought to be some other
types of public service jobs which are traditionally low-paying which
might be considered the kind of jobs.

Mr. DELLEXHACK. I wish there were more time because I would like
to follow up some other areas, but may I close by saying I thank you
personally for what I think is helpful- and very welcome testimony.

Dr. STOKES. Thank you very much.
Mr. OMAHA, Thank you very mach; Dr. Stokes.
Today's hearing concluded the testimony on the loan component.

though 'I will ask unanimous consent that the staff may receive and
make a part of the hearing record other data relevant to the loan
program,

Tomorrow we will turn to problems of graduate education: and
specifically on financial assistance to graduate students. Our witness
will be from the National hoard on Graduate Education.
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The subcommittee stands adjourned until 10 o'clock tomorrow morn-
ing in room 2261, this building.

[Whereupon at 12:10 p.m., the subcommittee adjourned, to recon-
vene the following day at 10 a.m.)

[The following material was submitted for the record :]

(Excerpts from the Higher Education Aet of 1965 as amended, and other legislation]

HIGHER EDUCATION ACT, TITLE IV

PART B--- FEDERAL, STATE, AND PRIVATE PROGRAMS OF LOW-INTEREST

. INSURED LOANS TO STUDENTS IN INSTITVTIONS OF HIGHER EMMA-
TioN 1

STATEMENT OF PURPOSE AND APPROPRIATIONS AUTHORIZED

SEC. 421. (a) The purpose of this part is to enable the Commis-
sioner (1) to encourage States and nonprofit private institutions and
organizations to establish adequate loan insurance programs for stu-
dents in eligible institutions (as defined in section 436), (2) to pro"
vide a Federal program of student loan insurance for students or
lenders who do. not have reasonable access to a State or private non-
profit program of student loan insurance covered by an agreement
under section 428(b), (3) to pay a portion of the interest on loans
to qualified students which are made by a State under a direct loan
program meeting the requirements of section 428(a) (1) (B), or which
are insured under this part or under a program of a State or of a
nonprofit private institution or organization which meets the re-
quirements of section 428(a) (1) (C), and (4) to guarantee a portion
of each loan insured under a program of a State or of a nonprofit
private institution or organization which meets the requirements of
section 428(a) (1) (C).

(b) For the purpose of carrying out this part
(1) there are authorized to be appropriated to the student loan

insurance fund (established by section 431) (A) the sum of
$1,000,000, and (B) such further sums, if any, as may become
necessary for the adequacy of the student loan insurance fund,

(2) there are authorized to be appropriated, for payments
under section 428 with respect to interest and administrative cost
allowances on student loans and for payments under section 487,
such sums for the fiscal year ending June 30,1966, and succeeding
fiscal years, as may be required therefor,

(8) there is authorized to be appropriated the sum of $17,500,-
000 for making advances pursuant to section 422 for the reserve
funds of State and nonprofit private student loan insurance
programs, and

(4) there is authorized to be appropriated the sum of $12,-
500,000 for making advances after June 80,1968, pursuant to see-

t "The Emergency Insured Student Loan Act of 101100 modifies title tv-n with tweet
to special allowances tor Indere of insured student loans, Text appears on page 205,

..i.tJ
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lion 422 for the reserve 'funds of State and nonprofit priciate
student loan insurance programs. f

: 4Sums appropriated under clauses' (1), (2) and (4) of this subsection
shall remain available until expended, and sums appropriated under
clause (8) of this subsection shall remain available for advances under
section 422 until the close of the fiscal year ending June 80, 1968,

(20 U.S.C. 1071) Enacted Nov. 8,19654 P.L. 89-329, Title IV, set 421, 79 Stat.
1236; amended Aug. 3 1968, P.L. 90-460, secs. 2, 3, 82 Stat, 635-6; amended Oct
16,1968, P.L. 90-575, Title I, sees. 113, 114, 119, 82 Stat. 1020, 1021, 1027.

ADVANCES FOR RESERVE. FUNDS OF STATE AND NONPROFIT. PRIVATE LOAN
INSURANCE PROGRAMS

SEC. 422. (a) (1) From the sums appropriated pursuant to clauses
(3) and (4) of section 421 (b) the Commissioner is authorized to make

advances to an 3r State with which he has made an agreement pursuant
to section 428 (b) for the purpose of helping to establish or strengthen
the reserve fund of the student loan insurance program covered by that
agreement. If for any fiscal year a State does not have a student loan
insurance program covered by an agreement made pursuant to section
428(b), and the Commissioner determines after consultation with the
chief executive officer of that State that there is no reasonable likeli-
hood that the State will have such a student loan insurance program
for such year, the Commissioner may make advances for such year for
the same purpose to one or more nonprofit private institutions or or-
ganizations with which he has made an agreement pursuant to section
428(b) in order to enable students in that State to participate in a
program of student loan insurance covered by such an agreement. The
Commissioner may make advances under this subsection both to a
State program (with which he has such an agreement) and to one or
more nonprofit private institutions or organizations (with which he
has such an agreement) in that State if he determines that such ad-
vances are necessary in order that students in each eligible institu-
tion have access through such institution to a student loan insurance
program which meets the requirements of section 428(b) (1).

(2) No advance shall be made after June 80,1968, unless matched
by an equal amount from non-Federal sources. Such equal amount
may include the unencumbered non-Federal portion of a reserve fund.
As used in the preceding sentence, the term "unencumbered non.
Federal portion" means the amount (determined as of the time im-
mediately preceding the making of the advance) of the reserve fund
less' the greater of -(A) the sum of (i) advances made under this sec-
tion prior to July 1,1968 (ii) an amount equal to twice the amount
of advances made under this section after June 8009681 and before
the advance for purposes of which the determination is made, and
(iii) the prooseds of earnings on advances made under this section,
or (B) any amount which is required to be maintained in such fund
pursuant to State law or regulation, or by agreement with lenders,
as a reserve against the insurance of outstanding loans,

(8) Advances pursuant to this subsection shall-13e upon such terms
and conditions (including conditions relating to the time or times of
payment) consistent with the requirements of section 428(b) as the
Commissioner determines will best carry out tilt. purposes of this
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section. Advances made by the Commissioner under this subsection
shall be repaid within such period as the Commissioner may deem to
be appropriate in-each case in the light of the maturity and solvency
of the reserve fund for which the advance was made.

(b) (1) The total of the advances to any State prior to July 1, 1968,
pursuant to subsection (a) may not exceed an amount which bears the
same ratio to 21/2 per centum of $700,000,000 as the population of that
State aged eighteen to twenty-two, inclusive, bears to the total popu-
lation of all the States aged eighteen to twenty-two, inclusive. The
amount available, however, for advances to any State for each fiscal
year ending prior to July 1, 1968, shall not be less, than $25,000, and
any additional funds needed to meet this requirement shall be derived
by proportionately reducing (but not below $25,000 per year), the
amount available for advances to each of the remaining States. Ad-
vances to nonprofit private institutions and organizations prior to
July 111968, pursuant to subsection (a) may be in such amounts as the
Commissioner determines will best achieve the purposes for which they
are made, except that the sum of (1) advances to such institutions and
organizations for the benefit of students in any State plus (2) the
amounts advanced to such State, may not exceed the maximum
amount which may be advanced to that State pursuant to the first two
sentences of this subsection.

(2) The total of the advances from the sums appropriated pur-
suant to clause (4) of section 421(b) (A) to nonprofit private insti-
tutions and organizations for the benefit of students in any State
and (B) to such State may not exceed an amount which bears the
same ratio to such sums as the population of such State aged eighteen
to twenty-two, inclusive, bears to the population of all the States aged
eighteen to twenty-two, inclusive, but such advances may otherwise
be in such amounts as the Commissioner determines will best achieve
the purposes for which they are made. The amount available, how-
ever, for advances to any State shall not be less than $25,000, and any
additional funds needed to meet this requirement shall be derived by
proportionately reducing (but not below $25,000) the amount avail-
able for advances to each of the remaining States.

(8) For the purposes of this subsection, the population aged eight-
een to twenty-two, inclusive, of each State and of all the States shall
be determined by the Commissioner on the basis of the most recent
satisfactory data available to him.

(20 WIC. 1072) Enacted Nov. 8,'1965, P.L. 8D-820, Title IV, see. 422, 79 Stat.
1286; amended Nov. 8,196.6, P.L. 80-752, see. 11, 80 Stat. 1248; amended Oet. 10,
1988, P.L. 90-576, Title I, see. 114, 82 Stat. 1021.

EPPEOTS or ADEQVATE NON- FEDERAL PROGRAMS

SE°. 428. (a) Except as provided in subsection (b), the Commis-
goner shall not issue certificates of insurance under section 429 to
lenders in a State if he determines that every eligible institution has
reasonable access in that State to a State or private nonprofit student
loan insurance program which is covered by an agreement under sec-
tion 428 (b)

(b) The Commissioner may issue certificates of insurance under
section 429 to a lender in a State--

iry t
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(1) for insurance of a loan made to a student borrower who
does not, by reason of his residence, have access to loan insurance
under the loan insurance program of such State (or under any
private nonprofit loan insurance program which has received an
advance under section 422 for the benefit of students in such
State) , or

(2) for insurance of all of the loans made to student borrowers
by a lender who satisfies the Commissioner that, by reason of the
residence of such borrowers, he will not have access to any single
State or nonprofit private loan insurance program which will
insure substantially all of the loans he intends to make to such
student borrowers.

(20 U.S.°. 1073) Enacted Nov. 8, 1965, P.L. 89-329, Title IV, sec. 423, 79 Stat.
1237; amended Oct. 16,1968, P.L. 90-575, sec. 119, 82 Stat. 1026.

SCOPE AND DURATION OF FEDERAL LOAN INSURANCE PROGRAM

SEC. 424 (a) The total principal amount of new loans made and
installments paid 'pursuant to lines of credit (as defined in section
435) to students covered by Federal loan insurance under this part
shall not exceed $1,400,000,000 for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1972,
$1,600,000,000 for the fiscal year June 30,1973, $1,800,000,000 for the
fiscal year ending June 30,1974, and $2,000,000,000 for the fiscal year
ending June 30, 1975. Thereafter, Federal loan insurance pursuant to
this part may be granted only for loans made (or for loan install-
ments paid pursuant to lines of credit) to enable students, who have
obtained prior loans insured under this part, to continue or complete
their educational program; but no insurance may be granted for any
loan made or installment paid after June 3011979.

(b) The Commissioner may, if he finds it necessary to do so in order
to assure an equitable distribution of the benefits of this part, assign,
within the maximum amounts specified in subsection (a) , Federal loan
insurance quotas applicable to eligible lenders, or to States or areas,
and may from time to time reassign unused portions of these quotas.

(20 V.S.O. 1074) Enacted Nov. 8, 1965. P.L. 89-329, 'title IV, see, 424. 79 Stat.
1237; amended Aug. 8, 1968, P,L. 90-460, see. 1, 82 Stat. 634 ; amended Oct. 16,
1968, P.L. 90-575, Title I, see. 112, 82 Stat. 1020; amended June 28, 1972, P,L,
92-818, see. 182 (a), 86 Stat. 261.

LIMITATIONS ON INDIVIDUAL FEDERALLY INSURED LOANS AND ON FEDERAL
LOAN INSURANCE

SEC, 425. (a) The total of the loans made to a student in any
academic :year or its equivalent (as determined under regulations of
the Commissioner) which may be covered by Federal loan insurance
under this part may not exceed $2,500, except in eases where the Com-
missioner determines, pursuant to regulations prescribed by him, that
a higher amount is warranted in order to- carry, out the purposes of
this part with respect to students engaged in specialized training re-
quiring exceptionally high costs of education. The aggregate insured
unpaid principal amount for all such insured loans made to any stu-
dent shall not at any time exceed $7,500, in the case of any student who
has not succesfully completed a program of undergraduate education,
and $10,000 in the case of any graduate or professional student (as

210
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defined by yegulations of the Commissioner and including any loans
which are insured by the Commi loner under this part or by ea State
or nonprofit institution or organization' with which the Commissioner
has an agreement under section 428(b) made to such person before he
became a graduate or professional student). The annual insurable
limit per student shall not be deemed to be exceeded by a line of credit
under which actual payments by the lender to the borrower will not
be made in any years in excess of the annual limit,

(b) The insurance liability on any loan insured by the Commissioner
under this part shall be 100 per centum of the unpaid balance of the
principal amount of the loan plus interest. The full .faith and credit
of the United States is pledged to the payment of all amounts which
may be required to be paid under the provisions of section 480 or 487
of this part.

(20 U.S.C. 1075) Enacted Nov. 8, 1985, P.L. 89-829, Title IV,.see. 425, 79 Stat.
1288; amerded Oct. le, tees, P.L. 90475, Title.I, secs. 116, 120, 82 Stat. 1023 and
1027; amended June 23, 1972, P.L. 92-318, sec. 132(a). SO Stat. 261; further
amended June 23, 1972, P.L, 92-318, sec. 132)3(a), 86 Stat. V12.

SOUROES Of FUNDS

SEO. 426. Loans made hy eligible lenders in accordance with this
part shall be insurable by the Commissioner whether made from funds
fully owned by the lender or froth funds held by the lender in trust
or similar capacity and available for such loans.

(20 U.S.C. 1076) Enacted Nov. 8, 1965, P,L. 89429, Title IV, sec. 426, 70 Stat.
1238.

ELIGIBILITY OP STUDENT BORROWERS AND TERMS. OP FEDERALLY INSURED
STUDENT LOAN'S

'SEC. 427. (a) A loan by an el Igible lender shall be insurable by the
Commissioner under the provisions of thig part only if

(1) made to a student who (A) has been accepted for enroll.
meet at an eligible institution or, in the case of a student already
attending such institution, is in good standing there as determined
by the institution, and (13) is carrying at least one-half of the
normal full-time workload as determined by the institution! and

(2) evidenced by a note or other written agreement which
(A) . is made without security and *,.-!thout endorsement,

except that if the borrower is a minor and such note or other
written agreement executed by him would not, tinder the
applicable law, create a bindingObligation, endorsement may
be required,

providesprovides for repayment (except, as provided in sub.
section (c) ) of the principal amount of the loan in install
mats over a period of not less than five years (unless sooner
repaid), nor more then ten years beginning. not earlier than
nine months nor later than one year after the date on which
the student ceases to carry at an eligible institution at least
one-half the normal full-time academic Workload as deter-
mined by, the institution, except (i_) as provide4 in clause (C)
belotv, (ii) that the period of the loan may hot exceed fifteen
years from the execution of. the note .er. written agreement
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evidencing it, and (iii) that the note or other written instru-
ment may contain such provisions relating to repayment in
the event of default in the payment of interest or in the
payment of the cost of insurance premiums, or other default
by the borrower, as may be authorized by regulations of the
Commissioner in effect at the time the loan is made, .

(C) provides that periodic installments of principal need
not be paid, but interest shall accrue and be paid, during any
period (i) during which the borrower is pursuing a full-
time course of study at an "eligible institution",. (ii) not in ex-
cess of three years, during Which the borrower is a member of
the Armed Forces of the United States, (iii) not in excess of
three years during which the borrower is in service as a volun-
teer under the Peace Corps Act, or (iv) not in excess of three

iyears during which the borrower is in service as a full time
volunteer under title VIII of the Economic Opportunity Act
of 1964, and any such period shall not be included in determin-
ing the ten-year period or the fifteen-year period provided in
clause (B) above,

(D) provides for interest on the unpaid principal balance
of the loan at a yearly rate, not exceeding the applicable maxi-
mum rate prescribed and defined by the Secretary (within the
limits set forth in subsection (b)) on a national, regional, or
other appropriate basis, which interest shall be payable in
installments over the period of the loan except that, .if pro-
vided in the note or other written agreement, any interest
payable by the student may be deferred until not later than
the date upon which repayment of the first installment of
principal falls due, in which case interest that has so accrued
during that period may be added on that date to the principal,

(E) provides that the lender will not collect or attempt to
collect from the borrower any portion of the interest on the
note which is payable by the Commissioner under this part,
and that the lender will enter into such agreements with the
Commissioner as may be necessary for the purposes of section

(r) Intitles the student borrower to accelerate without
penalty.repayment of the whole or any part of the loan, and

(G) contains such ether terms and conditions, consistent
with the provisions of this part and with the regulations is-
sued by the Commissioner pursuant to this part, as may be
agreed upon by the parties to such loan, including, if agreed
upon, a provision requiring the borrower to pay to the lender,
in 'addition to principal and interest, amounts equal to the
insurance premiums payable by the lender to the Commis-
sioner with respect to such loan..

(b) No maximum rate of interest prescribed and defined by the
Secretary for the purposes of clause (2) (D) of subsection (a) may
exceed 7 per centuin per annum on the unpaid principal balance of the
loan,

(c) The total of the Payments by a borrower durinte any year of any
repayment period with respect to the aggregate amount of nll loans
to that borrower which are are insured under this part, or which are

;C)
kl
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made by a State or the Commissioner under section 425 (a) (1) (B) or
433, respectively, shall not be less than $360 or the balance of all of
such loans (together with interest therein), whichever amount is less,

(20 U.S.C, 1077) Enacted Nov. 8, 1965, PI. 89 -320, Title IV, see. 427, 79 Stat.
1238, amended Nov. 8, 1900, P.L. 88-794, Title XI, see. 1101(b), 80 Stat, 1470;
amended Aug. 8, 1968, P.L. 90-460, see. 2, 82 Stat, 035; amended Oct. 10, 1968,
P.L. 90-575, Title I, see, 113, 110, 120, 82 Stat. 1021, 1023, 1027 ; amended June 23,
1972, P.L. 92-318, see. 132B (b), 80 Stat, 202; further amended June 23, 1972, P.L.
02-318, see. 182C (c), 80 Stat. 208.

FEDERAL PAYMENTS TO REDUCE STUDENT INTEREST COSTS

SEC. 429. (a)
(1) Each student who has received a loan for study at an eligible

institution-
(A) which is insured by the Commissioner under this part;
(B) which was made under a State student loan program

(meeting criteria prescribed by the Commissioner), and which
was contracted for, and paid to the student, within the period
specified by paragraph (5) ; or

(C) which is insured under a program of a State or of a non-
profit , private institution or organization which was contracted
for, and paid to the student, within the period specified in para-
graph (5),:and which-

(i) in the case of a loan insured, prior to July 1, 1967,
was made by an eligible lender and is insured under a pro-
gram which meets the requirepents of subparagrph (E)
of subsection

installments
(1) and provides that repayment of such

iloan shall be in nstallments beginning not earlier than sixty
clays after the student ceases to pursue a course of study (as
described in subparagraph (I)) of subsection (b) (1) at to
eligible institution, or

(ii) in the case of a loan insured after June 30, 1967, is
insured under a program covered by an, agreement made
pursuant to subsection (b) .

shall be entitled to have paid on his behalf and for his account to
the holder of the loan a portion of the interest, on such loan at the
time of execution of the note or, writton agreement evidencing such
loan under circumstances described in paragraph (2) 4

(2) (A) Each student qualifying for a portion of an interest pay-
ment, under paragraph (1) shall-

(1) have provided to the lender a statement from the eligible
institution, at which the student has been accepted for enrollment
or at which he is in attendance in good standing (as determined
by such institution) f

(I) sets forth sorb student's estimated costs of attendance,
and

(IT) sets forth such student's estimated financial assist-
awe; and

(ii) meet the requirements of subparagraph (B).
stu-

dent shall quali for a portion of an interest payment under para-
graph

ror the of clause. (ii) of subparagraph (A), stu-

graph (1).if suc student's adjusted family income-.
(i) is less than $151000, and--
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(I) the amount of such loan would not cause the total
amount of the student's loans insured by the Commissioner
under this ppit or by a State or nonprofit private institu-
tion or organization which has an agreement under subsection
(b) to exceed $2,000 in any academic year, or its equivalent,
or

(II) the amount of such loan would cause the total
amounts of the loans described in clause (I) of this sub-
paragraph of that student to exceed $2,000 in any academic
year or its equivalent, and the eligible institution has pro-
vided, with respect to the amount of such loans in excess
of 2,000, the lender with a statennt recommending the
amount of such excess; or

(ii) is equal to or greater than $15,000, and the eligible
institution has provided the lender with a statement evidencing a
determination of need and recommending a loan in the amount of
such need.

(C) For the purposes of paragraph (1) and this paragraph--
(i) a student's estimated cost of attendance means, for the

period for which the loan is sought, the tuition and fees appli-
cable to such student together with the institution's estimate of
other expenses reasonably related to attendance at such institu-
tion, including, but not limited to, the cost of room and board,
reasonable commuting costs, and costs for books;

(ii) a student's estimated financial assistance means, for the
period for which the loan is sought, the amount of assistance such
student will receive under parts A, C, and E of this title, plus
other scholarship, grant, or loan assistance

(iii) the term "eligible institution" when used with respect
to a student is the eligible institution at which the student has
been accept/4d for enrollment or) in the case of a student who is
in attendance at such an institution is in good standing (as deter-
mined by such institution) ;

(iv) the determination of need and the amount of a loan
recommended by an eligible institution under subparagraph
(13) (ii) and the amount of loans in excess of $2,000 recommended
by an eligible institution under subparagraph (B) (i) (II) with
respect to a student shall be determined by subtracting from the
estimated cost of attendance at such institution the total of the
expected family contribution with respect to such student (as
determined by means other than one formulated by the Commis-
sioner under subpart 1 of part A of this title) plus any other
resources or student financial assistance reasonably available to
such student,

(D) In addition, the Commissioner shall pay an administrative
cost allowance in the amount established by paragraph (8) (B) of
this subsection with respect to loans to any student without regard to
the borrower's need, For the purposes of this paragraph, the adjusted
family income of a student shall be determined pursuant to regulations
of the Commissioner in effect at the tithe of the execution of the note
or written agreement evidencing the loan, Such regulations shall pro-
vide for takirig, into account such factors, including family size,
as the Commissioner deems appropriate, In the absence of fraud
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by the lender, such determination of the need of a student under this
paragraph shall be final insofar as it concerns the obligation of the
Commissioner to pay the holder of a loan a portion of the interest on
the loan,

(8) (A) The portion of the interest on a loan which a student is en-
titled to have paid on his behalf and for his account to the holder of the
loan pursuant to aragraph (1) of this subsection shall be equal to
the total amount of the interest on the unpaid principal amount of the
loan which accrues prior to the beginning of the repayment period of
the loan, or which accrues during a period in which principal need not
be paid '(whether or not such principal is in fact paid) by reason of a
provision described in subsection ('c) of this section or in section
427(a) (2) (C) but such portion of the interest on a loan shall not
exceed, for any period, the amount of the interest on that loan which is
payable by the student after taking into consideration the amount of
any interest on that loan which the student is entitled to have paid on
his behalf for that period under any State or private loan insurance
program. The holder of a loan with respect to which payments are
required to be made under this section shall be deemed to have a con-
tractual right, as against the United States, to receive from the Com-
missioner the portion of interest which has been so determined and
the administrative cost allowance payable under this subsection. The
Commissioner shall pay this portion of the interest and administra-
tive cost allowance to the holder of the loan on behalf of and for the
account of the borrower at such times as may be specified in regulations
in force when the applicable agreement catered into pursuant to sub-
section (b) was made, or if the loan was made by a State or is insured
under a program which is not covered by such an agreement, at such
times as may be specified in regulations in force at the time the loan
was_paid to the student,

(LI) If (i) a State student loan insurance program is covered by an
agreement under subsection (b), (ii) a statute of such State limits
the interest rate on loans insured by such program to a rate which is
less than 't per centum per annum on the unpaid principal balance, and
(iii) the Commissioner determines that section 428 (dj does not make
such statutory limitation inapplicable and that such statutory limita-
tion threatens to impede the carrying out of the purposes of this part,
then he may.pay an administrative cost allowance to the holder °Hutch
loan which is insured under such program and which is made during
the period beginning on the sixtieth day after the date of enactment of
the Higher Education Amendments of-1968 and ending 120 days after
the adjournment of such State's first regular 1pgishttive session which
adjourns after January 1, 1969, Such administrative cost allowance
shall be paid over the term of the lotiti in an amount per annum (deter.
mined by, the Commissioner) which shall not exceed 1 per centum of
the unpaid principal balance of the loan.

(4) Each holder of a loan with respect to which payments of inter-
est or of administrative cost allowances are required to be made by, the
Commissioner shall submit to the Commissioner, at such time or times
and in such manner as he may prescribe, statements containing such
information as may be required by or pursuant to regulation for the
purpose of enabling the Commissioner to determine the amount of the
payment which he must make with respect to that loan.

)
oi
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(5) The period referred to in subparagraphs (B) and (C) of para-
graph (1) of this subsection shall begin on the date of enactment of
this Act and end at the close of June 30, 1975, except that, in the case
of a loan made or insured under a student loan or loan insurance
program to enable a student who has obtained a prior loan made or
insured under such program to continue his educational program, such
period shall end at the close of June 30, 1979.

(6) No payment may be made under this section with respect to
interestnterest on a loan made from a student loan fund established

under title II of the National Defense Education Act of 1958.
(7) Nothing in this or any other Aet shall be construed to pro-

hibit or require unless otherwise specifically provided by law, a lender
to evaluate the total financial situation of a student making application
for a loan under this part, or to counsel a student with respect to any
such loan, or to make a decision based on such evaluation and counsel-
ing with respect to the dollar amount of any such loan.

(b) (1) Any State or any nonprofit private institution or organiza-
tion may enter into an agreement with the Commissioner for the pur-
pose of entitling students who receive loans which are insured under
a student loan insurance program of that State, institution., or organi-
zation to have made on their behalf the payments provided for in
subsection (a) if the Commissioner determines that the student loan
insurance program- -

(A y authorizes the insurance of not less than $1,000 nor more
than $2,500, (except in those cases where the Commissioner deter-
mines, pursuant to regulations prescribed by him, that a higher
amount is warranted in order to carry out the purposes of this
part with respect to students engaged in specialized, training re-
quiring exceptionally high costs of education) in loans to any indi-
vidual student in any academic year or its equivalent (as deter-
mined tinder regulations of de Commissioner), which limit shall
not be deemed exceeded by. a line of credit under which actual
payments by the lender to the borrower will not be made in any
such year in excess of such' annual limit ; and provides that the
aggregate insured unpaid principal amount of all such insured
loans made to any student shall not at any time exceed $7,500
in the case of any student who has suc

i
cessfully completed a pro-

grant of undergraduate education, and $10,000 in the ease of any
graduate or professional student (as defined by regulations of
the Commissioner and including any loans which are insured by
the Commissioner under this part or by a State or nonprofit insti-
tution or organization with which the Commissioner has an agree-
ment under this pqrt made to such person before he became a
graduate or professional student) ;

(13) authorizes the insurance of loans to any individual stud4nt
for at least six academic years of study or their equivalent (as
determined under regulations of the Commissioner) ;

(C) provides that (i) the student borrower shall be entitled to
accelerate without penalty the whole or any part of an insured
loan, (ii) except as provided in subsection (e) of this section, the
period of any insured loan may not exceed fifteen years from the
date of execution of the note or other written evidence of the loan,
and (iii) the note or other written evidence of any loan may cons
tain such provisions relating to repayment in the event of default
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by the borrower as may be authorized by regulations of the Com.
missioner in effect at the time such note or written evidence was
executed; .

(D) subject to paragraphs (C) and (K) of this paragraph
an except as provided by subsection (e) of this section, provides
that repayment of loans shall be in installments over a period of
not less than five years nor more than ten years beginning not
earlier than nine months nor later than one year after the student
ceases to pursue a full-time course of study at an eligible institu-
tion, except that if the

institutions
for the insurance of loans

for part-time study at eligible. nstitutions the, program shall pro-
vide that such repayment period shall begin not earlier than
nine months nor later than one year after the student ceases to
carry at an eligible institution at least one-half the normal full-
time academic workload as determined by the institution;

(E) authorizes interest on the unpaid balance of the loan at a
yearly rate not in excess of 7 per centum per annum on the unpaid
principal balance of the loan (exclusive of any premium for in
surance which may be passed on to the borrower)) ;

(F) insures not less than 80 per centum of the unpaid principal
of loans insured under the program;

(0) does not provide for collection of an excessive insurance
premium ;

(H) provides that the benefits of the loan insurance progfam
will not be denied any student who is eligible for interest bene-
fits under section 428(a) (1) and (2) wept in the case of loans
made by an instrumentality of a State or eligible institution;

(I) provides that a student may obtain insurance under the
program for a loan for any year of study at an eligible institution;

(j) in the case of a State program, provides that such State
iprogram is administered by a single State agency, or by one or

more nonprofit private institutions or organizations under the
supervision of a single State agency;

(IC) provides that the total of the p!tyments by a borrower
during any year of any repayment period with respect to the
aggregate amount of all loans to that borrower which are (1)
insure4 under this part, or (ii) made by a State or the Commis-
stoner under section 428(a) (1) (B) or 488, respectively, shall not
be less than $360 or the balance of all such loans (together with
interest thereon), whichever amount, is less; and

(L) provides that periodic installments of principal need not
be paidt but interest accrue and be, paid during any period
(i) during which the borrower is, pursuing a full-time course of
study at an eligible institution, (ii) not in excess of three yenrs
during which the borrower is a member of the Armed Forces of
the United States, (iii) ,not in excess of three years during which
the borrower is in service as a volunteer under the Peace Corps
Act, or (iv) not in excess of three years during which the bor-
rower is in service as a full-time volunteer under title VIII of
the Economic Opportunity Act of 1964,

(2) Such an agreement shall4,-,
(A) provide that the holder of any such loan will be required

to submit to the Commissioner, at such time or times and in such
110-045-44----16
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manner as he may prescribe, statements containing such informa-
tion,as may be required by or pursuant to regulation for the pur-
pose of enabling the Commissioner to determine the amount of the
payment which he must make with respect to that loan;

(B) include such other provisions asmay be necessary to protect
the financial interest of the United States and promote the pur-
poses of this part, including such provisions as may be necessary
for the purpose of section 437, and as are agreed to by the Com-
missioner and the State or nonprofit private organization or insti-
tution, as the case may be.; and

(9), provide for making suQh reports in such form and con-
taining such informatiOn as the Coimaissioner may reasonably
require to carry out his function under this part and for keeping
such records and for affording such access thereto as the Com-
missioner may find necessary to assure the correctness and verifi-
cation of such reports.

(c) (1) The Commissioner may enter into a guaranty agreement with
any State or any nonprofit private institution or organization with
which he has an agreement pursuant to subsection (b), whereby the
Commissioner shall undertake to reimburse it, under such terms and
conditions as he may establish, in an amount equal to 80 per centum
of the amount expended by it in discharge of its insurance obligation,
incurred under its loan insurance program, with respect to losses (re-
suiting from the default of the student borrower) on the unpaid bal-
ance of the principal (other than interest added .to principal) of
any insured loan with respect to which a portion of the interest (A) is
payable by the Commissioner under subsection (a), or (B) would be
payable under such subsection but for the borrower's lack of need.

(2) Th.) guaranty agreement
(A) shall set forth such administrative and fiscal procedures as

may be necessary to protect the United States from the risk of tin -
reasonable loss thereunder, to insure proper and efficient admin-
istration of the loan insurance program, and to assure that due
diligence will be exercised in the collection of loans insured under
the program;

(B) shall provide for making such reports, in such form and
containing such information, as the Commissioner may reasonably
require to carry out his functions under this subsection, and for
keeping such records and for affording such access thereto as the
Commissioner may find necessary to assure the correctness and
verification of such reports;

(C) shall set forth adequate assurance that with respect to so
much of any loan insured under the loan insurance program as
may be guaranteed by the Commissioner pursuant to this sub-
section, the undertaking of the Commissioner under the guaranty
rtgreement is acceptable in full satisfaction of State law or regu-
lation requiring the maintenance of a reserve;

(fl) shall provide that if, after the Commissioner has made
payment under the guaranty agreement pursuant to paragraph
(1) of this subsection with respect to any loan, any payments are
made in discharge of the obligation incurred by the borrower with
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respect to such loan (including any payments of interest accruing
on such loan after such payment by the Commissioner), there shall
be paid over to the Commissioner (for deposit in the fund estab-
lished by section 431). such proportion of the amounts of such
payments as is determined (in accordance with regulations pre-
scribed by the Commissioner) to represent his equitable share
thereof, but shall not otherwise provide for subrogation of the
United States to the rights of any insurance beneficiary s Pro-
vided, That, except as the Commissioner may otherwise by Or
pursuant to regulation provid? amounts so paid by a borrower on
such a loan shall be first applied d in reduction of principal owing
on such loan i and

(E) may include such other provisions as may be necessary to
promote the purposes of thispart.

i(3) To the extent provided in regulations of the Commissioner,
a guaranty agreement under this subsection may contain provisions
which permit such forbearance for the benefit of the student borrower.
as may be agreed upon by the partics to an insured loan and approved

iby the insurer.
(4) For purposes of this subsection, the terms "insurance benefi-

ciary" and
purposes

shall have the meanings assigned to them by
section 430 (e) .

(5) In the case of any guaranty agreement entered into prior to
September 1, 1969; with a State or nonprofit private institution or
organization with which the Commissioner has in effect on that date
an agreement pursuant to subsection (b) of this section, or section
9 ( b) of the National Vocational Student Loan Insurance Act of
1965, made prior to the date of enactment of this subsection, the
Commissioner may, in accordance with the terms of this subsection«
undertake to guarantee loans described in paragraph (1) which are'
insured by such State, institution, or organization and are outstand-
ing on the date of execution of the guaranty agreement, but only with
respect to defaults occurring after the execution of such guaranty
agreement or, if later, after its effective date.

(d) No provision of any law of the United States (other than
sections 427(a) (2) (D) and 427(b) of this Act) or of any State (other
than a statute applicable principally to such State's student loan in..
.suranee program) which limits the rate or amount of interest, payable
on loans shall apply to a loan-

(1) which bears interest (exclusive of any premium for insur-
ance) on the unpaid principal balance at a rate not in excess of 7
per centum per annum, and

(2) which is insured (A) by the United States under this part,
or (B) by a State or nonprofit private institution or organization
tinder a program covered by an agreement made pursuant to sub-
section (b) of this section,

(20 U.S.C. 1078) Ilnaeted Nov. 8, 1065, ?.L. 89-829, Title IV, see, 428, 79 Stat.
1240; amended Aug, 3, 1088, PI, 90-460, see. 1, 2, 3, 82 Stat. 634-688; amended
Oct. 16, 1968, P,L, 90475, Title I, see, 111, 112, 113, 115, 116, 117, 120, 82 Stet,
1020-27; amended June 23, 1972, 1'.L. 92-318, see. 182(b), 86 Stat, 261; further
amended June 23, 1072, P.L. 92-318, see. 1820 (a) and (b), 86 Stet, 202, 263;
section 428(e) repented Juno 23, 1072, PIA 02418, see. 132D(e), 86 Stat, 264;
amended April 18, 1074, ?X, 93-260, 88 Stat, 87.
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'CERTIFICATE OF FEDERAL LOAN INSURANCE-EFFECTIVE DATE OF
INSURANCE

SEC. 429. (a) (1) If,, upon application by an eligible lender, made
upon such form, containing such information, and supported by such
evidence as the Commissioner may require, and otherwise in conform-
ity with this section the Commissioner finds that the applicant has
made a loan to an eligible student which is insurable under the pro-
visions of this part, he may issue to the applicant a certificate of in-
surance covering the loan and setting forth the amount and terms of
the insurance.

(2) Insurance evidenced by a certificate of insurance pursuant to
subsection (a) (1) shall become effective upon the date of issuance of
the certificate, except that the Commissioner is authorized, in accord-
ance with regulations, to issue commitments with respect to proposed
loans, or with respect to lines (or proposed lines) of credit, submitted
by eligible lenders, and in that event, upon compliance with subsection
(a) (1) by the lender, the certificate of insurance may be issued effec-
tive as of the date when any loan, or any payment by the lender pur-
suant to a line of credit, to be covered by such insurance was made.
Such insurance shall cease to be effective upon sixty days' default by
the lender in the payment of any installment of the premiums payable
pursuant to subsection (c).

(3). An application submitted pursuant to subsection- (a) (1) shall
contain (A) an agreement by the applicant to pay, in accordance with
regulations, the premiums fixed by the Commissioner pursuant to sub-
section (c), and (13) an agreement by the applicant that if the loan is
covered by insurance the applicant will submit such supplementary
reports and statements during the effective period of the loan agree-
ment., upon such forms, at such times, and containing such informa-
tion as the Commissioner may prescribe by ar pursuant to regulation.

(b) (1) In lieu of requiring a separate insurance application and
issuing a separate certificate of insurance for each student loan made
by an eligible lender as provided in subsection (a), the Commissioner
may, in accordance with regulations consistent with section 424, issue
to any eligible lender applying therefor a certificate of comprehensive
insurance coverage which shall, without further action by the Com-
missioner, insure all insurable loans made by that lender, on or, after
the date of the certificate and before a specified cutoff date, within the
limits of an aggregate makimum amount stated in the certificate.
Such regulations may provide for conditioning such insurance, with
respect to any loan, upcin compliance by the lender with such require.
ments (to be stated or incorporated by reference in the certificate) as
in the Commissioner's judgment will beet achieve the purpose of this
subsection while protecting the financial interest of the United States
and promoting the objectives of this part, including. (but not limited
to) provisions as to the reporting of such loans and information rele.
vant thereto to the Commissioner and as to the payment of initial and
other premiums and the effect of default therein, and including provi
sion for confirmation by the Commissioner from time to time (through
endorsement of the certificate) of the coverage of specific new loans by
such certificate, which confirmation shall be incontestable by the Corn.
missioner in the absence of fraud or misrepresentation of fact or
patent error,
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(2) If the holder of a certificate of comprehensive insurance cover-
age issued under this subsection grants to a student a line of credit
extending beyond the cutoff date specified in that certificate, loans or
payments thereon made by the holder after that date pursuant to the
line of credit shall not be deemed to be included in the coverage of that
certificate except as may be specifically provided therein.; but, subject
to the limitations of section 424, the Commissioner may, in accordance
with regulations, make commitments to insure such future loans or
.payments,, and such commitments may be honored either as provided
in subsection (a) or by inclusion of such insurance in comprehensive
coverage under this subsection for the period or periods in which such
future loans or payments are made,

(c) The Commissioner shall, pursuant to regulations, charge for
insurance on each loan under this part a premium in an amount not
to exceed one-fourth of 1 per centum per year of the unpaid principal
amount of such loan (excluding interest added to principal), payable
in advance, at such times and in such manner as may be prescribed by
the Commissioner. Such regulations may provide that such preininirt
shall not be payable, or if paid shall be refundable, with respect to
any period after default in the payment of principal or interest or
after the borrower has died or becomes totally and permanently, dis-
abled, if (1) notice of such default or other event has been duly given,
and (2) requests for payment of the loss insured against has been made
or the Commissioner has made such payment on his own motion pursu-
ant to section 430(a).

(d) The rights of an eligible lender arising under insurance evi-
denced by a certificate of insurance issued to it under this section
may be assigned as security by such lender only to another eligible
lender, and subject to regulation by the Commissioner.

(e) The consolidation of the obligations of two or more federally-
insured loans obtained by a student borrower in any fiscal year into a
single obligation evidenced by a single instrument of indebtedness
shall not affect the insurance by the United States. If the loans thus
consolidated are covered by separate certificates of insurance issued
under subsection (a), the Commissioner may upon surrender of the
original certificates issue a new certificate of insurance in accordance
with that subsection upon the consolidated obligation; if they are
covered by a single comprehensive certificate issued under subsection
(b), the Commissioner may amend that certificate accordingly,

(20 U.S.C. 1079) Enacted Nov, 8, 1905, P.L. 89-829, Title IV, sec. 429, 79 Stat.
1248.

MAUL': OF STVDENT UNDF,It FEDERAL LOAN INSURANCE PI10012A3t

Ste, 480, (a) Upon default by the student borrower on any loan
covered by Federal loan insurance pursuant to this part, and prior to
the commencement of suit or other enforcement proceedings upon secu-
rity for that loan, the insurance beneficiary shall promptly notify the
Commissioner, and the Commissioner shall if requested (at that time
or after further collection efforts) by the beneficiary, or may on his
own motion, if the insurance is still in effect, pay to the beneficiary the
amount of the loss sustained by the insured upon that loan as soon as
that amount has been determined, The "amount of the loss" on any
loan shall, for the purposes of this subsection and subsection (b) , be

111
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deemed to be an amount equal to the unpaid balance of the principal
amount and interest,

(b) Upon payment by the Commissioner of the amount of the loss
pursuant to subsection (a), the United States shall be subrogated for
all of the rights of the holder of the obligation upon the insured loan
and shall be entitled to an assignment of the, note or other evidence of
the insured loan by the insurance beneficiary. If the net recovery
made by the Commissioner on a loan after deduction of the cost of
that recovery (including reasonable administrative costs) exceeds the
amount of the loss, the excess shall be paid over to the insured.

(c) Nothing in this section or in this part shall be construed to
preclude any forbearance for the benefit of the student borrower which
may be agreed upon by the parties to the insured loan and approved
by the Commissioner, or to preclude forbearance by the Commissioner
in the enforcement Of the insured obligation after payment on that
insurance.

(d) Nothing iri this section or in this part shall be construed to ex-
cuse the holder of a federally insured loan from exero.sing reasonable
care and diligence tape making and collection of loans under the pro-
visions of tins part. the Commissioner, after reasonable notice and
opportunity for hearing to an eligible lender, finds that it has sub-
stantially failed to exercise such care and diligence or to make the
reports and statements required under section 428 (a) (3) and section
429(a) (3), or to pay the required Federal loan insurance premiums,
lie shall disqualify that lender for further Federal insurance on loans
granted pursuant to this part until he is satisfied that its failure has
'ceased and finds that there is reasonable assurance that the lender will
in the future exercise necessary care and diligence or comply with such
requirements, .tis the case may be,

(e) As used in this section
(1) the term "insurance beneficiary!, means the insured or its

authosizui assignee in accordance with section 429 (d) and
ti;. term "default" includes only such defaults as have

0x1F 4ld for (A) one hundred and twenty days in the case of a loan
which is repayable in monthly installments, or (B) one hundred
and eighty days in the case of a loan which is repayable in less
frewnt installments,

(20 u,i4,e, 1080) Enacted Nov. 8, 1965, P.t. 89-329, Title IV, sec, 980, 19 Stet,
1249; arboadod Oct. 10, 1968, P.L. 90-575, Title I, sec, 118, 82 Stat, 1021; amended
June 23,1.N% 1',I4. 92 -318, ace, 182 (13) (a), 88 Stat. 262,

ntstntANCE PtIND

St.u. 481. (a) There is hereby established a student loan insurance
fund (hereinafter in this section called the "fund") which shall bo
available without fiscal year limitation to the Commissioner for mak-
ing payments in connection with the default of loans insured by him
under this part, or in connection with payments under a !guaranty
agreement under section 428(c): All amounts received by the Commis.
sumer as premium charges for insurance and as receipts, earnings, or
proceeds derived from any claim or other assets acquired by the Com-
missioner in connection with his operations under this part, and any
other moneys, property, or assets derived by the Commissioner from
his operations in connection with this section, shall be deposited in the

2
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fund. MI payments in connection with the default of loans insured by
the Commissioner under this part, or in connection with such guaranty
agreements shall be paid from the fund. Monies in the fund not needed
for current operations under this section may be invested in bonds or
other obligations guaranteed as to principal and interest by the United
States.

(b) If at any time the moneys in the fund are insufficient to make
payments in connection with the default of any loan insured by the
Commissioner under this part, or in connection with any guaranty
agreement made under section 428 (c) , the Commissioner is authorized
to issue to the Secretary of the Treasury netcs or other obligations in
such forms and denominations, bearing such maturities, and subject to
such terms and conditions as may be prescribed by the Commissioner
with the approval of the Secretary of the Treasury. Such notes or other
obligations shall bear interest at a rate determined by the Secretary
of the Treasury, taking into consideration the current average market
yield, on outstanding marketable obligations of the United States of
comparable maturities during the month preceding the issuance of the
notes or other obligations. The Secretary of the Treasury is authorized
and directed to purchase any notes and other obligations issued here-
under and for that purpose he is authorized to use as a public debt

itransaction the proceeds from the sale of any securities issued under
the Second Liberty Bond Act, as amended, and the purposes for which
securities may be issued under that Act, as amended, are extended to
include any purchase of such notes and obligations. The Secretary of
the Treasury may at any time sell any of the notes or other obligations
acquired by him tinder this subsection. All redemptions, purchases,
and sales by the Secretary of the Treasury of such notes or other obli-
gations shall be treated as public debt transactions of the United States.
Sums borro*ed under this subsection shall be deposited in the fund
and redemption of such notes and obligations shall be made by the
Commissioner from such fund.

(90 V.S.C. 1081) Enacted Nov. 8, 1985. P.L. 89-829, Title IV, see. 481, 79 Stat.-
1245; amended Aug. 8, 1908, P.L. 90-480, sec. 8, 82 Stat. 888,

=OA POWERS AND nuspoxsxsturres

Sim 432. (a) In the performance of, and with respect to, the func.
tions, powers, and duties vested in him by this part, the Commissioner
may

(1) prescribe such regulations as may be necessary to carry
out the purposes of this part;

(2) sue and be sued in any court of record of a State having
general jurisdiction or in any district court of the t7nited States,
and such district courts shall have jurisdiction of civil actions
arising under this part without regard to the amount in contro.
verse. and action instituted tinder this subsection by or against
the Commissioner shall survive notwithstanding any change in
the Perm occupying the; office of Commissioner or any vacancy
in that office; but no attachment, ininnetion, garnishment, or other
similar process, mesne or final, shall be issued artainst the Commis.
sinner or property under his conrtol, and nothing herein shall be
c-nstrued to except litigation arising out of activities under this
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part from the application of sections 507(b) and 2679 of title 28
of the United States Code and of section 816 of Title 5,1

(8) include in any contract for Federal loan insurance such
terms, conditions, and covenants relating to repayment of prin-
cipal and payment of interest, relating to his oblgations and
rights and to those of eligible lenders, and borrowers in case of
default: and relating to such other matters as the Commissioner
determines to be necessary to assure that the purposes of this part
will be achieved; and any term, condition: and covenant made
pursuant to this clause or any other provisions of this part may
be modified by the Commissioner if he determines that modifica-
tion is necessary to protect the financial interest of the United
States;

(4) subject to the specific limitations in this part, consent to the
modification, with respect to rate of interest, time of payment of
any installment of principal and interest or any portion thereof,
or any other provision of any note or other instrument evidencing
a loan which has been insured by him under this part :

(5) enforce, pay,, or compromise, any claim on, or arising be-
cause of, any such insurance or any guarantee agreement under
section 428 ( c ) ; and

(6) enforce, pay, compromise, waive: or release any right, title,
claim, lien, or demand, however acquired, including any equity
or any right or redemption.

(b) The Commissioner shall, with respect to the financial operations
arising by reason of this part

(1) prepare annually and submit a budget program ns pro-
vided for wholly owned Government corporations by the Gov-
ernment Corporation Control Act; and

(2) maintain with respect to insurance under this part un in-
tegral set of accounts, which shall be audited annually by the
General Accounting Office in accordance with principles and
procedures applicable to commercial corporate transactions, as
provided by section 105 of the Government Corporation Control
Act, except that the transactions of. the Commissioner, including
the settlement of insurance claims and of claims for payments
pursuant to section 428, and transactions related thereto and
vouchers approved by the Commissioner in connection with such
transactions, shall be final and conclusive upon all accounting and
other officers of the Government,

(20 11,8,0,1082) Enacted Nov, 8,1965,P,L, 89-829, Title IV, sec, 482,70 Stet.
1240; amended Aug. 8,1968, PIA 90-460 sec. 8,82 Rat, 688,

minor LOANS

SEC, 433. (a) The Commissioner may make a direct loan to any
student who would be eligible for an insured loan for study at a
vocational school wider this part if (1) in the particular area in which
the student, resides loans which are insurable under this Act are net
available at the rate of interest prescribed by the Secretary pursti ant
to section 427(a) (2) (D) for such area, or (2) the particular studew

,1 29 11,S,O, 507(01 repealed and tOtlitlePti by 28 VIM 1100 and 547, 5 V.S.O. 810 repealed
and replaced by 28 U.S.C, 517, Sept. 0,1980, P.L. 89-554, sec. sn, 80 Stat, 088,
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has been unable to obtain an insured loan at a rate of interest which,
does not exceed such rate prescribed by the Secretary.

(b) Loans made under this section shall bear interest at the rate
prescribed by the Secretary under section 427 (a) (2) (D) for the area
where the student resides, and shall be made on such other terms and
conditions as the Commissioner shall prescribe. which shall conform
as nearly as practicable to the terms and conditions of loans insured
under this Act.

(c) There is authorized to be appropriated the sum of $1,000,000,
for the fiscal year ending June 30,1969 and for each of the succeeding
fiscal years ending prior to July 1, 1975, to carry out this section.

(20 U.S.C. 1083). Enacted Nov. 8, 1905, P.L. 89-329, Title IV, see. 433, 79 Stat.
1247; amended Oct. 16,1908 P.L. 90-M5 Title I, see, 110, 82 Stat. 1024; amended'
June 23, 1972; P.L. 92-318; sec. 132(c), 86 Stat. 201,

PARTICIPATION BY FEDERAL CREDIT UNIONS IN FEDERAL, STATE, AND

PRIVATE STUDENT LOAN INSURANCE PROGRAMS

SEC. 434. Notwithstanding any other provision of law, Federal
credit unions shall, pursuant to regulations of the Director of the
Bureau of Federal Credit Unions, have power to make insured loans.
to student members in accordance with the provisions of this part
relating to federally insured loans, or in accordance with the provisions
of any State or nonprofit private student loan insurance program'
which meets the requirements of section 428 (a) (1) (C).

(20 U.S.C, 1084) Enacted Nov. 8, 1965, EL. 89-329, Title IV, see. 434, 79 Stat..
1247; amended Oct. 10, 1989, P.L. 90-575, Title I, see. 110, 82 Stat. 1024 ; amended'.
June 23, 19721 PL. 92-318, sec. 132 D(e) 80 Stat. 204,

DEFINITIONS FOR REDUCED-INTEREST STUDENT LOAN INSURANCE
PROGRAM

SEC. 435. As used in this p!trt
(a) The term "eligible institution" means (1) an institution of

higher education, (2) a vocational school, or (8) with respect to stu-
dents who are nationals of the United States, an institution outside the.
States which is comparable to an institution of higher education or to a
vocational schbol and which has been approved by the Commissioner
for purposes of this part.

(b) The term "institution of higher education" means an educa-
tional institution in any 'State which (1) admits as regular students
only persons having a certificate of graduation from a school providing
secondary education, or the recognized equivalent of such certificate,
(2) is legally authorized within such State to provide a program of
education beyond secondary education, (3) provides an educational
program for which it awards a bachelor's degree or provides not less
than a two-year program which is acceptable for full credit toward'
such a degree, (4) is a public or other nonprofit institution, and (5) is
accredited by a nationally recognized accrediting agency or associ-
ation approved by the Commissioner for this purpose or, if not so'
accredited, (A) is an institution with respect to which the Commis-
sioner has determined that there is satisfactory assurance, considering'
the resources available to the institution,, the period of time, if any,.
during which it has operated, the effort it is making to meet accredita-

ti
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tion standards, and the purpose for which this determination is being
made, that the institution will meet the accreditation standards ot
such an agency or assoc' )11 within a reasonable time, or (B) is an
institution whose credit ..re accepted on transfer by not less than
three institutions which are so accredited, for credit on the same basis
as if transferred from an institution so accredited, Such term includes
any public or other nonprofit collegiate or associate degree school of
nursing and any school which provides not less than a one-year pro-
gram of training to prepare students for gainful employment in a
recognized occupation and which meets the provisions of clauses (1),
(2), (4), and (5). If the Commissioner determines that a particular
category of such schools does not meet the requirements of clause (5)
because there is no nationally recognized accrediting agency or ass°.
tiation qualified to accredit schools in such category, he shall, pending
the establishment of such an accrediting agency or association, appoint
an advisory committee, composed bf persons specially qualified to
evaluate training provided by schools in such category, which shall (i)
prescribe the standards of content, scope, and quality which must be
met in order to qualify schools in such category to participate in the
program pursuant to this part, and (ii) determine whether particular
.schools not meeting the requirements of clause (5), meet those stand-
ards, For purposes of this subsection, the Commissioner shall publish
.a list of nationally recognized accrediting agencies or associations
which he determines to be reliable authority as to the quality of train-
ing offered,

(c) The term "vocational school" means a business or trade school,
or technical institution or other technical or vocational schooll'in any
State, which (1) admits as regular students only persons who have
tompleted or left elementary .or secondaq school and who have the
ability to- benefit from the training offered by such institution; (2) is
legally authorized to provide, and provides within that State, a pro.
gram of postsecondary vocational or technical education designed to
fit individuals for useful employment in recognized occupations; (3)
has been in existence for two years or has been specially accredited by
the Commissioner as an institution meeting the other requirements of
this subsection; and (4) is accredited (A) by a nationally recognized
accrediting agency or association listed by the Commissioner pursuant
to this clause, (B) if the Commissioner determines that thqe is no
.nationally recognized aecrediting agency or association qualified to,
accredit schools of a particular category, by a State agency listed by
the Commissioner pursuant to this clause and (C) if the Commissioner
determines there is no nationally recognized or State agency or associa»
tion qualified to accredit schools of a particular category., by an ad.
visory committee appointed by him and composed of persons specially
qualified to evaluate training provided by schools of that category,
which committee shall prescribe the standards of content scope, and
-quality which must be met by those schools in order for loans to stu-
dents attending them to be insurable under this part and shall also
determine whether particular schools meet those standards, For the
purpose of this subsection, the Commissioner shall publish a list of
nationally recognized accrediting agencies or associations and State
.agencies which he determinec to be reliable authority as to the quality
'of education or training afforded,

t
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41) The term "coll9giate school of nursing" means a department,
division, or other administrative unit in a college or university which
provides primarily or exclusively an accredited program of education
in professional nursing and allied subjects leading to the degree of
bachelor of arts, bachelor of science, bachelor of nursing, or to an
equivalent degree, or to a graduate degree in nursing.

(e) The term "associate degree school of nursing" means a depart-
ment, division, or other administrative unit in a. junior college, com-
munity college, college, or university which provides primarily or ex -,
'elusively an accredited program of education in professional
nursing and allied subjects leading to an associate degree in nursing
.or to an equivalent degree.

(f) The term "accredited" when applied to any program of nurse
'education means a program accredited by a recognized body or bodies
:approved for such purpose by the Commissioner of Education,

(g) The term "eligible lender" means an eligible institution, an
agency or instrumentality of a State, or a financial or credit institu-
tion (including an insurance company) which is subject to examina-
tion and supervision by an agency of the United States or of any State,
or a pension fund approved-by he Commissioner for this purpose.

(h) The term "line of credit" means an arrangement or agreement
'between the lender and the borrower whereby a loan is paid out by
the lender to the borrower in annual installments, or whereby the lend-
er agrees to make, in addition to the initial loan, additional loans in
subsequent years.

(20 V.S.O. 1085) Enacted Nov. 8, 1065, P.L: 89429, Title IV, see. 485, 79 Stat.
1247; as amended Oct. 29, 1960, P.L. 89498, Title II, see. 204, 80 Stat. 1072;
:amended Oct. 16, 1968, P.L. 90-575, Title I, sees. 116, 118, 82 Stat. 1028-26.

DISTRICT OP COLUMBIA STUDENT LOAN INSURANCE PROGRAM

SEC, 486. (a) The Board of Commissioners of the District of Co-
lumbia is authorized (1) to establish a student loan insuranceprogram

iwhich meets the requirements of this part for a State loan insurance
program in order to enter into agreements with the Commissioner for
the purposes of this title and such Act, (2) to enter into such agree-
tnents with the Commissioner, (3) to use amounts appropriated to such
Board for the purposes of this section to establish a fund for such
purposes and for expenses in connection therewith, and (4) to accept
and use donations for the purposes of this section,

(b) Notwithstanding the provisions of any applicable law, if the
borrower, on any loan insured under the program established pur-
suant to this section, is a minor, any otherwise valid note or other writ-
ten agreement executed by him for the purposes of such loan shall
create a binding obligation,

(c) There are authorized to be appropriated to such Board such
amounts as may be necessary for the purposes of this section.

(20 U,S.0, 1086) Enacted Nov. 8, 1966, PI, 89452, see, 12, 80 sta. 1244;
amended Oct, 16, 1968, PI, 90-575, Title see. 110, 82 State 1024,

=PAYMENT Et THE COMMISSIONER OP LOANS OP DECEASED OR DISARM)
IJORROWERS

Sta. 487, If a student borrower who has received a loan described
in clause (A), (B), or (C) of section 428(a) (1) dies or becomes per.
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manently and totally disabled (as determined in accordance with regu-
lations of the Commissioner), then the Commissioner shall discharge
the borrower's liability on the loan by repaying the amount owed on
the loan.

(20 1087) Enacted Oct. 10, 1908, 1),L, 90-576, Title I, sec, 113, 82 Stat.
1020; amended June 23, 1972, P.L. 92-318, sec, 132D, 86 Stat. 203.

mount= Or INSTITUTIONS 1

SEC, 438. ( a), Notwithstanding any other provision of this part, the
Commissioner is authorized to prescribe such regulations as may be
necessary to provide for

(1) a fiscal audit of an eligible institution with regard to any
funds obtained from a student who has received a loan insured
under this part, or insured by a State or nonprofit private institu-
tion or organization with which the Commissioner has an agree-
ment tinder section 428 (b)

(2) the establishment of reasonable standards of financial
responsibility and appropriate institutional capability for the
administration by an eligible institution of a program of student
financial aid with respect to funds obtained from a student who
has received a loan insured under this part, or insured by &State
or nonprofit private institution or organization with which the
Commissioner has an agreement under section 428(b)

(8) the limitation, suspension, or termination of the eligibility
under this part of any otherwise eligible institution, whenever the
Commissioner has determined, after notice and affording an
opportunity for hearing, that such institution has violated or
failed to carry ,out any regulation prescribed under this part.

(b) The Commissioner shall publish a list of State agencies which
he determines to be reliable authority as to the quality of _public'
postsecondary vocational education in their respective States for the
purpose of determining eligibility for all Federal student assistance
programs.

(20 VAX, 10874) Enacted June 23, 197g, P.L. 92 -318, sec, 182E(a), 80 Stat.
284,

STIIDENT WAN MARKETING ASSOCIATION

SW. 480, (a) The Congress hereby declares that it is the purpose of
this section to establish a Governmentsponsored private corporation
which will be financed by private capital and which will serve as a
secondary market and warehousing facility for insured student loans,
insured by the Commissioner under this part or by a State or nonprofit
private institution or organization with which the Commissioner has an
agreement under section 428(b); and which will provide liquidity for
student loan investments,

(b) (1) There is hereby created a body corporate to be known as the
Student Loan Marketing Association (hereinafter referred to as the
"Association"). The Association shall have succession until dissolved,
It shall maintain its principal office in the District of Columbia and
shall be deemed, for purposes of venue in civil actions, to be a resident

1 This section is ettectivo on and after August 28, 102.

P 0
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thereof. Offices may be established by the Association in such other
place or places as it may deem necessary or appropriate for the conduct
of its business.

(2) The Association, including its franchise, capital, reserves, sur-
plus, mortgages, or other security holdings, and income shall be exempt
from all taxation now or hereafter imposed by any State, territory, pos.
.session, Commonwealth, or dependency of the United States, or by the
District of Columbia, or by any county, municipality,, or local taxing
authority, except that any real property of the Association shall be sub-
ject to State, territorial, county, municipal, or local taxation to the same
extent according to its value as other real propery is taxed.

(3) There is hereby authorized to be appropriated to the Secretary
,of Health, Education, and Welfare $5,000,000 for making advances for
the purpose of helping to establish the Association. Such advances shall

repaideld within such period as the Secretary may deem to be appropri-
ate in light of the maturity and solvency of the Association. Such
advances shall bear interest at a rate not less than (A) a rate deter-
mined by the Secretary of the Treasury taking into consideration the
current average market yield on outstanding marketable obligations of
the United States with remaining. periods to maturity comparable to
the maturity of such advances, adjusted to the nearest oneeighth of 1
per centum, plus (B) an allowance adequate in the judgment of the
:Secretary to cover administrative costs and probable losses. Repay-
ments of such advances shall be deposited into miscellaneous receipts
ef the Treasury.

(c) (1) The Association shall have a Board of Directors which shall
.consist of twenty-one persons, one of whom shall be designated Chair-
man by the President.

(2) An interim Board of Directors shall be appointed by the'Presi-
dent% one of whom he shall designate as interim Chairman. The
interim Board shall consist of twenty-one members, seven of whom
shall be representative of banks or other financial institutions which
are insured lenders pursuant to this section, seven of whom shall be
representative of educational institutions,. and seven of whom shall be
'representative of the general public. The interim Board shall arrange
for an initial offering of common and preferred stocks and take what-
ever other actions are necessary to proceed with the operations of the
Association,

(8) When in the judgment of the President, sufficient common
stock. of the Association has been purchased by educational institutions
and banks or other financial institutions, the holders of common stock
which are educational institutions shall elect seven members of the
Board of Directors and the holders of common stock which are hanks
or other financial institutions shall elect seven members of the Board
of Directors. The President shall appoint the remaining seven direc
tors, who shall be representative of the general public.

(4) At the time the events described in paragraph (3) have
occurred, the interim Board shall turn over the affairs of the Associa-
tion to the regular Board so chosen or appointed,

(5) The directors appointed by the -President shall serve at the
pleasure of the President and until their successors have been appointed
.and have qualified, The remaining directors shall each be elected for a
term ending on the date of the next annual meeting of the common

144



stockholders of the Association, and shall serve until their successors
have been elected and have qualified. Any appointive seat, on the Board
which becomes vacant shall be filled by appointment of the President..
Any elective seat on the Board which becomes vacant after the annual
election of the directors shall be filled by the Board, but only for the
unexpired portion of the term

(6) The Board of Directors shall meet at the call of its Chairman,.
but at least semiannually. The Board shall determine the general
cies which shall govern the operations.of the Association, The Chair-.
man of the Board shall, with the approval of the Boatd, select, appoint,
and compensate qualified persons to fill the offices as may be provided.
for in the bylaws_ , ith such executive functions, powerl, and duties,
as may be prescribed by the bylaws or by the Board of Directors, and
such persons shall be the executive officers of the Association and.shall
discharge all such executive functions, powers, and duties,

(d) (1) The Association is authorized, subject to the provisions of
this section,pursuant to commitments or otherwise, to make advances.
on the security of, purchase, service, sell, or otherwise deal in, at prices.
and on terms and conditions determined by the Association, student,
loans which are insured by the Commissioner under this part or by
a State or nonprofit private institution or organization with which the
Commissioner has an agreement under section 428 (b).

(2)' Any warehousing advance made under paragraph (1) of this.
subsection shall not exceed 80 per centum of the face amount of an
insured loan. The proceeds from any such advance shall be invested.
in additional insured student loans,

(e) The Association, pursuant to such criteria as the Board of
Directors may prescribe, shall make advances on security or purchase
student loans pursuant to subsection (d) only after the Association is,
assured that the lender (A) does not discriminate by pattern or prac-
tice against any particular class or category of students by requiring-
that, as a condition to the receipt of a loan, the student or his family
maintain a business relationship with the lender, except that this,
clause shall not apply in the ease of a loan made by a credit union',
savings and loan association, mutual savings bank, institution of
higher education or any other lender with less than $50,000,000 in
'deposits, and (B) does not discriminate on the basis of race, sex, color,
creed, or national origin.

(f) (1) The Association shall have common stock haling a par value.
of $100 per share which may be issued only to lenders under this part,.
pertaining to guaranteed student loans,. who are qualified as insured,
lenders under this part or who are eligible institutions as defined in,
section 485(a) (other than an instittidon outside the United States).

(2) Each share of common stock shall be entitled to one vote with.
rights of annul dive voting at all elections of directors. Voting shall be
by classes as described in subsection (c) (3)..

(3) The common stock of the Association shall be transferable.
only as may be prescribed by regulations of the Secretary of Health,
Education, and Welfare, ma, as to the Association, only on the books.,
of the Association. The Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare.
shall prescribe the maximum number of shares of common stock the
Association may issue and have outstanding at any one time.

(4) To the extent that net income is earned and realized, subject-.
to subsection (g) (2), dividends may be declared on common stock, by.
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the Board of Directors, Such dividends as may be declared by the
Board shall be paid to the holders of outstanding shares of common
stock, except, that no such dividends, shall be `payable with respect to
any share which has been called for redemption past the effective date
of such call.

(g) (1) The Association is authorized, with the approval of the
Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare, to issue nonvoting pre-
ferred stock with a_par value of $100 per share. Any preferred share
issued shall be freely transferable, except that, as to the Association,
it shall be transferred only on the books of the Association.

(2) The holders of the preferred shares shall be entitled to such
rate of cumulative dividends and such shares shall be subject to such
redemption or other conversion provisions, as may be provided for
at the time of issuance. No dividends shall be payable on any share
of common stock at any time when any dividend is due on any share
of preferred stock and has not been paid.

(8) In the event of any liquidation, dissolution, or winding up of
the Associations business, the holders of the preferred shares shall be
paid in full at par value thereof, plus all accrued dividends, before
the holders of the common shares receive any payment.

(h) (1) The Association is authorized with the approval of the
Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare and the Secretary of the
Treasury to issue and have outstanding obligations having such
maturities and bearing such re, or rates of interest as may be deter-
mined by the Association, Such obligations may be redeemable at the
option of the Association before maturity in such manner as may be
stipulated therein.

(2) The Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare is authorized,
prior to July 1,1982, to guarantee payment when due of principal and
interest on obligations issued by the Association in an aggregate
amount determined by the Secretary in consultation with the Secre
tary of the Treasury.

(3)' To enable the Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare
to discharge his responsibilities under guarantees issued by him, he is
authorized to issue to the Secretary, of the Treasury notes or other
obligations in such forms and denominations, bearing such maturities,
and subject to such terms and conditions, as may lae prescribed by
the Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare with the approval
of the Secretary of the Treasury. Such notes or other obligations shall
bear interest at a rate determined by the Secretary of the Treasury,
taking into consideration the current average market yield on outstand
ing marketable obligations of the United States of comparable matur-
ities during the months preceding the issuance of the notes or other
obligations. The. Secretary of the Treasury is authorized and directed
to purchase any notes and other obligations issued hereunder and for .

that purpose he is authorized to use as a public debt transaction the
proceeds from the sale of any securities issued under the Second Lib-
erty Bond Act, as amended, and the .purposes for which securities
may be issued under that Act, as amended, are extended to include
any purchase of such notes and obligations, The Secretary of the
Treasury may at any time sell any of, the notes or other obligations
acquired by him under this subsection, All redemptions, purchases,
and sales by the Secretary of the Treasury of such notes or other
obligations shall be treated as public debt transactions of the United

P.,ek.4
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States. There is authorized to be appropriated to the Secretary of
Health, Education, and Welfare such sums as may be necessary to
pay the principal and interest on the notes or obligations issued by
him to the Secretary of the Treasury.

(i) The Association shall have power.
(1) to sue and be sued, complain and defend, in its corporate

name and through its own counsel;
(2) to adopt, alter, and use the corporate seal, which shall be

judicially noticed;
(8) to adopt, amend, and repeal by its Board of Directors,

bylaws, rules, and regulations as may be necessary for the conduct
of its business;

(4) to conduct its business, carry on its operations; and have
officers and exercise the power granted by this section in any State
without regard to any qualification or similar statute in any State;

(5) to lease,, purchase, or otherwise acquire, own, hold, improve,
use, or otherwise deal in and with any property, real, personal, or
mixed, or any interest.therein,wherever situated ;

(6) to accept gifts or donations of services% or of property, real,
personal, or mixed, tangible or intangible, in aid of any of the
purposes of the Association;

(7) to sell, convey, mortgage, pledge, lease, exchange, and
,otherwise dispose of its property and assets;

(8) to appoint such officers, attorneys, employees, and agents as
may be required, to determine their qualifications, to define their
duties, to fix their salaries, require bonds for them and fix the
penalty thereof ;.and

(9) to enter into contracts, to execute instruments, to incur
liabilities, and to do all things as are necessary or incidental to the
proper management of its affairs and the proper conduct of its
business.

(j) The accounts of the Association shall be audited annually.
Such audits shall be conducted in accordance with generally accepted
auditing standards by independent certified public accountants or by
independent licensed public accountants, licensed on or before Decem.
ber 1970, who are certified or licensed by a regulatory authority of a
State or other political subdivision of the United States, except that
independent public accountants licensed to practice by such regulatory
authority after December 81, 1970, and persons who, although not so
certified or licensed, meet, in the opinion of the Secretary, standards
of education and experience representative of the highest standards
prescribed by the licensing authorities of the several States which pro.
vide for the continuing licensing of public accountants and which are
prescribed by the Secretary in appropriate regulations may perform
such audits until December 811 1975. A report of each such audit
shall be furnished to the Secretary of the Treasury. The audit shall
be conducted at the place or places where the accounts are normally
kept. The representatives of the Secretary shall have access to all
books, accounts, financial records, reports, files, and all other papers,
things, or property belonging to or in use 'by the Association and nec.
essary to facilitate the audit, and they shall be afforded full facilities
for verifying transactions with the balances or securities held by
depositaries, fiscal agents, and custodians.

c;4
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(is) A. report of each such audit for a fiscal year shall be made by
the Secretary of the Treasury to the President and to the Congress not
later than six months following the close of such fiscal year. The report
shall set forth the scope of the audit and shall include a statement
(showing intercorporate relations) of assets and liabilities, capital and
surplus or der ]:.,; a statement of surplus or deficit analysis; a state-
ment of income and expense; a statement of sources and application of
funds; and such comments and information as may be deemed neces-
sary to keep the President and the Congress informed of the operations
and financial condition of. the Association, together with such recom-
mendations with respect thereto as the Secretary may deem advisable,
including a report of any impairment of capital or lack of sufficient
capital noted in the audit. A copy of each report shall be furnished to
the Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare and to the
Association.

(1) All obligations issued by the Association shall be lawful invest-
ments, and may be accepted as security for all fiduciary, trust, and
public funds, the investment or deposit of which shall be under author-
ity or control of the United States or of any officer or officers thereof.
All stock and obligations issued by the Association pursuant to this
section shall be deemed to be exempt securities within the meaning of
laws administered by the Securities and Exchange Commission. to
the same extent as securities which are direct obligations of, or oblia
tions guaranteed as to principal or interest by, the United States. The
Association shall, for the purposes of section 14(b) (2) of the Federal
Reserve Act, be deemed to be an agency of the United States.

(n) In order to furnish obligations for delivery by the Association,
the Secretary of the Treasury is authorized to prepare such obligations
in such form as the Board of Directors may approve, such obligations
-when prepared to be held in the Treasury subject to delivery upon
order by the Association, The engraved plates, dies, bed pieces, and so
forth, executed in connection therewith shall remain in the custody
of the Secretary of the Treasury. The Association shall reimburse the
Secretary of the Treasury for any expenditures made in the prepao
ration, custody, and delivery of such obligations.

(n) The Association shall, as soon as practicable after the end of
each fiscal year, transmit to the President and the Congress a report of
its operations and activities during each year.

(20 V.S.C. 1087-2) Enacted June 23,1972, ?X. 92-318, see. 133(a), 86 Stat. 266,
269,

Emergency Insured Student Loan Act of 1969

iNCENT/VE PAYMENTS 0.;; INSCUED STUDENT LOANS

SEC. 2. (a) (1). Whenever the Secretary of Health, Education, and
Welfare determines that the limitations on interest or other condi-
tions (or both) applicable under part B of title 117 of the Higher
Education Act of 1965 (Public Law. 89 -829) to student loans eligible
for insurance by the Commissioner of Education or under a State or
nonprofit private insurance program covered by an agreement under
section 428 (b) of such Acts considered in the light of the then current
economic conditions and in particular the relevant money market,
are impeding or threatening to impede the carrying out of the pin.-

86-045-74----10

11,14 ILL,
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poses of such part B and have caused the return to holders of such
loans to be less than equitable, he is herby authorized, by regulation
applicable to a three-month period specified therein, to prescribe
(after consultation with the Secretary, of the Treasury and the heads
of other appropriate agencies) a special allowance to be paid by the
Commissioner of Education to each holder of an eligible loan or loans.
The amount of such allowance to any holder with respext to such
period shall be a percentage, specified in such regulation, of the aver-
age unpaid balance of disbursed principal (not including interest
added to principal) of all eligible loans held by such holder during
such period, which balance shall be computed in a manner specified
in such regulation; but no such percentage shall be set at a rate in
excess of 3 per centum per annum,

(2) A. determination pursuant to paragraph (1) may be made by
the Secretary of Health,. Educati

m
on, and Welfare,. on a national, re-

gional, or other appropriate basis and the regulations based thereon
may, accordingly, set differing allowance rates for different regions or
other areas or classifications of lenders, within the limit of the maxi-
mum rate set forth in paragraph (1).

(3) For each three-month period with respect to which ,t1ie Secre-
tary of Health, .Education, and Welfare prescribes a special allow-
ance, the determination required by paragraph (1) shall be made, and
the percentage rate applicable thereto shall be set, by promulgation
of a new regulation or by amendment to a regulation applicable to a
prior period-or periods.

(4) The special allowance established for any such three-month
period shall be payable at such time, after the close of such period, as
may be specified by or pursuant to regulations promulgated under this
Act. The holder of a loan with respect to which any such allowance is
to be paid shall be deemed to have a contractual right, as against the
United States, to receive such allowance from the Commissioner.

) Each regulation or amendment,, prescribed under this Act,
which establishes a special allowance with respect to a three-month
period specified in the regulation or amendment shall, notwithstand-
ing section 505 of the Higher Education Amendments of 1968, apvly
to the three-month period' immediately preceding the period in which
such regulation or amendment is published in the Federal Register,
except that the first such regulation may be made effective as of
August 1, 1969, and notwithstanding other provisions of this section
requiring a three-month period, may be made effective for a period of
less than three months.

(6) (A) The Secretary of Health,. Education, and Welfare shall
determine, with respect to the student insured loan program as author-
ized under part B of title IV of the Higher Education Act of 1965 and
this Act, whether there are any practices of lending institutions which
may result in discrimination against particular classes or categories of
students, including the requirement that as a condition to the receipt
of a loan the student or his family maintain a business relationship
with the lender, the consequences of such requirement, and the prac-
tice of refusing, to make loans to students for their freshman year of
study, and also including any discrimination on the basis of sex, color,
creed, or national origin. 'the Secretary shall make a report with
respect to such determination, and his recommendations, to the Con-
gress on or before March 1,1970.
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(B) If, after making such determination, the Secretary finds that, in
any area, a substantial number of eligible students are denied a fair
opportunity to obtain an insured student loan because of practices of
lending institutions in the area which limit student participation, (i)
he shall take such steps as may be appropriate, after consultation with
the appropriate State guarantee agencies and the Advisory Council on
Financial Aid to Students, relating to such.practices and to encourage
the development in such area of a plan to increase the availability of
financial assistance opportunities for such students, and (ii) he shall,
within sixty days after making .such determination, adopt or amend
appropriate regulations pertaining to the student insured loan pro-
gram to prevent, where practicable, and practices which he finds have
denied loans to a substantial number of students.. .,,

(7) As used in this Act, the term "eligible loan" means a loan made
on or after August 1.1969, and prior to July 1, 1975 which is insured
under title. IVB of the Higher Education. Act of 1965, or made wider
a program covered by an agreement under section 428 (b) of such Act.

(b) The Commissioner of Education shall pa:y the holder of an
eligible loan, at such time or times as are specified in regulations, a spe.
cial allowance prescribed pursuant to subsection (a)., subject to the
condition that such holder, shall submit to the Conmissioner, at such
time or times and in such manner as he may deem proper, such infor-
mation as may be required by regulation for the purpose of enabling
the Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare and the Commis
sioner to carry out their functions under this Act and to carry out the
purposes of this Act,

(c) (1) There are, hereby authorized to be appropriated for special
allowances as authorized by this section not to exceed $20,000,000 for
the fiscal year ending June 30, 1970, $40,000,000 for the fiscal year
ending June 30,1971, and for succeeding fiscal years such sums as may
be necessary.

(2) Sums available for expenditure pursuant to appropriations
made for the fiscal year ending June 80? 1969, under section 421(b)
(other than clause (1) thereof) of the Higher Education Act of 1965
shall be available for payment of special allowances under this Act,
The authorization in paragraph (1) shall be reduced by the amount
made available purshant to this paragraph.

Mulcted October 22, 1969, P,L, 91-95, 88 Stet, 141; amended April 18, 1974,
P,L, 98-289; 88 Stet, 87.

HIGHER EDUCATION ACT, TITLE IV

PART EDMECT LOANS TO STUDENTS IN INSTITUTIONS or IIIOHER
EDUCATION

APPROPRIATIONS AUTHORIZED

SE°, 461. (a) The Commissioner shall carry out a program of stimu-
lating and assisting in the establishment and maintenance of 'hinds at
institutions of higher education for the making of low-interest loans to

1 Part IC continues the authority formerly contained in Title It of the NDEA, Pot the lana
page of that authority, see p, 245,
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students in need thereof to pursue their courses of study in such insti-
tutions.

(b) (1) For the purpose of enabling the Commissioner to make con-
tributions to student ban funds established under this parr there are
hereby authorized to be appropriated $375,000,000 for the fiscal year
ending June 30, 1972, and $400,000,000 for the fiscal year ending
June 30, 1973, and for each of the succeeding fiscal years ending prior
to July 1, 19 r 5.

(2) In addition there are hereby authorized to be appropriated
such sums for the fiscal year ending June 80, 1976, and each of the
three succeeding fiscal years as may be necessary to enable students
who have received loans for academic years ending prior to July 1,
1975, to continue or complete courses of study.

( c ) Any sums appropflated pursuant to subsection (b) for any
fiscal year shall be availtu 1e for apportionment pursuant to section
462 and for payments of Federal capital contributions therefrom to
institutions of higher education which have agreements with the Com-
missioner under section 463. Such Federal capital contributions and
all contributions from such institutions shall be used for the establish-
ment, expansion, and maintenance of student loan funds.

(20 U.S.C. 1087aa) Enacted June 23,1972, P.L. 92418, sec. 137 (b), 86 Stat. 278.
(Nam; Secs. 137 (c) and (d) of P.L. 92-318 provide as follOws:)
(c) In the case of a loan made before July 1, 1972, under title II of the

National Defense Education Act of 1958 not. to exceed 50 per centum of such
loan (1) shall be canceled for service by the borrower as a full-time teacher
in a public or other nonprofit elementary or secondary school in a State, in an
institution of higher education, or in an elementary or secondary school overseas
of the Armed Forces of the United States at the rate of 10 per cent=
of the total amount of such loan for each complete academic year of such
service, except that (A) such rate shall be 15 per centum for each complete
academic year of service as a full-time teacher in a public or other nonprofit
elementary or secondary school which is in the school district of a local edu-
cational agency which is eligible in such year for assistance pursuant to title
I of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1905, as amended, and
which for purposes of this paragraph and for that year has been determined by
the Commissioner (pursuant to regulations and after consultation with the
State educational agency of the State in which the school is located to be a
school in which there is a high concentration of students from low-income
families, except that (unless all of the schools so determined are schools in
which the enrollment of children described in clause (A), (B), or (C) of section
103(a) (2) of such title (using a low-income factor of $3,000) exceeds 50 per-
centum of the total enrollment of the school) the Commissioner shall not make
such determination with respect to more than 25 per nentum of the total of
the public and other nonprofit elementary and secondary schools i.. eny one
State for any one year, (B) such rate shall be 15 per centum for each complete
academic year of service as a full-time teacher of handicapped children (includ-
ing mentally retarded, hard of hearing, deaf, speech impaired, visually hands-
capped, seriously emotionally disturbed, or other health impaired children who
by reason thereof require special education) in a public or other nonprofit
elementary or secondary school system, and (C) for the purposes of any can-
cellation pursuant to clause (A) or (13), an additional 50 per centum .of any
such loan may be canceled, and (2) shall be canceled for service by the borrower
after June 30, 1970, as a member of the Armed Forces of the United Btatos at the
rate of 12% per eentutn of the total amount of such loan for each year of
conseetttiVe service, but only if such loan was made after April 18, 1970,

(d) (1) Upon enactment of this Act, the program authorized by part E of
title IV of the Meier education Act of MI5 as added by subsection (b) Is
and shall be deemed to be, a continuation of the program authorised by title II
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of the National Defense Education Act of 1058. In accordance with regulations
of the Commissioner; except as provided in subsection (c), an rights, privileges,
duties, functions, and obligations under such title II prior to the enactment of
this Act shall be deemed to be vested, as the Commissioner determines to be
appropriate, under such part E, Any student loan fund established under an
agreement order such title II shall, in accordance with regulations, be deemed
to have been established under such part E; and any assets of such student loan
fund of any institution shall be deemed to be the assets of a student loan fund
established under an agreement of that institution with the Commissioner under
such part E.

APPORTIONMENT ArpRomuniorls

SEC. 462. (a) (1) From 90 per centum of the sums appropriated
pursuant to section 461 ( b) (1) for any fiscal year, the Commissioner
shall apportion to each State an amount which bears the same ratio
to the amount so appropriated as the number of persons enrolled on

ia full-time basis in institutions of higher education, as determined
by the CommissiOner for the most recent year for which satisfactory
data are available to him, in such State, bears to the total number
of persons so enrolled in all the States. The remainder of the sums
so appropriated shall be apportioned among the States by the Com-
missioner in accordance with equitable criteria which he shall establish
and which shall be designed to achieve a distribution of the sums
so appropriated among the States which will most effectively carry
out the purpose of this part, except that where any State's apportion-
ment under the first sentence for a fiscal year is less than its allotment
tinder section 202(a) of the National Defense Education Act of 1958
for the fiscal year ending June 80, 1972, before he makes any other
apportionments under this sentence, the Commissioner shall appor-
tion sufficient additional sums to such State under this sentence to
make the State's apportionment for that year under this paragraph
equal to its allotment for the fiscal year ending June 80, 1972, under
such section 202(a). Sums apportioned to a State under the preceding
sentence shall be consolidated with, and become a part of, its appor-
tionment from the same appropriation under the first sentence of this
paragraph.

(2) Any sums appropriated pursuant to section 461(b) (2) for any
fiscal year shall be apportioned among institutions of higher education
in such a manner as the Commissioner determines will best accomplish
the purpose for which they were appropriated.

(b) (1) Any institution of higher education desiring to receive pay-
ments of Federal capital contributions from the apportionment of the
State in which it is located for any fiscal year shall make an agree-
ment under section 468 and shall submit an application therefor to
the Commissioner, in accordance with the provisions of this part. The
Commissioner shall, from time to time, set dates before which such
institutions must file applications under this section.

(2) The Commissioner shall pay to each applicant tinder this sub-
section which has an agreement with him tinder section 463, from
the amount apportioned to the State in which it is located, the amount

mrequested in such application. Such payment may be made in such
installments as the Commissioner determines will not result in unnec-
essary accumulations of capital itt the student man fund of the appli-
cant established under its agreement under section 403,

101-04 4-17
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(c) (1) (A) If the total amount of Federal capital contributions
requested in the applications from a State for any fiscal year exceeds
the amount apportioned to that State, the request from each institu-
tion shall be reduced ratably.

(B) In case additional amounts become available for payments to
student loan funds in a State in which requests have been ratably
reduced under subparagraph (A), such requests shall be increased
on the same basis as they were reduced, except that no request shall
be increased above the request submitted under subsection (b) (1).

(2) If the amount of an apportionment to a State for any fiscal
year exceeds the total amount of Federal capital contributions
requested in applications from that State, such excess shall be avail-
able for reapportionment from time to time on such date or dates as
the Commissioner shall fix. From the aggregate of such excess for any
fiscal year, the Commissioner shall reapportion to each State in which
requests were reduced under subparagraph (A) of paragraph (1)
an amount which bears the same ratio to such aggregate as the total
amount of such reduction in that State bears to the total amount of
such reductions in all the States,

(d) The aggregate of the amounts of Federal capital contributions
paid under this section for any fiscal year to proprietary institutions of
higher education may not exceed the amount by which the sums
appropriated pursuant to section 461(b) (1) for that fiscal year ex-
ceed $190,000,000.

(20 U.S,(i. 1087bb) Enacted June 23, 1972, P.L. 92-318, sec. 137 (b), 80 Stat. 273,
214,

AGREEMENTS WITII INSTITUTIONS OP HIGHER EDUCATION

SEC. 463. (a) An agreement with any institution of higher educa-
tion for the payment. of Federal capital contributions under this part
shall

(1) provide for the establishment and maintenance of a student
loan fund for the purposes of this part;

(2) provide for the deposit in such fund of
(A) the Federal capital contributions,
(13) a capital contribution by, such institution in an

amount equal to not less than one-ninth of the amount of such
Federal contributions,

(0) collections of principal and interest on student loans
made from such fund,.

(D) charges collected pursuant to regulations under sec-
tion 464(e) (1) (C) and

(E) any other earnings of the funds
(3) provide that such student loan fund shall be used only for

(A) loans to students, in accordance with the provisions
of this parti,

(13) administrative expenses, as provided i
(b)

in subsection

C) capital distributions, as provided in section 406, and
D) costs of litigation, and other collection costs agreed

to by the Commissioner in connection with the collection of
a loan from the fund (and interest thereon) or a charge
assessed pursuant to regulations under section 464(c) (1) (0)
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(4) provide that where a note or written agreement evidenc.
ing a loan has been in default for at least 2 years despite due dili-
gence on the part of the institution in making collection thereon,
the institution may assign its rights under such note or agitie
went to the United. States, without recompense, and that in that
event any sums collected on such a loan shall be deposited in the
general fund of the Treasury; and

(5) include such other provisions as may be necessary to pro-
tect the financial interest of the United States and promote the
purposes of this part as are agreed to by the Commissioner andthe institution,

(b) An institution which has entered into an agreement under sub.
section (a) shall be entitled, for each fiscal year during which it makes
student loans from a student loan fund established under such agree-
ment, to a payment in lieu of reimbursement for its expenses in admin-
istenng its student loan program under this part during such year.
Such payment shall be made in accordance with section 493.

(20 1087cc) Enacted June 28,1972, P.L. 92418, sec, 187 (b), 86 Stat. 274,271
TERMS O1' LOANS

SE°. 464, (a) (1) Loans from any student loan fund established
insti-tution

to an agreement under section 468 to any student by any nsti.
tution shall, subject to such conditions, limitations, and requirements
as the Commissioner shall prescribe by reigulation, be made on such
terms and conditions as the institution may determine.

(2) The aggregate of the loans for all years made by institutions of
higher education from loan funds established pursuant to agreements
under this part may not exceed

(A) $10,000 in the case of any graduate or professional student
(as defined by regulations of the Commissioner, and including any
loans from such funds made to such person before he became a
graduate or professional student) ;

(B) $5,000 in the case of a student who has successfully con.
pleted two years of a program of education lending to a bachelor's
degree, but who has not completed the work necessary for stkli a
degree (determined under regulations of the Commissioner, and
including any loans from such funda, made to such person before
he became such a student) ; and

(C) $2,500 in the case of any other student.
0) Regulations of the Commissioner under paragraph (1) shall be

designed to prevent the impairment of the capital of student loan funds
to the maximum extent practicable and with. a 'view toward 'the objec.
tive of enabling the student to complete his course of study.

(b) A loan from a student loan fund assisted under this part may
be made only to a student who

(1) is in need of the amount of the loan to pursue a course of
gly at such institution;
(2) is capable, in the opinion of the institution, of maintaining

good standing in such course of study;
(3) has been accepted for enrollment as an undergraduate,

graduate, or professional student in such institutions or, in the case
of a student already in attendance at such institution, is in good
standing; and
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(4) is carrying at least onedf the normal academic workload,
as determined by the institution,

In any case in Which a student has been determined to be eligible for a
loan under the preceding sentenee, and such student thereafter fails to
maintain good standing, the eligibility of such, student shall,*upon
notice to the Commissioner, be suspended, and further payments to,, or
on behalf of, such student shall not be made until such student regains
.good standing.

(e) (1) Any agreement between an institution and a student for
a loan from a student loan fund assisted under this part

(A) shall be evidenced by note or other written instrument
which, except as provided in paragraph (2), provides for repay.
ment of the principal amount of the loan, together with interest

ithereon, in equal installments (or, if fife borrower so requests,, in,
graduated periodic installments determined in, accordance with
such schedules as may be approved by the Commissioner) . payable
quarterly, bimonthly? or monthly, at the option of the institntion,
over a period beginning nine months after the date on which, the
student ceases.to corn at, an institution of higher education or a
comparable institution outside the United States approved for this
purpose by the Commissioner, at least one -half the normal full.
time academic workload, and ending ten years and nine months
after such date;

(B) shall include provision for acceleration of repayment of
the whole, or any part, of such loan, at the option of the borrower;

(C) may provide, at the option of the institution in accordance
with regulations of the Commissioner, that during the repayment
period of the loan, payments of principal and interest b; the bore
rower with respect to all outstanding loans made to him from
student loan funds assi

iu
sted under this part shall be at a rate equal

to not less than $80 per month;
(D) shall provide that the loan shall bear interest, on the

unpaid balance of the loan, at the rate of 3 per centum per annum,
except that no interest shall accrue (i) prior to the beginning date
of repayment determined under clause (A) (1) or (ii) during any
13eriod in which repayment is suspended by reason of paragraph

2 ),'
CO unless the borrower is a minor and the note or other evid

dence of obligation executed by him would not, under applicable
law, create a binding obligation,,shall provide that the loan shall
be made without security and without endorsement ;

(F) shall provide that no note or evidence of obligation may be
assigned by, the lender, except upon the transfer of the borrower
to another institution participating under this part (or, if not so
p.articipating, is eligible to do so and 13 approved by the Commis.
Emmet for such purpose), to such institution; and

(G) may, pursuant to regulations of the Commissioner, provide
for an assessment of a charge with respect to the loan for failure
of the borrower (1) to pay all or part of an installment when it is
due or (ii) to file timely and satisfactory evidence of an entitle,
ment of the borrower to a deferment o2 repayment benefit or a
cancellation benefit provided under this part. '
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(2) (A) No repayment of principal of, or interest on, any loan from
a student loan fund assisted under this part shall be required during
any period in which the borrower

(1) is carrying at least one-half the normal full-time academic
workload at an institution of higher education or at a comparable
institution outside the United States which is approved for this
purpose by the Commissioner;

(n) is a member of the Armed Forces of the United States;
(iii) is in service as a volunteer under the Peace Corps Act; or
(iv) is in service as a volunteer under title VIII of the Eco-

nomic Opportunity Act of 1964.
The period during which repayment may be deferred by reason of
clause (ti), (iii), or (iv) shall not exceed three years. .

(B) Any period during which repayment is deferred under sub-
paragraph (A) shall not be included in computing the ten-year maxi-
mum period provided for in clause (A) of paragraph (1):

(3) The Commissioner is authorized, when'good cause is shown, to
extend, in accordance with regulations, the ten-year maximum repay-
ment period provided for in clause (A) of paragraph (1) with respect
to individual loans.

(4) The amount of any charge under clause (G) of paragraph (1)
shall not exceed

(A) in the case of a loan which is repayable in monthly install-
ments, $1 for the first month or part of a month by which such
installment or evidence is late and $2 for each such month or part
of a month thereafter; and

(B) in the case of a loan which has a bimonthly or quarterly
repayment interval, $3 and $6, respectively, for each such interval
or part thereof by which such installment or evidence is late.

The institution may elect to add the amount of any such charge to the
principal mount of the loan as of the first day after the day on which
such installment or evidence was due, or to make the amount of the
charge payable to the institution not later than the due date of the
next installment after receipt by the borrower of notice of the assess..
ment of the charge.

(d) An agreement under this part of payment of Federal capital
. contributions shall include provisions designed to make loans from the

student loan fund established pursuant to such agreement reasonably
available (to the extent of the available funds in such fund) to all
eligible students in such institutions in need thereof.

(e) In determining, for purposes of clause (1) of subsection (b)
of this sections whether estudent who is a veteran (as that term is
defined in section 101(2) of title 88, United States Code) is in need;
an institution shall not take into account the income and assets of his
parents.

(20 U.S.C. 1087dd) Enacted June 28, 1972, 92-8181 see. 187(b), 80 gat,
275, 277.

CANCIILLATtoll Or LOANS POR C itThttV rtMLIC SWIM

S. 465. (a) (1) The per centum specified in paragraph (3). of this
subsection of the total amount or any loan made after June 30, 1972j
from a student loan fund assisted under this part shall be canceled
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'for each complete year of service after such date by the borrower under
'circumstances described in paragraph (2).

(2) Loans shall be canceled under paragraph (1) for service
(A) as a full-time teacher for service in an academic year in a

public or other nonprofit private elementary or secondary school
which is in the school district of a local educational agency which is
eligible in such year for assistance pursuant to title I of the Ele-
mentary and Secondary Education Act of 1965, and which for the
purposes of this paragraph and for that year has been determined
,by the Commissioner (pursuant to reodations and after consul-
tation with the State educational *agency of the State in which the
school is located) to 'be a school in which the enrollment of chil-
dren described, in clause (A), (B), or (C) of section 103(a) (2)
of title I of the Elementary anti Secondary Education Act of 1965
(using a low-income factor of $3,000) exceeds 30 per .centum of the
total enrollment of that school and such determination shall not
be made with respect to more than 50 per centum of the total num-
ber of schools in the State receiving assistance under such title I;

(B) as a full-time staff member in a preschool program car-
ried on under section 222(a) (1) of the Economic Opportunity
Act of 1964 which is operated for a period which is comparable
to a full school year in the locality ; Provided, That the salary of
such staff member is not more than the salary of a comparable
employee of the local educational agency, or

(C) as a full-time teacher of handicapped children in a public
or other nonprofit elementary or secondary school system or

(D) as a member of the Armed Forces of the United States,
for service that qualifies for special pay under section 810 of
title 87, United States Code, as an area of hostilities.

For purposes of this paragraph, the term "handicapped ,children"
means children who are mentally retarded,, hard of hearing, 'deaf,
speech-impaired, visually handicapped, seriously emotionally dis..
turbed, or other health-impaired children who by reason thereof
require special education.

(8) (A) The per centum of a loan which shall be canceled under
paragraph. (1) of this subsection is

(a) in the case of service described in clause (A), or, (C), of
paragraph (2), at the rate of 15 per centum for the first or second
year of such service, 20 per centum for the third or fourth year of
such service, and 80 per centum for the fifth year of such service;

(ii) in the case of service described in clause (B) of para.
graph (2) at the rate of 1.5 per .centum for each year of such
service ;

in(iii) n the case of service described in clause (D) of para.
graph (.0 , not to exceed a total of 50 per cent= of such loan at
the rate of 121/2 per centum for each year of qualifying service.

(E) If a portion of a loan is canceled under this subsection for any
year, the entire amount of interest on such loan which accrues for such
year shall be canceled,

(0) Nothing in this subsection shall be construed to authorize
refunding any repayment of a loan,

0.0
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(4) For the purposes 'of this subsection, the term "year" where
applied to service as a teacher means academic year as defined by the
Commissioner.

(b) The Commissioner shall pay to each institution for each fiscal
year an amount equal to the aggregate of the amounts of loans from
its student loan fund which are canceled pursuant to this section for
such year. None of the funds appropriated pursuant to section 461(b)
shall be available for payments pursuant to this subsection.

(20 U.B.Q. 1087ee) Enacted June 281 1972, P.Ti. 92418, see, 187(b), 86 Stat.
277,278.

DrSTRIBUTION OF ASSETS FROM STUDENT LOAN FUNDS

Sm. 466. (a) After June 30, 1980, and not later than December 31,
1980, there shall be a capital distribution of the balance of the student
loan fund established under this part by each institution of higher
education as follows

(1) The Commissioner shall first be paid an amount which bears
the same ratio to the balance in such fund at the close of June 30,
1980. as the total amount of the Federal capital contributions to
such'fund by the Commissioner under this tart bears to the sum
of such Federal contributions and the institution's capital con-
tributions to such fund.

(2) The remainder of such balance shall be paid to the institu-
tion.

,(b) After December 31,.1980, each institution with which the Com-
missioner hai made an agreement under this part, shall pay to the
Commissioner the same proportionate share of amounts received by
this institution after June 30, 1974, in payment of principal and interest
on student loans made from the student loan fund established pursuant
to such agreement (which amount shall be determined after deduc-
tion of any costs of litigation incurred in collection of the principal or
interest on loans from the fund and not already reimbursed from the
fund or from such payments of principal or interest), as was deter-
mined for the Commissioner under subsection (a).

(c) Upon a finding by the institution or the Commissioner prior
to July 1, 1980, that the liquid assets of a student loan fund established
pursuant to an agreement under this part exceed the amount required
for loans or otherwise in the foreseeable future, and upon notice to
such institution or to the Commissioner, as the case may be, there shall
be, subject to such limitations as may be included in regulations of
the Commissioner or in such agreement, a capital distribution from
such fund. Such capital distribution shall be made as follows

(1) The Commissioner shall first be paid an amount which bears
the same ratio to the total to be distributed as the Federal capital
contributions by the Commissioner to the student loan fund prior
to such distribution bear to the sum of such Federal capital con-
tributions and the capital contributions to the fund made by the
institution.

(2) The remainder of the capital distribution shall be paid to
the institution.

0(20
tt48.0, 1087ff) 'Inflated June 28, 1012, p.L. 02-818, etc. :W(b), 80 Stat, 276,

r.d Li "16
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DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH, EEIglecorylitg, AND WELFARE
OFFICE OF

WASHINGTON ac, 20209

STUDENT AFFIDAVIT

(For the Vatic Fdueational Opportunity Grant, Supplemental lidueational Opportunity Grant, College WorkStint,s,
National Direct Student Loan, Guaranteed allahi Federally Insured Loan Programs)

TO THE APPLICANT FOR FEDERAL STUDENT FINAN-
CIAL ASSISTANCE
Section 498 of the, Higher Education Act (20 U.S.C, 1088g)
requites that each recipient of a grant, loan, or loan guarantee
under the Basis Educational Opportunity Grant, Supplemen.
tal Educational Opportunity Grant, National Direct Student
Loan'or Guaranteed /Federally Insured Student Loan Pro.
grate Me an affidavit stating that money attributable to such

a grant, loan or loan guarantee will be used solely for ex.
penSes related to attendance or continued attendance at an
institution of higher edtication. The amount of compensation
received from employment under the College WorkStudy
Program is based on a student's need for such funds to
attend an Institution of higher education; thus earnings from
that program must be used solely for expenses related to
attendance at such an institution. A student participating in
the College Wutk.Study program shall file an affidavit to that
effect,

WHERE TO FILE THE AFFIDAVIT
A notarized ropy of this form Is to be filed with the institw
tion or agency which provides the funds to the applicant
under these programs, In other words, if you receive a
Federal-grant or loan from an institution of higher education
an affidavit must be tiled with that institution. If you ob.

tain a Guaranteed or Federally insured loan from a bank or
other lending agency, the form must be filed with that bank
or lending agency. The institution or agency will insert the
affidavit in your records,

NOTE: The student must sign this affidavit in the plesence
ut a notary or other person legally authorized to administer
oaths or affirmations. This person must also sign the affida.

vit,
NUMBER OF COPIES .

You may need to file more than one Lopy of this affidavit
in case more than one Institution or agency is providing
money to you. If you receive a grant from an institution
of higher education and a loan from a bank, a notarized
copy of the affidavit must be tiled with both the institution
and the bank. If you receive a grant, wotk.study assistance,
and a loan from an Institution of higher education, only one
copy of the affidavit must be Ned with the institution.

WHEN TO SUBMIT THE AFFIDAVIT
The affidavit must be submitted before or at the time you
receive financial assistance from the institution or agency,
The certification Is effective for the academic period
covered by the student financial aid award you are tec4iw
Ins.

AFFIDAVIT
I hereby affirm that any funds received under the Basle National Direit Student Loan, or the Guaranteed/

Educational Opportunity Grant, the Supplemental Educa. Federally Insured Loan Programs will be used solely for

'tonal Opportunity Grant, the College Work.study, the expenses related to attendance or continued attendance at

SEAL

....14141.1.11.11.04..111
/Nom. of Mailroom)

Date:
Spout. filpt only in prima of Nohow

Academic period covered by award(s)
.fitiontnt IMO

to
Month)

Subscribed and sworn before me day of.

My commission expires'

Oianortite of Notes), fuOtier

of Mates. A

19--
(ye)

OE FORM 1289, 4114

4
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Tim GUARANTEED STUDENT LOAN PROGRAM, SEPTEMBER 1973

(By the National Council of Higher Education Loan Programs)

POREWORD

The purpose of this issue paper is to provide a foundation for discussion cons
corning the purpose and the future of the Guaranteed Student Loan Program,
Few can deny that the Education Amendments of 1972 have brought much con-
fusion to the program, with the result that conunercial lenders have reduced
their dollar support of the program,

This paper has as a major purpose to ask questions of these people who estab-
lish national policy, legislatively and administratively, Those persons must first
establish a firm foundation of policy and direction before the program -adminis-

trators can begin to rebuild the program, At the present time, the program is being
torn apart by those who differ among themselves as to the program's purpose and
importance.

This paper has been written by persons who have as their major responsibility
the administration of a guaranteed student loan program, Rather than only
viewing this program as one of several to be administered, the authors live with
the minute details of this program day in and day out. It is hoped that these cre-
dentials will lend some weight to the suggestions made, and lend some urgency.
to the questions asked.

This paper seeks not only to address the problem at hand, but attempts to also
discuss some certain crises of the future, To the best of their ability, the authors
remade(' ail potential options and solutions.which came to their ,collective mind,
with no attempt to obscure any alternative not popular with the authors,

These' questions and suggestions, now, are laid before those who must decide
the future of this program, And, it is with no small measure of hope that those
who are used to legislating and regulating in arenas of "captive audiences" will
remember the central lesson of the past Year, That is, unless this program is kept
simple, and unless It is reasonably attractive to the lending community, the most
eloquent and precise legislative and regulatory efforts will not induce the lend-
ing community to make an adequate amount of dollars available to our nation's
students,

CHAPTER ITim DILEMMA OP THE STATES f'ItEINSURANCE OR FEDERAL
INSURANCE?

L A QUOTATION PROM TUE STATUTE

"The purpose of this.part is to enable the ConunIssioner (1). to encourage States
and nonprofit private institutions and organisations to establish adequat6 loan
insurance programs for students in eligible Institutions , , (2) to provide. at
Federal program of student loan insurance for students or lenders who do not
have reasonable access to a State or private nonprofit program of student loan
Insurance, ," (Higher Education Act of 1965 (as amended), Title IV, Part 11,
'Section 421(a)J

. II, THE ALTERNATIVE PORMS OP PROGRAM ADMINISTRATION AVA/LAIILE
TO A STATE

A, Establish Its own guarantee agency,
11, Contract with. e. private nonprofit agency to administc. the state program,
C. Bequest the implementation of the Federally Insured Student Loan

Program.

TIM DIPPERING LEVELS OP PEDERAt INVESTMENT tN "VMERAL" STATES vs.
STATES WITH GUARANTEE AGENCIES

There are six distinct items in the Guaranteed Student Loan Program which
require the hwestment of Federal funds, In four of these six items, it state
would realists an advantage- by Cli00811E; the implementatien of the Federally
insured Lean Progratn over the other two nonleederal alternatives, For par.
poses of this paper, these items are labelled "Federal Investment Variables"
(10.1,V.40. and they are listed and compared In the table on the following page,
Each of these variables innst be e-Retnitted in any e.ontemplated attempt to bring
greater or total malty in the treatment of all fifty states and the territories,
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tin percent)

Federal investment variables (FIV's)

States with the
federally Insured States with guar.

loan program antee agencies

Federal liability for defaulted principal amounts 100liability for defaulted accrued interest amounts
100Fedora lability for collection costs and pursuit of defaulted claims

Fedora liability for other costs of program administration
Federal D

a

ebility for payment of interest benefits
3

Federal liability for payment of special allowance

t Where a State has signed a reinsurance
agreement, the Federal Government is liable for 80 percent of the principalamount which a guarantee agency pays to a lender on a defaulted claim.

interest
bears the remaining

theirguarantee agency is responsible for 100 percent of the accrued interest due a lender under their contractual agreeMont, none of which Is reinsured.
a full cost.
t The guarantee agency is obligated to pursue the collection of all defaulted accounts and must forward 80 percent of allrecoveries on reinsured accounts to the Federal Government, The guarantee agency bears the full costs of collection onthese accounts, and often the collection costs exceed the 20.percent interest which theagency has in the accounts.The administrative costs referred to include the processing of applications and default claims, the servicing of schoolsand lenders, and the attendant administrativedetails. (It Is recognized that the Federal Government bears some admit*.trative expenses for certain nationwide responsibilities such as the payment of Interest benefits.) Currently, studentborrowers are charged an "Insurance fee" by both the federally insured loan program and many of the guarantee agencies.The guarantee agencies are permitted to use these fees to defray a portion of any of the States' liabilities associated withthe first 4 investment variables listed above. However, these fees do not adequately cover the costs, In either the Federalprogram or the State programs, The inequities arisebecause of the fact that the stateS which have guarantee agencies mustbear all expenses in excess of the Insurancefees while the Feder0 Government bears all excess expenses on behalf of thebalance of the States.

Although Federal liability for student Interest benefits and special allowance currently are'the same In both Federaland non.Federat States, they still remain, together or individually, variables which can statuatorlly be made unequal as ameans of encouraging or further discouraging State investment In the program.

IV, AN flurrolticAL am:3M=
In the beginning days of the program, alt states had some type of student loanprogram which basically took one of three forms tA. The state operated its own guarantee agency ; orB. The state contracted with United Student Aid Funds, Inc. to administerthe State program ; or,
C. The Office of Education authorized United Student Aid Funds, Inc. toadminister programs in the remainder of the states (thirteen) using thosestates' allotment of the appropriated Federal seed money as a reserve fund.In those early days, many states in each of the above three categories had re.serve funds comprised wholly of their Federal seed money allotment. At suchtime as these reserve funds became fully encumbered by student loan volume,the states were faced with the choice of appropriate state dollars to continue theprogram on its then current basis, or to choose an alternative which requiredno state investment, the implementation of the Federally Insured Loan Program.Since the inception of the program, over onehalf of the states haVe chosen thelatter alternative.

V. Tint MOOT SITUATION

With a few exceptions, the 24 states who continue to invest state dollars inthe guaranteed student loan program are those states whose commitment to
guaranteed loans predates the 1905 Federal legislation. However, the continuing
easy availability of the teseally more attractive Federal program constantlythreatens the continued existence of these established state programs. Many
program administrators undergo very penetrating questioning by state officialsand legislators each year or biennium as they seek additional adminietiative
funds, greater reserve fund capacity, or any type of amendment to state lees.
Mon. Many budget officials in these states right now are considering the
potential abolition of the state guarantee agencies as an easy and painless
means to realize a substantial savings to the state if the Federal governmentwill offer a similar program and assume all costs. This knowledge often leads
state program administrators to be Ultra-conservative in their statements of
staffing and monetary requirements (often to the detriment of the program's
administrative quality) as they seek continued renewal of their state's fiscalsupport.

vt. A CONFLICT IN I.EDISLATIVM MVOS AND ADMINISTDATIrt IHTENT

In 1005, the Congress approriated Federal seed money to fulfill ono of the
stated purposes of the Act which was to encourage the establishment of adequate
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non-Federal loan insurance programs, In 1968, the Congress amended the statuteto provide a substitute for the seed money which would attempt to carry out the
same purpose, This substitute was named "reinsurance" and provided a means,
to substitute Federal credit for Federal dollars. Speaking fot the Administration
in 1968 before the House Special Subcommittee on Education concerning the
purpose of reinsurance, (then] Associate Commissioner for Higher EducationPeter Muirhead indicated that , in the long run what we would like to see in
place here would be 60 State operated programs making these loans available . ,"and that ", our objective, our clear -cut objective in the guarantee loan
program, is to look toward a state operating in these programs, endorsing what
this committee has endorsed many times: the whole concept of creative Federal-
ism. We should do all that we can to carry out that concept and to have the Statessupport it,"

If, indeed, it today remains the contention of the Congresh and the Administra-
tion that the purpose of reinsurance continues to be to provide an incentive for
states and private organizations to establish adequate loan insurance programs,then the credibility of this stated purpose must be examined in light of the
alternative to reinsurance, which is a program of Federal insurance at no cost,
Standing alone, reinsurance could h.. 'a to fulfill its stated purpose. However,
when viewed in light of the alterna . of the no-cost Federal program available
to every state, it can at most be claimed that reinsurance permits the survival

. of the more determined state programs, but by no stretch of the imagination can
it be argued that it fulfills its purpose of encouraging the establishment of any
new non-Federal programs,

VII. THE CENTRAL ISSUE TO BE RESOLVED

How is the incompatibility of the stated purpose. of reinsurance. and the con-
tinued existence of the alternative no-cost Federal program to be resolved? There
appear to be two alternatives

. A, Strike that portion of the statute which indicates that one of the purposes
of the act is to encourage the establishment of adequate non-Federal loan insure
once programs. Insert in its place more appropriate wording which would indicate
that a purpose of the act was to permit the establishment of loan insurance
programs by willing states or private, non-profit agencies.

13. Amend legislation to bring greater equity of Federal investment in all states,
This exercise would require an answer as to whether

1, Too little. is being offered to the states having guarantee agencies ; or,
2. Too much is being offered to the "Federal" states,

VIII. THE OPTIONS FOE LONGt/tANGEMGRAM ADMINISTIWAION

The statute may be amended in an attempt to stabilize or alter the distribution
of Federal and non-Federal states by establishing total, greater, or lesser equity
in any, or all, of the Federal Investment Variables. One of the following goals
must be first estabished:

A, Institute a nationwide program of Federal insurance, and eliminate further
state participation and investment.

B. Seek full participation by all 50 states, and allow the Federal program to
expire on a timely basis.

O. Maintain a mixture of Federal and non-Federal states, but :
(1) Seek to acquire more Federal states.
(2) Seek to acquire more guarantee agencies.
(3) Attempt to stabilize the current distribution of Federal and non-

Federal states.

IX. METHODS FOR ACHIEVING EACH OPTION

A, Nationwide Federal Pr,ogram
This would require the discouragement of the continued operation of the

remaining guarantee agencies. This would be accomplished by any widening of
the disparities in any of the current Federal Investment Variables. Removing
interest benefits or special allowance eligibility for only the guarantee agencies'
student loans would accomplish this goal fairly fast. So would the removal or
reduction of the 80% reinsurance, And, along as the alternative Federal pro-
gram remains an option, so would any revival of the year-old discussions about
requiring all guarantee agcney states to charge their applicants an "Insurance
fee" (not all states currently do so) A 101 the additional requirement that these
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Complete stability is nearly impossible. The program structure which would
come the closest to this goal would be to equalize all Federal Investment Variables
in all 50 states at 100% Federal funding, In this environment, the Feddral states
would continue to have little incentive to establish agencieS (except maybe for
the advantages of local administration, an incentive which might be easily off-
Set by simple inertia or a disinclination to get. involved in administrative "red
tape" when it is not required). The non-Federal states would realize no gain
by "going Federal", However, this is an expensive alternative, and it has only
the other single advantage of providing and retaining local servicing staff 'and
the other benefits of local administration when the state in question has an es-
tablished agency,

The trend toward "going Federal" can be partially stabilized (or at least re-
tarded) by bringing equity to some, if not all, of the Federal Investment Varia-
bles, There are currently two Federal Investment Variables which are par-
ticularly troablesome to state agencies

(a) Federal liability for defaulted accrued interest amounts, .
Until 1972, the Federally Insured Loan Program and some of the state

guarantee agencies did not insure accrued interest, In 1972, the Federal
statute was.changed to insure interest in the Federal program, but a similar
amendment to reinsure interest in the non-Federal states was not included.
The establishment of SALMI Nun has made the insurance of interest mac-.
tically mandatory, if the loan paper is to be readily marketable, HOwever,
the states who do not insure interest are faced with the potential threat that
asking their legislators to assume more defaul liability at this timet, could

be the ."straw that broke the camel's hack," resulting in the implementation
of the Federal program in that state,

All states who currently are insuring interest will face a crisis if the
Congress should adopt any further legislative proviSion which might re-
quire the deferral of accruing interest on non-subildized Mans during the
period of time the borrower is in school, Such a provision w ll add substan-
tially to the dollar amount of each defaulted claim. Unless such additional
amounts were reinsured, many state fiscal officers could mandate-the aban-
donment of the state program and the implementation Of the Federal pro-
gram. The ideal. environtnent which would afford the state agencies the
greatest amount of protection would be the total equalization of this Federal
Investment Variable at 100% for all 50 states, However, even an 80% rein-
surance of this amount would be' helpf111.

(b) Federal liability for collection costs and the pursuit of defaulted
claims,

Many state agency administrators are frequently questioned by dollar
conscious state officials and legislators as to why the agency must spend
amounts of moituy on the collection of defaulted accounts when these
collection costs often exceed the 20% of the collected payments which the
agency may retain on reinsured accounts, Program administrators are
occasionally advised to accept the 20% loss and eliminate the expensive
collection functions. It is difficult for a program administrator to explain-
that the adoption of such an attitude would result in the cancellation of
the state's 80% reinsurance privileges, which would require the state to
accept the 100% insurance alternative in its place. In spite of the fact
that legislative passages to the contrary can be cited by state program
administrators, their informed state officials and legislators, after eon-
sidering the availability of the alternative federal program, form the
opinion that the Federal government is not asstuning 89% of a state's
liability, hut, rather, that the state is assuming 20% of the Federal gov-
ernmeld's liability, and paying a heavy administrative price to do so,

To bring total eqe:ty to this Federal Investment Variable. for all states,
the Federal government should assume 109% of all collection costs for all 50
states. (If total equity is not desired, the current 80%--20% reinsurance
"split" $400111$4 a reasonable request out the part of the state agencies,) For.
administrative ease, and to eliminate potential future disagreements 'con-
cerning the legitimacy of specific collection costs, the Congress 8110111(1 legis-
late a flat percentage for collection costs which could be deducted front
reinsured recoveries, For instance, the Federal government would pay the
state 80% on a reinsured claim, and the state would return a flat 50% of
all recoveries, until such time as the government has been reimbnesed
for 50% of the claim plats interest. (An equitable percentage figure can
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be established by a survey of the average collection costs on. delinquent
loan portfolios. Due consideration must be given to the fact that guarantee
agencies have collection costs on accounts that they are not successful in
recovering which often exceed the costs of collections on accounts which
are ultimately fully recovered,)

X. BELATED POLIOX QUESTIONS W81011 MUST BE ANSWERED

. A. Whose responsibility is it to bear the cost of this program?
1. The states?
2. The Federal government?
3. is it to be shared by the stated and the Federal government?
4. Are the full costs to be passed directly on to the borrower by a system of

application and processing fees?
B. What value is to be placed on local program administration? In dealing

with leaders? Schools'? Students? The general public?
C. What discretion should individual guarantors have in establishing student

eligibility criteria? Should the Congress establish parameters within which the
guarantors may design a program? Should the Congress establish absolute
eligibility criteria, and, in light of the easily available Federal program alterna-
tive, what incentives could be given a state for the adoption of same?

D. Should a universal application form be mandated, or would a substantially
common school certification section suffice? (The schools are practically the only
party to the application who deal consistently with several different guarantors.)

E. Should the state agencies be offered access to the national student muster
computer file to check for activities with other guarantors and establish the
student's remaining dollar entitlement under the statute? (All of the large
agencies already are computerized and could use telephone line hookups directly
into the Federal system. Or, computer tapes or cards could be exchanged.)

F. Today at least twenty-nine States serving 80% of the nation's population are
processing student applications for financial assistance. Presently there is vir-
tually no coordination between State and Federal agencies. Students seeking
aid simultaneously from different programs are faced with multiple eligibility
criteria, multiple application forms, and multipl' deadlines. The delivery vehicles
for all forms of student financial aid must be reassessed, and one of the following
goals chosen

1.. Administration of all Federal aid programs handled solely by the Office of
Education on a centralized or regionalized basis.

(a) Student applications to be processed by, and individual student ell-
gibility determined by, the Office of Education.

(b) Would require rather specific and precise student eligiblity,criteria to
be employed.

(c) Separate application process required to establish eligibility for state
assistance.

(d) Would require vehicle for the coordination of aid "packaging" to be
"established between the administering agencies.

(e) Tends to promote a "student consumer" concept in which a student
may first establish his eligibility for assistance and then identify the school
which will best serve hig educational needs.

2. Administration of all Federal aid programs delegated to the colleges and
vocational schools having program eligibility.

(a) Student applications to be processed by, and individual student eligi-
bility, determined by, the school aid counselor.

( b) Student eligibility may be rather specific and precise, or flexible and
subject to interpretation by the school counselor, as is currently the case,

(0) Separate appL.Ation process required to establish eligibility for state
assistance.

(d) Paeltaging of state and Federal aid performed by the school aid
counselor.

(e) Tends to weaken a "student consumer" concept since student must seek
a school on the basis of financial considerations in addition to the academic
considerations. Financial assistance can vary in amounts for individual
students, even among schools of similar costs.

3. Administration of all Federal aid programs contracted to the state agencies
responsible for administering state student aid programs.

( a) Stinlent applications to be processed by, and individual student eli-
gibility determined by, the state contractor.
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(b) One application would suffice for all state and Federal aid,
(a) Would require rather specific and precise student eligibility criteria

to be employed in the Federal aid programs.
(d) The central packaging concept could save both state and Federal dol-

lars which are lost each year through "over awarding" due to poor coordina-
tion between programs,

(e) Strongly promotes the "student consumer" concept,
(f) Could include an optional feature permitting the school counselor to

"override" the computed eligibility for Federal dollars,

CHAPTER 11TARGET PoPULATION OBJECTIVES WHO SHOULD THE PROGRAM SERVE?

I. THE ORIGINAL PURPOSES AND EFFECTS OP THE GUARANTEED LOAN LEGISLATION

A. A Guaranteed loan concept, using private capital along with the investment
of individual states was less expensive to the federal government than a loan pro-
gram fully funded and administered by the federal government,

B. A guaranteed loan concept already was operative in several states, and the
concept had proven workable, Also, the existing programs offered an Atractive
base on which to build,

C. A Guaranteed loan was the only means by which the private 'lending com-
munity would offer otherwise unsecured, low interest loans to students,

D. A Guaranteed loan concept, working through commercial lending institution
was eminently suited to serve the (then) middle .'income target population be-
cause this income group was mostly likely to have, or be a prime candidate for,
other banking relationships, a fact which would make such a program more at-
tractive to commercial lending institutions,

E. A Guaranteed loan provided the middle income family a loan of accommoda-
tion which they were permitted to use to replace any or all of the "expected
family contribution" as computed by the traditional needs tests,

F. A subsidized loan was a less expensive alternative to offer the middle in-
come population than the tax credit for educational expenses proposals which
were beteg offered at the same time,

G. A Subsidized loan eliminated the need to choose between two unsatisfactory
alternatives, either of which would increase the "risk factor" of the loan if the
consumer would have been required to pay his own interest: They are :

(1) Require the student to periodically pay his interest while he is a student,
even though his income is minimal ; or,

(2) Require the lender to defer the accruing interest collection until the stu-
dent leaves school (adding the deferred interest to the principal amount of the
student's Payout Note), thus obligating the student to attempt to manage a
greater monthly payment when he leaves school.

IL THE CENTRAL ISSUE IS HIGHER EDUCATION A RIGHT OR A PRIVILMEt

A, The Lou) Income Student
(1.) Cannot pay educational oasts out of current income
(2) Requires financial aid in order to attend school
(8) Financial needs analysis contribution curves require little, if any, con-

tribution from the applicant's family towards his educational costs
(4) Student often receives a financial aid package approximately his total cost

of education
(t) Personal sacrifice of existing family standard of living not expected in

the evaluation of need for assistance,
II, The High Income Student

(1) Can pay educational costs out of current income
(2) Does not require financial aid in order to attend school
(3) Personal sacrifice of existing family standard of living is not an issue be-

cause of the high income levels which easily accommodate the educational costs,
V, The Middle Income Student

(1) Often cannot pay alt educational casts out of current income
(2) Often requires financial aid in order to attend school
(8) Financial needs analysis contribution curves require fairly substantial

contributions from the applicant's family towards his educational costs
(4) Personal sacrifice of the family's achieved standard of living is definitely

expected in any evaluation of need for assistance,

IOW



27
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C. Administrative Simplicity
The experience of the past year has taught program administrators Hutt

eligibility criteria and interpretive flexibility alone is-not sufficient to assure that
the intended loan recipients will be proPerly served. Unless the administrative re-
quirements attending the other two elements are simple enough to maintain an
adequate level of school and lender cooperation and participation, the objectives
of the other two design elements will not be realized, Much of the lenders' cur-
rent reluctance to make non-subsidized loans is the function of a deficiency in
this one design element,

v. ALTERNATIVE: 14110011 ; STUVO*11E8

Student Eligibility Criteria (analysis 0/ family financial re801ee8)
1. Do not change the current method of analyzing family !Mendel resources.

This alternative will result in a continued targeting of guaranteed loans to the
low income student.

2. Liberalize the current method of analrting- family financial resources to
extend eligibility to more middle income students, There exist several methods
available to accomplish this

la) Retain the "needs test" concept, but eMphiy a formula which results in
a smaller "expected fatally contribution," This alternative is not without its
liabilities; a few of which

(1) There will be inertial resistance from many schools who have
employed the ACT and CSS systems for many years and have some deep
rooted loyalties.

(2) Unless ACT, CSS or another contractor undertakes to offer com-
Iflation services, the new needs test would place all analysis in n -itand
computation" environment and nearly grind processing to a halt at the
busiest times of the year,

(3) Whether the results of the needs test are hand computed or coup
tatter produced, a continuation of any form of needs test Will perpetuate
the complicated July-AugustSeptember "log ja ne'--of applications await-
ing cohiputatiott results. Many August and September applicants will
not. receive loan funds in time to pay tuition when due,

(4) The current existence of three major national Heeds analysis sys-
tems (ACT, Rt0(1, -told CSS), plus individual- needs analysis system
for the awarding of state financial aid benefits, already is very confusing
to many people, Adding another major system IS bound to create more
confusion, and potentially result in the wror.g-system occasionally being
used to determine eligibility for a specific prolram,

(5) Workine%ith two (or three) different needs analysis systetns will
greatly comph Atte the school counselor's responsibility for constructing
tau aid package which does not exceed a student's "need."

(0) The school counselors wool& Mee formidable tasks in explaining
to a student and his family. that their "expected family Vontribution'
for a National Direct Loan is $2,000, but the contribution for a Guam-
teed Student Loan is only $700, This will inevitably invite the question
front the public as to which is the more dentate or. "reasonable" to
expect front the family in light of the true family. eireemstances, Such
a disparity could evoke ptiblie suspicion as to whether the historical
measuring 'devices are truly "reasonable," or whether they merely repre-
sent arbitrary devices for allocating limited funds to families who are

. comparatively "most needy"-while trying to give the Illusion of meeting
the families' ft- teal need, but without doing so, Arousing public suspicion
regarding the validity of the historic meting of distributing financial
aid could. result in a crisis in all financial aid programs,

(b) Instead of a "needs test" concept, employ an "ehtitleteete concept,
There ere two types of entitlement concepts f

..(1) The absolute (or "yes /no ") entitlement eoncept,
An absolute entitlement concept deals with determining It student's

eligibility for the benefits he seeks, as opposed to determining the amount
for which he might be eligible, (The original. $15,000 adjusted family,
Monne eellIng for interest benefits represented it very simple ,form of
determining absolute entitlement for benefits.)

(a) rot' those who favor the .retentimi of the adjusted family
income concept o,f determining entitlement, but who simultaneously

),:
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are concerned that the ourrent formula to determine the, adjusted'
family income is not sensitive enough to certain family circuit)
stances, the adjusted family income formula can be adjusted. Sub-
tractions could kt made for all the off-sets against income allowed
in computing a family's discretionary income in the BI OG needs
analysis, In the most literal sense, the discretionary income amount
is an "adjusted" family income. Of course, many variations on this
theme are Imssible,

(b) If reiative simplicity of formula was retained, the student
and his Zitinily could compute eligibility as they did with past
adjusted 'family income computations, This would eliminate the
computational delays currently being experienced with the needs
test and help relieve the July-AugustSeptember "log jam,"

(c) The "15/15 proposal" is a variation of an absolute entitlement
concept.

(2) The tanount entitlement concept.
The amount entitlement concept deals with the determination of adollar amount of benefit that a student is entitled to receive.

(a) Irollowing is :a simple example of one entitlenient formula
which is given soleiV for illnstrativa purposes and without defense
of any of its eomlionents t $2500+$750x+$1500y.25z ; x = number

. of dependents ; y .number of family members in post-secondary
education ; x= adjusted gross income from income tax form,

(b) Simple amount entitlement formulas could be computed by
the applicant and his parent.

A. Student Eligibility Griterfa (analysis of family financial resources)
( b) (2). (c) The amount entitlement concept. differs from the "liberalized"

needs concept in that references to, and computations of, expected family
contributions are avoided, tints eliminating the necessity of explaining the
differing contributions to families to take exception. A second difference isthat the amount entitlement is based solely on family financial data andusually does not involve a comparison of educational ,costs. (An amount rep.
resenting educational costs could be inserted but not without some difficulty
and further complexity, )

(d) An amount entitlement concept, if used to determine eligibility for
federal interest benefits, would have the same negative feature as the current
needs test concept does now, It often will result in tI student's loan request
being partially eligible for 'subsidy. Given lenders' current attitude toward
tionsubsidized loans, and given further lenders' almoit total boycott of par.
tially subsidized loans, an amount entitlement used for determining eligibility
for interest benefits could potentially deny many students their rightful maxi.
mum loan amount,

3, Instead of any determination of financial need or entitlement, completely
eliminate all financial eligibility criteria,

.

The question must be answered as to whether the collection and considera
tin of parental financial data is relevant to thaguaranteed student loan pro.
gram. 'The 'following comparison of the aee.epted presumptions in the award.
ing of gift aid and loan aid bring the question into focus

gift Assistance
Ilducational costs are permanently. relieved,
Educational costs are presumedto be the responsibility of the parents

of dependent students,
liducational costs are immediately paid by the gift assistance at a

time when parental financial information could be relevant to the trans.
action.

Loan Assistance
Educational costs are merely deterred, not relieved.
Educational costs are legally the responsibility of the student, not his

parents, the minute a guaranteed loan promissory note is signed.
Educational costs are paid (as opposed to deferred) by the student

after he leaves school at a time wiieft dated parental financial data is no
longer, if ever, relevant,

As financial eligibility criteria relates to tbe,eligibility for federal interest
benefits, there are two conditions under which such financial eligibility eri,
thrift can be eliminated. They are I

(a) 1tetain. federal interest benefits as ti.featnre of the program,
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This is a costly alternative which would make virtually everyone ell-
gible for federal interest benefits, (The criteria could be removed for
some students as in the "15/15 proposal," but this is truly an entitlement
concept variation,)

(b) Eliminate the federal interest benefits,
This would result in a fantastic savings to the federal government.

However, care must be exercised that much of that savings is not also
the result of a decline in default payments and administrative costs
brought about by the total collapse of program application volume.

Alternative means of collecting accrued interest from the borrower are
listed and discussed in the Appendix at the end of this chapter. It is difli-
cult to envision any of the alternatives 48 being equally attractive to
lenders as the current program of interest subsidy, and limited surveys
of lenders have confirmed this. Adoption of any one of the alternatives as
a vehicle for eliminating all federal interest benefits could result in re-
duction of application volumes which could range from. moderate to
severe.

However, some of the alternatives listed definitely represent viable
means of increasing the numbers of nonsubsidized loans currently being
made by lenders, and 'could provide an excellent complement to a pro-
gram of restricted interest subsidy eligibility.

B, Interpretive loleteibilitv (Altereothe Design Element Structures for:)
The degree of interpretive flexibility allowed a school and lender under the

current program has been a source of dissatisfaction to Many people, There is a
great variance in the interpretations 'of schools and lenders regarding their per,
option of Just how much flexibility they truly have' in modifying the results of
needs analysis computations, If greater flexibility is desired, there are potentially
two alternatives to investigate t

1. Legislative remedy
The alternative of legislative amendment offers virtually. limitless

options, The Congress :could choose to make the resUlts of the needs
analysis virtually binding in all eases,. It could choose to make it tottill,
non-binding of either the school's recommendation or the lender s
deliberations, or it could choose any shade of flexibility between the two
extremes, However, care must be taken that any degree of interpretive
flexibility be consistent with the target population goals and the other

. target population design elements.
2. Administrative remedy

The limits imposed by the wording of the current statute would permit
few, If any, interpretations which might increase a school's or a
lender's interpretive flexibility. The statute fairly specifically defines
the limits of a school's flexibility, Perhaps more flexibility could be
given a lender in his interpretation of the imbeds recommendation if the
following presumptions could be supported by.counsel

(a) The statute requires the school to determine a student's "amount
of need" in both the Under $15,000 and $15,000 or greater adjusted family
income categories, .

(b) The statute requires, again in both categories, that in order for
the student to be eligible for federal interest benefits the school must
forward to the lender a statement recommending a loan in the amount
of the student's need.

(o) In the under $15,000 category,. the school's recommendation in
. the amount of the student's need may be sero without totally precluding
the student's eligibility for federal interest benefits, (This is currently
the case,)

(d) In the $15,000 or greater adjusted family income category, before
a school may submit; to it lender a statement recommending a loan in
the amount of a student's need, he must first determine that the student
is "in need for a tanyl loan," This determination presumably is made
by employing essentially the same process Used to determine a student's
"amount of need," If such determination Shows the applicant to be "in
need" of Amy loan (of one cent or more), then, and only then, is he,
authority' to make a recommendation to a lender in the amount of such

. need,
(e) There is a definite, intended distinction between the terms

"amount of need" and "need" (as the latter is employed in the phrase
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borrower and lender for the relatively small percentage of nonsubsidized
accounts currently outstanding.)

(b) Would give the lender current income for reinvestment in more profits
able ventures or more student loans,

(e) Would have all the problems enumerated in 2b, 2e, and 21,
(d) The administrative means by which the money is returned to the

government is of paramount importance
(1) Amount of subsidy added to the amount of the Payout Note and

subtracted from the next quarterly interest billing formNot terribly
difficult administratively, but some lenders might object to what amounts
to another sizeable "loan" when the student enters repayment.

(2) Amount of subsidy added to the amount of the Payout Note and
subtracted from the lender's quarterly interest billing form which
immediately follows the student's final payment on the account

(a) solves the lenders' potential objection to the above alternative,
(h) is more attractive to lender because of longer use of the

money,
(c) ties up governMent funds for a longer period of time.

(8) Amount of subsidy added to the amount of the Payout Note and
gradually repaid by subtracting equal portion from quarterly interest
billing forms during the entire repayment periodProbably adminis-
tratively too timeconstuning for most lenders to accept.

CHAPTER In--DEFAULTS THEIR PREVENTION AND Cuss

I, STUDENT /4011ILITt HOW CAN iVEI LOCATE OUR BORROWERS?

Locating missing borrowers is virtually one of the most expensive collections
function any guarantor must bear, Most experienced eolleetors will indicate
that they usually can collect from most borrowers sooner or later once they
are located, but the critical, and timeconsuming problem, is to find them, The
federal government possesses at least two excellent resources to locate the
borrowers which owe them money on insured or reinsured student loans. The
authors of this paper are not insensitive to the issues of individual privacy
and confidentiality of data, However, it must be stated that the government
agencies responsible for collecting student loansnow are forced to pursue "miss.
ing" student borrowers in a manner which might he labelled by some persons
as a far greater violation of the borrower's right, to privacy than the mere
revelation of a current address would entail, Although practiced with as much
professionalism and delicacy as possible, the fine art of "skip-traeing" delinquent
borrowers requires the involvement of conversations with friends, neighbors,
relatives, and business associates. Not only does this take much time and incur
great expense, it inevitably results in a degree of embarrassment for many
borrowers which could have been avoided if the student loan guarantor had
knowledge of the borrower's current whereabouts. The two federal sources
which could assist in the location of missing borrowers are
A, The Internal Revenue Service

The Internal Revenue Service could he helpful, but could not answer the
entire problem because many of the student borrowers do not file income tax'
returns after leaving school for a period of time.

1, Last Known AddressIleeause oi the lapse of time between the
filing date of the return and the date the information is processed and
filed by the this information would be obsolete in many cases, but
still very helpful in others,

2. Name of SpouseLocating females who subsequently have married atter
receiving an educational loan is very difficult, The new surname is often
not known, and any telephone listings would be under the spouse's name.

3, Name of EmployerIlven if a tentative address is received by a guarans
for for a missing student, it often is impossible to reach him or her during
the day (the guarantor's working hours) if the borrow is working, The
guarantor often has to waste time identifying neighbors through " cross cross"
reference books, and then calling the neighbors to see if they know where
the borrower is employed.

B Thd Nodal geothAlfil Adminietratioa
The Social Smutty Administration has more current (and therefore more

Valuable) data on its records, It also 1%4 ,tuore logical source of informe.lon
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than the IRS if only because it is a brand' of HEW, the Department responsible
for the guaranteed loan functions, It seems grossly ineflicient for the Commis-
sioner of Education to spend huge sums of money to locate borrowers who owe
HEW some money if the Commissioner of Social Security knows where they
can be located, This is hardly a situation where the "fox" should be given a
head start and a sporting chance merely for the excitement of the hunt,

There is another means by which the S.S,A, could be of assistance in recover-
ing these government funds which could serve as an alternative to the S.S,A,
providing current information on the missing borrowers. The &SA. could be
directed to undertake the mailing of delinquency notices to the address of the
borrower last known to them without divulging that address. This would prove a
less effective alternative because it precludes any telephone follow-up to the
letter which usually is necessary in many eases. However, it would motivate
many missing borrowers to respond to their guarantors, and, therefore, it
would result hi a considerable savings in administrative expenses to. H.E.W.
for that reason,

11, IIANKIUJI?TOY ; is IT AN EASY ALTERNATIVE TO REPAYMENT?

Guarantors are becoming increasingly alarmed at the number of students
who are deliberately choosing bankruptcy upon graduation as an alternative to
repaying theirloan. There are many motivating causes

1, Borrowers would like to get the debt off of their shoulders before they
begin to work and accumulate assets,

2. There really isn't the social stigma there once was in filing bankruptcy.
In fact, among the borrower's peers, often the contrary is true.

8, There really do not exist insurmountable credit restrictions on recent .

bankrupts, In fact, some creditors will show preferential treatment to recent
bankrupts because of the knowledge that the prospective borrower can't file
for bankruptcy again for several years.

4. Some borrowers Just want to "rip off" the government.
Many guarantors believe that many student loan bankruptcy proceedings are

truly unnecessary, and some'appear premeditated, Since about 90% of all student
loan bankruptcies occur within five years after the borrower leaves school, a
five year "moratorium" on student loan dischargeability would be a most helpful
legislative amendment. The "premeditated bankruptcy" case would be .reluctant
to file after the five -year period because a certain amount of assets would have
been accumulated by that time, One could rely on the good Judgment of the. .

state and federal employees do not harass unnecessarily the true poverty eases
during that period of time since their time always could be put to more efficient
use attempting collecting from accounts where income and assets have been
discovered.

If such an amendment is considered, care should be given in defining an
"educational loan", Minimally, the amendment should include all loans covered
under Title IV of the Higher Education Act of 1905 as amended, It probably
should be expanded to include any loans funded by the governments of the
United States, or an individual state, county, or Municipality. Serious debate
would have to be giVen as to whether to extend coverage to loans made by com-
mercial financial institutions; private foundations, schools, relatives, etc.

III. LEVELS O1 INREVIEDNESS! AIlS STMENTS SEM voxcsn MORTGAGE THEIR
PUTURE

There is no doubt that the $115 per month minimum payment fkom a student
Who borrows the aggregate statutory maximum will contribute to a higher de-
fault rate. However, as long as adequate alternative sources of aid are. not
available; such levels of borrowing will remain necessary for some students.
And, as long as the private capital of the lending community is to be used in-
atead of directly appropriated government funds, there is considerable doubt
as to whether the current 10 year repayment period maximum should be ex.
tended. Many lenders already are disenchanted that the period is even that
long. However the manner in which aggregate undergraduate maximum of
4%00 is distributed among the individual academic years could also be in an
item which is unnecessarily compounding the default problem. There are two
issues to be considered t

(41-?,A1
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borrower finishes school, and not at the time he makes application for a loan.
Further, it should be noted that a borrower's failure to comply with such an
agreement to make his first payment. before the end of the nine month grace
period, is not an event of default. If this amendment causes the nine month
terminology to be removed from the Act, care should be exercised that it does
not remove with it a guarantors authority to set his maximum grace period at
nine months since -not all guarantors allow a twelve month grace period.)

2, The "five oar rule
The."five year" rule Prohibits any lender from executing a Payout Note whose

Schedule of payments is less than 60 months (unless the debt is under $1800).
(a) The "five year" rule has instilled bad relations with borrowers who

want to repay their loans more rapidly than in five years, and who want
their note and payment book (or schedule) to reflect their actual payments,

(b) The "five year" rule greatly complicates matters for lenders if he
must write a Payout Note, and set up his computer records, on a (10 month
basis at $45 per month while the student is paying $60 per month. In such a
case, the student will "prepay" one full payment every three payments.
After a few payinents, he could lose contact with the lender for several
months before the computer would indicate that the account was post due.
This is a very undesirable situation.

(c) The longer repayment period required by the "five year" rule results
in greater interest charges to the student than would a shorter repayment
period requested by the student.

For the reasons stated above, pertinent legislation should be amended to provide
that the borrower and lender may mutually agree to a repayment schedule
of less than five years, For the borrower's protection, it should be indicated that
this agreement (in writing?) must occur after the borrower finishes school, and
not at the time he makes application for a loan.

Further, a lender should be prohibited from filing a default claim on such a
note until he demonstrates that he has sent fn writing to the borrower's last
known address an offer to refinance the note to an alternative repayment sched
the having payments not greater than would have been the payments had the
original "total of pnymente been financed over 60 months. Further, a default
claim cannot be filed until the borrower has rejected in writing such an offer
or has not responded to time offer for a period of 80 days,

V. DECLINE OP TIM "MD PARTY LENDER": DOES 11! APPECT REPAYMENT?

A "third part lender" is a source of funds other than institution or firm market-
ing the product, In the guaranteed student loan program, any lender other than
the school is a "third party lender".
A. How affrots the student's attitude toward repayment

1, First, it must be established that the student's attitude is of vital importance.
The vast majority of the money spent by the Office of Education or guarantee
agencies on collections is because of attitude problem If students only de.
faulted because they couldn't make- their scheduled monthly payments, the guar.
suitor Would simply have to maintain a minimal, staff of "financial counselors"
to establish a new, lower monthly payment tailored to the borrower's financial
situation, It could be as low as one dollar per month as a. token of good faith
until the financial situation might change. If there were no attitude problems,
then all accounts would be paying their guarantor something, The "skip" prob-
lem would not exist.

2. An analogy can demonstrate the value of a third party. lender in a commerical
transaction, if a consumer bought a toaster from a department. store which
didn't work when brought home, and if he had charged that toaster on the
store's charge account plan, he most likely would withhold payment until he
received some type of satisfaction, If he had borrowed. $20 from his neighbor
until. payday, his first inclination would be to repay his neighbor (it wasn't
his fault the toaster didn't work), and settle his grievance With the department
store Separately.

3. The analogy can be transferred to the student who "charges" his education
on his schools. 'deferred tuition" plan, If the student feels he did not receive
an education worth the value placed oft it by his school, if 1w feels that any part
of his education was misrepresented by a school recruitment representative, he
is unlikely to may his deferred tuition charges (as he considers them) when they
come he, On the other hand, if he had borrowed from a third party Who is Ills.

(1.0 tic
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associated from his dissatisfaction with the school, he is more likely to honor
his commitment to this lender.
R. How it affects the behavior of the lender

1, Potential conflicts of interest:
(a) Long experience has shown that proper collections work starts with

the first contact with the borrower at the time the loan is made. Attitudes
toward repayment begin here, Problems exist, however, when we ask our
schools to reconcile the guarantor's need for a crisp, no nonsense credit
interview impressing on the borrower the seriousness of the financial burden
he is undertaking with the school's need to recruit the student. A vacuum
cleaner salesman who dwells on the terms of his installment contract will
lose sales, so the majority of his time with a customer is spent selling the
product.

It would appear that a person responsible for recruiting ,students would
have the same dilemma. What will the recruited do if the type of credit dis-
mission that a student would get (and needs) from a bank might frighten
off the prospect? The prime difference is clear. A recruiter has as his prime
interest the enrolling of the prospective student. A bank officer has as his
prime interest the ultimate collection of the account, "Big business" never
will put the responsibility for credit and sales in the same hands.

( b) Experience, Facilities, and StaffAs one lender succinctly put it :
"I'm not offering courses in zoology, so why should ( ) University be
a lender?" Stated another way, quality suffers if each should start meddlingin each other's profession, Banks and other commercial lenders already
have years of experience in the lending field. They have existing computer
programs and other systems to handle credit transactions. A school financial
aid office, which is usually overworked and understaffed already, cannot
begin to match the commereial lending world's professionalism and efficiency,
Lending is a small portion of a financial aid office's function. It is the entire
life of an Installment Credit Division of a bank. This issue requires serious
consideration in light of two conclusions drawn in a VY70 Office of Mum-
Hon study on the NDEA program : (1) "Attitudes toward borrowing appear
highly correlated to the borrower's perception of the quality of the loan ad-
ministration on ,the part of the institution"; and, (2) "The likelihood of
paying on schedule and of being delinquent are closely related to the bor-
rower's perception of administrative quality"

O. Past performances of schools as lenders
Before any serious consideration is given to expanding the participation of

schools as lenders it: the guaranteed student loan program, eardul study should
be given to the net of colleges and universities in that role in the Na-
tional Direct Student Loan Program, It has been a long time since the Office of
Education has furnished summarized data on the school's yearly fiscal operations
report to determine the percentage of NDST. accounts delinquent as compared to
accounts due, both collected and uncollected, Conversations With various schools
reveal this percentage to be many times that of the comparable statistics in the
guaranteed student loan program. This should be verified or disputed by statis
tical proof in the immediate future.
D, Variations on Repayment Schedules

Being viewed with a wary eye by most guarantors, are Some of the varying
forms of repayment schedules being offered by schools who function as lenders.
The two common variations are

1, A Graduated Repayment ScheduleattOn such a schedule ati payments
are predetermined; with the early payments being smaller than the later
program.

2. An Income,Contingent Itepayment SystemOtt a pure contingent
schedule, there is no precomputed schedule, lint a student merely pays a
fixed percentage of his income. There are variations on the theine where a
schedule Is established, but portions of the paytnents can be deferred by the
signing of another note' to lower the net payment to a fixed percentage of
income.

8, The school's point of view
(a) The schools feet that it will reduce defaUlts because both the

graduated repayment schedule and the income- contingent repayment
system generally result In higher payments later in the schedule when
the student is earning more.
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(b) The more candid schools have admitted these features to be a
!gimmick. to make the loans appear more appealing to students, Such
features have been used as a recruitment "selling point", or as a means
'to make the replacing of gift aid with loan aid more palatable to stu-
dents. "How else are we going to 'sell' these loans to students?" is a
direct quote from one aid officer.

4. The guarantor's point of view :
(a) Guarantors are exceedingly concerned about the ramifications

of the immediately preceding item in light of the discussion earlier in
this chapter concerning the respective attitudes of the student and
school which must occur or be formulated in the initial credit interview,

(b) Guarantors question the assertion about the lower monthly pay-
ments earlier in the schedule as being a deterrent to default, Promoters
of these concepts emphasize a student's income as being the one variable
which determines a student's ability to make payments on his loan and
'completely ignore a second important variable which is the other
obligations which a student must pay from his income, While incomes
do tend to increase after a student's graduation, it appears to many
experienced student loan administrators that his personal financial
responsibilities increase at even a greater rate over the same period of
time. A single nude may well be able to afford 10% to 15% of his
annual income for the first year or two after graduation, Five years
later, with a mortgage, two cars, a wife and two children, he can
barely afford to spare 2% of his income. And, later research may prove
that the false sense of affluence imagined because of the relatively low
initial payments was a contributing factor in the student's eventual
financial overextension, perhaps leading to default Many experience
default collectors believe that it would be the most serious of mistakes
to not seek the maximum dollars available from a student before other
large amounts of credit obligations are accumulated, Such an approach
does not necessarily work a hardship on the student, but only delays
a significant escalation in his standard of living for a couple of years,
thus preventing the hardship from coming later.

(e) Many of the schools appear to be looking forward eagerly to
ALLIE MAE or another secondary market for purchasing this paper
to generate more capital for making more loans, There is great cause
to wonder about the marketability of these loans which are alien to the
commercial lending institutions. The potential purchasers of such paper
would be extremely limited because of the administrative complexities
surrounding especially the incomecontingent repayment system,

These variations are possible under the current legislation because
any references to repayment specify only monthly payments, not
"equal" monthly payments. Most guarantors feel uneasy because the
la* was in all other cases appearing to be written to accommodate the
guarantee of loans which are .patterned after the regular consumer
loans made by banks, and there is doubt that other types of repayment
schedules were in the minds of the legislative authors, The time has
come to legitimatize such repayment variations by an expression of
Congressional intent, or to eliminate their eligibility Under the current
Guaranteed Student Loan Program by inserting the word "equal" before
legislative references to the student's monthly payments,

V, The philosophical considerations
1, Equal access to, available funds:

Early in the program, it became obvious that certain wealthy colleges
and universities and certain large proprietary schools had the financial
resources to induce commercial lenders to give preferrential treatment
to their Students, to the disadvantage of students wanting to attend
less affluent schools, In an attempt to prevent available funds from being
siphoned off,. the following regulation was published in the Federal
Register (Sec, 177.0(e) (1) )

"No points, premiums or additional interest of IOW kind may be
paid to any eligible lender in order to secure funds for making
loans or to induce such a lender to mane loans to the students of
a particular institution or any particular category of students,
and except in cleciiniotances approved by the Commissioner, notes
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(or any interest in notes) evidencing loans made by educational
institutions shall not be sold or otherwise transferred at discount."

This regulation was, promulgated in an attempt to insure that an
prospective borrowers would have some measure of "equal access" to
available loan funds at a bank, However, shortly after its promulgation,
the purpose of this regulation was circumvented by a wholly legal
maneuver which entailed merely changing the Mime of the lender of
record in these school/lender partnerships. The name of the lender of
record was changed from that of the commercial financial institution
to that of the school, The money now was technically loaned by finan-
cial institution to the school rather than* to the student. The points,
premiums, and inducements were renamed service charges which were
paid to the financial institution for doing the paperwork and collection.
While such arrangements live within the letter of the regulation, it is
questionable as to whether they live within the spirit of the regulation.
The inescapable conclusion is that the student who is attending a school
who will "borrow" the money from a commercial lender on his behalf
has far greater access to that lender's money than the student who
approaches the lender without his school's intercession, While the legal
difference is apparent, is the net effect any different than the inequality
of opportunity which existed prior to the regulation between two students
if one attended a school which was willing to pay a lender a premium
for making him a loan and the other student was attending a school
which could not afford to do the same?

2. The student as a consumer
The original concept of this program provided for "student consumer-

ism" which placed the dollar in a student's hands before he shopped
for a school, not vice versa. This idea of the student consumer with
educational dollars to spend permitted him to make his choice of schools
based upon his educational needs, not his financial needs. Under the
student consumer concept, the educationally sound schools would prosper,
the unsound would wither for lack of students, When a student's access
to guaranteed loan funds.- is determined by his school's wealth, the
syndrome of the "rich getting richer and the poor getting poorer" occurs,
In this case it is the financially sound schools which prosper, and the
financially struggling schools (regardless of academic excellence) will
wither for lack of students,

8. Who pays the costs?
There is no question that this program has some features which

makes it somewhat expensive to administer, Early in the history of
the program, there -were reports that some of the commercial lenders
were charging borrowers "application fees" for processing their loans.
Upon a determination by program officials that the interest rate received
by lenders should be adequate remuneration for the lender, and with
a further commitment in the form of a changeable "special allowance",
the following regulation was published in the Federal Register ( Sec.
177 (e) (2) )

"In no event may the costs of making a loan under this part
(except those specifically provided for in this section) be passed
oia (hr the form of higher tuition charges or otherwise) to the
borrower,"

Obviously, schools functioning as lenders have considerable adminis-
trative costs associated with this program, It is reasonable to suppose
that their costs are even greater than those of a, commercial lender who
already has in operation certain installment loan procedures and opera-
tions which they might employ In the student loan program without
having to hire additional staff, write new computer programs, etc,
thercial lenders are expected to adminster this program out of thedif-
ference between their "cost of money" and the return oh the loan. How-
ever, the school's "cost of. money" as they borrow it is usually (or near-
ly) equal to the interest return on the loan. It becomes, therefore, almost
inevitable that the clairges of program administration will be passed
on to students who borrow from schools rather than financial instittt-
tions, especially in the case of students attending tuition.dependent
schools, without endowments, alumni contribution, government sub.
sidles, etc.

r) ,
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4. The Universal Eligibility Problem
When the original guaranteed student loan legislation was construct-

ed, the Congress established parameters within which the state guarsu .
tee agencies would have to establish their individual eligibility criteria.
It shank! surprise no one that us each state deliberated separately, dif-
ferences would occur which were still wholly acceptable under the law.

The student group most affected by the limited state autonomy was
the home study student who was not considered an eligible borfower in
several states, Understandably, the home study schools sought lender
status to bring the benefits of the program to their students, Quite an,
other matter, however, are the large universities and vocational schools
whose students have eligibility in every state of the union, but who
sought "lender status" for recruitment leverage or other purposes.

However, if a decision were ever made to phase out the schools who
are lenders, the eligibility of their students would have to be assured
from another source, The Congress could accomplish this by re-examining
and modifying the perimeters within which they will permit a state to
faction, giving the state sufficient time to amend its legislation or
make the decision to reject the changes and allow the Federal program
to come in and take over. ....

CONGRESS OP THE UNITED STATES*
HOUSE OP REPRESENTATIVES*

1Vashingtott, DN., June 5,1974.
Hon. JAMES G. O'HAHA,
Chairntan, Special Subcommittee on Edttcatfmt,
Education and Labor Committee,
Washington, D.U.

1)c II Mn, O'HARA ; I believe the enclosed synopsis of the student loan program
from the point of view of a lending institution will be of interest to you It was

prepared by Mr. Doyle D. Ream, Vice President, and Mr. TOby Day. Install.
meat Loan Department, of the First National Bank of the Black Hills, Rapid
City, South Dakota, at the request of the Denver Regional Office of Education.

Your consideration of this matter is appreciated.
With kindest personal regards, I am

Sincerely,

Enclosure.

AMES ARMOR,
Member of Congress.

NATIONAL RANI{ O1 THE MACK HMS*
Rapid City, 8, Rah

STUDENT LOANS SYNOPSIS

At present the processing of default student loans is a rigorous and highly
ridiculous procedure, The lending institution is required to exhaust all collection
devices for the first t10 days the account is delinquent, This is a reasonable and
expected requirement, Once this first 00day delinquency period is satisfied, the
ludicrous portion of the default Program appears. The lender then may file for
collection assistance through the Office of Education, This office sends a telegram
to the borrower reminding him of this .delinquency and urging repayment. At
this point the borrower is in the O0 day or over past due category.

We feel that this period of time is highly unusual for an account delinquency.
However, we are not as yet even at the point where filing for the federally
insured loan is ready to be processed. An additional,80-day waiting period must
be fulfilled. At this date (120 days after first date of delinquency) we are finally
able tosubmit a claim to the Office of Education, for the amount due.

The problems concerning these claims do not end here ; however, we are then
denied the interest that has arettnittlated front the date of delinquency to the
ifitte of payment from the governMeitt.

The amount of time involved in processing the afore mentioned claims, in addl.
Om to the denying of additional interest due to the lending institutions for the
period of time involved in processing the claim is a highly unusual situation from
the lending institutions' point of view,

k.)
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The lending institutions provide this service at a very low rate of interest
(we get a subsidy of 7%) and we feel that the Office of Education should
diligently review the Claims Section of this program.

111
U.S. SENATE-,

Washington, D.C., July 9, .1974,
Hon. JAMES G. O'HARA, MA
Chairman, Special Subcommittee on Education,
House Committee on Education and Labor,
Washington, D.C.

DEAR Ma. CHAIRMAN : Enclosed is a copy of a letter and "needs analysis
system" formula from Donald J. Mullen, Director of the Financial Aid Office
at the University of Montana.

I thought the information might be of interest in connection with your sub-
committee's hearings on Federal student aid programs.

Best wishes.
Very truly yours,

Enclosure.
LRE Mwromm,

UNIVERSITY OP MONTANA)
Missoula, Mont., June 20, 1974.

U.S, COMMISSIONER OP HIGHER EDVCATION,
Department of Health, Education d Welfarf,
U.S, Office of Education,
Washington, D.O.

DEAR Sin : Please find enclosed for your consideration and approval a pro-
posed method for determining the reasonable ability of a student's family to
contribute toward his/her postsecondary expenses as provided by law.

This proposed "needs analysis system" is supported and endorsed by the post-
secondary community in Montana, having been approved unanimously by the
Montana Association of Financial Aid Administrators, the Commissioner of
Higher Education, and the Governor, and is intended for use by all post secondary
institutions In the state for the following federal programs

Supplemental Educational Opportunity Grants.
College WorkStudy.
Notional Direct Student Loans.
Federally Insured Student Loans,

As you are aware, the authorizing legislation (P,L. p2-818) for these programs
requires the institutional financial aid officer to calculate the amount of family
resources "which should reasonably be available" for the student's educational
expenses. It is our considered opinion that this proposed "system" meets all the
requirements of law. This proposed "system" does consider the income and assets
of the student's parents and the contribution inputed therefrom is, again, in our
considered opinion, reasonable. This particular "system" which we are submitting
is intended only for the purpose of computing a parental contribution, We will
additionally consider income, assets, and other benefits of the student and his/her
spouse where applicable In determining the student's ultimate financial need,

We respectfully request that you give this proposal your prompt consideration
as we are hopeful of using It with our 1974-75 student aid applications,

Thank you,
Sincerely,

Enclosure,

DONALD 1 111truzu,
Director, Financial Aid Office.

Paovosso Nzeo ANALYSIS SYSTEM von DEPENUNT STUDENTS roll tlsn sY Atte
POST SECONDARY INSTITUTIONS IN MONTANA

4-Adjusted gross income before deductionsincludes all taxable and nontaxable
income,

Standard Federal Income Tax,
Standard State Income Tax.
10,t,C,A.-5,85 of gross income up to $12,600=1787,10,
ttetirement-5,76. of gross income. Applies to income from salaries and %rages

only,
Group Health instiratiee$80 per yearc
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Working Spouse Offset,*
Extraordinary Medical Expenses'
Emergency Expenses,
Other Dependents,.
Other Educational Expenses,.
=Effective Income,

INCOME SUPPLEMENT FROM ASSETS

O Ignore equity on faintly residence,
+Equity in other real estate,
+Business or farm% of $t worth above $25,000.
+Cash and bank accounts,
+Net value of other investments,

Net worth X Table D (CSS),
+$1500 if residence is fully owned (no mortgage payments),
=Income Supplementshow no negative income supplement,
+Effective Income,
=Adjusted Effective Income X Table E ° (CSS),
=Parents Contribution for applicant,

WHERE MORE THAN ONE DEPENDENT IS IN courses

If parents' contribution as. computed above is $950 or less, presume the same
amount for each unleSs doing so would be obviously unreasonable,

If parents' contribution above is more than $950, presume a contribution of
$950 plus that portion above $950 divided by the number of students,
Not over $1,000+ °5 percent ,

$1,000. to $2,000 $250+29 percent of all over $1,000
$2,000 to $,3000 $540+34 percent of all over $2,000
$3,000 to $4,000 $880+40 percent of all over $3,000
$4,000 to $5,000 $1,280+47 percent of at lover $4,000
$5,000 to $0,000. $1,750+55 percent of all over $5,000
$0,000 or more $2, 300+55 percent of all over $0,000
N.13, Items explained by footnotes 1-0 are identical to MS

THE BOARD OP TRUSTEES OF MICHIGAN STATE UNIVERSITY,
11100Mfield hills, Mich., August 20, 1974,

Bon, PERRY BULLARD,
State Repreaoatative, G9cZ District,
State Capitol,
Lansing, Mich,

DEAR ItEIPRESENTATIVE BULLARD: This in in response to your July 20 letter in-
viting my views on income contingency student loans as outlined in House
Resolution 279,

I am unalterably opposed to such schemes to develop lifetime indenture plans
in the guise of helping students meet the increasing costs of higher edueution, In-
deed, I fail to see how anyone who subscribes to the philosophy of higher educa-
tion as one of our best possible societal investmentsand I do stibsertbe to that
philosophycan concurrently support proposals to place a greater proportion
of educational costs on the student and his or her family, No amount of window
dressing can disguise the fact that that is precisely the ultimate effect of these
"buy now -pay later" approaches to the problem,

It seems to me that If the objective is to minimize the economic roadblocks
to higher education then the easiest and least costly way to realise that objec-
tive is to provide direct appropriations to the institutions of replace the money
which they now are found to raise by assessing ever-Increasing fees on their
alatoMmarodArwasoareibet

Working Spouse Offset; GOO of first $2,000+25% of the latitthet, of the lesser income
to a maximum of $1,500.

. g That amount in excess of 50 of adjusted gross income,
Alimony /Child Support payments funeral enemies t Wel fees, job related moving ex,

penses ; seweri street and water assessment; natural disasters not covered by insurance
nursing home (if more than $750 /yr, and not listed tinder "other dependents.").

Otlier tlependAte 11er140118 other than children being supported by the students parents
and claimed as Vederal Income Tax txemptions, Allow $750 men,

. Actual edueational expenses far either parent tian), dependent children,
This table reflects the following taxation rates on discretionary income I
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students, Everyone who is familiar with government knows that each additional
layer of administration costs money, I cannot envision any sort of "buy now--»
pay later" setup which would not include a very substantial and costly admin-
istrative structure, This -extra increment of administrative cost would be com-
pletely unnecessary if the state would follow the direct institutional subsidy
approach as advocated above,. It has always been my personal position that public
higher education should be tuitionfree for resident students and that this (Mee-
tive can best be realized by supporting our public colleges and universities at a
level which Would not require them to charge tuition to Michigan students.

tour Committee undoubtedly will receive testimony from qualified experts
who can attest to the negative motivational effect of the. prospect of massive
borrowing to Meet: educational expenses upon young people from low and middle
income families. There is no question in my mind that Our State and our nation
will lOse the potential _contributions of hundreds of thousands of such people
unless our policies are changed. to make higher. education. a more realizable
dreamnot an economic nightmare,

In dosing, let me simply underscore the words of Congressman lames O'Hara,
Chairman of the Special Subconimittee on Education of the Committee on Labor
and Education of the U.S. House of Representatives. He described the various
contingency loan programs as schemes by the rich to spend the money of .the
middle class to help the poor, He may have been too charitable, I feel that these
schemes by the rich spend the money of both the poor and the middle class to help
the rich,

I well 'he happy to elaborate on these views in your formal hearings this fall,
Sincerely,

Dox STOVES%
HSU Trustee,

0
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STUDENT FINANCIAL ASSISTANCEPART .4

(Graduate Programs)

TUESDAY, MINE 4, 1974

HOME or REPRESENTATIVES,
SPECIAL SUBCOMMIME ON EDUCATION

or 'rim COMMITIVI ON EDUCATION AND LABOItt
Washington, D.C.

The subcommittee met at 10 a.m., pursuant to recess, in room 2264
Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. James G. O'Hara (chairman)
presiding.

Present Representatives O'Hara and Dellenback.
Staff members present: Jim Harrison, staff director and Einar&

Teets, clerk.
Mr. O'HARA. The Special Subcommittee on Education will come to

order.
This morning we will carry out phase 4 of the current hearings on

student assistance programs.
Our focus today will be on programs of assistance to graduate stu.

dents. It would, I think, be helpful if we put the text of those parts of
the Higher 'Education Act, and related laws which relate toegraduate
student assistance programs in the hearing record at this point,

TIT1,111 IXGRADUATE 1,1t0GUANIS

PART 1i GRADUATE VaLOWSIIIPS FOR CAl Its fl POSTSKONDARY VOVOATION

APPROPRIATIONS AUTHORIZMD

Soc, 921, There are hereby authorised to be appropriated such sums as may
be necessary to carry out the provisions of this part,

(20 U.S.C. 1184d) IltatetedJune 80, 1972, nth 9281s, sec, 181(a), 80 State 800.

NUM= or FELOWSHIPS

SEC, 022. (a) During the fiscal year ending June 80, 1978, and each of the
two succeeding fiscal years, the Commissioner is authorised to award not to
exceed seven thousand live hundred fellowships to be used for study in graduate
programs at institutions of higher education, Such fellowships may be awarded
for such period of study as the Commissioner may detertnine, but not in excess
of three academic years, except (1) that where a fellowship holder pursues
his studies as a regularly enrolled student at the institution during periods out-
side the regular sessions of the graduate program of the institution, a fellow-
ship may be awarded for a period not in excess of three ealendar years, and
(2) that the Commissioner may proVide by regulation for the granting of such
fellowships for ti period of study not to exceed one nendemic year (or one eaten.
dar year in the case of fellowships to which clause (1) applies) in addition
to the maximum period otherwise applicable, maier special circumstances in
which the purposes of this port would most effectively be served thereby,
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(b) In addition to the number of fellowships authorized to be awarded by sub-
section (a) of this section, the Commissioner is authorized to award fellowships
equal to the number previously awarded during any fiscal year under this sec-tion but vacated prior to the end of the period for which they were awarded;
except that each fellowship awarded under this subsection shall be for such-period of study not in excess of the remainder of the period for which the fellow-

. ship which it replaces was awarded, as tbe;Commissioner may-determine,
(20. U.S.C. 1184eVEnacted June 1072, P,L, 02 -318, sac. 181 (a); 80 Stat. 306.

AWARD OP PELLOWSIIIPS AND ArDROYAL OP INSTITUTIONS

SE°, 923, (a) Of the total number of fellowships authorized by section 922(a)to be awarded during a fiscal year (1) not less than one-third shall be awarded
to individuals accepted for study in graduate programs approved by the Com-missioner under this section, and (2) the remainder -Mall be awarded on Suchbases as he may determine, subject to the proviSions of subsection (e)", The Com-
missioner-shall approve a graduate program of an institution of higher educa-tion only upon application by the institution and only upon his finding that theapplication contains satisfactory asslirance that the institution will providespecial orientation and practical experiences designed to prepare Its fellow-ship \ mipients for academic careers at some level of education beyond thehigh school,

(b) In determining prioritieg' and procedures for the award of fellowshipsunder this section, the CommiSsioner shall
(1) take into account present and projected needs for highly trainedteachers in all areas of education beyond the high school,
(4), give special attention to those institutions which have developednew dottoratIevel programs especially tailored to prepare- classroomteachers,
(3) consider the need to prepare a larger number of teacher's and 'Other

academic leaders from minority groups, but nothing contained in this clauseshall be interpreted to require any educational institution to grant prefer-en& or disparate treatment to the members of one minority group on ac-count of an imbalance which may exist with respect to the total number orpercentage of ,persons of that group participating in or receiving the bene-fits of .this- program, in comparison with the total number or percentage'of 'perkontrof that group in any community, State, section, or other area,,(4) assure' liat at least one-half of alt new fellowship recipients havedemonstrated their- competence outside of a higher education setting for atleast two years subsequent to the completion of their undergraduate studies,
(5) allow a fellowship recipient to interrupt his studies for up to one yearfor the purpose of work, travel, or independent study away from the maims,except that no stipend or travel expenses May be paid for such period, and(0) seek to achieve a reasonably equitable geographical distribution of

graduate programs approved under this section, based upon such factors asstudent enrollments in institutions of higher education and population,
(c) Recipients of fellowshiPs wider this part shall be persons who are interestedin an academic career hi educational programs beyond the high school level andare pursuing, or intend to pursue, a course of study leading to a degree of doctorof philosophy, doctor of arts, or an equivalent degree.
(d) No fellowship shall he awarded under this part for study at a school ordepartment of divinity,
(20 U.S.C. 1134f) Vnacted ,Tune 23,1072,r:1A 92-318, Nee.181 (a), 86 Stet, 300,807,

PatOWSIIIP STIPUNDS

Sad. 024, (a) The Coan; nissioner shall pay to persons awarded fellowshipsunder this part such stipends (including such allowances for subsistence andother expenses for such persons and their dependents) as he may determine tobe consistent' with prevailing prnetices under comparable federally supportedprograms,
(b) The Commissioner shall (in addition to the stipends paid to persons undersubsectiett (a) ) pay to the institution of higher education at which such person.is pursuing his course of study. lit lieu of tuition charged such person, suchamounts -as the Commissioner may determine to be consistent with prevailing

(,)yyt)
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practices under comparable federally supported programs, except that such
amount shall not exceed $4,000 per academie year for any such portion.

(20 U,S,C, 1134g) Enacted June 23,1972, P.L, 92-318, see. 181(a). 86 Stat, 307.

FELLOWSHIP CONDITIONS

SEC. 925, (a) A person awarded a fellowship under the provisions of this part
shall continue to receive payeatS provided in section 40410 only during such
periods as the Commissioner ends that he is maintaining satisfactory preficiency
in, and devoting essentially full time to, study or research in the field in which
such fellowship was awarded, in an InAltution of higher education, and is not
engaging in gainful employment other than part-time employment by such insti-
tution in teaching, research, or similar activities, approved by the Commissioner,

(b) The Commissioner is authorized to require reports containing such informa-
tion in such form ,9.nd.to be filed at such times as he determines necessary from
any person awarded a YellowAlp under the provisions of this part. Such reports
shall be aecompanied by a certificate from an appropriate official at the institu-
tion of higher education, library, archive, or other research center approved by.
the Commissioner, stating that such person is making satisfactory progress in,
and is devoting essentially full time to, the program for which the followship was
awarded.

(20 U.S,C, 1134h) Enacted June 23, 1972, P.L, 92 -818, sec. 181(a), 80 Stat, 307,
308.

PART C--- PUBLIC Sim= PELLowenn)

AWARD OF PUBLIC SERVICE FELLOWSHIPS

SEC. 941. (a) During the fiscal year ending June 30, 1978, and each of the two
succeeding fiscal years, the Commissioner is authorized to award :tot to exceed
five hundred fellowships in accordance with the provisions of this part for grad-
nate or professional study for persons who plan to pursue a career in public
service. Such fellowships shall be awarded for such periods as the Commissioner
may determine but not to exceed three academic years

(b) There are hereby authorized to be appropriated such sums as may be
necessary to carry out the provisions of this part.

(20 U.S.C. 11841) Enacted June 23, 1072, P.L, 92-818, sec. 181(a), 80 Stift.
308,

ALLOCATION OF FELLOWSHIPS

Sc.E 942. The Commissioner shall allocate fellowships under this part among
institutions of higher education with programs approved under the provisions of
this part for the use of individuals accepted into such programs, in such manner
and according to such plan as will insofar as practicable

(1) provide an equitable distribution of such fellowships throughout the
United States; and

(2) attract recent college graduates to pursue a career in public service,
(20 U,S.C. 1134j) Enacted June 23, 1972, 1,,t, 92-818, see, 181(a), 80 Stet, 308.

APPROVAL Or PROMIAUS

Szc. OA 'no Commissioner shall approve a graduate or professional program of
an institution of higher education only upon application by the institution and
only upon his findings

(1) that such program has as a principal or significant objective the edtf-
eaten of persons for the public service, or the education of persons in a
profession or vocation for whose prifetionera there is a significant eontinitt
ing need in the public service as determined by the Commissioner after such
consultation with other agencies as may be appropriate ;

(2) that such program Is in effect and of high quality, or can readily he
put Into effect and may reasonably be expected to be of high quality ;

(8) that the application describes the relation of such program to any
program, activity, research, or development set forth by the applicant in an
application, if any, submitted pursuant to section 901(a) (2) ; and

(4) that the application contains satisfactory assurance that (A) the,
institution will recommend to the Commissioner, for the award of fellow.
ships under this part, for study in such program, only persons of superior

6 Appittent error. Should be seetion 924. 0
I
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promise who have demonstrated to the satisfaction of the institution a
serious intent to enter the public service upon completing the program, and
(B) the institution will make reasonable continuing efforts to encourage
recipients of fellowships under this part, enrolled in such Progranw, to en-
ter the public service upon completing the program,

(20 U,S,C, 1134k) Enacted June 28, 1972, P,L, 92-3181 see, 181(a), 80 Stat,
308, 309.

sTIPENos

SEC. 944, (a) The Commissioner shall pay to persons awarded fellowships
under this part such stipends . (including such allowances for subsistence and
other expenses for such persons and their dependent) as lie may determine
to be consistent with prevailing practices under comparable federally supported
programs,

(b) The Commissioner shall (in addition to the stipends paid to persons under
subsection (a)) pay to the institution of higher education at which such per-
son is pursuing his course of study such amount as the Commissioner may deter-
mine to be consistent with prevailing practices under comparable federally sup-
ported programs.

(20 U.S,C, 11341). Enacted June 23, 1972, P.L. 92-818, see, 181(a). 80 Stet, 309,

nu,Lowsuir CONDITIONS

Sze, 945. (a) A person awarded-a fellowship under the provisions of this part
shall continue to receive the payments provided in this part only during such
periods as the Commissioner finds that he is maintaining satisfactory prof!
cieucy and devoting full time to study or research in the field in which such
fellowship was awarded in an institution of higher education, and is not engage
lug in gainful employment other than employment approved by the Commissioner
by or pursuant to regulation.

(b) The Commissioner is authorized 'to require reports containing such in-
formation in such form and to be filed at such times as he determines necessary
from any person awarded a fellowship under the provisions 'of this part. Such
reports shall be accompanied by a certificate from an appropriate official at the
institUtion of higher education, library, archive, or other research center ap-
proved by the -Commissioner, stating that such person is Making satisfactory
Progress in, and is devoting essentially full time to, the program for which the
fellowship was awarded,

(c) No fellowship shall be awarded under this part for study at a school or
department of divinity,

(20 t.t.S,C, 1184m) Enacted Tune 28,1972, 11,14,- 92-318, see, 181 (a), AO Stilt, 309,

PART D---FkltIoWSIUPS Pon OTHER PURPOSES

PROGRAM AUTHORIZED

Sc,t 901, (a) It is the purpose of this part to provide fellowships-,-
(1) to assist graduate students of exceptional ability who demonstrate a

financial need for advanced study in domestic mining and mineral and
mineral fuel conservation including oil, gas, coal, oil shale, and uranium ; and

(2) for persons of ability from disadvantaged backgrounds, as determined
by the. Commissioner, undertaking gr.i.dtmte or professional study,

The dethonstration of financial need shall he determined in accordance with
regulations prescribed by the Commissioner,

(b) (1). The Commissioner is authorised to award Hader the provisions of this
part not to exceed -five hundred fellowships for the fiscal your ending 31111p 30,
1973, and for each of the two succeeding fiscal years,. Appropriations made per-
smut to seetion 003 for fellowships awarded under IMMO (2) of submeetion (a)
of this section may not exceed $1,000,000 in any fiscal year,

(2) in addition to the number of fellowships authorised to he awarded under
paragraph (1), the Commissioner is authorised to award fellowships equal to the
11110111PP previously awarded during any fiscal year under this part but vacated
prior to the end of the period for which they were awarded except that each
fellowship awarded wider this paragraph shall be for such period of graduate or
professional work or research not in MOSS of the remainder of the period for
which the followship it replaces was awarded as the Commissioner may determine,

(e) loellowships awarded under this part shall be for graduate and professional.
study leading to nit advanced degree or research incident to the presentation of

'0 ,
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a doctoral dissertation. Such fellowships may be awarded for graduate and pro-
fessioud study and research at any institution of higher education or any other
research center approved for such purpose by the Commissioner, Such fellow-
ships shall be awarded for such periods as the Commissioner may determine but
not to exceed three years.

(20 U.S.C. 1134n) Enacted June 23, 1972, P.114, 02-318, sec. 181(a), 80 Stat, 369,
310.

Awmuu ov MILOWSHIPS

Ssc, 062. Recipients of fellowships under this part shall be--
(1) persons W110 have been accepted by an institution of higher education

for graduate study leading to an advanced degree or for a professional
degree, or

(2) persons who have completed all course work required for granting of
it doctoral degree or an equivalent degree (except such course work credited
On the dissertation) and comprehensive examinations where appropriate, and
whose doctoral dissertation (or other equivalent dissertation) proposal has
been approved by appropriate officials of an institution of higher education,

(20 U.S.C. 1134o) Enacted June 23, 1072, MA 92-318, sec, 181(a), 86 Rat, 810.

STIPENDS AND INSTITUTION OF HIGHER EDUCATION ALLOWANCES

Sze, 963. (a) The Commissioner shall pay to persons awarded fellowships under
tills part such stipends as he may determine to be consistent with prevailing
practices under comparable federally supported programs, except that the stipend
shall not be less than $2,800 for each academic year study. An additional amount
of $800 for each such year small be paid to each such person on account of each
of his dependents, not to exceed the amount of $1,500 per academic year.

(b) In addition to the timount paid to persons pursuant to subsection (a)
there shall be paid to the institution of higher education at which each such
person is pursuing his course of study an amount equal to 150 per centum of the
amount paid to much person, less the amount paid on account of each of such
person's dependents, to such person, less any amount charged such person for
tuition.

(c) The Commissioner shall reimburse any person awarded a fellowship pur-
suant to this part for actual and necessary traveling expenses of such person and
his dependents from his ordinary iii!ice of residence to the institution of higher
education, library, archive, or other research center where he will pursue his
studies under such fellowship, and to return to such residence,

(20 U.S.C. 1134p) Enacted June 23, 1972, P,L, 92418, sec, 181(n), 86 Stet, 810.

rELLOWSIIIP CONDITIONS

Soo, 064, (a) A person awarded a fellowship tinder the provisions of this part
shall continue to receive the payments provided in this part cagy during such
periods.ns the Commissioner finds that he is maintaining satistectory proficiency
and devoting full time to study or research In the field in which such fellowship
Was awarded in an institution of higher education, and is not engaging in gainful
employment other than employment approved by the Commissioner by or par-
stint to regulation,

(b) The Commissioner is authorized to require reports containing such inform
motion in such form and to be filed at such times as he determines necessary from
any person awarded a fellowship under the provisions of this part. Such reports
shall be accompanied by a certificate from an appropriate omelal at the institu-
tion of higher education, library, archive, or other research center approved by
the Commissioner, stating that such person is making satisfactory progress in,
and is devoting essentially full time to, the program for which the fellowship
was awarded.

(e) No fellowship shall be awarded Under this title for study a a school or
department of divinity.

(20 VAC, 1184q) Enacted June 28,1972, PI, 92418, see, 1St (a), 80 .Stat, 811.

APPEOPMATIONS AUTHORISED

AEC, Del There are authorized to be appropriated such sums as may be Imes-
miry for the purposes of this part,

(20 V.S.C. 1184r) Enacted June 28, 1972, P.L, 02418, see, 181(a), 86 Shut, 811.

11
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Public LaW 93-848, 03d Congress, H.R. 1529e, July 10, 1974

AN ACT To authorize the Commissioner of Education to carry out a program to assist
persons from disadvantaged backgrounds to undertake training for the legal profession

Re it enacted by the Senate and .House of Representatives of the United States
of America in Congress assembled, That funds appropriated for part D of title IX
of the Higher Education Act of 1965 by the Department of Labor and Health,
Education, and Welfare, and Related Agencies Appropriations Act for the fiscal
year ending June 30,1974 (Public Law 93-192), shall remain available for obliga-
tion through September 15, 1974, for the purpose of supporting a program to
assist persons from disadvantaged backgrounds to prepare and be educated for
the legal profession,

SEc, 2. In order to carry out the program. authorized by this Act, the Commis-
sioner of Education is authorized to make grants to private nonprofit organiza-
tions representatiVe of legal education and the legal profession for the purpose of
(1) selecting and counseling such persons; (2) paying stipends to such persons
and in such amounts as the Commissioner May determine to be appropriate; and
(3) paying for any administrative expenses incurred in the carrying out of
activities authorized by this Act,

SEC. p. The activities authorized by this Act may be carried out without regard
to the requirements and limitations net forth in sections 981, 982, and .908 of
part D of title IX of the Higher Education Act of 1905.

Approved July 10,1974.

Mr. O'HARA. We have invited members' of the National Board on
Graduate Education to appear before us and' to comment on issues
relating to financial assistance for graduate students.

The witnesses are Dr. Charles V. Kidd, executive secretary of the
Association of American Universities; Dr. David Breneman of the
National Research Council; Dr. Richard Lyman, president of Stan-
ford University; and Dr. Boyd Page of the Council of Graduate
Schools.

Each witness will make a brief presentation and we can then ques-
tion the panel as a group.

In addition to the statements to be made, we have circulated among
the members of the subcommittee copies of the Board's January 1974
publidation_,."Federal Policy Alternatives Toward Graduate Educa-
tion," of which chapter 4 is particularly. focused on our immediate area
of concern.

I shall ask unanimous consent that appropriate excerpts from that
re ort be made a part of today's hearing record.

The documents referred to appear at pp. 39-67.]
r. O'HAItA. Additional copies of the report are in the members'

folders.
So, with that, gentlemen, please proceed with your testimony in

whatever manner you wish.

STATEMENTS OP CHARLES V. HIDE, EXECUTIVE SECRETARY, ASSO.
CIATION OP AMERICAN UNIVERSITIES, ACCOMPANIED BY DAVID
BItENEMAN, NATIONAL RESEARCH COUNCIL; RICHARD LYMAN,
PRESIDENT, STANFORD UNIVERSITY AND BOYD PAGE, COUNCIL
OP GRADUATE SCHOOLS

Dr. Knit. Thank nu,,Mr. Chairman. I am Charles Kidd, executive
secretary of the Association of American Universities.

This association is composed of 46 public and private universities in
the United States, which are predominant in graduate education and
research. They grant about two-tiiiMs of the ?h. degrees in the

ti.)
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country and conduct about two-thirds of the federally supported aca-
demic research and 'development programs.

With me are Dr. David Breneman, staff director of the National
Board on Graduate Education, He wrote a landmark thesis on grad-
uate education at Berkeley, vas a professor at Amherst before he took
his present position, and will be a senior fellow at the Brookings In-
stitution continuing study of graduate education.

Dr. Lyman, on my right, has had a long and close association with
graduate education, first as a professor of history and then as a provost
and vice president of Stanford University and now as president of
that institution. He is the chairman-designate of the Council on Fed-
eral Relations of the Association of American Universities.

Finally, Dr. Boyd Page of the Council of Graduate Schools in the
United States has been a, professor at Ohio State, Berkeley, Texas
A. & M., and was later vice president for research and dean of the
graduate college at Iowa State. He was chairman of the group which
prepared the recent report, "Scholarships for Society.'

Now, on behalf of the group I want to say we appreciate the opportu-
nity to discuss graduate education and the support of students. The
subject has been relatively neglected over the last 2 or 3 years, and this

icommittee is certainly the prime place for discussion of these issues.
I would like to make simply one point, in opening the discussion, Mr.

Chairman, and that is that the rationale for Federal. support of grad-
uate students has shifted markedly over the last 3 or 4. years.

During the sixties, general pervasive, continuing !shortages of highly
trained manpower were the .prime reason for Federal support. Now
that has changed, and as we proceed you will see that the rationale is no
longer general continuing prospective shortages but rather specific
shortages for specific important national fields, the removal of dis-
crimination in admission to graduate schools, and the provision of as-
surance of attendance at graduate schools by the thin top layer of
people of outstanding ability. This is a very marked difference from
the situation that existed several years ago.

Now, I would like to ask, with permission of the committee, that
President Lyman provide the background against which we will dis-
cuss the amendments of the act.

Mr. O'HAnA. Please do.
[Dr. ICidd's statement follows:]

PREMED STATEMENT or CMARISS V, Kinn, 10XECUTIVE SECRETARY, ASSOWATiON
Or AMERICAN UNIVERRITIEE

Chairman and members of the committee, I am Charles Kidd, executive
secretary of the Association of American Universities, The Association is come
posed of 46 public and private universities in the United States which are pre-
eminent in graduate education and research, They grant about twothirds of all
doctoral degrees and conduct about twothirds of the federally spoasorecl academic
research and development,

With me are throe persons who are well acquainted with Pederal support for
graduate education from various points of view,

(1) David lireneman is Staff Director of the National Board on Graduate Mu-
cation, and is the principal author of the recent report, rederal Talky Altana
tire liawarde Graduate Motion, It has been made available to the Committee,

(2) Richard Lyman of Stanford University has had a long and close association
with graduate education as a professor and now as the president of a major
university.

(8) Boyd Page of the Council of Graduate Schools in the United States has been
a teacher

'
a dean of graduate studies and is now the president of the organiza-

tion which includes every substantial graduate school in the country, He was
chairman of the group which prepared the recent report, Scholaralapc for
Society.
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On behalf of the group, I want to say that we appreciate the interest of the
ComMittee in graduate education and its willingness to discuss some relatively
neglected but important issues. We believe it important to have more intensive
public discussion of the issues, and that this Committee is the most important
single point for discussion,

One point ought to be made directly at the outset. That is, Federal supportlor
graduate education is no longer predicated on general, continuing shortages of all
kinds of highly trained manpower. The "shortage" argument has been replaced by
a more thoughtful and realistic assessment of the place of graduate education in
our national life and of the role of the Federid government in supporting graduate
education. Now the more urgent and widely recognized goals are to ensure equal-
ity of access, to adapt graduate education to changing needs, to recognize the
intellectual excellence of relatively few talented students and to meet specifically
identified shortages.. The shift in thinking, derived from 10 national reports, is
spelled' out in "Graduate Education c The New Debate", an article which I have
made available to the Committee.

. President Lyman is prepared to present the basic rationale for Federal sup-
port in greater detail.

L CHARACTERISTICS OF EXISTING VEDERAL PROGRAMS FOR SUPPORT of
GRADUATE EDUCATION

!toe role that the graduate education support provisions of the Education
Amendments r 1972e specific graduate education provisions of Title IX
of the High' Education Act of 1905 plus the more general student aid provisions
of Title IV -should play can be adequately assessed only in the light of the
entire set o Federal programs with similar purposes. While the total system is
scattered and diverse, its major characteristics can be briefly summarized. One
salient feature of the Federal machinery is mission orientation. That is, grad-
uate students are supported not by the Federal government as an abstraction,
but by individual agencies, each charged by Congress with a set of specific tasks.
The mission of OE it supporting graduate students has been defined primarily in
terms of functionpreparation of teachers rather than in terms of field. It has
authority to provide graduate fellowships in all fields, provided the recipients
are headed for academic,careers. (It has additional authority to provide fellow-
ships for other special purposes, but this additional authority has never been
fundedor has been funded on a very skimpy scale.) N.L.H. supports students
in the health and biological area. NSF supports graduate students in the basic
Sciences and in areas of research important to national needs. NASA supported
students for the space effort, and AEC supported them in the nuclear sciences
and engineering,

This mission orientation has strengths and weaknesses. The main strength is
that support for graduate education tends to be linked to high priority national
needs, and hence to adopt and shift as national needs change, The main weak-
nem; is that there is no place in either the executive or the legislative branch
where graduate education and research can be viewed as an entity, Therefore,
there is no consistent government-wide policy. A second weakness is that the
existing system pays no attention to the long range capacity of graduate schools
to continue to produce students of high quality over the long run in the face
of rapidly shifting levels of Federal support. This is a topic to which we shall
revert,

Another characteristic of the Federal system is that a high proportion of grad-
uate student support is linked to the $22 billion in Federal research funds
that currently flow to universities. This is a clear strength because graduate
Work of high quality must be so linked in most fields. However, the research
relationship tends to make the Federal support system less than fully ,respott-
MVO to needs for change. For example, as others will testify, it appears that a
much higher proportion of those with advanced degrees will in the future have
careers in nonacademic institutions and in jobs other than research. The Federal
support system does not tend to induce the changes in graduate education that
will most certainly be required to adapt to this new situation.

in terms of devices for support of graduate students, there are varied ap-
proaches, Fellowships come first to minddirect grants to students who then
study in fields for which the fellowships are granted. These fellowships are
generally, but not always, granted directly to individuals who then decide where
to study. The level of study extends from the first year of graduate work through
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post-doctoral studies, Then there are training grants, developed most extensively
by NUT, which provide a package including funds for research, research equip-
ment, teaching supplies and faculty salaries, Finally, Many graduate students
work as research assistants on research financed by Federal grants and con
tracts, In 1974, about four limes as many students (about 24,000) will earn
support' as research assisstants as receive fellowships (about 0,000), Veterans'
benefits are an important source of support for graduate students, Finally the
student assistance programs administered by OE primarily for undergraduates
are also available (except for 1100's, Mel's, and SEOG's) to graduate students,

In terms of agencies; about 80 percent (about $400 million out of a total of
$500 million) of Federal .funds for support of . graduate students in 1974 will
come from two agenciesthe Veterans Administration and the National In-
stitutes of Health, (See Table II-10 from Special Analysis ,}1, Federal Education
Programs from The liudget for Moat Year 19740 The graduate support pro-
grams of the Office of Edttlation provided only $41 million, or about 8 percent of
the total,

This is the system in which the OE programs operate, and to which attention
has to be paid when the legislation authorizing the OE programs is amended,

IL THE FEDERAL ROLE IN SUPPORTING UNDERGRADUATE AND GRADUATE STUDENTS

The fact that public discussion of student aid over the past two or three years
has concentrated heavily. on undergraduates suggests that it may be useful, in
considering amendment of all student aid provisions of the. Education Amend-
ments. of 1972, to take some differences between support for undergraduates and
graduates into account.

Some of the most important of these are
. 1, OE, together with veterans benefits, is the major source of Federal support
for undergraduates, It is only one of many Nourees of support for graduate stu-
dents, and at the moment OE support for graduate students is being phased out.

SPECIAL ANALYSIS HFEDERAL EDUCATION PROGRAMS

TABLE H-10,STUDENT SUPPORT BY AGENCY; FEDERAL OUTLAYS AND NUMBERS OF STUDENTS

Agency

Outlays (millions) Students (thousands)

1972
actual

1973 1974
estimate estimate

1972
actual

1973
estimate

1974
estimate

Undegraduate:
flealtILEducAtiOni And Welfare:

orrice of Education
Social Security Administration
Health agencies and other

Veterans' Aiminittration
DO MINI
Justice
Other

Subtotal, undergraduate'

Graduate;
Health, Education and Welfare:

National Institutes of Health'
Office of EducationO,

Veterathens' r Administration
National Science Foundation
Othe r.

Subtotall.graduate I

Total

881
521

46
1, 247

88
23
8

.0.0.1,

1,010 1,227
659 758
76 37

1, 683 1,592
98 98
32
10 10

2,295
411

1,0M
52
64

8

Z 322
469

49
1,098

47
77
1

3, )I.17
517

41
1,075

48
1
7

2,814 3, 669 3, 722

20/
49

190
. 30

15

264
.57
66

245
go
16

168
41
$1

227
14
7

89
164

17
174

. 3
19'

86
165

17
171

21

60
170
13

166

561 658 508

3, 375 4, 227 4, 231

I Student totals not shown because some students receive awards tinder more than 1 program,

2. The scale of investment in Federal undergraduate student support is about
7 times the investment in graduate student supportroughly $3.7 billion for
undergraduate support from all sources and $500 million for graduate support,

a. The essential purposes of student support differ widely at the undergraduate
and graduate level, Graduate student support. isor should bereasonably

80-402.,44-4-,4

)
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related to the long range demand and supply situation.' Encouragement of the
intellectually most'able stUdents:and not all studentsis an important function

. of graduate student 'support, Support for undergraduates, on the other hand is
intended to ensure that society has an educated citizenry, and that access to
this education with the consequent increase in. social mobility and earnings is
not curtailed' because of lack of resources,. One practical consequence of these
differences is that the BOO concept is valid at the undergraduate but not the
graduate level.

4. The interplay between' 'student 'earnings, stipends, tuition and family con-
tributiOn is quite different' at the undergraduate and graduate level.

5. The prospective demand persons with specific highly developed skills
has a more important bearing on the volume of support for graduate students
than for undergradaate students.

6. A much higher proportion of graduate 'Students than of undergraduates is
emancipated. While the needs Concept is applicable to graduate' students, and
should be applied more widely, application of a needs test will affect the benefits
of a much smaller proportion of graduate students.
. This list is sufficient' to make the point that the basic. concepts applicable to
Federal financing of graduate students are quite different from those applicable
to undergraduates.

III. AMENDMENT O1 THE GRADUATE STUDENT SUPPORT PROVISIONS, (PART I OW TITLE 1)'
OP: THE EDUCATION AMENDMENTS. OS 1972

I should like to conclude with some. remarks directed to lhe task directly before
the Committeeeonsideration of amendments of the Edur-tion Amendments of
1972.

To begin with a summary of our reeommendations, we propose the following:
1. The uniqu'e provisions which can facilitate change in graduate education

(Part A of Title IX) should be retained and modified to substitute emphasis on
adaptation. to new national needs for the existing emphasis on expansion.

2. Four separate fellowship provisions now authorized (in Parts B, C, and I)
of Title IX) should be consolidated into a single program with separate parts.
(A program for mining and conservation authorized in Part D Should be trans-
ferred to N..S.F.)

3. Four separate sets of terms and conditions for the authorized fellowship
programs should be replaced by a single set of terms and conditions because the.
existing differences are random and serve no useful purpose.

4. A program of fellowships for persons from disadvantaged backgrounds,
which now has an authorization, of $1,000,000 in any fiscal year, should be
replaced by a much broader program which would encompass, not only fellow-
ships but such things as faculty exchanges, selective help for outstanding students
and tutorial help.

The rational for these proposals can now be put forth in greater detail.
The graduate education provisions of the Education Amendments of 1972

are found in Part I of Title I. (This Part is actually 'Title IX of the Higher
Education Act of 1005, and will be referred to here as title IX.) The title itself
falls into two broad categories. The first, Part A, provides for the strengthening
of graduate programs, The second, Parts B, 0, and D, provides for fellowships
to individuals in a number of specific categories,

Both stress on quality and adaptation to changing needs are now of highest
priority in graduate education; These goals can not be attained simply by provid-
ing fellowships. The Federal government should provide incentives for change in
graduate .education, This is precisely what can be done under,the existing pro-
vision for 'strengthening graduate education (Part A of Title IX) and this pro-
vision Is unique in the Federal statutes, For this reason, we stress the urgency of
funding this part, which has never had an appropriation, However, some amend-
molts are needed, For example, expansion of graduate and professional programs
is no longer an appropriate purpose of grants and reference to this as one goal of
Part A should be deleted, The goal. of aiding graduate schools to change should be
further stressed, As. another example, the principle that institutions should bear
part of the cost of such programs is sound, and this is provided for, However, the
law contains a rigid cost sharing formula which should be replaced by a clause
providing for greater administrative discretion in determining cost sharing. If the
Committee 'wishes, we can make specific suggestions for atnefultnent of this Part,



The provisions of Title IX which authorize graduate fellowships to individuals
have two salient characteristics, First, they provide for a large number of sepa-
ratOfellowship programs, each with a specified purpose, There are fellowships for
persons interested in a career in educational programs beyond the high school
level, and who are pursuing a doctoral degree, This is Part B, It has been funded
Primarily to produce teachers, and the funding is being phased out because of
the prospective decline in demand for new college and university teachers,

Part C of the title authorizes graduate fellowships to educate persons for the
public service,

Part D provides fellowships for "advanced study in domestic mining and min-
eral and mineral fuel conservation including oil, gas, coal, oil shale and uranium,
and for persons of ability from disadvantaged backgrounds," It's somewhat
bizarre to combine fellowship orograms for mining a conservation with a program
for the disadvantaged. Moreover, it is questionable whether, given the mission
and current activities of N.E.F a mining and conservation fellowship program
should be in H.E.W. Final!, , the fellowship program for the disadvantaged is
deficient in many respects, the most obvious being the appropriation ceiling Of
$1 million in any fiscal year. A second, and more fundamental, problem is tbat an
effective program for the disadvantaged requires more than fellowships. One of
the most pressing needs is to replace this inadequate program for the disadvan-
taged by one that will authorize such things as faculty exchanges and tutorial
efforts as well as fellowships,

The fellowship programs authorized in Parts B, 0 and D of Title IX areclearly
fragmented. Here, however, two principles conflict. The first is that if there is a
clear need, a categorical program is more effective and is likely to be better
funded. The second is that a series of categorical programs is rigid and therefore
poorly adapted to meet changing needs. On balance, we think that the existing
legislation set up too many categories, and that simpler and broader authority is
called for. We would .be glad to submit to the Committee a proposal indicating
specifically how the provisions could be simplified.

The second characteristic of these fellowship provisions is that each of them
has a long series of terms and conditions relating to such matters as stipend
levels, cost of education allowances, needs tests, prior work experience for fellow-
ship applicants, requirements for geographical distribution of fellowships and
payment of travel expenses. These terms and conditions are different for each
program for no discernible reason, We would be glad to submit to the Committee
a proposal for a single set of termsand conditions uniformly applicable to all of
the programs,

TV, GRADUATE STUDENT SUPPolIT THROUGH THE GENERAL STUDENT ASSISTANCE
MUMMA (TITLE IV)

An important question is the extent to which the general student aid provi-
sions can (as in their present form or as amended) provide assistance 'for
graduate students.

A. BOG AND 0E00

Graduate students are not now eligible for BOG's or SlOG's, Therefore an
amendment is required if they are to be eligible. Should such an amendment be
adopted?

An answer to this depends on one's philosophy with respect to the purposes of
graduate education and the rights and obligations of students, the institutions
and governments,

As noted above, the concept of universal entitlement, which is accepted and
socially useful for undergraduates, does not seem appropriate for graduate
students. There is no pressing social need for all college graduates to be able
to attend graduate school regardless of their economic circumstances. More-
over, the concept of basing entitlement on the financial circumstances of, par-
ents, a basic characteristic of BOG's and SEOG's, will be relevant to such a
small percentage of graduate students that this key concept of the 1300 pro-
gram is virtually meaningless, This is not +.0 say that need should not be a
factor in graduate student support, but rather that a program of financial assist-
ance should not rest on relative financial teed.

Accordingly, we would not advocate an amendment to make graduate students
eligible for BOG's or SMOO's.
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R. TIM INSTITUTIoSALIN RAM sTUDENT Alb PROGRAMS

Graduate and professional students are bY law eligible for the College Work
Study (OWS), the National Direct Student Loan (NDSL), and the Guaranteed
Student Loan (GSL). programs. in principle, self help through work and loans
are a sound part of a total program of graduate student support. However,
because of inadequate authorizations and appropriations and because of limita-
tions in regulations, these Federal programs have not beenexcept for the
guaranteed loau programextensively used by graduate studenis.

We have some proposals that would in our judgment improve all of theseprograms.
C. cOLLCOS WORK STUDT PROGRAM

We are enthusiastic about the potential of the College Work Study for grad-
IWO, students and attach a separate paper (Attachment A) for the record.
First, work is a sound part of a graduate support program. It is good educa-
tionally as graduate and professional students gain work experience directly
relevant to their professional course of study. These are important growth ex-
periences which future professionals and community and national leaders mightotherwise be denied.

Moreover, graduate students can and have provided very useful services to
state and local government agencies and to non-profit community organizations.
Law students could provide needed legal service for the disadvantaged, graduate .arts and science students could serve as tutors for low income and disadvan-
taged elementary and secondartstudents, medical students could serve in health
care clinics and business students will advise and counsel minority and dig-
advantaged businessmento name only a few of the possibilities. These also are
community services which otherwise will not be delivered,

Second, there id an increasing need for work study funds for graduate stu-
dents. Federal fellowships have declined precipitously. For example, the Gritd-
uate School of Arts and Science at one major university reports an estimated
loss over the last 18-24 months of $1.0 to $1.5 million in Federal fellowships
alone. Many other universities also report greatly increased demands from
students, departments and schools for work study hurls.

Third, the College Work Study Program is welt adapted to till this part of a
sound total program of graduate student support. Graduate and professional
schools report a substantial increase in the distribution of graduate student
assista'ace based upon need. As this desirable development grows greater, de-mands will be heard for work study funds for eligible graduate and professional students,

There are, however, major barriers to the more effective use of CWS by grad-
uate students, as indicated by the fact that only 6 percent of the participantsin the work study program are graduate students. We have home suggestions
designed to remove these barriers t

1, We request that the Committee recognize the vast unmet Heeds among
students eligible for CWS by increasing the authorization.. An authorization of$840 milliondouble the current authorizationwould come closer to meeting
the needs of undergraduates plus graduate students.

2, We ask the support of the Committee in improving the regulations for the
program. Others have testified on the desirability of (a) removing or modify-
ing the regulations designed to prevent "overawarding," (b) calculating awardsin terms of net rather than gross income and (c) forward funding. We supportthese changes. In addition, we believe that the maximum hourly earnings rateshould be set at $4.50 per, hour for graduate students.

Finally, we would stress that an adequately funded college work study pro-
gram must be considered in the broad context of a comprehensive aid program.
comprised of grants, loans, and other work opportunities.

D. NATIONAL DIEM STUDENT LOAN 1100/tAlt

The barriers that prevent graduate students from partielpftting substantiallyin the College Work Study program also bar them from the NEISt program,
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Only 9 percent of 750,000 students receiving XDSL aid are graduate students:

NATIONAL DIRECT STUDENT LOAN

All Public Private
institu- institu- institu- 2' ear 4year Unlver-

tins tions lions colleges colleges sities

Estimated total number of participants
Postbaccalaureate participants:

Number
Percent of total

752, 900

67,761
.

457, 700" 294, 200

36,616 29, 420
$ 10

96,100 416, 500

S 33, 240

240, 300

36, 045
1 6

To make funds available on n scale that will enable more graduate students to
borrow funds under this program we propose that the authorization be increased
from $400 million to $000 million. Here the future is somewhat unpredictable
because the success of the Student Loan Marketing Association (Sally Mae) has
Yet, to be fully demonstrated,

It GUARANTEED STUDENT LOAN PROGRAM

Although loan availability has been a difficult problem for many students this
year, graduate student participation in the 081P, shown below, fr greater than
for either CWS or NUSL.

GUARANTEED STUDENT LOAN.

All Public Private
WU, WU insti 2-year 4.year Univer-

tutions tutions tutions colleges colleges sities

Estimated total number of participants
Post baccalaureate participants:

Number
Percent of total

686, 700

130,173
19

421, 200

67, 392
16

262, 300

62,952
24

65,900

0
0

380,700

72, 333
19

236,900

61,594
26

We recommend the following improvements in the GSL program:
1. Although the problem of excessively high rates of indebtedness is of great

concern to graduate students there remains a need to provide greater flexibility to
meet the needs of graduate students; The current annual OSL loan limit does not
even cover the full cost of tuition at many private universities, Therefore we rec-
ommend an increase in the annual maximtun loan from $2,500 to $8,600 and an
increase in the total loan alloWable feom $10,000 to $15,000,

2, In view of the increasing debt burden on graduate students we also recom-
mend a change in the repayment period from 10 to 20 years.

3. Low loan limits also contribute to students turning to multiple sources of
loan funds; This often creates great hardship at repayment time and undoubtedly
enhances the likelihood of delinquency and default, Provision therefore should
be made to allow a student to consolidate all loans incurred to provide the student
with one debt and one 'reasonable payment,

4. Institutional administrative costs for both SDK. and GSL have grown sub.
stantially. An administrative fee of 3% the same amount provided by other pro-
grams, would greatly relieve this burden on the institutions,

AllACTIL MEW A

THE COLLEGE WORK STUDY PROGRAM AND MK GRADUATE STUDENT

Participation by graduate students in CWS, white distressingly low, grew
steadily front 4,000 students in 1905 to about 24,000 students in 1911, approxi-
mately a 6 fold increase. Recent figures compiled by the American Council on
Education, shown below, indicate a continued increase to almost 34,000 in 191344
in graduate, or Post-Baccalaureate student participation.
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COLLEGE WORK STUDY 07344

AR Publics Private
instills institu institu 2-year 4.year Univerlions lions tions colleges colleges cities

Estimated total number ofparticipants
Postbaccalauseato participants:

Number
Percent of total

565,100

33, 906
6

376, 300

22, 578
6

187, 505

9, 375
5

117,100

0
0

325,100

16,255
5

21, 700

13, 387
it

This represents, howeVer, only about 6% of the total student participation inthe program. Graduate students in universities accounted for only 18,387, or 11%,of the 121,700 university-based participants and .only 2.4% of the more than halfmillion total work study recipients.. Total graduate student enrollment in fall1972, according to the United States Office of Education,was 943,000 students,A number of factors have contributed to this low participation rate. The pri-mary cause, predictably, has been a lack of sufficient funds, There simply havenot been enough OWS dollars to meet the needs of all eligible undergraduate,graduate and professional students, As a result institutions, through their finan-cial aid officers, have had to make very difficult decisions in establishing prioritiesto allocate the funds which were available. Institutional policies and prioritieshave followed the program guidelines of the United States Office of Educationand have given prererence, quite legitimately and understandably, to needyundergraduate students in an effort to help assure them access to postsecondaryeducation. In meeting these very important needs the funds have almost alwaysrun out before the eligible graduate student needs could begin to, be met, Althoughinstitutional experiences vary widely it may be helpful to quote Mr. ThomasLovett, the Director of Financial Aids at Tulane University in this regard. "WhileWane has not had sufficient CWS funding to assist many graduate and profes-sional students, the funding level has allowed us to offer 70% of our enteringfreshmen employment to make up about one-third of their student self-help pack-ages, and to continue this employment for their four undergraduate years. Thetypical undergraduate aid recipient at Tulane will have borrowed $2,500 to $3,000under the NDSL program by the end of the four years. (Were the CWS self-helpprogram unavailable, these students would complete their undergraduate workwith upwards of $1,500 of additionaldebt.")
Duringthe 1960's when federally fellowship support was more readily availableeligible graduate students, in general, were not severely affected by the shortfallin College Work Study funds. The climate, however, has been sharply changed,In many institutions other sources of graduate student support have fallen offprecipitously, and many universities are reporting both rapidly increasing de-mands from eligible graduate students for CWS support and frequent requests toparticipants in the program front graduate departments and professional schools:The thaduate School of Arts and Science of a leading Universityit happens tobe Harvard estimates a Las of Federal Fellowship funds over the last 18 to 24months of between $1 to $1.5 million.
Mr, Itobert Huff, Director of Financial Aid at Stanford University notes

"(B)eatuse of the sharp fall-off in funding for graduate and professional stu-
dents, great numbers of these students have only loan programs which to turn tofor assistance, There should be a greater availability of Work-Study for them".

With only loans to turn to and the prospect of greater and greater indebtednessbefore them it is not surprising that many of these eligible graduate students havebegun to feel like the forgotten stepchild' of pOstsecondary education and haveasked whether the Congress has lost interest in their contribution to society.A umber of good reasons support greater graduate student participation inCWS, First, graduate and professional programs increasingly are providing graduate financial assistance based upon need. To cite just two examples, an estimated
three out of four graduate divisions at Tulane University now base much of theiraid on student need. Cornell University also reports a major increase in the
amount of aid. being tlistributed in graduate and professional prograins based onneed, The MS prograsa thus has becomean increasingly appropriate way to meetthe needs of many graduate and professional students.

A second major reason to respond to the growing interest and demand by grade
Hate students is the substantial benefits to be derived by the student, the institution an& very frequently, by public organizations who employ OWS graduate
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students, White "working your way through school" remains both philosophically,:
and practically attractive, for many students It has become # necessity as par-
entaresourees are taxed by inflation and As the costs of younger brothers' and
sisters' undergraduate educations must be met. ,

Graduate students employed under a well planned CWS program also gain valu-

able professional experience ip job rdiregtly related, to thsir program of study.
Valuable services both .for the institlitideand other studeritiCare provided on
campus as OWS graduate students work at jobs such as teaching and research
assistants, student counsellors, tutors for undergraduate and disadvantaged stu-

dents and as administrative assistants In a variety of capacities,
The opportunities for OIVS.graduate students to provide high quality services

to the community are almost limitless and arc very exciting. Dean Kenneth Pye

of the Duke University Law School report f. example, that 120 law students in

the Duke Law School now work in a variety of state and local government agen-

cies and non-profit community organizations. , Restrictions in current program
regulations prohibit still greater numbers of Duke law students from serving
public needs while pursuing their legal education.

Since graduate and professional students are more highly trained, they 'are'
potentially more useful to state and local government agencies and to non-prat
community organizations. Law students could provide needed legal services for

the disadvantaged, graduate arts and science students could serve as tutors for
low income and disadvantaged elementary secondary students, medical
students could serve in health care clinics and business students could advise And

counsel minority and disadvantaged businessinen in the development' of their
firms, These are growth experiences which future professionals and community,

and national leaders might otherwise be denied. These are community services
which otherwise will not be delivered.

To summarize, the need among graduate and professional students for CWS

support is continuing at a sharply increased. rate, Students, 'faculty and ad-.
ministrators alike are enthusiastic' over the untapped opportunities potentially
available to students and society through the CWS program. The principal ques-

tion before us is how to meet that need.
Except for an increase in the' authorization, no major ehanges in the authorizing`

legislation seems indicated in order to achieve the goal of greater participation
in the CWS program for undergraduate, graduate and professional students.,
With regard to the authorization, a substantial increase is warranted. Indeedthe
major higher education associations in their recent testimony before the ap-
propriations committees stressed the growing demand for OWS funds and re.
quested that the full authorized amount of $420 million be appropriated.

In light of these considerations the Committee should carefully consider an in-
creased authorization for OWS of $630 million, a 50% increase, with the expecta-1

tion that the program would begin to signifleantly assist eligible graduate

students.
Although these would not require new legislation the following changes in the

regulations would greatly enhance the effectiveness of, the program,
1, To increase the flexibility through which the program may more effectively

serve graduate students the maximum hourly wage rate, currently $8,50, should,
be increased to $4.50. Although the needs of many graduate students and their
CWS employers could be met within this limit, the needs of highly trained
students and of their employees could frequently be met more effectively if the
itrJ,itutions had greater flexibility in establishing the hourly rate.

2. The current regulations impose an impossible administrative burden on
institutions by requiring them to monitor the Work load of OWS recipients in
an effort to prevent "overawarding." The primary effects of this requirement are
to exhanee the attractiveness of nonwork study Jobs, to place cumbersome ad-
ministrative burdens on institutions and to further compound the confusion and
cynicism of students,

8. Tax deductions often result in a CWS student's net income following below

his or her, calculated need. A CWS award of $600, for example, to a student,
after deductions, may net that student less income than the calculated need of
$800, Awards should be made, therefore, not in terms of gross income but in
terms of the net inevne needed to meet the calculated need.

4. Time to plan effective work opportunities, especially summer Jobs, is essen-
tial to the success of the program. The current funding cycle frequently does not
provide sufficient time to allow institutions to maximize the MS funds both

2
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in terms of the numbers of students benefited and in terms of the edUcational
quality of the work experience. Therefore the Congress should consider forward
funding the College Work Study Program just 'as it now forward funds the
National Direct Student Loan Program.

STATEMENT OP DR. RICHARD LYMAN

Dr. Lymx. Thank you, Mr, Chairman.
I am Richard Lyman, president of Stanford University.
Serious Federal recognition of the importance of supporting gradu-

ate education began, as we all know, about three decades ago in the
period right after World War II, when there was a general.

that research and particularly university research WAS an im-
portant source for the country, both in short-term and long-term
needs, in meeting those needs.

It tecame increasingly obvious after the war that the level and
quality of research in graduate training exercised a powerful influence
on our national life. Also, gradually, it became apparent that graduate
education and research are inseparably linked.

The same institutions that carry on the one carry on the other. In
fact, they do so as part of a unified process.

As this recognition of the importance of the link between research
and graduate education grew,, so acknowledgement of the role of the
Federal Government with regard to graduate education.

There are a number of reasons why it has been logical and remains
so that the Federal Government assume a major responsibility in this
area. The fruits of university research obviously are heedless let's say,
of boundaries. and in fact they are very seldom contained even by
national boundaries.

Graduate students tend to be far more mobile than undergraduates
and more likely to cross State lines in search of a particular educa-
tional program that meets their needs, but the relationship between
graduate education and national needs and the consequent. interest in
Federal support were perceived first and foremost in terms of the
shortage of trained manpower in one field after another, as those fields
became important in the 21/2 postwar decades.

When it became apparent several years ago that the expansion of
graduate programs had been sufficient to insure an adequate supply
of trained manpower in those fields already defined, hi some fields more
than adequate supply, the Federal support began to dwindle very
rapidly.

In 1967 there were over 11,000 federally supported education fellow-
ships, just one form of support, of course, but a very important one.
Five years later over 2,000 were only available.

The total number supported by fellowships plus traineeships was
M,400 in 1968 and in fiscal 1974 that number had dropped to an esti-
mated 0,600. In dollar terms overall Federal support levels for fellow-
ships and traineeships declined from a high of $262 million in 1968 to
$114 in 1972, and they have been projected to something like $88
million in fiscal 1974.

Federal support of bask research at universities and colleges rose by
11 percent from 1968 to 1972 lint iii constant dollars there was a decline
of 7 percent.
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This has been true not only in HEW supported and administered
funds but in other agencies, too, the National Science Foundation, the
Space Agency, AEC, NIH, and so on.

We have a strong feeling that it was a mistake tolnake such broad
cuts without more profound weighing, of the policy questions that
would arise, but I have to admit that the higher education community
is somewhat late in raising this question coherently and forcibly.

Two things became apparent as soon as we began to examine the
Federal role.

First, given the history to which I referred, it is literally impossible
for all the Federal Government to have no impact, at all on the future
of graduate education. Whether the Government provides funds at a
high level or at a low level or at no level, graduate education will be
affected.

Thus, it is acutely important for Federal policymakers to have a
clear view of the present and future nature of the enterprise, of its
place in the general structure of higher education, and its relationship
to the important interests of the Nation.

Without context policy is bound to be blind in education as in other
fields.

Second, despite the reasonable assumption that the total number of
graduate students is adequate to meet current national needs Nye are
important Federal concerns not necessarily addressed by numbers
alone.

Despite the waxing and waiting of Federal interest in research there
has been a steady growth of new fields of knowledge that are clearly
of importance to the Nation, and computer science, biochemistry,
astrophysics, are examples of disciplines developed into fields of ob.
vious national import in the postwar period.

There are new fields emerging which in all probability will turn out
to be of equal importance, such as the study of health care delivery.

So, we are concerned that graduate universities be flexible enough
and healthy enough to create new knowledge and to meet new train-
ing demands which the developments of these new fields create, This
is very difficult to do without. a steady level of support.

Our traditional method of handling both graduate education and
research has bruit to provide a burst of sttpport in reaction to a na-
tional crisisto the cold war, to the health crises, to sputnik, to the
environmental crisisand we are reacting in the same way to the
energy crisis today.

Ilut new fields do not spring full-blown from the ground. At their
inception, computer .science programs were staffed by mathematicians
and electrical engineers from existing university programs working at
the shared frontier (if knowledge of their field which led into computer
sciences.

It takes time and rational planning to develop a discipline, and it
makes little sense to tailor a discipline to a specific crisis and then let
it lapse the moment the crisis seems to diminish.

liesitles, crises seldom go away ; they are simply pushed off the front
page. It is not clear what the next crisis will be although there are
plenty of candidates waiting in the wings.

The only thing we can be reasonably sure of is there will be one
and another one and another one.
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I want to cite an interesting example at Stanford of just such an
experience in one of our engineering departments, I happened to visit
this lab recently and it is a fascinating place,

For over a decade, Professor Robert Eustis doggedly pursued a
workable process of magnetohydrodynamicsa process for generating
electricity by ionizing gas at high temperature, eliminating the need
for the conventional boilers and turbines when utilizing fossil fuels
and offering the promise of substantially greater wicieney.

Until recently, over the whole of the United States, only about 10
researchers were at work on the problem and funds were quite scarce.
In this year alone, Professor Eustis' funds have been doubled, and the
total spent on academic research in the field has also doubled to a level
of $7.5 million, which is a tiny fraction of what will be needed if this
field is to be made fully useful to the country.

The demand for more efficient means of using fossil fuels is cer-
tainly not new? it is only the public awareness of the problem and the
relevance of this research that is new.

As a means of countering this spasmodic approach to policymaking,
I believe it is in the Federal interest to establish two broad criteria for
the support of graduate education and research t The steady ongoing
need for re arch knowledge and skilled graduates; and the need for
highest attainable quality in every field.

With regard to students, the Federal Government should recognize
that while the graduate student body may remain relatively stable in
absolute numbers, there will be shifts in numbers among fields.

It is important to maintain a steady stream of the highest skills to
all critical fields. But it is also important to provide encouragement to
new fields % independent of whatever crises may arise and independent
also of their immediate practical application.

Non-Euclidean geometry began as a purely theoretical pursuitand
nobody, thought of it as an answer to a national crisisand served as
the basis for Einstein's theory of relativity, and thus for all of atomic
and space research. The split between pure and practical disciplines is
a false dichotomy or mirage.

We think our concern should now be to develop excellence in existing
programs and particularly to maintain and enhance excellence where
it already exists; a vast general expansion obviously is not in the
national interest.

It may even be there is a state of overdiffusion. We may need to take
some measure of concentration.

Some of the strongest graduate schools have been hardest hit by the
cutbacks to which I referred,

ti view of these considerations I would like to present four general
recommendations before we move into specifics for Federal policy for
graduate education.

First is support of new fields in the early states of their development.
We should not be bound to the traditional and proven disciplines. We
should recognize that new fields evolve from very small beginnings and
usually are in need of support in their formative period,

Computer sciences and biochemistry, as examples, began modestly
with research in long.established disciplines and then gradually
worked their way to the point where they transcended the bounds of
those learningful
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Furthermore, the support of developing fields as I indicated should
not be dependent upon their promise of immediate usefulness. Too
much emphasis on practicality turns out to be a shortsighted approach
damaging to our research progress and graduate training in the long
run.

The second consideration, that of facilitating the gradual transition
of doctoral employment of Ph. D.'s, from concentration on academic
research to a wider spectrum of roles throughout society.

Two things seem clear here, first, that there is an important national
interest in insuring adequate supply of highly trained manpower and,
secondly, social policy designed to insure that supply must necessarily
be based on some kind of labor market projections because of the lead-
time needed..

But attempting to control access to fields by differential support
levels through manpower planning that is too closely coupled to the
needs one perceives at the moment does not work.

The uncertainty of predictions made on that basis are all too obvious
in our recurrent cycles of over and under supply.

So, what we are looking for here is a stable capacity based on real
needs and not too, sensitive to changes in, momentary perceptions of
needTh.

e third consideration is the desirability of multiplicity of support
agencies.

From the Federal perspective we can well understand it is tempting
to think in terms of reducing the number and diversity of agencies
supporting graduate education and research and yet that same plural-
ism provides an essential flexibility and diversity in the whole
enterprise.

, ).

In any one agency there tends to be a relatively'fixed sense of priori
ties and, contact with a given set of researchers. I believe that .a mono-
lithic single fund granting agency could not be expected to react with
adequate speed and expertise to new trends in specialized education
fields, those same new trends that may lead to creation of -very few
fields.

The fourth and final consideration is the considerationof the. special
needs of the disadvantaged.

Since the late 1960's a great deal of effort and attention has been
focused upon the historical disadvantage in higher education suffered
by many lower class whites, women, and members of ethnin minority
groups.

But full extension to these groups of opportunity for training at the
graduate level has not been achieVed. Blacks constitute nationwide
about 9 percent of the undergraduate population.

Yet at the graduate level they account for less than half that pro-
portion of the student body. Indicative of this situation) three black
engineering students at Stanford passed their Ph. D. qualifying exams
this Januarythe first American blacks to do so in Stanford's history.
This does not mean that they are singularly backward..

A couple of years ago we gave six masters degrees to blacks and that
was oneseventh of the national total of masters degrees granted to
blacks in that year, 1971.
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In contrast to undergraduate education, graduate admissions are
highly decentralized by school, department., or program within the
university.

Nevertheless, it is possible to construct financial aid programs in
such a way as to give departments strong incentives to recrult outside
their ustud patterns, and thereby broaden their applicant pools.

It is essential that Federal policy reinforce such efforts if minorities
and women are to have the opportunity available to others to develop
their talents to the fullest extent.

The benefits that we are a country seek from genuinely equal access
to undergraduate education cannot be achieved unless far larger num-
bers of minorities and women become trained professionals, gain
leadership positions in business and government, and earn faculty
positions in colleges and universities. That will not happen until the
graduate schools enroll sufficient numbers of minority and women
candidates.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Balance of statement follows

There are, of course, differences among those concerned with graduate educe
tionditterences in priorities, differences over particular programs, But on the
central issues there is strong agreement about, what would constitute a useful
revision of the Federal programs which you are considering. We believe it should
include eight points :

1. A program of incritbaaed competitive national fellowships. Such a program
would guarantee that the best students are able to pursue graduate studies on the
basis of academic merit atone, The grants should be completely portable among
institutions and fields, The National Board Report recommends 2,000 new starts
a year; I would prefer a number closer to 5,000, a figure still substantially below
the levels of a few years ago and equal to only about 8 percent of graduates
enrolling for the first time,

2. Programs of special fellowships in rerteln fields of high natiOnal priority.
These programs would provide an incentive to universities to develop new grad
nate fields where, for example, there is a clear national shortage of trained
manpower. It would also be an effective way of encouraging students to enter
fields where the need for trained manpower is greatest. Such programs would
logically he sponsored by many Federal agencies, each in its own field of concern,
as has been true in the past,

8. Companion grants accompanying each of the two types of fellowships noted
above, which would go to institutions as incentives to enroll students holding
fellowshipsand as muchneeded support for the programs those students would
be entering. These grants should provide something on the order of $2,500 per
fellowship holder enrolled, over and above tuition.

4. A program of training grants for highpriority areas of national concern
where something snare than fellowship support is required. Training grants
would provide funds to institutions for operating costs, equipment, faculty and
staff salaries, and support of graduate researchers.

5. An etvpansiott of the College WorleRtutly program with a conscious' effort
to include support for snore graduate students, Few people, in Washington or in
the universities, recognise the potential of this program at the graduate level.
This point is especially important when taken in conjunction with my next one,

0, Maintenanee and mansion of Federally subsidtted haft program), but with
caution. Considerable procedural difficulties are associated with administering
loan programs, but the social difficulties of too great a reliance on loans are
even more significant, More students are entering graduate school nowadays
With mineable loans, and more emphasis is being placed on borrowing for sup.
port while in graduate school. There are grave disadvantages in having a alma,
leant number of graduates with large debts, That state of affairs runs counter to
avowed Federal policy to allow all to start the race of life equal, and will surety
cause considerable and enduring resentment. There is also the implication to
students that deferring costs generally is the best way to go through life,

.4 It
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old fashioned enough to think that that Is a bad thing, Loans should be avail-
able but should not be viewed as a primary menus of financing an education.

7, Rejection of proposals to expand the BOO and SHOO programs to include

graduate students, The concept of universal entitlement is relevant rather to
undergraduate education, where universal access has been a social goal,

R. A specific, effort to enhano-c the opportunity for ammo to graduate sohoola
for the educationally disadvantaged, Considerable studs has gone toward gen-
erating a proposal for a Federal program to alleviate this complicated problem,
Structuring such a program for the disadvantaged at the graduate level is much
more difficult than at the undergraduate level because of inherent differences,
However, a consensus is forming that, to he effective, a special program for the
disadvantaged must be developed, providing competitive grants to graduate
universities that not only allows them to make fellowship awards but to under-
take program development, recruiting, and related activities.

In summary, there is a need for a thoughtful, rational Federal policy to-
ward graduate education; The present trend toward eliminating one Federal
program after another in this area is, in fact, a policy, even if it is not a very
carefully considered one. All too often, Federal programs ride up or down on the
waves of one national crisis after another.

What is needed Is a policy that recognizes the existence of important Federal
interest in graduate education beyond the assurance of an adequate total number
of trained people, These include

A determined and constant effort to raise the quality of both students and
educational programs in every field ;

A recognition of the long time constants in both research and graduate
training, which lu turn requires anticipation of what areas of knowledge
and skills will be needed to meet problems not yet broadly 'recognized by
the American public ; and

A new sense of concern about the need for the opportunity for access
to graduate education for those of educationally disadvantaged backgroUnds.

Dr, Kirin, Mr, Chairman, with that. background, we might iiroceed
to the terms of 'a national program for graduate education and then
zero in on the Education AmendMents of 1972 and some proposals we
would like to make with respect to amendment of that title and also
of the college-based pro rains,

Mr. O'HAnA, Please do.

STATEMENT OP DR, DAVID BR MAN

De. Ibtimotax. Thank you, Mr.-Chairman, 1 am David Breneman,
staff director of the National Board on Graduate. Education.

My statement is prepared on behalf of David D. Henry, Chairman,
and the members of the National Board on Graduate Education,

These W individuals are identified on pages of the National
Board report. entitled "Federal Policy Alternatives Toward Graduate
Education," copies of which have been provided to members of: the
committee,

The National Board on Graduate Education was established in 1971
by the Conference Board of Associated Research Councils, to provide
a mechanism for a thorough review of graduate education in the
United States,

A major board effort during the last year has been a systematic re-
. thinking of the relationship of the Federal Government to graduate
educatian, with special emphasis on the changing circumstances from
the 1960's to the 1970's,

The report mentioned above contains the board's analysis and con-
clusions on this subject, and I will summarize briefly the recommenda-
tions reached on graduate student financial support which is'only one
part of the total report,

0 "I
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I should note that the board's report surveyed the total spectrum
of Federal support for graduate education, and thus my summary will
extend beyond the legislation contained in the Education Amendments
of 1972,

Chapter IV of the report, as the Chairman previously noted, is
devoted exclusively to the topic of graduate student support,

A basic assumption underlying our analysis is the belief that the
benefits of graduate education are both private and social, accruing to
the individual student and to the State, region, and Nation.

This argues for pluralistic sources Of students finance with fellow-
ship, traineeships, teaching and research assistantships:loans, family
resources and subsidized tuition all playing a part,

For the 1970's, the board endorses the following principles for grad,
nate student support. (Supporting arguments and analysis are con-.
tattled in chapter IV of the report which I won't repeat.)

1, Three specific forms of fellowship-traineeship support are anuro-
priate to the foreseeable needs of the 1970's.

a, Merit Fellowships. A limited number of portable fellowships,
awarded in national competition on the basis of academic merit, to be
used for doctoral study in any academic discipline, The board recom-
mends that the National Science Foundation'and the National Endow-
ment for the Humanities award 2,000 new merit fellowships, each year,
with an average annual stipend of $3,500 and a $4,500 enst-bf-education
allowance in lieu of tuition,

b. Specialized manpower and research programs. The board rec-
ommends that the mission-oriented Federal agencies award competi-
tive research and training grants to universities to support research
and graduate students in areas of high national concern, including
such problem areas as energy supply and distribution, health care de-
livery, and mass transportation, The primary purpose of these 5-year
grants would be to speed up the movement of graduate students,
faculty and university resources into ,research areas of current social
concern,

Under this headings I might add the board endorses last December's
congressional action in appropriating funds for fiscal year 1974 to )
continue the National Institutes of Health/National Institute of Menem
tal Health training grant programs.

c, A program for minority/disadvantaged students, The small num-,
bars of minority/disadvantaged individuals educated to the Ph, D.
level indicates a need for a special Federal program to increase the
number of such individuals who successfully enter and complete grad-
uate school. The National Board on Graduate Education is currently
preparing a report on this subject, and I will to this briefly at
the close of my remarks.

2, At this time Federal fellowships specifically for the purpose of
stimulating additional students to prepare for academic careers are
not required. Therefore, the board does not recommend the continua-
tion. of Federal programs begun in the 1950's and early 1960's that
were designed primarily to increase the supply of college teachers,

3. A national program of grants for graduate students based on
financial need and modeled on the undergraduate basic opportunity
grant is not, endorsed, for both philosophical and practical reasons.
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4. Teaching assistantships, financed with State and institutional
funds, and research assistantships, financed largely by Federal research
grants, are assumed, to be important continuing source of graduate
student support.

5. Loans should continue to be, a significant component of a total
plan for graduate student support, but there are definite limits to the
utility of loans. In individual cases, loans should not be so large that
highly capable students are discouraged, from undertaking graduate
work.

Moreover; several technical problems in the terms, conditions, and
adthinistration of existing loan proRams prevent their expansion
much beyond current level. These technical problems are spelled out in
some detail in chapter IV of the board's report.

These problems are sufficiently difficult that substantial analysis and
debate will be required' to resolve them, which, suggests that for the
immediate future, loans cannot be expected to take up all of the slack
caused by the reduction of other support programs.

6. The Education Amendments of 1972 should be amended to in-
crease the individual loan limit from $10,000 to $15,000, and to extend
the repayment period from 10 to 20 years.

The above general principles for graduate student support endorsed
by the boaru out across several Federal agencies and many different
acts of Federal legislation. In many of the specific progISIIIS recom-
mended, the role of the Office of Education would be minimal,

With respect to the special program for minority/disadvantaged
students; however, the U.S. Office of Education would certainly play
a key role. I will return to this topic at a later point in the hearings.

Thank you.
Dr. Kum. Mr, Chairman, that lays the general backgroufid for sup -,

port for the changes that have occurred and a general perspective for
the total Government support of graduate education and graduate
students.

With the permission of the committee, we would like to turn now to
the Education Amendments of 1972 insofar as they relate to the sup-
port of graduate students.

On page 7 of my prepared statement I have some suggestions with
respect to the changes. To recall to the committee the substance of the
graduate education part of the act, it is literally part (1) of title I
and it is one of the title IX's in the act. It.has parts (a), (b), (c), and
(d),

Part (a) of this title provides for general support of education and
parts (b) and (c) and (d) contain separate fellowship programs. Part
(b) has quite general fellowship programs and (c) has fellowships
for the public service. Part (d) has two subcomponerits, one for fellow-
ships in the areas of conservation, mining, energy, and so on, and a
program for the disadvantaged.

So that is the bare bones of the fellowship support program under
the Education Amendments of 1972,

We have some suggestions with respect to amendments of those, I
would like to ask Dr.-Page to talk about part (a), the general support
provision and related matters.

.1)
0 L. I
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STATEMENT OP DR, BOYD PAGE

Dr. Paou. Thank you.
I am Boyd Page, president of the Council of Graduate Schools in

the United States.
The 315 institutions holding membership in the Council collectively

award over 9S percent of the doctorates and 85 percent of the masters
awarded annually in the United States.

As you can see, our membership ranges widely over all types of
graduate histitutions.

Our members take their responsibility very seriously and are deeply
concerned about the future welfare of graduate education.

I have chosen to concentrate my few remarks on two areas related
primarily, to the need for additional fellowship support and the need
for built-in flexibility, beyond that now existing in title IX and inpart (a).

First, if I may, I would like to present just a. few statistics. These
have appeared in a very illuminating survey, Careers and Curriculum,
just published by the Educational Testing Service,

This is a followup 1 year later of a very extensive survey of 21,000
college seniors trying to find out what their interests-and professional
objectives were. In this study they focused in on the 8,000 seniors who
did indicate that they had definite plans to go into professional grad-
state schools.

Approximately 73 percent of those who had indicated an intention
to go into graduate study were in fact enrolled. Of those who did not
enroll, 20 percent of the men gave as the reason that they could not
afford it.

The corrresponding figure for women was 29 percent; for blacks
it was 31 percent. Contrast these figures with the indication that only
2.6 percent of the blacks and 2.4 percent of the women said inability
to gain admission to the school of their choke was the reason for
nonattendance.

Another brief set of statistics bears on this point. There is evidence
that blacks are moving in increasing numbers from high schools into
universities, that they have higher aspirations for advanced educa-
tion work than do the whites, and yet we still see that with all of the
programs that have been mounted there are difficulties before them.

Thirty.eight percent of the white students who are now enrolled in
graduate school in the survey have had to borrow money to finance
education in the first year as compared to 67 percent of blacks. Thirty-
five percent of the blacks had borrowed up to $2,000 in the first year
and 16 percent ballad to borrow more.

Furthermore, 56 percent of the whites said they owed nothing, but
only 20 percent of the blacks were able to make that same statement.

cited these figures not to show that blacks remain at a disadvan-
tage, although they clearly do, but to emphasize that present avail-
ability of funds falls short of what would be needed to prevent social
loss through loss of high potential individuals for advance training
and to prevent a sense of frustration and despair for those' who eagerly
seek opportunity to prepare themsel yes for careers of serviee.

The deans of our member institutions in many eases are acntely
a ware of these personal and social problems.

3
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I wanted to make clear to the committee we have no quarrel witk
broadened access to undergraduate education, but I submit that what
now seems called, for is extension of this laudable goal to graduate
study only to the extent required to make sure that the few most highly
qualified and motivated individuals who have been able to make their
way \through their undergraduate career with hopes of ,continuing
into professional and graduate school will not find their progress
blocked through unavailability of funds.

The figures I have cited above do, I think, show we still fall far
short of this goal.

I submit that the numbers of such students needing assistance in
comparison to the numbers of undergraduates needing assistance is
not large. Augmentation of existing loan funds in work-study oppor-
tunities, as my colleagues will emphasize, even in moderate amounts
could go far in relieving these obvious inequities.

We suggest that especially targeted funds might be required. These
should be based only on merit and need, and we wish to emphasize
again that these could go far toward accomplishing what is certainly
to be desired.

We submit that under the broad mandates of title IX no new legis-
lation, only minor amendment or revision of existing legislation, would
be required.

The graduate community would,, I am sure, Mr. Chairman, be
pleased to provide suggestions relating to proposed amendments or
revisions.

The otlde area which specifically is covered in part (0 to which
I wish to address attention of the committee relates to institutional
capabilities and availability ofprograms.

Graduate education is clearly in a rapidly shifting, transitional
phase. New procedures need to be developed, new populations need
to be served and additional specializations provided.

Students seeking entry into our graduate schools increasingly see
themselves in future roles different than their predecessors« In many
cases they are not able to devote full time in unbroken sequence to
their period of graduate study. In other situations they desire to
intermix periods of concentrated study with periods of work, as they
put it, in the real world,.

Traditional patterns of study and research are not easily converted
to accommodate such students. Provision of student aid usually does
not provide for discontinuities. New arrangements need to be devised.

These new directions are being widely recognized. In many faculties
there are individuals holding visions of future needs and patterns of
service quite different from what is now accepted as the norm. But
in times of tight budgets, necessary funds for curriculum building,
for experimentation and for innovation simply are not available.

We are not advocating abandoning strong graduate programs or
lowering standards, It would be anticipated at the outset a few in-
stitutions would be qualified, interested, and eager to do exploratory
work in developing new patterns or new deliverysystems for graduate
study and for the development of new specializations which would be
more responsive to the needs of the society.

A panel on Alternate Approaches to Graduate education with
which I was fortunate to be associated, locitted in depth into what
students are beginning to seek and into what "t av patterns of study and

89-402-74S
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research need to be established to augment our present offerings and
what society can reasonably expect from universities in the years
ahead,

Copies of the report of this panel Scholarship for Society, have been
made available for the use of the committee and I will not go into any
more details,

As I suggested, there is much discussion and some experimentation is
already underway.

Limited exploratory work can be undertaken utilizing institutional
resources, but additional funding, in the nature of seed money, will be
required if institutions are to move on a solid basis toward enrichment
of graduate offerings with future oriented programs.

It is here, Mr. Chairman, that section A of title IX could, with very
little redirection, serve as a catalyst, to provide needed support for
selected studies, for experimentation and innovation, and for pattern
setting which could be of significance to the entire graduate com-
munity.

Title IX calls for funds to be granted to institutions to "* * *
strengthen, improve and where necessary expand * * " graduate edu-
cation and for improvement of quality.

It would provide for expansionwe would not anticipate that gross
expansion of our total capability is called for, rather selective expan-
sion in needed new fields. Very little, if any, revision of this section
would be necessary but the need for funding even under the existing
authorization is great.

Provisions for fellowships along with grants to institutions need to
be anticipated. In the other parts of the legislation where student as-
sistance is provided, attention needs to be directed toward building
into the programs flexibility so that those students whose study pattern
is not continuous would not be disadvantaged.

In summary, Mr. Chairman, we do not see need for extensive new
legislation to accomplish what most urgently needs to be accomplished.

Enactment of title IX of the Higher Education Amendments of 1972
did signal recognition by the Congress of the necessity for strength-
ening and improving graduate education. We do believe that some
changes in emptiesis and in direction could strengthen this title in di-
rections responsive to rapidly changing social pressures.

We stand ready to be of what assistance we can in helping to formu-
late the necessary amendments to the excellent legislation which al-
ready has been provikled.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

(d)
r. Finn. Mr. Chairman, could I proceed to parts (b), (c), and

Mr, OITAttA. Please do.
Dr. Kinn. We have two essential recommendations with respect to

amendment of those parts.
The first recommendation is that the four separate fellowship pro.

grtims that are now authorized be consolidated into a single program
with subparts, The existing provisions create, in our opinion, an overly
specialized program which is not responsive to changes in the future.

In addition, we would recommend that the specific fellowship pro -
gram authorized but never funded in part (d) for mining conserva-
tion and energy be transferred to the National Science Foundation.
The NSF has the mandate to train people for energy and has closely

0 tl
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related programs. This specific program which, as I said, has never
been funded in our opinion, would be more productive and useful if
in context of the National Science' Foundation programs.

The second recommendation for amendment of these parts relates
to terms and conditions for fellowship programs. Hach of these several
programs has a separate set of terms and conditions.

The provisions relating to stipends, for example, for cos of educa-
tion allowances, and for travel allowances differ in minor ways and
as far as one can see there is no particular rationale for the minor
differences which exist.

We think that a single set of terms and conditions could be writ-
ten for the total program and for the consequent simplification of the
structure and reduction of administrative complexity.

I must say that while these amendments would be helpful, the
critical problem at the moment in these programs relates to funding
levels and not to the terms of the legislation. However, the terms of
the law can be simplified,, cleaned up and the whole part, or set of
parts, made easier to administer and more responsive.

We would be glad to work with the staff on the details of wording
that would accomplish that end.

I might turn nowt briefly, Mr. Chairman, to the general student
assistance programs insofar as they relate to graduate students.

As has been said, we would not advocate that the BOG program
and the SEOG program be extended to .graduate students. The con-
cept of universal entitlement in our opinion is not appropriate for
graduate students on the ground that Dr. Page indicated. The con-
cept of basing entitlement on the financial circumstances of parents,
the basic characteristics of the BOG program and SHOG programs,
would be relevant to such a small percentage of the graduate students
that this key concept is virtually meaningless for graduate students.

Insofar as the other programs are concerned, we believe that the
college work-study program is well adapted to support of graduate
students. It has not been used extensively, primarily because of the
extremely heavy demand at the undergraduate level and the proper
priority that has been given to support of undergraduates,

Our specific recommendation is that consideration be given to a
large increase in the authorization for this program,. perhaps a dou-
bling of the authorization, to permit graduate students as well as
undergraduates to benefit from the program.

We would also ask the support of the committee in imprinting reg-
ulations for the program. Others have testified on the difficulties
generated by the regulations designed to prevent overawarding, the
problems arising from calculating awards in terms of gross rather
than net income, and the need for forward funding. We support all
of those changes in the college work-study program.

The NDSL program has been little used by graduates and only 9
percent of the recipients under thdt program have been graduate
students, The primary problem has been funding, and we would again
urge consideration of lifting the authorization level under that pro-
gram to make loans available for graduate students,

Under the guaranteed student loan program, as Dr. Breneman has
said, we consider that loans are proper part of the support of the
graduate students and our specific recommendation is that the annual
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maximum loan be increased from $2,500 to $8,500 and that the total
loan allowable increase from $10,000 to $15,000.

That seems to us to be a reasonable compromise between a ceiling
which is so low that, raduate students cannot borrow enough, and an
excessively high limit which would permit graduate students to get
into trouble through overindebtedness.

We also would urge a change in the repayment period from 10 to
20 37ears.

That, Mr. Ohairman, completes our suggestions with respect to
amendments and we would be glad to answer any questions that the
committee may have.

Mr, O'Hara. Thank you very much, Mr. Kidd.
I have just a couple of comments before I yield to the gentleman

from Oregon.
Then after he completes his questioning, I perhaps will have a couple

of questions myself.
I am delighted to have heard your ringing endorsement of the col-

lege work-study program, which I think is one that has great potential
for graduates and undergraduates alike, an unrealized potential.

I am a little concerned, however, about increasing the loan limits
and the repayment period, and so forth. I am less concerned about it
for graduate students than I am for undergraduate students, but I am
still concerned about it, because, as one of you mentioned, the size of
these loans is a problem and repayment becomes extremely difficult.

I am one who will take a good hard look at that. I think by the time
someone had undertaken graduate study they are in a better position
to make a sound judgment On just how much they want to borrow
or can afford to borrow.

But even so, I am somewhat concerned.
Dr. Kmn. There is a problem, as you suggest, as to whether you

make the provisions relate specifically to graduate students or have
them apply to all students. This arises, for example, in the proposal
to lift the loan limit.

The question arises also in another recommendation that we had
which I did not note specifically. That is, a. proposal that under the
work-study program the earning limitand this is a matter of regula-
tions and not lawbe lifted to $4.50 an hour rather than the existing
limit of $8.50 an hour. The graduate students are older and more
experienced and quite often can earn more than undergraduate. We
have the same problem there as to whether, if that limit were lifted,
it should be lifted for all students, graduates and undergraduates, or
lifted only for graduate students.

Our inclination would be to recommend it be lifted only for grad-
nate students and that if the loan limit be extended that the increase
be for graduate students.

O'llAitA. I notice that you don't recommend programs that
would, by providing graduate 'student assistance to particular kinds
of graduate students, direct graduate study into certain fields.

I gather it has been your feeling that we don't really know enough
to make wise decisions as to which directions to point the gradust,),,e
students and I think that in general that is a pretty good observation,
,.but I am not sure it is in particular.
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I think there are some areas where we need not only to stimulate
graduate education but provide special incentives for qualified stu-
dents to undertake graduate education in particular fields,

Dr. KIDD. Well, the National Board on Graduate Education paid
a great deal of attention to that. problem.

Dr. BRENEMAN. Yes, and in the second program itemized, the re-
search and manpower grants were really responsive to just the con-
cerns you mentioned.

These were explained in chapter 4 in some detail. The purpose is to
do just what you suggest, that in areas where there is obviously a need
for new research and where there is a lack of progress in the university
in encouraging students and faculty to go into these areas, some
selective grants would be helpful.

Mr. O'HARA. As I noted the testimony on that point, -you were rec-
ommending that mission-oriented Federal agency award competitive
research and training grants to universities to support research and
graduate education which is a national concern. I don't gather that
you were proposing to provide special stipends to students entering
particular fields of graduate study ?

Dr. KIDD. The competitive award to the university would follow
the traineeship or training grant model. That is, a large part of the
award would be to provide student support funds. Then fellowships
would be locally awarded and related to the purpose for which the
grant is made.

Mr. O'HARA. All right. I thank you for clarifying that because I do
think that is important.

Dr. KIDD. Mr. Chairman, I think there is an analog of that approach
in the OE programs. that is, in the fellowships for public service,
again a program which has never been funded. We would propose
that, not be a separate program but a component of a single. program.
I think that the need for well-trained people in public service and to
provide incentives to people who enter public service is one of these
urgent national goals that should be pursued through award of
fellowship.

Mr. O'HARA. Mr, Dellenback, would you have some questions?
Mr. DELLENIIAOH. Yes, Mr. Chairman.
There are a host of roads, where time permits, that we would like

to walk on on this.
May I ask one question following up the work-study thing that we

have just been talking to, because I agree with the thrust of what you
have said and the thrust of the chairman, that this is a program of
very real promise.

Do you find that, from the standpoint of the institutions, this is
a sufficiently desirable program that if we were to broaden it in some
ways, maybe broaden availability, change the hourly rate, some of
these things, and at the same time as part of that broadening we could
lower the Federal contribution percentage. Do you have any comment
to make on that'?

As we are wrestling with situations where dollars are limited, we
cannot solve them all by saying we will double everything or go on
with this or we will expand this and make everything available we
have been making available and also create new thingi.;.
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As we balance the costs, we have had some testimony that this pro-
gram is so 1111 and so desirable, there is such a wealth or requests
for this kin. of program,lhat the thought has been in my mind. that
perhaps as part of the expansion we could, also say the Federal con-
tribution is not going to be at a presently high precentage and maybe
drop it to 50 percent or 60 percent and would you have a comment?
Would it kill theprogram I

Dr. KIDD. Well, the only problem I see in that is if the Federal
contribution were sharply reduced it would work against those in-
stitutions that do not have the matching money, which would, in a
sense, diseriminate against the students at those institutions and some
of them would be amohg the most deserving and needy.

Now, this is a question of fact and I must say we do not have the
facts.

Mr. DELLENBACK. Part of our hope in that might be, you see, to
give stimulus to off-campus employment and in doing so open, up a
new reservoir of money and instead of looking to institutions for this,
maybe we could say, "If we broaden where you could use the work-
study group, you would have not only' the career advantage of.giving
training where they might ultimately be using whatever their skill
might be, but also open up a new supply of money."

Dr. Kann. Yes, and I think it is particularly applicable to graduate
students, those in masters degree programs, for example, and social
work and law and programs of that sort where they could provide a
real community service that could otherwise not be provided, working
with nonprofit institutions in the community.

Mr. DELLENDACK. Dr. Breneman, any comment on that Would your
analysis of the outside field be such that, you would think there would
still be a weal. it of requests for participation in the program if we
would make that kind of change?

Dr. BRENEMAN. I think it would depend very much on the discipline
and on the degree level. It would be hard to imagine a student in
English literature at the graduate level finding very many outside
oft-campus activities that would be at least related directly to his
ultimate career.

Mr. DELLENBACI. Would you find the institution willing to par-
ticipate insofar as these students in the literature field if they, instead
of having to make their present contributions had to make twice as
much contribution that they madei would they still want them?

Dr. BRENEMAN. I am not qualified to comment on that, I am not
currently employed at a university. Perhaps Dr. Lyman

Dr. lintmc I think the universities, or the 'unhappy thing that
mkeeps coming up, the universities are much in the position of the

federal Government, that what we add we have to find something to
cut out in order to add that It would be a question for financial aid
officers to answer perhaps and graduate deans to answer and maybe
Mr. Page could respond better than I, as to whether there would be
areas where the very fact of a work-study program would be helpful,
that we could find savings here and there to use it.

I tend to view this point as related quite closely to the loans ques-
tion, In one sense work-study serves a similar purpose in that it helps
to sort out those who have serious purpose in their study from those
with less serious purpose. The students have to be asked to make a
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sacrifice, in one case a sacrifice based on futures and in the case of
work-study he has to spend some of his time on a job that may or
may not be directly related to the education.

It is a highly desirable thing.,
Boyd, would you think that in most cases they would be able to

find a place with which to find the wherewithal to do this?
Dr. PAGE. I would think particularly in largo research institutions,

not in all of them but in the ones that specialize in memo, there might
well be additional opportunity provided from outside for cooperative
research programs, I think it might be quite attractive.

On the other side, this could mean that the aid would go to fewer
students because institutional funds are limited.

I do think that at least in the science, this might well be something
that would be attractive.

Dr. IC1no, Mr. Dellenback, we are now querying a. number of uni-
versities on this point, what their attitude would be toward more ex.
tensive use of work -study and towards a change in the Ikaeral match-
ing money.

Mr. DELLENBACK. Do you realize what the committee is in the process
of doing is to try to get our backs not against the wall and needing to
have the legislation by June 30, which we so frequently find ourselves
facing in this kind of program. We are trying to look at the totality
of it and just as we look at graduates and undergraduates, we are also
looking at interweaving of grants, work-study and loans and seeing
if we cannot come up with a better package because to the student,
the real ultimate question is, "Does he have enough dollars to get
there in tote from all of these sources, from the family, from insti.
tutional help, from all of the programs of the Federal Government."
So, one of the thoughts that is going through our minds is this issue
of "What can we do to modify work -study to make it really more
effective in accomplishing the ultimate goal of helping the student
get the education."

So, anything you can make us an additionel input, that I would
welcome very much.

Dr., KID% We will be glad to supply the information we get from
the universities.

Mr. DELLENEACK. That will be great.
Dr, ICinn. Certainly it would seem to us, that unless the authorize .

tion is increased, the demand from undergraduates is too heavy for
this program,

Mr. DELI:MA=4 We are already facing experience in such
things as not only the authorization tstit you are familiar enough with
the process to know that we can set up beautiful pie.in.the.sky, authori-
zations and it does not do the job if we don't get appropriations to
back it up,

What I am concerned about, though, is that we can be realistic with
our authorizations, instead of setting up enough elbow room so some.
how the appropriations committee can be persuaded to go there, there
is lots, of wpm for them to go, I think we pay the price in this com.
mittea by setting such high appropriations that the appropriations
committee disregards what we have done and instead of gettifig tt
guideline out of-what we have come out with after hours of discus.
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sions they in minutes come to decide that it is going to be this figure,
that figure or something else.

I think we would do education a better service if we try to make
authorization levels realistic, that not only we think could be, but
what we think should be,

So, we want to look very carefully at authorization levels but not
just to say, "Let's double or triple or quadruple or whatever it is we
happen to have."

We would decide what we can really use and what we have mcpecta-
tion of getting and then go to fight like heck with the appropriations
people to appropriate what we ought to need.

Dr. PAGE. Just a footnote to this discussion. I think you touched onexactly the right point that, increasingly, students receiving fellow-
ships will also be on work-study or assistantships and also borrowing
money. Many of us remember that, just a few years ago in some of the
Federal fellowship programs there were provisions to prevent that sort
of thing. I am simply urging that new provision be kept sufficiently
flexible and not be considered as a total package.

Mr. Flut,morte,tox. We are looking for mechanistic cases, for example,
have a single application instead of five different sets of applications
and have on it enough of whatyou can extract for this or that program
or some other program to take care of the Federal Government's needs
as well as the State government's needs, and on, and on, and on, and the
more we can simplify the better cjiances are we can make-a real coordi-
nated program.

Dr, PAM. The other element I tried to emphasize is that for students
who for good reason have to come in and out, work-study is ideally
designed to accommodate those students. It is difficult to visualize how
you could have a fellowship set up as in the past where a student
would go away from graduate school and work in industry and work
in research and then come back, but work-study is ideally designed for
that.

Mr. Dtotinee.ox, May I ask two questions along the line of really the
periphery of what you said or at least take advantage of some of your
special knowledge.

We have an internal problem in the Congress, and that is committee.
jurisdiction.

Dr. Moo, you know this full well and the rest of you are acquainted
with it.

From your standpoint when you plea for a better coordinated role,
what would be your reaction to the desirability or nondesirability of
the Congress restructuring committee jurisdiction so that instead of
having the Subcommittees on Science and Astronautics and Veterans'
Affairs, Ways and Means, and Education and Agriculture and every-
body else for special aspects of education, what i?we consolidated four
of these programs in a single committee ?

I mean I don't want to scare the witness by the question I ask, but
from the standpoint really of your own involvement, would you rather
be going to Science and Astronautics for much of what indeed the grad-
uate schools do and to another committee for something else, or would
it better if programinatically we have a structured Congress so agri-
culture, science or astronautics was in a single education committee?

63 o
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Dr. KIDD: If one approached that question solely from the stand-
point of reaching consistent decisions in the legislative branch and
followed by decisions in the executive branch that w-:uld make a, more
sensible package out of graduate education and research, then certainly
I think some change in structure would be indicated so that you could,

look at the entire system..
The program that Dr. Breneman outlined of course is really possible

only if there is that sort of consolidated approach. The problem which
I need not spell out for you is that there are things other that the legis-
lation for graduate education that are involved.

So, I would make my statement on the restricted basis of rational
yiew of graduate education as a whole and in that restricted area
would obviously be easier, I think, to get a set of rationally integrated
programs if more of these matters were handled at a single

Dr. LymAx..I just want to refer again to a point of my remarks on
multiplicity of support agencies. There is a real dilemma here, I think
we all recognize as between the desirability of greater coherence and
consistency, certainly from the students' end of things, when you talk
shout fellowships and traineeships in particular, it is difficult to have
a whole lot of ways of going at the business of getting support, but
at the same time there is the other desirable thingyou don't get
everything tied up in one package so in the field of graduate edu-
cation, which is constantly changing, and new fields emerge all the
time and all fields building in different mixtures, you don't soh of sit
on the developments by having:a monolithic .structure setup to deal
with the whole problem.

If it was just a question of a fellowship program, orscholarship pro-
gram or some other program, the undergraduate level, I think? as you
say, has an awful lot going for it, because thcre the multiplicity, of
programs can become truly frightening from a student's standpoint,
and students do not apply in many cases because they don't know
where to go.

So much paperwork is involved and so mph conflict between differ-
ent programs, The g.raduate level, I think, As much tougher because of

the problem of maintaining flexibility in the development field and
leaving the mission-oriented agencies in a position to develop graduate
research and manpower provision at the same time,

I think it would be pretty tough to do,
Dr, Finn. Also, this problem arises bot% in the executive and in the

legislative branches.
n the executive branch, one could consider It single point for all

graduate education, but I think that one would lose a lot more than
one would gain through such a consolidation, It would be superficially
rational perhaps, but first you would lose the contact of these programs
with the social mission and purpose that you get through aiming a
graduate program with a specific,mission orientation, and you would
be putting all of your eggs in one basket and the fortunes of agencies
wax and wane and, I would be very leery of that,

The analogous situation exists in the Congress, One may get a more
rational set of fellowship provisions and in the process of that losei

advocates and friends and lose appropriations.
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Mr. Dsmownaoit. We had a little bit of a concern and you are aware
of the fact that as we finish up the study of the National Commission,
we, as part of it, had the staff check on a number of Federal programs
that were involved and the figure Domes out in the area of 880 different
Federal programs involved in education.

iThis s hydmheaded., it is almost impossible to make order out of
chaos. It is a series of little tangents and little piece and it is very diffi-
cult to coordinate it in sort of what y,911 are pleading for very logically,
it seems to me.

Two other things I want to ask. How about the Fund for Improve-
ment of Postsecondary Education ? Is it your experience that this
would be helpful, or is it being helpful at all so far in stimulating the
change you talked of in terms of all of you, Dr. Lyman in particular,
about "We need to be reaching forward, we need to be looking to the
future as well as the past ?" Do you find that your experience with
that fund either has already proven helpful or gives promise of
proving helpful ?

Does anybody wish to make a comment I
Dr. BRENEMAN. I can comment briefly. I have questioned the staff

of the Fund as to the kinds, the number of proposals they are getting
from graduate programs, or graduate program related activities. I
gather in the first year they got almost none in that regard. There was
some increase this year.

My impression is, as we wrote in the report, that there is a sub-
stantial role there for the fund, but I think there is a communications
problem. I don't think the numlaers of proposals going into them frbm
graduate *grams have reached any substantial volume yet.

Mr. DELLENtmax. I think they would have to be stimulated more on
your side than their side realistically because the problem at the mo-
ment is they are not sitting around for applications pouring in because
they have 2,800 and they will be only able, to fund 100 out of that.

I don't think at the moment they are tryingto stimulate graduate
schools to come in with this kind of program, but I would urge you to
do it, because to me that fund has some of the great promise for tomor-
row in the field of education, becau: %, as was said in one of your pieces
of testimony, and I don't recall if it was Mr. Lyman's, that when you
start to pay the price it is the innovative that dies, that you have to
take care of certain basics, and so when the budgets are being cur-
tailed it is not the basics that you cut out. You don't stop paying the
bills and paying the salaries you don't stop doing the absolute "musts"
but you say%

"
"We can out this program out or defer this program

whicili is the innovative,and that is where the fund for improvement
of secondary is meant to go and help with additional knowledge.

Dr, PAGE. I agree with your enthusiasm but I think the graduate
community has become aware of it. I know of at least three nrojecta
that are now being considered which were invited to be submitted. I
don't know of any agency that would have accepted these projects
because they are unusual. It remains to be seen what will happen to
them.

I think there are many institutions now that are preparinN pro-
, pogalm recogni2ing V/PSP as an appropriate source from which to

seek supports

3
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Mr. DELLENBACK The amount in the budget will go up from $10
million this year to $15 million, and I testified before them urging
they go to $20 million instead of $15 million, that this is a limited
enough number of dollars in a critical area.

Again I say, facing the temptation to go too many ways. May I
ask one further last question: On page 8 of your testimony, Dr,
Lyman, you talk in terms of the consideration of special needs of the
disadvantaged, and you make some very helpful points about low
percentage of at let st the minorities in the graduate education and
tomorrow this subcommittee is going to be facing the issue of law
school admissions, CLEO, and this general concept.

Do you think that it is proper for us to encourage, do you think it is
desirable if w try deliberately with special programs to encourage
special disadvantaged minority types of such graduate programs?
Now, we areere talking about law, but it could be medicine or in other
areas of graduate study. Or should we be spreading the dollars on a
a different basis than trying to emphasize to give special help to the
disadvantaged, whatever that means ?

Dr. KIDD. The National Board has a group of people working on
this extremely complicated: problem, And Dr. Breneman might say a
word about what is developing there.

Dr. BRENEMAN. Our board from its inception has been very strongly
insistent about the need to increase the pool of minority individuals
trained at the Ph. D. level, I think the university presidents and the
departments are feeling this in connection with the affirmative action
thrust when they try to hire such individuals and the supply is simply
not there.

One comment that Earl Cheit made at the Marco Island Conference
is relevant. The reasonable thing to do in this ease is to augment the
supply side. So we are hard at work on it. We originally were hoping
to put the framework of an effective program into the Board's report.

We do feel it is an area that is ripe for consideration. The thrust at
the undergraduate level has been going on now for 4 or 5 years, As one
of the board members, Herman Branson of Lincoln University, points
out, an estimated 40,000 to 50,000 blacks will receive bachelor degrees
this year but a woefully inadequate percentage will go into graduate
programs. Then we look at specific fields and see the almost total lack
of minorities in engineering and physics and the hard sciences, As we
began to pursue this topic, it got into the question of "What is the
role of the primarily black colleges," and "What is their capacity in
graduate study," and Is itijust money that is the solution,"

It appears to us it is not lust money, That is why we got into these
complexities, We simply pulled out of the subject and deeided it was so
important and complex we were going to have to do a separate report,
which we hope to have out in several months, We will be happy to pre.
sent our findings to you and the committee staff.

Mr, INIALIMOIL Certainly the study of the Commission led us to the
feeling that dollars were not the only thing, by any means, There are
all sorts of interlocking factors,

Dr, Ltsror. Our experience at Stanford is interesting to me in that
we have not seen in blacks and Chicanos, particularly not in blacks,
the same phenomenon we have seen in white majority students who

:3
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are not in as great numbers going on straight to graduate school as
a few years ago. The percentage of our Raduates who go straight on
to graduate school has dropped fairly significantly in the last few
years.

A great number of those people intend to go sooner or later, getting
job experience, or, what have you, making education the last step, if
you like, for awhile. With blacks, the percentage and numbers who
want to go on right away, are holding up, Here again I think the
loan question becomes very important because to a greater extent than
is the average, the disadvantaged minority student will already have
piled up a debt by the time he or she gets to thinking about graduate
school, and to a lesser extent than with the majority whites are they
really as ready to undertake tire long-term debts. It is a less familiar
syndrome to them. It is more frightening and more distressing to
think of piling up that kind of indebtedness.

Once again, r think work study has been very successful in this
area.

Mr. DELLENBACX. I am inclined to share the feeling of Mr. O'Hara
on that. On a line between permitting the debt to go too high for the
undergraduate, you do not want to not help, but what looks like help
at the moment may turn out to be a creation of a morass and disaster.

do not feel that way about graduates. I think certainly the profes-
sions really do open up such additional possibilities that they can also
opeii up possibilities for repayment and I don't, think that' is true
for the unsaergraduates.

Dr. PAM I can give you one specific answer. The Panel on Alter-
nate Approaches for Graduate Education agonized on this for a long
time. In the report which I gave to the committee there is a specific
recommendation that these inequities be addressed and a positive ef-
fort be directed toward bringing in an appropriate number of minor-
ity students into graduate education. This is still a very controversial
issue. The panel was made up primarily of people from the public
sector, some from higher education, but this was their summary of
their feeling about the situation.

So at least there is one very possible recommendation _annexed
to it,

Dr. ICino. I 3ust ran across the publication relating to the point you
raised about the fields of study. This is an ETS publication called
"Vindirim," which just came out. They point out one-third of blacks
1 year alter graduation and one-third of whites were enrolled in some
program of further education, but the fields were strikingly different.
The black students were heavily enrolled in education, about a quarter
of them, and engineering and biological sciences, as we said, are the
fields attracting the few efficient blacks.

The report points out that although large numbers of blacks are
entering post-baccalaureate programs they are not represented pro-
portionately to whites in the fields that will produce future university
and college faculties or practitioners in certain professions, notably
the law sahools, even though the enrollment is going up there.

isTlie document referred- b appears at the end of this day's tran-
pt,L

Dimumi.teit. Thank you very much.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

kos.)
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Dr. Kino. I might supplement the remarks that have been made by
pointing out that in the light of all the discussions recently about the
program of the disadvantaged in graduate school, that no matter what
program one would design to be adequate, the existing one is inade-
quate. That is, the part "D" of title IX provides simply fellowships
for the disadvantaged with an authorization of $1 million and no mat-
ter what the devices may be, it certainly takes, as we pointed out, more
than fellowships because there are questions of motivation and other
matters that go beyond simply the provision. of the fellowships and we
don't have a specific recommendation for amendment of that.

I can't help the committee at this time. But certainly some change is
called for in that part.

Mr. Dzi,LiotAcx. There have been a number of points that have
been very helpful,

Dr. PAGE. May I suggest that Dr. Kidd was quoting and some ma-
terial I quoted came from this report that just reached my desk yester-
day, and there is a tremendous amount ofmaterial in it.

Mr. It has not reached my desk yet. I will put the staff to
work looking for it,

Dr. PAGE. It is very fine.
Mr. DELLENBAGIC. Dr. Page is well laden with quotations and either

you burned the midnight oil last night, Dr. Page, or else your staff
helped you very well.

Mr. O'HARA. I was interested in some of your citations from that
repprt. You indicate approximately 711 percent of those who indicated
an intention to go into graduate study were in fact enrolled. Of those
who did not enroll, 20 percent of the men gave as a reason that they
could not afford it, and the corresponding figure for women was 29
percent, and for the blaFks it was 81 percent. en you said, "Contrast .
these figures with the indi

Th
cation that only 2.0 percent of the blacks

and 2.4 percent of the women indicated they could not gain admission
to the school of their choice,"

We may be proving something else with this, We may be establish-
ing that the graduate schools are taking in anybody who applies, You
have 90, or in excess of 97, percent of the applicants gaining admission.

Do you think that is a healthy situation ?
Dr. PAGE. No; I was aware that that might be subject to what I

think may be a, misinterpretation. The population they were querying
here wits students in their senior year wit) were well qualified, who
apparently have all requisites to enter graduate, school, and this also
includes professional schools, law and medicine, and then they were
trying to follow up why those students, also professional, preparing
for a, professional career, dropped out, This is not an adequate popula-
tion of anyone coining thinking they would choose to go to graduate
school, but people you would fully expect to be there.

Mr. 011AtiA, I take it as a sample they started off with was 21,000
college seniors, not just the ones with the best grades, but presumably
21,000 randomly selected to go into graduate schools,

Dr. PAGE. And there were only 8,000 of those who said they intended
to .go intogyaduate schools,

Mr, O'HARA, Apparently of the 8,000 who contended they were
going to go into graduate school, indicated they did intend to do that,
somewhere in the vicinity of 07 percent of those who applied were
admitted,
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Is that the kind of admissions rate,we have in the Nation's graduate
schools?

Dr. LYMAN. That would certainly puzzle me. I have not seen the
report. It has not reached my desk, or I have not been at my desk
recently enough. In medical schools, for example, the percent is down
to something like 40 percent or a third are getting in any where of
those who apply.

In law schools they are having analogous problems. This varies a
lot by field and, of course, by students,

Dr. PAGE. Of course you recognize I am quoting someone else's
study and don't know all of the details.

Mr. 4110A. You don't have a separate figure for men in that one
or white men or black men on the admissions thing? Is that in the:
report or not in the. report?

Dr. PAGE. I think it 1S in another section. But let me clarify. The
figure I gave here was only the percentage of those who gave as a
reason they were not in graduate school that they could not qualify
for admission.

Now, there may be many others who did not qualify and they gave
some other reason.

Mr. DELLENDAOK. I want to be sure about this. You indicate 74
percent of those who indicated they intended to go were in fact
enrolled

Dr. PAGE. YGS.
Mr: DELLENBAOlt. Tht leaves 27 percent of the base that did not

When you say "20 percent of the men who did not enroll," do you mean
20 percent of 27 percent, or do you mean 20 percent of the full base?

Dr. PAGE. No; of those who were not in.
Mr. DELLENBAOK. Twenty percent of the ..27 percent?
Dr. PAGE. Yes.
Mr. DELLE14113ACK. Who did not fully end up; which is a much

smaller figure, of course?
Mr. PAGE. Yes.
Mr. O'HAna. So then can be assume, well, if there are more than

two reasonswell, I think I will have to get the report. I am sorry
I didn't have it,

Dr. PAGE.. I may well have misinterpreted and, if so, I apologize.
Mr. OMAHA. Well, we don't have it and x am interested in that.
One last comment. We are going to be going into it mote. tomorrow,

but I didn't want you to leave without my expressing my grave res.
ervations over systema of student assistance admission that make
distinetione basea on race, color or national origin.

I really have very great reservations about that, which I will pursue
tomorrow when we take up specifically a program in which that could
be a problem.

Dr. PAGE. May I makea comment? You may not have noticed but
when I mentioned to you the report of the panel which made these
recommendations, that was not a unanimous recommendation, and
some people had serious reservations. My assessmentOnsofar as I am
qualified to judge, is that there has been a shift in opinion among grad.
nate deans very much in the line now that, "Yes, there have been
inequities and that we should do what we can to find ways to correct
those inequities but admission standards must be based on quality and
that this should be judged independently of race or sex."
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Mr. O'HARA. I feel that way, too, and want to get into it tomorrow
when we take up the CLEO program.1

I very much appreciate the testimony of all of you and I assure
you that we are going to give the graduate education portions of the
Higher Education Act our very careful consideration.

'I think we have to do a lot more looking it than we can in.one day,
but with particular reference to the student assistance provisions of
title IX, T. think we do have sufficient information to _proceed to try
to make title IX programs more meaningful to graduate students.

I thank you very- -much for having come before us and I want to
warn you will be asked to come back and talk to us some more.

Thank you very much.
Tomorrow the subcommittee will take a brief break in our current

set of hearings to receive testimony on and perlros to markup,depend-
ing, on the position of whether or not we have a quorum and the
desires of the committee, H.R. 146732 a bill relating to preparation for
legal education, to which help allusions have been made today.

On Thursday we will resume bearings on student assistance with
testimony related to State and financial assistance programs.

The subcommittee will now stand in adjournment until 9 o'clock
tomorrow morning in this-room. I hope I am here.

[Whereupon, at 11:40 a.m., the subcommittee recessed, to reconvene
at 9 a.m., Wednesday, June 5,1974.)

FEDERAL POLICIES TOWARD GRADUATE EDUCATION

CHApTER 1.-- CONCLUSIONS, RECOMMENDATION% AND A POSITIVE PSOORASt

CONCLUSIONS AND ItEcOMMENDATIONS

4. Graduate education, scholarship, and research occurring within the nation's
universities are of immense significance for the scientific, economic, and cultural
development of the nation. The flow of new knowledge developed through basic
research, coupled with the advanced education of individuals that enables them
to contribute new knowledge and apply the research findings, are essential to
such basic social concerns as eliminating disease, feeding the world's population
and controlling its growth, developing new sources of energy, controlling environ-
mental pollution, maintaining the competitiveness of our industries, understand,
ing alleviating problems of urban lifeincluding housing, mass transportation,
and racial tensionand expanding our knowledge and understanding of history,
goverment, economics, art, music, and religion. There is hardly a sphere of life
that is untouched or unaffected by graduate education and research, although
the universities that perform these activities are only a small percentage of the
approximately 10,000 institutions of postsecondary education, The continuing
contributions to society that can be expected from graduate education and
research indicate a clear national interest in ensuring their continued strength,
vitality, and flexibility,

In addition to their value to society, graduate education, scholarship, and
research are of central importance within the university. The most basic task of
the university is tcoraittp, in the sense of transmitting the known and discovering,
the new, The unity of the university derives from its commitment to learning,
which is the foundation of all of its actlivtles, whether in undergraduate educe.
tion, graduate education, research, or public service, Graduate education and
research are not mere appmidages to the university, but are instead its defining
element, infusing a spirit of inquiry and a concern for scholarship throughout
the institution,
111111111111.111101.0600MIMIIII

i See separately printed bearing entitled "Legal Aiducation Opportunity," before this
suboominittee, June 01, 1914,
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2. The nature of graduate education and research requires the federal govern-
ment to assume a central role in financing these activities' The labor market
for highly trained scientists and scholars is national as well as local and regional.
Knowledge is part of the public domain and the advancement of knowledge is of
national or international consequence. Neither the private market nor local 0908
or states can be mooted to bear thewhole burden of finanoing graduate educa-
tion and researchmlwa the benefits are diffused so ioideilh

The federal government also bears a special responsibility for graduate study
and research because of its broad obligation toward the economic and cultural
development of the nation, which is heavily dependent on highly trained and
broadly educated people and on the cultivation of knowledge and the arts, The
federal government, moreover, employs the services of a large number of scientists
and scholars, both directly and indirectly, and therefore has a special interest.
in their education. The federal government is the only agency that can redress
inequalities and imbalaneest among geographic regions in the availability of
facilities for graduate education and research, which are of great importance
in regional development. Finally, the federal government is the agency best
equipped to deal with economic inequalities among persons that affect opportunity
for advanced study. The graduate schools with their educational and research
programs are a national resource of the first order, and the role of the federal
government in their maintenance and advancement is critical.

8. The stress placed on the importance of federal support for graduate educa-
tion and research in this report does not mean that federal aid should replace
either private giving, or state support. The $1.0 billion in private gifts to colleges
and Universities in 1971-1972 is a central and indispensable source of revenue
for many institutions, and provides the margin for excellence in many others.
It is not only the amounts of private gifts but the fact that they provide a
countervailing force for state and federal funds that is important. With regard
to state support, the federal government cannot. be -expected to assume respon-
sibility for the basic institutional support of state universities. AccordinglY,
the health of the important publicly supported segment of graduate education
depends decisively on the basic state- appropriations for the public universities.
No foreseeable change in the purposes or amount of federal support will change
this basic dependency. indeed, the trend toward specific state support of pri-
vate graduate education, developed most notably in New York state, points
toward an expanded financial role for the states.

4. Federal support for basic research in universities and for graduate students
grew rapidly from post-World War II until 1908. In the last five years, how-
ever, funds for research have declined slightly in constant dollar terms while
federal fellowship and traineeship support has fallen dramatically from over
50,000 students supported in 1908 to a projected 0,800 in FY 1974.2 In addition
several federal programs that provided semicategorleal institutional support
linked to graduate education and research have been eliminated or are being
phased out. (For details, see Chapter 2 and the Appendix Tables,)

In retrospect, it is clear that the rapid growth of federal support, particularly
in the early and middle 1980% eould not have been expected to continue. flow
ever, the rapidity and severity of federal cutbacks in the last five years will,
if continued, undermine the nation's capability for high quality grattate educe.
Hon and research. A reassessment of current federal practice for the purpose
of developing a sound Aderal policy oriented toward the requirements of the,
1970's la clearly called for.

5, As the graduate schools adjust to the changed circumstances of the 1970's,
national efforts should be directed toward achieving the following goals t

Enhancing the eff ectimeneas and efficiency of graduate education, scholarship,and research.
Strengthening the national structure for graduate education, scholarship,

and research by supporting strong programs currently in existence in all regionsand ensuring that the most talented students are not denied access to these
programs.

Discouraging the proliferation of graduate programs, while ensuring that uni,
versifies have the necessary resources to develop programs in new fields of
study and to meet new social needs. In a period of limited resources for hither
INOMMOMANIMAIme4.1.11

National Science Beard, Toward a Public Policy for tiraduato Education in the Mendes(Washington, D.C, t V.S, Government Printing 01110.1_1969) Oa 07,
2Federal Interagency committee on Education, The 1974 estimate is based on the PE1074 budget, not flUel appropriations.

410 ilt
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education, careful review and elimination of weak graduate programs is one
potential source of the resources required for such new programs.

Ensuring that the supply of persons with master's, professional, and doctoral
level education is in reasonable balance with the long term demands of a com-

plex, technological society,
Sustaining a flow of new research findings, basic and applied, required for

both the cultural and material well-being .of the nation.
Protecting the freedom and the adaptive capacity of the nation's universities.

Ensuring the responsiveness of graduate education to the needs of society.

Ensuring that graduate education contributes to the national commitment to
eliminate disCrimination based on race, sex, age and socioeconomic status.

Stimulating changes that will encourage the most effective contribution of

graduate education and research to the solution of urgent national problems.
Encouraging responsiveness to the needs of students, including the development

of graduate programs that serve part-time and older students, as well as the needs

of urban residents.
Realization of these goals is complicated by several problems and unresolved

issues currently facing graduate education, including
Labor market prospects for doctorates.Although we reject forecasts of an im-

pending "Ph.D. glut," graduate schools do face major adjustment problems to a

changing labor market (pp. 27-29).
Financial pressures,Marked reductions in federal goVerninent support for

basic esearch, graduate students, and graduate institutions in the last five years
threaten, if continued, to erode the quality of graduate education and to under-

mine the nation's research capability (pp. 29-86).
Access to graduate education.Although it has not become national policy to

guarantee access to graduate education, certain invidious barriers that have oper-

ated to restrict access for minority group members, for women, and for older
students must be eliminated (pp. 86-40),

Planning, management and cost analysis.Improved management of resources
is imperative for all higher education,. including graduate education and research

but the current interest in developing unit cost measurements poses a particular
problem for graduate eductaion because of the interrelated nature of "Inputs"
and "outputs" (pp. 40-41).

Adjustment problems to the steady of the 1970's.After more than a decade of

rapid growth, graduate education faces a prolonged period of slow (or no) growth
which poses such problems as determining the "proper" national distribution of

resources (geographic dispersion versus concentration), maintaining the vitality
of the disciplines in an era of limited faculty expansion and turnover, and ensur-

ing that the adjustment process to reduced federal support is directed toward the
goals outlined at the beginning of this section (pp. 41-44),

The lack of coordination among federal policies toward graduate education.

The absence of coordination and stability complicates the planning process for
universities, and has become particularly severe in the recent period of abrupt,
change in many federal policies affecting graduate education (pp. 44-45).

O. Recent shifts in federal policies toward graduate student support have sig.

nine/Indy reduced the number of students supported by federal fellowships and

traineeships and increased the number for whom self-support and loans are the
major source of financing. The basic policy question is whether, and to what ex-

tent, these trends should be continued.
itt our judgment, the benefits of graduate education are both private and social,

accruing to the individual student and to the state, region, and nation. The argues

for pluralistic sources of student finance, with fellowships, traineeships, teaching

and research assistantships, loans and family resources, and subidized tuition all

playing part.
Por tt e 1970's we endorse the following principles for graduate student sup.

port :
Graduate tuition should be maintained at levels below the "full cost" of grad-

uate education in recognition of the broad social benefits that result from grad
unto education (pp. 47-48).

Assuming no major increase in graduate tuition, federal fellowships and
tiaineeships should net be increased to their 1968 highs. Neither should they be

totally phased out, 'however, which is the direction of current adtninistration
policy. Three spec& rationales for specialiZed federal fellowship and trainee-
ship programs appropriate to the foreseeable needs of the 1970's lead to distinct
federal programs for support of graduate students (pp. 49-M)

80-402--74-4
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Merit fellowships, --A limited number of portable fellowships, awarded in national competition on the basis of academic merit, to be used for doctoral study
in any academic discipline, These fellowships would be designed to. recognize
individuals with outstanding intellectual potential and to ensure that no financial
obstacles prevent them from attending graduate school. The number of awards
should not fluctuate in response to labor market conditions,

Specialized manpower and research programs,,National programs which prow
vide traineeships to support students (or postdoctoral researchers) in new pro-
grams oriented toward such urgent social problems as energy supply, conserva-
tion, and distribution ; health care delivery ; and the manifold problems of urban
life, including housing, mass transportation, and racial tension. In the absence
of traineeship support, the trained manpower and. research efforts necessary
to work toward solution of these national concerns will not be forthcoming in
adequate number, quality, and time. The traineeships would be awarded by the
institution (laboratory, institute or department) responsible for, the program,and the students would use the award only at that institution. The number of
awards should be adjusted to the best possible estimate of future manpower
and research requirements in the special areas, and would have strict time limits,
subject to review.

We strongly endorse recent United States congressional action in appropriat-ing funds for PY 1974 to continue the National Institute of Health/NationalInstitute of Mental Health (NIH/NIMH) training grant programs! These pro-grams incorporate many of the objectives in the areas of biomedical research
and health care of our proposed program.

Minority Group program,--4 rogram to promote participation in graduate
education for historically disAri., Antaged minority groups will be specified in aforthcoming report. Provision rt financial support for minority group students
will be a major part of the program.

A. specific proposal for fueing levels of two of these three programs is con-tained in the final section of this chapter,
At this time, federal fellowships specifically for the purpose of stimulating

additional students to prepare for academic careers are not required. Illor this
reason, and in light of the more essential fellowship and traineeship programsrecommended above, we do not recommend funding for the fellowship author-ized under Title IX, Part B, of the education Amendments of 1972. The au-thorization for these fellowships should not be allowed to expire, however, sincefunding of these programs may be necessary if other sources of student support
proves to be inadequate (pp. 54 -55),

A national prograir.la: grants for graduate students based on financial need andmodeled on the undergraduate Basic Opportunity Grant is not endorsed, for both
philosophical and practical reasons (pp, 49-49). .

Research and teechirOssistantships tree assumed to be important continuing
sources of graduates ttulmit support.

Loans should continue to be a significant component of a total plan for graduate
student support, Iwit there are limits to the utility of loans. In individual cases,loans should not be so hrge that highly capable students are dis^,nraged from
undertaking graduate work, Several technical problems, moreover, in the .terms,
conditions, and administration of existing loan programs prevent their expansion
much beyond curivu levels. These problems are suffieiently,diflicult that substan-tial analysis, deboo, and negotiation will be required to resolve Wm. Conse-
quently, yellow:4ra should not expect existing loan programs to continue to take
tip the slack cawyil' D.,+' reduction of other support programs (pp. 55-60).

The Bducatnal Aniendments of 1072 should be amended to increase the individ-
1m1 loan limit from $10,000 to $15,000, and to extend the repayment period from 10to 20 years. Inxperinientation by individual universities With variable annual
loan reps. /tient schedules and with methods for taking financial need into accountshould be encouraged (PP. 04-59).

7, The national research effort is conducted in universitiesand colleges, private
CaInstry, government agencies, and in Various specialited research institutions.
iho emphasis in universities is primarily on basic research (as contrasted with
11.70..40.4.14.10

DIIP to tk.e recent Poollotie of the Pr 1On appropriations bill for the Department ofittleiation and Welfare and the Labor Department (comfilleated b changes inbudget categories, impoundment uncertainties, and administrative provisions), the preciseallocation of funds to the training grants program and the generatresearch support program remain unclear at thictime. Refereqee to current support levels ofthese programs throughout this report should be regarded as tentative until Heelverification.
;
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applied research and development), and most of the nation's basic research is
conducted in universities, The federal government provides over 60 percent of the
funds for all basic research in the United States, and over 50 percent of federally
funded basic research is conducted in universities and colleges,

The process of graduate education is inextricably linked with research, since
most doctoral programs (and many master's degree programs) culminate in in-
dependent research, i.e., the dissertation. In many fields, graduate students serv-
ing as research assistants make important contributiotur to the production of
research. Moreover, to be effective teachers, faculties mast themselves engage In
active scholarship and research, particularly at the level of graduate education.

The essential place of research in graduate education, and the central impor-
tance of the federal government in supporting basic research in universities,
make federal research policies of utmost significance to graduate education. Un-
fortunately, there are no clear-cut guidelines for determining the "optimal" scale
for the national effort in basic research. Growth at the rate experienced in the
early 1960's (average annual increases in excess of 15 percent) could not be
maintained forever; on the other hand, restricting basic research to what was
essentially no growth in real terms, as in the last five years, seems unwise as a
long-term policy, Our nationand the worldface many serious problems relat-
ing to economic productivity, the environment, energy, resource depletion the
cities, health services, education, poverty, unemployment, inflation, international
affairs, crime, and social sciences, and humanities is needed, and highly trained
physical sciences, social sciences, and humanities is needed, and highly trained
professional people are needed who depend on a research environment for their
education. It is unlikely that the present level of support for basic research is too
high; on the contrary, there are indications that it may be too low.

The report advances two recommendations :
Federal funds for support of basic research should grow, at a minimum, at

the same rate as the growth of the gross national product (GNP) (pp. 61-68).
To implement the first recommendation, whenever the federal missionoriented

agencies shift priorities and reduce their support of basic research, the research
budgets of the National Science Foundation and the National Foundation for the
Arts and Humanities should be increased by offsetting amounts in order to main-
tain stable and moderate growth of total federal support for basic research (pp.
67-09).

S. Federal support of graduate education and research has been concentrated on
financial aid to students and categorical grants for research and training pro.
grano. Broader institutional support has been provided largely by states, by
private giving, and by student tuition. Although this federal policy of specifically
targeting support for graduate education and research has sometimes worked
against the development of the universities as coherent and balanced institutions,
we believe that the division of responsibility for higher education which has
been evolving over the past 26 years is fundamentally sound, namely, that the
states and the private sector assume responsibility for basic operation of the
institutions and that the federal government assumes ittereasisig responsibility
for the financing of students, research, and selected institutional programs in the
national interest, The federal government has provided semicategorical instate.
tional aid in the form of cost-of-education allowances accompanying fellowships
and traineeships, supplemental aid accompanying research grants, development
grants, and grants and Inane for buildings and equipmentbut most of these
programs have been sut>etantially reduced or phased out,

We recommend the following program :4
Cost-of-education allowances accompanying existing and recommended federal

fellowships should be continued and increased in amount to reflect the rapid
cost increases that have occurred in the past decade (p. 77).

National Science Foundation < (NSF) cid NIH research supplement grants
complementing federal project grants should be continued (p. 77).

The recommended specialised manpower and research programs would inclUde
funds for associated institutional costs in addition to traineeship support, These
grants, awarded through the federal mission-oriented agencies, would be similar

, to the NIH training grant programs, with the institutional support component
used for such expenses as special equipment, renovation of facilities, and salaries
for faculty and support staff (pp. 77-78),
OM.Mesp/001

this chapter.
funding levels for these programs are contained in the final section of

tins chapter.
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Funding of the general institutional support provisions of the Education
Amendments of 1972 (Title X, Sec, 1001) should be based on a separate assess
nient of the needs of all sectors of postsecondary education (p. 78).

9, The complexities inherent in university-federal government relationships
create a need for improved forms of analytical and policy coordination at thefederal level:

We strongly emphasize the need for-improved information and analysis as acritically important first step in the long run process of developing sound,
flexible, and responsive policies to guide university-federal government rela-
tionships, The American Council on Education should convene conferences to
discuss and develop a framework for analysis and to allocate responsibilities
along specific private and public groups for securing consistent and timely data,
The operation of an improved information and analytical structure would require
additional funds, and Congress would, in our judgment, be wise to supply the
necessary resources for an improved system (pp. 81-83).

We urge the Science Adviser to call together the heads of the major federal
agencies involved in support of graduate education to discuss methods for antic!pating and minimizing the harmful effects upon universities, graduate educa-
tion, and research caused by sudden changes in federal policy and in levels offunding (pp. 88-84).

We support the current efforts in Congress to introduce a greater degree ofsystemization into the appropriations process and to redistribute committee
assignments in both House and Senate to bring educational matters togethermore coherently in the House Committee on Education and Labor and in theSenate Committee on Labor and Public Welfare (p. 84).

We recommend the creation of a Joint Education Committee, similar to theJoint Economic Committee, which would have a role in education and dis-
semination, without considering substantive legislation (p. 84).

10. State and federal officials have expressed a desire for procedures to
develop standard and comparable cost figures for programs of higher education.
A amber of unresolved and very complex analytical probleins confront thiseffort at the level of graduate education and research, and existing techniques
for generating such cost figures are not adequate. This topic is considered indetail in a supplement to this report by Frederick Fl. Balderston of the Untoversity of California at Berkeley (pp. 87-109),

A POSITIVO PROGRAM.

The main element:: ttl.' ::ttr positive program for federal policy toward graduate
education are summarized below, together with an estimate of costs. This pro-gram has been developed in light of the currently existing federal programsand levels of support for graduate education and research. We believe thatour program and recommendations will strengthen the national interest ingraduate education and research by improving those federal programs whichare presently inadequate, by pointing out some of the existing programs whichhave proven to be particularly effective and productive, and by promoting thefederal responsibility in other areas which are in the national. interest.

It must be stressed that these recommendations are not based on a "scientificformula" which produces a uniquely desirable level of support; rather, theyare based on levels of support that are reasonably related to the goals andprinciples spelled out in MS report.

for the Humanities, with the total number of awards apportioned between the

would be equal to about 1/4 of 1. percent of the seniors graduating from college

for study in all acedemic disciplines, Each fellowship would be accompanied
academic excellence, providing fully portable, three year support and available

the institution's cost of providing the graduate training.
by a cost.ofeducation allowance, accepted in lieu of tuition and applied toward

each year. Since the National Science Foundation currently awards 500 suchfellowships per year in the physical, biological, and social sciences, otir roommendation calls for an additional 1,500 awards annually, A counterpart program covering the humanities should be established in the National Endowment

1, Merit fellowships, to be awarded in national competition on the basis of

We propose 2,000 new awards per year. This means that the number of awards

ORADVATE STUDENT SUPPORT
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two agencies in relation to the size and nuMber of eligible disciplines under
their purview. Assuming an average stipend of 0,500 per student and a cost.
of-education allowance of $4,500; when fully funded, the program would support
0,000 studentif at an annual cost of $48 million (Table 1).

TABLE 1.MERIT FELLOWSHIPS

Value year

Total program (new and
continuing awards

.1......14041.011111

Number of
Duration, students Total annual

years per year costs

Terms per student:
$3,500 stipend 3 6, 000 $48, 000, 000

$4,500 allowance to Institution s

1-CostofiducatIon allowance in lieu of tuition to be applied toward the institution's costs of providing graduate training,

2. Specialized manpower and research programs, providing 5-year grants to
universities, and enabling them to develop high priority programs for research
and graduate training directed toward 'solution of urgent national problems.
The grants would include graduate student (or postdoctoral) support in the form
of traineeships, and funds provided to the institutions for associated program
Costs such as faculty salaries, equipment, and support personnel, The grants
would be awarded to universities on the basis of national competition,

Approximately 70 new grants per year should be awarded over a 8-yearperiod,
reaching a steady-state level of roughly 200 propcts. Based on prior experience
with this form of support, $300,000 /year per project would be a reasonable esti-
mate of average project costs. The total annual investment would therefore
approximate $20 million the first year, $40 million the second, and $00 million/
year when the full.program level is reached (Table 2),

TABLE 2. SPECIALIZW MANPOWER AND RESEARCH PROGRAMS

Vali,, per year Iil.h..n.aoM
Award to institution: $300,000

Total program (new and continuing awards)

Number of
Duration, Institutional students Total annual

years awards per year costs

5 200 5,000 $60,000,000

Approximately 50 percent of the funds would be used for support of predoctoral students (or postdoctoral researchers),
Including tuition, and 50 percent would be applied toward the institution's cost ot providing the program.

I Institutions would be permitted to support postdoctoral researchers as well as graduate students according to their

program needs,

Approximately half the funds would be used to support both graduate students
and postdoctoral researchers. Up to 5,000 predoctoral students could be supported
on these programs at full funding levels,

a A minoritttproap program, designed to promote successful participation
by historically disadvantaged minority groups in graduate education. Provisions
will be specified in a forthcoming report of N11010.°

COMPARATIVM NOTE nrt STUDENT StitsruitT

In 1008 over 51,000 graduate students were supported on federal fellowships
and traineeships ; under the program recommended above, up to 11,000 students
per year would be supported, a level roughly 80 percent below the 1908 high,
If the 14/11/141MII training grant programs are added In, more than 60,000
students received financial support from federal fellowships, treineeships, and

6 rot discussion of this figure, see 0, 18,
6 Title nf, Part b of the ItItielltiuri .Amendments of 1972 authorises graduate fellowships

for persons of ability from disadvantaged backgrounds, with a maximum of NO fellowships
and $1,000,000/year allowed, Our recommendation regarding this legislation will be
Winded In the forthcoming report,
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training grants in iftd8, This compares with approximately 20,000 students who
would be supported under our recommended program plus the recent appropria
dm for the N17' /Z.101H programs?

Eamon SUPPORT

We propose that federal sus /or basic research should grow, at a taint.
mum, at the same rate as the 'rwth of GNP. Table 8 shows the difference
between actual expenditures and recommended expenditures that would have
occurred bad this recommendation been in effect since 1968,

TABLE 3,FEDERAL EXPENDITURES FOR SAM RESEARCH

Year

1969
1969
1970
)971
1972 (estimate)
14.1110.

Expenditures under
Actual expenditures NBCE recommendation

Amount, Percent of Amount, Percent of Difference
(millions) GNP (mIlliona)1 GNP (millions)

2354,

2,398
2,474
2,416
2, 525

0, ,27
26

, 25
.23
,21

32,354

2,730
2,542

2,921
3,149

0.7
62
27

,28

427
, 28

52144

505
624

56

This recommendation should not be applied retroactively ; the above table
is for illustration purposes only. We do propose, however, that our recom-
mendation be applied from this time forward,

INSTITUTIONAL SUPPORT

1, Costokaucatios allowances accompanying each federally supported follow-
ship should be increased to $4,500/Year to reflect in part the rapid cost increases
that have occurred in the past decade.° The allowances should be reviewed
periodically and increased when necessary to maintain their value in real terms,
These allowances would be applicable to the 6,000 merit fellowships,

2, NSF and NI.FX research supplement "rants should be maintained, with
funding levels set as a modest percentage of federal research project grants, We
endorse the FY 1074 Congressional appropriation of approximately $50 million'
for the NIII General Research Support Grant Program and recommend that this
funding level grow modestly as federal support for research increases. The
current level of support for the NSP Institutional Grants for Science ($6.0
million) should be increased to roughly $20 million for IT 1975 to restore the
proportion of institutionalto-project support that prevailed in the late 1060's
before the phase out began,

8. SpeatatiXed manpower and research proeratne contain an institutional sup-
port component for costs associated with the programs, Roughly 50 !lemma of
the recommended annual funding level of $60 million (Table 2) would be applied
toward institutional expenses,

This chapter is, necessarily, only a brief outline of our principal coneleAms
and positive program, Subsequent chapters contain additional conclusionti and
recommendations which we believe are important to an effeetive federt.1 role
in graduate education and research, A number of other issues are also identified
as being of national concern, although a direct federal role is not proposed,

* *

C/IAIITs11 4-41AOUATS STUDIONT SUSS01111

Graduate students meet the costs of tuition, heel books, and living vxpensea
in a variety of ways, Typically, students or their spouses earn soma money
while> enrolled or during vacation periods; they draw on their own or their

feln the hauls of pant experience,. we estimate that approximately 0,000 prodoctorat
steatite strata be ouppottad by the level of fending in the P! 1074 appropriation. (Seefootnote in MI chapter for nettlifleatIon,)
would have to 6 raised to RAO, At ourretit rates or !Whalen, the dIfferenee between

a To Whet in Mime 1611 when the figure of $2,10 Wars established, the attewances
$8,7,00 and B4,1S00 will be vette tett In lees than three years,

see footnote th p, 0, for euelincation,



family's assets; some receive fellowship grants, and, others borrow. To provide
a factual backdrop for the discussion which follows, some salient facts from
NSF surveys of .graduate student support in over 2,700 academic departments
will be useful (Table 7). Two trends in this large sample are of major Again-
once, The first is a 4d .percent decline in the number of students who secured
their major support from federal fellowships and traineeships over the period
1000-1072, The second is a 23 percent increase in the number of students for
whom self-support was the major source of financing. Self-support means mu-
ployment (of the student or the spouse), loans or family assistance. There has
thus been a very substantial shift over a 4year period from support of graduate
students by society through fellowships to self-support through gifts, loans,
and earnings,

TABLE 7,CHANGE IN SOURCES OF MAJOR SUPPORT FOR FULL-TIME GRADUATE STUDENTS, 2,706 ACADEMIC
DEPARTMENTS IN THE SCIENCES AND ENGINEERING, 1969-72

Number of students
using source(s) Change, 1969-72

Sources of major support 1969 1972 Number Percent

Federal tellowshlpS and trainevshIpS
Other fellowships

assistantships
Teaching assistantships
Seltsuppea
Other

25, 558
11, 728
27,690
31, 618
23,903
8, 935

15, 271
10, 492
26,713
33, 547
29, F38

8, 820

10, 287
1,236

977
.1-2, 029
.1-5, 635

115

-40, 0
10,0
3, 3
4.6.3

+23.4
1.0

Total

410.1Arre.............
129, 332 124, 381 4, 951 3, 8

Source: National Science Foundation data from "Survey of Graduate Student Support." Comparable data provided by
2,706 academic departments, Data include students its natural and social sciences and engineering but not in humanities
or professional schools,

This chapter is concerned with aspects of graduate student aid that are per-
tinent to federal policies over the next few years, The first section considers
the rationale for federal fellowship and traineeship support, while the second
section examines the feasibility of relying on loans as a major source of support
for graduate students,

UATIONAile FOR FEDERAL 1"E1,1,0ValtIP SUPPORT

Much of the public interest in subsidizing graduate education derives from the
belief that such training yields national benefits not wholly captured by the
people educated, These are manifest in a more productive labor force, economic
and social leadership, and broad advancement of the culture, The existence of
such benefits argues not for fellowship programs that cover only a fraction of
all graduate students; rather, it argues persuasively for providing subsidies to
graduate schools to that the charges to all graduate students will be less than
the full cost of producing their graduate education, The charges imposed upon
potential graduate students must not be so excessive as to discourage large num-
bers from enrolling in graduate schools, thereby losing the potential social benefits
from their advanced education' (In principal, this goal could be accomplished
by giving all students fellowships, but that would simply be an administratively
expensive way to accomplish a reduction in net charges,) The rationale for selec-
tive fellowships, not available to all, must be one that distinguishes on the basis
of some public purpose between those receiving grants and those excluded, Among
the rationales that have been suggested are those associated with "social mobil,
ity," "specialized manpower and research requirements," and "merit," These are
discussed in turn,

i The data in Table are based on a large sanipte of 21706 academia departments in the
1111)41M biological, and seals' sciences, and are broadly representative of general trade
The Nslo departMetltal surveys from

sciences,
the data were taken are tite most detailThe

of information on graduate students support available, since the data are provide
by department chairmen, tlie. major illaderiacy of the surveye are rums, snob

accountingBM Which are dispersed directly to the studeet and do not enter the University's
system,

Although we believe that graduate eduention yields national benefits. precise measure'
of t e magnitudes involved havewent and evaluatioe e not been possible, Judgments on tut

Hon levels thus retain an important pontleal dimension,
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SOCIAL MAMMY

Many people believe that undergraduate aid should provide access to higher
education for needy students and by analogy that Similar aid. should be avail-
able to graduate students, Actually, the two situations are not wholly com-
parable. The reasons for giving graduate fellowshipil are different frOm those
for giving grants to undergraduates, The rationale for giving grants 'to needy
undergraduates is based on the following :

1. The belief that if such students were treated like everyone else, if they
faced the same tuitions and had the same amass to loans, they would enroll and
persist in college at a much lower rate than the rest

.would
e population ; and

2. The belief that such differential enrollment rates be undesirable
because the sons and daughters of low-income families would be effectively
barred from positions of high status, which would be filled disproportionately
from relatively wealthy families. "Upward mobility;" regarded as an important
social value, would be effectively curtailed,

These two considerations justify basing grants to undergraduate students on
their parents' economic positions, The purpose is to reduce the cost of college
to young men and women from low-income backgrounds. Does this justification
apply as well at the graduate level? Should we have a grant program based on
the economic status of parents of graduate students?

The social mobility argument is weaker at the graduate level, First, it is
plausible to argue that 17yearold high school graduates, having bad little ,con-
tact with highly educated people, no contact with legitimate uses of .credit, and
no firm career plans might resist entering college unless they receive substantial
grant support. With some exceptions to be noted subsequently, however, these
arguments are generally less convincing in the ease of 22year-old, college-
educated persons who have planned careers at least to the extent of having
chosen fields for graduate study.

Second, oven if college-educated students from low-income homes would fail
to enroll in graduate studies because of a lack of grant assistance, the conse-
quenees of such a failure for mobility and poverty elimination are not necessarily
adverse. College graduates are not likely candidates for poverty, and the
difference in prospects for positions of high status between college graduates
in general and graduatetrained persons is small, For the most part, then, the
most that needbased graduate fellowship assistance can accomplish is to move
some students from low-income backgrounds up a notch within the middle-to-
Upper middle income range.

Perhaps the most persuasive reason for not' undertaking a large needbased
grant program at the graduate level, however, is the difficulty, both practical
and philosophical, of linking such aid to the comparative financial status of
parents of graduate students. Many graduate students are in their middle or
late twenties, are often married and have families, and are clearly independent
of their parents. It is hard to see how a .national program, modeled on the
undergraduate Basic Opportunity Grant concept, could be applied fairly or
uniformly given the wide age range of graduate students.

MINORTIlts

One group for whom the above argument may not hold is disadvantaged
minorities (blacks, native Americans, Chicanos, and Puerto Ricans). Part of
their reluctance to enroll in graduate study is due, understandably, to the urge
to earn money quickly that is common to many firstgeneration college graduates,
Part of the reluctance is also due to cultural factors, Minorities largely attend
colleges where graduate study is not encouraged, and they are often unfamiliar
with careers based on graduate education and regard these careers as not open
to them. Moreover, the stability of our society does depend part on our mak-
ing progress in raising the proportion of minority people pursuing certain careers
for which graduate education is prerequisite and only by increasing their
numbers in the professions will we be able 'to tap a large reservoir of unused
talent, Itxamples of two professional fields where minorities are underrepre-
seated are medicine and college teaching, 'Wen the proportion of minority
persons in these fields rises, our society will be worse off, This will he especially
so if we continue to insist on affirmative action programs for college faculties,
without ensuring an adequate supply of trained minorities to make such programs
viable,

J
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We are convinced that it is important for the federal government to play

a role in providing thialicial support for minority group participation in graduate
education. Preliminary investigation has revealed, however, that the precise
mechanisms for making such support effective are net simple or obvious, and

a separate report on this subject is planned for publication in 1974. That report
should be considered as completing this section of the present report.

SUMMED MANPOWER AND RESEARCH PROGRAMS

In an earlier report, we argued for allowing the labor market to determine

the allocation of labor and career training,' but there are instances where market
forces will not produce the research and trained manpower in the volume and
with the required characteristics in time to meet social needs. For example, the
federal government may embark upon a largescale program to develop alter-
native energy sources, requiring new clusterings of research talent and advanced
training facilities. The long lag that would occur before market forces generated
the ;necessary centers for research and training would impose heavy (and
unnecessary) costs upon society.

In the past, purposeful efforts to combine a stimulus to research with training
programs have been most prominent in the biomedical - field, New areas of
researchsuch as molecular biology, biophysics, and steroid chemistryhave
been stimulated by federal grants, which provided in a single package funds
for fellowships, specialized research equipMent, research supplies' and reno-
vation of facilities, as well as salaries for research assistants, postdoctoral
researchers, and for faculty, Such support, distributed on a competitive basis,
is a powerful and efficient means for hastening the development of a field of
investigation in order to create new centers of strength. This mode of support
can be adapted to other areas;

There are now urgent pressures to produce information, ideas, and experts
in fields where the knowledge and the trained people prerequisite to a solution

do not exist. New knowledge and trained people are urgently needed to deal
with the problems of energy supply conservation and distribution ; the full
array of difficulties that of our cities, including special problems of urban
housing and transportation, the problems of racial tension and conflict, and the
delivery of health care, Obviously, more than new knowledge and trained people
are needed to solve these problems, but they will not be solved without them,
Government action is needed, as it has been taken in many fields over the past
two decades with conspicuous success. Institutions of higher education have
reacted and adapted to national needs as expressed through the actions of
Congress in passing federal laws and appropriating funds,

Under these circumstances, a set of federal programs in specifically designated,
limited areas is required which will give support to the research and advanced
training base of the fields in question. In addition to stipends for graduate etu-
dents and/or postdoctoral researchers, the grads would provide support for neo-
essary research equipment, faculty salaries, supporting staff, and renovation
expenses. To ensure that such federal programs are not overexpanded and cone
tinned too long, they should be given a definite time limit, subject to review.
These special programs are not a substitute for the market, but are intended
to smooth transitions/and thus need strict time limits. A careful expansion of
federal aid for graduate education and research in these critical areas, monitored
carefully to ensure that needs are real and that the programs of federal aid are
productive, is a necessary part of a national effort to deal seriously with urgent
domestic concerns,

Several features of these programs should be stressed. First, the volume of
federal dollars and the number of graduate students supported will fluctuate
over. time as the needs of society change. Second, duce the rationale for such
programs is based in part on the need for new knowledge, maximum flexibility
in staffing the programs should be encouraged. In particular, the use of post
doctoral researchers in place of graduate students should be allowed, with the
decision made at the program level. Third, funds for the programs and admin.
(Stratton of the competitive award process would be lodged in the relevant
missionoriented federal agencies, ea., the Environmental Protection Agency for
environmental programs, NM for health-related programs, the United States

National tumid On Graduate Ilducatieel Doolorate &spoor Parmal. and Poliopi
op. cit.
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Department of Transportation for programs focused on problems of urban trans-
portation systems. Fourth, the programs need not (and rarely would) lead to
the development of new academic departments. Instead they would serve to bring
together professors and graduate students welltrained in basic disciplines for .

purposes of concentrating on solutions to problems, requiring an interdisciplinary
approach. The goal is not to foster new (and faddish) Ph. D. programs that lack
a base in solid, underlying disciplines, but rather to provide an incentive for
well-trained individuals to work together in flexible structures that transcend
departmental boundaries on problems requiring the insight of more than one
discipline. Graduates of such programs could be expected to carry with them a
problemsolving orientation and a respect for the contributions that several dis-
ciplines can make to such efforts.

These targeted research and training activities illustrate with particular force
two principles underlying well-designed programs of federal support for grad-
uate education. The first is the tightly interlocked nature of advanced education
and research, The second is the need to provide foods, not only for student sup-
port, but also for the unive.sly which offers the advanced training. The students
or postdoctoral researchers who can learn best and contribute most in special
areas of research must be carefully selected on the basis of background, motiva-
tion and intelligence, and support funds must be available in the volume and
with the timing required for the effective 'development of the total effort.

We strongly endorse recent United States congressional actior in appropriat-
ing funds to continue the NIII/NIMII training grant programs, which accom-
plish many of the objectives in the areas of biomedical research and health care .

of our proposed program. Continued funding of the training grant programs
with modest annual increases and with continuous peer review of the individual
grants would be, in our opinion, wise public policy.

For the new programs to be funded through other federal agencies we offer
the following guidelines :

The grants should vary considerably in size but average approximately $300,000
per year, with the expectation of 5-year funding, subject 'to review.

With considerable individual variation, roughly 50 percent of the average grant
should be allocated for graduate student and postdoctoral stipends (including
tuition for the graduate students), and 50 percent for institutional expenses re-
quired to mount the new program, If the average graduate student received a
$8,500 stipend and if tuition payments averaged $2,500, requiring $6,000 per
graduate student, the average grant could support 25 graduate students per year.
The use of postdoctoral researchers, with stipends averaging $10,000, would re-
duce the number of graduate students supported accordingly.

Although the total volume of such grants would fluctuate from year to year
as national requirements change, we anticipate that approximately 200 grants
per year should be supported once all agency programs have been started, This
would require annual expenditures of approximately $60 million and would
support a maximum of 5,000 graduate students per year (less if postdoctoral
researchers were employed).

The grants should he phased in over a '8 -year period, with roughly 70 new
programs funded each year until a level of about 200 grants is reached, Expendi-
tures in the first year would be $20 million, $40. million in the second, and $60
million in the third and subsequent Years.

Federal agencies that should find value in supporting such programs include
(but are not limited to) time following: Atomic Energy Commission, National
Science Foundation (particularly in the Reeearch Applied to National Needs
program), Department of Health, Education, and Welfare (including National
Institute of Education and united States Office of Education), Environmental
Protection Agency, Department of Transporto'lon, Department of Housing end
Urban Development, Department of Labor, National Endowment for the HIP
inanities, and the National Aeronautics and Space AdMinistration.

Manly AWMIDS

In addition to the previous two programs, a strong case can be made for a
program of federal fellowships based on undergraduate academic merit, To ensure
that the most intellectually gifted young people ill each college graduating class
have no financial barriers to attendance in the graduate school of their choice, to
encourage their attendance and to enhance the tone of both undergraduate and
graduate education by providing recognition for high intellectual accomplishment)
a limited number of portable "merit fellowships" can be Justified. American sod.

q.J
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ety confers awards, from Presidental Medals on down, fOr outstanding perform-
ance in a great many endeavors, At present, there are few available was for the
United States to confer honors for excellence in undergraduate work, at least on a
national level.° A nationally competitive fellowship program is a sensible way to
convey the value and significance that the nation attaches to outstanding under-
graduate academic achievement, while also ensuring that the very talented have
access to gradtiate education,

The program that follows from this discussion consists of merit-based grants, of
modest number and dollar amount, modeled on the existing NSF predoctoral fel-
lowship program, but extended through the appropriate federal agencies to cover
all academic disciplines, Although there is no scientific way to determine the
proper number of awards required, to achieve the purposes Just discussed, the
following are offered as guidelines

Approximately 2,000 new awards should be made each for graduate study
in any academic discipline leading to the Ph, D. or similar degree.

The term of the fellowship should be three years with an annual award to the
student of approximately $3,500, A cost-of-education allowance to be applied to.
ward the cost of the student's education and accepted by the university in lieu of
tuition should accompany each award.

The fellowships should be "portable," attached to the young scholar, allowing
him or her to study in the graduate school of his or her choice,

The NSF Predoctoral Fellowship Program currently awards 500 new fellow-
ships each year in the physical, biological, and social sciences. Under our recom-
mendation, the NSF program would be expanded, and the concept would helix-
tended to all academic disciplines by establishing a counterpart program at the
National Endowment for the Humanities, The distribution of fellowships between
the two agencies should be governed by the size and number of eligible disciplines
under their purview. With approximately 800,000 bachelor's degrees awarded
each year, 2,000 merit fellowships would represent roughly 3/4 of 1 percent of this
pool of potential graduate students, A program of this size, focused exclusively
on. quality, should be a permanent feature of federal support for graduate educe,
tion, not fluctuating with changing labor market conditions.

The portability of prize fellowships is a matter of some dispute, It is entirety
Possible, In some fields, for nearly all the fellowship recipients to be concentrated
in a few graduate departments, This would conflict with the often expressed goal
of sustaining many geographically dispersed centers of excellence. Excessive con-
centration of brain power is not in the best interests of graduate education or of
the nation. But the merit fellowship program is not an appropriate vehicle for
reducing such concentration, Very able scholars should be allowed, to pursue their
intellectual interests wherever they see "the greatest gain, which is consistent
with the "free-choice principle" that we support in the selection of fields of study.°
The valid concern for regional centers of excellence should be met by supporting
graduate programs of high quality capable of attracting the best students, rather
than by constraining student choice.

sULOWSHIP8 IN A SEclOrin UM WOO

This section amplifies the limited number of special purpose fellowship pros
grams recommended thus far, The programs we have endorsed provide a base for
graduate supportan irreducible minimum. But these programs, even in combine-
tion, will aid only a small fraction of the expected number of graduate students, a
much smaller proportion than were aided under federal fellowships and trainee-
ships in the late 1960's.

For most of graduate education, federal student-aid. policy cannot be discussed
in isolation from research and institutional support programs at both the federal
and state levels. Non-fellowship holders will have to finance their studies through
research assistantehips, teaching assistantships, and by loans and other forms of
self-support. Our position on fellowships depends on how adequately public bodies
maintain these other forms of support,

A. fellowship program no larger than the one recommended in this chapter can
only be endorsed provided that (1) research support grows sufficiently to maintain
or expand the number of research assistantships, (2) state governments maintain

Own Laude dogma, commolic0inOnt otootion to. ehi Sota /teem* certainly provide
some such honors, but they are, in practice, ,110041", Scholarinio snot Mere "national"
500110, AIM as Rhodes, Churchill, tom anti Watson 00 Veil! limited fit

ellational Board on UradUato Education, Doototiate manpower Forotwite and Policy,
0P4 Olt,

.
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or expand support of teaching assistantships, and (8) tuitions for graduate stu-
dents rise no more than is compatible with reasonable debt levels for graduate
students`

Reasonable here means reasonable in the eyes of the studentsnot so high as
to discourage the enrollment of those able to both benefit from graduate educa-
tion and contribute more productively to society with their graduate training,
While lifetime earnings attributable to graduate education obviously play a major
role in determining how much debt students will find acceptable, it dues not fol-
low that students will be willing to incur debts up to the point where their in-
come gain is just sufficient to pay oft their indebtedness, Student behavior is gov-
erned in part by attitudes toward risk and uncertainty that cannot be. easily
assessed o priori for purposes of policy determination. Thus, there is no valid
way at present to calculate the amount that students should be willing to bor.
row, even though such calculationstave been made.

If research support fails to keep pace with inflation or if the assistantship
component of research funding declines, if states fail to maintain teaching assist-
antship levels, if student loan programs fail to be adapted to meet rising charges
(see the next section), or if borrowing by graduate students is pushed to the point
where significant numbers of able students are discouraged from continuing their
educationthen the proposed base fellowship program would be inadequate
whatever its theoretical desirability under favorable circumstances, If several
of these adverse conditions should materialize, the continued existence of quality
graduate education would be in doubt, and, in that event, a significant increase
in the number of federal fellowship would be necessary.

These considerations raise two issues of federal fellowship policy. First, there
is a need for a standby capacity for federal fellowship support, In the long-run,
this capacity should be flexible enough to accommodate whatever emergencies
may arise. The fellowship program authorized under Title IX, Part B of the
Education Amendments of 1972' should be kept on the books, to be employed
in the event of significant cutbacks in other forms of aid or failures of loan pro-
grams to meet graduate student needs. Second, though the kind of breakdown
that would warrant a massive increase in fellowships has not yet occurred, a
series of policy moves, already begun, could bring about such a breakdown, Our
report has previously discussed the decline in federal fellowships and in re-
search support, and the next section examines several reasons why federal loan
programs may not be able to pick up the slack in graduate assistance. To these
we would add the projected reduction in number of veterans eligible for O.I,
Bill benefits, the slowdown or decline in undergraduate university enrollments
which may erode teaching assistantship support, and recent advocacy by several
groups of accelerated advances in tuitions at public institutions (especially at
the graduate level). If several of these events coincide tit the next few years,
a crisis is likely. With so many contingencies and so much at stake, careful and
continuous monitoring of programs that support graduate education is essential .°

LOANS AS A cOlnioNNNT or OSAMU% sITONNT

We believe that loans are a sound component of a total package of support for
graduate students, As a matter of policy, loans on reasonable terms should be
encouraged, but within certain important guidelines which set limits on loans
as a component of graduate student support,

In fact, federally guaranteed student loans are increasing rapidly as a inealia
of graduate student support. In 1009, 88,000 graduate students borrowed an
average of $1,012 for a total of $04 Million. Ily WU, the number of graduate
student borrowers had increased to 118,000 and the average loan increased mmera
ately to $1,148 for a total of $120 million, double the 1969 level.° This increase
helped to offset the sharp decline ht federal fellowships and traineeship support,

The central policy question is whether there should be a substantial further
shift towards loans as a primary source of graduate student support, If fellow-
ship support is provided along the lines advocated in this report, loans would
necessarily become more significant, but would retrain part of a pluralistic and
diverse system of student rapport,

'U.S., engraft_ Senate, Rduoation Amendment/ of We, P,L, 02-818, 02nd Cong 2d
e. 1012, nue Ix, part B,

This aubSoct is dieettesed in greater detail in Chapter 7, pp. e1-88,
Data provided by VA Office of Education, Division of Insured Loans.

tt)
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The principles which should undsAsird loans as an element of graduate student
support are these:

1. Loans should not be relied upon us a substitute for the fellowship programs
outlined in this report, for we believe each of these programs has a sound
'rationale,

2. Loans should be a supplemental source of income for those eligible for
fellowships.

3. For those graduate Students who do not receive fellowships under an ade-
quate fellowship program, as defined in this report, loans would be one major
source of support, together with teaching and research assistantship, and family
resources,

4, The university should know the mix of earnings, loans, gifts, and stipends
available to each graduate student so that serious inequities among students can
be avoided.

It There should be a ceiling on the total Indebtednesswhich students may Incur,
The ceiling should be high enough so that students can borrow substantial sums
for graduate as well as undergraduate study, but low enough so that students
will not be permitted to load themselves with an excessive long-term debt.

6. There should be continuing experimentation by individual universities with
new forms of repayment, including extended time periods for repayment and
methods for relating repayment to ability-to-pay as determined by earnings
after graduation,

DEPWIENon$ OF Tin FEDERAL GUARANTEED LOAN PROGRAM

Given these principles, existing loan programs are deficient in n number of
important respects, First, in many parts of the country, federally guaranteed
loans are difficult to obtain unless a student's family has established banking
contacts, Graduate students are more likely than other students to live away
from their parents and to be independent of them. Their own banking connec-
tions are usually not substantial,

Second, because the maximum interest rate charged to the student is fixed
by law, the guaranteed student loan program is severely squeezed in tight
money periods, Some flexibility was added in 1969 when new legislation allowed
the government to pay supplementary Interest (up to 3 percent per annum)
to lenders. But judging by the events of the summer of 1973, this flexibility has
not been enough to offset the unattractiveness of student loans in periods when
alternative investment yields are rising." The impact of the new secondary
market for student loans (through the Student Loan. Marketing Association) is,
as yet, untested.

Third, the federal program permits a maximum annual loan of $2,600 and
a debt total for combined undergraduate and graduate borrowing of $10,000,u
These ceilings limit the number of graduate students who can finance a substan-
tial portion of their education with, GSL program loans. flowerer, because the
annual limits were lower ($1,500) in past years, most graduate students today
probably have accumulated Much less debt than' the new limit allows ; after a
few years at the higher annual debt limit, the $10,000 total debt limit will begin
to pinch.

Finally, under the 1972 Education Amendments, in order to qualify for sub-
sidles, under the federal loan program a student must prove "financial need"
in the amount of the loan, The "need analysis" on which such demonstration is
usually based is designed for younger, dependent students, Graduate students
face manor problems under this needs test. Some graduate students are likely
to fail the test of independence and thus have their "need" reduced by an
"expected family contribution," when such contribution is not, in fact, received.
(Unsubsidized loans are, it principle, available for amounts in excess of cal
ciliated need, but such loans are rarely extended.) Moreover, to the extent that
graduate students qualify as independent students, they face very stiff required
contributions from their own and their spouses' assets and earnings, In fact,
student-need analysis for independent students is very much a primitive art,

soormodomMemooma.

ce During August and September, peak months for student loans, the number of student
borrowers was down 88 percent in 1078 from the 1071 level, and loan volume was down
28 percent OW the same period, reflecting both the "tight money" squeeze and the Web,
!ems introduced by the "needs analysis" discussed below.

t! Some states Impose even lower debt limits.
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No one knows what are reasonable apeotations of contributions for such
students. Arbitrary toughness has been substituted for the many years of expe-
rience needed to learn the needs of students, Li

PROBLEMS WITH PROPOSED REVISIONS Or LOAN STATUTES

These problems of access and adequacy in the operation of existing loan
programs are generally conceded, but many argue that fairly simple modifi-
cations in existing legislation would solve them, However, the needed modi-
fications raise such complex issues that further substantial expansion of federally
guaranteed loans for graduate students is an unrealistic expectation. Moreover,
the lack of solid underlying research means that the changes will bare to be
made piecemeal. Accordingly, it will be some time before loans can offset fur-
ther significant reductions in other sources of graduate student support.

One proposed modification is elimination of the interest subsidies in the loan
program and removal of the ceiling interest rate, because the interest subsidy
is an ineffective way to subsidize education, while the interest-rate ceiling diverts
funds from student loans in periods of tight money. However, withdrawal of
government-paid interest for enrolled students would make bank lenders less
interested in student loans since the interest subsidy allows each bank to make
one combined billing for interest to the federal government, rather than numerous
individual billings to students. This effect might be offset by a removal of the
interest-rate ceiling, but the fact is that no one knows how the flow of capital
through the banking sector would be affected by such program changes. What
is known is that the cost of loans to students would rise.

Several recent proposals suggest removing the dependence of GSL on com-
mercial banks. For example, student lending could become mainly a function
of colleges themselves, with capital provided in large part by the Student Loan
Marketing Association (Sally Mae).n Alternatively, the nation could move to
a direct, government loan bank.0 Many tough problems that have not been
seriously studied would arise in carrying out such proposals s How would the
interest charge be determined? Would all classes of students or institutional
lenders be treated the same? The implementation of unsubsidized loans made
primarily by nonbanks is still some years off, and will only occur after a great
deal more study.

While the 1978 annual loan limit of $2,500 is a reasonable maximum for
graduate students," the lifetime debt limit of $10,000 is clearly inadequate for
graduate students, A special higher limit of up to $15,000 should be allowed for
those who undertake graduate education, and this limit should be reviewed
periodically. At the same time repayment periods of up to 20 years should be
allowed in lieu of the present 10 years.

Liftilig the debt limit and permitting lengthier repayments would lead, how-
ever, to a number of unresolved policy issues. One is that existing reliance on com-
mercial bank lending could not continue because banks complain that even the
existing 10year term is too long. Second, if only those who incur debts above
some limit can have a lengthened repayment term, rules will have to be Mal).
fished to determine which lender must consolidate and rewrite the loans. What-
ever the arrangements might be, the extension of loan repayment terms would
require a substantial revision of the institutional arrangements that now exist
in the federal guaranteed loan program, and this will take time.

Finally, loans can be made a more acceptable means of financing graduate edu-
cation by reducing the apprehension of borrowers that repayment may impose
too much of a burden on them in years of low earnings, This can be accomplished
in a number of ways, One way is to allow the annual loan payment to vary in
amount depending upon the income earned each year, We endorse experimenta

o Some of these possibilities are discussed in 1. Bruce Johnstone, Potterite for
College Lending (New Yorks Columbia Press, 1972), Chapter 6,

is See the Carnegie Commission's Higher lidueationt Who Paget Who benefits? Who
Should Pay? (New York t McGraw-Hill, 1978), Chapter 14.

14 Some people would argue that students should be able to borrow foregone earnings as
well as direct costs, which would raise the annual limits to the $9,000 sone, Measly, this
question is interrelated with the matter of whether the loans are subsidized and with What
happens to tuitions,
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tion with such plane, as advocated in the report, Higher Education: Who Post
Who Benefits? Who Should Pay? of the Carnegie Commission on Higher Edu
cation?' The loan programs in operation at Harvard, Yale and Duke share this
feature, and it is hoped that additional universities will undertake such programs
until st national plan is implemented, Realism dictates, however; that such private
plans not be viewed as a major source of loan funds.

A more radical departure from existing loan programs would reduce the risks
of 'investment in 'education even further by allowing partial cancellation of re
payment obligations' for low earnings borrowers. The Yale plan involves this
feature, mutualizing the risk across the cohort of Yale borrowers, The Carnegie
Commission has recommended a similarprovision in the event of catastrophically
low earnings, with the amount forgiven covered by public subsidy,

If the federal government is eventually to endorse some kind of risk reduction
program for borrowers, it will have to settle the questions of institutional versus
federal programs, the degree of risk insurance to provide, and the proper focus
of subsidization for unsuccessful borrowers. These issues are difficult to resolve.
They have received little serious study or debate, and since it is unrealistic to
expect any early resolution of these questions, even incomecontingent loan. plans
with some element of federal support cannot be seriously considered as a source
of substantial' additional loan funds for graduate students in the' foreseeable
future.

In summary, federal loan programs have been able to fill gaps in student need
during the past few years. But without modification, these programs cannot
continue to meet growing student needs. This means either that the loan programs
must be changed or that other forms of aid must bridge the gap. Most of the modl
fications to existing loan programs that would be necessary to make theta effec.
tire forms of aid to graduate students have been inadequately studied, Many
key policy Wiles need analysis and resolution before changes can be made. More.
over, the basic question Of bow much indebtedness gradUste students shetild be
expected to incur must be resolved. We recommend the following:

Establiffinnent ,of a commission to review the applicability of ,federal loans to
support graduate students and propose answers to questions raised in thisreport.
Thf? commission should specifically consider the loan proposals of the ,Carnegie
Commission.

Amendment of the Education Amendments of 1072 in the light of these 'recom-
mendations, with immediate increase in the debt limit up to $15,000 and the
repayment period up to 20 years for graduate students.

Continuing experimentation by individual universities with programs designed
to lessen the burden of 'borrowing and to reduce the risks incurred by graduate
strident borrowers.

Continuing experimentation by individual universities with methods for taking
financial need into account when designing financial aid programs for graduate
students.

CitArritlt 6INSTITIITIONAL 81111011T ,

. A third Major category of federal aid to .graduate education and research, .

is institutional support, The distinction between support of students and research
on the one hand, and institutional support on the other, Is not sharp. For example,
when fellowships and traineeships are awarded to particular institutions, these
represent a form of aid to those universities, These federal grants aid the
anivereity in recruiting capable students, and relieve pressure on its own student.
aid hinds. In addition, tuition paid by the student recipients flow to the institu'
tional treasury, Similarly, research grants or contracts assist in institutional
development by financing new equipment and additional faculty and staff, by
enriching the educational environment for both students and faculty, by pro.
viding aid to students through research assistantships, and by relieving pressure
on institutional research funds, Categorical grants designed for specific pit
poses such as student aid and research may sometimes lead to unbalanced growth
lowlwomr.orIMANWel

it Carnegie COMMianiOni Higher ilduoaHost Who Paget Who Benefits? Who Shouta Pay?,
op, oic, pp. 118-121.
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of universities; there is no doubt, however, that they do encourage institutional
development and, in that sense, represent institutional support. Moreover, im-
balances can sometimes be partially corrected through the internal .budgeting
process of universities, especially in a titre of broad general growth. Grant
funds infused into the one department may enable the university to shift some
of its own funds to other departments,

At the opposite extreme from categorical grants are the general unrestricted
institutional grants available to all institutions. When the funds are provided
in this mannerwithout selection of institutions and without designation as
to how they should be spenttheir effect on graduate education will depend
upon the internal decisionmaking process within universities. Such aid is
likely to be diffused widely throughout the institutions and, therefore, to affect
graduate education and research only indirectly.

Between the two extremes are federal institutional grants which might be
called semicategorical grants. These are neither designed fo1 narrowly specific
categorical purposes nor are they distributed unselectively to all institutions
of higher education. Included in this group are grants to institutions supple-
menting awards of fellowships and traineeships ; grants supplementing research
awards; grants or subsidized loans for builiting construction ; and grants spe-
cifically designed for broad deve!opment of graduate study, scholarship and
research in institutions.

This section will be concerned primarily with semicategorical forms of institu-
tional support as they relate to graduate education.

ssuzial, Pouvt
For a variety of reasons, not all of them consistent, the federal government

has been conservative or reluctant in its use of institutional support, Federal
policymakers have tended to favor forms of aid that will produce specific
results closely related to federal administrative responsibilities in defense,
space, agriculture, etc., and that are clearly vested with the national interest
in a way easily explained to the public. They have tried to retain considerable
control over the use of the funds and to impose fairly strict accountability,
The federal government has generally avoided the kinds of institutional aid
that would involve such wide dispersion of funds that direct results could not
be identified, and has leaned toward support of excellence. Policymakers have
intended that the federal contribution should augment the contributions of
the states and the private sector and not substitute for them. In addition, recent
policy has placed higher priority on opening up opportunity' for students through
student aid than on the support of institutions. Many federal officials have
expressed the belief that unrestricted institutional aid would not be the most
effective way to increase opportunity for students or improve quality of instruc-
tion and research. For all these reasons, having varying degrees of plausibility,
the federal government has tended to concentrate Ito efforts on student aid luta
research, proceeding in a more limited way in the field of institutional aid,

This posture has been tenable on the assumption that someone elsethe flutes,
local municipalities, private donors, and tuitionpaying studentswould provide
adequately for the basic operation of the institutions. It has been based on a rough
division of responsibility in which the federal government Would provide sub-
stantial support for students and research, and certain other fairly limited forms
of aid to institutions, while primary responsibility for the institutions would
come from other sources. More recently, another concept underlying this policy
has been that revenue sharing might eventually be a vehicle of federal assi. *once
to states and localities in bearing their higher educational burden.

Out of these many considerations has emerged present federal policy. Chapter 2
outlined the development of federal support, the resulting distribution of federal
fends for graduate student support, research support, and institutional support
connected with graduate programs for FY 1972 is displayed in Table 9, These data
show that the majority of federal support hw been categorical aid for students
and for research, with only 7.2 percent available in the semicategorical form of
institutional support described above
rmarliaafirrarmail

Costeoteducation allowances accompanying fellowships and traineeships and tuition
payments accompanying training grants are included in the student Support flora

tuition
search assistantships are !Wilde(' in the research support figure, Federal funds for semi-
categorical institutional support ware considerably larger in fiscal 1068, See Appendix
Table A,18,

3,4
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TABLE 9.FEDERAL FUNDS TO UNIVERSITIES AND COLLEGES FOR GRADUATE EDUCATION AND RESEARCH BY
PROGRAM AND TYPE OF SUPPORT, FISCAL YEAR 1972

Tin millions of dollars)

Federal funds to graduate education and research, fiscal
year 1972

Category of funds Student Research Institutions Total

Fellowships and traineeships 113.9
Training Wilts 67,6
Workstudy(CWSP) In, 9
GI benefits 21U, 0
Research and development ..

General science support
Loans:

Direct student loans (NDSt) 1;:iGuaranteed student loans (GSL)
Capital (R. & 0, plant)

Total 437.4

1, 788,0

69.3

67,6

36:9

4

113,9
136.9
10,9

210,0
1, 7ff..8

35,0

36,9

1, 788.0 173.2 2,398.6

Source: App, table A.13.

Federal policy in support' of graduate education, scholarship, and research
raises a fundamental question about the locus of deelsion-making. To what extent
should it be lodged in federal agencies and to What extent in the universities?
Categorical aid tends to place' the decisions in the agencies, whereas aid in less
restricted form tends to place the decisions in the universities.

In the area of research, the university is the principal place in our society
where ideas can be considered for their own sake and where there are, a few
restrictions imposed by the need for practical results. As diseussed in the previous
chapter, this kind of unprogrannued, Pure research tetras Out to be immensely
Practical in the long run, serving as the fountainhead of most of our scientific
and technological progress. Emphasis on outside decisions, often motivated by
short-run considerations, tend to weaken decision - making within the university,
and may, if carried too far, impair the nationel research effort, , .

In the area of graduate student support, the same considerations apply, De-
cisions about.witiele fields and specialties to support may be made by the agencies
through forms of student aid designed to meet specific projectedmanpower needs
or they may be made through, the re101vely free choices of students, who are
influenced by values internal to the university, by advice of;professOrs,, and by
labor market considerations, Excessive emphasis on outside decisions-r-especially
in view of the parlous state of manpower forecasting ---can warp student choked
just as much as excessive reliance On uninformed free (thole* may lead tolm-
balance.

The goal, of course, is balarice--between outside and inside deelmionmaking, for
both research and graduate education. To achieve. this balance is perhaps tire
most critical problem of American higher education today. Many observers
believe that faculties and administrations have traditionally, had excessive
decisionmaking power: and that -universities have not been sufficiently responsive
to social needs, A two-pronged .effort .has been launched in recent years to
strengthen outside influences and thus increase the social responsiveness. of
universities. One approach, has been through political means such as increased
intervention by governors and legislatures, creation of statewide coordinating
agencies, and imposition of specific conditions few federal aid. The other has
been to introduce stronger elements of the price system into the financing of
universities.

Under an extreme version of the price system, universities would price their
instruction to students at or near full unit cost ; students would be financed
independently of the universities ; universities would sell their research on con-
trust to government and business, and their public services In the market; Under
this system, universities 1%1)W depend for their existence upon meeting outside
demands and, thus, beemne totally dependent on the dictates of the marketplace.
At the opposite extremes, universities could he financed entirely by unrestricted
appropriations, gifts, and endowment Income, controlling all their own student
aid funds. In this system, decisionmaking would lie largely with the faculty
and administration, though it would, be broadly responee.ev to outside Sources of

0640'2-74-5
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funds so that appropriations and gifts would keep flowing, We believe that the
desirable distribution of power lies between the extremes of the price system
and total support in the form of unrestricted funds. The history of higher educa-
tion, however, strongly supports the view that some degree of academic self-

, determination, reinforced by substantial unrestricted funds, is conducive in the
long run to the advancement of learning and to the sound education of students.
It would be hard to find a university where academic greatness has been 'asso-
ciated with continuing and heavy-handed outside control, The importance of
academic selfdetermination is sometimes overlooked in the present contest for
control of the university.

All of these considerations suggest that federal policy for graduate 'education
and research should be directed toward balanced institutional develOpment,
abademic selfdetermination, and stability as well as toward training specific
types of learned persons and advancing particular branches of knowledge:,,We

belieVe that the division of responsibility for higher education which has. ?men
halving over the past 25 years is fundamentally sound, namely, that the states
and the private sector assume responsibility for baste operation of the WNW-
nous and that the federal government assumes increasing responsibility for the
finatttlinll pf students, research, and selected institutional programs in the national
interest'

Since the institutions are the prime source of both graduate education and
basic research, the quality of the future product depends upon their essential
soundness as centers of learning. Thus, a perennial cluestiqn remains. To. what
extent should the federal government give support to bread institutional develop-
ment as a supplement or an offset to its categorical programs? ,

POUOT OPTIONS

There are many ways of providing general institutional stipport for graduate
education and research. The following are examples :

1. Totally unrestricted Support Tor all institutions of higher education), regard-
less of their role in graduate education and research (only a sinful part of such
aid would flow into' raduate education and research) ;

2. Totally unrestricted grants awarded only to institutions engaged signifi-
cantly in gradoate education and research ;

8. Grants awarded tO all qualified institutions subject only to the restriction
that the funds be used for graduate education and 'research ;

4. Relatively broad grants but awarded (1) with conditions relating, for
example, to program, institutional quality, geographic area, size of institution,
enrollment of minority students, or scope of research effort; and (2) with re-
strictions on the use of the funds, for example, to support research, to support
graduate study, to provide fellowships, to purchase equipment or to strengthen
faculty.

This fourth category illustrates that the demarcation between institutional Aid
and categorical grants is not a sharp line, Determing when a grant is to be
classified as institutional aid and how many conditions and restrictions will
justify its classification as a categorical grant is arbitrary.

1. Federal revenue with the states in the belief that some of the shared !MU
would find their way to graduate education and research as needed; and

2. Incentive grants to the states to encourage state effort in the finance of
higher education generally or of graduate education and research in particular.

The direct effect on graduate edutatien of either of these approaches is likely
to be attenuated because of general institutional needs or because programs with
greater immediate appeal receive higher priority.

On the other hand, since the federal government has special responsibilities
in the areas of graduate education and research, grants to institutions with
certain conditions and restrictions are more likely to hit the target than are
broad general grants. In fact, the federal government has for several years
financed certain programs, described in Chapter 2, that provide institutional aid
of this type. These programs include :

1. eost-ofedueation supplements of approximately $2,300/year accompanying
most federal fellowships and traineeships, The total volume of those is declining
as the fellowship and traineeship programs are phased out,
Al.MIIM.144011...

*Tho Carnegie Cointnission on Higher ridueation has endorsed this division of labor
between the federal government and the states, See ifiStitUglefUlt Aid: trederal Support to,
colleges and tittioereltiem (MeGraw11111, 1972), I), 2, and Nigher Ildurationt Who Paget
Who Rene/111k Who Should Pay? (McGraw-Rini 1978), tits 8,106,

/14,
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2, supplementary grants to institutions from NSF and NII3 to help the uni-
versities deal with the rigidities introduced by heavy reliance on the project
system of research support. These grants were being phased out by the adminis-
tration, but Congress recently restored the NIH General Rezearch Support
Grants to a level of approximately $50 million for FY 1974. (See footnote 8,
Chapter 1, for qualification.)

3, The NSF Science Development Program, which provided 'special grants to
selected universities to raise the quality of graduate education in science from
good to excellent. This program ended in 1972..

4, The NIH /NIMH training grants, which include a substantial institutional
support component.

5. Funds for R&D plant and construction grants for graduate academie facili-
ties. Fund under the latter program have not been appropriated since 1968.

In addition to these five forms of support, which have existed for a number
of years but are generally being phased out or sharply reduced, two additional
forms of institutional support were written into the Education Amendments of
1972. Both could affect graduate education, but neither has been funded. The
first new form' would provide funds, upon application on a competitive basis, to
institutions of higher education, "to strengthen, improve and where necessary
expand the quality of graduate and professional programs leading to an advanced
degree (other than a medical degree) in such institutions" and for other related
purposes [Title IX, Part A, Sec. 901 (e).1 The act authorized $80 million for this
section for the year ending June 80, 1978, $40 million for the year ending 'lune
80, 1974, and $50 million for the year ending aune 80,1975.

The second new form of institutional support, providing more general support
for graduate programs, is aimed at helping institutions achieve "general educa-
tional goals and opecifie objectives of the graduate programs' of the institution"
(Title X, Part FGeneral Assistance to Graduate Schools, Sec, 981), This provi-
sion would base the grant uptin the full-time equivalent number of students
"pursuing a program of post-baccalaureate study." The actual amount awarded to
each institution would depend on the operation of an extremely complicated for-
mula providing general institutional support payments (called "cost-of-education
payments," not to be confused with the cost-of-education allowances accompany
tug federal graduate fellowships) to all Institutions of higher education. This
provision (Title X, Sec, 1001) has not been funded,

A 1)200)1A11

Given this array of statutory authorities and administrative inventions, as well
as others that could be proposed, we believe the following outline gives a reason.
able 'program of support for graduate education in terms of function and magni-
tude for the period immediately ahead,

PE00IA11 Otrruithi

Cost of Education Allowances It should continue to be recognized that each
student with a federal fellowship generates instructional cost substantially hibaer
than the university's tuition consequently, cost-ofeducation allowances nomem.
bodied'in law land in administrative practice should be continued, The existing
level of 42,500,4 arrived at by administrative agreement among the federal agen.
cies, was set more than a decade ago. It should be increased to $4,500 year, to
reflect in part the rabid cost increases that have occurred during this period,'
Since existing levels of federal fellowship support are low and declining and since
this report recommends a modest leel of federal fellowship support over the next
few years, these cost-ofedueation allowances would provide a modest proportion
of the cost of graduate instruction. These allowances should be reviewed and In
creased if costs continue to rise, in the same way that social security payments
are reviewed and increased. periodically,

Funds Complementing Project Support The rigidities and lack of flexibility
associated with the project-support system in the past indicate a need to continue
to provide moderate institutional support funds to make that basically sound sys-
tem °Potato) most effectively, Theadministration's proposed phaseout of the NE0

was never funded. and was re,etiaeted with !nor amendments in 1.272.
Not literally new. The provision find erred in the Higher Education Act of 1005, It
Increased to $8.090 in 1972 for the N P prodoctoral fellowship 9rOgrain.
Just to xesp_psee with the inflation that bee occurred in the decade eine the allowance

Was set at 42,1100 the amount_ itletild 1114Ve. o be raised to $9,7119. At current rates of inflation,
the differenee between 211,759 tufa $4190 gala be reached in less than three. years.

.e.



Institutional Grants for .Science and the :NM General Research Support Grants
ignores these needs, We strongly support the recent United States congressional
appropriation of approximately $50 million for the NM program, and recom-
mend that this funding level grow modestly as research support increases, The
current level of the NSF program ($9 should be increased to roughly
$20 million in FY 1975 to restore the proportion of institutional-to-project support
that prevailed in the late 1900's before the phaseout began,

Superior far New, High Priority Prograie.--A separate need exists for in
stitutional support funds in connection with, socially urgent new graduate
programs, as discussed in Chapter 4, "Specialized Manpower and Research
Programs," In designing education and research programs, universities face
the task of providing persons rigorously trained to solve such pressing prob-
lems as those of energy supply, the environment, health care delivery, mass
transportation, urban centers, and stress and conflict in modern society, To
speed the development of programs of quality and breadth, federal funds should
be provided, on a competitive basis, to universities for the folloWing; support
of faculty and other professional staff, including graduate students and post.
doctoral researchers; for laboratory equipment and supplies; for special library
collections; and for other resources required for new programs, The institutional
support component of these programs Would be similar to that associated with
NYH training grants, with funds originating in the appropriate missionoriented
federal agencies, Details on 'dollar amounts 'recommended under this section
are in Chapter 4, pp, 51-52.

denerut Spport.-4unding- of, the general institutional support
provisions of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title. X, See, 1001) should
be based on a separate assessment of the financial needs of postsecondary
education totally;. since the benefits of this provision relate more directly to
postsecondary education' than to graduate education explicitly. Because this
report is foeused, on graduate education, and because the funds that would
be allocated for graduate education under Title X could not exceed 10 percent
of the total amount 'appropriated, we place higher priority on funding the preced.
log three programs at this time. Good graduate work, however, could not exist
if undergraduate education in the nation's colleges and universities were im-
poverished, Therefore, serious consideration of the need for full funding of
Title X, See. 1001, should have high priority in forthcoming United States con-
gressional sessions,

INSTITUTioNAL AID AND TVITioNS

A frequent suggestion to alleviate the financial problems of higher education,
including graduate education,. is to raise tuitions rather than increase public
support, For example, the Carnegie Commission' on Higher Education has sup
gested that tuitions might be graduated by level of instruction, With tuitions
minimal for freshmansophomore instruction, higher for junior-senior instrtte
tion, and still higher for graduate and professional instruction° While modest
annual increases in graduate tuition will. undoubtedly be necessary for many
universities, we are opposed to the large inert ases that have been advocated
by some groups since such increases would haVe to be offset in large part by
increased student .aid if opportunities for advmed study are to be kept °pelt./
This is especially so because many graduate f.rudents are selfsupporting, are
without aid from their families and are living a subsistence basis, 'Further-
more, raising tuitions will not eliminate the n ed for institutional funds from
other sources, The Carnegie Commission, in flu same report in which it recoin
mended higher graduate tuitions, also stated

"We, believe- that over the coming decade the 'Oderat government mast signif
leantly increase its support of education in graduate and selected professional
fields and of basic eseatch if the nation is to kemaitt in the vanguard of aclen
tile and technological developments, Each of t iese is an area of clear national
responsibility and cannot effectively be left t state and institutional action
alone,":
oilarmarseiNMAMM.M1

dornegfe C0111111iSHM on titglisr tditerition, MOO 104,0atiott Who Pm? Who Mite.
/Ho f Who Elhould Pay? °P. Wu P). 101'4

Oil this point, one they (Motown in Olirititot 4.
Carnegie Commission, Higher Zdtteation t Who Not Who Boneiliat Who Mould Pal,

OP, sit., D. 107,
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A P111141a0P11Y OF INKITUTIONAL SUPPOIrr

The philosophy underlying institutional support for graduate education is one
of securing positive benefits from two principles that generate inherent tension
and are inconsistent if carried to extremes, Both must be followed in balanced
measure. The first, prittelple is that the university must have a large degree of
freedom if it is to do effectively for society what society demands of it, The
integrity of the university as a center of learning depends on its having access
to substantial amounts Of relatively unconditional and unrestricted funds. Such
funds enable the faculty and administrative staff to exercise professional judg-
ment in matters of education and research, to budget in ways that will achieve
coherence and balance among the various disciplines and activities of the uni
vermity, and to build centers of learning rather than collections of disparate
activities responding to signals from the outside market.

The second principle is that graduate education must be responsive to the needs
of society, and this is incontrovertible, Given the power of graduate education
and research to supply persons equipped to analyze pressing social problems and
part of the new information and ideas without which these problems will not
be solved, a failure to focus graduate education and research effectively on these
tasks would be unwarranted and irresponsible,

The program outlined above is designed to reconcile these conflicting and
equally valid principles. Cost.of.education allowances help the institution meet
heavy costs, and those costs are met most effectively in institutions and fields
selected by the students. This is useful, but not.as the sole form of institutional
support for graduate education.

The form of institutional support represented by supplements to research
project grants IS designed to sustain institutional flexibility wtbin a research
support system which otherwise tends (1) to erode the freedom of the institu-
tion and (2) to make It unhealthily subject to federal agency program decisions
which have little or nothing to do with the strength of institutions of higher
education.

Funds awarded competitively, expressly for the development of research and
training programs, are essential if graduate education is to provide trained
people and competent analysis in the resolution of social problems. Bitch support
is an outside influence on the course of graduate education, but, if supplemented
by other forms of support which maintain a proper degree of institutional auto*.
0*Y, it will be productive.

TABLE A.1, FEDERAL EXPENDITURES FOR RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT AT UNIVERSITIFS AND COLLEGES BY
CHARACTER OF WORK, 1963 -72

11,,.......m.yymay..1
tin millions Ot dollars1

federal R. 10, expenditures

Total Disks tenet* Aga lied research Development

year Mast , Current Constant t Current Constant I Current Constants Current Constant s

1963 160
196k 916
1966.
1988

1,073

1987
1,262

1968
1,409
1, 572

1969 1, 800

1191F2 (preliminary).,
11 :,17'

§

1518

709
842
966

1,108
I, 198

i: 2841

11:, 122216

610
767
879

1,009
1,124

1;r71

1

1

:

569 128 119 2i. 21
703 127 117 127 II193 15; 142
itH 194 170 69 52 4

63 54ill in 63 521,037

952
994 245

268 ID 104
80 62

77
953
964 286. .R.5

276 195 99
93 II

1958 constant dollars) ONP price defistor was used to convetficuttent to constant dollar',

hotel It should be pointed out Hsi the distribution of Federal funds shown here and in subsequent tables Is based on
university reporting and university definitions at basic and applied tostarott and deyelopment, Reports based or! Federal
agency molting show * I Met share of Federal funds going to spiv research, See national Rieke Foundation, Federal
UR tot Research, Development and Other Scientific Activities" (Washington, D.C. U,S, Government Printing Office,

Source; SAUNA Woo condition, "National Patterns of R. A' 0, Resources, 195343" (Washington, 0,0,1 U.S.
Government Prinasg Office, 1973).
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TABLE A2UNIVERSITY AND COLLEGE EXPENDITURES OF THEIR OWN FUNDS FOR RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT
AT UNIVERSITIES AND COLLEGES BY CHARACTER OF WORK, 1963-72

lin millions of dollars)

Fiscal year

1963. . 4

1964...
1965
1966
1967
189668...,

IPS., . t

1971 (preliminary)
1972 (estimate)

..111,..............111.01.....110.........
University and College ft & 0, Expenditures

Total Basic research Applied research Development

Current Constant t Current Constant Current Constant I Current Constant

485
555
615
673.
753
841
900
970

1,099
1,226

453
510
555
691
640

702
717
776
839

,

343
402
445
494 -

551
621
678
747.
861
954

, . 320 ;

, 369
401
434

. 469.
.509
529

. 552
601 .

653

128 ,

139
155
161.
182
198
200
200
228
255

119
128
140
141
155
162'
156
148
161
175

14
14
15
18
20
22
22
23
20
17

la
13
14
16
17
,18
17
17
14
12

an..........00*,11...prowarmOwMisilemal.MMOIOMMNAOHISO
1:1958 constant dollars; ON p price deflator used to convert current to constant dollars.

Source: National Science Foundation, "National Patterns of It, & 0, Resources, 1953-73" (Washington, D.C.: U.S. Cow
ernment Printing Office, 1973),

TABLE A,3,SUMMARY OF BASIC RESEARCH EXPENDITURES AT UNIVERSITIES AND COLLEGES, 1963-72

(Amount in millions of dollars) I

......see,aram....01NOMMIVIORMAMMONVIMIONI1.11.0111011M1110

Fiscal year .

Total basic
research Federal expenditures

University expenditures
(own funds)

expentlitures,s
amount Amount Percent Amount Percent

1963.4
1964
1965.
1966. .
1967. .4 .1

1968
1969
1970
1971 (preliminary)
1972 ;estimate)

967
1,159
1, 280 ,

1, 405
1,518
1, 644
1, 628
1,616
1,610
1, 740
.....ala i.1..a.r......*

569
705
193
885
956

1,037
994
952
953
964

'

58,8
60.8
624 0
63,0
63.0
63,1
61,1

-58,9
57.1
55, 4

320
369
401
434
469
509
529
552
601
653

33, 1
31,8
31,3
30, 9
30,o
31, 0
32, 5
34,2
36,0
37,5

I

Percent change:
1963-68 , +70, 0 +82.2 +69,1
1968-72 +5,8 7, 0' +28,1-----..........,ratommilinowlammoMO

and "othter nonprofit institulionsueolu Ions do not sum to total since industry lI 1968 constant dollars} GNP price dolor was used to convert current to constant dollars.
* Federal and universities own contrib

tributlons to university basic research, which are small and comprise a fairly constant share, are not included here.

Source: National Science Foundation, "National Patterns of R. & 11Resources, 1952-72" (Washington, D.C.: Ms, Govern.
ment Printing Office, 1973).



TABLE A,4,-FEDERAL OBLIGATIONS FOR RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT TO UNIVERSITY AND COLLEGE R. &

BY SELECTED AGENCY, 196342

tin millions of dollars(:

Federal R, & D. Obligations

Department
Total AEC of Defense HEW

. .

1

13 774, 0 63, 7 203.4 310, 6

4 896,3 64,8 237,1 366, 7

1965 987, 7 ; 67, 5 241, 7 398, 6

1966 1, 098,8 73, 0 244, 0 445, 2

1967 1, 106.6 76, 3 224, 6 473, 7

1968 1, 143, 3 . 83.2 198, 8 506.2

1969 1,150, 3 80, 4 217.4 520, 4

1970 r 1,069, 7 75, 0 196, 3 454, 7

1971 1, 095, 6 67,7 175.8 491,3

1972 1, 268, 3 59,4 166, 9 601, 8

NASA

National
Endowment

for the
NSF Humanities;

55, 8 97, 6

-44

71, 8 106.4
90,7 125,6
94,3 168, 9
92,7 144,7 0,8

103,1 153, 6 .6
95, 4 149, 4 , 7

94, 2 148, 8 . 9

90,7 153,2 1,0
76, 9 229.1 2, 5

Because agency Morris are available only as obligations, the total R. & D. figures' Presented here feptasent obligations

rather than expenditures and therefore are not comparable with R, & D. statist cs cited elsewhere In this report. The total
R. & 0, column in this labia includes obligations to all Federal agencies,

1958 constant dollaral GNP price deflator was usedto convert current to constant dollars. ;

a These figures not included In total.

Sourcej National Science Foundation (Case), "Federal Support to Universities, Colleges .end Selected Nonprofit Insti

tutIons, Fiscal Year 1971 (Washington, MC,: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1973), and NSF tabulations for fiscal year

1972: National Endowment for the Humanities, unpublished data.

TABLE A,6,--CURRENT EXPENDITURES FOR RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT IN UNIVERSITIES AND COLLEGES,

. BY CHARACTER OF WORK, 1963.73

(Dollar amounts in millions'

. ..
R. & D. expenditures..............................

' lt I Total
Basic research Applied research Development

Wei year amount Amount Percent Amount Percent Amount Percent

19631 $11359 $1,036 78, 2

1964 , . 79,1

1965 I till 1: iti 77,9
1 *A 21.085 1,601 76,8,,,...,.4,....,....
1 8 2,599 2, 011

77,1, .,.,...;4 a aaaa 2,329 1,795

1969 I
1970 2; 781 2175

77, 2.
76, 5

1971 , . L ... . 3,070 2,365 17, 0,

972 (estimate). ' , J3,280 2,542 17, 5

973 °dime ) .r 3, 426 2, 615 76, 4

$283
294

20.8
18, 4 .

$40
40 .

2, 9
2, 6

346 . 19.0 67 3,1
400 19, 2 . 84.,.. 4,0

tti 193.1 8,9 II 193.7
501 8,5 117 4. 3

527
570 1

1;1 ig ,.,.1.,

612 18,7 , 126 ,,., 3.8
665 19.4 146 4,2

1 Estimates derived from related information; no sector survey was Concluded tot this year.

Source: National Science Foundation. "National Patterns of R. & D. Resources, 1953-73," Washington, D.C.; U.S

Government Printing Office, 1973.
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TABLE AA-FEDERAL AND UNIVERSITY R. D. EXPENDITURES AS A PERCENT OF GNP, 195542

lAtnount In hiiiiOns of dollars)

Total Federal
1.610.1

Fiscal
year Amount

Percent
of (MP

1955.......
1960
1963
1964
1965
1966
199178

1969.
1970
19/1
1972

3.509
8,752

11 219
li. 553
13,033
13,990
14.420
14.952
4,917
4, 775

14,996
15.923

0.88
1.74
1.90
1.98
1,90

1,1172

L 73
1. 60
1, 51
1.42
1.38

Total university and Federal funds to uni University and college
college versifies and colleges selfsuppoll funds11

percent Percent
Amount of GNP Amount of 0NP

0.409
.825

1,359
1.595
1. 822
2.085
2. 329
2.599
2, 705
2.856
3,070
3.280

0, 10
16.

.23
25

..27

.28

.29

.30

.29
.29
.29
.28

0.1

1,

11.8600

MNis.
.405 °8
.916
. 760 .13

.14
1.073 .16

262 7

1.
1. 409 . 18

572 .18
: 17

658
0

.17
724

1 788.

*.
Percent

Amount of GNP

0,3185 0,05
, 28 .07
. 485 .08
, 555
.615 :81

09
.. 673 09

. 753 .

.841 ,10

. 900

.970

22
1, 099
1. 6

.10

.10

.11

Source: National Science Foundstion, "National Patterns of R, & D. Riaources, 195343". (Washington, 0.04 U,S.
Government Matins Office, 1973).

TABLE A.7.4E0ERAL FELLOWSHIPS, TRAINEF.SHIPS, AND TRAINING GRANTS

FellOwshipt and trilnoeshipsl

Number Of
students Amount

(thousands) (million)

NIH Veining grants,

Number of
students Amount

,(thousands)

Fistilyear:
1963
1944
1965

rei
981

1110
1971
1972

15, 6
20, 4
26. 4
40, 0
51. 3
N. 4
42.5

28.8
1

rel
/413,0
257.6
262. 1
222.9

1E1
113.9

1J1

165. 3
.5

15.8

11:8
1

1
4. 5

911
136.9

......1.41
I Only pr ril students. Amount includes costofeducation allowinot.
II Both pre postdoctorall.fult.time end parttime students; excludes Buteiu of Health Manpower Education,,Division to3litui Resources, Nimit and General Research support; Includes National Library of Micinsi 'Mount

ineltylos nt tutional and trainee costs.
Not aval a le,

Sault,: Federal Interagency Committee on Edtkation (FICE), "Report of Federal Predoototil StudelSu
1170 (for fellowships and tmineeship; NIH/OADPPE, issue papa on the training programs of the
National Institutes of Ileillikpft I, ober 1970, t. 44; fiCE data on preiloMoril Fellowships and TN
1972, unpublished; and NirifsA0. PAO System, 'TAW Reports (for NIN Training Grants),
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TABLE A.8,-GRADUATE STUDENT PARTICIPATION' IN USQE LOAN AND COLLEGE WORkSTUDY PROGRAMS,

194342

National direct student College WorkStudy
loanss s Guaranteed student loans Programs 1

Number of Federal Number of Federal Number of

students capital approvals Amount Interest students

(thou. component (thou borreWOCI payments (thou. Amount
sands) (millions). sands) (millions) (Millions) sands) (millions)

F

Fiscal year

Amount
of students (millions)

1967

'1

3tt $8NA
199,688 120.4
148, 092 117.7
170,359 210.0

1 Includes veterans end servicemen, Includes money students would spend for tuition and fees, Date do not Mud,
graduate school Support for dependents and wives and children, Amounts ate derived from VA totaldirect benefits cos ti,
The amounts listed here for graduate students are projected 11019 the proportion of graduate students receiving 01 bens it.

Since graduate students generally receive Weber benefits due to a larger average number of dependents (and, he
allowances), the graduate amounts probably underestimate the sott., payments to graduate students.

Source: Veterans' Administration.

TABLE A-10.--FEDERAL COSTOFEDUGATION ALLOWANCES AND TRAINING GRANT SUPPLEMENTS,

1963.72 *__

Pilaf amounta'in Millions,

eeshlps and training grants In table A-7.
Estimate based on 45percent institutional component,

Source: FIDE, "Report on Federal Predoctoral Student Support," pt, 1, 1911) (for fellowships and trilneeships),,f11H/
OADPPE, Issue paper on the training programs of the institutes of the atonal Inatitutes of Health, pL October 19701 th
441 F105 data on ptedoetoral fellowships and winnows, 197042, unpublished: and NIH /SAD, IMPAd System, "TAR
Reports (far training grants),

k
ft) .5. tit 5 i

iscal year

CostofeducatIon allowances

Training grant
supplements a

Fellowships
and tralneeships

TfbItlIng
grant tuition

536,3 NA
47.7 NA NNAA

1965 63,2 NA N
9

1966 95,9 O. 8 $68,

6719 ,,, 115,9 6,6 74,6
117.9 1./ 10.2
100,3 9,0 15, 5
13,0 62,8
61, 8 1?: ? 61.9

19/2 51, 2 11, 7 69,3

1 Included In amounts for fellowships and traineeshlps and training grants In table A-7.
Estimate based on 45percent institutional component,

Source: FIDE, "Report on Federal Predoctoral Student Support," pt, 1, 1911) (for fellowships and trilneeships),,f11H/
OADPPE, Issue paper on the training programs of the institutes of the atonal Inatitutes of Health, pL October 19701 th
441 F105 data on ptedoetoral fellowships and winnows, 197042, unpublished: and NIH /SAD, IMPAd System, "TAR
Reports (far training grants),

k
ft) .5. ti

1 Included In amounts for fellowships and traineeshlps and training grants In table A-7.
Estimate based on 45percent institutional component,

Source: FIDE, "Report on Federal Predoctoral Student Support," pt, 1, 1911) (for fellowships and trilneeships),,f11H/
OADPPE, Issue paper on the training programs of the institutes of the atonal Inatitutes of Health, pL October 19701 th
441 F105 data on ptedoetoral fellowships and winnows, 197042, unpublished: and NIH /SAD, IMPAd System, "TAR
Reports (far training grants),
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TABLE A-11,-FEDERAL OBLIGATIONS FOR GENERAL SCIENCE SUPPORT, 1963-73

Fiscal year

Federal general science support (millions)

NSF
institutional

grants

1964 IP.;
1985 11,4
956 14.5
178 15.2

14,2
1959 (I)
1970 14,5
1971 14.5
1972 . 12,0
1973 8.0

NSF
university

science
development

program

N111
research
general

supports

$23.9
26,0

$27.4 33,5
38,7 34,2
37.6 39,6
41,6 45,9
31.7 45,4
26,4 43,0
19.9 40,2
9,0 40,7

0 20.1

Ehnen to
Health

manpower
education

formula
Vents to

public
health

schools

NA
$2,5
1 5
3,8
4,0
4,6
4,6
5,0
5,3
(9

I Includes departmental science development program.
$ Includes generai research support grants, health sciences advancement awards, and biomedical sciences support

grants.
No funds listed this year beads, of change In allocation period,

4 Figure not available,

Source: National Science Foundation (CASE), and Bureau of Health Manpower Education, and Office of Menagement
and Budget, 1913 Catalogue of. Federal Domestic Assistance (Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government Printing OM% 1973).

TABLE A -12. -- FEDERAL OBLIGATIONS FOR FACILITIES SUPPORT; 1963-72

Fiscal year

Federal support for facilities

11..........11.---
. USOE

graduate

R. & D. plant strudicotitYgrtent

1963
1984
150
1968
1967

1811
19,0
171
1972

105.9
100,8
$26,2
114.8
111.3
96,1
54,5
44.8

3629..9

9

tO. 0
610

.0
3460. 2
25.6

0
0
0

SOurCet R. & 0, plant: National Science Foundation (CASE); OE Construction Grants: Department of Health, Education,
and Welfare, Office of Education, Factbooh, op, OIL
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SABLE A,13FEDERAL FUNDS TO UNIVERSITIES AND COLLEGES BY PROGRAM AND TYPE OF SUPPORT, FISCAL

YEARS 1968 AND 1972

(In millions of dollersi

Federal funds, fiscal year 1968 Federal funds, fiscal year 1972

Category
Student
support

Research
support

Institu
tional

support Total
Student Research
support support

Fellowships and traineeships
Training grants
Work-study (OSP)
01 benefits
Research and development
General science support
Loans

Direct student loans
(NDS1)

Guaranteed student
loans (GSL)... .......

Capital
R & 0 plant
Office of Education Con.

struction grants....

262.1
2 62.3

5, 4
+60,3

10. 7

2,8

1,572.0

(3) '
$ 70.2

105.7
13,5

n6.1

262,1
132,5

5.4
60.3

1, 572, 0
105.7

130, 3

113.9
2 67.6

10.9
210.0

17, 2

17, 8

31, 788.0

Total 403,6 1, 572.0 306, 2 2, 281, 8 437,4 1, 788.0

Institu
tutional
support Total

113,9
$ 69(.1 136.

10,9
210,0

67.0 1, 788.0
67.0

35,0

36.9
36.9

173.2 2, 398,

I Costs.of4education allowances included In the student support figure (for explanation, see footnote 10, p 21).
o Includes both predoctord and postdoctoral support.
$ Tuition payments included in the student support figure.
4 Estimate: VA data not suitable for graduate student component in 1968.
3 Research assistantships Included in this figure

Source: Tables A,1A.12,

Fiscal year totals in 1958 constant dollars I

Student Research Institutional
,support supportsupport Tots!

Total 1968 330.0 1, 285.4

Total 1972 299.4 1, 223.8

Percent changes, 1968-72 9.3 4. 8

2614
118.5

1, 865.1
1,641.8

52.7 12.0

GNP price deflator used to convert current to constant dollars,

Windings, a quarterly of BM research in postsecondary education)

A POItTnArr 03' IEILAO}Ce IN GRADUATE STUDIES

(Leonard L. Baird')

In two recent surveys, ETS found that a slightly larger proportion of black
than white college seniors planned to go on to graduate or :professional schools
and an equal proportion actually did so, Covering 21,000 seniors at 04 institu:lons
across the nation, the initial survey showed that 41 percent of the blacks and
88 percent of the whites intended to continue their studies after earning bac
calaureate degrees(1), This finding extended and confirmed the results of pre-
vious studies of the aspirations of black college freshmen conducted by the Amer.
lean Connell on Education(2) and the National Scholarship Service and Fund
for Negro Students(8),

Under the joint sponsorship of the Graduate Record Examination Board, the
Law School Admissions Connell, and the Association of American Medical Col.
leges, ETS conducted a follow.up survey of more than 10,000 graduates of these
universities and colleges to determine whether they actually entered graduate
and professional schools, and If so, to discern the nature of their experiences
there(4), A 226-item questionnaire was mailed to 10,000 students, and responses
were received from 278 blacks and 7,826 whites, This sample Was augmented
by a separate survey of 126 black and .2,026 white graduate and professional
school students,

i Leonard Baird lea toned psyehotogist at MB in Princeton,
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writ RACES DESCRIBE tixetatmets SIMILARLY

Perhaps the greatest surprise was the striking similarity of the results for
both races. One year after graduation from college, for example, one-third of
the blacks and one-third of the whites were enrolled in some program of further
education.. Furthermore, there were few differences in the way blacks and whites
described their graduate and professional school experiences, Of the 141 perti-
nent questions, black and white responses differed on only 22, or not quite 10
percent.

Some important differences did emerge, however, and they deserve attention
from educators if an adequate pool of black professional talent is to be created,
For instance, there are marked variations in the fields of study entered by
blacks and whites, nett,: led comparisons are shown in the accompanying chart,
but some of the more vivid contrasts are worthy of special comment. The fields
attracting the largest percentages of blacks are education, the social sciences,
and social work. In all three fields, a greater share of black than white graduate
students is enrolled, but the disparity is more pronounced in social work. While
12 percent of all black graduate students are pursuing thiS fiield, only one per-
cent of their white counterparts are,

FEW BLACKS IN ENGINEERING, BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES

Engineering and the biological sciences are the fields attracting the fewest
blacks, Virtually none of them are in the biological sciences, while four percent
of the whites are. Less than one 'percent of the blacks are studying to be engi-
neers, compared with eight percent of the whites.

Although large numbers of blacks are entering post-baccalaureate programs,
they are not represented proportionately to white in the fields that will produce
future university and college faculties or practitioners in certain professions,
In law schools, for example, blacks came close to whites, 10.6 percent to 12.5
percent, but in medicine the blacks lagged significantly, seven percent to 12 pei-
cent. Perhaps blacks who wish to 'return to their home communities and help
their people t'el they can be more effective as social workers, social scientists,
and lawyers than as doctors, dentists, and engineers. However this may be, if
blacks are to develop leadership capabilities in such fields as the health sicences,
which incidentally are proving increasingly attractive to blacks at the parapro-
fessional and undergraduate levels, then more of them obviously must be recruited
into the medical and biological sciences.

Differences in the ways blacks and whites described their experienceS in grad-
nate and professional schools were various in nature, One of the key differ-
ences was in the methods used to finance their educations, and it resulted di-
redly from the lower average family incomes of blacks. For instance, 02 per-
cent of the whites but only 88 percent of the blacks were able to pursue ad-
vanced courses without borrowing money. Of those who did borrow money, the
blacks tended to borrow larger sums, Fully 85 percent of the blacks took loans
up to $2,000, while only 21 percent of the whites did, And 10 percetit of the
blacks borrowed more than $2,000, while only 10 present of the whites did,

IMAM TEND TO RELY MORE on SOI1OLARBUIPB

Furthermore, definite their existing indebtedness, 10 percent of blacks
thought they would have to take additional loans to complete their graduate.
courses, For whites, the comparable figure was SO percent, Black students also
tended to rely much more heavily on scholarships and fellowships for support,
tiulversity scholarships were reported by GO -Dement of the blacks, bueonly 25
wont of the whites. Scholarships from outside' sources were reported by
percent of the blacks, but only 18 percent Of the whites.

In general, then, blacks had to borrow money or rely on scholarships in order
to Vogue advanced studies, whereas whites tended to rely on family support or
their own savings. Probably because of these differences in patterns of thyme-
lug, blacks were more likely than whites-01 to '48 percentto feel that all
students should receive scholarships so they could concentrate on their studies,
Blacks also felt that scholarships should be based as much on need as on ability-
75 percent compared to 04 percent of the whitet-and that tuition should be
lowered-18 to 50 Wont.
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Another difference emerged when blacks and whites were asked to rate the
helpfulness of various sources of information and advice in choosing a graduate
or professional school. Parental advice, for instance, was considered important
by 44 percent of the blacks but only 28 percent of the Whites. This may be the
result of greater encouragement of their children's plans by black parents who
are themselves generally less well -educated,

Blacks also credited several other. sources of advice more frequently than
whitespublications of national testing programs, graduate or professional
school admissions officers, visits from campus recruiters. In the latter two
cases particularly, the disparities between black and white responses were
significant, Advice from admissions officers, for instance, was important for 36
percent of the blacks and 24 percent of the whites. The influence of recruiters
was cited by 28 percent of the blacks and a mere six percent of the whites, These
figures suggest that blacks often were sought out and recruited by graduate
and professional schools.

This suggestion is underscored when the undergraduate grade-point averages
of black and white graduate students are compared. Thirty-four percent of the
blacks and 16 percent of the whites had C or C+ averages; 44 percent of
the blacks and 32 percent of the whites had B averages; 21 percent of the blacks
and 50 percent of the whites had averages of B+ or higher.

RESULTS INDICATE BLACKS ARE BEING RECRUITED

Taken together, the survey results relating to finances, sources of advice, and
undergraduate academic performance make it plausible to assume that many
blacks graduate students have been sought out for advanced study, admitted
even if their grades were only average, and provided with loans and scholarships.
Certainly this description does not apply to all black graduate students, but: it
does indicate a conscious effort , by at least some graduate and professional
schools to compensate for the historic underrepresentation of blacks in their
student bodies.

Against this background; it is interesting to note that, there Were not many
differences in the actual reactions of black and white students to their graduate
and professional school experiences. Here are a few examples:

There were seven items on the questionnaire dealing with administrative style,
and there were no discernible discrepancies between black and white responses.

Of 12 items dealthg with other students, the two racial groups differed on
oniq one. Blacks-60 percent of themfelt -that "there are lots of Student
cliques," indicating they may feel- that white students exclude them from activi-
ties. It should be noted, however, that OS percent of the whites responded in
the same vein,

Of 11 items dealing with the academic. programs, one drew a significantly
different response, Whites tended to dislike certain courses that they acknowl-
edged were necessary for their chosen careers, whereas blacks tended to like
those courses,

111011MaimiimillhilMAMMAMIPICIla

Graduate and Professional Fields of Study

bEST COPY A VA/LABLE
NMI PLAdltS

I WHIMI
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Of nine questions relating to general departmental atmosphere, the two groups
again differed on only one, More whites than blacks felt that their schools or
departments provided a liberal environment This gap may be the result of
differing views of what constitutes liberalism.

Blacks and whites expressed no differences on 11 items concerning the ade-
quacy of libraries, laboratories, computers, and other facilities, or on 10 items
relating to the quality of departmental and faculty advising..

In the area of policies, 58 percent of the blacks and 43 percent of the whites
expressed some dissatisfaction with the formal requirements for earning their
advanced degrees, Blacks were more convinced that the requirements were rele-
vant "to the actual work in the field," with 89 percent of them and 69 percent
of the whites responding positively.

Of 12 items dealing with personal reactions to, and opinions of, graduate or
professional school, one key item drew a markedly contrasting response from
the two groom, The statement, "My expectations of what graduate or profes-
sional school would be like are being fulfilled," drew agreement from 58 percent
of the whites but only 47 percent of the blacks.

In some other areas, there were sharp contrasts between the prevailing views
of blacks and whites. Their opinions about reforms in admissions provide a
dramatic example. Fully 61. percent of. the blacks agreed that "more blacks and
minority group members should be admitted to this department, even if they do
not meet the usual minimum requirements." Only.88 percent of the whites agreed.

White support dropped lower still for the statement, "More minority students
should be admitted here, even if some qualified majority students would be
excluded." Blacks again gave 61 percent support to this reform, butwhite support
plummeted to 29 percent, Nevertheless, both blacks and whites supported the
admission of more women ant the idea that admissions should be based on other
talents as well as academie ability. Both groups also opposed the proposition
that admission requirements should be raised "so that fewer people will enter
advanced study, and eventually . . the job market in the field."

VARIATIONS IN STI/DENTIMOULTV RELATIONS

In the: area of faculty relations, blacks clearly felt more remote from their pro-
fessors than whites did. Blacks described their professors as less friendly and ac-
cessible, less likely to treat student as adults, and less respected .by students.
Blacks also were less impressed than white with the liberalism of the professors'
political views, less satisfied with the opportunities for independent study, and
more inclined to feel that classroom discipline was too strict. Perhaps more sig
nificantly, they rated at least some aspects of teaching as lesseffective than their
white classmates did. For example, 85 percent of the whites thought their profes-
sors explained the subject matter clearly, butonly 48 percent of the blacks thought
so, And while 58 percent of the whites credited their professors with the abiliy
to stimulate student learning, a mere 89 percent of the blacks agreed.

To some degree, the blacks' feeding that the faculty is remote and formal may
result from the fact that most professors are white. Over the years, someblacks
undoubtedly have become skeptical of friendly overtures from whites, and some
white professors may be uncomfortable with, and therefore more remote from,
black students, particularly militant ones. And of course, whether consciously or
not, some white professor& actually may be unfriendly to black studente.

The key question in this survey was whether the experience of blacks and
whites as students in graduate and professional schools are the same or different.
Apparently, the answer is that they are much the same, but there are some dif-
ferences, Several of the differences, however, are slight and do not :offer much
insight into the real or perceived grievances of black students. So it is useful, by
making some admittedly arbitrary assumptions, to isolate the significant differ-
ences between blacks and whites in graduate and professional schools,

SIONIFIOANT nierimmeoes DESERVIII ATTNNTION

Assuming, first of an, that a difference of opinion must reflect a gap of at least
15 percentage points between the two groups in order to be significant, it is found
that blacks and whites differed on only nine of the 141 questionnaire items, As-
suming, secondly, that the items cover the breadth of graduate and professional
school experience, this figure indicates the experience is approximately 94 percent
the same and six percent different for the two races.

k)



significant differenees are in attitudes toward faculty and formal degree
requirements, ft the bulk financial 'situation of the students, and in the choices of
:ROO or advanced ,etigly. It is to these areas, then, that attention should be
devoted,

Blacks enter graduate and. professional school with eeVeral strikes against
them, They often come 'from families with limited resources, for whoni Support of
graduate study would be a. considerable financial burden, Many blacks; therefore,
must borrow funds to attend graduate or professional school, and not infrequently
they are already indebt for loans secured to finance their undergraduate training.
Furthermore, many blacks who did not pursue advanced studies, when asked why,
gale financial reasons more often than whites did. it 'appears that graduate
and professional schools already are doing a good deal to meet the money needs of
their minority students, and yet blacks are still running into a financial roadblock.
Perhaps expanded private and governmental support are necessary.

EARLY INTEREST IN OTHER FIELDS NECESSARY
. ,

`Attracting black graduate and professional !students into different *fields of
study is a particularly difficult problem, More rigorous recruiting programs in cer-
tain fields might attract more black scholars, but it is likely that the interest in
different careers must be initiated earlier in the formal education of blacks, For
example, It is necessary to interest high school students in certain fields, such as
engineering, before there will be large number of blacks drawn in those directions,
In many eases, serious efforts will have to be made to overcome students' career
stereotypes,

A report of the Carnegie Commission on Higher Education recenly pointed out
that there are proportionately few blacks among college faculty members (5).
Statistics for the traditional professions also show proportionately few blacks in
these areas. Before these imbalances are corrected, there clearly Must be consider-
able change. As a first step, the pool of minority graduate professional school
students must be vastly increased, because it is the main,source of college faculty
members and other professionals.

Based on the results of this WS survey, it seems that the differences in educe-
tional opportunities for blacks and whites are narrowing. More blacks are going
to college and more are entering graduate and professional e.hools. But full
equality is far from being realised; and there will have to be fundamental changes
in this society and its schools before it is.

.;
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INSTITVTIONAL.GOALS AND OURRIOVLI/St PLANNING

(Richard m. Peterson)'

Suppose you are dean of academic affairs at one of California's public colleges
or universities, and you've been directed by your president to "come up with a
new undergraduate instructional plan for the campus." The college,

'steady
are told,

must become "more relevant to the 'new learners'," or "viable for the 'steady state'
of the '70s," or some such shibboleth. Perhnp's certain campus leaders (you in
4011101111100

I Richard Peterson is a research psychologist at MO in Berkeley.
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eluded) lwve been smitten by a new (or old) concept of the good curriculum :
Bell's "general education," Sanford's "personal development," Hook's "rational
alternatives," HutchinaandMacDonald's "classical liberal education," Brown
University's "modes of thought," Alice Lloyd's "community-based learning," or
-Prescott College's "Indoor/outdoor" program.

Assume you are open-minded, receptive to ideas from all sources, and a political
realist, aware that to keep the peace (and your job) you can't Ignore judgments
emanating from various power centers departmental baronies, the faculty associ-
ation, administrative cliques, Insistent (and wealthy) alumni, the student news-
papers, and so 2ort. You also have the rectitude to know that the undergraduate
curriculum ought to reflect the institution's accepted goals, And finally, you haVe
the good fortune to have comprehensive and recent data about those institutional
goals.

As academic dean in a California college, your chances of baying such data are
better than 59-50. Of the 180 regionally accredited colleges in the Golden State,
116 distributed the Institutional Goals Inventory (101) in the late spring of
1972(1). They did so as part of a cooperative analysis of higher education goals
for the State, sponsored by the legislature's Joint Committee on the Master Plan
for Higher Education, The Joint committee's objectives were to

Compile information for use in conceptualizing the purposes of higher education
in California,

Survey the beliefs of lay citizens residing near the campuses regarding the
goals of the respective institutions.

Afford an opportunity for thousands of people associated with the institutions
to register their beliefs about college and university goals,

Extend to each college and university an opportunity to study its own goals by
using information from the 101 however it might be useful (1),

Depending on campus size, 50 to 16'0 faculty, undergraduates, graduate SUI
dents; and community laymen filled out the I01. Smaller groups of administra-
tors on each campus were polled, as were members of the governing boards of
the University of California, the California State Universities and Colleges
system, community colleges, and private institutions. In all, 23,820 individuals
participated.

The MI consists Of 90 goal statements. Using a livepoint "Importance" rating
scale, each respondent rated each statement twice, first an le, rating, telling
how important the goal is perceived to be at present, and second a Should De
rating, telling how important the goal ought to be. Of the 90 items, 80 are
divided among 20 goal areas, which are listed in the accompanying table, The
remaining 10 items are diverse, miscellaneous goal statements, The MI also has
a series, of biographical questions faculty rank, student major field; and so
onfor analytic purposes, plus space for responding to any goal statements or
background questions a particular institution may *la to add.

As chief academic affairs officers, your curriculum reforth mandate' will be
hard to carry out at any public Institution in California, but harder fn some
than in others. Xf, for example, yott are the dean of instruction at a community
college, you probably will not have too much tronble gettitiryour plan accepted,
That is, it might not take more than two years of tuggIng"and hauling.

Of the four segmetits of California higher education, 'it lain the community
colleges that there Is the most ngreetnent among constituent groups (students,
faculty, trustees; and so on) about preferred institutional goals, This relative
agreement ought to make for relative ease in conceiving and carrying out a new
curriculum plan.

VOCATIONAL CONCERN MOH AT NVERYBODY CO

Take Everybody Community College, a mythical institution based on data
drawn from 61 community colleges, What would be the essentials of the instruc-
tional program there? Judging from the MI data, the touchstone of Every-
body's new curriculum would be vocational preparation, which ranks first among
the 20 goals in six of the seven constituent groups; with the faculty ranking it a
close second, Another essential woad be the goal of Individual personal develop
meld, which all constituenclea teak in the top three, The third basic ingredient
would be the gold of emninanity, first with faculty and among the top three for
nil other groups. YOU wilt Want to pay some attention to two other goals
intetteatual orientation and meeting local needs that pretty consistently dog
the heels of the three leaders,



This consensus is impressive, and It seems to repent a etwrieultitn plan.
ner's 'dream, The basic political ,problome seem to haVe been solved, or not to
exist, at iiiyerYhody CC, All you have to .dO ;,is 1111 in the details of, your plan
and then iMplement it, Right? Wimug, libieryhody CC doesn't really exist, and
the reality of: nternal;pOlitics. from' one community,college ealt)Pus to another is

,

by tiO means so rosy., . .

,The -WI, yields ,OrcePtioniCof the well as beliefs about the .Boutd-ife, .

regarding each goal, and. while.almost'all constituencies wish for a greater sense
of community; (mutual trust, '.respect, and .so forth), the various Community
colleges; differ, greatly ; in the level, of; community presently perceived on their
camptises,, There tend to be sisable-gaps betWeen,vhat is wanted and what is
seen to.;be.. There .are,'-'14',fact, !mantises where: facility and administrators, or
liberal 'arts and syffeationat faculty, barely !talk, to each other;

Furthermore, there 'is the Afery serious' p., particularly at urban com.
munitY: college campuses, of .basio:student In this respect,. some inner ..
city 'campuses are not much diffoefit sebools. Literacy training is
net covered in; ;the 10i,, except indirectly, iii two itemk:beettuse. it was not .

sidered an imPertant goalin the broad higher, editcation.perspective.. Still, it is 'a
ifittietiOn "Cotatnanity colleges often need,.tuperferm if Opeit admission is not to
be a cruel deception, - , . - ,

Stores y0111018, leave commualty'colleges. just a yearone.'seMester
good standing,:and one .OU'Probationwith their hopes for a' College education,
dashed, Softie then Oral iatproptietOry 1464161'41f -they can aNerd. to), ntlierd
Join the, military, .many .',004. Jobs. Where they dOAtot need to read or, Vrite. or
Multi*, and others ,take to thustreets, , .. ;s

fickthi WOKS 111MOIAlti

SO. beneath ItiProtnising surfaeo, the inythiCal ''Tftiorybody Community C'oilage
has its Ordbletniand se ,06' YOU; With tiat(Wide agreement among constituent
'grouPs' about what,44 litifife emends goals shOrld'be,,'eurricultitn reform (mint
to be 'But It won't be, because of internal squabbles arising froin,diffetent.
perceptions of the tS',..and beettliketitere'Mat hot 'be general,stapport-for,',gottis,
such a 'remedial; developinental; ',and liferhey: education, which are notOovered
by thelOi. Goals -80h 4(4;0w-1000e Mit only 'broad .and enthusiastic Support
but massive inftisions of new resources, '

if you think that's tough, consider: YOur'sititation if you. were..academic vice.
president at the hypothetleal'Seattault State College, attliggregate 'of 10 camptises
of the California:. State .'Universities arid Colleges system, kt-Seasank,,the level
of constituent Ogreethent. abeitt'Whould sithstantially lower,than at
.4tioyhody CO. Ilniegai you're a miracle Worker, j*ott-Avill not ,,linyn an easy,' time
securing general Ailment for your neW.programk . ;

The factilty, many of them ,reekulted from prestigitwa graduate .schools during,
the 'Oft Want SSC to be litte114tttally vital; They rank intelleotuat orientation :

of graduates sit the 'top, followe'd cotainaftiti),,intilieetifat envkaitment, aea-
dentierdevelopoienh, 'find personal depetopfatuti, This general pattern
holds for tidniiiiiatrators and the president, although. the latter. nttaches relatively
higher importance to indietdfuti personal devektnitent .

VridergradnitteS,' While they rank ;cootntilafftl. highest, follow. it closely With
individual personal development (at a higherabsolutelevel than the professors'
rtititigK iittelleetual Orientation, and Obtational peeporation, On this last 'goat,'

'oneatiofiat 04epaivtion, the students find themselve8 with surprising bedfellows,
the generally conservative trustees, but:estranged from the board on 'the matter
of individiute peraintol development:

So at leak three sources of conflict limit° clear, The bitlk of Settsauk's faculty.
want a good; intellectually respectable curriculum oriented toward the liberal
arts, with seine attention to the personal development of students. However, the
faculty is seriously demoralised.; ,their gap between the is and Should Be ratings
of the community goal td the largest for any, constituency at any type of
institution,

volomps fAtteit4ts Narti watt Tuttit nikt
On the other hand, many of the students, in addition to indibldsat ii011611di

titTet0Pittrittt, want vocational relevacy, mid' they have support , front trustees
and the lay community, tindergraduates and graduate students mutt Vecational
pecparation fourth, Trustees and offcatnitS resideatit rank 'it third, The faculty,.
however, rank eoCa Hand preparation 10th, and the president And administrators

80-402-74,-4



Place it 11th and ninth, -resPectivelY, While sttid'ent.4 have little voice in Seasauk's
'policy councils, they vote with their feet;, and earollittents haveleveled Off," not
only at SSO but throughout the sYstem, drolVing preciPitonsly at several catn-
puses, Voeatioa-oriented sttide.ntS stilt itwileh to a communttY college,- Where the
cost is lower, or to a proprietary sele:ol; Where it is higher: -Those seeking per-
sonal development can .transfer to a private college, again' at'.higher. cost, ordrop into the meditationorganic food-overalls subculture; With benign climate
of warm temperatures and foodolunps. "

The point of view of Svasanksti board of trustees i tt.third 'factor 'contributing
to the generally low level of Rgreentent about-institutional goals. While the board
appears to exercise little tilted control oVerdadetnic affairs; the broad politicaland educational values of ins members de affect the. envirOnfnent in which 550
must, forge and intplement any new academic plan: And according to the IGI data,
the trustees' beliefs could not be called ultraprogressive.

On Should Be rating', for example, the board stands above all groupsfar
above the professorsOa acootintability. It stands below all groups on inteneottial
environment, innovation, demooratio governance, and &Odom as institutionalgoals. In fact, with only three exceptionscommunity, accountability and voca-
tional preparation t14t board falls below all constituencies on all, goals, in some
eases by extremely large margins, In other words, the board's collective opinionis that' many goals should be 'of medium to low importance for' Seasauk, a view-point in striking contrast to the attitudes of all other constituent groups. .Clearly, curriculum reform at 550 will require accommodations among thefaculty's desires for intellectual .,td academic respettability, the students' in-
terests in vocational prepuratiou and human development, and the trustees' gen-
eral academic conservatism.. All in all, restructuring the curriculum should be azestful undertaking in a fairly fluid system where good ideas often do struggle to
surface, a system which shows many good signs of forward movement. Indeed,
the large gaps between Is and should Be ratings on innovation bespeak a realyearning for changes,, particularly among s OK's academic vice presi-
dent, give yourself about four years to move from the original, "What we'redoing is not working, " ,to the eventual, "Now We ve 'got something."

Your task as academic vice chancellor at Great University, on the other hand,
is even More problematic. Interests and' attitudes seem more hardened,,steeled to
preserve the institution's widely acknowledged greatness. Radical critics who saythe system hasn't fielded a significant new educational idea since the Santa Cruz
campus are dourly dismissed as having missed.the Point.

TIINNE'S bleAMONIINNT AT ONEAT th TOO

What are some of the people's real goals for GU
. (a titatistictil amalgam of eight

University of California campuses) 7 What are your chances, as vice chancellor,to implement a new undergraduate curriettlUm`SOnie of the dimensions of die-
agreement at Seasauk alio exist at Great U, although in more muted form, Thefaculty feel that vocational preparation should rank 16th. The chancellor and
administrators rank it 16th and 12th, respectively, Undergraduates, on the,other
hand, rank it 11th, and the Community people, 8th. Interestingly, the lay citizensgive this goal an Is ranking'of 10th, and they clearly would like GU to bestowmuch higher priority on it.

As at Seasattk, faculty and students disagree about the priority ,fer 4*h-idiot
personal developmentas an institutional goal, Vanity rank it 10th, lower than
any other constituency, Undergraduates and laymen rank it fourth, higher thanall other groups. Significantly, both undergraduates and graduate students givethis goat an 18 ranking of 18th, which means. they think GU attaches very low.
priority to it.

PoTNNTIAL CONFLICT EhtsitAeks milts. AREAS

There are other Mee of potential conflict, The 'aoademio developinent goalranks fifth with the professors and the regents. It ranks 14th with the under-
graduates, who place it 3rd in the !9 rankings. Higher rankings for humanism/altruism come from undergradttates and community people than from other consstituent groups, Likewise, the strongest support for Rotel oritioigm as a uni-
versity goals comes from the students, All other constituencies rank it 17th orlower, with the lower absolute rating by far coming from the regents,White it is not clear that the priority gittn to research at GU must affect thenature of the undergraduate curriculum, it seems reasonable to assume that, ifresearch activities are scaled down, more resources will be available for under-
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graduate instruction, Attitudes about the importhilte of research, including its
relative importance viitvis other goals, are somewhat complex, judging from
the IGI data. Except for the regents, who rank it second, all constituent groups
perceive research, to the top, priority goal at Great U today. With regard to the
Should Be, research, drops in rank, but continues to hold a high level of impor.
tune°, In other words, the Various constituencies support sustained emphasis on
research but want other goals elevated to the same or higher priority, Thus, in
the Should Be rankings, researoh.drop to sixth for faculty, 12th for undergradu-
ates, third for the chancellor and the regents, and eighth for community residents,

There are some important areas of agreement among GU's constituencies,
Community and intellectual orientation are among the top four Should Be goals
for all groups, and intellectual environment fares well, too, All the on.eampus con-
stituencies rank freedom quite high, while the regents and off.eampue residents
rank it ninth and 15th, respectively. Likewise, advanced training is valued highly
by all groups but the undergraduates, and even they accord it a solid absolute
importance rating, The regents regard advanced trafning as the top goal in both Is
and Should Be rankings,

So you have something to begin with as GU's academie vice chancellor, At a
minimum, the new order should be a community of free intellects, perhaps capable
of advancing to the outer edges of terra cognoeoible, But the professors, usually
in accord with the administrators and the regents, want something more, So do the
students, often with the support of the townspeople. And the two "mores" are dif-
ferent, What the faculty wants is already rather well developed at GU, but what
the students want is only rudimentary and spotty; s scores vary from campus to
campus for such goals as vocational preparation, personal developtnent, human-
ista/altruism, and social criticism.

On balance, you are in for a ditheult time indeed. The sense of community is not
impressive at Gil, and there is that pervasive feeling of satisfaction with what
GU has come to be, It comes as little surprise that the Is and Should Be gap on
innovation as a goal is smaller for the faculty here than at any other California
institution participating in the ICU survey, And the Should Be rating for lane..
nation is lowest not only f^r the Great 11 faculty but for administrators as well.

The chief source of conflict is between students (and, to some extent, Oommu.
nity people) and the rest of the university, largely over the issues of *itlividual
personal development, social/political velevancy, and career preparation, Great
II being what it is, extensive curriculat restructuring is not likely to be forthcom-
ing. Not a few students, in consequence, will choose to seek their educational
fortunes in other setting's, , ;

Morals If you let the students go eleewhere, they will.

IugrEassicZ

1. Peterson, It, It Goala for California Higher Bdudation: A burley of 116
Academia Communities, Berkeley, Calif, Educational Testing Service, 1018,

irrem Change, May 19741

ChuevAirt linnontox t Tnt Nniv DtMATE

(By Charles V, Kidd)

Graduate education and academic seieneevietime in recent years of federal
benign neglecthave been subjected to the scrutiny of an unprecedented series
of high-powered national commissions and task forces. But one of the most strik-
ing aspects of their successive national reports is that they have been Ineffectual
in moving federal policy off dead center. They have argued for stability, of federal
research support, and support has been 'out, They have argued for aid to graduate
students, and federal aid has been progressively reduced,. They have argued for
institutional support, and federal institutional support has been all but
eliminated,

What then is gained, it might be asked, by a comprehensive look at a series of
reports to Which so little attention has been paid? Their longterm significance for
the goal of a rational public policy toward graduate education lies in the. fact
that for the first time .since the market for PhDs softened and federal support was
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reduced,. we are now nisi-stag or some collsollials tin ninny central elements of
rationale, purpose, instrumentalities, and the desirable scale of federal support
for graduate education,

During the period of five years that these commissions -met, we've experienced
very rapid change. Both the current and progressive job market for those with
advanced degrees has become markedly less favorable. General faith In the
capacity of 'science to solve social 'problems has declined. Many have become
skeptical about the role of universities in society, WhileStudent protest convulsed
one campus after another, many state legislatures becatneless favorably inclined
toward universities, Accordingly, the reports of 1978 are quite different in tone
from those issued in 1968 and 1969. They are less expansive in tone, and often
less pesitive. .

The composition of the groups that prepared the reports Is also interesting,
The Carnegie Commission, which spanned the years 1968 through 1978, was dont-
noted by those with special ties to higher. education. The Rivlin report, prepared
under the direction of Alice Rivlin, HEW assistant secretary for planning and
evaluation, was produced with the help of a group of high government officials.
and experts. The National Science Board report was prei,o red under the direction
of Philip Handler, then chairman of the National &ince Beard and now -presi-
dent of the National Academy of Sulence, with the help of prominent scientists
and experts in and out of government. The Hester report was the modoef of a
task force composed of 14 academic administrators (12 presidents and 2 vice
chancellors) and 2 businessmen; the chairman of the group was James M. Hestor,
president. of New York University, The National Board on Graduate Education
IS dominated by distinguished professors. The members of the group that pro-
duced the Newman report were primarily staff members of HEW, but university
administrators and congressional staff.members also participated.

Most of these people have substantial influence in government, universities,
and the business world. They have thus tended to reflect the values. of .those who

'see the problems:from the inside. The reports are basically conservative in that
they accept the essentials of the existing system of .graduate,education. (The
one exception is the NeWinali report, which is more concerned with the needs of
students, the use of graduate tducation 'to elevate standards of social welfare,
and the need to prepare students for positions outside the educational systems.)

WHY PECEtt/dstlit,011T?

Most of the reports make the Case for graduate education and research in gene
orally similar terms. Por example, the 1960 National science Board report em-
phasized these themes, which have been repeated In later ones;

Graduate institutions are national resources.
Oraduate education produces students and kneWledge of wide applicability.
The federal government .needs research and graduate students for its own

programs, . . .
The federal government is in a special position to redress geographic !mid-

atiees and to provide assistance for the development of graduate programs to
benefit communities that cannot initially afford them,

Even the Newman report implieity assumes that a major function of federal
support should be to encourage reform and responsiveness to social needs.
Differences arise, however, when more precise questions are addressed ; Why
provide federal stipends to graduate students? Is Support of institutions a good
idea or not ; and if so, why, in what form, and bow much? how should federal
funds be used, if at all, to change the purpose and content of graduate education?
What should be the level of support?

Virtually every discussion of graduate education since William James published
"The PhD Octopus" in 1010 has reflected tension over the soolal- function of the
PhD. In 1969 the National Science Board argued that "encouragement should be
given to the development of multidisciplinary graduate progratas at both the
master's and doctorate level adapted to the problems of a changing moiety,"
live years later the Carnegie Commission, in College GratittriteS and Jobs, re.
iterated the same theme; "Professional schools and Academic departments should
cooperate in the development of joint degree .progratns in response to emerging
societal prOblems and in response to the advancement of knowledge or technoelogical dime."

The !National Board and the Newman reports went beyond the earlier Nes
to propose federal support to bring about change in two directionm The National
Board report assumed that graduate education is basically sound in method

,r)
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and objective but that "the projected decline of the ;academic market and the
newly emerging demand for professionally trained individuals who can .con-
tribute to the solution of energy, environmental, and urban problems will
require the reallocation of resources within, universities in -order to develop
new professional (and interdisciplinary) graduate programs,? The board
specifically proposed that we establish la series, of large project grants in ,desig-
tutted places to expand the research and.advanced training base of the fields
in question,

The Newman report was somewhat more critical in tone "National policy
must seek to redireot graduate education 'to new, social needs, and to improve
the productivity of investment in graduate education; , The Wederal govern-
meat must now use its leverage to encourage reform," However,' its recom-
mendations with respect to the content and purpose of, graduate education were
not particularly radical, The major difference between the National Board and
the .Newman reports was that the farther stressed research as the major uni-
versity contribution to the solution of social problems, while the Newman report
argued that we should improve the system's capacity to produce people better
equipped to deal directly with social problems..

Still; none of these various calls for change in graduate. education has seri-
outly affected its actual content and purposes. Students seem mainly to have
shifted to fields where 'a higher proportion of jobs lies outside the colleges and
universities, Moreover, the shift has been from one set of disciplines to another,
rather than a substnntial change within the disciplines themselves;

flow MUCH FUN -D! (? .

An analysis of these reports on graduate education leads one to conclude that
qnestions of principle and lairpiPle are not in feet separable irons questions of
dollars, because soffie of the most important questions of principle can only be
answered in btidgetary terms, Iteemumendations are incomplete unless they
specify what proportion .of the available federal funds should be provided for
what ends, One pereent is different In principle from ninety percent, A recom-
mendation that a "small proportion of the nation's outstanding students be given
.federal felliships for graduate work" Weenies much snore useful if the number
is specified.

The Newman proposal for a program of.Portable .fellowships designed. to give
students substantially more influence over their graduate curriculum could not
have much effect oldest fellowships were granted to a substantial proportion of
graduate stUdelits-11PrIlaPS a quarter or a third, We then have to decide whether
a program of this sine is feasible and .whether there are better rises for that
money, Obviously, a proposal's general feasibility and acceptability depends on
how much it would cost, A net of recommendations that does not 'call for specific.c.

amounts .abdicates to budget makers the really difficult and -critical
decisions,

On the criterion of Aeeificity, the reportS.Of the Carnegie Commission and Of
this National Board on Graduate Ildneation earn high marks, The Carnegie Coln-
mission's QuatitV and Equality .reeoniniended that "the level of federal funding
for university Had college research be increased over the next several Years bat
with the annual rate of increase declining from 15 percent in to 10 per-
cent in 197077. This rate of increase reflects expanding doctoral enrollments, use
of More costly technology, and the need for expansion into new fields of research,

By lin, the need for stability in federal funding of graduate education and
research. replaced the earlier Pleas for sustained growth, In Priorities for Action
the Carnegie Commission said

"Federal support for scientific research should be maintained tit the same
level /twin the 10608, and on a steady basis in relation to the GNP, More priority
should be givea to basic research, with- more funds for the social sciences and
humanities, with awards to individual projects on the basis of merit as deter-
mined by paftels of acadetnie expert's, and with flexibility in assignments of
filnda to reflect changing possibilities from one field to another,"

The National Board oft Graduate Edueetion was more emphatic in Doctorate
Manpower. Forecasts and Polley :

"Short-run, Btopantlgo policies toward graduate education and research are
highly destabilising and very Inefficient, whatever their origin or motivation,
Abrupt shifts in federal policy can be particularly damaging, given the federal
got et significant role in stipporting research amid graduate students,

'3
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Major changes in federal policy shotild be based upon careful evaluation of their
impact and shoUld be implemented over several years through a phased process
that is coordinated with the affected states and universities. , A coordinated
federal palter ioward graduate education and research does not, in fact, exist,
An important first step would' be creation of a coordinating agency.",

The ,report took the view that the rapidity and severity of federal cutbacks
in the last five, yearn will, if continued, "undermine the nation's capability for
high quality graduate education and research."

Both the National Board on Graduate Education and the Carnegie Commis
don reporteof 1973 stressed the significance of federal support for basic research.
The National Board report, reflecting views expressed in a number of ,Carnegie
Commission 'reports', said:

"The real and prat:tint danger is that the urgency of current problems will lead
to an underestimate of the seriousness of problems to 'be encountered one to five
decades in the future,. and ,to an incorrect assessment of the value of basic
research and of the levelt which it should be supported. The absence of growth
(in real terms) of federal expenditures for basic research in colleges and uni-
versities since 1068 is an ominous development."

The,Newmau report; on the other hand, concentrated on issues that have not
been so thoroughly analysed .and debated, Thtis, it 'stated the objectives of federal
support in terms which make excellence in traditional PhD programs only 'one
of four objectives:

"The relevant issues. of federal policy toward graduate education concern not
only the level but the terms of federal support, Specifically, the federal govern-
ment must seek terms of support which encourage :

excellence among traditional PhD programs, rather than their further
proliferation,

greater emphasis on graduate curricula which Will give students career options
outside academic settings,

new emphasis on professional programs aimed at training indiViduals to solve
the social (problems of the seventies and eighties, including an emphasis on the
upgrading of the traditionally week types of professional schools,

effeetive opportunities for access to graduate education on the part of women,
minorities, and older stUdents."

Neither the Newman nor. the National Board reports touched in detail upon a
number of problems that federal support of neadeinie Refenett creates, As the 1969
Rilin report noted ;

"The project system has many advantages find should he retained, but it has
also generated some imbalances : (a) Decrease in professors' loyalty to institu
How (b) Inadequate attention to teaching;' (e) Relatively weak support of
humanities and social sciences ; (d) Overconcentration of federal support in rela-
tively few institutions."

None of the later reports has noted that federal research funds have the
de !ado power to exercise a strong influence over the content and scale of
academic science, and to place the financial fate of many universities in the
bands of the federal government. The board did take a firm position on the issue
of freedom "The University must have a large degree of freedom if it is to do
effeetively for society what society demands of it, The integrity of the university
as a center of learning depends on its having access to substantial amounts of
relatively unconditional and unrestricted funds."

The Newman report was less concerned about the autonomy of institutions
than the need to use federal funds to make institutions responsive to social
problems. Although both goals are sound, they essentially conflict. The search
for a balance been the two principles will continue,

SVPPORT ron ff/eserrerlo248

Prom 1968 through. 1074, virtually every report bearing upon graduate edu.
cation and research has stressed the sighifleatice of institutional support, but
has seen the value of this kind of support in somewhat different terms. The
BLOW report endorsed the idea of a cost of education, allowance to accompany
federal fellowships, because such an allowance "helps to compensate the Judith
Lion for the additional cost of taking on the education of a fellowship recipient,
The allowance should be raised to a level of perhaps $3000 per fellowship
bolder per year, and this figure should be reviewed periodically,"

41.)
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It gave a .second,,jUstifleation for institutional support on the ground that
"these additional funds will give graduate institutions. some additional flexibility
so that they can determine bow they can best respond to changing developments
in our society." The Hester report, argued that such support, would help ,"to
maintain, and develop, irreplaceable centers of excellence." .

The, , National, Science, Board, report, in 19639, was the ,highwater mars of
advocating institutional support. It wanted to restructure support of graduate
education and research as strongly toward institutions as the later- Newman
report, ,would. have 'restructured it toward students;

,The 1919 report of the National.;Board on Graduate Education. stressed the
tmportanee .ox; Institutional. support as a means of sustaining a balance between
two. conflicting llrinciples. The first it ,argued, is that universities need a large
degree of freedom if they are to do effectively for -society 'all the things that
society demands of them, and. this they need unrestricted funds. The second
is. that universities, and graduate education, must be responsive.to the :needs
of society rather than the, internally generated goals of existing. departments,

The Newman . report differed 'from, the.. others in rejecting the -concept of
institutional.. Support.. (It (litli propose ," "companion grants" for federal fellow.

. ships which were intended, to induce ,institutions. to accept federal fellows, but
these . would in effect be indistinguishable from the cost of education -allow
ems: proposed, in -other. reports.) The report emphatically endorsed the 'belief
that it was .desirable and feasible. to bring about change in graduate education
by .channeling..virtually all federal support (except research project support)
to graduate schools via students. , .

Even though only the Newman; report rejected the principle of. instliutiOnal
Support, the,1978 and 1pfreports of the CarnegieCommission and the National
Board on,Graduate Education proPosed.a more limited.form of instiutional sup-
port, and more limited sums than were ,proposedin 1968-70. -,

In the late sixties, reports on graduate, education tended to take for granted'
. the continuation and expansion,. of ',federal support for ,graduate students, .By
1979 and 1974, however, the rather somber job outlook . Caused' 4 shift. In the
rationale for federal graduate fellowships, Both. the Carnegie and National Board
repo:JOS advocated atuallfmerit..based national competitive fellowship *ogre ms on
two grounds ; the nation needs talent, and we must be sure that economic barriers
do . not prevent the most gifted:from undertaking, advanced study, The Newman

. report pointed out that "the manpower issuoeonfronting the nation WM) longer
simply a question of the' quantity of graduates in various' fields. . As opposed
to its previous role of financing the growth of various academic disciplines, na-
tional policy must seek to encourage. reform and .responsiveness to Social needs!"

All reports isaued. in ,the.period '1088-1070 recommended that .federal graduate
fellowShips be provided, and the number of fellewshipi proposed was typically
large. IPor example, in Quattly . and notial4tp the Carnegie Commission 'room.
mended that 'fellowships; be awarded tout annual number of studentsequal to
three fourths of the national, total of earned doctorates r.the preceding 'year.
That 'would have been about 15,000 'in .1968, and about 22,000 in 1074. In 1969,
the Rivlin report recommended that the National Defense Education Act gratin
atofillowships be. expanded to support 80,000 students. by 1976, "only 6 percent
Of the estimated ,full.time graduate student body in 1975," by 1978, the Carnegie
Commission was no longer advocating a large federal graduate fellowship pro
gram, primarily because the labor market had rapidly changed.

The National Board on Graduate Education recommended a modest program-
2,000 federal merit fellowship awards per yearthat would affect about one
fourth of one percent of the pool of bachelor's degrees. However, additional
federal support would be available to graduate students through research assist-
antshipS and through support derived from specialised manpower and research
programs, About 5,000 students per year would be aided under the latter program.
The board, like the Carnegie Commission, stressed the importance of stability
and, "with so many contingencies and so much at stake, careful and continuous
monitoring of programs that support graduate education." The Newnian revert
didnot indicate how. many fellowships it would advocate, but the logic of the
report would indicate a number several times as large as the Carnegie :and
board 'proposals, ,

The Newman 'group and National Board recognised to .a greater degiee than
did their predecessors the significance of work and loans as a proper compenent
of graduate student :support, However, their emphasis. differed, The Newman

.1 '
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report advocated work and nonacadeinic experience as'productive components of
a graduate student's training, The ,National Board favored academically related
work, such as research and teaching assistantships,

Recognizing that drastic shifts -ill the labor marketniade, the views expressed in
1968 obsolete, the later reports concerned themselves with the question ; What
shouldhe the poliolesponne to 'clearly foreseeable sharp decline in the number
of new academie jobs, and a. murky outlook for new' nonacademic jobs for PhDs?
Iut Goliege Graduates and Jobs, the Carnegie Commission made tide statement r

"Although the Carnegie CoMmissien does not, in general,, believe that stippart
of higher education should be geared to manpower requirements, ive 'do
believe that there are certain exceptions to this general Principle,'Vheaeltre
concerned with ensuring the production of an adequate flow of able holders
of 'doctorates wile will contribute to the advancement Of knowledge and of an
adequate supply of physicians and dentists. Therels a clear national interest
In maintaining- an adequate supply of highly. edteated manpower,' We cannot
afford to obstruct the flow of young scholars into these

"We therefore believe that thereis a case /or consistent and sustained federal
government support of graduate education, geared to continuous StudieS Of
the supply of. and demand fort, highly educated scientists and 'other scholars,
Stop and- go policies are extremely undesirable, eaPecially in view of the fact
that they tend to have disruptive repercussions on the leading research ant-
versities that are best equipped to provide higli-aualitY graduate education... .
We may well witness a reappearance of shortages in engineering and 'in 'tome
of the physical sciences in the near future." t

The National Board. on 'Graduate Mutation prepared a repOrt, .Doctorate
Manpower Forecasts and Policy, which came to similar .conclusions and 'also
noted; "There is a great need to -improve the information available 'on the
current and projected state of the labor market for highly educated manpower;
however, this should not be done for the purpose of rationing or controlling
access to graduate education, -but to improve the functioning of the labor 'haricot
as an' allocative mechanism."

The Newman report tookthe.position that :
". , graduate education should bear a reasonable relatkinship to opportunities

for professional practice. Graduate education is career oriented; It intensive
and focused, whereas much of undergraduate educationas exemplified in the
study of liberal artsis intended for general knowledge and repnration for life.
In contrast, the resources of graduate education are devoted to providing the
student with certain tools and a base 'of knowledge for use in a career... .
Defenders of graduate education cannot have It both ways, They cannot dismiss
career opportunities as irrelevant to large-scale funding decisions while justify-
ing the actual use of resources in terms of eareerspecific goals.

The conclusions that the Carnegie, the National Board, and the Newman Task
Force reports drew from the manpower outlook are also generally Consistent.
They did not justify, large federal fellowship programs On the ground that shert
ages still exist, They all justified federal action to modify the content and purpose
of graduate education, albeit in somewhat different directions. TheyMI recOgaimed
the need for federal action to improve access to graduate edtteation by IninoritY
groups, They stressed the importance of federal action to improve the quality of
graduate education, although they defined quality in somewhat different 'terms,
They all placed limited faith in forecasts. of the future supply of nod &Mend
for PhDs.

ORAIVP PORTATIMITY

All national reports on graduate education have advocated, that federal fellow-
ships be avnllahle for all fields of study, and most have pointed out that support
is fact has tilted toward the .4elences, However, most reports advocate that there
be a ,designated division of support by broad fieldthe sciences and the
ties, for exampleand that some fellowships be reserved to attract able students
to fields'of urgent national ooneern.

Reports have differed about whether till fellowships should be given.tO students
who then could study. at any institution of their choice, In 1908' the Carnegie
Commissiod recommended in Quality and Vquality that half the fellowships
be awarded hi. national 'competition and that half be granted "on the basis
of' allocations to institutions for certain departments ofinterdepartmental major
programs designated 'by national' panels- of experts, . and the institutions and
deenrtments would then apply their own ability criteria for selection of recipi-
ents," In IN% the /tiviin report also advoeated a iniXed system.
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H7)wever, the National Science Board recommended in 1970 that only about
10 percent of federal fellowship be awarded in national competition, leaving
the students to choose their place of study, Ninety percent would go to institu-
tions and be paid from federal institutional grants. ,

The 1978 meportsthe Newman report and the National Board reporthad
poldta of similarity and difference on this issue. The Newman,report advocated
portable grants "for the bulk of federal fellowships" ,primarily "to encourage
a new and More effective balance of interest so that graduate education will
be less internally oriented." To exert a significant force for change, the number
of portable fellowships would have to be quite largeperhaps on the order of
10,000 new starts per year, or five times the number recommended by the
National Science Board. The Newman report did not recommend a number,
and hence did not Juxtapose the "reform" and the "labor market" considerations.
Nevertheless, numbers aside, the Newman report is the only one which directed
attention to An increasingly acute problem in graduate-education-4how graduate
students can be better trained for careers outside colleges and universities.
While the report may not have cote up with a universally accepted solution, it
did, raise the question.

Another major question is whether the federal government should decide hoW
Many of the total number of fellowships should go to each field. The National
Board report advocated free choice of field for about half of all federal fellow-
ships on the ground that all major areas of study are worthy, and free choice of
institution on the ground that the students, can best select the 'institutions at
which they should study. However; it, recommended that :the other:half should be
awarded by .senior investigators in Universities. for study in specifically desig-
nated areas, find these fellowships would not be portable. It, assumed that stu-
dents with speeial background and motivation:are required towork effectively
on such problems as protection of the environment, the economies 'of ecology,
urban decay and energy production, conservation and pricing,.

Whether granting all federal fellowships direttly to Atlanta would in fact
result in 'desirable. Changes In the content and goals of graduate education is
debatable. As the Newman report noted, experience with National Science romp
dation fellowships awarded directly to students shows that students have tended
to swarm to the most prestigious departments, On the other band, if fellowships
were offered in connection with the project. grants designed to bring-About change
in graduate edtatlitien, the band of those in universities who wish to innovate
/mild be substantially strengthened, and good students would be attracted to
the programs. This device is proposed in the National Board report in connection
With grants .for research and advanced training related to urgent social problems.

TUITION APPROACIIM

in fipite,Of the interrelationships between tuition levels, student aid, and Stud.
-tutional support, little attention was Paid in the reports to the economic and
social effects of levels of tuition. Indeed, only two reports even mention tuition.
The Carnegie Commission In Higher Education:. Who Page Who fienefitet Who
Should Payt (1978) advocated higher tultion:for graduate students for a number
of reasons, but finally concluded that "the setting of graduate tuition is complex,
and situations vary sreatly among the MA level, the Plil) level, the professions
and in other ways." The-report then went on to make this significant point : "It
would snake only a minor difference. if tuition Charges at. this level were higher
or lower. Adjustments isc fellowships and assistantmliliks levels are likely to ,mini.
mite any impact upon students.".

The National Board- on Graduate gdueittlon advocated it relatively low tuition
policy : .

"The existence of national, benefits from graduate education argues not for
fellowship programs that cover only a fraction of all graduate students. Rather,
it argues iiersimsively for providing subsidies to graduate 80100114 so that the,
charges to all graduate students will be less than the full cost of producing their
graduate education, Tuition must not be so excessive as to discourage large num
hers from enrolling in graduate school, ,thereby losing the social benefits that
world accene to the nation from their advanced education, , , While modest
annual increases in graduate tuition will undoubtedly be necessary for many
universities, we are opposed to the large Increases that have been advocated by
some groups since such increases would have to be offset In large part by increased
sttident' aid if opportunities for advanced study are to be kept open. This ta
especially so because many ilrefluttte students are self supporting, are without
aid froni their parents and are living on a subsistence basis,"
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.
The most thorough end extensive program designed to; help ,disadvantaged

nitdents undertake graduate work.Was. proposed , by the Carnegie Commission
in Oitatity and Equality 11968) ; , . , - , .....; ,. , , .1,, . . .,,,,;/1..,. . :

"The Commission urges that a federalprograM be funded under;witich,certain
Univertiltift, selected' on 'the basisidf ispeetfie progivn proposals, undertakeithe
task of . identifying .patentiallY able; graduates(*...i Pave not: ;received un49P,
&Wilde° trtiliting- adequate, to penult limmeditite;pursuit of: graduate stadies..
Miff progranis- coUld'. -vary 'censiderably in naturee but each would provide up to
One. year a intendive 'work to , enable program ,participants. to nndertake their
graduate *adios: more successfulik.o Students,' selected would receive . a .atipend.
based on 'need. for the duration, of the program,"I I,. ;.1; , . ,, . ,

. ThiVrePort "wasl.noteworthy. because for the ,firstitime it.recognized tbat; the
simple 'provision 'of fellowships. is inadequate toideal with the problems faced
by 'disitdvantagetir students; . (It la. also' worblynoting.itha,t the propoaal.was,not
reiterated In .the later ieports of the oommission,) , The theme reappeared. int P.
1970, Hester report, .which went-owto. say that mew:legal provislone,01144., 0
adopted; ospecifically designed to, enable, ,students . from. distulyantaget minori yi
groups to enter graduate programs to. which few of them have. access, today,,q;
In. addition, theRiviin report .of.1089badequality.of access As a ,centratitliente,
To further this end, a large federalgraduatelellowship program-40,000 studentS
supperted 'at any one; time...Was, propose& However,. no. specialprograma, for
disadvantaged 'students 'were 'cited; --The Vational Science , Board, 'report of 1 .. J..;

did 'not 'single out the Problems of. disadvantaged; itudents..... .., 11 ; ;, it', .1 ,..;

The Newman veport.Ofl978 placed 'heavy reliance Amon *selection procesefor
fello*ships Which recogntses;Motlifation, and aspiration,as fa. means. oVestablish-
ing greater equality Of Access., HOweverli the. repertixecommendeciaagainsf giving
viemen. or .niembera of .rainority. groups preferente,in. award of bilowebips, be".
cause to do sa. would ,identilipiminority.ifellowships4aL.seconttclass:an.0.Their
boidereasiessabiestudente., 111,",)1;71,.;-. , , ,1.,t1...1,/-..1,1 .4.;-..,11,, 1,,,i; ., ,..,,,t, ,;,, .,

The board .reportf 'considered -the problems ,infiolved in,:establiablfig ;equality
of access . for ethnic 'minority i.greups.. to be. . so, Important and momplinated . that
it will issue a SeParate rePort.onlbia.mattert Tho,reporn.opp.osed atpeedibased.
program dettigned. to. goirantee.-aceestc ,te, gratitutteladucationaandludvoCated. the,
removal. Of . barrierd preventingc(those with . the Ineeessary /. desire. and. tapability .
front imderfaking.'graduate...viorlri IN-A '.; '''i "141 '141 1!1:, ilnit'Plitilto.111 tv,.:1114I ,I ",:'

Put' end to 2 end, , this mitjor9seriesoof) antilYseti iothationabbiontowarlitraining
needs at- the highest leveled, knowledket constittites; Iti melon; tosournelon public'
debate and 'future. federal bolfOtorhe i sniffle& and feeoinnlealiktionniftrequite
remarkable .for their .1001-Of debate,..consisteney. ;of. viewv,,thol expression .of
fundamentals, and for the depth in which policy alternatives have been explored,
Certainly, the lack of federal response cannot be attributed to any paucity of
thought .and planning for the future. These reperts. constittite a testament to
a cOntintfing national enticett 'Or :an apprepriatefederg'intoolftnient 'lb Oa-
detnie',Seience and pit teftional preparation.' (4rn d ti lite fellOWshiptr bave ' Sintply'
been' Oft pack too ,fact, and, ,

line ittfaiiia'Llinfiatt - .. ' r .` ''"'' '' ...'
. . .

.. .. t4

We-must learn our lessons; The objectivea and. role. of ,graduate. edueation
must be more intensively debated, because the long-range elf-anges in the labor
market sharply reduce -opportunities -in our, univeraities. We should -give
higher priorities-to training specialists not only .for industrY but for significant
social service careersWinding health Care, social, Work, .and public adminis-
tration; Means should also he sought to help those. students who. will &new
academic careers to become better teachers. Vederal programs should carry

IncentiVes and rewards to help bring such changes about, . ,

It is also increasingly elenr that modest number of:federal' fellowship:44--
about 4,000 new ewer& etteh year-4 required to assure that the most intelleci
tunny gifted young men and wofiata will attend graduate school, and to channel
a moderate proportion of them into Iong-tange,, prohlent,solving ,in
sheh fields enogy. About half of federal graduate fellowships should be
awarded nationally on the basis of merit, With award witmere choosing their
own fields and places of study, The other, half should. be awarded locally to
attidents to study specific areas of speeial nationalconeern.

In ternis of dollars Spent, about $00: million in federal. funds should be made
winnable to collegft and universities etteh year to help cover the costs of gradu-,
ate work, anti about $70 million to institutions of higher learning to make the

. .
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project research system more effective, Some modest funds should also be alio-
eated to improve and change graduate education,

Long-range jamming for graduatelevel manpower preparation must be seen
in time frames of half decades at least, rather than responding to annual fluctua-
tions in the labor market, a knee-jerk policy that is bound to prove self-defeating,
To yoke federal planning in the graduate education sphere to current employment
and unemployment data Is indefensible in terms of sound social policy.

One cannot argue against moderate increases in graduate study tuitions, but .
these should come into effect slowly so that the necessary changes in other.
sources of student income can be made. It is also important to provide special
federal programs to ensure equality of access to graduate study for disadvan-
taged and minority students, but such efforts should be separated from the gen-
eral merit-based fellowship program.

After the exuberant expansion of the sixties-60,000 PhDs per year in 1969
as contrasted with 10,000 per year in 1960,-only moderate increases in the
number of PhDs are called for, Quality rather than expansion must now be the
center of attention. And quality must be measured in terms of teaching ability
and our national capacity to attack and solve complex problems, and not only in
terms of our capacity to carry on research in our leading universities.

Guides for thought as to how this nation can proceed with the advanced train-
ing of the talented young are now spelled out in a remarkable set of national
reports. It is up to the political leadership to see how these' documents of the
late sixties and early seventies might shape American advanced training In the
eighties,

MAJOR IMPOSTS ON GRADUATE EDUCATION

These recent major reports have dealt with federal policy on graduate
education:

Quality and Equality New Levels of Federal Responsibility for 'Higher Edu-
cation. Carnegie Commission on Higher Education, 1968 (cited here as Quality
and Equality).

Toward a Long Range Plan for Federal Support for Higher Education, A
Report to the President. Assistant Secretary for Planning and Evaluation of
the Department of Health, Education and Welfare, 1969 (cited here as Rivlin
Report),

Toward a Public Policy for Graduate Education in the Sciences. National
Science Board, 1969 (cited here as National Science Board),

Priorities in Higher Education. The Report of the President's Task Force on
Higher Education, 1970 (cited here as Hester Report).

College Graduates and Jobs, Carnegie Commission on Higher Education, 1978
(cited here as Graduates and Jobs).

Higher Education Who Pays? Who Benefits? Who Should Pay? Carnegie
Commission on. Higher Education, 1978 (cited here as Who Pays).

Priorities for Action, Final Report of the Carnegie Commission on Higher
Education, 1978 (cited here as Priorities for Action),

Report on Higher Educations The Federal Role, Graduate Education. Report
of a Task Force on Higher Education (Prank Newman, chairman), 1978 (pre-
publication copy, cited here as the 'Newman Report),

Federal Policy Alternatives Toward Graduate Education, National Board
on Graduate Education (David Henry, chairman), Report Number Three, Janu-
ary 1074 (cited here as Board Report),

Doctorate Manpower Forecasts and Policy. National Board on Graduate Edtt.
cation Report Number Two. November 1978.

Three additional reports dealing with graduate education did not explore the
federal role:

Assembly on 'University Goals and Governance, Martin Meyerson, chairman,
First Report (American Academy of Arts and Sciences, 1971),

Panel on Alternative Approaches to Graduate Education, 41, Boyd Page,
president of the Council of Graduate Schools in the United States, chairman,
Scholarship for Society (Graduate Record Examination Board and Council of
Graduate Schools in the United States, 1978),

National Commission on the Financing of Postsecondary Education, The
Financing of Postsecondary Education, 1978,
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STUDENT FINANCIAL ASSISTANCEPART 5

(State Programs)

THURSDAY, JUNE 0, 1974

HOUSE OF, REPRESENTATIVES,
SMCIAL SuBCOMBIIITEE ON EDUCATION OP ME

ComurrrEE ON EDUCATION AND LABOR,
Washington, D.C.

The subcommittee met at 9 a.m., pursuant to recess, in room 2261,
Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. James G. O'Hara (chairman
of the subcommittee) presiding.

Present Representatives O'Hara, Dellefiback, Lehman, and Huber.
Staff members present r A. C. Franklin, counsel, and Elnora Teets,

clerk.
Mr. O'HATIA. The: Special Subcommittee on Education will come to

order.
Today we begin the fifth phase of our student assistance' hearings.

Up until now and in subsequent parts of the hearings we will be exam -
ining existing Federal programs carried out under title IV of the
Higher Education Act. The higher education investments of the States
are the most impressive part of the act and State student assistance
programs may well suggest models from which we at the Federal level
can learn.

In fact, if you will keep in mind that the evidence is not all in yet
and I foreclose no options whatsoever, I don't mind saying that one. of
the options we ought to consider is the proposition of providing sub-
stantial incentives to the States to work out their own student assist-
ance programs, subject, of course, to carefully drafted Federal legisla-
tive standards. I can see some problems in that proposition; tool but I
would not rule it out as an alternative before the subcommittee.

At this point, I think it would be useful if we inserted the text of
the statutory authority for the State Student Incentive Grant Pro-
grams.

f The statute referred to is title IV, pat A, subpart 3 of the Higher
Education Act of 1965, as amended d

Subpart tlGrants to States for State Student Incentives

ruarosu; APPROPRIMIONs AtrritOtigE0

Sc.m 415A, (a) It is the purpose of this subpart to make ilwelithe grants avail.
able to the States to assist them in providing grants, to eligible students in
attendance at institutions of higher education,

(b) (1) There are hereby authorised to be appropriated $50,000,000 for the
fiscal year ending June 30, 1973, and for each of the 'succeeding fiscal years ending
prior to July 1, 19M, for payments to the States for grants to students who have
not previously been awarded such grants,

($5)
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(2) In addition to the sums authorized to be appropriated pursuant to para.
graph (1), there is authorized to be appropriated such sums as may be necessary
for making payments to Staten to continue their grants to students made with
incentive grants received by such States for previous years pursuant to
paragraph (1),'

(3) Sums appropriated pursuant to paragraph (1) for any fiscal year shall
remain available for payments, to States for the award of student grants under
this subpart until the end of the fiscal year succeeding the fiscal year for which
such sums were appropriated;

(4) For the purposes if thiasubsection, a payment on the first yefir of a student
grant with respect to any student who has not been awarded a grant from appro.
priations pursuant to paragraph (1) during any` previous year shall be consid-
ered, subject to regulations of the Commissioner, an initial award to be paid from
appropriations pursuant to paragrapht.(1). ' ' ,

(20 U.S.G. 1070c) Enacted. June 28, 1972, P.1,, 92-318, see. 231(b) (1), 86 Stat. 255, 256.

ALLOTMENT AMONG STATES

iSr.c. 415B, (a) (1) (A) Prom the Sums appropriated pursuant to section 41M
(b) (1) for any fiscal year, the Commissioner shall allot to each State an amount
which hears the same ratio to such Sums as the number of students in attendance
at institutions of higher education in such State bears to the total number of Such
Students in such attendanoe in all the States.

(B) For the purposes of this paragraph, the number of students in attendance
at institutions of higher education in a State and in all the States shall be deter .

mined by the Commissioner for the most recent year for which satisfactory data
are available to him..

(2) The amount of any State's allotment under paragraph (1) for any fiscal
-year which the Commissioner determines will not be required for such fiscal year
for the State student grant incentive program of that State shall be available
for reallotment from time to time, on Such dates during such year as the Com.
missioner may fix, to other 'States in proportion to the original allotment's to, such
States under such part for such year, bUt with such proportionate amount for any
of, such States being reduced to the. extent it exceeds the sum the Commissioner
estimates such State needs and will be able to use for such year for carrying out.
the 'State plan ; and the total of such reductions Shall be similarly reallotted
among the States Whose proportionate amounts were not so reduced; Any amount
reallotted to a State under this part during a year from funds appropriated ur.
suant to section 415A(b) (1) shall be deemed part ofits allotment under Para.
graph (1) for such year.

(b) Sums appropriated pursuant to section 415A(b) (2) for any fiscal year
shall be allotted among, the States in such Manner as the Commissioner deter-

`mines will best achieve the Purpdses for which such sums were appropriated. .

(c) The Commissioner shall make payments for continuing incentive grants
only to those States which continue to meet the requirements of -section 415C (b)
(1), (2), (8), and (5).

(20 11.8,0, 1070e-1) Mneeted June 28, 1972, P.L. 92-418, see. 181(b) (1), 86 Stat. 258,

APPLIOATioNS POE STATE frrtiOENT INCENTIVE GRANT PROGRAMS

Sac. 4150. (a) A State which desires to obtain a payment under thin subpart
for any fiscal year shall submit an application therefor through the State agency
administering its program of student grants, at such time or times, and contain
ing such information as may be required by, or pursuant to, regulation for the
purpose of enabling the Commissioner to make the determinations required udder
this subpart.

(b) From a State's allotment under this subpart for any fiscal year the Com
missioner is authorized to make payments to such State for paying 50 per centum
of the amount of student grants pursuant to a 'State prograin which-- -

(1) is administered by a single State agency
(2) provides that such grants will be in amounts not in excess of $1,500

per academic year for attendance on a full-time basis as an undergraduate at
an institution of higher education ;

(8) provides for the selection of recipients of such grants on the basis- of
substantial financial need determined annually on the basil; of criteria estab.'
lifted by the State and approved by the Commissioner;

tc; d



(4) Provides for the payment of the non- Federal` portion of such' grant$
from funds supplied by Sack 'State which represents an additional expend!.
tore for Such year by ,stteh Statefor grants for students attending institutions
of higher education peer the amount' expended by such 'State for such grants,
if any, during 'the second fiscal year preceding the fiscal. year In which such
State Initially received funds under this subpart ; and .

(5) provides (A) for such fiscal control and fund accounting procedures
as may be necessary to assure proper disbursement of and accounting for
Federal funds paid to the State agency under this subpart, and (B) for the
making of such reports; in suer 'form and containing such inforination, as
may be reasonably necessary to enable the Commissioner to perform: his
ftinetions under this` subpart. :.

(c) Upon his approval of any application for a payment Under this subpart,
the Commissioner shall reserve from the applicable allotment (including, any
applicable reallotment) .available therefor; the amount of such payment, which
(subject to the limits of such allotment or reallotment) shall be equal to the
Federal sliareof the cost of the student incentive grants covered branch' aPPlica-
lion,. The Commissioner shall pay sueh.revrved amount, in advance or by way of
reimbursement,' and iwsuch installments( as he may determine. The' eortMlis
slener's reservation of any amount under, this.seetion.marba amended by him,
either upon approval of an .amendment of tho,aPPileation,or.A1Pon,X6Vision 9f the
estimated cost of the student. grants with respect to Mitcell& reservation was
made, and in the event of an upward revision of such estimated cost approved
by him. he may resent the Federal share. of the added cost .only from the ap-
plicable allotment (or reallotment) available, at the time of such approval.

gti(2o
U.B.C. 1070e-2) Enacted June 28, .1972, `P./... 92-818-, sec, 181 (b) (1), 86. Stat. 256,

ADMINISTRATION OP STATS PROGRAMS; JUDICIAL REVIEW

SEC. 41511, (a) (1) The Commissioner shall not finally disapprove any applica-
tion for a State program submitted 'under 'section 415C, Or any modification
thereat,' withottt first afferditig' the State'ageneyStibMitting the program reason.
able notice and opportunity for a hearing. , . ,

(2) Whenever the Commissioner, after reasonable notice and opportunity-tor
hearing to ,the, State agency administering a. State program approved under this
subpart,

(A) that the State *gram haS been an' ehattged that it no longer complies
with the provisions of this subpartr

(fl) that in the.adtninistration of the program there la n failure to comply
,substantially with any such proVidons.,

the Commissioner shell notify such ',State agency that' the State will not be
regarded as 'eligible to participate in the Progritth tinder this subpart until he is
satisfied that there is po longer any such failure to comply.

(b) (1) If any State is dissatisfied with the Commissioner's final. option with
respect to the approval of its State program submitted under this subpart or
with his final action under subsection (a), Such State nutY appealtO the Milted
States court of appeals for the circuit in which such State is located, The sum-
mons and notice of appeal may be served at any place in. the 'United States. The
Commissioner. shell forthwith certify, and file in the court the transcript of the
proceedings and the record on which he based his action,

(2) The findings of fact by the Coinmissloner, if supported by substantial
evidence, shall he conclusive;

to:
the court, for good eause shown, may remand

the ease to the Commissioner tOtake further evidence,,and the Commissioner may
thereupon make new or modified findings of fact. and may modify his previotts
action, and shalt certify to the Court the traltadript and record of the further
preceedings, Such new or modified findings of fad. shall likewise be conclusive
if supported by substantial evidence.

(8) The court shall have jurisdiction to affirm the action of the Commissioner
or set it aside, in whole or in part. The judgment of the court shall be subject 'to
review by the Supreme dealt of the United States upon certiorari or certification
as provided in title 2fli 'United Statestode, section 1264.

288
120 VAC. ta70e.8) Enacted 3tme 28, 1672, P.i, 62-818, see, .181(b) (1), 80 Mat, 257,

Mr, O'HARA, Our witnesses today and nest Monday will be talking
to us about the programs in theseveral States, Our first witness will be

J
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Mr. Richard H. Johnston, president of the National Association of
State Scholarship Programs. Mr. Johnston, if your will please take. a
place at the witness table, we would. like very melt to hear from you.
We are going to have to move along this morning, because the Hous,-
which traditionally goes into session at 12 -noon has unexpectedly
decided to go in at 11, sow. will haVean hour less than we anticipated
for. NV hearings this morning. . . . .

What we going to do, in view, of. the time problent, is each
of the several scheduled witnesses make their. statements and then we
can 'assemble you all around the table. as sort of a panel and 'direct
questions to you,

Mr. Johnston,, we would like to hear. from. -you,

STATEMENT OP RICHARD IL IOHNSTON,.PRESIDENT, NATIONALAS.
.soozAtiox-OP STATE SCHOLARSHIP PROGRAMS, -ACCOMPANIED,
BY RONALD IVERSON .VERMONT,"PRESIDENT.ELECT, AND
ALD, =SA,' PUT PRESIDENT

Mr. JOHNSTON, Air. 'Ottirman and meinhers of the subcommittee,
my name is Richard Johnston and I am appearing as president of the
National AsSociation of State Seholarship Programs. Appearing with
me are Ronald Iverson, Vermont., president- elect, and Ronald
Michigan, a past president of the organization, On behalf of NASSP
We -want to express our appreciation to you for the invitation to par.
ticipate in.these critically important oversight-hearings on title IV of
the Higher Education Act, . .

The National AsSociatiOn- of State Scholarship Programs presently
consists of representatives from the States with existing' State-spon-
sored scholarship and/or grant prograins..Due to the recent flurry of
State nativity associated with the' SSIG program the:-national asso-
ciation will soon boast a membership of at lettat '40 States and we
anticipate that within a relative short period of tittle 50States plus
the District. of Coltunbia and the five outlYing areas will be active-
members,

It is the purpose of our testinionyitaday to make three important
points, First, that. the State student incentive grant -program -lie con.
tinned and fully funded; second, that the States now offer the Federal
Government it viable .complementary, -or in some eases tut-alternative
mechanism for the delivery of student aid resources; and third, that,
NASSP strongly endorses thOse efforts' already: underway to improve
the integration and coordination of the delivery svatem for student aid
from -all sources, Federal, State, and Institutional,

.1. ,Flate .shident- trieenthic- omit :liporpitm;L-Ftrtv Federal ptingrar,is
have laid ti inote-dramatic 'and rapid response than that whith has
been experienced in the State student incentive-grant prftgram. When
von consider the fact that legislative action was re aired many
'States, the response to: SSIG is even, snore: tanning, Despite the low
level of initial year funding for S51O in Neal 1974; the incentive fen.
hire has been dramatically effeativein 'harming the inniber of States
with State scholarship and grant programs,

The Governors of the .50 States, plus the District of Columbia and
the five outlying mak have been contacted by the U.S. Offiee of Edit.
cation regarding their interest in -participating' in the -SflI(4 program
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beginning with the 1974-75 academic year. To date 51 positive re-
sponses have been received including the '28 States with ongoing pro-
grams 12 States and territories winch have enacted new programs to
begin in 1974-75 ; and 11 States and territories which hope their
legislatures will adopt matching State programs before March 31,
1975. only five States and territories have no program plans at this
time. A table indicating the current status of the various States and
territories is attached to this testimony.

From what we now know about SSIG has served as a direct incen-
tive for 23 States and territories to enact matching programs..

The $19 million in Federal SSIG funds will be matched by $19 mil-
lion in new State funds, thereby providing grants to 73,000 students
in 1974-75. For a great number of these students the Federal/State
SRO grant will he the critical factor influencing their decision to pur-
sue a postsecondary educational opportunity in 1974-75, In addition,
many of these students will be from middle-income Ninnies,

It is, therefore, essential that the State student incentive grant pro-
gram be funded at least at the full level of authorization for new
awards, $50 million, and continued beyond fiscal 1975 for three critical
reasons ; first, to continue the commitment made to those students
funded in 1974-75; second, to insure the continued development and
expansion of existing State programs and the enactment of a program
in (wary State; and third, to encourage the advent of a permanent
and viable Federal/State partnership in student financial aid.

We applaud the Congress for the flexibility it has provided the
States in the administration of the SSIG program. We have already
seen, in the short period the program has been operational, however,
two areas where additional flexibility is needed.

We offer these two specific recommendations for changes in the law :
a, The distinction between initial and continuation awards should -

be discontinued in order to give the States the ability to most effec-
tively use their MG allotments, The present continuation funding
feature may cause the States to target SSIG funds in certain ways in
order to insure maximum funding for continuation awards.

This may result in a distortion in the objectives of the State match-
ing program. Some States, for example, may desire to aid students
enrolling in programs of less than 4 years' duration; others may desire
to target the grants on low-income, high -risk students, rnder both of
these strategies States would risk losing potential continuation fund-
ing. The solution is to discontinue the distinction between initial and
continuation awards and give the States the additional flexibility to
use their entire SSIer allotment to most effectively meet the objectives
of the State matching program,

b. The current allotment formttla, based on student enrollments,
also works a hardship on a number of small States and territories.
In fiscal 1974, for example, 13 States received less than $100,000 in
SSW funds, It is recommended that the law establish a minimum
level of funding of $100.000 for all States and appropriate minimum
levels for the territories. In this way Congress can maximize the in
centive feature of this program even for the smaller States,

We are confident that if the SSI0 program is made a permanently
funded element of title IV of the Higher Education Act, and if the

mrecommended changes are made in the program, it is much more
8D- .402 --44 -.-4
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likely that all 50 States will soon be actively participating in a coop-
erative effort to assure an educational opportunity for all citizens.

2. States as De liivery Meohaoiam.Historically the Federal Gov-
ernment has utilized the Federal :institutional relationship to deliver
its support, to students enrolled in post-secondary education. While
the Higher Education Act of 1965 did provide for State administra-
tion of the guaranteed student loan program, not until the enactment
of the Higher Education Amendments of 1972 and the creation of the
State student incentive _grant program did the Congress recognize the
potential of a Federal/State partnership.

This is curious in light of the overwhelming success of the State
commissions created by the Higher Education Facilities Act of 1968
in all but eliminating the higher education ,physical space shortages

ithen facing the Nation. The success of this joint effort is a matter of
public record and beyond dispute,

We would argue that the Federal Government has available to it
this same delivery mechanism which can serve to complement or .pro-
vide an alternative to procedures in the student aid area, For example,
a State model for the administration of the basic grants program has
been developed, which is attached for your review.

Similarly, several States have already developed or are actively con-
sidering the enactment of State work-study programs, Given the re-
cent interest in the work-study alternative, we suggest that the sub-
committee seriously consider the role of the States in an expanded
work-study effort. A matching program, for example, might well
serve to stimulate further State activity in this area, on the one hand,
and promote Federal pbjectives, on the. other, In short, the States can
and should be active participants in the delivery of student financial

3, Atom oe(1 roontivation of financial aid program, Clearly one of
the highest priorities facing all of us is to quickly eliminate the chaos,
duplication of effort, and confusion which now exists in the delivery of
student aid resources, It has been suggested, and we certainly arrive,
that a virtual "paper barrier" has been erected in this country which
likely inhibits the full participation of all eligible students in higher
education. It is not uncommon for a single student to complete four
different applications for aid and have his need evaluated in as many
different ways, each, of course, producing a different outcome, It is
little wonder that many students, particularly those who most need
the aid, are bewildered by the present structure.

These issues have been addressed forthrightly for the first time in
the task force on the management of student assistance programs is-
sued by theiT,S, Office of Education, As a followup to this report two
national work conferences have since been sponsored by the Office of
Education Work Conference on the Federal-State Partnership in
Student Assistance and Work Conference on the Federal-Institution
Partnership in Student Assistance,

The task force report, the work conferences and the growing recog-
nition of this critical problem have produced a national consensus that
order must now be made of the present chaos. To this end the national
association strongly endorses the recommendations of the Federal-
State work conference which are attached to this testimony.

3 u
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Even now joint efforts are underway to seek solutions to three crit-
ical problems :

1. The need for ft, common data application form to be used by all
students to apply for all programs

2. The coordination of a Federal:State-institutional delivery system;
and

3. Student, financial need assessment.
The National Association strongly and enthusiastically supports

work in these areas and while not requeSting legislative action at this
time, we urge you to recognize these efforts and encourage their con-
tinuation to a successful conclusion.

In summary, let me reiterate our three critical points: SSIG should
be continued and fully funded; the States offer the Federal Govern-
ment a viable alternative mechanism in the delivery of student aid re-
sources ; and NASSP strongly endorses efforts to improve the integra-
tion and coordination of the Nation's student aid delivery system.

Mr. Chairman, your consideration of these remarks is greatly appro.
elated. We welcome the opportunity to respond to any questions you
or members of the subcommittee might have.

[Attachments follow :3



DEVELOPMENT OF STATE SCHOLARSHIP.ASSISTANCE PROGRAMS FOR SCHOOL YEARS 1911-72 TO 1915-76,BASED UPON PRE-S.51G PROGRAM APPLICATION DATA

Assistance programs Ongoing before SSIG 1 Programs added, Including MG No program plans (5)

Existing 1971.72 (23): Added 1972 - 73.(3): Added 1913-74 (2): Added 1974-75 (12)1 To lip added 1975r76 (11):

California Alaska / Missouri Colorado . American Same Alabama

Connecticut Maine Ninth Dakota Delaware .Arkaniss Arizona

Florida Tennessee GeOrgia Louisiana District of Columbia!

Moils Idaho Mississippi Guam

ndiana Kentucky Montana Hawaii

owe Nebraska Nevada
Kansas ,Oklahoma New Hampshire

Maryland Puerto Rico . tfew Mexico
Massachusetts SoUth Dakota North Carolina
Michigan Utah Trust Territory
Minnesota '. Virginia , Wyoming I
NOW Jersey Virgin Islands
Newyork
Ohio
Oregon
Pennsylvania
Rhode Wand
South Carolina
TOMS
Vermont
Washington

.

West Virginia
Wisconsin

4.6.4

Derived from Dr, Joseph Boyd, Illinois State Scholarship Comrnission, table entitled "Dollars and
Number of Awards and Related Data by States for Comprenansiye undergraduate State (Competitive
and NetiCompetitive)PrOgNMIS of Financial Aid Bared upon Need for Residents Of the State to Attend
Either Public or Nonpublic Colleges and Universitys,"

Not In 5510.
No formal response f tom Governer as Of May 6,1614.
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BASIC IIDUCATIONAL DPPORTVNITY GRANirs, Sirkril ADMINISTRATIVE MODEL,
JUNE 1974

INTRODUCTION

The thesis of this paper is that State agencies could easily he used in_pach state
as the primary coordinative body for the administration of the Basic Grants
program,

.ASSUMPTIONS BEHIND THE STATE MODE!,

The State agency model described below is based on the following assumptions
of Congressional intent with regard to the 13E00 program

(1) llutittemnt-131100 is provided to eligible students as n matter of right,
(2) EqualizationThe ultimate goal of BEOG is to insure equality of educa-

tional opportunity for nil students,
(8) Early KnowledgeThat students must know the amount of their 13E0G in

advance of a final decision regarding educational plans,
(4j FoundationThat BEOG is intended to be the foundation or floor for

other federal programs, as well as state and institutional programs,
(5) Nationcd Stanciord----That one "national standard" of need will be este!)

lisped for the BEOG program with little if any local variation allowed,

REASONS TO CONSIDER TUE STATE MODEL

(I) The proposed state model would set in motion hnplementation of a real
federalstateinstitutional partnership, Such a concept is consistent with the
goals of revenue sharing and creative federalism,

(2) The proposed state model would be a way to insure more effective coordina-
Om of existing federal, state, and institutional programs, Presently there is no
effective way for the various "sources" of student aid to deliver their aid to
students, Mitch work is being duplicated by each source and aid is not always.
delivered to those of greatest need,

(8) 111/.3 track record- of the existing 21 state administered guaranteed student
loan programs has proven the qindity of State administration, Even OE is now
willing to admit that the evidence with respect to student loan defaults suggests
that -state administered OSIJ programs clearly' have outperformed the federal
gitaranteed loan program, There lire also several examples of federal-state
partnerships outside of OE which prove that such a program can Work, e,g,,
transportation and employment service,

Tun STATE MOM, IN OPERATION

100110Wing is a step-by-step description of how it state model a 41141 work in
administration of 13E0G, Advantages are noted and alternatives suggested, Wis.
cousin examplo are offered which obviously would vary in each state,
( 1) Pubtle Information, Identification application procedure

(a) The state agency would provide a program. of public information to
interested and prospective studentic about 110G specifically and financial aids in
general, Iloth traditional and nontraditional approaches would be employed, The
ageney would continue to provide public information through the high schools,
e,g workshops, newsletters, parents' nights, etc, In Wisconsin nontraditional
approaches of program information would also be used, Speelfically it statewide
talent search program currently funded by the state, On NM, and Safe Streets
would concentrate its efforts on. the' "nontraditional" (disadvantaged) segment
of the population, Efforts would be made to fully inform the adult population
of benefits available, Since the objective would be to inform nil students of aid
opportonities, it would he devoid of any,Inatitattottattdasett,

(b) The student would complete, one application form and need analysis docu-
ment, By doing so he would be automatically considered for 130(1 mid then all
other available forms, of aid at all ifistitations in which he might be interested.
This single applicatio mintiest; has been in existence in Wisconsin snee 1005 and
has proven highly successful.'
(2) Determination, of need and NV (MOM

nit% receipt of the application and need analysis form, the state agency would
audit the forMS for completeness and accuracy, A need analysis would theti be
done, Two options are available t

0 kJ
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(a) The state agency could use its own computer capacity.
(b) The state agency could contract with a service bureau, e.g., CSS, ACT, etc,
In either case the need analysis would be done using the national standard

curve adopted by OE for BOG,'
Once the need analysis is completed the amount of the BOG would be cal-

culated, It would be an automatic determination, little, if any flexibility allowed
(errors could be corrected), This becomes the BOG entitlement or federal floor,
(8) State entitlement determination

Once the federal BOG is determined the state would build its award on top, of
the BOG. In Wisconsin, a supplemental award or state entitlement could be
awarded from one or a combination of the following programs :

(a) State incentive grant with state match from Talent Incentive Program
(Maximum $1,500 to students enrolled in public, private or proprietary schools)

(b) Honor scholarship program (Maximum $900 to freshmen only In public or ,

private schools) .

(o) Tuition Grant (Maximum. $000 to students enrolled in private schools)
(d) Wisconsin Higher Education Grants (Maximum % of students's need,

public schools)
(e) Indian Student Assistance Grant (Maximum $1,500 to Indian students

enrolled in public, private, proprietary schools)
(Nom In the case of those states which elected not *to adopt the national

standard curve for purposes of their state programs an additional computation
could be done by the computer to arrive at the state's need figure, Computer
technology is available for this additional calculation, and in fact ACT and CBS
have already readied their computer for this eventuality,]
( Initial award notification to student and school

Once the federal BOG and state awards have been determined this informa-
tion would be communicated by the state agency to both the student and the
school. If a student had indicated an interest in more than one school he would
be informed of the BOG and state award amount for each of his choices.

Each institution would receive.a copy of the need analysis document and a
Printout indicating the following :

Student's name, address, social Security No.
Total cost
Expected family contribution

Gross need
BOG entitlement
State entitlement sr

Net need
(8) Institutional packaging

Once the institution received the printout it would then proceed to use its
supplementary resources to meet the student's remaining need, In Wisconsin,
the financial aid office Would have the following sources of aid at his disposal
to "package" the remaining need

(a) Federal Supplementary educational Opp, grants, college workstudy, no-
tional defense loans.

(b) Institutional: Grants and scholarships, non workstudy etnployinent, short
term lbans,

(o) Direct student loans, guaranteed student loans, State workstudy.
(8) Mai award notification to stUdtmt

Once the institutions have completed their packaging, the student would be sent
a final formal award announcement, The student would be requested to send a
notice of "intent to enroll" (or voucher) which would identify his choice of in-
stitution to the state agency coordination the BOG program, prom this notice, the
state agency would prepare the 1300 check and the appropriate state aid cheeks,
All funds would be sent to the institution for disbursement to the student along
with other federal and institutional aid cheeks under the direct control of the
school,

1111
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(7) Creation of a formal appeal procedure
This comprehensive approach could include a formal appeal procedure for use

by students who felt aggrieved or unfairly treated* The appeal steps might in-
elude the following

(a) Direct appeal to financial nid officer for adininistration review,
(b) Appeal to institutional appeals committee made up of an equal number of

students and non students and not appointed by the financial aid officer.
(c) Appeal to a state appeal committee appointed by the .State agency and

made up of a majority of students,
(d) Final appeal to state board or commission.

Identified problems
In presenting this proposal to several interested persons, some qbestions have

been raised. Following is a list of questions and suggested- solutions to the'prob-
lents identified:
(1) What about States whielvdo not have State *notes?

This is the old GK. question which in. the view of many has never been ade-
quately resolved. There are several reasons to believe that state Agencies could be
encouraged in every state. First, the State Incentive Grants program Will require
designation of a single state agency in every stateto administer the state incen-
tive grants program. Secondly, there are now existing in every state.highereduca-
tion facilities commissions created by the Facilities Act of 1968. These commis-
sions receive federal funds foradiulaistration, but recent cutbacks in federal
funding of the facilities programs has significantly reduced workload pressures,
HEA'72 calls for the creation of Postsecondary Education CoMmissions (Section
1202) in every state. It is not unreasonable to expect these commissions to be in-

. terested in student aid.
In those states which would not be willing to designate an administering

agency, the federal government could either run it directly . or contract with 'a
service agency, e.g., CM ACT, eta. This alternative is obviously not the best and
some incentives would have to he created to encourage slow states to react.
(2) How Can Oil _Insure Accountability?

It is, argued that several states have an outstanding record of performance while
others do not, and further that some states might frustrate Congressional intent
to serve all students equitably. No doubt accountability-will be necessary regard-
less of who administers the program. Requiring accountability of 50 states, how-
ever, will be much easier than requiring accountability of 4,000-0,000 institutions,
It would be expected that each participating state would be required to enter into
a "perforinenee contract" with OE, just as the guarantee agencies already have
done, States would be required by 'regulation to meet these performance re.
quirements.
(3) What About Students Going OutofState and Coming Into the State?

Clearly,' this is a minor administrative problem which could be resolved by
designating either the sending state or the receiving state as the responsible agent
for those students. It is conceivable that the state agency could serve both types
of students, probably the best solution, however, would he to designate the receiv
ing state as responsible,

KUM Itt ATIV

An attempt has been made to set out itt some detail a state model for adminis
tration of the IWO program, The model would enable the federal government to
administer BOG without creating a huge central bureaucracy and without direct
responsibility for accountability on the part of the thousands of sdhogis in the
country. The model also insures coordination of student aid programs adminis.
toted by a variety of sources.

. the model while decentralising administration, in no way limits the
federal government through 0l to set specific programmatic guidelines and re.
quirements, national standard of ekpecations, standard emancipation dant.
tion, standards for eligible students costs and treatment of special cireunistances,
and accreditation requirements for proprietary schools,

Unman 3ortftstott,
President, National Association of State Scholarship PrOUPailtR,

0 4
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RECOMMENDATIONS Farm fru NATIONAL WORK, CONFERENCE ON TIM STATE-FEDERAL
PARTNERSHIP IN STUDENT .ASSISTANOE, WASHINGTON, D.C., MARCH 22, 1974

RASH) CHANT PROGRAM

1. neeommemlatian: That the unused portion of the Bask Grant appropriation
for 1973-74 be carried over and added to the 1974-75 awards rather than to Use
the unused portion at such at late date to supplement the 1973-74 awards ; in addi-
tion, the steps presently contemplated to prevent recurrent underntilization of
funds in 1974-75 be actively supported by all interested parties,

Recommendation addressed to: DHEW/USOE and the U.S. Congress,
2, Recommendation: That the plans and procedures to provide State agencies

with periodic reports of Basic Grant applications by State of origin be extended to
all -States based on the latest available information from the Governors of the
States concerning the State or Statedesignated agency or agencies which have a
bona tide interest in such information, with appropriate safeguards provided to
protect the confidentiality of individual data.

Recommendation addressed to ; Office of Student Assistance, Division of Basic
Grants,

8. Recommendation: That the processing of the Fatally Contribution 'Schedules
by Congress and. the United States Office of Education be completed in a manner
which permits the distribution of Basle Grant applications in September of the
year preceding the time the students apply for receipt and use of Basic Grant
awards, .

Recommendation addressed to ; DIIEW/USOE and the P.S. Congress,
4, Recommendation: That the Basic grant regulations he revised to pertnit the

use of either the immediate prior year estimated tax data or the last preceding
year of validated tax data, or both, as the basis of the Family Contribution
Schedule, Implementation of this recommendation would mean that, for the
197576 Basic Grant awards, estimated tax data for 1974 and/or actual verified
tax data for 1973 would be used.

Recommendation addressed to Office of Student Assistance, Division Of Basic
Grants,

5, Recommendation: That in order to permit maximum coordination of State
and Federal student assistance programs, a question should be added to the
1975-76 Basic Grant application in which the student can indicate the State
in which he /she is a /oat resident,
. Recommendation. addressed to : Office of Student Assistance; Division of Basle

Grants.
6, Recommendation: That action be taken to include in the work .of the Task,

Force on Management of Student Assistance Programs a clarification of iamb
sistencies and confusions, real or perceived, between the entitlement procedures
In the Basic Grant Program and the needs analysts procedures in other Federal
and State student assistance programs.

Iteeommendatiott addressed to Office of Student Assistance, .

STATE STUDENT INCENTIVE GRANT PROGRAM

Recontstondatio: That action be taken to assure that the State Student
Inventive Grant Program is funded at the full level of authorization and eon.
Untied in the future in order that the "incentive" feature of the program will
be fully productive,

Recommendation addressed to DIVW/USOD, OMR and the U.S. Congress.
8. Recommendation: That action he taken to allow money made available to

States through appropriations itt one fiscal year to be made available for allot.
went or reallottnent during the next fiscal year,

Recommendation addressed to : DIIEW/USOE and the U.S. Congress,
'9. Recommendation.: That the determination of "substantial financial need"

be Mt to the discretion of the States, with the approval of the U,S.. Comtnis
stoner, in preference to efforta to establish any national norm.

Recommendation addressed to t Office of Student Assistance, State Student
inventive Grant Program Unit.

10, Pecotantendattow That reporting requirements by State agencies be limited
to an annual summary of demographic data on State Student Incentive Grant'
roctidents, rather than any requirement for ineividttal listings of recipient data,
oweret', such individual accounting should he available from the State ageney

for audit Mimeses,
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Recommendation addressed to: Office of Student Assistance, State Student
Incentive Grant Program Unit,

11. Recommendation: .That agreement for state participation in NIG be
entered into on a continuing basis rather than an annual basis,

Recommendation addressed to Office of Student Assistance, State *Went
Incentive Grant Program Unit.

oAM PUSDAsED SEA PicoGRA St s

12, Recommendation: 'That the present Regional panel review process should
be discontinued and replaced by a broadly representative State review process,
with recommendations for institutional funding transmitted from the State
review panel to the appropriate Regional Office of Education, The State review
process should be conducted either-- -

(1) under the auspices of the Regional Office of Education, with broad
representation from State agencies, postsecondary educational institutions
and other appropriate groups or persons ; or

(2) under the auspices of a State agency, where such an agency is desig-
nated by a Governor to perform this function, with broad representation
from state agencies, postsecondary institutions, and other appropriate groups
or persons.

Recommendations addressed to ; Office of Student Assistance, Division of
Student Support and. Special Programs,

18, Recommendations That action be taken to permit a State to file a single
application for support under cantpus.based programs on behalf of all postsec-
ondary institutions In the State.

Recommendation addressed to ; Office of Student Assistance, Division of Stu-
dent Support and Special Programs,

14, Recommendation: That action be taken to give appropriate State agencies a
"Vendor Code Number" and to provide those agencies With copies of grant awards
made to all institutions in that State. Such agencies.should also receive regular
reports supplied to the MS, Congress.

Recommendation addressed to; Office Student Assistance, /3vision of
Student Support and Special Programs.

15, neconononda flow That the tri-partite application should be simplified and
clarified so as to collect only data directly related to the request for rederal funds.
Data already available from other sources should not be included.

Recommendation addressed to: Office of Student Assistance, Division of Student
Support and Special Programs,

GUARANTEED STUDENT WAN rttoORANt

10, Remnant-Mallon That sufficient personnel and resources be provided to
citable it tetmlay turnaround in the procesAing of Guaranteed Student Loan Ap-
plications,

iteeonunendation mldressed to: DHEW/t/SOE/DCM/Office of Guaranteed
Student Loftus,

11, lecoommendationt That 1,18010 and any other necessary agency take inane
diate action to exclude the Guaranteed Student Lott program from the prat
sions of OMI3 Circular A-40, as Revised, in order to permit th6 State Governments
to make such twits end the Federal Government to insure them.

Reeommendatiott addressed to: MOE/DOM/Office of Guaranteed Student
Loans and 'to the Office of Management and Budget,'

TAM VOCE REPORT

18, Reonntmendatim; That the spirit of Federal.State-Institntional partnership
recommended by the Task Pone on Management of Student Assistance Programs,
and the coordinated strategy for implementation suggested by the Report, is
strongly endorsed for implementation as soon as possible.

Iteemninendation addressed to: CSOE/U,S, Commissioner of Education/Bureau
of Postsecondary Education, Office of Student Assistance.

nevommoutation: That action betaken to expedite the clearance processes
within the Office of Education and the Department of HEW in order to permit the
Office of Student Assistance to carry out the coordinated strategies outlined by the
Pak Puree on Management of Student Assistance,

Recommendation addressed to : DIIIIIVOUS010llureau of Postsecondary
Education.
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SECTION 1202 STATE. COMMISSIONS

20. Reoommetulation: That the Federal Government stand by its announced
policy to leave the implementation of the "broadly and equitably, representative"
requirements to the discretion ofAhe Governors, baSed on all applicable Federal
laws including the provisions of Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and Title
IX of the Education Amendments of 1972, as well as the provisions of Section 1202
of the Higher Education Act, as amended.

Recommendation addressed to DHEW/USOE/Office of Student. Assistance
State planning Commissions Program Unit,

21. Recommendation: A majority of the States have agencies that can plan
and coordinate Federal; State and Institutional student assistance programs to
maximize educational opportunity for all of their citizens. Those States which
'do not have this capability should move to establish it as soon as possible, since
an effective Federal-State-Institutional partnership will reauire.that all States
have an organization capable of effective planning and coordination in the stip
dent assistance field, Federal planning funds provided under Section 1203 of the
Higher Education Act may be helpful to the States, but the basic support for
the development of this eapability will have to come from the States themselves.

RecomMendation addressed to Office of Student Assistance State Planning
Commissions Program Unit.

GENERAL RECOMMENDATIONS

22. Recommendation: That action be taken to bring about the creation of a
common application package which students can use to apply for Federal, State,
institutional and other forms of student assistance, including financiatinfortna-
tion necessary to perform various need analysis calculations in accordance with
program requirements, and that these actions be accomplished as A0011 as pos-
sible.

Recommendation addressed tot Office of Student Assistance, State agencies,
NASFAA, ete,, and to the U.S. Congress.

28. Recommendation: That action be taken to permit the Office of. Student
Assistance to develop common terms and. definitions, including definitions of
educational cost elements, and to share these with the States ; but that these.
efforts should not imply support' for development of normative cost formulae
for determining student aid components.

Recommendation addressed to; DTIEW/US0111 and the U.S. Congress.
24, Recommendation: That the Office of Student Assistance, its constituent

Divisions, Program Units and Regional Offices be provided with sufficient addi-
tional personnel and resources to ensure adequate adininistration, analysis and
reporting, institutional guidance, and adequate program review in student as-
sistance programs.

Recommendation addressed ti): DHEW/USOE/Deputy Commissioner for
Management,

26. Recommendation: That 'Aden' and State agencies reCognise the shared
responsibility for providing adequate and appropriate funding for adininistra
tive functions performed by both State agencies and postsecondary institutions.

Recommendation addressed to DHEW/US011, State Legislatures and to the
U.S. Congress,

20, Recommendation: That the States meek to maximise public awareness of
student assistance programs and that Federal and State efforts in the disseini
nation of such information be better coordinated.

Recommendation addressed to : Office of Student Assistance and State
agencies.

27. Reatonmeadationt That actions be taken to provide the opportunity for a
single State agency to conduct the training for Basic grant and other programs
within the particular State,

Recommendation addressed to : Office of Student Assistance.
28, Recommendation; That a data information system, capable of being up

dated on a regular basis, be developed to provide information on student financial
needs and resources on an aggregate stateby-state basis:

Recommendation addressed to Office of Student Assistance and State
Legislatures,

20. Recomthettdationt That the Commissioner of Education be strongly coin,
mended for authorizing and supporting the efforts of this National Work Cons
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fume and that such efforts at improving the State-Federal Partnership in
student assistance continue with frequency.

Recommendation addressed to; U.S. Commissioner of Education,
Mr. O'llAnA. Thank you very much, Mr. Johnston.
Our next witness will be Mr. Joe Boyd from the Illinois State

Scholarship Commission.

STATEMENT OP JOSEPH D. BOYD, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, ILLINOIS
STATE SCHOLARSHIP COMMISSION

Mr, Born Mr. Chairman and members of the committee My name
is Joseph D. Boyd, executive director of the Illinois State Scholar-
ship Commission. I appreciate this opportunity to testify on State
scholarship/grant programs and to strongly encourage the inclusion
of the role of the States in any new comprehensive Federal legislation
on student aid. An expandea partnership between the Federal and
State Governments in the delivery of tax dollars to financially needy
postsecondary students should be one of the underlying purposes of
any revised title IV of the Higher Education Act. We must work to-
gether to overcome gross problems of coordination on the providing of
student aid to the students of this country:

Since 1909 I have surveyed each year what the States are doing in
comprehensive, undergraduate, need-based monetary award programs
as investments in the future of both the individual and society. My
latest survey, October 1973, has been shared with this committee, As
you will note, in 197344 there were 28 Statesrepresenting 77 .per-
cent approximately of the U.S. populationassisting 722,000 finan-
cially needy undergraduates with. approximately $375.3 million State
tax dollars.

Growth in State programs of monetary awards has been both dra-
matic and consistent as noted in the following history of the past 5
years;

GROWTH OF STATE SCHOLARSHIPS /GRANTS TO NEEDY STUDENTS SINCE 1968-69

Academic year

Awa
dollars

rd
Students

(Itilllions) assisted

1968-69
1969-70
1970-71

19721911-2-713

1973-74

$152.0
191,15
229, 3
262, 6
312, 3
375, 3

370,000
499,000
57904, ,000
6000
652,000
722,000

You will note in 5 years the State growth is up $223 million, or two
and a half times more dollars in 1978 -74 over 1908-09. In 1078-74 the
28 states provided more nonrepayable aid to students than the com-
bined award value of both the Federal SEOG and Basic Grant pro.
(trams.

The current State programs vary greatly in size: purpose., and years
in existence, Five States (New York, Pennsylvania, Illinois, Califor-
nia, and New Jersey) are investing 70 percent of the 1978-74 total dol-
lar figure of $375.8 million in students from their States, These same 5
states represent about 84 percent of theiT,S, population,
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It is my considered judgment that the State Student Incentive
Grant (SSIG) progratn will. not only motivate up to at least 14 new
State programs in 1974-75 that would not have existed otherwise, bnt

Lialso permit States with exng programs to more rapidly expand
their programs to meet the needs of their State residents, The $19 mil-
lion of SSIG funds for fiscal year 1975 creates a partnership of about
5 percent Federal /95 percent State funds in 1974-75.

Additional SSIG funds in future years, requiring additional dollars
of State funds, will mean every dollar of such Federal funds is at least
$2 of additional grant aid to needy students. A meaningful partnership
is to begin which has a most significant potential in the years ahead to
accomplish mutual goals of access and resoluble choice to the citizens of
this country in entering and completing their postsecondary plans,

State and Federal student aid monetary award programs must exist
to complement and not overlap or replace each other. Allow me to sug-
gest how this best can be accomplished.

The Federal program of bask grants is predominantly "access"
money targeted to low income and the disadvantaged to help permit
students to attend some college and not necessarily any college. Almost
all State prograins have been planned to provide both "access" and
"reasonable, choice" to the needy student. When State programs are of
sufficient total dollars or when certain State programs are made avail-
able only to higher cost schools ($37.8 million or about 10 percent of
the 1973-74 total State. monetary award dollars were programs of tui-
tion equalization at nonpublic institutions), need is determined on a
relative basis. Relative need means the financial strength of a given
fmnily or applicant is compared with the total cost of the institution
of the applicant's choice and if there is it difference, an award is made
as long as state funds are available,

Many State programs are, therefore, assisting thousands of families
who would not qualify for a basic grant. A parthership which provides
basic grants as predominantly "access" funds and State funds to pre-
dominantly provide "reasonable choice" is both clear in purpose and
allows each partner to play a significant role in what distinguishes the
United States from other countries of this world. Students of all ages
seeking additional education after high school should not have finan-
cial barriers keeping them from this opportunity and in addition this
country can also proclaim that a strong dual system of public and non-
public institutions is desirable by providing needy students a reason-
able choice among the institutions which can best serve his or her in-
terests and future plans,

To accomplish these mutual goals a huge probletn of coordination
mast be dealt with and solved. 1 strongly snpport the development of a
eomtnon student aid application and, in addition, believe authority
should be given to, States (those who can detnonstrate their ability to
accomplish same) the right to calculate and announce basic grant
entitlement to its State residents, Without coordination, almost $1
billion of basic grants and State awards in 1974-75 are simply not go-
ing to math fully or equitably all the persons for whom the hinds are
intended,

Timing of decisions is a vital necessity in good coordination, State
planning in stttdent financial itid becomes most diffiettlt until clear and
timely Federal student aid decisions are made and clearly comnituil
cated, Reasonable stability of federal student aid programs in inns.
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pose and funding levels is another vital ingredient iii the future
strength of any new Federal partnership with the States.

States can be a delivery agent for Federal student aid dollars. Cer-
tain coordination has already begun. This month in most States a list-
ing of all their basic grant applicants for 107445 awards will arrive
to permit a packaging of State and Federal funds, The basic grants
can become a "floor" upon which to build any additional needed and
available State aid.

Federal aid programs and funds for students enrolled in post-sec-
ondary education require a "delivery ag.ent" to implement such bene-
tits to the students for whom they are intended. As a working part-
nership, under a creative new federalism,. contracts of understanding
with specific authorities and responsibilities can and should be made
available to State scholarship agencies already staffed and experienced
in dealing with students applying for financial assistance,

The ultimate goal is to permit a student or his family to file"a
single application form and have a concise response as to what, if
any, Federal and State taxpayer educational benefits are his or hers
to use at the institution of their choice. For services rendered, each
state so paqicipating- should receive appropriate Federal funds for
administrative costs. Appropriate Federal audit functions would be
expected and. a sharing of data to compile meaningful national as
well as data systems should also be mandated,

The full development of our human resources should be our highest
priority of State and National concern. Significant well-funded and
coordinated student aid programs give evidence of this priority and
concern.

1, to will be pleased to answer any questions.
Mr. O'HARA. Thank you, Mr. Boyd,
We will now hear irom Mr. Richard Millard, Director of Higher

Education Services of the Education Commission of the States. Mr.
Millard.

STATEMENT OP RICHARD MILLARD, DIRECTOR, HIGHER EDUCA-
TION SERVICES, EDUCATION COMMISSION OP THE STATES

Mr, Mariam Thank youNr. Chairman.
Mr. Chairman and honorable members of the coinmittee My name

is Richard Millard, director, Higher Education Services, Education
Commission of the States. I very much appreciate the opportunity of
appearing before the Special Subeommittee on Education hi connec-
tion with its. consideration of title IV on student assistance.

The concern of the States, including the higher education executive
officers as expressed through. the Education Ciimmission of the States,
with the development of an adequate and effective student assistance
program utilizing Federal, State and institutional resources Consid-
erably antedates the Education Amendments of 197Q. In the fall of
1069 the commission established a task force on student assistance,
elmired by the then-Governor of Nebraska, Hon, Norbert T. Tieniann
and including in its membership 'a cross-sectional representation of
the higher educational and political communities and persons knowl-
edgeable and concerned with student assistance at.State, institutional,
and Federal levels.
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The report of the task force, Postsecondary Educational Opportu-
nity ; A Federal-State-Institutional Partnership, was completed in
February 1971, and adopted by the steering committee of the Educa-
tion Commission of the States as commission policy.

The central conclusion or theme of the task force report was
rtom the standpoint 'of public policy the prime need is for a real Federal-

State-institutional partnership in making' equality of educational opportunity
more of a reality in this country. Such institutional -State-rederal partnership
in complementation of efforts alone can assure substantial progress in meeting
the needs of students combined with reasonable, efficient, and effective alloca-
tion of existing and future aid resources.

The report went on to urge that in the 'operation of the partnership,
"A comprehensive program of student assistance, including oppor-
tunity grants: work -study loans, and self-help from students and par-
ents, is essential." It urged the gtates to continue to develop their own
comprehensive programs available to students in all types of ost-
secondary institutions excluding only those where funding would
violate State constitutions or theTederal Constitution. It argued that
the Federal role should be reinforcement and equalization of oppor-
tunity among States and in cooperation with the States help close the
remaining student assistance gaps.

It is our belief that this task force report has had some impact on
the States and on the Federal .Government. Both through the Educa-
tion Commission of the States and with the assistance of the National
Association of State Scholarship programs, the State higher education
executive officers and others, the report was widely circulated to key
State and Federal legislators and officials. At least the concepts the
report. expressed coincided with State and Federal concerns.

Dr. Joseph Boyd in his testimony has documented the growth in
State comprehensive need-based student assistance programs. Fund-
ing of these programs, without encouragement of the State student
incentive grant program, has increased over $106 million since 1970-71.
If one adds in partially need-based tuition equalization grants, the in-
crease is closer to $129 million, or a total in. 1978.44 in excess of $887
million.

Prior to announcement of the State student incentive grant fund-
ing, 85 States had authorized programs of some form of student aid
although some of these States had not yet funded the programs. The
overwhelming evidence of the States' readiness for such a partnership,
of course, lies in the number of States that have responded to the
State student incentive grant program, as reported in Mr. Richard
Johnston's testimony.

On the Federal level the task force report may have had at least
some impact on inclusion within the Education Amendments of 1972
of the State student incentive grant program' and reinforcement of
the basic educational opportunity grants along with subsequent efforts
to obtain funding.

To some extent the task force report is past history, but I think
the principles involved are directly germane to today and to the work
of this committee. While important steps have been taken, we are still
a considerable distance from the State-Federal-institutional partner
ship the report envisaged. Dr, Boyd has rightly insisted that State
and Federal student aid monetary awards should exist to complement
each other and not overlap or replace each other. Currently, even with

f4) i)
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some improvements, the situation would still have to be described
as chaotic.

'Given present Federal student aid programs, the States should use
their resources to reinforce and supplement Federal funds. This curs
rently is impoisible since neither the information., the funding pat-
terns, nor the operational liaison exist which permit the States in any
systematic way to carry out such reinforcemeht. Federal' programs
have been so fragmented that it is impossible even to plan effectively
at the State level for such supplementary efforts,. let alone merge
State resources with Federal resources in meeting the needs of
students.

It is thus essential, as an important current Mee of Education
task force reportreferred to earlierproposes, that there be effec-
tive coordination of student aid programs at the State level, Such
coordination should involve correlation of information and delivery
mechanisms in relation to State and Federal programs,, such as the
basic educational opportunity grants but should also include cor-
relation with information from institutions about federally funded
institutional programs.

It is crucial that assessment of student needs on the State level takes
place. It can be effectively argued that only on the State level can
realistic and undistorted assessment of student needs occur, Institu-
tional assessment can only relate to students who apply to or are
accepted at such institutioni. State assessment can assure reasonable
balance including; assessment of needs of potential students who be.
cause of extent of need or other factors.fail to apply or be accepted at
particular institutions.

This is not to' argue that Federal funds for institutional Programs
should pass through, be distributed or even be appFoved by the States.
It is, however, to recognize that comprehensive information. on the
State level is essential to effective coordination and complementation
of State, Federal, and institutional programs.

The' State Student Incentive Grant program 'is clearly critical to
effective coordination both from the standpoint of further encourage
ing States with incipient programs or no p.rograms to develop them
and from the standpoint of strengthening existing programs and opera
ations. But, in addition, if the States are to assume a major role in
coordination of student aid programs, including collection of infor-
mation and coordination in delivery, this will mean additional expense,
and we strongly suggest at least the desirability in encouraging such
coordination of the Federal Government sharing in the information,
collection, and administrative costs of States as well as the present
type of institutions.

Another essential factor in effective coordination of programs, as
both Mr, Johnston and Dr. Boyd have urged, is the development of
a common student application form that could be used by Federal,
States, and institutional programs and progress is being mad in this
direction. In addition, approximation of or movement war a com-
mon needs analypis or at least identification and explicit an iris of
common factors in varying needs analyses would be highly desirable,

At least two other areas in which the State-Federal-institutional
partnership could be strengthened should be mentioned and these may
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well require specific legislation. One is in connection with the guar-
anteed loan .program. In the past the Federal Government has been

ischizophrenic in regard to whether gintranteed loan programs opera-
tionally, should be State based or federally based, As you are well
aware, in about half of the States the programs are State based. In
the other States they are not,

The incentives to date have not favored State programs. This should
be corrected. This committee and Congress have already taken action
to drop the needs analysis for some middle-income funnies. This is
a major step forward. In addition, we would strongly suggest that
the law be modified to allow for varying types of loans on the State
level, including, State income contingency loan repayment schedules.

Finally, one important recommendation in the Education Commis-
sion of the States Task Force report that is still worthy of considera-
tion is the development in connection with institutions and the Federal
Government of effective State work-study programs. A few States
have their own work-study programs, but only a very few.

The task force report argued :
States and, institutions should be encouraged to expand * * * work-study pro-

gram opportunities so that, whenever possible, students may choose work rather
than loans as central to the student's self-help portion of the student aid pro-
gram * * * . Self-help through work on a limited basis, if properly planned, can
have important educational as well as monetary value, can help students in
career choices, and can provide reliable experience in areas related to future
careers.

We would urge continuation and expansion of the current inotitu-
.tionally based work-study program, but we would also urge provisions
of encouragement to the States in cooperation with institutions to de-
velop State work-study programs with adequate planning for work
experience as well. This may well require effective planning to insure

ithat appropriate jobs and not makeshift jobs are, in fact, available.
Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, the opportunity for

developing an effective Federal-State-institutional partnership that
will come close to the national goal of providing access and choice to
all students who desire and are capable of benefiting from it has never
been greater. The various components of existing student aid pro-
grams, if effectively coordinated and funded, can make this a reality,
The States have given every indication of willingness to cooperate. We
would suggest to the committee that such effective coordination should
become the next major order of business in student assistance. Thank
you,

Mr, O'llAttA. Thank you very much.
Our next witness will be Mr. Robert Sather, who is director of

student financial aid at the University of Wisconsin,

STATEMENT 01P ROBERT SATHER, DIRECTOR OF STUDENT
PINANOILti AID, UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN

Mr. SA 'BIM, I will submit my written remarks and offer ft summary.
Mr, Without objection, your complete statement will be

placed in the record,
rStatement follows t1

1'
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PREPARED STATEMENT or ROBERT SATHER, Dxazoroa or STUDENT PINANCIAL AID,
UNIVERSITY OY WISCONSIN

PREFACE

The product of higher education is a great resource for all society, Higher
education is a prime determinant for the quality of life in our country, Individ-
uals are helped to develop their abilities and trained to realize their full poten-
tials. The individuals in turn utilize this increased capability to both strengthen
and develop new assets for our state, our naton and the world at large. There-
fore, we must recognize higher education as a vital national asset,

To sustain the progress we have made, society must continue to fulfill its
responsibility to provide opportunities for higher education, The government
must maintain and even increase its support of higher education so that every
qualified and interested individual has the opportunity to pursue higher
education.

And yet there are some who would seek to penalize individuals for the experi-
ence and opportunity they gain from higher education, They would seek to do
this by holding the students directly responsible for paying the costs of their
education, either through immediate payment or the assumption of long-term
debts, To do so would be to obviate higher educational opmtunities for many
individuals. it should be noted that students today are Paying an increasing
en;re of the instructional costs as well as incurring considerable financial sacri-
fice b i through foregone income and the contribution they make to their living
cost:- tad instructional-related expenses,

past twenty years have witnessed the greatest surge in higher education
en,,,,ment in the history of our nation. During these two decades the State of
Wisconsin, in common with most other states, has met the challenge for facilities
and instruction to a degree that would have been believed impossible at the time
the great demand began.. Most of the physical plant expansion has been com-
pleted. Except for the replacement of antiquated facilities and a few isolated
expansion programs, the next twenty years should see the diminution of build-
ing activity to a point comparable with the period prior to World War II, Enroll-
ments have leveled and, in fact, there is even a prediction of some slight decrease
in the total higher education population within the next detade, The'stabiliza-
tion or decrease should enable us to cease extraordinary increases in funding
and place us in a position of maintaining the present level with a full recogni-
tion for increases due to inflation,

It is ironical, then, that at this point in timewhen we have just concluded
a period characterized by maximum funding for 'Mb& higher education for the
largest number of students ever to be enrolled in the population and paid for
by taxpayers representing the smallest proportion of the total populationwe
find it necessary to change our whole concept of financing higher education in
order to meet contemporary needs. This fact becomes more significant on recog-
nition that we move into a period with a larger proportion of working popida-
tion and more taxpayers, while the decreasing birthrates and changes in emphasis
on higher education have brought about a much smaller proportion of the popu-
lation in the traditional higher education age brackets,

PACTORS TO CONSIDEa

During the present time of financial accountability, any change in or replace-
ment of the system of financing public; higher education at the federal or state
level must consider several points; (1) to enable all qualified individuals to
pantie a post-secondary education ; (2) to examine economical methods of financ-
ing post-secondary education; (8) to encompass the most efficient utilization of
resources ; (4) to relieve individuals of substantial future debt; (5) to weigh
the age of majority implications,

Currently there are numerous projected Model plans available to finance
higher education. However, each plan studied by this committee had not allowed
for or considered all of the above listed points of concern, The writers of several
model plans tended to portray their vested interests toward the advantages of
special interest groups without analyzing the total current or future nunlike-
Hong in adopting such a course or plan of action,
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vitAaox

The charge to this committee by Chancellor Leonard Him's and Dr. Wilmer
l'autz, Chairman of the Fadulty Senate, was to study six areas of concern and
make recommendations relative to those concerns. The areas considered by this
task force were:

I. To examine the position of the American Association of 'State Colleges and
Universities on recent proposals for financing higher education.

IL To review the recent Department of Administration's proposal involving
the development of a new loan program to replace present state financial aid
programs.

III. To consider the implications of the 18 year age-of majority rule in financ-
ing post-secondary education.

IV. To make recommendations relative to the needs for financial aids to stu-
dents in terms of breadth of financial help.

V. To consider alternatives to meet the rising costs of higher education;
VI. To provide suggestions for new sources of revenue for further develop-

ment due to increasing needs and rising costs.

AMERICANS ASSOCIATION OE STATE COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES POSITION

The Ad Hoe Committee on Financing Higher Education supports the basic
concept. Of the American Association of State Colleges and Universities Posi-
tion on financing higher education as stated in the following resolutionpassed on
November 7, 1973:

Whereas. the American Association of State. Colleges and Universities believes
that the American syStem of low-tuition public education is a priceless national
resource, and

Whereas millions of middle-income and lower-income American families have
benefited and continue to benefit, from low tuition, their college education have
ing equipped them for better service to the entire nation, as more productive
and useful members of society, and

Whereas the effect of the substantial tuition increases recommended by several
nationally-circulatedreports Would be to bar many deserving and qualified young
people from higher education, or to force them to take out expensive loans and
begin their adult .11fe with large, long-term debts, and

Whereas student aid ig not and cannot be a substitute for low tuition, but
rather is an essential supplement to insure that no qualified student is denied
opportunity because of lack of funds, and

Whereas Federal and state student aid programs are stibject to the annually
shifting political and economic priorities of governments and private lenders
ani are .undependable means to aid low and middle income students,' and

Whereas lbw tuition is a long-term guarantee of. odutatioil opportunity, and
Wbereas direct institutional aid at the Federal and state levels is essential

to maintain lower tuition and at the same time to provide resources necessary
for teaching, research, and public service,

sow, therefore, he. it resolved,. That the American Association of State Col-leges and Universities firmly supports the entry-long concept and practice oflow tuition in public higher education.

DEPARTMENT OP ADMINISTRATION AND elliElt PROPOSALS

The task force analysed the positive and negtive :meets of the WisconsinGuaranteed Higher education PlanWM/EP, It also considered the WisconsinHigher Education Opportunity PlanWHEOP (Ilansen-Weisbrod Study) 1 theThackreY Paper; The Brookings Institution Study; and The Carnegie Commis-NM Study. (See Appendix I,)

AGE OP MAJORITY

It Is the belief of the commission that the problems associated with changesin the age of majority must not be allowed to vitiate the availability of oppor-tunities for higher education, The intention: of the changes in definition of age
of majority have been to recognise maturity. and level of develOpment of young
men and women, These changes must not now be interpreted in such a way asto diminish opportunities for further individual development through highereducation,

3 ',.;*
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The impact of, the new age of majority on the financing of higher education
Is as yet, uncertain. To date no Wisconsin or Federal court has been faced with
the issues as they affect the university. Thus, we can only speculate as to what
may happen. .

The issue is by no means a' moot one at the moment. We are currently cone
fronted with at least two possible substantial implications of eighteen-year-old
adult-hood (I.) The effects on parental income as a determinant of student
financial need ; and (2.) possible losses in income from out-of-state tuition as a
result of the issue's effect on current residency requirements,

Does the state have the right to structure a student's financial aid package
along lines consistent with parental income? Federal courts have ruled that an
individual cannot be denied food stamps on the grounds that his or her parents'
income exceeds the maximum limit established by the federal government. This
decision might well foreshadow things to come. Thus if it is determined that a
parent's income cannot be used in the determination of financial need we are
almost.. certainly going to see an increased demand for existing financial aid

Prior to eighteen-year-old majority there was little problem with residency
requirements. Most out-of-state students attending Wisconsin colleges and uni-
versities were unable to qualify as residents of Wisconsin due to their legal
infancy. However, now that the vast majority of out-of-state students are adults
we must ask whether the state has the right to deny them Wisconsin citizenship
and resident tuition rates. It should be noted that University of Wisconsin-Ea
Claire has 487 nonresident students, paying over $450,000 more than the resident
tuition.

To attempt to second guess precisely what the courts will decide in regard to
these issues is risky at best. At the same time, it seems likely that new questions
will arise from time to time. It may well be that the courts will find nothing wrong
with our present residency requirements or financial aids policies. However, we
must keep in mind that we are also dealing with the public and the legislature.
Both groups are taking a hard look at the new age of majority and their decisions
may have as much impact as those of the courts.

PRESENT AND POTENTIAL. SOURCES Or FUNDING

The Ad Hoc Committee on Financing Higher Education has studied the present
sources of funding as well as the potential sources of future funding. The sources
of present funding are reflected in Appendix II. The potential future sources of
funding are listed below and detailed in Appendices III and IV.

A. Use present sources.
B. Increase level of state funding.
C. Changes in the tax structure.
D. Increase the level of private and fekral funding,
B. Increase efficiency of use of present resources.

PROPOSED WISCONSIN HIGHER EDUCATION PLAN

The Ad Hoe Committee on Financing Higher Mention recommends that the
proposal written by. Robert Sather be considered and endorsed by the Faculty
Senate as an alternate method to provide financial aid to students in higher educa-
tion in Wisconsin. (See Appendix V.)

APPENDIX I

WISCONSIN GUARANTEED 1110111di EDUCATION PLAN (WOHEP)

PoRitive
(Features)

1. NO tuition increase.
2. 'Removes parental contribution in determining need for financial assistance,
8, Advances from the State directly to students to attend institutions of their

choice.
4. Provides a repayment plan based on the student@' income after completion of

the program,
5, Provides a State interest subsidy program based on income,
6. Provides full animation of the federal student aid structure.

Eliminates the fear of the poor and disadvantaged students that money
borrowed must be repaid regardless of their income.

360
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(Outline)

1, Students would receive up to a maximum amount for living costs and tuition
at schools of their choice.

2. Financial need could be based on either a) Family financial status or b)
EMancipated student finandstutus.

8. Student would sign. 2 notes ; a) Federal loan note agreeing to repay in
10 years; b) State loan agreement in which the State would repay the Federal
note if the student' agrees to repay State on an income contingency basis for up to
25 years or until note is repaid.

4. Notes would be guaranteed 100% by Wisconsin Higher Education Corpora-
tion,

5. No interest payment while in school and either market rate or 7%, depending
on income after leaving school. Federal government pays 7% while student is in
school.

6. Students' principal repayment and interest would be contingent on actual
earnings after leaving school (low income=low repayment ; higher income=
higher repayment.)

7. Present loon limits are $2,500 per year, maximum $10,000, repayment in
10 years, WOHEP -you'd exceed these loan limits and give up to 25 years for
repayment.

8. The present private loan program could continue with W6HEP repaying the
loan within 10 years, but allowing the student 25 years.
Negative

( Fee tu res)

1. While it's true that the WOHEP plan would not foster a tuition increase,
this is not to say one wouldn't occur.

2. Parents' would no longer be able to claim students over 18 as deductions
even though they may still pay expenses at least in part.

3. Since repayment schedule is based only on income, conceivably many stt
dents would repay little or nothing,

4. Where do funds for state interest subsidy come from?
5. Plan presumes continuation of present Federal aid structure even though

this has considerably decreased in recent past,
O. The plan may encourage the incurring of debts without obligation to. repay.

(Outline)
1. With the plan both tuition and living costs;' could continue to skyrocket,
2. What will costs be for extending repayment schedule from present 10 years

to 25 years?
3, low much additional cost would there be in guaranteeing loans and making

good on those defaulted?
4. How much additional will it cost the State to keep up interest payments both

while student is in school and for up to 25 years thereafter?
5. students' could conceivably receive a free ride to 4 years college while other

students and taxpayers made,up the difference and interest.
6, WGHEP could conceivably loan $10,000 or more a year plus interest.
T. There would be increased debt to taxpayers for payments during 10 years

plus spreading repayment over additional 15 years.
8, All existing State grants and scholarships would be, phased out.

Funds for financing programs would not come from GPR but possibly from
State Itetureinent Funds,

10, The program while conceivably helping time student Meet his present nettle,
seems to encourage him to assume a debt of considerable magnitude which he
would carry and be forced to meet for up to 25 years. The effect this debt would
have on additional borrowing (ear, business, home loans, etc.) seems not to have
been considered.

Positive
1. Would replace present grants to public institutions with grants directly to

students, This would a) offset the limited financial resources of lower income
students amid, b) allow them' to use the money to enroll in either public or pd
rate schools,

WISCONSIN nionm tOtJCATION OPPOUTUNITY PLAN

( IIansen-Weisbrod Study)



. 2. About 35% of the families would gain under their proposal ; 20% would
neither gain nor lose.

8. Adoption of the proposal, say the authors, would save the State $28. -$32
million dollar's. This might be used to 1) lower taxes ; 2) provide a funding source
for other"programs ; 3) provide additional grants.
'Negative

1. This would make all students pay the full cost of their education, costs
which may be expected to keep rising,

2. The proposal admittedly* discriminates against middle and upper income
students, even though they pay taxes too. The program would, therefore, con-
stitute a form similar to double taxation.

3. Based on their own figures, 45% of the population would have to pay (at
present) between $500-$950 additional per year to educate their children.

4. The premise upon which their proposal IS based is the assumption that the
primary beneficiary of college education is not society, but the individual.

5. Admittedly, this program would put public and private institutions into
competition with each other. for students' dollars.

MACKAY PAPER

1. Thaekrey believes we need to move rapidly to lower instructional charges
for undergraduate edudation, (both tuition costs and that of construction and
maintenanee of facilities for instruction.)

2. He believes special aid to the economically disadvantaged should be eon-
tinned. (Grants, scholarships, lowinterest loans, employment opportunities,)

He answers three major objections to these plans ;
1. The "Afford to Pay" argument ;
2. The "Free Market" argument ;
8. The "Fair Competition" argument.

THE stwomas INSTITUTION. STUDY

This is a summary of a study which looked at the 1974 Federal Budget. It sees
threepossible ways of budget reform

1. Cut domestic spending,
2. Cut defense spending.
3. Tax reform.
Only the first seems likely.
The authors see the present Basic Grant system as having built-in funding

problems which gives less help than it should. An alternative plan, similar to
Basic Grant, would stipulate that those students from families with income^
muter $11,100 (National median itt?oine) would get assistance; those abort
would get nothing.

THE eARNEOIS COMMISSION REPORT

The Commission proposes that the Federal Government enlarge its share of
the sttu.y paid to higher education, It also recommends a "temporary" reduction
of the comparative charge of money from private individuals relative to that
from public funding be undertaken to make possible more attendance by students
from lower !mottle families,

The report recommends untied aid by. local governments to private schools
as means of decreasing the gap between public and private schools, It suggests
sharing the total emits to governments for higher education 5040 between Fed-
end and State. (At present, State 57,5Federal 42,5)

Tney favor more direct aid to students rather than to institutions with lower
income students the chief beneficiaries, Tuition costs should vary .with
lower for FreshmanSophomore; higher for JuniorSenior and Graduate,

They also recommend that public school tuition costs be allowed to rise to
lift that of private Schools (to narrow the social gap) but not without increas
ing grants for lower income students to still attend.

The panel makes 13 specific recommendations (see Benoit pp, 4-5).
1.111.1011.110

An answer to the Carnegie report was Written by Allen Costar, Excseutive
Director, American Association of State Colleges and Universities to New York
Times, 7/20/78.

.43 JgJ
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He points out the Commission's recommendation of higher tuition for
middle income. fmilies would not guarantee more access to lower income Btu-
des +s and would, in fact, probably force more students into debt, if not denying
them an education.

I. SOURCES OF PRESENT FUNDING

APPENDIX II

UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN SYSTEM, 1973-74

UN -EC
amount

Percent
of total

University
cluster
amount

University
Percent system
of total amount

Percent
of total

1. Government funds:
State appropriation

782, 2"
55 $113, 844,622 57 $283, 777,905 50

grants 1, 677, 959 7 13,.166,494 7 94, 673.900 17

Subtotal 14, 460,254 62 127,011,016 64 378,451,805 672. Gifts, grants, endowment Inclusive 60,594 619,318 16,324,522 33. Student fees;
(a) Academic tuition 3, 963, 662 17 33,018,512 17 71,560,600 124. Operational and auxiliary 1 5;001, 836 21 138,440,4ç3 19 1 102,253,590 18

Grand total 23, 486,346 100 199,089,358 100 568.590417 100

1 Segregated fee income included.

Source: "University of Wisconsin System 1973-74 Budget,"

Arm= III
VOTPINTIAL SOURCEs ()V puruax FUNDING

A. Use present sources,
B. Increase level of state funding.
1, Attempt to increase, though increased public relations efforts, the public

support for increased state funds in higher education, Such funds could be put
into decreasing tuition, increasing work study programs, and grants.

2. The university and the state have endorsed the "Wisconsin Idea" in principle.
In order to achieve full implementation of this principle, it will be necessary
that the state provide funds in addition to those funds required for local pro-
grams now in existence,

C. Changes in the tax structure.
1. Through tax legislation, expand incentives for individuals, businesses, and

others to donate funds to universities.
2. Attempt to alter the present income tax laws to allow a percentage of any

donations to a state fun agency to be used as a tax credit.
8. Attempt to alter the present income tax laws so that individual expenditures

for educational expenses be excluded from taxable income (see app. IV).
D. Increase the level of private and federal funding.
1. Attempt to increase the amount of support from individuals, businesses, and

others by actively seeking gifts, bequests, and grants from such sources. Emphasis
should be placed on seeking requests.

2, Increase efforts, as individual faculty members and as a university com-
munity, to find new and innovative methods of teaching courses within given
disciplines so that additional private or federal funds might become available.

8. Expand efforts to receive private anu federal funding for departmental
research,

E. Increase efficiency of use of present sources.
1, During periods when university facilities are not being used to capacity,

attempt to encourage use of these facilities through cooperative efforts with the
community. This could include institutes, workshops, and conventions,

2. Increase efforts, as individual faculty members and as a university com-
munity, to find new and innovative methods of teaching, management of teach.
ing, and university management with the intent of improving efficiency without
losing effectiveness,
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APPENDIX IV

INCOME 'MX DEDUOTIONR NOR FINANCING HIGHER EDUCATION.

Recent lowering of the age of majority in various states has provided for inde-
pendence at age ,18, 'These changes have cast in limbo the legality of use of
parental income as a means of defining needs of the college student for financial
assistance. This condition, together with fiscal exigencies of the states, has
prompted proposals for revision of the method of financing higher education to-
ward having the students bear the full cost of their education and finance it by
means of loans. Meanwhile, the only financial incentive for parental support
of the student is the standard income tax deduction to age 24.

Loans, while serving well to provide for a small.portion of the total cost of the
student's higher education, involve an increase, in comparison with direct sup-
port, in the cost of higher education either for the loan insurer or the individual.
The recently suggested long-term loans with duration of up to 25 years entail
doubling the cost of higher education for every eleven years of loan duration at
the current rate of nine percent interest. If the loan is carried the entire 25 years
without payment, the total cost to the insurer, who may ultimately pay the cost,
is two-and-one-half times the original cost. Of course, the taxpayer, in ale case
of loans not paid by the individual, will pay the cost. Individuals who pay of the
loans within ten years will be paying as much as twice the original cost of their
education. .

If it is recognized that an educated people is a national resource, then it is
clearly appropriate that financing of higher education is a necessary and appro-
priate responsibility of government. In the present technological age, maximal
education of the people is a major national resource, Education is a prime requi-
site for maintenance and development of technology as well as for the develop-
ment of knowledge and 'the decision-Making talent, which is necessary for direc-
tion of technology to maximum benefit of the people and the nation, This im-
portance of education in the technological. age 13 equivalent to the importance of
land as a natural resource in the agricultural period and to the importance of
labor during the rise of industry.

Independent of its economic values as a national resource, education is a sig-
nificant ingredient of the quality of life of the people. It ranks with health, the
organized church, and welfare programs in its importance as a determinant of
the quality of life of the nation. This value of education cannot be wholly judged
in terms of economic value.

Recognition of the resource and quality of life values of education obviates
relevance of questions that have been raised regarding who benefits from higher
education and the attempts to decide the question of who. should pay for higher
education in accord with the answer to the question of who benefits. Access to
public health benefits, the tax advantages of the organized church, the airports
and railroads, and public welfare are not conditioned. on who benefits, Neither is
access to these benefits conditioned on who pays. Their access is based on need
and their Provii;ion by government is conditioned on their importance to the
well-being of the people and their commerce.

On these grounds, it is proposed that individual expenditures for educational
expenses be excluded from taxable income for the purposeof determining the fed-
eral income tax. All direct educational expenditures should be acceptable deduc-
tions trom taxable income according to these specifications; (1) txpenditures
paid directly to the university or college: (2) accounted for in an expenditure
schedule, limited to the college or university, formally announced cost schedule;
(3) including allowance for necessary travel to and from home; (4) available
irrespective of age of the recipient of the benefits of the expenditure ; and (5)
available to whoever makes the payment, the.student for himself, parent, relative,
or other beqefactor.

The key #4 dvantage of such a tax policy would be to define conditions of par-
ental support independently of the age of majority, yet it would remain Volun
tary on the part of both parent and the student. Also, the incentive for parents to
provide such support would increase With income, due to the progressive feature
Rt. Income tax rates. This would not be true of the free federal 400, unless the
loopholes, of which they take advantage, are enclosed by additional legislation,
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The major group which would benefit from these deductions is the middle income
group. It would constitute some relief for them from the major tax burden they
currently carry and at the same time, make it possible for those middle income
parents who Wish to do so to provide 'for education of their youngsters. Finally,
the proposed tax benefits would be equal for both private and public institutions
and it would eliminate the somewhat dubious distinctions between the contribu-
tions and payment of expenses by parents to private institutions.

Students who do not enjoy the support of parents or benefactors should be pro-
vided grants to cover the educational expenses in order that opportunities for
higher education would be available to all regardless of the availability of per-
sonal resources. It should be recognized that a considerable contribution of 'stu-
dents would still be made through income foregone during the period of the higher
educational career.

APPENDIX V

PROPOSED WISCONSIN HIGHER EDUCATION PLAN

Developed as a less expensive yet more comprehensive alternative to the pro-
posed HEAR State Guaranteed Education Plan, the proposed Wisconsin Higher
Education Plan (WHEP) is designed to provide equal access for Wisconsin citi-
zens to a- post-secondary education. WHEP maximizes financial opportunities
which currently exist by neatly complementing available federal resources with a
minimum contribution from the state.

The specific objectives of WHEP are fivefold : (1) to provide direct relief in
higher education costs to the middle income taxpayer ; (2) to reduce potential
student indebtedness through reduced costs (especially in the initial two years
where high attrition prevails) ; (3) to avoid any legal conflict with Wisconsin's
18-year-old age:of-majority law ; (4) to meet the special needs of minority and
disadvantaged students; and (5) to provide for efficient utilization of tax dollars,
cognizant of the increased competition for these limited resources.

The WHEP calls for the adoption of a comprehensive four part approach to aid
Wisconsin resident students with the financing of their post - secondary education,
It is recommended :

1. That resident students at the Frestiman and Sophomore levels not be charged
a fee for support of instructional costs.

2. That a state guaranteed loan program i* implemented to provide all stu-
dents with an assured market for educational loans. Loan notes would be Ware-
housed through secondary marketing to reduce the amount of state resources
needed to capitalize the program.

3. That grant assistance be available to minority and disadvantaged students
through continuance of current state programs which serve this purpose.

4. That student work assistance funds be made available for student employ-
ment and funded at the institutional level based upon a capitation formula.

A provision is built into the plan which accommodates the student who previ-
ously could not be assisted due to problems in demonstrating financial inde-
pendence. Another feature provides relief beyond the usual ten-year loan repay-
ment period for students experiencing hardship circumstances. Multiple borrowing
is prohibited by insuring that no student be subject to more than the minimum
repayment of the combined outstanding principal.

The total cost of the plan over a seven year period of 8520,003,137. This figure
is relatively small when compared with the cost estimates of $2,201,084,023
which are projected for the HEAR Wisconsin Guaranteed Higher Education
Plan. Adoption of the WEEP proposed herein would represent a cost saving
alternative for the state of over $1.7 billion While reducing potential student
indebtedness by close to $800 million.

With respect to its origin, a speelal significance is attached to this proposed
WHEP plan as it was inspired by the HEAD proposal and became a joint effort
by students, faculty, and tidthinistrators.

If initial reactions are a prelude to its overall acceptance, it may be worthy
of implementation.

' 4J
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PROPOSED WISCONSIN HIGHER EDUCATION PLAN (WHEP),

This proposed Wisconsin Higher. Education Plan is a student post-secondary
financial aid plan that embodies the principle that all state citizens, regardless
of the individual's financial position, will have an opportunity to a post-secondary
education. This comprehensive financial plan is designed to complement federal
resources with state resources in an approach to maximize financial opportunities
to students with a minimum state contribution.

Specific objectives of (WHEP) are :
1, To give direct relief to the middle class taxpayer who is being overtaxed

and unable to meet the cost of higher education..
2. To reduce potential student indebtedness through reduced student costs.
3. To reduce indebtedness to the freshmen and sophomore students who are

more vulnerable to failure in pursuit of post-secondary education programs.
4, To avoid conflict with the legal implications of the state's 18-year-old age-of-

majority.
5. To be realistic to the fact of increased competition for state tax dollars for

diverse needs.
6. To meet the special needs of minority and disadvantaged students.

WISCONSIN EDUCATION PLAN

It is proposed that the state concentrate its commitment to student financial
aid through four programs :

1. Free Tuition for freshmen and Sophomores;
2. Guaranteed State Loans;
3. Grants to Minority and Disadvantaged ; and
4. Student Work-Study Aid.

FREE FEE/TUITION FOR FRESHMEN AND SOPHOMORES

Earnest L. Boyer, Commissioner on the National Commission on Financing
Post-Secondary Education, a 1.5 million dollar national study completed Decem-
ber 1978, said ". . State and local support should be sufficient to make it pos-
sible for public institutions to provide two years of post-secondary education to
all qualified students at no cost to the stmient. . ."

Though the fee dirge to students attending the WSI System campuses repre-
sents only about 28% of the students' total educational costs, evidence suggests
( the 11W Center System Schools experiment of reduced fee charge) that reduced
fees literally opens the doors of an educational oportunity to many students who
would not have attended had there been a full fee charge. Further, the virtual
elimination of students' fee charges for instructional cost would be consistent
with current practices of the Vocational, Technical, and Adult Education System,
With adoptions of this policy, prospective students could select public institutions
of higher education based upon their freedom of choice rather than differing cost
factors.

Currently, the middle.incotne taxpayer is for the most part paying dispro-
portional share for government programs, but is seldom eligible as a benefactor.
The abolition of student fee charges would give direct relief to the middle-income
taxpayer whose dependent is enrolled in post-secondary education. Accordingly,
that family's contribution to the cost of higher education would be reduced equal
in an amount to the abolished fee amount charge. Similarly, the student who
must borrow would have reduced potential indebtedness.

THE POLLOWINO SCHEDULES IDENTIFY THE COST FOR ELIMINATING FEE CHAORES TO
STUDENTS PER CLASSIFICATION AND GROUP CLUSTER

Terms: The classification refers to the student's class, e.g., Freshman, Sopho-
more, Junior, Senior, and Graduate.

The Group Cluster refers to the three clusters : (1) Center System, (2) Uni-
versity Campuses, (3) Doctoral Campuses, The VW-System refers to all three
clusters.

Costs are estimated costs based upon enrolled resident students for the 197344
year : cost estimates are increased by 8% per annum per cost inflation esti-
mated. See Appendix A, Table 2.)
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1. FreshmanUniversity campuses and center system :
First year of biennium.. .
Second year of biennium

Total biennial cost

2, FreshmanUWsystem :

$8,
9,

802 766
506, 987

18, 309, 753
.4

First year of biennium 13, 170, 000
Second year of biennium

Total biennial cost.
14, 230, 080

27, 406, 080

3. Freshman and sophomoreUniversity campuses and center system :
First year of biennium 8, 802, 766
Second year of biennium*

Total biennial cost

14, 455, 429

03, 258,195

4. Freshman and SophomoreUW-system :
First year of biennium 113, 176, 000
Second year of biennium

Total biennial cost

23, 524,000

36, 700, 000
*Second year of biennium requires funding for both freshman and sophomore levels.

This is when the program becomes fully funded.

MINORITY AND DISADVANTAGED STUDENT AO

It is recognized that grant assistance is needed to assure a special opportunity
for minority and disadvantaged type students. The Wisconsin Talent Incentive
Grant Program and the Native American Grant Proigrams can be funded on an
equal matching basis by the federal government through State Incentive Grants
and Bureau of Indian Affairs 'Grants. The fiscal impact upon the state to con-
tinue these programs is very minimal, and these are worthy student aid pro-
grams. Accordingly, it is recommended that these programs continue,

STUDENT WORK -STUDY AID

Studies have indicated that many students though qualified to work are unable
to obtain part-time employment. Perhaps the greatest detriments to student
employment is students' commitment to an academic time schedule and lack of

The state could provide an optional student work plan to include one or a
combination of the following:

1. Increasing the state's matching share to the existing federal 'Work-Study
Program.

2, Fund the institutions with work assistance fun& based upon some equitable
formula with or without need as a criterion,

3. Develop a state student work-study program with or without need as a
criterion.

Perhaps Items 1 or 2 would seem most logical as it would not create a need
for an additional bureaucracy requiring additional reporting systems.

TIM LOAN PROGRAM

State legislation could provide for the creation of the state as a lender under
the federal Guaranteed Student Loan Program. The state would assume similar
lending authority and benefits as any other commercial lending institution that
currently participates as a lender under the federal . Guaranteed Student Loan
Program,

TM! LOAN tia0GiiAlt (LENDER'S PROMIONS)

1, The program already exists under federal law with funding available to
participants.

tate would be required to capitalize the loan program, (e,g from the
State Investment Board, bonding, etc.)

) I:
) t., e
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8, Secondary marketing of loan notes, i,e,, the authority of the state to *are
house student lain notes to "Sallie Mae," a profit corporation that provides cash
for loan notes, up to 80% of the face value would :

(a) Make available a source for recapitalizing the loan program without
significantly reducing the corpus of the lOan account. Thus more dollars would
be available for more students

lb) Reduce the amount of state resources needed to capitalize the PM:Tam
4, The principal amount lent to students would be guaranteed repaid to the

lender by the federal government. Insurance is pstrchased by the student and
discounted from the borrowed amount, The guaranteed provision assures the
lender of reclaiming the principal amount borrowed in cases of default, death,
or permanent disability,

5, The federal 'government would pay to the lender interest on behalf of the
student while the student was enrolled with a credit work load of onehalf
time or greater. Interest subsidy would continue up to 9 'months after gradua'
Lion or departure from the institution. After the 9'month grace period, the
student would repay the loan amount so that the debt Would be repaid within
ten years and nine months. The rate of interest paid by the student during the
repayment period. would be fixed at 7% per annum. The lender would receive
the fair market value of interest, in this case the state, for guaranteed loans.
Currently, the federal government is paying, about 9% to lenders while the
student is in school and about 2% to the lender during the student's repayment
period,

THE LOAN PROGRAM (BORROWERS' PROVISIONS)

1; The maximum loan amount is the lesser amount of $2,500 per year or the
cost of attending the school less other financial aid awarded, The maximum ac
c riled indebtedness cannot exceed $10,000,

1, A' student would be eligible to receive a loan amount providing the student
was. enrolled for a minimum credit hour ,viork load of onehalf time,' Currently,
students who, attend ttostsecondarY public, private, and preparatory schools are
eligible recipients of GSL.

Three major 'classifications of eligibility per Office of Education criteria are:
(a) The Emancipated. Student,Students Whose parent§ do not claim the

student as a hut exemption, contribute to their financial support, or provide 14.
ing quarters at the parents' residence are emancipated students, hi such eases,
the students would be eligible to borrow up to the maximum loan amount. The
student would also be 'eligible for interest subsidy if the student could:

1, Establish need based upon a "needs test," or
Declare the following statement, "I cannot meet the expected contribution

from my income,"
(b) The Dependent Stitdento.,-Studetite Whose parents either claimed the stu

dent as a tax dependent, provided $600 in support to the student or provided liv.
ing quarters at the parents' residence are termed dependent students. In such
cases, the parents will be required to complete a "needs test" form that will idea.
tify the amount of funds the paretite should contribute to their dependent stud
dent's education.,

if the loan amount requested is a sum not Mater than the difference between ,
the cost to attend the school and what the family should contribute, (e,g,, loan
request was $500, the school cost was $2,000, the family contribution was $1,500),
such loan requests would be granted,

If the student is denied a loan amount for failure to meet the parents' financial
"needs test," the Office of Education has incorporated a de Sure provision that the'
parents merely indicate that they cannot meet the expected contribution from

income, 'Upon 'receipt of this statement, the student becomes eligible for a
maximum loan amount, In effect this provision lends de facto emancipation te
tween student and parent for the purpose of a guaranteed lean.

The student would also be eligible for interest subsidy if the parents' taxable
income were $15,000 or less, For a family of four (two children) the parents' taxa
able income Could be no greater than about $20,000,

8, Students are required to purchase insurance an the principal amount harp
rowed, The insurance premium is about onedialf of 1% per annum and fs deducted
from the loan amount, The insurance insures the principal amount loaned to the
lender hi cases of default, death, or permanent
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aPTIoNAL paovisless To LOAN PUOORAM

, At the discretion of the state, payment could he deferred to borrowers whose
financial position would warrant a hardship deferment of up to three years, Such
a provision would require the state to Day interest amounts to the borrower's
account during financial exigenee. When reasonable, the borower would begin to
repay the principal amount and interest per normal repayment schedule withoutpenalty. The state could always recover the principal amount at anytime through
the option of the guaranteed provision.

2. The state could serve as an agent of record to students who were multipleguaranteed student
could.

borrowers, This could be implemented by either :
(a) The state could encourage commercial lenders, preferably the lender wholent the greatest sum to a student, to purchase all other GSL loan notes an

Individual student might have in obligation.
(b) The state bottiti purchase the notes when the. student has been obligated

to more than one GSL borrower, AticordIngly, the state would then consolidate
these loan notes 'into a single lender's note and warehouse the notes to "Sallie
Mae," the secondary market for recapitalization,

3. As a GSL lender, the state should prohibit figure GSL multiple borrowings
by making available loans to students whose previous lender denied an eligible
student a loan, In such cases, the state would purchase the outstanding notes and
consolidate the notes under the state guaranteed loanprogram,

CONCERNS

The structure for the state to become a Guaranteed Student Loan lender already
exists, However, the following cautions must be considered

1, The possibility that the federal government might abandon the OSL program
or significantly modify the program by eliminating the financial incentives forthe state to become a lender;

2, The availability of "Sallie Mae," the secondary market warehouse for loan
notes, to meet the lender's demand for dollars recapitalizing the lender's mount ;

3. Negotiation with the Office of Education to permit the state to consolidate
outstanding multiple loan obligations : and

4. The restriction of a maximum loan amount of $2,500 per year to an accrued
amount of $10,000 might be an insufficient amount to meet some student's financial
needs.

RECOMMiNDATIONS

That the state of Wisconsin adopt a pluralistic "Quadputtite" approach to aid
resident students with financing their postsecondary education to include

1. That resident students not be charged a fee for support of Instructional costs
at the Freshman ant: Sophomore levels (currently, this charge is about 2% of
the total educational support charge).

2, That a state guaranteed loan program he implemented to pro- iide all students
With an assured market to borrow money for educational exit !idles.

IL That grant assistance be available to minority and disadvantaged students.
4. That student worlitudy assistance he made available for student employ.

ment and funded at the institutional level based upon a capuration formula.

AVM MARV STATRMRNT

in summary, the proposed Wisconsin Higher Education Pion would be stipple
metItary and completnentery to federal aid made available to students. via the
institutions, Currently, federal nesistanee to state students in the form of work,
study, loans, and grants is about $45 million per annum,

Further, the program would eliminate fee charges to Freshmen and Sophomore
students, provide a readily available loan progratn for all students, special ,grant
assistance for minority students, and a student workstudy program.

This "Qttadpartite" design should enable aft state citizens an opportunitt to a
higher education without unrealistic indebtedness or extreme financial sacrifice,

Finally, the designed plan is estimated to cost the state about 057,820,880 less,
over the same iievenyear period) than the proposed Wisconsiti Guaranteed Higher
Education Plan favored by the Highar Educational Aids Board Staff,'
ahaloMmins1~01.04.61

i goo app. a

1 tal
4

,41
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SEVIOIYZAH COST OF TIM WISCoNBIN MORNS NOVVAVONAL PLAN

The comparative costs are estimated upon current federal law and the extent
the federal law will permit a shared roll. Modifications to approximate estimated
cost would require amendments to existing federal laws,

APPENDIX A

TABLE 1.-ESTIMATED COST OF WHEP PROPOSED LOAN PROGRAM

Year

Bonding, etc.,
other than
State GPR State GPR Identification

1974-75
1975-76
1976 -77
)977-78
197849
1979-80
1980-81

Subtotal

$20, 000, 000
25, 000,000
30, GOO, 000
45,000, 000
35, 000,000
30, 000, 000
25, 000, 000

19745
1975-76
197647

19/81977--779

8

1979-80
1980-81

Subtotal

210, 000, 000

Hardship
Other than interest
State GPR State GPR

Estimated principal loan amount needed,
All Interest would be paid by the Federal
Government while student altended schoo I,
thereafter student pays interest.

SO $72,000 Interest forgiven for hardship. Estimated 4
90, 000 percent of interest cost as reserve for

108,000 hardship cases. The hardship interest
162, OM forgiveness is an optional provision and
182,000 not essential to the proposed State guar.
162,000 anteed loan program,
162,000

0 918,000

Estimated total loan program cost... 210, 000, 000

Mr-

918, OM

Note: Of the total loan program cost of $210,918,000, only $918,000 would be expended as State general purpose revenue,

TABLE 2.-WHEP PROPOSED COST TO ABOLISH FEE CHARGES
lioN
To FREsHMEN AND SOPHOMORES IN PUBLIC HIGHER

EDUcA

Year Cost GPR

197445 $13,178, 000 Estimated cost of general purpoie revenue to fund the

1975-76
38, 700, 000 proposed programs Increases cost at 8 percent per

976-17 39, 638,000 annum and assumes a constant enrollment.
1977-78 4

45; 231
2 S05, 880

1978-79 ,430
1979-80 49,929, 944

1980-81 53, 924, 339

Estimated 7year cost 282,44, 593

TABLE 3.-WHEP PROPOSED COST FOR MINORITYDISADVANTAGED PROGRAM

Year Cost GRP

97445

976-77
9/5-76

97849/7-789
979-80
97041

Estimated 7year cost

$11685,000 Estimated cost Of continuing Native betleati, minority,
1, 786, 100 disadvantaged program. Cost estimated projected
1, 893, 266 to ihdfOOSO 6 percent pet annum.
2, 008, 881
2,127, 2/2
2, 254, 908
2, 390,202

14, 143, 609

4,00
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TABLE 4.-WHEP PROPOSED WORK'STUOY PROGRAM FOR STUOENTS

Year Cost OPR

1974-75 $1,500,000 Estimated cost for a minimal work'study fund for
1975-76 1,590,000 students.
1976-77 1,685, 400
1977-78 1,786, 524
1918-79 ,. ' 1 1 1, 893,715
197940 2, 010,338
1980-81 2,130,958

Estimated 7year cost 12,596, 935

APPENOIX B

TABLE 1.-- ESTIMATED INTEREST COST FOR THE HIGHER EOUCATIONAL AIDS BOARO PROPOSED LOAN PROGRAM °

Year
Other than
State G State OPR

1974-75 $131,200,000 $1,180,800
1975-76 163, 200, 000 2,649,600
1976-77 203, 500, NO 4,481, 100
1977-78 245, 800, 000 6,693, 300
1978-79 293, 100, 000 9, 331, 200
1979-80 343,200,000 12, 420,000
1980-81 , 439, 200, 000 16, 372, 800

Total interest cost 1, 819, NO, 000 53,128, 800

I Identification-Estimated cost of Interest from borrowed princip.al amount computed at 9 percent per annum.

TABLE 2.-ESTIMATED COST FOR THE HIGHER EDUCATIONAL AIOS BOARO PROPOSED PRINCIPAL AND INTEREST

FORGIVEN FOR DEATH, OISABILITY, UNDEREMPLOYED, AND UNEMPLOYED PROGRAM °

Year
Other than
State OPR

1974155
1975-6 ,
1976-777
1977-78
1978-

47919790
198041

State OPR

$26, 476,160
33, 169, 920
41,596, 220
50,498,660
60, 486, 240
71, 124,000
91,1 14, 560

IdentlficatIon-Estimated that 28 percent of borrowers will be eligible lot principal and/or interest benefits,

Note.-The total loan program combined costs of GPR and other costs is estimated to be about $2,250,000,000.

TABLE 3.- ESTIMATED COST FOR THE HIGHER EOUCATIONAL AIDS BOARD PROPOSED ENTITLEMENT GRANT TO
RESIDENT STUDENTS ATTENDING PRIVATE INSTITUTIONS OF HIGHER EDUCATION PROGRAM

Year GPR

1974-75 $4,800,000 Estimated current level of funding and Increasing level
975-76 5,088, 000 °Minding at 6 percent per annum,

1976-77 5,393,280
197748 5,716, 877
1978-79 6,059, 840
197940.... 6,423, 430
198041 6, 808, 836

Estimated Meat cost 40, 200, 263
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APPENDIX

SUMMARY OF COMPARED ESTIMATED COST BETWEEN THE PROPOSED WISCONSIN HIGHER EDUCATION
PLAN TO THE PROPOSED ALTERNATIVE HEAB WISCONSIN GUARANTEED HIGHER EDUCATION PLAN

Year and program
Other

GPR
than

State GPR

WHEP:
1974-75WSGL (loans)
1974-81Abolition of tees tor freshmen, sophomores, UWsystem
197441Mlnority, disadvantaged students
1974-81Student wolkstudy program

$210, 000, 000 $918, 000
0 282, 4G4, 593
0 14,143, 609
0 12, 596, 935

Estimated 7 ear cost 210, 000, 000 310, 063,137
Total estimated plan cost 520, 063,137

(HEAB) MEP:
1974-81Income contingency loan 1, 829, 200, 000 427, 594, 560

1974-81TultIon grant to students attending private schools 0 40, 290, 263

Estimated 7 ear cost
Total estimated plan cost

1, 829, 200, 000 467,
2, 297, 084, 023

884, 023

APPENDIX D

Section 11rimincial aid awarded and other resources,List only financial
aid and other resources that are firm commitments and which apply to the
period of the loan. Do not include assistance which may have been applied for,
but not yet approved. Included should be all grants, scholarships, educational
loans, and schoolawarded jobs, including assistance under all federally spoil.
sored programs of student financial aid. Do not include resources that are being
considered in the determination of support from the family.

Section 111Support from familySubpart 4..The same persons whose in
come was utilized in the determination of the Adjusted Family Income must be
considered in the determination of the amount of family support available to
help pay educational costs. This information may be obtained from Part A of
this form as follows. If the student answers "yes" to the first question, he is
considered to be a dependent student and the income and assets of the parents
are to be considered. If he answers "no", he is an independent student and the
income and assets of the parents are not taken into account. If the student is
married and he answers "no" to the second question, the income and assets of
the spouse are to be considered. If the answer is "yes", the spouse's income and
assets are not taken into account, ndicate both the amount of the computed
stipport from the family and the method of needs analysis used in making this
determination. This amount should relate to the period of the loan. MethOds
approved by the Commissioner of tducation for other federally supported Jinn
dal aid programs are acceptable as well as. the Alternate Income system, the
American College Testing Program system, the College Scholarship Service
system, the Income Tax system or any other method if it produces results which
are, on the whole, similar to those which would be produced under the methods
listed above. A needs analysis method promulgated by the Commissioner for
independent students (as defined above) may alternatively be used for such
students as may any other method which produces results which are, on the
whole, similar to those Which would be produced under any method which has
been so promulgated.

Section 111Support from familySubpart B.The amount listed in Sec.
tion is more meaningful when audjustments for the individual eireum.
stances of the student are considered. The Pinancial Aid Officer is expected to
exercise his professional judgment in each case and indicate in Section I/IB
the amount that can be realistically expected to be contributed for educational
costs over the period of the loan, Ile should take into account geographic dd.
ferences in cost of living, actual summer earnings, family circumstances, and
other facts not always equitably treated in a nationwide standardized cum.
putation, Indicate in the space provided the follow code (s) for the reasons used
in reducing the amount Of the computed family support (1) Reduction in in
COMO, (2) death or disability of wage earner, (8) loss of job, (4) unanticipated
medical. or Other extraordinary expenses, (5) tionliqtlid assets (e.g, home
equity), (6) cannot meet expected contribittion from income, (7) other, If code
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"(7) other" is used, briefly indicate in the space provided the basis for this
reason. If necessary, provide this information on a separate page, copies of
which should be attached both to the lender and guarantor copy of the forms.

Sections IVSohooi recommendation.Enter the amount in Section IV ac.
cording to the instruction stated, In other words subtract available resources
(Section II and IIIB) from the Cods of Education (Section I). If a negative
figure results, enter "0".

Signature of authorized aohooi °pietaBy signing this form, the educational
institution is certifying that the student is enrolled and in good standing or
has been accepted for enrollment. {food standing is determined by the institu
tion. n'the student is not in good standing, the form should not be completed
or signed by the school official,

PART a (TO BE COMPLETED BY THE LENDING INSTITUTION IF THE STUDENT IS
APPLYING FOR FEDERAL INTEREST BENEFITS)

The lender must complete all items in Part C. Lenders making federally in.
cured loans should receive two copies of this form froni the borrower. The lender
must retain the original copy, The other copy should be attached to the yellow
copy of the 0E71154 and mailed to the regional office of the Office of Educationfor the insurance commitment. Lenders making loans under State or private
guarantee agency programs should follow procedures established by the agency.In all eases, the lender should indicate the amount the school recommends,the amount the lender approves and (according to the standards set forth
abnve) whether or not the loan qualifies for. Federal interest benefits.If the amount of the loan is equal to or less than the amount recommended
by the school in Section IV of Part 8, the entire amount qualifies for Federal
interest benefits. If the amount of the loan exceeds the school recommendation,
the entire amount wilt qualify for Federal interest benefits provided the lenderindicates in his records the basis for exceeding the school's recommendation
(and, if the student's adjusted family income is $15,000 or greater, the lender'srecords also indicate that he has contacted the school), However, if the loan
amount, exceeds the school's recommendation, and the lender has no basis forexceeding this recommendation, only the amount recommended by the schoolwould qualify for the interest benefits. In such cases, indicate on the form theamount that qualifies and the amount that does not qualify for the Federalinterest benefits.

An authorized official of the lender must sign the form, indicating his title
and telephone number and the date in the spaces provided. If there is no schoolrecommendation, Part B and C need not be completed as the student cannotquality for Federal interest benefits,

Mr. SATHER. Good morning, Mr. Chairman and members of the
committee. It is my pleasure and I thank you for the opportunity totestify. I delivered some 30 copies of my prepared text to the committee
sometime earlier this morning.

For the record my name is Robert IX Sather and I am on the faculty
and also director of student financial aid at the University of Wis.consin, Eau Claire. I am also the principal author of the proposed
Wisconsin higher education plan. r perhaps can be identified under
the acronym WIMP. This plan was devised as a model for the State of
Wisconsin, but not necessarily should be restricted to the State of
Wisconsin.

It might similarly satisfy the needs of other States as well, but we
feel it certainly will meet the needs of Wisconsin. The authorship re.salted from many requests on the part of students, faculty, labor,
leaders, business persons, and State legislators as to the confusion as
identified by earlier testimony of the problems associated with student
financial aid throughout the State of Wisconsin.

Now I submit, however, probably the most precipitating t.lotive for
writing this education plan came as a counterproposal to a State
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agency, plan for an income contingency plan for the State of Wiscon-
sin. I must also submit, in my opinion, and I would be happy to submit
to this committee documentation, newsclippings, to the effect that
such a program met with great disfavor and negative reaction through-
out the State of Wisconsin,

I further suggest that if this committee wishes a front page news
article, it might entertain the idea of perhaps authorizing a national
income contingency loan program and it would certainly get publicity.
I say that facetiously. The preliminary reaction to the plan I submit
before this committee has had welcome commentary up to this point
and I also welcome further commentary from any groups of people
who would wish to do so,

For the sake of brevity I will skip the historical, philosophical,
sophistical rationale of the program because it is all-included. I feel,
within the document presented to this committee.

The plan itself addresses itself to these specific objectives:
No. 1, to give direct relief to the middle-income taxpayer who is be-

coming less and less able to finance higher education.
No. 2, to reduce the student potential indebtedness, particularly at

the freshman' and sophomore years when the objective of obtaining
these higher education goals appears to be most vulnerable to the
student.

No. 3, to avoid any conflict with the implications of the legal age of
majority, which is 18 in the State of Wisconsin.

The fourth objective is to meet these special needs of minority dis-
advantaged students.

The plan involves a quadpartite effort or four basic programs, The
first program is that of permitting free tuition or the abolition of
tuition for resident students at the freshman and sophomore levels at
all public institutions of higher education in the. State of Wisconsin.

Now, on the surface this may seem like an unrealistic goal, but as
we look at the total budget of higher education for the State of Wis-
consin., we can see it represents only a small fraction of increase in the
commitment of State dollars, something like 5 percent to accomplish
61,1 fart. We feel that the single most important factor which literally
opens the door to middle-income class students and low-income class
students is low-cost tuition or no tuition at all.

A pragmatic experiment in the State of Wisconsin fromthe
versity of Wisconsin's Center System during this current year indi-
cated strong evidence of this. The State abolished tuition charges;
that is, a charge for instructional cost for the resident students at the
freshman and sophomore levels and the doors opened and literally
swallowed the increased enrollment for students who indicated by
follow-on reports that perhaps they would not have attended school
had there been it normal tuition charge,

Further, I submit that these same students came from primarily
middle-income and low-income families, So might I reiterate that it
is the opinion of the authorship and the study committee that the single
most important factor of enabling students to attend college is low-
cost tuition.

Further, it is the feeling that the free tuition would also offer the
middle-income taxpayer some incentive for paying a disproportionate
s!iare of his tax dollars for Federal programs by which he often or
seldom receives anything as a benefactor.

OfiL-402-44-11
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Again, you want to remember by reducing the tuition charge we
have also reduced the total budget cost of attending school, By reduc-
ing the budget cost, we are then also reducing the supplementary
other costs that the student must pay which I will submit to be about
75 percent for ,the students who must live on campus, so that the in-
debtedness in working systems on the part of the students would
become less and less.

Further. the fiscal cost for such a program for the State of Wiscon-
sin for a single living period while abolishing fees and tuition would
be approximately $23.5 million. This could be contrasted with what
economists have designed as providing a full income contingency loan
program, with all of its possible incentives, of $60 million or twice as
much for the State of Wisconsin over the same period of time.

'rhe second part of the program would establish the State of Wis-
consin in the guaranteed loan program as a State lender, It is sub-
mitted that every student would be eligible for a State -guaranteed

loan and the State itself would become the benefactor with all
of the incentives that any commercial lender receives currently under
the guaranteed student loan program, It is suggested that the State
capitalize the program through selling bonds. In some instances the
State should be able to sell these bonds at a lower rate of interest than
the actual current rate of interest by which they would receive sub-
sidies from the Federal Government.

I am not suggesting that the States could make money on the pro-
gram because of the 1971 tax reform law prohibiting arbitraging
through government programs, which you are familiar with; But the
State as an operational

programs
would not lose any money. They

would not lose any money in that the loan notes that the State would
have students sign would be guarantee by the students through insur-
ance which the students pay 1 percent of the principal amount bor-
rowed. Thus, every loan note in itself would be guaranteed.

So the corpus or principal amount of the money that the State in-,
vests into the program would be completely unbrellaed by protection.
Similarly, the interest rate the State would have to pay for the bonds
would be repaid from Federal interest subsidies that it receives from
the Federal Government, ,

Accordingly, the reduction of the bond amount would be paid as
loan notes become due and capital was received and bonds would be
retired. I realize this is an oversimplification, but it is being worked
out under the existing guaranteed student loan structure.

Further, the State would not need programs to borrow as much
money as one would anticipate in that they could have a secondary
market or warehouse of the loan notes that it does have with Sallie
Mae and hopefully that program will be fully funded so that we pro-
vide a capitalization for student loan notes,

I also envisio% that probably perhaps the State of Wisconsin would
also place in its program a provision by which it can buy up loan notes
from banks and banks might either, commercial lenders, as they need
further capital, to consolidate these loan notes, so the student would
perhaps have a single lender to repay versus multiple lenders upon
graduat ion.

I could envision a program such that at times a commercial lender
might even, or certain periods when there would be no profit motives,
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loan the money from the State agency who sold the bonds to loan stu-
dents if the student had an account there to retain a single account.

This is starting to get a little more complex, but there are many
alternatives to a State loari program which could, also be included.

Further, the State might include also hardship costs which would
retain fiscal responsibility on the part of the student's so we would have
a human element in that the State would pay the interest while the
student was perhaps suffering under hardships, per se, say after 3
years, which is included in this proposal I have.

The third program under the plan would create and require funding
of about $1.7 million so that the State could continue matching Fed-
eral funding for State incentive programs, and minority .and disad-
vantaged programs. I feel that these programs are important and they
should be retained,

The fourth' program under the plan would include a State student
work-study program. Oftentimes it is difficult for students to find
employment because of their commitment of their time for academic
schedule so. they don't have flexibility to seek out employment. Also,
they are restricted from lack of mobility, but oftentimes we find stu-
dents really desiring to seek employment and meaningful work to be
done, but funds are not available. Therefore, I suggest also in the plan
the State appropriate $1.5 million for a State student work-study pro-
gram funded directly to the institutions on a per capita basis, based
upon full-time enrollment and we would decrease the degree of
bureaucracy.

In summary, the proposal for the Wisconsin Higher Education pro-
gram would be supplemental and complementary to Federal aid made
available to students via the institution. Currently Federal assistance
to State students in the form of work-study, loans and grants is about
$45 million per annum. Further, the program would eliminate tuition
charges for freshmen and sophomore students, would provide a readily
available loan program for all students, special grant assistance for
minority students, and a State student work-study program.

This quadpartite 'design will enable all citizens an opportunity of
higher education without unrealistic indebtedness or extreme financial
sacrifice. '

I thank you for this opportunity, Mr. Chairman, and remain avail-
able for questioning.

Mr. O'HAIIA. Mr. Sather, why don't you just remain seated thereand
we will invite the others who testified earlier to draw up chairs at the
witness table.

Mr. Srther, you said what you had to say about the advantages of
free or very low tuition. Of course, it sounded very nice to me. Inked
that. As you know, we have corresponded on that subject.

You spoke of an experiment. Was it at the Madison campus
Mr. SATHER. No. The University of Wisconsin' Center School en-

rolled freshmen and sophomore students and there was the elimination
of the instructional cost charge. In other words, there aas no tuition.
Now, so you don't get a wrong impression, the student had to pay for
student activities tickets. These are called incidental segregated fee
amount. There was a swell of enrollment at each one of the center
schools this year and strong evidence suggests, of course, that this was
because of the fact that no tuition was charged: It created quite a bit of
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controversy within the UW system because the other institutions won-
dered why these campuses could do this but they could not.

Mr. O'HAnA. Let me understand the university system at Wisconsin
a little better. You have the Madison campus and then you have the
Milwaukee campus and Eau Claire campus?

Mr. SATfixit. There are 13 separate campuses,
Mr. O'FIArtA. These are 4-year institutions?
Mr. SATHER. Yes. Thirteen 4-year institutions,
Mr. O'HARA. Thirteen 4-year institutions within the university

system ?
ME. SATHER, Yes.
Mr. 011Ann. Then you have in addition some of these 2-year centers?
Mr. SATHER. Right, for example there are 2-year centers at Rice

Lake, Medford, and Fond du Lac and so on.
Mr. O'HAnA. Do they resemble community colleges? Do they award

associate degrees, 2-year degrees, or what ?
Mr. SATHER. Primarily they do not award 2-year degrees. They are,

I would suspect, more likely to be identified with a community-type
college study in a fundamental sense, but they are part of the Uni-
versity of Wisconsin system under a single board of regents.

Mr. O'HAnA. They don't award any 2-year degrees and they don't
have vocational programs

111.. SATHER. Correct. We have a vocationaladult education sys-
tem under a separate board in the State of Wisconsin which again
does not charge any tuition, My plan would be compatible with the
VTA system schools if we would abolish tuition charges the first 2
years,

Mr. O'HAnA. You said something about, well, first of all, you said
there was a substantial increase in enrollments this year.

Mr. SATHER. At these schools there was an increase in enrollment.
Mr. O'HAnA. At these center schools you mean. Then you said the

increase was almost entirely among low- and middle-income students?
Mr, SATHER. That is right.
Mr. O'HAnA, Are there any studies of the effect of this that you could

supply to the committee?
Mr. SATHER. Yes; I would be happy to and there have been studies,

I will be happy to supply the committee with them.
Mr, O'IIAIIA. I would be very happy to get them.
Mr. Millard, I think you were the one who suggested that we ought

towell, of course, all of you in a waybut I think you explicitly
suggested that we somehow make the State programs complementary
to and supplemental, so that they work in one area and the Federal
program in a complementary area, that sort of thing,

one of the ways that we could do that is by sort of making it the
States' responsibility to make it possible for students to attend insti-
tutions of higher education at very low or no cost and then use the
Federal dollar to provide work-study funds, grants, or opportunity
grant funds, and loan money,

Me, 111w,Aito, This would be one possibility, I think, however2 there
are two or dam other things that need to be shown in the picture,
tven if it were the case that tuition for the first 2 years was done
away with and I am not tin advocate of high tuitions, I think you know,
in any way, shape or form, Even if it were the case, the need for State

el
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programs in complementation of Federal progrtuns in terms of student
aid would be still there. It would be there in public andprivate institu-
tions and I suspect this is there for some students, very much even with
no tuition in the public institutions.

The need factor, tuition is only one component in the total need
factor,

Mr. O'HARA. Yes; but it is an important component. You are
familiar, I know..,

x
with the study done on utilization of the GI bill.

MMr. ILLARD. Yes.
Mr, O'HARA. State by State. And you have seen there the tremendous

impact that tuition levels have on the ability of veterans to take advan-
tage of the GI bill,

Mr. MILLARD. I think you are quite right, sir. I certainly am not in
any sense an advocate of high tuition in public institutions, I think
it is important to recognize, however, that the question of tuition
within the various States is a matter of, not wholly a matter of State
determination. In some cases it varies from institution, to institution
within the same States.

From this standpoint, yes, the need for moving in the direction of
lower tuition may make a great deal of sense. At the same time there
are pressures within the States and nationally, as you know, working
in other directions. From this standpoint it would seem to me that in
terms of meeting the needs as they currently exist it would be extra-
ordinarily difficult, let us say, to legislate that there be no tuition at
public institutions.

The need is there and I think the important thing is, through the
combination, and I would rather view is this way, through the com-
bination where possible of low tuition and through combination of
State aid, of Federal aid in its various forms, the needs of the whole
can be reasonably approximated,

I think in this case it does require the kind of cooperation between
the States and the Federal Government which has not always existed,
but I think it is extraordinarily important.

Mr, O'HARA. I would certainly agree with that. I don't mean to
suggest that States should only be concerned about tuition levels.

11r. MibtouiD, This is one pattern of things.
Mr. O'HARA, I don't think it ought to be that narrowly focused. Of

course, the States have to concern themselves with other aspects in-
volved as well, but I think that is one aspect of the problem that they
must be concerned with, because I feel that the foundation, if we are
really going to have access to postsecondaiy education, the founda-
tion of it has to be availability of a wide variety of educational oppor-
tunities at a very low cost; because that is going to be what it takes to
get a whole lot of people, especially those beyond the traditional col -
lege ..going age involved in higher education.

Now, with some people that is not going to be enough. It is going
to take more than that to get them involved to give them really quality
education, But I think the basic need is the opportunity for a very
low-cost education of the kind that seems to suit your needs and that
goes into sonic of the more nontraditional areas, I think as well,

Mr, MILLARD, Mr, Chairman} could I add one other thing ? In addi-
tion to access, of course2 there is a question of choice and that to both
the State and Federal direct aid because it takes on an additional coin -
poncnt 61W maybe is very important to have.
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I would quite agree with you on the desirability of low tuition and
access to a multiple type of institution, But I think also in this picture
there does have to be included a choice factor which does raise the
question of the ability of the private institution in the total picture.

Mr.. O'HARA. I would go along with that. It seems to me that the
choice thing is important, but it has to be carefully handled. The
middle-income students have a choice. They have a choice between
attending the local community college and attending Yale, I suppose,
except that if he is going to attend Yale, he is going to have to really
shell out and hock his future.

Well, I suppose maybe all students ought to have that same kind
of choice. In other words, I don't know why we should take a low-
income student, for instance, and give him an easier choice than that.

Mr. MILLARD. It is a 'question of choice across the board, sir.
Mr. O'HAnA. Yes, I think it is. So I thinkwell, it does not bother

me that in terms o choice that the one who chooses to go to Yale is
going to have to make greater personal sacrifice. I think there is no
reason why it should not be the case, but I think what we have to
guarantee is the right of everyone without making the heroic sacrifice
to continue their education beyond high school at a public institution.

It seems to me that is the first requirement and then we make funds
available if one wants to do more than that.

If I have two auto workers in my district and one of them is em-
ployed and one of them is laid off because the auto industry is not
doing well at the moment, I don't want to make it easier for the laid-
off one to send his son to school than the one who is working, you
know. I want to make it sort of equally available to them, not easier for
either.

Mr. Huber, any question I
Mr. Hum. Well, I didn't quite buy your statement on Yale.
Mr. O'HARA. Well, I said Yale because of that reason.
Mr. Htn3En. Factually, you know, Yale has tremendous programs

available for low-income people and the alumni fund has been part of
it. I have concerns about a trend I see developing in the loan program
where students upon graduation and finishing' their study are going
through bankruptcy to wipe out all obligations on loans. Do you
gentlemen have any comment on that subject? Are you familiar with
this problem or have you seen it as a pIoblem?

Mr. Tommort. I think our experience has been that it does vary
by State and certain States have a greater incidence than others, but
we have not seen anything that alarms us.

Mr. Ikon. Is it something new that is just beginning to catch on?
Mr. lomarox. I don't think so. I think there has been a lot of pub-

licity, about it You know that the States, individual States, do have a
role lit refereeing the bankruptcies and some States have more strin-
gent laws than others, so we see a different pattern across the country.

There has been a proposal that no student will be able to discharge
his student debt under the bankruptcy law until 6 years after he' has
completed his educational experience. This has been proposed by the
new Bankruptcy Study Committee. I don't know where it will go,

Mr, Nunn, Do you agree or favor that?
Mr, ,TonNsTorr. I do, There is an escape clause in that law which

would allow the referees to grant bankruptcy in hardship cases,
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Mr. Hum. We make it more and more difficult for disadvantaged
low-income students to get jobs. My distinguished chairman and I
would disagree on this. For example,

bill,
the minimum wage de-

bate we tried, in the minimum wage bill, to have a youth differential.
And I realize there is a cogent argument in there about the education
problems. When you talk about creating jobs, I would like to think of
the young men in my plants who have come to high income, who have
worked their way through school without the responsibility of the
Government finding adequate jobs. They found their jobs themselves.

We have had one plant manager for some 25 years and I remember
when he started to go to night school to get his chemical engineering
degree. I am saying I don't want to make it too easy to get an educa-
tion. I think there should be help available. I am not talking about
that. I have a high respect for education, so you ought to have some
real push to get it. 1: realize what the chairman's position is and many
people's j. I just don't want to see it on a silver platter being handed
to anybody who thinks they ought to have an education. I would like
to see some incentiveat some justification for the taxpayers' dollars,
because that is the guy that has to pick up the tab.

I don't know how we go around that. I know we got involved in
the problem of the community colleges and I was very active in that
back in Michigan, and I know the purpose of that was to make educa-
tion available to people who had financial problems, particularly those
living at home, so they could go to college much cheaper, rather than
having to go away to a school with tuition. The taxpayers recognized
that community colleges were going to increase their taxes, but, never-
theless, they were going to make an opportunity for education avail-
able to many people that otherwise would not have it. I know when
we sit G -wn that we hive to measure the costs of these programs, and
that Is a difficult thing. I have not seen any taxpayers in my district
who want to see taxes go 4; in no way do they want to see them go
up. I watch what they are doing in school millages and they are voting

idown school millages in their own backyard and saying, "We are not
going to pay more taxes."

When we become faced with that problem in higher education, they
don't have a chance to vote on it because their enlightened representa-
tives decide what is best for them. I am not sure of that in terms of
what the people want. I cannot argue with the importance of having
an opportunity for anybody who can meet the requirements to get a
good education, but these programs are horrendous in their implica-
tions and back home this is a government of the people when they turn
down millages. They are putting some brakes on spending in educa-
tion where they have a opportunity to do it.

Somewhere we have to come up with some kind of balances here to
convince the people of the best way the dollars should be spread. I real-
ize the best demands, I have seen ways, although maybe the chairman
and I would disagree, on impact aid. There is $600 million that pos-
sibly could be put into higher education. Impact aid is one of the things
we finally requested a general accounting study of after 24 years, We
didn't look at the costs of the program, some $400 million, Think how
far it would go in some programs, but you can't touch impacted aid
because your educators say you are anti:.>chool.

There has to be some kind of balance here, We continue to hear
much of that, That is my only comment,
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Mr, Minna% May I comment for a moment?
It seems to me that one of the things we have been trying to say,

at least some of us this morning, does relate very directly to your point.
If there are tremendous expenditures on Federal, State and so on
levels in relation to postsecondary education, our concern is that these
be spent effectively in relation to each other.

The question of most effective utilization of resources on the various
ilevels is there, too. Our problem is up to this time to a large extent the

Federal program and State programs have not been so interdigitated
that this takes place. I think whatever resources may be available, I
would quite agree with you we can't squander them.

The question is how do you relate them to each other in a most
effective way so they reinforce each other and not duplicate each
other? I think this is the concern.

Mr. MreEn. The implication of elimination of freshmen and sopho-
more tuitions is horrendous because it is solely a start, you know. And
the same argument would hold forth for junior and seniors and

i
post-

graduates. There is no question about that. Maybe it is it step in the
normal process and maybe as education changes over the years and the
standards are to receive higher education that is coming, but I am
only concerned with costs.

Mr. MILLARD. I agree. I think the question of tuition is related, but
a different question. I think in terms of what we were talking" about,
low tuition may be highly, desirable and important, but whether the
tuition is low or high, there are continuiny needs and these needs do
need to be Met and from this standpoint it is the interrelation of State,
Federal, and institutional programs or the lack of interrelationship in
the past, I think, that has caused some of the duplication and some of
the waste.

What we urge is, however, this be attacked in such a way that the
various programs complement each other for the most effective utiliza-
tion of resources. Low tuition may be extraordinarily important help
in that t but I would suggest that, as think suggested to the Chair-
man a few moments ago, that even if there were no tuition, there would
still be need,

Mr. SATHER, Might I add a point 9 It seems we just completed a
20-year period in higher education for physical facilities, undergone
greater expansion, and enrollment increases were larger than in a
single period, but at the same time we had the smallest number of
taxpayers proportionately contributing those tax dollars.

Now we are entering a period of leveling off of enrollment, Good
physical facilities already wait on most campuses. Very limited, an.
tiquathd facilities and programs have to be updated, but real ex.
pansion is complete. And we are also entering a period in which we
will have more taxpayers in the market to pay the bills, but fewer
students proportionately in schools.

The resources contributed from the gross national product are
becoming. less favOrtiblelo higher education.

I think this is something of significance; the per annum contribution
to higher education compared to the gross national product. We should
examine the whole picture,

Mr. 011AnA, Well, I am afraid I am going to have to work on my
friend from Michigan a little bit,



Mr, Hunan. I thought you had,
Mr, O'HARA, I noticed, Mr, Boyd, you make a strong plea for

greater flexibility in the State incentive grant program and, likewise,
Mr. Johnston suggestednot only suggested greater flexibility, but he
also suggested that perhaps the subcommittee ought to consider a State
role, some sort of matching role perhaps in some expanded work -stud,
effort.

I am wondering, under the State incentive grant program, is an
iincentive grant essentially for a grant to students? Why does it have

to be limited that way V Why can't the State incentive grant system
be targeted to a State financial aid package or why can't the incentive
grant program be targeted to a State work-study program or to some
other State programwell, in other words, let the State choose whether
it wants to match funds for the purpose of work-study or match funds
for the, purpose of grant or match funds for the purpose of loans?

Mr, JOHNSTON, I think that would be the ultimate and mostcreative
way in which the States could have the flexibility to administer the
program, Some States may want to use some or all for grants and some
other States may want to use a majorty of it for work-study. It is also
conceivable that funds could be used for direct loan programs as well
within the States, Certainly while our organization has not taken a
specific position on that kind of plan, I think it is a logical extension
of the flexibility argument and, in fact, the States, I am sure would be
very creative in how they would respond to that type of flexibility.

Mr. -O'HARA. There was a French finance minister named Colbert,
who once said, "The art of taxation relies in so plucking the goose to
get the. largest amount of feathers with the least amount of hissing:"
Maybe the art of incentive grants is one of making incentive grants in
such a way as to obtain the largest possible matching amounts with the
least possible complaints,

At least that is the way I would like to think of anything we do in
higher education in terms of -Federal-State matching. Maybe work-
study matching would be attractive, Maybe we could get by with $1
Federal and $p or $8 Stag, or something of that nature. I don't know,
Maybe matching for the purpose of bringing down your tuition,

Mr, SATIMR, That is what I was going to say.
Mr. O'HARA. Maybe that would be an attractive proposition, I don't

know,
Mr, Swum Perhaps 50 percent,
Mr. Witmon. Mr, Chairman, I think that would be very dangerous,

I think the structure within individual State, the situation New
Hampshire and Vermont is extraordinarily different than inMichigan
or Wisconsin, It would seem to me that it would be less than effective.
That is not the best way to put it, It would sewn to me somewhat
dangerous to try to mandate what the tuition in various States should
be,

I think the questionwell, if, for example, as in the case of New
Hampshire, the second part of this is not true, but if, for example, as
in the ease of New Hampshire the tuition is quite high, higher in New
Hampshire, if I remember, than in a good many private institutions
in other parts of the country and this is due to some peculiar concerns
and situations thereif the tuition is high, but at the MI* time there
were an adequate grant system based on scaled needs, so that the access
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is made available, this is an ultimate way of doing it, but not neces-
sarily a bad way of doing it in light of the coneirns and needs in New
Hampshire. I am not sure it must necessatily be the case that in all
States the answer is low tuition as such;

.Mr. O'HARA. Perhaps it is not. Perhaps in States with well-de-
veloped systems of private institutions and not a well-developed sys-
tem of public institutions, maybe they would want to use money for
tuition grants on some things. But let's,try another one out on you

Maybe what we need is a matching system, the Federal matching
system that takes into it the extent to which the State' is making an
effort to support education beyond the heights, Maybe we need, in
other words, a flexible matching system, that when the State really
starts making an effort, the Federal Government would do likewise.
If the State lags behind, so would contributions from the Federal
Government, In other words, maybe we need an incentive for the States
to reach an acceptable level of support of higher education, however
they choose to support it.

Mr. MILLARD, Mr. Chairman, I think the key there again, you have to
be extraordinarily careful or we have to be extraordinarily careful in
terms of danger of oversimplification. The total amounts that the
States put in in support of higher education are in excess of what the
Federal Government is putting in by a great deal.

Mr. O'HARA, Yes. Some States are doing a great deal more than
others, aren't they ?

Mr. Mmi,Aan. Yes, they are; and yet there is on important qualifi-
cation. It is quite true there is a difference depending upon the motive
measurement of the amounts some States put in in relation to other
States. .I don't think you will find a single State legislature in the
country though that does not feel it is putting a great deal into higher
education.

The question is, What measures do you use and what are the other
kinds of demands upon the funds from the States? That is the mix-
ture in a particular State. It will be quite different in New York than
in Wyoming.

Nov, Wyoming,ng, in terms of the percentage of the total budget that
goes to higher education, looks like it is ahead of New York. Yet, when
you begin to look at it more carefully in terms of total distribution
of State funds, it may not be. !Al I am urging is caution.

Mr. 01/Amt. How about. a percentage of State personal income
rather than percent of the budget?

Mr. Sivrittn. Gross State product might be a better measure.
Mr. O'HAnA, Some measure other than the budget.
Mr. SAirtitit. That is right.
Mr. Mmt,Ann, I think what I suggest is all of these things need to be

looked at, but I think you have to be careful in terms of what measures
you use and at least so long as you are working within the context
of student assistanceo there is in a sense a more or less direct measure.
But I think I would just warn against this.

Mr. 011AltA. For instance, I think it is unfair to a State like Cali-
fornia, which really does a superior job os supporting free and low-
cost public education beyond the high school level. To ask them to say,
"Well, your student assistance programs are not so hot," you know,
not as good as Massachusetts." You know what I mean.
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MiLLAnn. Quite true.
Mr. O'HARA. You know, I think, if you are going to look at a State

effort you have to look at their total effort,
Mr. 111ILL4RD, Let me go a step further. If you compare California,

let's say, with Mississippi, the percentage of the State income in
Mississippi-1 want to check this before I go forward.

Mr. O'HARA. You are using some old figures which were true when I
came to Congressi_but I am not sure it is true any more,

Mr. MILLAR% We will say a State like Wyomingl.the percentage of
income in relation to total family earnings that goes into higher educa-
tion many be considerably higher than in a State like California.

Alt% SATHER. One more comment, Mr. Chairman, I think it is
portant to recognize that the Federal Government does pravide finan-
cial incentives to the States that contribute the least to higher educa-
tion, particularly through is tripartite program, work-surly, national
direct student loan, and so on, because such States can show a higher
gross student need and get more Federal dollars to give to the students
in that particular State. States which provide the least financial help
to higher education create higher institutional costs. The cumulative
sum of these higher costs reflect a greater State need, Thus the States
with the greatest need are given more Federal dollars to make up. the
gross students' needs.

So what exists now is a negative incentive system. One component
of Federal contrthutions Should be to grant Federal aid based upon
the relative gross State product and student need. Then you will have
a more fair and equitable system of distribution of funds.

Mr. O'HARA. Mr. Jursa, maybe you would like to contribute to the
Michigan experience.

Mr. AIM, I would like to say in relation to the last comment to the
extent the disincentive exists, it reflects the allocation process rather
than a defect in programs themselves. I don't think there is a defect in
work-study.

Mr. SAlsr,R. No, not the program itself,
Mr. O'HARA. Well, that insistent bell that you have been hearing is

telling us that the House now has gone into session.
I thank you very much for having appeared before us. I am sorry

we didn't have more time to spend together, but I do appreciate your
cooperation in testifying as you did and keeping your remarks brief
and giving us a chance to talk with you.

Thank you very much.
[Whereupon, at 11 a.m., the subcommittee recessed, to reconvene at

9:80 a.m., Monday, June 10,1974.)
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STUDENT FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE

(State Programs)

MONDAY, JUNE 10, 1974

HOUSE OP REPRESENTATIVES)
SPECIAL:SUSCOMMITME ON EDVOATION OF THE

COMIIIIITEE ON EDUCATION AND LABOR,
1Va8angton, D.C.

The subcommittee met at 0 :30 a.m., pursuant to recess, in room 2261,
Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. James G. O'Hara (chairman
of the subcommittee) presiding.

Present : Representatives O'Hara and Dellenback.
Staff members present; Jim Harrison, all director; Elnora Teeth,

clerk; and Bob Anclringat minority staff &actor.
Mr. O'HARA, The Special Subcommittee on Education will come to

order.
Our first witness today will be Mr. T. Edward Hollander, deputy

commissiom, Higher and Professional Education of the New York
State Department of Education. Commissioner Hollander will talk to
us today about New York State's program of assistance to postsecond-
ary education with particular emphasis on the recently enacted tuition
assistance plan.

Mr. Hollander, I am also advised you have been more than coopera.
title in .shifting your own appearance to accommodate others and the
committee's scheclule. We are in your debt before we have even heard
what you have had to tell us.

STATEMENT OP T. EDWARD HOLLANDER, DEPUTY COMMISSIONER
FOR HIGHER AND PROFESSIONAL EDUCATION, NEW YORK STATE
DEPARTMENT OP EDUCATION

Mr. Boudixotn, Thank Mr. Chairman, I hope I will be further
in your debt by being brief. I am incapable of a sustained delivery
in excess of 10 minutes, I have given a bundle of documents mostly
for the record. Let me deal with the first seven or eight pages.

I am here today to speak on behalf of an improved .State-Federal
partnership in financing students enrolled in postsecondary education.
I do so from the perspective of New York State. As you know, with
the full support of the Goverpor and legislative leaders from both
parties, New York State has just expanded significantly the State's
program of financial aid to students. The program when fully imple.
mated will provide almost $150 million in grants and awards.

I would like to describe the program within the context of the
regent's policy of open access to postsecondary education.

(1:18)
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The regents, the governing :body of the University of the State of
New York, believe that open access can best be achieved through the
maintenance of a coordinated system of postsecondary education, in-
eluding private and public institutions, and collegiate; proprietary,
and hospital-based programs of study.. In our State public and private
institutions serve a common public mission, including the enrollment
of high proportions of low-income students and students drawn from
minority populations. From a student's point of view the major dis-
tinguishing characteristics between public and private institutions in
New York State is their level of public support and consequently
tuition.

The larger State subsidy of public institutions permits them to
charge tuition substantially below operating costs. Private institutions,

. with a relatiyely small State subsidy, charge much higher tuition
roughly. covering 70 percents of their operating costs.

The State's new student aid plan is designed to achieve the follow-
ing objectives :

-(a) To extend access to postsecondary institutions to all high school
graduates, regardless of economic circumstances.

(b) To provide all students with the resources necessary to attend
postsecondary institutions that best meet their needs, whether the
institutions are public, privatetor proprietary.

(o) To provide all institutions with a reasonable chance to com-
pete on a program and qualitativiibasis.

(d) To design a program in such a way as to complement existing'
institutional and Federal programs and provide minimum bureau-
cratic obstacles to student participation.

I must say our new program has yet to meet this last objective.
Current Federal programs make it hard to do so.

Briefly stated, the new State program uses an expanded tuition
assistance plan, guaranteed student loans and categorical scholarship
programs to form a comprehensive system for financing student needs.

The expanded State-Federal partnership for guaranteed loans dem-
onstrates how State and Federal programs can work together effec-
tively. The program is administered by a State agency, uses Federal
loan guarantees to implement Federal policy, and extends the scope
of the program using State funds to meet spepial State needs. Thus,
Federal and State policy are accommodated, n a single program.

Federal loan guarantees are available to an students regardless of
economic eireumstanees. Federal subsidies cover interest costs of loans
for students in college who come from families with incomes of $15,000
or less. The State has extended the scope of the program by providing
subsidies for four-sevenths of the interest costs for students from
4amilies with incomes of $80,000 or less who are ineligible' for Federal
subsidies. This subsidy applies only to students while they are in full-
time attendance and for 9 months thereafter. The extended loan pro-
gram makes sense for New York State. The basic Federal program
using a State agency for administration made it possible.

We would like to establish the same State-Federal partnership ar-
rangement for student grants, but we find that impossible because of
restrictions governing the Federal basic education opportunity prat.
gram. Before turning to that issue, let me describe the new tuition
assistance plan.

4 I 0
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Under the plan a New York State resident attending an approved
program of study at a New York university, college, proprietary
school, or hospital may receive a basic entitlement grant up to $1,500 a
year. The exact amount of the grant depends upon the student's eco-
nomic circumstances and the tuition level of the college he attends.
The maximum award at any institution is the lesser of tuition or $1,500.
The maximum award is available to students in the lowest income
category. The award is reduced as income rises, Students in their first 2
years of college receive aslightly higher award.

In New York we use net taxable balance as a measure of economic
circumstances. Net taxable balance is taxable income for income tax
purposes increased for such excludable income as tax -free, interest on
securities and depletion allowances and reduced to take into account
the number of persons in a family attending a postsecondary institu-
tion full time.

The following examples of student aid illustrate the grant levels at
several types of institutions. In addition to net taxable balance, the
table shows the roughly equivalent gross income for a family of four
with one member attending a postsecondary institution.

TABLE I

Net taxable balance

Award levels for freshmen and
sophomores

Approximate --
gross State University

Income Private college r unit 3

"VW,000
18 000
$0,000
520,000

..16, 500 51, 500 $650
8, 500 1, 380 630

13, 000 1,110 260
17, 000 770 s 100
25, 000 3 100 1100

i Private college tuition of $1,600 or more.
2 Slate University tuition of $650.
3 minimum award level for net taxable balance of $20,000 or less.

Mr. HOLLANDER. Could I direct your attention to table 1. You will
notice the student with income as low. as $6,500 can receive a $1,500
State award at a private institution and receives a $650 State award
at the State University, which is the full tuition at the State Univer-
sity unit. As ineome increases, the award level goes down, but goes
down from that basic maximum entitlement so there is always a dif-
ferential between the award for a student at the high-tution institu-
tion and the student attending a low-tuition institution,

So one of the objectives of the program is also to equalize tuition
among institutions at least to the student. In addition, students may
compete for fiat grant awards of $250 annually under regents' college
and nursing scholarships that are available to roughly the top 8 per-
cent of the high school graduating class. Students who are education-
ally and economically disadvantaged are eligible for additional cate-
gorical State student aid.

The new expanded tuition assistance plan will be phased in one
class at a time beginning with freshmen in the fall of 1974.

During the next academic year a New York State freshman from a
low-income family will be eligible for a combined Federal-State grant
of $2,550 in public funds. This amount may be increased to $21800 if he

414
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is also a regents scholar, or more if he is admitted through a State-
sponsored higher education opportunity program.

Additional funds are available to students from institutional
grantsabout $60 million are available directly from over 200 New
York State institutionsFederal direct loans, Federal work-study
funds, Federal supplementary opportunity grants and such special
Federal and State programs as aid to dependent children, social secu-
rity, veterans benefits, child of .deceased veterans awards, and so on.

Assuming the full funding of the BEOG, we are approaching the
time when adequate funds will be available, but the student seeking
adequate financing faces confusion because the Federal and State
student aid programs each continue their own eligibility, application,
and administrative procedurez.-

Appendix A lists the documents a typical student must complete
in order to apply for a financial aid package. You will find that five
separate applications are typically required of a student.
, We considered a single State-Federal partnership for student aid
as one alternative as New York developed its expanded program, but
Federal limitations on the BEOG program made this approach im-
possible.

We then surveyed 5,000 low- and middle-income students to deter-
mine if we could structure the State program around Federal criteria
for measuring economic need. A summary of the results of the study
is attached as appendix B.

Let me state the reasons why we could not accept Federal criteria :
1, The Federal program was relatively limited in impact. Less than

2-percent of college-going costs were covered by BEOG and the
campus-based grant programs, and when fully ample, ated, the
BEOG program might cover only 3 percent of costs. More funds are
available to finance students through programs funded under the Vete
erans° Administration and the Social Security Administration than
under Federal campus-based and BEOG programs. While Federal
student aid is helpful, it is a relatively small effort in comparison to
State and institutional efforts.

. 2. Uncertainty in Federal funding levels limited the usefulness of
the program. Students could not count on a level of grants with remd
sonable certainty.

3. The Federal needs tests were found to be complex, inequitable,
and confusing.

4. The Federal criterion with respect to asset level was imprecise
and difficult to verify, introducing further inequity and uncertainty
into the process.

C. By contrast, we found net taxable balance, which is our method
for measuring need, to be a reasonably valid measure of economic
need. Most important, the system is easily understood and permits
students and parents to predict award amounts, It also is easy to come
plots the application and simple to verify the information provided,

Our study also showed that if we shifted to Federal criteria for
measurement of economic circumstances, we would be taxing the value
of home equity of the rural poor, aid to dependent children under the
Social Security Act, proceeds from life insurance policies where the
head of the housbholcl had died, and the accumulated savings of elderly
persons planning for retirement, These variables are heavily taxed by
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the BEOG program and we did not wish to include them in the State
grant means test.

Our study showed that for low- and low-middle-income families,
asset holdings and nontaxable income were not related to total income.
Rather, asset holdings were related to where persons lived, the age of
the head of the household, and whether the head of the household
was still alive. I hope you will reconsider whether criteria other than
taxable income, with certain adjustments for excluded income, are
valid measures of need for the low-income population that the BEOG
program is supposed to serve.

respectfully submit that the Federal student aid program can be
effective only if it complements State and institutional efforts. Federal
policy should provide strong incentives to States and institutions to
augment their efforts. Together, rather than separately, we can best
serve student needs.

There are two alternatives available for a genuine State-Federal
sharing effort in providing student aid.

The program for Federal matching of State student incentive
grants is potentially effective, if the program is administered in ac-
cordance with congressional intent and expanded to a more meaningful
level. Funds from this program will heyp in a small way to finance
New York State's expanded tuition assistance. plan. This important
Federal program should be extended.

A second and additional possibility is to restructure the Federal
BEOG program so that States with significant studentaid entitlement
programs may have the option to coordinate a State-Federal partner-
shipship along the lines of the guaranteed loan program model in New
York. Several models are possible and am told at least one will be
presented to you by other speakers.

We strongly support the continuation and extension of the Federal
13E00 program restructured as indicated above. Congress is to be
commended for supporting the innovative principles: of a Federal
'entitlement program for students. As a new program it has its prob.
lems. We hope that the experience of_the last year suggests that a
State-Federal partnership is a better approach for administration
than the separate operation of Federal and State entitlement pro-
grams designed to serve the same students. 13y the end of next year
almost all States will have established student aid programs. The con-
tinuation of uncoordinated State and Federal efforts no longer makes
sense.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
[ Supplemental statement and appendixes follow:]

SUPPLEMENTARY STATEMENT or T. 1DWAnD flottmenft, DEPUTY CoMMIESIoNER Loll
HIGHER AND PROVERSIONAL EDUCATION, t'nw Yoatc STATE DEPARTMENT Or
EDUCATION ON ADMINISTRATION or STATE STUDENT /NCENTIVE GRANT

Mr. Chairman. may I add one concern with regard to the administration of
the State Student Incentive Grant Program which I know will be of interest to
you, This is a serious case in which the administration of Congressional policy
by VSOb will be inconsistent with Congressional intent.

We are much concerned that the manner in which the United States Office
of Education intends to allocate funds for the State Scholar Incentive Program
for Pi! 1974 will work to the detriment of the interests of thirtyone states, A
list of those states is attached. The issue at stake is the dpIetlninntion of which

89-102-14,--40
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base year of expenditure by the state is to be used to determine eligibility for
Federal allocation,

As indicated in the attached correspondence with U.O. Commissioner John
Ottina, Appendix C, we believe that the Congressional intent for this program is
the states' allotment of FY 1974 SSIG funds should be made to those states
with operating state grant programs in FY 1974. The Congress must have in-
tended in this legislation that the allocation of Federal funds in any year would
be on the basis of the expenditures by the states during that same fiscal year The
intention was not to permit the allocation on the basis of prospective state ex.
penditures for the succeeding fiscal year, Yet that is exactly the way the U.S.
Office plans to administer the program.

We save no disagreement with the United States Office of Education with
regard to the period of time or fiscal year in which the Federal funds can be ex-
pended Neither do we have any disagreement on the intention of the law to en
courage states to establish new scholar incentive programs or to increase their
existing programs. This legislation was enacted in 1972 and, indeed, any states
choosing to take advantage of the legislation had ample opportunity to set state
programs .in place. Any state not having a program during the WY 1974, has the
opportunity to establish a program during FY 1075 or thereafter and be eligible
for Federal funds in the fiscal year 1975 or years subsequent thereto.

The United States Office of Education interpretation of the year of state ex.
penditure to be selected' for allocation of Federal funds has the net effect of (1)
penalising those states with programs in effect during the same fiscal year in
Which the Federal funds were appropriated ; (2) actually decreasing the total
amount of money which will flow to the several states in this program in the long
haul ; and (3) establishing a gross inequity for any state not currently having a
state program but establishing one during the fiscal year 1975. Points two and
three need some elaboration.

With regard to point two, we point out that the Administration has followed
a path on this program to attempt to slow down its implementation and to keep
expenditures as limited as possible. First the Administration, in effect, tried to
impound these funds and is only making them available at the very end of FY
1974. I point out, in addition, that the Administration has not even proposed a
continuation of this program for FY 1975. The net effect of the Administration's
decision with regard to which fiscal year is chosen for state expenditures results
in the fact that those states eligible during FY 1974 on the basis of expenditures
for 1974 will be shortchanged in the amount of more than $3 million. Those states
in In 197E would continue to receive that amount of money and additional sums
for any added expenditure for those states. The states which have established
programs to begin in FY 1975 would, of course, be eligible for new Federal
funds in that fiscal year. By its implementation, MOE is attempting to grind
down the total amount of money made available to the states for this important
program.

With regard to point three, I note that under the USOE interpretation any
state not now having a state program but establishing one afer June 80, 1074,
would be ineligible to receive any of the Federal funds appropriated for FY 1975.
Since USOE is considering that the allocation of Federal fiscal 1974 funds is
based on state &tat 1975 expenditures, it follows that USOE would consider
the distribution of Federal fiscal 1975 funds on the basis of Fiscal 1970 expend'
tures. The state, therefore, that establishes a program during FY 1975,1s ineligible
to receive any Federal fiscal funds during that year. That state would have to
wait until Federal year 1970, at which point its expenditures from FY 1977
would be used to determine its entitlement. That was certainly not the intention
of the Congress.

The entire interpretation of USOE on using prospective expenditures to allot
funds is inequitable, unsound, and completely contrary to the intention of the
Congress. I urge you, Mr. Chairman, and the members of the Committee to move
immediately in contacting Secretary Weinberger and Commissioner Ottina for
a reversal of the decisions made in USOE with regard to the year of expenditure
by the states in order to determine the Federal allotment. Thank you,

States which initiate grant programs In 1974-75 should be recognised through
a FY 1975 SSIG appropriation. I am presenting a table, under Appendix D, which
demonstrates the effect of continuing the FY 1974 allocation to the 31 states
with state grant programs in effect in 1978-74. For many of the 81 states listed,
the incenses under the suggested allocation system are significant
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APPENDIX B

FINANCIAL Am FOR NEW YORE STATE STUDENTS--SUMMARY or MAJON
WINDINGS

SECTION /

Section I provides a statistical overview of the Regents Student Assistance
Programs for 1972-78. Changes in the program have occurred since the last report
to the Governor and the Legislature on the status of the programs (1969-70).

Since the last report, the maximum scholar incentive payment wag increased
from $500 to $600. Minimum awards of $100 were eliminated for those students
from families with adjusted net taxable income of more than $20,000..
Total Awards Are Up $14.8 Million

Total awards under all, programs have risen from $68,2 million in 1960-70 to

$82.6 million in 197248. Almost all of the increase has been in the scholar incen-
tive award program. Average undergraduate scholar incentive payments rose
from $170 to $286 and the average graduate payments rose from $811 9:1 $846
between 196940 and 197248.
Payments at Private Colleges Level 0/f

The distribution of scholar incentive payments reflects the shift in thepro-
portion of students from the private to the public sector. In 1060-70 48,9% of
the scholar incentive payments were made to students in independent colleges;
this past year the percentage was down to 89.8% The students at private colleges
sustained an even greater decrease in terms of the proportion of the total dollar
value of scholar incentive payments. In 1069-70, 66,1% of the total scholar 'men-
tive dollars went to students at private colleges, whereas only 66% of the total
scholar incentive amounts went to students at private colleges in 1972-78. During
the three year period, total dollar value of scholar incentive payments rose by
almost 40% because of the increased scale. However, total scholar incentive
,sollars to private college students rose by only 5.6%, while the total scholar
inventive dollars to students at State University campuses including community
co sieges rose 71%.
Scholar incentive Payments Do 241 Ilgualta Charges

In 1972-78 the average payment was $248 to students at private colleges and
$206 to students at State-operated campuses, If State University Scholarships
and partial tuition waivers are included with scholar incentive grants, State
University students receive State non-competitive tuition subsidies that are al.
most equal to the average amounts awarded to students at private colleges/.
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AWIncreased Nu Mber of Regents Scholarship Holders are Attending State Uni-
versity (Yampa/108

The distribution of Regents College Scholarship holders also has changed.
In 1960 -70 49.5% of the scholarship holders attended private colleges ; in 1072-78
the figure was down to 42,6 %, This represents a decline in actual numbers of
almost 4,500 students, or 13.5% between 1909-70 and 1972-78,
More Students Use Awards at the State University

Differences exist in the percentage of New York State's res!dents who use the
Regents program in the different sectors. An estimated 80% of the New York
State residents attending State University campuses receive scholar incentive
or Regents Scholarship payments. At the upstate community colleges the per-
centage is 66 %, and at the private colleges the percentage is 68%. The difference
between the percentages for SUNY and private colleges results from a larger
percentage of the students at private colleges being ineligible because of high
income.

SECTION II

How Scholar Incentive Reolpients Finance College Costs

The second section of this report deals with a study of scholar incentive re-
cipients. The research objectives fell into three broad categories : (1) to deter-
mine the cost of college attendance, (2) to determine the financial strength of
families of scholar incentive award holders, and (3) to determine the resources
used by scholar incentive award holders to finance their cost. Five thousand
students were sampl.ffi, by randomly drawing 100 students from each of 50
representative New. '{ OA it State institutions of Higher Education, A question-
naire was administert0, and a useable return rate of 79.7% was achieved for the
private colleges, 70.5% for the State University campuses, and 53,9% for the
upstate community t..elleges,

Demographic Differences Begat Between Public and Private College Molar
Incentive Award Recipients

Scholar incentive students at private colleges tend to be slightly younger than
the students at State University campuses. Students at the public colleges tend
to come from larger families than do the students at private colleges. More than
half of the total number of children in the families of the Scholar Incentive
Award holders sampled are college students. Private colleges have a much larger
proportion of male students than female students; the reverse is true at State
University ,,,nnpuses, 58.1% of the S.I. holders sampled at private colleges are
males while 42.5% at State University are mai% and 48.9% at community colleges
are males.
.4ocrape l'em/fp Income and Assets are Similar for Scholar Incentive Award

Reciplenti$ at RUNT and Private Colleges
The ftt,,rage income and asset levels for the scholar incentive holders at private

and at State rniversity campuses were quite similar, while 'SI. holders at com-
munity colleges tended to be lower on all income and asset variables except for
the value of regidenee equity. The higher average for students at community
colleges is the result of a higher percentage of community college families own-
ing their own home. Most of the community college students are from rural areas
where ste,t4le ov:ncrship is prevalent. However, in the private sector, fewer stu-
dents nvt- eligible to receive awards than hi the other sectors. The following
table !illows these averages:

AVERAGE FAMILY INCOME AND ASSETS --*.
Private SUNY collages

community

Ornss t wale Income 18311
0,197
11, 891

AdOsted not taxable Wooed

rte mai equItY 14, 560 14, 895 15, 715
Othel 9, 095 9,887 6,569
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The costs a/ college attendance .

The first major portion of the study of scholar incentive holders dealt with the
costs facing college students and their families. Tuition us well as non-tuition
costs were considered.
Tuition Charges Vary Significantly Among Sectors and Within the Private Sector.

A substantial tuition difference between public and private Colleges exists.
However, a significant range of tuition rates occurs at the private colleges, The
tuition Charges for the private colleges in the sample range from $1,000 to 0,200
per year.
The Average Non-Tuition Costs also Differ by Sector

The higher average non-tuition cost for State University students results pri-
marily from the large percentage of State University students who are resident
rather than commuter students. 41% of the students at private college were com-
muters, while only 12% of the students at State University campuses were cons- 4

nutters, and 80% of the students at community colleges were commuters.

Amounts to be Financed by Students and Parents Vary by Sector
The average net cost to be financed by students and their parents was also

determined. Net cost Is total cost less all grants to the students. The average
net cost at private colleges was found to be $2,900, while at State University
campuses it was $2,198:, and to community colleges it was $1,017, The following
table shows total cost and cost and costs less grants ;

AVERAGE COSTS AND FINANCING

Private

Average tuition
Average nontuition cost

$2, 382
1, 801

Average total cost 4,183

Ws:
Grants 1,630223

Loans

Subtotal 1, 853

Amount to be financed by students and parents 2, 330

Community
SUNY college

$740 $556
2, 091 1, 539

2,831 2,095

603 33 478
503 217

1,136 695

1, 655 1, 400

Family Financial Strength

A second area of the study of scholarship incentive holders dealt with family
financial strength, More specifically, it sought to 'assess the validity or usefulness
of the net taxable income means test, At present, payments tinder the current
programs are sealed according to the net taxable income of the family, Several
other more complex means analysis systems have been suggest+1. These would
require parents to provide data on gross income from taxable and non-taxable
soarces, residettee equity, other assets, and such other items as the value of life
insurnttce policies.
A If itlh Relationvhip R,rists Bel teem Net and Gross Incomes

The correlation coefficients between net taxable income and gross taxable Income
were found to be .81 for the families of students at private colleges, ,t32 for the
families at State University campuses, and ,80 for the families of 'students at
community colleges, Thus, the relationship between net taxable income and gross
income is quite high,
There Is No Positive Relationship Between Tamable and non-Taccable Income

The relationship between income from non-taxable sources and net taxable
income was also determined, Rarely did families teceiVe $2,000 or more in none
taxable Income, At the private colleges only 9% received $2,000 or more, at State
University campuses only 8% received $2,000 or more, and at community colleges
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18% received $2,000 or more. A negative correlation was found between non-
taxable income and net taxable income. ln other words, non-taxable income
sources such as social security, tend to go to families with low taxable income.
Correlation coefficients were .27 at the private colleges, .18 at the State Uni-
varsity campuses, and .86 at the community colleges. Looked at another way,
68% of the cases that showed non-taxable income of $2,000 or more at the private
colleges bad net taxable incomes under $2,000. At the State University the com
parable figure was 58%, and at community colleges the comparable figure was
01 %. Inclusion of non-taxable income in the State means test would have a major
impact on low income social security holders. The State would save grant funds
on a relatively small proportion of the total college going population, most likely
from families where the principal wage earner is deceased or retired.
There Is No Strong Relationship Between Assets andIncome

The relationship between assets and net taxable income was also examined. No
relationship was found between income anultssets. Thus, if an asset computation
well) built into the State means test, the tax would not be placed on an income
related factor but rather on such other factors as frugality or inheritances.
Furthermore, requiring families to report assets and to use a portion to finance
college costs would not result in a significant saving to the State.

A slightly stronger correlation, although still not a significant one, exists
between net taxable income and the value of the home. The Correlation coefficient
is .24 among the families at private colleges, .28 among the families of students
at State University colleges, and .85 among the families of students at com-
munity eolleitql. As mentioned earlier, a higher proportion of the families of
community college students seem to own their homes, as they are from nonurban
areas. It would seem reasonable to exclude the value of a family home from a
means test as it cannot be readily converted to a means to finance college costs,
if not an income related variable, and seems to be related to such other factors
as whether or not the student lives in an urban or rural area.
Use of the Current Stattrawable Income Means Test Should Be Continued

Considering the extremely large number of students who receive State grants,
and that net taxable income is a reasonable measure of a family's financial
strength, it would be preferable to retain the current simple system rather than
to establish a more complicated system that takes into account variables which
cannot be easily verified and would tend to be characteristic of low-income
families,

The Income Adjustment for Families With More Than One Student in College
Should Be Changed

The current State means test should be amenCied in eases where more than one
member of the family is attending college. Currently the net taxable income of
parents is divided by the number of children in college. This procedure In inequi-
table, since it provides the greatest, deductions to those with the highest incomes.
The study found scholar incentive holders whose gross family income exceeds
$40,000. Approximately 5% of the scholar incentive recipients are from families
with gross incomes of $25000 or More.'A system of applying a flat deduction of
$3,000 for the first additional family member in college, and $2,000 for each
additional family member in college would not only be more equitable but would
save the State significant amounts in grant payments. The proposal of the
Regents would have (+oat $10 million more had this change not been made.

Patterna of Pititiltetit9 College

tie final portion of the study dealt with the patterns of financing college. The
data were analyzed in three ways; (1) to show aid funds by type and source,
(2) to show patterns by year in college, and (8) to show patterns by income level.

Sources of Financial Aid Funds

The following table shows a summary of the different sources of aid funds used
by students in the differentseetors,

..11: 4,4 it
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FINANCING PATTERNS BY SECTOR

Private
Community

SONY
Comcollege

State grants
Federal grants
Institutional grants
Other grants
Loans

Total

$534 $441
177 141

386 9

630
126 42

.603

$284
177

3

217

1,853 1,136 695

New York State is the Major Source of Grant Funds
More grant funds are provided by the Stav than any other source in support

of scholar incentive holders. The State grants include Scholar Incentive, Regents
Scholarships, State University Scholarship and Partial Tuition Waiver Awards
as well as State grants provided to institutions for special programs for dis-
advantaged students : Higher Education Opportunity Program (11E0p) Educa-
tional Opportunity Program (EOP), and Search for Education, Elevation, and
Knowledge (SEEK), Special program students at private colleges, despite higher
costs, received significantly less in student financial aid through the programs
than the opportunity students at State University campuses.
Federal Student Aid Grants Are Low

Federal grants are somewhat less important than State grants, especially the
programs administered by the U.S. Office of Education such as the Basic Educa-
tional Opportunity Grant and Supplemental Educational Opportunity Grant Pro-
grams. Sixty percent of Federal funds to students at the private colleges were
from the Veterans' Administration and the Social Security Administration. These
agencies provided almost 80% of the federal funds awarded to students at the
public colleges, The CA Office of Education Programs (the Federal student grant
programs) financed less than 2% of the total costs at the private and State
University campuses, Alter State grants, Social Security payments rank as the
most important source of grant funds for students at the public colleges. At the
private colleges, the major source of grant funds other than State grants was
grants from college fonds.
Neither State Grants nor Federal Grants Equalize Costs Among Sectors

Neither State grants nor Federal grants vary significantly among sectors in
relation to costs, The single exception is State grants at community colleges,
which are lower because of low tuition rates and the low number of Regents
Scholarship winners.

Private colleges try to equalize costs by using their own funds. Institutional
grants at private colleges accounted for almost one-third of the total grants,
Student Loans are the Second Moat Important Source of Aid

Virtually all student loans are from governmental sources. The loans taken
out by private college students cover a lower proportion of costs as compared to
the loans taken out by State University students. Borrowing is somewhat lower
at the community colleges than at the 4-year colleges. Community college students
earn more than they borrow.

1973-74 LOANS

Commun
INIvatei SONY college

ity

Average of all students

Aeerege Ige
on

Ofactual brroweng

9630 003 Olt
65 45 24

$1, 157 $1, 033 $894

Many Student* Work to Finance College Oasts
Far more community college students, worked during the academic year in

order to finance their college costs compared to students at private and State
University campuses, Thus, community college students show .a clear preference
for jobs as a means for financing college, Another factor inherent here may be that
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community odlege students are more likely to have jobs available since they do
not leave their home town in order to attend college, The percentage of students
working during the summer and during the academic year varies among the three
sectors.

'.,,INTAGE OF STUDENTS WORKING

Private SUNY college
Community

Summer 88 82 75
Academic year 25 21 42

Coordination of Financial Aid Programa Could De Improved
Presently, students must rely on a wide variety of sources in order to finance

college costs. However, it appears that few aid recipients fall outside of the
pool of State grant recipients. Thus, it would be possible to achieve greater co-
ordination by combining programs under the aegis of the Regents,

Financing Patterns by Class Year
Students do not receive more in non-state grants as they progress through

college, nor do they borrow more, Regents Scholarship payments slightly to
upper division State University students because of the increased tuition charge
to upper division students,
Student& Dam More as They Progress Through College

Summer earnings increase significantly as students progress. Average earn-
ings increase by more than $100 per student between the freshman and sopho-
more years and by approximately $200 between the freshman and senior years.
Academic year earnings also rise as students progress through college. At the
private and State University campuses academic year earnings almost triple
between freshman and sophomore years when averaged over all eases. This
results from two factors larger numbers of students working and those working
earning larger sums. Students are able to earn, as an overall average, almost
$400 more in their senior year as compared to their freshman year in private
colleges, and almost VW more at State University campuses.

Parental support by Class year remains fairly constant at private colleges
parental support by class year declines at State University campuses. Both
public and private college students increase earnings in the upper division.
Parents of state University students tend to reduce their support as the irtudentas
earnings increase.
Many College Seniors Are Deeply its Debt

By the time SI holders get to their senior year significant numbers of them
are in debt for large amounts,

CUMULATIVE INDEBTEDNESS OF SENIOR SI HOLDERS

Community
Private Stlfi college

Average of all seniors $2, 236 $1, 743 $455
Percentage Of seniors with loans 70 34
Average cumulative debt for seglors with loans $3,188 $2,S15 $1, 299

Seventy percent of senior St holders at four-year colleges have 'Oerrowed, The
mean loan for 1401110144 at private colleges who borrowed is BlitItoit 42001 the
meals loan for seniors at 1411111e campuses who borrowed is over $2,500. These
lets are nuke high I it may not be possible 'to greatly increase the use of loans
to finance college,

Financing Patterns by Income tenet

The study also analyzed financing patterns by income level, It was found that
a strong relationship dots not exist between income and many sources of financial
aid,

'

,;:tI
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There is Low Correlation Between Income and NonState Grant Awards
While there is a relationship between net taxable income and grant payments,

other than 'Scholar Incentive and Regents Scholarship payments, the relation-
ship is not as strong as had been expected. While the highest grants go to low
income students, there is a surprising leveling that takes place between the
$4,000 and $12,000 income levels, rather than a continuous sloping downward of
the grants as income rises. The correlation coefficients between net taxable income
and total grants are .37 at the private colleges, .38 at the State University
colleges; and .34 at the community, colleges. It is apparent that many grants
are still awarded according to factors other than family income.
home Predicts the Amount of Scholar Incentive Grants

There is a high correlation between the amount of scholar incentive payments
and net taxable income as well as gross income.
Low Income Students Receive Fewer Regents Scholarships

The correlation between income and Regents Scholarship payments is weak.
At the private colleges the correlation is .21, at State University. Campuses
it is ,11, and at the community colleges it is .01, Although low income stu-
dents can receive larger Regents scholarship payments, far fewer income stu-
dents win Regents scholarships. 'Thus, the correlation is weak, At the private
colleges, 31% of students in the $0-2,000 net taxable income group receive
scholarships, whereas 42% of the students in the .$2,000-$10,000 income group
receive scholarships. Forty-nine percent of the students from families with in-
comes in excess of $10,000 receive Regents Scholarships.

There is a very high correlation between income and the actual amount of
Regents Scholarship payments,
A Poor Relationship Between Income and Federal Grants &lilts Even Though

the Federal Grants Are Targeted at Low Income Students
Federal Grants are not strongly related to income. Although grants tend to to

to low income students, most low income students do not receive grants. Thus,
the overall relationship is weak,
There is no Relationship Between Income and Lonna and Work

When student earnings and the amounts they borrowed were analyzed by
income level, it was found that no velationship existed between net taxable in-
come and these variables. It is not until the highest income levels that loans begin .

to taper off at the private colleges, New 'York State Higher Education 'Assistance
Corporation Loans are randomly distributed in relation to income.
Parental Support Is Related to Meow

As would be expected, parental support TWA as net taxable income rises. The
correlation Coefficient was found to be .00 at the private colleges, ,53 at State
University colleges, and only ,38 at community colleges. The lower correlation at
the community colleges results from parental support leveling off rapidly because

. the college costs do not require increased parental inputs,

Arrannix

Tits listvsftstrt Or TIN &ATM or NNW You,
vita ,STATN EDUCATION ENPADTIANNT,

Albany, N.Y., Map 3, Era
Mr, JouN OTTINA,
Vag, Commissioner of Education,
Department of Health, Education, and Welfare,
Office of &location, Washington, D.C.

Dv,As Ms, Orrin As you are aware, New York State has submitted a state-
went of its intent to participate in the State Student Inventive Grant Program,

In this connection, it is apparent from the application form attd from the draft
regulations that the Office of Education interprets the FY 74 appropriations as
applicable to State expenditures in FY 75,

We wish to take this opportunity to register our strong objections to this in-
terpretation, which will obviously penalize New York State and all other states
that have operative programs during FY 14, To the extent that the already Wade-
(mate FY 74 appropriation is used to reimburse states for programs first initiated
in FY 75, the final total allotment to the other states must be reduced,

441 1
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It seems clear to us that the intent of the FY 74 appropriation was to reim-burse the states for FY 74 expenditures, and that the appropriation should belimited to that purpose. States that do not have operative programs in FY 74should certainly be encouraged to initiate such programs in FY 75, and states
that already have programs should be encouraged to enlarge and expand them.
But those purposes must be achieved by a new FY 75 appropriation, and not by adiversion of the FY 74 appropriation.

We would appreciate assurance from your office that the FY 74 appropriation
will be limited to FY 74 expenditures.

Sincerely,
GORDON M. Ammon,

Acting Commissioner of Education.

DEPARTMENT OP HEALTH, EDUCATION, AND WELFARE,
OFFICE OP EDUCATION,

Washington, DN., May 28, 1974.Dr. GORDON M. AMMON,
Acting Commissioner of Education,
State Education Department,
Albany, N.Y.

DEAR COMMISSIONER AMAMI Thank you for your letter of May 3 in which
you reaffirmed New York's keen interest in participating in the State Student
Incentive Grant Program, and in which you raised the issue of this program as avehicle to reimburse States for previous efforts versus its use as an inducementto encourage States to establish or expand student assistance programs,

The present legislation merely establishes a final date for the expenditure of
appropriations and is silent on when States may spend those funds. However,
forward rather than 'retroactive funding is consistent with the provisions of Sec-tion 415A (b) (3), which states in part "Sums appropriated . . . for any fiscal
year shall remain available for payments to States for the award of student grants
under this subpart until the end of the fiscal year succeeding the fiscal year for
which such sums were appropriated."

These provisions in the legislation, combined with a recognition of the time
required to establish State programs, were reflected in my March 22 letter to
the Governors of the States and Territories, In eliciting their interest in having
their States participate. I pointed out that States which do not already have pro.
grams for expansion may exercise their option to participate by developing ap-
propriate new programs by March 31, 1975. In keeping with the legislation, the
regulations which are in the final stages of clearance with DHOW, provide for
reallotments to be made from funds released by those States which do not choose
to participate and those which are unable to match their initial entitlement.

I am sure that New York's zeal for its own State scholarships prograin will be
tempered by a recognition that some other States need time to develop initial
programs before their allotments are withdrawn and reassigned to State agencies
eligible to receive them.

We appreciate our comments and look forward to working with your State
agency on this promising FederalState venture to provide substantially needy
undergraduates with the assistance they need for higher postsecondary education.

Sincerely,
huff ()TUNA,

V.8. Commissioner of Education.

A 1
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APPODIX D

ESTIMATED DISTRIBUTION OF FISCAL, YEAR 1974 SSI0 FUNDS ($19,000,000) FOR 31 STATES OPERATING STATE

GRANT PROGRAMS IN 1973-74

State

INOve,

OE estimated State
Amount if distrIb

Estimated State Med among 50
amount for fiscal States for fiscal Estimated

year 1974 year 1975 Increase

=.410110111..140.......1.1.0."........14
California 3,372,531 2, 815,287 557, 260

Connecticut 321, 305 2E8, 249 53,056

Delaware 67, 829 56,8 10,988

Florida 637,829 532,658 105,171

Georgia 346, 204 289, 066 57,138

494, 044
995, 880 196,843
412, 4 9 81, 625

tinitaina
1,192,723

Iowa 268, 408 224,142 44, 286

Kansas 264,479 220,84 43,638

Kentucky 265,448 221,496 43,952

Maine , 64, 568 70,744 13,814

Maryland 411, 8 6 344, 005 67, 811

Massachusetts 789,463 659, 176 130,287

lPhl I i
chigoe

. 387, 249 323, 6 8
nt

997, 521 832, 701 164,820
63,731

M ssoutl 462,964 386, 676 76, 288

New Jersey 590, 6 1 493,288 97, 323

New York . 2,085,764 1,741, 368 344, 396

North Dakota 72, 874 60, 944 11, 930

Ohio 957,001 799,087 157,914

Oregon 302,190 252,273 49,917

Pennsylvania 1, 053, 725 879,800 173,925

Rhode Island 122, 476 102,384 20,092

South Carolina 230,036 192,049 37,987

Tennessee 61; 246 301, 597 59, 649

Texas A * f 1 1, 195,926 998,455 197,471

Vermont 62,406 52,046 10,360

Virginia 432,6 9 361, 354 71,265

Washington 473, 593 395, 421 78,172

West Virginia 155,981 130, 238 25, 743

Wisconsin . .534, 239 446,021 88, 218

Total I 18, 996,064 15, 860, 024 3, 135, 040

Total is loss than $19,000,000 due to rounding.

Mr, O'HARA, Thank you very much, Mr, Ilollander, The gentleman
from Oregon has to leave, so I am going to permit him to question the
witness first,

Mr, 'DELLENBAM I appreciate that I apologize again for having to
mix up committees this morning and having tobe at several,

We have a lot of respect for what you are doing in New York, We
had a chalice to work with Dr, Boyer and we have a great regard for
that aspect of the work,

May I ask one line of questioning. On rage 0 you talk about reasons
why you could not accept Federal criteria. I understand No, 2 and
understand No, 5 and No, 4 and your argumentation for No, 5, but
am not sure I get the reason underlying No, 1 , You say that less than
2 percent of college-going costs were covered by 13E00 and when
fully implemented may cover only 3 percent of costs,

Mr, 11oLLANntit I don't know the reason fully, but I suspect the
criteria for the determination of economic need when combined, limit
the program to very, very few students in the State, That is. No, 1,

Mr, Dnuotsitom Let me be sure I understand that, Your 2 percent
is in totality, You are not talking about 2 percent for any student
reciving a 13EOG grant?

Mr, HottAmn, No, Let me define the population sampled here,
We define the middiehincome or lowiniddleincome student receiving
net taxable income of $2,0,000 or less, That is equivalent to roughly

148.
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$25,000 gyoss income, So the population we sampled constituted all
students in this State, residents of the State attending New York
State institutions with, $25,000 or less income. That is the group that
receives our tuition assistance award.

Within that group the level of BEOG's received on the average for
that group was 2 percent, In contrast, our own program provided
greater support than that. and the institutional aid programs Of our
colleges and universities provided more support than that. If the Fed-
eral effort was larger than our own effort, we would say fine. We would
defer to the Federal criteria, but the Federal effort was so small it
did not make sense.

Mr. Dmixximcm, Do you have any statistics on how many BOG
dollars went into New York?

Mr. HoiLtx.h1n. We did this on a student-by-student basis,
Mr, DELLENBAOK. I am not sure how the mathematics could work out

with that low a percentage with New York contributing more,, unless
of course there were more New York dollars that went into this kind
of student. aid than the Federal dollars, That i why. I am wondering
what the comparable dollars were. That is why I wonder how many
I3EOG and how many State dollars.

Mr, HOLLANDER. Ours was an examination of the program from the
perspective of the student, We sampled what the cost of higher educa-
tion was to these 5,000 students and how they financed it.

Let me give you the sources of their funds for the students who have
responded to the survey. The total amount of grants available to the
students per capita was abOut $1,200, of which, on the average, $500
came from 'Cew York State grants Institutional grants came to about
$400 on the average per student, and the Federal grants came to $10
per student, The grants received by students in this category totaled
$1,200 toward the cost of their education, Of that $1,200 average grant
received by a student in this income category, only $10 was as a result
of the BEOG program,

This is only the first year of the BEOG program and it affected
freshmen only, but if you extended the level to full funding and carried
it to full classes, it would not increase very much,

DELLENRAOK, We appropriated about $122 million and peplums
$40 million of that would be carried, So say $.80 million went into the
nationwide picture in that first year, The next year, the one we are
just getting into, we have 475 plus about $40 million carryover, so
there would be about 515, We don't know yet what is going to be
appropriathd in the coming year.

I think it would be a. grave mistake if the Congress appropriated
less than $800 million, but we have some indications the Appropria-
dons Committee may .appropriate less than that, But even if we went
to $800 million, the first mathLnatical unit of $80 million 1 year--

Mr, HOLLANDER. It would be 100 instead of 10 on the average for this
income group.

Mr, DI:Lummox, I don't think we are going to be able to take that
op to 500 in a straight mathematical throw. If it means going to $400
million in the future, I don't see that in the Muth for 13F,OG,

Mr, Iloulotnta, I am only arguing here that the Federal effort is
not less than what it could be, but relative to other programs, this pro
gram is small, It would not be appropriate from our point of view to
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adopt a Federal criterion when this is a relatively small effort com-
pared to the others. That is point 1. .

Point 2, I think the Federal BEOG program is most effective if it
encourages other States to establish their own and complements such
efforts. I would hope the policy and the thrust would be to encourage
States to build on that program with their own programs and not
leave the total effort to the BEOG program, because by itself it is an
insufficient effort.

Mr. DELLENRACK. You also make comment on the student incentive
grant and you say potentially effeetive, and you say this is an impor-
tant Federal program and should be extended.' I am pleased to get
that additional testimony because I know that was a fund that was
not provided for in the Presidential budget. A number of us have
urged the Appropriations Comniittee to go beyond the $19 million
figure of last year. Whether we will be successful in the long run I
don't ktiow, but I could not agree with you more this is an important
program and from what I understand of it, it has proven to be a
catalyst and incentive to bring the type of coordinated program that
really runs through your testimony, as a desirable goal.

Thank you very much. I appreciate this input.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. O'HAnA. Mr. Hollander, under your tuition grant program

the maximum award of any institution is. the lesser of tuition or $1,500.
Your table in your statement which assumes tuition of pim ia in the
private college and $650 in the State University. What is the ration-
ale of limiting that to tuition. or $1,5001

Mr. HOLLANDER. The policy of the State, at least of our State, is
that students in similar economic circumstances ought to be provided
roughly the same proportionate share of the cost of going to college,
and the student ought not be limited because he is poor to a public
institution. no ought to be able to select an institution whether it is
proprietary or private or public that he thinks best meets his needs
and, of course, admits him. If the State University charges only $650
tuition, we want a student in the lowest income group, which in our
State we define as $6,500 or less gross income, to go to that institution
free.

If he wants to go to a private institution, and it is a low-cost pri-
vate institution which we would define as one charging $1,500 for tui-
tion, he can go to that institution free. He should have that freedom
of choice. To the extent the private institution charges more than
$1,500, then that requires the student effort to make up, the difference
between the actual tuition and $1,500.

We believe our private institutions, perhaps due to a historical RC.
cident, perhaps due to their own intention, share the fundamental
mission of the public institutions. They should he permitted to cons
tinue in this manner and the students who want to go there should
be permitted to do so, and that is the rationale or Justification.

Aft O'llAnA. I am not sure whether it should cost me more if I want
my kids to go to a private school than a public one, but it ought not
cost these people morel is that right.?

Atr. trot,t,montt, It depends on your private income category.
Mr, O'HARA. I am not sure there is something wrong with someone

with means to go to a higher.cost institution.
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Mr, Ilow,Aximu, If a student is poor and wants to go to a private
institution and it best meets hip educational needs, and some of the
private institutions in New York 'are open to public admissions, but it
should be the student's choice and not the State's, If he is poor, he
really does not have the choice unless you help him go there,

Mr. O'llaitn. In terms of grant al& I think I would limit my grant
aid to the public school tuition and then if someone wants to go to a
more expensive school, provide some other kind of assistance.

Mr. HOLLANDER. Let's differentiate, The public schools are not
cheaper than the private schools. That is, the cost of offering instruc-
tional services at public institutions is not necessarily lower than the
cost of offering instructional services at the private institutions. As a
matter of public policy we subsidize very significantly the costs of the
public institutions andthis is why they charge low tuition.

The City University of New York is free; ,Zrlie costs are fully
subsidized.

Mr. O'l TAttA. I can buy that rationale, but then I think you ought to
give a private school tuition subsidy to 'any student who goes there
regardless of income. Iii other words, if you have the $25,000 income
person --

Mr. }buxom We do that, too.
Mr, O'llAnA, Let's say, if you are compensating for the tag dollars

that go to the
the

institution and you are saying, OK, if you send
ybur childto the private institution, you will no be getting the contri-
bution Iromi the taxpayer that you 'would have been getting if you
sent him to a public institution, so therefore we will make it up to you
by giving ,you a tuition grant. If you follow that rationale, which is a
perfectly logical one, I don't see any point to the income cutoff.

Mr. Hotaimotit. We use a different rationale. Our rationale is that
all institutions in the State serve a public mission. If I listed all of our
institutions' and did no tell you whether they were public or private,
there would benb way of your differentiating among them in terms of
whom they admit, how well they educate them, and the fields of study
offered.

Until 15 or 20 years ago, outside the city of New York, there was
no public institutions throughout the State except for a few teachers'
colleges, and the private institutions came to serve a public mission.
They .have continued to do so. We do not believe that they ought to be
heavily subsidized by the. State because they do offer a difference due
to the difference of control. They have their own boards of trustees,
they raise their own funds and, to a great extent, they define their
educational programs with minimum State intervention. We think
that is good. public institution differs from them because they get a
much bigger State subsidy.

Private institutions do receive a State subsidy, roughly 10 percent
of their educational costs, but having set this system in plaee, our focus
shifts to the student. Whet are the students' needs and how can we best
meet their needs and how do we give them freedom of choice? If
students want 1 go to private institutions and cannot do so, we believe
it is our responsibility to make it possible for them to do so,

It is not our responsibility L.,) go beyond that. We want to provide
the student with as much freedom of choice and freedom from eco-
nomic restraint as we possiblycan. That is the rationale for our pro-
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gram. We are not trying to compensate for the taxes saved in the
private sector. We are trying to make it possible for the student to
make a free choice, free from economic restraints.

Mr. O'HARA. Do you have an aid program for elementary and
secondary schools

Mr. HOLLANDER. We have a program for the elementary and sec-
ondary schools, It has to do with supporting certain programs of
study and certain administrative costs in the nonpublic schools. There
we run into the church-state issue. In postsecondary education we don't
run into that. There is a financing of students also in the nonpublic
elementary and secondary schools.

Mr. O'HARA. Apparently you don't tax assets in your tuition grant
program.

Mr. HOLLANDER. No, we do not.
Mr. O'HARA. I want you to adduce some evidence, if you can, but

you feel for one reason or another that that gives you a better crite-
rion for aid eligibility not taxing assets than taxing assets would? I
would like to get any studies you did in connection with arriving
at that decision. Do you have a report on that decision/

Mr. HOLLANDER. We have a report on financial aid to New York
State students, which was a study of our 5,000 scholar incentive stu-
dents and this presents our findings with respect to what the conse-
quence would be if we introduced Pn asset test into our own program.

I think we distributed copies of this. The summary of this report
is appendix B. We will send you copies if we have not;

Our finding, was, first, that there was no correlation between asset
holdings and income; second, that location, where people lived, had
more to do with whether they owned their own homes or not. Coin-
munity ,scholarships tended to show more home ownership among
community college students than students in 4-year colleges.

If you lived upstate, chances are you owned your own home, be-
cause in all likelihood that is the only place where the student could
live.

As I pointed out in my testimony, lower income students tended to
have assets because they were saving for retirement or the head of
the household was dead and they were left life insurance proceeds
which were being kept in reserves. Oui argument is if you were deal-
ing with a population from zero income up to high ncome,, assets
would make a difference. When you are dealing only with low-income
families, then assets, we think, would have very little to do with your
ability to finance a collegiate education.

But even if it did, we think it would be poor policy to tax it. The
widow would have the proceeds of life insurance if they came from
a low-income family or people saving for old age would have assets.
Where else would a low-income family accumulate assets?

We also concluded that if we included assets, it would make a 4-
percent difference in the level of award and we did not feel that
justified a shift in policy.

Mr. O'HARA. Does your study show some of this
Mr. nottimattt. Yes, it shows the correlation of distribution and

assets level.
Mr. 011AnA. I would like very much to have a copy of that. I tend

to agree with you and I would like to have some material to study to
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see if I really do and if so, to support my arguments, My feeling has
been, as I have dealt with 'these BEOG schedules,. that the assets test
has workd a number of individual injustices and it has not helped in
doing anything, I don't think. If it is mcome-.producing assets, it will
show up in income. If it is not income-producing assets we are talking,
about, I don't see that it matters that much.

Mr. HOLLANDER. It does, however, encourage dishonesty; How does
one determine the value of one's home? It also encourages, I guess,
people who are desperate not to report. But most of all, it is probably
very, very confusing. It introduces a level of confusion in determining
just what you are entitled to that is not justified in terms of either
overall policy or the amount of savings to the State government.

Mr. O'HARA. The only thing that makes the BEOG computation
comparable, if it were not for that, the average Congressman would
not be able to figure it out even. So, there is that advantage to getting
rid of it. ,

Thank you very much, Mr. Hollander. I know you have a plane to
catch and we appreciate your coming. down. Without objection, the
material included as appendices to your statement were included in
the record at the conclusion of your statement.

We will conclude our testimony on State programs by hearing from
the Office of Education with regard to the State scholarship incentive
grant program authorized under sections 415 A, B, C, and D of the
Higher Education Act. Once again the Agency is i4epresented by Mr.
Charles M. Cooke, Jr., Deputy Assistant Secretary for Legislation
(Education), Department of Health, Education, and Welfare; Dr.
John Phillips, Acting Associate Commissioner for Student Assistance.
Mr. Cooke and Dr. Phillips are accompanied this morning by Dr. Rich-
ard McVity, director of the State student incentive grants program.

I hope I don't anticipate Dr. Phillips' testimony if I observe that
the incentive grant program was authorized by the 1972 amendment,
but there has not yet been an administration request for funding of it.
Tlw Congress, exercising its own prerogatives: however, has elected
to fund this program at the $2O million level in the fiscal year 1974
Appropriations Act.

The administration, I am told, is only spending $19 million of this,
utilizing this time in accordance with the law a 5percent impound-
ment authority also conferred by the 1974 Appropriations Act,

Dr. Phillips, we would be pleased to hear from you.

STATEMENT OP ;OEN D. PHILLIPS, ACTING ASSOCIATE COMMIS.
SIONER FOR STUDENT ASSISTANCE, BUREAU OP POSTSECONDARY
EDUCATION, U.S. OPP= OP EDUCATION, DEPARTMENT OP
HEALTH, EDUCATION, AND WELPARE, ACCOMPANIED BY
CHARLES M. COOKE, 329 DEPUTY .ASSISTANT SECRETARY POR
LEGISLATION (EDUCATION), AND RICHARD L. MOVITY, DIREC-
TOR, STATE STUDENT INCENTIVE GRANT PROGRAM, BUREAU OP
POSTSECONDARY* EDUCATION, OPPICE OP EDUCATION

Dr. Pinturs, Thank you Mr. Chairman and members of the sub-
committee. We appreciate the opportunity to review the history and
operation of the State student incentive grant program, authorized
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under, title IV-A of the Higher Education Act of 1965, as amended
(Public Law 92-318). This program was established under the Educa-
tion Amendments of 1972, and became operational with the passage
of an appropriation for fiscal year 1g74. The following statement is
intended to provide only a brief overview of the State student incen-
tive grant program. However, we would also be happy to respond to
questions from committee members who might wish us to expand upon
this written statement.

LEGISLATIVE IIISTORY Or THE STATE STUDENT INCENTIVE GRANT
PlIOGRAM

Over the past several decades States have increasingly adopted the
practice of making grant assistance available to students for attend-
ance at institutions of postsecondary education. The Education
Amendments of 1972 authorized a Federal incentive program designed
to encourage those States now having student grant programs to ex-
pand them further and to stimulate States not currently awarding
student grants to initiate such programs. -

Under the State student. incentive grant program Federal funds are
made available on a 50-50 basis to match new dollars expended by
States from their own funds for grants to undergraduate students
having "substantial financial need" to attend institutions of postsec-
ondary education. To be eligible for Federal funds under this program
States must establish student grant programs under which

A. Program administration is the responsibility of a single State
agency.

B. Student grants are awarded in amounts not in excess of $1,500
per student per academic year ($750 Federal share) for full-time
attendance,

C. Student recipients are selected on the basis of substantial finan-
cial need, as defined by criteria established by the States and approved
by the Commissioner.

Payment of the non-Federal share of student grants is from
funds supplied by the State which represent an additional expendi-
ture over the amount expended by the. State for student grants in the
second fiscal year previous to the year in which the State first, receives
funds under the program.

It is estimated that the authorized level of $50 million of Federal
funds for the first operating year of the program would support assist-
ance to about 200,000 students, with an average grant of $500 ($250
Federal and $250 State).

II. OPERATION 'ME SSIG PRIX/EAU

The initial appropriation for the SSIG program was $20 million,
out of which $19 million has been apportioned for allotment to the
States in accordance with the 5-percent reduction language contained
in the fiscal year 1974 Labor-HEW Appropriations Act, As specified
in the legislation, State allotments were calculated according to the
number of students in attendance, on at least a half-time basis, at
institutions of postsecondary education in each State (see table A.),
The same criteria will be used for reallotment of funds relinquished
by those States which do not choose to participate in the program for

89-402- /4-11
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1974-15, or which cannot provide matching funds equal to their full
allotment,

[The table referred to follows :]

TABLE A.FINAL, OFFICIALSEC. VIII. ESTIMATED DISTRIBUTION OF FUNDS UNDERTITLE IV, PT, A, SUBPT. 3,
MISER EDUCATION ACT OF 1965, AS AMENDED BY PUBLIC LAW 92-318, STATE INCENTIVE GRANTS, FISCAL
YEAR 1974

Estimated
State

amounts I

Percent
per

State

United States and outlying areas $19, 000,000 100.00

50 States and District of Columbia . 18, 833, 228 99.12

Alabama
Alaska
Arizona
Arkansas
California
Colorado

243, 153
28, 143

253, 323
110, 408

2, 815, 287
254, 443

1.15
.

1.58
.

14. 81
1.39Connecticut..,.. 268,249 1.41Delaware 56,841 . 30Florida 532,658 2.80Georgia 289 066 1. 52Hawaii 87: 105 .46Idaho 71,923 .38Illinois 995,880 5.23Indiana 412,419 2.17Iowa 224, 142 1,18Kansas 220,841 1.16Kentucky 221, 496 1.17Louisiana 275,164 1.45Malliff. a 70,744 .37Maryland 344,005 1.81

Massachusatts 659,176 3.47Michigan 832,701 4.38Minnesota 323,518 1.70Mississippi 164,366 .87Missouri
386,676 2.04Montana 57, 730 .30Nebraska 135,247 ,7Nevada. 35,363 .19New Hampshire 61,833 . 33New Jersey 493 228 2, 60New Mexico 91, 290 .52New York 1, 74 , 368 9, 18North Carolina 406, 453 2,14North Dakota . 60,944 . 32Ohio 799,087 4, 2

Oklahoma 250, 172 1.32
Oregon 252, 273 1.33Pennsylvania 879,800 4.63Rhode Island 102, 384 .54
South Carolina 192,049 1.01South Dakota 59, 173 .3
Tennessee 301, 597 1.59
Texas 998,455 1 26Utah 168, 466 .89Vermont 52,648 .28Virginia 361, 354 1,90
Washington 395, 421 2.08West Virginia 114 118 .69Wisconsin

446, OL1 2. 35
WYoming 36, 141 .19District of Columbia 164, 768 .87

SubtotalOutlying areas 166,772 88

American Samoa
1, 736 .01Canal Zone 00 .00

Guam 6,861 .04Puerto Rico. 164, 291 , 81VIrginislands 3,636 , 02Trust Territory 248 400

Distribution of $19,000,000 on the basis of the total enrollment In Institutions of higher education, fall 1971,

Dr. Puma's, On March 22,1974, the U.S. Commissioner of Ecluo
cation wrote to the Governors of all the States (and territories),
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announcing activation of the SSIG program and inviting their partici-
pation in the program. In response to that letter, 28 States indicated
they already had student grant programs in operation which would
be available to provide assistance for undergraduate students with
substantial financial need to attend postsecondary institutions in
1974-75. All of those States expressed an interest in applying for
Federal matching funds to expand these programs in compliance with
the incentive features in the SSIG legislation.

Another 12 States indicated they will be establishing such programs
prior to June 30, 1974; 11 additional States indicated they contem-
plate establishing eligible programs by March 81, 1975, and desire to
apply for an allotment, contingent upon such establishment. As of
May 31, 1974, only Alabama, Alaska, Arizona, District of Columbia,
Guam and Hawaii bad declined to. participate. All of the other 51
eligible States and territories have either submitted their formal appli-
cations for participation (40 States) or have indicated that they intend
to submit them before the June 17, 1974, closing date indicated in the
Federal Register (11 States).

The enabling legislation allows an additional year beyond the year
of the appropriation for obligation of funds, However, the Appropri-
ations Act did not include a similar authority. Therefore, without the
recent technical amendment contained in the second supplemental
appropriations measure (the "Case amendment"), which extends the
Commission's authority to obligate fiscal year 1974 SSIG funds until
June 30, 1975, it would have been necessary to allot the entire appropri-
ation among only those 40 States and territories with programs in
existence as of June 30, 1974.

The enactment of the technical amendment now makes it possible
to reserve funds from the fiscal year 1974 appropriation to assist those
11 additional States that have indicated a desire to ratrticipate, but
which will not have qualifying programs until March 31,1975, This
action now provides a true incentive for those States to create State
student assistance programs which also assure a more equitable distri-
bution of program funds.

It is now certain that the entire $19 million appropriation will be
matched by $19 million in new State grant funds, to provide a total of
$38 million to assist approximately 76,000 students in 1974-75 at an
average award of $500.

MAWA1101.4 Alt) MECUM'S

Although it is too early to evaluate the impact of the SSIG program,
the incentive feature of the program appears to be operating success-
fully.

Table 13 shows the years in which each of the States and territories
established (or plan to establish) qualifying State grant programs.
In fiscal year 1971-72 (the year before the State student incentive
grant program was authorized)also it is the base year for this pro-
gramonly 23 States had scholarship or grant programs.

Since that time 28 additional States and territories have either estab-
lished programs or indicated on expectation that such programs will
be established by March 31, 1915. It would appear that the SSIG
authorization and funding have had a positive effect. not only in
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broadening existing State programs, but also in stimulating less popu-
lated States and those with limited fiscal capacity to initiate efforts in
the area of student assistance.

In compliance with the basic thrust, of the SSIG legislation, pro-
gram regulations permit States to (a) include larger numbers of eligi-
ble students than would otherwise be possible %Older previously exist-
ing State grant or scholarship. programs; (b) provide grants or
seholarships to eligible students in amounts which more nearly meet
the substantial financial need of such students than was possible under
previous programs; or (o) increase in other ways the range of oppor-
tunities available to students for access to postsecondary institutions.

The regulations thus provide incentives for States to take a broad
look at their total financial assistance programs and to fill gaps where
appropriate, according to local priorities and perceived needs of stu-
dents as individuals. States are being encouraged to share information
with institutions, thereby contributing to improved packaging of re-
sources for all student aia recipients.

It is especially important to note that the regulations regarding
approval of State standards for determining substantial financial
need" are sufficiently flexible to permit the States to define need not
only in terms of poverty? but also in tdrins of other criteria. This is
in keeping with the ler dative intent which suggests that a State
may use awards from til.k:.SSIG .program to facilitate choice among
postsecondary study options for middle- as well as low-income students.

To provide this flexibility, and at the same time suggest reasonable
outside limits in determining "substantial financial need," the regu-
lations indicate student eligibility limits of (1) no more than $2,800
in expected family contribution; (2) no less than a $90 difference be-
tween educational costs and expected family contribution; (3) no
,n ore than a Won net family income; (4) other reasonably com-
parable eligibility'standards relating to need.

Most States use established needs analysis systems, such as the
American College Testing system, the Basic Educational Opportunity
Grant system, or the College Scholarship Service, However, some
States plan to us family incomewith or without related factors as
the basis for determining substantial need. In short, the regulations
permit diversity of practice from State to State.

The program has two attractive features which are worthy of note:
(1) each Federal dollar is matched by a State dollar, thereby probe-
mg a multiplier effect which automatically assures twice the number
of dollars which could be achieved by Federal dollars standing alone,
(2) the program strategy affords to the Federal Government a wide-
spread administrative network of State officials, many of whom are
experienced in packaging student assistance.

It should be noted, however, that there are several differences be-
tween the SSIG program and other Federally-supported programs
of student assistance, These include:

1, trridet. existing SSW legislation, once the basic requirement of
ti substantial financial need" had been satisfied, the States are free to
use nonfinancial criteria in selecting grant recipients. Thus, a State
may limit its awards to only those students above a set level of aca-
demic achievement or to only those students who are state residents.
Those are only examples. There are other criteria as well,
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2, Under the SRO legislation the States are not required to follow
the Federal definition of atudent eligibility. Therefore, full and equal
access to the benefits of this program cannot be assured for students
in certain categories; for example, students attending on less than a
fulltime basis, or students wishing to pursue postsecondary studies
outside their home states,

3, Neither are States required to follow Federal definitions of in-
stitutional eligibility in making student grants. This can cause wide
variations from State to State in patterns of institutional partici-
pants. For example, in one State grants may go only to students at-
tending private institutions; in another, grants may be awarded only
to students attending public institutions.

4. A fundamental problem concerns the nature of the basic State
allotment formula which was adopted for the program. Under pres-
ent law, funds are distributed to States based on each State's propor-
tion of the total national postsecondary enrollment, regardless of
whether such enrollment includes students residing in other States.
Thus, a student may contribute to a State's allotment without being
eligible as a non-State resident for an SST Grant.

In additon, while State allotments are made according to each
State's portion of the total postsecondary enrollment, students in one
or more segments of the institutional population may be ineligible for
grants. This situation has had an especially adverse effect upon the
participation of students attending proprietary institutions,

Again, Mr. Chairman, we are merely calling these issues to your
attention and will be happy to discuss possible legislative changes at,
a later date.

At this point, Mr. Chairman, I will be pleased to answer questions
from members of the subcommittee,

[Table B follows :]
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TABLE B.DEVELOPMENT OF STATE SCHOLARSHIP-ASSISTANCE PROGRAMS FROM SCHOOL YEAR 1971-72 TO 1975-76, BASED UPON PRE-SSIG PROGRAM APPLICATION DATA

Assistance programs Ongoing before SSIG s Programs added, Including SSIG No program plans

Existing 1971-72 (23): Added 197243(3):
California, Connecticut, Florida, Illinois, Alaska I, Maine,

Indiana, Iowa, Kansas, Maryland, Tennessee.
Massachusetts MichiganMichigan, Minnesota,
New Jersey, New York, ohlo, Oregon,
Pennsylvania, Rhode Island, South
Carolina, Texas , Vermont, Washington,
West Virginia, Wisconsin,

Added 1973-74(2):
Missouri, North

Dakota,

a.....1*
s Derived from Dr. Joseph Boyd, Illinois State Scholarihip Commission, table entitled "Dollars and

Number of Awards and Related Data of States for Comprehensive Undergraduate State (Competitive
and Noncompetitive, Programs of Financial Aid Based Upon Need for Residents of the State to Attend

Added 1974-75(12):
Colorado, Delaware, Georgia,

Idaho, Kentucky, Nebraska,
Oklahoma, Puerto Rico,
South Dakota, Utah, Vit
ginia, Virgin Islands.

.........1....-
To be added 1975-76(11): No plans (5):

American Samoa, Arkansas, Alabama Minna, District
Louisiana, Mississippi, of COIUMblas, Guam,

Nevada, flew Hawaii.
Hampshire, New Mexico,
North Carolina, Trust
Territory, Wyoming 3.

Either Pubilc or Nonpublic Colleges and Universities,"
Not participating in SSIG,

s No formal response from Governor as of May 6,1974,
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Mr, O'HARA4 Thank you very much, Dr. Phillips. We do have some
questions.

You have spoken of the regulations in your testimony. What regula-
tions have you issued on this program and as of what date?

Dr. PHILLIPS. They were published on May 81, 1974, and the effective
date is June 30, 1974. I have a copy of the regulations that were pub-
lished with me today,'

Mr. O'HARA, I think we ought to include them in the record if we
could, and we would like to have additional copies as well. Without
objection they will be included at the conclusion of your statement.

Then the regulations are prospective really. They have not taken
effect. Of course, the $19 million has not been distributed in any way.

Dr. PHILLIPS. That is correct.
Mr. O'HARA. Have you made any studies of the potential absorption ?

In other words, how much you could put into this program and still
get the States kicking in 50 percent? It certainly looks like a way of
doubling your money.

Dr. PliliZIPS. Perhaps Dr. McVity could respond to that question.
Dr. MoVrirr. The only measure we have as of now, since all of the

applications have not come in and the closing date is June 17, is the
amount indicated by the 40 or so States whose applications are already
in, in terms of what they ,would see as their matching capability right
now.' That figure is running somewhere between $90 and. $95 million,
and given that only $19 million is available,, this would indicate there
is still a way to go before we reach the saturation point.

Mr. O'llanA, That is certainly very interesting and very revealing.
As you know, Dr. Phillips, from our earlier conversations with re-

sped to the study, members of the committee are naturally desirous of
finding ways to use the Federal assistance dollars to maximize dollars
from other sources. We talked about that in work-study,changing the
ratio to agency or university contribution or whatever and work-study
jobs, and we have talked about stimulating COOP, which is 100 per-
cent private money,. using Federal funds to stimulate activity in
COOP. This looks to me like a ratherpromising way to get additional
grant dollars from other sources into student assistance, I would hope
that you will be exploring that possibility. It might even make some
sense to put some BEOG or SEOG money in here to maximize the total
amount of grant money.

I am not expecting, you to give me a definitive response to that,
Dr. Multi's, I think in the best of all worlds, if there were less

limited total resources and one could look at all of the possibilities
equally, then perhaps the SSIG program would come into focus as
a most appropriate and desirable kind of delivery mechanism.

Mr, O'HAnA, I am impressed by the fact that for every dollar that
you put into grant assistance that way, you et $2 actual grant amid-
ance to the students if the regulations are being followed and if they
are, indeed, extra dollars, if the incentive is working to produce extra
dollars,

Dr. Poi ins. I can certainly assure you that the regulations are
written in that manner and the incentive features are being fully
carried out. The money appropriated by the Congress will be utilized
to support a 50-50 matching program during 197445, and we will
carefully administer the program to be sure We fully aware of
what is going on and what the results are. 4 jo.

SOO page 101,
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Mr. O'HARA, Dr. Andringa has suggested once the fiscal year 1974
appropriation for SSIG is obligated and used for initial:year grants
by the States, what considerations must Congress take into account
for the fiscal 'rear 1975. appropriation? That is, how should we dis-
tinguish initial year and continuing grants in the appropriation if we
want to at least maintain the present level of commitment to share
cost-4 am talking about the cost of the student incentive program.
That is a good question.

Dr, PEILLIPs, Of course, without in any way endeavoring. to discuss
matters of budgetary policy, I think we could report administratively
that we are as yet uncertain as to what would be required to sustain
continuation awards for a second year. Estimates that we have received
internally suggest that it could run anywhere from $18 to $17 million.
There is a rather important point here, and that is this s The law does
quite specifically call for two separate line items in each year, one for
initial awards and another for continuation awards.

I expect that if the Congress should decide to make an appropria-
tion for this program beyond the fiscal year 1974 funding, appropria.
Lion language ideally should distinguish between the two types of
money in order to avoid difficulty in administration. .

It should be recalled that the Commissioner of Education has a
rather full measure of discretion in the allotment of continuation
funds, but little or no discretion in the allotment of initial funds,
which is done pretty much on a State- formula basis. So, if the Con-
gress should decide to enact an appropriation covering both initial
and continuation funds, I think it would perhaps be useful if the Con-
gress could consider permitting some transferability between the two
line items. This would be of great assistance to us, administratively
speaking, and to the States, since we cannot at this time predict what
would be the exact level of demand in 1975..76 iG- --that is to say, for
1975 fundsfor either type of money. Is that responsive to your
question ?

Mr. OlLinA. Yes, it is. Let me get into another point.
In your opening remarks you say, "Student recipients are selected

on the basis of substantial financial need, as defined by criteria estab-
lished by the Commissioner," And then those criteria are spelled out.

Dr. Plumy& That's right, and they are intended to be very broad,
outside limits within which the States can select their own specific
criteria for submission to the Commissioner for approval.

If I remember correctly, even it they find some difficulty in handling
the $2,800 expected family distribution, the $90 minimum difference
between family, contribution and costs, or the $20,000 net family in-
come, they are in a position to suggest an alternate method that is in
some way comparable to those standards. In other words, the inten-
tion of the regulations is to set broad outside limits to provide a good
deal of flexibility to the States in designing what they feel is a
roasotiabli' definition of substantial financial need in the terms of their
own State.

Mr. 01/AttA. I take it under the regulations if a State does not wish
to include an assets test or a tax on assets) it would not have to

De. PIMIIPS6 That is correct, sir.
Mr. .011AnA. I very much appreciate your taking a copy of the

study Mr. Hollander brought us--
A

k
1,1

Its4
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Pr, PHILLIPS, We have a copy.
Mr, O'HAtin {continuing], Examining the effect of using or taxing

or not taxing assets as such, because one of the things we are going
to be talking to you about when we do get around to putting together
legislation is this question of the taxation,

Dr. PHILLIPS, Are you, in effect, making a request that we study the
treatment of assets not only in connection with the legislation, but also
in connection with the upcoming discussions of the family contribu-
tions schedule for the basic grant program ?

Mr. O'ARA. That would be fine, I have really serious questions
about it. As you know, all the trouble you run into on BEOG or
familycontrilaition schedules have to do with family contributions,
90 percent of it, and it is what makes it complicated. Some of the
Arentlemen on the Appropriations Committee are concerned about their
farm constituents, and so forth. There are all kinds of problems.

Dr, PIIIMAPS, I believe we are scheduled to be here tomorrow to talk
about the supplemental grant program,

0`11.nA, Thank you very much for your very enlightening
test imony on this program. We will give it study. I frankly have not
rend the regulations and I have to do that. You somehow got by me,
I did not realize you had published them. That is because I don't rigid
my Federal Register every morning. I schedule too many hearings to
permit me to read my Federal Register,

Mr. Hollander, in his appendix, said any State beginning a program
in fiscal year 1975 but receiving some of the initial fiscal 1974-75 funds
will not qualify for fiscal year 1975 funds.

Dr. Pitman's, If they receive fiscal year appropriations for 1974,
they would not qualify for 1075 appropriations? No, the only ques-
tions would be whether they continue to make available the necessary
matching moneys and whether they meet other criteria established in
the law,

Mr, I think there is a misunderstanding. of what Mr, Rol.
hinder said, "'" * I note that under the USOE interpretation any
State not now having a State program but establishing one after
Julie 80,19741, would be ineligible to receive any of the Federal funds
appropriated for fiscal year

ineligible
Their program would have to be

established.
Dr, Pniturs, That issue, I believe, is resolved by the technical

amendment to which I alluded in the testimony. Ile is quite correct
that there was a tiling within the Office of Education that suggested
we could not do that, and that is why we sent up the technical amend.
'Rent. Passage of that amendment Means that 11 States which would
have been adversely affected by the administrative ruling will be able
to receive their 1074 funds. And we presume that, having learned our
lesson this year, if there should be any further appropriation for this
program, we would request the Congress to make sure that comparable
language is contained in future appropriations acts,

[The regulations referred to follow ;3

5510 Rzatmetion
1, Section 1001,10 of Title 45 of the Code of federal Regulations is amended by

adding a new paragraph (1) which reads as follows ;
(I) Grants to States tinder the State Student Incentive Grant Program author.

ized by ,ritie 1V-A-8 et the Higher Education Act of 1965 as amended (20 U.S.C.
1070e10100-0),
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2, Chapter I of Title 45 of the Code of Federal Regulations is amended by add
ing a new Part 102, which reads as follows

PART 192STATE STUDENT INCENTIVE GRANT PROGRAM
See,
192,1 Purpose,
192,2 Definitions,
1923 Allotment and reallotment,
192,4 State program requirements,
102.5 State applications,
'102,6 'Student eligibility,
192,7 State standards of determining substantial financial need,
192,8 Approval of State criteria for determining expected family con.

tribution,
192,9 Maintenance of effort,
192,10 Use of funds,
192,11 Disapproval of State applications.
192,12 General provisions 'regulation.

AUTRORITY t Sections 415A-415D of Title IV of the Higher Education Aet of
1965 as amended, by 'Section 131(b) (1) 80 Stat, 255-258 (20 1070c-1070c -3), unless otherwise noted,

100,1 Purpose
The purpose of this part is to make incentive grants available to the States toassist them in providing grants to eligible students with substantial financial

need to enable such students to attend or continue to attend institutions of higher
education, States may develop new student grant programs, or may expand exist
ing ones by enlarging the lass of eligible grant recipients and/or by increasing
the size of the grants previously awarded,
(20 U,S,C, 1070e)
§ 192,2 Definitions

"Academie year" means a period of time, usually eight (8) or nine (9) months,
during which a fulltime student would normally be expected to complete the
equivalent of two semesters, two trimester% three quarters or 900 clock hours of
instruction,

"Act" means Title IV, Part A, Subpart 8 of the Higher Edtteation Act of 1965, as
amended (20 U.S.C. 1070c-1070e-8),

"Clock Hour" means a period of time which is the equivalent of either (1) a
50 to CO minute class, lecture, or recitation, (2) two hours of laboratory, shop
training, or internship requiring outside preparation, (3) two hours of outside
preparation related to (1) and (2), or (4) three hours of laboratory, shop train
ing, or internship not requiring outside preparation,

"Continuing award" means an award of funds under this part to a student that
does not qualify as an "initial award" as defined in § 192,2,

"Cost of education" means the cost of education as defined by each State,
"Dependent student" is a student who does not qualify as "selkupporting or

independent student" as defined in $192.2.
"Expected family contribution of a dependent student" means the sum of the

amounts which reasonably may be expected from the student and his spouse to
meet the student's cost of education and the amount which reasonably may be
expected to be made available to him by his parents for such purpose.

"Expected family contribution of an independent or selupporting student"
means the amount which reasonably may be expected from the student and hisspouse to net the student's cost of education,

"Pull time student" means a student who is carrying a fullatime academic
work load, other than by correspondence, measured in terms of (1) course work or
other remitted activities as determined by the institution in which the student is
enrolled, or by the State whose agency is administering the program authorised
by the Act, including any combination of courses, work experience, research or
special studies which the institution requires of the student to consider hint as
being engaged in fulttime study, and which amounts to the equivalent ofa mini.
mum of 12 semester hours or 12 quarter hours per academic term for institutions
utilising trimesters, semesters, or quarter hoar systems, or which eonskt of
program requiring a minimum of 25 eloek hours per week for those institutions
that do not utilise such systems, and (0) the tuition and Peas customarily charged
for full.time study by the institution,

ti it
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"Half -time student" 111011118 a student who is carrying a half-time academic

work load measured in terms of (1) course work or other required activities as
determined by the institution in which the student is enrolled, or by the State
whose agency is administering the program authorized by the Act, including
any combination of Courses, work experience, research or special studies which
the Institution requires of the student to consider him as being engaged in part
time study, and which amounts to a minimum of 6 semester hours or 6 quarter
hours for institutions utilizing trimesters, semesters or quarters, or which con-

sists of a program requiring a minimum of 13 clock hours per week for those ---
institutions which do not Utilize such systems, and (2) the tuition and fees
customarily charged for half-time study by the institution,

(20 V.S.C. 1088(e) (2) )
"Independent or self-supporting student" means an independent or self-support-

ing student as defined by each State,
award" means the first award made to a student under this part. A

payment under this part by a 'State to any student who lied previously received a
payment of grant funds under this part by any State shall not be considered an

initial award payment
"Institution of higher education" means an educational institution in any State

which (1) admits as regular students only persons having a certificate of gradu
atiofi from 41 .shoot providing secondary education, or the recognized equivalent
of such a 'eortificate, (2) is legally authorized within such State to provide a pro
gratin of education beyond secondary education, (8) provides an edmiational pro-

gram for which it awards a bachelor's degree or provides not less than a. two.
year program which is acceptable for full credit toward such a degree; (4) is a
public or other nonprofit institutions, and (5) is accredited by a nationally recog-
tilted accrediting agency or association or, if not so,uccredited, (i) is an institu
timi with respect to which the Commissioner huts determined that there is satis-
factory. assurance, considering the resources available to the institution, the'
period of time, if any, during which it has operated, the effort it is making to
meet accreditation standards, and the purpose for which this determination is
being made, that the institution will meet the accreditation standards of such an
agency or association within a reasonable time, or (ii) is an institution whose
credits are accepted, or transfer, by not less than three institutions which are so
accredited, for credit on the same basis as if transferred from an institution so
accredited.

Such term also includes any school which provides not less than a oneiear
program of training to prepare students for gainful employment In a recognized
occupation and which meets the provision of clauses (1), (2), (4), and (5) unless
the school, is a public institution in which case it may also be accredited by the
State agency in that State which has been listed by the Commissioner as a re-
liable authority as to the quality of public postsecondary vocational education in
that State, and any proprietary institution of higher education, as defined in
§ 102.2, which has an agreement with the Commissioner containing such terms
and conditions as the Commissioner determines to be necessary to insure that the
availability of assistance to students at the school tender this part has not re
stilted, and will not result, in an increase in the tuition, fees, or other charges to

such students.
(20 V.S,C. 10874 (b), 1141(a) )

"National of the United !MAW 11101118 (1) a citizen of the United States, or
(2) a person who though not a citizen of the United States owes permanent
olleglance to the United States.
(8 IMO, 1101(0 (22) )
any other permit, except the student's spouse, provides more than oat" -lifilf of the
student's support and claims-or Is eligible to claim the student 118 an exemption for
Federal income tax purposes, in which case such person shall be considered the
parent.

"Proprietary institution of higher education" means a school (1) which pro,
vides not less than a six-month program of training to prepare students for gain,
fill employment in at recognised occupation, (2) which admits as regular students
only persons having a certificate of graduation from it school, providing secondary
education or the recognized equivalent of such a certificate, (4) which is legally
authorized by the State in which it is located to provide a program of education
beyond secondary education, (4) which iserredited by a nationally recognised

tjoki
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avervaiting agency or association approved by the Commissioner for this purpose.,
() which is not a publie or other nonprofit institution, and (0) which has been
In existence for at least two years,
(20 P.S.C. 108.8(b) (3) )

"State" wens, in addition to tic' severe) States of the Union, the District of
Columbia, the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico, Gnam, American Samoa, the Trust
Territory of the Pacific islands, and the Virgin Islands.
(20 r.S.C. 1191(b); 20 V.S.C, 1088(a ) )

"Cndergradnate student" means a .student 11110 (1) is in attendance at an,
institution of higher education and (2) has 'nut earned his first lteculaureate
or professional degree. A student who has not earned his first bacealaureate or
professional degree and who is enrolled in a program of study at the postsecondary
level which is designed to extend for more than four academia years shall not
be considered nu undergraduate student in that portion of time program that in-
Voi...k.$ study beyond-the fourth academic year unless that program leads to
first degree wad is designed to extend for a period of five academie years.
§ 192.3 Allotment and reallotment

(a) Allotment of 'amid for initial aard8,-1''rom the sums appropriated pap,
sunlit to section 415A 1 b ) (1) of the' Act for any fiscal year, the Conmilmloner will
allot to each State an amount which bears the same ratio to swill sums fis the
number of students in attendance as at least half-time students at institutions
of higher education in such State bears to the total number Of suell students in
such attendance in all the States.

(I)) Ileallotment of fundti for initial ovards,--The amount of any State's allot.
meta under paragraph (a) of this section for any fiscal year for that State's
grant program for such fiscal year shall he available for reallotment from time
to time, on such dates daring such year as the Commissioner may fix, to otherStates in proportion to the original allotments to such States under paragraph
(a) of this section for such year, but with such propOrtionate amount for any of
such States being reduced to the extent it exceeds the sum of the. Commissioner
estimates such State need4 and will he able to use for such year for carrying out
the State plan ; and the' total of slid' reductions shall be similarly realloted among
the States whose proportionate. amounts were not so reduced.

(c) Any amount realltted to a State under .paragraph (b) of this section
during a year slued be (teemed part of its allotment under paragraph (a) of thissection for such year,

(d) Vor the purposes of this seetion, the number of students dui attendanee as
at least ldf-time students at institutions of higher education in a State and in
all the States will be determined by the Conunissioner for the most recent year
for which satisfactory data are available to him.
(20 r,S,C, 1070e-1 )
§ 914 State program regnit'cment8

A State May receive funds allotted to it under § 192,3.for any fiscal year only
if such funds will be expended pursuant to a State program-which

(1) is administered by a single State ageney ;
(2) awards such grants only to students who meet the eligibility' requirementsof § 19.11;
(3) provides for the fielPvtion of reelpients of such great; an the basis of :oat

MOM financial need determined. attatmily on the basis of criteria established
by the State and approved by the commissioner

(4). provides that such grants will he in amounts not din exceus of $1,600 per
academic year for attendance on a full-time basis at an institution of highereducation ;

(r) meets the maintenanee of effort requirement of §102.0 ;
((1) provides for such fiscal control and fund accounting procedures as may be

necessary to aSsttro proper disbursement of and accounting for Vedertil funds paid .to the State under this part ;
( 7) provides for the malting of such reports, in such form and containing such

Information, as ;nay be reasonably necessary to enable time Commissioner to per
form his functions under this part ; and

( 8) provides.for the payment of the ttotiVederal share of grants awarded under
this part from funds supplied by the State,
(20 VAC. 1070c-2)
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§ 1923 State applications
(a) Any State wishing to obtain a payment under this part which has not

previously received funds under this Act shall file an application with the Com-
missioner, through the State agency administering its program of student grants,
which shall be in such form, and contain the following information and such
other information and assurances, as the Commissioner may from time to time
prescribe

(1) a description of the applicable State grant program, including ;
(1) the name of the State agency administering the program,
(ii) a certification by an appropriate State official that the above State

agency is the single State agency responsible for the administration of this
grant program and that such agency has the authority to participate in and
receive funds under this part,

( iii) the maximum grant permitted under the program,
( iv) the program's definition of substantial financial need,
( v) the. criteria and procedures used in determining financial need, in

selecting grant recipients and in determining the amount of such grants,
( vi) a description of the students eligible to receive grants, and
(vii) the type of school students receiving grants under the program may

attend ;
(2) The amount of funds to omit by the State in the fiscal year for which

funds are requested under this part for grants to all students attending institu-
tions of higher education, including grants to undergraduate students awarded
such funds on the basis of substantial need;

(3) The amount of funds, if any, expended by the State for grants to all
students attending institutions of higher education, including grants to under-
graduate students awarded such funds on the basis of substantial financial need,
during the second fiscal year preceding the fiscal year in which the State will
first receive funds under this part ; and

(4) An assurance that the State will match the amount of fund allotted or
realiotted to it under § 102,8 for the fiscal year, or if the State cannot make such
an assurance, the amount of Federal funds that the State can match for that
fiscal year,

(b) Any State which has previously received funds under the Act that wishes
to obtain a payment under this part shall file an application with the Commis-
sioner, through the State agency administering its program of student grants,
which shall be in such form, and contain the following information and such
other information or assurances, as the Commissioner may from time to time
prescribe ;

(1) the definition of substantial financial need;
(2) the criteria and proCedures used in determining.finatIcial need, in select-

ing grant recipients and in determining the amount of such grants ;
(8) the information described in subparagraphs (2) and (4) of paragraph

(a) of this section; and
(4) an assurance that the applicable State program continues to meet the

requirements of 0192,4,
(c) The Commissioner will from time to time establish cut off dates for the

filing of applications,
(20 U,S,O, 1070c-2)
§ 192,0 Student eflgibIlitv

In order to receive a grant under this part, a student must (1) be a national of
the United States, be in the United States for other than a temporary purpose and
intend to become a permanent resident thereof, or be a permanent resiOnt of
the Trust Territories of the Pacific Islands; (2) be enrolled or accepted for
enrollment as at least a halftime undergraduate student at an institution of

102,7 State eiandarde for determining substantial financial need
(a) A State program tinder this part shall define substantial financial need

and establish standards for determining Whether an applicant for a grant has
higher education; and (8) have substantial financial need as determined an
finally in aecodance with 0 192,1,
such need. Such standards may include, but are not limited to

(1) a student's expected family contribution ;
4
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(2) the difference between a student's cost of education and his expected
family contribution ; or

(3) the student's or where relevant, the student's parents' income,
(b) A student will be deemed by the Commissioner to have substantial finan-

cial need under.a State program (1) which determines such need by evaluating
only the student's expected family contribution if that student's expected family
contribution is not more than $2800; (2) which determines such need by evaluat-
ing the difference between the student's cost of education and his expected
family contribution if that difference is at least $90; (8) which determines
such need by evaluating the student's, and where relevant, the student's par-
ents' income if the student's net income does not exceed $20,000, or, where rel-
evant, if the parents' net income does not exceed $20,000; or (4) which deter-
mines such neeC s.n accordance with standards other than those specifically listed
in paragraph (a) of this section if the amount of need determined in accordance
with that standard is reasonably comparable to the amount of need that would
be determined under the standards listed in.paragraph (a).

(e) A State program which provides for the selection of recipients on the
basis of criteria which do not qualify under the provisions of paragraph (b)
may, nevertheless, be approved, pursuant to Section 4150(b) (4) of the Act, if
the State demonstrates, to the satisfaction of the Commissioner, that such
program provides for the selection of recipients only on the basis of substantial
financial need,
(20 U.S.C. 1070e-2)
g 192.8 Approval of State criteria for determining expected faintly contribution

(a) Dependent students. The Commissoner will approve the criteria of a
State program which uses an expected family contribution in determining
whether a dependent student has substantial financial need if such State takes
into consideration at least the following factors in determining the amount of
income and, net assets that should reasonably be made available by the student,
the student's spouse and the student's parent for meeting the student's cost
of education :

(1) any serious family illness;
(2). the number, of dependent children of the student's parents ;
(3) the number of such dependent children attending institutions of higher

education ; and
(4) such other circumstances as may affect the ability of the student and

student's parents to contribute toward the cost of the student's education.
(b) independent or self-supporting studente.The Comniissioner will approve

the criteria of a State program which utilizes an expected family contribution
In determining whether an independent or self-supporting student has substan-
tial financial need if such State takes into consideration 'dt least the following
factors when calculating that portion of the income and net assets of the stu-
dent and the student's spouse which should reasonably. be 'made available for
meeting the student's cost of education

(1) any serious Mess in the stndent's family ;
(2) the number of dependent children of the student;
(8) the number of such dependent children attending institutions of higher

education; and
(4) such other circumstances as may affect the ability of the student or

spouse to contribute toward the cost of the student's education,
(c) The Commissioner has determined that any of the following need analysis

systems or methods of calculation meet the criteria set forth in paragraph (a)
and (b) of this section,. Thus, in determining the amount of,a student's expected
family contribution a 'State may:use ;

(1) systems of need analysis published by the'American College Testing Serv.
lees and the College Scholarship Service,

(2) the method of calculating an expected family contribution used in the
Basic Educational Opportunity Grant Program (45 OWE 190), or

(8) for dependent students only, the Income Tax SystemFor purposes of
this part, the expected faintly contribution calculated according to the Income
Tax System is an amount equal to the amount of income tax paid by the parents
of such student, 5 percent of such parents' net assets in excess of $7,500 and
any amount the student is reasonably abet to contribute,

(d) The Commissioner will approve any other need analysis system or method
of calculation which produces an expected family contribution reasonably com-
parable to those uroduced by those described iu paragraph (e) of this section,

fIL(')
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(20 U.S.C. 1070c-2)
§ 192.9 Maintmanee of effort

The amount of funds expended by the State for the nonVederal portion of
awards made under this part for each fiscal year shall represent an additional
expenditure for that year by that State over the amounts, if any, expended by
such State for grants to all students attending institutions of higher education
during the second fiscal year preceding the fiscal year in which such State initially
received funds under this part.
(20 U.S.C. 1070c-2 (b) (4) )

$192,10 Use of funds
Funds paid to a State under this part may be used by such State only to pay

50 percent of the amount of student grants made under ,this part.
(20 U.S.C. 1070c-2)

$102,11 Disapproval of State applications
The Commissioner will comply with the provisions of § 2415D of the Act

(regarding notice, opportunity for a hearing, and judicial review) before finally
disapproving any application of a State.
(20 U.S.C. 1070c-3)
§ 192.12 General provisions regulation

Assistance provided under this part is subject to applicable provisions con.
tained in Subchapter A of this Chapter (relating to fiscal, administrative and
other matters).
(20 U.S.C. 1070e-1070c-3)

Mr. 011AnA. Thank you very much.
The special sitheonunittee will stand in adjournment. We are sched-

ttled to meet at 9 :80 tomorrow morning in this room on grant programs.
(Whereupon, at 10:40 a.m, the subcommittee recessed, to reconvene

at 0:30 a.m. on the following day, Tuesday, June 11,1974,)

NATIONAL ASSOC/AVON OP STATE SCHOLARSHIP PROORAMSI
June 11, 1974.

JAMES a. 011ARA,
MOM" Special Subcommittee on Education, Mouse of Representatives, Can-

non Rouse °Pee Building, Washington, D.C.
DEAR CONGRESSMAN O'HARA : On behalf of the National Association of State

Scholarship Programs, I would again like to express our appreciation to you for
the invitation to testify on June 0, before pour Special tfil ubcommit tee,

After the hearing, a number of Us discussed your creative suggestion that
matching federal funds might be offered to the states which could then use the
funds to match a variety of different programs. We enthusiastically endorse this
concept and suggest that a variety of state responses might result, including:

(1) Matching grant programs to meet specifically identified state needs, e.g.,
lowcotne students, minority students, middle income students, etc.

(2) Matching worlcstudy and/or community service employment programs,
tinder such programs, the state agency might coordinate offeampus and summer
employment opportunities while the institutions would concentrate on an on.
campus effort,

(3) Matching loan programs under which the states might use the funds to
make tones directly, subsidize loan interest payments, or build reserve funds,

(4) Matching programs combining in a variety of ways the grantworkloan
options described above.

A critically important feature of such a program would be that the states would
have the flexibility to meet their unique student aid needs, The federal govern.
meat, on the other hand, would participate in the establishment of broad goals
and objectives, The State Plan approach used successfully in other programs
including the Higher Education facilities Act of 1003 might be used to implement
such a federalstate cooperative effort.
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We would welcome the opportunity to work with you and De Diers of the
Subcommittee staff to further reline this concept and prepare fiscal estimates
If you feel this is a viable option which will lie coneldered in the planned revision
of Title IV.

Siucu rely,

RICHARD H. JOHNSTON,
Pre$id S81).

NORTH CAROLINA STATE EDUCATION ASSISTANCE AUTHORITY,
Chapel Hill, NA, May Nti, 1074.

Hon. JAMES G. O'HARA,
Chairman, House Subcommittee on Education, House of RepresentatItis, Con

grog of the United State, Washington, A.O.
DEAR CONQRESSMAN O'HARA : As you begin comprehensive hearings on a broad

range of topics relating to student assistance including consideration of how
existing programs may be restructured to produce more efficient results, I do
hope that you will take into account the need to provide at the Federal level the
most flexible language that will permit and encourage creative and innovative
participation among all the states. Degrees of sophistication in student financial
aid delivery systems among the states vary widely, but a specific objective of any
new Federal legislation should be the inclusion of flexibility into Federal acts so
as to allow states the latitude of tailoring state programs with the Federal
programs in unique ways to meet the unique needs of the individual residents
of a given state.

I trust that this point will be made by others as you receive testimony from
them in the days ahead.

Very truly yours,

4 . k

STAN 0. BROADWAY.



STUDENT FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE --PART 6

(Grant Programs)

TUESDAY, JUNE 11, 1974

HOUSE OP REPRESENTATIVES,
SPECIAL SUBCOMMITTEE ON EDUCATION

O1 THE ComirrrEn ON EDUCATION AND LABOR,
Washington, D.C.

The subcommittee inet at 9 :50 a.m., pursuant to call in Ivan 22261,
Rayburn House Office Building, Washington, In., Hon. James G.
O'Hara (presiding).

Present Representatives O'Hara and Dellenbtok.
Staff members present Jim Harison, staff director; Elnora Teets,

clerk; Robert C. Andringa, minority' staff director; and John Lee,
minority staff,

Mr. O'HARA. This morning we begin our hearings on the grant seg-
ment of the student aid package. We have had several hearings on the
basic educational opportunity grant program and for that reason I
have asked the Office of Education to focus primarily on the supple-
mental educational opportunity grant program in its presentation this
morning.

First, at this point in the record, I would like to have inserted the
text of that part of the Higher Education Act which establishes the
basic grant and supplemental grant programs.

(The statutory language referred to is Title IV, Part A, subparts 1 and 2 of
the Higher Education Act of 1966, as amended.)

80-402-14-12
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APPENDIX I

TITLE IVSTUDENT ASSISTANCE

PART A--- GRANTS TO STUDENTS IN ATTENDANCE AT INSTITUTIONS obi HIGHER
EDUCATION

STATEMENT OP PURPOSE! PROGRAM AUTIWRIZATIoN

SEC, 401, (a) It is the purpose of this part, to assist in making available the
benefits of postsecondary education to qualified students in institutions of higher
education by

(1) providing basic educational opportunity grants (hereinafter referred to
as "basic grants") to all eligible students ;

(2) providing supplemental educational opportunity grants (hereinafter
referred to as "supplemental grants") to those students of exceptional need
who, for lack of such a grant, would be unable to obtain the benefits of a post-
secondary education;

(8) providing for payments to the States to assist them in making financial
aid available to such students;

(4) providing for special programs and projects designed (A) to identify
and encourage qualified youths with financial or cultural need with a poten-
tal for postseconary education, (B) to prepare students from low-income
families for postsecondary education, and (C) to provide remedial (including
remedial language study) and other services to students; and

(5) providing assistance to institutions of higher education,
(b) The Commissioner shall, in accordance with subpart 1, 2, 8, 4 and 5, carry

out programs to achieve the purposes of this part.
(20 U.S.C. 1070) Enacted June 28, 1972, P.L. 92-818, sec. 181(b) (1), 86 Stat.

247-248; amended June 28, 1972, P.L. 92-318, sec. 1001(c), 86 Stat. 881.

SMART 1-- -BASIC EDUCATIONAL OPPORTUNITY GRANTS

BASIC EDUCATIONAL OPPORTUNITY GRANTS: AMMOUNT AND DETERMINATIONS;
APPLICATIONS

,SEC, 411. (a) (1) The Commissioner shall, during the period beginning July 1,
1972, and ending June 80, 1975, pay, to each student who has been accepted for
enrollment in, or is in good standing at, an institution of higher education (ac-
cording to the prescribed standards, regulations, and practices of that institu-
tion) for each academic year during which that student is in attendance at that
institution, as an undergraduate, a basic grant in the amount for which that stu-
dent is eligible, as determined pursuant to paragraph (2).°

(2) (A) (I) The amount of the basic grant for a student under this sub-
.part for any academic year shall be $1,400, less an amount

contribution
ount

determined under paragraph (8) to be the expected family with
respect to that student for that year. '

6 Sec. 2 of P.L. 98 -85, enacted May 15, 1018 provided :
"If Mt, for the fiscal year 1978 for making payments under subpar* 1 of

Apart of title I of the Higher Education Act of 1965 does not exceed $885,000,900", pays
ments under NO I

d
subpart from such appropriation shall not be paid on the basis of any

entitlement for any student (1) who was in attendance, as a regular student (as defined by
the Commissioner of Education), at an institution of higher education prior to July 1,1978,
or (2) who is in attendance at such an institution on lees than a full-time basis."

And P,L, 98-192, the Act making appropriations for the Departments of Labor and
Health, Education and Welfare and related agencies for the fiscal year ending June 80,1974,
provided, with respect to funds appropriated thereunder that "amounts for basic opportu,
pity grunts shall be available only for fulinie students at institutions of higher education
who are not enrolled as regular etudents its defined by the Commissioner of Education) at
such institutions prior to April 1,1978," (87 Stat, les)

in effect, these enactments limited eligibility y for grants under this subpart to fulltime
freshmen in the academic year 1978-19741 and to freshmen and Sophomores in the academic
seer i974-1075,

(110)

wi tin
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(ii) In any case where a student attends an institution of higher education on
less than a full-time basis during any academic year, the amount of the basic
grant to which that student is entitled shall be reduced in proportion to the degree
to which that student is not so attending on a full-time basis, in accordance with a
schedule of reductions established by the Conunissioner for the purpose's of this
division, Such schedule of reductions shall be established by regulations and pub-
lished in the Federal Register not later than February 1 of each year,

(B) (I) The amount of a basic grant to which a student is entitled under this
subpart for any, academic year shall not exceed 50 per centum of the actual cost of
attendance at the institution at which the student is in attendance for that year.

(ii) No basic grant under this subpart shall exceed the difference between
the expected family contribution for a student and the actual cost of attendance
at the institution at which that st k is in attendance. If with.respect to any
student, it is determined that the t !2 '14.;,t of a basic grant plus the amount of the
expected family contribution fe- student exceeds the actual cost of attend-
ance for that year, the amount of the basic grant shall be reduced until the
combination of expected family contribution and the amount of the basic grant
does not exceed the actual cost of attendance at such institution, .

(iii) No basic grant shall be awarded to a student under this subpart if the
amount of that grant for that student as determined under this paragraph for
any academic year is less than $200. Pursuant to criteria established by the Com-
missioner, by regulation, the institution of higher education at which a student
is in attendance may award a basic grant of less than $200 upon a determine-
tion that the amount of the basic grant for that student is less than $200. because
of the requirement of division (1) and that, due to exceptional circumstances,
this reduced grant should be made in. order. to enable the student to benefit frOm
postsecondary education.

(Iv) For the purpose of this subparagraph and subsection (b) the termmacttial
cost of attendance" means, subject to regulations of the Commissioner, the
actual perstudent charges for tuition, fees, room and board (or expenses related
to reasonable commuting), books, and an allowance for such other expenses as
the Commissioner determines by regulation to be reasonably related lo attend-
ance at the institution at which the student is in attendance,

(3) (A) (i) Not later than February 1 of each year, the Commissioner shall
publish in the Federal Register a schedule of expected-family 'contributions for
the succeeding .academic year for various levels of family income, which, except
as is otheritise provided in. division .(ii), together with any amendments thereto,
shall become effective July.1 of that year. During the thirty-day period following
such publication the Commissioner shall provide interested parties with an op-
nortunity to present their views and make recommendations with respect to
such schedule,

(ii) The schedule of expected family cottributions required by division (i)
for each academic year shall be submitted to the President of the Senate and
the. Speaker of the Rouse of Representatives not later than February 1 of that
Mayyear. If eithe: the Senate or the Rouse of Representatives adopts,- prior to. 1 of such year a resolution of disapproval of such schedule, the Commis-
stoner shall publish 'a new schedule of expected family contributions in the Fed-
eral Register not later than fifteen days. after the adoption of such resolution
of disapproval, Such new schedule shall take into consideration such recom-
mendations as may be made in connection with such resolution and shall become
effective, together with any amendments thereto, on Silly 1 of that year,/

.(1i) (i) For the, purposes of this paragraph and subsection (b), the term
"family contribution" with respett to any student means the amount which the
family of that student may be reasonably expected to contribute toward his
postsecondary education for the academic year for which the determination
under subparagraph (A) of paragraph (2) is made, as determined in accordance
with regulatiou.. In promulgating such regulations, the Ceinthissioner shall
follow the bas;r1 Criteria set forth in division (if) of this subparagraph,*.m.11

The initial family contribution schedule was submitted to the Congress on February 1,
1073, A resolution of disapproval, if. Res, 204, was introduced on February I, and, after
bearings, the subcommittee of reference voted on April 8, 1978, to table the resolution, The
Commissioner of mineation was so notified, The second family contribution schedule was
submitted to the congress on September 25, 1978, A resolution of disapproval, IL Res, tiaa,
was introduced on the sante tiny, and, after hearings, the Special Subcommittee on tdit
cation voted to table the resolution on December 20,1978 and so advised the Commissioner,
Though no resolution was introduced in the Senate, the Senate's Subcommittee on Educe.
tion, On December 10, did vote hot to disapprove of the schedule, and so advilsod the
Commissioner.

t,'"
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(ii) The basic criteria to be followed in promulgating regulations with respect
to expected family contributions are /IA follows:

(I) The amount of the effective income of the student or the effective
family income of the student's family.

(II) The number of 4ependents of the family of the student.
(III) The number of dependents of the student's family who are in at-

tendanee in a progran of postsecondary education and for whom the family
may be reasonably expected to contribute for their postsecondary education,

(IV) The amount of the assets of the student and these of the student's
family.

(V) Any tintmal expenses of the student or his family, such as unusual
medical expenses, and those which may arise from a catastrophe.

(iii) For the t,mrposes of clause (I) of division (ii), the term "effective
family income" with respect to a student means the annual adjusted family in-
come, as determined in accordance with regulations prescribed by the Commis-
sioner, received: by the parents or guardian of that student (or the person or
persons having an equivalent relationship to such student) minus Federal in-
come tax paid or payable with. respect to such income.

(iv) In determining the expected family contrilaition with respect to any
student, any amount paid under the Social Security Act to, or on account of, the
student which would not be paid if he were not a student, and one-half any
amount paid the- student under .chapters 84 and 85 of title 88, (United States
Code, shall be considered as effective income for such student,

(C) The Commissioner shall promulgate special regulations for determin-
ing the expected family contributiOn and effective fatuity income of a student
who is determined (pursuant to regulations of the Commissioner) to be inde-pendent of Ms parents or guardians (or the person or persons having an equi-
valent relationship to such student), Such special regulations shall be con-
sistent with the basic 48.riteria set forth in division (ii) of subparagraph (13).

(4) (A) The period-during which a student may receive basic grants shall be
the period required' for the completion of the undergraduate course of study
being ,pursued by that student at the institution at which the student is in at-
tendanee, except that such period may not exceed four academic years uniess

(i) the student is pursuing a course of study leading to a first degree in
a program of study which is designed by the institution offering it to extend
over five academic year:4; or

( ii) the student Is, or will be, unable to complete a course of study withinfour aeademie years because of a requirement of the institution of such
course of study that the student enroll in a noncredit remedial course of
study t

in either which case seph period may be extended for .not more than one eddie
tional academic year,

(II) For the purposes of clause Op of Subparagraph (h.), a "noncredit remedial
course of study" is a course of study for which no credit is given toward an
academic degree, and which is designed,to increase the ability of the student to
engage in an undergraduate course of study leading to such a degree,

(b) (1) The Commissioner shall from time to time set dates by which students
must file applications for basic grants under this subpart,

(2) Ilaelt student desiring a basic grant for any year must file an application
therefor containing such information and assurances as the Commissioner may
deem necessary to enable him to cerry out his functions and responsibilities
under this subpart,

-

(8) (A) Payments under this section shall be made in accordance with regula-tions promulgated by the demniissionee for such purpose, in such manner as will
best accomplish the purposes of this section,

(II) (i) If, during any period of any iikal year, the funds available for pay-
month under this subpart are insufficient to satisfy fully all entitlements under
this subpart, the amount paid with respect to each such entitlement shall be

(I) in the ease of any entitlement which exceeds $1,000, 75 per centumthereof
(II) in the ease of any entitlement which exceeds $800 but does not exceed

*1.000, 10 per centum thereof 1
(Ill) in the case of any entitlement which exceeds $800 but does not ex4

c'eecl $800, 08 per pontutn thereof; and
(IV) in the case of any entitlement which does not exceed WO, t10 percentum thereof,
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(ii) If, during nay period of any fiscal year, funds available for making pay-
meats under this subpart owed the qiummt Ilecesmaey to make the payments
prescribed in division (I), such excess be paid with respect to each entitle-
ment under this subpart in proportion to the degree to which that entitlement Is
unsatisfied, after payments are made pursuant to division (1).

WO In the event that, at the time when payments are to be made pursuant to
this subparagraph (B), funds available therefor are insufficient to pay the
amounts set forth in division (I), the Commissioner shall pay with respect to each
entitlement an amount which bears the same ratio to the appropriate amount set
forth lit division (I) as the total amount of funds so available at such time for
such payments bears to the amount...neaps:444 to pay the amounts Indicated in
division (I) in full;

) No method or computing or Mil11110r of distribution of payments under
this subpart shall be used which is not consistent with this subparagraph.

(v) In no case, shall a payment under this subparagraph be made if the amount
of such payment after application of the provisions.of this subparagraph is less
than $50,

(C).(1) During nay fiscal year:in which the provisions of subpahtgraph (B)
apply, a basic grant to any student shall not exceed 50 per centum of the difference
between the expected family contribution for that student and the actual cost
of attendance at the Institution in which the student is enrolled, unless stints
available for making payments under this subsection for any fiscal year equal
more than 75 per contain of the total amount to which all students are entitled
under this subpart for that fiscal year, in which case no'basic grant shall exceed
00 per centunt of such difference. .

ill) The limitation set forth in division (I) shall, when applicable be in lieu
of the limitation set forth in subparagraph (B) (1). of subsection (a) (2).

(4,1 No payments many he made on the basis of entitlements established under
this ,subpart during any fiscal year ending prior to July 1, 1975, in which.

(A) the appropriation for making grants under .subpart 2 of this part
does not at least equal $130,01)3,000; and

(U) the appropriation for' work - study payments under section 441 of this
titles does not at least equal $237,400,000; and

(C) the appropriation for capital contributions to student loan funds.
tinder part E of this title does not at least equal $280,000,000,

(20 U.S.C. 10700 Enacted June 23, 1972, .L. 92-318, see, 131(b) (1), 80 Stat,
241-274,

Subpart 2Suppleinelital Educational Opportunity Orants
iStlitPOSt: APPROPHIATIOIsta AttlItORIZVD

St:v. 413A. (a) It is the purpose. of this subpart to provide, through institutions
of higher education, snook:titivate! grants to assist in making available the belie-
fits of postsecondary education to qualified students who, for lack of financial
means, would he unable to obtain such benefits without such a grant,

(h) (1) Vor tine purpose of enabling the Commissioner to make payments to
institutions of higher education which have made agreements with the Coin-
missioner in accordance with section 413C(h), for use by such institutions for
payments to undergraduate students for the initial academic year of n stipple-
mental grant awarded to them tinder this subpart,. there are authorized to be
appropriated $200,000,000 for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1978, and for each
of the sueeeeding fiscal years ending prior to July 1, 1015, Pods appropriated
popgun at to this paragraph shall he appropriated Separate from any funds appro
printed pursuant to paragraph (2).

(2) Iu addition to the swim nuthotImed to he appropriated'hy paragraph (1),
there are authorized to he appropriated such sums as may be necessary for pay
meat to Institutions of higher education for use by such institutions for hulking
continuipg supplemental grants tinder this subpart, except that an appropriation
may be made purstiant to this paragraph for any fiscal year beginning more than
three yearn otter the last fiscal year for which nu appropriation Is authorized
tinder paragraph (I t, Yawls appropriated ntirsitant to this paragraph shall be
appropriated separate from any funds appropriated pursuant to paragraph (1),

(3) SUM appropriated pursuant to this subsection for any fiscal year shall
be available for payments to institutions until the end of the.fiseld year succeed.
lug the fiscal year for which they were appropriated,

1:0
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(4) For the purposes of this subsection, payment for the first year of a supple-
mental grant shall not be considered as an initial year payment if the grant was
awarded for the continuing education of a student who--

(A) had been previously awarded a supplemental grant under this sub.
part ( whether by another institution or otherwise), and

(10 had received payment for any year of that supplemental grant,
(20 (1,8,0, 1070b) Enacted June 23, 1972, P.14. 92-818, see, 131(b) (1), 80 Stet, 251, 252,

ANtOctilm ANU nuttnIoN OP GRANTS

SRO. 41313. (a) (1) From the funds received by it for such purpose tinder this
subpart, an institution which awards a supplemental grant to a student for an
academic year under this subpart shall; for such year, pay to that student an
amount determined pursuant to paragraph (2).

(2) (A) (i) The amount of the payment to any students pursuant to paragraph
(1) shall be equal to the amount determined by the institution to be needed by
that student to enable him. to pursue a course of Audy at the institution, except
that such amount shall not txceed

(I) $1,500, or
(II) one-half the sum of the total amount of student finan-101 aid pro

vided to such student by such institution,
whichever is the lesser.

No student shall be paid during all the academic years he is pursuing his
Undergraduate course of study at one or more institutions of higher 'education
in excess of $4,000 or in the case of any student to whom the provisions of sub-
section (b) (1) (B) apply, $5,000. .

(ill) For the purpoSes of clause (II) of division (i), the term "student finan-
cial aid" includes assistance payments to the student under subpart 1 of thispart
and parts C and 14 of this title and any assistance provided to a student under
any scholarship program established by a State or a private institution or age-
!ligation, as determined in accordance with regulations, shall be deemed to be
aid provided such student by the institution.

(B) If the amount determined under division (1) of subparagraph (A) with
respect to a student for any academic year is less than $200, no paYnient shall be
Made to that student for that year.

(C) 'Subject to subparagraphs (A) and (B), the Commissioner shall prescribe,
for the guidance of institutions, basic criteria and schedules for the determination
of the amount of need to be determined under division (i) of subparagraph (A).
Such criteria and schedules shall take into consideration the objective of limiting
assistance under this subpart to students of financial need, and such other factors
related to determining the need of students for financial assistance as the Com-
missioner deems relevant but such criteria or schedules shall not disqualify an
applicant on account of his earned income if income from other mums in the
amount of such earned income would not disqualify him.

(b) (1) (A) A student eligible for a supplemental grant may be awarded such
a grant under this subpart for each academic year of the period required for
completion by the recipient of his undergraduate course of studY in the institution
of higher education from which he received such grant.

(B) A student may not receive supplemental grants under this subpart for a
Ported of more than four academic years, except that in the rage of a student

(i) who is pursuing a course of study leading to a first degree in it pro-
gram of study which is designed by the institution offering it to extend over
five academic years, or

(ii) who is because of his particular circumstances determined by the
institution to need an additional year to complete a course of study normally
requiring four academic years,

such period may be extended for not more than one additional endemic, year,
(2) A supplemental grant awarded tinder this subpart shall entitle the student

to whom it is awarded topayments pursuant to such grant only if
(A) that student is maintaining satisfactory progress in the e nurse of

study he is pursuing, according to the standards and practices of the instim
tution awarding the grant, and

that student is devoting at least italftime to that mane of study,
during the academic year, in attendance at that institution,

Failure to 'be in attendance at the institution during vneation periods or Periods
of military service, or during other periods during which the Commissioner
determines, in accordance with regulations, that there is good cause for his

oki
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nonattendance, Shall not render a student Ineligible for a supplemental grant ;
but no payments may be made to a student during any such period of failure to
be in attendance or period of nonattendance,
(20 U.S.C. 1070b-i) Enacted June 28, 1972, P,1,, 92-318, see, 131(b) (1), 86 Stat. 252, 258,

SELECTION OF REGIMENTS ; AGREEMENTS WIT:a INSTITUTIONS

4130. (a) (1) An individual shall be eligible for the award of a stipple-
mental grant under this subpart by an institution of higher education which has
made an agreement with the Commissioner pursuant 'to subsection (b), if the
individual makes application at the time and in the manner prescribed by that
institution, in accordance with regulations of the Commissioner,

(2) From among those who are eligible for supplemental grants through an
institution which has an agreement with the Commissioner under subsection (b)
for each fiscal year, the institution shall, in acconliWo 'with such agreement
under subsection (b), and within the amount allocated to the institution for that
purpose for that year under section 413D(b) select individuals who are to be
awarded such grants and determine, in accordance with section 41313, the amounts
to be paid to them. An institution shall not award a supplemental grant to an
Individual unless it determines that

(A) he has been accepted for enrollment as an undergraduate student at
such institution or, in the case of a student already attending such institu-
tion, is in good standing there as an undergraduate ;

(B) he shows evidence of academic or creative promise and capability of
maintaining good standing in this course of study ;

(C) he is of exceptional financial need ; and
(I)) he would not, but for a supplemental grant, be financially able to

pursue a course of study at such institution.
For the purposes of clause (C) of this paragraph, in determining financial need,
the expected family, eontribution shall be considered to be the contribution ex-
peeted in the specific circumstances of the student as determined by the student
financial aid officer at the institution in accordance with criteria promulgated by
the Commissioner, Any adulation of the ability of a family to contribute shall
include consideration of (1) family assets which should reasonably be available
for such purpose, (11) the number of. children in the family, (ill) the number
of children attending institutions of higher education, (iv) any catastrophic
illness in the family, (v) any educational expenses of other dependent children
in the family, and (iv) other circumstances affecting the student's financial
need,

(b) An institution of higher education which desires to obtain funds for sup-
plemental grants tinder this subpart shall enter into an agreement with the
Commissioner, Such agreement shall

(1) provide that funds received by the Institution tinder this subpart
Will be used by it solely for the purposes specified in, anti in accordance
with, the provisions of this subpart and of section 488;

(2) provide that, in determining whether an individual meets +le re-
quirements of clause (0) of paragraph (2) of subsection (a), the 1!)stittition.
will

(A) consider the source of such Individual's Income and that of any
individual or Individuals upon whom he relies primarily for support, and

(11) make appropriate review of the assets of the student And of such
individuals;

(8) provide that the Institution, in cooperation with other eligible histi
ttitions where appropriate, will make vigorous efforts to identify qualified
youths of exceptional financial need, and to encourage them to continue
their education beyond secondary school 'through Mich programs end tic-
tivities

(A) establishing or strengthening plow working relationships with
secondary school principals and guidance antt counseling personnel, with
a view toward motivating students to complete secondary Minot and
to ptirstie pestmentidnry school etitteatienal opportunities, and

(11) malting, to the extent feasible, conditionnt eommitmettN for sit,
dent financial old by such institution to qualified secondary school Olt,
dents, who butt for tairli grants would be unable to obtain the benefits
of higher education, with aneeinl emphasis on students enrolled in onde
11 or tower grades who show evidences of academic or creative promise

(4) Wiwi& that the instittitien wilt moot the requirements of section 484 I
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(5) include provisions designed to make grants under this subpart reason
ably available, to the extent of available funds, to all eligible students in
attendance at the institution ;

(6) include such other provisions as may be necessary to protect, the
financial interest of the United States and promote the purposes of this
subpart,

(20 U.S.C. 10701)-2) litanettid June 23, 1072, PA 02-318, sec. 131(b) (1), 86 Mt, 253, 254.

APPODTIONNU:NT AND ALLOCATION OF FUNDS

St4o, 413D, (a) (1) (A) Front 90per athill% of the sums appropriated pursuant
to section 413A (b) (1) for any fiscal year, the Commissioner shall apportion to
each State an amount which bears the same rasa to such stuns as the number of
persons enrolled fulltime and the fulltime equivalent of the number of persons
enrolled part time in institutions of higher education in such State beers to the
total number of such persons in all the States, The remainder of the SUMS so ap
propriated shall be:Apportioned among the States by the Commissioner in accord
ante with equitable criteria which lie shall establish and which shall be deSigned
to achlete a distribution of the sums so appropriated among the States which will
most 'effectively carry out the purpose Of this subpart, except diet where any
State's apportionment under the first sentence for a fiscal year is less than,fts
allotment under the first Sentence of section 401(b) of this Act for the fiscal year
ending Jane 30, 1972, -before he makes any other apportionments under this send
team, the Commissioner shall apportion sufficient additional sums to such State
under this sentence to make the State's apportionment for that year under this
paragroph equal to its allotment for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1972, Under
such first sentences, Sums apportioned to a State under the preeeding sentence
shall he consolidated with, and become a part of, its apportionment front the Same
appropriation under the first sentence of this paragraph,

( II) If the Commissioner determines that the sums apportioned to any State
under subparagraph (A) for any fiscal year exceed the aggregate of the amounts
that 1w determines to be required under subsection (b) for that fiscal year for
institutions of higher education in lhat State the Commissioner shall -reappor
Lion such excess, front time to tinte, oft Stwh ate or dates as he shall fix, toother
States in such manner as the Commissioner determines will hest assist in adder.
ing the purposes of this subpart,

(2) Sums appropriated pursuant to section 418A(h) (2) for any fiscal year
shall be aponftioned among the States in such manner as the Commissioner de
tertnines will best achieve the. purposes for which such sums were appropriated,.

(b) (1) (A) The Commissioner shall, from -time to time, set dates before which
institutions in any State must file applications for allocation,.to such instatt
thins, of supplemental grant fundsfrom the apportionment to that State (induc
ing any reapportionment thereto) for any Neel year pursuant to subsection
(a) (1),

(i) From the sums apportioned (or reapportioned) to any State, the
Commissioner shall allocate amounts to institutions which have submitted ay.
plientions pursuant to subparagraph (A),

(II) Allocations under division (i) by the Commissioner to such institutions
shall be Made in accordance with equitable criteria established by the Commis
sinner by regulation, Such criteria shall he designed to achieve such distribution
of supplemental grant funds among such institutions within a State as 1111 most
effect-RAP carry Mit the purposes of this subpart,

. (2) The Commissioner shall, in accordance With regulations, allocate to shah
instittfflons In any State, from Muds apportioned or reapportioned pursuant to
subsection (0(2)4 funds to he used as the supplemental grants specified In
section 41.3A ) (2).

(n) Partnents shall be made from allocations under this subsection as needed.
(fin 1',S,O, 10704) Masked Ante 23, 1372, PA 0215, Nee. 1810) (1),'88 Stat. 254, 255.

1re. n'ITAnA. The Mint' preSelltIttiOn on the supplemental educa-
tionol onnortnnity Ironts will be given lw most nontilat' wihiess
and persistent. guest, Acting Associate. Commissioner, Alm

I also suggested that he might want to take the opportunity to make
pt'ogrega retini imilitlititt there is progress to report oil the Met

pentrrinn, I see that Peter Vole is present In do that for us,
Gentlemen, proceed as you see, fit.
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STATEMENT OP DR, JOHN D, PHILLIPS, ACTING ASSOCIATE COM-
MISSIONER FOR STUDENT ASSISTANCE, BUREAU OF POSTSEC-
ONDARY EDUCATION, US. 01710$ OF EDUCATION, ACCOMPANIED.
BY CHARLES M. COOKE, JR., DEPUTY ASSISTANT SECRETARY
FOR LEGISLATION, EDUCATION; PETER K. U. VOIGT, DIRECTOR,
DIVISION OF BASIC GRANTS, BUREAU OF POSTSECONDARY EDIT-
CATION; DR. LEONARD H. 0, SPEARMAN, DIRECTOR, DIVISION
OF STUDENT SUPPORT AND SPECIAL PROGRAMS; RICHARD
ROWE, DEPUTY DIRECTOR, DIVISION OF STUDENT SUPPORT
AND SPECIAL PROGRAMS; HUBERT S. "BILL" SHAW, CHIEF,
PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT BRANCH, DIVISION OF STUDENT SUP-
PORT AND SPECIAL PROGRAMS

Dr, PHILLIPS, Mr. Chairman, I would like to introduce my col-
leagues, In addition to Peter Voigt, director of the basic grants divi-
sion, we have here today Dr, Leonard Spearman: director of the divi-
sion of student support and special programs,.Dick Rowe, the deputy
director of that division and Bill Shaw, .who is the Chief of the pro-
gram development branch within that division, They are here to an-
swer specific questions relative to the supplemental educational op-
portunity grant program.

Mr. Chairman and members of the subcommittee ; We are most
pleased to appear before you today to discuss the grant component of
Federal student assistance programs ; The basic educational opportu-
nity grant program and the supplemental educational opportunity
grant program.

With reference, to the basic grain program we are planning to sub-
mit, the family contribution schedules for 1975-70 to you in early
July of this year, with the hope and expectation that you will call
hearings and complete your review of this matter during the summer
months..

Since these hearings will deal in some detail with many of the op-
erational aspects of the bask omit program, it is our belief that dis-
cussion of this program would best be delayed until the hearings on the
family contribution schedules,

We are, however, providing you with a relief summary of the cur-
rent status of the basic grant program, together with detailed mate-
rials concerning operation of the Supplemental Faducational Oppor-
tunity Grant program.

The following statement is intended to provide only a brief over-
view. However, we would also be happy to respond to questions from
committee members who might wish to expand upon this written
statement,

The timely action by yoiir committee and the Congress on the Basic
Grant Family Contribution Schedules for 1974 75 permitted us to
significantly accelerate the timing of the basic grant program for this
coming academic year,

As a result Of rout. early netion, We were able to beirin the distil-
bution of the basic grant application materials in the middle of March,
and to complete this distribution by the end of March.
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Supplies of forms were sent to all of the high schools in the country
and to all of the MOO postsecondary institutions which are currently
eligible to participate in the basic grant program.

To insure the availability of information to students on basic grants,
we have also made direct mailings to potential basic grant recipients
through some State scholarship agencies as well as the major need
analysis services.

In addition, in order to make the basic grant applications available
during summer, when most high schools and many postsecondary in-
stitutions will not be open, we have distributed a supply of application
materials to all public libraries and student special services project
sites in the country.

As with any new Federal program, a great deal of information re-
garding available assistance for meeting educational costs must be
provided to students, their parents, and to persons in a position to
counsel students enrolled in postsecondary edudation.

Therefore, we have awarded a contract for the training of both
high school guidance counselors and personnel in postsecondary in-
stitutions who will be involved in the operation of the basic grant
prograth,

Over 600 sessions for secondary guidance personnel were conducted
between early April and mid-May and we estimate that over 50 per-
cent of the high schools in the country were involved,

Those institutions which were not represented in the training ses-
sions will receive the basic grant informational materials through a
direct contact followup effort, The sessions designed to train person-
nel in postsecondary institutions are nearing completion and we esti-
mate that over 00 percent of the eligible institutions have been repre-
sented in the workshops,

We believe that these sessions will ,prove to be of great benefit to
institutions and, ultimately, to students, and that the information
provided in the sessions will greatly facilitate the operation of the
basic grant program in the 197445 academic veal'..

To further insure that students and parents are aware of the avail-
ability of the basic grant program, we have prepared materials for
radio, television, and the print media designed to inform students and
encourage them to apply for their entitlements.

These materials have been mailed to all of the radio end television
stations in the country and we are currently in the process of pro-
vidingindditional news releases and other appropriate information,

On Alay '13 we issued the payment schedule to all eligible institu-
tions for the coming academic year. This schedule, of course, takes
into account the provisions of the legislation and provides institutions
with the awards to be made to students based on the student's ex-
pected family contribution and the cost of attendance.

In issuing, this schedule, we have taken a conscious.risk of over-
exmnditure in that we have assumed that approximately (2 percent
of the eligible student population will actually participate in the pro-
gram for the coming year, and this participation rate could, of course,
run to a higher figure,

However, this decision has made it possible to raise the maximum
grant award from $800 to $1,050, and the estimated average award
from $415 to $6801 and we believe these award levels will significantly
increase the impart of the basic grant program in 107445,

(,.)
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The payment schedule was issued without benefit of a final con-
gressional resolution on the question of carrying over unexpended
fiscal year 1973 funds to the 1974-75 academic year. In light of the
many difficulties which would surely result for both students and in-
stitutions if we were to issue a second revised payment schedule should
the carryover authority be provided, the payment scheduled assumed
a greater risk of overexpenditure than might normally_ be taken.

Since the authority to permit the carryover has now passed the Con-
ference Committee, the risk of over expenditure for the. 1974-76 am-,
demic year is expected to be significantly reduced.1

As a result of all of these efforts, the application flow during the past
2 months has been significant. To date, we have received about half a
million, applications and the rate of receipt appears to be constant at
approXitnateiy 1.0,000 a clay.

At this date last year, not a single application had been received, and
already we have received more applications than were submitted dur-
ing all of last year. It should also be noted that approximately 55 pee
cent of the applicationi are .from students who do qualify. for basic
grant assistance.

In summary, we are most pleased by the progress made in imple-
menting- the program for the 1974-75 academic' year,, and hope that
early submission and congressional approval of the family, contribution
schedules will permit even greater improvements for the 1975-76 aca-
demic year. .

This concludes my comments on the current status of the basic pant
program. If the members of the subcommittee have no objection, I
would like to move directly into an overview of the supplemental edu-
cational opportunity grant program.

DEP,AaTMENT or HEALTH, EDUCATION, AND WELPARE,
MICH of EatfcArox,

. 'Washington,
MAU COLLEAOUNt As you may he aware, application forms for the Basic Edu-

cational Opportunity Grant Program. for the l974-73 academic year are now
being processed, To date we have received about 300,000 applications and students
are now being notified of their eligibility status.

You will, therefore, soon be receiving Student Eligibility Reports submitted
to you for calculation of preliminary Basic Grant A wards. Of course, before you
are able to make these Calculations you will need to know the allowable cost of
attendance for the Basic Grant Program and have. the 197I-711 Payment
Schedule,

While we recognise the need to provide yoU with these materials as early as
possible, we have delayed doing so until this time bemuse we were waiting for a
decision to he made regarding unexpended Fiscal Year 1978 funds,

The authorising legislation for the Basic Grant Prografn speeifies that in the
event that all funds appropriated for a given fiscal year are not used, the un-
expended funds will be redistributed to all Basic Grant recipients in that year.

We believe, and think you will agree, that making supplemental payments to
students for an. academie year which has already ended, is not the most effective
use of these funds. Therefore, we have asked Congress for the authority to carry
these funds. over to the subsequent academic' year and add then% to the funds
appropriated for that Mir,

While CongreSsional response appears to be favorable on this issue, the
legislative process is a deliberate one and we have not received this carryover'
authority.

The enclosed. Payment Schedule, therefore, is based on the $on mutton ap
ProPrinted for the Basic tditentionill Opportunity Grant Program for the 1974-75
tiendentle year. As you will note, the inaftitnutn award for the 1974-45 actuletnie

I Carryover authority subsequently became law as part of Public taw 08-805,
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year is $1050 which means that the awards have reached the "scheduled fedue-
tion" level specified in the law. .

In developing this Payment. Schedule, we have made a miller of assumptions
which entail a significant degree of risk of ow...expenditure of Nods in 1074-75,
Should the authority to carry over unexpendel 1973 funds be granted, the degree
of risk we are assuming in issuing this Payment Schedule will he reduced. Please
be assured that the award levelS indicated on the Payment Schedule will be
honored for the 1974-75 academic year without regard to Congressional action
on the carry-over provision.

There are a number of points on the Payment Schedule which must N noted
1. The allowable costs of attendance have been revised since the 1973 -74 aca-

demic year. Please be sure that the new allowable costs are used in calculating a
student's Preliminary Award. These new allowable costs are as follows

(1) Tuition and fees, The amount charged the student for tuition and fees
that is generally charged to all students or that is generally charged to a
particular class of students of which the applicant student is a member.

(2) Room and board, (i) The actual amount charged by the institution
pursnant to a contract entered into with the student under which both room.
and board are provided by the institution; or,

(ii) The actual amount, charged by the institution pursuant to such a
contract entered into for. room but not board, plus an allowance of
$825: or,

(iii) The tietual amount charged by the institution pursuant to such
.ft contract entered into for board but not room, plus an allowance of
$475; or,

(iv) Where no such contract is entered into for either room or hoard,
an allowance of $1100.

(3) Books, supplies, and miscellaneous expenses. An allowance of $40.
It is especially important to note that there is no longer n distinction mode

between students who live off-campus with their parents and students living off-
Campus who do not live with their parents,. In. both cases, the allowance for room
and board is WOO.

21 With a few specific exceptions, all students will have a minhnun cost of
attendance of $1500 ($1100 living allowance and $400 book, supply, and miscel-
laneous allowance). Students.who are attending tuition-free institutions with no
01141111111)118 living facilities are still provided the $1500 minimum allowance.

3, The maximum total cost of attendance which affects the amount of a student's
Basic Grant is $2100, This means that costs of attendance which exceed $2100
will not affect the amount of a Basic Grant a student may receive due to the
"one-half need" limitation specified in the law.

We appreciate your continued support and assistance in making Bogie Grant
assistance available to students. If you have any questions regarding the Payment
Schedule or its tray, please do not hesitate to contact us,

Sincerely,
PETER IC tt.

Direotoo, Division of Rosie (Pante.
EI1C10$111111.
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Mr, Dttaxximcit. May I ask one question at this time ? On page 4 of
your statement, Dr. Phillips, you talk about raising the maximum
grant award from $800 to $1,050. What was the base of that $800? Was
that what was actually used as the maximum in the year, or was that
something else ?

Mr. Vomit That was based on a higher expected participation rate
than the 62 percent. As you decrease the participation rate you obvi-
ously decrease the population and that permits you to make larger
awards to those in the population,

Mr. DEMNBAOIC. SO it is not the raising of the maximum grant that
was actually awarded in the year that has just been concluded, it is an
increase in the .expected maximum grant that you had first contem-
plated for the 1974-75 fiscal year?

Mr. VozaT. That is right.
Mr. DEMENBAOS. That is what I understood to be the caseand what

I felt ought to be clear for the record. The same thing is true for the
estimated average award; you are not talking about raising what was
actually the 1973-74 experience but you are talking about raising the
estimates for the 1974-75 from when they had first been contemplated
to what you now estimate.

Mr. VOIGT. That is exactly right.
Mr. DELLENBAOK. I thought it was important that be clear for the

record.
Mr. VOIGT. As you remember, the maximum award in the 1973-74

year was only $452.
Mr. DELLENBAOX. The average was about $260.
Mr. VOIGT. The average was about $260, so it is a significant differ-

ence.
Mr. DELLENIMOS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Dr. Plumps. Although SEOG is a new program authorized by the

1972 amendments to complete the new grant component, it is in many
respects an extension of the old educational oppiortunity grants pro-
grain, and it may be useful to describe SEOG in the context of the
old EOG program.

The EOG program was authorized tinder title IV: part A, of the
Higher Education Act of 1965 and amended by the Higher Education
Amendments of 1968. The purpose of this program was to provide,
through institutions of higher education, educational opportunity
grants to assist in making available the benefits of higher education
to qualified high school graduates of exceptional financial need, who,
for lack of financial means of their own or of their families, would be
unable to obtain such benefits without such aid.

From 1966 through 1973 the EOG program served as the grant aid
component of the three-part campus-based Federal student assistance
.programs NDSL. college work-study, and MG. Its role was simply
to make resources available to institutions to aid needy students.

It- should be mentioned here that an important part of the EOG
statute authorized the educational talent search program designed to
complement the institutional effort in identifying potential EOG
recipients.

The amendments of 1968 added the Special Services Program for
Disadvantaged Student and Upward found to the educational talent
.0a tich authority. Testimony will be presented on these programs at a
inter date.

4E4
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The effective date.of the new supplemental educational opportunity
grants program was July 1,1973, utilizing the appropriation for fiscal
year 1973,

This forward funding feature also applies to basic grants, national
direct student loans, and college work-study. In this first year of opera-
tion only initial year graiits were funded. The fiscal year 1974 ap-
propriation provides for both initial and continuing year awards.

Institutions of higher education are authorized to make supple-
mental grants to undergraduates who are enrolled on at least a half-
time basis. The amount of a grant may not exceed $1,500 or one-half
the sum of the student financial aid provided by the institution,
whichever is the lesser amount.

The minimmn grant is $200 per academic year. Normally, the period
of payments may not exceed 4 years, although that period may be
extended for 1 year if circumstances require a 5th year of study to
complete an undergraduate study program. The total grant payments
may not exceed $4,000 or $5,000, depending on whether the duration of
the grant is 4 years or 5 years, respectively.

unlike the required institutional contribution of 10 percent for
NDSL and 20 percent for college work-study, the amount of an SEOG
grant to the student must be matched 50-50 with other eligible funds.

Such matching funds can include NDSL; CWS, basic grant, scholar-
ship assistance provided by States, private institutions or organiza-
tions, as well as institutional assistance.

In order to qualify for the SEOG program, the amendments stip-
ulate that students must be of "exceptional financial need," who but
for the grant, would be unable to attend the institutions of their choice.

While the statute does not define exceptional financial need, the
proposed rules which were published in the Federal Register on
March 6, 1974, define that term as the condition of a student whose
expected family contribution does not exceed one-half the cost of
attendance at the institution where the student enrolls.

The need for a supplemental grant is therefore directly tied to the
cost of attendance at the institution of the student's choice and his
lack of financial means to enroll in that institution.

The statute also stipulates that an institution participating in the
SEOG program should make a vigorous effort to identify qualified
young people of exceptional need and to encourage them to continue
in posts,nondary education.

Developing programs with secondary school personnel to motivate
such students, and, where feasible, malting conditional commitments
to students in gtade 11 or lower, are specific means by which institu-
tions are authorized to augment the purposes of the SEOG program,
To assist with program operation the statute makes it possible for

an institution to withdraw from its Federal allocation an amount of
up to 8 percent of its grant expenditures as a payment in lieu of reim-
-bursement for administrative expenses.

The total amount to be withdrawn from SEOG, NDSL, and CWS
funds for this purpose may not exceed $125,000 per fiscal year at any
instittition.

Another general provision contained in the Education Amendments
of 1972 gives the financial aid officer flexibility in administering the
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SEOG and college work-study programs. An amount of up to 10 per-
cent of the allocation for SEOG or CWS for any fiscal year may be
transferred to the other program, at the discretion of the institution,
for use during the same fiscal year. The result is that the aid officer
is able to "package" the individual student's assistance consistent with
his need.

Finally, the amendments also require any recipient of a supple-
mental grant to file an affidavit of educational purpose. Such a state-
inent affirms that grant payments will be used solely for expenses
related to attendance at the institution awarding the grant,

ti, oemz,vt.tox tiF Tim SUPPIMMENTMIY EDIT ATI ON .1t, oPPOIITUNITY
GRANTS PROGRAM

The supplemental educational opportunity grants program is cur-
rently administered under agreements between the U.S. Commissioner
of Education and 2,872 participating institutions of postsecondary
education.

Under the terms of the agreement, the institutions are responsible
for all steps leading to making grants to students, These steps include
recruitment of students, determination of need, and proper packaging
of the grant with the matching equivalent, It is estimated thatas many
as (t.ono institutions may he eligible to participate in the program.

Institutions annually submit an application for funds to operate the
supplemental educational opportunity grants program in the upcom-
ing fiscal year. These applicationswinch are part of a tripartite ap-
plication covering the three campus-based student financial aid pro -
grams are submitted to the appropriate regional offices of education,
where they are reviewed by panels of experts in student financial aid.

The regional panels recommend to the appropriate regional director
of postsecondary education a recommended funding level for initial
year awards for each institution, After the regional director of post-
secondary education reviews these recommendations, a notice of rec-
ommended funding levels is sent to each institution.

There is an opportunity for an institution to appeal the first review
group's decisions to a regional appeal group and subsequently to a na-
tional appeal panel. After all the recommended funding levels are es-
tablished the amounts recommended for initial year awards and for
continuing year awards are totalled by State,

You will have to excuse me. This is a little complicated but: in fact, it
is a. statement of the statute and it is important to have all of it in mind.

The appropriation for initial year funds is divided among the States
according to statutory formula, which specifies that 90 percent of the
funds shall be allotted among the States in such a manner that each
Stnte's proportionate share of the amount so ulloted is ermel to its
proportionate share of the tuitional enrollment and time full-
thne equivalent of part-time enrollment in institutions of higher
education.

The remaining 10 percent is first used to raise each State to at least
the level of its original allotmentprior to reallotmentfor initial
year funds for fiscal year 1972 under the former EOG program, if its
allotment from the 90-percenta portion is less than that level,

If the 10 percent portion is insufficient to bring all States to at least
the level of their original allotments for fiscal year 1972,.the regulatory

iprocedure established by the Commissioner is to raise all States whose

4 kj



allotment from the 9() percent is less than their fiscal year 1972 allot-
ment- te.) a uniform minimum percentage of their fiscal year 1972
allotment.

The regulatory procedure for-distribution of any remaining funds .
is to distribute them to the. State or, States in which the allotments
Made thus far constitute the lowest percentages fundable of the aggre-
gate panel recommendation. ,

The rep ulatory. procedure established for allotment ,of continuing
neat' funds is to divide the amount available for continuing year funds
by the aggregate national amount recommended for confining year
funds, to determine a uniform national percentage for continuing year
funds.

This is the one exception of all the campus-based programs to the
State allotment formulae.

'rite initial-year allocations for the institutions each State are
then determined by multiplyind *each institution's recommended
amount, for initial year funds by the final initial year percentage
fundable fOr that _State, so that all institutions within a State receive
the same pro rata share of their panel-recommended amounts,

The continuing year allocations for the institutions in each State
are determined by multiplying each instittition's recommended amount
for continuing year funds by the uniform national percentage
fundable,

Institutions .subm it an annual report of their SEOG program Italy-
ity to the Office of Education. The report shows the number of initial
year and continuing year recipients and the amounts for both typesf...
the amount claimed for administrative expenses, amount transferred
to or from CWS, and tin amount of matching, funds provided. to
SEOU recipients from various eligible matching sources.

Additionally, statistical information concerning the racial/ethnic
distribution, the male/female distribution, and the family income dis-
tribution-of the ,drant recipients is collected, To date no performance
data are available for the SEOG program because fiscal year 1974 is
the first full year of its operation.

Table II shows the demand for the EOG program through fiscal;
year 1973 and the denutitd for the SEOG program for fiscal years
1974 and 1975. Basically, demand is the result of numbers of partici-
pating institutions, numbers of .eligible students, the cost of attend-
ance, and the availability of other student aid resources.

twAtiv,vritys of PROGRAM OPERATION

It is too early to evaluate the impact of the SEOG ,program as a
separate program because it is in its first year of operation, However,
the .expertence with the former EMI program does reveal some sig-
nificant findings.

These findings have been drawn from a variety of sources, including
(1) the annual fiscal-operations report submitted by participating
institutions,institutions and (2) studies performed under contract with the Its,
Office of Pleation by the Bureau of Applied Social lieseareh, Co,

rniversity in 1971 and by the American Council en.Educittion
in 1974,

The 'fiscal-operations report. submitted annually to the Office of
Edon:ion hits been a rather effective yardstiek for determining
whethern program is achieving its gnDls. AU analysis of. animal fiscal-
operat ions reports through fiscal yeadJOViihow that
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(1) Over 70 percent of EOG recipients came from families with
gross annual incomes under $6,000 including independent students on
the basis of their own incomes rather than the income of their families,

.(2) Approximately 23 percent of EOG recipients came from mi-
nority groups.

(3) NDSL and CWS were major sources of available matching
funds for the EOG

protr25ram.In a more intensive study of the impact of the EOG program con-
ducted by the Bureau of Applied Social Research at Columbia Mil-
vorsity, these findings were substantiated and other general conclusions
reached. These conclusions are as follows

(1) The EOG programthrough fiscalyear 1970has enabled some
students of exceptional financial need to obtain an education beyond
high school.

(2) Seventy percent of the recipients came from families with in-
comes under $0,000.

(3) One-half of the institutions developed special recruitment pro-
grams.

(4) The reenrollment rate of EOG freshmen showed little difference
from that of other fre.§hmen

(5) Less than 1 percent of 254,000 students in 1908-09 withdrew for
financial reasons,

While these findings help to understand the workings of the EOG
program, it would be speculative to draw inferences from them con-
cerning the SEOG program. However, the American Council on Edit-
cation study did reveal some aspects of the current SEOG operation,

Table IV, which was drawn from that study, presents a comparison
of EOG for fiscal year 1973 with estimates of SLOG for fiscal year
1974, Significant in table IV are estimates thawing that 65 percent of
the recipients are freshmen or sophomores; 85 percent conic from
familes whose "adjusted gross income" is less than $7,500; the average
grant award is $646; and 91 percent of the SEOG recipients received
other forms of Federal student aid,

As with our previous presentations to the subcommittee, concern-
ing the college work-study, cooperative education, national direct
student loan, guaranteed student loan and state student incentive
grant programs, we have tried here to provide the committee with
an objective report covering the history, operation and evaluation of
the Sii.10G (LOG) program, and to avoid commenting one way or
the other on the comparative merit or value of this program vis-a-vis
other legislative authorities for the provision of student assistance,

We are in full agreement with the subcommittee's expressed con.
eern for a reduction of complexity and confusion in student assistance
authorities, We applaud the subcommittee's decision to initiate this
comprehensive review of the student assistance authorities more than
a year before they expire,

And filially, we appreciate the qgreeinent between the subcommit-
tee chairman and the 'MS, Commissioner of Education which, from
the outset of these hearings, has permitted us to file these informa-
tional reports separately and independently from policy considera-
tions,

At this point, Air, Chairman, I will be pleased to answer questions
from members of the subcommittee,

A
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TABLE I.-COMPARISON OF EOG AND SEOR

Factors EOG

*0'

Student eligibility Fulltinea undergraduate students; high school
graduates.

Exceptional need Gross family income below $9,000; expected
narentat contribution $625 or less.

Determination of Gehsider Income and assets of those persons
supporting the student and of the student.

Size of grant

Duration
Institutional eligibility

Appropriation

State allotmentlEOG...

State allotment/5E0G..

Allotment of funds
States.

Matching

Recruitment

Maintenance of level
of effort,

Administrative
expenses,

Transfer to or from
CWS.

SEOQ

Originally the lesser of $800 or s aid provided
by institution, amended up to 61,000; mini.
mum .$200 per year.

4 academic years
Institutions of higher education, public and pri

vale, nonprofit,
Forward funded; specific mounts authorized for

Initial year grants, such sums as necessary for
renewal year grants,

Undergraduates enrolled at least halftitte,

Expected family contributions less than half of
cost of attendance.

Expected family contribution based on these
specific Items: family income and assets,
number of children including these in post.
secondary education, catastrophic iliness,
educationfAxpenses for other dependent
childrom ether circumstances affecting need.

Th.e lesser of $1,500 or J aid provided by
institution' minimum $200 per year; total
$4,000 or $5,000 depending on duration,

4 academic years or 5 if required.
Addition of accredited proprietary schools,

Forward funded; specific amounts authorited
initial year grants, such sums as necessary
continuing year grants; separate appropria
Cons,

State allotment_Full.tline enrollees institutions of higher education-State
Total appropriation Fulltime enrollees National

Fullthne enrolloes'and fulltime equivalent institutions of higher education-
State allotment State

Total approprialion . and fullthne equivalent-National
100 percent by this formula; Commissioner may 90 percent by this formula, remainder to pro,

reallot excess amounts, vide where necessary an allotment equal to
that in fiscal year 1972, before any other
distribution; Commissioner shall reallot ex.
cess amounts,

Institutional aid, NDSL, CWS, State, and private Same plus basic grant,
scholarships.

Institution shall make vigorous effort to identify Same,
and motivate students of exceptional financial
need; Talent WO, Upward Bound, special
services mewls tinder title IV, pt. A. Same under subpt, 4.

Based on 3 year average of Institutional aid Same,
programs,

3 percent of expenditure Same.

Not allowed 10
5600percent

of allocation between CWS And

TABLE II.-(SUPPLEMENTAL) EDUCATIONAL OPPORTUNITY GRANTS PROGRAM,FISCAL YEAR

1061 2 1968 1969 1910 1971 19/2 1973 1974 9 1975

'Original request 1 105, 520 124, 000 174, 000 219,980 244,995 296,000

...a.i.
420,960 555,094 571,246Recommended funding levels1 73, 874 115, 297 159, 884 189, 284 220, 049 259, 084 361, 281 468, 095 458, 814Federal funds available 3 57, 923 108, 772 136, 608 144, 787 164, 600 177, 700 210, 300 210, 300 210, 300Expenditures:

Initial years 4 45, 879 56, 213 60, 963 58, 752 61, 658 69, 874 75, 800 204, 175 97, 081
Renewal /continuing year 14 36, 038 53, 718 74,999 92,042 102,650 128,375 ......... 107,081Administrative expense 3 4 3, 082 4, 900 5, 176 6, 125 6; 125 6, 126

Total dollars expended 3 4 45, 8/9 92, 911 114,681 136, 833 164,60 177, 100 210,300 210, 300 210, 300

Number of students:
initial year 4 123,165 132, 791 143,302 116,442 123, MO 120, 500' 126, so 304,000 160,000Renewal/continuing year 1 69,264 11i, 317 136, 9/9 167, 500 176, 800 177, 060 144, 000

Total number students 4 123,165 202, 055 fi4, 619 253, 421 290, 500 297, 300 303, 500 14, 000 304, 013.0Average grant er student 4 3/3 457 450 528 550 580 670 670 670Number of Ins itutions 1, 383 1, 615 1,780 1,950 2,100 2, 200 2,302 21872 3, 090Average away per institu
Con 3 42 67 11 14 78 80 91 73 69

I Year beginning July 1 and ending June 30-yat in Which funds are available, regardless of the'year for which appro.pfiated.
a In 1st year of 600 program (fiscal year 1967) and 1st year of SWOP (fiscal year MO, all awards were initial yearawards.

4

Thousands of dollars,
For fiscal year 1967 through 1970, entries are actual as taken NOM annual fiteal.operations reports; fiscal year 1071through 1975 entries are estimated,

1t 4.4 4.-
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TABLE III-A.-SUPPLEMENTAL EDUCATIONAL OPPORTUNITY GRANTS-FISCAL YEAR 1974 OPERATIONS
(FISCAL YEAR 1973 FUNDS) INITIAL YEAR

Panel rec.
ommended

State
allotment%

State per.
courage

Number of
I istitu.

hens par.
ticipathig

Average
Institu.

Ronal
award

Number of
students

esti..
mated 13

Average
Federal

per
student 1

California $54, 483, 313 $23, 719, 335 43. 535045 269 $88, 176 34, 300 $670

Florida 9, 877, 014 5, 327, 416 53, 937515 70 76,106 7,700 670

Illinois.. 24, 742, 017 '10, 549, 553 42. 638208 125 84, 396 15,200 670

Indiana 10, 505, 210 4, 479, 233 42. 638208 49 91, 413 6, 500 670

Michigan 23, 092, 134 9, 846, 072 42, 638208 105 93, 772 14, 200 670

New York 40, 657, 818 17, 335, 765 42. 638208 224 77, 392 25,100 670
North Carolina 12, 458,178 5, 311, 944 42. 638208 113 47, 008 7, 700 670

Oregon 5, 881,125 2, 580, 614 43. 879597 37 69, 746 3, 700 670
Pennsylvania.- - 17,124, 401 9, 207,132 53. 766155 145 63, 497 13, 300 670

Puerto Rico 5, 954, 897 2, 539, 061 42. 638208 9 282,118 3, 700 670

1 The Slate allotment is not the product of the estimate d number of students times the estimated average Federal award
Per student because the Slate allotment includes administrative expenses and the estimated average Federal award per

-student does not include administrative expenses.
2 Rounded to nearest 100.



TABLE III -B.-- SUPPLEMENTAL EDUCATIONAL OPPORTUNITY GRANTS PROGRAM, FISCAL YEAR 1915 OPERATIONS (FISCAL YEAR :1974 FUNDS)

Number of Nuinber of Average Average

State State institutions students, Institution Federal per
allotment! percentage participating estimated I: award student 1- . .

$10, 806, 282 62,253549 2f0 33,500 $80, 005 $670

2,44 :1523 62,253549 14 7,200 67,120 610 I-1
5 141 14, 800 72, 801

88 '42,458,683 62, 253549 56 6,500 80, 351

4, 742, 675 62, 253549 105 12,300 81,356. 670

8, 683, 897 62, 253549 , 257 24 200 65,279 670

2,199,946 62, 253549 115

1, 807, 628 61 253549 43 5, 00
r', 00 42, 507

81, 937 670
670

4, 990, 735 62, 253549 151 13, 500 61, 930 670

1, 236, 466 62. 263549 9 4, 300 333, 358 670

................6 4.-a
---....1..... ....a

Initial year Continuing year

Panel
recommended

..4
State

allotment I

............-.........-

State Panel
percentage recommended

California
Florida,
Illinois
Indiana
Michigan
New York
North Carolina
Oregon
Pennsylvania
Puerto Rico

_____

$41, 749, 249
5, 962, 703

15, 456, 597
4, 363, 247

10, 846, 092
24, 407, 174

5, 596,
5, 778, 61
9, 197, 67
5, 940, 592

$12, 395, 309
2, 555, 965
4,589,048
2,041,284
3, 799, 777
8, 092, 896
2,088,351
1, 715, 664
4, 360, 729
1, 763, 756

,

29, 699898
42,865881
29, 689898
46, 183599
35, 033604
33, 157857
37, 312837
29, 689898
47, 462802
29, 689898

,....

$17, 359, 499
3, 944, 113
9,117,9,117,428
3, 949, 466
7, 618, 321

13, 949, 240
4, 497, 648
2, 903, 654
11, 016, 788
1, 986,178

- _

The -sum of the State allotments for initial and continuing year awards Is not the product of the allotments include administrative expenses and the estimated average Federal award per student
estimated number of students times the estimated average Federal award per student because the does not include administrative expenses,

2 Rounded to nearest 100,
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TABLE IV.ESTIMATED NUMBER OF PARTICIPANTS IN SUPPLEMENTAL EDUCATIONAL OPPORTUNITY GRANT
PROGRAMS I

, ...L.....

AU In.
stitutIons s

Public
Insti,

tutIons

Private
Insti

tutions
2.yr

colleges
or

colleges
Unl

versities

Estimated total number of participants, 1972-73....
Response rate (percent)
Estimated total of participants, 1973-74
Response rate (percent)
Estimated number receiving assistance under another

Federal program, 1973-74
Response rate (percent)

participants by level of instruction, 1973-74
!lent);.
1' Freshman/sophomore t....

Junior/senior

Total percentage
Response rate

Participants by adjusted family income, 1973-74.
(percent):

0 to $7,499 ,
$7,500 to $14,999

4
$15,000 and over

Total percentage
Response rate
Average amount of grant, 1973-74
Response rate (percent)

3 364, 300
(75)

356, 700
(75)

326, 200
(69)

241,600
(75)

242, 000
(75)

220, 200
(69)

122,200
(75)

114, 100
(77)

105, 400
(70)

76, 500
(68)

99, BOG
(68)

80, 900
(61)

207, 100
(78)

189,700
(79)

171, 900
(73)

80, 100
(75

)76,500
(74)

72, 800
(68)

65
35

71
29

54
46.

100
0

55
.45

52
48

100
(67)

100
(64)

.100
(71)

100
(64)

100
(71)

. .......
100
(63)

85
15
(4)

86
14

(3)

82
18

86
14

(S)

84
16

85
15

(I)

100
(66)

$646
(72)

100
(65)

$469
(73)

100
(67)

$827
(72)

100
(65)

$448
(64)

100
(69)

$783
(75)

100
(61)

$748
(71)

I Estimated numbers of participants are rounded to the nearest 100,
3 Independent medical schools are included in the column for "All institutions," but are not included In other columns.
3 Confidence limits have been computed for all figures. Except wherei specified with reference (5), 95 percent confidence

limits ranged no more than PIUS or minus 2 percent of the figures. Confidence limits ranging above 2 percent are presented
in a

LessLess
D

than 0,5 percent,

Mr, OlImin, Thank you very much, Dr, Phillips,
The allocation formulas, when we looked at them as they related

to college work-study, showed some rather sizable differences in terms
of the percentage of panel- approved amounts available to the various
States,

Dr, PIIIIIAPS. Perhaps you would like to look at table 1IIA . and
111-13 and we can review some of these pernentages. In general, I think
the response would be the same as that wl, oh I gave. you with respect
to work-study although there is quite a bit more variety of State per-
centages,

Mr, O'HAnA. NDSIJ seems to be more of, a variation,
Mr, llowz. I think in college work-study the location of institutions

in urban States, for instance) is a factor ni terms of employment op°
port unities, I think size of institutions is also a factor,

O'IttnA, The formula, seems to work out not too badly here,
The variation seems to run somewhere between 20 and 47. Two of
them are up to 53, That has been a subject of concern to us because as
we understand the approval procedurewe appreciate the fact that
perhaps institutional requests may be somewhat inflatedbut the
panel procedure: as we understand it does a pretty good job of analyz.
ing the institutional requests so that when you have got panel rec.
oinmendations you have got something pretty solid in terms of the
capacity of the institution for work-study, direct, student loans and
educational opportunity grants,

Dr, Pi-minis, I think there is a point here in which perlu,ps the corn,
inittee would be interested, In the institutional applications for the
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upcoming academic year for SEOG, work-study and NDS14, one of the
items that is included is an estimate of how much money would be avail-
able from other sources, and one of the sources would be the basic
grant program. Check me if 'I am wrong, but think the total amount
that was estimated by the institutions as being available and used from
basic grants was only $180 million;

In fact, we will, as you know, have a somewhat larger amount of
money that will be available and presumably this year will be fully
utilized in the basic grant program, which might have some effect on
the actual amounts of SEOG moneys that would be needed to fill out
the total needs as estimated by the institutions.

The other point that I would just draw to your attention is in table
11143 where you can see very clearly what happens when you go with

ia uniform national percentage as we talked about previously in collec-
tion with the work -study program,

You can see that in the continuing year when you do have the uni-
form national percentage, the obvious result does occur. You have a
kind of direct relationship between the available funds nationally And
the estimated needs nationally, and on the continuing year portion of
SEOG, each State is funded at the same percentage, 62.253549.

Mr. OTIAnn, I am interested in that; and of course, the college work.
study, as I recall, feeds into the formula the number of people of col-
legetroing age in the State,

Putrzirs. Yes, it feeds in another factor.
Mr. OlImiA, Mr. Dellenback, did you have any questions?
Mr. DIA/IMAM Yes, I wanted to ask just a couple, if I may.

wanted to say just one more word about the question I asked earlier
about that base award, because I think it is important that those educa-
tors who have felt that perhaps BOG was not worth really getting in-
volved in because the amounts are so small, should see clearly what a
dramatic increase is likely to be involved this year when we move from
an average award of $2(30 to an expected average award of $680. That
is a very substantial increase.

When we move from a practical maximum of $452 to an expected
maximum of about $1,050, BOG should really take on a much more
significant involvement in educational financing plans in the year
which we are now getting than is the case before.

zio what you are doing in the way of getting out the word on this
program, think, is going to prove to be very valuable, I am going
to watch with real interest what the figures for participation during
this coming year are.

If they don't move up a major degree, I will be very surprised. That
was the purpose of my trying to get the base, It didn't show nearly as
significantly on the other,

Dr. Ihninrs. I think, Mr. Dellenback, in connection with that coin.
ment you just nide', you might be interested to know that on the basis
of applications received to date, we estimate that about $150 of the
$47, million has already been obligated at this point.

This is, I think, quite encouraging and certainly relevant to last
year when at this point we didn't even have applications out.

Mr, 1)141JLENBACKI That is right. And this is not only a result of the
increase in tunott4, but the whole progvun this year is moving forward

. on an earlier basis. You are getting it broadly distributed and this
kind of thing.
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I would -just say parenthetically that my great concerti` at the
.

moment is that the appropriation process that is underway right now,
not for the fiscal 191.5 year, hut for the year beyond that, is going to
he, it if continues at the appropriation t lie committee has given an indi-
cation of to, date, at a woefully inadequate level because we get some
indications that instead of moving to a minimum of $800 million, which
seems. to 1110 is imperative, we are going to be somewhere in the $tloo
million.

think if tItat information I. have just alluded to is Accurate and
it is not corrected, we are going to find that 1 year away them is a
very serious impingement on the effectiveness of this program,

1 am sure you don't need to be alerted to this, but as we 'finish the
action in the House, whenever that nmy be, and finally see what the
lIonsereally does on this, if it is- in a level like that, it is imperative'
that every effort be made on the Seiutte side to get thatfign re corrected.

Di'; Pilitues.. By way of response, 1 \you'd certainly say we share
your con6 ills, because one of f he 'most devastating thnigs that Could
happen to this program would be if we got into the third year of
oprration., or really the second full year of operation, and %yew re-
quired to exercise some reduction of the 111111rd amounts, 'rho whole
initiative could falter in that process, so we certainly share your
concerti,.

11.r. 011.taA, Would the gent !ennui yield
Mr, Dmt.tiontitcx., Of con eso,

O'llititA, I might ask my friend front Oregon where lie proposes
to get the money?

Mr. DmthiseAcit. I think part of it might very well come front
SEOG..I think the concept that was involved tit the 1972 amendments
as we moved forward into the Ini.,OG program, was not a constant
increase in SEOG money but threshold amount, so we are protecting
those students who ttre relying on EOG while we move into the BOG
program..

As we move into the BOG program, it semis to me we are in it very
sound positionto start to phase. clown sine of the moneys in SEOG,
and yet again, the unofficial information that has reached me is that
there is. at-least a .recommendation to date that SMOG may go up in-
stead o down, and it will come out of the hide of 13E0G,

I hope the mformationth at reached MC is inaccurate,
Mr..0'1ImiA, Your sources are much better than mine,
Mr. DutimitAcit, These are itot They are just Vi.tratiohs

that flow through the atmosphere. But I am very interested if they
prove to be accurate, I think we of the House will be making a serious
mistake if we indeed don't correct it on the. floor, That is one place
would go, then you and I can look very hard together at whether the
total amount appropriated for student assistance, is really enough,

Dr. ?IMAM In further reference to that point, in table II of the
testimony that we have just presented, oh the second line, setting forth
the recommended funding levels, which we have used as a kind of in-
dicator of demand, you may notice that in the last Venetic we experi-
enced a kind of stabilization of the demand for SEOG funds iii terms
of the amounts recommended by the panels, actually close to it $10
million reduction in amount,
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And if you further take into account the difference between the in-
stitutional estimate of Ilw, utilization of basic grants, as I said, $180
million, and actual avail ability.of $475 million, plus the carryover, then
one could argue that in effect if you add another tri:100-plus
the other source, basic grant being available during 1974-75, the actual,
demand figure for 1975 could be reduced to as little as $150 Million, or
something.111 that range. .

I think that is an important kind of knowledge for the subcommittee
to have, that all of these figures are interrelated as Y tried to explain at
the outset of the work-study hearings;

The otheroint I would Make is that, as. we move ahead on another
track to consider the whole 'question of the family contribution sched-
ules and various opportunities or options. th- t have been suggested
from a variety of sources for "liberalization" of the family contribu-
tion schedule, that is going to cost money, good deal of money.

And again, it is .another flag we might raise here about the diffi-
culties that could' be created by a lower basic grant appropriation,

-11r, DELtAximcit, The interrelationships, Dr, Phillips, of this nature
that went all the way through on this, not only the interrelationship
of loans and grants but the relationships between SEOG end BOG,
there are interrelationships between what happens in the field if we
change the family contribution schedules; so it is the factor between
each one in the programs,

There are whole host of different kinds of interrelationships, In
connection with the flexibility. between SEOG and college work-study
that you allude to on page 8 of your testimony and this 10 percent
which may be transferred back iind forth from one program to
another, does experience indicate to us that that 10-percent flexibility
is sufficient ? .

l'itiwes, I wonder if perhaps one of my colleagues might like
to answer that,

Mr. Straw, There is no experience upon such tin, arrangement bey

rause it did not exist in thelilOG program except at the outset of that
program there was a transfer of funds from EOG to NDSIR that
expired at the end of years of operation,

That WIN undertaken hy it Mere Italtdfill Of histitlItiOtIS -and at no
//Obit exceeded SOMething in the order of two or $300,000, so that
experience really doesn't say much to the question, But the aid officer,
in making his package may find that he has work opportunities but
no work-Study money and so, by shifting SEOG money to CW'S lie
can then eau ittiiIZe existino. employment opportunities on campus
and provide a balanced peerage which would contain the necessary
Matching. for the grant in the package.

Iht,tinsnAck. Recognizing of course that time SEOG program
as such was created.by the 1972 amendments, are you telling ns the
reports which we have so fat', of time year that has just concluded, are
inadequate or we don't have tough information

tAW, We don't have the reports.
DutluxnAck, But surely your have some vibrations coining in

from the field,
Mr, Sitmv, Except, again, time NS1)1i and work-stildy constitute a

Ver,V Ma:kW Stall'ee Or the matehing requirements, so this is all tied in
with the packaging concept.

14
4
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Dr. Pnimars. I think we could say the flexibility provision is one
that we certainly approve of.

Mr. 'SUM Absolutely.
Dr. PI11/111PS. And that the whole concept of having flexibility

available so you can package aid to meet the individual circumstances
is a good one. Whether the 10 percent is an adequate flexibility factor,
I think that is a question we are not in a position to answer perhaps
as well as other witnesses who are working at the institutional level
could.

Mr. DELLENBAOK. The kind of information that will be fed to OE,
I assume when it comes in and you will be able to study. it it will tell
us pretty accurately how much transfer took place.

Mr..Sta.w. Yes.
Mr. DELLENBAOIL think that is going to be important to know

because it will tell us something not only about the degree to which
we ought to have a transfer flexibility factor there but about how
much ought' to be appropriated in each of these particular programs.

I think my colleague and I would be in agreement on this. This will
tell us which program in the operations out in the field is considered,
with limited siollars, the priority program. Again would hazard
a guess at this stage. My guess would incline me to feel that the trans-
fers will move in the direction from SEOG to CWS; at least I hope so.

Dr. Pitimps. By way of response I might indicate that we have
included in the new fiscal operations report for fiscal year 1974 lines
that can record the amount transferred from work-study and spent
in SEOG and the amount transferred the other way lid spent in
work - study.

We will have some of this information available this summer as
these reports begin to be analyzed, given our limited capacity to
analyze them, and we hope that capacity will be expanded greatly
to meet the committee's requirements.

The other aspect that may be useful to the committee will be to find
out which way the transfer is being utilized, whether it is being
utilized primarily to supplement work-study or the other way around.

Mr. Mum/tort. Do you have any information yet as to institu-
tions returning SEOG money at the end of the year because they
couldn't use those last dollars, or college work-study?

The allocations are out and supposedly we are churning along and
then at the end some institutions haven't used it. Will the reports yield
that information ?

Dr. PHILLIPS, Yes; it will.
Mr. DBIIENIWIL 'When the EOG program was begun, students, as

I recall. could only receive 50 percent of student aid in the form of
grants. Now with the BEOG and large State programs, is it not pos-
sible for a student to receive all or most of his aid in the form of
grants? Is that not one of the possible switches that is taking place?

Mr. SHAW. Yes, sir. If we take the bask grant at $1,050, and the
student's need is $2,100, the remaining $1,050 could be a supplemental
grant.

Mr. DEIIEN'EAOX, So there is a potential switch not only the Fed-
eral programs but it could. be an interrelationship. Are we being pre-
mature, liDr. Phillips, or any of the rest of the panel, because you have
made this distinction between the information report and the policy
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report, to ask you now whether you think that is a good kind of switch,
or at least if you feel if you want to hold of a policy comment on that
will you be ready for that at the right time because when we start
welding the programstogether in a new type of relationship I would
be interested in a policy evaluation, not lust an informational evalu-
ation ?

Dr. Pitman, I think we will be ready at the appropriate time to
deal with the policy question of the role of grants as related to other
forms to student aid, We probably shouldn't make a policy evaluation
at this point.

Mr, DELLENBACIC, Our figures indicate that the BEOG .program
roaches about 5,300 institutions, if I recall correctly. You just indicated

. to us that the SEOG program is 2,872 institutions.
Why don't more schools participate in the SEOG? Is the differential

in proprietary institutions larger? Why that difference in institutions?
Dr, 131TILTAPS. I think I might ask Dick Rowe if he would comment

on this.
Mr. flown, I think.the basic reason is that in the campus-based pro-

grams the initiative to make application is upon the institution, where-
as, in the basic grant program if you are an eligible institution the
students in that institution are eligible under certain criteria for .

grants.
Mr. DELLENDACK, Is it saying the institutions are falling-down on

moving into these programs?
Mr. Rown, I think a number of them have chosen not to participate.

I think it must be remembered that the law itself extending grant pro-
grams to proprietary institutions is a recent enactment, As a result,
there was no real participation.

It wasn't possible for proprietary schools to participate in the grant
programs prior to this fiscal year,

Mr. DmANlIACIC If my erecollection is accurate, we have about 2,400
institutions that are participating one way or another in BOG that are
not participating in SEOG, 'That is a very high percentage,

Dr. Ptithurs, Perhaps I could ask Mr. Voigt to comment further,
Mr. VOICITA I think in a large measure it is true because a lot of the

schools eligible now for basic grants and supplemental grants are rela-
tively hew to the student financial aid field in general,

Included in our list of schools eligible for basic grants are a number
of hospital schools of nursing, new State vocational and technical in-
stitutions, many community colleges who haven't participated heavily
in student aid programs before and who are now getting into this area,

think these participation figure's presented to you at this point
might be misleading because of the fact that the basic grant program
is getting the schools involved in student, aid programs,

Dr, SPEARMAX. I think there is another important points Mr, Dellen.
back, and that is that basic grants does not require a maintenance of
effort and it maintenance of effort is required for the college-based pro-
muns, so many of your, proprietary schools have no history of build.
mg up aeserve to accommodate the three college4ntsed programs, in
fuldition to the fact that the expansion of the universe, of eligible
students does not make it possible to develop the expertise that is
needed, .
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fail in that we ought to at least be into.a situation whore there is as
much equality 1111(1 bakince as we can possibly get,

Dr, Plumes, Could follow up on one earlier question just briefly?
Yon asked a. questio, about utilization of SEOG funds and the
amounts of money that might be left over at the-end of the fiscal year.

You should be aware that we do go through, each year. a series of
reallocation procedures to try to minimize the amount of money that
Might not be utilized in the SEOG program. This is a very complicated
business and it is another area where the limitations imposed by the
State allotment formula are problematic because moneys can only be
realloted within a State, so that even in spite of all of our best efforts
to veallot among institutions within a State, you may have it situation
where an institution within It State does have money that won't be ex-
pended for one reason or another and there is no one in that State
that might need it or be able to use it that late in the year, but you can't
cross a State line with that money.

It is another one of the problems that arises which is directly at-
tributable to the State allotment formula basis for distribution of these
motleys.

Dr. till'AltgAN. That is applicable to both the SEOG and college
work-study but not applicable to the XDSIA.

Puti,Lies. There is no reallotment in NDSL, but we do try. to
make sure that every dollar is fully utilized,

Mr, O'IlmtA. Phillips. I was, somewhat concerned by the impli-
cations Of the statement. Of my friend from Oregon with respect to
how it would be tragic if 13E0G, once awards reached a certain level
were to over fall below that level,

I want you to know, with your responsibilities at the Department,
that I am prepared, if it is this committee's decision to change the mix
of student aid pmgrams, to see whatever adjustments have to be made.

In other words, I don't consider the fact that the maximum BEOG
grant in the coming year may be $1,050 to be HD implied commitment
that it shall never_be less than that on into the next century,

If this committee and the Congress decides that we are going to do
it some different way we might well make it less, or abolish it, or
whatever.

Dtt,i,ENBArk, t would join my chairman, if he would yield. in
this by saying that by no means do I for a second men to say ihat
we are wedded once and for all to an ever rising figure in this par-
ticular regard.

do express concern, Jim, that if this year we go to figures like that
and thus have covered the first .eat. and second year with this kind of
figure, if we go forward into the third year with a drastic falloff and
the need for each student and financial aid dicer to come and do some
new type of computation with all of the difficulties that come as we go
into such new rules and there is at least a major block in helping those
students, I think we are going to have a very serious impact on the
11 id that we want to get through to students.

lint 1 would join you in the basic. thing.
O'llAitA, 1 think the committee hits to be careful with any

changes it makes to phase them in in such a way its to not cause hard-
lint I think we have to be careful of the total mix even though

we have to change elements in the mix,

4i a' 41)
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DELLtiximeic. Of course, you and I are aware of the difference
between the time that we may hear of it in the subcommittee con-
sidering a change and the time that change finally has its, impact out
in the field.

What I am worried about in this particular thing we are talking
about here in next year's appropriations for BEOG IS that there isn't
enough time I fear for us in this set of hearings to come up with a
change in law, getting it adopted into final form, getting it imple-
mented into the field.

We are going to be deep into that year that we are now apPropriat-
ing for and if that elian,,(Ye takes place before we can make the change
in mix you are talking about I think that means very serious trouble.

Mr. O'HAItA. I think we have to be very careful about those times.
I just want to clarify that point.

Let me bring to Mr. Voigt's attention the testimony yesterday,
which you heard,.Dr. Phillips, by the New York State people with
respect to their tuition grant pragram which is a need-based program
wliere they don't tax assets in their computations.

Dr. Phillips took with him a copy of a pamphlet they put together
explaining what they had done and why they have done it. I am not
expecting the answer today, but it was interesting to me that they
have reached a conclusion after making a study of the impact of tax
and assets that suggested in the first place, it didn't make an awful lot
of difference whether you tax them or not and, that it. made the most
difference, to low-income rural residents and, that the assets had a lot
to do with where the person lived, whether they lived, for instance in
New York City, the metropolitan area, or upstate somewhere.

So. one of the things we are very interested in is the taxation aspects
and I hope you are going to have an opportunity to examine that and
other materials.

Mr. VOIGT. I looked at it last night and we are going to be con-
sidering the whole question of treatment of assets when we testify on
the family contribution schedules for 1975-76.

Mr. OMAHA. Let me simply make this observation, If the taxation
of assets doesn't make a lot of difference in the first and, in the second
place, produces as many inequities as it cures; only different ones,
certainly would lean toward a simplification step that would say,
clean them out of the formula. I guess that is simple.

Mr. Vourt As I say, we are looking at that whole question and
doing some studies in that area.

Mr. 0111111A, Thank you all for coming up again. We are going to
go on with the rest of our witnev .es and will expect you back Thurs-
day.

Our next witness will be Dr. Larry Leslie of Penn State University's
justly renowned Center for the Stucly of Higher Education. Dr. Leslie
has been asked to give the subcommittee the benefit of his thinking on
grant programs in general.

STATEMENT OF DR. LARRY I, LESLIE, CHAIRMAN, HIGHER
EM/CATION DEPARTMENT, PENNSYLVANIA STATE 'UNIVERSITY

Dr. Itsmg, I am humbled by the relative size of the contingent that
I had today. As a research methodologist we would call that an tui-

4 5 ,1
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obtrusive measure of the relative funding of the Federal bureaucracy
in comparison to institutions of higher education.

Mr. O'HARA, That is one thing you could call it.
Dr. USW% Allow me to begin, if you will, with a backoround state-

ment as to why I think I came to be sitting here today: 'I think it is
fair to spy that prior to 1970 I knew almost nothing about student
aid programs.

I was, at that time, and continue to be, .a research associate in the
Center for. the. Study of Higher Education and Chairman of the
Higher Education Department at Penn State, My area of my speciali-
ties are research methodology and education for the professions. Al-
most everything I knew about student aid I learned from the popular
press,

But, in the fall of 1970, I was asked to make suggestions about a
proposal that had been composed by the Committee for Economic De-
velopment, a proposal that was entitled "The Management and Aim-
ing in Colleges."

Later, when that proposal was funded by the Ford and Danforth
Foundations I was asked to join the staff of the CED for the duration
of that prnject. It was in this connection that I came to understand
the policy issues concerning the financing of higher education and for
the.2year duration of that project and since that time I have devoted
my full attention to these matters,

Incidentally, before proceeding, may I make a disclaimer concern-
ing the resulting CED policy statement ? Neither I nor my two col.
leagues, one a former Commissioner of Education, who composed the
principal staff, wish to take any credit whatsoever for the recommenda-
tions of that policy statement. insofar AB higher education finance is
concerned,

Mr. O'HAnA, You just helped yourself with the chairman.
Dr, Luswt, To continue, it became very clear in the CED process

that then were extraordinarily intense feelings regarding the various
options for financing higher education and that the various views held
both on my part and on the part of others emanated almost exclusively
from strong value positions.

There was practically no empirical evidence or facts, if you wills to
be marshaled in support of either view. There were only ideological
positions that would fail to meet the normal tests of objective
scholarship,

This brings me then to my initial point. It was during the progress
of the CED deliberations that I became aware of a data void- regard-
ing the effects of student aid, I set out to collect empirical evidence to
show just what would happen if %ve would shift the emphasis of our
higher education financing strategy to greater reliance upon placing
the resources in the hands of students.

This seemed like a good idea because it appeared we would soon be
spending billions on such programs. In short, several colleagues and I
sought to examine certain implications of the trend to place more and
more public resources in the hands of students and to force institu.
flans to compete for those students.

I will forego most of my personal opinions and concentrate as
much as I can upon what some of the implications would appear to
be, In the interest of time I will concentrate on only two effects, what

4(
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I would call the distributive etfects and the equality of opportunity
effects of financing higher education through students,

By the first I mean, how grants and scholarship programs affect
enrollments in various kinds of postsecondary institutions. You will
remember, of course, that one of thealleged advantages of the student
funding mode was thast it %multi redistribute students into the largely
fiin troubled private sector,

The second part of my comments will deal with what the record
shows regarding the expansion of equality of educational opportunity,
which is certainly the major point of interest to the subcommittee,

Based largely on a study of the grant-scholarship recipients tn the
five States having the hugest student aid programs I think it can safely
be said that many students will change their attendance patterns when
given opportunity grants,

I must advise caution in describing these findings because it is true
there are literally an infinite number of ways in which student aid
proiranis could he structured,

We were able to look at the effects of only six programs in five States
and not only do the general higher education conditions in the States
vary immensely, but also so do the regulations of theh. respective stu-
dent aid programs,

Our States were New York, Califoenia, Illinois, NOW jersey, and
Pennsylvania. They accounted for approximately 79 percent of all
student aid funds disseminated by the States in 1972, and their pro-
grams ranged from being essentially-need-based, like the BOG in four
cases, to having a heavy scholarship feature in two cases,

If I may direct your attention to the set, of tables you have been
provided, t would like to make several observations, From samples of
1,000 students in each State, we found,"as shown in table II, that an
average of 42.1 pe rcent of the aid recipients reported that it was State
student aid that made it possible for them to attend college.

You can see that there are groat differences by States and I wally
shOuld concentrating upon individual States, But again, I fear time
will only permit generalisations, It is important, to note, however, that
the first two programs, that is the New York and the first New Jersey
program, the Pennsylvania and Illinois programs are the need-bexed
programs, whereas, the second New Jersey program and the California
program have a heavy scholarship feature, which is, of course, not
characteristic of the Federal aid programs.

You should also note how very small the aniount.of aid was for the
1)11v:rams we surveyed in New York, It, is very close to the. $200 aver.
age for the MI's during this academic year, One cannot, really ex
pect much to happen when the amount of money is so small and
that is what we found in our study,

Allow me to merely sum op the tables, The stair linty wish to study
them more closely later, In sum we have very consistent data showing
that when students are given aid they generally prefer the private, the
non-2 me and the small institutions,

These trends are very striking and they are very consistent, This is
in coniparlson to the norms for attendance patterns Of students in these
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five States. Among those students whose attendance patterns were al-
tered, three times us many chose the private institutions as chose pub-
lic institutions. Almost no one chose 2-year institutions when given
grants.

And there waw an unusual preference for smaller institutions.
Mr. O'HARA. Have you got a table on that?
[nth table referred to follows d



TABLE I.COLLEGE STUDENT GRANT STUDY; SUMMARY OF STATE SCHOLARSHIP AND GRANT PROGRAMS EXAMINED 1971-12

New York New Jersey (SW New Jersey (T.A.) California Pennsylvania Illinois

Need based only Yes
Competitive and need based No
Maximum award $600 2.yr college, $350; oth

3500.

Percent of tuition and fees . 100 percent less $200... Tuition only; $500
maximum,

Out4fState institution eligible No Yes-35 percent of

School eligible:
total program,

2.yr private Yes Yea
2yr public Yes Yes
4.yr private yos, Yes
4.yr public . Yes VAS

No Yes
Yes No

No Yes Yes.

Private
Yet,

ers, $1,000..., Private $2 200; state ult. $1,200 In State; $800 out $1,200.
versity 00; State of State.
college 160.

Tuition must exceed 100 percent 100 percent 100
$450

No No Yes No.

No
Yes Yes

No
In State and out of State. Yes.

Yes
White only

Yes.Yes Yes Yes.
Yes
No; because tuition

under $450.
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TABLE Ile-NUMBERS AND PERCENTAGES OF STUDENTS WHO ENROLLED IN HIGH t EDUCATION AS A RESULT
OF HAVING RECEIVED GRANT OR SCHOLARSHIP AID' AND AVERAGE AWARD AMOUNTS

New
York

(N=673)

Numbers.., 214
Percent . 31, 8
Average award amount.. $203

New Now
Jerse

(TA .011 fornla
Ca II. Pennsyl

vania Illinois
(N =360) (N=453 (N=824) (N=432) (N=587) Average

176 217 245 201 209 .. ..... ,
49, 0 47.9 29.7 46.6 51.6 42.1
$705 $525 $929 $665 0S688

Estimated..

TABLE IIA,-CORRELATIONS BETWEEN AMOUNT OF AWARD (IN DOLLARS) AND DEMAND eoR HIGHER EDUCATION

. AMONG AID RECIPIENTS

Nw Nem
New Jersee Jersey Cali. Pennsyl

(N =613) (N =360 (N =453)) (N =824) (N=432)
(TA (SI %) fotnia vaniaYork

Would not attend college without aid.. .23 .2 p .05 .22

TABLE I11,-STUDENTS ATTENDING THE PUBLIC AND PRIVATE HIGHER EDUCATION SECTORS

!Percentages'

College
invest. ACE

New New ment freshman
New Jersey Jitney Calk Pelintyl. Census survey norms
York (TA) (SIA). fornia yenta Illinois (1971y (1972Y (1972)1

64. 5 2. 5 56, 9 58. 3 59. 1 55..2
79, 2 80,1 74, 4Public

State ald recipients
State norms a 59, 5 69, 5 69, 5 89.7 57,6 76. 9
Private 20.8 19.9 25.6
State aid recipients 35, 5 97, 5 43,1 41.7 40,9 44.8
Stale norms 41.5 30,5 30, 5 10,3 42,4 23,1

t Col. 7: U,S, Bureau of Census, opt cit., table 3; col, 8: The American college testing program, "A Study of the College
Investment Decision: The ACT Data," Iowa City, Iowa, 1972; col. 9: American Council on Education, op, cit,, p, 11, table 3,

I "Digest of Educational Statistics," 1972, table 80, p, 68.

TABLE 1V.-ISTTIME, FULIIME ENROLLMENTS COMPARED TO ISTTIME STATE AID RECIPIENTS WHO WERE
ENROLLED FULLTIME BY SECTOR (PUBLIC OR PRIVATE)

(Percentages)

tjNrew
New

P")11York (TA) 11; Illinois AVOtegia

Aid recipients
Public: istUme, full.time enrollment norms
Ald recipients
Private: 1st,time, fulkinio enrollment norms....

64, 5
64, 8
35.5
35, 2

2, 5
71,9
97, 5
28,1

56, 9
71, 9
43,1
28.1

58, 3
88, 6
41, 7
11.4

59,1
58.1
40.9
41.9

55, 2
74.5
44.8
25.5

66.4
73,6
43, 6
26.4

t Weighted Ly numbers of Students In oath State,
Source; National Center for Educational Statistits, "Opening Fall Enrollment In Higher Education, 1973 ((Imo F!,

Wade), U.S. Deportment of Health, Education, and Welfare, Washington: U, S, Government Printing Office, 1973; university
and 4yr, 29r, private, and public raw data computed from tables 17b (p. 396), 170 (p. 398), 17d (p. 490), 171 (p. 412).
and 170 (p. 402), respectively,

,o

....M.1.......
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TABLE V,-- FIRST-TIME, FULL.TIME ENROLLMENTS COMPARED TO FIRST-TIME STATE AID RECIPIENTS WHO WERE

ENROLLED FULL.TIME BY INSTITUTIONAL LEVEL
Iln percentages)

New Jerso New Jersey
New York (TA) (SIA) California

Penn.
sylvania Illinois

University:
Aid recipients
First.time, full-time I enrollment

norms
4.year:

Aid recipients
First.time, fulltime I enrollment

norms
2year:

Aid leciplents
First.time, fulltime I enrollment

Other.
norms

Aid recipients
Firsttime, fulltime I enrollment

norms

21, 4

15, 8

30,8

42, 2

44.4

4 2
3.4

(9

39,7

17,9

53.1

41, 9

7.3

40.3

0

(0

34, 1

17.9

55, 0

41.9

8,0

40.3

2;2

(2)

76.6

12, 3

23.3

19, 4

.1

68.3

,1

(s).

40.9

29,3

45, 6

49, 4

6, 5

21.3

7.0

0)

85.4

26,6

85.4

26. 3

14,6

47.2

0

(2)

Note: Percentages may not equal 100.0 percent due to rounding,
Source: National Center for Educational Statistics, Fall Enrollment in Higher Education, 1971 (George H. Wade), U.S,

Department
private,

Education and Welfare, Washington: U.S Government Printing Office, 1973: University, .4.year,
2.year, private, and public raw data computed from tables 17b (p. 395), 17c (p. 398), 17d (p. 400), 17j (p, 412), and 17e
(p. 402), respectively.

2 This source does not include an "other" category; therefore, data are not strictly comparable.

TABLE VII.THE EFFECTS OF GRANTS AND SCHOLARSHIPS ON AtTENDANCE PATTERNS BY SECTOR (PUBLIC OR
PRIVATE)

(In numbers of students/

Con It&

New York

N =673

New Jersey New Jeriey
(TA.) (SIX) California

N=453 N=360 'N=824

Penn.
sylvania

N =432

Illinois

N*579

1. Private attendees who would not
have attended any institution
without aid .

2. Public attendees who would not
have attended any institution
without aid

3, Private attendees who wwild have
attended a nubile institution
without aid .

who
. _ .

4, Public attendees who ulti have
attended a plivotJ instit.ition
without ald

5, Private attendees whose first choice-
was a 0.151:11;':".19)n .

6. Public attendees whose first choice
was a Ovate ingitutio.i.

70

144

33

4

29 .

39

112

104

36 ,.

4

18

31

172

4

35

.1

65

2

108

137

185

5

10

32

84

115

14

0

10

25

125

174

45

0

TABLE VIII.. -THE EFFECTS OF STATE GRANT AND SCHOLARSHIP AWARDS UPON STUDENT ATTENDANCE
PATTERNS BY SECTOR (PUBLICFRIVATE)

(Percentages)

New New Jerse Pennsyl,
New York (TA (SIA1 California yenta
(N =673) (N=360 (N =453) (N=824) (N=432) Blinds Average

Public:
Actual I..... ......
Hypothetical 2

Private:
Actual I
Hypothetical $

17.0
15.6

14, 1
16. 2

--8.3
9 t

57. 2
39, 7

15, 7
12.8

32. 0
34. 9

5.2
7, 9

31 0
37, 6

23, 3
19, 9

22. 7
26. 2

23, 7
(2)

29. 4
(2)

11,0
9,9

31.8
30.9

$

Actual gnd
hyp

a
tnerteast

opoonal
aawgdn , as a percent of total awards,

$ Unavailable.

4k, 0
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TABLE IX.-1HE EFFECTS OF STATE GRANT AND SCHOLARSHIP AWARDS UPON STUDENT ATTENDANCE

PATTERNS BY COLLEGIATE LEVEL

(Percentages'

New Jersey New Jersey
New York (TA) . (SIA)
(N =673) (N =360) (N=453)

California
(N=824)

Pennsyi.
vania

(N =432)

University:
Actual I.. . 7,3 16.3 15,9 35.0 19,9

. Hypothetical 3 12, 3 18, 6 22.3 34, 8 21.8

4 or 5yr college:
Actual I 7, 9 28, 3 28,3 16.1 21,1

Hypothetical 2 13.0 27, 2 25.6 16.3 20,1

.2.yr college:
Actual I 16, 3 4. 1 2, 2 -21, 4 1, 9

Hypothetical 3 5, 2 3,1 -1. 6 -21. 4 , 9

Illinois Average

18. 9
3 19.

(3) 20, 3

(3) 20.4

(3) 3.1
(3) -13, 8

I Actual gain as a percent of total awards.
I Actual and hypothetical (potential) gain as a parent of total awards,
3 Unavailbale.

TABLE X.-THE EFFECTS OF STATE GRANT AND SCHOLARSHIP AWARDS UPON STUDENT ATTENDANCE PATTERNS

BY INSTITUTIONAL SIZE

(Percentages'

New e
Jersey

JerNsey w Pennsyl
New California

"nia-63 (N (N (N=824) (N=432) Illinois Average

Small institutions (less than 2,500
students):

Actual I 10, 7 37, 2 21.0 13, 4 20, 1 (3) 20, 5

Hypothetical & 9, 4 22, 2 18, 5 13,1 19, 9 (3) 16.6

Midsized institutions (2,500 to 9,999
students):

Actual I 16.2 12.5 22, 1 9, 8 18.1 (3) 15.7

Hypothetica! 2 16, 6 18, 9 30, 9 12, 6 18, 5 (3) 19. 5

Large institutions (greater than
10,000 students):

Actual 4, 9 -, 8 4.6 6, 4 7, 9 (3) 4.6

Hypothetical 3 5,8 3,1 6, 0 3, 9 7.6 (3) 5.3

Actual gain as a percent of total awards,
Actual and hypothetical (potential) gain as a percent of total awards,

3 Unavailable.

TABLE A.-INCOME DISTRIBUTION OF FAMILIES AND UNRELATED INDIVIDUALS WITH PRINCIPAL EARNER E.

TWEEN 45 AND 54 IN 1965, AND OF FAMILIES WITH CHILDREN ENTERING COLLEGE, FALL 1966

Income

All college
All families families

Less than $4,000
15, 6 6.6

$4,000 to
14, 6 12, 9

$6,003 to 7,999
17, 9 17, 3

38.000 to 9,999
15, 6 16, 9

$10,000 to i14,999
24, 0 25, 2

$15,000 to $24,999
9, 8 14.0

$25,000 an over. 2, 7 7.1

Total. 100,1 10050

Source: "Current Population Reports," op. cit., Series P-60, No, 51,
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Table shows the enrollments by sector, public or private, for the aid recip-ients in comparison to appropriate state norms. The major finding from thistable is that the state grant and scholarship recipients in the five states gener-ally are seen to enroll in private institutions in percentages greater than the
percentages among students in the comparable norm group, In other words, aid
to students would appear to result in higher enrollments in the private sector.This is a particularly important finding because most of us would have prected
that the lower-income aid recipients would have been more inclined to IL Send
Public institutions, as they have historically.

Table V compares the aid recipients' enrollment patterns to the state avolgesby .level of institution. The major conclusion to be made here is that aid re-cipients appear clearly to be disinclined toward attendance in the two/ear in-stitutions.
Table VI shows the enrollments by institutional size. Here the pattern is adistinct preference by the aid recipients for small institutions.This first set of tables shows only that aid recipients tend to have differentenrollment patterns than do "typical" students. It says nothing about whetherthe aid in fact ()alma these different attendance patterns,The next set of tables does get at causes. We asked the students where theywould have attended without the aid, and we obtained the following answers,which, by the way are quite consistent with the aforementioned patterns.Table VIII shows that the private institutions gain about 31 or 32 percent inenrollments as a result of these aid programs, and that public institutions gainoniy about 10 or 11 ercent. I think it is perhaps most important to note firstthat both kinds of institutions gain in enrollments. There are enough NOWstudents coming into the system to make up for any losses by one sector to theother.
Table IX shows that universities and four or live -year colleges are major-beneficiaries of student aid programs but that two-year colleges .do not farenearly so well. It was a striking finding of this study that, when given aid, stu-dents will depart the two-year colleges for the four-year colleges and universi-ties but that the opposite is rarely true,
Dr. Lulu. It begins with table III and would go through IV, V,VIII, IX, and X, For the figures I was just referring to, you wouldturn to table VIII, which gives comparison of the public to theprivate enrollment shifts.
Table VIII shows in line 1 an increase in attendance lit the publicinstitutions, as a result of these programs, of 11 percent in comparisonto a 31.8-percent increase in the private institutions.
Table IX breaks out attendance by level; that is, university, 4- or 5-year college or 2-year college. If one looks at the averages in the,

extreme right-hand column you can get a good picture of the generalpatterns.
One sees that for universities, 4 or 5-year colleges, the increase is inthe area of 20 percent, a potential gain, and for the 2-year college again of 8.1 percent and a potential loss. That is to say, if students wereable to select the institutions of their first choicer in other words underoptimum conditions, there would be a decline in 2-year institutions,

although most of that decline is attributed to California which has tutunusual higher education scene in that tuiticatis free ii! the community
colleges and therefore students in the California program are essen-tially not able to attend 2-year institutions if they get aid.

Table X shows the shift by size, with small institutions gainingabout 20 percent, the midsize nstitutions about 16 percent, and thelarge i
i

nstitutions 'about 5 percent. These are shifts of students, thosewho say their attendance patents were altered.
The earlier tables which I referred to would give you the compari-sons to the norms for the individual States. Those are tables III, IV,and V. They are a little detailed. The stall' might like to look at them.

4.::



It appears that those institutions reputed to be in greatest financial
difficult? that is, the private institutions, particularly the small private
institutions, would appear to be important beneficiaries of the student
aid program.

I think there are very few of us in higher education who would fail
to applaud this effect, whether we be from public or private colleges.
The great strength of American higher education, it seems to me, has
been its diversity and for many years now private institutions have
been in relative decline in terms of their enrollments.

At the same time, it seems to me, Government should monitor closely
the effects of the student aid programs. What are the goals and public
policy concerning the desirable level of aid to the private sector ?

There appears to exist the same abseil& of policy monitoring vis-a-
vis low-income students. In addition to the large on-going i?ederal
programs there are substantial State aid programs and, of course, the
amendments of 1972 which. would promote more State aid to these
students.

What is the desirable level or aid to low-income students and at what
point should we become concerned with the plight of the middle-income
students?

Finally, the findings concerning 2-year colleges should give you
special cause for concern since some segments of our national higher
education policy would seem to be aimed directly at supporting and
advancifig the kind of education, offered by 2-year colleges.

I refer you, for example, to title X of the Education Amendments
of 1972. Yet, on the basis of this study it appears that student aid

insti-
tutions,

like the BOG's may run counter to the interests of 2-year nsti-
tutions, in terms of enrollment.

The second element I would like to discuss briefly is an aspect of the
equality of educational opportunity goal, which I think most would
agree is a primary goal of the student aid programs.

The aspect I wish to discuss is that of needs analysis. More specifi-
cally, I would like to focus my remarks on the expected family con-
tribution as it compares with the actual family-parental contributions.

Let me begin by saying that although I cannot .put my finger on
exactly all the precise causes my work in the field in the last 4 years
tells me that something is terribly w :ong in the whole business of needs
analysis,

And, by the way, that feeling would seem to be shared by the 90
percent of all student aid officers who "feel that the needs analyses
result in unrealistic expected family contributions," That is a quote
from an American Council on Education survey of this spring.

To start with, I think there is great confusion regarding some of the
basic facts which are always cited as the reason student aid programs
are needed. These facts have to do with which income groups are over-
represented Ind which groups are under-represented. I am sure you are
all aware that the basic statistics show that low-income students are
underrepresented, but did you know that the only group that is over-
represented is the upper income group ?

Table A, which is the last table in your packet, third to the last page,
ishows that for the middle income students there is practically no over-

representation of students attending college.
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Yet, it seems clear that present form of student aid programs will, in
the long run, aid lower-income students, not at the expense of those who
are overrepresented, the higher income students, but at the expense of
the middle income student's because over a time I would expect, as a
result of student aid programs, a fairer representation of lower income
students but an unfairly low representation of middle income students
attending college.

There are several reason for this and most of it would appear to be
.related to various factors bringing into question the needs analysis,
particularly as related to the expected family contribution.

The first point is we should not overlook the fact that large percent-
ages of students are financially emancipated from their parents. The
facts from the 1960 eensus are that 45 percent of males and almost a
third of female college students receive no support from home.

Based upon results of the recent student resources surveys in Wash-
ington and California, 50 percent or more of all student now consider
themselves'as self-supporting, although about one-third actually meet
all the Federal criteria for emancipation.

But most remarkable to me. the college board found in three West-
ern States participating in the student resource survey that a typical
st IONA palil for college from his own resources through employment
ea cat ings. savings. and loans.

There are two points to be made here; first, the expected family con-
tribution is irrelevant for large segments of students who are legally
emancipated; and, second, large numbers of the remainder are, in fact,
independent for all practical purposes, although they may reside at
home for periods in excess of 2 weeks, particularly during the summer
months,

Titus, in stun the expected family contribution is quite inappro-
priate for the majority of college students. In our study of the five
States we found the aid recipients were receiving an average of only
$400 to $500 or only 20 percent of their total college expenses from
their parents.

Even in New York, %vhere essentially everyone was entitled to ft
grant, however modest, parents contributed an average of only $623,
or 28 percent of all the sttident's resources for college. .

These numbers compare very closely to college board data in three
Western States and I will constantly refer to the college board data
because in each case the data I am reporting from our finding are vali-
dated very well by the college board studies.

When I first obtained all these data it occurred to me something was
amiss. My understanding was that the expected family contribtitions
computed for the government by such groups AS the College Scholar-
ship Service were ninth higher than this,

Therefore, I recently set out to gather, data comparing the expected
family contribution and the actual family contribution of those who
applied for student aid. The data source here wits primarily students
tit Penn State whom we interviewed just last month,

The first conclusion we came to was that for those who applied for
and received aidthe recipientsthe expected family contribution
on the average was amazingly accurate, In fact, there may be no more
iteettrate estimations done by any agency of the Federal (imminent.

4u1)
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For example, based on the OE printouts of the BOG program for
this year, I found the average expected family contribution for pro-
posea recipients to be $479, which compares an average actual con-
tribution of $477.

ThiS also compares very well with the average we found in our 5

States, which you may recall was in the range of $400 to $500, again,
for recipients. But, for those who applied for but were but were re-
fused aid, the results are quite another story and this is where I think
there should be special concern.

My calculations, again from the OE printouts of the BOG, show
the average expected family contribution for nonrecipients to be
$1,729. By the way, this figure is extremely close- to the figure for
those filed. for aid of any kind and were evaluated by the College
Scholarship Service.

But the average actual family contribution from every source I
have been able to locate is in the neighborhood or in excess of $1,000
less than that figure of $1,729. The College Scholarship Service's own
study shows that the actual family contribution of all npplicants was
only $619,39.

From this I have calculated that nonrecipients, those who were sup-
posed to be getting aid from their parents in the amount of $1.729,
are getting an average of $753.02. Again, these figures compare closely
with the college hoard data from, the three Western States.

Allow me to quote from the Washington State study. "Parents do
seem less willing to contribute substantially towards college costs. but
more important than willingness is the wide divergence between theory
and family fiscal reality."

In other words, the average difference between thp amount of aid
recipients are getting from their parents and the amount nonrecipients
are getting from their parents is only about $150 to $270, in contrast to
the $1.200 to $1,300 the formula predicts.

Put another way, aid recipients, on the average, get from their par-
ents almost exactly the amount the Government thinks they should

'while notirecipients, largely middle income students, are getting less
than 44 percent of the amount calculated by Government rep-
resentatives.

My interpretation of these data is that although the middle income
students are expected to contribute far more than parents of low income
students, for whatever reasons, they are unwilling or unable to do so
and a financing policy that assumes otherwise is grossly unfair, iliac-
curate. and inequitable.

Yet. lest what 1 have said be misinterpreted. remember I am speak-
ing only of averages here, Of course. many nontecipients enjoy ade-
quate parental, support but many more do not, And the Sallie thing is
trite for reciOents,

Perhaps this data shows why, in my view, the whole needs assess-
twat, approach completely br'e'aks down. When we say that the average
aid recipient receives from his parents almost exactly the amount cal-
culated for the average student we tend to forget that this means of
the order of 50 pereent are getting less than they are supposed to as-
suming a normal distribution.

In fact, in our interviews at Penn State last, month we found that of
those who did receive some form of Federal aid this yvari.ahnost 70
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percent received less from their parents than forecast by the people
who do needs analyses, even though the averages turned out all right.

All of this seemingly contradictory evidence can be explained by the
fact that there are a few students who get much more from their par-
ents than expected. Of course ,.I don't need to remind you that one can-
not rationalize the difficult plight faced by many students by explain-
ing_ that the average individual is receiving the right amount.

The $3,000 received by one recipient from his parents in no way
compensates another who receives nothing or very little but was sup-
posed to receive $1,729. It is for these reasons that I raise serious ques-
tions about needs analysis.

Perhaps I could briefly euinmarize what I have said. The first is
that the State aid programs at least --and I would anticipate that the
Federal programs would have somewhat the same resultstend to
cause a redistribution of students to the private institutions, to other
than. 2-year institutions, and to the small institutions.

Also, the grant programs are allowing many underprivileged youth
to go to college. We do have to remember, however, that nearly 60 per-
cent of State-aid recipients say they would have gone to college with-
out a grant.

Needs analyses are helpful tools for determining what the average
low-income families do to support their sons and daughters in college.
However, it is a poor device for denying aid to needy middle-income
students and to many "atypical" low-income students.

There is a very poor relationship between anticipated family sup-
port levels of middle-income families and their actual contribution
to their children's education.

And finally, although we know many middle-class students are able
to scrounge the money, their parents don't contribute. We do not know
how Many middle-income students do not go to college at all when
they have been denied State and Federal aid.

I hope this committee will examine the equity of the needs analysis
-very carefully when the Higher Education Act is reauthorized. Thank
you.

O'llAnA. Let me go over the tables with you. Let's start with
as they say in Alice in Wonderlandat the beginning. Describe to me
briefly the various assistance. Can you do that

Dr. Man. Beginning at the left, the first two programs, that is,
the New York program we examined and the New Jersey SIA,
scholar incentive aid program, and the last two programs, the Penn-
sylvania and Illinois programs that we examined are need, based.

The New Jersey tuition aid program and the California program
have a heavy scholarship feature, particularly the California one.

Mr. O'HAttit. I thin)... you turned them around. The scholarship in-
centive program

Imam], They are in the right order in the rest of the tablet.
Mr. O'llAnA. If I can remember that "5" stands for "scholar."
Dr. bra= There are several important idiosyncrasies of the various

programs beginning with the New York program. The New York
program is the program which essentially entitles every student in
the State to some aidsupposedly there is a $20,000 family maximum
for eligibility, but that is, in essence, ignored in that particular
program.

goi
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Everybody gets some money, however small, I think $50 is the
iminimum, 'the average amount is only $203, It is a program compa-

rable in amount to the I3OG program.
Then the New Jersey scholar incentive award and the New Jersey

tuition aid program were essentially designed to assist students in
attending private institutions. It is interesting to note that in the tui-
tion aid program, in line 4, the tuition must exceed $450 for eligibility,
which happens to be the amount of the highest public tuition in the
State,

That was the intent and that is one of the reasons we are seeing
a redistribution of students to the private institutions in these States,
although in the other States those that don't have that sort of intent,
we get the sane kind of effect, albeit a lesser one,

The California program has a very heavy scholarship, feature, as
I indicated, and community colleges are essentially eliminated from
this program because the award amount is based upon tuition.

The Pennsylvania program will probably be the best facsimile of
the BOG program when it is fully tunded. That is one of the reasons
we spent an awful lot of time looking at the Pennsylvania data,

Tb, award amounts are about the same. The ways in which the
amounts are calculated are very comparable to the BOG system. The
one major difference, of course, would be that the Pennsylvania sys
tem of higher education was by no means representative of the country.

Pennsylvania has a much larger private institution component than
do most States. About 42 percent of the students in Pennsylvania are
in private institutions.

Also, the Pennsylvania system allows students to take the grants out
of State, Finally, the Illinois program, and this is only the grant pro-
gram of all the Illinois programs, also has a relatively large maximum
award amount of $1,200.

Are there any other specific cirestions about those?
I think the interesting thing is, as you look back to the remainder of

the tables, that although there are great differences by State in the
nature of the programs and in the nature of the higher education sys-
tems that exist in the Sates, the patterns are very consistent in terms of
the effects of enrollment.

There are some exceptions but generally they are quite consistent,
Mr. O'HArtA. Let's take a look at table IL
Dr. Man, This table is composed on the basis of a question we asked

recipients, which was roughly as follows: Would you have attended a
postsecondary institution if you had not received the aid? This table is
composed in the affirmativenumbers and percentages of students en-
rolled as a result of having received aid.

We find that in New York's program about 31.8 percent say they
would not have attended without the aid even though the average
award was only 1;200 to $300. In California we also 4ot a low figure
and th4t woula be because these are students who show a very high
scholarship and they would have been likely to go to college even
without

Mr. 011AnA. It seems to me the figure is too high in California be-
cause you just described the California system to us as being one that
was a tuition grant only,
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Dr, LESLIE. I am sorry, the basis for the calculation is tuition. This
excluded the community colleges.

Mr, O'HARA, And they are free community colleges so I can't see how
these bright kids, qt) percent of them, could have gone to the commu-
nity college for nothing wouldn't have gone at all.

Dr. Loin, The figure is only 30 percent which is considerably leis
than all of the States except New York. There were Wveral ways of
validating these data, In another paper I have written we talk about
validation of these figures. They seem to be quite accurate,

Mr. O'HAna, I notice the average aid award amount varies consid-
ably too,

Dr. LEstini, The Pennsylvania amount and the Illinois amount will
be roughly comparable to the average BEOG award this year, will it
not, and the maxuntuns will also be quite close in the area of $1,200?
Mr, Voigt said $1,050 this morning.

Mr. O'llAn.t. Table IIA, those who would not attend college with-
out aid. You show a different set of percentages.

Dr, Lvism. These are correlation coefficients. or relationships be-
tween the amount of the aid and the decision to attend college if the aid
had not been provided, In other words, for those students who say they
would not have attended college without aid we wanted to see how the
amount of aid affected their decision to attend college.

And, as.you pointed out earlier, in California you would expect the
relationship to be very low and it isn't, only .05, which is a very low
correlation coefficient,

Mr, O'IIAnA. I have to confess I dolt't understand correlation coeffi-
cients.

Dr, Ltsun. It is just a relationship,
Mr. O'HARA. But over here oil table II you said the number enrolled

in higher education was a result of having received some assistance,
Dr. Ltstin. And this table IIA talks about amounts of aid, In other

words, we expect the amount of the aid to be related to the decision to
attend college. If we ,ffive the student only $50

Mr. O'HARA. In other words, California gave the largest amount but
had the lowest percentage to go to school,

Dr, Lvsm. And this is because these are bright kids who would have
gone anyway,

Mr. O'ItAitA, New York, which, had the lowest award amount but
didn't have nearly as high a correlation as the New Jersey Scholar In-cent ire

Dr, tEstitt. The range of the New York program in terms of the
amount of the award was $50 minimum to a maximum of only. $tiOO
with the average being $203, whereas, in New Jersey the range was
inch greater than that, tip to $1,000,

Mr, OMAHA, I am not sure I understand that scholarship incentive
program of New Jersey,

Dr. Lssmt, That is a pilule because you would think there would be
a dose relationship to the California program which is also a scholar-
ship progratn,

Mr, O'HARA, That is right, it is the high and the low,
Dr. lAst,n1. I think OM of the differences is that the New Jersey pro-

gvatn, the basis for calculating the cost was total cost and California
was tuition only, It indy have something to do with that, I don't have a
good answer that satisfies tne,
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Mr, O'HAnA, Let's look at table
1)1% LESLIN, This is a table that compares the enrollment of the aid

recipients in the public sector and the private sector to the enrollment
of all students in the State. For example, if we look at NewYork we
find that the aid recipients in the public institutions compose 04,5 per-
contthat is, 64,5 percent of the aid recipients attend public institn-
tons mired to 59,5 percent for the appropriate comparison group
of all students who attend postsecondary institutions in the State,

As it turns out, New York is one of the deviant eases and I explain
that by the fact that the aid is so small, The typical States would be
States like New Jersey. Probably Illinois would be the best repre-
sentative State here; 55 percent of the aid recipients attend public
institutions and 76.9 percent of all students in the State attend the
publics.

This awaits, of course, that aid recipients are more likely to attend
private institutions than are the typical students or all of the students
in the State,

Mr, The explanation for that one is
Dr. Loin, The explanation is that when given the resources to

do so quite a large number of students will attend private institutions
rather than the public, but because the cost of privates are higher,
without that aid they are not able to attend.

Why wouldn't that be true in Pennsylvania?:
Dr, Wm, I have talked with Kenneth Welter, who. is director

of the Pennsylvania Higher Education Assistance Agency about that
and we art' agreed that the explanation goes roughly like this:

First of all, the Pennsylvania Higher Educational Assistance
Agency has been at vigorous ongoing program for several years now
and the shifts to the private sector that would have occurred have
already occurred so that in 1972, when we collected these data we didn't
get many students making the shifts.

The patterns were already established,
O'HAa.t. Maybe it is tuition levels.

Dr. IA:sm. That is the second point. The second point is that in
Pennsylvania private tuitions are not that much greater than public
tuitions. The dittereace is very small, The ratio is about 2,2 to 1 ia
(Smpatison to It national average of the order of 5 to I t private to
public tuition,

The redistribution has already essentially occurred in Pennsylvania.
O'llAnA, I would gather that the gapin fact, if you go right

down your chart we find that the gap is very great in California be-
tween what the private and public tuition is, so you have itecomplished
It very considerable shift over into private.

In other words, the assisted student is more likely to go to the
pri %lite institution than the nonassisted student,

1)1., LEst,m, Particularly if the assistance is a large amount,
0111Amt. Likewise in Illinois, not as great as California but

quite considerable, which would suggest to 1HP the State system thove
hits a considerably lower tuition level than the private institutirals.

New Jersey is hard to Hoye because the one program they doft`i
become eligible for miless the assista nce

Dv, talstitt4. That is the tuition aid program.
Mr, O'HARA, Yes. So hardly any of them go to State institutions I

imagine t that is, the professional schools, the State institutions.

4 JJ
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Dr. Ltsmz. I think that some of the New Jersey students are allowedto go out of State, I guess I don't have it on this table.
Mr. O'llAnA. It may be the tuition is higher than in the professionalschools than the State system and those are students going to profes-sional schools, Otherwise, it would be zero.
That is interesting. One would consider private higher education is

more desirable than public higher education, and there are a lot ofpeople that think that, although I don't happen to be one of them.
Dr. Lzsme, Depending, of course, on the region of the country.
Mr. O'HARA. It would say that the assisted student has a better shotat the more desirable education than does the nonassisted student be-

cause he doesn't qualify under the needs test.
Dr. LESLIV, Correct.
Mr. Table IV.
Dr. Lzsms, The difference between table III and table IV is simply

the difference in the norm groups. In table III I compared the attend.ante patterns of the aid recipients to the attendance patterns of allstudents.
But in table IV I compared the aid recipient attendance patterns tothe most appropriate norm group, which, would be the first-time full-time enrollment norms because we surveyed only the first-time recip-

ients, So what you see here is that when we move to the most appro .priate norm group, the trends I identified earlier for table III aremore pronounced.
Here you see,.for example, in New York the percentages are aboutequal instead of there being a larger percentage of aid recipients in

the public sector.
Mr. O'HAUA. And they are oven closer to being equal to Penn-

sylvania,
Dr. Li sr That is correct. Other States maintain approximately thesame relationship.
Mr. O'HAnA. California, New York, and Pennsylvania, having the

most neutral systems, I assume would be because the public tuitions arefairly high.
Dr, Limn, The New York case I think is largely explained by the

very small amounts of grants available. The only real value of the NewYork data is that the average amount was about the same as that for
the present BOG program,

Mr. oinAnA, TRW V,
Dr. tzsin, Table V compares the enrollment patterns by level.

That is to say, those who attend universities, 4-year institutions and
2-year institutions. We compared our aid recipientyercentages to the
most appropriate norm group for the States which were first-timefull- time enrollment norms.

I think if you look at the 2-year lines you get the clearest picture
of what has happened. Again, if we exclude New York for the tea.89118 we have already talked about, you would see that the aid re.
cipients are far less likely to attend 2 -year institutions than are normgroups students,

In California we can explain this for the reasons we have also one
over, 13ut in other States like Pennsylvania and Illinois, 1 would notexpect there to be that much difference because, after all, these are
low-income students who traditionally have gone to the 2-year
institutions,
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The normal here is if you give students money, first of all, they
are less included to spend that money at the most efficient, lowest
cost institutions. That may be in large part because they don't get
as much money to go to the lower cost institutions, but there seems
to be another tendency in the interviews we conducted. Low-income
students would really like to get away from home.

Mr. (MARA. I think it is more than that. Most of these systems
give them more depending on the Cost of the institution so that you
can get from the public authority twice as much if you are going to
be going to the State university if you are better than the local com-
munity college, and twice as much again perhapsl.just to use an ex-
ample, if you are going to go to the private university rather than the
State university. .

Whereas, the unassisted student isn't able to feed that into his com-
putation. He has got to scrape to get the money from the old man
and he has got to be very careful about what college is going to cost.

And if he goes to a' more expensive institution .ais summer job is
not going to pay him more. He is not going to get any help from any-
body so he has got to be a little more careful about where he goes in
terms of cost.

Dr. LESLIE. In the slightly in excess of 200 interviews we conducted
at Penn State there was quite an interesting pattern on the part of
students. This was a very clear pattern that went something like this.

We said, "After all, you are in college. Where are you getting the
money ?" And their answer was roughly, "We are lust scrounging for
it everywhere we can, looking everywhere, picking up the money
wherever it may be available,"

Two ,young men said they were peddling dope, Many students used
words like "sham" when talking about the expected family contribu-
tion, or "disaster," It is such a clear impression, Students sense that
the expected family contribution is so unrealistic in terms of what
they were actually getting from their parents, One fellow said, "The
values, I grew up on a farm. My parents' values were such that I was
considered legally and morally emancipated at age 18 when I grade
uated from high school so I get no money whatsoever from my par-
ents to go to college,

"That is my parents value system. I don't object to it because it is
my value system having grown up hi their household," But he said
that the people who do the needs analysis certainly don't take that
value system into consideration, Because his parents apparently did
have some money and could have, in fact, paid. for some of his educa-
tion he was penalized. 'Yet his parents' value system was such they
didn't think it was their responsibilitiy.

It seems unfair to penalize the student for that,
Mr. O'HAnA, For that matter, if we are taxing assets in the needs

analysis system and the principal asset is the residence, I think very
few families would be willing to go out and remortgage it or sell it
in order to finance--

Dr. LESLIE. I think you have put your finger on precisely the vari-
able that explains this great difference between the expected and the
actual family contribution to middle income kids,

The contribution schedules assume that a family will take into con-
sideration their assets in giving their children money .for college, and

4 v.:
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I just doubt, very much if there are very many families that would
consider that at all,

Mr, O'HARA, I think they consider current income.
Dr, LESLIE, That is it, current income and what is left over, Of

course they have a higher standard of living. I didn't hear a single
student say that his family had been ready to alter drastically their
standard of living.

Mr. O'HARA, Table VII, these are by munbers of students,
DV. UWE. These are low numbers of students and they are useful

in looking at the subsequent. tables, VIII, IX, and X. Table VII shows
how I did the calculations for VIII, X, and X.

These are the tables we talked about (miller. These show students
whose attendance patterns were altered, We pulled out only those who
say having received a grant caused them to change their college-going
behAvior. Some said they would not have gone to college withont aid
and others said they went. to a different kind of institution as a result
of having received the aid.

Now the fact there were so many students who said they wouldn't
have gone anyway is why we see in table VIII that neither the public
nor the private sector experiences enrollment deficits as a result of
these aid programs because even the publics, who lost students to the
privates, were able to pick up enough new students who wouldn't have
gone anywhere to more than make up for their losses, So this is not a
zero sum grant lie re.

Mr. O'HANA. Except in California.
Dr. Liesmr,. That is true. Also in the New Jersey tuition aid program,
Mr. 0/IIAIL. Because we don't give aid if the tuition is $450.
Dr. Ltsm, And because of the California structure of low tuitions,
'Fitch table IX examines the same thing: attendance shifts but this

time by level, And, again, we can see the universities and 4- and 5-year
colleg9s gain in the neighborhood of 20 percent and the 2-year col-
leges just slightly more than break even on the average and poten-
tuilly would lose or break about even if we threw out California.

Mr. OMAHA, I imagine that 2-year college figure is really very much
riffected by the extent and cost of at public 2-year college system. In
other words, if your State doesn't have a decent community college
system then they weuldn't lose much by it.

DI% LESLIE. That is true, they wouldn't have as much to lose, Of
course, the California figures, although they differ from other States
would be roughly the same for the BOO wow= because the 1300
program is also based upon total cost, which would be much lower
in the conummity college.

Mr. O'ItAnA, Then you have institutional size, I guess that is
another way of looking' at the shift from public to private,

Dr, LEstitn, think was Him surprised by these findings than
any other, 'this shows that students do prefer small institutions. That
came as somewhat of a surprise to me, I guess it. would to everyone,

There is a very clear linear relationship, a direct relationship, be-
tween the preference for small size and having received it grant.

Mr, O'HARA, And table M
ttst,n, That is it Census Bureau table, The table simply shows

that the group that is overrepresented clearly is the upper income
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group, and the group that is underrepresented is the lowest income
group, and that the middle income group are represented in college
y approximately the same numbers that they exist in the total

population.
This is why I made the point about the effects of these aid programs

penalizing middleincome students, 'What we are doing in these ex-
pected family contribution schedules, it would seem to me, is bringing
the lower income group up where they ought to be but at the expense

iof a group that is not overrepresented at all.
Mr. O'HARA. We have examined some of these same kinds of charts

over a period of time and we find the only income group where attend-
ance is increasing ---I see your figures come from 1960. The latest ones
come from 1971 and the only group that has increased over that period
of time are the less than $4,000. The others have all decreased over that
period of time in terms of percentages of college attendance.

It came out of the Commission of which Mr. Dellenback was a
member.

Dr. Leslie, thank you very much. We appreciate any material you
can supply us with and look forward to talking to you some more.

Our last witnesses are going to be .appearing on behalf of the Na-
tional Association of Student Financial Aid Administrators, but be-
fore we hear from Mr. Purdy and Mr. Toinbaugh, the Chair is going to
declare a recess.

rA brief recess was taken.]
Mr. O'HARA. The subcommittee will come to order.
Our final witness today is another familiar face and name, Mr. Allan

Purdy, who appears for the National Association of Student Financial
Aid Administrators. He will be accompanied by Mr. Richard Tom-
ba ugh.

STATEMENT OP ALLAN W. PURDY, DIRECTOR, STATE AND PED
ZEAL RELATIONS, NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OP STUDENT PINAN.
OIAL AID ADMINISTRATORS, ACCOMPANIED BY RICHARD L.
TOMBAUGH, EXECUTIVE SECRETARY

Mr. PMUM Mr. Chairman, Jet me say that again we are pleased to be
here to discuss some of the vital issues of financial aid programs as it
relates to the grant part of the assistance combination.

I am Allen W. Purdy, director of financial aid services at the Uni-
versity of Missouri, and the National Association of Student Financial
Aid Administrators' director of State and Federal relations. I am ac-
com_panied by Dick Tombaugh, executive secretary of the association.

We are pleased to have the opportunity to appear before you today
to comment on the "grant component" of title IV of the Higher Educa-
tion Act of 1965, as amended. The provision of student grants has al-
ways been the most controversial aspect of Federal student assistance.

Grants are subject to greater scrutiny than other forms of aid, which
perhaps makes them more open to criticism. Yet, they are a very im-
portant element in a balanced student assistance program, and con-
tribute greatly to our attempts to provide open access to postsecondary
education. We will address our comments about giants in the order, in
which they appear in title IV.

4 1
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BASIC EDITATIoNM, orPORTuNiTY GRANTS

Ve have appeared before this subcommittee several times in the past
with our recomendations on the basic grant program. Most of those
occasions, however, dealt with the regulatory Junction being exercised
by the Office of Education.

Our recommendations for changes in the law are not extensive. They
consist primarily of requests for clarification of congressional intent,
in order to simplify the administration of the program.

Other recommendations have been advanced by us previously in
our testimony on H.R. 13815, which we hope can be advanced through
the Congress immediately, rather than being incorporated into a more
comprehensive piece of legislation which may take a longer time to
gain enactment.

Our first recommendation is in reference to section 411, which
defines the term "actual cost of attendance." The cost of attendance
did not cause much problem for the current year 1973-74 because the
low level of the grant awards was not close to one-half the cost at
most institutions, and almost all schools could use $1,200 plus as their
cost figure without further delineation.

For the coming year, however, the problem is a very real one for
all institutions with costs under. $2,100. I would request that a letter
from Mr. Wayne Tesmer, a vice president of NASFAA, to Mr. Peter
Voigt be placed in the record to document this problem..

O'HAnA. Without objection it will be placed in the record.
[The document referred to follows :]

NORTH DAxgrA STATE *UNIVERSITY,
Fargo, Dak May 4104.

'Sir. PETER K. U. VOIGTa
Director, Division of Dale Grants, Department of Health, Education, and Wei.

fare, Office of Education, Washington, D.C.
DEAn MR. VOIGT : The eagerly awaited "Basic Grant Payment Schedule" for

197445 has arrived ; however, I am deeply disturbed by the provisions of the
schedule which dictate that actual individual cost data be established and
utilized in determining the amount of the Basic Grant stipend,

Our office has delayed seturog 197445 award notices to students pending
receipt of the "Basic Grant Payment Schedule" with the expectation that the
exact amount of the Basic Grant could then be determined and specified as it
resource on the student's and award letter. This was considered essential to
eliniinate (or at least minimize) subsequent adjustments to imlividual'aid pack.
ages. 'Because of late notification of BI3OG Awards, most 107844 award letters
mailed last summer did not include the 138SiC Grant Award and, as a result,
hundreds of aid revisions were required when the unon recipients arrived on
campus in the fall. These revisions generated an administrative burden of near
ehaiotic proportionswe do not relish the prospect of a similar ordeal this
fail.

In spite of this concern, however, we discover that the provisions of the new
"Basic Grant Payment Schedule" would create an administrative problem of
even greater size and complexity. Pirst of all, there is no conceivable method
by which we can establish individual room and board cost figures for 13E00
recipients until late summer or until they arrive on campus this fall; conse
quently, we will be compelled to either delete reference to the MOO on the
award letter, or establish an "average" cost and calculate an estimated 11E 0O
stipend on this basis. In either case, we must again anticipate the administra
tive confusion of adjusting the majority of aid awards made to 81 00 recipients.

Our overriding concern, however, is the increased complexity of the adjustment
process resulting from a multiplicity of room and board options, loot* example, a
student attending our institution next fan can choose from a total of flftpseven

U kJ
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board and/or room options, depending upon one of ten residence halls selected,
5day or T.day board contract, single or double room, etc. A student's selection of
one of these options would prescribe the use of one of eleven separate 'cost figures
for the MOOG computation. (Six of these cost figures fall below the $1,100 room,
and board standard set by the "Payment Schedule," and four are above,) These
eleven cost figures, in turn, would fit into one of five cost categories on the "Basic
Grant Payment Schedule," (The problems discussed here do not involve our out-
of-state students inasmuch as tuition charges for these students place them at a
cost figure above $2,100; however, these estudents represent only 10-15% of Our
aid recipients. Total cost figures for ALL instate students at our institution will
be less than $2,100.)

The prospect of accurately determining which of the fifty.seven optious will be
utilized by the hundreds of individual BEOG recipients expected on our campus
this fall is staggering, (When I called our Director of Housing to explore methods
of gathering this data, he threatened to hang up on me !) I hesitate to even sug-
gest the likelihood that many BHOG recipients will utilize more than one of
these options during the course of an academic year, thereby significantly alter-
ing his educational costs and thus, logically, affecting the amount of his BLDG
entitlement.

tilization of actual cost figures will also create the near. incredible situation
whereby a BHOG recipient living at home one or two blocks from our campus
could qualify for a Basic Grant stipend $74 greater than a recipient living in a
double room in one of our residence halls on a 5day board contract, It is also
significant to note that the student on the 5day board contract would generally
pay cash for his weekend meals, whereas the student at home could pocket the $74
and eat with his parents.

lIui nwfully, -the above will adequately demonstrate the bewildering complexity
of a system which dictates utilization of individualized cost data for MOO com-
putations and provides reasonable evidence that more realistic and workable pro -
cedures must be devised.

I am aware that the legislation addressed itself to "actual cost of attendance" ;
however, it also specifies that the definition of this cost is "subject to regulations
of the Commissioner." Accordingly, I would urge that the Commissioner prescribe
cost standards which would enable the financial aid officer to establish the exact
'WOG stipend prior to construction of a total aid package. I would propose that
this could be accomplished by permitting institutions with total cost figures under
$2,100 to utilize the $1,500 standard cost figure for all EMU recipients, The in-
stitutional tuition charge would be added to this cost, permitting the aid officer to
immediately establish the exact BEOG stipend. The student could then be noti.;
fled of his total aid package and the confusion and administrative complications
of subsequent revisions avoided.

Although the thoughts expressed here are my own, I have visited with each
of the aid officers at the public institutions within North Dakota and I can report
that, without exception, they anticipate major problems in establishing Basic
Giant amounts for 1974-75 because of the actual cost of attendance provisions
of the "Payment Schedule." It is logical to assume that this situation will prevail
at most if not all of the moderate cost public institutions throughout the
country,

I am convinced that we are dealing with an administrative problem of major
proportions requiring prompt corrective action. Your careful consideration of
the thoughts I have presented here will be greatly appreciated.

Sineerely,
WAYNE IC 'I'SSMER,

Director, Student Affairs,

Mr, PtlitIYY, Briefly summarized, if actual costs are required for
setting each recipient's grant amount, it is very difficult to establish
the grant tilaotint prior to actual enrollment,

Even then it means that some schools will have several dozen cost
figures to use because of multiple room-and-board options and/or tui.
tion and fees charged by the credit hour, At the present time the Of-
fice of Education is interpreting "actual cost" very literally for those
students who pay room and/or board to the institution, but is utilizing
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estimates for those who lives and/or eat outside the confines of the
school. Mr. Tesmer's letter further defines the problem.

To summarize this letter just briefly, the regulations require us to
go on the contract basis that a student makes with the dormitory on
campus, and with different combinations of room and/or board it
sometimes means this contract isn't signed until September, or it
means there are so many different combinations that we can't tell
the student now exactly what his grant will be.

One of the advantages of the basic grant. was to be that the student
would know and we want to tell him, But this particular technicality
is making a lot of problems in the low-cost schools.

In order to resolve the problem, we would urge that the law be
amended to provide that the "average" Cost of attendance for students
of similar circumstance be used in lieu of "actual" cost in the estab-
lishment of maximum grants,

Then an institution might develop four or five budget categories
rather than being required to construct cost figures unique to each
individual student. On the one hand, OE is presently saying that the
determination of the family contribution can be a rough estimate
because the grant is limited to one-half of cost anyway, and 'the other
aid criteria can be more precise; on the other hand, they are saying
that cost must be determined preciselybut only those paid directly
to the institutionbecause the law requires it, Please relieve them of
this need to be so perfectly inconsistent.

We would urge, as we did when testifying on RR. 13815, that sec-
tion 411 be amended to require that the Commissioner publish the
family contribution schecluele in the Federal Register no later than
April 1 preceecling the fiscal year of applicability.

Further, we recommend that the same date be the deadline for sub-
mission of that schedule to the Congress and that July 1 be the dead-.
film for, any congressional resolution of disapproval. The proposals
in H,1I, 18815 for changing these dates were good, but they did not
set them'far enough forward.

.11 this program is to ever serve its intended purpose, and actually
be a floor or foundation source of assistance, States and institutions
should know about BEOG outcomes by February 1 of each year.

Anything later will always find State, institutional, 'and local finan-
cial assistance already in place by the time 13EOG notices are provided,
necessitating time-consuming and confusing revision of aid packages,

More importantly, the BEOG simply cannot, tinder present condi-
tions, be considered motivating force for postsecondary enrollment,
as the Congress intended.

Our next recommendation was also addressed in ILE. 18815, It
relates to section 411 and the treatment of social security and GI bill
benefits. This provision, particularly regarding social security, has
probably deprived more needy students of BEOG support than any
inadequacy of the family contribution schedule.

Our collective experience indicates that students from low-income
families simply do not receive social security benefits for educational
purposes, no matter what the intent of the legislation tn. the Social
Security Administration might be. These payments are normally con -
sidered a family resource, not a student resource, and are pooled with
whatever other income the family might have,
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The implications of the GI bill treatment are not quite so clear, due
to the fact that most recipients are independent students by definition.
It does not seem to make any difference if the benefits are treated as a
student or a family resource.

In any event, the exclusion of one-half of the benefits from con-.
sideration as a student resource provides an advantage to the veteran
as compared to the nonveteran who is supporting his education from
part-time employment rather than the GI bill, If this was the intent,
it is working.

We would recommend that all social security and GI bill benefits
be treateu as "family" income and considered as any other form of
income the family might have.

Section 411 (b) (3) (B) (v) provides that no payment under the
scheduled reduction can be less than $50. A significant number of
awards this year were in that amount. Grants of such small amounts
accomplish very little.

Assistance to the student is almost nonexistent. and the cost of de-
livering the award to the recipient is probably greater than the award
itself. We suggest that the minunum award be at least $100. and we see
little need to vary from the minimum $200 award at full funding. If
lesser amounts are not enough to be concerned about under full fund-
ino. why should they be more significant when the funding is less?

r11 he past three administration budgets have demonstrated the wis-
dom of the Congress when it protected the campus-based student aid
programs from "extinction by substitution." Had it not been for sec-
tion 411(b) (4), there is little question that funding would not have
been continued for the national direct student loan and supplemental
opportunity grant programs.

1Ve have already spoken to the continuing need for NDSL in earlier
testimony. Later in this statement we will do the same for SEOG.
While the Congress seems to appreciate these programs, the adminis-
tration apparently does not.

For the past 3 years, Congress has appropriated constant amounts
for the campus-based programs, even though the threshold level was
less in the case of SEOG and college work-study.

In order to insure the continuation of these programs at least at the
current levels, we recommend that the threshold levels be raised to $210
million for SEOG and $270 million for college work-study : otherwise,
the Advances we make in increased funding of BEOG will be dilnin-
ished by decreases in other programs.

When we appeared before the subcommittee on April 11 of this year,
we reported our concern about the lack of any recognition on the part
of the executive branch, of the administrative burden which has been
placed upon institutions by the basic grants program.

We referred to our request, frequently repeated, that the Commis-
sioner use the authority alreatlyeprovided by the Congress to partially
reimburse schools for the administrative costs being incurred.

I would ask that ,a letter from Mr. Tombaugh to Mr. Voi last Sep-
tember be placed in the record, as it describes the pro lem most
completely.

Mr. O'HARA. Without objection, will be.
[The document referred to follows :1
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NATIONAL. AssontATI0N of STMENT FINANctAt. AID ADNUNIRTRATOS,
Washington, DX., September 17, 1973.

Mr. PETER K. U. Vow'r,
Acting Coordinator, Basic Grants Program, U.S. 011ice of Education, Washington,

D.C.
BEAR PETER : I am writing to confirm our recent discussions about the need for

some kind of reimbursement or allowance to institutions for the administrative
costs associated with the Baste Grants Program. Although the Basic Grant is a
non-institutionally based program in comparison to the,SROG, NDSL, and CW-,SP
responsibilities we now have, there still are significant investments of time and
effort on the part of the financial aid and business ofilces involved, In fact, the
administrative duties requested of the institution, because of the coordination
.required with the other programs, are only slightly less than the "college4mased"
programs,

In order to document this request for financial consideration, allow me to list
Mine of the functions being provided by ,the institution for the Basic Grants
Program,

(1) Distribution of Applications, Although we all hope that this year will prove
to be atypical, a large portion of the distribution of applications fell to the post-
secondary schools, My university and many others sent BOG forms to all admitted
freshmen since the high schools were closed and could not be effectively used for
distribution, As the program expands to include continuing students, much of the
distribution load will fall upon the financial aid officer.

(2) Counseling. Much institutional time has been and will be utilized in counsel-
ing students and parents about the Basic Grants Program. The layman is easily
confused about the number and complexity of the forms involved in the ninny
financial aid programs, how the various programs interact, and the reasons for
the varying outcomes. The only one location easily identified as being involved in
almost all aspects is the institutional aid officer, and be takes the brunt of
alt such questioning. There is no doubt that the Basic Grant Program added im-
measurably to this counseling load.

(3) Preliminary Award Calculation. While not very involved for each applica-
tion, particularly this year when cost was not a factor at many 'schools, the
stint total will prove to be considerable when cost becomes a variable and numbers
become larger.

(4) Revision of Previous Awards, Again we can hope that the current year
will he atypical and that futdre BOG determinations will, for the most part, lie
made early enough to be reflected in the original aid package. Realistically,
however, there will always be a significant number of students who, for one rea-
son or another, will not have BOG eligibility determined prior to the package
and will require "reworking" by the aid officer.

(5) Final Award Determination. As with the preliminary determination, this
function will become much more time-consuming when cost becomes a factor
and numbers increase. The need to provide this step in the process at the time
of registration compounds time responsibility.

(0) Payntent of Awards. Whether done by check or crediting the recipients'
accounts, time actual payment involves a significant exepnditure of institutional
time and effort. The cost of producing a check is estimated to .run frOm MO to
$1.00 each, and the accounting costs for crediting accounts is little, if any, less
expensive, considering the need to obtain a signed receipt:

(7) Accounting and Reporting. Although somewhat difficult to gauge at this
time due to the yet unpublished regulations, these functions presumably will
be similar to the institutional responsibilities in the college-based programs.
Hopefully, some of the procedures being forecast for this aspect, such as the
personal signatures of the aid officer on each individual award form, can be
simplified.

Thus, e'en though the Basic Grants Program is "advertised" as a
stitutional program in nature, the school indeed has a considerable involve
meat in the administrative proms, In fact, the administrative functions are
little, if any, less demanding than those of time SEOG program, While it is time
deniable that the institution receives benefit from time program via the students
it supports, it is increasingly difficult for the school to cover the expanding costs
of operating the federal programs. As with all other elements of the federal
assistance programs, we have need for a governmentinstitution partnership in
paying for the additional costs of operation, Thus, the National Association
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does not seek full reimbursement of these costs, but only partial relief for the
expenses involved.

Since our last discussion concerning the provision of an administratiVe cost
allowance to institutions for their part in the Basic Grant Program, I have
asked a number of financial aid officers to provide estimates of actual cost to
perform the various functions required, As you can appreciate, this is very
difficult to do at this point in time because of the fact that we have not been
through a complete cycle of operation, nor do the insthutions even know what
ail the accounting and reporting requirements will be until the final set of
regulations is published.

The estimates I have received cover a substantial range, probably dependent
upon the functions included. They run all the way from $0,00 to $40,00 per
application processed, but most are concentrated in the $10.00 to $15.00 range.
Some of the variation depends upon whether or not data processing costs are
passed on to the Individual financial aid and/or business offices involved ;
whether or not professional staff time spent in counseling students and parents
is considered ; whether or not space and utility costs are prorated ; etc. Pend-
ing More comprehensive review, when we have a year's experience under our
belts, I would suggest the following hypotheses about institutional costs of
administration : -

(1) A "per application" allowance makes more sense than a percentage of
dollars involved, since there is little, if atiy, difference 'in the cost of processing a
small grant versus a large one,

(2) The "per application" cost is a function of the number of applications
actually handled ; there are basic costs of processing even one recipient, i.e.,
setting up the account, operating the letter of credit, filing the required reports,
etc., which do not increase in direct proportion to the volume handled, while
other costs are incurred on each application processed (for example, drawing
a cheek for payment). Therefore, a sliding scale based upon volume would prob
ably be the most fair to all concerned. A low fiat rate would be satisfactory
to larger institutions with greater numbers to process, but would be unfair to
smaller schools, A fiat rate sufficient to cover the costs for smaller "users"
would unduly reimburse the larger volume schools, This may be an academic
issue this year in view of the funds available for reimbursement, but should
be considered henceforth,

(3) The cost of administration should be shared equally by the federal govern-
ment and the institution. Although the institution is a beneficiary of the program,
it Is to the advantage of the Office of &titration that these functions be carried on
by the institution, Not only will the students be better served, but it will be less
expensive to reimburse institutions for half of the cost than to perform the Same
functions within O.B. or contract out for the services,

Again pending evaluation after a year or so of experience, NASFAA recom-
mends that the partial reimbursement of administrative cost be based upon the
following formula $10.00 per processed application P.m, the first 100 recipients ;
$7.50 for each processed application over 100 but less than 500; $5.00 for each
processed application over 500..

It is our belief that this formula will provide reimbursement approximating one
half of the actual cost of administration at the institution.

will he happy to discuss this proposal in depth with you at your convenience.
1)0 not hesitate to call upon tae,

Sincerely,
ItICHARD L. TOMAttait,

Rxecutive SCOretarib

Mr, PURDY, At the same April 11 hearing, Commissioner Ottina
assured Mr, Delimit:Irk that such was still under consideration, but no

. decision has yet been announced, It seems obvious to us, in view of the
stance taken by the executive branch with regard to similar proposals
for guaranteed loans, that such reimbursements will not be forthcom.
ing without a mandate from Congress,

We recognize that the institution benefits from the enrollment of
basic grant recipients; we do not argue that fact, We do dispute the
position that the institution care and should absorb all costs resulting
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from BEOG administration. We only ask that the cost be shared, as
outlined in Mr. Tombaugh's letter.

Other Federal agencies provide for administrative costs incurred by
institutions; the campus-based programs provide partial reimburse-
ment. To suggest that the institutions have no significant role in the
administration of basic grants is to ignore the obvious. We ask that
language be added to the law to insure that the institutional roleand
expenseis recognized.

Obviously, the association wants to see basic, grants continued and
expanded, There are many administrative improvements that need to
be made but the authorizing law needs minimal change.

We will continue to work with the Office of Education to resolve the
regulatory problems that make the program difficult for students and
institutions. We appreciate your continuing interest and concern for
these practical matters.

SVPPLEMENTAL EDUCATIONAL OPPORTUNITY ouAxtrs

It will he no surprise to this subcommittee that our chief concern
about the supplemental grant program is its continuation. The cause

-our- concern is equally obvious, For t3 consective years, the admin-
istration has refused to request funding for SEOG, despite a legisla-
tive requirement to fund the program at at least $180 million before
funding basic grants.

The Secretary of Health, Education; and Welfare has on numer-
ous occasions publicly bemoaned the fact that mutinuation had been
mandated. In an October 11, 1973 speech to the American council on
Education, Mr. Weinberger described his plight as follows :

The basic grants program was developed AS a sustituteas an improvement
if youfor several other Federal student assistance programs. Ent the Con -
gress, while agreeing that the basic grants program is a step forward, refuses
to dt loose the programs it was intended to replace. Instead, they insist on our
funding these old programs as a condition of even letting us start the new grants.

Earlier, Mr. Weinberger said, . the Congress made even this small begin-
ing contingent on our maintaining old and ineffective programs at high levels.

There are several points in these statements that we could question,
but I will limit myself to two. First, the suggestion that basic grants
were intended to be a substitute must refer to administration intent :
it was certainly not the intent of Congress. If so, why the additioi) of
"Supplemental" to the title of the program

Why the threshold requirements? Why the indication in the con-
ference report that SEOG awards were for two type of students,
those who did not .qualify for a basic grant, and thoge whose basic
grants were insufficient, because of institutional cost, to permit enroll-
ment ? It seems clear to tis that the. Congress did not intend that basic
grants should replace supplemental grants.

Second, we question Mr. Weinberger's evaluation of the "old" pro -
grains as being "ineffective," We have earlier cited the study by the
Columbia University Bureau of Applied Social Research under
USOE contract which testified to the effectiveness of college work-
study on providing assistance to needy students.

In fact, you received testimony directly from the chief author of
that study, 111s, Nathalie Friedman, Interestingly enough, Ms, Fried.;

'.1 10
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man did another study for USOE on the educational opportunity
grant program, about a year before the college work-study research.

The EOG research was, however, closely guarded by USOE after
its conclusion. We can only conclude that the conclusion reached by
the researchers, such as the following, had something to do with the
scarcity of availability of this report:

The major conclusion of this study is that the HOG program Is achieving its
primary objecive of enabling students of exceptional financial need to obtain
an education beyond high school, 1.10G's are being targeted to the low-income/
minority students,

Institutions are engaged in efforts to recruit disadvantaged students, are
waiving the usual admission criteria, and providing supportive services to
overcome the academic handicaps with which many such students enter,

Although institutions encounter problems in administering the program, they
overwhelmingly attest to the program's success and hope to expand it within
the next few years, Financial aid personnel are firmly committed to the goal
of aiding the most needy students; they are seriously attempting to follow of-
ficial guidelines,

The primary concern, however, is how to meet commitments to increasing
numbers of students, in the face of costs which are rising disproportionately to

appropriations,
Granted that this is only one study, but it was done independently

of the Office of Education without any vested interest to protect. ft
Hardly sounds like the description of an "ineffective" program by
most anyone's standard.

All of this is to say that supplemental grants are not ineffective, and
that they are just as needed now as before the advent of the basic
grant, They are needed to assist students who cannot qualify for
basic grants because of the restrictive nature of the eligibility, criteria,
yet are exceptionally needy; they are needed to provide choice of en-
rollment in higher cost institutions,. they are needed to assist veterans
and other independent students with greater expenses, even at rant

itively low-cost institutions; they are needed to help students with
special needs that cannot be *met with the usual load of work and loan,
such as welfare mothers, academically disadvantaged individuals who
cannot be motivated to aspire to furthering their education by the
promise of substantial loangt

They are needed to respond to sudden changes in circumstances,
like the death of a parent, which would take weeks or months to be-
come reflected in the basic grants award. For these reasons and others
too numerous to convey here, we urge the Congress to continue the
supplemental grant program.

We want to recommend some refinement,, in the cttL ttnt law which
will help with some of those administrative problems to which Ms.
Friedman referred. The number of changes needed are not great, but
they are important to the dayttotilay operations of the program.

It was interesting to me this morning, parenthetically, to hear Dr,
Alm Phillips refer to the Friedman report and actually give it more
publicity than OE as in previous times, again, testifying to the effect
tiveness o,. the program as it has been operating.

Perhaps the most trottblesotne aspect of the program is the cur-
rent differentiation between initial and continuing grants, &dip
413(b) provides separate authorizations and calls for separate apt
proprie,tions, yet a lump sum appropriation Tuts been made each of
the last 2 years.

,04 II
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The 'first time USOE ruled that all awards were initial because'
SEOG yeas "new." The second time, the appropriation was split by
USOWluised upon a Senate committee report. Beyond the appropria-
tions probleth, however, is the complication of making two types of
awards and keeping the funds segregated for no apparent good reason.

Perhaps as much as half the administrative headaches come from
the mod to make separate requests for initial year and continuing
year money, adjust packaging strategy when they are funded at dif-
ferent levels, compensate for too little of one type and too much
of the other (the institution is not allowed to transfer from initial
year to continuing year or vice' versa) or keep track of whether the
student is to receive initial, year or continuing year money, and main-
taining separate accounting records,

There are adequate safeguards to control the maximum size of the
payment, in any one fiscal year or cumulatively, and to restrict benefits
tc a given period of time. We see no need for the initial year-continu-
ing year distinction and complications which arise as a result of it.

We would urge that one authorization of $400 million replace the
current $200 million for initial grants and "such sums as may be neces-
sary" for continuing grants. The $400 million level approximates the
panel-approved institutional requests for the two types of SEOG
combined in each of the past g years. Table IV provided earlier to
tite House Appropriations Subcommittee, reflects the growth of the
.S14.100 program over the years;

Sections 413 with its subtitles, restricts the amounts of the grant to
"one-half the sum of the total amount of student financial aid pro-
vided to stich 'Student by such institution." Subsequently, "student
&Alicia aid" is further defined, but the definition excludes several
legitimate types of assistance which should be acceptable as a "match"
for supplemental.

Rather than ask that the definition' be expanded, however, we rec-
ommend that the restriction itself be removed. It has always been
subject to interpretation as to what is acceptable as constituting the
other one-half.

It precludes the provision of the most appropriate aid package to
students who should not be working or borrowing as much as they are
currently required to do. It is difficult to explain to a student why
he or she must acceptand actually borrow or workother forms
of aid in order to receiveor keepthe grant, even though the off-
campus Oh held pays the same amount but is not an eligible "match."
Again, there are sufficient safeguards against abuse to make this
restriction unnecessary.

Our next recommendation to section 4130 (a) (2) (C),
which limits eligibility for a gant to those of "exceptional financial
need." The current law prescribes what is to be considered in deter-
mining financial, need, but it unfortunately does not define the term
"exceptionaL"

This void has caused the Office of Education to regulate a defini-
tion of "exceptional financial need" which, as you might expect, largely
eliminates the flexibility of the aid officer to use the grant in response
to the unique needs of the student.

P., I
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One proposed definition was so restrictive that the uproar of the aid
community caused it to be shelved before it was even published in the
Federal Reg

i
ister. The replacement definition', which has been pub-

lished the first time, is an improvement, but it still stymies the use
of sound professional judgment on the part of the aid. officer,

Briefly, a student does not, have exceptional financial need, and is
thus ineligible for a grant, if the parental contribution, the student's
savings, and the student's earnings combined exceed one-half the cost.

For most students in most circumstancesi that is not an unreasonable
definition, It does, however, work to the disadvantage of a significant
number of students who are earning a substantial portion of their own
expenses or have working spouses.

While the earnings may be sizable enough to, exceed one-half the
cost, the remaining gap is likely to be considerable. With all reason-
able earning power already employed, the only other alternative in
many eases is borrowing in large amounts.

For students who must restrict their working or borrowing, SEOG
assistance becomes critical to their enrollment, even though their
family contribution may exceed one-half the cost.

This problem could be handled by regulation. In order to make clear
the intent of Congress to provide for the professional judgment 'Of
the aid officer, however, we would suggest that the following defini-
tion of,exceptional financial heed be written into the law

A student is Of exceptional financial need if the amount of need remaining,'
after consideration of any parental, spouse, or student contribution and other
gift aid minable, exceeds the amount that student could, in the judgment of
the institutional aid officer, be reasonably expected to borrow or earn.

We believe that this definition makes clear the expectation that a
student should not routinely be given grant assistance without, any con-
sideration of other alternatives,

i
yet gives the aid officer discretion to

tailor an assistance package which is most appropriate, in his judg-
ment, for that student.

Our final recommendation 'on supplemental giants. deals with the
iSlate allotment formula, For the reasons given in earlier testimony,

we urge the adoption of the formula recommended for the college
work-study program in the distribution of SEOG funds,

You will recall .that. formula to include consideration of high school
graduates and the concentration of low-income families within the
Stat, as well as the number of half.time (or more) students enrolled
in eligible institutions of postsecondary education, The Commissioner
would retain 10 percent of the appropriation to distribute at his dis-
cretion to best achieve the purposes of the program.

YASFAA firmly believes that these changes will enhance our ability
to administer the SEOG program in accord with your intent and
consistent with student needs,

Grants to States for State student incentives l It is difficult to make
recommendations for amending a program which is yet to be imple-
mented, and we shall refrain from doing so, Rather, we will simply
support the concept of providing incentives to the States to increase
their own expenditures for student aid, recommend extension of the
program authorization and hope that the concept is effective end that
funding will be provided,
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SPECIAL PROGOAUS FOR srtrnExTs 1080111 DISADVANTAGED BACKGROUNDS

Most financial aid officers are not involved directly in the programs
authorized under this subpart of title IV. Nevertheless, we are vitally
affected by the success of each of the programs.

If they succeed, we have more aid applicants with whom to deal.
.Because the degree of success being achieved is so difficult to evaluate,
we can give you only our subjective opinion.

While some projects are more successful than others, we feel that
these programs are quite effective overall. The fiscal resources which
could be used for these types of programs are 'probably infinite. How-
ever, until we have more financial aid to make available at the conclu-
sion of these eompensation and motivation efforts, the current author-
ization may be the maximum which can effectively be used.

We will not attempt to speak to the institutional grant programs
authorized in title IV. They have or will be addressed by other groups
or indit icluals more qualified to comment than 'are we in NASFAA..

We appreciate the opportunity to present our views to the subcoms
mittee, We will be happy to respond to questions. I regret that Mr.
l)elleiiback is not here. I would welcome the repeat of some of the
questions that were posed earlier.

Mr. °liana, Mr. Purdy, one aspect of your testimony that partic-
ularly interests me has to do with the effect that the changes you
suggest, or definitions of "exceptional need" might have on the allo-
cation system. -

To wit, the allocation system currently involves institutional re-
quests approved by panels, and so forth, to determine the allocation
among institutions within a State once the State's allocation eligi-
bility has been determined,

If you had a definition of exceptional financial need as flexible'as
that you suggest at the top of page '11, I kind of like your proposal
for such a definition, what does that do to the institutional allocations
as determined by the panels if the institutional aid officer at institution
X takes a. more liberal view of how nitwit the student could be reason-
ably expected to borrow or earn than the institutional aid officer in
institution Y ?

X's request, is apt to be proportionately larger. What would you
anticipate the panel would do with that And as long as we have a
system that allocates by panel system within a State, don't you expect
the panel would then equalize?

Mr. Tounavon. There ate a couple of 'points I want to make there,
First of all, the institutions requested funding this last time without
any guidelines as to what exceptional financial need was.

The applications were filed long before we had even proposed these
definitions.

Mr. °liana. What do the panels do; do they attempt to equalize
the j udgments of the institutions'?

Mr, Tomitatton. In the-first place, the request did not increase pro-
pottionately just because there were no regulations in effect, In fact,
the panels reduced the approved requests over what they had beets
in the previous years, so I think they did,
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There are some bases on which the panels could make a judgment
of that, based.upon the proportion of very low income and disadvan-
taged students who are the ones who are least able to work and can
least be expected to. borrow.

So they do have some guidance that they can use in developing those
decisions. My overall evaluation would be that it won't change the mix
of the requests very inu,1 at all. It will simply allow them to work
with individual students lastead of having to fit everybody in the same
mold. I think the overall end result would tend to be about the same
as it has been with respect to institutional requests.

Mr. Puma.. I would certainly add that I. would not anticipate that
it show up as any great 'change in institutional requests.but would
indeed enable a greater equity to be exercised in tile packaging of the
individual's aid.

Mr. 011AnA. I am trying to recall back to the discussion that led
to the adoption of the 1972 amendments, and as I seem to recall it
now, there was a good deal of criticism of institutional based pro-
grams on the ground that at one institution students would be found
eligible for assistance who couldn't come anywhere close to qualifying
at another institution and one of the reasons for BOG allegedly was
to provide some uniformity. Wouldn't you really enhance that
argument V

Mr. TOMBAUOIL I think it lends to it, but I think a more primary
reason for the differences that were experienced between institutions
was the level of funding that was available at the institutions, rather
than any deep-seated philosophical differences of opinion.

In one institution they had enough HOG money to take care of any-
body under $7,500, At other institutions they couldn't even fund all
those under $8,000. When you have that much variation in the funds
available, you get different decisions. A really poor student was better
off to pick an institution that didn't have many other really poor stu-
dents because there wasn't as much competition for the funds.

But- it didn't mean the aid officer had any different philosophical
viewpoint.

Mr. O'llAnn. In other words, you say this wouldn't make that prob-
lem any worse?

Mr. TOMMIJOIL I don't think so.
Mr, PtIRDY6 I wouldn't expect it to make that problem worse. Obvi-

ously, as long as people make decisions there are going to be variations
in the decisions that they ,make. This is true with financial aid officers
and this was mentioned in earlier discussion here this morning, the
difference in the experience and competency of the aid officers in their
grantsmanship when requesting hums.

There is always going to be a difference in the initiative and aggres-
siveness of studen4, of people, whether they be aid officers or Con-
gressmen representing their people back home, In that case I would
sit v the people in Michigan and Oregon are very lucky in having ag-
grIssivelcompetent people representing them.

institutionsnstitutions pay their financial aid people better than others.
There are always going to be some differences, but I think we could
lose sight of some of our fundamental objectives if we say that the
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whole thing is going to be solved by a computer program and take
the human element out of it,

O'HAnA, I believe in giving discretion on judgment though I
have been a little disappointed by the results because I remember we
did that in connection with the guaranteed student loan program but
we found a great reluctance to do anything except go to the needs
analysis system and have it spit out an answer which you could then be
sure you could show an auditor,

r. Pvitoy, We bad quite a discussion here one clay on that point
and the effect of what we experienced when an auditor comes around
with the OE directives. As I say; 01131V was quite an exchange of corre-
spondence, as you will recall, because of some of the experiences we
had back home with the inderendent auditors having been instructed
by OE,

So there is that problem and there will always be, I am sure.
Mr. O'HARA, I would like to chat with you more but there is cer-

tainly mischief to be done to the public interest today in the Capitol,
They are underway 20 minutes, I don't know what they will do with-
out me.

Mr. Tamentuit. Could I make one observation before you go? Your
discussion with the Office of Education people about the apparent con-
sistency in the State expenditures on this proe.ram as compared to
work-study concerns me, I would not want you to go away misled that
this formula is better than that one, because of the fact that of those
States that are listed, all but three of them have the mildintn, so they
were all raised to one constant percentage in order to achieve the
statutory requirements of the minimum base,

That just means all of these are less funded than they were in the
other programs, It is not proof that this formula is better than the
others we have, In fact, it is probably quite the contrary.

Mr, O'HARA, Yes, and they brought the bottom ones to the minimum
level,

Mr, TosteAvott, And all the States represented by the subcommittee
happen to be on the bottom and were brought up to the constant level,
so the variation was just as much, would suggestlif you -look at all
5() States in this program as they are in the others, They just don't
show up as much in this particular table.

Mr. O'HARA. I am not sure we ought to have State-by-State alloca-
tions, Maybe we ought to just deal with the institutions, get panel-
recommended amounts, a uniform amount all over,

Mr, PtiRbY, There was one other point that was mentioned in the
earlier discussion this morning, the apparent discrepancy of the fact
that there are only some 2,800 institutions in the MOO program while
maybe some 6,000 are in the basic grant program,

The facts are, anytime a program comes in and the rules are changed,
it takes a while for the acceptance and appetite to build up, and the
2,800 that are in the program now have been growing into this pro.
ram over a period of 0 years, Opening it up to the proprietary schools
is a thing which will take them a little while to recognize and to learn
the technique of applying fun& and to use them.

#,A) ,46
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The other thing is, when you get into terms of these vast numbers,
of course, a lot of proprietary schools are small schools representing
maybe 0 or 100 students, whereast in these 2,800 you have your higher
education institutions, some of which are representing 40,000 students,

The stated discrepancy there doesn't have the significance that might
()tiler wise be suggested.

Ur. O'HAitA.- 111aaik you very much for that observation.
The subcommittee will now stand in adjournment until 9:30 tomor-

row morning in this room.
[Whereupon, at 12 :25 p.m. the subcommittee. recessed, to reconvene

at 9 :30 a.m., Wednesday, June 12,1974,7



STUDENT FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE

(Grant Programs)

WEDNESDAY, JUNE 12, 1974

HOUSE OP REPRESENTATIVES,
SPECIAL SUBCOMMITTEE ON EDUCATION OP THE

COMMITTEE ON EDUCATION AND LABOR,
Washington, D.C.

The subcommittee met at 9 :15 a.m., pursuant to recess in room 2261,
Rayburn House Office Building, Washington, D.C., Hon. James G.
O'Hara (presiding).

Present: Representatives O'Hara and Dellenback.
Staff present : Jim Harrison, staff director; Elnora Teets, clerk;

Robert C. Andringa, minority staff director; and John Lee, minority
staff. ,

Mr. O'HAmt. The Special Subcommittee on Education will come to
order. We are continuing our hearings on title IV of the Higher
Education Act, the student assistance prpgrams.

Our first witnesses this morning are Kathleen Brouder, education
director of the National Student Association and Chip Berlet, editor
of the NSA magazine.

As with our other witnesses yesterday and today and our witnesses
tomorrow, they have been asked to talk primarily about grant pro-
grams from the point of view of their own experience and the views, of
course, of the National Student Association.

So we would like to have you come forward and take plices ai, the
witness table and talk to us about your experiences with the grant
programs from the student's point of view,

STATEMENT Or KATHLEEN MINDER, DIRECTOR, EDUCATIONAL

AFFAIRS, U,S, NATIONAL STUDENT ASSOCIATION, AND CHIP
BERLET, EDITOR, NSA MAGAZINE

Ms, Buotnzit, We would like to thank the committee for inviting us
here today and certainly welcome the opportunity to express some
of our association's concerns about student financial aid programs ,

particularly the grant programs as they impact on our constituency of
700 2. and 4 -year colleges and universities across the country.

By default, we feel that Iwe must speak for another constituency
as well, the thousands of persons who-have been forced to terminate
their postsecondary educational pursuits, or who choose to forgo such
pursuits because they and their families are unable to meet the spiral.
mg costs of postsecondary attendance,
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But we all know that such a constituency exists, and that its ranks
will swell with every substantial tuition increase, particularly in the
public sector,.by at least the 2.5 percent cited by the National Com-
mission on Financing Postsecondary Education as the probable en-
rollment decline for every $100 tuition increase.

It is our h'citte that the Congkeid, andliarfiCtilarlyi this committee,
will become the chief defender of, and advocate for, that invisible
constituency. ,

Attached to the text of our primary remarks is a copy of The NSA
Magazine's special edition on- financing postsecondary education. I
would like to draw your attention to three articles in particular which
we see as being part of our testittiony today. 't

These three articles most clearly reflect the association's positions
on the related issueS.of student financial programs and overall financ-
ing patterns, and strategies for postkoondarr 'education. We hope
that this dbmmittee will enter these documents into the records of these
hearings where it deems appropriate.

It is our intention to articulate here a set of student-oriented princi-
pies that we believe must be incorporated into student financial aid
legislation if the resulting programs are to support equality of eduea-'
tional opportunity as a national goal.

It is crucial that the Congress recognize that student financial aid
programs cannot be legislated apart from a critical evaluation and
reworking of overall financing> strategies and patterns.

We are particularly worried6that many' tate legislatures, caught in
the web of rising educational costs and competing demands for limited
resources, will begin to reduce, institutional aid and substantially in-
crease tuitions as a compensatoiy measure.

The Federal Government would then be forced to effectively pay.
for State tuition increases by legislating new student aid

iprograms,simply to pick up the slack. For that reason, we think it is essential
that the Federal role in both legislating student financial aid pro-
grams, and in developing cooperative financing plans with other pub-
lic and private sources, be an active rather than merely reactive one.

Forging an active 'Federal role not only promotes efficiency, by
fostering long-range planning over knee jerking, but promotes greater
equality of opportunity as well. Only through a national coordina-
tion of public and private efforts at all levels can there be developed
some minimal guarantees against discrimination beciuse of place of
birth or residency. If this Nation's commitment to equality of 'oppor-
tunity means anything at all, it should at least mean that a citizen
of New Hampshire has approximately the same degree of access to
postsecondary, education as does a resident of New. York City. The
disparities in costnot to mention content, quality, and diversity,
that currently exist from State to State are staggering, anti are
scarcely alleviated, by the penalties levied against students who go
out of their home States to get a higher education.

Mr, &Mitt One of the three major principles we would like 'to
entinicate, is that the overall level of Federal spending is not sufficient.
It must be increased substantially, especially for 1300's.

A portion of moneys devoted to grant programs should be allocated
in such a way as to stimulate greater financial contributions by State

610
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and local governmentssuch as in the SSIG programas well as
by private sources.

1Ve cannot convey strongly enough our feeling that the periodic
struggles over postsecondary education appropriations are little more
than fighting over table scraps, particularly when compared to the
level of Federal spending in other areas.

Senator Proxmire, for one, has suggested that increased aid to edu-
cation could
easily come out of the massive fat find waste in military procurement, Mel-
give overseas bases and troops, and the dilatory and gold-plated weapons such
as the new carrier, the 13-1 bomber and the F-14 tighter plane.

To illustrate. jvid this is a severe problem with the supplemental
educationhi opportunity grants program, I would like to do a com-
parison of some funding according to the fiscal 1975 budget.

Each silver dollar represents a billion dollars in terms of Federal
spending. The higher education portion is $2429 billion, to be exact,
for the Office of Education's higher education programs [stacks two
silver dollars on witness table].

For the Office of Education, for preschool through postsecondary,
you. get $6,15 billion allocated to the Office of Education. That is about
this much {stacks six silver dollars on witness table.) When you are
talking about the Department of Defense, you are talking about $85.5
billion [stacks 85 silver dollars on witness table].

As you can see, you have only abour$2 billion for higher education
and $6 billion for education in total. That is quite a difference, espe-
daily since the increase in the fiscal 1D75 budget for the Department
of Defense last year is $6.3 billion. That is more than the Office of
Education allocation entirely and three times the higher education
budget. and that is just the increase,

We think that is just incredible.
Mr. O'HAnA, That is not counting the cost overruns either,
Mr. Bunn. For instance, the cost of one Trident submarine is $1.3

billion, and that is the same amount requested by the Administration
for one year of liOG's, And there are 10 Trident submarines planned.

For those of you who are interested in these kind of comparisons
the Federal higher education budget, if cashed into dollar bills anti
laid endtoend, would almost complete two round trips from Earth to
the Moon.

The Defense budget dollars would complete 68 round trips from
Earth to Moon, and if placed in a straight line, the military green-
backs would stretch over 32 million miles and reach all the way to
Mars,

In short, we believe that without a substantial increase in the overall
level of spending for postsecondary education, student financial aid
programs will never be legislated to the level of overall needl that is
to the level that would actively encourage student involvement in
education, rather titan grudgingly allow it,

As presently funded, 1300's provide barely enough money to buy
textbooks and materials, It is definitely not going to provide access
at its present levels, It does provide extra money for those people who
can already afford to go to college,
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But in our tours around the country when we have our area confer-
ence we find students are saying,

"I am a freshman nowI am a sophomore now. I am getting some BOO money
but it isn't what made the difference in terms of going to school. It made it
easier. It perhaps allowed me more choice within some of the schools I had
picked but it didn't provide access at all."

I thought that was supposed to be the stated goal of the BOG pro-
gram, to provide access, a floor from which to build on. It is just not
doing that. If you are going to talk about BOG's you are going to have
to talk about fully funding them because it doesn't seem to be working.

Ms. BROIMER, The second major principle is that eligibility require-
ments for Federal student aid programs be expanded, and defined in
the broadest possible terms, to increase opportunities for students and
prospective students, particularly persons coming from sectors of the
population that have been historically underrepresented in postsecond-
ary education.

We have talked to many students who are trying to attend school on
a part-time basis who feel, as do we, that it is entirely unreasonable
that they be discriminated against in the awarding of more desirable
forms of student financial assistance, particularly since the reason so
many of those part-time students opt for that kind of arrangement in
the beginning is that they are providing some or all support for de-
pendents beyond themselves and obviously have a high degree of
financial need.

Another category of students that is not covered at all is the inde-
pendent student or one who has achieved the age of majority. and
therefore can make no legal claim on parental support. That inde-
pendent student is frequently also the victim of discrimination.

That kind of discrimination usually takes the form of awarding
more undesirable forms of financial aid if aid is awarded at all. The
fact that women, ethnic minority students and older students comprise
such large portions of the part-time student and independent student
category makes it particularly difficult because if there is one reading
we have gotten all year long it is that private lending institutions are
simply not as willing to even loan money to women, to older people and
to third-world students.

One of the things we call 'to this committee's attention is a draft of
recommendations made by the Student Caucus at a recent conference
in Texas on the independent student. Those recommendations deal pri-
marily with financial aid programs with both grants and loans an at-
tempt to create the new definitions for what the independent student is,
and therefore more enforceable and less discriminatory.

The corollary to broad definition of eligibility has to be broad-scale
dissemination ,A information about the various programs. We have
been appalled N. discover how many students don't even know what a
BOG or SEOG is, let alone what their respective eligibility require.
ments are.

Last week we received a call in our office from a woman in Nebraska
who heard somewhere abotit the national student defense scholarship
program. We determined she was inquiring about the national direct
student loan program, but, our name was the closest approximation she
could find in the District of Columbia director&

d
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When people are reduced to looking in the
is

book for informa-
tion about student financial aid, I think it s a good indication that
the dissemination mechanisms are pretty poor.

Mr. 13Ea Luz It would be a relief if I could say the only problem
with higher education programs in terms of Federal student assistance
is lack of money. That isn't the case, I think we are all aware of that,

-More money, of course, would help, but some specific proposals also
would help. For instance, increasing the maximum BOG level from
one-half to three-quarters of the cost of attendance.

We support the expansion 8f existent programs primarily as an
interim measure, which brings us to our third but primarily prin.
ciple That the best form of student financial aid is low or no tuition.

Basic oppprtunity, grants are fine, but if you are going to lock grants
into increasing tuition you are going to lock yourself into a spiral
that is going to drag money out of the Federal Government always
behind the increasing tuition. There is always going to be a gap and
it is going to lock tuition and aid in an up7arcl

Since 1965, the National Student Association has supported the
concept of tuition-free public higher education for the purposes of
"furthering; the freedom of the 1,4dividual and the critical spirit which
insures a dynamic and demo..1..,,tic society." That was a resolution
we passed in 1965.

We believe that low or no halm in public postsecondary education,
when coupled with carefully targeted supplemental aid to help stu-
dents cover other costs of attendance like books travel,travel, and personal
maintenance is the best way to support the goal of maximum access
to postsecondary educational opportunities for all Americans able and
willing to pursue that goal.

Consequently, we believe that encouraging State legislatures to keep
public school tuition as low as possible, perhaps through the develop-
ment of incentive programs, is a more than appropriate Federal role.

At the same time, we realize that the concept of low-cost public
education at the pe,tsecondary level has been seriously jeopardized
by the critical combination of declining enrollments and increasing
costs.

Most recently, the low itition or tuition-free systems of public post-
secondary education have been dealt a severe blow by the issuance of
three major report, that call, directly or indirectly, for tuition in-
creases of as much. as 50 percent as the only viable strategy for alle-
viating the finaneCal Ineeze in higher education.

The National Fiquklent Association believes that such massive tuition
bikes would severely restrict access for students from low and lower
middle-income levels and ethnic minority backgrounds.

I would add here that the groups we are talking about are what are
normally referred to as the working class, the typical Michigan auto-
wo-ker represented by Congressman O'Hara, it you wilt

'Met% are Federal programs that cover some low-income families.
ft

'44
income families can afford to go already, but there seems to be

no programs that aiteet the middle income and working class families,
We feel the best way to deal with this problem is low tuition, not

subsidies, We do not 'believe that Federal financial aid programs twill
offset tuition increases because we don't think that such programshave
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ever been legislated in a timely fashion, or funded to the level of over-
all need. Students and their families cannot absorb these increases,

We don't believe that such increases in tuitions would make the
private postsecondary sector "move competitive." After all, when ham-
burger prices soared last fall, consumers didn't turn to sirloin because
the price gap between the two was closing. They simply went without
beef.

What we do believe is that the level of enrollments throughout the
postsecondary enterprise as a whole will decline, and that higher edu-
cation will once again become the exclusive domain of the white sons
of the wealthy.

We also would mention here the guaranteed studentioan program.
I was trying to explain guaranteed student loans at one of our area
conferences in Atlanta. One of the people involved in the seminar said,

Look, when I was first thinking about going to school I went from bank to
bank to .bank. They all said money wasn't available, this, that and the other
thing. I always got a runaround until finally one banker sat me down and said,
"If your daddy had an account here we would probably try and get you a loan,
but your daddy doesn't have an account here and we are not going to take the
time put up with the bother and the rate of return we would get on the loan, so
your best net is to go back td your home bank and see if you can get them to give
it as a favor."

Loans are hard to get in the first place, and often dispensed as
favors. This is not the way to build access to higher education through
loans. Also, there is the problem of creating a position of indentured
servitude to the Government and the banking interests.

I recently received a phone call from a woman who was crying. Her
husband just received a court order to appear in court to explain why
he hadn't paid his loan back. She was simply not aware of any of the
mechanisms for delaying payment. Her husband has been without a
job for some time and she simply didn't know what to do. She was at
her wit's end.

This is a common problem, People who take out loans graduate and
are unable to find the kind of job that would allow them to pay the
loan back on time, or they are unable to find work at all, We are very
afraid of loans as a tool other than to provide liquidity for family
income,

Dr. Carol Van Alstyne from the American Council on Education,
talks about another problem. She has pointed out

Many of us obtained our undergraduate degrees for no tuition or low tuitions
and a few dollars a seineste? in student fees, and 'mu, when it is our turn to
help pay for educational opportunities of the upcoming student generation, we
renege and shift more of the burden to the students, it would seem that the
current student generation, particularly the loWerinconie students, could be
justifiably outraged.

Also, the educational system is not a place to redistribute income.
Progressive income taxes are the place to redistribute income, not re-
gressive edutaxes.

We would like to impress upon this committee that the current
student generation is not only angry, but prepared to fight the shifting
of burden that Carol Van Alstyne talks about. But we, think that our
constituency is 'also prepared to fight for something; For a reworking,
not only of financing patterns, but of institutional missions for postsec-
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ondary education. We believe, and our membership believes, that
everyone benefits from a welleducated societyfrom the products its
produces, the technology and arts it fosters, the increased earning
power and consequent tax revenues it yields, and the increased sophis-
tication of the voting and consuming public it develops. If we believe
that it is better to be an educated society, then the price for that level
of civilization must be borne and shared equally by all of us. It is our
hope that this committee: and the entire Congress, will begin to evalu-
ate and design student financial aid programs for their effectiveness
in moving toward a postsecondary educational system that is open to
all because it is free to all.

Thank you for ,your consideration.
Mr. Thank you very mtio'n. It was all I could do to keep

from cheering: at several points in your testimony. I want you to know
I heard tens of thousands of words of testimony but I never heard any
witness put his or her finger on the salient points better than your
testimony.

I think we ought to have this printed up in quantity and sent
around. I particularly like your observation that we ought to quit
trying to think of higher education as an income redistribution system
and ought to start thinking more about our income tax system.

can't find much to criticize. Maybe Mr. Dellenback will help me
out, but it seems Wine that you are right, our. first goal ought to be
your statement on page 5: "The best form of student financial aid is
low or no tuition."

You also observe in your statement that we ought to try to find a
way to promote greater effort by the States. Those are two points that
I think ought to be absolutely dear, There is a vast discrepancy
among the 'States in terms of the amount of assistance they provide
to their young people to assist them in attaining their higher education.

It isn t as great as it once was. The gap has been somewhat closed.
But still, a number of them leave something to be desired in their own
suNiort of their citizens seeking a higher education.,

I think we do have to find ways to encourage the States to do more.
Unfortunately, some of the reports that have been coming out have
encouraged the States to do less. They have encouraged the people
within the States who have been fighting low - tuition education all
these years to redouble their efforts,

That is, I think, one of the most disturbing tlf.ngs, That is why I
immediately jumped on those recommendations and became very criti-
cal and vocal about it because I didn't want to see that kind of en-
couragement given to those who like to cut back on State appropria-
tions for higher education.

Mr. &Inn. We are especially afraid that with the present design
of Federal student assistance, the StateS are going to start looking at
the Federal Government as a crutch. States will continue to raise their
tuitions and say, "O'Hara is going to increase the BOG this year."

We are terrified of, that possibility because the States should have
a primary commitment to education. They should not be sloughing off
the responsibility to the Federal Government, W6 would like to see
some programs ileveloped that would be incentives to States to keen
their tuitions low,
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Ur. OlLia.A. I sometimes thought in these programs an eligible
institution ought to be defined, in addition to the things that now are a
definition of an eligible institution, one that has not raised itsstuition
since the base date, whatever it is.

I suspect, just as you do, that many of the institutions, public and
private, see, the Federal program as an opportunity to raise their cost
to the students and say, wrhe ones who can afford can afford it and
the ones who can't afford it, Uncle Sam will pay the increase."

I just think we are going down the wrong road in a lot of ways here
We are .going to make it more, difficult to get a higher education in-
stead of easier for the average family, for that autoworker's family,

We are going to make it, tougher instead of easier. That is, in effect,
what we have been doing, making it harder for them. We have got to
find ways to get out of that box.

One of the thoughts that hate been put forward over the years on
this is maybe we ought to give some money to the States and say give
them different amounts depending on what their own effort is,

If their own effort is very poor, we don't ,give them anything, but
if they pick up their effort we start to give them something and say--

What we want you to do is this, create no tuition or very low tuition oppor-tunitips for '11111° residents. And we don't really care how you do that. If youwant to go as California has and build a vast system of state colleges, state
universities, community colleges, that is okay with us.

If that hasn't been the tradition in your state and instead you want to do it
some other way and provide tuition grants to students who are going to be attend-
ing private Institutions, maybe that Is okay with us too.

But, by our combined effort, we want to see a system whereby the
residents of your State can attend school for nothing or next to noth-
ing. What would be your reaction to some such program ?

You want a chance to think that over, I suppose
Mt %MET. Yes.
Mr. O'ILutA. You wouldn't reject it out of hand ?
Mr, BEHLET. No, I think we like the idea,
Mr. O'HAnA. I forget when I ask you that you are speaking for an

organization and you can't very well go shooting from the hip, If you
were individual witnesses

Mr. BM= We would say definitely we would support a plan of
providing grants to States to insure low tuition because that has been
one of our mandates for 7 or 8 years now. We are pretty clear on that.

We would strongly support a program that would include what
would be incentive grants to the States to keep tuition low or reduce
their tu it ion,

Mr. O'HARA. Or provide tuition grants or whatever.
I am going to let "Mr. Dellenback ask some questions. I and keeping

my questions shorter than I sometimes do because we have our full
committee meeting today and we have a bill we want to slip through.

Mr, Datarxmoit. We have a bill which Mr. O'Hara and I are co-
sponsoring to continue the CLEO program for legal education, We
are most anxious to get that through, otherwise it iS going to meanreal cutbacks,

I join the chairman, Ms, Broader and Mr, Berlet, especially in
appreciation for your coining,
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The thought did go through my mind when you gave us your
dramatic example with the dollars dancing on the table that perhaps
as we frequently do with reports, we ought to ask that the evidence
be made part of the record.

Mr. %MT. My boss would kill me,
Mr. DELLENBAcx. Part of the problem we face jointly as we try to go

forward with this, you as representatives of students and we who are
striving to move forward in the area of improving access, improving
choice and improving quality and a host of things at the same time, is
that we have got a job of salesmanship.

Some of us learned that in land use planning, yesterday when we
were battering on a piece of legislation we think is important and we
couldn'tpersuade the majority of the House it was important. We lost,

iSo it is in some of these things you have to do a selling job and a
fighting job for where you would go. Those of us who served on the
National Commission for Postsecondary Education trying to sort out
the questions of just access and looking at what is happening in
America, we just don't have it ideally,

We have really made some significant strides; And,, compared to
much of what has been we have moved along, "we" meaning the educa-
tion system. But we have got a way to go still,

I like your idea of insisting that the overall level of Federal spend..
big be increased substantially. I couldn't agree with you more. It has
got to happen. The idea of using incentives to get the States to work
their programs with the Federal in things like SSIG we are struggling
on right now with the Appropriations Co`mmittee,

think you see clearly, but I think it important it be seen clearly
beyond just the two of you that it isn't just a case of what our sub-
committee does. It isn't a case of what the Education Committee, it
isn't a case of what the Congress does so far as authorizations are
concerned,

We can set up a program like 1306, which, had it been fully funded,
would have been a different situation today, which incidentally, from
the testimony given to us, will, this coming year, make a very sub-
stantial jump over from hat year,

Not only will we move from $122.1 million in appropriations to On
million plus carryover, about $40 million, but we will find that that
will result in substantial increases both in average grants and in maxi-
mum grants,

The maximum will go from $400-something to over $1,000, The
average will go from $260 to something hi the $600's so that it is going
to make at very substantial move forward,

If we can keep that momentum going we will have made consid
enable strides, Eight now, that is in the hands of the Appropriations
Committee, not just the authorizing.

We have set the limit. We have set the program. It is there and
written in the statutes, Now we have to get the dollars to make it work,

I point this out to you when we talk about going to a system of low
or no tuition, Not only do we have to balance, that off sellingwise
against other uses of dollars, not just military dollars but a host of
other programs, but we would face the question, if our goal is to move
forward from here in getting into colleges and universities mid other
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postsecondary education institutions, young people who are not in
those institutions now, or older people who are not in those institutions
now, if we dropped tuition today for all those who are not yet in insti-
tutions it would, be at a great expense and I am. afraid that what it
would do is the cost would be so great that it wouldn't increase ale
number in institutions materially because it would have to be taking
up the slack on all those who are now in institutions and paying
tuition,

You see the point I make on it? If we can take the base of that which
is and say we will take additional dollars to do something beyond this,
that is one thing, Bat if we say we are going to change the whole
system so that we take the dollars and even those who are now paying
and can afford to pay are to get back everything they paid or to be
relieved of future obligations to pay, that would be a swamp if we
tried to do it in any degree of speed.

It would take all the dollars we have and we wouldn't have increased
access at all. So, facing. where we are at the present time, if our goal is
to increase access, and I feel very strongly about that in a host of
waysineome deprivation, sex deprivation, color ,deprivation, social
deprivation, all sorts of blocks that stand in the wayyou see the
concern that '1 express.

So, don't get set too quickly into the third goal that you set up as
the panacea. The first two are things that if we can move on immedi-
ately we can move forward from the present position.

:11y concern is about the third one, However attractive it sounds in
words at the moment, it could be a morass. It could make no forward
step at allat could be, at worst, a backward step.

Mt BE at ;m. We recognize our final goal, our third principle, is a
long-term effort, That is why we put the other two first,

We like to think of interim policies as stretching across the number
of years it is going to take to return to a principle of low tuition in
public postsecondary education. It is going to take a long effort and
a lot of money. We are aware of that.

So, if we say "interim," don't think of it as a dismissal. We are a
bit idealistic about our third goal, We hope it will be reached. We are
realistic enough to realize that it can't be reached within the next
appropriation framework.

Mr. NILLENBACIC There is one other ing I would ask about. What
about students attending proprietary postsecondary institutions; do
you think there should be a workable, viable alternative for a student
as well as customary traditional higher education ?

There are a great many who think in terms of higher education as
a place where you want the traditional college or university and maybe
even community college,

We find a vast number of the institutions in the postsecondary field
are not in that category, while the numbers of students are predomi
ntuitly in the traditional histittitions. The number of institutions are
two or three to one more in the proprietary institution field and they
are doing very valuable work,

Would you see access open for students across the board in post.
seemidary institutions, or would you see it only in public traditional
inst itutions
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Ms, littounua, I would say access should be across the board but we
have some real problems about the rights of students in proprietary
institutions. One of the areas I think our organization, and a lot of
other organizations, are going to get into soon is investigating the
ways studelts frankly et ripped of in those institutions.

I think ti.ere has to be some kind of accrediting system that makes
sense before we just shovel students into those programs and schools,

The other thing we have to say is, as an organization we still do
have a strong commitment to the idea of general liberal education and
while we certainly don't support any kind of split in thinking that
ire indicate the proprietary schools and public postsecondary institu-
tions come out of two different worlds, we would certainly like to think
both kinds of programs and institutions would be about the business
of helping to teach the public basic skills,

Mr..DmiuNeAcx, I would say in the first one, one ripoff is too many,
and unfortunately, there are many more than that, The thing we must
be very careful to keep clear though is that there are many fine, high-
quality private proprietary schools and we can't damn the whole group
across the board, and I am sure you don't mean to do that, because
that would be unfair to the institutions doing a good job, and there are
a good number of those,

At the same time, there are a lot of fly-by-nights who just don't do
the job,

On the second one, I would say only this, I feel strongly that there
ought to be freedom choice in the potential student' and even though
you or I might, for ourselves or our children or our friends, say you
get a better education doingeit this way in the totality rather than the
now, I. think the greater principle almost. is that we have the oppor-
tunity available and then you have the choice,

If what you wish to do is study just this skill, this technique and
that is really all you want, you dont want to know about the higher
realms of philosophy or to really study literature or history or lan-
guitoe, or what you will, then even though I may think it be
Metter for any given student to have this background I think we have
to be very careful not to force our values and our ideas on everybody
at once.

Our task as those who are serving government should be bent to
insure the opportunities are there, the access available and the student
is free to make the choice. If that is true then I think we have the
burden not to try to make it a homogeneous system that everything is
alike and it doesn't matter which one you go to but that we really give
them a choice, so there is a heterogenity that is mosaic instead of a
blend, so it, seems to me.

Do you have any fast reactions to that ?
Ms. BROMEM Yes. I just want to say I certainly wasn't suggesting

it wouldn't be opportunity or choice but with the trend to career educa.
tion and the kind of discussion that takes place at public policy levels
about the role of postsecondary education, I was simply observing
that general education isn't being given a fair shake right now and
that should be at least as much a choice as learning skills.

DELUNDACK. Thank you very much. I appreciate your con
t ribution.

[Documents referred to follows :1
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UQUAL EntICATIoN OrrOBTUNITY: Fan PUBLIC 1110I1E11 EDUCATION

A resolution adopted by the lath National Student Conoress in 190

Two hundred years ago with the growing industrial revolution, the movement
for free public elementary education was instigated, Technological advances
demanded that the general populace be better educated in order to serve the needs
of society. and in order to take full advantage of the new possibilities provided
by man's genius. Seventy years ago as a result of further scientific advances the
nation realized the need for a concommitant advance in the education of the
people. The increased complexity of society meant that people had to be better
prepared to meet the challenges Of the new science and society. Elementary edu-
cation was no longer enough, High school education was made public and free,

In our generation, the world has been advancing at a far faster pace than ever
before and thus demands that we extend public education still further. Tech-
nological and social revolutions have so computerized and complicated our coin-
munities that the direction of them is left only in the hands of the expert, Those
who lack the expertise to participate fully in the democratic process anti to enjoy
the benefits of the affluent society,

In addition to the personal loss an individual suffers through The lack of
maximum educational opportunity, the society as a whole suffers a compounded
deficiency. Those not given the opportunity to develop fully often become the
recipients of society rather than the contributors, All people must have the
capacity to aid in the direction of social policies and have the information to
criticize and pose alternatives. There is no rational choice in our day but to ex-
pand the opportunity for full education to all if society is to remain critical,
dynamic and democratic.

The USNSA believes that in order to extend the personal development and
freedom of every citizen and to extend the progress of our nation and the world,
it is necessary to provide all people with the opportunity to educate themselves
to their maximum capabilities. To these ends, VSNSA finds it necessary for
society to extend to every person the encouragement and the opportunity for post
secondary education in a day in which rising world complexities demand ever
More personal expertise and knowledge. Through a nationwide system of free
public higher education these goals can be furthered, At. the same time, USNMA
recognizes the value of diversity in a system of higher education and supports the
financial assistance of private institutions by all levels of government, USNSA
thus expresses its support for the establishment of free public higher education
throughout. the 'United States financed by the total, state, and federal govern-
molts, with the purpose of furthering the freedom of the individual and the
critical spirit which insures a dynamic and democratic society,

VVIINDINO Fill# CONCtiq Or FREE PUBLIC tDUCATIoN Mona INABB

(I3y Larry Friedman; President, USNSA)
The majority of students now enrolled in colleges and universities were in

high school in the sixties, Tley were largely isolated front the wideAtrend pro-
test movement that culminated with thousands of demonstrators in Washington
on May Day, 1071,

It is surprising now to consider that most of the present generation of college
students were not directly involved in the problems and tactics of what was then
called "The Movement". One of the major targets of student activism at that
time was the university administration, The occupation of a university presi-dent's office or the administration building was a dramatic tactic common to
many campus protests. Few could have predicted at that time that students,
faculty, anti administrators Would, after taking opposing stand§ on so many
issues, today find themselves allied in a common struggle,

Holding greatly differing positions on questions of university policy has be,
come moot beside the larger question of the very eXistence of the university,
The Problem and the challenge of this generation of SttlaelitS will be the funding
crisis in higher education, Finding a humane, workable way out of that problem

liattY Frlediutui, president of the United States National Student Moodation, Is atttadtotte of Queens college, where he was a student body presid_ent. lie was native in thetight to retain open admissions polities at the city University of New York system. .
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The Committee for Economic Development is a group composed mainly of
businessmen, It has recommended that tuition at private colleges and universities
be doubled over the next four years, Using costs of 1909 and 1970 this would
increase average tuition at a state university from $413 to $990,

Going even further down the rugged road of increased tuitions is the Carnegie
Commission. After years of study, with a large staff and a budget of millions, it
has suggested even more substantial tuition increases, together with a reduction
of the support provided by the taxpayers.

Both commissions advocate a much enlarged system of loan and grant aid for
the needy, but no matter how well meaning that particular recommendation is,
it has been the experience of the NSA that grant and loan aid never increases us
fast as tuition, Nor are the criteria for those who qualify for assistance ade
quately broad,

At one of our member schools, a community college in Oregon with, what their
administration fancies is an advanced program of student aid, average assistance
has increased each time tuition has increased, However, at this school, assistance
has increased $4 for every $10 increase in tuition, and fewer people have been
found to qualify for that assistance three years in a row, We feel that. the promise
of vastly increased' assistance is a fraud thrown to dull the edge of the huge
tuition increases proposed.

These recommendations make good accounting but bad education. They are
dov)sed by businessmen who are understandably appalled when they examine thee
balance books of higher education. But we cannot apply the accounting pro.
cedures and coseffective expectations in industry to education and wind up with
a system that benefits the individual, or the society, We have to recognize that
universities are special cases and, while we want them to be as efficient as
possible within their budgets, they will never conform to the financial expecta-
tions of a profitloss system. I find it particularly disconcerting when I hear
educators such as Clark Kerr refer to the "knowledge industry,"

Education is not an industry and will not follow the rules of industry, It is a
separate system which follows its own complex rules, The end product may be
years or sometimes generations away. The immediate value or damage of a given
change may not be possible to evaluate for years following its implementation,
Therefore, we must act very carefully and deliberately, We cannot churn out
educated individuals who will be able to create an advanced and humane
society, and to live in that society, by using the same methods that GM uses to
turn out Chevrolets,

We must examine the backgrounds and the motives of the men who brought
forth the recommendations of the Council on Economic Development, the Carnegie
Commission and the Ohio Proposal, These are wellmeaning men of impeccable
credentials in areas other than education, They are, for the most part, wealthy
white businessmen, more intelligent than most, but not without the influences of
their class..Many of them are the friends of the present administration and share
the administration's economic views. They were insulated from the pressures of
the recent catastrophic inflation by their relative wealth and insured income.
Their recommendations are, in the view of their backgrounds, entirely pre.
dictable. They are also hopelessly wide of the mark. Let me state a few laws, or
rules

First, tuitions only change in one direction,
Second, when tuitions increase, they always do so much faster than the

cost of living as a whole,
Third, financial aid never increases as fast as tuition, Those who qualify

for such aid are never as large a group as those who require it, and heeds are
always larger than the funds available,

Fourth, the financial burden of higher education has moved beyond the
ability of most to pay,

Finally, businessmen are as equipped to Judge education as atheletes are
to promote shaving cream, That both groups have been employed in such
diverse fields should not be mistaken for competence, much less expertise,

How, then, do we pay for our. literate society? The amounts of money involved
in funding higher education are so enormous that they could come from a limited
number of sources, Indeed, once the amount involved gets beyond the budget of
the unitary family, there is really onIyone source for the billions required, The
federal government must be prepared to enter the funding of higher education on
a massive and unprecedented scale,
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The government is not ready. Aid to education is small and getting smaller.
According to the president's budget for the next fiscal year, one billion dollars
will be available to about one million students for loans, This is a decrease from
fiscal 1974 in which the president recommended 1.0 billion to assist 1.5 million
students, it Is an interesting reversal of assistance in the face of spiraling need.
That it is unjustifiable is clear, though I would like to hear the official rationale
for the rollback.

But there are other voices. A congressman on the education committee of the
House, William Lehman of Florida, recently uttered the blasphemous suggestion
at a public forum. He said, "I think that we shall have to begin considering
whether we should make a college education free for everyone." It is not an
untested idea. For one hundred years, The City University of New York has
been entirely tuition free for residents. Over 200,000 students are presently en-
rolled at the institution. Further, regaining the substantial burden placed upon
students by expenses other than tuition, CUNY has an extensive program of aid
and loans to cover books, room and board. It has worked elsewhere ou smaller
scales. This is the key to the funding crisis, If we are to assume that everyone
benefits from a well-educated society, from the products it produces, the tech-
nology, the arts, the increased earning power and consequent tax revenue, the
increased sophistication of the voting and consuming public, if we assume that it
is better to be an educated society, then the price for that level of civilization
should be borne by us all ; just as our defense budget and our highways are paid
for by all of our citizens.

This proposal will he described by many labels, many of them the same uncom-
plimentary epithets used to describe social security when it was first proposed,
But the government must be forced by circumstance to enter, however, unwill-
ingly, into this area on a massive scale. The problem is so staggering that no
other way out of the dilemma exists in the long run. I feel that the debatt: should
focus on the best, most equitable mechanism for distributing federal government
funding of higher education. Whether by grants to the schools, to the states, or
to the student, a method must he found which will level out and reduce the
financial burden for all students, whether at private or public institutions.

For years Americans have committeed themselves to publicly funded educa-
tion through twelfth grade only. This committment was universal in its applica-
tion, and alas in its rather arbitrarily chosen point of cut-off, If at one point it
was rational, for the needs of the society and the individual, to insure that each
citizen would receive a minimum of twelve years of public instruction should we
not now re-examine the extent of that public commitment? Itt the intervening
decades has not society become more complex and more demanding? The vast
expansion of technology and communication has altered our lives unrecognizably.
More is possible now, and much more is expected to meet the challenge of the
last quarter of the 20th century. It is long past time that we extend by at least
another four years that 12 year cointnittment made generations ago, A college
education must eventually be made free to all who can absorb it. We must
recognize that fact and begin structuring the distribution.

I spoke to a woman in my office recently who was a delegate at our last Na-
tional Congress. She described how, in her junior year, the receipt of $140
additional financial aid made it possible for her to go on and complete her degree,
She said she could look back at few times in her life when she had been placed
with a truly pivotal choice, but that was clearly one of them.

The tragedy is, that there exist. negative counterparts to her story almost
without number, Students who could handle the work but not the expense.
Students whose rapines set aside enough money for them to attend a university
and who had to leave school when the amount required doubled, And there will
be millions of new victims of this quiet crisis in funding unless we as a nation
act decisively and soon.

1.1111

lintiOTIOR TO mgrs NIXON Monza gOVOATIo BIMOtT

The proposed federal budget for higher education in fiscal 1975 accomplish&
a linguistic ballet when it claims it "continues the shift in Federal support from
institutional assistance to student assistance which began several years agog"

This is not entirely correct. This is the third year the Nixon administration has
attempted to reorder the funding priorities in higher education. Congress has
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repeatedly rejected the Administration's plan to place major emphasis on student
aid through the Basic Opportunity Grants (BOG'S) and Guaranteed Student
Loans while eliminating Supplemental Educational Opportunity Granta, Direct
Loans, and categorical programs such as aid to Land-Grant colleges, uniyersity.
&Immunity services, and under-graduate instructional equipment,

Last year a similar budget drew an overwhelmingly negative response from
many legislators as well as institutional groups and student associations. Cone
gross rewrote the entire higher education budget,

Au analysis prepared by staff representatives of 10 postsecondary' associations
predicts a similar fate this year, "It is fair to assume that the Congress will
again reject propsals not in keeping with Congressional intent, the law as
written, or the best interests. of the country as the Congress views them," said
the report,

Reaction front Capitol II111 indicates legislators are again dissatisfied with
Nixon's budget. Senator William Proxmire (DWise.), -vice.chairperson of the
'congressional Joint Economic Committee, called for increased aid to health and
education. According to Proxmire the funds iconic' "easily come out of the massive
fat and waste in military procurement, excessive overseas bases and troops, and
the dilatory and gold.plated weapons such as the new carrier, the B-1 bomber
and the F44 fighter plane."

House Democratic leader. Thomas ('.rip) O'Neal of Massachusetts called for
new "spending priorities to emphasize domestic needs such as education, housing
and health,"

House Education and Labor Committee Chairman Carl Perkins criticized the
budget request for education saying, "For the third straight year it's insufficient,"
Perkins added that some of the program eliminations were "violations of laws the
President himself signed,"

Perkins is referring to Title IV of the 11)72 Higher Education Act which re-
quires that National' Divert 'Student Loans, Supplemental Educational Opportu
nay Grants and College Work-Study he funded at a certain minimum level before
any funds are provided for the Basic Opportunity Grant program,

Representative ;lames 0, O'Hnrn, chairperson of the House Special Subenm.
mittee on Education, strongly protested the circumvention of the law. "On pre.
t.lous occasions the Congress has refused to grant the executive branch a dis-
pensation from following the law," says 011mee, "I know of no one in or out of
the executive -branch who thinks that the Congress will give such a dispensation
in this third year of the (basic grants) program,"

Caspar Weinberger, Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare, claims the
fiscal 1975 budget represents "major initiatives" in education. According to the
Department of HEW the student aid budget is "a substantial increase over pre.
vious years,"

But Charlie Lee, an influential education lobbyist for the Committee for Full
Funding, charges the "substantial increase" Is actually "offset to a large degree
by major cutbacks in other programs, Everyone applauds $1,3 billion for Basic
Opportunity Grants," says Lee, "But it doesn't represent a large overall increase
in funds," Lee feels the increase of $272 million in the higher education budget
is a meager sum when expanding needs and inflation are considered,

"The budget is a 'now you see it, now you don't' affair that shifts funds like
it shell game," says Allan Ostar, Executive Director of the American Association
of State Colleges and Universities (AASCtY), "A shell game without the pea,"
adds the Coalition for Health Funding.

Senator Warren Mngtitison (1)Wash) said the budget "simply demonstrates
a lack of real eamtnitment as contrasted to rhetoric,"

MEW Secretary Weinberger claims the increased funds for Basic OppOrtunitY
Grunts will "help make an undergraduate education available to nil students,
Guaranteed students loans continue to be available to defray the costs of both
tuft undergra date and a graduate education,"

"Utter garbage" responds Larry Friedman, president of the National Student
Association, "The eligibility requirements on Basic Opportunity Grants eliminate
many students, and those lucky enough to receive a grunt will find the average
amount to be a paltry $4175, This is an insult, it's not enough to purchase text-
books and course material, Further, most banks are simply unwilling to issue
Guaranteed Student Loans especially to Women, ethnic minorities, and the poor
Who need them the most,"

The administration, however, contends its budget will be sufficient. On page 50
of the HEW Widget the "game plait" for higher edttcatiott is revealed, Citing
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"the increased availability of loans" projected under the Guaranteed Student
Loan (GSL) program, the administration says U wilt "request no appropriation"
for National Direct Student Loans."

The 1075 budget "anticipates that tho several Federal stiMent -aid programs
(principally BOG's and GSL's) combined with State and instittitioital student
assistance programs Will provide adequate student aid funds to remove financial
need as a barrier to postsecondary education. Therefore,' no funds are requested
for the Supplementary (Educational) Opportunity Grant Program or the State
Incentive Grants Program, both authorized by the Education mentlineuts of
DM"

. Richard Tombaugh, executive secretary of the National Association of Student
Financial Aid Administrators is not sure the Nixon plan will work. "We are not
willing to accept the premise That BOG's and GSL's. should totally replace the
other programs. I have to restate for the third time the need to continue the pro.
grams they want to phase out," Tombaugh doesn't want to see the functioning
programs "go down the tube haul BOG's and GSL's lutve worked out their kinks."

The financial aid expert is also wary of students having. to, depend on loans
issued by private banks which must react to pressures in the money market.
"GSL's are not it good investment for batiks in the first place,"' Says Tombatigh,
"and they will be worse With the prime interest rate what it is. today:" 'It
shouldn't be a question of funding either GSL loans or N1)SL loans according
to Tombaugh. "'We need both programs, the GSM are eonvenience loans to help
with cashflow, problems and the NDSL's are aimed at needy students, They're
completely different megrims."

programs
,

Lobbyist Charlie Lee says federal outlays' for the student Loan programs
would not be sufficient even if students could find banks'. willing 'Ito lead the
money. "There is a great pool of unmet demand by approved and eligible' stu-
dents," says Lee who calculates loan funds will 'cover only trio-thirds of the
approved limns needs of students who qualify. Allan Oster of AASOTT is worried
beeattse "There are no assurances that ,students will be able to borrow motley."

The Guaranteed Student Loan program Still has some major technical problems
to iron out, Congress is presently considering revising eligibility reqiiiretnents
and the Office of Education in FIEW is confronting The problem of collecting
overdue debts. Defattits are increasing at flitch a rapid rate that.$115 Million
of the $430 million budget 'request for GSL's will'go to it off defaulted loans.
13ecause GSL's are handled by private banks "this means the government is using
the taxpayer's money to make sure private investors make a profit," charges
NSA's Larry Friedman.

Under pressure to clean up the problem, the,0111ce of Education has been forced
to create 330 new positions in its insured loan division to "improve the manage
titent" of the GSL's, improve collections of defaulted loans and reduce the incl.
deuce of defaults.

Nikon's plans for federal aid to the College Work. Study have also been eriti!,
cited. The administration claims "continued support of the College Work-Study
Program" yet it is cutting the WorkStudy budget by $20 million.

Richard Tombaugh is concerned funding: is.,being reduced for Work.Study
when the needs of institutions are escalating. "This year there are, 400 more
lstitutions" participating in the WorkStudy program says Tombattgh. Ile notes
that even if WorkStudy funds were not reduced, institutions "would be %tieing
the same size pie into smaller pieces." Totnbaugh thinks WorkStudy funds are
"'Totally inadetatate. The funding level is prbbably less than half what instittt
Hans could actually utilize."

Lobbyist Charlie Leepoints to other problems with the proposed budget, "The
$1.8 million cut in college teaching fellowships will hurt graduate education,"
NI04 Lee. "The effininistration makes a big thing out of the teacher ut
there are lots of areas of actual shortages in specific disciplines such as bilingual
etliteation mid education of the handieapped."

tee is frustrated by the abandoning of the State Scholarship Incentive Grant
program after only one year, "That program was funded with seed money to
increase state money for student financial aid." If funded, Lee feels the program
would taw for itself by creating new sources of state student finaneita aid.

NSA president Larry Friedman is worried about the effect of the proposed
budget on ethnic minorities, "While there is a slight increase in federal aid to
institutions educating large numbers of minority students, the students them.
selves are being abandoned." Friedman points to the termination of StipplementnI
Edtteational Opportunity Grants and explains, "Those grants were designed to
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help students who oven with other assistance programs needed more money to
get an education, Many of these students are ethnic minorities," Another program
aimed at "improVing postsecondary educational 'opportunities for the disadvan-
taged" is being fttuded at the seine level as last year despite inflation and in-
creased numbers of students who could participate. Funds for ethnic, stadies
have also been terminated along with support for UniversityCommunity Services,
a program that often teamed the university with the Inner-city to try to solve
specific urban problems.

Friedman fears the Nixon budget would lead to "the abandonment of our
country's traditional support of higher education." He claims the athainistra-
tion's plans go handinglove with the tuition raising proposals of several pres-
tigious business and education groups,

Proponents of higher tuition say the shift to direct student aid from institu-
tional aid will not affect higher education because the saute amount of money
would end up in college coffers--only.tlie route would be different, Friedman dis-
agrees, He says it won't work that way. "The federal student assistance programs
are already inadequate and they never keep up with 'rising tuitions, Student
financial aid -varies with the whims of bankers and legislators but tuition is
always increasing. There is always a gap between tuition levels and student
assistance levels,'

According to Friedman the Nixon strategy for higher education seems "calcu-
lated to force middle income students and their families into long-range debt,
potentially shutting out lowerincome and ethnic minority students altogether,"

Limiting access to higher education would affect society as a whole. Critics of
the Nixon philosophy are worried that higher education is pricing itself ottt of th6
reach of most people. Especially hard -hit is the working shun:, Finally income
eligibility guidelines for student financial aid shut out most middle income and
working class families Who are unable to send their children to college on
meager savings alone.

A traditional form of advaneement for working class families-has always been
sending their children to college. Unable to afford higher education the children
wilt join their parents on the assembly line, This will increase copetition for
skilled and unskilled jobs that don't require a diploma, thus swelling the ranks
of the unemployed. Competition will then increase between blue.eollar workers
and time unemployed for jobs, women and ethnic minorities for scholarships, and
Middle and It wer income families for student financial aid,

The poor resent insufficient aid and the working class resents nonexistent aid,
Polarization and a stagnation of social mobility is the inevitable result. "College
many once ugt0111 become the exclusive domain of the white suns of the wealthy,"
warns Larry !Friedman,

The administration contends it is merely trying to &petal on nongovernmental
meelumisms for student loans white creating a "Pree.Market" in higher education
by targeting aid at students,

Charlie Lee agrees that students "should. be able to vote with a check where
they Avant to go to-school but the cheeks have to be big enough, The Free Market
thew; works if, and only if, the buying power is sufficient." The education
byist feels the ooly was' to provide sufficient buying power is to "fully fund" the
Higher Education Act of 1972 which inetudes all the programs Nixon, wants to
axe,

Lee also is dubious of the., Ideological purity of the Free Market thesis its
applied to education funding, He has detected a strong trend away from funding
categorical programs on n mandatory basis and towards discretionary funding,

When the federal government funds a categorical program it must meetcertain
federal requtrements, The program nmst be funded. and administered in specific
ways, When these federal guidelines are violated individuals or groups eau turn
to the courts for help, This is a mutton way to force states and institutions using
federal funds to stop discrimination on the basis of race or sex.

"There is less court action with discretionary funds," says Lee, because the
Mtidelines are less strict and often are left OP to the state, "Discretionary hinds
can also be ehanneled to specific congressional districts and states that have
political I umportance" tiddN tee,

Many higher education groups have doubts about both the philosophieal and
political motives behind the adinthistration's "game phut" for higher education,.
The administration contends the shifting of 11101110A III the higher education
budget is simply a reshultilug of the financial deck, Mit Charlie Lee sees WOW.
thing else in the cards,

J
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"They are wiping out the Kennedy and Johnson education acts," charges Lee.
Another spokesperson for a large association of higher education institutions was

more blunt in the off-therecord comments, "The Nixon higher education budget Is
bullshit. The net effect is to reduce opportunity for alt students no matter what

he chants."
The National. Student Lobby (NSL), which fought for more money_ for higher

education last year, has already designed a minterbudget. .NSL 's Layton Olson

explains their budget would seek "full authorisation of thuds for all student aid
programs melee the 1072 Higher Educe Hon Act,"

The NSL budget proposes keeping the $1,3 billion for Basic Opportunity Grants

while also fundiug Supplemental !Mite:glottal Opportunity Grants with $250

million, College WorkStudy would receive its legal authorization of $240 million,

Guaranteed Student Loans would keep its $430 million and the National Direct
Student Loans would get $293 million to increase loan availability.

According to Olson, the National Student Lobby will concentrate this year on
continued funding of the State Scholarship Incentive Grants and increased fund-

ing for College WorkStudy.
:Many Senators and Representatives have already indicated they are unwilling

to abandon the older programs. Senate Kdocation Subcommittee Claiborne Pell
expressed pleasure that Basic Opportunity Grants, a program he authored, were

to be fully funded, But Pell expressed concern over the "President's failure to
propose funds for the eollegeased student aid programs as intended in the law.
t would hope Congress would respond by funding these programs in addition to
fully funding Basle Grants,"
. Last year Nixon lost the battle over the higher education budget and signed
the Congressional version into law after blasting legislators for ignoring his
plans, Nixon has already warned edtteetw:, that he will fight longer and harder
this year to make Congress accept proposals,

The Administratism has submitted a higher education budget document that
is virtually identical to the one it proposed MA year, Butire sentences are lifted
from the fiscal 1974 budget, Since Congress was unimpressed with last year's
rhetoric it has no reason to change its response this year.

A swift victory over the Administration is uot likely, however, Congress only

reacts to pressureand then, slowly. The funds for many student assistance
programs were pried out of a Congressional committee only after intense lobby-

ing by hordes of students and educators. nth& were made available so late in
the year that. student assistance programs were seriously threatened, There Is
no reason to expect that. situation to be any different this year.

11.1,1

NIXOS% PHOPOSE1D 11)74 Dersxse BUDGET tie 15 PstIcswr

"t would hope that the time will come when the administration will do
fact f/NO odneatiOn fit our mantra the. Sante support it Ones tanks and
bombers and nem weapons systems,"Senator Claiborne Pell

"When it ensues to support of American education the, rhetoric of the
Nbeon administration, ls fine but not the record, The words are there, butt
not the creeds."Repreeentative John Bradonms,

tt is easy to develop at false perspective when glancing over the multi-million
dollar figure:4 in the higher education budget, The sums are so huge and over-
whelming.

Lest one began to believe that higher education is adequately funded by the
federal government, NSA 'Magazine offers the following compaimotts ;

The complete official federal budget doeument weighs 4 minds 13 ounces and
contains 1072 pages ; the higher education section of the budget takes up seven
pages nod weighs just over one outlet!.

'.Cie $A5,S billion requested in the fiscal Mt; budget for the Department ,
Defense Is Os times time amount of money requested for higher education which

94 only $2,220 billion.
The net increase in the Deportment of Defense budget over last year is $6.-a

billion. This increase alone is more than the total amount of motley allocated to
the Ofile.e of 14ducaflott for presehool through postgraduate training, The Mice
of Milne/aloft budget is $045 billion,

The net increase in the Department of Defense budget is almost three times
the entire federal outlay of funds for-all phaSes of higher education,
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The cost of one Trident submarine is $1.3 billion, which is the same amount of
money requested by Nixon to fund the Basic Opportunity Grants (BOG) program
for one year, The 1300 program will grant an average of $800 to 1.0 million
students in academic 1975-76, There are 10 Trident submarines planned.

The $1.9 billion budgeted next year for U.S. support of the continuing war in
southeast Asia would fund all federal student financial aid programs proposed
in the Nixon higher education budget including Thisie Opportunity Grants, Guar-
anteed Student Loans, College Work-Study, and Cooperative Education.

The $450 million animated to keep U.S. military personel and bombers in
Thailand could fund the entire Guaranteed Student Loan program for one year.
The loan program reaches over oim million students with subsidized loans averag-
ing $1,250 each.

The $23 1111111011 in the Defense budget to expand the D.S. 'unitary base on
the island of Diego Garcia In the middle of the Indian Ocean is almost six times
the amount allocated by the federal government to train college teachers next
year,

If the federal higher education budget was cashed into dollar bills and laid
end-to.end, they would almost complete two round trips from the Earth to the
Moon, The Defense budget dollars would complete 08 round trips from the Earth
to the Moon 1111(1 if placed in a straight line, the military greenbacks would
stretch over 32 million miles and reach all the way to Mars.

eanYmmiammo

FINANCING FoSTSEcoNDAST VIDUCATIoN IN TIM UNITED STATES

(By Kathleen Broader 1)

Prefacing its presentation with disclaimers about bow mud' more remains
unlearned, the National Commission on Financing Postsecondary Education issues'
its long-awaited report to the President and the Congressraising a plethora
of questions, but providing no new answers,

The Commission was created in late 1072 by act of Congress and charged with.
studying the effectiveness of existent and alternative financing plans for post-
secondary education, Their findings and reeounnendatious are summarized in it
442-page document entitled Financing Postseeondm Education in the United
Statesthe product of a 14-Month, $1.5 million research effort that yielded the
most comprehensive data base ever constructed for postsecondary education, The
report called for the recognition of student access as the top - priority goal. for
postsecondary education, and for the development of new financing plans to
achieve that and other "national objectives."

Contrary to the expectations of some legislators and educators, the Commission
did not give an outright endorsement to any single financing plan, although it
reported that current financing patterns had failed to accomplish what it de-
scribed as basic national objectives, Describing the financing of postsecondary
education as a shared responsibility among many sources, the Commission con-
cluded that at least two measures would be required to achieve these goals s a
complete overheat of current financing patterns and mechanisms, and an overall
increase in the level of monies' made available to the postsecondary enterprise.

The panel 'carefully side-stepped the issue of what beollie proposals might be
required, and concentrated instead on the development of a mathematical CoD
strut of "an analytical model" designed to test the impact of various plans on the
achievement of national objectives. At a Washington press conference Where
the report was released Chairman Donald Leonard explained that his panel had
decided early in its research effort to develop an analytical model for future
policymaking in the field of educational flume, rather than to "put forward a
'laundry-list' of programs for the Federal government to finahce." But the CM,
mission's analysis of eight alternative proposals seemed to favor the controversial
approach suggested by the Committee for Economic Development last October
increased public school tuitions and decreased state appropriations, coupled with
increased Federal funding for student aid.

Ifehltion Wonder Li tducationni Attain Director of the t',S, National Stadent
Association.
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THE IMPACT OF EXISTENT FINANCING PATTERNS

In its final report, the Commission said that the prerequisite for evaluating
either existent or proposed financing plans was the establishment of national
objectives for postsecondary education, It proposed the adoption of eight such
objectives, with student access the top priority among them, According to the
report, access means that "each individual should be able to enroll in some form
of postsecondary education appropriate to that person's needs, capability and
motivation." The Commission also concluded that under current financing pat-
terns, access as a national objective had not yet been accomplished, It cited four
major categories of evidence in support of its conclusion,

With regard to family income level, the report noted that the participation of
1S to 24 yearolds in the "under $10;000" bracket was less than half the rate of
participation for the same age group in the "over $10,000" bracket, The Commis-
sion was quick to add, however, that family income was not the only significant
determinant in young people's decision to participate in educational programs
beyond the high school level, and suggested that rigid secondary school tracking
was the "single most controllable factor,"

The report also noted that the participation rates for some racial and ethnic
minorities fell far below national averages for other Americans. Study also indi-
cated that women were underrepresented hi postsecondary educationcompris-
ing 51% of the 18- to 24-year-old population, but only 44% of undergraduate and
39% of graduate enrollments, Finally, the report noted that with respect to the
geographic location of institutions, -individuals residing in small metropolitan
areas were better served than persons living in either rural or large metropolitan
areas.

Two of the Commission's other proposed national objectives are also student-
oriented, and directly related to the access concept. Student choice was defined to
mean that every individual should have a "reasonable choice" among the institu-
tions to which she/he is accepted, including adequate financial assistance, The
asence of such reasonable choice implies restricted access. Student opportunity
implies that students, once enrolled, should pave available to them the necessary
academic counseling and support to enable them to complete their particular edu-
cational objectives, In measuring the degree of accomplishment of both objectives
to date, the Conunission stressed the difficulty of firm judgments in theabsence of
adequate information, in analysing student choice, the Commission suggested
that further research was needed to provide a better understanding of the "inter-
active processes of admission, MI1111(4111 aid, and enrollment," Data compiled in
the public awl private sectors indicates, however, that Ntadents who are admitted
to smite form of postsecondary education are proportionately distributed accord-
lag to income level throughout the entire collegiate. enterprise. Achievement of
student opportunity was more difficult to assess, because program completion was
viewed by the Ismael as an inadequate criterion for Measurement, particularly for
persons enrolled in occupationally.oriented programs or institutions; the panel
mild conclude that cost of attendance in itself didnot appear to be it controlling
variabliin program completion.

Other national objectives designated by the paimel Included ; educational diver.
sity in support of the changing lee& of individuals and the society ; institu-
tional excellence in instruction, research, public service, and other learning
opportunities; institutional independence, or the freedom and flexibility to meet
their educational goals; Institutional accountability for the effective, efficient
usti and reporting of financial and other resources and adequate financial
resources to meet designated national objectives.

In the Commission's evaluation, current financing patterns have not substan-
tially contributed to the achievement of these objectives, Educational diversity
In support of a pluralistic society was once a characteriStie of American post-
secondary education, said the report, but has been eroded in recent decades by
"an important trend toward homogeneity of purpose among collegiate institu-
irons," While there may be a diversity of program offering within institutions,
there is little diversity of missions among institutions, To time extent that moat
institutional assistance has taken the forum of "unrestricted" rather titan "ear-
marked" monies, the Commission concluded that current financing patterns have
not particularly encouraged the.development of unique institutional missions.
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In evaluating institutional excellence, the -Commission took notice of various

special funding programs directed towards the improvement of teaching and
learning, But the pawl eenceded that it was nearly impossible to uteasnre their
effectiveness In the absence of universally-recognized criteria for determining
excellence; begged the question neatly by urging that "the search for measure-
melts of excellence be continued, as the search Itself encourage the effort

to achieve excellence:"
The panel's analysis of the impact of current fitutneing strategies on WAIN-

Waal independence resulted 111 the conclusion that an institution's capacity for

achieving its particular educational goals was more likely to be Influenced by the
availability or scarcity of financial resources, than by the number of sources
providing its financial resources, In reviewing the entire postsecondary enter-
prise, the Commission concluded that while some institutions are suffering from
financial distress, the various sectors are not yet experiencing financial distress
to any great degree, It warned, 'however, that a continuation of current financing'
patterns would be likely to maim*. such distress across whole sectors.

The Commission was considerably more decisive in assessing the achievement
of institutional .accountability, eoncitiding that "many of the information and
analytical procedures now required for the efficient anti 'effective allocation of
resources in increasingly complex- institutions mid for the determination of post-
secondary education policy are not readily available and those that are available
are nut widely used," Vor that reason, the panel urged the expansion and main-
tenance of the datn base it had created, and propos:ft a series of uniform pro-
cedures for use on a nationwide basis in determining the annual "per-student
costs" of providing an education at various kinds of institutions, In addition, the
Commission recommended that additional financial support be provided for
research efforts aimed at creating and disseminating new techniques and methods
for improving institutional accountability,

.concluding Its analysis of current floe tieing patterns, The Commission arrived
lit the unsurprising conclusion that while many sources share the responsibility
for funding postsecondary education, the total amount of resources now made
available falls short of what is required to accomplish all of the objectives cited
by the commteeten, teenage Achieving all of the objectives cited would require
-realignments in trouncing patterns over a period' of time, and itemise postsecond-.
ary education would have to compete with other "important public fa attious"
for its share of available resources, the Commission also concluded that priorities
must be established among the various objectives, and alternative lamming Ohms
analyzed for their probable effectiveness in meeting the toppriority goals,

'rift; IMPACT oP ALTRONATM PROPOSALS

The key sections of the conunission's report revolved around the development
of its analytical model, and its application to eight alternative funding schemes,
The analytical model itself contains ten major elements, including such factors
at the aforementioned objectives and criteria to MeRStite their accomplishment, as
sumptions about the role of postsecondary education in a changing society, lime
ing mechanisms to carry out the policies implied by the, objectives, and methods.
for estimating student response to changes in financing patterns,

The Commission suggested that any financing proposal could he'"ran through"
or measured against the model, and evaluated on its capability for tteldevittg
established goals. While urging that legislators adopt these or similar analytical
tools, the panel warned that their own model still had some deficiencies, Pas
instance it said that there was insufficient information available to predict how
institutions. wituld respond to changes in financing patterns (e.g., would 'instittt-
thaw increase tuitions or slash programs in 1138110nee to decreased state anbropri-
Ohms for institutional aid?). Neither coati the analytical model inebrporate
such political factors as the dynamic of seeking additional -student assistance
monies from Federal or state legislatures.

The panel illustrated the Model's operations by applying it to eight alternative
financing plans, each representing. a combination of policy choices about the
"recipient ne. ow:mow (eig., student or institntion or both) and Itaffuniptions
about the 'Primary "beneficiary" of postsecondary education (1,0., individual or
society or seine combination of the two), its a method of determining who should
bear the primary costs involved in its provision.

Even at this putative, the Commission made no recommendation of any one
plait over the others, -But it 'careful reading of Its findings indientes that only
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one of the eight would both substantially increase access for previously-restricted
groups and meet the (Titer's of shared resnsibility, That Prop Osal, Plan B, is
similar to the CHO approach, and would cull for increases in public school tut-
Bons to the level of 50e/o of educational costs. Willie its effect would be to lower
enrollments in the public collegiate sector front those currently projected for
11)80, it would also increase enrollments in the private collegiate and noneoliegiate
sectors. Coupled with increased Vederal funding for student aid programs, this
proposal would presumably increase the enrollment percentages from lower-
Income groups (In support of student access) ; it would also affect it better mix
Of students throughout all sectors, thus supporting the goal of student choice,

.
Commission's choice of Objectives stacked the deck againSt its other

alternative proposals. "Shared responsibility" ruled out WOOS Hutt allocated the
financial burden solely to students and their families or to state and Federal
government (e4, the equivalent of tuition-free public institutions), Student
access precluded plans which would increase enrollments from middleincome
groups more than from lower-Income groups. On thegrounds that increased access
would also necessarily require increased tuitional costs, plans that allocated all
public support to students or ail public support to institutions would he similarly
disqualified. Tile process of elimination leaves only Plan B- --turd its spectre of
spiraling tuition charges,

'1111.1 INIPAcT oF T i8 hVAINT

Response to the Commission's report in Washington was guarded, and could be
perhaps hest described as "damned by faint praise," Most commentators took
their cue from the Commission itself, applauding the panel's development of a
comprehensive data base and analytical tools for use in future legislative efforts,
and barely concealing their relief that the report had not overtly recommended
anything at all beyond refinements in research, .h Edmund Gleitzer, president
of the American Association of Community and Junior Colleges, emphasized
the reort's .support for continued diversity in financing lid respottsiblilty, saying
that such diversity "will make it .possible for community and junior colleges to
continue to respond to needs In local areas," House Speeint Education Subcom-
mittee Chairman jams O'Hara (D-Mich.) similarly praised the panel's "superb
,lob of gathering data" but hedged on evaluating the report's value. He twill call
soon for hearings on the Commission's report, Other educators expressed -their
approval of the group's efforts. to compile previously-unavailable data and develop,
systema tie procedures for using it as the basis forpolleymakIng,

one notable exception to the chortiS of weak praise was a statement by the
American Association of State Colleges and Universities (AASCU), which has
been at the forefront of efforts to head off tuition increases., AASCU challenged
the Commission's assumption that increases in .student aid are the same as de-
creases in tuition as far its their impact on enrodment patterns tire concerned.
That generalization constituted a significant element in its analysis of various
1111911(411g plans. "Such it statement disregards the danger inherent in raising tui-
tion," said AASCU, and falls to consider "the uncertainty of available student aid,
which depends on the annually shifting priorities of bareatternts, Congressmen
and private lenders." The AASCU positions corresponds closely to the NSA belief
that the best form of student assistance is low tuition.

It is difilettlt to judge what effect, ---if anythe Commission's report will have
On Cungressional legislative efforts in the area of postsecondary finatee, Some
Washington sources insist that the struggle over financing has niready shifted
away from Ale national to_the state level, where many legislatures are currently
contemplating both increased tuition Charges and decreased institutional aid for
public colleges and universities. If that trend continues, the Congress may find
itself forced into a defensive, rather than offensive, posture when it finally under-
takes legislation In the finance areacompelled to undertake netssliv sttkieht aid
legislation just to Welt up the slack created by state actienS,

Such a turn of events would be both ironic and tragicironic because the
-Congress' supposed intent itt creating the Commission Was, In part, to facilitate
ti deliberate and knowledgeable reworking of the interface between Peden!.
And state thawing programs flute because the Congress has never proved
itself to be particularly effectual in appropriating adequate flinch.' for student aid
programs in a timely fashion. And yet that begins to look like a highly-probably
scenario for the next year: the state legislatures, pressured by competing Con-
stituencies nod programs, will begin to cut appropriations. for institutional Md.
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and hike tuitions as a eompensatory measure. Then the Federal government will
be forced to come up with massive increases in funding for student aid pro-
grams, just to prop up the floundering postsecondary enterprise. The Commis-
stair's final report, for all of its analytical sophistication and statistical detail,
may turn out tote nothing but the "last hurrah,'

STUIO1NTS CAN FIND &HONG ALLIUS AGAINST III011Eit TUITION IN LABOR UNIONS

If your state legislature is contemplating a tuition increase, and you're look-
tug for "natural allies" in the upcoming legislative battles, look to the labor
unions in your area. Organized labor has emerged as one of the major forces in
the fight to save low tuitions at publiclysupported institutions of higher educe-
tion. Recommended increases In student charges in the public postsecondary
sector have come under sharp attack from the major unions, ninny of whom
have already launched state lobbying efforts to head off proposed tuition hikes,

"First-generation" students comprise the bulk of enrollments at state colleges
and universities today, Distorted visions of what constitutes a middlelevel in-
come in an era of rising inflation threaten to price workers and their children
out of the education market entirely, Massive increases in tuitions would "shat-
ter the hopes of workers to insure that their children have the advantages of
higher education" says APL-CTO President. George Unity. "We do not believe,
that the price of higher education should be starting life under a mountain of
debt."

Organized labor and the student community clearly share the same concern
about rising educational costs, and can also share in the growing national effort
to hold the line. Particularly on the state-wide level,, students can compliment
the lobbying efforts the unions have already initiated, Conversations with labor
spokespersons in Washington indicate that many labor Wells and regionals
would welcome the support of students In lobbying the state legislatures cur-
rently considering Increases. The unions have the contacts. the history and the
expertise to lobby, locally and nationally. Students can supplement their efforts
through petition campaigns, research and mobilizing their own lobbying
delegations,

AS Rep, James G. O'Hara n.isnen.) said in response to the CD Report: "It
is time to blow the whistle on the growing tendency of the rich to make grand-
iose plans to aid the poor with the money of the initiate class." Local student
associations should contact orgaidzed labor groups in their cities and states,
and find out what they are doing and bow they couldutilize student assistance,

Mr, O'HAnA. Our second witness is Mr, Robert J. Pitehell who is
executive director of the National University Extension Association,

Mr, Pitchell's primary interest is the problems part.time students
have with the grant programs, Mr, Michell, we would be very happy to
hear from you,

STATEMENT OP ROBERT 3, PITCHELL, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR,
NATIONAL UNIVERSITY EXTENSION ASSOCIATION, ACCOMPA.
STIED BY 3UDY SCHUB, RESEARCH ASSISTANT AND PARTTIME
STUDENT

PaCtintl, Mr. Chitirlitalil I have with inc Judy Schub, who has
served as my research assistant last year on a major study, She is a
parkime student and will be able to give technical assisatnce on any
questions you or members of the committee might have.

Mr. Chairman, student assistance grants under title IV of the
Higher Education Act were intended to be made available to all
ble students, whether full time or part time, Basic grants were tobe
made directly to students; supplemental grants to institutions for their
discretionary application in accordance with appropriate regulations,
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It is unfortunately time that all eligible students have not been able
to obtain grants under the basic grants program since the passage of
the act. In particular, part-time students as a class have been denied
basic grants because of restrictive language in the appropriations acts,

The Office of Education does not have data available on the number
or proportion of part-time students who have been denied supplemen-
tal ,rrants. As you will note from the data presented below, the chances
are high that the number of part-time students who have been awarded
supplemental grants is low.

It is evident not only from the actions of Congress but also from the
attitudes and actions of many well-meaning persons in postsecondary
education that they consider part-time students unworthy of serious
consideration for student 'aid.

At best they are considered to be worthy only after regular full-time
students have been fully satisfied. The impression persists that part-
time students are not serious in their motivations; are interested pri-
marily in courses such as flower arranging, French and Chinese gam,
met cooking and other less academic subjects,. are not as competent as
regular students or that, in any case, most adults taking part-time wOrk
are wasteful of academic resources because they are not interested in
pursuing and completing a degree progyam.

During the past year, I have been privileged to St3rve as chairman of
a special committee of the American Council on Education on financ-
ing postsecondary education for part-time students?.

The report of. that committee was published last week by ACE, In
the course of our yearlong study we examined all of these questions in
considerable detail, I believe that we put together the most significant
array of data ever compiled on this subject and we invite your careful
attention to that documentation

We demonstrated, for example, that part-time students are older, are
mostly employedthree-fourths in the labor forcehave equal or
more serious motivations in terms of subjects taken, drop out with less
frequency, have equal intellectual ability and more accrued experience
to profit from exposure to academic learning, and achieve as well as
or better than full-time students in academic performance.

The committee report concluded that :
The stereotype of the pnvt-tithe student compared to the full.tinte student,

which is often shared by academicians and public funding agencies, has no
validity.

When faced with this evidence, some people respond that part-time
students arc employed and therefore are not 111 financial need, so it does
not make any difference. Here, too, the evidence .suggests a contrary
conclusion.

When metisured hi terms of family income, according to census SU..
In data in 100D, 73 percent of fulkime students had family income
of less than $15,000 colupared to 77 percent of part-time students, or
four percentage points more for part-time students.

This gap widened in 1072 when 62.2 percent of full-time students
had family income of less than $15,000 in contrast to 71* percent of
patt-time students, or 10,2 percentage points more.

t Vinaneing rastTiine Studontsthe New Majority in Postsecondary, t Attention,"
American Council on Education, April 1974.

iy 1.

. L's;
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The evidence sugests that many students are going to school part-
time not for frivolous reasons but because they are too poor or have too
many family obligations to attend school on a full-time basis even with
access to a wide range of Federal, State and local student aid programs.

One can ask, 'Why can't part -time students find other sources of
financial assistance e"rhe truth of the matter is that there is wide-
spread, massive discrimination against part-time students in Federal
and State student aid programs, social security benefits, institutional
tuition rates and financial aid programs, and income tax provisions,

For example, only four of 28 States with needs-based student aid
programs provide any eligibility for part-time students. And, hidden-
tially, Mr, Chairman, we made a few telephone calls the other day in
preparation for this testimony to some of the States that have begun
these programs and they have hardly heard of part-time students, even
though they are eligible, so that the likelihood is even in 'those States
where they are legally eligible they are probably very few who are able
to get the aid,

Only one State provides equal funding for part-time and full-time
students in institutional aid formulas. In a recent survey, only 12 of
23 reporting States provide any public funds for off-campus credit
students.

Collegiate institutions participate in this pattern of discrimination :
59 percent of 4-year institutions charge higher tuition fees for part-
time students and 34 percent of all institutions deny student aid to
part-time students completely, regardless of funding source.

At the Federal level, only full-time students are eligible for social
security survivor's and retiree's educational benefits past the age, of 18,
Similarly, employed part-time Students who are denied eligibility for
student aid pay taxes on their incomes without deductibility for edu-
cational expenses unless the educational activity is directly work re-
lated, while full-time students are exempt from taxes on their student
aid payments.

i'Ve thus have the anomalous situation of two students in law school,
for example, one going on a full-time basis and receiving a package of
$4,000 in basic and supplementary grants plus institutional aid pay-
ing no taxes on that income, and another student working at a regular
job but going to school on a part-time basis, on the same gross basis,
paying taxes on his taxable income,

Nit., Chairman and members of the committee, what all this adds up
to is a serious question of equity not only for the part-time students
currently enrolled but also for those who have been unable to enroll
becaUse of inadequate financial resources.

If one admits to the need for equitable treatment of part-time stu-
dents, the specter remains of a horde of such students applying for
basic grants, thereby drying tip available funds or costinw additional
billions of dollars,

This matter would be more urgent, if the current BOG uropTam
was oversubscribed and the resources of the Federal Govertim-ent were
being strained to the limit, We are all aware that very substantial
promotional efforts were necessary this Fear just to expand an esti-
mated $65 million of the $122 million appropriated, at a time when
almost five million part-time postsecondary students were denied (won
the right to apply for grants,
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Beyond that anomalous situation, opening up the basic grant pro-
gram to part-time students currently enrolled would not be equivalent
to opening the floodgates of fiscal irresponsibility.

We do not have hard national data on the average course load taken
by part-time students, but limited data indicate that the average paist-
time collegiate credit student takes between a one-third and two-fifths
full-time course load.

The 1972 censys data demonstrate that 68.2 percent of part-time
students in postsecondary education participated in only one course
or activity during the year and only 2.4 percent participated in five
or more courses.

These data indicate that, under current authorizations few currently
enrolled part-time students would meet the requirement of halftime
enroll tent for grant eligibility.

The real question before this committee is whether all part-time
students in degree credit programs should be eligible for basic grants
regardless of course load rather than on a halftime basis only,

`many persons pursue degrees over long periods of time while they
remain wage earners anetaxpayers, Should they be denied equal
eligibility for basic grants, if they are in need, just because, they do
not 'missile their educational goals in the lock-step of a 4-year full-time
degree program ? We would hope not,

If all part-time students were to be granted eligibility for basic
grants using the same eligibility criteria as for full-time students,
them Would still not be a stampede of applicants nor a drain of funds,
especially in the collegiate community,

Our estimate is that the full-time equivalent for part-time students
hi the collegiate sector is 1,100,000 students or approximately one.
sixth. the total of full-time students, If the same proportion holds
true throughout the postsecondary community, the cost of full equity
in the basic grants. program would be less than 20 percent more than
the cost, of a grants program restricted to full-time students.

Mr. Chairman, based on these considerations, I would urge the com-
mittee to consider three changes in grants progranis under Title IV
of the Higher Education Act

1, Language should be inserted in part A, sitbpart 1, relating to
basic grants to insure that all students who qualify for basic grants
under the authorization are able to receive them to the limit of the
appropriation. Specific language should be included to insure that no
student or class of students can be denied access because of restric-
tive langtutge in the appropriations act,

2. Similar language should be inserted in part A, subpart 2, relat-
itws to supplemental orants, with additional language to remove the

nn+ry vowel of institutions to deny grants to any student or
class of students on any basis other than need as defined in the statute
and regulations.

The pt'actiee of supposedly responsible institutional officers obi-
trarily discriminating against one class of students on wholly irra-
tional drounds should not be tolerated in this day and age, especially
when public funds are involved.

The demands by some institutional officers that they must have
discretionary power over student aid funds to put together a "pack-

0'4; t)
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age" of aid tailored to the needs of individual students, however meri-
torious, and I do bolieve it is a meritorious system, is wholly heroic-
vant to whether a student is part-time or full -time.

Student aid packages can be put together for part-time students
in need as well as foir full-time students similarly situated. School of-
ficials should not have the authority to arbitrarily exclude any class
of students except. those who do not qualify under the law.

3, Part. A, subparts 1 and 2 should be amended to enable all part-time
students in degree credit programs, or the equivalent, to be eligible
for grants in proportion to trine course load taken instead of for a

un of a half-time course load,
While these changes will not remove all of the discrimination

against, part-time students in postsecondary education, they will repre-
sent it giant step in that direction. It will be a step for which millions
of Americans will be grateful.

Mr. Chairman, T deeply appreciate this opportunity to appear before
the committee on fhb; matter of great importance to the American
people. I would br happy to answer any question any member of the
committee may have,

111r. (TIIARA. Thallk you very much, Mr, Pitchell, Perhaps you could
tell us, in the traditional collegiate setting of 15 credit hours per
semester being considered a normal load and 120 hours for graduation,
what constitutes a full-time student and a part-time student? What is
the breakoff point?

Priectim. I think under Federal regulations the determination
is generally up to the institution, but mostly it is 12 undergraduate
credit hours and 8 graduate credit hours, seminar hours,

111P, MLitt. So it is your impression that for most institutions in
the traditional collegiate framework, 12 hours is full-time for the
undergraduate?

PrrenEw... Right
Mr. OThitA, So under your proposal foe proportionate assistance,

if someone at one, of those institutions was taking 6 hours they would
be considered halftime,

Prrenum, Generally speaking; yes, sir.
Mr. O'llmt,t, And so, if you said halftime students were eligible

you would be talking about someone who is taking at least 6 hours?
PrrettliLL Yes. In some places they would say nine.

Mr. O'HARA, Would halftime be nine ?
Mr. PITMEM. III some cases,. but mostly it would be six,
Me, O'ItAa.t. Then if 1.ota want to go below that you are talking

about. people %vim are taking less than 6 credit hours.
Pinennt,t,. Occasionally, as for evening scho( students are

taking one course instead of two or three; sometimes taking two some-
times three, Many evening college students are just as serious us any
other student in the regular program will be shifting, depending upon
eireunistanees, one, t woonaybe three courses.

Mr. OVATIA, You said that, thieve-quarters-4 think that was you!.
testiwonyof the part-time students in sonic survey were found to be
working in the labor force.

111).% Prieremb. Yes, sir; that is the Census Tiureatt survey,
Mt', °Van, When volt say "in the labor foece," I don't believe you

are referring to people who ai'e full-time mothers, housewives, et cetera,

1'0
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I think a fair percentage of the remainder, probably' a major part of
the remainder, would be persons who are engaged full time in the
process of rearing a. family.

Mr. PITCUEU.. It may very well be. The percentages are higher in
certain institutional settings.

Mr. O'HARA. I think we could safely say that very close to an of
our part-time students are people who are in one way or another full-
time employed either as part of the labor force or in the business of
Child rearing.

Mr. PITCITELL. I think so. Depending upon how you define post-
secondary education, there are. many people, roughly around 10 per-
cent or so, who take additional course work for personal reasons.

Mr. O'HARA. Maybe you have a few others who are people who have
a health problem, or for one reason or another are not able to go to
school full time even though they are not employed at the same time.

Mr. PITCHELL. Mostly they are employed.
Mr. O'HARA. I found myself in such a situation duringipart of my

collegiate career, where I couldn't go full time and I *Wasn't work-
ing, but there is a special circumstance in every case, either they are
working or they have a problem of some kind that is preventing them
from attending full time.

'tinder those circumstances, I question whether most of them could
(nullify under the various income tests. It is one thing to say, yes, the,
family income of part-time students is approximately the same as
the family income of the full-time student, but the part-time student,
I would imagine, for the most part would be classified as independent
students, whereas the family income of alot of the full-time students
would be the family income of dependent' students.

And the tests for qualifying in an income sense for these programs
are different for the independent and the dependent student. I very
much doubt hardly any would qualify for help.

I think you make the point that not many wood qualify.
Mr. Prrciim. I said not many would qualify under the halftime

load rather than on the income.
Mr. O'HARA. I think under the various income teats practically

none of them would qualify. One would have to run a sample and try
to find out.

Mr. Pactitt,t. My own judgment would be many of them qtytlify,
particularly those who have their own families, At the beginning of
their career many of them no back to school. for additional education
after they .get married and find that lack of education is hurting them.

We have some very good data on the number of such persons who
come back to improve their job status, their economic potential. Many
of them are very poorly paid and are coming back precisely because
of low income, They have a wife and/or family to support and it
seems to me they would qualify on family income for themselves and
their family and are precisely the people who need some help; in fact,
more so than many of the full-time students whose parents qualify
with income in the upper limits of the eligible brackets, $12,000 to
$13,000, whereas many of these other people are at $0,000 and $8,000
and are working,
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But, in any case, 1 just feel there must be it sense of equity here
even if the number is 100,000 or 200,000 in the country. If the need is
more serious for some part-time students than other full-time students
it would seem to me being unfair to exclude arbitrarily all part-time
students regardless of need in favor of fidl-time students, not regard-
less of need, but, at least up to a certain level of need as defined by
both statute and regulations.

In other words, it is the exclusion of those who may be in need
regardless of the numbers that disturbs us greatly. It the need is
greater and they are working hard and paying taxes on. whatever
income they have and they are being denied access to the student aid
program arbitrarily without any consideration of their need in rela-
tion to other students, then it would scent to me that we have an in-
equitable situation,

Mr. O'HARA. 1 think it is inequitable but I tun not sure how much
this action would do to help it, I you are making a good point
and I accept that point, that it is itable for those who find them-
selves in this situation where they otherwise would qualify for the
assistance.

Mr. PITCHELL May I give a few cases?
Mr. O'HARA, I atn not sure how many there.are.

Prrentim. My association happens to believe in this and we en-
courage our employees to take a iditional work to improve them-
selves in their job or improve thei..selves personally.

Mr. O'HARA. Presumably you are pitying them enough.
Mr. PITCHELLI We pay. I.ast year we had a young.mminority group

Awoman who had a young child to support, had some DC money, but
wanted to improve herself. She could not afford it. She was being paid
around $44100 a year. She had a clerical job.

Site wanted to learn bookkeeping. I went before my association and
:asked them to pay for the cost of education on a part-time basis.
She went in the evening. That kind of person is the person who is
arbitrarily excluded from this program.

We did pay for her additional work.
Mr. O'HARA. I don't have the family contribution schedule before

:e but I have got a hunch that she would be arbitrarily excluded by
the family contribution schedule even if she weren't by the denial of
assistance to part-time students.

Let me assure you you have to be destitute in order to get any help,
or very, very close to it. For an independent student it isn't quite so
hard as for a dependent student, but for the independent student you
really have to be.

Mr. PrrciintiL. Perhaps we might suggest that independent student
who is in a situation like this should qualify at least .as well as the
dependent. student because their need appears to be quite strained.

Mr; O'HARA. That has been one of our problems when we reviewed
the family contribution schedules; it is very difficult for them to
qualify.

I thank you very much. As you know, we have this full committee
meeting at 10:80 and we do have two more witnesses. We would like
very much to hear our next two witnesses.

The next witness will be Mr. Jerry S. Davis, who is research associ-
ate of the Southern Regional Education Board, Mr. Davis, we would
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like to hear your testimony before we have to go to the full committee
meeting.

STATEMENT OP JERRY S. DAVIS, RESEARCH ASSOCIATE, SOUTHERN
REGIONAL EDUCATION BOARD,- ATLANTA, OA.

Mr. DAVis. Since our time is short I will try to do it as quickly as
possible.

First of all, I want to thank you for inviting me here this mornii!0.'
I very much appreciate this ,pportunity to discuss student financial
aid problems ,with you. I want to preface my remarks by noting' that
1 am here at, the encouragement of my employer, the Southern Re-
gional Education Board, but my comments should, not be interpreted
as reflections of any official SREB pOicy, or. persuasion.

While I am interested in all financial aid progratm4, in comments
today concern the Basic Educational Opportunity Grant' program. I
want to do two things : One, to report on some research we convicted
which indicates that- the formula for distributing Basic Grant dollars
will not effectively achieve the results I think Congress intended and
two, to propose it new formula which is more likely to achieve those
'results, as well as accomplish some additional goals.

Our recent study of student financial aid needs and resources for
undergraduates in' the 14 SREB States provide the data for most of
what follows. While the data are based on the 1971-4972 academic year,
the factors considered in the report do not rapidly change over time,
they can be treated as current figi.ies for discussion purposes.

The 'enrolled students in our region, have tin aggregate financial need
in excess of a billion dollars. Tare is, however,over $828 million in
financial aid available from all sources toward meeting that need.
Almost $400 million of those dollars are available through the Fed-
eral institutionally based programs and the guaranteed loan programs.

Without Federal Government programs our students would be in
dire straits. Because of the ways in which financial aid is distributed
among students and institutions and because of the ways in which
students of different financial circumstances distribute themselves
among institutions of varying costs, there is a need for an additional
$339 million in financial aid to enable just the students who are cur-
rently enrolled to reasonably afford their educational costs.

I estimate that at least another $100 million would have to be made
available in order for all qualified perms who so desire to participate
m seine form of postsecondary education. So, in our region, we are
talking about a financial aid problem which approaches a half-billion
dollars.

The data for our study are summarized in table 1, You will note that
the percentages of students, need, financial aid, and additional aid
requiredor unmet needvary considerably by institutional types.

For example, students at the 4-year public colleges have only 49
percent of the total need but have access to 66 percent of the total aid
which, consequently, leaves them with 37 percent of the unmet need
problem,

[The table referred to follows I
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TABLE 1.-ENROLLMENT, AGGREGATE FINANCIAL. NEED, AVAILABLE FINANCIAL AID, AND UNMET NEED, BY
INSTITUTIONAL TYPES, FULLTIME UNDERGRADUATES, SREB STATES, 197142

(Dollar amounts in millions'

Institutional type

Enrollment Financial need Available aid Unmet needs

Number
(thou. Per. Per. Per. Per.
sands) cent Amount cent Amount cent Amount cent

4.year public 1, 634.17 55.8 5534.60 49.1 $454.33 54.8 $126.85 37.44.yr nonpublic 582.79 19.9 348.82 32.0 228.72 27.6 136.93 40.42.yr public 512.51 17, 5 140.06 12.9 108.01 13.0 43.15 12.72yr nonpublic 64.43 2.2 28.15 2.6 18,27 2.2 13,10 2.9
Public vocationaltechnical 134.72 4.6 37.59 3.4 19.45 2.4 19.00 5.6

Total Z 928.62 100.0 1, 089.22 100.0 828.78 100.0 339.03 1C0.0

Mr. DAVIS. On the other hand, 4year nonpublic college students
have 32 percent of the need, access to 28 percent of all available aid,
and over 40 percent of the unmet nail,

This brings us two problems to which new aid programs, regardless
of their type, should be addressed. They should supplement existing
aid dollars and complement their distribution-or fill in the current
gaps in financial aid, The BOG program meets the first criteria, but
not the second.

We estimated that a. fully funded BEOG, under the current family
contribution schedule and the maximtun formula would 'have gener-
ated $715 million in aid for these students. The way this aid would
have been distributed is displayed in table 2.

[The table referred to follows ;]

TABLE 2.-DISTRIBUTION OF BASIC GRANT AWARDS UNDER FULL FUNDING, BY INSTITUTIONAL
TYPES, SREB STATES

tAmounts in millions

Institutional type

nt
Basic Percentage

Peicaggregateof

grant amount of grants financial need

4r public
4yr nonpublic
2yr public
2yr nonpublic
Public Votech

Total

$385.81 54.0 49.1
153.39 1.5
122.66 f7. 2 II:8
17.56 2.4 2.6
35.28 4.9 1 4

7100 100.0 tool

11r, DAV/S, Fifty.four percent of the basic grant aid dollars would
have gone to 4-year public college students who have only 49 percent
of the need, While 82 percent of the financial need is experienced by
4-year nonpublic college students, they would have received only 22
percent of the grant dollars, I will show you why this is so in a few
moments, but let us first compare the distribution of institutionally
based Federal aid dollars with the basic grant distribution under full
funding,

This comparison is offered in table 84 You will note that the distria
tuition of these dollars more closely corresponds to the distribution of
need than does the distribution of basic grant dollars under the full.'
landing condition,

[Table 8 follows tj

I ,
t
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TABLE 3,-PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION OF INSTITUTIONALLY-BASED FEDERAL STUDENT AID, ESTIMATED BASIC

GRANT AID, AND AGGREGATE FINANCIAL NEED, BY INSTITUTIONAL TYPES, SREB STATES

Institutional type
Institutionally

based programs
Isla

grant aid
Aggregate

financial need

4yr public 48.8 54.0 49.1

4.yr non-public 35.3 21.5 32.0
2yr public 11.3 17.2 12.9

2.yr nonpublic . 3.3 2.4 2.6
Public Voech 1.3 4.9 3,4

Total 100.0 100.0 100, 0

. Mr. DAVIS. To give you an estimate of the impact of .BEOG dis-
tribution schedule on financial need in our region, table four shows
how unmet need would have been distributed if all Federal institu-
tionally based moneys had been awarded by the BEOG formulas in
1971-72.

Instead of having 44 percent of the unmet need, the nonpublic col-
lege students would lave had 54 percent of the unmet need.

[Table 4 follows :1

TABLE 4.-UNMET FINANCIAL NEED UNDER INSTITUTIONALLYBASED FEDERALSTUDENT AID PROGRAMS AND

BASIC GRANT PROGRAM, BY INSTITUTIONAL TYPES, SREB STATES

[Dollar amounts In mIllIOnsi

Institutional types

Institutionally based programs Basic grant aid

Amount Percent Amount Percent

4yeat public $126.85 37.4 OM 04 33,9

4.year nonpublic 136.93 40.4 168.27 49.6

2year public 43.15 12.7 29,75 8.8
2year nonpublic 13.10 3,9 15,14 4.5

Public vocational-technical. 19.00 5.6 10.82 3.2

Total.. 339,03 101.0 339, 02 100.0

Mr. DAVIS. Before you think I am building a case for institution-
ally-based Federal aid and more support for nonpublic institutions,
let me say I am not, I am building a case for students, for their free-
dom of access to and freedom of

building
among postsecondary educa-

tional opportunities,
The data here seem to indicate that a fully-funded BEOG program

under the current schedule would help needy students into postsec-
ondary education, However, the institutions many would be forced

jto choose would be the low-cost community and unior colleges or
public vocational-technical schools,

l3eginning a postsecondary education itt one of these institutions is
good if the student has the opportunity to continue to a 4year in-
stitution if he so desires, If most Federal aid is distributed under the
current BEOG formnla, the low-income student is likely to be unable
to afford to transfer and continue his education,

I believe that low-income students should have the financial op-
portunity to attend private-generally higher cost-institutions if
they so desire, The enrollment of such students at private college is
important to the survival of these institutions,

The private colleges have, incidentally, enrolled proportionately
more low-income students than have 4-year public colleges since 1966.
I don't want that histo inhibited.

This is particularly important in our region since the private black
colleges enroll over one-fourth of all black students who are enrolled

119-402-74-18



in postsecondary education. Over two-thirds of these students come
from families with less than $6,000 annual income. .

I want to turn now to sonic examples, of how a fully-funded BTOG
program under the current formula might affect student educational
choices, Table five offers some "options" for students from three differ-
ent, family income circumstances.

The family contributions are based on the median income in the
interval and an assumed average 2.5 dependents, one of whom is in
colleae. The .CSS need analysis system contributions schedule was
used'.

We have also assumed a student self-help contribution of $475
per year from stimmer and term-time earnings. This is about average
for our region.

[Table 5 follows :]

TABLE 5.--FULLFUNDING CURRENT FORMULA BEN DISTRIBUTION EXAMPLES BY INSTITUTIONAL TYPE AND
FAMILY INCOME DEPENDENT RESIDENT STUDENTS

Institution type Cost

Family
contribu.

tion Need

Student
contribu.

tion
Remaining

need
Basic Unmet
grant need

Less than $6,000:
4.yr public $2, 010 0 $2, 010 $475 $1, 535 $1, 005 $530
4yr private 3, 210 0 3, 210 475 2, 713 1, 400 1, 335
2yr. public 1, 855 0 1, 855 475 1, 380 930 450
2-yr private 2, 410 0 2,410 475 1, 935 1, 205 730
Vocational.technical 1, 900 0 1,900 475 1, 425 950 475

$6,000 to $8,999:
4yr public. 2, 010 285 1,725 475 1, 250 920 330
4.yr private 3, 210 285 2,925 475 2, 450 920 1, 530
2.yr public 1, 855 285 1, 570 475 1,095 920 175
2yr private 2,410 285 2,125 475 1,650 920 730
Vocational-technical 1, 900 285 1, 615 475 1, 140 920 220

$9,000 to $11,999:
4yr public 2, 010 875 1,135 475 660 400 260
4.yr private 3,210 875 2; 335 475 1, 860 400 1, 460
2.yr public 1, 855 875 980 475 505 400 105 .
2yr private. 2,410 875 1, 535 475 1, 060 400 660
Vocational-technical 1,900 875 1,025 475 550 400 150

Unmet
heed /need

0.264
.416
.243
.303
.250

.191

.523

.112

.344

.136

, .229
.625
.107

:IR

Mr. DAVIS. Ideally, a grant program should deliver the most money
to students with the least ability to pay for any education. A grant pro-
gram should also make the amounts of remaining need, after grants
are applied, close to equivalent for students of different financial cir-
cumstances who choose different cost institutions,

Some observers have suggested that grants should also provide an-
incentive to students to enroll in some institutions. But the research .

tuts not shown whether or how much grant money will provide an
incentive which will enroll it student who has not predisposed to attend
some institution anyway,

In table 5, the average grant to the student in the "less than $6,000"
interval is $1,098, But the average grant to the student in the next
higher interval, whose family can contribute $285 toward his educa-
tion, is $920, or only.$178 less,

And in the next interval the average grant is $400, a difference of
$098, to a student whose family can contribute° $875 more than the
lowest ineotne

Clearly, the current formula does not proportionately deliver grant
money to the students with the lowest ability to pay, 13: his is because
the BEOG family contribution, schedule does not correspond to the
CSS family contribution schedule or, for that matter, other commonly
used schedules,
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After grants are appliedl the 4-year private college student, espe-
cially as his family income increases, has proportionately more of his
original financial need left to cope with than does the 4 -year public
college student-compare the percentages in the last column, the
original cost of the 4-year college.

But the unmet need of the lowest income student who chooses the
private college is 152 percent higher. Clearly, the current formula
doesn't help to make remaining or unmet needs at different types of
institutions equivalent. The reason for this is related to the $1,400
maximum and the one-half cost limitations on the grant.

If there is an incentive provided by the current BEOG formula, it
is likely to be to encourage the students to enroll at the 2-year public
colleges or vocational-technical institutes,

I tried a. variety of different changes in the formula to help alleviate
the problems described here. These include changing the family con-
tributions, the maximum grants, and dropping the one-half cost
limitation singly or in combination.

I haven't found one that is completely satisfactory, but I haven't
given up either, With the one proposed here, I assumed that the I3EOG
family contribution schedule .would be correspondent to the CSS and,
other commonly used schedules.

I will admit that all neat analysis systems have their problems, in-
eluding the CSS, but others seem more equitable than the BEOG
schedule-especially if it is desirable to get more grant money to the
students with the least ability to pay for any postsecondary education.

The formula I decided upon is: $1,000 minus the family contribution
under the CSS or similar schedule, but with a supplement of one-half
the amount of total costs in excess of $1,800.

In order to qualify for a basic grant, the student's total family con-
t ribution cannot exceed $1,000. If the studentattends a low-cost college,
he only has to obtain an additional $800 to afford his education.

By a low-cost college I mean a 2-year college where the average
student budget in our region is about $1,855. If he attends ahigher cost
institution, the BEOG program would meet one-half of his costs above
$1,800. Table 6 shows how this formula might influence typical student
options.

[Table 6 follows d

TABLE, 6,-FULL.FUNDING PROPOSED FORMULA BEOG DISTRIBUTION EXAMPLES BY INSTITUTIONAL TYPE AND

FAMILY INCOME DEPENDENT RESIDENT STUDENTS

Institution type Cost

Family
contribu.

lion Need

Studout
contribu.

lion
Remaining

need
Basic Unmet
grant need

Unmet
need/need

Less than $6,0001
4.yr public
4yr private
2yr public
2.yr private
Vocao lic nal.technical

$6,000 t $8,999:
4.yr public
4yr private
2.yr public
2yr private
Vocational.technical

$9,000 to $11,999:
Or public
4.yr privete
2yt public
2.yr private. .
Vocational.technlcal..

2, 010
3, 210
1, 855
2, 410
1,900

2, 010
3, 210
1, 855
2, 410
1, 900

2, 010
3,210
1, 855
2, 410
1, 900

28
28
28
28
28

81
8/
81

87
87

2, 010
3, 210
1, 855
2, 410
I, 900

1,126
2, 925
1, 570
2, 125
1,615

1, 135
2, 335

980
1, 535
1,025

4/5
4/5
475

. 475
475

475
475
1711

415

415475
415

415

1, 535
2, 735
1, 380
1, 935
1,425

1,250
2, 450
1,095
1,650
1,140

00
1, 860

505
1,060

550

1, 106
2, 705
1,025
1, 305
1,050

820
1, 420

740
1,020

755

230
830
150
430
175

430
1, 030

355
630
375

430
1, 030

355
630
275

430
1, 030

355
630
375

0.214
.321
.191'
.216
.197

.249

.352

.226

.297

.232

. 3/9

. 441

. 362
410

. 366

,
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Mr. 114vis, Under this proposed formula, the average grant to the
lowest. income student is larger than the average under the current for-
mula and as family's Ability to contribute toward .their educa-
tion increases, the grant is reduced by it corresponding 'amount,

All.students,regakiloss of their family's contributions, are left with
the same remaining need if they attend a similar cost institution. In
this regard, the proposed formula is more equitable than the current
formula.

The unmet need, or the additional aid required, for the lowest in-
come students is less under the proposed forrIqh., than under the cur-
rent formula and.the differences between nun. ,:lod at higher cost and
at lower cost institutions is less,

The percentages of unmet need over original need that each student
has left after the proposed formula basic grant is applied are more
equivalent than they are under the current formula.

There is still an incentive to attend the. lowor cost institutions be-
cause the unmet need would be smaller there, but the differences are
less, which indicates it is more likely needy '2-year college students
could 'afford the differences in costs transferred to a 4-year college.

With regard to reducing:tlw,reioative differences, the proposed for-
mula is only slightly better than the current formula, However, the
absolute dollar amounts of unmet need for a student who wishes to
attend a private 4-year college is reduced by 30 percent. At theprivate
2-yea1' colleges, the reduction is 10 percent.

Table 7 compares the distributions of basic grant aid under the cur-
rent and proposed formulas with the distribution of financial need in
otti region. You will note that the distribution under the proposed for-
mula more closely approximates the distribution of need than does
the current formula.

[Table -7 follows:1

TABLE 1.PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION OF BASIC GRANT AID UNDER THE CURRENT AND PROPOSED
,

FORMULAS,
AND AGGREGATE FINANCIAL NEED, BY INSTITUTIONAL TYPES, SREB STATES

Institutional type
Current
formula

.MI10.
Proposed Aggregate
formula financial need

4yr public
4,year nonpublic
2year public
Meat nonpublic
Public vocational technical

Total

54.0
21.5
12.41,2

4.9

100.0

.9 49.046.1
27.3 32

,3 .9
,7 ,6

5 3

100.0 100.0

Mr, DAVIS. One additional thing that the new formula does is to
create an incentive for higher cost institutionsinstitutions where
student budgets are above $1,800to enroll more low income students.

For every dollar of costs sl.ove $1,800, N cents in grant income
from the 13E0G program would be available to the institution. But
this would only apply to higher cost institutions which encourage the
enrollment of low income students, Vie current formula does not
create this incentive,

In closing, I want to suggest that you do two things, One, consider
changing the BEOG family contribution schedule to one which cord
responds with other need analysis systems, or more equitable systems,

CI -A, 4)
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and, two, ask your staff to explore the ponibilities of adopting the
proposed or it variation of it.

The BEOG program is a tremendous concept but the formulas on
which it is based will not go far ton and increasing "basic educational
opportunity,"

Thank you.
Mr. O'HARA. Thank you, Mr. Davis.
Under your formula no student's family contribution can exceed

$1,000. the reasonably expert d family contribution, or he doesn't get
anything.

Mr. Davis, That is right.
-,Me, OlIAn-A, And undee your CSS schedule, at what point does this

family with two-and-a-half children.
Mr. Davis. With two-and-a-half children the breaking, point under

the current CSS schedule with a family with no unusual circumstances
would be somewhere around $11,009, With one child it would be con-
siderably less, With three children it would be in the neighborhood of
$12.000. .

O'HAnA, Let's take the Detroit auto worker, who is making
$11,000. If his child wants to go to an institutionwith a basic cost of
more than $1,800, he just has vo find the money somewhere,

Mr. Davis, Yes.
Mr, 01-IAnA. But if the auto worker happened to be unemployed

and his child wanted to gto to an institution where the cost was more
t ban $1,800, you would help him.

Mr. Davis. No the unemployment
Mr. OlIAttA, In other words, you are saying that when the cost

gets up to $1,800 we have got a gap between the expected family con-
tribution of that autoworker of $800. Under your system the gap
wouldn't have been as great at that point,

Mr, DAVIS. It would not have been,
Mr, O'llAnn, So, at. the $1,800 cost of education the autoworker's

child has an $800 gap, which is more than the gap of the very low in-
come child at that stage of the game ?

Davis, Yes,
011AaA, But then when the cost, goes over $1,800 you start

supplementing the one who has the lessor
Mr, DA vts, The one who has the lesser ability to pay,
Mr, OlimtA, But the lesser gap too bet ween expected family con-

tribution and actual cost of education,
Mr, DAvis. If the family contribution is above $1,000 t yes, I varied

the contribution schedules, playing with the contribution schedules,
raisini.,t them tip to $12004 iq,40eto $1,600, and so forth, and also
reducing them, and then changing the supplement over the cost and the
particular example I had given you here is one that is best suited to
our particular region.

Also, I just, did sonic calculations as to how much more it would cost
than your current formula, It would raise the cost in out' region about
1 percent,

Ott', O'HARA, I am concerned as we had a witness yesterday testify to
this pointlet's take one hypothetical antoworkee with the two-andi
tt-half kids and the $11,000 income,
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Mr, DAvis. One of the things that would help- your hypothetical.
autoworker is it you change the contribution schedule. I am in full
accord with your feeling that the. contribution schedule is unrealistic
for that particular family group. That,1 think,- would ,answer part of
your concern, if we changed the contributed schedule.

Mr. O'HARA, Your system, which brings in again the $1,800, at that
point only helps those who already have been helped, it seems to me

ithat unless you do make a change in the contribution schedule, that
does increase the discrimination against that average income.

Mr, DAVIS, It' does, The assumption, when I. was working with this,
was that, again as I-mentioned in the earlier comments, the grants be:
directed toward the students with the least ability to pay for any form
of postsecondary education and let that be the real key more than the
need or the difference between ability to pay for postsecondary edu-
cation,

My. major concern is getting grant money to students with no, or
virtually no ability to pity for postsecondary education,

Mr. O'llitnit. I am not so sure that is the most equitable Way of doing
things. In fact, I have real reservations about that,. And if you will
look at the declining percentages of young people from average-income
fainilies attending postsecondary education you wonder if we are do-
ing the right thing: if our intervention isn't producing two effects, as
one of our earlier witnesses today suggested.

It is making it easier for the lowest income and harder for the next
income, I want to make sure %,- aren't doing that, But your analysis of
the way in which the basic grant operates is very gond, and your mg-
gestions are. worthy of our consideration,

We are going to betaking up the family contribution schedule ques-
tion in another few days and we are going to look into that,-

Mr, DAVis. I am not satisfied with the proposal I have offered here.
As I said, I want to continue to work on it, but the one that you have is
really bad and it really needs to be changed,

And the contribution schedule is one of the keys, the $1,400, anti the
one-half cost limitation is very important,

Mr. O'HARA, I think the (*S and ACT formulas have varions.defl-
ciencies, I have heard tt. lot.of criticism but much of it is with the qUali-
fier you have had, that you haven't really managed to come up with
one you really like,

I am not at all certain it is possible to come up with one on which
there is general agreement, But, in any event, we will be looking into
that,

Mr, DAVIS, I think it probably is, I inn move optimistic about it
than you are. .

Mr, OVAIIA, I don't. want our last State to be worse than our first.
Thank you very much,
We are going to keep going for a few minutes until they are neat'

quorum downstairs,
Mr. 011,AitA, Our nextvitness is Moicee Palladino of the Associated

Students of San Venneisco State rniversity, Ms, Palladino has asked
to be heard on the problems confronting the independent student,

Ms, Palladino, we would like to heat' from you.

L
41,1 7.4 +16
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STATEMENT OF MOIECE PALLADINO, ASSOCIATE JUSTICE,
ASSOCIATED STUDENTS, SAN FRANCISCO STATE UNIVERSITY

Ms, PALLAnixo, Good morning, Mr. Chairman,
Money, or the lack of its availability to those students who have

the greatest need, is the key factor for the Associated Students of San
Francisco State University for coming before you today,

Our student body. has a mean age of 26, whose average income is
so low that over 50 percent of the 12,000-plus full-time students
applied for financial assistance in 1973, Of that, over 4,500 students
are currently receiving financial aid in one or more Federal aid
categories.

First, a few realities of our campus financial aid ofAca. In 1973, our
campus financial aid office returned some $46,000 in what we believe
was unused Work- Study' funds, although jobs on and off campus
went begging for qualified students and students who might be other.
wise eligible were refused certification for a number of reasons.

One of our major problems was in the eligibility of students. It is
assumed that all students earn $600 during summer months, this $600
is automatically included as "income" in the projected years' budget
of the individual student, whether or not the monies were earned,

Veterans, divorced women with children, and many others were
refused financial assistance if their parents earned more than $15,000,
Yet, these same people worked and paid their own taxes for a number
of years before returning to college.

On the advice of Congressman Burton's office hi San Francisco, we
collected the case histories of five students and their problems with
their initial application for financial assistance at Sall Francisco State
University,

Every one of these students is "poor" by every Federal definition of
poverty. Yet, assistance was denied them until it was brought to the
attention of the financial aid director.

Fortunately, we have had a financial aid director since August of
1973 who has been more than cooperative, but even with his coopera-
tion it has been agreed we need some kind of Federal clarification on
how to deal with the independent student status, with the eligibility
of categorical aid recipients, that. is, Aid to Families with Dependent
Children, ADC here, disabled students, SSI recipients, supplementary
social security receipients and vets, how we think some of this stuff'
could be dealt with in terms of the creation of an ongoing individual
student, grievance procedure.

Iii the two other programs of HEW that 1 have ever dealt with,
both Health and Welfare, we have always had some kind or some
form of a grievance procedure. 1t, is really appalling to Inc that there
is no way an individual student can go up and challenge the amount
of money or how that need was computed at the financial aid office

on his campus.
We hope to set ttp a mechanism this fall, with the help of our admin-

istration, to do something. Wu would like to see it handled in a Fed-
eral kind of way also. We would also like to raise the question of
closed-end appropriations in financial aid programs,

IV.... ea
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The comment that I have heard for the 2 days' I have been hero
has l*en if you make more people eligible the financial aid dollar is
shrinking, then you will have more people fighting over the crumbs
that are out there at this point.

Some of the case historiesof five women, one of them being myself,
Toni Mitchell, whose parents died when she was 17, managed to coin
Mete high school and now got into San.Francisco State, but here total
income was Social Security Survivors Benefits and she was denied aid
because she had no need.

All these situations Were corrected once we were able to deal with
our financial aid director, but this is only such a narrow spectrum of
the problem, We only hear of just so few people.

Naomi Adams, a mother of two, was refused training by the local
welfare department and managed: to get into San Francisco State
under a special admit program. She happens to be doing quite well,
She has got about a 2.8 average.

She is raising two, children. She carried an 18month old baby to
classes for about half a semester, and I have known her from the ann.
munity, Finally, asked her why. She said because she wasn't given
any financial aid. They said she had no need, although when we went
there they recomputed it and said she was eligible to some money for
that year,

Again, it goes on, Women who have worked, are disabled, men as
well, I wasn't able to find any case histories to bring of some men,
but I think it clearly supports the need for an ongoing kind of griev.
awe procedure on campuses so the individttal students can go back and
say, "This is computed incorrectly,"

Only in one program can you challenge at this point, and that is
antler the Basic Opportunity Grant, Under the Federal insured stn.
dont loans, NDSL loans, under none of the other loan programs can
you do this,

Only with the aid of n financial aid director like Dr, Ellis Gedney
have we, been able, its a student body, to do these things, That is why
we are here today, Both Dr, Gainey anti Associated Students feel so
strongly that it was necessary to come to you and talk to you to see
if something can be resolved in terms of the clarification of the in
dependent Ancient. the clarification of categorical recipients, vis.a.vis
student aid, and the question of the whole grievance procedttre being
set up on an individual student basis,

OlIAnA. Your examples involve people of very low income
who were denied help, I wonder if maybe we don't need a change,
wihen dealing mwith people of very low income, ore in SST, AIDE,
that sort of thing.

Ms, PAtt,Aoto, We have tried it,
Mr, 04ItAttA. Let's take someone who has an income of $1,500 a

year and they want to go to school, If they have an income nt $1,500
a Year and wanted to go to work, or were unable to work for some
othee reason, they would be eligible for payments under various income
maintenance programs.

I am wondering with they shouldn't be eligible under the same sort
of ineome nutintenanee ?sapling while they are going to school,

PALLAntxn, 'This is the question Ivo have brought up. It is
attothee hurdle to jump, The papers you have got to fill out, I' am

!;')
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certain you are move titan aware than any S Sallof Its atlttS, is a com-
plete jungle and tangle of pe pers.

Mr, O'HAnA. It is very discouraging, It cuts a lot of people oil' right
at the beginning.

Ms. PALLAurso, And especially the people who have already spent
in California, until recently, we had SI 19-page form just to apply for
assistance, You can just jump so many hurdles and you are bound to
fall down somewhere along the line,

Education for a low-income person is a necessity, It is a necessity
for us to break that. cycle. These are people who have demonstrated
the ability and the motivation, who will work when they can, us Mrs.
Moore is now working for the Associated Student Body, but still
doesn't make enough money, She still has to get welfare payments,

The one suggestion I had for cutting throngh some of the paper
work is here von get a Medicaid card which is an identification card
from the Health and Welfare of HT4.1W, saying that.you are indeed
poverty stricken, or at least under all the Federal guidelines you are
poor

If
.

that cardin California it is called Medical and is issued on a
monthly basisin and of itself would establish independence and also
tells if there is any outside income, It has many pieces of information
on it: whether a person has outside income, it gives verification of
address, of age, of social security number, if you are on a social seen-
rity program, or a case number,

lir, O'HARA, I am Ivondering why for the low-income independent,
student, it seems to me that in the ideal framework of assistance that
income maintenance programs ought to take care of that low-income
independent student's hying expenses and all that the educational
assistance programs ought to be required to do, if we had the right
kind of income maintenance programs, would be to take care of the
additional expenses as a result of their attendance at the institution.

Ms. Pm,t,,tnixo. I think the key word that you hit was "ought."
Mr. OMAHA, I am not saying it does. Please don't interpret my re-

marks to' mean that. The problem is we already have a tough time, as
you well know from your own testimonyyou indicated itgetting
enough total dollars into the program.

MS. PALLAnt.xo, Or at least spreading that,
Mr, OVAnA, I don't, want to have student assistance carrying some

of the burden for income maintenance programs. It can't,carry the
edneational barden,

Ms. PALttoixo, And we are not allowed under Federal sections and
under the California manual of the Welfare :Department 44,1113,
to accept any money outside of what we need for educational expenses
only, so we are prohibited by law to accept any money over and above
what we are receiving from an income maintenance grant, and that
suppoets out' living arrangements,

0/IIMIA. I am going to ask the staff to schedule its witnesses be-
fore this hearing, is over some people who can talk to us from Social
Security and HEW about the applicability of income maintenance
programs to low neome independent students, and to low inconte fami-
lies who have children above the usual is who are still part of the
household who are attending college.
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1 think maybe one of out' approaches ought to be toward improving
income maintenance programs,

PALLADM. But at this point, if you could deal with the $600
that is automatically assumed to be earned, and this is by students of
working families as well, it is just automatically included and it is in
the Federal legislation.

If that could be money that had to be justified by the financial aid
officer as actual earned moneys and not assumed earned moneys, that
would stop one of the problems we have for both working families and
low income families.

And the other one would be the grievance procedure for the individ-
ual student with his individual financial aid office on these problems.

Mr. O'HATIA. Thank you very nnich, Ms. Palladino, for your help
today.

Ms. PALLADDro. Thank you, Congressman.
Mr. O'HAtiA. The special subcommittee will now stand in adjourn-

ment until 10 o'clock tomorrow morning in room 2257, where we will
continue hearing testimony with respect to Federal grant programs.

[Whereupon, at 11 :50'it.m. the subcommittee recessed, to reconvene
at 10 aim, Thursday, June 134974.)
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OP mil Confirm ON E1-m.110N AND LAti0III
Washington, D.C.

The subcommittee met at 10:10 a.m., pursuant to recess, in room
2261, Rayburn House ()ike Building, Washington, D.C. , Hon, James
O. O'Hara, presiding.

Present : Representatives O'Hara and Dellenback.
Staff members .present : Jim Harrisoot Staff Director; Elnora Teets,

Clerk; mid Robert C. Andringa, Minority Staff Director,
Mr. O'HARA, The special subcommittee will come to order,
Today's testimony will Old our examination of the grant component

of existing student...financial aid programs. We will be. focusing pri-
1ltarily On the so.cal led trio programs today, those grants authorized by

part A (4) of title IV, the special programs for students front disad
vantaged backgrounds, .

I think we. should have the text of that authorizing legislation in
the record at this point,

(The statutory atithoriziition referred to is. Title W, Part A, sq1'.

oart 4 of the Higher Education Act of 19(1 , as amended:)

Subunit 4-7Suecial Programs for Students From Disadvantaged Itaclierotttuls

1,80011A1t ,AV1'1101118ATIoN

Sm. 417A. (a) The Commissioner shall, in- accordance with the rovislott4 of
this subpart, tarry out a program designed to identify qualified students from
lowincotne families, to prepare theta fur a program of postsecondary edneallot1,
and to provide special services for such students who tire pursuing programs
ui postscheffilditrY edttoot1011,

(t) For the. purpose of enabling the ContOtiSstot10r to carry out this subpart,
there are authorized to be appropriated $100,000,000 for the fiscal year ending
Sane 80, 1073, and for each of the succeeding fiscal f'etu's eliding prior to July 1,

1975,
(20 U.S.C. 10701) Balloted Jane 23, 1972, 02-8t8, ser, 181(9) (1), 811 Stitt, 2118,

AtryttoltlY,Eb AOTIV1TIrs

Sec, 41723. (a) The Commissioner is authorized (without regard to section
8700 of the Revised Statutes (41 U.S.C. 5)) to make grants to, and contracts
with, institutions of higher education, including institutions with vocational and
career edneation programs, m1110010118 of such institutions, public and private
agencies and organizations (including ifrofetisiollitt scholarly ltssociations),

(275) .
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and, in exceptional C11505, .sevondory schools and secondary vocail0nal schools,
for planning, developing, or currying out within 'the States one or more of the
services described in section 417 ( a ).

(b) Services provided through grunts .and contracts under this subpart shall
be specifically designed to assist in enabling youths from -low-incomelamilles who
have academic potential, but who may lack adequate seemulnry school preparn-
tion or who may he physically handicapped, to enter, continue, or resume a
program of postsecondary education, including

(1) programs, to be known ns "Talent Search" designed to-
(A) identify qualified youths of financial or cultural need with an

exceptional potential for postseenday educational training and en-
eourage-them to complete secondary school and undertake postsecondnry
educational training,

(13) publicize existing forms of student financial aid, including aid
furnished under this title, and

(C) encourage secondary.school or college dropouts of demonstrated
aptitude to reenter eductional programs, including postsecondary-school
programs;

(2) programs, to be known its "Upward Bound", (A) which are designed
to generate skills and motivation necessary for success in edu.:..,lion beyond
high school and (B) in which enrollees front low- income backgrounds and
with inadequate secondory-school preparation participate on 'a substantially
full-time basis (luring allot, part of the program

(3 programs, to he known as "Special Services for DisadVantaged Stir
dents", of remedial and other special services for students with academic
potential (A) who are enrolled or accepted for enrollment at the institution
which is the beneficiary of the grant or contract, and (1i) who, by reason of
deprived educational, cultural, or eeononde background, or physleal handl-
cap, are in need of such services to .assist them to initiate, continue, or resume
their postsecondary education ; and

(4) a program of paying tip to iti per cent= Of the cost of establishing
and operating Educational Opportunity.Ceuters which

(A) serve areas with major concentrations of low-income populations.
by providing, in coordination with other applicable programs andservices

(i) information with respect to financial and academic assistance
available for persons in such areas desiring to pursue a program
of postsecondary ethical-hat ;

(ii) assistance to such persons inapplying for admission to
tutions, nt which a program of postsecondary education is .otfered,
inelding preparing necessary npplications for use by admission 811(1
fitinnelal aid officer's; and

(ill) counseling services and tutorial and other necessary assist-
mice to such persons while attending such institutions; anti

(B) serve as reeruiting and counseling pools 40 coordinate resources
and staff efforts of instittitions of higher education and of other health-
lions offering programs of postsecondary education, in acititittIng edu-
eationally disadvantaged persons.'

Tile portion of the cost of any project assisted under clause (4) in the preceding
statenee Which is borne by the applicant shall represent art increase in expendi-
ture by such applicant for time purposes of such protect,

(c) Enrollees who are iiartielpating on an essentially fulltitne basis in one or
More services being provided under this section may be paid stipends, but not in
excess of la per mouth except lit exceptional eases as determined by the Com-
missioner,

(20 107M1-1) toneted 3tine 23, 1072, P.L. 02-318, sec. 131 (b) (1), 80 Stat, 2381250,

Ur, OITAitA. As with the other progtiants, we have asked the (Ace
of Education to provide us with technical background, and we have
invited persons to testify today who have hind experience with 0110 01'
11110titer of these programs in actual operation,
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From the Office of Education, we will hear first from Dr. Leonard
Spearman, who is accompanied by Dr. John Phillips and the usual
panel. Thank you very much for coming back again, tmtlemen.

There has been some suggestion here that you ought to be eligible
for seine of the perquisites that Members of Congress enjoy since you
are spending so much time up here.

STATEMENT OP DR. LEONARD H, O. SPEARMAN, DIRECTOR, DIVI-
SION OF STUDENT SUPPORT AND SPECIAL PROGRAMS, BUREAU
OF POSTSECONDARY EDUCATION, U.S. OFFICE OF EDUCATION,
ACCOMPANIED BY CHARLES COOKE, SR., DEPUTY ASSISTANT
SECRETARY FOR LEGISLATION (EDUCATION) ; DR, JOHN D. PHIL-
LIPS, ACTING ASSOCIATE COMMISSIONER FOR STUDENT ASSIST-
ARE, BUREAU OP POSTSECONDARY EDUCATION; AND DR. INN
RISON ZONES, PROGRAM OFFICER, DIVISION OF STUDENT SUP'.
PORT AND SPECIAL PROGRAMS

Dr. Pliant's. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Before we get started I
would like to formally introduce the Director of the Division of Stu-
(.ant Support and Special Programs, Dr. Leonard Spearman on my
lIft, on my right, Dr. John Rison Jones, who is a program officer with
MT Special Programs Branch within the I)ivision. '

Dr. SMAIMAN, Mr. Chairman and members of the subcommittee it
is a pleasure to appear before you today and to briefly review the his-
tory and operations of the Student Special Services programs : Talent
Search, Upward Bound, Special Services for Disadvantaged Students,
and Educational Opportunity Centers.

The following statement is intended as a brief overvii ew. Inasmuch
as four programs are involved in this presentation, our testimony is
somewhat lengthy. However, it is important to present certain specific
aspects of these programs because of the particular nature of the serv-
ices and activities they otter for America's disadvantaged, low-income
population.

We will be happy to respond to questions from committee members
who might wish us to expand upon any part of this written statement.

I. titotst,Amq ms.rony or 1111.1 STUDENT SPECIAL MMUS PROGRAM

A. The Talent Search program was created by section 408(a) of the
Higher Education. Act of 1065 (Public Law 80-3'29), as a recruiting
mechanism to identify students who would be eligible to receive ,edu-
cational opportunity grants authorized by the same legislation.

The program originally had three objectives: (i) To identify quali-
fied youths of exceptional financial need and encourage them to com-
plete secondary school and to undertake postsecondary educational
training ;.(ii) to publicize existing forms of student financial aid; and
(iii) to encourage secondary school or college dropouts Of demon-
strated aptitude to reenter educational programs, including postSec-
ondary school programs.

The legislation designated eligible sponsoring agencies to include
State and local educational agencies and other public and nonprofit

.
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organizations and institutions, and set a Federal funding ceiling of
$100,090 per project.

funding procedures Were completed in the spring of
1966, and the program Oceanic operational on July 1, 1960.

The Higher Education Amendments of 1968 broadened the range
of eligible sponsoring agencies for Talent Search projects to include
institutions of higher education and combinations of such institutions,
as well as public and private nonprofit agencies and organizations
(including professional mid scholarly associations), and public and
private agencies and organiiations. '1 =he 1968 anamdments also modi-
fied the definition of persons eligible for Talent Search services from
"qualified -youth of exceptional financial need" to "qualified youths of
filianeial or cultural need with an exceptional potential for postsecond-
lily educational training," Consequently, the participation criteria
shifted from solely one of "income" to one that included cultural
need within a context of "exceptional potential" for postsecondary
education,

The Education Amendments of 1972 (Paine Law 92-818) removed
the-$100,000 project funding limitation, and added as eligible holding'.
agents both institutions with Vocational and career edllention programs
and, in exceptional cases, secondary schools and ,secondary vocational
scimols.

The Upward Bound program originated from pilot. projects finided
during the summer of 1905 with private funds from the Carnegie
Corporation and research and demonstration funds for experimental
programs from the Office of Economic Opportunity. The pilot projects
were designed. as summer units for low-income students who would
enter college the following September, but were in need of intensive
college preparatory proovains.

As the result were anal zed, the Office of Economic Opportunity
decided that a year-round program was needed to meet the special
needs of disadvantaged students preparing for college,. including both
residential summer and academic year follow-up activities, and ex-
tending service to students throughout the 2' or 8 years prior to high
school graduation who could be characterized as "academic risks." The
new program was subsequently authorised its a national program under
the 1960 amendments to the Economic Opportunity A.ct, becoming it
component of the Community Action Programs in the spring of 1906.

Time -Upward Bound program was intended "to generate shills -and
motivation necessary for success hi education beyond high school for
enrollees frOM low - income backgrounds with inadeqUate secondary
school preparation for postsecondary education by enrolling students
in essentially fall -time project activities." Program guidelines required'
a residential summer program together witha limited -academic year
follow-up program (weekly meetings) to gauge the success of the
summer's activities in terms of Individual student performance in the
secondary school. classroom. The eligible student population was
broadly defined its those with "academic risk" for postsecondary edn-
cation in view of their inadequate levels of academic preparation in
the secondary school system, and the lack of personal motivation for
education,

The Higher Education Amendments of 1968 tratisferved the Up-
ward Hound program from the Office Of teonoinic Opportunity to the

-a A
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Office of Education and established Certain specific requirements for
the program. Individual projects were required tot Effect arrange-
ments to assure cooperation between institutions of higher education
and secondary schools; provide health services for all participants;
provide limited stipend payments up to a maximum of $80 per month
per participant; and establish a maximum cost-per-student of $1,800
per annum, with the. Federal share of expenditures limited to a maxi-
nitun of 80 percent of total program costs ($1,440 per student).

The Education Amendments of 1972 removed all of the require-
ments cited above except for the maximum limitation on stipends.
Removal of the non-Federal share requirements and the cost-per-
student ceiling increased the Federal cost to 100 percent.

C. The Higher Education Amendments of .1908 amended Section
408 of the Higher Education Act of 1965, to provide a program of
Special Services for Disadvantaged Students in College. The program
was intended to provide reiiiedial and other special services for stu-
dents with academic potential who are enrolled or accepted for enroll-
ment at higher educational institutions receiving funding to support
such program activities. Eligible participants are defined as students
who, by reason of deprived educational, cultural or economic back-
ground, or physical handicap, are in need of such services to success-
fully pursue a program of postsecondary education.

T)ie 1968 legislation authorized projects to provide such specific
types of activities as "(A) counseling, tutorial, or other educational
services, including special summer programs, to remedy such students'
academic deficiencies, (13) career guidance, placement. or other student
personnel services to encourage or facilitate such students' continua-
ion oe re-entrance in a higher education program, or (C) identifica-
tion, encouragement, and counseling of any such students with a view
to their undertaking a program of graduate or professional education."
Initial-year funding procedures were completed in,the spring of 1970,
and the program became operational on July 1, 1970.

The Education Amendments of 1972 omitted reference to any specific
activities and defined the program as simply "remedial and other
special services students With academic potential" enrolled at host
lust it ut ions.

D. The Education Amendments of 1972 Nether amended the Higher
Editcation Act. of 1965 to establish educational opportunity centers ill
areas with major concentrations of low-income populations to provide,
in coordination with other applicable programs and services ; (i ) in-
formation with respect. to financial and academic asiiistance available
for persons residing hi such areas desired to pursue a peogram of post-

. secondary edlication (ii) assistance to such persons in applying for
admission to institutions at which a program of postsecondary educa-
tion is offered, including preparing necessary applications for up by
admission and financial aid offic'ers; and (iii) counseling services and
tutorial and other necessary assistance to such persons while attending
Stu+ institutions,

The centers will serve as recruiting and counseling pools to coordi-
nate resources and staff efforts of institutions of higher education and
of other institutions offering programs of postsecondary education, in
admitting educationally disadvantaged persons, Grantees, if engaged
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in such activity prior to receipt of Federal funds, are required to
maintain their prior level of effort, The Federal share of establishing
and operating such centers is set at a maximum of 75 percent of the
total program costs.

Applications from interested agencies and institutions were received
iii the Office of Education on May 29, and funding procedures are now
in progress to award initial-year grants by June 30 1974.

The four programs described above comprise the Student Special
Services programs administered by the Office of Education, The gen-
eral purpose of the programs is to expand educational opportunities
to achieve equalized educational opportunities, particularly for low-
i amine Americans. Although the four programs share a common focus
on low-income students, they deal with different levels of educational
goals and needs. Talent Search seeks to encourage and assist students
with financial and cultural needs to learn about educational career op,
tions and available financial aid resources to secure that educational
future. Upward found directs its activities toward the students who
a re mut ware of their academic potential, and who lack both the motiva-

_lion and the academic and personal skills necessary to pursue success-
fully postsecondary education, seeking to correct specific deficiencies
and to prepare these students for postsecondary enrollment,

The program of Special Services for Disadvantaged Students focuses
on postsecondary students enrolled or accepted for enrollment in a
variety of institutions and who are in need of remedial and supportive
services to enable them to enter, re-enter and successfully sustain a
program of postsecondary education,

1 he activities of an Education Opportunity Center are well-defined
in the legislation. The characteristics of an effective center will in-
clude (1) the identification of a specific geographic area, and (ii) the
creation of an effective delivery system of

geographic
benefits and ac-

tivities for the residents of that area, Measurements of a center's effec-
tiveness will include the number of persons receiving counseling for
take advantage of the educational benefits of the GI Bill to enroll
ment, as well as procedural activities associated with successful admis-
sions applications, The centers have specific goals of improving the
ti college-going rate" of the residents of an identified area, and an im-
proved retention rate for the, students enrolled at postsecondary in-
stitutions within the immediate range of that area,

It is of some importance to add at this point that although the
Statutes do not specifically authorize the Office of Education to fund
projects for veterans, the Office of Education did receive a special
appropriation in 1972 to develop Special Veterans Talent Seareharp-
ward Bound projects to aid those veterans who have been unable to
take advantage of the educational benefits of the GI Bill to enroll
in postsecondary education by employing the Upward Bound tech-
niqueetoward this group of disadvantaged citizens,

While the Talent Search activity was directed toward "outreaeh"---
to help veterans with the myriad questions posed by their educational
and no-educational needsseveral thousand veterans have been able
to complete the Special Programs or receive the services of these pro-
grams and to enroll in postsecondary educational activity,

.

et)
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II. OPERATIONS Or TIIE STUDENT SPECIAL SERVICES PROGRAMS

4. Funding of pPojeots
The Talent Search, Upward Bound and Special Services for Dis'.

advantaged Students programs are administered under grant or con-
tract agreements between the U.S. Commissioner of Education and
participating agencies, origanizations and institutions of postsecond-
ary education. Under the terms of these agreements, he grantees/con-
tratcors plan, develop and carryout programs designed to identify
-qualified youths from low-income families, prepare them for a pro-
gram of postsecondary education, and/or provide special services for
such students who are pursuing programs of postsecondary education.

Until 1971, these three programs, which are sometimes referred to
as the Trio programs, were administered from the central U.S. Office
of Education, On January 1, 1972, the authority for the administra-
tion of the programs was delegated to the Regional Offices of Educa-
tion, giving them responsibility for the evaluation of proposals, fund-
ing decisions, grant and contract negotiations, and the monitoring of
funded projects.

. Proposals are submitted annually to the regional offices. Each pro-
posal is read by a panel of experts in the education of disadvantaged
students, including two non-Pederal readers and a number of the Oh
Regional Office program stag.

-After reviewing these evaluations, the regional staff requests a third
non-Federal evaluation if there ist, wide divergence of opinion about
a proposal. Those recommended for funding are approved by the
Regional .Commissioner of Education.

During the 1973-74 funding cycle, a multi-year approval system
was implemented for these programs. This system is designed to allow
applicants to project goals, objectives, work plans, and activities over
a 3-year period. Continued funding for the full multi-year cycle is
always contingent upon the availability of funds, successful prior-
year performance, and an administrative decision that continuation is
in the best interest of the Government. Successful applicanti!under
this system must reapply in each succeeding year as noncompeting
continuation applicants.

Roughly 96.5 percent of the total program funds are allocated an-
nually from the central office to the regional offices to support motility
projects. About 8,5 percent of the program funds are -retained bI the
central office to support demonstration and service projects which are
national or inter-regional in.scope. These projects, which are a mech-
anism for implementing innovative concepts for the education of the
disadvantaged or providing national. services, are funded and moni-
tored by the central office in conjunction with regional personnel,

The funding history of the programs from their inception is at-
tached as table 1 (Talent Search), table 2 (Upward Bound), and table.
8 (Special Services for Disadvantaked Students).

Regulations. including criteria for the Educational Opportunity
-Center projects were published hi the Vederal Register on April 2U,
11)74, A total of 180 proposals was received Alt the central. office on
May 29, 1074,
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panel of, non-FM(1M' experts in the education of the disadvan.
tagod was invited to join with the Office of Education to evaluate these
proposals for new program activity, Ten to 12 proposals will be
reconunended for funding as .pilot projects during the first year of
program operations, Congressional notifications of these projects will
be made prior to June 30,1974,

,llanagement of projects -

Projects are monitored to see that each is meeting its approved goals,
objectives, work plans, and activities. Monitoring is accomplished
through on-site visits by regional office personnel and professional
site visitors, regional and State meetings, and workshops conducted by
regional office staff, and regular. reports to both the regional and
central offices.
0, Reporting of projects

Because of the variations among. the program goals, each of the
programs has special reporting requirements in addition to common
requirements for quarterly, mid-year, and annual reports covering
progress in meetii!g project goals and objectives, disbursements, and
property transactions,

Special reporting requirements are as Allows
Talent Search Semiannual statistical reports covering background

of clients, educational status, and project accompashments. 'these are
summary reports, although projects are required to maintain indi-
vidual records. ,

Upward Bound; Reports covering individual student demographic
data as they enter and leave the proiect. Periodic surveys attempting
to track academic progress of individual students and to update
records.

Special Services ; Semi-annual statistical reports covering back-
ground of partichmats, educational status, project activities and stu-
dent retention. These are summary reports, although projects are
required to maintain individual records,

Educational Opportunity Centers (4ttarterly .statistical/narrative
reports covering information -on participants as well as tracking prog-
ress the project is making in attaining its objectives.
D. Demand for the programs

One available measure of known demand for the Student Special
Services programs' is the number of proposals received annually by
the U.S. Office of Education. Tables 1.3 2, and 8 contain this informa-
tion by program so that one may compare the number received with
the number funded,

The Office of Education is often asked to define the potential popu-
lation to be served by .these programs. It is difficult to arrive at a
precise figure. The low - income population, 14.. to 21-year-olds, accord-
ing to the latest Census figum, is 3,984,000, We must add to this group
an unknown number of additional students eligible for program serv-
ices, including.; (i) the physically disabled; (ii), those in "cultural
need" amid (m) the "over 21" group that will include high school
and college dropouts as well as those who have never enrolled in post-
secondary study programs,
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The student population currently served by the Student Special
Services Programs is 268,000 which represents less than 7 percent of
the known eligible population.

TM INAMATION Or THE l'UOOUAMS

The evaluation of the Student Special Programs is based on three
general sources of information (A) on-site evaluations of projects;
(B) regular reports submitted by the project's and maintained in the
management information system of the Office of Education; and (0)
special studies contracted by the Office of Education or undertaken by
other agencies. Some of the detailed accomplishments highlighted.
by the management information system are included in Table 4
through 10.

Highlights of the data accumulated to date indicate that
1. Between 69 percent and 83 percent of the Special Programs clients

and students are from families with incomes of less than $6,000 per
year.

2. Except for clients in the Talent Search components of the Special
Veterans projects, 77 to 83 percent of the persons served are from
non-white minority populations.

Out of a combined total of 125,238 regular and special veterans
Talent Search clients served in 1972-73, 4,600 individuals were placed
in postsecondary schools, assisted in entering other training programs,
returned to school, or prevented from dropping out.

4. Upward Bound has a creditable postsecondary enrollment record
of 71 percent of those who completed the program.

5. The Special Services for Disadvantaged Students program, in
addition to reaching its intended low-income

incomes
(69 percent

of the students came from families with adjusted. ncomes of less than
$6,000), reported that 90 percent of its students have remained in
and/or successfully completed the program, 8 percent left for reasons
beyond the control of the student or the project, and 2 percent left as
academic or administrative dismissals,

6. Approximately 3,000 physically handicapped students were as-
sisted in the Special Services for Disadvantaged. Students Programs.

7. Talent Search, while it performs many additional education
functions difficult to quantify,. was successful to the extent that 57
percent of its regular clients and 61 percent of the veterans served by
the program were placed in postsecondary institutions or accepted for
enrollment in the 16972-73 program year.

Further program evaluation has been conducted through contrite-
tual arrangements or undertaken by government agencies. The Special
Services for Disadvantaged Students program has recently been the
object of a two-year study by the Educational Testing Service, Prince-
ton, 'New Jersey, Although the final report has not yet been submitted
to the Office of Education, the draft has been studied and used in the
preparation of new program Regulations. .

The ETS study indicates that the Special Services Program is a'
positive force in effecting institutional change to meet the needs of
disadvantaged students on the campus. The study also suggests that

gt#
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individual student performance tends to be a function of the attitude
of the institution toward students who lack skills that allow them to
compete with their peers,

The report does offer several recommendations to the Office of
Education ;

First, Institutions that are funded must make absolutely certain
that institutional objectives are compatible with the needs of the dis-
advantaged students;

Second, Institutional lines of authority must be specified to assure
response to the needs and Problems of disadvantaged students;

Third. A special and extraordinary effort must be made to insure
that students are aware of the supportive services available to them
through the program and through the institution.

Fourth. There must be realistic assignment of budgets to tasks and
activities so that programs do not take on too many activities, or serve
so ninny students that the program is vitiated.

Fifth, There is need for careful, thoughtful, and specific measurable
program goals and objectives;

Sixth, Projects must deal more effectively in recognizing and meet-
ing the needs of different ethnic and racial groups;

Seventh. Program evaluation and renewal must be based on stu-
dents being able to reach a retention or performance rate that equals
that of the nondisadvantaged student;

Eighth. Monitoring of programs intist be given a higher priority;
and

Ninth. The student eligibility requirements must be tightened as
many students in the program were found not to need the academic
portion of the program.

These recommendations are presently under consideration by the
Office of Education.

Talent Search and Upward Bound Programs are now the subject
of a 2-year study. The results of this study will be available in early
1975,

In reference to other governmental studies, the General Accounting
Office has it an investigation of 14 Upward Bound projects located
in three regions. The results of this study were made, available to the
Congress on March 7,1974,

The GAO report offered many constructive suggestions to the Office
of. Educationsuggestions that were overdue in many areas, The
establishment of clear measurable objectives will be implemented in
regulations which will soon be published. An improved management
information system is presently being implemented. The system now
includes an editing process Which automatically identifies students
who do not meet the risk and income criteria.

With respect to other issues raised in the GAO report, I should like
direct the subcommittee's attention to the official response from the
Office of Education, dated May 9.8.

At this point,. Mr. Chairman, I would be pleased to respond to any
questions you might have,

LTables follow ;1

4-
) 4)
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TABLE 1,-TALENT SEARCH

Fiscal year

1966 1967 1968 1969 1070 1971 1 1972 1 1973 1

Feeds requested (thousands)
Obligations (thousands) ........
Proposals received
Protects funded..
tridents served.
Average cost-

Per student.
Per project

57, 723 $10,907 $14,771 $18.500
$2, 000 $2, 492 2 $3, 884 $3, 876

130 176 226 254
42 50 72 66

s 50,000 s 62, 500 s 97, 500 s 93, 900

$47,364109 $494,884480 $5314484 $58,14287

$14,647
$5, 000

192
. 84

S 125,000

$598,12141

$11,884
$5, 000

(3)
90

125, 000

$55,
$40

$21,2413
$6, 000

223
4 166

125,000

$36,145

$17, 834
$6, 000

234
117

6 125, 400

548
01,282

I Program regionalized jam, 1, 1972,
2 Amount available $3,900,000 due to $100,000 savings requested by administration,
3 Not available,
467 veterans prajects counted in both Talent Search ani Upward Baud this year only.

Estimated, Limited staff prevented data collection prior to fiscal year 1971. Fiscal year 1973 datanot available until
program year closes June 30,1974,

TABLE 2.-UPWARD BOUND

1965 1966 1967 1968 1969 1970 1971 1 1972 1 1973

Funds requested
(thousands)

Program funds 3
(thousands)

Proposals received
Projects funded
Students served
Average cost-

Per project
Per student

(2)

4 $2, 400
. 36

4 17
42,061

$141,176
4 $1, 164

(2)

4 $24, 900
292

4 218
420,333

$114, 220
4 $1, 225

(2) .

4 $28, 200,
348

4.249
422,440

$113, 253
4 $1, 257

4.531;

4

4 25,

$110,
4 $1,

(2).

600
395
285
368

877
246

j(2)

$30, 600
445
300

25, 740

$102,000
$1,189

$37, 188

$28, 300
424
292

27, 346

$96, 917
$1, 035

$50,

$28,

28,

$94,
$1,

000

500
500
302
142

370
013

$73,

1'533,

6

7 33,

$88,
$994

377

600
895
378
809 t

888

$49, 227

$38, 33t
497
416

127, 900

$92,141
6 $1, 374

1 Program regionalised Jan. 1, 1972,
3 Not available,
3 Excludes administrative funds,
4 Prior to fiscal year 1969 program was under 0E0 auspices, Data on program funds, number of projects and Students

served secured from Oreenleigh report,
6 $1,400,000 to tight to read,
667 veterans projects counted In both Upward Bound and Talent Search this year only.
t The 20 percent matching of Federal funds was eliminated by Public Law 92-318, June 23, 1972, Grants tot fiscal year

1912 had already been negotiated. The increased cost per student served and reduced number of students reflects the
Implementation of full Federal funding.

1 An additional 25.000 veterans will receive outreach and counseling services only. They are not Included in the total
students served by Upward Bound to avoid gloss distortien of cost per student.

TABLE 3,- SPECIAL SERVICES

1970 1971 t 19121 1973

Funds requested (thousands) $90, 000 563,321 340,123 $44, 006
Obligations (thousands) $10, 000 $15, 000 2 $14,175 $22, 998
proposals received 424 (1) 420 485
Projects funded 121 190 208 i 322
Students served 30, 000 51,500 62,400 4100, 000
Average cost-

per S
projectudenPet project

$333 $291 $227 4 $230
$82, 644 $78, 947 $68, 149 $71,422

1 Program regionalised Jan, 1, 1972.
11825,000 to tight to read.
3 Not available,
4 Estimated, Program year Closes June 30,1974,
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TABLE 4

(In percent)

Eligibility criteria family income

Eligibility criteria:
Low family income
C ult/pot Isolation
Other
Discretion of PD.....
Physical disability

- None of these
Not reported

Family income (new students only):
0 to $2,999 .

11,000 to
,000 to 7,499

7,500 to ,999
9,000 of more
of reported

,....1.....

Ethnoracial background
...

Black
American Indian
Oriental American
Spanish descent:

Mexican American
Puerto Rican
Other

White (other than Spanish descent)
Other .. 4 . -
Not reported

TS SS (new students only) TS/UB
vets,

1972-731971-72 1912-73 1971-72 1972-73

NA 73 83 75 61
NA 14 3
NA 12 35

13 11

4 5
9

NA 0 0 0

19 30 33 32 56
29 19 42 37 23

6 15 8 14 10
3 7 . 5. 7 5
2 6 5 7 5

41 2 7 4 1

TABLE 5

tin percent)

TS SS

TS/A11-111971-72 1972-73 1971-72 1972-73

43 51 55 49 44
9 11 5 7 2
1 1 2 1 0

14 15 14 16 8
4 4 4 5 2
1 1 1 2 0

17 18 16 17 43
1 1 2 2 1

11 0 0 , 2 0

TABLE 6

Program accomplishments.

Ma .

-IS
1971.72 1972-73 Vets, 1972-73

Postsecondary placement:
Enrolled In college
Accepted, but not yet enrolled
Placed in action, etc
Placed in Arnied Forces training programs

Dropout prevention and return:
Returned to elementary/secondary school
Returned to postsecondary sCh001
Placed

in
high school equivalent or GEO program

Placed In adult basic education programs
Prevented tram dropping out (all levels)

....... . , . .. .

Number Percent Number Percent Number Percent

28,638

1,684

4,530

23

1

4

30, 997
22, 313

1, 736
442

1, 161
2, 9/0
3, 85/
1, 592
8, 725

.-

32

2
0

1

3
4
2
9

9, 670
3, 650

288
27

213
1, 878
3, 480

356
2, 245

43
16%

1

0

1

8
15
2

10

I
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TABLE 7.--UPWARD BOUND

Output measures 1965 I 1966 1967

Percent distribution of students aided
by gross family income category....

0 to 521999
$3, to $5,999
$6, to $7_,499
;7,500 to 58,559
59,000 or more

100.0

44H
0,4

(2.5

100.0

a
(.5

100,0

13:2
a 72

(.5

Fiscal year-

1968 1969 1970 1971 1972 1973

100.0 100,0 100.0 100.0 100.0 (0.

11:8 11:761 P581.84 5381..g "3{52,01
8,6 (7, 5 0 0 11, 4

.3 (1, 5 IL 9) 1,8 (3.2
(.7 (.7) 0,9) 0.7 (1.6 .4.

I Data not yet available,

TABLE 8,-UPWARD BOUND

Fiscal year-p.

Output measures 1965 1966 1967 1968 1969 1970 1971 1972 1973

Percent distribution of students aided
NA 100.0 100,0 100,0 100,0 100,0 100,0 100,0 (I)by ethnoracial category

American Negro

Spanislosurnamed American,.

American Indian
Oriental American

(52. 0) (51.6 (54, (54, (55. (51. 5) (56, 5
(4.1) (4,1 (4, 5)} 3 9 (5, 6

(31 (. 9 (, 7 (. 7 0,6 0, 9 (, 8

Other
While American (33, 1 (31,7 (29,6) (28, 1

((0,9
7 (28,4 (210

(7. (9, 8 (9. 3 (9. 4 ( O. 8 (9.7

2 (3, 4 (1.9 (1. 5) (1. 3) (0,9 (O. 5 (4. 2)

Data not yet available,
In 1966, Oriental Americans were included in the 3.4 percent "Other" category,

Ulm 9
Nationat Upward Bound postsecondary atatistioa 1905-48'

1, Number of former Upward Bound . students who have graduated
from high school - 07, 410

2, Number of former. students who planned to enroll at a 2. or 4.year
college 40, MI

2a, Percentage of high school graduates who planned college enrollment 71
3, Number Of former students who matriculated at a 2. or 4-year

college 3t, 8Th
Percentage of high school graduates who mat. Anted into college (5

3b, Percentage of students who planned enrollment Who.matriettlated- 92
4, Number of students who planned enrollment at a postsecondary in.

stitution other than a 2. or 4.year college 3,100
4a. Percentage of high school graduates who planned other postsecond

11ey enrollment Et

5, Namber of former students who matriculatN1 at their own host
institution JO, 027

0, Number of former students. Who inattlettlated at an Upward liound
host Institution other than their own 7, 203

7, Number of students who atriculated at institution which does not
currently host an Upward Bound protect 14,080

8, Number of former students who matriculated at a 2 or 4-year
college . ..... 37, 370

9, Ninnber of students last reported as enrolled in college 18, 800
10, Number of former students reported graduates of a 2.year college.- 891
11. Number of former students reported holding a baccalaureate

degree 1, 874
12. Number of former students reported attending graduate or profes-

sional schools 177
13, Percentage of college matriculants who were either reported still

enrolled or graduated from 57

t The postspeombry enrollment data tilted nbos'e does not reflect information on former
Upward Bound Students Who decided to obtain a postsecondary education sometime nfter
they left the program. Silleethe °Mee of Ethientl011 doe r4 not maintain contact with mil
individual student after he leaVes the program, information on students who transfer col

or Who drop out of school temporarily is ahlo lost,
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TABLE 10,-SPECIAL SERVICES, RETENTION IN PROGRAM

197172 1972.73

Reasons for leaving program
Number of

students Percent

Satisfactory academic progress 5, 262 10, 9
Transferred other college or university 885 1, 8
Graduated 927 1, 9

-:. Total 14, 6
Other reasons

Total leaving program

6, 562 13.7

13, 636 28, 5

Number of
students Percent

6, 944 11.5
1, 288 2.1
2,147 3,5

17, 0
, 6, 383 10.6

16, 762 27, 8

TAnto 11

Dependent 18 to -24 year olds not enrolled in college, not high school- graduates
by family income, 1971

(Percent of n go group not enrolled, not high school graduate(. .

Family Income
All income
0 to $2,999
$3,000 to $4,909
$11,000 to $7,499
$7,500 to $9,999
$10,000 to $14,909
$15,000 and over

14
4. 89

82
18
18

Dependent 18 to ,24 year olds attending college by famitg income, 1971
(Percent of age group in college(

Family income: ,

All income 4 as
0 to $2,949 111
$8,000 to $4,909 21
$5,000 to $7,491) 28
.$7,1100 to $9,099 84
$10,000 to $14,999 42
$15,000 and over 58

Sourer. : MO tahlom crilculn tort from tT,S, llurtsrui of the Census, Current Populating
lettpnot" ( 1971 ), merles P-20, No,, 241, pp, 40-41,

TABLE 12,- SPECIAL PROGRAMS TOTAL, FISCAL YEAR 1973 FUNDING

'Program year 1973441

7
a

Number of Average Number of
Requested Funded projects award students

California $15,109, 461 $5, 318, 610 05
Florida. 2,137, 907 1, 1,965,4.3 25
Illinois 5,926,689 2,360,629 23
Indiana 1, 680, 816 1, 085, 793 12

ifteviiigk
3,171,494 I, 979, 213
5,427,585 5.087,048

orth Carolina 2, 930, 260 2, 280.676 29
Oregon I, 483,108 698, 839 13
Pennsylvania... 4, 006, 520 2,224, 726 30
Puerto Rico 1, 169,731 1,091,691 12

23,345

11,5 0
6,

3, 2 3
6, 237

17,126
7, 444
2, 855
6, 559
5, 213

Aggregele of estimates for oath of the programs,
*See average award for each Of the programt,

( 4,

ki
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TABLE 13.-TALENT SEARCH, FISCAL YEAR 1973 FUNDING

'Program year 1973-741

Requested Funded
Number of

projects
Average

award
Number of
students'

California $3, 165, 862 $613, 421 11 55, 766 12.286
Florida. 165, 959 101, 475 2 50, 738 2, 030

Illinois 752,382 351,885 4 87,966 7,037

Indiana 66, 649 64, 340 1 64, 340 1, 287

Michigan 306,187 105,000 2 52,500 2,100

Now York 460, 260 376, 907 8 47,113 7, 538

North Carolina 130, 805 120, 500 2 60, 250 2, 410

Oregon. 237, 399 77, 943 3 25, 981 1, 559

Pennsylvania 447, 354 163,000 3 54, 333 3,260

Puerto Rico.. a 110, 000 110,000 1 110,000 2, 200

I Estimated at $50 per student,
2 Request amount was funded,

TABLE 14,-SPECIAL SERVICES, FISCAL YEAR 1973 FUNDING

. 'Program year 1973-741

Requested Funded
mNu
projects

Average
award

Number of
students

California
Florida

$1, 806, 061 $2r ,

9080,
977

905,683 05, 683
24
1 4

8, 707
66491

9,167
3, 990

Illinois 3, 420, 952 826,958 8 .1064,, 370 3,643

Indiana 806,743 334, 000 4 83, 500 1,471.

Michigan 2, 096, 611 754, 000 9 83, 778 3, 322

New York I, 695,162 1, 675,102 16 103, 694 7, 379

North Carolina ******* 1, 308, 530 941,326 12 78,444 4,147

Oregon 593, 956 229, 423 5 45, 884 1, 011

Pennsylvania 1, 473, 389 489,000 9 54, 333 2,154

Puerto Rico 682, 508 625, 000 7 89, 286 2, 753

Estimated at $227 per student,
I Requested amount was funded,

TABLE 15.-UPWARD BOUND FISCAL YEAR 1973 FUNDING

'Program year 1913441

Number of Average Number of
Requested Funded projects award students"

California $4, 131, 538 $2, 624, 212 30 87, 474 1, 910

Florida 1, 066, 265 958, 265 9 106, 474 698

Illinois 1, 753, 355 1, 181, 806 11 107, 437 860

Indiana 807, 424 667, 453 7 95, 350 485

Michigan 1, 368, 096 1,120, 213 12 93, 351 815

New Yolk 3, 272,163 3, 035, 039 25 121, 402 2, 209

north Carolina 1, 490, 925 1, 218, 850 15 81, 257 887

Oregon 601,153 391,473 5 78,295 285

Pennsylvania 2, 085, 777 1, 572, 726 18 87, 374 1, 145

Puerto Rico . 377, 223 356, 691 4 89, 1/3 260

I Estimated at $1,374 per student.

f.

a
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my. olTARA. Thank you very much, Dr. Spearman,.
Dr. -Spearman, does one of your tables here have to do with the

funding history of these programs?
1)1.. SPEAUMA'N. Tables 1, 2, and 3 show this Mr, Chairnmn. In table

1, the first line represents the amount of funds requested by institu-
tions annually from 1900 through 1973, For example, in- 1978, the
institutional or ageney request for Federal 1.itinds was $17,834,000,

'rile obligations of the Federal appropriation on that line was $0
million, We received 2,34 proposals, We wore able to fund, from this,
117 proposals, The number of students served, and thatis a total num-
ber for all 117 projects, represents 125,400, at an average cost of $48
per student, and an average cost. per project of $51,282.

That information is pretty much duplicated in tables 2 and 3 with
respect, to the Upward Bound program and the Special Services pro-
aram. For example, in 1978, in Upward Bound, we received requestsr
in the amount of $49 million. The appropriation was $38.331 million.

We received 497. proposals, funded 410. serving 27,00 students at an
average cost of $1,374 per student, at ail average project cost. of
$921.41.

In the Special Services Program, referring only to 1073, there was
a request, for $44 million, We obligated.$22,09$,000, I vannot aroma
for the loss Of that. $2 million. The muner of- prepoSals received, 485.-
We funded 322. to serve 100,000 students ot :In average coS pet' student
Of $20, and an average project cost of Si i, -1'.:, ,

Mr..0'11,ktik. What is the .funding 4itunt ion 1(11' 1074 ?
Dr. SpnAttm.vx, The 1974 approPriatioo is precisely the same,. with

the addition of $3 million to implement the new Educational Oppor-
tnnities Center program, So we are talking about $70,3:11 million for
all four programs.

The Current budget. verp tests
De. SnnArtm,v:,;, That is also the 1071 budget request,
mr. omit., One of .yonr programs involves getting out. informa-

tion, 'loin. Edueational Opportunities Centers involve disseminating
information with respect tO financial and academic assistance avail-.
able for persons -residing in such areas desiring to pursne a program
of postsecondary education.

How many of these centers do you now have?
Dr. SPEMIMIAN% None at the present time, One ltnndred eighty pro-

posals were weived on ,11' ay 20, mihmkid het weal ,2 and r),
'We plan to have the program operatimml on July 1 by funding. 12
Centers throng -limit the country, There will he a venter in each of the
reel on, of the office of Edt ton t ion.

Ir. O'HARA. 1111011 YOU talk about areas with major concentrations
of low-income populations, what sixe. 1lrens aro you talking about!
metropolitan areas, cities, neighborhoods? What order of magnitude
are we talking about ? Aro they counties or parts of cities?

Sexmor.tx. We are talking about parts. of cities, rural and urban,
areas the embrace It significant portion of low income youth.

011\11,, In other words, in the 1),C, area you might have such
9. center ill Southeast.?

SPEAtt:st,m Correct,
011.m.k, And then if there is a idol 'Northwest who wanted in-

formation, \Olaf would happen their?
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pt'. SPEARMAN, Hopefully, he would go to the center in Southeast.
Mr, 011m1A. But it is not designed to serve him.
Dr. SIi AliMAN. It would be very difficult, with the size of a center

and the amount of funds allocated to one center, to be able to etlec:
tively cover an entire area the size of the District, but we would like

to hu able to make the center's activities known to all of the citizens
in the District,

Dr, PHILLIPS. Mr, Chairman, I might interject an additional cont-
molt here. We are in the first year and these first projects are eery
much hi the nature of pilot projects to see how this concept works out,

and we will be very carefully following and tracking; it to see how it
does do; does it tend to be restrictive in the sense that the Center's
geographic location limits the clientele served, or can one, in a major
coneentration of low-income population, serve a larger geographic

Ripe,
That. is one of the criteria we use in evaluating the proposals.
Mr, O'ItAnA. I have been looking at the accomplishments of the pro-

grams and I am wondering.. I see no reference in here anywhere on
highlights of data accumulated to date that has to do with student
speeial programs,

I see no reference in here anywhere to control groups, Have you
attempted--it rutty be indeed that 90 percent of the students who have
been assisted in special services for disadvantaged programs have re-
mained in and/or successfully completed the program; 95,600 placed

in postsecondary schools, assisted in entering other programs, returned
to sehool, or prevented from dropping out.

Talent, Search, 57 percent of its regular clients and 01 percent of
the veterans served by the program were placed or accepted for en-
rollment in postsecondary institutions, I am wondering to what extent
that would exceed a control group from similar backgrounds who
1Tret11; receiving assistance,

In other words, I think the best measure of the effectiveness. of the
programs is to what extent they are assisting people in achieving re-
sults that would not otherwise be achieved,

Would there be considerable numbers doing these things if. there
were

Phiturs. Me. Chairman, I would like to ask Dr, Jones to re-
spond to your qu nestio.

Dr, doNzs. The Research Triangle Institute of North Carolina is
ttild(Itfitking tt control study of the 'Upward Bound program as a part
of all overall study of both Talent Search and Upward Bound under

contract, The, design and information will become available with
the final report due in late 1975.

It is presently impossible to design a control study for Talent
Search, Descriptive information about, the clients in ally single project

not available for control. purposes, The It T.I. study will describe the
clients; once this is completed, it may be possible to design a control
study,

'111(1 1'tittS0115 for this are understandable. The average Talent Search
project works with three distinct groups of clientsf Secondary and
college, dropouts in rt significant age span t graduating seniors in need
of immediate assistance in gaining admission to a postsecondary insti.
tut ion together with assistance in obtaining financial ; and students
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below the 12th grade who need effective career counseling to make,in.,
telligent career decisions, particularly counseling that seeks to advisa
students about the necessary prerequisites for an adequate secondary
school background for postsecondary education, Talent Search also
see% es students of cultural needs. Until these groups are described, a
control study is extraordinarily difficult .if not virtually impossible .

to design from the "matching" needs of an adequately constructed
control group,

Individtml programs have conducted internal experiments with con-
trol groups. Although we have never formalized these project studies,
there is solid evidence that projects are achieving their objective of
postsecondary placement. Those in control grolips do not proceed into
postsecondary education unless there is an effective counseling program
available in high schools, or students have access to a Talent Search-
type operation.

The universal reports we receive from project- directors indicates
that high school counselors, with unusually heavy student loads, often
tit exeess of ;100 students, cannot deal with individualized needs of
students, particularly those from disadvantaged backgrounds, Cowl-
selors tend tci prefer to work with advantaged students and with
achievers, project directors believe. There is also a suspicion that
counselors are more than ever before concerned with attendance and
not with future educational planning. In other words, counselors are
concerned with dropout prevention and not with career educational
options.

The Upward Bound program did fund a highly significant control
experiment in 1968-60 before the creation of the 'Special Services for
Disadvantaged Students program in the Higher Education Amend-
ments of 1968, The University of New Orleansthen Louisiana State
University at. New Orleansexperienced a severe problem with enter-
ing freshmen from disadvantaged backgrounds who had double de-
ficiencies in both English and mathematics. Admission to a State insti-
tution of lihslier vdtteation in Louisiana required only a high school
diploma and tuition.

Ninety percent of students with double deficiencies who entered
LSUNO failed at the end of the first semester, In a decade, less than
1 percent had graduated from that institution,

Computers perfectly matched two
iii

of students for the con-
trol, Forty-two students were placed n a special Upward Bound pro -
grain of general studies for one semester; the control group of 42 en-
tered regular freshman classes,

Our last report on these students, March 1973, is significant :

"Peten.tion, Rata of the.190.9 Oetwrot Sfuelia8 Vinyard Bound' Ppo.
grom,;--35 percent of the 1960 general studies program (a small group
Of double remedial students who were given tutoring and academic
supportive services) are still enrolled in higher education-28 percent
at LSUNO, I percent at other colleges,

Of the control group ti percent are still enrolled at LSUNO, None
are enrolled at other institutions,

The control group was matched carefully with the Upward Bound
group not only as ACT scores in Miglish, mathematics, and compre-
henston scores, but as to high schools, neighborhoods, site of fam-
ily, and disadvantaged status by income.

Or
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The above statistics show that the Upward Bound program im-
proved the chances of remaining in college for the poorly prepared
disadvantaged student from 5 out of 100 to 35, out of 100."

Dr. Pitman. We do have some independent study that Mr. Spear-
man has been reviewing. Perhaps he can relate some materials from
that study to the question.

Dr, Sm.:AMAX. When we examined, in a study on socioeconomic
rates in dropouts and retention rates among individuals who go to
college% we examined a study on the probability of young people, men
going into ,postsecondary education from the lowest socioeconomic
status, that is, from incomes of zero to $2,500. The probability is about
six-hundredths percent. For women it is about seven-hundredths per-
cent, When we move that up to the upper socioeconomic level, the prob-
ability of men pursuing postsecondary education, or avoiding dropout.
is about 48 percent, as compared to 84 percent for females.

So, in essence? our data, while lacking the precision of refined control
techniques, indicates that the rate of college attendance for young
people whore income is less than $6,000 exceeds to some extent the
predicted rate. In round figures, this would be approximately 15 per-
cent for individuals whose income is less than $6,000 per year as com-
pared with 48 percent for those whose family income exceeds $10,000.

So, there is something like a difference of 81/2 times the opportunity
for postsecondary education for those individuals who are from the
upper socio-economic scale.

Mr. O'HARA. My point is I think there are a lot of Members of
Congress that are not completely convinced that the program is
achieving results different than those that would be achieved without
it.

We can see, for instance, by looking at some of the statistics in the
report of the Commission on the Funding of Postsecondary Educa-
tion that there has been an increase in the number of students from
the lowest income groups who are continuing on in postsecondary
education.

I am not sure but what people possessing the characteristics of those
that you go out and identify and assist in some area where your pro-
.erain doesn't operate might not be going on in the same percentages.tt,

Dr. Pfliburs, You are really questioning the marginal utility of the
program. In other words, the program, let's say the national figure is
something like 15 percent of those-under $3,000 income would go on to.
college. 'Mt is the census data.

You are questioning does the availability of something like Talent
Search raise that rate to 20 or 25 percent, or does it simply mean that
the same percentages go on regardless of whether they have access to
this program,

Mr, 071-Innit, That is right,
Dr, Pntt,Lirs. I think the only answer we can give you on that right

now is we do have this ItTI study underway which is a fairly compre-
hensive 2-year study. It does contain within it a plan whereby we can
test the postsecondary participation rates of the people served by the
project us opposed to those that are not served by the projects, and
we may be able to give you some data early in 1975 on that question,

Mr. O'HARA. Controlling the thing in such a way as to have similar
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population in each group, that is the material that I don't find here,
I have that same trouble with rthe-levels. of the .Great Lakes.'

flight now a lot of my constituents. are being flooded out and they
stay., "O'Mara,. what have you done? You haven't accomplished any-
thing because we are still under- water." try to explain to them that
the water would be 4. to 5 inches 'higher tlutnit is today had it not been
for my efforts, but- when you are under water they think 4 or ti inches
isn't all that important.

Maybe our efforts are like O'llara's -efforts in the Great Lakes. lam
not having much of an impact, you see, Maybe the levels.of the lakes
are controlled by precipitation, runoff, days of sunshine and 'a lot. of
other things and the mere puny efforts ire make aren't an effect in the
outcome.

Maybe that is the same sitttation.here. We are dealing with all kinds
of cultural factors and causing people to change their living patterns.
Maybe we aren't making much of a differenee. That is what Iwant to
try to find out.

I would like to have your response to the GAO study submitted for
the record, if you could, on problems of the Upward Bound,program.
Dr. PHILLIPS, Mr. Chairman, believe our. first response is contained
in the back section of the volute you have in your hand.

Mr. 011AnA, Do you have a further response?
Dr. Pitti,tinis. There is a further response dated May.26, which goes

into greater detail and we will make copies of that available toyou.
We aid an initial. response and then we studied further and: did a
followup.

[The document referred to follows :]

11PPEoTIVENESS OP THE UPWARD lloUND PROGRAM IN PREPARING D/SADVANTA0P,D
STUDENTS PM POsTsECoNDARY IlDuOATION .

In the preliminary response to the study, the Department concurred that a
need exists to strengthen many aspects of the administration of the Upward
Bound Program. We are working to synchronise all aspects of the tasks-involved
to accomplish the improvements in time for Meal Year 1D75 funding.

13asiO operational. procedures to assure project compliance with grant terms
and conditions and with participants' economic eligibility can be established
fairly quickly. The more tinte.demanding recommendations concerning such
things as need analysis, achievement test and measurement of tnOtIVStiori will
require considerably more attention and will not be Completed as rapidly. In
short, several improvements can be effected forthis year's funding. Others which
involve changes to the basic structure of the program and a systematic restrttc-
tilting will progress more slowly and will require specialised staff.

Within the frame work of a fourteen-month work plan, the Office of Vilma-
Hon is working to effect operation of the basic management principles and prac-
tices recommended in this study. The plan includes developtnent of a statement
of goals and objectives, mission statements, descriptions of the tasks required
to implement the other recOrittnelithaiolis and milestones establishing dates for
completion of the various tasks,

The Department's -updated comments to GAO's recommendations follow :

RP.COMMENDAITON NO, 1
/AO recommends

.Establish (dear, measurable objectives for the Upward Bound PrOOlttit and
periodie nalestanes to Metb9tire the effectiveness of the program to acnontplishing
the objectives as required by HMV's Operational inanity, System. Also, develop
guidelines requiring that the projects establish similar objectives,
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.Department comments . .

The Office of Eltiention Is preparing a policy statement designed..to clarify the
intervention .strategy, general purpose and speeific objectives of the .Upward .
Bound Program. This statement serves as the basic guide for directing imple-
mentation of the other recommpulations and for general 'operation of the pro.
grain. The contents of this statement are to be translated integuidelines through
which we will require projects to establish sindlar'olijectives.

IIECOM1INNUATION NO. 2
GA.0 recommends

Develop guidelines requiring projects to (1) perform 00(1 &MOH-gild compre.
heath.° need a83essment .en all students, including their -motivation lavelS, (2)
dc. ign. ti currieutam to meet the needs identified and (3) periodicaltil'inCaSfire
the progress made meeting these needs. The guidelines should also inclinie
additional guidance to assist the projects.in accomplishing the4e three'reqUirc.,
merits.
Department C001)1101148

Points one, two and three of this recommendation have been written into draft
regulations which .are now being reviewed by 011's Office of General Counsel,
They will be published well in fulvaee of the Fiscal Year 11)75 funding activity,
Guidelines to assisnitojects in accoMplishing those three requirements can best
be done by educational specialists who 'have had recent and direct education and
experience in working to improve students' educational abilities. Such individ.
lulls could make valuable contributions to national and regional OE staff capa-
bilities to providetraining for projects. O1 is committed to acquiring the services
of specialists to the maximum extent which available resources pet" .

ItECOMMENDATION NO, 3
GA 0 recommends

Improve the Upward Donna :Management InforMalion System 80 program
managers are provided with the data, needed in developing, planning and °Patriot
lug the Upward Bound Program. The system, should provide program managers
the data 'needed to (1) assess the specific educational needs of students, (2)
identify the ajor problems that must be dealt with, (3) devise specific strategy
for 00ere001100 these problems, (4) implement in education program VeNpott8iVe
to students' needs, On measure progretormade toward meeting stated goats, and
(6) assess the effectiveness of the program and each project.
Department comments

The study calls for a radical change in evaluation strategies for the Upward
Bound program. Since the program's inception, evaluation has been based pig.
marily on students' entrance and retention in college. The study suggests that
the soundest grounds for evaluation is the measurement of growth which students
experience from their participation in Upward Bound. This has benefits in terms
of costs because the program evaluation can take place While 111(111'1(1nd projects
still have direct access to the students as opposed to trying to track them after
they have left the project. At the same.time, it would appear that the Offiee of
Education will become nmeh more deeply involved in ellEriettil1111 Planning and
Implementation which requires resources for ncquiring the services of specialists.
In the past, We have relied upon the expertise of Upward Bound grantees for this
aspect of program development.

Preliminary considerations of this recommendation indicate that these actions
are required

1, Determine the skills and motivation necessary for surcess, not only ill
traditional Marlow collegiate carricultim, but in the broad spectrum of post-
secondary education as it is presently described in legislation.

2. Translate into measurable learning activities those skills and motivations
which will serve to remedy the specific defleieneies that individual need analysis
indicates are present.

As discussed in our response to a draft of this report, we let a contract to
determine the essential information needs for effective management of the three
(Trio) programs at all levels--project, regional and national, Once adeqttate
data has been developed, the Office of Ildtteation will develop an Objective and
Operating Plan for implemeittitig the Intent of this reetuntnetidation,intent
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RECOMMENDATION NO. 4
GAO reeoinniends

Strengthen the monitoring program to ensure that all projects operate In
accordance with national 'intent and that the stated objectives of the projects are
reemitio and are being accomplished within the expected time frame.
Department comments

The outcomes of recommendations one, two and three will have a noticeable
effect on the strength of the monitoring program, especially in terms of insuring
that projects are operating in accordance with national intent, in the meantime,
each regional office is making efforts to strengthen their monitoring. program by
implementing a managementbpobjective system at the project level, Grant terms
and conditions will require that each project (1) analyze the target poptilation,
(2) clearly state project objectives, (3) perform comprehensive need assessment
for each student, (4) develop project work programs based upon individual
student needs, (5) develop implementation plans for, each objective, (6) perform
self.evaluation of project work programs and (7) make periodic review of fiscal
and progress reports,

As the Office of Education requirements of projects become more precise and
standardized, the time and expertise required for project monitoring increases.
Present staff strength in regional offices may have to be supplemented to insure
that each project is adequately monitored, Ways in which some of the monitoring
activity can be done through project reports are being considered as we begin to
plan for changing the management information system. .

RECOMMENDATION NO 5
GAO recommends

Devitop guidelines requiring regional offices to take steps to ensure that prof
cots select students in accordance with the selection guidelines and document the
basis used.
Department comments.

We concur that such guidelines are.needed, and appropriate language has been
incorporated in the program regulations,
GAO recommends

Provide projects With guidelines defining an academic risk student in terms of
achievement measures such as standardized achievement tests and grade point
averages.
Department comments

Mile we agree with the need for a more precise definition of the term "acad-
emie risk," we would hesitate to limit its definition to ", , , terms of achievement
measures such as standardized achievement tests and grade point averages," We
believe that these kinds of criteria cannot adequately identify the type of student
that Upward found is intended to help, Vorsome time, the Office of Education
has been considering how to best define an academic risk student for the purposes
of deciding who would benefit more from participation in the Upward Bound
Program, with the preciseness needed for uniform application nationwide. This
matter will continue to receive careful attention, particularly in discussions with
experts in compensatory education, until it is resolved,
GAO recommends

Include an editing process in its computer program which would automatleally
identify students who do not meet academic risk and income criteria, so regional
officals can take more timely corrective action.
Department comments

We concur, With respect to academic risks, we will include appropriate cheeks
when the criteria mentioned above have been developed, With respect to income
criteria, such steps have already been taken, In June 11172, the Upward found
information system identified the problem of students not meeting Meanie guide
lines and the Iteglonal Directors of Postsecondary Education were directed to
take corrective action, Additionally, in AWL 1078, the Upward found information
system implemented a procedure to identify individuals reported over income
guidelines, As a result of these efforts, the number of students over poverty' guide.
lines has been reduced from 14% as reported hi 1012 to the point that only 4% of
current regular Upward Bound students exceed eligitility criteria,
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Mr. O'HAn.t. In their study they did an analysis. It is their appendix
1, an analysis of the association between program exposure and col-
lege enrollment and college retention.

In effect, they find they (a) can't figure out how effective the pro-
gram has been in achieving its goals of equipping the students with
academic skills and motivations necessary, and they indicate that the
retention rates were overstated and really, that they aren't terribly
impressive.

I know you have studied this. I would like to have your comment
on it.

Dr. SPEARMAN. The GAO report focused only on 14 institutions and
three regional offices. I think it is important, Air. Chairman, to point
out that we are dealing with a shift in the objectives. We are caught
in a period where there is a shift in the objectives of the progra in
1974, which are slightly di

m
fferent than those objectives established in

1966 at the program's inception.
In 19662 when the program was funded in the Office of Economic

Opportunity,.the clear objective of the Upward Bound project direc-
tor was to assist young people in pursuing college, in attending college.

In 1972-731 we began to shift that emphasis from colleges and uni-
versities to institutions of postsecondary education so that a broader
array of options would be provided for young people. Project direc-
tors worked on the assumption that entry into the project, correction
of deficiencies at the high school level, and placement into college con-
stituted the end of the tracking process. We are totally dependent
on the mercy of registrars and admissions personnel to provide in-
formation regarding the success and continuation of our former stu-
dents during the 2- or 4year period in which they are enrolled
in institutions of higher education. Sufficient funds have never been
available to track our former students through college by any other
mechanism.

We see this as a real challenge and do not object to initiating a
tracking procedure for this. There are two issues we are trying to re-
solve with GAO in this whole matter. One is, do you track through
summary information which is considerably less expensive, or do you
track it longitudinally, which can run an estimated $1 million to create
a system to do this, or greater than that amount, because you are deal-
ing with an annual rate of 97,000 young people who are attending
more than 1,400 institutions of postsecondary education?

And so, the tracking procedure for determining the capability of
the successes of young people over a 9-month proprietary school, or
2-year junior or community college, or 4year college bece:,es an ex-
tremely difficult process.

We are aware of the difficulties and we are now engaged in discus-
sions attempting to resolve how best to define "the measures of success."
Do we use rate of attendance or do we use completion of course of
study ? There is some merit in both positions when you are dealing
with students who have been denied an opportunity to have some kind
of protracted view of a new world of ,postsecondary education.

I think ate have to turn the corner in this matter. I would like to
extend that just a little bit. We are developing an interim strategy
to look at these programs very carefully Its they affect the 1970's and
1.080's.

Li
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. We have been scheduled for .4 program review with the Office of
Management and Budget on Ally 2, The Office of Education has also
established a task force to develop an integrated policy ,statement for
Talent 'Smell, Upward BOMid, Special Services for Disadvantaged
Students, and the Educational Opportunity Center prograins,Ao assist
the Office i.of 'Education in the delineation and artieulatiou of goals
and objectives for these student support .programS. In addition, we
are also developing plans for. a national work 'Conference including
representative; hopefully, from your staff,. HEW and 014B to work
with us and with individuals from selected institutions in the country,
to explore a -national strategy for programs for the disadvantaged in

bpostsecondary,
education for the 1970's and 1980's..When we return

efore your committee, we will be pleased fa 'share with you our best
thinking, about a national strategy for the next decade instead of
continuing to rely upon a strategy- developed for the 1960's.

So, Mr. Chairman, we are aware of the discrepancies hi our system
and what (MO found in the 14 :Upward Bound projects it visited. We
are taking advantage of this report, and our response to it, to open up
the whole question of adequacy for the next decade..In this way, we cancorrect both short- and long-range croals and objectives,

Mr. ()'TIARA, I am very encouraged at the course of action you have
,outlined here, I think that is excellent, because I do think there exists a
great, need to really give a thorough evaluation to the programs and to
the different aspects of the prosams so we can sort, out and find out
just which are the Most effective ways of. providing assistance to the
target groups these programs are aimed at,

There is no sense Ai our spending money on one method of providing
4tssistance if wecan determine that another method is much more effec-
tive and we could get more people more effectively for the same amount
of money,

I am really very anxious to see a hard evaluation done, I would like
to work with you in putting together plans for Rh evaluation and hope
to 'get the necessary money to do that necessary evaluation because some
of it Will be fairly expensive.

It isgoing to involve having to follow students, It is much the same
sort_ of problem, of course, as with Job Corps and you know the Job
Corps program suffered greatly from not being able to come up mid
say, 'We followed these people and here is what we found," and you
have a control group and, "Here is what we found,"

With the kind of data we had, which wasn't very good, you couldn't
demonstrate the Job Corps kids were doing any better than the non-
Job Corps, so I want to make sure we have seine effective evaluation
and that we are doing the right thing,

1Ir. Dellenback had to leave momentarily for another committee.
111r, O'HARA, Thank you very much, We will be talking to you again.

We were hoping he would be back in time to question you because he
did have some questions. I don't imagine this is the last time you aregoing to be here.

SIMAIII1tAlli I hardly think so,
Mr, O'IlAnA. Thank you ve yr much. We will be talking to you again.
Our next witness will be. Miles Mark- Fisher IV, who is currently

serving its an officer of the National Association for Equal Oppor-tunity Higher Education,. and who has had experience with



the UpWard Bound .program while on the staff of Norfolk State
College.

Mr. Fisher, we would very much like to hear from you.

STATEMENT OP MILES MARK FISHER IV, EXECUTIVE SECRE

TARY, NATIONAL ASSOCIATION re EQUAL OPPORTUNITY IN

HIGHER EDUCATION

Mr. Fisittu. Mr. Chairman, and members of the Special Subcommit-
tee on Education, I am Miles Mark Fisher IV, executive secretary of
the National Association for Equal Opportunity in Higher' Education,

I wish to thank you for the opportunity to present testimony before
this committee and -command you for setting aside time to consider
Special Programs for Students from Disadvantaged Backgrounds
known as the "Trio program" inducting educational talent search up..
ward bound program, and special services for disadvantaged students
in college.

These programs are consistent With Congress' Statement of Na-
tional Educational Policy that "reaffirms as a matter of highest pri-
ority the Nation's goal of equal educational opportunity in that every
citizen is entitled to an education to meet his .or her full potential with-
out financial barriers and limited only by the desire to learn and ability
to absorb such an education. Our Nation's economic, political and social
security demands no less."

The Commission on Financing. Postsecondary Education in the
United States in its concern with education beyond the high school
level dealt with problems of student, access, choice, opportunity and
achievement, which point to some of the underlying assumptions of
these programs.

These programs have made a significant impact; on the lives of thou-
sands of young people in this country, many of whom Would never
have been on a college campus or seen the inside of building had it not
been for the opportunity that these programs have .provided for these
youth.

Sonic studentswent on to college, while others did not go to college.
Iloweverl because of this opportunity,. their lives will never be the
same again.

Some institutions accepted the students :from. their own programs
while others did not accept certain students from their own programs.
For most students, their aspirations and motivations have been ex-
tended beyond recall.

Today, we are confronted with some of the most complex educa-
tional problems that this Nation has ever faced.

It appears that the prinutly and secondary levels of education are
worse now than they were in 1954. The hostility that exists along
with the problems of urban living have compounded the situation.

The inequities of the system fail to address the standards of ex-
elusion. Qualifications are set to the disadvantage of certain segments
of the population. To continue this concept is to exclude disadvan-
taged people from higher education. .

Present goals can be 'reached by realizing that something has to be
done to compensate for the disablement of the disadvantaged by this
system.

t)
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The Upward Bound program is i?robaliiy more needed now than
in the past. It hopefully can pick up "inner city" students and generate
skills and motivation. Thotoinds of students in our large cities have
been mangled and crippled intellectually because of the nature of the
educational environment,

Alternative ways of relating to these students must continue to be
explored. lest we literally consign generations of students, to nonexist-
ing positions and welfare roles within the body politic of our society.

To predicate for the postsecondary experience has not been ade-
quately addressed when students continue to move through the system
who cannot read, write, and add at the secondary level.

The Talent Search program is also greatly needed at this time. This
Program should be amended to include the search for the new "push-
out" who is being sent away from our schools for various and sundry
reasonsin some instances never to return.

Much potential leadership is being lost in this situation. College
dropouts who are.smartening from unsuccessful ventures in au alien
environment might also be reclaimed and given a second chance.

The Special Services programs for disadvantaged students in col-
leges must continue supporting the Upward Bound and Talent Search
thrust in colleges. Increased student support programs do not preclude
the need for quality programs at the level where they would do the
most good.

It will take various approaches to tackle the problems of a diverse
group of people as we have in this country. What works will depend
in many instances upon who is in charge of the works.

As no programs are without their problems, we must be careful not
to assume that the consolidation and elindnation of programs is the
panacea for existing programs.

Intangible measures defy assessing in these types of programs be-,
cause the results in many insbances come to fruition in the future,
What is caught is sometimes more important than what is taught.

Additional observations on these programs are as follows :
1. That these programs should be expanded to include more of the

needy students who would qualify and to keep abreast of the broadened
base of student assistance eligibles.

2. That regionalization of programs may work to the detriment of
large numbers of students in rural and outlying areas of the south us
well as large numbers of students in the large urban areas,

3. That a commitment should be indicated by the institutions having
these programs to accept their own program product as opposed, to
preparing them to send them somewhere erse.

The special programs for students from disadvantaged backgrounds
have as their major. thtust the preparation and support of students in
their quest for the postsecondary experience,

These programs are capable of continued expansion, Maintenance
of the status quo in funding means deficits in purchasing power and
services,

In these programs we will never know the hope that has been gen-
erated in the lives of studentkthe cycles of poverty, that have been
broken, and the lifting of families to new levels of existence.
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These programs should be continued in the days ahead, refined in
their effectiveness, and offered as a bridge over troubled waters to the
thousands of qualifying youth in this country.

Before I conclude my remarks I would like to call your attention to
an institutional survey which I am in the process of doing of the his-
torically black colleges and universities of the Nation, where I asked
five questions of each institution concerning the "trio" programs.

I will give you an example of one of the responses on the survey
that I hope to complete in the very near future. I will be glad to share
the results with you. Then, I would like to followup with a copy. at
least a little discussion, about the "pushouts" that I mentioned earlier
in my discussion.

This institutional survey came from one of our institutions. There
were five questions asked, The first question "How has this program
helped 'our' institution ?" "This program" means "trio" programs
Upward Bound, Special Service, and Talent 8earch,

The response was as follows: Upward Bound and Special Services
are bOth tremendous assets to LeMoyne-Owen College. Upward Bound
is helpful in that it brings prospective college students on to the
campus, giving them precollege experience, which has been proven to
be a valuable aid in recruitment efforts.

"In addition to recruitment it also helps to broaden the college's
appeal and image to the community by work with high school princi-
pals, teachers, and counselors,

Many community leaders serve on the program's community re-
source hoard. They have proven to be quite helpful by donating their
time, energy, and other resources to the college, Upward Bound, and
Special Services. The Special Services program is especially helpful
in that it helps the same kind of student we are involved with in
Upward Bound,

Once that student actually enrolls in the college the Special Services
program is helpful to the college in that it provides extra tutors,
counselors, anti educational materials to students having difficulty
with the regular college curriculum,

It is a further aid to the college in that it frees other .college resources
that would normally be used to tutor anti counsel Special Services
students,

I asked a second question: "How has this program hurt your in-
stitution?" The response is, to the best of my knowledge, 'Upward
Bound and Special Services have had no negative effects upon the
college,

The third question : "What are the changes that you see that are
necessary to improve the program and make it effective ?" The response
was, the only changes I see at this time that could help Upward Bound
and Special Services would be larger student enrollment with appro-
priate budget increases,

The fourth question: "What should the Congress know about this
program ?" I feel that the .Congress should know that these programs
are needed and that they are doing what they are supposed to do in
terms of actual program proposals, student achievements and post-
secondary placement for Upward Bound,
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Both Upward Bound and Special Services are extremely important
parts of the education experience of many of our students.

Finally, the fifth question ; "What do you see as an alternative to this
program?" The only alternative that I. see is to make the $11110 pro-
grams bigger and better in terms of services to the students.,

I would like to move on to share with you the whole notion of the
"pushout." The _"pushout" notion has been discussed before the sub-
committee of Mr. Hawkins, and the Southern Regional Council did a
study on the "pushout" problem which has implications for the Na
tion because there are many young people who are being sort of cast
out of institutions because of the nature of the desegregation situation
in many of the institutions.

The students are suffering from alien environments which they have
no control over and, in many instances, they are put to extreme kinds
of c..sadvantages which result in their being expelled from school or
pushed out of school,

This is something I think these types of programs that we are talk-
ing about today can help serve as a bridge to rectify some of these
kinds of inequities that are being carried out on students that, in a
sense, are not responsible for the types of situations they may find
themselves in at this time.

I think, as far as I see the situation, that these are the kinds of
things that have to be related to programs such as the "trio" programs
in terms of the future direction of minorities, blacks, low-income, and
other types of similar situationed persons in our country that they
deal with in the future,

4r, O'HARA. To what extent are the historically black colleges in-
volved as contractors under any of these programs?

Mr. FISHER. I think they are quite involved in the programs, The
information indicates to me that in 19 72, in the Talent Search pro-
grain, there were 13. black colleges involved; in the Upward Bound
program there were 58 colleges' involved; and the Special- Services pro-
gram, there were about 45 involved,

In 1973, in the Talent Search program there were about 13 institu-
tions involved; the Upward Bound program, there were 00-plus insti-
tutions involved; and, in Special Services program, there were more
than o5 institutions involved.

So, 'I think the black institutions are doing well in tistnis of involve-
ment.

Mr. O'HAvA, It seems to me that black institutions are in a uniquely
qualified position to suggest program improvements, ways in which
the program might be made more effective, Do you care to provide us
with atilt such plggestions? We would be very happy to have them.

Mr. 1 4 ISItElts As soon as the survey is returned by the institutions I
will compile the data and see that you get a copy of the findings,

Mr. O'HARA. I should think they would be in a good position to
suggest some improvements. It seems to me that one of the problems we
had with motivating youngsters, especially youngsters from families
where there is no tradition of scholarship or college attendance or even
high school graduation, has been making the learning experience
relevant to kids from those kinds of backgrounds.
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As you know, that is a problem in our elementary and secondary
schools. I think one of our problems in getting the youngsters from
such backgrounds to continue on and finish secondary school and go
On to postsecondary school involves that problem more than anything.

I think black colleges have done quite a good job in making their ex-
perience relevant, trying to attract young people and motivate them.
But I think more has to be done along those lines as well,

Not everybody wants to go to Harvard. Even if everybody in Amer-
ica had enough money to go to Harvard they wouldn't choose to do so.
I have found in my own experience one of the really important things,
and this is one of the important roles the black colleges play, is pro-
viding relevant opportunities,a variety of relevant opportunities.

I think we are getting to a situation now where or older students or
students who are not turned on by the traditional kinds of postsecond-
ary education that we are providing a greater variety of opportunities.
I think that is a very important factor in increasing enrollments.

That is one of the things I was talking aboutt but I am not sure what
is producing increased enrollments from low income groups. I think
several things are going on all at the same time.

Financial assistance is becoming available. We have these "trio" pro-
grams. You have access being improved. by the creation of a greater
variety of opportunities. I don't know just which one is doing what.

I suppose yott couldn't answer that question. It is hard to say, isn't
it?

Mr, FISHER, I think it is probably a little bit of all of them; Each of
these, in some way, is impacting this change hi that direction. I used
to talk with many of the former Upward Bound students who were
moving into college at Norfolk State. Much of what they had in their
-Upward Bound experience was relevant, They were readi g all kinds
of books, paper backs, They had access to them at the high school level
through the program on the college campus.

They were really turned on and fired up, I think. This was a great
motivating factor. This encouraged them to move through their work
at. Norfolk. They were getting what they felt were relevant experiences
and reading relevant materials.

Mr, OlInuA. I know all my father's family ended up going to post-
secondary education but they all went on to programs that led to a par-
ticular career, a particular occupation,

Some of them ended up in law school, medical school, teachers col-
lege, but every single one of them ended up in something that, when
you got out you had at profession or an occitpation.

When you are tal!eing about bringing into postsecondary education
people whose parents have never been involved, you have to be able to
demonstrate some kind of career objective, something along those lines,

Mr, Dellenback, I know I am rushing you
Mr. "DRIA,r,mtArg., Let, me just make tt general statement, less respon-

sive to Miles' testimony, which I am halfway through, and I appre-
date and which I will study the rest of the way, but I note the thrust
basically of it and yottr real contributions to the committee's work in
the past,

This whole area of clettling with the disadvantaged is in my mind,
one of the most critically hnportant tasks that we on the Education
Committee have to deal with. I feel very strongly about that,
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You are aware of, in effect, the reverse impact of something like the
DeFunis situation and we want to be very careful that as we go for-
ward with legislation in all of these fields that we do not; in our desire
to achieve any worthwhile goals, reverse the impact of the unconstitu-
tionality.

I think for a long time the procedures involved in education were
unconstitutionally adverse to the detriment of minorities. In our striv-
ing to straighten it out and to bring about real equality we face terribly
difficult conflicts between two principles.

If, at the moment, there is a disproportion of involvement in ednea-
tion, teaching professions and all sort? pf things between the minorities
and nonminorities we want to bring that up to a proportion.

But the increments, if we add them in the amount necessary to bring
about a rapid restoration of anything like equality, or at least pro-
portionate equality, means that we must be disproportionate in the in-
crement, which means that for somebody who is in that increment that
person, as in DeFunis, raises an objection and says, "This is unfair to
me as an individual."

Our task must be somehow to work out that particular problem. I
see it in these particular progrtps we have been looking at this morn-
ing. I see it in CLEO. I see it in each of these programs about which
both the chairman and I feel very strongly because we want this goal
to be achieved, and it does seem to me that our road has to be one of the
utilization of sound criteria, which I think relate to the concept of the
disadvantaged because if we really concentrate programs on the disad-
vantaged but do so in a way that does not discriminate on the grounds-
of these various things, we will, in effect, be doing both.

We will, because of the fact that a high proportion of the disadvan-
taged fall within these groups we are trying to aid, if we can just stay
with criteria of disadvantaged, we can still apply all of the guarantees
of equality; equality of opportunity and application, and help bring
about a redress.

It may not be as rapid as some of us Might like to see, but it will be
on a sound basis which, in the long run,will be beneficial.

That is not really a question, it is a comment. Do you have any input
that you would make on that, because it.runs all through today's testi-
mony, as well as programs of a similar nature.

Mr. FxsnEn. One of the disturbing facts that tie in with, say the
Brown decision is that it was hoped that after Brown that certain,
kinds of things would happen that would take care of many of the
problems that were operating in this country with regard to students
moving through the educational system.

Twenty years. after Brown we find that we are probably in a worse
fix because there are so many different kinds of subleties that are un-
dercutting the movement of students from the early entry points of the
educational system to the postsecondary experience.

One of the things that lias to be done is to address the total picture.
If we Thetis on the postsecondary experience without really seeing the
linkages and really putting that piece together then we won't have, in
the future, students able to move through the postsecondary experi-
ence, if something isn't done early in the game.
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And it goes all the way back to the whole thing of nutrition. In the
early stages of child development, as you know, there is a correlation
between nutrition and brain development and things of this nature.

So? if you don't have the lunch loograms then the student can't do
well in school and, consequently the student will begin to move away
from the basic things that lie or she is there for. A iningry child can't
learn.

All of these kinds of problems I see as factors which compound
what we are dealing with. If they are not there and there are not cer-
tain kinds of programs to pick up where the system falls down then
I think what we will see, if a decision such as DeFunis, which is
probably going to come back to the courts in another year or two, is
a situation not in the best interest of, say, minorities and others.
If it goes against them, what you will have in the future, if the ele-
mentary and secondary system pipeline is not put in place properly,
will be the disproporationate numbers of blacks and low income
minorities at the professional level, such as doctors, lawyers and the
like. The gap will be wider, because the predicate for negotiating the
higher education system is a sound elementary and secondary system.

If people aren't taught to read, write, and have the necessary, skills
to negotiate the system then when they arrive at this point they will
have been tracked out,of the system. One of the things that disturbs
me is that in our full employment economy that presupposes 4-per-
cent unemployment, one of the critical issues today is unemployment.
According to our system; unemployment is going to be here. The ques-
tion is one of who is going to be unemployed?

Mr. DELLENDACK. If you deal with 4 percent or any other per-
cent it is ar average. It is not only a case of who is agoing to be unem-
ployed, but if you start breaking it down into subgroups you may
find one subgroup is 2-percent unemployed and another one is 0-
percent unemployed, and then they average out at 4 percent.

iMr. FISHER. And f certain kinds of competencies and prepared-
ness as not cvrried out for minorities at a certain level then, in a sense,
these are going to be the places where they are going to end up; wel-
fare rolls,, and exclusion from the whole mainstream of the Ameri-
can situation. We will find ourselves 20 years from now debating the
issue and saying we thought we were riding the crest of moving more
people into the mainstream.

We will find out somewhere along the way something went wrong
and we are worse oft now than we ever were. I think this is where we
might be going.

Mr. DELLENBACK. I find myself certainly in strong agreement with
what you are saying. You are aware this subcommittee has a limited
jurisdiction and you are not suggesting that because of the fact we
can't solve all of the problems in the postsecondary level that we
should ignore the postsecondary level and concentrate everything on
the elementary and secondary.

You are saying we have got to do all of it at the same time, but we
can't do it lust at the postsecondary level. We have to lay the.ground-
work for it in the elementary and secondary.

Mr. FISHER. yes.
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Mr, DELLExuAcx. I am sure Jim and I arc both in solid agreement
on this. That which we can get our hands around at the moment are
pieces of legislation like this, which are within the scope of this sub-
committee. You have to eat the meal a bite at a time. It menus all the
vegetables as well as the meat.

Mr. O'HARA, Thank you, Mr. Fisher.
The special subcommittee will now stand in adjournment until 10

a.m. on Monday, when we will meet in room 2261. .

rWherettpon, at 11 :30 a.m. the subcommittee recessed, to reconvene
at 10 a.m., Monday, June 17, 1974.3

Hon. JAMES O'HARA,
Chairman., Milker Education Subcommittee,
HOII8C of ilepresentativem, Waultington, D.C.

DEAR SIR; I would like to take this opportunity to share with you my observa-
tions in regards to the enactment of the Educational Amendments of 1972.

While I think that the idea of direct financial assistance to students is an
admirable, perhaps even necessary, goal ; in the case of Basic Educational oppor-
tunity Grants, the ideal and the actuality are far removed. Under the present
system, students may, in some eases, find it necessary to submit three or more
discrete applications for /human! assistance, They must complete one application
for assistance for Supplemental Educational Opportunity Grants, National Direct
Student Loans, Work-Study and nursing loans and scholarships, one for Basic
Grants, one for Federally Insured Loans, etc. All of these applications request
approximately the same information, It apppears as if the inclusion of the Bask
Grants Program has merely increased the amount of paperwork, frustration, and
sultahlistrative time necessary for a student to receive the money he or she needs
for education.

To those who would answer by saying that the substitution of Basle Grants
and Federally Insured Loans for the SHOO and NDsr. programs would eliminate
much of the duplication, I would point out that these programs do not eliminate
the need for a federal Work Study Program, 'nor do they insure equitable treat-
ment for all students.

Many students prefer to work as munch as possible during their college years
to alleviate the Often-staggering debt they will be faced with after graduation,
WorkStudy provides valuable training and experience for them, often enabling
them to achieve better,* more rewarding jobs after graduation, Many students
would lose these benefits if a Work-Study program were funded only through
the state, especially in those states financially unable to bear such a burden.

The Federally Insured Student Loan Program is not n viable subittitution
for time National Direct Student Loan Program simply because the banks make
the rules for it in accordance with bank policy,

Many lending instittitions in our area will not make loans to freshmen, to
students with unpaid National Direct Student Loans, to student over twenty-live,
nor to students without a previously-established depositor relationship, With
policies such as these, lending institutions will not be able to meet student needs
through the guaranteed loan program,

If, nr it appears to me, the philosophy underlying the Educational Amend-
ments of 1972 is the right of each person to a higher education at the institution
of his or her choke and the guarantee of funds to achieve this goal, then perhaps
it would he more feasible for the federal government to use the Wade Grant
system and applications for all major financial assistance programs, grants, loans,
nut WorkStudy. Although One can foresee many difficulties if this were imple-
mented, nevertheless, such it system would eliminate the vast amounts of paper,

CALIFORNIA STAIR UNIVERSITY, CHIco,
Chien, California, May 2,1974.
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work, administrative time, and ease the frustration of students and.parents who

now complete several complicated applications, only to be; too often, disappointed,
. The Congress has shown itself sensitive to the needs of students and their
parents through the legislation that will eliminate, for the most part, the require-
ment of a needs test for the Federally Insured Student Program, I trust that this
concern` will eventually smooth the path to higher education for all who desire it.

Sincerely, ICATULEEN M. BRISTOW,
Assistant Director of Financial Aid.

=11
CONGRESS OP THE VNITED STATES,

ROUSE Or REPRESENTATIVES,
Washington, D.C., March 7,1974.

Hon, JAMES G. O'HARA,
Chairman, Special Subcommittee on Education,
Minion House Office Building, Washington, D.C.

DEAR Ma. CHAIRMAN : Enclosed for your consikteration and review is a copy of
correspondence I have received from Mr, Sidney W. Farr, the President of the
Maine Association of Student Financial Aid Administrators, Attached to the
letter is a position paper outlining the concerns of this group with respect to
the formula used to compute Maine's allotment of funds for financial aid,

I would appreciate any information you may offer on the possibility of amend-
ing or eliminating the statutory state allotment formulae mentioned which has
discriminated against my State. I would also be interested in knowing if your
Committee plans to consider legislation of this type in the near future. Any addl
tional comments you may wish to make will also be welcomed. Should you wish
to respond directly to Mr, Farr, however, I hope you will send me a copy of your
reply,

With thanks and warm wishes,
Sincerely yours,

Enclosure,

PETER N. Kum,
Member of 0011#1088.

MAINE ASSOCIATION Or STUDENT FINANCIAL Am ADMINISTRATORS,
February 8, 1974.

Mot PETER N. Knos,
Chairman., Special Subcommittee on Education, Cannon House Office Building,

Washington, D.C.
DEAR CONGRESSMAN RYROS: As President of the Maine Association of Student

Financial AM Administrators, I respectfully present. to you, on behalf of our
Assoeiation, the enclosed position paper which describes a problem that con-
tinues to affect adversely our ability, as Maine institutions of higher learning,
to assist our students, We seek your help in correcting this situation, request-
ing that appropriate steps be taken through your office,

The paper was prepared by Mr, Walter Moulton, Directeuhof Student Financial
Aid at Bowdoin College, at the request of our Association and approved maid-
inously by our membership,

Your colleagues in the Maine Congressional delegation have been given this
position paper, as well as Commissioner Mina and the leadership of the
National Association of Student Financial Aid Administrators,

We thank you for your consideration of our request and any appropriate
action which you take in its regard,

Sincerely,.

Enclosure,

A POSITION PAPER CONCERNING' TIM INEQUITIES Or THE CURRENT STATE: ALLOT

lam FORMULAE; FOR THE D/STRIOUT/ON or FEDERAL FUNDS TO ME NATIONAL

DIRECT 'STUDENT LOAN, TUN Calm, Won't &runt AND THE SUPPLEMENTAL
EDUCATIONAL OPPORTUNITY ORANT PROGRAMS

SIDNEY WI FARR, President,

I ,
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PRESENTED BY TUE MAINE ASSOCIATION OP STUDENT FINANCIAL AID ADMINISTRATORS

Now that we have submitted our requests for Supplementary 'Educational
Opportunity Grants, College Work-Study and National Direct Student Loan
funds for 1074-75 and the annual appropriations negotiations which determine
the funding levels for these programs have been concluded, we 'feel it is impera-
tive to alert you to a historical inequity in the method of distributing this aid.
Appropriated- funds are distributed among the states and the basis of allotment
formulae which are statutorily mandated. While the formulae vary somewhat
according to program they have as a common base the number of persons
enrolled in institutions of higher education, Ultimately, such enrollments reflect
the total population of the .various states which leads to a disproportionately
higher share of available funds going to the more densely populated and
wealthier states at the, expense of the poorer, more sparsely populated states, As
more institutions enter the programs and request higher levels of assistance,and as eligibility for aid has been extended to half-time, vocational and pro-
prietary school students, the imbalance in distribution is accelerated.' In Maine,
this phenomenon can. be demonstrated over a three year period in which national
appropriations have 'been moiVer less constant

1, USOE Panel approved requests:
(a) United States
(W Maine.

'2, Allotment available:
(a) United States
(b) Maine

3, AlltAmenf as» oareentage of request (2 divided by
(a) United States, 78 63 50(b) Maine 71 40 35

While Maine did not lose ground as rapidly in 1978 -74, that is only because
the Commissioner of Education used his discretionary authority to supplement
the State's allotment in two of the three college based programs. No such relief
was available with National Direct Student Loans, however, The allotment as a
percentage of request in that program was 50% for the United States ; in Maine
the percentage was 18%, lowest of any state in the country. .

Maine and similar states are in an uncomfortable position to say the least,and must prepare for progressively smaller shares of federal appropriations in
1974-'75 and subsequent years unless corrective action is taken.

. Pull funding for all the federally, sponsored student aid programs is one softy.
tion to this problem, but probably not a viable one if recent history is a reliable
guide. Therefore, we ask the Maine Congressional delegation to introduce amend.
ing legislation in the present Congressional session abolishing the statutory state
allotment formulae. The Office of Education itself, on several occasions, has pro-
posed the same course of action so that all institutions in the nation would receive
the same treatment vis-a-vis their panel. approved requests versus the amountavailable,

We believe that amending legislation is necessary to assure that students and
educational institutions are treated equitably in the distribution of availablefederal student aid. It is doubtful that state allotment formulae were ever
written into law to act as a geographical discriminant to receiving federal aid,
Yet, that is what has happened in the face of inadequate appropriations over the
past few years,, The Congress 'has acted onsistently in recent years to eliminate
discrimination on the basis of race, creed, color and sex. With this in mind it
seems totally inconsistent to us that the state in which a student chooses toobtain his education continues to act as a determinant for receiving federal
student aid. No such geographical barrier exists to student entitlement in the
taste Opportunity Grant Program, and we feel it is only reasonable to eliminate
this discriminant in the college based programs, since equal educational ()poor
tunity is the objective of the federal student aid programs, a method of distributy
jug the available funds which works at cross purposes to that objective should
be eliminated, We urge you to take action on this matter now,

$901,807,000
4, 476, 000

701,100,000
3, 164, 000

$1, 220, 105, 000 $1, 534, 715. 000
8,652,000 18,132,000

766,500,000 766, 500,000
3, 465,000 6, 280, 000

yo...



)In thousands of dollars)

1972 1973 1974

National direct student loan program;
Funds requested:,

United States
Mane .

Panel recommendation;
United States
Maine . .

Funds available;
United States
Maine

College work.study program;
Funds requested;

United States
Maine

Panel recommendation;
United States
Maine

Funds available;
United States
Maine

Supplemental educational opportunity grants program,
Funds requested;

United States
Maine

Panel recommendations;
United States
Maine

Funds available:
United States
Maine

387, 165
1, 891

337,154
1, 811

286, 000
1, 229

345, 642
I, 750

305, 569
1, 706

237, 400
1,190

296, 000
1, 049

259, 084
959

177, 700
745

533, 531
3, 556

451,169
3, 472

286, 000
1, 239

'453, 544
3, 436

407, 655
2, 676.

270, 200
1, 342

420, 960
2, 607

361, 281
2, 504

210, 300
884

682, 789
6, 574

576, 969
6, 569

286,000
1,189

543, 656
6, 081

489, 650
6, 017

270, 200
2, 726

555, 094
7, 429

486, 096
5, 546

210, 300
2, 365

.

IUatlloLDT eVili UN WERSITY, ARCADIA CALIFORNIA

ItEsoLUT10N CALLING Folt IMPROVEMENT OF TUC CURRENT STUDENT FINANCIAL
AID MACS

Whereas, the Congress of the United States has often been unduly slow in
completing action on proposed student financial aid legislation, and

Whereas the federal administrative bureaucracy has been unbelievably tartly
in publishing regulations for established programs (final regulations are not
.yet published for programs established in mid19/2), and

Whereas the several legislative, administrative, and regulatory bodies (Con-
gress; California State Legislature ; federal Office of 'Student Assistance ; Cali.
tomtit' State University and Colleges; and the California State Scholarship
and Loan Commission) have spewed forth an astounding jumble of often con.
Meting, usually complex, and practically unintelligible application forms,
eligibility and reporting requirements, policies and procedures, and informational
material, and .

Whereas, the stint total of above actions and inactions has resulted in an
ever-growing financial aid bureaucratic snarl that has caused undue confusion,

Kand suffering to students, parents, edtteatots, administrators, and count
Helm% as well as encouraging dishonesty, cynicism, and disrespect for the political
and educational institutions of our country,

Therefore, the Student Financial Aids Committee of Humboldt State Uni.
versity begs, implores, pleads, and beseeches the above legislative, administrative,
and regulatory bodies to simplify, consolidate, dud clarify student financial aid
programs to administer thun in a timely manner; and to move toward the
entitletnent concept (as in the Basic Grant Program) and away,from the "Wel.
fare Department" approach (as in the overly complicated, fragmented, over.
lapping, and contradictory myriad of existing student financial aid programs),

1ACIC AtIlIANt Director of 14staliciat
(and 9 others),

AI id 1/4 /

ada..a.ka./..thm
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To: Those concerned

liUMIlot.T STATE UNIVERSITY,
.4 ?Tato, Catifornia,,April 20, Mil,

A Minnow) ovxmlow ov A PoSSIUM .VINANCIAI, AID STRUCTURE Or mil vurcan

A resolution of critielsm is not of much vein° if alternatives are not proposed,
The following alternatives seem Innen preferable to me over what we now have

All need analysis done centrally (through improved BE0G system) free to
student and family Family Contribution Figure available, upon request, to
Institutions and state programs,

Basic Educational Opportunity Grant (BEOG )fully funded.
Supplemental Educational Opportunity Grant ( SMOG )eliminated,
Federally Insured 'Student Limns inS1.4)no interest subsidy, 6% to student

with government 'toying balance, Available to also fund higher than standard
budgets, replace unavailable Family Contribution Figure or expected Student
Employment Contribution,

National Direct Student Loans (MAL ) (no new federal money) or Work.
Study WS )avallable only by following formula Standard Budget less BE( tG,
Faluds Contribution Figure, Student Employment. Contribution, and other
resources (Social Security, VA benefits, state awards, BIA grants, institutional
grants and scholarships, AFDC, etc.) =111300 or more,
Advantage/I

1, Emphasis could be placed on obtaining full I3EOG funding,
2, Financial aid programs would become understandable,
3, Only one need analysis document would need to be tiled and at 110 east to

applicant,
4, System could he administered with a smaller bureaucracy than now exists

at the institutional level,
ti, Available aid would be distributed on a much More 'consistent and, there.

fore, equitable basis,
0, Financial aid counseling could take place on campuses instead of present

overwhelming and complex paperwork processing requirements.
7, Federal emphasis could concentrate on providing a TIMELY 131100 system,

Distadvantages
I. If BEOG not fully funded, system would not work well However, the cur.

rent systems are not working well at all.
If you feel the shove possibilities and the attached resolution have merit, please

forward c0l4s to others you think would be interested in them.
, ?AUK ALTMAN, hiectOr of Financial Aid,

0.4.01.1.011111MY

SYRACUSE VNIVERsITY,
Orr/CE or STUDENT ArrAn1S, ACTIVITIES AND ORDANIZATIoNal

Syraeww, N.Y., Man 13, 11)74.
Hon, 3AMES O. O'HARA,
Chaiman, Rouse Special Subcommittee on Education, Cannon House Building,

1Va8hhigtott, 1),(1.
DEAR Mn. 011Inun recently conducted a survey of black students at Syracuse

University and thought you might be interested in some of the findings,
78% of the respondents were receiving financial aid and of the 22% who were

not, 88% say that they applied for aid but were denied. Of those receiving aid,
00% are getting loan aid and 44% are receiving aid through work study (no
analysis was made to determine the percentage getting both loan aid and work
study).

Financial considerations were viewed by 07% of the respondents as a problem
area I while 80% of those working felt that this had C/14., their OM to be
lower than it would have been otherwise,

Most of the black undergraduate students are 116.aiti:ed to the University
through special admission policy and are thus "high risk", To have to solve
financial situations through loans and/or workstudy creates added frustration
and anxieties,
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No Ts i The data was gathered on the undergraduate black student population
at Syracuse, It consisted of 101 responses which represents 20% if the black
undergraduate population. The Sample was 50% female and 4% male nail (.
siste(l or 10% seniors (low), 23% juniors, 33% sophomores, and 34% freshmen,

Respectfully,
How Atm G,

Personnel Intern,

SAN Jost% STATE UNIVERSITY.
Sao Jose, Calif, Jul p.19, RN,

Hon. JAMES O'HARA, .

eh20.2t2S0 Education Subcommittee, U,S,-.IIouse of Representatives, Washington,
DV, .

Dun CoNOREsSMAN O'HARA 1 I Would like to discuss two possible changes in our
student financial aid programs.

1. SUPPLEMENTARY EOM:ATM:VAL orronvxrry GRANT 0E00)

I would suggest broadening the concept of what is an acceptable matching
source of aid. The current practice is obviously limiting and somewhat contra-
dictory,

For example, NDS/4, but not FISL, is acceptable, Yet the FIST.. program is now
the largest single student aid program at our institution and nationwide. If a
student had a previous FISL and is now eligible for SEOG under the new guides
lines, it seems illogical to match with ail NDSL instead of a FIST. (ISS0121111; tt
loan is the only practical sottrevof matching),

Some might argue that the FISL is not a program controlled by the institution,
To my knowledge, however; most lending institutions send the checks directly to
the school for distribution. There is also the institution's responsibility to certify
student need, keep accurate records, and coordinate all outside resources. In many
ways, there is no difference between FISL and BI4OG or state scholarships as far
as institutional control and distribution is concerned.

I would also question the necessity to see College Work Study institutional
jobs as the only employment acceptable for nuitching, Why not allow any job that
helps the student meet educational expenses?

In brief, I would suggest emphnsis on meeting the student's full need front nil
sources if he is eligible for SMOG. This would include Veterans' Benefits, Social
Security, FM, Disability, outside employment, etc. All of these resources are
now coordinated or known to the Financial Aids' Officer, The important point
should be that the financial aid package is a realistic one and does not impose tt
matching source that is really not to the student's best interests,

2. CoLLEGE WoRk STUDY

The CWS Program probably provides the most benefits of any financial -aid
program, 'Students are normally placed in jobs that relate to their academic or
career goals. The college and the commnnity obviously benefit from the additional
manpower at minimal cost.

My concern is with the Constant tension between the financial aid offices seeing
this program as student aid and the student and employer ..viewing it as employ-
meta, Since students are currently cleared for only a itpeelfied amount, they can
exhaust that entitletnent tit any point during the year, (The elimination of the
1511021' week only compounds this problem,)

If the financial aid office terminates a student, the employer and student are
unhappy, if the student can justify' additional employment, the financial aid
office must revise the student's entire package, These countless devisions involve
thousands of man hauntrequiring verification of expenses, adjusting records,
typing new nwardg, posting, etc.

My concern is that this approach can inculcate a "Welfare Syndrome," Ilvery
nickel earned is sent/tamed to see if the student is earning too much, If he is,
then one of the following alternatives come into play,

(1) Retitle° other types of financial aid (grants and loans) Which represent
"hard cash" as opposed to the vagaries of an "hour's pay for an hour's work,"
tow theme students are reluctant to give nit the hard cash Which normally pays

-1 ,.
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their fees, books, and supplies, and at least part of their monthly toom and hoard.
These are "fixed" outlays that must be 'met, On the other hand, Work Study
cheeks can vary.from month to month depending on the number of hours worked,
sickness, vacation, employer's needs, the need for additional study time, exams,
etc.

(2) Terminate student from the Job, This obvionsly is least satisfying to the
student and employer, It also implies, due to the required coordination of
resources, that the student is ineligible to get any other type of employment since
he must report his earnings. If his total earnings then exceed the college budget,
he is liable to repayment of any amount that constitutes an overaward,

(3) Revise the student budget, This requires a careful documentation' by the
student. of all his expenses and submission of his bills, cheek stubs, etc, Then the
counselor must sort out and analyze all these materials and determine which are
legitimate educational costs, write up a lengthy explanation, revise his package,-
send out a new award level, etc. This can take place two or three times for Many
students during the academie year '(not to mention summer awards). This is
'obviously the correct procedure and must be done to protect the institution audit-
wise'against any overaward. However, the 3% administrative fee simply does not
pay the actual cost of any sizable program and the financial aid officers have
literally reached the breaking point with all the added responsibilities' (especially
FIST.) which do not allow for additional staff personnel.

All three of the above alternatives parallel the welfare approach with the
financial aid counselor becoming more and more the eligibility worker and the
student the dependent client. Since work, work habits, work motivation, and work
related to career goals are so vitally important for low income students (many
of whom come from a welfare type background), it seems to me to be self
defeating to exercise the above alternatives,

I would suggest consideration of the following possible -option If 'a student
is eligible for the program, he is eligibleperiod. No amount is specified, no
revision is necessary. Earning records, however, would be kept, To prevent excess
earnings, student's employment would be limited to 15-20 hours per week Mitch
is it reasonable limitation.

I think this option would be most beneficial to everyone concerned the student,
employer, and financial aid counselor. It avoids the welfare syndrome, moorages
work for low income students, and possibly rewards with some discretionary
earnings those who do work.

Sincerely yours,
RtatAnn C. Prittv,

Associate bireetor of Pim:vial Aids,
WOO 10.10111.

COMMUNITY COULEGE o BALtIMOItti
Baltimore, Md., June 18,1074,

llon. limes G. O'HARA,
C'hairman, House Subcommittee on Education and Labor,
Washington, AO,

M DEMI Mn. O'llAnn am writing this letter in order to share my views on
current deliberations. on specific higher education programs that expire on
June 80, 1075.

My comments are directed to the following major points :
1, Basic grants-1 encourage full funding of basic grants in context of full

compliance With Congressional intent as reflected In the iklucation Amendments
of 1072,

I suggest that unexpended BROG funds be carried over to the next fiscal year
as requested by the Office of Mducation,

1 urge that some funds to institutions for administrative costs of the unoo
Program be earmarked for the financial aid officer's administrative expense,

2, SMOGAlthough I concur with Representative John Dellenbaok that the
SMOG Program "includes overreliance on experienced financial aid officers ,

i"believe that the SMOG Program should be funded, Costs of private ,posts
secondary educational institutions are such that even a $1,400 SMOG as the sole
source of aid does not make the high cost instittition as accessible as the public
one, If we are to have equal access to postsecondary education, then SMOG
funding will be required to make private education even slightly competitive,

NDS1.1/ encourage funding for the Nt)SL Program until the commercial
lending community is able and willing to absorb the additional loan volume that

4: 4
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1IDSL Candidates create. Possibly with IIDSL funding,' in the next three
years, some current participating institutions could have all established rev.olvi.:g
loan program level.sufficient to meet borrowers needs.

4, OWSPI encourage continued funding for the College WorkStudy Pro.
grain. If education is to be "preparationlor life" then it seems essential that on.
thejob vocational experience would be a .requisite for education.

I would encourage a greater than 3% of expended CSWP funds for an 'allow
able administrative expense. 'Administrative expense is necessary to provide
more offcampus employer contact and better integration of the student's work
experience with the academic experience.

I encourage Congress to permit some change in the WorkStudy, law to allow
students to stay on their jobs longer than their financial need entitles them to
under the current College WorkStudy Program.

5. Guaranteed Loan ProgramFor the economically disadvantaged student,
the Guaranteed Loan Program is not .a realistic opportunity. The impoverished
student in most situations does not have an account at a bank and has little or no
established credit history. Therefore, most banks. are inhibited and in fact op
posed to making a loan to the 'economically disadvantaged student because of a
lack of bank support and the potential of a loan default.

O. Some other sitgyeationa regarding the student financial aid programa:
A. Institutions should be allowed to have student financial aid funds carried

over by institutions from one year to the next.
B. Although there exists in law both substantive and procedural issues, the

procedural problems 'involved with the administration of federally funded stu
dent financial aid programs are paramount. There needs to be uniformly in
student needs analysis application and technique, there needs to be uniformly
in financial aid fiscal reports; there needs to be readily available current manuals
on each of the federal government programs. The procedural headaches musts be
given consideration it the financial aid community can be expected to serve
the students' financial needs.

C. I strongly recommend that Title IV, Subpart S of the nigher Education Act
of 1903 as mended in 1972 be appropriated at a level of $200 million dollars.

D. Greater funding of federal stutient financial aid programs. is needed be.cause
1. Each year more postsecondary institutions are requesting federal stu.

dent aid funds for the first time,
2. The .1972 Education Amendments extended eligibility for all student

financial aid programs for the first time.
8. Institutions which have participated in the past will . have increased

student financial demands. .

7. i encourage continued funding for the TRIO Programs. The TRIO Programs
are essential to assist, ,encourage, motivate and identify exceptionally needy
students.

Financial aid, programs are not an investment in merely an individual or a
society or a specific institution, but in all three. Financial aid is the means for
providing the student an opportunity to attend-college and develop his educational
capacity. This financial aid officer believes that when a student develops to his
educational capacity, he not only enhances himself, he will ordinarily contribute
to his institution and to the society in which he lives.

Sincerely yours,
Donaties S. MACDONAW.

Financial Aid Coordinator,

Hon. 3Amta a, mum,
Mouse (4 RePttfittniatitell.
Washington, AO.

Dt,ta Conotttostfett 0.11.414A : As yeti continue your review of student aid pro.
grams, I would like to bring one particular point to your attention, The relation
ship between social security benefits and federal aid programs, specifically the
Basic. Grant Program.

MN COMMONWPIAiTtt OP MASSACHUSETTS.
tiNIVEltart OP MASSACHUSETTS.' AttliERRT,

May 29, 1974,
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I am enclosing a copy of a draft chapter I have written: ter inclusion in the
College Scholarship Serviees' Atnagol pr Thanefitt..40 ogioroliut 8s it is some.
what lengthy I'll try anit restete the problem** suceinetlY,

Social security benefits are extended beyond age 18 (up, to age 22) to fulitime,
unmarried .studente of parents covered under thelSoelal Security Act,

The.Basic 'Great PrograM considers the tiotrial security benefits received by an
individual student as the student's resource and reduces BEOG eligibility as a
result aid administrators are likewNe supposed to consider social security bane
fits although the Office of Education has never tuned a definitive .'statement on
hoW the benefits are to be counted.

The problem is a simple one, the solution is more complex. As you will note on
Table I, social.Security benefits are not sensitive to family size. At the ininimufn
benefits, there is no difference between the one child and two child family At the
average and maximum benefits, there is an increment between one and two Oil-
41ren t but; thereafter, the total amount received by the fathily unit is a constant
regardless of how many children are involved:

. TABLE 1,SOCIAL SECURITY BENEFITS, MARCH 1974

Mother t and children to age 22 .

1 child and 2 children 3 children 4 children
mother and mother and mother and mother

5 children
and mother

I, FATHER DECEASED
.

Minimum benefits to family, $135.80 maximum:
Eacn
Total.

Average benefits to family, $418,20 maximum:
Each
Total _

PIA 304.N; Maximum benefit; to family, $553.20
maximum:

Each
Total

:61.90
135,80

177, 00
354,00

228.70
457, 40

5.30
135, 90

139.40
418.20

184.40
553.20

4.00
'136. 00

104, 60
418.40

138.30
553.20

$27.20
136.00

83.70
418.50

110,70
553.50

$22.70
138, 20

69.70
418.20

92.20
553.20

* Child under 18 in coo.

The stated purpose of the extension of social security benefits was to assist
students in continuing their educationa financial incentive and support measure.
If we look to average benefits, and consider'one example, the problem is obvious,

Assume a mother and 8 children with social security as the only income. They
have been receiving $418.40 per month. The eldest child turns eighteen and
;becomes a full-time student. That individual is now mailed a separate check for
4104.80 while the mother and other two siblings receive a cheek for 8313.80. The
.student reports his social security benefits on his Imo application, The approxi-
mate $930 reported reduces his eligibility by a like amount, boor the 1973 process,
lug year, the great majority of our social security recipients did not receive basic
'grants,

Thus, the social security recipient student is not eligible for mtteh financial
aid, and the living standard of his mother and siblings is reduced.

If the individual chooses not to go to college on a basis, then the
mother still continues to receive the $418.20 for herself and her two other children
and the eighteen year old ean work and/or attend school parttime ( with poten-
tially increased aid eligibility as social security benefits are not counted).

The effect of current regulations on all social security families that have more
dependents than are needed to reach the maximum benefits (more than one child
in disabled and retired cases, More than two in deceased eases) is to reduce the
student's eligibility for aid while also reducing the soeial security received by
other members of the family unit below the level they would have received if the

.other dependent was not a student, The regulations make it economically dish
advantageotis for a social security recipient to go on to college.

f..0% 4
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I can see two possible solutions to the problem.
(1) Treat the student's social security apart from the family's. The family

unit including children wider 18 would continue to get their maximum entitle-
ment. The _student's social security would be additional monies and a positive
incentive to enroll in post-secondary education,

(2) Apply a student increment regulation to federal student aid program, Le.,
information is collected on number of dependents and the total social security
income of the family, If there are more than the needed number of dependents not
counting the applicant, then no social security benefits are charged to the
applicant,

Thus, one child families and some two child families would have social security
counted as a student resource as it is now but larger families would not have to
stiffer an income reduction because one of the family decided to go to college. It
is probably impossible to do anything about Basic Grant regulations at this time
but with the inclusion of 4-3 questions on social security, it should be possible to
Implement a student increment approach for 197540.

As a temporary measure, we are advising our students froin over the maximum
size families not to apply for continuation of social security benefits and to
Indicate on their BEOG application that they will not be receiving said benefits.

I hope that in the course of your hearings, you will find time to consider the role
of social security in student aid. The present situation obviously forces us to. deal
In injustices and terms economic disincentive to families as student assistance
yet another area where rhetoric and reality are in conflict.

Thank you for your interest in student assistance programs.
Sincerely,

RICHARD A. DENT,
Director, Financial Aid Sernicee,

SOCIAL SECURITY RENEVITS

Social Security payments are extended beyond age 18 to the unmarried sons
and daughters of deceased, disabled or retired parents covered under the Social
Security Act if those, sons anti daughters are continuing their education on a
full-time boils. Benefits can he received by the student up until age 22 as long
as they retain full-time student status. It has been estimated that approXithately
046,000 students in this 18 to 22 age group recived $855 million in benefits pay-
ments during "the 1973-74 school year (Source"Need a Lift" 23rd edition
American Legion).

The two tables included below list the minimum, average, and maximum social
security benefits available to eligible recipients as of March 1974. An examination
of the tables clearly Indicates some of the equity problems faced by aid adminis-
trators in the computation of need for social security recipients,

TABLE 10-SOCIAL SECURITY BENEFITS, MARCH 1974

Enclosure,

I. FATHER DECEASED

Milnimuebenefits to family, $135.80 maximum:

ww.....ewooamborowom...111
Mother' and children to age 22

1 child 2 children 3 children 4 children 5 children
and mother and mother and mother and mother and mother

........).101/0.00Orrs=a1Mmar.MMOV.11IYMN*

Each !A 90 $41: 18 tit2 $27, 20 $22, 70
Total i35. 80 13 136.00 136.20

Average benefits to, family, $418,20 maximum:
Each
Total

PIA 304.904 Maximum benefits to family, $553,20
maximum;

Each
Total

Child under 181n care.

177. 00 - 139, 40 104. 60 83, 70
354.00 418.20 418, 40 418, 60

228.70 184.40 138, 30 110, 70
457,40 553.20 553.50 553.50

4)
2.1

69, 70
418.20

92, 20
653, 20
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TABLE II

Children to age 22

1 child. and
Father mother a

2 children
and

mother a

3 children
and

mother

4 children
and

mother I

II. FATHER RETIRED OR DISABLED

PIA 90.50: Minimum benefits to family, maximum
6135,80:

Each
Total

PIA 187.10: Average benefits to Family,: maximum
$286.10:

Each
Total

PIA 304.90: Maximum benefits to family, maximum
6553 20:

Each
Total

;90.50

187.10

304.90

tN

;22.70
45.40

49.50
99 00

124.20
248.40

;15.10
45.30

33.00
99.00

82.80
248.40.

611.40
45. 60

24. 80
99.20

62,10
248.40

59.10
45.50

19.80
99.00

49.70
248.50

Child under 18 Into2 Average benefits to disability beneficiaries are higher than to retiredbeneficiaries,

Note: Claims filed after February 1974 by student beneficiaries 18 to 22 will result in benefit paymentsgoing directly
to the student rather than to mother or father.

The basic problem with social security benefits from a financial aid admin.
istrator's point of view is that social security is generally not responsive to
Increases in family she, If you will note the minimum benefits. offered the
dependents in a father deceased familythere must be one surviving parent
and one eligible dependent to reach $18580. Once that figure is reached, there
is no increment for additional children, the pie is merely cut into smaller slices,
For the deceased parent family that receives either the average or maximum
benefit, there is an increment between 1 and 2 children ($64/month at average
benefits and $96/month at the maximum), However, beyond two eligible depend-
ent children, there is no increase, A family with 5 recipient children receives
the same total dollars as a 1 parent-2 child family,

One of the basic precepts of all need analysis systems is the attempt to treat'
families in like economic circumstances equitably. Need analysis syStems are
particularly responsive to the effect of family size on the ability of the family
to contribute towards college costs, Social security is basically insensitive to
family size differentials and therein lies the aid administrator's paradox. In
attempting to solve the conflict, individual aid administrators and a number of
state agencies have attempted to design approaches that would balance the
stated interest of the law, i.e., that the benefits are intended to support the
1842 year old students with the reality that usually there is no increase in
the money available to the family unit to carry out that intent.

TM FAMILY INCOMFI ArraoAcg

Social security checks are sent monthly to the surviving parent or parents.
Normally all eligible dependents are covered by the one check. The money there.
fore tends often to be spent by the family unit as family income, Until recently
(Vebruary 1974) there was o change in the check distribution pattern for eighteen
to twenty-two year old recipients, Unless the student specifically requested that
the check be sent to him or her personally, the student was still included in the
one monthly check sent to the parent and the income was often considered by
all family members as family lupine, Aid administrators were often faced with
students who said"you can't count my social security, T never see itit's
needed at home." Often the student was rightthe money was needed at home,
In order to compute an equitable share for an individual student, aid adminis-
trators started to use income limits for family units under which social security
would not be considered available to a student.

Some institutions Used the Bureau of tabor Statistics (BLS) moderate budget
standard and decided that unless total family income exceeded the moderate
standard they would not count social security, Many other aid officers and a
iiumber of state agencies tided a more conservative approach, They would use the

0 04
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biome levels ;identified by BLS and State labor departments as those levels
where families had just emerged from poverty and would consider as available
only the amount over the poverty line. For example, a mother and three children
with a total income of $5,000 in a state where the poverty level is identified as
$4,200 per year, The/computation would go $5,000--$4,200=$800 (presumed to
be available social security benefits).08ome individuals would divide the $800
by the number of apendents (8) while others would consider the entire $800
available for the applitant (assuming that a straight division of the social secu-
rity benefits would have been greater than $800)

The attempt was ,to apportion the amount that tne student could reasonably
have available without forcing great disjunction in the family unit's living
standard.

There were often times where the mother was employed or where a' step-
parent was in the pitcure where family ome was substantial and yet the
student was not given any of the social security income. Most aid adminiAtrators
have been in the positron of advising students that their social security was
going to be counted in full as a student resource and that the student might
wish to ask the social security admiuistrstion to mail the itxiclent portion of
the benefit directly to the student. .

As of February 1974, social security checks for students age 18-22 will be
mailed directly to the student unless the student requests that they continue
to be sent to the parent.

This change in pattern will cause aid administrators another dilemma. If the
18 year old indicates that he or she is going on to school, the family 'income will
automatically be lowered by the amount sent directly to the student, that
amount will then be considered as a student resource and for programs like
BEOG will automatically reduce the student entitlement.

One of the purposes of the extension of benefits to the 18-22 year old stu-
dent group was to encourage individuals to further their education and to
provide support for them in the process. In reality the social security process
can be a disincentive to college going. If' family with 3 or more dependent
children is living strictly on social security benefits, they are by definition a
low income family. No parental contribution would be expected from most of
these families, Yet by the act of going to schoolthe family income is reduced
and the student eligibility for aid is dropped.

Example: Father deceased, mother and '3 children the eldest of whom is
turning 18. The family receives average social security benefits of $418.40 per
month. They have no other income. The .family's total income is $5020. The
CS8 Table F contribution figure would be negative (-$816) and the student
applicant would have full need. However, because the income is social security,
one-fourth of the income ($1255) is attributable to the applicant and tY4's
(9 months worth) of that is considered a school year resource $940). The other
family members (mother and two children) are supposed to live on $8765 per
year while the student applicant starts with resources of $940 rather than
$0 as he would of if the income had been anything else but social security,

If the eighteen year old had gotten a job instead of going to school, he would
have bad whatever he earned and the family income would have remained at
$5020 per year but with one less person to support on that income. The present
results often are inequitable and seem to contravene the intent of the legislation.

rift STUDENT I1tORRMR1tr OR "HUT FOR" APPROACH

One approach that seems to make sense and to support the incentive base
of the extension of social security benefits to students is the "but for" ap-
proach, i.e., "but for" the fact of the 18-22 year old student status, what would
be the benefits received by the family unit. if the student is the only dependent
child, social security attributable to him/her would have stopped at age 18
but for the student statue.

This is true in both death and retired or dipftbled parent cases. For parent
deceased cases, there is an additional increment , Areept at the minimum benefit
level) between the first and second dependent child. Note the average benefit
line on Table 1the difference between one child and two is $418 minus $254
or $04 per month, not the $129.40 indienthd in the chart.

This approach ftenforces some basic principles of need analysis. We accept
applicants and their families as we dud them, We do not penally.° larger families

IJ St
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for having more children, We count all sources of income and do not discrimi-
nate !against specific income types and we seek to treat .families in similar
economic circumstances equitably.

The present treatment of social security families for multiple child families
does damage to the principles of need analysis, it discriminates against social
security recipients in the award of aid, and results in the reenforcing of a
disincentive towards college going in the guise of aiding students.

Eventually, the role of social security benefits in student aid will have to be
resolved by the respective federal agencies or the Congress. Until then aid
administrators will need to develop approaches that will not penalize social
security recipients, and those approaches should consider family size, other
income available and the real effect of considering social security benefits as
direct student resources.

111901

WESTBOROUGH JUNIOR HIGH Swum,
South San Francisco, Calif., May 24,1974.

JAMES G. O'HARA,
Chairman, House Education Subcommittee,
Rouse of Representatives, Washington, D.O.

DEAR MR. O'HARA : I am writing as a concerned citizen and as an officer of the
South San Francisco Community Scholarship Association to ask for your assist-
ance in correcting a situation which has been exacerbated rather than alleviated
by the federal government's intervention. I refer to the redtape and expense
associated with the B,E.O.G. Program. It is resulting in qualified students, par-
ticularly those with middle class backgroundsi becoming discouraged and decid-
ing against pursuing college educations, Our universities are having to lower
their standards to accommodate students with low academic potential because of
the shortage of qualified applicants who can afford a college education.

We cannot ask students and parents to expend the effort and the money needed
to apply for financial assistance with little or no assurance that it will be
forthcoming.

Our 'Scholarship Association is sending you, under separate cover, copies of the
forms which must be completed in order that a student be considered for
financial aid. We have computed the application cost to each student as $91.25
including fees to be paid universities, testing agencies, and financial aid compu-
tation agencies.

Please, before we lose a generation of educated leadership, let us do something
about this problem.

Sincerely yours,
EbNA P. DELAtaloa,

Principal.

CONGRESS Or TIM UNITED STATES,
HOUSE Or HEPRESENTATIVES,
Washington, DN., May 14, 1974.

Hon. emu, E. PERKINS,
Chairman, House Committee on Education and Labor,
Washington, D.U.

DEAR Mn, CHAIRMAN I am enclosing a resolution passed by the Western College
Association urging that major adjugtments be made in financial aid programs, I
hope that you and the other Members of your Committee will give every con-
sideration to the views expressed by this Association,

Sincerely yours,
CliET HOUVIELD.

Enclosure,
WESTERN ASSOOIATION Or SCHOOLS AND COMEGES,

Oakland, Calif., Ma y 4,1974.
Hon. CHET HOUVIELD,
Washington, D.C.

MAR his. 11011PIELD: On March 22, 1974, the membership of the Western eol-
lege Association, assembled for the annual meeting in Claremont, California,
passed the attached resolution and asked that it be referred to you for appropriate
attention. We are certain that this region is not 'alone in pleading for major
adjustments in the financial aid programs.
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-` For. fitir information, the Western College Association' inchtdes 12,E active and
436 Associate member institutions in California, A0zona; Gnat%
Nevada, Oregon, and Utah.

We tut* that you putt $ur associates will give careful attention to this
resolutions:.

'Sincerely,

Enclosure.
KAY. Artosasas,

WESTERN COLLEGE ASEO,OIATION,
'OAKLAND. CALIF.

Claremont, Calif., March 22,1074.

RESOLUTION

Whereas the 'cost of higher education is escalating to a point which is increas-
ingly depriving all but the economically elite of that education without outside
financial assistance;

Whereat; the multiplicity of different programs for financial aid with different
regulations of eligibility are Confusing to those they are designed to serve and
to those who must eXplain and administer their that their effectiveness is
redUced ;

Whereas the institution of the means test for the federally guaranteed loan
program' has made ineligible many of those for whom that progrnmwas designed ;

Whereas the level of matching parental contribution required in the BEOG
.program precludes the effective Use of that program by economically deprived
students, particularly minority. students;

Therefore be it resolved that the Western College Association, while aPplaud-
ing the original intent of the BEOG program and the Federally Guaranteed Loan
Program, among others, urges that these programs be adjusted to serve better the
students for whom they were designed; that immediate effort be made to coordi-
nate, give internal consistency to, and reduce the multiplicity of different, and
often conflicting, requirements of federal, state, and other agencies; and that
the goal of such action be to provide the greatest benefit for the greatest number
of qualified students who need assistance with the least administrative com-
plexity, and thus with the least diversion of available 'funds to overhead costs.

. 011111MMIIIMNIM

'SAWYER, COLLEGE OF ROSINESS,
Los Angeles, Calif., May 15, 1074.

JAVES G. 011ARA,
Chain:tan, Congressional Committee on Education, Meuse of RepresentativeS,

Washington, D.C.
DEAR Ma. O'HARA: It VMS a Pleasure meeting you at the recent WASFAA con-

ference in 'Santa ONIZ, California.. You may remember we talked very briefly
prior to your opening speech and I indicated you would be hearing from me.

I have been in student aid administration for thirteen years in a California
public unittersity prior to relocating at a proprietary school and feel compelled
to identify some legislation which I believe is extremely discriminatory ingfar
as the student aid, regulations prevent equitable funding to all students itiour

country,
The most recent example, of tors discrimination 10 the comparison of initial

and renewal SEOG distribution reflected in the state formula announced at; the
WAS}'AA conference.'

The Higher Education Act of 1912 refers to the "neediest students" in awarding
SMOG, NO reference appears regarding the traditional preferences of funding
renewal students first and then initial SEOG (NOG) applicants, If SEMI' is
truly intended for the neediest students itt our country, legislation should by now
reflect this intent and funding to institutions be, more equitably distributed than
the 62, percent renewal .and 29 percent initial fortnula, I contend that this insti-
tutional funding formula Perpetuates discrimination against the "neediest stud
dents" attending proprietary schools' who have been denied this program until
last year and who' Without this program have been forced out of school due to
lark of funds and who are now only extended token assistance,

The opportunities of this country have provided a new type of typical college
student quite different from the traditional dependent student of prior years.
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I 'contend our typical .college student today is Mr. & Mrs. America made up of
returning Veterans, older students and single parents; not the independent type
denoted in the recently announced Vermont survey: 'There is legislation for vet-
erans and legislative techniques for allowances against veterans' income and
assets: However, nowhere Is there any approved allowances for single parents.
Institutions which have a large percent of these bona Me independent types are
not allowed to use up-dated Bureau of Labor Statistics in their' nstitutional
Applications for funds until Congress approves something other than OE Admin
istrative memo 2-72 BLS dgures. Institutional funding is not realistic and is
inadequate, and 'students are therefore curtailed in opportunities.

Lack of updated budgetary and application guidelines for institutions are pro-
ducing a game among some application preparations in securing funds for the
student by way of inflated enrollments, needy students projections, misrepre-
sentation of program length and any other loophole that can be found. InStitu.
tions which honestly present the facts without, playing a, game can't. help but
,question the application process in view of how some institutions ;nude out in
panel reviews to Washington. I contend all Institutional Applications with high
percents of independent students should be recalled, reviewed for bona Me inde-
pendent students and refunded appropriately. with uP!dated BLS budget incre-
ments. Panel reductions In enrollment and needy student figures should be sub-
stantiated by some facts if institutions must substantiate their application pro-
jections. Further, the Institutional Application for campus-based programs should
be redesigned for computer analysis and.include only an institution statement of
enrollment projections, program lengths; needy student percentage distribution
by various budget categories and averaged student resources backed by an explicit
narrative and catalogue.

The Amin Grant program supposedly intended for the Student to be allowed to
attend the school of his choice contains regulations perpetuating disproportionate
funding to students attending proprietary schools when compared, to the students
attending four-year institutions as follows:

1. Students at four-year institutions can apply for the Basic Grant each year
while they pursue two years of general education courses and two years of major
requirements. A proprietary school student enrolled in only a six month concen-
trated program which expedites his or her entry into the job market, is allowed
only six- eighths of a traditional academic year award. Why not allow these six-
month programs be the students own academie year, and allow him full benefits?

2. Also, a student attending any institution in which his final three months of
a twelve month academic program ends prior to a new fiscal year should be
allowed an accelerated term allowance out of the prior fiscal year since the
student is no longer in school.

8. Basic Grant regulationis stipulate eligible students are those Who have a
high school diploma or equivalency. Other programs specify that students are
eligible if the Institution normally admits high school graduates, It is conceiv-
able that needy students judged to have potential, who do not have the high
school diploma or equivalency are, being denied equitable opportunities in this
program. . .

The discrimination in the Guaranteed LOU Program its one that is most shock -
ing. Published statistics show lending institutions invested 6 billion Oilers in
this program during 19,73. The federal geverfinient invested $201 million in the
interest subsidy portion of this program during 1973, Students attending proprie-
tary institutions are not benefiting from their tax dollars because banks were
not loaning money freely to proprietary school students then and the situation's
now worse. Proprietary schools are Onbieeted to deals not allowed by legislation
such as discounted loans, points, etc., and all firkt-year students who are needy
are,denied freedom in the selection of the school of their choice.

contend the Guaranteed Loan Program should be terminated and subsidy
funds reallocated to expanded campus based programs if the discrimination is
not ended. The regulations do give the banks the privilege of lending their princi-
pal to whom ever they want; however,.I cannot believe that law intended to opk-n
the door to the situation that now exists.

Proprietary schools have been the target of much criticism due to the published
default information. In fairness to this situation, I think the overall inequitable
funding to these students may be partially to blame for defaults. Needy stUdents
who are not interested in a traditional four-year college and who have only the
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NP$I and/or FISL progratturavailable to them may have had to drop out because
of the deficit in packaging and are unable to pay back loans bemuse they Amster
benefited, as do students in other institutions, which have several programs and
binding for adequate packaging.

Students in proprietary schools are structured into classes for their programs.
Students at other' institutions are very often allowed to wander from their Ob-
jective, taking longer to complete their programs and at the taxpayers' expense.

I have previously disagreed with comments made by the Administration that
the financial aid programs are not working. I see now that they are not working
only because they are not set up for all the students in our country. I believe
these programs can work and should be continued. Perhaps our country's repre-
sentatives are not availing themselves of the most knowledgeable student aid
administrators from all sectors of education and therefore only the obvious
interests are being recognized. As a taxpayer, I wish to see my tax money
equitably distributed among these students who are our country's future leaders
regardless if they choose to be only a voting citizen rather than office holder.

Very tru,',
THERESA BARRY,

Director of Student Assistance.

Hon. JAMES a, O'HARA,
Washington, D.C.

DEAR CoNOREssMAN O'FIAnA : This is to expreus my interest and growing con-
cern in regard to the Basic Educational Opportunity Grant, commonly called
the B. 0. G. While 1 am not opposed to students receiving grants, I feel the grants
should be given on the basis of some ,iezt of achievement. 1 am, however, very
much opposed to students receiving gra?* (from our tax dollars) and never coma
pleting school. It is my uncle:standing '.at the majority of students beginning
college never graduate. In this age of big Uovernment spending and large welfare
programs, many of which are later abandoned, discretion should be the key word
in any program whore the taxpayer's hard earned dollars stand a good chance
of being squandered.

As a possible solutionl submit the following:
Continue the program as it is basically outlined but in the form of a town,

Disburse the funds on a quarterly or semesterly basis to be credited to any out.
standing school related debt (s) the student may owe, such as tuition, room and
board, books, etc. If the student finishes his education within a reasonable period
of time the loan (s) may then revert to a grant and the student would be relieved
of the repayment of this, debt, If, however, the student does-not complete his
education, any debt incurred from this program should be considered a loan and
repayment by the student should begin within a reasonable period of time,

I have discussed my theory of the II, 0, G. with a number of Financial Aid
Administrators and have found their thinking Is much in line with my own.

A number of them expressed interest in a larger funding of the College Work!,
Study Program I fully endorse this program end do not favor its decline.

While I do not have a vast knowledge of all f, nets of Financial Aid, the
thoughts I have expressed are not a subject of which I have little or no knowl.
edge, I have administered the Student Loan Department of my bank for over
three years. I am in constant contact with financial Aid Administrators 'of various
colleges and other lenders,

I would appreciate your consideration in The above matters and your opinions
Would be of interest,

Sincerely yours,

6.1
THE MERCHANTS NATIONAL BANK or MOBILE,

Mobile, Ma., May .1, 19'14.

Emma 13Anugs,
Assistant Cashier,
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UNIVERSITY OP CINCINNATI, .

Cincinnati, Ohio, Moil 26,2974.
.-Hon. JAMES G, O'HARA,
'Congress of the United Sta. tea. House of Representatives, Comtnittee..bn'Educa

Eton and Labor, Special Subootnniittee on. Rdneationt Washington, D.C.
DEAR Ma, O'HARA This is with reference, to the proposed regulations under

-Part 176 of Title 45 of the Cade of Federal Regulations governing -The operation
of the Supplemental Educational Opportunity Grants Program.

Please refer to Section 1762 (Definitions), (r), (3) which describes "Self-
supporting or Independent Student", The section stipulates that such a student
"has not lived or, will not live for more than two consecutive weeks in the home
of a parent during the calendar year in which aid is received and the calendar
year prior to the academic year for which aid, is requested." Tide proposal seems
highly restrictive and unfair since it would prohibit a student from spending
the Chrisimas vacation period or a part of the Pmnoulr with his parents, It, is
also inconsistent with current regulations governing the National Direct Student
Loan and College Work StUdy Programs, If the two consecutive weeks residency
prohibition is approved all of our independent student financial aid awards will
have to he recalculated and based-upon Oe submission of a Parents' Confidential
Statement rather than a Student Financial Statement. This additional work
would be an extreme hardship for our office and, we're sure, many other financial
aid offices, We recommend that the section referring to two consecutive weeks
residency Section 176.2( r) (3) be deleted from the regulations,

With respect to Student Eligibility, Section 176.11, . "a student shalt he
considered in exceptional financial need if his expected family contribution does
not exceed 59 percent of his cost of education at the institution in which he is
enrolled or accepted for-enrollment." 'Became of our varied fee -structure, we
would havh to check each application to determine if the family contribution did
exceed 50 percent of the student's cost of education. .Since process nearly
10,000 applications each year, this would place an undue hardship on our office.
We recommend that Section 176.11 be deleted.

Section 176.9, Coordination of Stn nt Financial -Aid Programs, refers to loans
made under Title ,IV-B, Higher Education Act of 1035, In Sections 176.9(c)
(1) and (2) it proposes changes in student resources depending on whether loan
amounts exceed' expected family contribution or not. If this regulation is ap
proved, it will be necessary for us to amend our financial aid awards at a later
date as a result of changing student resources. This would be highly undesirable,
We recommend the deletion of Section 110.9(c) (1) and (2).

Under Section 176,10(b), Affidavit of Educational Purpose, a legally authorized
person may notarize the student affidavit provided the notary "does not take
part in the recruiting of students for enrollment at such institution," (This needs
clarification,)

The proposed Section 170.12, Expected Family Contribution for Dependent
Students states in (b) (5) that "tuition incurred by such dependent children who
are attending elementary and secondary schools . should be taken into
consideration by the flnabeitil officer in determining the amount which reasonably
may be expected to be mode available to a dependent student by his parents,
This would seem to he inconthffent with other needs analysis Systems, including
the 055, ACT, BLOC or Income ' "ax Method; which do not emtelder elementary
and secondary till 0.011 costs incurred in assessing family ability to provide
educational funds,

In summary, we strongly recommend the deletion of t
Section 176,2(r).(8)
Section 176.9(e) (1) (2)
-Section 176,2(a) (8) .

Regarding Section 170.19(b) ire suggest the publication of a clearer definition
of those persons who are eligible to notarize the student affidavit,

Sincerely,
Mawr 11, 13actt,

Associate Dean, igdneational Servireft,
and Director of Student Pinancial Aide

(*'s

) Les
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NORTH DAKOTA STATE UNIVERSITY,
Fargo, N. Dal.

Mr. Perm IC, U. VOIOTi
Director, Division, of Basic (grants, Department of Health, Education, and Wel.

fare, Office of Education, Washington, D.C.
DEAR.MIL Vorams The eagerly awaited "Basle Grant. Payment Schedule" for

3974-75 has arrived I however, 1 ant deeply disturbed by the provisions of the
schedule which dictate that actual individual cost data be -established and
utilized in determining the amount,of the Basic Grant stipend.

Our office has delayed sending, 1974-75 award notices to students pending
receipt of the "Basic Grant Payment Schedule" with the expectation that the
exact amount of the Basic Grant could then be determined and specified as IV
resource on the student's award letter. This was considered essential to eliminate
(or at least minimize) subsequent adjustments to individnal aid packages, Be.

.cause of late notification of BEOG Awards, most 19T3-74 award letters mailed
last summer did not include the Basic Grant Award and, 'as a result, hundreds
of -aid revisions were required when the BEOG recipients arrived on campus in
the fall. These revisions generated an administrative burden of near chaotic
proportionswe do not relish the prospect of a similar ordeal this fall.

In spite of this concern, however, we discover that the provisions of the new
"Basic Grant Payment Schedule" would create an administrative problem of
even greater size and complexity, First of all, there is no conceivable method
by which we can establish individual room and board cost figures for BEOG
recipients until tate summer or until they arrive on campus this fall; conse-
quently, we will be eompelled to either delete reference to the IIFIOG on the
award letter, or establish an "average" cost and calculate an estimated BEOG
stipend on this basis. In either case, we must again anticipate the administrative
confusion of adjusting the majority of aid awards made to BEOG recipients.

Our overriding concern, however, Is the increased complexity of the adjustment
process resulting from a multiplicity of room and hoard options. For example,
a student attending our institution next fall can choose from a total of fifty.
seven board and/or room options, depending upon one of ten residence halls
selected, 5day or 7day board contract, single or double room, etc. A student's.
selection of one of these options would prescribe the use of one of eleven separate
cost figures for the 111000 computation, (Six of these cost figures fall below
the $1,100 room and board standard set by the "Payment Schedule," and four
are above,) These eleven cost figures, In turn,' would fit into one of five cost
categories on the "Basic Grant Payment- Schedule," (The problems discussed here
do not Involve our outof.state students inasmuch as tuition charges for these
students place them at a cost figure above $2,100; however, these students Iepre.
sent only 1045% of, our aid recipients, Total cost figures for ALL instate stn.
dents at our institution will be less than $2,100,)

The prospect of accurately determining which of the liftpseven 'options will be
utilized by the hundreds of individual BI1100 recipients expected on our campus
this fall is staggering. (When I called our Director of Housing to explore
methods of gathering this data, he threatened to hang up on me!) I hesitate to
even. suggest the likelihood that many BEOG recipients will utilize more than
one of these options during the course of an academic year, thereby significantly
altering his eduentional costs and thus, logically, affecting the amount of his
MOO entitlement:.

Utilization of actual cost figures will also create the near incredible situation
whereby a MG recipient living at home one or two blocks from our campus
could qualify for a Basle Grant stipend $74 greater than a recipient living in
double room In one of our residence halls on a 5day board contract, It also
significant to note that the student on the 5day hoard contract would generally
pay cash for his weekend 'meals, wh teas the student at home could pocket the
$74 and eat with his parents,

Hopefully, the above will adequately demonstrate the bewildering complexity
of a system which dictates utilization of individualised cost data for MOO cow
potations and provides reasonable .evidence that more realistic and workable
procedures MOO he devised,

I am aware that they legislation addressed itself to "actual cost of attendance
however, it also specifies that the definition of thin cost is "subject to regula
Hong of the Commissioner," Accordingly, I would urge that the Commissioner
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prescribe cost standards which would enable the financial aid officer to establish
the exact BEOG stipend prior to construction of a total aid package, I would
propose that this could be accomplished by permitting institutions with total
cost figures under $2,100 to utilize the $1,500 standard cost figure for all BEOG
recipients, The institutional tuition charge would be added to this cost, permit-
ting the aid officer to immediately establish the exact BEOG stipend, The student
could then be notified of his total aid package and the confusion and administra-
tive complications of subsequent revisions avoided,

Although the thoughts expressed here are my own, I have visited with each
of the aid officers at the public institutions :within North Dakota and I can repor
that:, without exception, they anticipate major problems in establishing Basic
itrant amounts for 197445 because of the actual cost of attendance provisions
-.of the "Payment Schedule," It is logical to assume that this situation will pre-
vail at most, if not all, of the moderate cost public institutions throughout the
country,

I am convinced that we are dealing with an administrative problem of major
proportions requiring prompt corrective action, Your careful consideration of the
thoughts I have presented here will be greatly appreciated,

Sincerely,
WAYNE Ii, TESMER,

Director,

CONNECTICUT ASSOCIATION OP STUDENT
FINANCIAL AID ADMINISTRATORS,

Map 20, 1974,
Congressman 3Astes ft, 0114 tat,
Rayburn House Office Building,

ashington, D,O,
Dutt CONGRESSMAN O'HARA : As part of the overall review of Student Financial

Aid programs, the members of the Connecticut Association of Student Financial
Aid Officers respectfully request that particular attention he paid to the opera.
'Hanel results Of program rulings made in Washington, The Basic Educational
Opportunity Grant program is a gritting example of this type of problem, I am
enclosing for your information a resolution prepared for the Eastern Association
of Student Financial Aid Administrators annual meeting at Hyannis on 54 May;
Because so many. public institutions could not afford the luxury of delayed Pay-
ments, the resolution did not lea ye the Executive Council,

Your assistance in correcting this type of problem will be greatly apgreciated.
Sincerely. yours,

P. ;Immo CUNNINGHAM,
President,

.Enclosure,
13110G 1%Esot.vnox

'Whereas USOE's BM Program Directors have refused to .recognize the
difference between a direct grant and a college administered grant and

Whereas the 11SOE BOG Program Directors have further refused to admit
to the increase in administrative duties associated with determining size of
grant, requesting payment, distributing funds and reporting these netivities

Pheretore, be it Pcsnived, That EASPAA urge its members to utilize the
alternate method of payment and send each and every Student Eligibility Iteport
to the BEOG office in Washington for payment of the Basic Grant,

asa

,.FEROUS FALLS OOMAIUNITY COLLEGE,
Pergua Palls, Minn,, 1t'arph1, 194

/Ion. 3AMSS 0, &Mak
Chairman, Special Subooiwaittee on Rductitiont

ItOUHe of Repreeentatices, Washington, D,d,
DEAR Six; I would like to express my opposition to the current move to awn-

don all the federal financial aid' programs that are and have been working very
well, To substitute the Basle Opportunity Grants and the Federally Insured
Loans for the collegebased programs is unwise and there are several reasons why,.
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TheseThese college-based prograMs have been tried and they are effielent,HOver
the. years there have been some problems but they have largely been *irked
out. Basically, if all these college-based programs were forward-funded in ade-
quate

damounts,
there would not be a student who would have to quit for lack

of funs.
By centralizing the awarding of funds such as is the situation with Basic

Grants everyone gets treated as an application rather than as a reallive appli-
cant. This is apparent in several ways right now. Tile fact that all Social security
benefits are treated as being available to the student is an example, In many
cases these benefits should be treated as family income and the family contribu-
tion based on this total family income. Because the funds are somewhat limited,
the decision was made to limit awards to $452 and there are other varying
amounts like $91, $217, etc. No financial aid officer would ever award in that
Manner. It would always be rounded to the nearest $25 and several awards such
as $50 or $75 are not awarded, This seems like a small point, but if you have
100,000 Basic Grants recipients getting $452 instead of $450, there would be
$200,000 that is basically over-awarded.

In the ease of such small awards such as $50 or $70, there is probably no real
reason to make such an award, It would ot mean the difference between corn-
ing or not-coming to school, It is only extra money and in mnay cases, not really
needed, If this. same money was handled by the individual college financial aid
people, it would be used in such a way to provide the needed funds for college,
attendance,

If funds are directed away from the colleges, there eventually will be much
fewer financial aid officers because most public institutions cannot justify a
financial aid person to administer the other funds they have. If this happens,
students will not receive help in applying for funds and the information system
will break down completely, This, of course, will mean that more people will be
hired at the federal level to fill this void. Already. we see this happening with
the Federally Insured Loan Programs. Because defaults are so high, the Office
of Education is asking for funds to hire some 250 people to better administer
this program,

it is obvious that the federally Insured Loan Program is going to be more
costly than the collegebased loan programs, As you know, the default rate is
much, much lower in the N,D,S,L. program.

We can see In the first year of operation that the Basic Grants Program is far
from effective, There hasn't even been the expected number of applicants and
college financial aid officers have been advertising it as has the Office of Educe.
tion. The fact that it Is a new program and that it was funded late can account
for some of this but not all, Students are more prone to apply for aid at the
college. Riven though we try. to entourage them to try for a Basic Grant they
often do not follow through.

In short, it, is my opinion that the college based programs of federal financial
aids are far more responsive to individual needs, less costly in the long run,
More efficient and potentially more beneficial to society than either the Federally
Insured Loan Program or Basic Opportunity Grants, Why discard programs that
are working in favor of programs that do not offer any advantages over them?

I am also sending a copy of this letter to my own Congressman, the Honorable
Robert Bergland,

'Sincerely yours, Atimic t, 'nu.
Univanarry OF' Onoitanti,

. Boulder, d.tdo,, May 9,19'Y1,
Congressman 3,ottg G, ofnAtiA,
Chairman, Commit-tee on Education and Labor, Speciat Subcommittee on Educe-

tion, Waeltinyten, D.C.
''Dien Mn, Olio& ; We are experiencing a situation. wherein some of our most

needy, independent students may not qualify for a BasicEducational Opportunity
Grant during the first and possibly the second year of their college education,

Student eligibility for the 13,}1,0,0, during an academic year is based upon
their ineoinefor the prior calendar year, Therefore, a student entering school in
the Iht of 1974 would have his. or her eligibility deterMined based noon. the
totalifaconte for .1078, 70 most eases, if a student earned enongn to survive this
income level will be toe high for 1!,'14,0,0, eligibility, Since the student will be



working for nine months of 1974 (prior to entering oho°, ) chances of his or her
receiving a subetaittial grant for the 1975-76 academic year (which *ill be based
on 1974 income) are also shin. It must be remembered that in order to attend
school, the student must quit his job and that the income level on which the
grant eligibility is determined will not exist during the period of the grant.

The method of using a prior calendar year income base works well when
analysing the contribution ability of the parents of dependent students. Normally,
the income of parents will remain the same or increase slightly from year to
year and surveys show that income estimates tend to be , overstated by the poor
and understated by upperincome families. It is not a valid Method of analysing
the ability of beginning independent students, however, since the fact of full.
time attendance precludes the maintenance of the prior year's income level.

The following is the case of a young lady who wilt be entering the Migrant
Action Program next year. This is just an example of many cases that I have
come in contact with in the last few days. Mary Ellen Montoya is 26 years old,
divorced and has one child. Her exhumband is in San Quentin. Her taxable gross
income is $6,489, she has no other assets and she holds two jobs to support herself
and her child. She was not granted any 11.11.0.G, for the academic school year
of 1974-75.

We will appreciate your consideration of this problem and any assistance yOu
can give in helping to solve it.

Sincerely,
RICARDO V. MARTIM

Director, Migrant Action ProarainBOP.
WILLIAM PII1S,

Director, Black Education Program BOP.
Job Pa Axe°,

Director, United MeaticanAmerfeen StudentsBOP,
.. STUART TAKEUCHI, ,

Director, AcianAmerican,40P.
CHARLES LOHAII,

Director, IndianBOP.
MINIIIIIIII11101111

THE COMMONWEALTH Or MASSAORVSET'114,
NORTHERN ESSEX (1,01thttINITY COLLEGE,

Haverhill, May 0,1074,
Hon. Ions 01 Liu,
Chairman of the ROM Special Subcommittee on Education,
Washington, D.C.

DEAR CONORESSMA.N .011AnA t Since you are interested in hearing from the
financial aid community regarding possible financial aid legislation, I would like
to takelhis opportunity to write you some thoughts I have had on the question.

As I consider the possible forms financial aid would take, it seems that With
an unlimited supply of money, almost any set of programs could suit the needs
of our students. But the political reality of limited funding means our first task
is to set our priorities by examining the issues in financial aid.

In order to determine the direction of student financial aid, one must deter.
mine not only the federal government's role in providing educational access but
also whetheror not the government considers student choice an important issue.
If we are interested only in insuring that every 18 year old thigh school graduate
student has a place in higher education, then funding only the Basic Grant Pro.
gram, the college Work Study Program and the Guaranteed Insured loan Pro.
gram as they now exist is sufficient, However, if choice is considered equally
important and if the non traditional student is to be adequately funded, then
the college financial aid officer needs either the flexibility and the diversity
offered by the Supplementary PldifeatiOnal Opportunity Grant Program and the
National Direct Student Loan Program or a DARIO Grant Program,whieh is much
broader in scope then the present program. If student choice Is not considered
important) the consequence will be that we will deVelop two parallel systemOlik
postsecondary education.

'The segments of time private sector which 'Survive Will 'OdueatO au elite Wits.
Mon while the public sector will be responsible 'for the rest of the students.
Themetwo separate.hut clearly unequal educationally, systems Will be no improve.
watt on the situation which existed in higher educiation prior to the federal
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commitment to help needy students finance their cellege education. Iri this con-
text,' 1 would urge they Congress to support full-fiinding 'of Basic Grants ',only
after the other programs have been funded, ,

The biggest problem which our Students have with, the Guaranteed Insured
Student Loan Program is the unavailability of loans from the local banks. Many
banks requite that applicants have accounts in their institution or they refuse
to lend to freshmen. In addition, the kinds of students who are aided by the
National Direct Student Loan Program are not considered good risks by the
banking community. While the interest subsidy is not the deciding factor for
students choosing this form of aid, the banks would be even less enthusiastic
shunt participation in the program than they are now. Even if the federal govern-
ment could exert pressure on banks which encouraged them to wake the lmins
(perhaps by increasing their subsidy payments), we would have no guarantee
that low income students would benefit from the program. In my opinion with
the implementation of the 15/20 proposal, the problems with this particular
program are not at the federal level no are they the kinds of problems which
new legislation can correct,

In order for the Basic Grunt Program to satisfactorily take the place of the
Supplemental Educational Opportunity Grant it would have to incorporate the
positive aspeets of entitlement as well as the flexibility of the college based
programs. As long as the Basic Grant Program treats every student by means
of a restrictive equation there will be some students who are ineligible and we
Would need Supplemental Educational Opportunity Grants and National Direct
Student Loans to help these students. Perhaps if the equation were less restric-
tive there would be fewer needy students unaided but the problem of providing
choke could not be solved unless the Basic Grant provided a maximum of half
the cost oteducation without the current $1,400.00 cut-off. In addition to helping
solve the ,problem of .choice raising the $1,400,00 cut-off would, mean the Basic
Grant would begin to help middle income students as well as, lower income

Another question which must' be answered is whether an 18 year old majority
affects nor premise that the first responsibility for education goes to a student'S
parents. If we decide that the government will shoulder this responsibility, the
cost would be prohibitive. However, my main objection to a "civilian G.I.
is that our first concern must be to. provide at least access and hopefully choice
as Well to the student who needs the money.the most. In 1969 and 1971 the Board
of Education in. Massachusetts contracted for a study to determine the extent
that financial barriers influenced a student's choice to attend college, Not only
was there a high correlation between SAT's scores and family income but in
every category of SAT scares fewer loW income students went on to college,
Low income students who scored above 000 in the ;SAT's were less likely to be
in college than students froth' the highest. income quartile who scored below 400,
My point is,that students without teed, appear to be entering college now while
some of Our highest achieving low income students atilt are not, We must first
be fissured. that we have filled this need before we can begin aiding students
with no need, My arguments against Merit Scholarships are the same ones, ex
pressed against a "civilian G.I. bill,"

In the. realm, of financial aid we can not be satisfied until we can be sure that
every student has a chance to pursue the post-secondary education of his choice,

Sincerely,
flosAt; A, Rosalyn%

Dfreotor, Student Financial

Oongeestanati Muth tonAsint
llouhe of Representatives,
Waelanritatt,

Dr,Aii:ConfifiefuntAtt PRAM t I wanted to take this opportunity to convey a
few thoughts about the field .of student financial aid, For approximately the
last three years there have been attempts by the current . administration to
eliminate some of the current student financial aid programs, In the higher
education amendments of 1972 a new financial aid program called the Basic

TiNIVEOSITY OP MINNPAOTA,
MinneapoUsi Minn., April 19, 1914.
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Grant Program was established, In addition, three older financial aid programs
established in the 1900's (namely, the College Work-Study Program, the National
Direct Student Loan Program, and the Supplementary Educational Opportunity
Grant Program) were continued with some amendments. Both prior to the pass-
age of the amendments and since, the administration has attempted to fund
primarily the Basic Grant Program at the expense of the older financialaid
programs. The amendments specified that the SEOG, CWS, and NDSL programs,
be funded at a base level before any new funds be put into the Basic Grant
Program. The National Association of Student Financial Aid Administrators
has strongly supported the establishment of the Basic Grant Program, but has
always wanted to continue funding the older, more established programs also
as was designated in the amendments of 1972. Both for 1973 and in 1974 the
administration has requested that the NDSL and SEOG programs be phased out
and the funding be put in the Basic Grant Program, Fortunately, Congress has,
not allowed this to happen and has provided funding for all four of the programs.'
The Basic Grant Pstegrain is still, however, not fully fancied, Only freshmen and
sophomores will be eligible to apply next year.

The financial aid community has appreciated additional funding made avail-
able in the Basic Grant Program and would certainly like to see it continued, but
not at the expense of the other programs. We believe that the older, established
programs which are college based have certain values which eau never be.
replaced through the Basic Grant Program, The Basic Grant Program can never
be the sole program of student financial aid, since, we believe, it is more appro-
priate to establish students' financial need on a local rather than a national basis.

This year the Office of Education is attempting very strenuously to expand the.
Basic Grant Program to all eligible freshmen and sophomore students. The film-
cial aid 'Community is assisting in this desire by conducting over 500 high school
counselor training sessions across the country. Those training sessions in Minne-
sota will be held during the next two weeks. We believe the Basic Grant Program
will be very beneficial in meeting students' increased needs, but only as it is
combined with other forms of federal, state, and institutional aid as determined
by the students' individual institutions,

The second area of concern to financial aid officers and particularly to those
in large, public institutions is with the Health Professions Scholarship and Loan
programs, The costs charged to each student obtaining a four-year professional
education in our schools of Pharmacy, Dentistry, Veterinary Medicine, Medicine,
and Nursing have risen to the point where they are approaching the 20-25,009
range, At the present time many of our students in need who are Inoue of these
health professions program's are borrowing very extensively, It is not at all
uncommon to encounter debt loads' of no-rh000 or higher, Certainly it can beassumed that many of these professional school students will have good jobs
and will be able to pay off their debts. However, some of these students wish to
go into public service or perhaps 101 encounter other debts in establishing their
practices. There is an increasing concern on the part of our loan collections of&
chits regarding the very high level of indebtedness 'these students are obtaining,

The administration again seems interested primarily in phasing out the fed-
eral Health Professions loan and scholarship programs which have operated for
students in these fields since the mid,1900's, and instead in placing n greater
reliance on loans from commercial lenders, This hardly memo appropriate given
the rapidly escalating costs and the lack in availability in other funding, Finan-
cial aid 'officers in health professions schools would hope that both the federal
grant and loan programs could be continued, at least one which could be designed
to fund students from lower marginal backgrounds,

The final financial aid program which I wish to mention is the Federally In-
sured Student Loan Program. The Federally Insured Loan Program is again,
Understand, about to be.changed. The program has changed virtually once every
'yetitaince its inception in 1900-07, Iii4973 restrictions were added to the program,
For 1974 Congress has passed a bill which again libernliaeathe student eligibility
criterion, This program, through which students borrow from commercial lendersor, as in the ease of Minnesota, through the State, has been an extremely. .valuable.
one for University students, Some 0-10,000 students per year. hay.e participated
in this program in recent years. We would certainly Ante to. see this program
ratitinued. There are two areas of concern, however. The first Is that thentitnermiS7.
changes In the program cause an eXtreine amount. of ,conftision in the..ininds of...
stfidettts,. parents, beakers, :nod finalleitti aid °Meet% earl: year.% It woitio...
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vautageous.to have the program stabilized. The second area of concern hi this
program as well as in the:aasie- Grant Program is that these programs are
intended tobe massive, - federal student financial aid programs. In both instances
the University and other colleges participating in the program spend extensive
amounts of time assisting students applying for these programs.. In contrast to
the other programs of atudent financial aid (SEOG, NDSL, CMS), the institutions'
receive no reimbursement for these administrative expenses, There have been
many attempts to make a 'provision whereby the institution would receive some
minimal .reimbursement such as 36 or 1 percent of dollars funded to students.
Due to great confusien and oversight no allowance has ever been included in any
of the legislation. We have requested and will continue to request such an
inclusion in' future legislation.

We appreciate your concern in this area, Obviously, student financial need will
continue to grow in the foreseeable future. Any input that can be made tci 'help
meet these needs will be appreciated.

Sincerely, 4 SAuuut,'R. Lewis,
Director, Student Financial Aid.

CONGRESS OP TEE UNITED STATES,
ROUSE OP REPRESENTATIVES,

Washington, February 1974,
Hon, JAWS Ct COMMA,
Chairman, Special Subcommittee on Education,
U.S. Rowe of EeprecentatiNee, Wachinpton; D.C. ;

Men, Jut : recently undertook a survey to determine how .the Pederal Stu-,
dent Aid Programs were working outin the 'institutions of higher learning in
Puerto Rico. I was particularly interested in how the new BEOG program was
faring. A questionnaire was submitted to six colleges and universities in Puerto
Rico,' requesting detailed information regarding' the number of students in'the
institution, the number receiving financial assistance, the total amout of Money
spent for student aid, the total amount of student asidstance'lunds provided by , .

the Federal government (plus a breakdown by. individual programs: NDSL,
SHOO, 054 OWS, Cuban Loan, Veterans' Benefits (GI; Bill, etc.),. Nursing
loans and scholarships; the amount received from foundations,. andt .

money from all other sources). With respect to the BEM program, we asked tor
the dollar amount and the zumber of awards to date (12/81/78).

One of my main concerns was to ascertain the amount ended Of Puerto RiCan
students, and how close theinstitutions of higherlearning had come to meeting
this demonstrated 'need,through financial aid. The institution surveyed were.:

University of Puerto Rico , :
Inter-American University
Catholic University'
6Puerto Rico Junior College
College of the Sacred Heart ;
Bayamon Central University

sittiation where a Student ha's the ability and desire to attend college but .

leeks the financial rehources 10, frequent. Dropping out or financial considera-
Um is equally common, Although the colleges and universities would .Rke, to
accept more qualified students who lack, the money to attend college,: they can
accept only a number climmefistirete with their limited resources,

for student 'Old and who qualifies for some type otassistanceponly 452 enrolled,
1u Bayamon Central for instance,, Out, of 1,090,studente applying

and. ald'eould Only be;PreViclecl Mt In the ease of InterAxamican Utiiver
sits, a conservative .1estimate ishthat between 400.. . students.doinot enroll for ,.
the' first time Weans° of noneavallability of financial aid. A study being:eonp,
ducted by futerAmerican unlyersitY :Strongly. suggests that lack of financial aid

2,011Oretudeuta tier ono. In Nett ;, 106. CkillegettiXt nPDPlientiOng
is the britiefiltil reason for , WAIT, high, drop:tout. rate of apProtlinatellt4

wore. Wetted down betel* theyr.requ red financial assistanee eyotui the4n..
stitution's atlitgable resoniceS ,O.Ut ,of, these, .dog never made, it; to 4ollegbi Ines
additien, eveulf an inStittitio4 grante stndent aseWtence,,40,many instances
is not sufficient to cover the true need.

80-402-74--g2
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During the 1940's, I helped to forge a program of student assistance known' in
Puerto Rico as 'Programs de Betas y Ayuda a listudiantes". The program was
given legislative assent by P.R. Law #220 of May 12, 1942. The appropriations
for these student aid funds are governed by P.R. 'Law #04 of June 24,1950, as
amended by Art, .1 of P.R. Law #92 of June 21,1906. riere are currently 18,000
(estimated 197844) students at the University of Puerto Rico benelitting fromthese funds. The expenditure for the program at the University of Puerto Rico
total $6,326,247. (1973-74), This program represents the baritone of financial
support in the commonwealth of Puerto Rico, and it represents our commitment
to aid.needy 'students so they can attain the goal of a higher education.

Yet although quite a large segment of the student population receives moneyfrom this program (i.e., in Inter-American University, out of 10,864 students,
12,000 receive some money from this fund), the amount an individual receives is
very diluted, there being 90,000 students at the higher education level in PuertoRico,

Federal support, although varying from ,20% of all aid' (Catholic University)to 90% (College of the Sacred Heart), is crucial to the very life of student as-
sistance programs. This being the case, it is imperative that these Federal stu-dent aid programs become more responsive to the need's and conditions present
in the higher education community in Puerto Rico.

Through the questionnaire:I attempted to determine the extent of Federal in-
volvement, how these funds were 'being utilized, problems encountered, sugges-tions, etc. I noted that An a recent. survey of the top 100 institutions of higher
education in the United States with respect to Federal support, the UniVersity
of Puerto Rico was not one of them. This is both an unfortunate and anomaloussituation for a state university serving close to three million people.

Although all Federal student aid programs in Puerto Rico are considered to beeffective means to meet the need, there is a feeling that any move towards eon-
centrating the Federal emphasis on loans and work-study would greatly under--mine the task of adequately meeting the demand for student assistance funds,
In Puerto Rico, many students work part-time in order to contribute. to-their
family income. An emphasis on loans and work-study would place a hardship on
the students from low-income brackets. whose family partially depend. ott thestudent's earnings.

Several specific recommendations were made with regard to various aspectsof the student aid program :
(A) It is felt that having a universal way of determining need for all Federalstudent aid programs is desirable, in that it not only eliminates red-tape for

the Federal government, but also facilitates the task of the financial aid officer
and the student, who are now burdened by paper-work.

(13) Particular. emphasis was placed on the discontent with the new "1974-75
Instructions for Student Financial Aid Programs," specifically with the provi-sion that an institution must utilize $800 or 40% of average cost, whichever is
greater, as a self-help expectation. It disregards both the differences of students
in realizing self-help resources and in the institution's ability to provide selfwhelpresources,

(0) Complaints were voiced with regard to the espOnsieness and treatment
given the institutions of higher learning in Puerto Rico by the Office of Educa-tion, Region II, New York, particularly in the area. of student assistance. They
feel that their indiViiittal. problems are not adequately resolved, and indeedthereis a lack of understanding with respect to these problems,

(D) With respect to the 13110G (Basic Educational Opportunity Grants) Prosgram, several issues were raised :
(1) The BEOG Application requires a certification to legally guarantee thereliability of information provided by the student, In Puerto Rico, only lawyers

can be notary publics, which presents a problem, because the fee charged to thestudent can indeed be burdensome and serve; as a deterrent to the potential
applicant. This Matter has been pointed out to the officials at the Office of Ethics-tion, and several possible solutions have been suggested, Perhaps one individualwithin the University can act as a certifying officer (preferably someone with
a legal beekgtoubd). But to date, no equitable 'solution to this problem has beatt,reached, There, is also a. feeling that in the future, students already enrolledand whose financial need and eligibility have been established, should not be
required to furnish a tiotertpublic's certification,

6
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(2) The question of having a BEOG application in Spanish was raised, I have
attempted to secure this application since February of last year, when I raised
the issue with Commissioner Ottina. Although some ,progress has been made by
O.B. in translating and adapting the BEOG material (and I have reservations
about its quality), the rapplication itself has yet to be produced. I trust that
Commissioner Ottina will provide us with BEOG application in Spanish, to be
used during the coming academic year, as he agreed to in his presentation before
the Subcommittee last month,

(3) Another issue which might seem obvious, if not trivial, is that the appli-
cation blanks, as well as all correspondence with the colleges and universities
in Puerto Rico should be air-mailed, in order to insure a timely consideration.
Delay in transit can only serve as a further hampering of the program's success.

(4) There seems to be a problem of timing, which is perhaps due to the fact
that the BEOG program was new last year. The procedure a student and financial
aid officer must go through entails a period of time which is burdensome in that
a student aid package must be prepared by pooling resources -from various pro-
grams, and in many instances the delay in the process means that the BEOG
Program was discarded as a possibility of funding. The package must be pre-
pared prior to registration (which in Puerto Rico's case is in August),

(5) With respect to funding, the concensus is that we should move in the
direction of full funding of the BEOG program, without curtailing or eliminat-
ing the task accomplished by the other Federal Student Aid Programs,

(6) Aside front the general consensus that the average award was extremely
low in comparison with the cost of attending the institution, it was pointed out
that the provisions dealing with how veterans and social security benefits are to
be construed in determining a student's need should be revised,

I trust that this information is useful to you and to the Subcommittee, and
I further hope that we can work together to make these programs more respon-
sive to the needs and conditions present in Puerto Rico. We must be certain that
the best utilization is made of these programs, and this can be accomplished in
part by heeding the advice and concerns raised by the-institutions which benefit
from these programs, The gap which separates the need in Puerto Rico and the
actual resources available for financial assistance is great. It is a still sadder
situation when a student has to abandon a college or university once he, has
connilenced his studies, simply because of financial considerations, Let us try
to remedy this situation,

Cordially,

Enclosures.
ADDENDUM

JAIME BENITEZ.
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1. Name of institution
2. Official in charge of student aid
3. Address
4. Telephone number
5, Number of students in the institution
0. Number of students receiving financial aid
7. Total dollars in student aid (from an sources)
8. Total dollars, in student aid (Federal programs)
9. How much money was received in fiscal 1978 for :

(A) National direct student loans (NMI.)
(B) Supplemental educational opportunity grants (SEOG)
(0) Guaranteed student loans
(D) College work study
(E) Cuban loan program
(F) Veterans (G.T, bill, et cetera)
(0) Nursing student loans and scholarships
(H) Foundations (Ford, et cetera)
(I) All other sources: (Local state funds, university funds, et cetera)

10. How much money has been received to date for the basic educational oppor
tunny grants? (BEOG's) Number of awards
11. What problems, if any, have you encountered regarding the BEOG program?

12, Commannt on the BEOG program (effectiveness, suggestions, et cetera)

13. Comments regarding other Federal student aid programseffectiveness, ways
of improving the programs, complaints, et cetera (use extra sheets if necessary) :

14. Have you encountered any problems regarding reliability of information
'applied by the students in the student loan applications?

15. Are you aware of instances where students who normally would have at
tended your institution, did not, because of financial reasons, (nonavailability
of financial assistance) ? Are there many such instances?

16, General comments: (ways in which we and the Education and Labor Com
mittee can help)

1 m et al or II NI

STAII or ItUODD ISLAND AND PROVIDENON PLANTATIONS,
DEPARTMENT EVOCATION,

Providence, R.I., May 18,194,
Mon. JAMBS 0. O'HAUA,
Ittaehington, D.C.

UEAn ItEPROONNTATrili O'HARA : The Rhode Island Board of Regents for Eduen
tion has designated the issue of financial assistance to students of postsecondary
education a high priority for Board review and Department of Education study.
It is for this reason that the concerns of the Special House Subcommittee ow
Education for Student AM have been of special interest to me and my knit

The questions being addressed by Rhode Island Education Officials have been
and will undoubtedly continue to run parallel to those of the members of the
Special House Subcommittee.

Attached herewith are three recently 'published documents which represent
the efforts of Dr. Clyde R. Ingle and Mr. Bohn P, Mandryk from the Department's
Office of Postsecondary Planning their works assess the financial need of Rhode
Island citizens for postsecondary education and pose the critical questions of
who, where, and for what purpose financial assistance should be available,

(0' '1A

,-)
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I would like to call your attention to page 2 of the SOMMary Do ailment (En
closure #14 which estimates the relative rate of "Attendance to Eligibility" for
traditional postsecondary education students who are dependent on their families
by annual family income. As you will note,.the Attendance /Eligibility rates are
lower (44 percent) for students from families with income beloW $4,000 than for
students from families with income above $6,000 (their rate is 68 percent). You
will also notice that the lowest Attendance/Eligibility rates (26 percent) are held
by.students from families with income from $4,000to $6,000,

Studies are presently being planned to deterniine how best to ensure equal
educational opportunity through financial assistance for all income groups.

That is, we wilt attempt to determine what type of financial 'assistance package
will be taken advantage of and the extent to which certain packages will increase
Attendance/Eligiblity rates for the lowest income groups.

It is my hope that this information may assist your efforts in considering the
issue of fintmetal assistance.

Sincerely yours,
FRET G. Briam

Comtniasloner o/ Education,
Enclosures.

STATE Or RHODE ISLAND AND PROVIDENCE PLANTATIONS,
DEP,ARTMENT OP EDUCATION,

Providence, R.I., April 13,1974.
'Po Board of Regents.
From Fred O. Burke, Commissioner,
Subject : A summary of. Financial Assistance for Postsecondary Education,

Working Note #3, "The Finaneial Need of Rhode Island Citizen Students
Attending 'Postsecondary Education : The Present Circumstance".

Attached hereto is a summary of a comprehensive report entitled "Financial
Assistance for Postsecondary Education, Working Note #3. The Financial Need
of Rbodi Island Citizen Students Attending Postsecondary' Education : The Pres.
ent Circomstance." This report has been hole punched and should be incorporated
into the previously supplied notebook for matters relating to financial assistance
for postsecondary education,

TWA report is submitted as an information item, which may address questions
of the Regents as they decide what policy principles should serve as a base for
financial assistance programs,

A SUJOIARY OP FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE POR POSTSECONDARY EDUCATION

WORKING ivort'rro,

INTRODUCTION. .

The information presented in his summary -is from a more detailed working
paper eotitled:

FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE POlt POSTSECONDARY EDUCATION.

WORKING NOTE NO. R

It is antielpitte Mai the complete report will be placed before the Board of
-Regents shortly.

The data provided in this summary is tentative and subject to change as the
educational behavior of Rhode Island citizens, their economic status, and the cost
of etliteatiqn adjust to evolving conditions, It should be emphasized that the
techniques employed in the complete analysis are based on statistical designs
which attempt to adjust the most recent accorate data to reflect what appears
to be the present circumstances; therefore, all data shOuld be vegarded as esti.

. motel rather than definite observations, .

As' the Complete analysis proceeds from looking at the total Rhode Island
poptilation, to those eligible to pursue postsecondary education, to those actually
attending, various insight* into the nature of the postsecondary population com
prised of Rhode Island citizens will emerge, These insights and the estimates
which this analysis will provide will serve as a factual base from which policy
makers may debate the appropriate financial assistance packge for Rhode It4.1and,

Two caveats are appropriate here :.tritese data refer primarily to the traditional
college goer and the nndergradnate etUdent, of education -at this- stage in the

.analysia. i it.

6 1
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TABLE I.-HOW MANY RHODE ISLANDERS ARE ELIGIBLE FOR TRADITIONAL POSTSECONDARY EDUCATION?

Age-

Total 18 to 24 25 to 34 35 to 54 55 and older

:Number of citizens. 667, 660 125, 000 127, 000 212, 600 203, 000
Number of eligible citizens 275, 200 72, 900 66, 900 88, 600 46, 900
Percent of eligibles to citizens. 41 58 53 42 23

Note: Table I estimates that 41 percent of Rhode Island citizens over 18 yr old are eligible to attend traditional under.
graduate postsecondary education. From this, one can speculate that the greatest number of potential attenders would be
from the 35. to 54yrold group,

TABLE II,-HOW MANY RHODE ISLANDERS ARE ATTENDING TRADITIONAL FORMS OF POSTSECONDARY EDUCATION?

Age-

Total 18 to 24 25 to 34 35 to 54 55 and older

Part time:
In State 16,619 7,091 5,819 2,593 1,116
Out of State 8, 256 4, 328 1, 361 487 11--

Total 22, 806 11,419 7,180 3,080 1,127

Tull time:
In State. 19,712 15,375 3,942 696 42
Out of State 6, 897 5, 733 605 213

.

3

Total 26, 609 21,100 4, 547 909 45

Total. 49,415 32,525 11,727 3,989 1,172

Note: Table II estimates that over 49000 Rhode Island citizens attend traditional postsecondary education on some
basis, From inspection, we can see that the greatest number of attenders belong to the 18 to 24yreld category.

TABLE III.-WHAT IS THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN ACTUAL ATTENDANCE AND ELIGIBILITY?

AgeTotal

18 to 24 25 to 34 35 to 54 55 and older

Number of eligibles 275, 200 72, 900 66, 900 18, 600 46, 966
Number of attenders 49, 40 32, 514 11, 700

18
4,000

5
1, 000

3Percent of attendees to eligibles

Note: Table III estimates that the attendance/eligibility rate for the Rhode Island citizen population over 18 yes. old is
approximately 18 percent While the highest Late of attendance is expected among the 18. to 24polds, it is noteworthy.
that the other age categories experience significant rates.

TABLE IV.-WHAT IS THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN FAMILY INCOME, ELIGIBILITY, AND FULLTIME ATTENDANCE?

Family income

Under $4,000
[6,000 to

5,000 to 5,999
,000 to ,999

7,000 to $7,999.
8,000 to $9,999.
10,000 to $14,999
15,000 to $24,999

/25,000 and over

Total...

Number of eligible
18, to 24,yrold single

dependents

Number of fulltime
18, to 24.yearold
single dependents

Number of eligibles
to full.time attendets

(percent)

3, 150 1, 400 44
1, 100 300 26
1, 600 400 26
1, 850 1, 300 69
2, 250 1, 500 68
5, 300 3, 600 68

10, 400 7, 100 69
6, 000 4, 900
2,250 1,500

Mil figures hive been rounded to the nearest 50,1969 family Income has been used to facilitate analysis by InspectiOn,
Family Income has increased approximately 28 percent since the 1969 census collection to September 1973,

Note: table IV shows a comparison between eligibility and fulkinie attendance by family Income for those 18 to 24.11
Olds who are dependent upon family Support, This group of Students represent 75 Percent of the total number of Rhode
Island citizen who ate attending traditional postsecondary education on a fulltime basis. From intention, one can
determine that the lowest eligibility /attendance rates are held by students who belong to families with annual Income
between $4,000 and $5,999,
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TABLE ,V. HOW MANY ADDITIONAL ATTENDERS WOULD THERE BE FROM TI1E 18 TO 24 GROUP IF INCREASED
FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE INCREASED THE ATTENDANCE OF THE LOWEST ATTENDING GROUPS TO SUB.
STANTIALLY HIGHER HYPOTHETICAL ATTENDANCE/ELIGIBILITY RATES?

Bringing
the lowest The resultant

attendance/ Increase in Resultant
eligibility fulltime Present total

percentage attenders fulltime fulttime
Family status rates up t would be attenders attendees

Single:
Dependent. 3,350 19,676 23,000
Independent 68 13,025 750 13,776

Married:
Spouse present 10,025 500 10, 625
Spouse absent 1,876 175 2,050

Total 28,250 21,100 49, 375

Single:
Dependent. 1,625 f 19,615 19, 675
Independent 50 9,376 750 10,125

Married:
Spouse present 7,225 500 7, 725
Spouse absent 1,326 200 1,500

Total 19,550 21,100 39, 050

Single:
Dependent.. 19, 675 19,675
Independent 25 4, a 750 075

Married:
Spouse present 3, 3 600 3, 876
Spouse absent 57675 176 750

Total 8,250 21,100 29,350

I No increase.

Note: TabWV should be employed as a "what if" device for useful reference to the policymakers, Here we can see 'that
if all 18. to 24yearolds Attended at a rate of 68 portent Ghat presently maintained by students from families with the
highest incomes), then there would be an additional 28,250 students of postsecondary education between the ages of 18
and 24 yeati old. One can only speculate as to what changes in educational behavior would result given Increased forms of
financial assistance with the proper guidance and counseling.

VI, What is financial need?

TABLE Vi..VINANCIAI, 'NEED (COS? OP EDOOATION ) ("EXPECTED" FAMILY/
STUDENT CONTRIBUTION )

College Scholarship Service of the College Entrance examination Board has
over the years developed and implemented a method for ueterminilig the financial
need of individual students of postsecondary education, Simply stated t Financial
need is that amount of money charged to a student for educational costs which
is above what. the student 'and the family combined can theoretically be ex.
petted to contribute to the cost of a student's education,

The "expected" combined family/student contribution varies depending on
the student's (a) family status, (b) family and/or individual income and assets
and (0) the number of dependent children or brothers and sisters of the student,

VII, What does it cost for a student to go to college today?

TABLE VII

Average Institutional.

Tuition R0011)

and fees and board

Average
otner

expenses

Rhode Island public inititutioni 5440 . 5625
Rhode Island private institutions 1 , 970 , 00 625
Other Norlheast States ,.I 1,865 1,500 626

*Y.
Other expenses bode and supplies, transportation, personal expenses,

Note: Estimating the distribution'of Institutional attendance of Rhode Islemi students. at Rhode Wand Institutions, It is
estimated that the weighted 06,4H:dont annual COW are appknuittately 62,850 for fthOde Islanders attending Rhode
Note:

postsecondary Institutions fun time,

.4. 1
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TABLE VIII, -WHAT WOULD BE THE FINANCIAL NEED OF THOSE 18 TO 24YR01,0 STUDENTS WHO ARE PRESENTLY

ELIGIBLE BUT NOT PRESENTLY ATTENDING SHOULO THEY ATTEND ,ATlies4EacENT ATTENDAKEIELIOWILITY

RATE (THAT PRESENTLY MAINTAINED BY THESIODEN TS BELONGING TO FAMILIES WITH THE HIGHEST INCOME)?
1

Family status

Number. of resultant
attenders

Financiaattenders
resultant

At an estimated cost of $3,000:
Single; Dependent.
Single; Independent
Married: Spouse present
Married: Spouse absent.

3, 350
13,025
10, 025
1, 874

$1, 440,350
24, 747, 500
18, 987, 350
2, 323,125

total. 28, 250 53, 498, 300

At an estimated cost of 52,000;
Single: Dependent

3, 350 4, 090, 350

Single; Independent
13, 025 11, 722, 500

Married; Spouse present.
10, 025 8, 962, 350

Married: Spouse absent. 1,875 448,125

Total
28, 250 25, 223, 325

At an estimated cost of $1,000;
Single; Dependent 3, no 740, 350

Single; Independent 13, 425 0

Marred: Spouse present
Married: Spouse absent.

to, 025
1, 875

0
0

Total
28, 250 740, 350

Nile: Table VIII slim what the financial need of the resultant attenders would be if they incurred educational costs

per year of $3,000, $2,000, or $1,000. This financial need is based upon the hypothetical situation that sufficient finaneial
assistance would Increasmthe altendence/eligibility rates of all 18 to 24-yr-oids to that rate presently maintained by
independent students with the highest family incomes, . 1

TABLE Ill -WHAT IS THE FINANCIAL NEED OF /HOSE 18 TO 24.YROLD RHODE iSLAND CITIZENS WHO ARE

PRESENTLY ATTENDING RHODE ISLAND INSTITUTIONS ON A FULL-TIME BASIS?

Family statue Group costs
gltpeded VOUP

contributions Group financial need

Single: Dependent.
Single: Independent
Startled: Spouse present
Married: Spouse absent.

$40, 399; 000
1,1044 01 i
1, 136, 1 1 1

426,000

0,364.300
839, 900
550, 800
320, 400

$9, 035, 700
864,100
585, 200
105,600

Total.. , , 43, 665, 000 33, 073, 500 10, 591, 600

ria 41*I
Note: Table (approximately hose 18. to 24.yr-old Rhode Island citizens who ere attending Rhoda Island Institutions on a

fulLtIme basis 58 percent of all Rhode Islanders attending full time ehywhere) generate a financial need of

$10,591,600 as
I
group.

Tent X. -goon does ate group meet their ,financlat need?

Financial need $10, 000, 000

Financial aid 0, 080, 000
Ouaranteed student loans , 1, 000, 000
Other means (unmet need) Z 020, 000

'Guaranteed Student Loans-Students borrow br two reasons:
(1) To meet financial need ; and
(2) In lieu of the expected parental contribution which though assessed

in need analysis is not in fact, forthcoming- from the parents,
Other Aleans:

We are not certain as to how students meet this unmet financial need
through other means,

It appears to come in part from student 'find family ttcrifices (Leg a
reduced standard of iving), gifts from MAIMS and friends) personal loans,
and increased part time employment over and above that which is reported,

'10
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PINANcIAL ASSIsTANCE YOB POSTSECONDARY EDUCATION

"Financial Need for Students of Rhodelaland Postsecon&try Aducation:
The Present Circumstance"

INTRODUCTION
.

Any review of finanoial assistance must have, as a base, an estimate of two
specific kinds of financial need :

(1) The financial need of those students who are eligible for postsecondary
education but not presently enrolled due to severe financial hardship; and

(2) The unmet financial needs of those students who are presently attending
postsecondary education.

The purpose of this study is to treat both of these financial need dimensions
for .Rhode Island citizens who are potentially or presently students of .tradi-
tional postsecondary education.

The data and conclusions presented in this document are tentative and subject
to change as the educational behavior of Rhode Island citizens, their economic
status, and the cost of education are adjusted to evolving conditions.

It should be emphasized that. the techniques employed to develop the present
picture of financial need are based on statistical methods which attempt to adjust
the most recent, accurate data to accommodate identified trends and finethatiOns
which have occurred since the publication of various statistical or profile reports.
It should be stressed, therefore, that the information supplied in this document
should he regarded as estimates rather than definite ebservations of the present
situation.

As this analysis proceeds from looking at the total. Rhode Island population,
to those eligible to pursue postsecondary education, to those aCtually attending,
various insights into the nature, of the postsecondary population comprised of
Rhode Wand citizens will emerge, These insights and the estimates Which this
analysis will provide should serve as a factmil base from which polieymakers
may debate the appropriate financial assistance package for Rhode Island.

Two caveats are appropriate here : this data refers primarily to the traditional
college goer, and the undergraduate student of postsecondary education at this
stage in the analysis.

SECTION 1, THE RUNE 1814AND ()MEX$ POPULATION

A. Rhode Islanders by age, eligibility, and attendance
Table I provides a review of the Rhode Island population by age categories, by

eligibility for postsecondary education, and by actual attendance in some 'form
Of college as estimated for the 197374 academic year,

TA9LE I.A COMPARISON OF POPULATION, ELIGIBILITY AND ATTENDANCE FOR RHODE ISLAND CITIZENS Bt
AOE

!Estimated 1973741

Total
18 to

9241

25 to 34
yt

35 10 54
y

.

55 yr and
older

Number Of Mittens .
Number of eligibles .
percent of Males to dili

.

uent
Number of attenders.
Percent of spenders to COMO
Pedant of attenders to eligibles

1
,

Ea 600
215,200

41
46, 400

7
18 .

125,000
72, 900

58
32, 600

26
45

121,000
66, 900

53
11, 700

9
18

212,600
088, 60

42
4, 000

2
6

-6,11

203,003
46, 900

23
1, On

'1
3

. . .

Note: All figures have been rounded to thb nearest hundred.

Table T estimates; that of all Rhode Nand citizens over 18 years of age, 41%
are eligible for participation in tratlitienat collegiate postsecondary education.
Per our purposes, the eligibles are defined -RN, anyone who has gradolted from
high school or holds an equivalency diploma and who has not completed four
years of postsecondary education. This definition excludes those citizens who may
desire some nontraditional postsecondary education, such as vocational training,

(; J
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but who do not hold a high ,sclitiol diPloMa fapProxinlately 25%"Of the Present
year old age group) and all those who have obtained a baccalaureate

deffrOei includeti; on the other hand, all citizens. who have a 'high school edu-
cationt br equivalent, but haYe 'not' been fidmitfed to a' postsecondary institution,

The nutribef Of 'eligibles Is eignifiefint for this 'review beeause it represents the.
greatest potential number of applicants that could be expected for, a student
assistance program.

The overall attendance rate foreligibles during 1973-74 is estimated to be 18%.
The highest rate, 45 percent, belongs to the 18-24' year old age category. While.
the highest rate of attendance naturally is expected among the traditional col-
lege age group, it is noteworthy that the 25-34 year old age category attends at
a rate of 18% of eligibility with the 85.G4 and 55 and over categories 'attending'
at rates of 5% and $0% respectively.

critical policy question which emerges from this analysis is if given the
opportunity to attend postsecondary education through increased financial assist,
ante, would Rhode lislandera take advantage of the assistance and if so would
the present attendance/eligibility rates increase?

To answer this question, one must estimate the extent to which the present
attendance rate hi affected by financial conditions. Tim, this analysis will now
consider the financial circumstances of Rhode Island citizens.

B, Rhode Islanders by income and family status
I. The 18-24 year old category

a. Family Status Singles dependent upon' family for support.
Table II shows the relationship between income condition, eligibility, and full

time attehdence for the 18-24 year old students who are dependent on their
family for support. This group of students represents 79% of all Rhode Island
citizens who are attending traditional postsecondary edueation on a full time
basis,

TABLE ILCOMPARISON BETWEEN ELIGIBILITY AND FULLTIME ATTENDAN0E BY INCOME 1969 FOR SINGLE/

DEPENDENT 18 TO 24 YEAR OLD CITIZENS

iEstinisted 1913441

family income

Under $4,000

it,0113 !NI ,

15;008
to DE99

.000 to 999

$15,000 to $24,999
lo,000 to

$25,000 an over

Total

. NUMilf of
Number of tail time Percent of

eligible affirming eligibles to
18 to 24. 18 to 24 fullUme
yeepoldr yeePolis Owlets

3,150
1,100
1, 600
1, 450
2,250
5,300

10, 400
06,00

2,250

.*5
1,410 44

200
i00

26
26

1, 100 69
1,000 68
3,610 611

7,11A 69
4, 900 66
1, 500 58

31 850 10,100 58

1960 family income hai been used to facilitate analysis by inspection, Note, however, thatsubsequent sections adjust

Income to reflect September 1973 increased earnings,
Note: All figures have been rounded to the nearest 50,

Prom this comparisoni some critical observations may be drawn about which
family, income groups are -attending postsecondary education at rates signifieantlY
lower than other income groups,

kis logical toquestion whether the 26% attendance rates for the income cafe-
Pries of $4,000 to $0,600; compared to 44% for those under. $4,0001, and. 68%
for those over $60300 is not. related to financial condition rather,than to other
considerations,

further, the OS% attendance ratofor, students dependent upon family support
with family incomes between $0i000 to $20,000 is so .similar to the attendance
rate for those coming from families with incomes over $10,000 as to suggest
that the relative burden on, these lowerineome families might be significantly
greater than that on families with incomes over $1.0)000,

k a
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Moth observationsmaise serious policy (Mentions : . ,

1. Should. polley-makers aim forford Maltingl potable an attendance ;ate for
the single student dependent upon family 'income signifiearitlY 'higher than it
presently is, or instance, attempting ,te bring the 44% attendance rate main.
twined by students from families with incomes :under $4;900 toward the 68%
attendance,,rate experienced by those frotnifamilies .with incomes over $43,0007

2. Should policy-makers consider the possible sacrifice presently being borne
by families with incomes between $6,000 and $10,000 as .unbearable .and worthy
of some form of increased state assistance?

These tem:questions relate to two policy principles which this analyttiobegins
to address.

(a) The questien of equal opportunity for al), citizens to attend s me form of
postsecondary education (see Policy Recommendation No. 1, March 11, 1974).

(b) The question of the amount, of Parent/Student COntribution ver what is
theoretically expected from them whidh middle and lower income f mikes may
be now experiencing by supporting :members of their hotlines in postsecondary
education.

To this point, this analysis has concentrated upon the 18-24 Year old single
.student who is dependent upon family support. 1Ve now .turn our attention to
the other 18-24 year old students.

. b. Family Status:
: Single/independent from family support;

II: arried/Spouse present.
iii : Married/Spouse about (i.e., widowed; divorced, separated, abandoned).

Income data relating to those 18-24. year old students whose family status is
either single: Independent, or married (approximately 5%,of all full time attend-
ers) is too minimal to construct reliable income profiles. Because Of this, .1t is
virtually impossible to make assumptionoiconcerning bow income affects their
attendance.

It is of interest, however, to contrast the attendance/eligibility rates of these
groups with the single students who are ,dependent upon family, for support.
This comparison is displayed below in Table III.

TABLE III.COMPARISON OF ELIGIBILITY AND ATTENDANCE FOR THE 18 TO 24 YEAR OLD
GROUP BY FAMILY STATUS

(Estimated 1973-741

Married
Single Single %tug

Total dependent independent present

Married
spouse
absent

Number of eligibles 72,900 33,850 20,215 15,475 3,000,
Number of fuuettnie attenders 21,100 19,6755 775 500 175
;Percent of attendee to eligiblep. 29 8 4 3

Note: All figures have been rounded to the neared 25,. .

By Inspection we can see that the estimated full time attendance rates for
those 18-24 year olds who are single independent, and who are married are
significantly lower than those students who are single and dependent upon
family support. It is interesting to observe that the married spouse absent sta
dents attend at a somewhat higher rate than the married spouse present students.
Table III raises the following questions ;

Do students who remain dependent upon their families receive more ett
couragement to attend postsecondary education than those who are indei
pendent?

DO Students who Itterintlependefit of their families experience minimal
encouragementand extreme finatteiallardship7

Are the 1844 year old married/spouge, absent eitizens In need of greater
postsecondary educational experience iii order to accommodate the demands
from a relatively new and unexpeeted'ifinattelal/social condition?

One can only speculate as to What changes in educational behavior would
result, given additional financial assistance and the proper guidance and coon.

. soling for the 18 24 year old group. Table IV shOws' the estimated Increase of
attenders should the attendance' rate be ineteised to alternative minimums of
08%, 50go and 25%,
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TABLE IV.-RESULTANT INCREASE IN FULLTIME ATTENDANCE GIVEN SELECTED ATTENDANCE/ELIGIBILITY
RATES FOR THE 18 TO 24.YF,A11111.11 RHODE ISLAND CITIZENS

(Estimated 1973-741

Family status

Bringing the , The resultant
lowest attend. Increase in
rinse/eligibility fulltIme

rates up to attenders
(percent) would be

Present
fulltime

attenders

Resultant
total fulltime

attenders

Single/dependent
Single/independent
Married/spouse present
Married /spouse absent

Total

Single/d: * intent.,
Single/Inuependent
Married/spOuse present
Married/spouse absent,.

Total

Sngle/dependent
Single/Independent
Married/spouse present
Married/spouse absent

Total

3, 350
13,025
10,025
1,875

19, 675
750
500
175

23,000
13,775
10,525
2,050

21,100 49,376-
50

1,.625
9,375
7, 225
4325

39,675
750
500
200

. 19, 6775
0,125
7, 725
1, 500

1.4.10

19,550 21,100 , 39,050

z
25

4

4, 3
3, 375

575

19, 675
750
500
175

19,675
5, 075
3, 875

760

9,260 21,100' 29, 350

I No Increase,

Prom. Table IV we can observe that if alt 18-24 year old eligible students
attended at the same .rate as those dependent students who belong to families
with the highest incomes (08%), then there would .be_ attiadditional 49,870
ttenders of traditional postsecondary education,

The probability of such a drastic immediate, change in attendance/eligibility
is very minimal due to such factors as

Insufficient precollege course work; .

Inability to demonstrate competencies at a level required for college ad.
Extreme commitment to extraeducation related matters; and
Little interest in education purshit,

It is for this reason that we provide the additional attendance/eligibility
rates of 50% and 25%, These rates should be regarded as "what if" devices for
the policy maker as useful references ; they are arbitrary selections and should
not be regarded as estimates of changes in educational behavior resulting from
financial assistance,
0, The 21 to 84, 85 to 14, and tire 55 or over age category

Efforts to collect income data for those residents over the ages of 25 years
old have not revealed the detailed data elements with the specificity essential to
making estimates and assumptions concerning eligibility rates by income,

All that can be provided at this point is a Omni:111Mo of the overall Attend.
ance/Eligibility Rates of these groups,

TABLE V.ATTENDANCE/ELIGIBILITY RATES FOR RHODE ISLANDERS OVER 25 YEARS OLD

1197344 estimated!

Age category

Number of eligibles
Number of attenders
Percent of genders to ellglbles

25 to 34 36 to 54 55 and over

69,900
11, 700

18

88, 600
4, 000

5

46,900
1, 000

It is noteworthy to observe that these age groupings do experience sisable
nligibillty/Attendance Eaten, To establish a number which would account for
increases in attendance by these groups, given increased financial assistance,
would be based on pure conjecture,
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Batntaary
Who is not attending clue tolinanciat hardship?
In the absence of current surveys and polls of the Rhode Island population

estimating who is not attending postsecondary education due 'to financial hard.
ship is attempted through the use of theoretical statistical models to adjust
most recent, accurate data to reflect today's situation. Considering what is known
about who is attending, assumptions can be made about those not attending
because of inability to pay.

The specificity of data required for making this estimate can be assembled
only for those Rhode Island Citizens belonging to the 18-24 year old group
who are dependent upon their family for support, This category constitutes
74% of all Rhode Island citizens attending postsecondary education anywhere
en a full time basis,

The data will support the following propositions
1. Those 18-24 year old students who are single/dependent on family for sup.

port, with family incomes over $0,000, have a somewhat stable !Whim atten
dance to eligibility rate of 08%.

2, Those 18-24 year old students who are single/dependent on family for sup.
port with family incomes between $4,000 to $6,000, have the lowest full time
attendance rate of 20%,

8, Those 18-25 year old students who are single/dependent on family for sup.
port and with family incomes below $4,000 have a full, time attendance rate of
44%,

4, If all 18-24 year old eligible students who are dependent upon their family
for support attended full time at the same, rate as those from the highest
family income group, there would be an additional 2,000 Rhode Island citizen
students of postsecondary education,

5. If the 18-24 year old single independent eligibles attended postsecondary
education on a full time basis at the same rate as that presently maintained
by the single students dependent upon family for support, there would be an
additional 11,000 Rhode Island citizen students in postsecondary education,

SECTION 11..-...ANNVAto COSTS TO STUDENTS ATTENDING TaADITIONAL INSTITUTIONS

A, PuitTitne Tuition atut Pees
1, InState costs,--TnState tuition and fee costs to Rhode Island students,
For the 1073-74 academic year the Rhode Island Postsecondary education

institutions charged the following tuition and fee costs to full time Rhode Island
Resident Students

Public t
Rhode Island College
Rhode Island Jr, College
University of Rhode Island

(AVerage : $332).
Private:

liarrington College
Brown University

Tuition
and feel,

,$405
840
701

..,
0, 020
8, MO

Bryant College 1, 800
Johnson and Wales College 1, 071
Mount Saint Joseph College 1, 400
Providence College 2, 085
Rhode talaild School. of tiesign........--i.....,..... .,..,.., ... . . 2, OM
Roger Williams College --. 1, 080
Salve Regina College ., 2, 000
Seminary of Our Lady of Providence . 1, 180
( Average :. 0,000

Ustimatifig the number of Rhode bland students enrolled ft:1141m in the
respective schools, it is determined.that : the ittl time Rhode Island student pays
on Me averaye $1,000 per year .in, tuition, and fees; this figure is a weighted per
student tuition and fee charge to the student and not an average institutional
ttioll and fee eharge and is used in this ptody.foe the purpose of determining
the financial need of Rhode islanders attending inState Institutions.

,

2, OutoState costs,--We do not have data which clearly shows wl i itistitti
tions ore attended by all Rhode Island students Who choose to attend institutions
outside of Rhode Island,

)1,4 0
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An indication of the approximate tuition and fee charge which Rhode Island
students incur as a result of attending outofstate institutions is the average
tuition and fees charged to recipients of the Rhode Island State scholarship who
attend ouboktate Institutions, Their average tuition and fee charge is $1,865,

Thus, we might assume that ow the average, all Rhode Island students who
choose to attend out-ofstate institutions on a fullotime basis inetn an approxi
mate tuition and fee charge of $14805,
/2, Room and' hoard

1, laState coats,Por the 1973-74 academic year. the Rhode Island post
secondary institutions charged the following fees for Room and Board,
Public ;

Rhode Island College
Rhode Island Junior College. , N/A
University of Rhode Island 1, 20010.11
(Average: $1458)

Private ;
Barrington College
Brown University

11: 415209

Bryant College
Johnson & Wales College... .

1, 1110
1, 200

Mount Saint Joseph College 1, 200
Providence College
Rhode Island School of Design

1, 200
1, 275

Roger Williams College 1, 325
Salve Regina College .. 1, 225
Seminary of Our Lady of Providence 900
(Average; $1,205)

Estimating the number of Rhode Islanders charged Room and Board at the
respective Rhode Island Institutions, it is determined that ; the Rhode Island
student attending an in4state institution incurs, on the average, $1,200 per year
for Room and Board Costs.

2, 000State costs.Vor the purpose of comparison, below is a chart which
shows the Room and Board cost charged to students of all New England
institutio's,

RANGE OF ROOM AND BOARD CHARGES, 1973.74'

PUBLIC

6 Stele UnivotSItlas

19 MAIO Colleges and
Regional lion/010y

Two.Yeat

1 Piolessienel/technical

PRIVATE

21 Unlvormies,

57 tourolior Likud Ails'

10 rour'Yent SPOWIlied

22 fikeYeet"

12 Religious trdininod

250 '5500 $750 91000 51250 51500 51750 52000 52250

780

103.

;60

No

10

900

1000

1100

960

Residence

0

NM

1310

Facilities

1400

4.11001111.11160

,

11600

736

1826

1826

2060

'Notch Indicates medien chortle for each typo el institution
.'An adclitiOnel private Univeisitv combines tuition, foes, team end booed In a Comprehensive Nut of 14260.
'An additional seven private, Pout, Yew Collages with Liberal Arts Notion's clime Comprehensive Fees
bulging bent 42030 to 16216 with a median of $4250.
Iwo elltlitienel private, Two.Yeat Colleting charge Comprehensive fees of S3160 and 14250.
'Alt additiondl School Pritnehly lot Religious Mobil thaws a Comprehensive Fee of 12200.

4.444.1.1.*4.1.., 1............usA,.-rn44..16 FO

Somaim---1,4netN about Yoe thigland ridtrarx, VittveNitirg, a ad b.9titatti41 New
England Board or IlIgher Edueation ; 1073/74, page 1$,
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a Hanle maintenance costs. ,

Fiorillo purpose of this study we assUmthat Room and Board costs to,students
who live.at school equals the home. maintenance costs of studenta mho live at
home and commute be school, The most recent studies by College .Scholarship
services reveals that when the costs to the family of a student living at home are
added lu, the difference in expenses at two-year. lind four-year colleges is. not
great.

I). Other educational expense*
College Scholarship Service estimates the following "other" annual expenses

to full-time students for 1978-74. These costs include: books and supplies, trans:
portation and personal costs and are based on national averages.
Public 2 -year:

Resident - '$741
Commuter 738

Public 4-year
Resident 702
Commuter 652

Private 2 -year:
Resident

) .1. . 646
Commuter 547'

Private 4;year :
Resident 592
Commuter 499

(Average Other Annual Expenses, $689).
E. Summary of the total armat educationalcoats per full-tinic Studentt
In-State students :

Tuition and fees 412 ' $1,000
Room and board .4 1, 200
Other expenses 630

Total. 2, 8506..-
Out of State students :

Tuition and fees 2 1, 865
Room and board 1, 500
Other expenses 620

Total . 3, 900
iirnese costs do not include foregone earnings to the student,
g These figures represent weighted per pupil average tuition and fee costs,

P. The part -time student
Due to the minimal amount of information regarding the attendance behavior

Of the part -time student, it is virtually impossible to construct a highly confident
average educational cost/year for this type of student.

We offer the following estimates
Average tuition and fees $200
Average books and .supplies
Average transportation 75

111,*0.1.11.

Total' average educational costs 805
O. The total educational coati to alt Rhode Maud citizen atudente of posta

ondary education'
Table VI provides an estimate of the total costs Incurred by Rhode /slanders

who are participating in postsecondary education of a collegiate nature at the
undergraduate level.
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TABLE VI ESTIMATED ATTENDANCE BEHAVIOR AND ANNUAL COSTS TO RHODE ISLAND CITIZEN STUDENTS

(Estimated 1973441

Total 18 to 24 yr old 25 to 34 yr old 35 to 54 yr Old 55 yr and over
....11.IMII.1010

Part-time (average cost$305):
Number of students
Cost to students

Full time: In State (average cost
$2,840):

Number of students
Cost to students

OutofState (average cost =53,900):
Number of students
Coat to students.

Total full time:
Number of students
Cost to students..

Grand total:
Number of students
Cost to students

$6,
22, 800

955, 800
11, 425

$3, 482, 800
7,125

$2,189, 900
3,075

$939, 400
1,125

$343, 700

$57,

$25,

19, 725
023, 000

360: 000

15, 375
$43, 605, 000

$22, 230: TM

3, 950
$11, 218, 000

$2, 340,
600

700
$1, 998, 000

200
$780, 000

50
$142, 000

$12, 000

$82,
26, 600

385, 000
21,100

$65, 895, 000
4, 550

$13, 558, 000
900

$2,778, 000
50

$154, 000

$89, 313:M $69, 377, 000 $15, 7143: 100 $3, 711:40100
1,175

$497, 700

Note: The number of students have been rounded to the nearest 25. The costs to groups have been rounded to the nearest
$100,

Table VI should be helpful in gaining a perspective on the issue of financial
need as it Is treated in the following sections.

SECTION III-HOW STUDENTS JIMMY THEIR EDUCATIONAL COSTS

In Section II we estimated the total educational cost to all Rhode Island
residents who are attending postsecondary education. We were able to look at all
age groups attending both in state and out of state institutions.

In our attempts to gather data relevant to how these students meet their edu-
cational costs, information was not adequate to treat I

(a) 'Those students who attend out of state institutions ;
( b) Those who attend on a part time basis, and
(c) Those who are 25 years of age and beyond.

. Thetefore, this section will deal only with those Rhode Island studentS who
aro between the ages of 18-24 and who attend an in-state institution on a full
time basis, This group. of students constitutes 58% of the total number of Rhode
Island citizens attending postsecondary education anywhere on a full time basis,

Estimated total cost to Rhode Island citizens 18-24 years of aye itt Reid time
attendance at Rhode Island institutions
Vor the purpose of review, we found that the total educational costs to the

18-24 year old Rhode Island students attending Rhode Island institutions was
estimated to be $43,665,000. ( See Table VI) This cost is broken down by stu-
dents family status in Table VI.

TABLE VII .-EDUCATIONAL COSTS TO FULL TIME 18 TO 2411.L0 RHODE ISLAND CITIZENS ATTENDING RHODE
ISLAND INSTITUTIONS BY FAMILY STATUS

'Estimated 1973.74I

Family status Number r Educational costs

Single/dependent
single/independent

14, 225
600

$40,399,000
1, 704, 000

Married /spouse present 400 1, 136,000
Married/spouse absent 150 426, 000

Total 15, 375 43,665, 000

All figures have been rounded to the nearest 25.
All figures have been rounded to the nearest $100.

30-4e1----14-28 s
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B. Financial need
College Scholarship Service of the College Entrance Examination Board has

over. the years developed and implemented a method for determining the financial
need of individual students of postsecondary education, Simply stated
eial need is that amount of money charged to a student for educational costs
which is above what the student and the family combined ean'theoretically be
expected to contribute to the cost of a student's education.

Bq formula t Finanelal need=cost of education-"expected" family/student
contribution,

The "expected" combined family/student contribution varies depending on the
student's (a) family status, (b) family-and/or individual income and assets and
(c) the number of dependent children or brothers and sisters of the student,

Using the theory and computalon procedures for financial needs analysis,
employed by College Scholarship services, it is possible to estimate the financial
need of a group of students,

The financial need of the 18-24 year old Rhode Island citizens who attend
Rhode Island institutions on a full time basis is displayed below In Table VIII
It should be reiterated that this financial need figure represents the financial
need of

(a) Fifty-eight percent of all Rhode Island citizens attending postsecondary
education anywhere on a full time basis,

(b) It excluder all students over 25 years old,
e) It excludes all citizen students attending institutions out of state, and

(d) It excludes all citizen students attending institutions on a part time basis,
(e) It excludes all postgraduate students,

TAZILE VIII.-FINANCIAL NEED OF FULL TIME 18 TO 24YR.-OLD RHODE ISLAND CITIZENS ATTENDING RHODE ISLAND

IISTITUTIONS I

'Estimated 1973441

Family status
Group financial

Group

Group costs contribution need

Single/dependent.
Single /independent -.
Married/spouse present...
Married/spouse absent

$10,
1,
1,

399,
704,
136,
426,

000
000
000
000

$31, 362,
839,
550,
320,

300
900
000
000

$7, 036, 700
864,100
585, 200

0105,600

Total 43, 665, 000 33, 073, 500 10, 591, 600

All figures ate rounded to the nearest hundred.

C. Reciting the financial need of the present Wenders
We have now estimated a $10,501,000 financial need for those 18-2.4 year old

Rhode island citizens who attend Rhode island postsecondary institutions on a
full time basis, The question which must be addressed is I now adequately do
the present financial aid programs meet this need?

1, Financial Ald.-(1) Financial Aid to A l Students Attending All Rhode
island Pomtsecottdit ley Institutions,

The total amount of 111111116d aid 11.111(91 is distributed to all students attend-
he; all Rhode Island postsecondary institutions which participate in federal
si Mott aid programs is displayed below,
Source of financial aid (rounded 1973-74)

Federal student financial aid programs
State student financial aid programs

Amount
$0, 231, (100

1, OM 000
Institutional financial aid programs,..... 0, 761, 200
Private financial alt. programs 5, 080, 000
Social Security Benefits 3, 018, 000
Veterans Administration Educational Benefits 1, 125, 000
ROTC 03, 5011
Other 1, 063, 300

Total 011708, 200

6 is

4
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These total resources are distributed not Only to Rhode Island citizens who
are full or part time students but to nonRhode Islanders attending 'institutions
in .Rhode Island,

(b) Financial Aid to 18-24 Year Ohl Rhode Islanders Attending ln.State On
a IN11 Time Basis,

We must adjust the total financial aid figure to reflect that amount which is
distributed to Rhode Island citizens only. From information supplied by the
Rhode Island postsecondary institutions, it is estimated that $8.8 million of
total financial aid is distributed to Rhode Island citizen students attending
in-state Institutions,

Since this section limits its analysis to the 18-24 year olds who attend on a
full time basis, we 'must adjust our financial assistance figure to reflect what is
received by tills group only, From information which has bene gathered through
a survey . of the veteran student (aforthcoming working note), estimates from
tile Department of Employment Security, and data gathered by the Rhode Island
postsecondary institutions, it is estimated that approximately 80% or $6,980,000
of the $8.8 1111111011 is awarded to full time 18-24 year old Rhode Island students,

!The extent to whieh this meets financial need is displayed below,
Original financial need_ $10, 591, 600
Financial aid 0,930, 000

Remaining financial need 3, (111, 600
2. The guaranteed student loan program,Students borrow under tile Guam.

teed Student Loan Program for two basic reasons ; To meet that "expected"
parental contribution which, though assessed in needs analysis, may not, in faet,
be actually fortheoming from the parents ; and to meet financial need,

) Guaranteed loans to all Rhode Islanders,
'Vile ft.', Higher Education Assistance Corporation, the local agency responsible

for the eoordinating of Guaranteed Student Loans to Rhode Islanders, has gum.
[Weed loan totaling approximately $5.7 million dollars thus far in 19I3-14.
These loans are made to Rhode Island residents in postsecondary education,
undergraduate and graduate, attending institutions in and out of state.

(b). Guaranteed loans to 18-24 year old Rhode Island Mims of undergraduate
full time student status attending Rhode Island Institutions,

Institutional financial aid admini'strator's have estimated the amount of Guar-
anteed Loans, procured by the above category student to be approximately $3,2
toMinn,

(e) Guaranteed loans to meet financial need,
Precise data does not presently exist which permits a delineation of the dollar

amount of guaranteed loam which can be attributed to meeting either unfulfilled
."expected" family contribution or financint need,

One institutional aid administrator (with 2,500 aid recipients population)
suggekts that his data indicate approximately onehalf of the guaranteed student
loans at his institution are In lien of parental eontribution,

If that data were to be considered typical OM we do not know it it is so)
it would suggest that $1.0 Million of Guaranteed Student Loans may be applied
agaitm financial needs,

The extent to which this meets financial need is displayed below.
Original finanehtl need_ $10, 591, (101)

Financial aid- 0, 989, 000
Guaranteed student loans.. 1, 000, 004)

Remaining financial need-- 2, 020, 000

Subsidlang 'unmet need through other flleall8,At this point ill the'atutlysis
our best estimates indicate a remaining financial need of $2,020,000 for the 18-24
year old Rhode Island Pitizen students attending Rhode Island institutions full
time.

We are not certain as to how students finance this unmet finatteltd. need, It
appears to come in part from student and family t,torifice (i.e., a. reduced 'stand.
ttrd of living), gifts front relatives and friends, personal loans, and increased part
time employntent over and above that which is reported,
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SECTION IV

MEETING THE FINANCIAL NEED OP THOSE NOT ATTENDING DUE To FINANCIAL HARDSHIP

In Section I we determined the Family Income categories of 18-24 yea:: old
dependent students who are attending postsecondary education at significantly
lower rates ; we also compared the overall attendance/eligibility rates of this
group with that presently maintained by the 18-24 year olds of other family
status.

We attempted to show what the increase in student enrollment would be if
the attendance/eligibility rates of all 18-24 year olds of all family status
increased to selected minimums, It should be recalled that we arbitrarily selected
attendance/eligibility rates of 08%, 50%, and 25%.

These rates should be viewed as "what if" devices for useful reference to the
nolley.lnajter, At this time we do not know the effects of increased forms of
financial assistance, and proper counseling on the choice of nonatteuding eligibles
to enroll in some form of postsecondary education.

Table IX illustrates what the financial need of the 'resultant attendees would
be if they incurred educational costs per year of $3,000, $2,000 or $1,000. This
financial need is based upon the hypothetical situation that sufficient financial
assistance would increase the attendance/eligibility rates of all 18-24 year olds
to that rate presently maintained by independent students with the highest fam-
ily ineoluelS. Table X and Table XI supply the same type of information but for
minimum attendance/eligibility rates of 50% and 25% respectively.

TABLE IX,THE RESULTANT FINANCIAL NEED OF 18. TO 24.YROLD RHODE ISLAND CITIZENS
SHOULD THEY EXPERIENCE AN ATTENDANCE/ELIGIBILITY RATE LOWER THAN 68 PERCENT

Family status
Number of

resultant attenders
Financial need of

resultant attenders

At an estimated cost of $3,000:
Single/dependent
Single/Independent
Married/spouse present. ........
Married/spouse absent

.

3,350
13,025
10, 025
1, 875

$7,440,350
24, 747, 500
18,987, 350
2, 323,125

Total 28,250 53, 498, 300

At an estimated cost of $2,0LO:
Single/dependent 3,350 4,090,350
Single/independent . .. 13,025 11,722, 500
Married/spuuse present 10,025 8, 962, 350
Married/spouse absent 1,815 448,125

Total 28, 250 25, 223, 325

At an estimated costa, $1,000:
Single/dependent 3,350 740,350
Single/Independent 13,025 0
Married/spouse present. 10,025 0
Married/spouse absent 1, 875 0

Total 28,250 740,350

.
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TABLE X,-THE RESULTANT FINANCIAL NEED OF 18-24 YR OLD RHODE ISLAND CITIZENS SHOULD THEY
EXPERIENCE AN ATTENDANCE/ELIGIBILITY RATE NO LESS THAN 50 PERCENT

family status
Number of

resultant attenders

At an estimated OM of $3,000:
Single/dependent 1,625
Single/independent 9, 375

Married/spouse present 7, 225

Married /spouse absent 1, 325

Total 17, 925

At an estimated cost of $2,000:
Single/dependent 1, 625

Single/Independent 9, 375

Married/spouse present 7,225
Married/spouse absent 1,325

Total 11,925

At an estimated cost of $1,000:
Single/dependent 1,625
Single /independent...., 9, 375

Married/spouse present 7,225
Married/spouse absent 1, 325

Total 17,925

Finencial need of
resultant attenders

B; la HO
13, 684,150

1,641,675

36, 734, 500

1, 971,000
8, 437, 500
6,

3459,

150
16, 675

17,185, 325

346,000
0
0
0

Mrs..
346,000

TABLE XL-THE RESULTANT FINANCIAL NEED OF 18 TO 24 YR OLD RHODE ISLAND CITIZENS SHOULD THEY
EXPERIENCE AN ATTENDANCE/ELIGIBILITY RATE NO LESS THAN 25 PERCENT

Family status
Number of resultant

attenders
FInanclal need of

resultant ;Menders

At an estimated cost of $3,000:
Single/dependent
Single/independent
Married/spouse present
Married /spouse absent

4,360
3,375

575

0,176,000
6,392, 250

712, 425

Total 8, 250 15,274,675

At an estimated cost of $2,000:
Single/dependent
Single/Independent 4, 300 5,870,000
Married/spouse present 3, 375 3, 017, 250

Married/spouse absent 575 137, 425

Total 8, 250 7, 024, 675

At an estimated cost of $1,000:
Single/dependent
Single/Independent 4, 300 0

married/spoor) present 3, 375 0

Married /spouse absent.. 575 0

Total 8,250 0

.811-102-14-24
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FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE FOR POSTSECONDARY EDUCATION

WOREING NOTE NO. 4

("Determining the Eligibility Pool for a Financial Assistance Program")

Decisions for Determining
the Eligibility Pool for

Financial Assistance

Adequate resources to
meet financial need of
all desiring. assistance?

Yes
........1.11...011111111110100

[.

Use age of applicant
as an awarding criterion?

Ae No

No

Use ability to contribute
to education as an awarding
criterion?

Rankvariables

roport on
variables

gunk
Yes variables

Proportion
variables

Assist all
applicants

Adequate resources to
meet financial need
of selected group?

No

Adequate resources to
meet financial need of
remaining selected group?

Use scholastic achievement
as an awarding criterion?

N

Ttank
1..variables

Use previous postsecondary
education as an awarding
criterion?

Yea
Ran
Variables

No

Adequate resources to
meet financial need
of remaining selected
group?

No

Yes

Adequate resources to
meet financial need of Yeti
remaining selected group?

No

Use method of pursuit
as an awarding criterion?

Ralik

es variables

N

Ration assistance by
type and location of
institution?

Adquate resources to
meet financial need of
remaining selected group?

No

ite..Lso
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Inaommos
The pursuit of an ideal, such as equal opportunity In the postsecondary educa-

tion (See Working Note #2), without regard to economic circumstances, wilt
be assessed by public authorities in terms of how valued it is next to other
ideals. The degree to which the ideal is achieved at any point in time wilt be'
determined by how the ideal is defined. Such a definition will also lead to an
establishment of ihe steps needed to achieve the goal. It is logical. to assume
that public policy decisions would be made in such a fashion that resultant-
actions will logically lead toward the achievement of the ultimate ideal as it is
defined.

This working 'paper will then assume that achievement of the ideal of equal
opportunity in postsecondary education would provide the fullest opportunity
for all, regardless of economic circumstance. Thus, all citizens in the state who.
have a need would be entitled to whatever assistance necessary. Having stated
this, it is the immediate assumption that the resources necessary to meet this
need are not available (See Working Note #3). Thus, a series of questions
must be answered so that the difficult but necessary assignment of priorities may
be initiated.

In the following pages, the critical questions relating to social, economic and
. other characteristics of the potential postsecondary education participants will be
posed. Following these questions, the readily.available information as to present
circumstance will be provided. The reader will then be provided with the op.
portunity to determine where he or she feels the highest plorItY of assistance
should be allocated. Please keep clearly in mind that the Method of providing
assistancewhether loans, grants, scholarships or workis not being addressed
here.

It is the intent of this Working Note to surface critical concerns from which
polleymakers may debate and decide the appropriate finuncitil assistance recip
lents fort Rhode Island financial assistance package.

PRODLEM No. 1 USING' AGN AS AN AWARDING CRITERION

The Problem,
During a period experiencing limited resources, should available financial

assistance be awarded by employing the age of the applicant as a rationing
device?
The Options

There are three options available to the polidymaker ; they are :
(1) Do not use .47,e as an awarding criterion.
(2) Prioritize the age of the applicant pool, so that available resources will be

directed initially to the first group of selected students, and will subsequently
flow to other groups to the extent to which remaining resources permit.

(3) Divide the available resources in some fashion do that portions of these
resources are earmarked for 'selected age groups to ensure the selection of
recipients from all age groups.
The tom

ror the purpose of argument, the potential student citizenry can be divided
into four subcategories,

(1) The 18 to 24 year old age category
Traditionally, students of postsecondary education belong to this age cate

gory; students have generally entered college immediately upon completion of
high school, or upon discharge from the armed service.

It is argtu that this group should receive priority for state financial assisti
mice, since it is this group which holds the greatest potential economic and eon.
struetive return to a social investment of financial assistance,

(2) The 21; to 84 year old age category
This age category might be designated as society's upwardly mobiles, It is

within this age category where one can identify the Junior executives of the
ness community, mothers whose children have reached an age which allows them
to make arrangements to continue their own education, and members of the
present working force who Iind that their previous educational attainment no
longer facilitates their gaining increased responsibility within their present
employment.

'
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It is argued that, this group should he included within the financial assistance
pool, since this group holds the most immediate return to society as a result of
their having more realistic goals and ojectlyes due to their first hand expert-
()nee with society, their knowledge.of bow they are able to deal with it, and a
.realistio assessment of their needed capabilities to contribute to R.

d3) The 35 -54 year old category
'This age category might be designated as society's relearners, It is within this

Age category where one can identify those individuals who find themselves in
need of updating their capabilities to accommodate professional demands that
arise from the social technological advance of our era,

It is stated that this group should be included within the financial assistance
pool, since it is through the educational system that man has acquired the caw.
hility to advance, that man's advanced capabilities have contributed to social/
technological changes, and that It is to these changes which this age group
must adjust. It is therefore argued that the education system is, In effect, re.
sponsible to those citizens who are In need of relearning or updating. .present
skills,

!the 55 year old awl over age category
Th,s age category might be designated as consisting of society's established

citizens. It is within this age group that one can identify individuals who will
no longer change occupations, the preretirement and retired citizen,

It is argued that this group should be included in the financial 'assistance
pool, since individuals within this group may experience the greatest number
and degree of personal and role adjustments, It is this group which must adjust
to increased leisure time, to sudden and unexpected losses of spouse, and to
severe income changes as a result of retirement,
Information for Decision Making

Table rprovides the 1973--74 estimated comparison of populationsi eligibility
and attendance for Rhode Island citizens by age groupings,

Total 18 to 24 yr 25 to 34 yr 35 in 54 yr
55 yr and

older

Numbet of citizens
Number of eligibles
Percent of eligibles to citizens
Number of attendee
Percent of attention to citizens
Percent of attendees to eligibles

667,600
275, 200

41
49, 400

7
18

125.000
.72,900

58
32, 500

26
45

'127, 000
66, 900

53
11, 700

9
18

214 600
81, 600

42
4, .00

2
5

203, 000
46,900

23
1, 000

1
3

Decision Point: .

If age has been selected as an awarding criterion, either t
(1) Mink the following age groups into the order which will receive priority

for financial assistance,
OU

(2) Indicate, by a percent to each age category, the fashion in which available
resources will be divided or earmarked, .

,.. . .
Ago groupings Selected rank Selected percentage

. .

18 to 24 yt old
25 to 34 yt old
35 to 54 yr old
55 yr old and over.

intotitht No, e: USING ANILITY TO CONTMOUTS TO ElitICATIONAL COSTS AS AN
AWASOINo CHtTEMON

The Problem
This problem addresses the conflict which arises from two opposing phibisophi

cal perspectives on the purpose of financial assistance t
Financial assistance should reward merit
Fituttleial assistance should subsidize the needy

rs
b
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PARENTAL ANNUAL INCOME OF RHODE ISLANDERS BY SAT AVERAGE, HIGH SCHOOL SENIORS (1972-73)1

The dilema which surfaces is the observation that a student's ability to score well on the Scholastic Aptitude Test (an
examination which has been traditionally employed to predict a student's college success) correlates with the student's
family Income)

SAT average

750 to 800
700 o 749
650 o 699
600 o 649
550 o 599
500 to 549
450 o 499
400 0 449
350 o 399
300 o 349
250 o 299
200 o 249

Total

average income

$20, 400
17,125'
17, 243.
16, 593
14, 401
13, 687'
13, 595.
13,141
12, 550'
11, 924
10, 128
6, 482

$13,492

!Source: Admissions Testing Program College Entrance Examination Board,

The effect of selection by income, therefore, would not reward. merit and so
with the converse,

The Options
There are three options available to the policymaker ; they are
(1) Do not use ability to contribute as an awarding criterion.
(2) Prioritize the expected Parent/student contribution of the applicant pool,

so that available resources will be directed initially to the first group of selected
students and will subsequently flow to other groups to the extent to which.
remaining 'resources permit.

(8). Divide the available resources in some fashion so that portions of these
resources are eartnarked for selected groups by ability to contribute so as to
ensure the selection of recipients by all income categories.

The Issue
For the purpose of argument, the potential student citizenry may be divided

into fonr subcategories by income,
(1) -Students /ma families with. annual incomes less than $7,000
It is argued that this group should be given priority for state flannelsl assist

awe since it is this group which experiences thegreatest financial need. Also,
this group traditionally shows the largest academic gain from postsecondary
experiences,

(2) students from Antilles with annual incomes of $7,000 to $0,009
It is argued that this group should receive priority for state financial assistance

consideration, Although the financial need of lower income groups is more severe,
the lower income group exhauks available financial assistance funds leaving in
sufficient resources other than loans to meet the financial need of the other groups,

(3) fltudents from families with annual incomes of $10,000 to $14,909
It is argued that this group should be included Within the financial assistance

pool, since its thiamin' needs are substantial. Also, its Scholastic Aptitude Scores
are significantly higher than the lower income groups, thus assuring greater
academie suecesis at the postsecondary

(4) Students frwn families witkannual incomes over $14,000
It Is argued that thin group hliould receive priority for financial assistance,

since it is this group %Odell demonstrates the highest SAT scores and thus the
greatest potential endemic success,
Information for Deelsio

Table II shows it comparison between eligibility and full time attendance by
family 'mime foe those 15--24 year olds who are dependent upon family support,
This group of students represents 75% of the total number of Rhode Island Mi.
mins Who are attending traditional postsecondary education on a full time basis,
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TABLE II

Family Income

Number of
Number of fulltirne Percent of

eligible attending eligibles to
18 to 24 single 18 to 24 single 111110010

dependents dependents attenders

finder $4,000
to

5,000 to 5,999
,000 to ,999

r8,000 to 7,999
,900 to 999

10,000 to 4,999
15,000 to 24,999

$25,000 and over

Total................

3, 150
1, 100
1,600

1, 400
300
400

44
28
26

1,850 1,300 69
2,250 1,500 68
5,300 3,600 88

10,400 7,100 69
a 6, 000 4, 900 66

2, 250 1, 500 68

33, 850 19,700 58

Note: All figures have been rounded to the nearest 51 1969 family Income has been used to facilitate analysis by In.
spection, Family Income has Increased approximately 28 percent since the 1969 census collection to September 1973,

Decision Point
If ability to cotitribute to the costs of poStsecondary education has been selected

as an awarding criterion, either
Rank the following Income categories into the order which will receive

priority for financial assistance,
OR

(2) Indicate by a percent to each income category, the fashion in which avail-
able resources will be divided or earmarked.

Income groupings

Less than $7,000
$7,000 to $9,999
$10,000 to 814,999
$15,000 and greater

Selected Selected
rank percentage

'1ugs( xo, a t tlsiNo SOltoLASTIo AcititiwESIENT As AN AW,,t1MtNO currnittox

l'he Problem
111118 problem again arises out of two stances on financial assistance
A social investment such as financial assistance should be made so as to ensure

the greatest possible economic and constructive return,
Pinola* assistance should be awarded so as to accommodate the financial

needy,

l'he Options
are three options available to the policytunker they are

(1) no not use scholastic achievement as an awarding 'criterion,
(2) Prioritise the scholastic achievement of the applicant pot), so that avail-

able resources will be directed initially to the first group of students, and will
subsequetitly flow to other groups to the extent to which remaining resources
perm It,

(3) Divile the available resources in some fashion so that portions of thoc,
remit Not ere 4ntrinarked for selected scholastic achievement groups to ensure
the selection of recipients from all age groups,

Pie Issue
Traditionally, sehoItteshipt; have been designed to serve the purpose of eneourag

Ing and rewarding outstanding seholastic achievement, Operating within a cone
test of equal educational opportunity, end the knowledge of the correlation
between family income and SAM, scores, a Judgment must be made if 'selection
by this criterion prolnotes ilia equal opportunity principle,

t,)
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lOarmation for Dec Ilion Making
Table III shows the estimated self reported high school grade point average

for the 1972-73 collegebound high school seniors in Rhode Island.

TABLE Ill

I

Male Female Total

Number Percent Number Percent Number Percent

3,75 to 4,00
3,50 to 3,74

.3,25 to 3,49
3,00 to 3,24
2,75 to 2,99
2,50 to 2,74
2,25 to 2,49
2,00 to 2.24
1,75 to 1,99
1,50 to 1,74
Under 1,50

230
249
354
522
381
440
316
226

62
54
25

8
9

12
18
13
15
11

8
2
2
1

438
389
436
624
391
412
225
158
37
25
16

14
12
14
20
12
13
7
5
1

1

1

668
638
790

1, 146
772
852
541
384

99
79
41

11
11
13
19
13
14
9
6
2
1

Number
Mean

Standard development

2, 859
2,90
.58

3,151
3,08
.56

6 010
i.99
.58

Table IV shows the scholastic aptitude scores for the 1972-73 college bound
high school seniors in Rhode Island,

TABLE IV

Score

Male

Number Percent

VERBAL
750 to 800 6 0
700 to 749 38 1

650 to 699 101 2
600 to 649 206 5
550 IA 699 295 7
500 to 549 529

13450 to 499 703 7
400 to 449 670 11
350 to 399 715 18
300 to 349 483 12
250 to 299 241 6
200 to 249 57 1

Number 4,044
Mean 440
Standard deviation 105.. ... ..

750 to 800
MATH

38 1

700 to 749 101 2
650 to 699 240 6
600 to 649 362 9
530 to 599 559 14
500 to 549 669

P450 to 499 694 7
400 to 449 591 15
350 to 399 427 11
30Q to 349 265 7
250 to 299 81 2
200 to 249 16 0

Eemele Total

Number Percent Number Percent

4
32
72

189
291

HI
701
667
408
185
42

0
1

2
5
8

14
19
18
17
11
5
1

10
70

173
395
586

1, 080
1, 417
1, 371
1, 382

891
426

99

0
1

2
5
7

14
17
17
17
11
5
1

3,856
444
100. - 7,900

442
102- ,

2
25
97

195
422
674
my
750
537
354
118
14

0
1

3
5

11
171

19
14
9
3
0

40
126
337
557
981

1, 343
1.361
1,341

964
619
199

30

1
2
4

12/
17
17
17
12
8
3
0

Number
Moan
Standard deviation

4, 043
493
109

3,855
460
96

7, 898
477
164
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Decision Point
If scholastic achievement has been selected as an awarding criterion, either ;
(1) Bank the following scholastic achievement categories into the order which

will receive priority for financial assistance,

(2) Indicate by a percent to each category the fashion in which available
resources will be divided or earmarked,

Achievement level Selected rank Selected percentage .--
Superior: Highest 5 percent
Above average: 15 percent
Average: 50 percent
Below average: 15 percent
Lowest: 5 percent

15110131,Eli No. 4 'USING PREVIouS POSTSECONDARY EDUCATION As AN AWARDING
CIUTERION

The Problem
This problem stems from the question: Is it of greater benefit to society to

have many citizens of varying degrees of postsecondary education, however
minimal; or ore soCiety's interests better served by having fewer but more
completely postsecondary educated citizens?
The Options

There are three options available to the policymaker ; they are :
(1) lie not use previous postsecondary education as an awarding criterion,
(2) Priorities the level of education 'of the applicant pool so that available

resources will be directed initially to the first group of selected students, and will
subsequently flow to other groups to the extent, to which remaining resources
permit,

(3) Divide the available resources hi some fashion so that portions of these
resources are earmarked for selected groups to ensure selection of recipients
from all groups by level of previous postsecondary education,
The Issue

Por the purpose of argument, the potential student citizenry can be divided
into four subcategories,

(1) Eligible students with no previous postsecondary education
it is argued that this group should receive priority for state financial assist

nue, since it is this group which has the most to be gained from an educational
experience beyond high school,

(2) Lower division postsecondary students
This group consists of students Who are enrolled in the first two years of post-

secondary education, freshmen and sophomores, It is argued that this group
should be included within the financial assistance pool, since a two 'year post
secondary educational experience fs sufficient time to develop competencies en.
liable of gaining satisfying, adequate learning employment, A further brief is
that it is a social luxury to finance students beyond this level.

(3) Upper division postsecondary students
This age group consists of students who are enrolled in the last two years of

postsecondary education, Juniots and seniors, It is argued Hutt this group Sitottld
be included in the financial assistance pool since society's interests lire better
served by students whoseediteation is both broadbased and technically specific,
Such an education often requires four full years,

(4) Podutiatinte students
This group consists of students who have completed postsecondary education

of the Bachelors level, It is nrgued that these students should receive financial
assistance since it is upon these 1411411N whom society depends for leadership,.
advanced research and problem resolution,
Information jot Decishm Ataking

Take V estimates the years of school completed for Rhode Island citizens by
age grouping.
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TABLE V I

Age category 3

Years completed Total 18 to 24 25 to 34 35 to 54 55 and over

Nigh school
1 college
2 college
3 cullege
4 college
5 and over

203, 650
28, 300
27, 700
13, 700
34, 550
24, 100

51, 700
13, 150
9, 700
5, 500
6, 700
1, 400

43, 650
4,700
4, 950
3, 100
9, 450
8, 600

73, 500
6, 550
8, 200
2, 900

11, 200
9, 300

34, 800
3, 900
4, 850
2, 200
7, 200
4, 800

I Estimated 1973-74 from table 148,1970 census report.
2 AB numbers have bean rounded to the nearest 50,

Decision Point
If previous postsecondary education has been selected as an awarding

criterion, either
(1) Rank the following educational level categories into the order which will

receive priority for financial assistance,

OR

(3) Indicate by a percent to each category, the fashion in which available
VPAollreLiS will be divided or earmarked,

Past educational level Selected rank Selected percentage

No postsecondary education
Lower level
Upper level
Postgraduate

PRODLEM NO, 5 t USING METHOD oP PURSUIT AS AN AWARDING CRITERION

The Problem
Traditionally, students of undergraduate postsecondary education have chosen

to parsue their studies on a full time basis ; ht:wever, as the nature of the student
has changed in terms of age and new educational eumnitments, the educational .

community has witnessed significant growth in its part -tithe student population.

The Options
There are three options available to the pot icytnaker t they are:
(1) Do not.trse method of pursuit as an awarding criterion.
(2) Prioritise the pursuit method so that available resources will be directed

initially to the first group of selected students, and will subsequently flow to
other groups to the extent. to which remaining resources permit,

(3) Divide the available resources in some fashion so that portions of avail-
able resources are earmarked for selected student status to ensure the selection
of recipients attending in every pursuit method,
Thtf 1881113

Poe the purpose of argument, postsecondary students may be divided intotwo
subcategories,

(1) The fiatime student
It is argued that the fulltitue student should receive priority for financial

assistance, mime it would be a wise social investment to subsidise those students
who have chosen to fully commit their time and resources to the pursuit of post-
secondary education,

(2) The parttinte student
It Is argued that the pa rt.time student. should be included in the financial

assistance pool, since their part-time status Ps evidence of a greater educational
etentaltment, having to negotiate the time demands of both professional and
student role.

ry

b )
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Information, for Decision Making
Table VI estimates the educational behavior of Rhode Island students by age

in terms of part-time/full-time status.

TABLE VI

Ago

Total 18 to 24 25 to 34 35 to 54 55 and older

Part time 22, 806 11, 419 7, 180 3, 080 1,127
Full time 26, 609 21, 100 4, 547 909 45

Total 49, 415 32, 525 11,727 . 3, 989 1,172

Decision, Point
If method of pursuit has been selected as an awarding criterion, either:
(1) Hank the following classification of student status into the order which

will receive priority l'or financial assistance,

OR

(2) Indicate by a percent to each category the fashion in which available
resources will be divided or earmarked.

Student status Selected rank Selected percentage

Full time
Part time

PROBLEH NO, USING TYPE OP INSTITUTION AS AN AWARDING CRITERION

The Problem
Should the state assist students who choose to attend all forms or types of

postsecondary activity ; or should state assistance be limited to college study?.
The Options

There are three options available to the policymaker they are:
(1) Do not use the type of institutional choice as an awarding criterion.
(2) Prioritize the types of institutions, so that available resources will be

directed to students who attend the first setected type institution, and will sub-
sequently flow students who attend other types to the extent to which remain-
ing resources permit.

(3) Divide the available resources in some fashion so that portions of these
resources are earmarked for students who attend selected types of institutions
to ensure the selection of recipients who attend all types of institutions,
The issue

Postsecondary educational activity may be categorized as taking place in, four
forms

The Correspondence School
The Proprietary Institution
The Private Traditional College
The Public Traditional College.

WI institutional form claims to provide postsecondary students with the
academie or technical capabilities to deal with, to contribute to and to appreciate
the world around them,
Information for beeleion, Making

Table VII indicates the type of institutional choice by 1143 recipients of the
Rhode Island State Scholarship
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TAl3LI VII

Institution choice turd number of .reoipionts

Correspondence School ' 0
Proprietary Institution
Private Collegiate 344
Public Collegiate 341

I Under the present requirements recipients may not attend this typo of institution.

Decision Point
type of institutional choice has been selected as an awarding 'criterion,

either
(1) Rank the following institutional forms into the order which wit!. receive

priority for financial assistance,
OR

(2) Indicatei by a percent to each category, the fashion in which c.Vailable
resources will be divided or earmarked.

Type of institution Selected rank Selected percentage

Correspondence
Proprietary
Public collegiate
Private collegiate

FitoItLEM NO, 7 t USING LOCATION of INSTITUTIONAL clioICE AS AN AWARDING
CRITERION

The Probtenv
Should financial assistance be awarded to students who take their stipend out

of state?
The Options

There are three options available to the polieymaker ; they are :
(1) Do not Use location of institutional choice as an awarding criterion,
(2) Prioritize institutional location so that available resources will be directed

initially to the first priority, and will subsequently flow to students attending in
other locations to the extent to which remaining resources permit.

(3) Divide the available resources in some fashion so that portions of these
resources are earmarked for selected attendance locations to ellSttre that re-
cipients be given the opportunity to attend anywhere.
The issue

For the purpose of argument, institutional location can be divided into three
sub-categories

(1) Rhode Island Postsecondary Institutions
It is argued that financial assistance should only subsidize students who attend

Rhode Island institutions, since financial assistance should not serve tire luxury
of accommodating a student's choice to travel out of state.

(2) institutions located in states that grant financial assistance for the purpose
of attending Rhode Island Institutions,

it is argtied that recipients should be allowed to attend institutions located
in these states, since it promotes cooperation among interstate sttident exchange
and gives students the opportunity to view the life styles of neighboring
Americans,

(3) Institutions located anywhere
It is argued that 'recipients be allowed to attend an institution !anted

anywhere since it is through such a policy that the idea of tleadentle freedom
can best be served,

t:'
(.1*. ti
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information for Denision Making
Table. VIII shows the 1973-74 estimated educational behavior for Rhode

island's citizens attending postsecondary education by method of pursuit, location
of institution and age,

TABLE VIII

Total

Age
18-24 25-34 35-54 55 and alder

Part time:
In State
Out of State ,

Total

16,
8,

619
256

7,
4,

091
328

5,
1,

819
361

2, 593
487

1,116
11

171.522, 806 11, 419 7,180 3, 080

Full time:
In State
Out of State

19,
6,

712
897

15,
5,

375
733

3, 942
605

696
213

42
3

Total

'Total

26, 609 21, 100 4, 547 909 . 45

49, 415 32, 525 11, 727 3, 989 1, 172

Decision Point
If location of Institutional Choice has been selected as an awarding criterion,

either :
(1) Rank the following Institutional locations 'into the order which will

.receive priority for financial assistance

OR

() Indicate by a percent to each category the fashion in which available
resources will be divided or earmarked,

Institutional location Selected rank Selected percentage

In State

Out
of

State
State with financial assistance to attend Rhode Island schools

uut of

STATE or MionIGAN DitrAttiltENT or Vibtfonlopt,
Laming, Mich., June 12, 1974.

Eon. JA-Mtg G. O'llAtta,
Ukiah Special ubcontimitec on Education,
Washington, D.C,

DEAR CONGRESSMAN O'HARA It was a pleasure for me to join with several
a my colleagues from other .states to be in Washington last Thursday, to provide
testimony before your Special Subcommittee on Education concerning the role
44 state agencies in student financial .assistance programs, I regret that the
lied time available did not make it possible for us to discuss a number of im-
portant issues at greater length.

On behalf of the Michigan higher Education Ansistanue Authority, which is
responsible for the State Competitive Scholarship Program, the private college
Tuition Grant Program and the, Guaranteed Student Loini Program in this
State, I wish to reemphasize two of the major points included as part of the
official temtitnony presented by the National Association of State Scholarship
Programs, The State Student Incentive Grant Program is, in our judgment, an
important and creative venture on the part of the Congress and we Urge that this
program be continued in future years, and funded at a level which will continue
to stimulate state efforts. Here in 'Michigan, we will receive approAlatately
$8:32,000 to be used to match state scholarship appropriations daring the coining
school year, Approximately 1,800 Michigan students who otherwise would have
been turned down for state scholarship assistance will now receive awards
Averaging $050 because of the availability of federal matching fluids,

J In addition, I wish to emphasize that We, in Michigan, along with our counter.
parts its other states throughout the country, stand ready, willing and able to

ossume it greater role in the coordination of state and federal student assistance
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programs. I am convinced that through a sharing of responsibilities, We can take'
Putt advantage of student assistanc, resources at both the state and federal
level so as to provide both equality .f access and freedom of choice to students
interested in postseetnalary prograins of study.

Enclosed, for your information, is a copy of an issue Paper on Student
Financial Assistance, which was recently approved by the State Boardof MI-

. cation and endorsed by the Michigan Higher Edneation Assistance Authority.
I appreciate having had the opportunity to meet you personally and if, at any

time. we can provide you specific information concerning any aspect of the stu-
dent aid programs in operation in Michigan, we shall be happy to do so.

Most sincerely,
RONALD J. AIWA, Director, Student Financial Assistance Services.

1111..11
To.: State Board of Education,
From John W; Porter, Chairman.
Subject: Staff Issue Paper on Planning for Student Financial Assistance.

At its meeting of April 2, 1974, the State Board of Education received the'
staff planning document concerning student financial assistance, The Board re-
ferred the document to the Council on Postsecondary Education for review and
comment.

The Council on Postsecondary Education discussed the planning document at
considerable length at its meeting of May (I, 1974, The Council voted to endorse.
the seven recommendations included in the planning document as follows:

11) There should be cleated, within the Department of Education, a formal
information services until' responsible for planning and evaluating the effective-
ness of Michigan student aid program,

() The State HolIrd, should formally support a fully-funded comprpehensive
federal student aid program which provides a level of entitlement for financially
needed students.

(3) The State Board should record its support for continuation of the three
Major ennitis-based federal aid programs (Supplemental Edneational Opprtu,
nits Grant Program, National Direct Student Loan Program, and College Work-
Study Program) .

(4) The State Board should support the implementation and continued fund-
ing of the State Student Incentive Grant Program, which will provide federal'
matching dollars for State student aid programs.

(5) The State Board should continue its support. of Hit 4783, whirls would
permit up to 50% of state scholarship awards to be distributed on an individual'
high school basis,

((i) The State Board should continue its support of 5.13. 41, which would.
. create a state-wide Tuition Opportunity grant Program.

(7) The State flood should continue its support. of 11.11, 4218, which Would'
establish a Direct State Student Loan Program.

In addition, the Council on PiostsecondarrEdueation suggested that an addi-
tional recommendation he added as follows :

The State Board of Eduention should encourage efforts both within Zeta.
gnu and nationally to achieve some type of elaritlention and. compatibility
between diverse systems of financial need analysis which presently serve as
It source of eonfusion to parents and students.

It is recommended that the State Board approve the Staff Issue Puller nit
Planning for Student Vinanelot Assistanee and authorise staff to take appro.
priate actions to implement The seven reeommendations contained in the issue.
Paper, as well as the additional recommendation concerning financial immix
analysis as suggested by the Council on Postsecondary Education,..1

lttettniAitt ntIPARTSItiN't or IllytTATION, "AMMO, MtettinAN, 1.618Uti PAPE%
PLANNING Volt STUDENT PINANCtAti ASSISTANcH, DECENInHit, 1973

rota:wont)
Our entuples society demands of its citiseary a high degree of personal under-

standing, interpersonal sensitivity, and teehnologieal expertise. To suCcesofully-
cope with these eXpeetilt101180 mine folitii of poilki,teenitdrity preparation often
becomes u neeesmity for many individuals, However, this demand takes pimp lit
an pennon& context which has pushed post- secondary programs otstudy beyond'
the grasp of many who could benefit from them, Thus, student financial assist-
*nee becomes, in reality, an important ingredient affecting. tile Ultimate 81leee8M4
of our democratic social structure,
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In light of the importance of this issue, student financial assistance was identi-
fied as one of the major concerns warranting special emphasis in the Department
of Education's planning efforts. The attached staff issue paper provides a brief
background discussion covering several key facets of this issue, and a series of
recommendations whereby Michigan can enhance its efforts to deal with the
problem,

Slaty of the observations and recommendations included in this issue paper
reflect the discussions and positive statements of the Michigan Higher Education
Assistance Authority which has the statutory responsibility for advising the
State Board of Education on matters elating to college costs and programs of
student financial assistance. It is anticipated that a variety of specific Teem-
mentiations will be forthcoming annually from the Authority, in conjunction
with Department of Education staff, to assist the State Board in its ongoing
efforts to speak both efficiently and effectively to this important issue of student
assistance.

;Jowl NV, POUTER,
Superintendent of Public Instruction,

PLANNING PM STUDENT mullein ASSISTANCE

I, Introduction
The issue of student financial aid is a complex and controversial one. The eon-

cept today operates under a variety of definitions, through a multitude of of-
fi ves, in a wide range of forms, and is expected to support a variety of pur-
poses and causes. Mention the term "financial aids" to any number of students.
or families and one will likely receive a contrasting definition from each one,
as all expect this concept to conform to their individual priorities and needs.
Ask a financial aids administrator where one should look for financial aid, and
you will doubtlessly be turned in a variety of federal, state, and local directions
in pursuit of these elusive funds. Asking similarly what form student aid takes,
one is bombarded with a variety of terms such as scholarship, grant, tuition
waiver, loan, work-study, packaging, etc, Each of these has a very distinct tech-
nical interpretation which carries little uniformity of public understanding and
aeceptance. Vitality, when one asks what role financial aids should play in
society at large, a variety of responses are also received. In recent years student
financial aid bas come to priinarily support the goal of access, but It is also
alluded to in terms of support for diversity of programs, support for academic
excellence, a vehicle to support student institutional choice, etc. Multiplicity of
purpose is not, in itself, bad, but such policy cannot be handled effectively unless
nil such potential goals are clearly addressed and articulated in a comprehensive
priority system. The alternative tends to be confusion and contradictory pro-
gram expectations.

Additionally, one must also candidly indicate that neither the abstract, con-
eeptuall2ation nor the pragmatic reality of "financial aid" operates in a vacuum.
Both are subject to, and indeed part of, a much larger societal fabric with its
overriding priorities and concerns.

The relative paucity of universal "truths" in litis field does not, however, in any
way diminish the State's responsibility for thorough planning and evaluation in
this area, Instead, It simply highlights the critical need for such action if the
legitimate needb of Michigan residents ata to be responsibly addressed.

Before the planning process can tie engaged in a meaningful manner, how-
ever, there must be available information as to (a) a mutually acceptable def-
inition regarding the concept of student financial ttid, (b) an understanding of
the baeltground of the field and its current major programs, (c) ,ft perspeetive
regarding the relative adequacy of current expenditUres in this field, (d) nn
overview of the present delivery systein matrix, and (e) an idea of the nature
of some of the central issttes of present concern in the field. This paper will
address each of these major areas.
II, DefinitionPile "Demonstrated Ace Bast* of Current Plittan diet Aid

Administration
To begin, an acceptable definition of "financial aid" must be identified to give

direction to the paper's subsequent considerations. Since, at present, the Underly-
ing thread which seems to pertneate the student financial assistance field IS
that of "demonstrated financial need," it appears reaf/onable to use that con.
cept as the basis of this definition,
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While several major systems of formalized "financial needs assessment" exist,
and it is not the purpose of this paper to evaluate their relative merits, just
about any student applying for assistance will be subject to such evaluation, The
result of this evaluation, after due consideration of family and student income
and assets, is a formal dollar figure called the "expected family contribution,"
This figure represents the amount which the system feels that the family should
reasonably be able to to contribute to the student's educational expenses for the
school year in question, This figure is then subtracted from the stated school
budget for the particular academic year involved, and, if there is a positive
remainder, this amount constitutes what is called "demonstrated financial need"
for assistance, After this calculation has been completed, a wide range of aid
resources are marshaled to assist student applicants with "demonstrated financial
need," to help insure that their lack of resources does not preclude continued
study.

For purposes of the discussion here, resources brought to bear on these "demon.
strated financial need" figures, thus, shall constitute the definition of "financial
assistance,"
III, Student finanotat assistanaeA, history

Historically, prior to the mid 3950's there was little .or no uniformity RS to what
constituted "demonstrated need" and as to how resources which were available
could most equitably be distributed, The general student aid concept has actually
been around practically from the inception of postsecondary study in this
country, but aid funds for the "Indigent" were initially very limited in quantity
and administered according to each individual institution's personal sense of
justice. Uniformity in allocation did not begin to develop until the mid 1950's
when a group of schools voluntarily banded together in developing what is now
known as the College Scholarship Service (CSS) needs analysis methodology,
This subsidiary organ of the College Entrance Examination Board became the
first national needs analysis system' and is still in operation today.

"The CSS came into being principally as the result of requests from a number
of member colleges of the Board for a standardized method of determining
parental financial contributions toward the costs of attending college. Competitive
bidding for students with exceptional intellectual promise, or other desirable
talents * * * had reached proportions that were of widespread Concern. In the
view of ninny people, funds' in limited supply were being expended unwisely in
the competition to induce exceptional students tp enroll at particular colleges." 1

Prior to 1958, also, most student aid was proVided either directly by the schools
themselves or through private philanthropic endeavors, During the decade of the
1950's, post-secondary training was viewed to a large extent as a privilege of the
relatively affluent or the academically talented, and financial aid came to be
defined more in terms of a reward for academic excellence than as a resource for
the needy. This trend has now largely been reversed, bringing financial aid
primarily under the "demonstrated need" umbrella identified earlier,

In addition to an increasing variety of private and institutional aid programs
which have been developing for needy students, the Federal government entered
the general student aid scene with its first "need based" program in 1958. That
year, the Congress established the National Defense Student Loan Program
(N,D.S,L,) whereby "needy" students became eligible to borrow funds to continue
their study, with repayment not scheduled to begin Until after they left sehool,
Originally, this program was directed only toward specific areas of study, but,'
in recent years, these restrictions have largely been eliminated, The title of the
program itself was also recently changed to the National Direct Student Loan
Program,

Then, in MI5, the Federal government also created the College WorkStudy
(CWS) and Educational Opportunity Grant (17OG) Programs, The former was
designed to support the employment of needy students and the latter provides
direct Federal grants to highneed students. More limited need based Federal
programs were 11140 subseqUently added to enhance the development of trained
personnel in shortage areas such as the health professions and law enforeetnent.

Finally, in 1072, a new Federal Basic Educational Opportunity Grant (131100)
Program was created. This program is projected as a basic entitlement concept
whereby all students can be assured of at least a basic financial aid foundation
of 81400.09 to support their post-secondary stridies, Again, a financial needs

iretv iipprodellee to Student Mancha Atd, CEEB, New York, 1071, p, 11

4 '1
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test in employed to evaluate t he amount which the family should reasonably be
able to contribute and if it is less than the stipulated $1,400,00 foundation figure,
Federal grant monies will be added to Insure that the baste entitlement is met,
Since this prOgram is se recent, however, And since it has not yet reached full
funding (only some $120 Million was alloted nationally for 1973-74), its impact
upon the student aid scene remains in need of further -evaluation, .

Alongside these efforts, the State of Michigan, in 1960, established Its own
Guaranteed Loan Program, whereby students obtained loans from private lenders
with an accompanying State guarantee of repayinent. If the student met. with
death, disability, or .happened to default on his responsibilities, In 1966, this
program beeamrie assoeNted With the new Federally Insured Student. Loan ven -
ture, and, In 1972, it.m: v11114140 demonstrated need as the basis for retiplent
interest benefits,

In parallel film in 1904 and 1066 respectively, the Michigan legislature
established a Competitive Scholarship Program for students demonstrating both
academie ability and financial need, and a separate Tuition Grant Program to
help equalize expenses between public and private colleges so that needy students'
postsecondary choleeswould not be limited by this differential,

From the above, it ,e1,1 be concluded that the financial aids picture .today is
largely composed of a mixture of seholarshIps (based on academie excellence-
and demonstrated need), grants (based on deMonstrated need alone), loans.
(largely need based), and work opportunities (need based at least when utilizing
federal subsidies), Major public governmental programs have also become the
primary source of student aid, with private resources now playing a secondary
role in terms of overall dollar availability and applicability, For the mesa part,,
when a student applies for financial assistance at his or her campus, and estab-
lishes eligibility, a variety of the above types of aid are "packaged" or eomblned
to-help meet the demonstrated need figure which has been formally established,
/V. Michigan stadent as$18tanee dollar deficit

To facilitate state level planning regarding student aid resources, it is Important
to determine the relative adequacy of the current dollar amount of this mixture
of student aid resources. While data in this regard is Very dIflicalt to obtain,
reviewing the annual Tripartite Forms filed by Michigan colleges and universi-
ties with the V.S.O.E., an attempt to assess the Perceived adequacy of current'
student aid progratas can be made. Reviewing current. Tripartite documents, the
following seminary enli be made_ regarding student aid .available in Michigan for
the 1972-73 academic year

RESOURCES AVAILABLE AND UNMET NEED

Resources
available

PercentPe
need

met
Total need'

amount

I. Present attendance costs of studen,.. with demonstrated need to Michigan
colleges and universities for the 1972-73 school year.] (Minus deduc
tions for existing resources)

A. Minus expected family contributions.
B, Minus existing institutional aid (includes $15,500,000 in direct

State appropriations to public universities for institutional
student aid programs)

0. Minus existing other aid sources (includes $33,000,000 in State
competitive scholarships, tuition grants and guaranteed loans)

D. Minus existing Federal programs (E00, NDSL,CWS)

Total, resources available

Ili Ro4taining unmet need (1912-73)

$251, 000, 000.

.$101, 000, 000

35, 000, 000

35,000,000
40,000,000

40

. 14

14
16

2 150,000, 000

a 115, 000, 000.

280,000,000
2 40, 000, 000.

211, 000, 000 84

(16) 3 40, 000,

this figure was compiled from Item 54 of the Federal Tripartite form, It estimates the total spm of student expenditures:
for tuition foes, room, board, and miscellaneous) for all needy students applying for aid during the academic year,

a Unmet remainder.
a Ovarall unmet remainder,

Froth this data, it is noted that for the 1072-48 school year there existed an aid
deficit of some $40 million in the State of Michigan, !Phis represented about 10%
of student expenses for those assistance applicants enrolled, who evidenced
demonstrated need,

'410
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6, The unmet need figures above will constantly grow title to inflationary
factors alone, even if all else remains static, (Exhibit A indicates the ap-
proximate costs associated with Michigan colleges and universities for the
1974-75 academic year):

Thus, it is concluded that Michigan now faces an extensive dollar deficiency
in student aid, and this problem is likely to grow to even larger proportions unless
prompt corrective action is taken. Several of the recommendations offered at theconclusion of this paper identify methods whereby additional resources could bebrought to bear on this problem.

. it is important to note at this juncture also that recommendations are offeredIn this paper for both expanded State level grant (recommendation 6) and loan
(recommendation 7) commitments to help meet this dollar deficit. If it can be

Philosophically assumed that both the individual and society have an importantand equal stake in the post-secondary venture, then both approaches must be
considered in dealing with the fiscal deficit at hand,
V, Student assistance delivery system.

As prudent planning action is undertaken, a thorough analysis must also bemade of the current delivery system which implements the flow of aid dollarsto students, The present delivery system' is largely an eclectic combination of
a variety of methodologies, Pint, the student applies directly through the finan-cial aids office on his or her chosen campus for the variety of federal government
programs mentioned above, Through this office the student can also apply forany institutional stipends that might be available, Second, in Michigan thestudent applies directly to the State Department of Education for the MichiganScholarship and Tuition Grant Programs, Third, the student is also encouragedto individually pursue private.donor awards which might be available throughhis or her local community, The range and scope of these private programs arehighlighted each year for Michigan students in the Department's College Admis.aidttli and Financial Assistance Opportunities Handbook, Fourth, students cannow apply for a BEOG stipend directly through the designated Federal process-ing ,4 sency, Fijih.and finally, there are a variety of education aid funds avail-
able directly through various governmental agencies (social security, vocationalrehabilitation, and veterans administration offices) for specific categories ofstudents, .

This diverse delivery system includes scholarships, grants, loans, and work-study alternatives which span the entire range of aid type options, To date littlethought has been given to the systematic coordination, much less any actual
consolidation of divergent sources, A more coordinated application process wouldcertainly seem desirable, While present individual programs procedures andregulations would preclude meaningful developMent of a specific recommenda-tion in this regard at this juncture ; the 'matter will Certainly receive continued
staff review, In the future the State may be able to play a Crucial role in suchcoordination,
VI, Student Assistance Issues

Given. this brief overview of the present student aid milieu, controversial
theoretical issues currently confronting the financial aid community must alsobe identified so that they can be dealt with as Part of the planning activity. Anumber of ramifications invariably emanate from each action taken,- thereforeit behooves the State to consider closely these pressing issues in suggbstingspecific courses of action. Some consensus must be reached as to which goal aredesirable and what the rank order of value priorities are, so. that programs canbe implethented accordingly,

The first such consideration which must be faced is exactly what goals pub.itchy supported aid programs are to serve, The issue of "access" has becomepredominant in most student aid thinking today ; thus, the strong emphasis on"demonstrated need" and targeting student assistance to students with theleast resources, However, strong arguments have concurrently been raised con-cerning the plight of the "middle Mass," for the use of financial aid as a vehiclefor the reward of academic talent, and for the support of the financially pressedprivate postsecondary sector, Current State of Michigan programs attempt tospeak simultaneously to several of those issues, The Competitive ScholarshipProgram funds the ablest of the needy, The separate Tuition Grant Programattempts to wirer the normal cost differential found between public and privatecolleges and universities, for needy students, in an attempt to minimise the cost
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differential in such attendance decisions, The Guaranteed Loan Program, on
the other hand, attempts to help a wide range of family income groups. The
point, here, however, is not so much that one motive should replace the others
us the focus of all student aid; but which priority structure should accompany
future directions taken in the ;tudent assistance arena,

Secondly, there has, of late, been considerable discussion regarding the over-
all equity of the student loan concept, Argument has been raised that such funds
serve as a "negative dowry" for fetnale students and as an unfair "burden" to the
needy and disadvantaged who must, of necessity, apply for student aid,

A related concept focuses around the Issue as to who really benefits from
postsecondary study. If society is the primary benefactor, then should not
postsecondary study be offered on a no.eharge basis, or at least in a very in-
expensive manner to the student? If, on the other hand, the individual is the
primary beneficiary, a ease can be built for primary student and family respond
sibility for educational expenses. Both postures have, in fact, been forcefully
put forth, while yet others would argue for no revision in the current balance
of pnyment responsibility philosophy which presently exists. Recent reports by
the Carnegie Commission and the Committee for Economic Development have
precipitated intion discussion of this issue.

In like manner, concern has been expressed regarding the overall respon,
sibility of parents for support of post-secondary study. The legal aspects of this
question are unclear, and the recent change in age majority in ,tichigan makes
the problem even more complex. In the past, most aid programs have required
an extensive period of demonstrated Independence before award decisions could
be made without review of the overall family resources, The argument used
was that these programs were available to supplement family resources when
they proved insufficient, not to replace them and effectively transfer a student's
dependence from the home to the government or institution. Personal rights
legislation such as the age of majority consideration may, however, redirect
this thinking in the future.

Similarly, as discussed earlier, there is, much concern regarding the rela-
tive "equity" of current needs Assessment techniques. Are current theoretical
assumptions in this area valid, and would these heed evaluation systems take
into account relative."willingness" as well as theoretical "ability" to contribute?

Likewise, what about the present delivery system which combines a variety
of federal, state, institutional and local inputs? Is such a complex system both
efficient and effective, and how should new programmatic additions or changes
in the existing structure best be effectuated to assure support of student
interests?

Also, should student aid serve solely student purposes, institutional purposes,
societal purposes, or what eombination thereof? Implicitly, we have already
alluded to this issue, but the matter deserves candid acknowledgement and coy
erage in future planning efforts, Too often it comes into play as only part of the
"hidden agenda" which surrounds so many policy and program decisions,

In addition much concern has periodically been raised as to the degree to
which the university should be exposed to the forces of the marketplace, One
way in which the controversy is expressed is through the relative control which
the MINA has over the availability and distribution of student aid resources,
Those who feel the open market place environment fosters responsibility favor
direct student allocations, whereas those who feel the university is weakened
by the winds of political popularism favor more institutional control over the
powerful tool of student resources,

Then, too, what consideration would be given to private vocational sehools?
In the past, they have often been excluded from student aid prograins, This
situation is beginning to change as the federal student aid programs have now
formally been extended to such institutions, flowerer, at this juncture on the
state level, only the Michigan Guaranteed Loan Program is operative in this
arena, We must expand our horizons to encompass all postseeondary education
In our future financial aid planning.

Similarly, little attention has been given to the atypical student, those attend
hut parttime or older adults returning for further study (1,e., tin, lifelong
ethteation concept), etc, To date, student aid programs have largely been geared
to the "typical" 1841 year old single student sttidOng fullthne on cemptis,
However, with current developments this lockstep stereotype is beginning to

(3 /1ei
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(lollar basis and would permit significant expansion of resources available
to Michigan stndents,

It is further suggested that the State'Board undergird the principle of shared
Rsleral/State responsibility in student funding by supporting the follo*Ing
additional state level recommendations as well,

The State Board of Education has periodically recorded its support for the
'existing Competitive Scholarship and Tuition Grant Program concepts, These
programs have proven very valuable in speaking to the overall Michigan student
AM dollar deficit while simultaneously encouraging the talented but needy
student and insuring continued availability of a wide variety of post.secondary
'educational options.

To help extend the .Michigan Competitive Scholarship Program to a more
representative audience, however, it is now recommended that :

5. The State Board of Education reiterate its. support for the enactment
of 1111-4783 which would permit up to 50% of the state scholarship awards
to be distributed on an individual high school basis (exhibit B),

Front the outset the state scholarship program has attempted to build a creative
bridge, between acknowledgment of academic excellence and support 'for the
needy, by making honorary awards to all program semiinalists, and .making
actual..financial .-stipends available to those of this group who might also
demonstrate financial need. Administered strictly on an .overall statewide basis,
however, it has been found that many talented and needy students fail to-qualify
for these awards. In seeking this amendment -to current scholarship
the program would be made more accessible to students throughout the State,
And thus more responsive to individual needs at the local level. Simultaneously a
rigorous statewide acknowledgment program would he maintained for excep-
tional students with demonstrated financial need through the remaining program
funds. .

In addition to support for the continuation of these existing and proven
Programs, it is further recommended that ;

fl. The State Board of Education express its continued support for the
enactment and funding of present SD 451 (exhibit C). which proposes a state-
wide Tuition Opportunity Grant Program.

'thin program will supplement the federal Basle EdtteatIonal Opportunity Grant
(1010(1) Program and provide a further state-wide PI:Wien:eat concept for needy
Miebigan students, If operntionailzed on an early identification basis,this .pro-
gram could also serve as an added incentive for continued study, In addition, its
'flexibility could make this program extremely valuable both to older students
seeking further training and to needy students enrolling for vocational or non'.
'degree study.

Further, on the state level, it as also reeonititended that :
7, The State Board of Edneation express its militated support for the

enactment and funding of present 1111 4218 (exhibit I)) which proposes a
Direct State Student. Loan Program.

Since its inception, the previously mentioned Federally Insured Student torn
Program (VISL), as operationallaed in this state under the title of the Michigan
Guaranteed Loan Program, has greatly increased the resources flowing to students
froth the private lending eommunity, flowerer, invariably, the State has en.
countered 8010e areas In which lenders are reluctant to participate in this kind of
Prottrittn, and SNIP other areas in which partielpating lenders place extensive
restrletions oil students to whom they will extend such loan resources under their
traditional "orndent lending" polieles. Also, many private lendeils from high

'density population areas that that they hare t01014' exltstusted the resources
that,etin he Ramified to this typo of endeavor, For these reasons, the impart
at' the Guitranteed Loan Program MN been less thatt uniform and many students

ve as yet. been denied access to its misnames, The above reemtunettded
Hon would provide It "last .resort" alternate loan fund resource for these students
tumble to borrow through the existing Guaranteed Loan Program,

to vet:elusion, it -should .he stated that the tier of program :untie factors out
lined above mind not be mistaken as the full answer or the IMO step in Michigan's
remit:I.:Minty to creatively deal With this pressing issue, Further action will
doebtlessly he periodleally Pet/Hired as the overall flitatielal aid structure con
time's tolevelop in response to ehaftglitg student and soeiettil needs,

"ft Is hoped that through a judicious molding of the above recommendations,
will he able to Maintain and enhance its leadership role perteltileg to

student financing,

t) i..i t
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EXHIBIT A

MICHIGAN DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION-STUDENT FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE SERVICES, COLLEGE ESTIMATE OF

STUDENT EXPENSES, SCHOLARSHIP AND TUITION GRANT PROGRAMS 1974-75

'For September through June only)

Term or
semester Name of school

Tuitiod

faes

Room Bo oks

boand persoanld Travel Total.-
PUBLIC COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES

2 01... Central Michigan University, Mt, Pleasant
2 02... Eastern Michigan University, Ypsilanti
3 03... Ferris State College, Big Rapids
3 67.. Grand Valley State College, Allendale
3 49... Lake Superior State College, Sault Ste. Marie
3 04_ iMichigan State University, East Lansing
3 48... Mchigan Technological University, Houghton.
2 05... Northern Michigan University, Marquette
2 14... Oakland University, Rochester
2 76... Saginaw Valley_ College, Univertity Center
2 06... University of Michigan, Ann Arbor:

Freshmen and sophmore

2 50... Univjeurstyr
oafnmdiscedgioarn,

Dearborn
2 51... University of Michigan, Flint
3 07... Wayne State UnivcrSity, Detroit
2 08... Western Michigan University, Kalamazoo

NONPUBLIC COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES

2 09.... Adrian College, Adrian
2 10.... Albion College, Albion
2 11.... Alma College, Alma
3 25.... Andrews University, Berrien Springs
2 12.... Aquinas College, Grand Rapids
2 90.- Art School/Society/Arts/Crafts, Detroit
2 13.... Calvin College, Grand Rapids,
3 55.- Cleary College, Ypsilanti
3 56.... Concordia Lutheran Junior College, Ann Arbor
2 57.... Cranbrook Academy of Art, Bleomfield Hills
3 58.... Davenport College of Bushy), s, Grand Rapids
2 60.... Detroit Bible College, Detroit
3 61.... Detroit College of Business, Dearborn
2 62.... Detroit College of Law, Detroit
2 26.... Detroit Institute of Technology, Detroit
2 27.... Duns Scotus Collage, Southfield
2 28.... General Motors Institute, Flint
2 65.... Grace Bib e College, Wand Rapids
2 66.... Grand Rapids Baptist College, Grand Rapids
3 97.... Great Lakes Bible College, Lansing
2 15.... Hillsdale College, Hillsdale
2 16.... Hope College, Holland
2 75.... John Wesley College at OwosSo, Owosso
2 63.... Jordan College, Cedar Springs
3 17..:. Kalamazoo College, Kalamazoo
3 68.... Lawrence Instil* of Technology, Southfield
2 18.... Madonna College, Livonia
2 19.... Marygrove College, Detroit
2 20.... Mercy College of Detroit, Detroit
3 29.... Merrill.Palmer Institute, Detroit .

Student attends one term or one semester during the
year and returns to approved college

2 71- . Michigan Christian Junior College, Rochester
3 73.... Muskegon Business Cellege, Muskegon
2 21.... Nazareth College, Nazareth
3 74.... Northwood Institute, Midland
2 22.... Olivet College Olivet
2 94.... Refuted Dibkr College Association, Grand Rapids...
2 30.... 8a4ted Heart Winery, Detroit
2 72.... Shaw College of Detreit, Detroit
2 78.... St, Mary's College, Orchard Lake
2 23.... Siena Heights College, Adrian
2 31.... Spring Arbor College, Spring Arbor
2 32.... Suomi College, Hendrick
2 64.... Thomas M. Cooley Law School, Lansing..
2 24.... University of Detroit, Dettolt

$567
.600
501
518
498
720
570
538
621
539

800
904
596
568
703
576

2, 102
2, 330
2, 272
2,106
2, 060
1, 650
1, 780
1,275
1,125
2, 146
1, 440

865
1, 281
1, 210
1, 352
1,400

915
710

1,450
976

2, 588
2, 210
2, 040
1,025
2, 400
1, 080
1, 600
1, 810
1, 560
1,650,

1, 358
1, 200
1, 630
1, 770
1, 975

950
845

1,500
1, 000
1, 550
1, 850
1,910
1, 600
2, 100

$1, 160
1,189
1,350
1,140
1,300
1, 223
1, 191
1, 236
1,290
1,250

1, 402
1, 402

900
900
900

L 175

1, 094
1, 310
1,130
1,140
1,100

900
930

1,075
940

1,200
805

1, 000
900
900
900
600

900
1,050

810
1, 014
1,100

950
700

1, 200
900

1, 400
1, 200
1,200
1, 350

1,140
900

1, 280
1,800
1, 200

920
400
900
800
995

1, 000
1,200

900
1, 300

$550
550
550
550
550
550
550
550
550
550

550
550
550
550
550
550

550
550
550
550
550
550
550
550
550
550
550
550
550
550
550
550

550
550
550
550
550
550
550
550
550
550
550
550
550

550
550
550
550
550
550
550
550
550
550
550
550
550
550

$200
200
200
200
200
200
200

. 200
200
200

200
200
350
350
350
200

200
200
200
200
200
350
200
200
200 '
200
200
200
350
350
350
200

200
200
200
200
200
200
200
200
350
200
200
200
200

200
200
200
200
200
200
200
350
200
200
200
200
353
200

$2, 477
2, 539
2,601
2, 408
2,548
2, 693
2, 511
Z 524
2,661
2,539

2, 952
3, 056
2, 396
2, 368
2, 503
2, 501

3440
4, 390
4,152
3, 996
3, 910
3, 450
3, 460
3, 100
2 815
4, 096
2, 995
2, 614
3, 081
3, 010
3,152
2, 75D

915
2,360
3,250
2, 536
4, 352
4, 060
3, 750
2,475
4, 350
2, 880
3, 750
3, 760
3, 510
3, 750

3, 248
2, 850
3, 660
3,600
3,925
2, 620
1,995
3, 300
2, 550
3, 295
3, 600
3, 920
3, 400
4,150

6
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MICHIGAN DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATIONSTUDENT FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE SERVICES, COLLEGE ESTIMATE OF

STUDENT EXPENSES, SCHOLARSHIP AND TUITION GRANT PROGRAMS 1974-75Continued

For September through June only/

Term or
semester Name of school

Tuition
nd

faees

Room Books
an

boaarn l personals
d

Travel Total

NONPUBLIC COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIESCon,

24.... University etroit, graduate programs (College):
dayLaw, school $2, 050 $1, 300 $550 $200 $4,100

Law, evening I, 400 1, 300 550 200 3, 450
General graduate I, 400 I, 300 550 200 3, 450
Denistry year) 3, 600 1,800 550 . 200 6Denistry

Denistry (2d year) 3,600 1.800 550 200 6,150
Denistry 3d year) 2, 400 1, 300 550 200 4, 450

2 80.... Walsh CollegeNcounting and Business administra I, 010 900 550 350 2, 810
Hon, Detroit.

PUBLIC COMMUNITY COLLEGES

2 33.... Alpena Community College; Alpena:
Resident of district 402 900 550 350 2,202
Nonresident of district 650 1, 100 550 200 Z 500

2 52.... Bay De Noc Community College, Escanaba:
Resident of district 326 900 550 350 2,126
Nonresident of district 481 900 550 350 2,281

2 46.... Delta College, University Center:
Resident of district 375 900 550 350 2,175
Nonresident of d strict 735 900 550 200 Z 385

2 35.... Charles Stewart Mott Community College, Flint:
Resident of distr ct 372 900 550 350 2,172
Nonresident of d strict 682 900 550 350 2,482

2 84.... Glen Oaks Community College, Centreville:
Resident of district. 454 900 550 350 2, 254
Nonresident of district 640 900 550 350 Z 440

2 36.... Gogebic Community College, Ironwood:
Resident of distr ct 340 900 550 350 2, 140
Nonresident of dittriet 495 900 550 380 2,295

2 374... Grand Rapids Junior College, Grand Rapids:
Resident of distr ct 338 900 550 350 Z 138
Nonresident of district

2 38... Henry Ford Communi y College, Dearborn:
586 900 550 350 Z 386

Resident of district 320 900 550 350 2,120
Nonresident of d strict 475 900 550 350 2,120

2 39... Highland Park College, Highland Park:
Resident of distr ct 300 900 550 350 2, 100
Nonresident of district 600 900 550 350 2,400

2 40... Jackson Community College, Jackson:
Resident of district 434 900 550 350 2,234
Nonresident of district... 682 900 550 350 2,482

2 92... Kalamazoo Valley Community College, Kalamazoo:
Resident of district 325 900 550 350 2,125
Nonresident of district 635 900 550 350 Z 435

2 41... Kellogg Community College, Battle Creek:
Resident of district 372 900 550 350 2,172
Nonresident of district 604 900 550 350 2,404

2 89... Kirtland Community College, Roscommon:
Resident of district 325 900 550 350 2,125
Nonresident of district 635 900 550 350 2,435

2 34... Lake Michigan College, Benton Harbor:
Resident of district 320 900 550 350 2,120
Nonresident of district 470 900 550 350 Z 270

47... Lansing Community Cellege, Lansing:
Resident of disttlet 330 900 550 350 2,130
Nonresident of district. 600 900 550 350 2, 400

69... Macomb County Comniunity'College, Warren:
Resident of district . 364 900 550 350 Z 164
Nonresident of district 674 900 550 350 Z 474

2 88.4. Mld-Michigan Community College, Harrison:
Resident of MUM 330 900 550 350 2,130
Nonresident of district 485 900 550 350 2,285

2 86.... Monroe County Community College, Monroe:
Resident of disttlet 370 900 550 350 2,170
Nonresident of disttict., 670 900 550 350 2,470

2 91.... Montcalm Community College, Sidney:
Resident of district 390 900 550 HO 2, 190
Nonresident of district.... 530 900 550 350 2,330

2 42.... Muskegon Community College, Muskegon:
Resident of district 357 900 550 350 2,157
Nonresident of district 667 900 550 350 2,467
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Term or
semester Name of school

Tuition

faed

Room Books

boand persoaand Travel Total

PUBLIC COMMUNITY COLLEGESCon,

2 45.... North Central Michigan College, Petoskey;
Resident of district $344 $900 $550 $350 $2,144
Nonresident of district , 494 1, 250 550 200 2, 494

3 43.... Northwestern Michigan College, Traverse City:
Resident of district 477 900 550 350 2,277
Nonresident of district 747 1, 150 550 200 2, 647

2 82.... Oakland Community College, Bloomfield Hills;
Resident of district 330 900 550 350 2,130
Nonresident of district 630 900 550 350 2, 430

2 44.... St. Clair Community College, Port Huron:
Resident of district 426 900 550 350 2, 226
Nonresident of district 581 900 550 350 2,381

2 79..., Schoolcraft College, Livonia;
Resident of district 345 900 550 350 2,145
Nonresident of district 675 900 550 350 2,475

2 83....Southwestern Michigan College, Dowagiac:
Resident of district 372 900 550 350 2,172
Nonresident of district. 658 900 550 350 2,458

2 87.... Washtenaw Community College, Ann Arbor;
Resident of district 375 900 500 350 2,175
Nonresident of district , 720 900 550 350 2,520

2 95.... Wayne County Community College, Detroit:
Resident of district 314 900 550 350 2, 114
Nonresident of district 4 4 624 900 550 350 2,424

3 93 ... West Shore Community College, Scolville;
Resident of district 382 900 550 350 2,182
Nonresident of district. . 652 900 550 350 2,452

.

ExItinip

Mouse 13111 No. 4783]

A BIL/J To amend Act No, 208 of the Public Acts of 1904, entitled. "an act to grant
scholarships to students enrolled in institutions of higher learning, and to provide for the
upproortatton of money from the state general fund in furtherance of this objective,"
being sections 390,971 to 3110,980 of the Complied Laws of 1970, by adding section 11

The people of the State of Michigan. enact:
MerioN 1, Act No. MS of the Public Acts of 1004, being sections 800,971 to

390.980 of the Compiled .Laws of 1970,_is amended by adding section 11 to rend
as folloWs:

"SIT. lle (1) A. high school shall be allotted a number of scholarships in pro..
.
portion to its student enrollment. Scholarships allotted to it high school shall be
awarded to those students having the highest competitive examination score
and otherwise meeting all eligibility requirements of this act, including that of
demonstrating financial need. The scholarships, awarded pursuant to this subset,-
tion shall not exceed 50% of the initial freshinn scholarships awarded pursuant
to this act,

t2) The remaining scholarships shall be waved on a statewide, competitive
basis,

C

(Senate Bill No, 4511

A BILL To establish a higher education fund; to provide tuition opportunity grants to
certain resident students enrolled in institutions of higher learning in the state to
prescribe the powers and duties of the state -board of education ; to prescribe It penalty
and to make an appropriation therefor

The people of the State of AtIvIttgan met:
Sserfox 1, A higher (Attention fund is established in the state deportment of

treasury. Moneys ill the fund shall be used to IltillIbltrs0 each eligible student
from the estate, who is a fulitne equated firstear student enrolled in an up.
proved postsevondary educational institution within the state, an amount equal
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to the annual tuition rate but not to excited $500.00, A student enrolled at least
half time but less than full time will be eligible for an amount equal to the
annual tuition rate but pot to exceed 050,00, For purposes Of this act, "a student
from the state" means, a student who has graduated front a public or private
nonprofit high school within Ow tato.

2, A student from the state who is the recipient of a state competitive
scholarship in accordance with provisions of Act No, 208 of the Public Acts of
1964, as amended, being sections 390.971 to 390,1)80 of the Michigan Compiled
Laws, or a state tuition grant in accordance with provisions of Act No, 313 of
the Public Acts of 1966, as untended, being sections 390,991 to 390,097a of the
Michigan Compiled Laws, is not eligible under this act,

Sec, 3. An applicant shall demonstrate financial need, including family income
limitations, for a tuition opportunity grant as determined by the state board of
education,

SEC, 4, The state board of education shall establish procedure for the certifica-
tion of students for partielpation under the provisions of this act, and shall
'promulgate rules pursuant to the provisions of Act No, 306 of the Public Act of
1969, as amended, being sections 24,201 to 24,315 of the Michigan Compiled
Laws. The department of education shall administer the tuition opportunity
grant program pursuant to procedures and rules promulgated by the state board.

SEC, 5, The state auditor general shall be responsible for the postaudit of the
higher education fund herein established.

Ssc, 6, A person participating in or making application to participate in this
tuition opportunity grant program who furnishes or attempts to furnish any
false Information relative to the act is guilty of a misdemeanor.
. Sne, 7. The sum of $5,000,000,00 is appropriated front the general "fund of the
state to carry out the provisions of this act,

11110111/1

Evil= 1)
Mouse Bill No, 42181

A DILL To establish a higher education fund ; to provide for student loans ; to prescribe
certain powers and duties; to promulgate rules; to provide penalties ; and to make
appropriations .

The people of time State of Michigan enact t
SECTION 1. The higher education loan fund is established in the department.

of treasury. The fund shell be used to make direct interest bearing loans to,
residents who attend an approved postsecondary school in this state. The direct
loans shall be made iii accordance with the provisions of the state plan for ad-
ministering. the direct loan program as promulgated by the department of
education,

SPA 2. A student is eligible to apply for it direct state loan of not more than
$1,000,00 annually if he certifies that he was unable to obtain a guaranteed
student loan through an eligible lender and that he was unable to obtain a
loan directly from the post-secondary school,.

Sto, 3. A student who is receiving n scholarship, loan, or grant, publie or
private, is etcluded from this act if his financial aid provides sufficient funds to
meet approved educational costs. If the student is receiving less than the approved
educational costs, lie may borrow the difYerence, of hot more than 81,000.00.

Snit 4. A person otherwise qualifying for a direct state loan is rot disqualified
to receive a direct state loan by reason of his being under the age of 18 years.
For the 'purposes of applying for, receiving or repaying a loan, a person shall
have the rights, powers, privileges, and obligations of an adult person.

Mc, 5. The state board of education shall provide the procedure for the eertifica-
tion of students to participate Wider the provisions of this act and the delta etment
of education shall administer the provisious of this act and shall promolgate
rules to implement the provisions of this act pursuant. to Act No. 306 of the Piddle

Aets of 1009, as amended, being sections 24,201 to 24,315 of the 'Michigan Compiled
1,11ws.

NEC, 6. The state board of <Attention may require a student who receives 8 (Brett
state loan to remit a fee which may include the payment of It life insuranee
premium.
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Sze. 7. The state hoard of education may enter into contracts with the federal
government and receive funds from the federal government to assist in implement-
ing federal aspects of the guaranteed loan program which apply to direct stateloan programs.

Sze. 8. A person who furnishes false 'information in order to participate or in
attempting to participate in a program under this act is guilty of a misdemeanor,

SEC, 9. There is appropriated to the higher education loan fund from the
general fund of the state the sum of $1,000,000.00 to implement this act.

CongreSsman JAMES G, VHAnA,
It of Representative,
Washington, DN.

UNIVRB$ITY OP ARIZONA,
Tucson, Ariz., July 3,1074.

DEAR CONGRESSMAN O'HARA: Enclosed is the report which I had promised you
in regard to the student aid situation in the State of Arizona.

I am sorry that I have been so lute in getting this to you, but we have had
difficulties in regard to budgetary pressures, presidential reports and various
other campus problems that seem to arise eternally and particularly at this timeof the year.

If there are any questions that you or any member of your committee might
have in regard to the problems which we are facing in our state, please, do not
hesitate to call upon us.

Incidentally, I plan to be in Washington the last week of this month and I wilt
look forward to an opportunity to talk with you during that time. My secretary
will be in touch with your secretary early next week in order to arrange an
appointment.

Thank you very much.
Sincerely,

Enclosure.

Y. 3. Buitennev,
Director, Scholarships and loittanolal Aid.

FINANCIAL Ain IN ARIZONA, 1974-75

I. BACICORMID

The State of Arizona has experienced a rapidly accelerating growth in its
population since the years immediately following the Second World War. Today,
Arizona is growing more rapidly than any other state in the union, and there
appears no reason that this phenomenal increase should not continue throughout
the next three decades.

In 1940, the population of Arizona was only 499,201, By 1970 this figure had
reached 1,172,482, and the latest estimates indicate that by the end of 1974 the
population of the state may have reached 2,800,000 or even more. This increase
has been felt most strongly in the PhoenixTucson area, but there are indications
that other areas of Arizona may anticipate a similar rapid growth in the nearfuture,

Phoenix, our largest metropolitan area, has an estimated aggregate population
of approximately 1,200,000, while the Tucson metropolitan area is estimated at
478,000. In 1950, Phoenii had a population of 110,818 and Tucson only 45,454,'
This tenfold increase in less than twenty-five years in each of the arena has
created many problems, not the least of which is a rapidly burgeoning demandfor higher education.

In 1950, there were fonts foitr-year institutions in the State of Arizona : The
University of Arizona in Tucson founded in 1885, The Arizona State College (now
Arizona State University) in Tempe found'ed in 1885, Flagstaff State Teachers
College (now Northern Arizona State University) in Flagstaff founded in 1899,
and Grand Canyon College then located in Prescott, founded in 1949.

At that time there were only two junior colleges in the state: Eastern Arizona
College at Thatcher, which was founded in 1888, and Phoenix College in Phoenix;
which was founded in 1020.

The decade of the sixties witnessed a tremendous growth in the size of our
institutions as well as in the total number of instittitions of higher education,

t)
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Today there are nineteen colleges and universities in Arizona, including thirteen
community colleges, two four-year colleges, three state universities and one
graduate school in international management, Total enrollments for the 1973-74
academic year approached 150,000 students, about equally divided between two-
and four-year schools,

Alt of these institutions participate in the three collegebased programs of
Federal student aids College WorkStudy, National Direct Student Loans, and
Supplementary Educational Opportunity Grants. The University of Arizona, with
the only medical college In the state, is the only institution participating in the
loan and grant programs for medical students, and the same situation prevails
with regard to the Pharmacy college at their university,

Thirteen of the institutions have law enforcement loan and grant programs.
The nursing loan and grant programs are utilized by three four-year institutions,
all of which offer full degree programs in nursing, Thirteen two-year institutions
also participate in this program offering registered nursing certification.

In regard to scholarship programs funded by the Institutions, all colleges and
universities in Arizona offer academic scholarships, and only Prescott College
and the College of Ganado do not offer some form of activity scholarships.

All of the colleges and universities of our state offer certification for Federally
Insured Student Loans, with the exception of Navajo Community College.

II. PROGRAMS

A, Scholarships
The State of Arizona has never established a program of state 'scholarships

or grants, The three state universities, however, have a very fine system of waivers
that has been authorized by the action of the State Board of Regents, Each year
the universities are allowed to issue walveroffces scholarships equalling 6%
of the previous year's undergraduate enrollment, In addition to these scholar-
ships, the University of Arizona and Arizona State University each have approxi-.
inately 307 waivers for male athletes and 60 for female athletes.

The three state.universities each have several hundred tuition waiver scholar-
ships for non-resident graduate students.

Each of the two privately funded four-year colleges in Arizona has a scholar-
ship program and a, D. Harris, Director of Financial Aid at Grand Canyon Col-
lege, estimates that "68% of the aid our students receive conies from school funds
or endowed scholarships." Since over 60% of the students at that institution
receive some form of financial aid, the percentage of the total load carried by
scholarships is impressive,

The common! ty. colleges of Arizona have made substantial progress in the estab-
lishment of scholarship programs. Today, there are schoolsponsored scholarships
of one form or another in each school in the state, The importance attached to
the scholarships program varies from college to college but it is encouraging to
note that an increasing number of community college financial aid directors are
planning to become actively involved in fund development in the scholarship
area, .Henry Kutak, director of financial aids at Maricopa Technical College in
Phoenix, states that "Present plans are to increase scholarship solicitations
from private donors to compensate for the large reduction in NDSL (44%) and.
SEOG (70%),"

Fund development is an important phase of any scholarship operation and
funds are often misdirected unless the financial aid officers are involved in the
effort. At the University of Arizona, which expects to award 5000 scholarships
for the 1974-76 fiscal year, over two-thirds of the total endowment of the univer-
sity is reserved for scholarship purposes and the amount contributed to scholar-
ships annually is nearing two million dollars.

At the University of Arizona the primary fund development responsibility. for
scholarship monies rests with the director and the associate director of the Of-
flee of Scholarships and Financial Aids, and they are expected to spend 40%
and 26%, respectively, of their time in donorrelated activities. Arizona State
University has had centralized fund development in the past, but the responsi-
bility for fund development is shifting more to the Financial Aids Office, At the
present time, there is no official fund development activity on the part of North-
ern Arizona University.

As previously mentioned, scholarships represent 118% of the total financial aid
at Grand Canyon College, At the University of Arizona they represent approxi
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mately 52% while at the other institutions of the state they represent varying
amounts, all less than tS0% of the total financial aid available to students.

This points out the inescapable fact that scholarship resources are not sufficient
at any institution in our state to maintain the present level of eurollineut without
the addition of substantial federal student aid funds,
B. The oweampus programa

Since the inception of the National DON11$0 Student Loans Program in the
late nineteen-fifties, federal student aid programs have made a significant con-
tribution- to the cause of higher education in Arizona. At the present time all of
oar institutions of higher learning participate hi the three college -based pro-
grams: NDSI4, SEOG and College Work-Study.

During the 1973 -74 fiscal year, Arizona State University had the largest
operation in this state in all three of these programs, In National Direct Student
Loans, this university loaned $1,770,310 to 2143 students, for an average loan
of approximately $830 per student,

In the Supplementary Educational Opportunity Grant Program, Arizona State.
University granted $351,144 to -470 students, for an average grant of approxi-
mately the same amount as their average loan,

It was in the area of College Work - Study, however, that this institution has.ex--
hibited the most far-sighted approach of any college or university in Arizona.
Work-Study funds of $847,856 were tainted in furnishing employment to 1237
students, This was the result of the fact that in the late 1900's Arizona State-
University took a very progressive attitude toward off - campus work-study pro-
grams and, due to their close proximity to the state capitol in Phoenix, developed
a very comprehensive program, A different philosophy was instituted at the
University of Arizona which resulted in almost no off-campus programs dining
the late 1900's. Although an aggressive approach to off -campus work-study has
been adopted since 1971, the total program has suffered and consequently the
number of students aided has declined with the curtailment in available fonds.

.during recent yearS. Iu fact, in 1973-74, the University of Arizona was forced
to abandon the original 80%40% matching funds formula for a '05%45%
formula in order to furnish assistance to an equal number of students as in
previous years.

Collection of National Direct Student Loans is handled in many different ways
among the institutions of our state. At the University of Arizona a collections.
section as part of the Office of Scholarships and Financial Aids has served to
effectively hold down delinquencies and yet maintain the "image" of the univer--.
shy, At Arizona State University the collection of loans, federal funds and
emergency loan funds Is a part of the duties of their business affairs division
and the same situation prevails at Northern Arizona' University,

Most of the community colleges of the state have no eosleetion efforts of their
own, preferring to turn over the entire collection process to one of the bank
corporations specializing in the collection and billing of federal loans. Phoenix
College, !or example, turns over the entire procedure to the American National
Bank of Chicago, while Coehise College of Douglas, Arizona, turns the accounts
over after making the first three contacts.

All in all, it seems that the colleges and universities of Arizona are fultninister-
log the three campusbased student aid programs In an effective and efficient
manner, Increasing enrollments during the 1070's will tend to work a consider-
able hardship on all of these institutions, unless the prevent trend is reversed
in regard to the amount of money appropriated for these programs.
C.' Bade Edite4tlonal OppnritIllitil arltint

The Basic Edneational Opportunity Grant program is certainly the most con-
troversial federal student aid program yet initiated, There remains a good deal
of doubt In the minds of financial aid officers throughout our state as to the
offectiveneSs of the basic grant program. All of the financial aid offices in
Arizona are also concerned regarding the lack of administrative support funds
for this program that threatens to immune more flimflams than the campus-
based programs. There is further doubt in regard to the minipill. waste involved
In the administration of 'this program on the national level. Many directors feel
that the administration of the college-based progratos is more economically sound,

During the 1973-74 (kcal year few students attending Arizona institutions' of
higher learning availed themselves of the opportunities offered in the area of
basic grants,
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Arizona State University processed 181 basic grants during the 1978-74 fiscal
year for a total of $46,131, This represented the largest number of grants pro.
eessed by any institution in the state. At the University of Arizona, only 158
grants were processed with a dollar value of $33,083, in spite of the fact that the
Office of Scholarships and Financial Aids mailed .4 copy of the- basic grant ap
plication. to some 5000 freshmen, along with a letter urging them to apply.

Response on all campuses in the state ,to the basic grant program was baSically.
the same. This was due in great part to the poor timing which proi'ailed by
implementation, but largely due to the lack of concrete information available to
schools and prospective candidates.

Although the first year of the basic grant program was disappointing, it appears
that a complete reversal could come about during the 1974.45 lls ai year. Intense
effmts have been made by the Office of Education to prepare all of the people

.Involved in making the progam a success. Lengthy training sessions were held in
Arizona with counselors and financial aid officers and an additional series of
counselors' workships is planned for the fall by the Arizona Association of 11.
nancial Aid Administrators.

Estimates on the campuses of Arizona State .UniVersity and the University of
.Arizona care that funds in excess of $400,000 each will be used in the. basic grant
program this year. The situation on the campuses of the community colleges is
even more optimistic. If the rapid increase in 'BEOG entitlements. that is forecast
actually occurs, these funds should go a long way to alleviate the problems posed
on most of our campuses as a result of a decline in allocated funds for the cam.
1)tobased prograMs..

Federally Insured Student Loans
The attitude of the various financial aid offices in the state of Arizona toward

the Federally Insured Loan -Program is far from unanimous in its enthusiasm.
On many campuses the philosophy of the financial aid office has been to utilize
all other programs as fully as possible before turning to the guaranteed student
loan .program as u source 'Of financial aid. Other institutions have relied on
guaranteed loans as an important source of student assistance and Utilize the pro.
grain to its fullest extent.

The University of Arizona has made the greatest use of this program and, as a.
result, during 1973-74 some 8,500 studenti4 received loans totaling approximately
$8,500,000, Arizona State University, with a fargreater amount of National Direct
Student Loan funds, has not emphasized guaranteed loans to the same extent with
1,190 students rewiring $1,236,416 in loans during 1973.44,

The community colleges of the state have not participated'-in this loan pro.
gram to any great extent and the slime has been true of Prescott College, although
Grand Canyon College has utiliZed guaranteed loans in a very effective manner.

During 1973-74 the new needs test requireMent for 'Federally Insured. Student
Loans complicated the situation considerably. Many students who had been on
the program fOr several years suddenly found themselves ineligible. With the re.
taxation of the need for this test by Congressional action during the spring of
1974, the task of financial aids officers in evaluating applicants for this program
should have been greatly lightened ; however, other developments have again
complicated the situation,

Use to the current high interest rates, many of the lending institutions in
Arizona feel that this program should be sharply curtailed. We are experiencing
increasing difficulties in finding lending sources for the students interested in
this program and the only solution seems to be to increase the federal interest
benefits on guaranteed loans. It is feared that if this is not accomplished in A-
very timely manner by Congress, Many student/4 at the University of Arizona,
Northern AriZona University, Arizona State 'University and Grand Canyon Col
lege may not be able to attend school this fait

For the past several years the University of Arizona has been investigating
the possibility of becoming a lender under the guaranteed loan, program, The
task of accomplishing this goal is complicated by the fact' that the State Con.
WIWI/as prohibits an indebtedness of over $850,000 for the entire state, The
possibility of establishing this program Through the University of Arizona num
dation is being explored but the real solution will require legislative action to
amend the. Constitution and establish a statewide gnartinteed loan program,

/.0
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la, rtrruaz

Since Arizona is in an extremely unique position regarding future enrollment
in higher education, possible solutions of current problems in this state are at
variance with the solutions under,. consideration in states not blessed with a
rapidly increasing population, 'Recent surveys by the. College of Education at
Arizona State University seem to indicate that enrollment at the University of
Arizona, Arizona State University, Grand Canyon College, the Maricopa system
of community ,colleges and Pima College will continue to increase throughout
the decade of the 1970's, This study further indicates that although this increase
will be relatively moderate during the 1970's,. it will 'accelerate rapidly during
the 1980's and continue to accelerate at least until the year 2000,

It an enrollment crisis is to occur in Arizona it appears that it will occur in
those community colleges that have been established in areas of the state that
are not increasing in population at the same rate as Pima and Marieopa Counties,

It the general growth of the state enrollment is as predicted, it becomes obvious
that increasing amounts of student aid must be made available, It is hoped that
the methods of fund allocation by the Office of Education will be streamlined- in
accordance with the recommendations of the Dallas Conference of early May,
thereby making' it less difficult for our expanding institutions to receive the
amounts necessary to meet new demands for their services,

In the area of federally insured loans, hopefully, some means of inducing lend-
ing institutions to participate in. the program and to participate to the fullest
extent allowed by law v,111 be devised, It is also important that some sort of
state loan program be instituted as soon as the constitutional difficulties are
resolved,

The campus-based progratis continue to be the backbone of student aid on
most of the campuses of oar State, It would be tragic to abandon these programs
and perhaps equally tragic to. fail to fund them to the fullest 'extent necessary
for their efficient operation,. Perhaps those additional institutions of post-
seeondary education now eligible for these programs might be given special'
funding so that there-would be no further decrease 111 .the amounts available to
colleges and universities,

The 1074-75 fiscal year should be Crucial to the future of the campus loan
programs and the 'baste grant program, It is hoped that baste grants will he fully
utilized during this year and that experience foetus on the campuses of the
nation are made the basis for establishing administrative Support funds for
basie grants, The cost of administration for the rederally Insured Student Loan
Program is also important, Above all, the institutions of higher education in
Arizona must accept the responsibility for developing new sources of student aid
funds, Only by the development of donor sources to at least match the funds
provided by 'the federal government can they ever expect to have suMcient monies
to meet the total student need on their.eampuses,

11111.01111MNION

CAutt$ORNIA SOliOtAltSHIP AND LOAN CdtifitisSioN,
Sacramento, Calif February 19, 1974,

lion. 3Mina 0, MIAMI
Member of 00)1008111

1),C.
luAn CONODESSMAN I am enclosing for your attention the statement

adopted by the Scholarship and Loan Commission as an informal expression of
our concerns and Views relative to the current structure of the federal and state
student finanelal aid programs, We feel very strongly that the time has come to
redesign federal and state !Ancient financial aid programs so that they wilt be
more comprehensible, effective and manageable, It seems to tts that to maintain
the status quo is to invite extremely serious problems and that stops should be
taken with all due haste at both the federal and state level to bring cboift change
In student financial aid programs,

1 know this is a subject which lots been of considerable interest to you and we
Would he pleased 'to hear from you With your reaction to Our informal statement
and to he of any possible service,

Sincerely,

ilnelosure,
AtrrIttftt Si M'AatitAnX01 Director,

4')
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OnSERVATIONS AMMT VHS SUITS OF STUDENT VINANOIAL AID NATIONALLY AND
IN CALIFORNIA

In the last ton years student financial aid has been charaCteriZed by 4 surge
of enormous growth that has been both rapid and largely uncoordinated, Ten
years ago student financial aid was a relatively simple educational enterprise. It
was also very small with only one federal program (National Direct Student
Loans), eight state programs, and limited college funds. In total, student financial
aid resources were probably under $500,000,000 with the State of California's ex
ponditures just under $3,000,000, One national financial need analysis system
existed which was a national norm for need assessment. .

Now there are six general federal programs for undergraduate students plus
several categorical programs in health professions, law enforcement, etc, Three of
the general federal programs are campusbased, one is administered by colleges
and lenders, one is administered by a contractor and colleges, and one will be
administered by participating states. At the same time, there are 28 states pro.
'Ming about $375,000,000 in grant assistance and some Of theta operate loan,
or other specialized, programs, In California there are six programs of under.
graduate student financial assistance administered by the State Scholarship and
Loan Commission, two more administered by the individual segments of higher
education, and it is possible that one or two additional programs will be enacted
by the Legislature in 1974 for Commission administration, All in all, student
financial aid 'resources exceed $4,000,000,000 annually and are growing, Cali
bruin's state expenditures are in the neighborhood of $45,000,000,

If student financial aid could be compared ton building, a committee of review.
ing architects ten years ago would have found it undersized, simple, clean in
design, and functional. Today it would be found massive, clumsy, hodgepodge of
architectural ideas and materials, not functioning as well as it should to serve its
population and with serious engineering defieletteleF.4 which could cause it to sway
or collapse from Its own Weight or external pressure.

The situation at present may be summarized under four principal headings
(1) Student Confusion, Students, families, teachers, and counselors are

confused and frustrated by the multiplicity of federal, state find other
student financial aid programs for undergraduates. Students are bewildered
in their attempts to decipher eligibility requirenients and application pro.
ceduro for the state, federal, and collegebased programs. It must be nearly
impossible for financial aid directors, teachers, and counselors (possibly with
a limited understanding 'of the difference of the programs themselves) to
describe to a 17yearold the differences in the programs and the procedures
in applying for a MG, a SMOG, a State Scholarship, a COG, an OEM, a
NDSIA, a FM, etc,

(2) Serious Matuieeriat Problems. With the advent of the Nude Educa-
tional Opportunity Grant Program (OO) which will assist more than
1,000,000 students in 1974-75 and a greater number in subsequent years, the
mechanical capacity to coordinate Commission programs with MG and
campusbased programs has been exceeded, With various application forms
and procedures, students apply to the Commission, to colleges, to a con-
tractor for the 13E0O, and to special organizations. Pm'equently, students
receive awards from three or more sources and the Commission ecoi'dinates
its awards with all organizations to insure that the student's assistance will
not exceed his financial need and that, cooperatively, the best financial aid
Package can be developed for the student, Because of the size of the MOO .

Program and its absolutely impossible application calendar (which does not
coincide with college admissions and financial aid calendars), and because of
the emergence of three neeed analysis systeins (to be covered subsequently
as a special problem), it will be impossible to coorfitate awards effectively,
If timely information cannot be provided to students concerning financial aid,
they will be done a disservice, increasing their contusion and hampering
their ability to make decisions about their college plans,

(8) Lack of Ooneeptuat OlaritveThere does not seem to be conceptual
clarity, in the various federal student financial aid programs. The Supple.
mental Educational Opportunity grant Program and the State Student
Incentive grant Programs appear to be targeted toward the same popula
tins and, therefore, to serve overlapping purposes, The role of SSIg and
SEQG in relationship to BEOG is confused because of the differing delivery
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systems and the populations served also overlap to some degree. The 28
states currently administering student aid programs are uncertain of the
relationship of their own programs to the new campusbased 8E00 and
III106. Indeed, the differences in the programs administered by the Com-
mission in California. are now blurred and two of them overlap considerably.

(4) Speolal Problem. la Need Analpia,--There are three =joy analysis
'Systems in the country CS8, ACT, and the federal system for the 1U
Program. Three -need analysis systems

M
ms prodticing different estimates of pa-

rental ability to contribute 'toward college costs make coordination of awards
. difficult, if not impossible, and on occasions ridiculoub,

The implications of the findings above are serious, The. multiple programs, the
apparent conceptual inconsistencies, and managerial problems of a mechanical
mature create a poor delivery system for student financial aid which will con-
tinue to increase the' amount of confusion and uncertainty among the applicants,
recipients, and the personnel who advise them. Because of the conceptual and
mechanical problems and the special problems of the multiple need analysis
systems, funds are likely to be used inefficiently thus inviting accusations, with
soon' validity, of misuse of public funds. The time may come when someone
will have to explain to the public and the legislatures how public funds can be
distributed using three or more need analysis systems with different esti.
mates of parental contributions toward. college costs, TUN would not be an
enviable task.

The poor delivery system could cause inefficient management to the extent
that: Congressional and state legislative enthusiasm for student financial aid
programs could be depressed. It must be anticipated that there will be some
students receiving more money than needed, other students being underfunded,
and still others receiving money they need but at the wrong time ami notwhen
needed in order to make decisions concerning initial enrollment or continuation
of college,

All In all, student financial aid program concepts and objectives must be re-
examined ; management must be improved ; the delivery system must be im-
proved; and all these things must be done quickly, A study may or may not be
needed. 'Mere may not be time for one, The leadership in the higher education
cominunity in Congress and and the state legislature must be alerted
eventually to the serious nature of the problems relating to student financial
aid programs end suggested solutions most be Made, A mechanism to define the

liroblem8 and develop some answers is needed now.

0
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STUDENT FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE
(Institutional Aid)

MONDAY, DUNE 17, 1974

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES)
SPECIAL SUECO7tIMITTEE u Y EDITCATION

OF THE COMMIATEEON EinTATioN AND LAnoR,
aging ton, D.G.

The subcommittee met at 10.a.m., pursuant to call, in room 2261,
Rayburn House Office Building, Hon, James G. O'Hara (chairman of
the subcommittee) presiding.

Present: Representatives O'Hara. and Benitez.
Staff members present.: Jim Harrison, direct or, and Elnora Teets,

clerk.
Mr, O'HARA, The Special Subcommittee oil Education will come to

order.
Up until today, we have been taking testimony on programs of di-

rectstudent financial aid programs in which the Federal or State Gov-
ernments make money directly available to st talents 'Who, in turn, util-
ize those funds for the escalating costs of educat

This week we are going to look at various systems of funneling
money directly to.institittions, looking at those systems its a means of
student financial assistance,

Title IV of the Higher Education Act provides for two such sys-
terns: first, section 419, which creates a sysi eni of pti'inents to institu-
tions based on the number of students attending such institutions who
are reel pients of grants, work-study or direct I oa ns under title and
seetnid, Section 420, which creates a system of institutional payments-
depending on the increase of the number of veterans in attendance un-
der the cold war GI bill,

Although both sections are written in tellos of entitlement, only
section 420 has been funded and carried out. The administration hits
not requested funding for either program, and when funds were first
appropriated for veteettns' costof-instruct ion allowances, it required
court action by a number of schools and school organ izat ions to rescind
a Presidential impounchnent action that httd held tip distribution of
vetertms' cost-of-education allowances,

At this point iii the PeCOrdi I would like to tin ye pH OM appropriate
provisions of law, relttt ng to filiancial assistance for gradititte.shidents.

scamp 5---AssurrANou itisTrrivrioNs of ton MR not) enioN

PAYMENT:5 To 1 4i'U'rtVtloNa (iv nion EnveAttoN

SEM 410, (ii) Ilneh institution of higher education shall hp panned for NIA
fiscal year to a cosoednestion payment in oveordonee With the nrovh4ions
of this section,.........%1

Else, 1001(d) of Kb, 02- tilt provalta4 us tollowa
(5) Tao total of the onylopotg ion& tint141r aubstart of port A of tido IV. of the MOM,

titiltdIttioil Ant of 10011 (extort 8eetIon 4201 . nil on1111 part 1.4 of title IX of Huth Ant
truly not exceed $1,000.000.000 (Infing any thwal year.

(1)

r
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(1)) (1) The nmount of the costof-editcation payment to whiell an Institution
shall be entitled under this section for a flsetil year shall be, subject to subsea
Lion (d), the amount determined under paragraph (2) (A) plus the amount de-
termined under paragraph (2) (11).

(21 (A) (I) The Commissioner-shall determine the aniount to whieh an insti-
tution is entitled under this subparagraph on the basis of the total number of
undergraduate students who are in attendance at the institution .and the nunt-
ber of students who are also recipients of baste grants under subpart 1, in no-
cordance with the following tole:
If the total number of otadonts Itt Wm/

(15(1018--
Not over 1,000_
Over 1,000 but not over 2,500

Over 2.500 but not over 5,000

Over 5.000 but over 10,000

Over $10,000

4'he oakum t of the grant is .

$500 for each recipient.
$500 for each of 100 recipients. plus $400

. for each recipient In excel of 100.
$500 for each of 100 reelpients; plus $400

for each of 150 recipients in excess of
100; plus. $300 for each recipient in ex-
cess of 250,

$500 for each 100 recipients ; plus $400 for
each bf 150 recipients in excess of 100;
plus $300 for each.of 250 recipients in ex-
cess of 250; plus $200 for each recipient
in excess of 500,

$500 for each of the 100 recipients; plus
$400 for each of 150 recipients in excess
of 100; plus $300 for each of 250 recipe
tents In excess of 250; plus $200 for each
of 500 recipients in excess of 500 ;, plus
$100 for each recipient in excess of 1,000,

(it) In any case.where a recipient of a basic grant tinder subpart 1 attends an
institution meiving n oust -of- education payment under this subpart on less than
a full-time basis, the amount determined tinder this subparagraph With respect
to that student shall be reduced in proportion to the degree to which that student
is not attending on a full -tittle basis.

(iii) If during any period of any fiscal year the funds available for making
payments on the basis of entitlements established under this subparagraph are
insufficient to satisfy fully all such entitlements, the amount paid with respect
'to each such entitlement shall be ratably reduced. When additional funds become
available for such purpose, the amount of payment front such additional funds
shall he in proportion to the degree to which each such entitlement is unsatisfied
by the payments made under the first sentence of this division.

(11) (1) The Commissioner .shall deterInme with respect to each institution
an amount equal to the appropriate per centutu (Apecifled on the table below) of
the aggregate of

(I) supplemental educational opportunity grants under subpart 2;
(II) work-st udy payments under part O ; and
(III) halos to students muter part E ;

made for such year to students who are in attendance at such Institution. The
.('omtnissioner shall determine suet) amounts on the basis of percentages of such
aggregate, end the number of students in attetulanee at Institutions during the
most recent Hendee& yent,' ending prior to such fiseal year, in accordative with
the following table
If the number of Offelltiance of the The percentage of imoh aggregate Mantoidttation be
Not over 1,000,, . 50 per eentutn
Over 1,0(5) but not over 3.000-- 40 per centum
Over 8,001) hilt not over 10,000_ 42 per centutu
Over 10,000 08 per centum

(Ii) It' during nny 1)0110(1 of any fiscal ,vent' ft, funds available for malting
payments on the 11n):1); of entitlements established under this subparagraph are

(.;



WW1 Went to satisfy tnl)y all such entitlements, the amount paid with respect

to each 81101 entitlement Shall 1w rdtably reduced, When additional fundsheeoma'
available for such purposei the amount- of payment from snot', additional ftuuis

shalt be in proportion to the degree to which each such entitlement is. ansatistled

by the payments made tinder the first sentence of Mk division,
4,11.) (A) In determining the number of students in attendance at institutions

of higher education .under this, subsection, the Commissioner shall computh the
full-time equivalent of part-time students.

(II) The Commissinner shall make a separate determination- of the, cumber
of students in attendance at an institution of tiger education and the number'
of recipients of baste grants at any. stwit institution at each branch or separate
campus of that institution located in a different community front the principal
campus of that institution pursuant to criteria established by him. .

(c) l An institution of higher education may receive a eostofeduetion
payment in accordance with this section only upon application therefor. An
application. under this section shall be submitted at such time or times, in such

manner, and containing such information as the Commissioner determines
necessary to carry out his functions under this title, and shall

(A) set forth such policies, assurances, and procedures its will insure
that=.

(i) the funds received by the institution under this section will lie

used iloiely to defray instructional expenses in academically related pro.
grams of the applicant ;

.
(11) the funds received by the institution under this section will not be

used for a school or department of divinity or for nay religious worship

or sectarian activity
'(iii) the applicant will expend, during the academic year for which a

payment, is sought, for all academically related programs of the institu-
tion, an amount equal to at least the average amount so expended during
the three years preceding the year for which the grant is sought; and

(iv) the applicant will submit to the 'Commissioner such reports as
the Commissioner may require by regulation ; and

Contain such other statement Of policies, assurances, and procedures
as the Commissioner may require by regulation in order to protect the finan.
cial interests of the United States,

(d) (1) The Commissioner shall pay to each institution of higher education
for each fiscal year the amount to which it is entitled under this section,

(2) Of the total sums appropriated to make payments on the basis of entitle.
meats established under' this section and on the basis of entitlements established
under part Ii' of title IX

(A) 45 per coition shall be available for making payments on the basis
of entitlements established under paragraph (2) (A) of subsection (a)

(13) 4 per mallet shall be available for making payments on the basis

of entitlements established under paragraph (2) (13) of subsection (a) ' and
(0) 10 per cent= shall be available for making payments on the basis

of entitlements, established under part 10 of title IX,
(8) No payments on the basis of entitlements established under paragraph

(2) (A) of subsection (a) may he made during any fiscal year for which the
propriatiens for making grants under subpart 1 does not equal at least no per

mutant of the appropriation necessary for satisfying the 'total of nil entitlements
established muter such subpart, In no event shall, during any fiscal year, the
aggregate of, the payments to which this pa ragraph applies exceed that percent,
age of the total entitlemeats established under such paragraph (2) (A) which
equals the percentage of the total entitlements established under subpart 1 which

are satisfied by appropriations for such purpose for that fiscal year,

(20 t/.8,C 1010e) !beefe(1 ;tune 28, 11)72, P,t, 92-318, sec,. 1001(a), 80 Stet, 137th, 818,

ttItItANE4° COST-ONSTItrel'iON PAVMMSTS '11) IsaInt'1101YE4 111011Elt PItHICATION

Me, 420, (a) (1) Daring the period beginning ,Inly 1, Intl and ending Mine 80,

1075, each institution of higher education shall be entitled to a payment under,

and in avcordanee with, this medical during any fiscal .year, if the number of per
suns who are veterans receiving vnrnfiouai 11,1111billtation under chapter 81 of
title 88, United States Code, or Vtitt'11111IN edtteational assistant'c under
chapter 84 of such title, and who are in lattillall1We its undergraduate studentS at

stie institution ditritig any :mitten& year, equals et least 110 per centaln of the
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nundmt' of such recipients who were in attendance at such institution during thepreceding academic year,
(2) During the period specified in paragraph (1),. each !twat titian which Nisqualified fur payment under this section for any year shall be entitled duringthe succeeding year, notwithstanding paragraph (1), to a payment under and inaccordance with this section, if the number of persons referred to in such para-graph (1) equals at lost the whither of such persons who were in attendance atsuch institution during the preceding academic year, Each institution which isentitled to a payment for any fiscal year by reason of the preceding sentence shallbe deemed, for the purposes of any such year succeeding the year for which it isso entitled, to have been entitled to a payment under paragraph (1) during thepreceding fiscal year.
(b) (1) The amount of the payment to which any institution shall be entitledunder this section for any fiscal year shall be

(A) $300 for each person who is a Veteran receiving 'vocational rehabilita-tion under chapter 31 of title 38, United States Code, or a veteran receivingeducational assistance under chapter 34 of such title 38, and who is in at-tendance at such institution as an undergraduate student during such year;and
.(B) in addition, $150, except in the case of persons on behalf of whomthe institution has received a payment in 'excess of $150 under section 419,for each person who has been the recipient of educational assistance undersubchapter V or subchapter VI of chapter 34 of such title 38, and who is inattendance at such institution as an undergraduate student during suchyear.

(2) In any ease where a person on behalf of whom a payment la made underthis section attends an institution on less than a full-time basis, the amount ofthe payment on behalf of that person shall be reduced in proportion to the de-gree to which that person is not attending on a full-time basis,
.(e) (1) An institution of higher education shall be eligible to receive the pay-ment to which it is entitled under this section only if it makes application there-for to the Commissioner. An application under this section shall be submitted atsuch time or times, in such manner, in such form, and containing such informa-tion as the Commissioner determines necessary to carry out his functions underthis title, and shall-

419(e)
(meetmeet the requirements set forth in clauses (A) and (B) of section

(B) set forth such plans, policies, assurances, and procedures as will in-sure that the applicant will make an adequate effort
(i) to maintain a full -time office of veterans' affairs which has respon-sibility for veterans' outreach, recruitment, and special education pro-grams, including the provision of educational, vocational, and personalcounseling for veterans,
(ii) to carry out programs designed to prepare educationally tits

advantaged veterans for postsecondary education (I) under subchapterV of chapter 34 of title 38, United States Code, stud (11) in the case ofany institution located near a military installation, under subchapterVI of such chapter 84,
(iii) to carry out active outreach, recruiting, and counseling activi-ties through the use of funds available under federally assisted workstudy programs, and
(iv) to carry out an active tutorial assistance program (including

dissemination of information regarding such program) in order to.makemaximum use of the benefits available under section 1092 of snob title 33,except that an institution with less than 2,500 students in attendance (I) whichthe Commissioner determines, in accordance with regulations jointly prescribedby the Commissioner and the Administrator of Veterans' Affairs (hereinafterreferred to as the "Administrator"), cannot feasibly itself carry out any or nitof the programs set forth in mubchtuses (I) through (iv) of this clause, maycarry out such program or programs through a consortium agreement with one ormore other institutions of higher education, and (II) shall be required to carry
. out suet programs only to the extent that the Commissioner determines, in us-eordance with regulations jointly prescribed by the Commissioner and the Ad-ministrator, is appropriate in terms of the titimber of veterans in nttentinnee ntsuch institution, The adequnty of efforts to meet the requirements of &time (II)in the preceding sentence !Anil be determined by the Commissioner, based uponthe rerommendation of the Administrator, in accordance with criteria estab.
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lisped in regulations Jointly prescribed by the Commissioner and the Administra-
tor.

(2) The Commissioner shall not approVe an application under this subsection
Unless he dc'ermines that tiw applicant will implement the requirements of clause
(B) of paragraph (1) within the first academic year during which it receives a
payment under this section.

,(d) The Commissioner shall pay to each Institution of higher education which
has had an application approved under subsection (e) the amount to which it is
entitled under this section, Payments under this subsection shall be made in not
less than three installments during each Academic year and shall be based on the
actual number of persons on behalf of whom such payments are made in attend-
ance at the institution at the time of the payment,

(e) No less than 50 per centum of the amount. of payments received by any
Institution under subsection (d) of this section in each academic year shall be
applied by such institution to implement the requirement of subclause (1) of
clause (B) of paragraph (1) of subsection (c) of this section, and, to the extent
that such 50 per centum amount is not exhausted, the requirements of subelauses
(ii), (iii), and (iv) of such clause, except that the Commissioner may, in accord-
ance with criteria established in regulations Jointly prescribed by the Commis.
lioner with the Administrator, t.ve+.ve the requirement of this subsection to the
extent that he finds that such institution is' adequately carrying out all such
requirements without the necessity for such application of such amount of the
payments received under this subsection.

(20 V.S.C. 1070e-1) !goaded Jone.23, 1972, V.14. 02-318, see, 1001(n), 86 Stat, 378, 379.

Mr. O'HAu.%. We will begin this section as we usually do, with a
presentation by our friend John Phillips, Acting Associate Commis-
sioner of Education, who is acco:npanied by Sue HOUS0 of the Assistant
Secretary's staff, and Dr. Walter Gale; Chief of the Veteran's Program
Unit hi the Office of Education.

STATEMENT OP DR, IOHN; D, PHILLIPS, ACTING ASSOCIATE COM.
MISSIONER FOR STUDENT ASSISTANCE, BUREAU OP POSTSEC
ONDARY 'EVOCATION, U.S. OPPICE OF EDUCATION, DEPARTMENT
OP HEALTH, EDUCATION, AND WELFARE, ACCOMPANIED BY
SUE RAUSE, SPECIAL ASSISTANT TO THE MOTT ASSISTANT
SECRETARY FOR LEGISLATION, DREW; DR. WALTER 3. GALE,
CHIEF, VETERANS' PROGRAMS UNIT, BUREAU OP POSTSECOND-

AEY EDUCATION, OE; AND NEIL *ARTHUR, ASSISTANT CHIEF,
VETERANS' PROGRAM UNIT, OPPICE OP STUDENT ASSISTANCE

Mr. Pintaurs, Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
We have some additions and substitutions in the lineup of persons

that are appearing before you this morning,
House,ouse, the Special Assistant to the' Deputy Assistant Secretary

for Education Legislation, is here substituting for (Inutile Cooke;
and hi addition to Dr. Gale on iny immediate right further to the right
is Mr. NeillfeArthuv, Assistant Chief of the Veterans' programming
within the Office pf Student Assistance,

It is a pleasure to be here vain today for the purpose of reviewing
the history and the operation of the Ilit(1011S' (10St.Ont1StrUCti011
1)11011111.

After this brief overview of the orooram's history and onerntion,
we would he happy exnand on any point end to respond to cities-
Mons from committee members,
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L Luoistwrivt: .111wroay ov VETERAN S COST..01.N.INSTRUCTIO.iqt
PROGRAM

.

. .

Thel ducatiOn AmendineeiS of 1972 anthorized the veterans' cost=
of-instruction rogram under part A of title, IV. of the Higher Educit-
tion Act of 1965,

The program was developed in response to a growing concerti by
some that veterans were not taking advantage' of their 'ethicatienal
assistance benefits provided film+ the Veterans' Administration,
plus ;the recognition that many of the nonparticipating veterans were
educationally -disadvantaged. j .

In order to encourage schools to recruit' and serve educationally
disadvantaged Veterans,.the.law requires that a participating. institu-
don establish programs of remediation, tutorial services, and counsel-
ing, in addition- to engaging in recruitment and community outreach.

In addition, the legislation Calls for a "bonus payment" for each vet-
eran enrolled who has previously had rentediation (GED or PIM'.
programs) or tutorial aid under VA support.

To further encourage postsecondary institutions to serve the educa-
tionally disadvantaged veteran, an institution may utilize up to 50 per-
cent of its award for the general academic- instructional program of
the institution, although the award is based solely on veterans enrolled.

II, OPERAIONS or WI1;1i,1 COST-OV- ST111'("PU PROM? A i$t

'robe eligible for participation in the program, an institution must
be accredited. and nonprofit; divinity schools are exeluded. An institu-
tion applying for. the first time exhibit at least a 10-percent growth in
its veteran etirollnient, over the previous year; renewal applicants must,
maintain then' base year veteran enrollment in succeeding years to re-
main elm rible,

Legislation is flow pending which would amendthis re ptirement to
provide that an institution would be eligible if 10 percent of its enroll-
ment is coin oked of veterans. This would extend.eligibility to some in-
stitutions which have very large veteran populations but which have
been unable to increase that population by 10 percent,

Section 419 mandates that the institution shall maintain a full -time
office of veterans' affairs with responsibility for community outreach,
recreitment, and special education programs (remedial and tutorial),
plus educational, vocational, and personal counseling for veterans;
however; the Commissioner is authorized to waive these requirements
in part for institutions with less than 2,500 students.

Tn addition, such an office is responsible (1) For carrying out "pro-
grall18 designed to prepare educationally disadvantaged veterans for
postsecondary education" while fully utilizing appropriate VA bene-
fits; (2) for developing active programs of recruitment and counseling
"through the use of funds available under federally assisted work-
study programs"; and (8) for implementing an active tutorial pro-
gram making maximetn- use of VA benefits. The program regulations
were developed in close cooperation with the Veterans' Administration
rind-published as final on October 9,1973,
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EVAL17ATION

As the program has been operational less than a year, it Is too early
to draw any firm conclusions aboutits effectiveness. Certain observa-
tions can, however, be made : (a) Veteran enrollments in applicant,
institutions have increased; (b) the use Of V.A. tutorial and remedial
benefits has increased; and (o) there is sonic anecdotal evidence that
the campus services to veterans have 'improved.

Our review of this program indicates that most of the awards have
gone to publicly supported institutions, These are the institutions that
have enrolled veterans in substantial numbers and which have 'pro-
vided the services required by the legislation.

In addition, many veterans have elected to attend public institutions
since these institutions generally charge lower tuition.

Mr. Chairman, this concludes our present4tion, and we would be
pleased to entertain any questions.

I might also refer you or direct your attention to the accompanying
table which shows amounts 'awarded during 197344 in the veterans
cost-of-instruction, the first year of the operation of the veterans cost-
Of-instruction program, and there is a short summary there hi the
right-band column showing distribution Of moneys by type of instruc-
tion.

[Table follows:1 ,

Veterans' cost-of instruotiou pros/ran/0 107344
State Total amount awarded

Alabama $696, 948, 70
Alaska 28, 202, 89
Arlzetin 535, 148. 89
Arkansas 88, 815.70
California 0, 032, 193. 94
Colorado 404, 848. 18

State
Nevada
New Hampshire
NeW Jortsey
New Mexico
New York
North envoi I ea-

Tatar amount awarded
$88,.020, 82
177, 880, 82
588, 701, 78
108, 0,33.12

. - 1, 471. 808, 08
784, ORO, 70

Connecticut 188, 223. 21 North Dakota 84, 868, 69
Delaware 39, 482.00 Ohio 088, 718. 01
District of Columbia........ 170, 820. 12 Oklahoma 400, 208, 22
Florida 897, 014, 08 Oregon 801, 800, 07
tieorglit nos, 302, 88 Pen nsy !van la 578, 807, 80
Hawaii 118, 822. 10 Ithode Island 47:

Idaho 45, 080.44 South Carotins 487,
8'12: 0386

Minois ., 1, 891, 085.07 South Dakota.--...... 21, 989, (38

Indiana 209, 113, 92 Tennessee 249, 750, 85
Iowa 240, 800, 84 Texas 1, 533, 818. 92

Itausits 108, 188. 08 Utah 189,140, 88
Itentucky 255, 012. 28 Vermont 29. 402, 40
Louisiana 830, 802. 01 Virginia 403, 054, 80
Milne 119, 002, 00 Washington 913, 348, 87
'.titryla tut 433, 801.0!1 West Virginia 87, 134, 20
Massachusetts 478, 470, 08 Wisconsin 476. 403, 03
'Michigan 104, 190, 02 Wyoming 28, MK 09
Slinnesotit ... . 196, 193, 86 Puerto Rico. - ....... 212, 094, 02
Mississippi 22$, 0113,12 Trust Territory 3,1104, 34

Missouri 501, t198, 81
999. 999, 04imita 1111

Nebraska
13, 208, 44
48, 768, 01

Touti .....

AWARDS to INSMUTIONS BY TM
. .-

Type Potent Number

2 yr.
4 yr...
Public
Private....,.

56
44
g3
17

581465
. 883

169
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Mr, O'HARA, Mr, Phillips, do you know if there has been any effort
to compare the increase in enrollments with the increase in the number
of veterans?

Dr. PHILLIP% You mean. for the schools participating in the
program

Mr. O'HARA, No, but if the numbers of veterans nationwide went up
12 percent, say, and enrollment went up 11 percent, that would sort of
suggest the, rogram was not working.

On the other hand, if it were the other way around, we would have
a different situation.

Dr. PHILLIPS. I think I might ask the chief of our programs, Dr.
Gale, if you would want to respond.

Dr. GALL Unfortunately, I can't respond to the question. We have
not collected that sort of data.

Mr. O'HARA. I frankly have some questions about whether or not it
really is accomplishing, as you indicate, and it is too early to evaluate,
but I don't know if it is really accomplishing its objective or not. If
there are more veterans going to school or significantly more than
there would have been.

Dr, Puttittrs. Without the 'program ? .

Mr. O'HAnA. Yes, without the program,
Dr. Pitmtaes. I think this is perhaps a worthy question and one

which we ought to perhaps try to see if we can come up with data for
ydu, and we will be pleased to make that effort.

Mr. O'HARA. I would hope that before we conclude these hearings it
might be possible to get a better notion of that.

think it is very hard in the first year of operation.
PP. PHILLIPS, 1(PS. Specifically, what you would like to know is the

percentage increase in number of veterans returning and available to
take advantage of educational services and that compared with the
percentage increase in veterans' enrollments in the schools served by
this program?

Dr. GALL I have that figure. Last year there were 456,000 veterans
enrolled in the schools, and just this morning we got a count of
$26,000 veterans, Which is an increase of 16 percent.

DP, PHILLIPS, That is a 16 percent. increase, What we would need to
find out is what the increase in the number of eligible veterans is then,
and we will try to get that for you.

Mr. O'HARA. Any under any other measure also, That one mum f'd
me offhand. There may be other ways also of measuring it, I suppose
some of it has to do with other factors like the availability of good
jobs.

Dr, Puilltrs, Yes,
Mr. O'llAnA, So I am not sure we can sort these things out, but

would hope you could make an effort to do that,
Dr, Pinutrs, We will try to, Mr. Chairman,
Mr, The two pending amendments ---I think under our

ground rules of operation it would be difficult for you to say very much
about them. I am not sure that I understand exactly what an institu.
tion must do to remain eligible when you say, "Renewal applicants
must maintain their base year veteran enrollment in succeeding years
to remain eligible,"
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Dr. GALE. The school in 1972, say,, thathad 100 veterans, had to have
110 veterans, a 10-percent increase in 1973; and to maintain their eli-
gibility, they have to maintain 110.

Dr. PHILLIPS. They have to increase upward.
Dr. GALE. No. Just maintain the 110.
'Dr. PHILLIPS. So if they fall below the new base year, they lose eli-

gibility for participation in the program.
Mr. O'HAnA. I see. They don't have to show growth the second year

then f
Dr. GALE. No.
Mr. O'HARA. They remain eligible if they have shown the growth

one time, as it were?
Dr. GALE. Right.
Dr. PHILLIPS. And don't again fall below it.
Mr. O'HARA. It kind of lo-oks to me like a way to get money to Cali-

fornia. I am not sure I accurately described the program. Certainly
that is one of the effects of it. I am an unabashed admirer, as you know,
of California's public higher education system, so I am not sure I am
entirely against that,

But that is, I think, one of the effects of it.
Well, before we go on with this and before we get into rewriting

title IV, I very much want to get as hard an evaluation as we can of
whether or not the program is producing the results that it is designed
to_produe,e.

I can imagine that some institutions might have had a 10-percent
increase in veterans without any effort on -their own part, and all of
a sudden they get money for it and maybe it does not take an awful
lot of effort to maintain it there either.

You know, I don't know, I just Want to find out, I would hope when

we come back up here to discus policy decisions, maybe we can have
some work done.

Thank you very much for coining up, gentlemen. I am not going to
detain you further this morning.

We have a couple of other witnesses, and then I understand the Su-

preme Court is having decision day today, and I am curious about
that.

Dr. PH/LLIPS, Thank you very much.
Mr. O'lLutA. Our second witness is Dean Jack Shainline, speaking

for Long Beach State University .in California. Dean Shainline is
representing Long Beach's distinguished president, Dr. Stephen Horn,
who has been frequently in touch, with this subcommittee and other
committees of the Congress with respect to what he considers the in-
equities of the veterans cost-of-education law.

We have. asked Dean Shainline to testify with regard to veterans'

cost of instruction and to add his comments on any other institutional
aid issues which he believes the subcommittee should 'be dealing with
during this current appearance.

Dean Shainline, please be seated and we appreciate your appearance.

STATEMENT OP DEAN SACK SMA/NZINE, STUDENT APPAIRS,

OALIPORNIA STATE UNIVERSITY, LONG =AM, CALM

Mr. SHAINIIRE. Mr. Chairman, I am pleased to hear your remark
about California. I was concerned for a moment when you started,

6 d'
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There are two attachments with 1my testimony. this morning.; One is
an attachment which gives the 14 basic services. which we are attempt-ing to perform for our student veterans at California State Uni-
versity,14ong Beach,

The second, which I think, is significant, is a letter from Dean David
Travis, assistant statewide dean in our system-, which gives some, very
accurate facts and figures of California and of the State university and
college Fystem and particularly the veterans population relative to
higher education in Los :Angeles County.

Mr, Chairman, gentlemen of the subcommittee we have almost
6,000 veterans enrolled at California State University,, Long Beach,This is the largest veteran population on any campus in the United..
States, and most of them are there because of GI benefits. Most are
Vietnam era veterans, A lot are married with children, Most need out-
side jobs in order to be able to subsist.

That puts a lot of pressure on our institution, There is a tremendousamount of staff and paperwork involved in processing thousands of
-nrollment certifications.

Our Veterans' Affairs Office, which was set up and has been keptrun-ning for the last years out of our own limited budgetary hide andvarious other catch-as-catch-can budgetary sources, has acted as thehaw of recorclkeeying for veterans for registration .purposes and asthe university liaison agency to the Veterans' Administration.
Much of its time hits-been taken up processing the forms and infor-

mation necessary for what has become the almost chronic problem of
late checks from the VA, and securing emergency loans when checks
do not come in on time,

We have also been able, with the'small staff we now have, to provide
seine counsel and advice to veterans who are having academie or per-
sonal problems and don't know where to turn for help,

Actually, this.is where most of the attention is neededin counsel-
ing veterans who are having problems in readjusting to civilians and
campus life, in providing them effective academic advisementt career
orientation, and help in finding jobs since, as you know, there is twice
as much unemployment among Vietnam veterans as among others of
their peer age group.

A Tot need assistance in finding housing. Many come from back-
grounds with inadequate academic preparation inasmuch as former
college deferment policies resulted in a concentration of noncollege and
.often minority youths with deprived backgrounds, in the armed
services,

These same men now either want a college education and are lesswell' prepared for it than most, thus requiring tutorial and remedial
programs by the university,, or they are less aware than others that a
college or university education is a possibility for them, and that re-
quires a recruitment effort by the university, as well as the Veterans'
Administratioit,,and other agencies,

As I said, this is where most of our attention and efforts in the
campus office of veterans' attairs should bedirectedtoward providing
veterans not only with educational opportunities that other students
are provided with by our institution, but also with the special help and
special services that many veterans need and which cannot be provided through existing university programs.

f?'
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These regular and niore traditional programs are already over-
loaded with the needs of the 25,000 nonveteran population of the uni-
versity and hindered by limited budgetary support.,

Yet, because of lack of stair, our office of veterans' affairs has been
mostly preoccupied with the daily recordkeeping and paperwork and

where is veteran X's last cheek.
We are far from attaining the 14-point program of basic services

which. is attached and which sets out the objectives of the veterans'
affairs program on our campus. The minimal amount we have been

able to do to .nove toward these goals, as I stated earlier, has been
done by stretching to the breaking. point our existing limited resources.

You can inut.gme our delight therefore, when the possibility of vet-
erans' cost-of-instruction payments came about in 1972. Nowhere in

the United States was there a campus so badly in need of aid to make

its institution respective enough to the broad-ranged educational re-
quirements of so many veterans,

You can also imagine our chagrin, therefore, when we found that in
order to qualify for such funds, we would have to increase our vet-

erans enrollment by 10 percent.
For us at California State University, Long Beach, that meant some

600 more veterans. Here we've been working hard for the past several
years to get them to come to the university for the necessary education

even without the impetus of cost of instruction, and now we find our-

selves virtually, punished for our past achievement,
.That's espec,ally galling when a university or college "brand X"

down the road or across the Los Angeles basin, which has, say, 200

veterans, either because of its location or because it has not been recruit.

ing, only needs 20 more veterans to become eligible forhad the law
been fully fundedsome .$300 of institutional support per full-time
equivalent veteran to provide that veteran with the needed educational

opportunities.
Not only do we need cost -of- instruction payments hi order to meet

the demand put on higher educational institutions by Federal pro-
grams which increase accessibility to higher education (as they rightly

shoull, both in general and for veterans in particular, but large in-
stitutions with already substantial veteran enrollment such as Cali-

fornia State University, long Beach, should not be penalized as they

have been by the 10-percent increase eligibility criterion, particularly
difficult at a time of generally leveling of or declining enrollments

nationally,
The current amendment being offered to the original so-called Cran-

ston amendment calls fora 10 percent veteran enrollment of total un-
dergraduate enrollment as an alternative to the 10-pereent increase in

the number of veterans per se.
We strongly support this revision. 1t, not only provides a minimum

base which justifies Federal support, but it also is equitable for all in-

stitutions and does not penalize those veterans already enrolled when

enrollments fluctuate greatly,
1 understand this has now been included as an amendment in the

Senate's Elementary and Secondary Education bill and is probably

in conference this morning,
tit' re anything you can do to insure its retention in that legislation,

adeqliate cost-of-instruction payments, we could make vast
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inroads in providing what I consider to be the irreducible minimumin instructional and educationally related services to what constitutesone-fifth of our student body.
This includes not, only progress toward achieving full implementa-tion of the 14-point program for the Office of Veterans Affairs, butinsuring that we have the staff adequately trained to manage an effec-tive veterans program, that we have the best instructors and mostuseful modes of instruction for all veterans, particularly for thoseneeding learning assistance and special advisement.In a recent survey of Americans between age 16 and 25 by opinionresearcher Daniel Ynukelovich, a marked difference was demonstratedbetween the attitudes of Vietnam veterans and nonveterans of thesame age group.
In addition to the problem of unemployment, which I referred toearlier, and as a substantially greater incidence of alco3i and drug usewhich creates the need for special attention to these young veteransas a group, there was another most striking feature: only half theVietnam veterans said that things were going, well in their own lives,compared with 74.percent of the nonveterans in their age group..Education, and in most instances particularly higher education, canand must play it crucial role in restoring more of a balance.
However, we eannot do it by sweat mid tears alone, although muchof that is probably involved. We cannot do it given a strained budgetsituation.
If institutions of higher education such as California. State Uni-versity, Long Beach are to meet the needs and demands of the vet-erans who have met the needs and demands of this Nation, that can-not be effectively accomplished without Federal support to cover thecost of instruction and services to these deserving individuals.Mr. Chairman, that concludes my formal remarks and I remainavailable for questioning.
Mr, 011anA. Dean Shainline, exactly what does the amendmentthat is part of the Senate Elementary and Secondary Education billdo? That is the amendment you mentioned in your testimony.Mr, Sitnixuxn. 'The present status?
Mr. O'HARA. No; the corrective amendment, the amendment thatwould permit Long Beach to come in.
Mr. SnAtxtatxx. The corrective amendment reduces it either for 10percent to it lower figure or continues it on the basis, as I understandit, of the number of veterans an institution now has.A situation we find in Los Angeles County with the three largestof the State universities, Long Beach, Northridge, and Los Angeles,all with large student-veteran enrollments, have received no moneysunder the present status of the law.
None of these three institutions have benefited from the moneys forthis program and yet a smaller institution with 200 veterans did beimfit from the moneys. In our situation we started very early to recruitveterans and because of our metropolitan location we are easily accessi-able to a great numberof veterans,
I think the percentage is unfair and uniust when you have 6,000veterans at one institution that you can't serve with the assistanceof Federal moneys and you have 00 in another small institution whoare receiving Federal moneys and they can be served,
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Mr, O'HARA. Well, of course, one of the purposes.of the program
wit$ to increase the enrollments of veterans. That is obviously why
Senator Cranston put that provision in,

Mr. SUAINIANE, That is correct, sir, and we have increased Cali-
fornia' State University at Long Beach in our veterans enrollment
each year. Despite declining enrollments, we are one of thit few in-
stitutions of our size that gained in total enrollments and did not
suffer a decrease.

We have increased our veterans enrollment, but the point I am
making is, in order to continue to do this and at the same time meet
the services that are needed, and I don't believe these can be super-
ficial services such as telephone calls, letters, telegrams relative to late
checks, but these must be professional services, special kinds of coun-
selling, special kinds of tutorial assistance, et cetera.

In order to do these things and still increase enrollments, we need
financial support. We just can't continue without the Federal moneys
front this program. The percentage increase, I am not sure whether we
will meet it this year or not. I think probably we will meet it this year.
But there will he other large institutions that will not meet the
increase.

Mr, O'llAnA. The law currently permits the institution to use half
of its veterans cost-of-instruction money for general institutional pur-
poses. That is right ?

Mr. SIIAXNLINE, Yes.
Mr. O'HARA. It does ?
Mr. SIIAINLINE. Yes,
Mr. O'HARA. What do you think of that as a policy matter? Is there

any reason why the veterans cost-of-instruction fund should be used
for anything other than supporting veterans services?

Mr. SIMINLIN. I don't think it should be utilized for anything
other than supporting veterans' services. I think it should be assured
that the institution utilizes that money to support its veterans, I don't
think we could take that money and support other elements of the
university,

This money must be directly related to assisting the veteran, in my
opinion.

Mr, O'HARA. Mr, Benitez, do you have any questions for Dean
Shainline?

Mr. Btxtm. Yes, I have two questions.
Following up on this one just made by the chairman, am I to un-

derstand that you think the university should not use part of the
Federal moneys received for veterans to compensate for the expenses
of education of the veterans?

Mr. SILUNLINE, Yes, I feel that the moneys should be used to benefit
ithe veterans whether it is directly on his head or not,

Mr. BENtirEz. The education of veterans as well as the education of
any other student is quite an expensive proposition ilk far as the uni-
versity is concerned.

Mt' SitAINIIM Yes, sir.
Mr. Bniorkz, And It would seem that there is an argument, to say

that the proportionate part of the cost that results from education of
the veterans should be utilized in conjunction with the general fund
for education,

;4 ,
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Mr. SITAINLINE, Yes, .I believe all I am saying is, that the money's
purpose, it seems to me, is to ultimately, no matter how it is used, is
to make certain that we give the veterans the assistance that is needed.

I think the assumption is that the young Vietnam veteran particu-
larly needs more support and more assistance and more help than the
average student,

Mr, BENITEZ. There is one interesting statistic you submitted here
saying that one-half of the veterans, Vietnam veterans, think things
are going well with them in their own lives wit Teas before. Is there
any comparable statistic with the other veterans?

Mr. SITAINLINE. The older veterans?
Mr. BENITEZ. Other Veterans such as from Korea and 'other war

activities?
Mr. SIIAINLINE. We are involved at the present time in trying to do

a study which is a. most difficult study to complete. We are attempting
to do this through our counseling.center and our testing office, to try
to determine what the difference is between the young Vietnam vet.:
eran and Korean veteran or World War II veteran.

It would be an assumption on my. part without statistical evidence
to back it up but in my opinion a fair assumption is that the younger
veteran does have much more adjustment difficulty than the Korean
veteran o, veteran of World War II.

Mr. Iii.wrruz. On, what do you base that?
Mr. SITAINLINE. The nature of the war, the unpopularity of the war,

the fact that those of the Korean and World War II came back feel-
ing like they were some kind of person, their services to their country
was appreciated. I don't feel a lot of these people come home with the
same attitude that we came home with, either those of Vietnam or t ven
Korea. Many of these young Vietnam Veterans have guilt feelings
ror taking part in that particular war.

Mr. BENITEZ. There is no comparable study, or is there a. comparable
study at the time of the return of the veterans from Korea which could
be tested against the one to which you have just alluded?

Mr, SIIAINLINE, I think there are some studies, although I can't
quote them for you now, I remember being involved in helping to
write a publication which had to do with the brainwashing business
of the Korean veteran, but I don't know of these studies from the
Korean war, It is an interesting point.

Mr. BENITEZ. Well, you are testifying then, as far as the veterans
from the Vietnam war, that the ie is this significant difference in well
being and in adjustment?

SITAIINIMNE. We find that so: yes, sir,
I think you raised a very significant point and, if this study could

be clone, I think the results would be very interesting,
Mr. IiENrrilz. Well, the reason I do ask is I remember when other

veterans had returned from other wars and my experience with them
was there was always a problem of adjustment,

MI% StIAINLINE, Yes,
Mr, Thortm. But that the problem of adjustment after a while

turned out to produce much better students than the non - veteran stu-
dents at that time, I am just concerned whether that situation has
changed significantly or not,

%.,
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Mr. SUAINLINL It is my opinion that it has. The veteran needs
more of all of the special kinds of services that a university can offer

than either the Korean veteran or the veteran of World War
Mr. 13Exrryz. Would that be the result of the differences in the type

of the two wars?
Mr. Summaxn. Yes, sir, I would say so. Having been in higher

education 28 years I would definitely, answer that in the affirmative.
Mr. O'HARA. Thank you, Mr. Benitez.
Mr. Shainline, the staff has called my attention to a new veterans

representative program that the Veterans'A' ministration announced.
What do you know about that and to what extent will that provide

soine of the services that your office has been providing?
Mr. SAINLINE. It is very interesting that you asked that, sir, since

we had a meeting on Friday last with the two gentlemen from the
Los Angeles Regional Office and our staff that works with our Vet-
erans Affairs Office which we have under the Dean of Counseling and
Testing, we feel that is the appropriate format from which that Vet-
erans Affairs Office should operate with.

There is much anxiety and colleen' about this in the State of Cali-
fornia in the university and State college system and I think in the
university system.

Our meeting was, I must say, delightful with the regional rep-
resentatives, because the thing that we were concerned about, these are
entry level people, young Vietnam veterans, just slightly over com-
parable age to the students, and I think they are going to be well chosen.
but they will need further training and experience.

In fact, I think two may be our own graduates. We are interested in
the dual line of responsibility to the Veterans' Administration and
to the university and the fact that these people would not try to do in-
depth counseling and academic counseling, not being trained for it.

However, the approach of Stephen Horn and myself, our President,
was not in the negative to this program. We feel the "Vets Rep" per-
sonnel can done fail into our ongoing program, This is what we pro-
posed to the Regional Office representatives ;

Will you work as a team with us? Can we offer a service to these
young people coming in in these entry level positions so we can put
them into an orientation program, have them rork in our management
seminars, have them work in our counseling staff seminars which we
have weekly

So we were delighted with the meeting. They understand that the
veterans representatives, "Vet Reps" as they are called, are not going
to replace the Veterans affairs people we already have working.

iIt is a different kind of function, They will perform that function,
as I see it, that I referred to very early in my testimony, of the late
checks, and the benefits of which there are, as you know, numerous
ones; but they will not be serving a dual role or overlapping role with
the counseling and advising kinds of programs that the cost-of-
instruction funds permit although let ins emphasize I don't visualize
the Vets Reps program in a negative way as some of the universities
do,

Mr. O'HARA, You indicate in your testimony that much of your
time, and the time of your office, much of its time has been taken up
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processing the forms and information necessary for what has become
the almost chronic problem of late checksfrom the VA,

Mr. SHAINLINE. That is correct. That has been going on a lot of the
time and I think in time that hopefully these functions will be assumed
by the veterans representative. But before you can even work with
some of the veterans we have on our campus there has to be rapport
established and there has to be someone there who can establish this
rapport.

I believe these veterans representatives, and I think between 2 or 2.5
on our campus, since we are the largest, will be able to pick up some of
that or most of that so that we can get down to the business of really
educating veterans.

We tyre talking about education, not the clerical kind of telephone
calls and paper processing that we want to do in the 14-point program
we have been attempting to do, despite the lack of funding for it.'

Nov, the veteran needs more, in my opinion, the student veteran
needs* more, a lot more than just the paper pushing, if I may use thatphrase, in getting his money and knowing that there is a benefit out
there of a loan and so forth and so on.

I believe that very strongly and my President believes that very
strongly.

Mr. O'HARA. Thank you very much, Dean Shainline.
Mr. SI-MINI:IND. Thank you for provi,ding DAC with the privilege.

Mr. Benitez, my son and wife are going to Puerto Rico to work.
{Letter follows:]

THE CALIFORNIA STATE IJNIVERSrrY AND COLLEGES,
Los Angeles, Calif Jane 18,1974.

Mr. JOHN SHAINLINE,
Dean of Students, California State University, Long Beach, Calif.

DEAR JACK: I have just learned that you will be in Washington, D.C. next
week to discuss the problems associated with the institutional eligibility re-quirements for funding veterans services through the Veterans Cost of InstructionProgram,

In my duties as Veterans Coordinator for the California State University and
Colleges, I have worked closely with federal officials administering this program.
I must say that I have been favorably impressed with the management and resultsof the VCIP effort, However, since I must work with nineteen universities and
colleges with a total enrollment of 287,105, the nation's largest system of higher
education, it is very disappointing for me to understand and justify the inequitiesin terms of veterans services between ourcampuses,

Allow me to provide you with some facts based on the number of eligible
veterans securing VA benefit checks ao of April, 1974

1. Almost 42% (41,86 %) of the veterans enrolled in the California State
University and Colleges (15,884 of 80,035) attend institutions that are not eligi-
ble for VCI funding, These veterans are therefore deprived of the support pro-vided to those who happen to attend campuses that increased their veteransenrollment 10% from April 192 to April 1973.

2. In Los Angeles County, there are 84,407 students attending college on four
state university campuses at Dominguez Bills, Los Angeles, Long Beach, and
Northridge, Out of 10,400 VA eligible veterans, 9570 attend Long Beach, DM
Angeles and Northridge, representing 91.9% of the total veterans enrollment.
None of these institutions have a VCI program. Therefore, in California's most
populated county, with an employment rate that exceeds the national average,
nine of every ten veterans attending a state university or college campus must
do without the services available to other veterans on hundreds of collegecampuses elsewhere.

8. Let us use Long Beach State as on example. With 11874 veterans, you have
the largest veterans enrollment in the nineteen campus system, According to the
Veterans Administration, Long Beach State has the largest veterans enrollment
in California, Our records show that,13,0% of your students are currently re-

b ,
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ceiviug 0,I. 13111 payments, 1114- compared to a percentage of 13.05% on the thirteen
USW campuses receiving VCI funds. But your 'veterans are denied the services
available to so ratan y others.

I want you to know that you have my full Support in your efforts to haiie
Congressmen recognize the need to revise the VOI eligibility requirements..

I am especially concerned about the paucity of services available in Los An-
geles County. one out of every four veterans in the state universities and col-
leges is attending classes on the three non-VCI funded campuses in Los Angeles.
As stated above, they represent nine out of ten veterans on the four OSUC
campuses in the county.

My best wishes to you in this worthwhile effort.
Sincerely.

DAVID R. TRAVIS,
Assistant Dean, Student Affairs.

thwlosure.

THE FOURTEEN BASIC SERVICES To VETERANS, VETERANS' AFFAIRS PROGRAM,
CALIFORNIA STATE Uxtvzitsrrv, LONG BEAC1L

Financial.
?inane WI advice of all kinds.
Emergency loans and loan: sources to keep a veteran in school.
Referral to Financial Aids.

lufmniution.To. answer the myriads of questions veterans have about the
University, their education, their problems, their benefits, and the other lif 18Ie
SerfticeS, The majority of veterans have little or no idea of the many benefits
available to them.

Payment:4,-0f vital and greatest importance is all the paper and form proe-
easing to assure. veterans that they will receive their Day checks, and on time!
This constitutes the overriding concern since the volume of transactions region-
ally and nationally MUMS problems in the Veterans' Administration for which
we are a processing agency. at the University.

Job PlarententeVeterans need part-time and full-time jobs, since VA allow-
ances aretruly minimal. Many veterans have families and hardship problems.

Medical.Liaison with the nearby VA Hospital is kept, and veterans needing.
medical help are referred there, Handicapped veterans receive special attention,

Tutorial.Special tutoring help is available to Veterans having academic diffi-
culties and many returning veterans do. Staff counsels and refers to Learning
Assistance programs in the University.

Counseling.Discovery of. deeper problems by VAO staff results in appoint-
ments made for veterans with professional counsels of the Counseling Center.
Ours is a screening function on psychologically or problem.burdened veterans.
No in-depth counseling IS performed by VAO staff.

Referrat.Other' agencies on the citinpus and in the community can help vet-
erans immensely ; but they do not realize or know of their existence. Staff refer
veterans to utilize these many already existing services.

Admissions.Initial inquiries about the University conic by the hundreds,.
Staff is grounded in the fundamentals of admissions to get veterans started on
the right track.

Adlsory.Advive ranges from individual attention to a veteran, to inform-
ing the departments of veteran services, to acquainting the University Adminis-
tration with the nature, extent, and statistics of veterans'problems.

.
RECRUITMENT AND OUTREACH

keerall ?neut.Since veterans are not aware of their educational. benefits (only
25% nationally are taking advantage of them), outreach counselors '(peel' vet'
Aran students on half-time employment) go into the rommunities to see groups
of veterans, at eoitunnnity agencies, hospitals, etc., and explain benefits of a vol
lege education, outwit and others. One objective is to increase ottvenrollmeni;
the greater income supports all University programs.

Outreach.--Distinguished from recruitment in that many benefits to veterans
are not directly educational; e.g., twine loans, personal loans, employment op-
portunities, disability claims, etc. The Veterans' Affairs staff simply cannot mine'
with the volume and OUP supplemental services in our area of greater tos Att
geies are vital,

6 iA
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idilsOtt---Internreting
'

informing, -reseatelting, attending ageney and com-
munity Meetings, all ccinstitute a vitalservice,

Centralization of Services.To serve as a clearing house in our area anions
agencies and 'institutions, since veterans transfer to and from colleges, and rec-
ords mid .pak 'checks mnst follow them. The 'clearing house function saves many
Problems, delays, And often tragedies when cheeks are lost or late,

Peraonalizatioi*.-4,000 veterans 'on: this campus are unique individuals with
their problems, and burdens, different in many ways from their fellow 25,000 non-
veteran students:' The veteran is faced with the readjustment to civilian life,
usually just as he has completed his adjustment to military life, .

If lie is either returning to the academic life or- fitting a campus for the first
time, this "civilian adjustment" is further complicated by an "academic adjust-
ment," A personal Contact with our staff makes the difference between "turn on
and turn off," between disappointment land a problem to the community) and
motivation to make a new life and become a productive member of the com-
munity. We have found the services to be essential and appreciated. Our staff is
vital to their continuance. .

Mr. BENITEZ. That is very nice.
Mr. O'HARA. Thank you.
Our third and fourth witnesses this morning are two highly re-

spected college presidents.
Dr. HoWard.13owen, chancellor of Claremont' University Center in

California. is a nationally. known expert on the economics of vostsec!.
ondary edUcation. A president of a distinguished private, institution,
and a product of an equally distinguished 'public institution, Dr.
Bowen enjoys the respect of people on both sides of the somewhat
sharp controversy between public and private institutions Over queS-
tions of aid, tuition, and related issues.

Dr. Lewis C. Dowdy; president of North Carolina Agrictdtural
and Technical State University, and the President of the National As-
sociation of:State Universities and Lnad-Grant. Colleges, has 4. wide-
spread reputation as an articulate and Well-informed spokesman With
regard to the problems of-State institutions, particularly the. predomi-
nantly black institutions.

I have asked both these gentlemen to talk with the subcommittee
about the general financial -Situation in which institutions of higher
education find themselves today and the situation in the context of
which cost of instruction 'and other institutional aid programs have
to be considered, If Drs. Bowen and Dowdy will each present their
views we can question them both when they have finished.

Gentlemen, if you will please take your places at the witness table,
we would like to hear from yin.

STATEMENT OP DR. LEWIS C. DOWDY, CHANCELLOR, NORTH CARO-
LINA AGRICULTURAL AND TECHNICAL STATE UNIVERSITY,
GREENSBORO, 11.0.

Mr. Dowiw, Mr. Chairman and members of the committee. I am
-Lewis Dowdy, chancellor of North Carolina Agricultural and Tech-
nical State :University and I inn pleased to have. been invited to give
my views on student assistance.

"You have my statement before you. I will not read it all but will hit
some of the highlights of it,

While I appear before you thday As President of the National Asso-
ciation of State Universities and Land -Grant Colleges and tis a mem-
ber of the board of directors of the American Council on Education

1.)
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and the advisory board of Southern Regienal Education Board, I do

net repr6ent either of.thead ;"
I ha Wlieen tusked tO sneak to the question of student assistance and

institutional support from the background of my own experience and

which will also reflect the -views of those. in other institutions stfnilarly

situated.
Even though I do not -officially represent my colleagues of institu-

tions similar to the one t represent, t wish to share some inforMation

about these institutions with you.
There are ;34 .hisforically black . colleges . and -Universities lOcated

primarily in the southern region. Of this nuMber, there are 16 land

grantcollegessometimes referred to as 1890 colleges,
The combined enrollment in tliese 4 c011eges is approximately 110,-

000; which prodtices a combined graduating class of about 17,000 pei

year to be pumped into the.bloodstreaMof our society.
The *average parenital income' of ,students at these colleges is abOut

$6,000 aminally,,and, about half ,of the students C0116 from rural areas
where a steady level of income is less likely than in -urban areas,

It is readily apparent that parents who him° sons and daughters in
college with this level of income must make a much larger sacrifice and

share a greater percenta.ge of their income to finance postsecondary
education of their offspring than do parents withligher incomes,

For the past 90 years, theseinstitutions have been training leaders

for 'our great Nation and they face a future of rendering even broader

contributions . through instruction, service, and research provided
fuller financial support is forthcoming from'Federaland State sources
for both the student and the institution,

Providing low-cost, high-quality education to students of all races
is the principal role of these colleges and universities, and they stand
ready to serve a broader constituency and new roles as a viable-sector
and equal partner in,: the total structure of American higher education.

Now, I turn my attention to each of the separate student assistance

programs under title IV and the institutional support program.

Tun NATIONAL DIIIECYr (DEVENSE) STUDIINT LOAN

I feel that this program should be continued beeause it is crucial for
students from families with low incomes. In many cases, this is the
onlyloan program that students and parents can turn to because of the

provision for interest-free loans during the time the borrower is in
school,' the lowinterest rate during repayment period, and the ex-
tended time for repayment, plus cancellation provisions for teaching
and military service;

More than half of .these loans have been made to students from
families with annual incomes of tinder $6,000. Students who use these
loans usually come from a background that would not present a very
positive application for borrowing through the guaranteed loan pro-
gram.

Their families do not, generally, have gond credit references and in

many Meg have been told that the bank refuses to grant loans even
under this plan unless the family can put tip collateral.

In addition to this difficulty, repayment under the guaranteed loan
plan has higher interest which almost defeats the plan used by most

(2.3
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low-income families to provide postsecondary education for their
children. It is .generally the policy in low-income families to require
the first offspring who finishes college to get a job so that he may help
defray the expenses of sending other members of the family to college,
and this processs continues down the line until all who have the will
and ability to go to college finish.

. WORK STUDY PROGRAM

The College Work Study program is an excellent program because
it provides an opportunity to develop the discipline and the habit of
working.

In addition to that, it provides on- the -job training to students be-
cause many students work in laboratories and they work in work
situations which are closely related to their major areas.

On the other hand, for students who come to our colleges who have
had disadvantaged backgrounds and used to spend all of their time in
eliminating those deficit areas in their educational background, this
program will not work well for them.

GUARANTEED LOAN PROGRAM

The Guaranteed Loan program is of great assistance to the middle-
and upper.income families because it provides an excellent source of
funds to underwrite postsecondary education for families in these
brackets.

Guaranteed loans would not assist low-income families to the extent
of the National Defense Student Loan program. In the first place,
poor people ,just cannot see making such a big debt with high interest
rates so far in advance of how they are going to pay it back and what
they are going to do after finishing college.

Many low-income families find it extremely difficult to borrow underthis plan. In many eases the banks require some type of collateral be-
cause the families have not had a very glowing credit record. The
magnitude of a large debt could be frightening to not only the family
but also to the student involved.

In reality, it is possible for two students to get married, graduate
from college and face it $20,000 debt with 7- percent intrust fultlerl be-
fore they have bought the first baby crib or frying pan. Then I believe
they would go for simultaneous universal suicide.

Therefore, I suggest that the National DefenseDirectStudent
Loan program be continued to serve those families that are not in pose.
tion to benefit from this type of program and the Guaranteed Loan
program will continue to serve to assist those families who have the
financial resources sufficient to handle this arrangement.

Next, the Supplemental educational Opportunity Grants.
This, program should be continued until we see how the basic op-

portunity educational grants will work out.

SUPPLEMENTAL oremrioxAt, OPPORTUNITY GRANTS

The Supplemental 'Mutational Opportunity Grants have served a
great need for the very low income families who just did not have the

0
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first funds to begin with. This program should be continued until such
time as the Basic Educational Opportunity Grants Program shall have
been implemented sufficiently through increased funds and better pro-
cedures, including increased awareness on the part of the students and
parents to take advantage of the Basic Educational Opportunity
Grants Program.

Since the Basic Educational Opportunity Grants Program is han
died in a different fashion than the Supplemental Opportunity Grants
Program, it will take some time for students and parents to adjust. to
the new procedure. Therefore, I feel that after the 1974-1975 school
year the Basic Educational Opportunity Grants Program can very
well replace the Supplemental Ttalucational Opportunity Grants,

I am concerned that a $1,400 maximum may not help take care of
the cost of education of a student from a low.income family and he
has to match or package his funding program; meaning that he would
have to go and borrow some money if lie can't get it from the
guaranteed loan program, then he has nowhere else to turn to.

I am saying we ought to keep alternative means for funding post-
secondary education in the student assistance program.

Next, the institutional grants program I heartily endorse because
I think that to maintain and to raise the quality of our various educa-
tional programs it is necessary to have this general institutional sup-
port.

Student support does not underwrite the tan' cost of the kind of in
structional programs that American citizens wish for their sons and
daughters.

This need is even greater in the historically black colleges because
they are still in the process of overcoming the long years of unequaled
support.

With general institutional support I think that these colleges and
many colleges that are similarly situated could reach the pinnacle of
neem in higher education more quickly and close the ,dap between

ibecoming and being an excellent institution of higher education.
I sincerely endorse the assistance to institutions of higher education

as proposed by Congress as necessary and appropriate if, we are to
continue to look to these institutions as leaders in providing skilled
manpower and well trained leadership for one Nation,

The special, programs for students from disail antaged background,
that is, the trio programs, which include talent search, upward bound,
and special services,

We have had experiettee with this program and we also worked with
the Model Cities program, We have discovered students who never
thought. they could go to college and now many of them are in gradu-
ate schools because they had this oppotitunity.

We have an 82percent. success in graduate schools from the students
who have been in this program.

One comet% 1 have is that in colleges such as the ones I fun talking
about that do not have large endowment 'binding programs, where the
majority of students have a maximum need factor and where tnaxi.
mum dependency exists on federally sponsored, oe sponsored federally
assisted programs to gain It succesful education. while, I went the
basic grants program as a means to attainment of edttention the initial
year of this program left tnuelt to be desired.
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With the increase in the level of individual grants for the 107445
school year, this aspect of the entitleMent, concept should be greatly
improved. .

.

However, improvements are needed in the applicatipn 'proceas tor
this and other kinds of financial. assistance programs Ivith MI.
provement in the delivery system,

Another concern is one which isolates to the matchin?.. aspect of .the
program and the emphasis that has been placed on, us of guaranteed
loans as a resource for matching with the attendant recommendation
for phasing out the national direct student loan.program as a Matching
resource,

I have indicated, I believe, that there ought to be alternative sources
to which these students and their parents may turn to secure thelse.
quire funding.

I heartily endorse, as a means of minimizing the amount of money
a student must, borrow in order to attain an education,.that we con-
tinue the equal opportunities program for some time in the future
until we find out how the basic opportunities program is going to work
out.

. .

Considering the experiences that we have had with several
student assistance programs and the comments I have received from
time to time from my colleagues in other institutions, I strongly recom-
mend that the present programs be retained so that we may provide
alternative funding for different kinds of problems and needs of our
students,
'In addition, I suggest that .a way be found to simplify the present

multiple process included in securing financial aid,
I wish to thank the Members of this committee and you, Mr, Chair.

man, for inviting me to appear before you on such an important issue
that will not only affect the lives of so many of our citizens but may
be the key to continued progress for the greatest nation on. the face
of the earth.

I close by paraphrasing a statement front John Dewey, "What the
best and wisest parent wants for his own child that must the Nation
want for all of its children."

O'llAnA, Thank you very much, Dr. Dowdy,
Mr, 13oweii,

STATEMENT OF DR, HOWARD BOWEN, CHANCELLOR, CLAREMONT
UNIVERSITY ()ENTER, CLAREMONT, CALIF.

Ilmws. Thank you Mr, Chairman and Congressman Benitez,
I was asked to provide some long-range perspective on the future

financing of postsecondary education, so I shall not. speak to particu.
tar pr ey1SI011s of proposed bills,

The field is very with and file time is short so I have chosen to focus
on two topics, one being the long - range demand for postsecondary
education and the other the financing of the private colleges and
universities,

I have prepared some statistical tables which I hope you have before
you and I will refer to them as I go along.

Let me begin with an analysis of potential future demand. In my
judgment, future demand maybe melt higher than is commonly sup.
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posed, I would like to begin with population estimates: My first table
is simply a census projection to the year 2000, It shows that the total
population will increase by about 60 millions, and that the number in
the 18.0.24 age group, which is now around 24 and a half million,
will reach something like 28 million at the end of the century.

This would increase by about 14 percent.

TABLE 1.--POPULATION ESTIMATES,1970-20001

(In thousands)

total
Ages 18 to 21 Ages 18 to 24 population

1910
1975 ... .
1980
1990
2000.. .

13, 076
15,226
15, 528
13,563
18,163

22, 552
25,870
27,361
23,406
27, 877

204, 879
213,925
224,132
246,639
264, 435

Source: Bureau of the Census, "Projections of School and College Enrollments 1971 to 2000," Washington: U.S. De,

parlment of Commerce, series P-25, No. 143, January 1972, pp. 6-9, "Statistical Abstract of the United States, 1973,"
pp. 6-7. These estimates assume that on the average women will bear 2.11 children during their lifetimes,

Dr, BOIVEN. But higher educational enrollments are affected by
many influences other than population growth and so I have presented
in table Z a projection of enrollments in higher education made by
the Carnegie Commission, This estimate suggests that in the rest of
the century the number of persons in higher education might increase
by 56 percent.

TABLE 2, ESTIMATED ENROLLMENTS IN HIGHER EDUCATION, 1970-2000 I

tin thousands)

Nu AbreSrOg equivalents

1970
1980
1990.
2000

11

8,649
11, 670
11,402
14,295

6,764.
8, 896
8, 502

10,561

Source: Carnegie Commission on Higher Education, "Priorities fat Action: Final Report," New York: McGrawHill
Book Co., 1973, p. 103. Figures Math to opening fall enrollment, and assumeconsiderable growth of nontraditional study.

Dr, BOWEN, Now a 56- percent increase in enrollment over 80 years
averaging about 1.5 percent a year, would be tiny compared with the
actual enrollment growth from 1956 to 1069 which averaged 7,5 percent
a year.

But a 50-percent growth from the very large base of 1970 would be
far from negligible, It would mean that half its much new college and
university capacity would have to be put in place In the next 30 years
as exists today. But I don't take these projections too seriously. We all
know that demographic projections have a way of going awry, They
rest on a lot, of assumptions that inity, or may not prove valid. The de-
mand for higher education is not independent of the supply, The
number of students who will be in higher education in the year 2000
will be determined by the number and kinds of institutions available,
by the relevancy and attractiveness of the programs they offer, by the
convenience of the times and places at which education is offered, by
the character of the admissions requirements, by the tuition charges,
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by the terms of financial aid, by arrangements for released time fromwork for education, and other conditions that are on the supply sideof this market.
It has been demonstrated over and over again that students both

young, and oldTespond when new institutions are located near theirhomes, when courses are offered at convenient times, when obsolete
admissions requirements are removed, et cetera.

In other words, there is not some given demand to which supply mustadjust; rather demand is highly flexible and expansible depending onthe kind of education offered and the terms on which it. is available.
To illustrate the effect of supply on enrollment, one needs only topoint out how different enrollments in American higher education

would have been if there had never been a Morrill Act, or a communityMINT movement, or a T bill.
The high rate of college -going in the United Statesas compared with

many other countries is explained almost entirely by the greater avail-
ability of supply in our country.

So projections of enrollments which purport to measure the demand
to which supply should be adjusted are by themselves not very useful.
An equally relevant consideration is to determine what, in the public
interest, should be the supply to which demand can adjust.

If one were to predict enrollment in 2000 on the assumption of arigid, conventional education with high tuitions and limited studentaid and designed primarily for young, male, upper income students,
the result would be quite different from that based on the assumptionof a diversified education with low fees and liberal student aid and
available both to the old and young, offered at convenient times and
places, and serving many different classes and backgrounds.

So the upper limit of the number of persons who may participate
in higher education is set simply by the number of persons over 18in the population. It is not even limited by age. Some of the mostactive learners today are retired people over the age of 65.

The, possibilities for expansion are illustrated by some facts about
participation rates in higher education today.

For example (see table 3), the number of women attending is more
than a million less than the number of men. .

m A Mt 8.Enrottments by 8eoh 9173-74
Men 5, 808, 000Women 4, 270, 000

Difference 1,128, 000
Source t "the Chronicle of Higher Education," January 14, 1074, p. 10. Pima relate toopening fall enrollment.

DP, bOWEN*. As shown in table 4, the relative number of low-income
persons attending is far below that for high-income persons.

trAin,r, 4,Particititien rate, Pergoaa of aae 18 to 24 by lawny ittoonte, 1972
[Percentage of 1824year.olde attending college full time)boom °lost

*0 to $8,000 13$8,000 to $5,000 12$5,000 to $7,500 28$7,500 to $10,000 82$10,000 to $15,000 41Over $15,000 56
Source National Commimion on the Elhaneing Poebateondary Education, PinnfteingPoqtaecondory Vanuafon in the. United Rotes. lirooliington s U.S. Government PrintingMee, 1078, 0, 27.
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Dr, BOWEN, Only 15 percent of persons 15 to 24 years of age from
very low-income fanilies are attencling compared with 56 percent
of those from fainil` ea with incomes over $15,000.

There are also surprisingly wide variations among the States in
college attendance. (See table 5.) If one mentions the extremes, in one
State college attendance is 24 percent of the 18- to 24-year-old group
and in another it is 59 percent. The national average is 39 percent.

TABLE 5.ENROLLMENTS AND POPULATION OF AGES 18 TO 24, SELECTED STATES

Iln thousands'

Enrollment as
Population percentage of

of ages 18 to 24 Enrollment a Population of
(1970) (1972) ages 18 to 24

Arizona 211 124 59
Utah 143 82 57
California 2, 447 1, 311 54
Oregon 238 123 52
South Carolina 352 94 27
Arkansas 211 54 25
Alaska 46 12 25
Georgia 588 141 24

American Council an Education, "Fact nook on Higher Education," 2d issue, 1973, pp. 73.68-9.
I Carnegie Commission on Higher Education, "Priorities for Action: Final Report,' New York: McGraw.Hill Book Co,,

1973, PP, 101-2.

Dr. BOWEN. Now, there is some overlap or double counting when
one considers the differences in college attendance by sex, income class,
and States. Nevertheless, after adjusting for this overlap, if women
would attend at the same rate as men, if low income people could at-
tend at the same rate as 'high income people', 'if attendance rates were

ias high throughout the country as they are in the leading States, en-
rollment would probably be increased by 6 or 7 million.

And if persons beyond the usual college age began attending in
rapidly growing numbers as they show every sign of doing, enroll-
ments would grow even more.

A doubling of present enrollments of 8 million is not out of the
question by the end of this century.

One may argue that the upper limit on college attendance will ul-
timately be set by the number of persons capable of doing college
level work, but even this limit is not as rigid as is sometimes supposed.

We have learned over the past several decades that the number of
persons capable of doing college work as conventionally defined vastly
exceeds our earlier expectations.

The average ability level of high school graduates continuing on
to college rose over the period from 1925 to 1961. When our educational
system was rapidly expanding. Recently we have begun to dip into
lower average ability levels. Indeed the community college exists pre-
cisely to expand opportunity to a wider range of students. Neverthe-
less, there are many indications that millions of young people of high
academic ability are still not in college,

The question of 'what we mean by college level work is also ainbigu-
oils. The higher educational system has expanded and offered an ever
wider range of both academic and vocational programs.

We look now upon qualification not us meeting some arbitrary level
of IQ, but rather as the capacity to benefit from additional edttca-
tion of an appropriate kind whether it be academic or vocational,

b 4.
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No one would argue that a high proportion of the population is
qualified for our most selective colleges, and I do not suggest that'all
institutions should have open admissions. But it may be argued that
most people could benefit from postsecondary education if there were
sufficiently, varied institutions offering suitable _programs.

So a basic question facing American society in the remainder of this
century is: How much higher education should be offered? This ques-
don cannot be answered merely by projecting demand on the assump-
tion that higher education will continue as it now exists,

It must be answered in terms of what amount would be in the long-
run. public interest if the higher educational system were properly
geared up to meet the needs of whatever students would enroll.

I believe that this question will in fact be answered along this line
That it will become the policy of the United States to provide the
facilities and encouragement so that the overwhelming majority of
our people will be able to develop themselves as human beings to
the full extent of their individual potentialities,

Education of this kind will be carried on in many ways, in many
different kinds of institutions or settings, and at many different times
within the lifespitn.

The necessary encouragement will include low tuitions, adequate
student aid, appropriate admissions requirements, varied institutions
serving many different types of students, released time from work for
education, et cetera, .

I belicsie that conventional' projeetiolis'of ent011incrits greatly tin-
derstate'both what would be desirable participation iii higher educa-
tion and what will in lad be demandedt)y the Afneriean people,

I have develdped these ideas at greater Mngth in a paper td
published- this simmer in the Educational' Beeord under the title
'Higher Education : A Gmwth Indnitry I would be pleasedto make
this paper available to the subeommittee.

Mr. 011-AnA. We would appreciate having it.
Dr. 13owtm. I would like to turn now to financing of private col-

leges and universities.
In doing so I do not mean to ignore the problem or importance of

the public sector. I look upon these two sectors as complementary, I
would like to point out, Mr. Chairman, that in my own case my entire
Murat ton occurred in public institutions,

In addition, ',have served two of them, one as clean and one as presi-
dent. I have also served some private institutions. SoI am trying to
look at this problem from the point of view of all of higher education
and the t!ttblie interest and not as n. spokesman for the private sector,

The private nonprofit sectoe of postsecondary education is in serious
jcopardy, At. the moment, most private institutions are in a condition
described by Earl F. Omit as fragile stability, Most of them have been
able to keep their operating budgets in balance by heavyhanded cost
control, rapidly rising tuitions, Anti energetic fundraising, But their
basic position is precarious. Some of the weak ones are disappearing
and others are nearing the precipice, The many others whose survival
is not in question are in danger of a weakening of their capacity for
vigorous progress and leadership,

" 4
L. 41
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An abundance of scattered evidence suggests quite firmly that in
many institutions .current income is not .keeping pace with rising,
costs, that the number of student applicants is declining, that the aver-
age academic ability of admitted students is falling and in some cases
enrollments are falling, that plant maintenance is being postponed,
and that the quality of instruction is being eroded. .

The most disquieting feature of the situation is the apparent weak-
ness in student recruitment. The decline in number of applicants is dis-
heartening, not only because students are the 'raison d'etre of colleges,
but also because students bring. with them. tuitions which are the finan-
cial mainstay of almost all private institutions.

iThe efforts of private institutions to communicate the precarious,
ness. of their situation have not been entirely successful. Few colleges
have actually gone out of business.

Many of the deficits experienced at the onset of the crisis have, as
Cheit shows, been corrected by severe budgetary control. and' by strenu-
ous efforts to,raise money and recruit students,

Most institutions are operating with seeming normality. Few wish
to advertise. their problems and apprehensions lest it discourage stu-
dents and donors. .

Yet most informed observers judge. that the balance is precarious,
and that wave of dire, and.perhaps irreversible,.distress may be ex-
pected for hundreds of worthy institutions :within the' next years
unlesi appropriate public measures are taken.. Theprablenis.:will of
course hit the weaker institutions first, and. hardest, but few will be

exempt elitirelY. I . "' !
t ,:!

The precarious cOndit ion of the ',priVate-SeOtor is iii itti Sem du6
tO its .own inadequacies or shditcomings. It has" icing servedpand eon.'
timici to serve, .the Comitry'Well,. Its current distress is titie primarily
to actions of government which have been 'wholly heyblid thereonrot
of the private sector. The basic-problem isthat privet te higher educa-
tion has been subjected to 'radical increases in competition from the
heavily subsidized public sector.

Hundreds Of new ptiblte campuses have been established, -Mani? of
them in the vicinity of long-establish4,private colleges, And the gap
between private and public tuitions lids steadily .widenedi 'Private
higher education is in a position like that of a successful buSiiiesS
which suddenly faces it worthy competitor which is subsidized by im-
minent- and is able to sell its product ut one - fourth of cost;

The private-Sector can survive with a. significant cost differential,
but it cannot survive with a differential which averages nearly $2,000
per annum for each student in institutions of comparable type es-
pecially when the gap is widening et cry Year.

The damage is not yet irreparable, moans for dealing with the
Butare at hand and well within the capacities of the country.

But a time of crisis is approaching, and the Nation needs to take a
stand on the question of the future of the private sector.

In my judgment, the case for maintaining and strengthening the
private sector is a compelling one. I shall not try to develop this case
in detail. I am sure you are aware of it, but it is outlined in table 6.
Table 7 shows the number of private institutions of various types and
their 1970 enrollments.
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TAM 6.--The Significance of private higher eclueation

1. Adds to diversity of institutions to serve varied clienteles.
2. Provides healthy competition for public sector of higher education.
3. is an important. base of academic freedom.
4. Includes many institutions of outstanding excellence and therefore of educa-

tional and intellectual leadership and standard-setting.
3. Helps to keep liberal learning vigorous and influential.
0. Espouses a philosophy of education emphasizing human scale and concern

for individual students.
7. Saves taxpayers at least $3 billion.

TABLE 7,PRIVATE COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES IN THE UNITED STATES, NUMBER AND
ENROLLMENT, BY TYPE, 1970

Number of
institutions

Enrollment
(thousands)

Doctoral. granting institutions:
Leading research universities 22 254
Other major research universities 13 112Other doctoralgranting universities 30 299

Comprehensive universities and colleges 145 523Liberal arts colleges:
Selective 144 180
Other 647

2yr colleges 256 1434
Separate specialized professional schools 357 1

Total 1,514 2,150

Source: Carnegie Commission on Higher Education, "A Classification of Institutions of Higher Education," Berkeley,
1973, pp.6-7 .

Dr. BOWEN. I would point out that there are 1,500 institutions enroll-
ing over 2 million students, I think it is one indication of the value of
the private sector that there are 2 million students attending despite
the %goo extra they must pay in average tuitions as compared with
the tuitions in the public sector.

Turning to table 8, for many years prior to 1950, enrollments in
higher education were divided about equally between the public and
private sectors,

But since 1950, which seems to have been kind of a turning point.,
private enrollments have been relatively static while public enrolments
have been growing, so the velative position of the private sector has
declined rapidly.

The percentage of students in private institutions is now about 24
percent of the total and is still falling. The influence of the private
sector continues to be substantial, but this influence cannot be sustained
if the percentage falls to 10 or 15 as it may well do without corrective
action,

TABLE 8.ENROLLMENT IN PRIVATE INSTITUTIONS AS PERCENT OF TOTAL ENROLLMENT,
UNITED STATES, 1950-73

tHutions
AU

Instituti4ons
yr

1950 50 53
1955

44
48

1960... . 45
1965 34 38
1970 27 32
1972., 24 30

Source: American Council on Education, "A Fact Book of Higher Education, Washington," 1974, pp. 9,15, Refers to
degree.Credit students.
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Dr, Bowm,'The deterioratingcondition of the private sector is illus-
trated in several of the tables that I have presented.

Table 9 shows changes in the sources of income over a long period
of time. Tuition income is relied upon more heavily than formerly, en-
dowment income is a declining share of the total, and increasingly,
private colleges are relying on current gifts for their operations with
the result that gifts which might otherwise have been added to endow-
nlents have to be spent for current operations.

TABLE 9.SOURCES OF EDUCATIONAL INCOME, PRIVATE INSTITUTIONS OF HIGHER EDUCATION,

UNITED STATES, 1929-30 TO 1970-71

(in percent(

Tuitions
and fees Government Endowment

Current
gifts Total

1929-30 57 31 12 100

1939-40 51 4 25 14 100

1949-50 42 31 13 . 14 100

1959-60 59 5 14 22

1965-66 , 64 9 10 17 18
1970-71 64 9 9 18 100

GI period.

Source: Carnegie CommisSion on Hither Education, "Higher Education: Who Pays? Who Benefits? Who Should Pay?"

New York: McGrawHill, 1973, pp. 22-23,136-61. Excludes Federal grants for research and public service, gifts designated

for student aid, auxiliary enterprise income, and otherincome.

Dr. BOWEN. Table 10 compares public and private tuitions and shows
the widening ratio between the two. The ratio used to be in the order of
3 to 31/2 to 1; it is now about 41/2 to 1. The absolute dollar gup, which
is more important to family decisions than the ratio, is now in the
neighborhood of $2,000.

TABLE 10.AVERAGE TUITIONS, SELECTED PRIVATE AND PUBLIC INSTITUTIONS, UNITED STATES, 1921 -28 TO

1973-74

Large universities Mediumsized 4-yr institutions

Ratio: private Ratio: private

20 public 14 private Dollar gap to public 12 public 14 private Dollar gap to public

1935-36 01 320 219
3.5 NI $206 $120 2.4
3,2 277 161 2,41927-28 n $267 $190

1947-48 30 442 312 3.4 157 415 258 2.6

1955-56 181 712 531 3.9 202 661 459 3.3

190-64 290 1,339 1,049 4.6 307 1,257 950 4.1

1971 72 549 2,353 1,804 4.3 552 2,288 1,736 4,1

1913 -,4 556 2,523 1,967 4.5 605 2,501 1,896 4.14.
Dr. BOW EN. Table 11 compares tuitions with pa. capita disposable

incomeper capita disposable income is one tneasttre of family in-
come. It shows that private tuitions have 'been rising more rapidly
than per capita disposable income, and therefore that a steadily higher
percentage of family income is necessary to keep students in private

icolleges, This is not so for public institutions,

89-528-14---3
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TABLE 11,AVERAGE TUITIONS AS PERCENTAGE OF DISPOSABLE INCOME PER CAPITA, 1927-28 TO 1972-73

Public Institutions Private institutions

20 large
14 medium.

sized All 14 large
14 medium.

sized All

1927-28 12 13 40 311935 -36I 20 22 62 541947-48 10 12 34 321955-56 10 12 3 10 41 38 3 341963-64 13 13 10 59 55 441971-72 14 14 10 62 60 471972-73 14 13 9 63 58 46

I Depression years,
1956-57.

Source: Arnglcah Council on Education, "A Fact pepir on Nigher Education," Washington 1913, pp. 155-57; U.S. Officeof Education, Projections of Educational Statistics," washIngton: U.S. Government Printing office, various annual editionse.g., 1971, PP. 106-7.

Dr. BowEN, Table 12 presents figures on institutional cost per stu-
dent in selected private institutions in both current and constant dol-
lars. The .constant dollar figures reached a peak in 1971 at $2,075 and
have since been declining.

Further declines, which are imminent, will begin to cut into quality
of education in the private sector.

TABLE 12.EOUCATIONAL AND GENERAL EXPENSES PER STUDENT, IN CURRENT AND CONSTANT DOLLARS,
48 PRIVATE LIBERAL ARTS COLLEGES, 1964-73

Current dollars Constant dollars

19696I14
$1, 8495

1, 955
2,0491967
2, 221968
2,387
2,580
2,835
3,026
3,138
3, 282

1969
1970
1971
1912
1973'

$1,849
1,874
1,870

1,96688
1,,995
2, 048
2,075
2, 056
2, 036......

Source: 0. R. Wynn, "At the Crossroads: A Report on the Financial Condition of Forty.elght Liberal Arts Colleges,"Ann Arbor; University of Michigan, 1974.

Dr. 13owtx, Finally, table la gives some history of deficits in the
operating accounts of selected private colleges, It shows that through
budgetary discipline, the deficits of a few years ago, which reached a
high in 1970, have largely been brought under control, Thus, the prob-
lem is not wanton disregard of budgetary discipline, because their
budgets on the whole tend to be in order,

TABLE 13.OPERATING DEFICITS AMONG 48 PRIVATE LIBERAL ARTS COLLEGES, 1965 -73

1965
1966
1967
1968
196
1910

9..

1911
19/
1913

2

Source: G. R. Wynn, op cit. p. 7.

o

Number 61
colleges having

deficits

Total amount
ot deficits

(In millions)

6
9

17
21

$0.2
.5

1
2,

1
.1

25
29 83.

8
. 9

22 8. 3
11 2. 0
11 1.1
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Dr. BOWEN, To summarize, these figures depict not a full-blown
crisis but impending trouble.

The solutions are fairly straightforward. First and foremost, they
require a narrowingnot an elimination but a narrowingof
the tuition gap between public and private institutions, This ,could be
done by raising tuitions in public institutions. In my judgment this
would be the wrong way to .go about the problem. Public tuitions
should be low, and access to higher education should be easy, in order
to encourage persons of all classes to develop their full potentialities
through education.

A better way would be to lower .private tuitions, This could be done
in any of several ways: through aid to private tuitions, through stu-
dent aid prc,grams that would provide grants of larger amounts for
students of private institutions than for students of public institutions.

The GI bill after World War II operated on this principle, and it
was one of the most successful programs in the whole history of Amer-
ican higher education.

The plan I prefer would be flat grants to students of private insti-
tutions equal to about half the average subsidy per student in public
institutions.

But the precise mechanics are less important than that the tuition
gap be substantially narrowed without at the /fame time hampering
public institutions.

A question is whether the Federal Governmea or the States should
be responsible for narrowing the tuition gap. Perhaps the most effi-
cient way would be the Federal route. However, as higher educational
policy is evolving in this country, State governments do assume basic
responsibility for the institutions of lugger education, and many
States are already providing aid to the private sector in one form or
another, And so it may be argued that the States should take responsi-
bility for the health and survival of private higher education.

The State solution does have two disadvantages. First, the States
differ greatly in the extent of their aid to the private sector. The
national situation is therefore spotty, uneven,.and inequitable.

Second, the States with few exceptions give aid only to resident
students who attend instate institutions, This practice discriminates
against the many private institutions with regional or national cli-
enteles and tends to promote an unhealthy provincialism in higher
education, There is need for Federal intervention to overcome these
problems.

My recommendations would be: (a) That the States be given major
responsibility for the health and survival of the private sector; and
(b) that the Federal Government provide substantial grants to the,b)

conditional upon approved programs of aid to private institu-
tions including adequate assistance overall and provision for students
who attend out-ofState institutions,

I should like to mention several other recommendations for strength-
ening the position of the private sector,

Because time is running, out, I shall do so without comment, but here
is it series of recommendations I regard as very important.

(1) Maintain and strengthen those provisions of the tax laws
which provide incentives to charitable gifts; (2) create a national stn.
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dent loan system with adequate capital and suitable terms as a sup-
plement to, not a subst itute for, tuition offsets.

I would like to support what Chancellor Dowdy has said, that loans
are not the answer to this problem except in a peripheral and supple-
mental way.

(3) Restore a reasonable number of graduate fellowships and a
reasonable level of grants for basic research; (4) develop means of
financing lifelong and recurrent education that will encourage both
new and traditional institutions to enter this field, and that will enable
people of all ages and conditions to participate; (5) continue to assist
developing institutions to strengthen their programs; (6) encourage
statewide planning that takes the interests of private institutions into
account but without destroying their initiative.

I would like to close by mentioning that a major report entitled "A
National Policy for Private Higher Education" is near completion
and will be presented to Congress, State legislatures, and the public
this 'coming fall. It is being prepared under the auspices of the Na-
tional Council of Independent Colleges and Universities, and close
collaboration with the Association of American Colleges.

I believe this report, Which will develop many of the topics that I
simply alluded to, will be worthy of your most careful consideration.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. OtAnn. Thank you very much, Dr. Bowen.
Dr. Dowdy, there has been some discussion and I noticed you obser-

vations with respect to the differences h'etween the guaranteed loan
program and the direct studew, loan program and your feeling that
the one produced greater access than the other.

Di.. Down% That is right. In my institution, we had 267 persons
who were able to secure gttaranteed loans as opposed to approximately
1800 others who participated in some form of student assistance, either
work-study or colleg.e work study, NDSL program.

Twelve hundred forty-eight persons participated in "NMI.,"
Mr. O'llAttA, One of the suggestions that has been before the com-

mittee is that perhaps institutions become lenders tinder the guaran-
teed loan program. We had a gentleman from the First Chicago Corp.
who reported on the experience of his enterpri3a,

He was making funds available to institutions who qualified as
lenders under the guaranteed loan program. Have you looked into that
possibility at all ? Do you have any observations on that ?

Dr. DMA'. I have not looked into that, but I can speak to it. I
believe that would he better and more favorable to the parents and
students who use these, because they are used to working with institu-
tions in the first place.

In the second place, when they have to write, to Washington for a
grant, they are not used to doing that kind of thing. I think that the
needs analysis could be done right there on the campus and cut down
on some paperwork that is being done now. That is the shifting back-
ward and forward of the applications and needs analysis forms,Th
fact. I suggest that it be a composite application including the needs
analyiiis, which could be done to simplify things. I think that would
be a much better way.

Me. O'HARA. One of the criticisms of that proposal has been this
It would increase the default rate, the criticisms of the system say.
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They say if a student goes 'into a hank to borrow money, he gets in there
in that cold marble.walled and marble-floored building and the flinty-
eyed vice president and he really appreciates he has a loan that has to
be repaid. But when he is in with his friendly student financial assist-
ance officer, who is giving him a lot of fast talk about work-study,
supplemental grants and basic grants and the loan, that he doesn't
seem to differentiate these as well and he is more apt to it defaulter,
because he does not really, get impressed, or it is not impressed upon
him what his oblLoations are.

Dr. DOWDY% I don't know whether there is a big difference between
that. We employed a bank to collect ours and it appears to me we have
been able to di) a little better than the bank itself, In fact, we changed
the contract now hack to the college because with the Attorney Gen-
eral's office sending letters out, we have been able to do a little better
job,

Mr. O'HAnA..That is a pretty good collection device.
Another of the criticismswell, I guess this is sort of encompassed

within the otherthey say if the student is unhappy, if he leaves
school before completing his education, or something, if for some rea-
son or other the educational experience did not ma. his expectations
and he owes the money to the school, he has a different attitude toward
it than he does if lw owes the money to a bank, But. I don't know. You
know, when you go into one of these "nothing down" furniture places
and you are not happy with the furniture, that is just too bad, because
the collection agency --they right away sell that paper_ and somebody

;4)is after you and ,our attitude does not make much difference.
Mr. Downy. don't think so either, I think we have to sharpen our

collection .business with new methods on this. I have even thought
about following the other route, that is "What do yon do when you
don't pay your taxes P You know what 'happens hi that case. We can
only guarantee a check for one of our employees when they owe State
taxes or Federal taxes. .

Mr. O'HARA. That is a Pretty tough creditor, the Government.
I think, if I could stun tip your testimony, it is that we have a variety-

of ptc?grams and-that we involve the institutions and the student finan-
cial aid officer, who works directly with the student in these programs,

Dr. Downy. Absolutely.
Mr. O'HARA. Different students have different needs,
Dr. Downs.. Right. Different families have different financial needs

for postsecondary education, Some can pay the money back over a
period of time and some !'aunt, You .te, brainpower does not MCP'S..
sadly follow the rich, you know. We found very fine brainpower in
the poverty-stricken areas. I think that could be developed, too.

So if we had a basic opportunity grant of $1,400 and he is an out-
of-State student that costs $3,000 to come to that school and where is
he going to get the other money ? He needs $1,800 more. .

Mr, 01-Lt-n, Dr, Boweikyou have talked of tuition grants as a pos
sibility for private institutions and von have said that your own per-
swift] preference is for a tuition grant :n the amount of 50 percent of
the State subsidy to it student in it public school,

Dr, Bows% Yes.
Mr. OVAHA. I wonder how much good that. does? We have about

half of the States, I guess, well, a number of them anyway who are
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presently involved in tuition grant programs and there is quite avariation among tuition grant programs, but do you know of anyevaluation of these programs that has been done, under experienceunder these programs that would suggest just how much good theyhave been doing in terms of preserving the student status?Dr. Bowax. I do not know a single study, but I know of a gooddeal of evidence State by State. The program I happen to like thebest is in Georgia,where the student in a private institution is givena grant of $400 without a needs test and the money is disbursed tothe college or university, which then credits the student's tuition.This is a directnarrowing of the gap.
The institutionsof Georgia report to me that this has made a greatdifference to them in their capacity to attract students 'because itsignificantly narrowed that differential.
Maryland has recently embarked on a program which solves theproblem that I referred to about the interstate 'barriers to the move-ment of students. I understand the Maryland program, which has justbeen enacted, is going to pay the private institution for each studentenrolled regardless of the residence of the students. Since studentsnowattain their majority at age 18, the question of residence becomes asticky one in any case, so in Maryland they have just bypassed thatproblem and will take care of whatever students go to school in thatState.
Some other. States have provisions which will permit resident stu-dents of the State to go to private schools outside of the State, withsome kind of an.amount.
California has a program baied on State scholarships which pays,with a needs test, up to the tuition of the institution selected by thestudent. If he goes to a private instituion, he is eligible for more moneythan if he goesto a public institution.
I can testify that this program has been enormously useful in Cali-fornia, but it has one great disadvantage. Because it is based onscholarship, only the top 8 or 4 percent of the students are eligible.It means that those institutions that attract students of that calibergetmuch more benefit than students of institutions that are not quiteso selective. I would rather see a program that was less selective in itscharacter.
So, I think I could say unequivocally that in several of the Stateprograms significant aid has been achieved, but the funding level onthe whole is very inadequate.
Mr. O'Ittnn. Dr. Bowen, I can see justification for California, beinga little less generous in terms of priavte institutional tuition grantsthan another State,, for instance, which, might not devote nearly asmuch moitey to making low.cost public higher education opportfinitiesavailable. California certainly goes further in that direction than just

about anybody else.
They say, "Well, looks W6 have made all of these public higher edu-cation opportunities available to you, Now, if,you choose to avail your-Self of these, but instead want to go to a private institution, you aregoing to have to show us some reason why we ought to make that kindof additional investment on your behalf."
Dr. Bowior. There are two possible arguments, however, that onemight present on the other side. If one looks upon the private sector,
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at least as I do, as important because it I.Rovides competition for the
public sector, then a State like California, where private institutions
represent a very small percent of the enrollment, they must be kept
going and must bo kept strong. Otherwise, higher education becomes
a kind of monopoly of the public sector, of the body politic,

So I would argue that California in some ways has more interest in
keeping that private sector healthy than, say, Massachusetts, which
has a larger private sector.

The private institutions, I think, also have a very important place in
reducing the tax burden on the State, For example, there are more
than 2 million students in private institutions. If you multiply that
by the average subsidy in the State institutions, which is about $1,100,
you get relief to the taxpayers of about $3 billion from this oNration.
When we are arguing for only a partial subsidy for the private institu-
tions, this becomes something of a bargain from the standpoint of the'
taxpayer.

Mr, O'IlAnA. I can see some justification for one State, or for a
State that does more in terms of public higher education, doing a
little less for private and vice versa; in other words, perhaps some
other Stat?, maybe in the. Eastern States, that does not do as much
for public institutions might choose even more.

Dr. BOWEN. I think you can argue it in different ways. I would say
that it is in the national interest to have at least a quarter of higher
education under private auspices, just in terms of diversity a control
and of types of institutions and for other reasons that we ate all
aware of.

Me. O'HAnA, I have been an advocate of making it poisible for pee-
pie to go on to higher education without cost or at very lOW cost. Have
you done any costing out of any of the programs you 'have sitg,,ested

Dr. Timm. Well, I think the tuition offset, if it were placed at one-
half of the subsidy to students at the State institutions, which would
be about $700, would cost net about $1 billion, The gross cost would
be perhaps $1.4 billion. But the net cost would be less because of say-

.

ings to other student aid programs.
Air, OMAHA, T ihat s without putting any money into public

education ? 4

Dr. BOWE1V. Yes, but part of this is offset by the fart that if you are
giving money in this form, it xould reduce the amount that would have
to be given the various aid programs so the net figure would be around
$1 billion. That would be for giving every student in to private institu-
tion of the United States it tuition grunt of about $700.

Mr. O'HAnA, Mr. Benitez, do you have any questions?
Mr, BENITEZ,. I have no questions, but I may say to Mr, Bowen that,

the method he is arguing for is the one that exists in Puerto Rico
today, 'rite Government of Puerto Rico provides subsidy for every
poor student who goes to a private university and pays up to 80 per-
cent of their tuition costs and in Puerto Rico, of course, the University
of Puerto Rico is the largest source of student attendance and it works
out quite well and as amatter of fact, ,what the private schools re
volved under this arrangement something WO per student,

But, roming to your statements) I think that both of you have made
extremely valuable contributions and the only thing regret is thlt
the bell will be ringing in a few minutes, But I do want to say this

f4,y

At
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concerning your presentation : Really the first part of your statistical
work seemto me very valuable and credible, because it indicates that
the future' of higher education turns much more in the opportunity,
and it is this opportunity that determines the amount. It is a 'matter
of the supply -and the ability to supply and, as you say, the land -grant
colleges and public. universities have proved tins quite abundantly.

But the real reason or the real problem is."how adequate higher edit-
cation will continue to be or will achieve in terms of the changing
society, which universities face today ?" At the Same time that we are
having this enormous increase in educational opportunity, I think
we aro seeing an overall diminution in the appreciation for and pos-
sibly the Alectiveness of higher education. There is a very sermons
trend of skepticism universities themselves concerning the insight
of education on .personal development and personal advantage, so my
question to you is this :

Are there comparable studies to your statistical ones pertaining to
how best to attune the Offerings to the needs?
. Dr. BO WEN. Well, the bell is. ringing very loudly and I get the point,
lint I feel that the alleged decline in interest in higher education is a
kind of temporary phenomenon. From my understanding of .what little
evidence there is and my own feeling about how peopleare responding,
tconclude that, the demand is still very high.

I know. very few familieS who do not want their children to go to
college.

Mr. Excuse me, The. point I was trying to make is not that
there continues to be an interest in going to college,

Dr. ,Ye S; but I want to envy on. I think the meeting. of this
demand is the greatest challenge that faces higher .education, much
More than.' the

greatest
challenge.. Educators must find the way of

adapting 'higher education to this new opportunity that eiists iii the
balance of this centuryWhen we arc going to be carrying this system
front one that represents a minority of participation to one which
represents perhaps universal participation over much of a. lifetime,
The higher educational community is just beginning to visualize these
possibilities and adjust to them, they are far short at this point of
knowing how to rope with the problem.

I mentioned at the end of my statement one topic that I feel very
strongly about; namely the nontraditional student in adult education
and recurring education. Virtually nothing is known -about how' we
are going to finimee this kind of -education or how we are going to
finance the students who are in it.

Mr. lirsruz, No; my concern, or rather my feeling is that the prob..
lem really Would not be the financing., but the problem is the adequacy..
The problem is "how well education will continue to serve a very
changing society,"

Dr, rim% 1 agree with that, fully.
Mr, Iiittlm z, And I think at the universities at present there is less

concern over that pititiettlar decisive responsibility, which, in my
lodgment, is the first one.

Dr. 13owfm, I will agreej am not disagreeing in.the least with what
you are saying, would say that there has been a good deal of thought
on this problem. loor example, there has heenthe Commission 611 Non-
traditional Study,'Which carried on its work and has had considerable
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influence and you find many efforts in the colleges and universities, but

I would not disagree with your fundamental point,
Mr, 13tsrrEz, .t would hope that my former colleagues concentrate

as much on the changing and lasting purposes of universities as on the

financing of universities,
Dr, BOWEN, I agree, Very good,
Mr, O'IlAuA. Thank you very very mach, Mr, Benitez.

. Than': you, Dr, Dowdy and Dr, Bowen, We enjoyed very much hav-

ing you Mite today.
A statement has been filed by the American Legion with respect

to the veterans' cost of instructional program and without objection

it will be entered into the record,
In addition, I have before me today a statement coming from the

American Association of State Colleges and Universities, which hap -

pily lends some support to my reiterated belief that low tuition is the

essential element in a higher educational system, and without objection

the statement from the American Association of State Colleges and
Universities, which contains a report of a study done by Dr, Jacob
Stamp% director of special projects at the University of Wisconsin
System, will also be made a part of the record at this point.

[Statements follow :j JUM 4,1974,

Non, CAlit, D. PEREEss,
ehalo», General Subcommittro on Education, limo Uonnuittee on 14thwation

and Labor, Washington, D.C.
DEAR ClitAMMAX PEREINs: Eacibsed IS a statement of The American Legion

oft the amendment to Section 420 of Public Law 91-280 as contained in 5.800

with reference to the Veterans Cost of Education Program.
We hope you will keep the .Legion's views in mind as you meet with Senate

cottferees to work out the differences in your bill (1-1,R, 69) and 5,896, the
Education Amendments of 1974.

Your continued cooperation with The American Legion is appreciated.
Sincerely you vs, How> E, STIIMEtt,

Dlecotor, Notional Lotalative dontiniftaion.

11(1(40811re
Sum Att*.s"r Tiis AMERICAN LEatoN-,

This is a statelnent of The American Legion's position an Section 11 of 5,808,

a bill to extend the provisions of the alttention of the Handicapped Act (Public
Law 91-230)for three yea PS beginning 3 ttly 1;1973.

Seetion 11 of 5.896 would amend paragraph (1) of section 420(n) of the
Higher Education Act of 1905, as amended, to allow an institution to be eligible
for Veterans Cost of Instrnetion payments If 10 percent of its current under.
gradttate body IS composed of CII bill trainees,

Under the existing provisions of section 420, an institution of higher education
is eligible for a veterans cost of instruction payment for each uudergradute
veteran who is receiving Veterans Administration assistance under the vets: its
educational assistance or vocational rehabilitation programs, provided the insti-

tution inereased its veterawstudent enrollment by at least 10 percent over the

previons it endemic year.
An Institution of higher education shall be eligible for these paythents on appli

Mimi to the Commissioner of Education, and set forth such plans, policies,
assurances, and procedures as will insure that the applicant will make an
adequate effort,

(1) to maintain a ftlikime office of Veterans (Walks which has responsibility

for veterans' outreach, reeruitment, and special education programs, including

the provision of educational, vocational, anti personal counseling of veterans,

(2) to carry out programs designed to prepare educationally disadvantaged

Veterans for post secondary education (a) under subchapter V of chapter 84 of
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title 38, United States Code, and (h) in the case of any institution located near
a military Installation, under subchapter VI of such chapter 34,

(3) to carry out an active outreach, recruiting and counseling activity throughthe use of funds available under federally assisted work-study programs, and(4) to carry out an active tutorial assistance program (including dissemination
of information regarding such prograins) in order to make maximum use of the
benefits available. under section 1692 of such title 38 (VA tutorial assistance of
$50 a month and up to a MAXIMUM of $450, upon certification by the. educational
institution that such assistance is necessary for the veteran to complete suchprograms successfully.)

Under the language of section 420, no less than 50 percent of the veterans costof instruction payments are to be used for the foregoing,
On May 6, 1974 the Veterans Administration established an oncollege anduniversity campus program to provide assistance to Vietnam Era. veterans and

provide needed liaison with school officia ls.
This oneampus service will he provided by assignment of full-time Contact

Representatives designated as Veterans Education and '.training Representatives( Vet Rep), A full range of Contact Representative duties and responsibilities
will be performed.with special emphasis on the following functions

(0) Answers complex questions relating to VA educational assistance benefitsand takes action to resolve individual payment inquiries where information from
the VA regional office is needed before an answer is given;

(b) Assures correctness and proper handling of applications, completion of
required certifications of attendance and submission of required information in
support, of a claim for benefits ;

. .(e) Maintains liaison with school officials through regular contact and dis-cussion of VA educational assistance ;
(II) Supervises the delivery of advance payment checks, resolves cheek prob.lens and promptly takeS Action to prevent or reduce overptrythents by taking

immediate corrective action ;
(c) Counsels veterans indicating an intent to stop schooling, to motivate their

continuance and citing assistanceavenues available, i.e,, tutorial assistance, ete:;(f) Conducts on to campus community, locating school dropouts, andendeavoring to get veterans back in school ;
((/) Coordinates VA matters with oncampus veterans groups, providing brief-ings in salient subjects ;
(h) Maintains liaison with campus news media to alert veterans of changes

in law, procedures or VA policies ;
(0 Assists veterans in providing necessary documentation relative to changesin statusmarriage, birth, etc.which affect benefit payments, or with changesin program, address, etc.;
(j) Provides guidance and support to work-study personnel assigned to theea mits,
During discussions at our 1974 National Veterans Affairs and Rehabilitation

Conference and C01111111881011 meetings the consensus developed that personnelassigned by institutions of higher learning to an oricamptts office of veteransaffairs were not qualified to advise veterans on benefits and services administeredby the Veterans Administration.
As a consequence our National Executive Committee on May 2, 1974 approvedResolution No. 42 urging--
"that The American Legion sponsor and support legislation to amend section420 of Public Law 92-318 to provide that the Administrator of Veterans Affairsho charged with the responsibility of establishing Veterans Counseling Officeson campuses of those colleges and universities that qualify for the veterans costof instruction program payment end that the funds authorized and appropriated

. under such section be used by the Administrator of Veterans Affairs to providefull-time trained personnel to onset and assist veteran students In their elatingfor benefits and services administered by the Veterans Administration, as wellas other timbre) and State agencies,"
In view of the fact that the Veterans Administration has initiated its ownon,campus program to service Vietnam Era veterans, the continuation of theveterans cost of instruction paytnents'program, as presently established undersection 420 of Public taw 02418, is a duplication of the government's veteransoneamptis programs.
The Congress is presently eonsidering legislation whieh will signifleantly addto payments of educational assistance and vocational rehabilitation program

;,4
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payinents, This in itself may add stimulus for institutions of higher learning to

recruit and retain Vietnam Era veteran students.
The American Legion urges that section 420 he amended so as to provide that

all counseling on benefits and services shall be restricted to the responsibility of

the Administrator of Veterans Affairs,
Attached is Resolution 42 of the May 1-2, 1974 National Executive Committee

meeting of The American Legion, and DVB Circular 20-74-72, dated May 6, 1974

( VA OnCampus Program),

NATIONAL. EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE MEETING or TUE AMERICAN LEGION,

MAY 1-2, 1974
Resolution No. 42.
Commission : National Veterans Affairs and Rehabilitation.
Subject: Sponsor and support legislation to amend Section 420, Public Law

02-318, to provide that college and university veterans counseling officers

shall be staffed and controlled by the Veterans Administration.
Whereas, section 420 of Public Law 92-318 established a Veterans Cost of

Instruction Program (VCIP) for a three-year puled based on a veteran student
increased enrollment formula ; and

Where* the purpose of the VCIP was to encourage colleges and universities to
enroll veteran students eligible for Veterans Administration educational assist-

ance and to use all institutional facilities and personnel to encourage veterans

to complete their enrollment objectives; and
Whereas, it portion of the. VCIP payment ($300.00 per enrolled veteran

student) must be used to establish on the institution campus a Veterans Coun-

seling Office to carry out the purpose of Section 420, that is, tutorial assistance,
counseling, Veterans assistance and services, etc. ; and

Whereas, it has been the experience of The American Legion that_personnel

assigned to the 'Campus Veterans Counseling Office are not qualified tic advise

veterans on benefits and services available to them under laws administered by

the Veterans Administration and by other Federal and State agencies; now,
therefore, lie it

Resolved, By the National Executive committee' of The American Legion
in regular meeting assembled in Indianapolis, Indiana, on May 1-2, 1974, that
The American Legion sponsor and support legislation amend Section 420 of
Public Law 92-318 to provide that the Administrato of Veterans Affairs be
charged 'with the responsibility of establishing Veterans Counseling Offices on

campuses of these colleges mid universities that qualify for the Veterans Cost
of Instruction program payment and that the funds authorized and appropriated
under such section be used by the Administrator of Veterans. Affairs to provide

full time trained personnel to counsel and assist veteran students in their claims
for benefits and services administered by the Veterans Administration as well

as other Federal and State agencies,

DEPARTMENT Or VETERANS BENEFITS,
VETERANS ADMINISTRATION,

Washington, D.C., May d, 1011,

VA ONCAUPCS PROGRASt

1, Under jurisdiction of Veterans Services Divisions an oncollege and uniVer-

sity enpus program will be established to provide assistance to Vietnam era
veterans and provide needed liaison with school officials.

2. This oittheseene service will be provided by assignment of full-time Contact
ttepresentatiVes organisationally designated as Veterans Education and Training
Representatives (Vet Rep). Full range of Contact Representative duties and
responsibilities Will be performed with special emphasis on the functions
described below (which may be attached to existing position descriptions as an
Addendum) "Incumbent serves as veterans education and training re.presenta-
Nye (Vet Itep) on campuses of institutions of higher learning, representing the
VA oft all matters or subjects under VA jurisdiction and emphasizing the
following:

(a) Answers complex questions relating to VA educational assistance
benefits and takes action to resolve individual payment inquiries where
information from the VA regional office is needed before an answer is given;

(b) Assures correctness and proper handling of applications, completion.

t,1,
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of required certifications of attendance and submission, of required infor-
mation in support of a claim for benefits ;

(e) Maintains liaison with school officials through regular contact and
discussion of VA educational assistance;

(d) Supervises the delivery of advance payment cheeks, resolves cheek
problems and promptly takes action to prevent or reduce overpayments by
taking immediate corrective action ;

(e) Counsels veterans indicating an intent to stop schooling, to motivate
their continuance and citing assistance avenues available, i.e., tutorial
assistance, etc, ;

(f) Conducts outreach to campus community, locating school dropouts, and
endeavoring to get veterans back in school ;

(a) Coordinates VA matters With oncampus veterans groups, providing
briefings in salient subjects ;

(0 Maintains liaison with campus news mile to alert veterans of
changes in law, procedures or VA policies:

(1) Assists veterans in providing necessary documentation relative tochanges in statusmarriage, birth, etc.which affect benefit payments, orwith changes in program, address, etc. ;
()) Provides guidance and support to work-study personnel assigned tothe campus,"

8. We contemplate that journeyman level of OS-9 will eventually be appro-priate in most locations. Lower grade level positions may be established for
assignments not reflecting full range of duties and responsibilities and super-
visory or incharge positions may be established where required.

4. Imperative that immediate steps be taken to identify and select fullyqualified individuals for assignment to these positions. Although we anticipate
that a significant number of these new positions will be filled from among onduty
employees, it is recognized that aggressive recruitment action will be requiredto either replace employees selected for such assignments or for direct asSignutentto these positions. Whatever the Source may be, we must assure that thoseselected to work on campus are knowledgeable, capable of effectively communi-eating and establishing empathic relationships with Vietnam era veterans, and
properly motivated to be fully responsive to veterans whom they serve, In seeking
out candidate's from outside the VA maxitnum efforts wilt he made to recruitsuitably qualified Vietnam era veterans. Timetable calls for employees to he
tPysically present at their duty stations (on the campuses) by early August,preferably about August 1, Recruiting, therefore, must begin immediately sothe months of May anti June will be productive in filling these positions and inbringing new employees on duty during these months in order that appropriatetraining can be completed on timely basisAlthough not all inclusive, the fel-
lowing recruitment and placement Sources are suggested :

(a) Many positions may be filled under your station promotion plan or
through other inservice placement actions, You should publicize these oppor-
tunities to employees so those qualified and interested may apply, In addi-tion, it many be necessary to seek ont highly qualified individuals and
encourage their acceptance of these assignments,

lb In making requests for certificates from FSEI4 register, follow the
provisions of /Wit Circular 20-74-34, dated April 10, 1014, Requests for
certifies f ton at 05.5 /9 levels from mid-level register will also include request
for eortitientio based On Vietnam era service as a quality ranking factor
(SP MA not required).

( e) Individuals on college campuses now engaged in full-tithe work With
veterans and their problems should not be overlooked as source of candidates,

(d) Other sources of candidates include State employment offices, localVA non-tifll Stations, contacts with service organizations, business and
community leaders, minority gromtps, military separation centers. etc. (Divi-
sion program employees should participate with the personnel officer in thigeffort, particularly whett making community and service organizationcon tarts.)

(c) As deemed appropriate, make arrangements with your area informs-
Hon representative, to get public service time and to develop other appro,
priate lemmas of communleating these efforts to improve services to veterans
(staffing needs could be woven into such releases).

A, Civil Service Commission has committed their full cooperation anti priority
service in myelitis; these needs. Oenernily, Commission expects to respond to
requests for certification within 24 hours of receipt of properly entapleted SP 89.Name requests may require additior i1 time, If adeqUate number of Vietnam era
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veterans not available on registers, Commission will make arrangements for
prompt testing of FSEI candidates, local scoring of test papers, and inungiate
certification of eligibles.

0, Comprehensive training of these employees is of vital importance. Appro
priate training at, each field station should be given to both new and onduty
employees selected for these positions as soon as possible following their selection.
In addition, a comprehensive centralized training program to be conducted at
four sites during the month of July is being planned. You will be kept informed
as these plans progress.

7, Prior to local implementation, in accordance with .IP-5, part I, chapter 711,
stations with exclusively recognized labor organizations should confer with these
organizations concerning impact this program may have on employees they
represent.

8. Keep your field Director informed of significant progress in staffing these
positions and about. any management problems you may encounter. Technical'
assistance or resolution of any delays in service by Civil Service Commission
may be obtained by calling the Office of Personnel on 202 -389 -3725.

9. RESCISSION: This Circular is rescinded July 1, 1975.

OINIMMINOSIO

PREPARED STATEMENT OF AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF STATE COLLEGES AND
UNIVERSITIES

A new research project at the University of Wisconsin indicates that substan-
tial decreases in college tuition can result in dramatic increases.in enrollment.

The study, made by Dr. Jacob Stampen, Director of Special Projects of the
University of Wisconsin system, was released by Dr. Stampen and the American
Association of State Colleges and Universities (AASCU) in connection, with Con-
gressiohal hearings on higher education being conducted by Rep. James G. O'Hara
(D-Mich.).

The Wisconsin study Caine to the following conclusions
Each $100 decrease in tuition resulted in an enrollment increase between. 4.8

and 12.2 percent above the average increase for the Wisconsin sYstem.
A substantial number of the additional students who enrolled said that they

could not have attended college at all except for the combination of low tuition
and geographic access,

Allan W, Oster, Executive Director of AASCU, commented, "The Wisconsin
study is important for several reasons. First, many states have been raising tui-
tion at public colleges, without careful consideration of whether this will keep
out qualified students, including part-time and older students.

"'Second, national commissions, such as the Carnegie Commission and Com-
mittee .for Economic Development, have recommended substantial increases in
tuition, without considering the possible effect on educational opportunity.

"Third, the National Commission on the Financing of Postsecondary Education
recently estimated that a $100 increase in tuition might result in a one to three
percent loss in enrollment, 'The Wisconsin data, based on actual experiments.1.
evidence, indicates that the effect may be much greater.

"Finally, Congress Is now considering whether to fund the federal cost -o:'..
education program under the nigher Education Act, to provide sapport for col-
leges; I am informed that educators in Wisconsin and elsewhere are discussit.g
the possibility of applying such aid to reducing or eliminating thition at public
colleges, at least for the first two years, The University of Wisconsin research
indicates that if this were done Many more people Would be encouraged to cc
tinue their education."

frlie Wisconsin project involved reducing tuition and fees at two University,
centers, located at Rice Lake and Fond du Lac, from levels of $515 a year at Rice
Lake and $470 a year at Fond du Lae, to $180 and ono a year, respectively. En-
rollment rose 23 percent at the first center and 47'percent at the other. At other
Wisconsin centers where tuition was reduced, enrollment rose An average of
seven percent. The experiment will continue for at least one more year.

1.1ftemorrl

PREPARED STATEMENT OP JACOB STAMPEN, UNIVERSITY OP WISCONSIN SYSTEM

gtfettiVN first semester 1978-74, Nahum and fees at the Rice: Lake and Fond
du Lac centers were lowered to match fees charged at vocational institutes lo-
cated in the same cities. (See Table.) The purpose for this experiment was to

"f
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determine the enrollment impact of charging the same fees at two-year uni-
versity centers and vocational schools. There was no discernable enrollment
impact at the vocational schools. Enrollment increases at the Rice Lake and Fond
du Lao vocational schools were among the 'highest in the state vocational sys-
tem. On the scene observers also report that enrollments at private institutions
were unaffected as well. While low fee centers did better than average in most
enrollment categories, the most pronounced increase was in the new student cate-
gory. That is, transfer students did not account for a major portion of the in-
crease.

There are, of course, broader implications to the low fee experiment. Among
these, the Carnegie, CED and Newman studies made judgments about higher
education financing policy without systematically assessing the enrollment im-
pact of altering tuitions, with all the accompanying societal and institutional
implications. The National Commission on Postsecondary Education did try to
assess tuition impacts, but their estimate, which may be the core to the credi-
bility of the analytical framework, may have been seriously understated, At
least this appears to be the ease as indicated by Wisconsin data.

The National Commission estimated that the enrollment impact of raising
or lowering tuition by $100 would range between one and three percent, depend-
ing on a range of factors including tuitions charged at other institutions.

Wisconsin data indicates that lowering tuitions and fees could have an impact
between 4.8 and 12.2 percent per $100 decrease.

There is another way to look at this. A student survey at the two low fee
centers indicated that location and low fees were equally important in determin-
ing student enrollment. A closer look at the location variable in Wis-
consin indicates that while location seems to be very important, the impact of
reduced fees is probably more important. By clustering centers in terms of a
rough indicator of population density, population of municipal location, it can
be seen that the two low fee centers had enrollment gains between 6.2 and 11.2
percent per $100 fee decrease Above the average for rural and urban-clusters.

Other Wisconsin data also indicates that the National Commission impact
estimate may be understated on the high side. Between 1068 and 1970 tuitions
for non-resident undergraduates at the University of Wisconsin were in in-
creased by $600. The enrollment impact was a 26.5 percent reduction of non-resi-
dent undergraduates, or 4.4 percent per $100 increase in tuition.

Analysis of other experiment results is planned. Particularly important will
be assessment of changes in the composition of student bodies at low fee centers
relative to regular fee centers (i.e,, adult students and students from low income
families).

EXPERIMENT RESULTS

Tuition
and fee

decrease
1973-74

Entailment
Increase
1973-74

(percent)

Fond du Lac $326 47.0
Rice Lake 335

2/:1Average for center syslem,lesslow fee ceders

PEROENT tailRoLLMENT INCREASE PER $100 DECREASE IN TUITION

Vond du Lao reduced tuition and fees by 3,26 hundred dollars and had an
enrollment increase 40 percent above the average for regular fee Centers.

Fond du Lac 40,0 divided by 8,26 equals 12.2 percent enrollment increase per
decrease in tuition and fees,

lice Lake ! 16.1 divided by 8.85 equals 4,8 percent enrollment increase per $100
-decrease in tuition and fees.

PERCENT ENROLLMENT INCREASE PER $100 DECREASE IN TUITION Volt MAN AND
RUM CENTERS

Pond du Lac 86,4 divided by 8.26 eqUals 11.2 percent enrollment increase per
dig{in tuition and teem,

Bice Lake ! 28,2 divided by 8.85 equals 6,9 percent enrollment increase per $100
decrease in tuition 'and fees,

to r
a
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THE UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN CENTER SYSTEM, TUITION AND FEES (2 SEMESTERS),

1972-73

1972-73 197344

Tuition Fees Total Tuition Fees Total

Center system
Baraboo
Barron (Rice Lake)
Fond du Lac
Fox Valley
Manitowoc
Marathon
Marinette
Marshfield
Medford
Richland
Rock
Sheboygan
Washington
Waukesha

400
400
400

400
400
400
400
400
400

1013013

400
400
400

58.120
58

115
76
88
88
58
88
58
68

120
58
58
56
58

458
515
476
488
488
458
488
458
468
520
458
458
458
458

426
426
80
80

426
426
426
426
426
426
426
426
426
426
426

48-100
66

100
70
58
70
48
62
58
70

. 96
58
48

58
50

492
.180
150
484
496
474
488
484
496
525
484
474
484
476

Mr, O'HAtt.t. The committee will met tomorrow at 10 o'clock in this
room, to continue our explorations of the assistance programs.

Thank you very much.
[Whereupon, at 11 :tis) a.m. the submmittee recessed, to reconvene

at 10 a.m, of the following day, Tuesday, June 18, 1974.]



STUDENT FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE
(Institutional Aid)

TUESDAY, ZUNE 18, 1974

HOUSE OP REPRESENTATIVES,
SPECIAL SUBCOMMITTEE ON EDUCATION

OP nn COMMITTEE ON EDUCATION AND LABOR,
Washington, D.C.

The subcommittee met at 10 a.m., pursuant to recess, in room 2261,

Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. James G, O'Hara, (chairman of

the subcommitter) presiding.
Present: fosentatives O'Hara, Dellenback, Biaggi, and Benitez.

Staff inembve,_ present Jim Harrison, director; Elnora Teets, clerk;

and Dr. Robert Andringa, minority staff director.
Mr. O'llnun. The Special Subcommittee on Education will come to

order.
This morning we are continuing to take testimony on institutional

aid, with particular reference to the relevance of such aid to student
financial assistance and to the problem of student access to postsecond-

ary education.,
Our first witness this morning will be introduced by the, ranking

majntity member of this subcommittee and I might add a very con-

structive member of the subcommittee, who has been of great assist.

ante to us in our consideration of the subject before the subcommittee,
the lentibmari from New York, Mr.

Mr. riaggi.
.gr. Bum. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

ur first witness is Father James C. Finlay, who is president of the
Fordham University located in the Bronx in New York City. Before
hemming president in 1972, Father Finlay was chairman of the Politi.

c..1 science Department and dean of the Graduate School at Ford.

i..;`ather Finlay was born in Roscommon County, Ireland, in 1922,
migrated to America and graduated from Regis High School in New

York City, and Loyola University in Chicago. He received his M.A. in

political science from Georgetown University and his Ph. D, from
Duke University. He has been an ordained vriest since 1942.

Father Finlay is a member of the American Political Science As-
sociation, and the Executive Committee of the Association of Colleges

and Universities of the State of New York, as well as Commissioner
Nytiaist's Advisory Council on Higher Education and the Regents

Regional Coordinating Council for l'iostsecondary.Education in New

York City.
(45)
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As you can see, Father Finlay is well qualified to speak on the ques-
tions before this subcommittee, but over and above an of these qualifi-
cations, he has one that transcends them all : he is my constituent.

Father Finlay is accompanied by__Joseph Kane, representing the As-
sociation of Jesuit Colleges and Universities. We welcome you and
are very glad to see you here.

STATEMENT OF REV, JAMES FINLAY, PRESIDENT, FORDNAM UNI-
VERSITY; ACCOMPANIED BY JOSEPH KANS, REPRESENTATIVE,
THE ASSOCIATION OF JESUIT COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES

Father Finlay. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman and Mr. Con:gresan.
Mr.

smChairman
and members of the Special Subcommittee on Educa-tion : I am, as you have been told, Father James Finlay, president ofFordham University, representing the Association of Jesuit Colleges

and Universities. These number 28 colleges and universities in 18
States and the District of Columbia, and these colleges and universi-ties serve approximately 150,000 students. Mr. Joseph Kane, who ac-companies me, is the associate director of the Association of JesuitColleges and Universities.

By way of preliminaries, I would like to say this: I come from theState of Now York, which has an extraordinary record, I would con-sider a model record of support for higher education, both publicand rivate, and some of the comments that I may make may rem tobe critical of programs within States. I don't want these criticisms orcomments to be directed at my home State, 'which I think has been do-
ing a very, very fine :Pk in supporting both public and private Wm-tion.

Let me first thank you for this opportunity to testify before youon the pressing issue of cost-of-education programs for colleges anduniversities. You are to be commended for your resolute efforts to
come to grips with the forms and funds of public aid to postsecondary
institutions and students. Throughout 1973 and to this date of 1974
this committee has vigorously pursued a path of reviewing the char-acteristics of student aid programs and other components of Federal
aid legislation on postsecondary education and of seeking to improve
the achievements already made by Congress over the past two and
one-half decades.

In 1972 Congress passed legislation with certain objectives clearlyin mind : greater access and choice for students seeking postsecondary
educational opportunities, especially low-income students.; assistance
toward resolving financial distress of colleges and universities; better
planning and coordination in all of postsecondary education; the col-lection and analysis of financial information adequate and appropriate
for determining national polities in terms of shared financial respon-sibilities and the Federal role.

Despite good intentions and good programs, the conditions con-
fronting higher education today can be well expressed in this succinct
statement by the Policy Analysis Service of the American Councilof Education t

Steadily Increasing costs of postsecondary education have severely reducedthe enrollment options for most potential students and they have inhibited con-

711
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tinning education fur many adults, Low-income students are finding their choices
are narrowed to the low-cost community colleges, and middle-class students are
finding that private and high-cost public education is being priced out of the
market for them.

Prom the standpoint of institutions the private colleges are unable to compete
with the tuition rates of public institutions, and all institutions are finding that
enrollment pressures are decreasing with the decline in the size of the 18-25
year-old category, adding to the financial strain on the budgets of the institutions.

Student aid policies are currently in disarray because of the funding issues be-
tween the Congress and the President, and consequently students who need fi-
nancial assistance cannot find adequate sources of help, Parents are finding the
burden of financial outlays for college attendance to be excessive during the
peak years of college age of their dependents.

This sums up the situation: (1) choice is being reduced for low-income stu-
dents ; higher-priced institutions, both public and private, are becoming out of
the range of middle-income families; (2) private institutions canm-t compete
with public institutionsthe tuition differential is threatening the survival of
private colleges; (3) appropriations for, and administration of, student aid pro-
grams are feducing their effectiveness inmeeting congressional objeetives.

Gentlemen, it is with this statement in mind that I wish to address myself
to the issue of the cost-of-education programs and to inquire how a cost-of-educa-
tion program could assist colleges and universities. The present cost-of-education
program is untested and seemingly untestable. Without funding we probably
can never know what its impact would be or might have been. While we can as-
sume that, bad appropriations 'been forthcoming, it would have provided some
relief to institutions, there are elements in the present formulas of the program
which cast doubt on equitable treatment for private institutions.

The COE formula (relating to undergraduate institutions) is rooted in COE
aid following federally aided students. Without bringing that concept into de-
hateas happened during the evolution of the Higher Education Amendments
of 1972indeed, assuming its functionability, we must yet question the equita-
Witty of the present formulas and the way in which these formulas relate to
and, rely upon the present student aid programs.

There are indications that the present student aid programs, at least
ias they are now actualized, are inequitable toward students attending

private institutions, and as a consequence would engender inequities in
distribution of aid through a COE program based on them. In order
to overcome these disadvantages I would like to suggest for your con-
sideration a means to diminish, if not remove entirely, the inequitable
effects of these programs. The root of these,inequities toward private
institutions and their students is the tuition differential between public
and private institutions. Documented evidence points to the differential
reaching a 5 to 1 ratio, The latest Carnegie Commission report, en-
titled "Tuition," illustrates this situation very well and its data should
warrant your closest attention.

Therefore, in order to achieve an equitable cost-of-education pro
gram based on federally aided students, inequities must be removed
from the student aid programs, which in turn require a solution to the
tuition differtntial, In order to accomplish this task, I would recom-
mend to your attention the feasibility' of these interrelated programs,

1. Establishing a Federal-State tuition assistance program aimed at
reducing the 6 to 1 differential toward 2 to 1, iii line with the Carnegie
Commission recommendations;

2. Basing the basic educational opportunity grant program (Bno( t)
solely on tuition (taking into account, of course, the tuition assistance
awards to private institutions)

3, Focusing the Supplemental Educational Opportunity Grant pro.
gram (SEOG) on tuition-based costs for low-income students not met
under the suggested BEOG program;
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4, Directing the work.study program toward, and developing a
Federal grant program for, nontuition expenses;

5, Targeting loan programs primarily to upper-middle and high-
income students;

9, Providing a cost-of-education grant to undergraduate institutions
on the basis of a percentage of total Federal dollars received for 13E00
and SLOG recipients, and to graduate institutions on a capitation
count as in the current law,

With the remaining few minutes allotted me, I would like to enlarge
on certain points in the suggested recommendations. While including
a longer narrative for the record, I shall limit myself to highlighting
my reasons for what you might consider an ambitious, but extremely
neeessary program for the survival of much of the private sector in
higher education.

In the accompanying narrative various arguments are prbposed in
support of suggested changes for establishing an equitable cost-of.
education program. It is clear, however, that whether or not there is aCOE iprogram, the present programs are inequitable and require strong
remedies. What we now see is a COE program rooted in weak student
aid programs, taking on all the inimical characteristics of the veterans'
cost-of-instruction program (VCOI), This latter program is based on
personal subsidies to veterans in current. veterans educational benefit
legislation. In the first year of funding! for VCOI 95 percent of the
moneys went to public institutions which enrolled 80 percent of the
veterans.

There is no way to avoid the conclusion that a veteran's benefit pro.
grain precluding choice of institutions is the major cause of the hi.
equities in the distribution of VCOI funds, A similar inequity would
result under the present formulas of the COE program were it funded.
The formulas of the student aid programs must be changed if Con»
gress is interested in providing equitable treatment to private institu-
tions and students seeking to attend them.

Secondly, while the present range of student aid programs cover
every area of need, there is serious confusion evident about the kinds
of needs to be metonuch as in the present veterans' educational benefit
programs. Educational and instructional costs are linked with living
costs and other personal expenses; BEOG grants are targeted to in-
come maintenance for those attending low -price institutions; loans
are forced upon low-income students when grants are more appro-
priate,

If Congress wishes to provide grants to students for education, it
should do so; if it wishes to provide supttort to families or students
for living costs related to educational activities, it should also do so,
lint it should not confuse education with welfare and income main-
tenance, This leads to a radical change in the nature of education and
educational financing; .it could drain all education resources for welfare
purposes, and even with maximum funding would be inadequate to
meet the welfare need for income maintenance.

The present dislocation in the range of student aid programs fostered
by a 13E00 concept based on 'cost.of.attendanee should be remedied by
separate forms of aid for each type of need, Otherwise, the very mean
big of aid for education is threatened,
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Finally, the recommendation for a Federal-State matching ineeutive
tuition-assistance program is based upon the simple need to bring
private higher education once again into competition with public lush-
tutions. Many words have been written testifying to the need, the
hope anti the encouragement of State aid for private institutions and
their students. So much so that everybody's business has become no-
body's business, We are convinced that the 'Federal Government alone
can provide the stimulation necessary for States to assist private insti-
tutions,

The three basic ideas presented here ; the need for a Federal
five NBCy to provide tuition assistance to private colleges and univer-
sities, the need for equitable student aid programs based on a separa-
tion of educational costs from living expenses, and the establishment
of a sound COE program upon them should be, we believe, given your
serious consideration in reviewing changes for future higher education
legislation. Along with the narrative, special comments are appended
oil: "Federal and State Policy Towards Private, Nonprofit Colleges
and T, iversities; Tuition Assistanee for Private Institutions; Student
Aid Program,"

Thank you, gentlemen.
Mr. 011ARA. Thank you very much, Reverend.
Mr. Biaggi, would you like to direct some questions?
Mr, 13tnuot. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
First, on page 3, von make reference to the Carnegie Commission

report. entitled wrnition." Will you submit a copy of that for the
record for this committee?

Father FINI AY, Yes,
Mr. Tines, I think your statement makes it quite clear, but as a

matter of colloquy and for the record, isn't what you are saying, in
fact, that under the present system the poor are really, in fact, denied

choice of institutions?
Father Fult,Ay. Yes, this is what am saying, that the level of fund-

ing and the mechanies of funding of assistance to low-income students
is such that their choice is almost exclusively limited to the low -cost
public institutions, and if von will look at some of the statistics pre-
seined in the Carnegie tuition report, you will notice that starting, in
1967 there was an increase in college enrollment in the two lowest quilt-
tiles of population.

That began increasing slightly up until 1972. Then all of a sudden
it has dropped oft So it is not only access to low-cost institutions, but
access to higher education that is being limited as to students in the
two lowest quintiles of the population. It is a distinct falling oir within
the last year. I think this should be a matter of co,keern to both the
public and the private sector of higher education and to this committee,

Mr. BIAM1L You said the mechanics?
nailer FINLAY, Yes.
Mr, -Swim Will yon explain what you mean by that?
Father PINtAY, When the 13E0G program was lanehed, it took so

long to get the standards established and get the forms to the students
and their families that many of those who were eligible for 13 ;OG
grants did not even apply. I think there is a considerable sum of
money left in the REOG program, whieh is being, I hope, hopefully
rolled over into the next budget where it can be used.

w.)
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I have talked to low-income students, and they are thoroughly con-
fused. Frequently,. neither they nor their parents are capable of facing
the prospect of six different application forms to get Federal and
State grants, and in their schools they are not getting adequate counsel-
ing so as to handle the mechanics ofthe grants.

So this problem is also hindering students from coming to college.
I know, again, from my conversations with low-income students, there
is a high level of dropouts among them because, and I am talking. now
in the private sector, where they can start off with grants both from
public and from our own internally generated student financial aid.
But at a point they realize this is not enough for their living expenses.
They are terrified of taking out loans, They are very reluctant to take
out loans, so they will drop out of college, or they may, if they are
fortunate or intelligent enough, they may transfer into institutions
which charge no tuition, but this just emphasizes the limitation ontheir choice, They are very, very reluctant to build up a burden of
loans as they go through college, so I would say, both from the fund-
ing and mechanics of fundings, it poses real problems and genuine
problems for low-income students.

Mr. Briton On page 2 in the summation, there are three items.
"Item No. 3 Appropriations for and administration of, student aid
programs are reducing their effectiveness in meeting congressional
objectives."

Will you explain that?
Father FINLAY' Well, as you are aware, the level of appropriations

for the 1972 amendments has never met the expectations of certainly
the student population, Now, I have called your attention to some of
the problems in the administration of these programs, and there are
large unmet needs out there of students who need the funds, and in
our data they are submitting in the third appendix, page 2, we have
listed there for you what has been approved by the panel and what
has bean appropriated.

Speaking for my own institution, we have found that there are
many more students applying for college work-study than we pos-
sibly can accommodate. Similarly, for direct student loans, there are
many more applications for direct student loans than we can
accommodate.

So that the level of appropriations simply does not come up to the
level of need, Now, in the administration of the program, the biggest
difficulty has been the multiplication of programs and the confusion
that this generates, You may be aware that the State of New York
is making an attempt to address itself to this problem of administra-
tion. In the latest education law passed, the tuition assistance pro-
gram, there is a second part of that which sets in) a new corporation
which will attempt to coordirtate all tuition assistance programs for
students in the State of New York, They hope ultimately, if the Fed-
eral Government is willing, to handle within the State of New York
the administration of the 'Federal programs, so that a student in the
State of New York will have a, single office to go to or a single form
to fill out, and it will be a single-stop application for assistance.

Now, this will not be tooled tip until 197ti or 1976, It will start
studying the situation this yeay and hopes to be in operation, at least

ifor the State programs, in 1975-79 and subsequently,, if it can be
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worked out, to include also the Federal _programs so that neither the
student nor the parent would be confused lay the plethora of programs
and in spite of the plethora of programs tie small amount of money
that comes through.

Mr. BIAGGI' On page 3, second paragraph, there are indications
that the present aid programs at least as now actualized are inequit-
able to students attending private institutions, Will you explain the
inequity ?

Father Fixi ty. Page 3. There, in appendix 8 on the program on
BEOG, we present the information, The BEOG relates parental
contribution to the total student need, based on cost of attendance and
toward award of grants up to $1,400 in different situations, The award
is one-half of the total need up to a maximum of $1,400. Cost of at-
tendance is quite different from tuition.

The nontuition items according to one estimate amount to a na-
tional average of between $1,850 and $1,950 for residential students
at public and private colleges respectively. If a college has no tuition,
a BEOG grantee at that institution could receive up to $925 for non-
educational expenses. At the expected funding levels for the next
academic year, however, the maximum receivable by the student at-
tending a tuition-free institution would be $750.

The BEOG payment schedule published by the Office of Education
in May 1974 states with a few specific exceptions all students will have
a, minimum cost of attendance of $1,500, $1,100 living expenses and
$400, The students attending tuition-free institutions with no on-
campus living facilities are still provided the $1,500 minimum allow-
ance, so if you have a I3EOG grant and you have no tuition, or rather,
some tuition to pay, the BEOG grant is less serviceable to you in a
tuition-paying institution than it is in a non-tuition-paying institution.

In New York City where we have a vast non-tuition-paying City
University, and many private institutions, the student who goes to
the City 'University with the BEOG grant has the BEOG grant for
his or her personal expenses.

Now, we know, and this again is documented in the Carneigie re-
port, that those expenses not directly connected with tuition in both
the public and private sector are pretty much the same. So that with
that same amount of money, the person who receives a 13E00 grant
and has no tuition to pay is better able to meet those expenses than
the student going to tuition-paying schools with a BEOG grant, but
has to pay tuition.

A very clear example that I see every day on the north side of West
60th Street where we have our Lincoln Center Campus, which will
be charging ,next year a tuition of $2,400i on the south side of that
same street is John Jay College of the City University with 10,000
students and no tuition.

Now, a student walking west on 60th Street has a choice, Suppose
he gets a I3EOG grant, if he goes on the south side of the street, he
can use the money from the BEOG grant to cover living expenses,
which are pretty much the same for him as the student Who chooses
to take that 13EOG grant and to go to Fordliam just across the street,
and there most of the BEOG grants will be eaten up in meeting tin-
tion costs and leaving him with essentially the same living cosh, the
high living costs of New York City,
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Mr. &mt. Your suggestion to meet this is what?
Father FINLAY. That we focus BEOG directly on tuition costs and

that we make special provision for the noneducational costs of all stn.
dents, particularly the low-income students, direct or target BEOG
on tuition costs and then target the work - study and other assistance
programs which can be devised to maintain the income of particularly
the low-income students so that they can go to college.

The access to college is not just a matter of tuition or no tuition,
Even in the city of New York, where there is free tuition, there are
thousands of students who are not going to college. Nov, tuition is not
the block. The block is the income maintenance, the fact that they
would have to defer income, but their families need assistance.

So far as BEOG is concerned, I say target that on tuition costs.
Target work-study, increase or expand the work-study program con-
siderably and direct the work-study, program, as we mention in the
narrative direct that, toward the maintenance of income for students
who need income, And certainly there are plenty of students who
need, both in the public and private sectors, that need that income.

Mr. BtAaat, We are obviously talking about additional stuns of
money?

Father FINLAY. We are obviously talking about additional sums of
money.

Mr, Etooi. Absent the adoption of your suggestion in the present
in pure form or modified, what do you see as the future of the private
institution ?

Father FINLAY, I would say the future of the private institution is
very, very dim I spoke on another occasion here in Washingtoft about
a month ago, and from what I have learned in New York, T. predicted
that within a short while, perhaps within a decade, we will see the dis-
appearance of about 80 percent of the private institutions.

Now, you earlier raised the question that this program I am suggest-
ing is going to cost additional money. Well, I think that deppds
how you look at that. If the private institutions collapse, there is going
to be a much heavier bui:den on the public sector, and a, much greater
demand on the taxpayers to provide educat ion in public institutions;

As long as you maintain a vigorous sector of private institutions,
you are getting other moneys into the educational picture from the
individuals' families, from gifts and grants, .from various philan-
thropies, so there is n multiplier effect operating as long as private
institutions are functioning. If they no longer function, then the full
burden of the cost of education is going to fall on the taxpayers.

In the State of New York. I think at the moment private institutions
are educating somewhat less than half of the undergraduates and a
much larger percentage of the students in professional schools and
graduate schools. We pointed out to Mayor Beame in New York that
even though the City University is a much larger institution than the
total of the private institutions, in number than the total of the private
institutions, private institutions still significantly produce more
boehelor degrees, more master degrees, and more Ph. A's titan the
City University,

8o that we are making a very, very significant contribution to the
economy of that city. We represent a payroll of almost slightly less
than $1 billion, and we are producing more degrees, and if that is

7l i
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Oat, you are talking aboutAiiglier 'education, at least that is one meas-
ure of -higher education productivity, that is, the degrees, and for the
dollars-invested in the private sector the public is getting a much big-
ger return in people-coming forward with

Mr. Let, me ask von one enestion connection with these
programs, in private as well as public institutions, the adthinistration
of them; and insofar 'as the participation of the student is concerned,
do. they, in fact, attend the classes once they have registered and have
received their funds?

Father FINLAY, Well, I can only speak for my own institution, and
the answer to that is yes.

If you are addressing yourself, as I think you are, to the loan in-
comes partic atrly, those that are receiving most of the funds, we have
aprogram which maintains fairly close anaemic and personal super-
vision of those students end 'counseling, and the record of attendance,
and the record of success for that group of students is -instils goal as
any other comparable group of students.

We have found in our own experience, by providingcounseling that
is effective and sympathetic, and other support services, which are the
really difficult costs of education, that we have been able to guarantee,
at least we have had the experience of a very high percentage of those
students who enter Fordhamgraduating. and those who are attending
Fordham actually attend them glasses and patine' their programs with
at least as much diligence as any other student. We have been pleased.

Mr. &wan. That is a entninalt on your Own university, but you are
so thoroughly' Steeped in educational oractivities generally --swell, let,
Inc pose the question iii a different way.

Would you suggest this committee investigate other institutions. to
determine whether or not the students are, in -fact, attending the
classes?

Father Ftxt.w. I think. from what nave learned in my discussions
with other educators, there ika gentiine'need to see whether, in fart,
the students are attending. I mentioned in my paper the need to sep-
arate out direct eihicational costs and income maintenance costs,

I have heard a nullifier of comments from people at other institu-
tions that-students are clever enough to see that programs which are
designed for income maintenance can be used precisely for the income
maintenance, with a. minimum exposure to classes and education. This
is one of the unexplored. and, I think, embarrassing situations that
exist in a number of institutions,

Mr, Et Adm. That is all, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. O'llAnA. Thank you very much, Mr.
Father Finlay, I think you made a good point when you say that

it is unfortunate that highei- education programs of student assistance
have to undertake income maintenance. It seems to me that that incoine
maintenance ought to be the function of other programs and it ought
to be done much better than it is. We had a witness here from the
association of students at San Francisco State, who gave a number
of examples of students, independent students, who were unable to
attend San Francisco State because they could not support theinselves
and sometimes their minor children or whatever with the funds they
received,

0
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The SST program, when you talk about disabled students, as I un-
derstand the SSI program, and it may be that this only relates to
disabled students who are memberi of their parents household or what-
ever, but if they quit going to school, they become eligible for SSI
payments. On the other hand, if they go to school, they are not eligi-
ble for SSI payments.

I have asked the staff to call in a panel of people who deal with in-
come maintenance problems. I think the committee ought

i
ght to get into

the question of whether or not it is not more appropriate for income
maintenance programs to do the income maintenance part of the job
for students, especially for independent students, and I think also for
students who are members of families that are of very low income,
than it is for higher education programs to try to do that job.

I notice you tried to make that distinction in your testimony.
Father FINLAY. Yes,
Mr. OITAnA, And I think that is a distinction worth our exploring

and pursuing.
I also like very much the logical framework into which you put

things, with the six points that you get at on the bottom of page 3 and
the top of page 4, although I want ,you to know I very strongly dis-
agree with the first one, You are going up in an ascending scale most
of the time until, you got down to No 6, but, in any event, because I
really think it might help private colleges, but it would not help any
students in this situation.

Well, you know
,

the tuitions at public institutions are going up
rather alarmingly, too. It has tnow gotten to the point where they are
pretty dam high, at least in most States. To say ,to a student who is
barely managing to attend the public institution, "We are going to
help you out by closing ,the gap and increasing the tuition you now

'pay 1 don't think that is a very helpful. argument,
iather FINLAY. Well, I have not argued for a year for increasing

the tuition. There are other ways of closing the gap than by increas-
ity the tuition in the public institutions, I have not argued that posi4,
tion at all. I am aware of the growing costs in public institutions,

The figeres ore spread nut before us in the Carnegie report on tui-
tions and I tend to favor the attitude of the Carnegie commission over
the other reports that have been made. The Carnegie commission
urged that tuition and fees should ultimately achieve perhaps one-
third,of the full educational costs in the public sector.

They also pointed out in many institutions they already have reached
that level, The University of Michigan would be one, where it has
already gone beyond that level, There are other public institutions
where they are paying something beyond that,

The cost of adjustment, if you were to accept the Carnegie report,
as they point 'out, would be perhaps an increase of about 1 percent a
year over the next few years, Most large public institutions, they were
already pretty much in line with what the Carnegie commission
thought was a goal,

I am not arguing the raising of public--well, I don't think any-
where in the paper I argued raising public tuition. What I argue is
closing the gap, The gap can be closed several ways.

In the supplementary data we discuss several ways in which this
amid be done, but you could conceivably accept the public tuition at
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whatever rate it is, even lower, if you want, and take the average cost
of educating a student in the public sector and the average cost of tu-
ition in the States and subtract the one from the other, and then per-
haps fund half of that through Federal and State matching funds.

Now, we are not prescribing or suggesting a single formula and no-
where do we suggest that the answer is raising the tuition in the pub-
lic sector,

Mr. OtHAnA. Thank you very much,. Father. I am very glad you
clarified that, because I am very anti-tuition increases.

I would like to take some more time, but we have two more wit-
nesses. Mr. Kane is a frequent participant in our discussions in any
event. I am sure he will reflect yourviews in those discussions.

Thank you very much for coming before the committee itr.d for
your very useful testimony.

Father FINLAY. Thank you very much.
[Father Finlay's prepared statement follows :3

PREPARED STATEMENT OP REV. JAMES C. FINLAY, PRESIDENT, FORDIIMA UNIVERSITY

The Association of Jesuit Colleges and Universities has followed carefully as
have other associations, the development of postsecondary education legislation
front the beginnings of the Education Amendments of 1972, through the activities
.of the National Commission on the Financing of Postsecondary Education, to the
present hearings concerned with the application of present law and the admin-
istration of its programs. We are convinced that both policy and programs need-
updating in view of continuing financial distress and of apparent inequities
resulting from unforeseen factors in the law.

our major concern is the differences between public and-private higher educa-
tion. Both of these institutional sectors tire necessary to the very character of
our American culture, intrinsic components of our democratic form to create
balances which Mutaally serve to measure and improve the fUnctions of its
correlative parts. In nigher education there are two very interrelated and inter-
acting elements which, despite some similarities, remain different. in their modes
of operation. It is not to be taken lightly that the American system affirms the
necessity of public education under state controls while at the same time
stimulating a similar public service through private non-profit and profitmaking
establishments. It is not merely the suvival of the nature of higher education
which is at stake ; it is the meaning of our kind of democratic society, Private
higher education offers an alternative necessary to sustain a democratic
pluralism. This, simply speaking, is -the root justification for maintaining private
colleges and universities.'

All of higher education has changed in the past 80 years, Some of the changes
have been helpful, some harmful to private higher education. Without describing
all of thesemost of which yoil are awarelet Inc poilit to certain changes to
Well, we believe, more attention should be given. These are (1) the general area
of federal and state relationships to higher education, and (2) the matter of
equity both in respect to the public which supports higher education and to
those students and Institutions who benefit front such public support.

MEM!, AND STATE Ate POLICIES FOR PRIVATE MURES AND STUDENTS
ATTEND/NO THEN/ . .

.We are convinced that Congress was on the right tract in Passing legislation
In 1972 directed at' better planning and coordination of states' resources for
postsecondary education, Too many private colleges have suffered from the
indiscriminate expansion of some areas of postsecondary education, Many have
closed their doors ; more undoubtedly will do so when the effects of overexpansion
lead to targeting fonds to sustain public institutionsthereby reducing the.eapa-
city of state legislatures to assist private institutions and the students attending
them, it is unfortunate that educational researchers have failed to examine the
impact of the expansion of public, institutions upon the survival of private
colleges, as well ns upon the taxpayer.

Private higher education enftnot wait for the states to change their attitudes
towards assisting private colleges. There is apparently much advertisement

$44
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about state aid for private higher education, and it is to be applauded when the
shoe fits, Pennsylvania, New York, Illinois, New Jersey and Michigan are among
the leaders here. The list of state aid programs for private institutions published
by the Education CoMmission of the States testifies to increasing efforts. But,
abed one-third of the states have not given any assistance to private institutions
or students attending them and the total sums awarded to all private institutions
by all states nationally are less ;than .four percent of total state aid to higher
education, excluding capital outlays, (See Appendix 1. Table attached.)

In the past, with a few significant exceptions, the federal government has
treated public and private higher education with an even hand. The. Higher
Education Facilities Act of 1903, and many of the student aid, programs from
NDEA on, do not discriminate_ between institutions or the students attending
them On the other hand, however, the cancellation of tuition grants for veterans
beginning with the Korean War G.I.- bill, the introduction of certain student
aid program formulas and, ,amerimpiofed regulations, the extension of benefits to
include part-time and proprietary school Students without the *commensurate
expansion of funds, the introduction of a veterans' coskinstruction program
have all served to increase the financial difficulties of private higher education in
relation to public colleges and universities,

Let me turn to the question what call he done to redress these difficulties and
Perhaps, as a result, change the direction in which private higher education is
headed?

Congress itself indicated that it. was, hardly satisfied with thegeneral character.
Of the higher education legislation it passed in 1972, Congress nandated eatitb-

. lishment of a National CommIssion to investigate the causes of ancini distress,
evaluate. the success of current programs, and propose policy solutions. to the
financial difficulties facing all of higher education, The enormity of that tnandate.
is now beComing evident the complexity of the.issueS of financial distress, is not
matched by the simplicity of such a mandate. At best, the ssi of Congress
has generated. an unprecedented universe of research in almost every phase of
Poe secondary edtication. It is hoped that Congress will once again give Serious
consideration both to national policy and federal obligations and to the most
appropriate means to accomplish its objectives,

It is. our contention that the federal government has a responsibility towards
the private Nettor, including its own- prerogatives as well its being able to
stimulate 'state action to aid private institutions. The suggestions below are
directed towards both of these responsibilities,

our testimony is directed to the possible inclusion of a tuition assistance pro-
grain for. private nonprodt .higher education, and to .removing inequities in
student aid programs, Our aim is to bring to your attentionand, indeed i into
piddle viewour concern for the threat to the existence of private ifigher
education, generated by the character of programs and aa hoe policy rationales
wittingly or. unwittingly detrimental to the private sector. :Poetising upon the
tuition differential, upon current student aid programs and volt funding Wales
N. We believe, an effective (Iowan, The. solutions we suggest are exploratory,
but, although other associations and Interest groups are also intensively investi-
gating the tuition problem, we lend firm support to the policy and program
directions suggested herein.

011JECTIVEa AND Vot/CIES Et% VEDERAt AID TO HIGHER EDUCATION

The Association of Sesta Colleges and. Universities proposes the following
objectives and policies to he incinded, among others in guiding future legislation
for higher education; Relying upon pint interest in nil of higher education and In
equitable benefits to institutions and students, we believe that greater stress
should be placed noon those objectives, along with those of equal edtteationol
opportunity and institutional diversity and excellence, Indeed, We believe these
objectives would serve well to implement all others,
Obleetkes

1,' National goals f6r higher education should include the sustenance of private
higher education,

2, National goals should take into account the concept of "shared financial
responsibility" iti meeting the costs of higher education, relying upon equitable
tax burdens and distribution of benefits,

To achieve these objectives, greater efforts Amid be devoted to plonning
policies which would effect them. We suggest the following *dicks as guides
for federal program planning;
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Poliote8
1. The federal government should exert Maximum leverage on all non-federal

sources of finalleitil support to generate UMXIMUIU contributions for all of higher
education :

(a) promoting planning and cooperation between states and regions,
public and private sector interrelationships and innersector cooperative
arrangements

(b) improving utilization of private facilities and sharing of both public
and private facilities for specific purposes,

(a) assisting states in lowering the per student costs to the taxpayer,
(d) promoting indirect aid to institutions without direct expenditure of

revenue,
2, The federal government should promote programs which correlate institu-

tional .di tersity and student choice in the same financial interrelationship.
(a) the range of instructionrelated student aid programs should be

proportionate to the institutional costofinstruction,
( b) costof-education aid programs should be associated with the cost-

of-instruction With special emphasis upon costs dependent on educating
low-income students,

(a) the federal government should stimulate the establishment of tuition
offset devices to insure the competitiveness and quality of private higher
education.

3. Equitable student aid programs should be developed treating all income
levels fairly :

(a) access -programs should not adversely affect entrance to private
colleges and universities,

(I)) aid programs should be considered which do not add a proportion.
ately higher burden at graduation to one class over another,

(a) aid programs should provide vertical equityproportionate types
of grant, work-study and loan programs should be developed for the various
income groups,

(it) aid directed at institutional costs of instruction should not be con-
fused with noninstructional aid to students ; they should be separate
programs.

The real thrust of these policies is evident. It is equity to the essential educa-
tional components of our national heritage: strong public and private institu-
tions ; equity in federal and state policy toward these institutions; the inclusion
of institutional needs in providing student aid ; fair treatment of all income
levels in the provision of student aid for selection of an institution; harmoniza-
tion of federal and state tax levies and subsidies to maximize benefits to the
taxpayer and to reducing inequitable burdens, and consideration of the possi-
bility of federal incentives to stimulate action on achieving these policies,

PitOORASt AID VOR It UER EDMATION

To this end, we suggest certain types of programs which would Help in their
achievement: We are aware of the differencessometimes animositiesbetween
public and private sectors of higher education. It is not our goal to increase these,
or aggravate them, 13ut we are firmly convinced that only through incentives
from the federal government can public and private cooperation in the states be
stimulated to produce in most cases effective aid to maintain private higher
education, The idea promoted by some at few years ago that the states are respell-
Bible for institutions and the federal government for students has to a great
extent been responsible for the financial condition of priVate higher education,
The effect of this idea has been to sustain state support of public institutions
and to generate additional federal support of students to attend low or no tuition
institutions. The federal government alone, we believe, can and should chUnge this
direction,

To aid private higher education, We suggest that some consideration and in.
vestigation be given to the following propositions on the tuition differential be.
twee): public and private institutions and undeveloped areas of student financial
aid.

X. Tuition Differential
1, The federal government should support it tuition assistance policy through ti

federalstnte matching incentive program.
II, :Student lolintitelal AidConsideration should be given to

1. Establishing separate grant programs for
(a) tuition costs, and
(b) non-tuition, educatlon.related costa,

0.44 41f
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2, Aligning non-tuition, education related grants with work-study and other aid
programs,

3, Investigating the possible inequities to different income levels from student
aid programs both at time of entering and at time of departure (dropping out or
graduation).

In more detail, we would propose ;
I. Tuition Assistance Program

1, Federal-State Incentive Matching Program on a 50/50 basis.
2, The grant can be based on :

(a) a percentage of the average state per student expenditure at public
institutions.

(b) the size of the tuition differential, or a percentage of it,
(o) a percentage of ihe actual average tuition at private institutions of

each state.
3, Individual state differjnces should be maintained. Average public tuitions,

in each state and state average private tuitions could serve as the comparative
base for formulas.

4, The objective of this incentive grant program is to assure the competitiveness
and quality of the private higher education sector.

IL Student Aid Programs
I. Tuition-Based Grants

(a) based on tuition alone the maximum grant would equal one-half
tuition charged at either public or private colleagues and universities, The
size of the private institutions' tuition would include subtraction of the
tuition assistance grant,

( b) students from families of under $5,000 taxable income would auto-
matically receive one-half tuition grant at the institution of their choice.

(c) students from families over $5,t00 taxable income would receive a
grant pro-rated on the basis of expected parental contribution, with a mini-
mum grant of $50.00. The POS schedule will not be used administratively
to reduce expenditures of insufficient funding; a reduction scale will be
applied, based on funding levels.

2. Non-Tuition, Education Related Grants:
(a) Federal Grant Program. A federal program should be developed to

subsidize non-tuition, education-related costs to the student : room and
board, transportation and personal expenses.

(b) u national average of such costs can be used as a base, or state or
regions I averages can be used. National averages showed negligible dif-
ferences in these expenses between public and private, residential and com-
muting students.)

(o) maximum award would equal one-half of the national average non-
tuition, education related expenses;

(4) targeting would follow the tuition grant Income level formulas full
one-half grant to students from families under $5,000 income ; prorated but
with a minimum of $50 to all eligible students.

8. Work-Study Program: .

(a) maximum award : $1,000 /academic year.
(b) should include off-campus work experiences in all types of non-profit

organizations.
(c) purpose is to provide aid largely for non-tuition, education related

costs (currently two-thirds of the WS students receiving other aid are
applying it to non-tuition coats),

4. Education Security Fund
(a) Fund tiostseeondary expenses for all students needing loan assistance

on an assured basis with repayment contingent upon future earnings,
(b) Provide a source for parents to invest funds for meeting the heavy

expense of college attendance for their dependents.
III, Cost-of-Education

Assuming the actualization of a tuition assistance program and the suggested
student aid revisions :

1, lindergraduate institutions' awards should be based on a percentage of
total federal funds provided for IIEOG and StIOG grants at an institution.

2, graduate institutions' grants should be based on capitation as in the present
law.
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APPENDIX 1
FEDERAL AND STATE POLICY TOWARD PRIVATE, NoNFiloFIT COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES

Viewing the issue from the perspective of the social vs. individual benefit argu-
ments, it is ascertainable that state policies have in the main been in favor of a
limited social benefit theory : for public institutions and their students only, It is
inaccurate, moreover, to assume, as do some national policy-proposing groups,
that in the American tradition, states support only public institutions : the fact
of no or low tuition provides enormous benefits to taxpayers, rich and poor alike,
States support public higher education, institutions and students, In fact, if we
are to believe the Hansen and Weisbrod studies, "state subsidy of higher education
was three to five times greater than'the anticipated increase in taxes to be paid
by college students,"

State policy, in general has been negative towards private institutions and,
though to a slightly smaller degree, to students attending those institutions.2 A
great effort is being made to demonstrate a new enlightened attitude by states
towards assisting private colleges and universities. While this interest is indeed
real in some instances, the total result is hardly sufficient to be called a trickle.
Appropriations to aid private' higher education by states is about four percent
of total state aid (excluding Capital outlays) to higher education,3 About one-
half of this$155 millionis concentrated by two states.

Vederal policy, on the other hand, has been neutral towards public and private
aid : it has applied its aid programs to, both with a sense of equity, Only In recent
decades have there been indications of shifting emphasis in federal policy, The
Korean War GI bill, abolishing the tuition grant-in-aid to veterans, was perhaps
the first major step away from equitable treatment not only of institutions, but
of a class of citizens. As hss been well substantiated, the World War II GI bill
provided a tuition grant which, more than the size of any personal subsidy, per-
mitted the veterr.....4. choice of institutions'

A recent editorial in College and University Thisiness states,
". . a major report on veterans' education has found a definite 'rela-

tionship between the utilization of student 01 and the existence of low
tuition. The utilization of the GI Billwhich, at $220 a month, is the most
generous form of student nid availableby Vietnamera veterans is high
in those states where lowtuition public colleges are available, and cor-
respondingly low in states where tuition is high."

Can there be better evidence of the exclusion of the Vietnamera veteran from
selecting a schriol of his or her choice? Is there better evidence of federal policy
implementing and reinforcing the policy of lowtuition state institutions to the
discrimination of private colleges, and the veterans wishing to attend them? Is
there better evidence of the use of euphemisms to support inequity towards
private colleges and their students by caning the present Veterans' benefit pro-
gram when it has no reference point to costs at all? It is most evident, however,
that when you do not give a veteran a tuition grant, he or she generally will
attend a low tuition or tuition free institution, and spend the veterans' subsidy
on noneducational expenses. It would be well to rend the "major report on vet-
erans' education" referred to by the author of the editorial : if anything, its ob.
jective was to point out inequities such as this among the Various 0.I, bills
since 1045, not,to approve them.

This is an instance where poor legislation seems to have encouraged worse
legislation : while veterans no longer receive sufficient educational benefits
to attend private institutions, an institutional aid formula (not a veterans' aid
formula) was approved which awards grants largely to public institutions
for veterans enrollments. One would have difficulty in finding a rationale for
any appropriations for such a program, much less for its continuation as a
national law.

I am enclosing for your information the award allocations for the first year
of that program which indicate that while private institutions educate, 20 per-
cent of the veterans in colleges, they received five percent of the funds .° In one
state. California, despite the fact that one fourth of the total federal appropria-

i Alternatives in Mate Government Financing N. nigher Education, Academy lof
rational Deveiopment, February 1978, p,

lorotn s Htate Police and Independent higher Rhona) a position Paper presontod to
the Commission on postsecondary tidueation, State of Montana, November 1978, Itielmrd
w. ;Nilsen.

tbitLa fiCeortipanying charts tit end of notes. Also gee higher Rdeeation in the
States, MS, Vol, 4, No, h, 1974,

'Report o/ Mineattonal Pealing Beratee , on Rdaeational AnIttanee Programs fir
Veteran, Muse Committee Print No, Si, September 1011978.

8 Veterans cestof-instruction awards review. See attached chart and tables.
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tion was received by that state --six million dollars, only $57,000, or less than
one percent of the state total, went to private instituions.

To our knowledge, there is no state grant program for veterans to attend
private institutions, Whether or not this is true, we believe that the federal gov
ermnent should be the public voice for treating equitably those Who serve lit
national defense. It has the responsibility for the national service functions
of its citizens and should seek to provide equitable benefits to them, This should
also be true for education,

Consequently, we must rely upon the federal 'government to maintain equitable
111iCIPS towards all sectors of higher and postsecondary education,

Stato

Percent
of total

Percent State
of State appro.
scholar. Total State priations

Direct appro. ship appropria for Percent
priations to dollar'. tions to higher of State

institutions of Total State awarded private educa enroll.
Total 1972-73 private scholarship to higher tion to ments in

appropriations higher funds private education private private
for higher education, appropriated, institu. (direct and institu institu.

educations 1972 »732 1972 -733 tons 4 indirect) tions tions

Alabama $106, 440, 000 475, 000 None $475, 000 0, 4 15, 0
Alaska 21, 978, 000 1,337,000 4, 200, 000 28, 5 2, 537,.000 11, 5 8, 6
Arizona 112, 712, 000 None None None 0 1.9
Arkansas 56, 371, 000 None None None 0 15,7
California ..... ..... 1,009, 272, 000 None 26, 708, 236 . 80, 0 18, 800, 000 1.9 10, 3
Colorado 115, 243, 000 None None None 0 11, 4
Connecticut 113, 724, 000 1,194, 000 2, 026, 000 38.6 1, 976.036 1, 7 39, 7
Delaware 25, 887, 000 None. None None 0 14,8
Florida 302, 112, 000 3, 055.000 600, 000 55.8 3, 385, 000 1.1 18,6
Georgia 177, 819, 000 None 2, 800, 000 100.0 2, 800, 000 1.6 11 6
Hawaii 64,478, 000 None None None 0 9, 3
Idaho 36, 785, 000 None None None 0 21.0
Ilinois 516, 726, 000 26, 250, 000 59, 700, 000 60.0 62, 070, 000 12.0 29, 0
ndiana 218, 595, 000 None 16, 534, 875 52.0 8, 598,135 4. 1 26. 8
owa 125,505,000 500,000 4, 223,154 97.0 4, 600, 000 3, 7 35, 4

Kansas 93, 087, 000 819, 000 1,150, 000 87.0 1, 819, 000 2, 0 12,6
Kentucky 139, 485, 000 None 2 500 19, 3
Louisiana 146, 664, 000 None None None 0 15.5
Maine 33, 612, 000 None 180, 000 87, 0 150, 000 . 4 28, 4
Maryland 159, 156, 000 2, 000, 000 3, 425, 000 2, 000, 000 (6) 19, 7
Massachusetts 154, 451, 000 None 8, 000, 000 80, 0 6, 400, 000 4,1 59, 7
Michigan. 417, 815, 000 2, 744, 400 13, 832, 000 58.5 10, 810, 400 2, 6 13, 2
Minnesota 174, 040, 000 3,335,000 5, 000.000 50.0 5,835,000 3, 4 18, 8
Mssissippi None None None 0 11.8
Missouri 161, 464, 000 None 105, 000 27, 7
Montana 30, 798,000 None None None 0 9, 0
Ilinois 516, 726, 000 26, 250.000 69, 700, 000 60, 0 62, 070, 000 12, 0 29.0

Nebraska 56, 780, 000 None 500, 000 100, 0 500, 000 .9 21, 0
Nevada 20, 656, 000 None None None ,8
New Hampshire-- 12,880,000 None None None 45, 1
New *soy 236, 280, 000 11,931,000 23,222,367 55. 1 24, 703, 302 10, 5 30,5
New Mexico . 50,968,000 1 None None .. None

New York 822, 425, 000 50, 720, 000 121, 100, 000 35. 0 93,073, 800 11. 3 40, 5
North Carolina 223, 486,000 1, 748, 500 None . 1, 748, 500 .8 27.1
North Dakota 27, 476, 000 None None None 0 4, 3
Ohio 325, 105, 000 2, 680, 000 1R, 160, 000 45, 6 10, 048, 960 3. 1 24, 7
Oklahoma 81, 720, 000 None (4) None 0 15, 9
Oregon 106, 990, 000 1, 000, 000 1, 296, 303 15, 8 1, 204, 816 1.5 11, 6
Pennsylvania 388, 874, 000 28,242,000 68, 832, 049 46.5 55, 598,903 14.3 42, 4

South Carolina 104,980,000 200,000 150.000 100, 0 350, OV) .3 30.4
Rhode Island 40, 029, 000 None 539, 400 44, 7

South Dakota 22, 736, 000 Ncne None None 0 21,0
Tennessee 127, 994, 000 220, )00 1,170, 000 70, 8 1, 132, 600 25.4
Texas 463, 528, 000 7, 000, 000 3, 000, 000 100, 0 10, 000, 000 1 2 17,1
Utah 57, 195, 000 Nrne None Mine 38, 4
Vermont 16, 743, 000 None 2, 380, 000 22, i 526, 055 3,1 44, 8
Virginia 185,756, 000 None 750, 000 None 17, 5
Washington 190, 467, 000 None 1, 734, 200 64, 2 1,113, 492 .6 11, 2
West Virginia 77, 922, 000 None 425, 000 21, 2 107,100 ,1 18, 2
Wisconsin 257, 243, 000 1, 877, 000 A, 921.523 81, 3 5, 879.215 2, 3 14, 7
Wyoming 18, 310, 000 None None None 0

Total 8, 528, 609, 000

Same: "Chronicle or Nigher Education," Nov, 13, 1972 compiled by M. M. Chambers.
Source: Education Commission of the States.

3 Source: National Association of Slate Scholarship Progr; Ms, "Fifth Annual Survey," and Education commission of the
Stan.

4 Source: hia.'enal Association of State Scholarship Programs,
4 Source: all enrollment, higher education, 1970. Department of HEW.

Not computed.
ParticipatiOn in WICHE,
Not funded.

;-4)
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DISTRIBUTION OF VETERANS COST,OFINSTRUCTION PAYMENTS

State totals

Percent of
national

total Public totals

Percent of
state
total Private totals

Percent of
state
total

Alabama $696, 948, 70 2, 8 $676, 027, 44 97 $15, 28748 2, 0

Alaska 28, 202, 89 ,1 28, 202, 89 100

Arizona 535, 148, 59 2, 532, 616.19 99 2, 532.40 , 5

Arkansas 83, 515, 76 3 68,827,86827, 86 82 14,687.50687. 50 18,0 0

California.- 6, 032, 191 94 24 5,962, 266, 51 98 57, 018, 89 . 9

Colorado
Connecticut

464,348, 15
135, 223.27

1
,6

462, 512.17
128, 825, 64

99
95

1,865,98
6, 397.63

, 4
5, 0

Delaware 39, 452, 06 ,1 33, 161. 05 84 6, 291, 01 16.0

Florida 897, 014, 65 3,6 853, 216, 54 95 43, 979. 12 5,0

Georgia 398, 392,55 1, 6 376, 174, 12 94 22, 218, 43 6, 0

Hawaii . 118, 822,70 , 5 108, 159. 98 90 10, 662, 72 9, 0

Idaho 130,644, 98 . 50 130, 644, 98 100 130, 644, 98 0

Illinois 1,391,085,07 5, 6 1,297, 752, 95 93 84, 88, 191 7, 0

Indiana 209, 115, 92 . 8 193, 541.69 92 15, 574.23 8, 0

Iowa 249, 860, 84 9 243, 663.14 97 6, 197, 70 3, 0

Kansas. 108, 733,08 . 4 100, 646, 09 92 8, 037, 02 IL 0

Kentucky 255, 012,28 1 252, 519. 87 99 2, 492. 41 1,0

Louisiana 336, 802, 01 1, 3 329, 884, 57 98 6, 917, 44 2, 0

Maine 119, 062,60 . 5 317, 169, 97 98 1, 892.63 2.0

Maryland. 435, 891, 99 1, 7 430, 613.94 99 3, 038,88 .7

Massachusetts 475, 470.68 1.9 344, 425.85 72 131, 044.85 28, 0

Michigan k 764, 796.96 3.0 691, 221.14 90 73, 572.78 10.0

Minnesota 196, 793. 86 8 179, 000, 43 90 8, 676, 80 4

Mississippi 225, 663,12 , 9 216, 333, 24 96 9, 329,88 4, 0

Missouri 561, 598, 81 2 527, 451.44 95 27, 736, 54 5, 0

Montana . 13, 208.44 ,05 13, 208, 44 100 0 ....,...
Nebraska 44, 050, 36 2 31, 095. 16 70 12, 955.20 W O

Nevada 35, 626, 82 .1 35, 626.82 100 0

New Hampshire 177, 380, 82 7 63, 443.19 36 114, 437.63 65.0

New Jersey 553, 701, 73 2.2 525, 168, 95 94 22, 071, 83 4.0

New Mexico 108, 653.12 . 4 71, 760, 11 66 36, 893.01 34, 0

NOW York 1, 471, 568, 68 1 9 1,180, 249.84 80 194, 767,91 13, 0

North Carolina 754, 680.70 3 693, 716, 61 91 57, 715, 30 9, 0

North Dakota 84, 568. 69 3 81, 263.25 96 3, 305, 44 4, 0

Ohio._ ....... 635, 718.01 2, 6 604, 542, 87 95 31, 175. 14 5.0

Oklahoma 400, 205.22 1, 7 377,993. 04 94 16, 647.18 4, 0

Oregon 361, 866.07 1.4 352, 802, 75 97 9, 063, 32 3, 0

Pennsylvania 573, 867, 56 2, 3 541, 866, 08 94 31, 001, 85 5.0

Rhode Island 47, 582, 38 .2 0 0 47, 582, 38 100.0

South Carolina 457, 550, 66 1.9 421, 490.66 92 36, 060, 00 a 0

South Dakota 27, 989, 65 .1 22, 431.70 80 4, 438, 36 20, 0

Tennessee 249, 780, 85 .9 228, 437, 52 91 21, 145. 43 9, 0

Texas 1, 533, 818.92 6 1, 476, 733. 38 96 39, 332, 11 4, 0

Utah... 159, 740.88 , 6 159, 740, 88 100 0

Vermont 29, 402, 46 .11 23, 444.66 79 5, 957,80 21,11

Virginia 465, 054, 56 1.9 459, 843, 15 98 5, 211, 41 1.0

Washington 913, 348.57 3.7 880, 574, 04 96 27, 922.99 3.0

West Virginia 87, 714.20 . 4 75, 598.69 86 12,115, 51 14.0

Wisconsin 476, 403, 65 L 9 460,956. 03 97 15, 449, 62 3.0

Wyoming 28, 556, 09 .11 28, 556, 09 100 0

Washington 0,C 179, 820, 12 .7 143, 207, 00 79 36, 613, 12 21,0

Puerto Rico.
Virgin Islands l

212, 694, 62
2, 185, 86 . 008 2,185, 86 100

210, 828.64
o

Aq (Page raga) I 4, 118. 48
Total . 24, 762, 154. 64 23, 238, 610.60 94 1,341,889.36 5.0

Excluded from totals.
APPUNDIX 2

TUITION ASSISTA illtIVATE INSTITUTIONS

Two major associations, both composed of public and private institutions in
their constituency, have not endorsed raising public tuitions as a means of aiding
private colleges and universities. Conversely, they propose encouraging public aid
for private institutions.i The reading of the literature on state aid for private
institutions, however, is not a basis for optitnistn, Consequently, we believe that
any serious initiative to assist private higher education will have to come from
the federal governinent.

Such an objective, of course, Is full of difficulties, The effort to go beyond rhet
oric to concrete support from the public institutions and, indeed, front the asso
elation noted earlier, is questionable. All proposals advanced to this end are
presented as being so obstructed with obstacles that effort is soon defeated,

Sve ACIN Mutter Rducation and National ffaire, Veit, 10, 1074 and AAC's Annual
Board Report, Jattuat% 1074,

39-528-44---5

;4) c
m4,1
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Indeed, there are formidable obstacles, but no more or less than legislating
equitable student aid programs. Yet, the facts imply that there is a need, If states
are going to maintain lowtuitions at public institutions, and as a corollary, con.
Omni to increase tax subsidies, then there is-every reason to give serious consider.
ation of the same causes ichich demand increased Subsidies to public institutions,
to the impact of snob causes and subsidies upon private institutions,

Studies have shown the increase of the -tuition differential between public and
private institutions-standing now at something like 1 to 44,2 This plus the
reduction of federal student aid funds reaching private institutions, is causing
real distress.

Not only, however, is the tultiondifferential increasing, but over the past 20.
years, tuition payment:I at private institutions unlike those at public institutions,
have continued to pay an increasingly higher percentage of the cost of instate-
tion.a In other words, the private institutions are relying more and more upon
tuition payments to pay for instructional costar, This can be interpreted to mean
that private colleges are maximizing their market resource.
TABLE 3,-GROSS AND NET TUITION PER FULLTIMEEQUIVALENT STUDENT (FTE) IN PUBLIC AND PRIVATE
COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES, AND RATIO OF PRIVATE TO PUBLIC TUITION CHARGES, 1953-54 THROUGH 1967-68

Gross tuition per FIE Net tuition per FIE

Academic year Public Private

ilatio,
. private
to public Public Private

Ratio,
private-

to public

(I) (2) (3) (4) (5) (0
1953-54. $139 $464 $3, 3 $118 $411 $3, 51955-56., 141 502 3,6 119 442 3,8
1957-58 162 584 3, 6 134 510 3.8
1959-60 175 673. 3.8 144 582 4,0
1961-62 . 194 796 4,1 158 684 4,3
1963-64 218 896 4,1 176 764 4.3
1965-66 241 1,045 4.3 196 886 4.5
1966-67. *254 1,078 4,2 190 896 4, 7
1967-68. 279 1,152 4.1 203 948 4, 7

TABLE 5.-INSTRUCTIONAL COSTS PER FULLTIMEEQUIVALENT (FIE) STUDENT AND GROSS TUITION AS A
PERCENTAGE OF INSTRUCTIONAL COSTS, PUBLIC AND PRIVATE COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES, 1929-30 THROUGH
1967-68

Academic year

Instructional costs pet FTE Tuition as a percentage of instructional costs

All schools Public Private All schools Public Private

1929-30 $398 $372 $448 35, 9 16, 9 50, 4
1931-32 395 328 476 35.7 18,3 49, 2933-34 412 333 498 34, 5 19, 5 45, 5
1935-36 386 316 468 36.7 22,1 47, 9
937-38 386 316 470 37.0. 22,1 48, 5939-40 389 322 470 37, 8 19.9 50, 8941-42 448 384 526 35, 0 20, 3 47, 7

1943-44,
945-46 484 426 649 37, 0 21, 4 49.7

1947-48 4 512 479 552 54.0 40, 5 66.71949-50 609 571 647 47, 5 31.0 64, 3
1951-52 773 762 784 36, 9 20, 6 54.8
1953-54 896 874 924 31, 4 15, 9 50, 2
1955-56 885 840 944 33, 1 16.8 53,2
957-58 1, 000 946 1, 081 33,1 17,1 54, 0
959-60 1, 089' 1, 028' 1, 187 34, 2 17, 1 56, 7961-62 1, 154 1,156 1, 313 36, 6 18, 4 60, 61963-64 1, 260 1, 134 1, 487 36, 3 19, 2 60.3

1965-66 1, 316 1, 176 1, 596 38, 4 20, 5 65, 5
1966-67 1, 400 1, 268 1, 691 36, 9 20, 0 63, 7
1967-68 1, 537 1, 417 1, 812 35, 5 19, 7 63.6

Source: Instructional costs per FIE student: 1929-30 through 1966-67, derived by multiplying cogs pet student credit
bout by 28 (28 Credithours Mal a fulltimeieduivalent Student), costs per credithour from June O'Neill, "Resource
Use In Higher Education: Trend in Output and Inputs, 1930 to 1967," Carnegie Commission on Higher Education, Berkeley,
Calif., 1971, (table El). For 1967-68 Instructional operating expenditures based on data from "Financial Statistics ol
Institutions of Higher Education," for 1967-68 (U.S. Office of idutation), calculating procedure same as ip O'Neill (1971);
capital costs of instruction estimated by extrapolation, (See 'bid, chap, 34 FTE Students, from ibid, (table A-10)by dividing
credit.hours by 28, Tultien, see appendix table A-9,

iTable from tune A, O'Neill, Ileums of Panda to Cottegen and Univeeettlee, A Valet-ta! Report Sponsored by the Carnegie commission on Higher Education, 1973, p, 0, Table 9,i/bid,, p, , Table 6,
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While this is true, it may have served to weaken their competitiveness and
their quality in relation to the public sector, by stretching that resource to its
limit. In addition, at the point In time when private colleges are maximizing mar
ket resources, a student aid program was enacted into law which literally wipes
out the gain. The BEOG program largely subsidizes public college students, pro.
vides incentives for lowprice institutions only, and then pays mostly welfare aid
to students attending them, What students do enroll at private institutions will
he required to be awarded additional aid frOm institutional resourcesalready
taxed beyond reasonable limits,

APPENDIX 3

STUDENT AID MMUS

Present student aid programs cover in principle the range of needs to be met
by eligible students to attend postsecondary institutions, The formulas (and
funds appropriated), however, require improvement, not only insofar as they
are inequitable to students wishing. to attend private institutions but also by
reason of some of their own inherent weaknesses. One such weakness is the
failure of the range of programs to exert maximum leverage on all non-federal'
sources or student aid for those attending both public and private institutions,
Secondly, and this may be Monday morning quarterbacking, the programs should
have been in line with the advice of the National Commission on the Manch*
of Postsecondary Education which states, "At any given level of financing,
targeted student assistance plans (such as grants to needy students) are more
effective for improving access than general student assistance (such as tuition
reduction), (p. 810i is interesting. to note in this regard that the largust
Amount of funds possibly and potentially available for all types of student aid,
t billion dollars, derives from Plan A of the National Commission's report.

DAM EDUCATIONAL OPPORTUNITY GRANT PROGRAMS

BEOG relates parental contribution to total student need based on costof
attendance and awards a grant in aid up to $1400 on the difference. The award
is 1,6 of total need up to a maximum of $1400,

Costofattendance is quite different from tuition, The nontuition items,
according to one estimate, amount to a national average between $1850 and $1050
for residential students at public private colleges respectively. (Los Angeles
Times, April 21, MC "Hold Down U.S. Tuitions, ," by Howard R. Bowen)
Thus, if a college has no tuition, a BEOG grantee at that institution could
receive up to $925 for noneducational expenses. (At the expected funding
levels for the next acak.mnie year however, the maximum receivable by a
student attending a tuition free institution would be $750, The ilEOG Payment
Schedule published by the Office of Education in May, 1914; states, "With a
few specific exceptions, all students will have a minimum costofattendance
$1500 ($1100 living allowance and $400. .), Students who are attending tuition
free institutions with to oeampus living facilities are still provided the
$1500 minimum allowance.")

Using as an example the national average public tuition, $540, (setting
amide tuitionfree institutions), an enrolled student could receive 2/g of $1.$50
$540), or $1200, (Our intention here is not to identify with exactness the average
public and private tuition costs or non-educational costs, These vary from one
report to another, For example, a recent ACE research report stated that
$317 wits the average public tuition and *1021 the average private tuitions
for the nendenlic year 1073-74. That amounts to a 1 to 5 tuition dollar difference,
whereas the one Med herein is only 1 to 4, Our intention, rather, Is to call
attention to the tuition differential itself, as well as the lack of difference in
the notetuition expenses at public anti private institutions, in order to under
line the fact that the crux of the issue in student aid programs for private
institutions Is precisely the tuition differential and not general costof
at teDdaltcp. )

The end result (in rounded figures) is
-mlAf.A.14

mum
AvapaRa other

Maxi13E00
Unmet

UMW vXpOnses Total H costs gnat AIM

Public
Paolo.

540
2, 0 80

1, 850
1, 950

2, 400
4,040

1,200
2, 020

1, 200
1, 400

1, 200
2, 640

111.160.14/10110.
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The. DEW student choosing the private college has 2% times the unmet need ofthe public school student, If the private school student could receive np to 14 costof attendance, In the cases above, he or she would have $2029 unmet need, ratherthan $2040still $800 more than the public college student, but only about one-half of what it now is: $S00 rather than $1449. What should be done to provide achoice to the IUiOG grantee?
The issue is complex :
(a) should the maximum grunt be raised to $2,500?
( b) should the grant be based on tuition alone?
(o) should the award discriminate between public and private (by providing ahigher percentage, say % rds, of costs to students at private colleges, forexample)?
(d) should a tuition offset grant be appended to NOG either for private orfor high tuition colleges?
The basic for these questions is the evident disparity between costs of attendance rooted in tuition differentials which produces what amounts to a full award(full 1/2 or 50% .costs.) to it student at a public institution (on the basis of a :la-tional average cost), but an award of only yi of costs MVO to a student at aprivate institution, And at the public institution, the BlIOG award goes more fornontuition expenses, both because the tuition is low, and because average summerand. term time savings alone ($5(x) can meet the average public tuition,You attention should be called once again to the testimony of Dr, Jerry S.Mavis- of the Southern Regional Education Board, given here on June 12, 10T4.No matter how you figure 13E00 awards under the present program, includingfull funding, or reducing all other student aid programs to one IiblOG program,the private college student suffers severe financial discrimination,

cAmPti811ASFID AID 1,110ORA21tS

It is known by everyone that none of these programs have been funded suffi-ciently to provide adequate aid to prospective recipients, The difference betweenthe sums necessary to meet. pauebapproved requests and appropriation levels hnscontinued long enough to cull it a tfeed.

OLOG. ,

SLOG
Initial

and renewal) CWS NDSL

Fiscl
ye

r:
1963:

Panel approved
115, 3 158.8 230,2Actually appropriated
112.0 134.1 190, 01969:

Panel approved 159.9 197.7 246,1Actually appropriated 140.6 139.9 190, 01970:
Panel approved
Actually appropriated 189, 9

124,6
219,3
139.9

213,4
188.619/1:

Panel approved 220,0 234, 4 283,4
1972

Actually appropriated. 164, 0 158.4 236.5
Panel approved 259, 0 305, 6 331,1Actually appropriated.. 177, 6 166, 4 309,619/?:
Panel approved . 361,2 470, 6 454,1Actually appropriated

210, 2 270, 2 28G.0

Source: National Association of Student Financial Aid Administrators,

It is Worth noting in respect to the shortage of funds, the percetage of fttudsgoing to private institutions is diminishing, A report by the College tintraneeExamhut Hon Hoard of December, 1073, states :
"An interesting shift. of SEMI (Supplemental Mum:Ronal OpportunityWant) monies has occurred Shim 107941 when private institutions re-ceived 44% of the Institutional anomalous eon:pared with 32% in 197344in 1070 -71, allocations of 81400 foods to public institutions was 116% ofthe total compared with the current 02%,

Another doeutnent entitled, Seleetie StatiertieR Concerning the Mqtibetion,
of Collette 3Vorle4litdp PrOin'arn itsundri for Use during P1' noted that there
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-was a net. shift of $5 million than private to public institutions in the Work.
study program that year,

Simply speaking, the private colleges are losing a proportionate share of fed'.
oral funds for student aid. While the mechanisms are in part responsible for
the losses, basically the principles behind the targeting of student aid are mainly
responsible. Time private college student is not given a fair share by reason of
the tuition differential between public and private institutions : all students are
treated alike before the standard of low tuition or tuition free public higher
education, We cannot agree that this is sound federal Poll.q,

others more competent than ourselves have testified before you on the tech-
nical difficulties with the campus -based programs, A few additional comments
on specific points might be useful, however, in view of our recommendations that
their orientation be changed,

'It is not surprising to see the default rate rise in the loan programs, Once loans
were made available, and even targeted, to the low-income student, only time was
needed to see that the loan would be taken "in place of a grant," and finally, "for
a grant," This form of targeting is unrealistic ; grants should be the major vehicle
for low-income students, and loans, if necessary, for high-income students. We
have suggested taking a serious look at the idea of an Education Security Fund,
with pay -in and pay-out provisions, At this time the American Council of Mitten-
tion is investigating the advantages and disadvantages of such a Fund, and we
firmly support that effort, If targeted properly, and with moderate incentives for
the target group, we belieVe that a Fund would sufficiently answer the loan need
for both the upper - income groups and for those interested in adult and continuing
lifetime education,

Having reviewed the testimony of Dr. Natalie Friedman, and her major study
of the College Work-Study program, there can be no doubt that the value of this
program has been Indescribably underestimated, Her study also shows the int-

.portanee of the "packaging" concept for federal aid programs, giving the campus
student aid administrator the flexibility to provide grants, work-study and loans
to match thedifferent needs of diverse income groups. (See Chapter 3,) In addl
tion, it shows the total inadequacy of looking upon the HMG program n it "floor"
in any other sense than its use for the student all administrator on campus. To
understand 131100 as a federal "floor" program in an administrative sense would
be to ignore the special targeting possibilities for distinct income levels in each
of the federal student aid programs,

With respect to the CWS program itself, and our recommendation that it be
oriented to non tuitional expenses, Dr, Friedman's study indicates that two-thirds
of the students (whether receiving CWS alone, or in combinations with EOG and
NDSL) in her survey spend CWS earnings on basic living expenses, (See Chard

p.
Thus, the present range of programs should be recommitted to meet threat edit-

cational costs firstthose associated. with institutional instructional costs repre-
sented by tuitions at private institutions, The IIEOG and MOO shottla be tar-
geted to this need, Possibly a new federal program of cost -of- living grants, along
with Work-Study, should be directed at non-instructional expenses. Loan pro-
grams would then be it "topping off" procedure, espedially for those whose re-
sources limit their access to grants,

'Mr, O'HAttn, Otte next, witness is the distinguished president of a
great State university and, although he is not my constituent, he does
have a certain responsibility for the postsecondary dclueittion of many
of my constituents, I hope' President, Clifton Wharton of Michigan
State University, will contribute further to my own continuing Mum.
tion, as he has, been doing for some time now,

Pf.:Jident Wharton, will you please take your place at the witness
table,

STATEMENT OP DR, CLIFTON R, WHARTON, IR,, PRESIDENT,
MICHIGAN STATE UNIVERSITY

Dr, Wimirrox, Mr, Chairman and distinguished members of the
subcommittee, I have a very brief written stateme'it, in which I tried
to be responsive to the inquiry which I received very recently, and, of
course, I would be very glad to amplify on this afterward,

0
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I appreciate very much the opportunity to speak briefly oil the sub-
ject of Federal institutional aid to higher education, My perspective
is that of a major single-campus public universityin fact, the second
largest. single campus in the Nationand one with a significant re-
search and postgraduate program.

It is often said, when milestone legislation finally is passed after
years of effort, that it is an idea whose time has come, Just 2 years
ago this month, when Congress adopted the Higher Education Act of
1972 and included a version of institutional aid, we in higher education
did a. mild amount of rejoicing at the timely arrival and acceptance of
this idea, Then Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare Elliot
Richardson termed it "truly a landmark in the history of higher
education,"

But what do you say about an idea who time has comeand passed?
For 2 years, the program to assist colleges and universities with the
cost of education has been on the Federal statute books but not one
cent has been appropriated to carry it out,

I will acknowledge that we at Michigan State University were not
so naive as to begin apportioning the dollars from the program into
our next year's budget. 1-lowever, we did go so far as to price out the
provision insofar as it would affect our university, This exercise showed
that, if fully funded, the program would have provided as much as
$1.900,000 to MSU,

Now this represents only about 2.2 percent of our annual budget..
Yet it is obvious that it would have made a significant contribution to
our ability to cope with rising costs and the ravages off inflation, not
to mention improving the quality of our education product.

And had we received even only half of those authorized funds,
Michigan State -University would have found it unnecessary to adopt
last year's tuition increase for our 41,000 students,

Todtly, I realize that we are faced with a national administration
which is philosophically opposed to any new instiutional aid and which
also seems determined to eliminate such programs as do exist.

As you know, it is now proposed that capitation grants hi the health
and medical education field be phased out, eliminating vital support
needed to expand these programs. And for several years, the admin.
istration has sought to excise even the annual $12 million that is shared
by all the land-grant institutions under the Morrill-Nelson Act
a mounting to about $200,000 in our case.

Yet, in fighting this concept.. the administration apparently has
no hesitancy in asking colleges and universities to provide institutional
aid to the Federal Government.

To cite a recent example, the Veterans' Administration, in a burst
of reaction to criticism that college-going veterans were being plagued
by erors affecting their cheeks and other Federal benefits, adopted a
program to put full-time VA employees on each campus to straighten
out their own error.

If one can accept the incongr* of attempting to correct errors
at the terminal point, rather than at the source, perhaps this isn't it
bad idea, lint in the case of MSU, based on th,e, number of student
veterans, the VA's error quotient would establish three full-time em-
ployees on our campus.



While the VA would pay their salaries, the institutions are asked to

pay all other support costs, such as spaces telephone, utilities, and
the like, We figure it would cost our university up to $3,500 a year for

each VA employee simply to permit the VA to correct its own errors,
Because we already have a long established and effective veterans'

assistance program on our campus and because of the high cost of

the institutional aid we would have to provide the Government, we

are suggesting that only one of the proffered VA troubleshooters be

sent to our campus until the true need is determined.
But to return to the basic issue of Federal institutional aid to col-

leges and universities, I do not want to leave the impression that we
expect the Government to simply aim the money spigot in our direc-
tion and turn it on, In the, case of a State university such as MSU,
the primary financial support must continue to come from State tax-.
paycrs through the State legislature and from the students who attend.

Furthermore, we recognize that ally Federal institutional assistance
may, and probably should, have broadly designed purposes.

The Higher Education Act, for emu*, referred to the authorized
aid as a "cost-of-education payments," and the Act's formula linked

it to the number of students receiving the various forms of Federal

financial assistance,
There was, and is, considerable merit and sound logic in this gp-

proach, The Government's commendable efforts provide massive
amounts of money to help eligible students obtain postsecondary edu-
cation. Nevertheless, all of this assistance is directed to the individual
stud ent,

In a public university such as MSU, however, What the student pays
tuition and fees represents less than a third Of the actual cost of his

or her education, So helping the student tends to increase the demand
on educational facilities without corresponding support for strengthen
ing and improving the educational output.

If we are genuinely interested in providing access to the financially
and educationally disadvantaged student, the type of program au-
thorized in the igher Education Act is
m

good way to do it, Pay-
anent of tui

H
tion is only a small part of the cost, To 'assure these stu-

dents that they can expect to see graduation day requires a rather mas-
sive educational support program on campus to provide the necessary
counseling,,remedial education, and other services, Without this, their
initial admission is an empty promise,

Furthermore, as noted earlier, such assistance would do much to
alleviate the almost constant increases in tuition for all students, thus
lessening the impact on the student from the hard-pressed middle-
ineoine family, as well as permitting existing Federal student aid to
be spread farther,

Another institutional aid approach might well be designated to
encourage and expand college and university programs in research,
graduate students, and professional education,

The advantage of this type of support are several-fold t
1, it would permit more students, particularly minorities, to enter

into .postbacralaureate education without feeling that they are plug.
lug irretrievably into debt or forsaking their families' welfare,

2. The ability of our universities to produce high. quality research,
doctorates would be enhanced,
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3, It would improve the quality of graduate education by helping to
underwrite long-needed innovation and experimentation.

4. It would encourage universities to expand access to high-cost
graduate programs, including those whore women and minorities are
in short supply,

The justification for Federal institutional aid in this area should be
obvious. Put most simply, by expansion and improvement in graduate
education and research, we tire helping the Nation its well as the in-
dividual student.

We become fascinated by figures such as those released recently by
the Bureau of the Census which show that today's male 4 -year college
graduate will have lifetime earnings of a quarter-million dollars more
than the youth with the high school diploma and the graduate stu-
dent will earn still another $113,000.

While these figures demonstrate the worth of post-secondary edu-
cation and help motivate the would-be dropouts, they do not display
the national social benefit of more physicians, engineers, biophysicists,
entontolosists, or other highly skilled technicians. Nor do they attempt
to quantity the social value of a. research-produced vaccine, cancer
cure, new energy source, or improved food production.

The Federal Government has long recognized the vitality and neces-
sity of research through grants and fellowships by the National Sci-
ene,, Foundation and similar programs. But important as these cate-
gorical programs have been, a very strong case can be made for build-
ing up the general research and graduate study capacity of our higher
education institutions.

Another factor of importance in a Federal investment in graduate
education is the mobility of these students. Particularly in the gratin-
ate area, students from all over the Nation gravitate to the institutions
°freeing the specialized education they seek. When this education is
obtained, they may remain in the State but they also are very likely
to migrate to another part of the country.

Thus, the graduate education which the people of Michigan help
support may ultimately wind tip p to the benefit of the people of Cali-for. and vice versa. The Pectoral dollar spent in graduate education,
then, is very often a dollar spent for the national good,

Even in those present programs where there are federally funded
graduate fellowships, the dollars provided fall far short of the actual
cost to the university to support the students, Interestinglyand thisis a correction in my textthe Crove,rnment does recognize the addi-
time' institutional costs to support such students, _and the Government
does recognize it to sonic extent by permitting indirect costs to aceom-
pany research grants, Why tfie same principle is note applied to tinder
gra dilate fellowships is a mystery.

Finally, we have been asked whether we do not fear possible Federal
controls if we accept Federal institutional aid, Certainly, we fear un-
waranted intrusion into the educational process to the point where
it would be antithetical to the cherished concept of academic freedom
and the ability to experiment and innovate.

ItoWeve, we in education tire already subject to stringent Federal
controls through affirmative action and categorical

forms,
requirements

and guidelines and are inundated with reporting forms. Perhaps one
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more form to account for institutional aid funds might be the final
straw, but I suppose we would be glad to risk it.

My pointsly I may summarize them, are these :
Institutional aid to higher education is a legitimate, and neces-

sary, expenditure of Federal dollars.
2, Most Federal programs carried out on campus, including student

aid, fellowships, and research, produce administrative costs which are
not covered by the Federal dollars and which must be borne by the

institution.
3. The Federal Government has recognized the principle in part by

authorizing "cost-of-education payments" in the High Education Act
of 1972, but this program has not been funded,

4. Institutional support would enable colleges and universities to

better resist continuous tuition increases, thus benefiting all students
and particularly those from middle-income families who have no
financial aid eligibility,

5. Federal institutional aid may take many forms. An especially im-
portant one would be assistance to help improve the quality and avail-
ability of graduate education.

In substance, then, we do not ask for a Federal handout or "no
strings" funds but rather for an investment in American education,

In the inunediate post-Sputnik clays after. 1957, it was easy to get
practically anything through Congress simply by labeling it "na-
tional defense," I would submit, that, today, new approaches to the
strengthening of education are every bit as important., if not more so,
than the contents of our defense budget.

I would like to append to my prepared remarks a fe* general
comments,

First, I think that my statements need to be placed in st somewhat
broader context. I believe that within the broader context there is a
range of issues, such as inflation and the cost-revenue squeeze which

most universities are experiencing.
Second, there is the issue of the public-private cost differential

all uded to by the previous witness,
Third, there are the prospects of declining enrollments.
And, fourth, the efficiency- versus-qualit5t conflicts that all institu-

tions face under the presence of the cost-price squeeze.
There, are the broader issues of the personal' versus social or public

benefit from education, This is an issue which has underlaid, I think,
to a considerable extent the whole question of public support for higher
education.

There is also the corresponding .broader issue of the share of the
costs which should be borne by the individual as opposed to the publil
sector,

Another much broader issue is the proper roles for private, State,
and Federal support, and then the whole question of public versus
private institutions in terms of a subsidy, It is in my view that the
balance, lies among the alternative sources and measures, not as sub-
stitutes, but as complements which reflect, I think, the underlying
rationale and philosophy of education,

This conflict of rationales and philosophy was best expressed by
Froward towen when he said, "Financing higher education is not

it.
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merely a, matter of technlque to be decided by experiments but a mat-ter of educational and social values."
The investment in education partakes of a significant social andpublic benefit, and to the extent that State institutions are supported byState and Federal funds, it is, a reflection that there is a loeal,-State,and National interest in an investment in education,I would be glad to amplify on any of these points afterward. Thankyou Wry much,
Mr. 011aita. Thank you very much, Dr. Wharton,
We very much enjoyed your testimony. You know, .as to the pro-gram of institutional assistance, payments to institutions of highereducationthere seems to be rather remote possibilities of fundingthat program in the immediate future, it would seem to me, given ourgeneral budgetary situation and the notion that the student assistanceprograms are not being properly funded, with the idea that it is slowlydawning if you are going to have student assistance programs likethose now on the boo . ;hat they could use a great deal more moneythan they are not getting.
T think this poses a very difficult situation in terms of institutionalaid.
Of course, I have to confess I have n little doubt, I am a little du-bious, about the institutional aid. Really, the theory,.I guess, is if wehelp a student attend an institution of higher education, we thereforeought to help the institutions to educate him,
I am not sure that I know why our obligation is any greater in thatcase than in the case of some other citizen that is ,attending your in-stitution. I am not sure of that. I think that is one of the problems.You remember the fight, of course, over the whole theory. I thinkthat really has not ever died down in a sense. No one brings it up anymore, but I think there are a lot of people who were not enthusedabout the way it was put together in the first place.
We had Dr. l3owen before us, and he was very interesting.
Dr. WitAtrrox. I wonder if I could make a eminent in response tothis. Putting on a di fferent Iit, as a one-time economist, I would arguethat in today's highly dynamic and mobile world and particularly atthe graduate level, there is a failure to recognize that there are sizableinflexibilities within the institutions of higher education, which areexacerbated by instabilities on the level of funding, If you tie all aidto students as opposed to institutions, then there are very few institu-tions that would be able to respond quite as rapidly and us responsivelyas you would like, .Also, it means that increasingly the States would

not provide various forms of funding, and will say that there is alessened requirement for them to make an investment in education be-cause they already believe that there is it substantial drain of their in-vestedd °liars when the graduates of their universities leave theState.
In our ease, at Michigan State University, for example, we receivefrom the State something on the order of $85 million. There is, as youundolibtedly itre aware, 1.11r. Chairman, a net outflow of physicians,graduating' from our medical schools, out of the State of Michigan.The question immediately arises I-Tow much State dollars should goin ? How much Federal dollars should on in ? To what extent does the

Federal Government hear responsibility for what is in fact viewed as
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a transfer of an investment of human capital from State dolkes to
Federal dollars? This also obtains in other fields not supported as well
by the Federal Government,

As one increases mobility, job mobility, occupational mobility, I
ibelieve that increasingly the institutions feel that they can no longer

rely exclusively upon the kind of institutional support the State pro-
vides, but that the Federal Government also has a responsibility.

One other question with regard to the earlier debate on the equity
of providing financial institution support for one group of students
and not anucher, There are, to be sure, similar arguments to' e raised
with regard to any kind of differential funding on the basis of an in-
come variable, The universities, on the other hand, believe that to a
great extent they have played their part in trying to be responsive to
that need,

The demand for their services has been generated by the increased
provision of tuition and grant support, without the corresponding
broader institutional support that we need,

This is one of the reasons why I believe that it is very important that
your committee recognize what I see as to what is likely to occur clown

the road,
Mr. OlIstnA, I think that is a good point, I especially appreciate your

points with respect to graduate education or suitability of institutional
support in terms of graduate programs.

You see, the situation, of course, has changed,. too, At the time the
institutional support was argued and enacted, the institutions of higher
education were bulging with students,

In effect, you were saying if you are going to ask this poor,,overbur-
dened institution to. take on an additional loadthat is admit the ad-
ditional studentsyou are going to have to help them do this,

Well, of course, now the institution is competing for students,
scrambling for students, and most of them are delighted if we help
someone to attend their institution, They are faced with a different
kind or problem, as you wellknow,

Mr. Dellenback, do you have any questions?
Mr. DnurixliACK, Perhaps Mr, Ilaggi can proceed first.
Mr, OTIAnA, All right, Mr, Biaggi.

131A001. Yes, this one area; we understand, of course, what you
are looking for and we have been looking for, and that is more money.
As the chairman said, that is kind of a remote situation in light of
things today.

On page 6 you make reference to the fact that you are inundated
with reporting forms, I would like to get off on a tangent and ques-
tion that I think relates to insofar as expenditure of money is con.
cerned. How many Federal programs do you have which require re-
ports, evaluation, and questionnaires, roughly?

Dr, WnAtrrox, I couldn't possibly guess, Mr. Biaggi, I could provide

this to you, I know much more accurately the numbers that are re-
quired pia by the State alone, which are fairly massive in volume.
For example, last year within the State, and just in terms of evaluating
our budget request, if I am not mistaken, just for the executive branch
alone, we submitted a document Oat weighs approximately 714
pounds, involving the very detaile,i statistical reporting that is
required.
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But I could provide. you with a precise number, The impact, I wouldsay, from my standpoint has been not nearly as severe in terms of whatI think the final outcome that was intended. That is, the object of theexercise for much of this is either to insure a greater degree of ac-countability in the expenditure of public funds, which I think is amost acceptable objective; it also has in many cases been designed toimprove the allocation of resources and judgment in regard to thebudgeting process by the public body.
We made a quick calculation in the total State of Michigan in termskif just the State forms that were required, one set of forms by theexecutive branch and another set of forms by the legislature, and wefound the exercise merely affected something on the order of only$1 million or $2 million out of the total State higher education budgetfor the State. It. didn't improve the decisionmaking.
Mr. Bimmi. You lead me to my second question. It seems to me theinstitutions are being burdened by reports and questionnaires andevaluations, and .I am not so sure they are all so necessary, and at leastthey are costly.
Dr. MURTON. Yes, very costly to the institution, They are also verycostly in terms of the public sector handling them, implementing them,developing them. Add to this the old thought I am sure vou arefamiliar with, which is that awhen you set up new agency, they haveempty files and they have to fill them
Mr. BIAGGI. That is the logic of the day. Thank you, Dr. Wharton.
Mr, O'llmiA. Mr. Benitez.
Mr. BmNrrnz. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. In the first place, I mustsay that I think you made an excellent statement and Michigan Statebeing one of the great universities, I congratulate you for both,
My experience concerning this question of requirements and quidpro gum that are attached to Fecleral or State or private grants or

funds, I would think that of all the fears concerning the piper callingfor the loan, the one "who pays the piper" calling 1:9r the loan, is thefairer government.
Of all the bureaucracies, the fairest government is the one who ex-acts less insofar as the basic university commitment and values. Isthat your appreciation, too ?
Dr. WItARTOX. On a comparative scale, yes, sir. I would, however,

einplutEize that I have no disagreement with the objective. What °cowsthat is probably most severely criticized by most institutions of highereducation is that it. is very diflicidt to produce, measures of accounta-bility which are universally applicable and which can then reflect thefull complexities of higher education.
In the process, even though the requests for information may be

minimal, they don't fit the categories, they don't fit the activities, Veryoften that has it distortive impact upon the university, but I wouldagree with you.
11r, Bexrvez, But this .pertains to the problems of your university

and to a large extent the questions of fitting one set of accountability
criteria into others.

What I am trying to say is that fear of getting Federal money, be-
cause the Federal Government would affect adversely the university
values, and the goals and the activities of the institutions, it seems tome, is contrary to experience.
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Dr. Wit Airrox, Well, there have been experiences, unfortunate ones,
and let me just cite one,

The application, let us say, of the gindeline,s a few years ago with
regard to maximum income a student could earn under work-study
while receiving Federal student. aid, Here was a case which, from the
viewpoint of the students, the application of a ceiling on work ex-
pectancy earnings through work-study programs, was completely con-
trary. to what most, students believe was the American work ethic.
that it was very good for a student to work his or her way through an
institution of higher' education.

We had numerous students who, two-thirds of the way through the
school year, suddenly discovered they had to be fired from their jobs
because they already reached their maximum earning expectancy.

. Ifere is a case of a Federal instruction where the university had to
respond against the best interests of the students concerned, It cer-
tainly was against what they -perceived to be the longstanding Amer-
ican belief in the value of work and working your way through school.

This is just one simple example.
There are other instances where I think the objective was a good

one, but where the application and implementation of. it worked to
the contrary. I would agree with you comparatively' as between. Fed-
emit and State.

1.41Nrerz. And foundation,
Bat the point I am driving at is quite a different one. I would think

that, and I said this to one of the witnesqes yesterday, I would think
that the best way for universities to receive massive support as they
need it, I. think we would be fooling ourselves if we didn't realize that
there must be a significant input otPederal money, this is where the
money is really,: to the dimensions that are necessary, and we must
create a climate that would facilitate that.,

But it seenis to me that, the universities and the persons engaged in
higher education would advance best the cause of the universities and
in the long run would get much more money, which they need, if they
concentrated on the problem of how to comply with the educational
involvement and commitments of the years ahead,

Everybody is perplexed today by thexonfusions of out' times and
by the difficulties of the future, I would hope that my former colleagues
would concentrate on our common distress and anguish pertaining to
the meaning and relevance of education, and I would guess that the
satisfactoey answer or at least it meaningful vision of a new interest
and concern by the university leaders on the meaning, or changing
meaning and lasting Meaning of the educational ties, that would
probably be the greatest help that wecould got on this side in helping
you to achieve yotti' goals,

DP. WitAltTON, Congressman Benitez, I agree with you a great deal,
'I think, however, ninny universities have, in recent years, been doing
it great deal to try to be responsive to these changing needs,

Let me cite something.
Mrs PANntoms tet the interrupt you for a moment, I think one of the

greatest scandals of American education is the inadequacy of the
medical training of. an adequate number of doctors for this Nation
and the brain drain that the *United States is presently .making on
third world communities_ of their scarcely trained doctors, It isone

kf)
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of the extraordinary failures of American education and the fact of
having hundreds of students, well qualified, trying to go into this
profession and having no place to go in the United States is really
outrageous.

Dr. WHARTON, Congressman Benitez, on that particular point, I
can assure you I get more mail on that than anything else,

Mr, BENITEZ. What I want is more openings. s,
Dr. WitAirrox, We have at our university three colleges of medi-

cineveterinary medicine, osteopathic and human medicine. Just
for the M.D. medicine alone for the 90 openings this fall we have
already received 8,C)00 applications.

Mr. BENITEZ, That is what I am saying and in all likelihood about
2,000 of those are valid applications.

Dr. WitAirroN. Yes. By the time we get down to the 400 we in-
terview on the basis of normal criteria used to evaluate them, they are
virtually indistinguishable from one another so the task is a very big
one.

But to return to the basic thrust of your remarks, I would like to
link that up with a response to the chairman's comment a little earlier
about the possibility of enrollment declines.

I happen to belong to a group. which I suspect is in the minority in
believing. that universities today have not clone nearly as much in pre-paring for a thrust toward the lifelong educational needs of our
society.

I believe thatvery very strongly.beeause I am firmly convinced that
the dynamics of change in our society, which requires access to addi-
tional inputs of knowledge, is growing by leaps and bounds. If one
were to look at the total body of knowledge in existence, it doubles
every century, so if 1670 was one and you go .to 1770 and 1870 and you
get to 1970, over the next century we will add as much to total human
knowledge as he has been accumulated since'the beginning of mankind.

Under those circumstances, there is no doubt in my mind the in-
creased job mobility occurring in our society, as well as distortions that
are occurring within the sectors of our society, are impacting. levels of
unemployment very severely and escalating the rapidity with which
people are forced to change jobs and occupations.

I merely need cite what were some interesting responses to the sud-
den reduction in the aerospace industry a few years ago that led to
significant reductions it number of students applTing for admission to
colleges of engineering. There was a glut of engineers and in 2 years
the whole process has been reversed again. I believe that universities
need to do a great deal more to prepare themselves to recognize that a
university as an education resource for society should no longer limit
its teaching functions to on-campus youths between the ages of 18 to 24,
but in fact should be prepared to provide meaningfal education,
whether for degree or a nondegree, formal or nonformal, to those
members of society who need it throughout their full lifetime,

That is a very massive undertaking and I would say that for some
institutions that attempt to prepare themselves for it, it is not a very
inexpensive activity, It requires a great deal of preparation, it requires
a great deal of investment in terms of experimentation, innovation and
it also requires that universities begin to recognizethey and their
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facultiesthat there is a yrefectly valid and in fact much broader
humane view of their role in society as an educational institution,

But there again, in response to what I think was Chairman O'Hara's
question about declining enrollment, I have had some State legislators
say that, "I believe that lifelong education is an offset for enrollment
declines." But we have not had one yet so it is fortunate.

Even if there were not, prospects of declines based upon projections
of high school youths, I would still be completely convinced of the im-
portance of lifelong education in the world we live in today and that
is one definite area -where universities need to be responsible.

I might conclude on this particular point I have found, Mr. Chair-
man, in going around in the State of Michigan, talking to various civic
groups, citizens' groups, and social groups within the State, there is
no question that the need is there, the concern is there, It applies
whether you are dealing with a professional who may need updating
in the medical field or a person who perhaps may not have had prev-
ious opportunities to gO to an institution of higher education but who
recognizes that the prospects of their continued employment may be
declining, whether it is a woman who may have been out of school for
15 years and now wishes to reenter the job market or even whether
it is just a person in midlife who wishes to broaden their perception
of the world and become a better citizen thereby.. Again, this is another
element which I think is a very important one,

Mr. %MM. Thank you.
Mr. O'HAnA. Thank you, Mr. Benitez.
I am going to turn you over now to Mr. Dellenback, our ranking

minority member? and I warn you in advance because he has the very
able assistanee of one of your graduates there, Dr, Andringa, and I
notice him whispering.

Dr. WitAirrox. I ant sure he told him which questions to ask,
Mr. Dzt,I,Exem-mc. I must say Dr.. Andringa has been doing his best

to wipe out those blotches which developed from the fact I spent 3
years at Ann Arbor, He has been saying, "But you have to be open
mi tided on this, you have to be open minded."

De. WitAirrox. I should add, Mr. Dellenback, I have an honorary
degree from the University of Michigan, if that is of any help.

Mr, Dzurxencit. Not only Dr, Andringa, but I have on my staff
another man, Roger Williams, who recently came from your campus
as a student working toward a graduate degree and the quality of what
they bring would have long wiped out any reservation I had of your
university,

I must confess I go back to the time when at. Michigan we played
Michigan State only to fill in the football schedule, but we do appre-
elate your being here and I apologize for. being so late in getting here,

I have one more thing, somewhat facetious, before I get completely
serious. I note on page' ti, when you talk about explaining the national
social benefit of various types of postgraduate education, lawyers are
eonspicuously absent. I don't take that personally in view of the fact
I realize you have not yet acquired the law school for which you have
Bern st Hying,

Dr. WitAterox, Absolutely.
MP, DULTIMIACRI But as soon as that is added to the university, you

will put "lawyers" in this part of your presentation.

/5, 3
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Dr. WIIARTON. Yes; if I could get the same kind of .stateinent out
of our Senate AppropriationsCot=Wee, I would be just as happy.

Mr, 1)mm-stem-Ix. Insofar as Federal aid is concerned, on an insti-
tutional basis, Dr. Wharton, what kind of criteria would. you think,
assuming wewere to go forward in this field, could best be used? That
was one of the really tough battles as Mr. O'Hara and Mr. Benitez
and Mr. Biaggi all are aware, that we struggled with in the conference
on the 1972 amendments. We were having not only the battle over
whether. we should but if we should, hew do you best allocatedegrees,
credit 'hours, nature of ;if I if tttions Federal program involvement,
and just, per capita, wt .,.r you do? Would you wive us whatever
further you. might supplement -your testimony .:withy.311 Written form
ott that?
. Dr. Wit.urrrix. Yes; let me preface my remarks by pointing out that,

if at all poSsible on any forms of assistance, I tun a believer in trying
to -. maintain as simple a process.' as possible. I find that a highly

. .

mechanistic detailed approach frequently results-in. unintended..sido
practiceS that Might, be even worse than-what you begin With.

So I would prefer. Whatever machinery is involved to be as simple
as

In saying that, therefore, T think that I .would be. in favor, in fol-
lowing the-Federal dollar, amounts. 'There is a division of labor, if
you philosophically ox coneeptually, betwevi that which is viewed
as be }ink? a State primary. responsibtlity and a Fede.ral,.,-primary
responsibility. '-

If, in fact, the Federal Government has made the decision that it.

particular forin. of assistance,,-tot.11nstitutional Support but say stu-
dent support, falls..Within its purview aS.being- its responsibility, then,
Mr. Dellenback; I would-say there is it corresponding need, to link that,
lip withthe institutional support because the rationale is the one which
originally established the ,need for the 'Federal' stiPport in the first

If we believe it is in the national interest, to provide. a graduate
fellowship -for certain fields in rho, sciences, where there is ti shortage
of supply ' ":rattle it is in the national .interest,,.not.just in.w-State inter-
est, then tnere is a Federal ratiOnale for. its intrusion into that'process.

Then the institutional support, should therefore be linked to that,
because the rationale is the same. That is the rationale for having the
instittit lanai support as if.relitteslo the Federal dollars,

nlitattismAex. It presupposes the Federal Government chooses,
.wisely in setting up the first categorical programs, whatever they
may be. 1.

hr. WitAirroli;, .Thitt. is yenned and that the Federal GoVernMeit
felt it was its propel' purview to, in fact, make that investment in the
first plitc.

The FeJL rat (Imminent, for example, -has viewed .as one of its
primary responsibilities, in recent. years, the provision of assistance
to equalize access to higher education. Those Federal dollars to to the
institutions, public and Private.. 'Under these -circumstances then the
institutional support, that would go along with.. that had

. the some
rationale insofar its how do you link them up. That is why I thought
the Vederatdollars would be the best criteria and the simplest._

.
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1E0Cr and NDSI,..and veterans and social security and everything?

Dr,. WHAirrOx. Yec3; I would. I would follow all. I realize that the'.
levels of funding that may be decided. upon if and when the Federal
Government does. decide to provide institutional' support would not, in
faet, provide all or Cover till of the institutional costs,

F,voii.'the formula. that was in the amendments recognized a sealing
effect in terms of Si zo of institution: As I pointed out, in calculating our
m.axinnun 1,0tentitt I share, which turned out to be a, little over 2 percent
of our budget, the principle is there and the principle is important.

bather than student credit hours, which gets into severe .problems
of definWon of Whether student credit hours at one. institution are
the same as another, and. even sometimes the head. count prot'ess gets
,you into it'series of goestions about part time/full time, it Just suttpli-
ties it a great, deal irit as, lust on ti straight!.dollar basis.

In -filer, I would' personally be in favor of linking it up with a cork
tarn degree of simplicity,

Mr, DEta,nxIi4r Let, me go into this because it deals with.institu-
tionat aid, let me ask you, you know this year we are hoping in: the
oext yeat'sbodget, to bierease student assistance materially. We made
one substantial increase in the last year and some of us have been
strongly suppOrtive of this.

I think putting more Money in college work -study and I3EOG's and
such things are :desirable uses of Federal dollars,

What would you say tome if we were to ask you,, now, wait Jost .a
minute, before we increase the level of student, assistance from last
vear, if we were to turn .to you and say, , we are .going to
have. another millioh this year to put iote.postseeondary educa
t ion," Whore should we use it, institutional aid or where/

Di'. WirAirrorr,' I am not sure I could.give yon It satisfactory answer,
Congressman Dellenback..I would say that going back to the remarks
.I'madti'at the. very beginning, One of the. problems in dealing with in-
stitutional aid by itSalf is-that you don't. get a clu to. talk about the
package and what the balance represents, . .

'I would say that at the present. time at the undergraduate level we
don't, have any kind of institutional support, it is zero, You do have
some of the graduate fellowships, gradoitte support, You do have sup-
pert for graduate research funding but we are not getting' any fund-
ing it the undergraduate level, .

. Now you are asking the other difficult question. that .yott,,as it rep.
tesentattvg, face regularly, How would you allocate the dollars be
twoen institutional support and stodentassistance,

.
For me to come out with a specific dollar amount woOld be difficidt,

I want to see how big thopie is, Ihave:the same problem whenever we
go.throtigh a, budgeting process, Taut I do feel-that the principle of in-
stitutional support has been established, I also feel there has not been
as munch recognition as there should be insofar as need of institutional
support in today's setting,

-Now whether or not with the present tremendous escalation in the
cost s.of education that are being hortie, by students, you shouldn't take
flue POO million Oa put it all in student aid, is a very difficult question.
I would want to see how much the balance looks` like and where it
goes,

A
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I do know light now, however, that we just are not getting any in-stitntional aid at the undergraduate level, I must stress at the under-
graduate level is where the biggest impact is that is because of the
number of students receivingstudent aid.

Mr. DETALIINPACK, I am not sure how I really interpret what you aresaying because I feel that you are saying you would not put the full
$300 million into student assistance, you would divert some to in-stitutional aid,

Dr, WHAntroN, I would divert some of it to institutional aid.
Mr. OVILLiiNISACK, Let me give you a practical question right now.
Dr. WHARTON, Let me just stress, first, Congressman Thillenback, I

think it is a mistake to view them as "either/or,.' because I pointed outin the testimony some institutional support, in fact, can result in our
not having to increase student tuition.

So it is a question of alternative flows or complimentary flows. Sothat providing institutional support, may, in fact, lead to institutions
not raising the costs borne by the student directly,

Mr. DELLENBACK, We have this kind of a )Yard one right now, apractical one. The indications are that not the coining fiscal year be-
eanse BEOG is advance-funded in the fiscal year, we are going into
$475 million plus carryover, we have about $515 million perhaps, butto make the program really 0:o to the fiscal year beyond that, fiscal
1976, we need, the best indication I can get, it is about $800 million,

Some indication is there that all the Appropriations Committee will
really prodltle and we will have to Nee what happens finally, is $600
million, and that is going to cause some kind of confusion one way oranother.

Either we stay with it 2 years or cut down the grants or split the
eligibility or something of the like, We need another $100 or $150
million. If we can't divert it from other programs, this is money weought to look very hard on whether we should go beyond the budget,
Would you have a theory on whether to put that $150 million into
BEOG's or keep BEOG's at $650 million and put. the $150 million into
institutional aid?

Dr, WIIMITON, That is a hard one, I guess this would represent a
reduction then in the level of BEOG's.

Mr, DEM,11NBACK, All I know is the first year we put $102.1 million
into 13EOG's and next year we appropriated $475, but will have a $4
million carryover so we took it from the first year' to the first 2 yearsand the hope of some was the next year we could go to the first 3 years,
so every student could continue to get aid and it will take more of a
jump than $650 million will make possible to continue with the levels
as we understand for the second year, so what do we do with that hard
one ?

You recognime in the administration of the universities you have the
SUMO problems anti we see this as one of the really tough ones.

. Dr. WitAirrox, Except in this case I think you slightly loaded the
dice in the sense you. are dealing with a group of individuals who are
already in the institutions, in effect, and you have a level of expressed
commitment.

Mr, Duttxtmcic, No commitment of a legal nature beyond the
years,

VI
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Dr, Wimirrox, But you want to continue it on, but under those eir-
cumstances you would want to obviously meet that level of commitment
to begin with.

DELLENBACK. Continue,
Dr. Wit Arrow, I woad say that one would have to meet the ex-

pressed commitment that you have, even if it is implied, But I do feel
ithat unless some attempt is made to recognize the institutional support

dimension, then I have a strong feeling that there will be an even
greater extenuation of some of the problems that the previous witness
described in terms of the public-private conflict. That is simply be-
cause my view of the institutional support area is one which is equally
applicable or should be applied straight across the board between
public and private,

They, perhaps even more than the public universities, are experienc-
ing severe impact in their area. Now, if you link it solely with students,
I am not certain that is going to offset the problem all of the
institutional needs are not met by student aid, So I wouh, tae in favor of
maintaining the level in terms of the commitment, but also recogniz-
ing the need for increased recognition of the undergraduate, particu-
larly the undergraduate students.

Mr. Dumusmen. I thank you very much. I wish there were more
time, there are so very many things we can profit from, but I recognize
tile time is short and I thank you very much.

Dr. °Mu. Thank you, 11Ir. Dellenback. Thank you very much,
Dr, Wharton. I look forward to talking to you in the future on this
subject before the committee takes action,

Dr. VITAIrrati, Thank you,
Mr. O'HAnA. Now, out' final witness today is Dr, Robert Leo who

is special assistant to the chancellor of Dallas County Community Col-
lege district. Dr. Leo, if you could please take your place at the witness
table,

I might also mention De, Leo is also president of. the National
Council for Resource Development of the American Association of
Community and Junior Colleges,

Dr, Leo, I am pleased to get the benefit of your testimony.
Dr. Luo. Because of the shortness of time, Mr, Chairman, will

not read this verbatim. I think members of the committee have copies
of my prepared remarks,

O'ILtan, Without, objection, Dr, Leo, your statement in full
will he entered in the record prior to your remarks,

iie statement follows:1

PltEPARED STATESttiINT 01. 1)11, noltERT LEO, DIRECTOR, 811:VIA-lb 8MItVtet114, DAMAN
COUNTY COMM UNITY COLLEMI DIEMUCT

Mr, Chairman and Members of the Fittbcommittee: My name is Robert J. Len,
Direetor of Special gervicc:; for the Dallas Comity Community College IMMO,
I also serve as President for the National Council for IiPSOltrCP Development of
the Amerleall Association of Community and Junior Colleges, a group of college
administrators deeply concerned with program development and college viability,
The roisters and 10 Regional Direetors are here with tie this morning, i would
like to speak to you today in support of cost.ofEeducation allowances to instith.
lions, as authorized in Title IV, 'Subpart r, of the Pldtteatiott Amendments of 1072,

'ese allowanees would help give substance to the nation's commitment to edit.
Minna' access for till Attiericans, a commitment which is eloquently expressed
in 11,/t, 09: "The Congress reaffirms Its tt matter of highest priority the NtitIon't4
goal of equal educational opportunity. The Congress hereby declares it to he the

I' 'AL
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policy of the United States of America that every citizen is entitled to an educa-tion to meet his or her full potential without financial barriers and limited onlyby the desire to learn and ability to absorb such eduCation, Our Nation's economic, political and social security demand no less,"
We agree that the goal of equal educational access as stated above is a matterof the highest national priority, Title _IV of the Higher Wino:Mon Act is designed

to help aeltieve this goal in the postsecondary realm, The cost of education
!laces in Subpart, 5 would contribute to this through strengthening the institu
tions which are counted on to provide educational opportunity to students pro.vided access through the student aid provisions of Title IV.

In this statement I will try to show the need for this support in the communityand junior colleges for which I speak today, At the present time there are closeto 1200 of'these institutions they provide education for nearly 3 million students,which is about 30% of the nation's total in higher education, These colleges
have a deep commitment to educational opportunity which is evidenced in manyways, For example, almost 40% of community college students come from families with incomes of under- $10,000 per. year; of non-white students attending
college 33% attend two year colleges, as do 15% of 'Spanish.speaking studentsand about 25% of Ameriean Indians, As a result of inflation our number of mid-
dle income. students Is also rising rapidly. Statistics like these result from thefact that community colleges are low cost and geographically accessible to prospective students, Additionally, they provide a wide range of programs to meetthe needs of students in the communities that they, serve ; they emphasise cmctipational as- well as transfer programs, and programs for.part time students,The average age of our students is beyond that of the immediate post high school
years tit averages 24,0 years in California Community Colleges), Most com-munity colleges have open admission programs, which uteatis..that their doorsare open to all interested students, regardless of their academic- backgrounds,It also means that the colleges 11111st beready to meet the.needs of, these stadentqby proViding expensive developmental progralus to ensure real opportunity oncethe access Is provided.

The cost of education allowances would flow to institutions as a. contplementto their federally-aided students, In many ways it is inappropriate-to think of
student aid funds as "income"

. to the -institution, While student aid permits
students to attend college It. does little for the Institution other than- pay thestudent's tuition from federal rather than from other sources. In this.sense. the.institutional student -old funds can be thought of as. payment for "services
rendered", The aid, is available to the -Ancients, but the institution must seekout the students and provide them with information about financial aid andcollege opportunities, and, of course it must, provide an educational program.
Thus it is logical that cost of education alloWances are Owed' in Title IV, for
these funds will help:the institutions offer the necessary programs, educationalapproaches, and materials,

For what reasons orecost ot_ednetition funds needed? will try to outline
Pew- points; without "pretendink that I have _exhausted all possible arguments,

lonDEDAt, STUDENT AID, DV MEM IS INADEQUATE

Pederal student aid.does not cover .the steeds even of aft fole.iscome students,
not to 11101110n the ineligible middle income students, An American Council onEducation shyly of 1973 freshinen show that 42% of those students with grossfamily.: incomes under $10,000 atiticinated receiving no scholarships or grunts,Like others, community colleges have to 'turn applicants away, For example, inthe fall of 1013, the Los Angeles Community ('allege District enrolled 108,395students for the fall semester, in day mid evening classes, Of these, 5,205received a total of .$1,010,8SS iii financial aid through the federal 151100, NDSL,
and- ('WK programs, about $3111.per student, However, during the sante period
more than 6,000 additional students applied for aid to the same programs
were refuSed, Their collective unmet financial heed ainottlited to approximately
$2,2t million if they luid been funded at the same $310 per student.

For these same federal prograths, the Community College of Denver with7300 students awarded its 57$ aided students an -average of $454 in 197142,
The college. had to reftise aid to 203 students due to hick of funds,

These examples show that while Federal financial aid to students has in,creased it does not cover nil eligible students, Hopefully, as the aisle Op.
ortitnity. Omits grow this gap wilt close, but the BOO's wit only. cover half'
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of a student's educational costs, at most, The remainder has come and will
come from other sources : state, institutional, private or family.

To help fill the gap, some states have initiated programs to aid the student,
Since 1971 the state of Texas has required community colleges to take 250 out
of every tuition dollar and place it in a financial aid fund for low.income and/
or disadvantaged students. Further, Texas has its own loan program. New
Jersey's Educational Opportunity Fund and Colorado's State College Work Study
Fund have aided students, Pennsylvania, Illinois, California and New York are
other states with such programs, The .guiding principle is need, as opposed
to scholarship in determining eligibility. The State Scholarship Incentive pro
grant should stimulate further development here.

2, COST OF EDUCATION ALLOWANCES COULD HELP HMV TUITION COSTS UNDER coNTRoL

This is important not only for lowincome students who receive federal aid,
bet for all students, and particularly for the large mass of students from mod
erateincome circumstances, who are not eligible for much student aid, but who
had it. Very ditilettit to meet educational .eosts now, If these costs increase
much beyond their current level, middle income students may be priced out of
the postsecondary education market.

A recent report by the College Entrance Examination Board shows that the
costs of higher education to students have been increasing markedly in recent
years, CEEB reports that the average cost to commenting students to a public
twoyear college for the 1074-75 school year will be $1,922, including $338 for
transportation, $411) for personal expenses, $778 for living costs, and $287 for
tuition and fees, The two-year public college secto has experienced greater
inereases than any other level of higher education, Although a two-year com-
muter college is still the nation's best educational bargain, the fact is that
tuition and fees, out of necessity have increased 70,8% since 1970 while the
total educational budget for commuting students at two-year colleges has in-
creased 34,4% in the same period,

We feel that the cost of education allowances are very much needed to stop
or at least retard this clangorous trend,

R. INFLATION STRAINS COM,H011 IMPORTS

Another point to bear in mind is that tuition tied fees, which is the per
thin of federal student aid that the colleges receive, does not begin to impact
on the colleges' operating budgets,

Even including recent increases in federal student aid the portion of
federal support to community eolleges has not increased, Iii fact, a 1973 study
by Walter Charms shows that there has been a deereoNe in federal partlelpotion
for community colleges since 1969! In that year, 6,6% of college operating funds
came front federal sources, while in 1971-72 this figure had decreased to 5,2c,,
Also, Charm's study indicated that in 196849 Iwoyear institutions on the aver
age received 14.2% of their income front tuition and fees, It is of interest
that the Dallas County Commtinity College District in 1073 received 14,1% of Its
Income from tuition and fees.

We find the following patterns in community college financing For the yenr
1972, As indicated above, ,% of major sources of revenue mate front the fed-
eral government, 44% front state sources, 33% front local sources, and tuition
and fees 14,2'h, California's community collet; > are tuition-free. In that state,
community college leonine sources are divided as follows 8% front local tax
funds, 83% from state funds, and 9% from Nem?, and other .com roes.

The Dallas County Community College District has the following sources of
income ; state, 1;0,1%; local taxes, 22.8%; tuition anti fees, 14,1%; federal,
cod other, 4%, and auxiliary enterprises, 9%. The cost of educating a student
In Dallas has gone from $1213 in 1070-71 to an eStifilated $1400 in 1973-74.
Tuition has not significantly increased in that time, It still costs a student
$129 for one year to be enrolled full time.

As another eMatnple, in the St. Louis Junior College District the income
is divided as follows: state, 28%, local taxes, 36%, tuition and fees, 2ne/t
federal, fIt/v; and miscellaneous, (1 %, There has been no tax increase since 1071,
in the St, Louis !Astrid. State income to the District has not incrensed sieve
1070the District still gets a yearly allocation of $400 per full -bite equiv.
Merit student, 'Vet, in St, Louis, the cost of educating a student has tiSeit
front $1200 in 107041 to a projected $1484 tor 107445, approximately a Dm%
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increase, While, the cost hns increased, tuition per credit hour lens only risen
from $13 to $15. If a student takes 15 hours of credit his tuition is $225. Thus,
$984 must come from other sources,

Note that to date 110 matter how the holding source pie is sliced, the fed-
end share remains constantly small, As these figures indicate, community col-
lege tuition rates have remained relatively stable as a portion of total college
operating budgets, and the federal share has not increased. I have also given
a couple of examples of the cost squeeze Our colleges are experiencing, as the
costs of educational services increases. Since our colleges have a firm desire
to keep costs to students low this 8holdd not he considered a source of additional
funds, In addition many have rigid state allocation forinulas duo to the de-mands on state resources. Finally, the local taxpayer, pressed by inflation
himself, in some instances has refused to increase his share of the cost, andrightfully so.

Thus, inflation' devastating rage has had its effects on colleges, its it has
had on other parts of the economy. Like business ami industry, colleges
Imo had to pass part of their increase in operating costs on to the consumer- -
the student. The City of Chicago has recently decided to charge tuition to
community college students for the first time. (I understand Chancellor Oscar
Sluthat of Chicago will he here tomorrow to dismiss this with you.) This leaves
California and the Community Colleges of the City of New York as the only com-
munity college systems where no tuition is charged. These tuition increases
have been made out of necessity, Where are the additional funds to come from?

4. 11/IVOIN1 INCIMASE Is Nov vita ANSWER

The inflationary situation poses very difficult choices for college educators
committed to equal educational opportunity, While it may he veY "log-
ical" to increase charges to the consumer and expect the students to pay more
of the load, as some critics have suggested, this may get educational costs to
the point where only the rich can avail themselves of this opportunity. The
figures .1 have given you show that not even all those potentially eligible
student aid in fact receive it, due to lack of funds. As for middle income
students, their family budgets are really feeling the cost squeeze, and for them
education may become an unattainae luxury, especially if low-cost educational
opportunity gets more and more expensive.

The National Commission on. the Financing of Postsecondary Education Mi.
mates that for every $100 increase in, tuition, 8% of potential postsecondary
students opt out, being unable to afford the marginal increase.

Conversely, a Wisconsin study (I believe AASOU put it in yottr record) tested
reactions at two Wisconsin state colleges, and showed that each $100 decrease in
tuition can bring an increase of between 4,8% and 12.2%. in enrollment, A large
number of the additional students said that they could not have attended college
at all except for the combination of low tuition and geographic access.

I want to make one very positive assertion, one which is contrary to an opinion
strongly held by some analysis of higher education finance, including the present.
Administration. This is t I do not believe that a policy which almost forces post-
secondary education students to borrow heavily for their education is a wise
policy, It is not wise in general a student can emerge from four years of educa-
tion. so heavily in debt that he is practically mortgaged for life. And if he ntarries
a girl similarly burdened, the couple's; situation could be difficult to tragic, It is
too much to expect young people to start out In life chained to loan repayntents.
14014 the students served by community colleges this is especially true, These
students come from lower income brackets with the several combined disadvant-
aged of doubtful future income expectations, lack of confidence in the self, lack of
sophistication in financial matters and uncertainty as to future career goals or in-
deed their future in college, For these students, loans do not equal educational
opportunity, they represent unequal and financial burdens.

COS' SQVM111 It/S/t8 HOWIAld QUAtirr

If there is a theoretical or admit limit beyond which student costs Shnilld 1161;
rise, and if state, local, and federal Retirees of support do hot increase, but costs
to institutions continue to rise something's got to give.

Unfortunately, this something is likely to have come from program quality,
One of the most vulnerable areas is students services, and ironically, the full lin .

plementation of the Basle Opportunity grants program will require more of these
services.

e
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There is a myth that has been perpetuated that views such programs as tutor,
lug, peer counseling, developmental studies,. reading and writing laboratories as
"extra" ' services, For the comprehensive community college these serviceS are .an
integral . part of its instructional program, In order to ens*, that the "open'
door does not become a "revolving" door, such Service's aretessential.

Since 1000 Dallas enrollment has increased from 4,047 to 22,009. This year
5,100 of our students are in developmental studies programs. These 'require...
smaller classes, and often more expensive instructional equipment using. modern
(and costly) instructional devices, Whereas our general academic program has
a studentfaculty ratio of 27-1, and some large lecture courses may have 40
students with one professor, our developmental classes are limited to 15 students
with one faculty member, a peer counselor, special laboratories, instructional
materials, etc.

Other areas of program quality may have to give as well. Coffimunity and
Junior colleges lay strong stress on occupational programs which train students
for the job market and for further education, if,.as, and when it becomes relevant
to the students/graduates, Occupational programs are much more costly to
operate than are general. academic programs. This is especially true in the capital
equipment required lor..suelt courses, A college must fund not only time initial
outlay for such equipment, but face the problem of obsoleScence and replacement
of outdated equipment. Strained to the hilt, the college may have to imm,ke do with
inadequate equipment and resultant lower quality training. (The funding of Title
X, both Parts A and B, would assist in this problem area).

tECOMMENDATIONs

The proposed cost-of-education provision is one that will reward those institu-
tions that serve Individuals in need of financial aid. It is the market approach--;
you get it if you earn it. That is, the cost of education funds will go to colleges
that service federally aided students and in so doing, give their support to the
federal priority of equal access to postsecondary education.

Since 1958, Congress has mandated through the Office of Education under the
National Defense Education Act, the Atomic Energy Commission, the National
Aeronautics and Space Administration, the National Institutes of Health, and the
National Science rotindation, to name some of the major programs, have given
institutions a cost of education allotment to defray the institution's costs under
federal fellowship progralns. This approach recognizes that educating an in-
dividual costs more than the tuition or the amount that student stipends allow.

We are recommending a change in the legislation to alter the means of cal-
eulating the cost of education allowances, Instead of the current complex for-
mula, which will confuse even the most sophisticated computer, we would suggest
it revision which would place a simple "add-on" to federal financial aid programs.
The add-on would he in the forums of a percentage of total student aid, including
13008, SnOG, NDSL, and the College Work Study, received by students attending
A& institution, say 20%. Under this format, if en institution's students received
a total. of $1 million in federal- aid, the institution Would receive t$200,000 to help
with the expenses of educating these students.

This is not a new approach, nor is it a departure from past ational practices,
We strongly Urge the cost of education for these student financial aid programs
follow time practice approved by Congress for so many years for a large number of
other student aid programs.

CONCLUSIONS

The membership of the National Council for Itesottece Development itas as its
focus providing information for nil cothmunity and junior colleges ems means of
garnering edticational resources in order to carry out time mission of these col-
loges, It is their view, as it is the view of the Amerienn Association of Com-
menity and Junior Colleges; that financing education is a joint vonture, which in-
volves maximizing resources from all areas of supportcotntuunity, govern-
mental, and institutional in order to insure that time student has the Opportunity
to achieve his educational goals,

I began this statement with a quotation front Congress, and I will conclude it
With another, this one going back to 1065, The original purpose of time Higher
Education Act, enacted in that year, was to "strengthen time educational resources
of our colleges and universities and provide financial assistance for students in
postsecondary education," It is noteworthy that in the beginning, the strength of
the colleges and universities held equal billing with the provision of financial as-
sistance to students. Its this, Congress showed the great insight that strong
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stitutions are needed if strong and effective education is to be provided, We feel
that the federal share has not kept pace with its stated commitment, but that it
has been left to other resources to take up the slack, The cost of education al-
lowances we advocate today would bring the federal government strongly and
firmly into the nation's Joint educational venture,

Dr. Tzo. I am accompanied today by the officers and regional direc-
tom representing a cross section of` institutions throughout the United
States, of the NatiOnal Council for Resource Development, The re-
gional directors and myself are here for an annual board meeting, and
we look forward to sharing some of our ideas, at least from the 2-year
perspective in terms of how we feel when we take a look at title 4, sub-
part 5, and on other matters that impinge upon what we are about to
discuss in our deliberations.

It seems to me that the historical perspective in terms of Congress'
commitment which was reaffirmed in II.R. 69, indicates that we are
still and continue to be concerned with equal educational opportunity.
In fact, most recently we talked about equal educational access, as one
of the prior, witnesses indicated, that this has becomes the highest na-
tional priorit t

y.
Title IV of the Higher Education Act is designed to help achieve

this goal in the postsecondary realm, The cost of education allowance
in subpart 5 would contribute to this through strengthening institu-
tions which are counted on to provide edueational opportunity to
students who are provided the access through student aid provisions.

In this statement, I will probably be referring to a number of other
programs that are .related to the cost of education allowances.

Pelt first, let's take a look at our own community colleges. The 1,200
institutionsThat are currently across the United States have nearly
million students, The students are part time, they are full time they
represent a cross section of people at various income levels and various
ethnic origins, and a variety of people with different attitudes and
ideas and very. -ery strong involvement in their own community.

The age, surprisingly enough, each time we mention it, is not items-
sarily the 18-year-old. In many of our institutions, the average age is
24,25 or 2(. Many of our institutions have a healthy part-time enroll-
ment:depending on how we want to define it. These individuals come
to us, or we go out and seek them regardless of where they are in
order that they may fulfill their own educational goals.

In many ways, it is inappropriate for us to begin to look at student.
aid as income for the institntions. While student aid permits students
to attend college, there is little for the institutions other than to pity
the students the tuition from Federal rather than other sontees.

In this sense, institutional student aid funds can be considered as
payment for services rendered; services rendered not to us and not to
the. Federal Government. but to the student.

The aid is available to students, but the institution must seek out
students to provide them with information about financial aid and
college opportunities, You may recall the other parts of title IV deal
specifically with that ilarticular peoblent. ontreaelt function is
important to us. It will continue to be a basic part of our program.
We do not wait for students to come to us. We go out and find them,

Let me take a few minutes of your time to look at why we think
the eost.of-edueation funds are needed, I will try to outline. a few
points without pretending I have exhausted all possible. argument%
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First, Federal student tid by itself is inadequate, It does not cover
the basic needs of all low-income students, not to mention the ineli-
gible middle-income students who ere constantly caught in this vise.

An American Council on Educrdon study of 1973 freshmen indi-
cated that 42 percent of those students with gross family income under
$10,000 anticipated receiving no scholarships or grants; Further, like
others, community colleges have to turn applicants away.

For example, in the fall of 1973, the Los Angeles Community Col-
lege, one of the largest districts in the Nation, enrolled 108,395 stn,
dents for the fall semester in clay and evening classes, Of these, ap-
proximately 5,200'received a total of the $0.9 million in financial aid
through the basic Federal program, That is about $376 per student.

However, during that same period, more than 5,900 additional stu-
dents, who were qualified and applied for aid in these same programs,
had to be turned away, Their collective unmet financial need amounted
to approximately $2,25 million if we assumed they would be funded
at the $376 level,

This is not atypical. In Denver, the Community College of Denver
with approximately 7,300 students awarded its 578 students an aver-
age stun of $454 in 1971-72, They turned away 263 students because of
the lack of funds.

Mount Hood Community College in Oregon could not serve more
than 800 students who qualified for their federally financed aid
program.

These examples show that the federally financed aid to students has
increased; or although it has increased, it does not cover all of the
eligible costs, So to help fill the gap, some States have initiated their
own programs of aid to students,

Since 1971, my home State of Texas has required community col-
leges to fib 25 cents out o (every tuition dollar and place it in a fi-
nancial aid fund for low-income or disadvantaged students,

Further. Texas has its own loan program, New Jersey's Educational
Oppotunt'ty Fund and Colorado States' work-study program; Penn-
sylvania, Illinois., California, and New York, 'and the list continues
to grow. The guiding principle is need as opppsed to scholarship in
determining eligibility. The State scholarship incentive program
passed by Congress with regulations which were released approxi-
mately . 30 days ago, we hope will stimulate further development in
this area,

Our second reason for supporting "cost of education allowance" is
that it will help to keep tuition costs under control, This is important
not only for the low-income family but.also the middle-income family
and particularly the large mass of stude,nts who find themselves want-
ing to ram% to school,wanting to come back to school, yet who are
not eligible for student financial aid,

I might disgress and indicate that on the books we have aid to half-
time students which has never been funded,

We find it difficult hi the increase of costs not to justify an increase
in tuition, However, if these costa continue to increase much beyond
their current level, think all of our students will be priced out of
the postsecondary education market, A recent report by the College
Entrance Examination Board shows that the cost of higher education
to students has been increasing markedly hi recent years,CEEB re,-

.3
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ports that the average cost of commuting studentsapproximately
80 or 90 percent of our institutions are commuter studentsfor 1974-
75 is projected to be $1,922. This includes $338 for transportation $519
for personal expense, $778 for living costs, $287 for tuition and fees.

The 2-year public college sector has experienced a greater increase
than any other level in higher education. Although the 2-year com-
munity college is still the Nation's best educational bargain, the fact
is that tuition, out, of necessity, has increased 70,8 percent since 1970,
while' the total educational budget for commuting students at, 2-year
colleges has increased 34,4 percent in the same period.

We feel that the cost of educational allowances are needed to stop
or at least retard this trend.

Thirdly, we are faring in community colleges, as with most insti-
tutions,lons whether they be social service agencies or business or industry,
an inflationary crunch,

Tuition and fees, which is a portion of Federal student aid that the
colleges receive, does not, begin to impact the colleges' operating
budget, even including recent increases in student financial aid; the
portion of Federal support to community .colleges has not increased.

in fact, in 1973 in a study I laid out in my prepared testimony,
Federal aid has decreased rtalte,r than increased in the last 3 years.
It is significant to note that in 1968-69, 2-year institutions received
14.2 percent of their income from tuition and fees.

It is of interest to note that my own district, Dallas County Com-
munity College district, in 1973 received 14.1 percent of its income
from tuition -and fees. In an etfort to keep tuition costs down, we have
had to rely more heavily on other resources,

The following patterns in the testimony- lay out some very interest-
ing things to me, One of the prior witnesses indicated support for
the Carnegie Commission report, that tuition should achieve the one -
third balance or one-third of the cost,

In our district; it is 10 percent or less. We hope that we will be able
to maintain that 10 percent, or less. In other districts, we find similar
situations. In St, Louis districts, for example, tuition and fees ac-
count for 25 percent of its budget.

But in St. Louis there has been no tax increase since 1971. Yet, in.
St. Louis, the cost of educating a student has risen from $1,200 in'
1970-71 to a projected $1,434 for 1974-75. That is a 19,5-percent
increase.

Iturlington County Community College, next, ,mar, is projecting .a
*UM cost of educating a student with a tuition of $350 or approxi-
tt vilely 20 percent of the actual cost.

Note that to date no matter how the funding source pie is sliced,
the Federal share remains constantly small, Inflation for its has forced
us into a posture of having to &Ade whether or not, like business and
industry, we have to _pass part of our increase in °mating costs onto
the consumer. the student,

lite city of Chicago recently decided to charge thition to community
college students for the first time, Chancellor Shabat of Chicago will
bee here tomorrow to discuss this with you, This leaves California and
the community colleges of the city of New York as the only coin-
'nullity college systems where no tuition is charged. These charges
have been made out of necessity,
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We ask the question Where do the additional funds come from and
where are they to come from? We don't think that the tuition increase

is the answer, The inflationary situation has caused us to reassess
where we are in terms of providing' low7income families with low tui-
tion, low cost, and any other adjective you would want to put there

to see if there were some ways that we can provide and continue to pro-

vide quality education without, a tuition increase;
Seine critics have suggested that if the increase charges are passed

on to the consumer and we expect the students to pay more, this may
simply get educational costs to the point where only the rich can avail
themselves of the opportunity.

Earlier, I indicated that not even all of those potentially eligible

for student aid in fact receive it clue to the lack of funds. I would be
remiss if I didn't mention the middle income as beino. one. With the
middle-income students, the family budgets are feeling the cost squeeze
problem as great as anyone else. Por them, education may become an
unattainable luxury, especially if low-cost educational opportunity
gets more and more expensive,

The National Commission on the Financing of Postsecondary Edin;
cation estimates that for every $100 increase in tuition, 3 percent of

potential postsecondary students opt'out, being unable to afford the

marginal increase.
Conversely, a Wisconsin studyI believe AASCIT put it in your

recordtested reactions at two Wisconsin State colleges, and showed

that each $100 decrease in tuition can bring an increase of between 4.8
percent. and 12,2 percent in enrollment.

Lowering the tuition becomes a very, very attractive thing for
dividuals who cannot afford to pay the high tuition,

I want to make an assertion, one which may be contrary to an
opinion held by some analysts of higher education finance, including
the. present administration. I personally do not believe that a policy
which almost forces postsecondary education to 'borrow heavily for
their education is a wise policy. It should be an alternative, but should
not be the only program by which middle-income persons, for example,
are eligible for this.

It gets even more tragic if we force a low-income person into the
loan situation, For most students, loans do not equal educational op-
portunity or they represent an unequal financial burden,

Finally, the cost squeeze certainly risks the program quality, If
there is a theoretical or actual limit beyond which student costs should
not rise, and if State, local, and Federal sources of support, do not
increase, but costs to institutions continue to rise, something has to
hive.

There is a myth.that has been perpetuated that views such programs
as tutoring, Reer counseling, developmental studies, reading and writ-
ing laboratories as "extra" services, For the comprehensivecommunity
college, these services are' an integral part of its instructional program.
In order to insure that the "open" door does not become a "revolving"
door, such services are essential.

I would be remiss if I did not mention that the success of the first
I/COL (veterans cost of instruction) program is beginning to unfold,
and I understand Congress is currently considering this. We support
continuation of this prograin, We would support the changes that were
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outlined in testimony yesterday. We feel that we are beginning, to reapthe benefits of a cost-of-education allowance program that helps usto provide better service to Veterans. We think that the extra service,
so to speak, that people keep talking about which are- basic' to ourinstitution certainly can be expanded and aided in this way.Other areas of program quality may have to give as well in additionto the extra service. Community and junior colleges strongly stress onoccupational programs which train students for the job market and forfurther education, if, as, and when it becomes relevant to the students/graduates, Occupational programs are much more costly to operatethan are general academic program's. This is especially true in the

9quipmentreqUired for such courses. A college must 'fund not onlythe initial outlay for such equipment, but face the problem of obso-lescence and replacement of outdated equipment. Strained to the hilt,the college may have to make do with inadequate. equipment andresultant lower quality training. The funding of title X, both parts AAnd B, would assist in this problem area.
If I may talk about the recommendations of the National Councilfor Resource Development, the American Association of Communityand Junior Colleges put before this committee the proposed cost ofeducation provision is one that will reward those, institutions thatserve individuals in need of financial aid. It is the market approach.

You get it if you earn it. To put it another way, it is a cost reimburse-
ment approach. You get the students, you get paid for it, that is, the
eost, of education funds will go to colleges that service federally aided
students and in so doing give their support to the Federal requirementof equal access to postsecondary education,

Since 1958, Congress has mandated through the Office of Education
under NDEA, the Atomic Energy Commission, National Aeronauticsand Space Achninistration..NITT. and the National Science Foundation,
sonic of the major programs that have gii;en institutions the cost ofeducation allowance to defray institutional costs under Federal,

. scholarship programs similar to the prior witness diseunion that this
has been practiced prior to this; therefore, this approach .does recog-nize that educating an. individual costs more than tuition or the
amount that student- stipends allow.

We are recommending a change in title IV, subpart 5. Instead of the
current complex formula which will confuse even the most sophisti-
cated computer, we would suggest a revision that would place a simple
acid -on to Federal-financed aid programs.

The add-on would be in the form of a percentage of total student-
financed aid including BEOG's, SEOG's, NDSVs,,and college work
study programs received by students attending an institution. Let ussay 20 percent. If the 20 percent was deeided upon under this format,

. if an institution's students received a total of $1 million in financed aid,
the institution would twelve $200,000 to help with expense of educating
the students,

.This is not a new approach nor is it a departure from past national
practices. We are strongly urging that the cost of education he these
students' financial aid programs follow the practice approved !),3, Con.
gress for so many years and for a large, number of other student mini
programs.

We are recommending that we begin here, in terms of providing the
cost of education allowance and we hope eventually that we might
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begin to talk about total enrollment, per capitation or other forms.
But this is a beginning..

The membership of the National Council for Resource Development
has as its focus providing information for all community and junior
colleges on means of garnering educational resources in order to carry
out the mission of these colleges. it is their view, as it. is the view of the
American Association of Conununity and Junior Colleges, that finan-
cing education is a joint venture, which involves maximizing resources
from all areas of supportcommunity, governmental, and institu-
tional, in order to insure that the student has the opportunity to achieve
his educational goals.

I begin this statement with a quotation from Congress and the act
that was passed, H.R. 69, and I will conclude it with another, this one
going back to 1965. The original purpose of the Higher Education Act;
enacted in that year, was to "strengthen the educational resources of
our colleges and universities and provide financial assistance for stu-
dents in postsecondary education."

It is noteworthy that in the beginning the strength of the colleges
and universities held equal billing with the provision of financial as-
sistance to students. In this, Congress showed the great insight that
strong institutions are needed if strong and effective education are to
be .provided.

We 'feel that the Federal share has not kept pace with its stated com-
mitment, but that it has been left to other resources to take up the
slack. The cost of education allowances we advocate today would bring
the Federal Government strongly and firmly into the Nation's joint
educational venture,

I might acid that if you take a look at. the recent studies that have
come forth, States have increased their commitment or at least main-
tained their level over the past deeades. Our concern is that we move
quickly in increasing the Federal share of this commitment to provide,
access and opportunity,

Mr. O'HARA. Thank you very much.
Mr. Benitez, any questions?

13tNrrtz, I agree fully with the Doctor's position and I think
he made an excellent statement. I have no questions,

Mr. O'HAnA. Thank you. Mr. Dellenback.
Mr. MUMBACK. 011 page 5 of what is a very well-prepared state-

ment, 1)1.. Leo, you talk in terms of not believing that a posture which
almost forces postsecondary education students to borrow to further
their education is a wise posture,

I would agree with the idea that really gets some consistent wording
because an individual or pair of individuals that marry end up with
tremendous loans, so they are in trouble.

I am not sure I read you as suggesting that we therefore do away
with Federal loan pro.grams

Dr.M indicated
?

Mo. No: I this would be an alternative, It should be
simply an altelmitive. It should not be the only avenue available for
middle-income students,

Mr. Dutit,txtimm Isn't that already the case?
Dee Un,
Mr. Dtt.t.txuAcic. If we start from the premise, whether we like it or

not, that they are in, as well its one of the institutions, where there
are only so many Federal dollars and we have to balance them off, and



if we are going to use such dollars in one place, then they are not
available for use in other places, subject to certain fluctuations; but
flexibilities are not enough.

Now would you suggest that we take the present loan programs and
use the dollars that are in those loan programs for either cost of edu-
cation allowance or for increased student aid?

Dr. LEo. I would move toward the increase in student aid, per-
sonally.

Mr. DELTAINBAOX Away from the loan ?
Dr. zo, Yes. In college work study programs, BEOG and SEW.
Mr. Dam:0Am Now in another portion of your testimony, when

you talk about the formula you would propose, calculating cost of
educational allowance as a simple acid -on, you talk then in

calculating
of

I3EOG, NDSL, and college work study.
Dr. LEO. Right.
Mr, DEUMNBACIL Would you include veterans' allowances or would

you include social security payments for education in that calcula-
tion ?

Dr. LEo. I think as a beginning we should stick to the basic Federal
programs for education specifically that are outlined in the legislation.

I think, as you know, we have approximately what now, 14 other
kinds of assistance programs, the Law Enforcement A.41mmistratinn
through Health, Social Rehab Savice, the whole number.

Mr. DELLtNuAcx. As a matter of fact, we found when the National
Commission was studying this we had almost 400,Federal programs of
one sort or another in the field of postsecondary education, but I turn
to these two in particular because anybody who looked at the relative
dollar weights is aware of the immense amount of money that comes
to the veterans' aid and social security aid and these are really sur-
prisingly large amounts,

But you would suggest staying with these programs?
Dr. LEo; Yes; as long as the VCOI legislation remains in force.
Mr. DELLiontAcit, You know, I have great respect foe and Mil a

great backer of community and junior colleges, I think what is in-
volved in these institutions is one of the major hopes for tomorrow.

We appreciate your testimony and appreciate your being here and
sorry it has to be so short, Thank you, Mr. Chairman,

Mr. O'llmtA. Thank you, Mr. Dellenback, Dr. Leo, those bells of
course are summoning us to the House Chamber and I am looking
forward to having an opportunity to ask you a few questions in forma'
luting this later on, so I will not direct questions to you now, but I flo
appreciate your testimony and the input you have made to the coin-
mittee,

The committee will meet again tomorrow morning at 10 o'clock in
this room, We are going to hear tomorrow from a panel of outstanding
educators and economists on the critical topic of low tuition mid ti-
tion levels and their effect upon attendance and upon facilities of the
three income groups, so we are going to have a panel discussion,
think you will find that very interesting.

Thank you very much. The subcommittee will now stand in adjou
ment until tomorrow morning.

[Whc,rettpon at 12 :80 p.m., the subcommittee adjourtted to limn.
vette the following day, Wednesday, June 19, 1914, at 10 a.m.]



STUDENT FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE
(Institutional Aid)

WEDNESDAY, JUNE 19, 1974

HOUSE OP REPRESENTATIVES,
SPECIAL SUBCOMMITTEE ON EDUCATION,

COMMITTEE ON EDUCATION AND LABOR,
Washington, D.C.

The subcommittee met at 9 :50 a.m., pursuant to notice, in room
2201, Rayburn House (Nike Building, Hon, James O'Hara presiding.

Present Representatives O'Hara, Dellenback, and Lehman,
Staff present Jim Harrison, staff director, and Elnora Teets, clock.
Mr, O'HARA, The Special Subcommittee on Education will come

to order,
Today the hearings 'will constitute a panel discussion on the very

important issue of tuition levels as they affect and relate to student
financial assistance. I propose that we take the_ prepared statements
from three distinguished institutional heads, President Paul Bragdon
of Reed College, Portland, Oreg.; President Willard Boyd, University
of Iowa; and Chancellor Oscar Shabat of the City College of Chicago.

When these gentlemen have presented their statements, the Chair
will ask for comments by two outstanding students of the economies
of postsecondary edueation, Drs, Carol Van Alstyne of the American
Council on Education and Robert Hartman of the Brookings Institu-
tion, Then we will turn to questions by members of the subconunittee,

President Bragdon, let us hear from you first,

STATEMENT OP PAUL E, BRAGDON, PRESIDENT, REED COLLEGE

11b, Bilminox. Mr. Chairman, I am president of Reed College, a small
nonsectarian, independent liberal arts college located in Portland,
Oreg. I am also the elected chairman of the Oregon Independent Col.
loges Association, up of 10 independent colleges and universities
of varying sizes, some sectarian, sonic nonsectarian, with different
missions and serving different constituencies,

The views expressed this morning are my own, however, and nol.
necessarily those of the sponsors,

It may not seem that way at first glance, but colleges and universi-
ties, and the men and women who work there, have much in common
these days with the Congress, and the men and women who work here,
And I don't mean that a lot of talk is associated with both places and
both sets of people.

Both institutions and the people associated with them are subject to
sevtro criticism from within and without, and both have suffered it
loss in public confidence, so the polls and our sensitive ears tell us,



Personally, .I am 'against unreasonable expectations of our institu-
tions, and in favor of. accountability. and recognition that institutions
peopled by human beings are indeed fallible. Skepticism,. however,
should not keep the publicor ourselvesfrom recognizing other
basic facts. For instance, consider a partial list of the matters that are
or will be before the Congress in one form or another, and which will
be high on the agenda for the Nation in the years ahead

What do we do about the international monetary system? Interna-
tional trade? The developing nations? The growing gap between the
have's and the have-not's?

What do we do about inflation ?
How do we reconcile energy and ecology's' Poverty and the need for

productivity with preservation of the environment?
What do we do about proliferation of nuclear weapons ?
What do we do when the work force has great expectations, but the

number of persons with special training exeeeds the number of wan
ingful sobs

And so on and so on, T. conclude that there are no easy answers to
these problems and all of the others left unmentioned. Doctrine,
dogma, fashionable ideas of the moment, fitful media attention, (rood
intentions by themselvesnone will serve us well enough. The fact is
that our best hope lies with highly educated men and womenmen
and women whose soft hearts are accompanied by tough minds.

And our colleges and universities are our best resource for providing'
these men and women, We should appreciate the fact that we have an
unmatched system of higher education,

As President Martin Meyerson of the, 'University of Pennsylvania
put it

The student who wishes to deal with emerging problems, not only of natural
sciences, bat also of social and psychological behavior, of linguistics, at medicine,.
of econometrics, of the cultures of the developing countries, and of subjects such
WI the visual arts, can lind more stimulus in the American college or university
than anywhere else in the world,

While creating this matchless system, we as a society have acted to.
proVide places to met the demands of population growth and to widen
the access routes to educational opportunity. No society on earth, now
or in the past, has attempted to provide the places at the postsecondary
level for so large a part of the population and to open so wide the doors
to educational opportunity,

With the task of providing new places accomplished, higher educa-
tion is evolving into a system of postsecondary education, including a
range of programs and experiences utilizing the resources of public
and independent institutions of higher education, programs of vary-
ing lengths and purposes associated with these institutions and pro.
grains available through proprietary schools, industrial training cen-
ters, and other educational facilities,

The prospect is for even more options and alternatives for men and
women tit different stages of life, The years ahead, whatever they may,
have in store for institutions pressed by high costs, limited resources,.
and competition for students, are likely to be golden ones for students
of all ages,

So we have diversity, quality, and widening access. An expanding'
ntunbee of options and olteenatives, A priine resource for producing
men and Women equipped to sustain society and to attack its problems,

;.;
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I would think the case for higher education, or postsecondary educa-
tion, find for supporting it, is proved, I would like today, then, to dis-
cuss three other issues ; First, do we wish to maintain our diverse,
pluralistic system of higher education wi:11 a healthy, viable, independ-
ent, or private sector?

Second, are we continuing to accept as It basic objective that each
citizen should be able to choose the educational experience appropriate
to him or her regardless of where the person conies from in American
societY?

And third, assuming the answer to the first two questions is yes,
what are the implications for public policy ?

Let me say straight away that all of the rhetoric and most of the
pieties are strongly and warmly supportive of diversity, pluraliim,
and a strong private sector, It would be the rare dissenter who would
say bluntly that no, indeed, he wants 1 system or 50 systems, 1 bu-
reaucracy or 50 bureauracies, 1 monolith, 1 funding source, or, 50
SMITHS.

And yet events and public policy belie the warm rhetoric and solemn
pieties, and begin to bring about, probably more by accident than de-
sign, the world cherished by our nameless dissenter; the plain fact is
that unless a conscious decision is made to preserve and nurture the
independent sector, it will be phased outand the only survivors ul-
timately will be Harvard and other institutions with endowments ap.
proximating that university's $1,25 billion,

Most would subscribe, also, to the view that a student should have a
maximum freedom of choice among the institutions appropriate for
him or her, In fact, freedom of choice becomes more and more circum-
scribed, Reed College, with an unusually small endowment, both com-
paratively and for the quality of the educational program it offers,
and consequently with 'limited financial aid funds, now has numerous
applicants who wish to come to the college but go elsewhere, I don't
know how many are discouraged from applying in the first instance,

Many enrolled students doing well academically depart reluctantly
or face the prospect of paying off very substantial loans over a long
period of their working lives,''Judging by the alumni body, Reed has
done particularly well by highly motivated, upwardly mobile young
men and women, many from middle-class homes in Portland and etittre
and the small towns of the Pacific Northwest, As president of the
college, I am deeply disturbed at the increasing difficulty we have in
bringing similar students, and those from even less advantaged homes,
to Reed today,

Incidentally, we have been so concerned about this situation that
we have set up a special, but necessarily limited, scholarship program,
funded by the Charles I±1, Merrill Trust, directed at this audience, The
result, which is that our applications have increased sharply, confirms
the attractiveness of the college and tends to show that Reed and her
sister colleges would do well in a reasonably competitive academic
structure.

The single most important factor working against continuation of
our dual system in higher education and circumscribing freedom of
choice is, of course, the cost structure in higher education, As you well
know, costs in both sectors of higher education have risen at a rate
greater than time inflationary rate,
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In part; the added costs reflect new commitments, new programs,
particularly in the public, sector, In part, they represent Axpenses im-
posed by public policy for example, increased social security taxes,
Most significantly the cost increases parallel those in other labor in-
tensive areas of our society; for example, the performing arts, Munici.
pal government, health care,

Thus far there has been no new technology comparable to that em-
ployed in manufacturing enterprises to increase productivity, thereby
reducing the effect of increased costs,

Faced with these increases the States have boosted appropriations to
the public institutions? thereby holding down the price to the student
through taxpayer tuition subsidies, The laudable effect of this policy
has been to assure students of at least one type of postsecondary
education.

Meanwhile, the independent institutions, faced with analogous cost
increases, have been forced to increase the price paid by the student
or the parents, The unfortunate effect of this mandatory policy has

RI)been to increase the between the charges of the public institutions
and the independent institutions; that gap was? on the average, $500
in 1957, which was a competitive difference, This yen r it is $1,800 on
the average and no end is in sight.

As Dr. Allan M. Cartter has pointed out, it is not at all unusual for
a State enterprise to exist side-by-side and compete with private enter-
prise. The French automobile industry, as Dr, Cartter noted, has this
characteristic, No one has suggested, however, that the Renault be
given away free or sold at a substantial discount through taxpayer
subsidies while the Peugeot is sold at full price. If such a poliey were
in effect, how many people would elect to purchase the Peugeot?

If the gap in priosnot costsis too great, how many would elect
the Peugeot even among those who believe the automobile has dis-
tinctive features which make it preferable or which meet the indi-
vidual's particular needi? I don't wish to press the commercial analogy
too far. The public and private sectors in higher education, are bah
nonprofit and are partners in public service,

The point is that the dual price structure in higher education does
not reflect the cost differential fully and currently works to the great
detriment of the independent colleges - --and to Ole detriment of the
preservation of our dual system and freedom of choice for students.

If the rhetoric in praise of diversity, pluralism, and viable private
sector is to be carried into practice, if the objective of freedom of choice
for the student is actually to be pursued, the growing gap between
what it costs to attend it public institution and what it costs to attend
a private college or university has to be narrowed, And I did say "nar-
rowed," not "eliminated,"

The independent institutions should continue to rely on philanthropy
as it significant source of supportand hope that the Congress in
moving on tax reform does not eliminate legitimate incentives for giv-
ing, along with abuses and loopholes. We at Reed College have re-
doubled our fundraising efforts, and the results indicate a healthy in
terest in supporting the institution,

In recommending means to narrow the tuition gap, I am mindful
of the longstanding practice and tradition that basic responsibility
for education rests with the States, and the usual-Federal policy of
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not distinguishing between public and private institutions in support
programs.

Personally, I tend to favor State programs of support which ac-
company the student. Thus, I would prefer more generous need-related
State scholarship programs, with the spossibility of adding cost-of-
education allowances to them to sustain the institutions serving the
students.

Other possibilities are the New York program of institutional sup-
port on a formula basis now accompanied 1y a generous need-based
scholarship program, or the contract services approach in effect in
Oregon and elsewhere.

The Federal Government could contribute significantly to the de-
velopment of .State scholarship programs by increasing substantially
both the authorization and appropriation for the State student in-
centive grant program, thereby encouraging States without such pro-
grams to embark on them, and States with them to enrich them,

Under the existing pattern of Federal legislation, I believe recog-
nition should be given to the impact of the provisions of the Higher
Education Act of 1972 which substantially expanded the number of
institutions eligible under the various student aid progt

The extension of eligibility should be accompanied by an increase
in appropriations for things like the SOG and the work-study
program.

Finally, should the Congress see fit to continue the BOG program,
the program should be thoroughly examined and probably amended
to include middle-class families; the income ceiling and limits on
grants should, in my opinion, be revised. Under the current BOG pro-
gram, the appropriations should be increased to permit grants at the
statutory maximum.

I appreciate the opportunity to sharing my thoughts with you. Of
necessity, I have spoken from the perspective of the private college.
In doing so, I would not want it thought that I am unaware of the
service of other sectors, or the significance of their programs.

Further and finally, I would see no service to the public interest,
which is the concern of all of us gathered here, in gaining benefits for
the private sector at the expense of our partners in postsecondary
education.

Mr. O'HARA. Thank you very much.
Our next witness who will deliver a statement on the subject of

tuition levels in higher education will be Willard 1.2. Boyd, president,
University of Iowa,

STATEMENT OP 'WILLARD L. BO D, PRESIDENT, UNIVERSITY OP
IMAM

Mr. Born, Mr. Chairman and members of the eomtnittee, I am Wil-
lard 13oyd, president, of the University of Iowa. I run also serving as
president of the Iowa Association of Public and Private Colleges and
Universities, whieli includes the community colleges of Iowa.

I do not speak for them, but I -would want to say ntrenthetically
that there is concern among all of these sectors in education in Iowa
that the Federal Government is and should continue to be it partner
in the support of education.

4,..1 't 41'
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We are also generally agreed that there should be diverse forms of
'student aid and not concentrated simply on one form, Moreover, we
are also agreed on the importance of institutional aide for all sec-
tors of education in Iowa,

With respect to the University of Iowa itself, we have had, as a
continuing goal, the development. and maintenance of education pro -
grams of high quality and the assurance of access to those proorams
appropriate to each student's needs, capability, and motivation
through a policy of low tuition and adequate finaiwial aid, to the ex-
tent that we are forgoing salary increases in some years to achieve
tins,

In recent decades, the Federal Government has become a major
partner in the pursuit of these goals, through its programs of institu-
tional and student support.

Institutional support has been provided or authorized in a variety
of formscapitation and formula grants, training grants, construc-
tion grants, and cost-of-education allowances related to the number
of federally assisted students.

The diversity of support, particularly if it is supplemented by gen-
eral institutional aid related to total enrollment, will provide both the
stability essential'for effective planning and the flexibility necessary
for the development of new programs in response to new needs, And
as importantly, the continuation of existing programs of merit. In-
stitutional aid is essential so tint there can be institutions for students
to attend.

The students seeking their education at our institutions also deserve
a system of financial suppoit that is equally stable and flexible. These
students come from a variety of circumstances and have differing
needs,

The present system of Federal support.whieh provides aid through
work-study, bask educational opportunity grants, supplemental edu-
cational opportunity grants, direct loans, guaranteed loans, fellow-
ships, and traineeships does allow a flexible response to these needs,

txcessive reliance on one source of aid, such as bask educational
opportunity grants or guaranteed loans, or indeed reduced participa-
tion of experienced campus-based financial aid officers in determina-
tion of need, simply increases the probability that students will be
denied access to educational programs best suited to them.

The continuation and improvement of the existing Federal system
of balanced support for institutions and students is in the best interest
of our institution, the students we represent, and the Nation as a whole,
Thank you,

Mr. O'HARA, Finally, a statement from Dr, Oscar Shaba, chitn-
cellar of the City College of Chicago,

STAM' O DR, OSCAR SHADAT, CHANCRLI,OR, COLLEGE

Or CHICAGO

De, SilithAt Thank you very much, Me. Chairman, I am sorry I
don't, have a written statement, bat I have some notes that I have writ»
ten down, I want to say that. I am speaking on behalf of myself, not
my institution, certainly not the board of trustees, I think they know
my view, but they have not decided yet whether or not. they are going
to support it,
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Those, of course, as I said, who arts in .favor of higher tuition would
believe that the benefits acme primarily to.the individual and there-
fore the costs to some extent should be borne by him.

Now I read, in --preparation for this meeting, this excellent little
pamphlet by Howard Bowen, I thought he was going to be on the
panel today, and I wanted to meet him, This is a beautifid little thing,
good summary and good perspective of history and identification of
issues; and his OWn views, winch illtOITSted Me IIMSt. IRTIMSV, you see,
he revealed his promise and his value system, and WV are not Without
VIllites. That is the most important thing.

We are not just a bunch of technictans running around as they ran
around in Nazi Germany. It took a. lot of lives.

This is an excellent report. And we know that these six reports refer
to pretty 11! .,-.teh agreement that there should be tuition, perhaps low
tuitiou. They vary from "How long we should go to a higher tuition
and at what level?" "Should we make differences among the various
levels in higher education?"

'The NOWMitif report did not concern so amelt the tuition
thingwhich he didn't come to., grips withso much as portability'
about which we heard in an earlier statement, from one distinguished
president of one college,

I happen to differ with these six reports, although they fire dit-
ferentamong themselves. Let me tell you why I differ, I could fell you
very briefly about the community colleges in (Illicit go,

hey enroll 80,000 Students, "thitt is. in 8 college composes, 10 'urban
progre:,:s ('enters, 7 evening high school buildings, no outposts, fac-
tories, settlement houses, libraeles, churches, stores 47,000 of the 80,000
area enrolled full time or part time in college level courses, many of
.them included in some 212 occupational programs.

The remaining 30,000 and some are enrolled in basic ..echteation,
literacy, if you FileaSe, English as a second language in many cases,
"01-411)" courses, and other college preparatory general study courses.

They are tulults., They are Ill our colleges, tint they are not neces-
sarily at the college level. About 8 of every 10 of our students work
either part time or full time. The ItyMtge age is about 221/2. and in
California it ie about 241?j, 'and Munk Mom st udeitt s are in their ior
colleges than ours, ,

Voety-two percent ;of ottr students are black, That single. fact should
tell yott an awful lot, Forty,oitepercent, Of all Of our students come
froth families .earning less than $0,000 a year, Twenty -five veroent be-
tween $0,000 and $9,000; 19 percent between $9,000 and $12,000, And
we have 14 percent who come from milies panting more than $12,000

Yeati,
View .re* facts and charaCteristics about Our community colleges

tell the story about, 'why tuition IS absolutely out of place in our tyi,e of
institution, which may most aptly be described, if there is any college
that could be described this way, as the peopte's college, We box the
compass nthre than any other institution of higher learning,

We, have great respect and admiration for those that have ft fewer
missions than have been thrust upon us, in lawvery complex, vcrY
difficult to lituidle,--a new kind of society itt the making; and in this
hig city of °wig,' we have to be responsive to those adults and they may
mine to us for even literacy and Many of them do because, Ave have
"MDTA" programs and they cannot learn even the entry level skills
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without learning to road and write and understand the language and
follow directions,

We do not feel we aro-demeaned because we are dealing With adults
at that level, We. call ourselVes a college. I don't care what you want
to call us. We are dealing with these -adults. in terms of their educa-.
tional needs,

Now, for 63 years since 1011 we have had a policy of no tuition for
our city students, As I mentioned earlier, there is still no tuition in
New Fork and in California. For the first time in our history, our
board of trustees has found it essential to impose tuition for this fall,
$4 a semester hour. Let's say -15 hours is $60 a term, plus some other

i.minor .fees, very minor, That is to start this fall. That is where we are.
Now, most of the 48 community colleges in the State of Illinois, I

must confess, have -tuition 'charges. They average about $0 a semen-
:ter. hour, We are one of the last. We are in the big city, We are a
very different kind of creature; than all of the others, many of them
mild. I know the rural areas have their loot', too, but it is quite (liffer-
ent than Chicago.

tt should be noted that most of the community colleges in our State
are relatively new, having been established since 1965 with the passage
of our Public Community College Act at. that time. I mention this fact
because it is also true that there has been ()teat pressure from the rest.
of the State to get Chicago to adopt a tuition. Many of the legislators
front down Statoure -very happy, about this-change,

Oh, yes, we have heard "luition is good for all, try it, you'll like.
it." Actually, I see this as a barrier that symbolizes a syndrome that
is growing sit this country and represents a basic departure from out'
.traditional policy concerning. free access.

Free. we also hear "If it is free, it can't be worth much. They don't
appreciate it unless they pay for it," or "If they Worked harder they
would get. where I an" and then money would be no problem'," and it
lot of other trite remarks.

Now I wanted to end by saying this kind of thing, We have a State
scholarship commission. It has $65 million,:andit is going to have $74
million if .certain bills get passed and I think they: will. Some 70,000
studtnits in higher. education receive grants and scholarships and most
of them- are monetary grants 'based on .need, Very feiy of our students
ever asked for this and the reason is of course there was no need for it:
It is just without. any tuition, They do it without. tuition. If they were
to do it as asked Itkonow, there is a six. page form' and I should have
'brought it, but didn!twant to hurt you in any way,

It is the..most complex thing you ever saw, three pages of filthily
McCune anti. threel 'paged of family assets,,I, believe, I am a rattier sop
bisticated person and they told mews students when they protested at
the announcement bf! tins) new till t10111; qIiive± you looked -fit it .lately?
Have filled it. mite

The last time .T; filled it out for my. ton, he,won an he one,
didn't remember low' difficult it was, but I filled,it out over the week-
end in -response to,demands 'by' students, If you know anything about
the thing, I. will tell you need a. Philadelphia lawyer,. It is no wonder
that so many Of our students are resistin,'

They are going to become diseouraged, because they are disenchanted
and many of them who we try to rencli out to help are not going to
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be coming to us, 0f course, it will be disastrous financially to us, but
that is a small consequence except that we are not going to be able to
fulfill our mission, That is the important thing. It they don't come to
us we don't. get the $4 and if they don't come we don't net the State
aid on the formula .basis and it gets to be like a vicious- cycle and then
because bf our union contract Where there is a limit ,ou class si.vie, and
classload, "If you want 'more students, sir, you have to 1111113 more
teachers,"

Therefore, if you are going to have less money, you are going to
.shalt fewer teachers, You -do away with teachers because you have not
got the money for them, and then-you will be able to serve fewer. stu-
dents which means less money and fewer students. I don't know where
it. ends.

Theoretically we are out of business, It will probably go to some
place like that and we will not be able to carry out our mission..

Yes, Illinois is very unusual and ()trek more toeven the middle class.
There are students whose families can earn above $2,0,000.and indeed
do and get up to $1p)0 for tuition and fees. Half of these 70,000.eome
from families earning over $10,000. That is a little above low income
and I would say. that 90 percent of our students, if they were to go to
the form, would be able to get their $(0 a term, There is no question
about it.

But the point is that this is an invasion of their privacy. 11 hat it
does to the independent student, is a separate and rowing problem.
I think there will be court eases and I hope they will remain as a class
action. I don't know how the few Supreme Court decisions will affect
it, but these policies could be struck clown once and for all, because
while the students have to supply the income tax returns along with
filling out the form, many of them are taken as dependents even though
they are independent and they have to have been away front home for
this year and the past. year, In some States I understand they couldn't
hate even been in the. home physically for 2 weeks and certify to that
effect.

There are a lot of such ridiettlous things, But all of these things will
tend to tell our student, "Stay awtty." These very people need .edttett-
t ion as much ris those going for Ph, D.'s, for the MA 1), and for the 11.

'Thisand other degrees. is IS the pitch that I am making, namely, that
tuition is a barrier.

The State, the cityof course as a community college we tax people
in mr eitytind the Federal Government. should give us money so
we don't have to charge tuition. That is my last point,

Here is what I mean. Our students costs on the average, are $2,0(14
a year. I am not for foregone income, about which one can make a big
case.

Well, we have all kinds of aids, We have the tuition remission in the
case of Illinois State scholarships and that is all that is now and from
the Federal. Government we heard about the CWS, BEOG, and
loans. I won't say much about loans because that I don't even talk
about. I ant against those, period. The Government, one of these days,
will learn it is going to cost you more to get. back that dough than it was
ever worth to begin with. illutt is something else again and yott will
haw, to go to economists to get the answer there,
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But even the BEM I think it should be looked into. I have a feel-
ing that the way in which it is done is also, whether unintentional, but
I suspect somewhat intentional, a way of keeping many of the poor
people from getting it, I looked at the form. Much of it could be mis-
leading, It takes a great deal of sophistication to fill out those little.
squares and I think the machine, wherever it is, in Iowa, or wherever,
could chew up many of our people and make them look like they are
rich, but they are poor as church mice, What we have to do is to have
financial aid. like New York City, for example: where they give a
strident up to $2,100, apart from financial aid coming from the Federal
Government, ,

That is for those who are in the college opportunity centers. That is
over and above the one counselor for every 50 students, and we have
one for every 500, and the tutoring and other supportive services,

You want to,reach the people that we deal with in the city of Chi-
cago in community colleges, namely, the people, the big masses of peo-
ple, If you want to box that compass of population, if you want to get
after senior citizens and the handicapped, you are going to have to
give money so that we are kept alive and build new buildino.s so that
we can keep from having. to impose the tuition; that is the point I
started with and that is the point I want to make,

Mr. O'HARA, Thank you very much, Dr. Shabat,
I think perhaps next it would be appropriate if we called upon our

two commentators. First, Pr, Robert Hartman, an economist at Brook-
ings Institution, and then after Dr, Hartman has commented, Pr,
Carol Van Alstyne can comment.

STATEMENT OF DR, ROBERT W. HARTMAN, SENIOR FELLOW,
BROOKINGS INSTITUTION

IimtntAx. Thank you, I aril Robert Hartman of the Brookings
Institution, I am speaking for myself entirely today, I have no
prepit red remarks.

I listened to the three presidents make their presentation and I hope
it was not expected that my role would be to integrate their remarks,

Mr, OsHAtt.k, No no, Just to comment.
Mr. Iturrst.w. I would find it difficult to do, So, instead, I would

like to make some general propositions that I think should command
fairly wide support and hope that we could, in the discussion, get into
whatever the disagreements are on these issues,

I find it very hard to talk about tuition levels as such in any mettn-
ingful way when there is student aid to be had, because what seems to
me to be relevant, at least to students who do the buying in higher edu-
cation and make decisions, is the net price that they have to pay for
going to college and (excluding the matter of living costs) that net
price consists of tuition, minus whatever aid they are getting.

So that most of the propositions that I would have to make in the
area of pricing of college service has to do with the net price, that is,
tuition after aid is received, T would like to suggest two propositions
about the net price of college that I think ought to command broad
assent on this panel and the committee.

They are the following: First. of all, that the net price to low-income
students, and I will hedge on what I mean by "low income," but the
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relatively lower income students, ought to be low enough so that a
substantial proportion of them are encouraged to attend postsecond-
,ary institutions, that ,s a larger proportion than in the past or a pro-
portion approaching that or equal to that of students from higher in-
come families. Thais the first proposition,

The second proposition, which I think is not so obvious and most
people have not thought about it, is that once a student is deciding
between different colleges, that the net price to him, whether he is an
aided student or not, in looking at different colleges, ought, in some
way, to reflect the cost difference among those schools. That is, a
student who is choosing to go to a low cost, and by "cost" I mean real
cost, not tuition, a low-cost junior college versus going to a high-cost
small private institution, should be made to pay more for that higher
cost institution.

The reason for taking this position that net price ought to reflect
cost difference is that I think that higher education administrators and
planners in the future are going to need information from the market,
if you like, about what student, preferences really are in choosing
among institutions.

At present, it is impossible to get information from the` market be
cause students basn their choice on prices that often have nothing to do
with costs, and therefore to observe, for example, long lines forming for
certain schools. and empty seats in other schools does not really mean
anything from an economic or even social point of.view, because
students are not choosing on the basis of real cost differences.

Let me contrast that to what the situation would be if students were
choosing among schools where prices to them were based on cost differ-
ences. One could then infer from an excess of seats that in fact those
schools ought, to be contracted in size, that a student has found that at
the going price for the institution with the empty seats it is not wc. Lin
it to hint to attend such an institution.

Another institution which has many more applicants and ihany more
students trying to get in than there are spaces available, that institu-
tion, in such a market setup, it would be proper to infer that such an
institution should be elk:painted,

wow, in future years. we are going to have to make very hard deci-
sions about which institutions to expand and more importantly, and
unlike the past, which institutions to contract and dose, Right now, the
only basis for doing that is either political accommodations or more
likely I think, since people want to have some apparently objective
way of making such decisions, will be to look at cost data from schools
and decide, on behalf of the State, for example, if it is a public system,
that certain schools ought to be cut back or even closed because they
are of "high cost,!'

I think that would be a. disaster. It would result in a selective reduc-
tion in the higher quality parts of the public sector, It will tend to
homogenize the nubile sector. Iii most States the turbine sector is all you
have and you will end up with a very mediocre public system of higher
education.

I think the only way in the long run that the quality part of the
public sector, which I am associating with high rusts now, although I
how that is not entirely true, the only way for it to survive, is for it
to prove that students are willing to pay a higher price to go to the
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high quality sector. I believe that if State planners see that students
are willing to pay an extra price themselves for such high quality
education, State planners will have every reason to continue to fund
and continue to operate the high quality part of the public sector.

So this is a convoluted way of saying that I think there is some rea-
son to want to have price differences among institutions of higher edu-
cation that reflect costs to a greater extent than today and that means
both between the public and private sector and within the public sector.

The proposition which I originally stated first is that low-income
students should pay a low-net price. Now, there are high cost public
budget and low cost.public budget ways to get at all of these problems
and I. don't think it is unusual that today's panel expressed most of the
high public budget ways of going about reaching these goals.

I think many of the people really share these goals although they
didn't state it in so many words. We can keep costs low to relatively
low-income students by charging zero tuition to them. We could do it
by charging zero tuition to everybody and by having relatively small
grant programs.

An alternative way of keeping the prices low for low-income students
is to charge a moderate tuition and have a large grant program which
is targeted on such students, Both techniques get you a low net price
for low income students.

The difference is the low tuition across the board approach costs
the taxpayer a lot more money, because you are supporting low tuition
for everyone, whereas the grant, or the large grant higher tuition mode
would restrict the grants presumably to a limited segment of the pop-
tile ion and therefore would be more efficient.

The way to go about getting price differences among schools reflect..
ing costs also could be done in low budget, and high budget :ways. A
low budget way is the favorite of many of my economist colleagues,
which is simply to have full cost. pricing at. all institutions of higher
education and let students finance it through loans. That essentially
takes a college of of the public budget and would result in relative
price differences that reflected costs, tut, in my opinion, it also throws
the baby out with the bath water in that it does not do anything .liout
the other goal, of raising enrollments of the disadvantaged, but that
is certainly way to bring about these relative price differences.

Another way, which fortunately no one 'has suggested although I
think we are getting close to it, to get to the net price differences re-
flecting costs, would be to insist, oil zero tuition at all institutions of
higher edneation including vile ni6st costly one such as Reed College.

enuld charge zero tuition at all schools and yet have net prices to
the student, reflect cost differen idifferences. The way we would do it is to have
zero tuition at teed and give it student no aid in going to Reed and
pay him to go to low cost. schools of higher education,

If we did that, there would be tt real_diffemice, in price for going to
at low cost, school, for which he gets paid try the C4overnment or going
to Reed for which he does not get paid by the Oovernment, That would
be a way of bringing about net price difference with an exf tamely
hi oh public budget,

Most. people don't take either of these extremes, but when I hear
people 'talking about the public-priwtte gap and saying, "The way
to solve it is not to tttx time students who go to public education with
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higher tuition, but rather to lower tuition at private institutions by
having the Government pay the private institutions to 'lower their
prices." That is a movement in the direction of the last plan I just
described. That is an ultimate end result of such a plan, and I am not
suggesting that anybody .really favors that, that is, to ultimately have
the Government fully subsidize all institutions of higher education
so they don't 'have to charge anything to students, I have my doubts as
to whether State and Federal legislatures are really willing to go to
that extreme,

The other why, of course, to narrow that gap between public and
private institutions would be to have a relative increase in the Pricing
of tuition levels in public institutions and that is something I favored
before and since I am already running on too long, I don't ,want to
go into it in detail,

Now all I would like to suggest at this point is that if we could un-
derstand what it is we are trying to get. at when we talk about tuitions
and relative prices of different institutions, we could, I think, then
at. least get to the point where we could lay out the real alternatives
that reasonable people might advocate and look at the budgetary and
other educational and social differences among such plans,

But I find it hard, if we focus solely on particular mires without
talking about how they are integrated with student, aid to get anytalking

trying to advance to some kind of consensus.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
11r. O'ITAudt. Thank you very much, Dr. Hartman.
Next., also speaking only on her own behalf, Dr. Carol Van Alstyne,

who is Chief Economist. of the American Council of Education.

STATEMENT OP DR. CAROL VAN ALSTYNE, CHIEF ECONOMIST,
AMERICAN COUNCIL ON EDUCATION

pp. VAX ALSTYNII. Thank you very much for the opportunity to
visit, you on this issue.

As I sat trying to assimilate the weight. of the arguments on.prices
on educational services, I derided I would try 'to make four points.

The first one is, I think, that the tuition issue relateswell, we are
confusing two very, very important matters that I *think could he
quite separately treated. On the one hand, well, we have tuition as a
price for educational service.

Now, that price helps us allocate resources among budget. priorities.
To help us make very large decisions, say decisions as to amount of
national activity in education, hanging, defense, for instance. It also
helps us make small decisions, a marginal decision as to how we all°
rate resources within edurittion, within the ptiblie sector, the private
sector, and within the public sector across different. levels.

It seems to me that when we look at tuition as a single price and
do not. separate these issues, that perhaps we get into some very serious
and unnecessary debates, Let me give you ant exanIple. Suppose on the
basis of our value preference, and we have all decided that values and
preferenees are terribly important in how we decide to use our
sources, suppose that we were interested in increasing support for
higher education and Guppose we had a choice at the national level,
say between education, housing and defense, and we decided that we
would rationalize price within the educational sector,
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But now we are faced with support of housing where we have very
considerable subsidy, enormous subsidies for housing, most of which
go to middle income families on the basis of a subsidy to the price in
terms of a deduction to interest, We also have gross inequities in the
housing assistance programs in that most of those who are eligible do
not receive low.income housing assistance. r,

Now, OK, that is the housin,g situation, Take defense, for instance,
where we could observe they have a national defense budget and we
could say that maybe less than a 2-percent decrease in that defense
budget would yield a 100pereent increase in support for higher
education,

Now, suppose we want to go back and decide that we want rela-
tively to increase our resources, or to change our priorities, invest more
in higher education, Now, it seems to me that when we debate the ra-
tionalization of the price of education within education, we don't deal
with this other issue as to how we want to allocate our natural
resources.

I want to split those issues and then say that all of the debate re-:
lating to rationalization of price to more effectively compete, to more
effectively derive information for planning purposes on the optional
size of the educational sector, could all be accomplished with prices
which reflect relative costs. So what I am saying is that we could.
achieve all of those objectives, as has been explained by Mr. Hartman,
with costs which bear a relationship one to the other which has a rela-
tive relationship. Now I am making the point clear.

It is not that the absolute price has to do with comparing education,
housing and defense, and I want to switch that and say that we could
achieve efficiency AV 'thin education in terms of relative price, so that
does not bear on the issue of tuition as such, It does not argue for a
high or low tuition.

The second point that I would like to make is that I think we have
gotten ourselves in the debate on how to to support education
assistance.

Maybe I should say that I did spend a number of years in housing
assistance programs and found very instructive analogies because we
have 30 or 40 years of experience there, some of which I think is rele-
vant in the educational assistance area.

I think we have gotten 9tirselves into a semantic box and we are
battling over words which are arbitrary and not necessarily meaning.
ful and the battle over words I think has to do with student aid versus
institutional aid. We began to look at the real incidence of support
and I think it is more effective to think of it in terms of a cycle of sup-
poet for higher education and that there are various channels.

13ut, essentially, institutional aid, or aid which is traditionally
labeled institutional aid, bat which is used to mince tuitions, can as
effectively be indirect or direct student assistance as student-assistance
which is channeled back to the institution in the:form of tuition.

So that, if you put it together, and show it as a cycle, what we are
really talking about is support for higher education and the particu-
lar channels have to do with rather than inducing responsiveness of
how we believe bests we could ilithiCe students to enroll and induce in-
st it talons to be responsive to students' and society's needs.

So I think we need to get beyond the debaterf student aid versus ink
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stitutional aid and take a much more precise look at exactly what objec-
tives are to be achieved, exactly the channels which are used to achieve
those objectives.

I think also we need to be much more precise about the nature of the
support as to whether it is to achieve educational objectives or to
achieve social objectives and I do think we need to distinguish between
that assistance which is channeled into higher educations to make up
for income disparities resulting from inequities in the rest of the sys.
tem. And it seems to me we arc labeling educational support a, great
deal of aid which is really to remedy income inequities in another part
of the system.

I think those will be the fundamentals of the statement I would like
to offer.

Mr. O'HARA. Thank you.
Mr. novo. Might I make a comment?

011AnA,
Mr. Born. I think we have to go back; and I grant you that I speak

now from the midst of the fray and not from the theoretical stand -.
point. I think basically what Ur Shabat has said is that the objective

iis to motivate people in terms of self.fulfillment; that is the basic
underlying purpose of education among other important institutions
in this country. There is a great public value as well as personal value
to education.

As I listened to the economists speak, I wondered how what they
said will be explained to the student, becauset for example, when we
talk about meeting with the student to explain, or out in the public
forum to discuss tuition and tuition levels and motivation and so forth,
this kind of argument may not necessarily come across. They may not
necessarily understand that. is not unlike the problem in Vietnam.
It is a very complicated situation and the complexity of the argument
loses commitment in the process.

So I am not sure that the students will fully understand this. Given
Higher tuition, I am sure that regardless of the student's level of in-
come, it is going to be a deterrent in obtaining education. This is not
just limi

i
ted to the very low income'class, but it also affects the middle

class and that goes further along. They are not clear about what the
future is. They want to be encouraged or they need to be encouraged
and not deterred from coming,

t am also troubled by the notion that there are different missions
and, therefore; there should be different prices. This suggests that a
low or no-tuition institution should have low or no quality. I don't
think that is correct.. I think that the students should be able to select
among these different institutional missions rather competitively, so
that the tuition is not geared to the mission of the institution, in par.
tiettlar. That is why I also argued against high 'tuition in middle edu.
cation, althougl, I grant you that is one area with a lot of controversy.
But we tried not to deter people who have not had professional back.
grounds from going into this profession by holding the tuition relit.
tively low.

also want to comment about, the `University of Wisconsin's experim
ment which did indicate if you do reduce the tuition you do increase
the limber of students coin lug to the institution.

Afr. O'IlmtA. Well, that is something that I want to talk about.

(4 4
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I want first to advise all of the panel members that you have just
witnessed here a near miracle; that we have been going now for an
hour and no Member of Congress has opened his mouth,

Now, unless you expect an internal explosion or three of them
up here, you are going to have to let the Members get in their two-bits
worth very shortly here, So I think we are going to have to start come
ing back and forth with questions and answers.

And, exercising the prerogatives of the chairmanship, I am going to
get in mine first in case the bells ring and we have to go.

A very good question that the Wisconsin' study does not answer is,
Who comes? At the point that your tuitions are dropped, a bunch of
extra people come, But who are they ? That is a very good question and
I would like to get at that when we get a chance, For that matter, what
do or who do you reach with economic incentives and what are your
goals

You know, Mr. Hartman had a model and others of you similar
models and you can pretty well establish with your model that the way
to get more low-income people i o postsecondary education, or that
the most qfficient way of gettinf them in is not to reduce tuitions for
instance but to reduce costs just or them, which of course involves the
filling out of the forms that Dr. Shabat says most of us or the students
are not going to fill out.

Indeed, Mrs, McCauley, who is associated with the California Junior
College, the financial aid officer, ran a little survey, just sort of a side-
walk interview type of thiir I suppose it was not scientific but I
thought it was a pretty good A.

In connection .with the BOG programs, she went to two junior col-
leges in California that served a large number of low-income students
and they made sure that every single entering. student who would be
eligible in terms of their first entry in the institution of higher educa-
tion after a certain date, that every single one of them was personally

a BOG application.
If they already applied by the time the BOG applications became

available, every single one of them who had been admitted was mailed
the BOG application,

Then, of those who had not yet been admitted when the BOG appli-
cation became availabh?, every single one of these was personally
handed a 130G application and very few of them ever filled them out.
Very few of those that were determined later on to have been actu-
ally' eligible ever filled them out, They are going. to schools and some-
thing brought them there and it was sure not the BOG that brought
them there,

Now, maybe in the model you could say, '''this is the way the ra-
tional, or the way we set up our rational consumer and our rational
Consumer is going to do this way and that way," But maybe in fact he
is not going to do them in those ways,

Did you have something?
Dr. VAn AMINE. To respond, when the time comes to respond to

some of the questions you raised, r, Chairman; yes,
Dr, SI/ABAT. I would like to make a comment, I dott't know if it bears

on quite what you say, Mr, Chairman, but on some of these remarks,
going back to our situation where we now have to have our many
thousands of students that go for the State scholarship forms, and it

v
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could be the Federal form, you know, for work-study, it does not make
a differencewell, it doeswhy don't we have a simple form for every-
bod3r ? This nonsense of forms galore is not just right,

Mr. O'HARA. I will answer that, Dr. Shaba. Because, for many
people, the ultimate crime of a government program is to "give some-
one something for nothing" and you hive to have a long form to make
sure that this person who is getting an education and benefiting so-
ciety is not "getting something for nothing", you know.

You know, von want to make sure, by George, if he has a capability
of paying, make him pay. You have run into those fellows in your State
legislature. You know that. They want to see to it that everyone of
them pays and dearly, you know. That is why you need the long form.

You could have a form where you just filled out your name and ad-
dress, if we were not so concerned that somebody might get some
money: or might get something for nothing who was not one of the
deserving poor.

Mr. DELLENBACK. Will you yield?
Mr. O'HARA. Yes.
Mr. DELLENBAOK. That is something less than encyclopedic catholic

coverage of the entire set of reasons.
Dr. SnAtiAm. In our State, notice what we are having to do, and it,

could be the Federal Government forcing us to do it, too, but I hope
whatever is done you will not get into this kind of quagmire. The
point is this, we are having our student go through a very laborious
mechanism, the processing, for example, We're overwhelming the
State scholarship commission; they didn't believe us, we are going
to really try to get students to fill these things out because we have to.
They are about 2 months behind. You could ask about the kind of
adults we deal with in community colleges. They just don't plan for
2 years in advance. You catch them when the place is ready to open.

What it amounts to is they are playing games. The game is this: We
need $2 million, and we could prove that. We are going to have to get
it by using the student as a conduit into the cash reserve, where there
are millions of dollars with a hierarchy, a bureaucracy that is not
manned too well. And processing these requests costs a lot of money.

It costs $6, you know, to process just one of these forms. Why we
invent these things, I suppose it is because every organization tends not
only to fight to survive, but to grow and this, of course, sometimes
means, "empire building." I don't appreciate that, .thoyh, on the re-
eeiving side, although I am told that I am a big eitipia4 nilder, too, so
I have to be very careful of that.

Mr. O'HARA. Dr. Vim Alstyrte.
Dr. VAN' ALSTYNN. You raised the question on the Wisconsin ex-

periment about "who comes?" The people who designed and reported
the study did try to estimate who comes and may I report the results of
a preliminary document that was forwarded to us?

Let me give the example of one. You know the experiment is the re-
duction in tuition of a community college to be equivalent to a very
low-cost vocational center in one urban and one rural area in Wis-
consin. In the case where they had a 47-percent increase in enrollment,
which was considerably higher than the it-person system enrollment
for the institution, the increase was distributed 6 percent continuing
students, three reentry students, s-percent transfer students, and 82-
percent new students,
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Well, the students were surveyed and indicated that tuition and lo-
cation of the institution were significant elements in their decision,
Now, one would have to be very careful about extrapolating the results
of a single isolated situation to a system, but it does lend some credence
to the suspicion that the estimates of, student response to tuition, as
reported in reedit commission reports, is possibly underestimated
seriously.

Mr. O'Ilmtn. Well, I think that is so, but, you see, one of the reasons
raised that question of "who comes?" it gets back to my tirade against

"why you have to have the lone form,"
Dr, Hartman spoke in terms of equalizing the collegegoing rate as

between income groups. But the big objective was not to concern our-
selves with increasing the rate of collegegoing among middle-income
groups, but rather to concern ourselves with the collegegoing among the
lowest income groups, to bring them up to the point of other income
groups,

Well, I think that whole notion has so many assumptions in it that
I am not sure are valid. It assumes, first off, that we are perfectly sat-
isfied with the collegegoing rate generally, that the percentage who go
on to postsecondary education among all but the lowest income groups
is satisfactory, that we have no desire to increase the percentage going
on among other income groups, or no interest in doing it as a matter of
nubile policy.

Now, the second assumption is that it is the money that makes the
difference, But I am also not very sure about that, For instance, I
would be willing to wager that, in my congressional district,. among
schoolteachers, making in the neighborhood of $10,000 or $12,000 a
year, the college-going rate among their children is much higher than
it is among autoworkers making the same $10,000 to $12,000.

So, I am not sure it is the money, '.1ie family income, that is the reason
why there is this disparity or the principal reason for the disparity
between groups.

I am also concerned with a system that provides, the greatest good
for the greatest number, you, know. In other words, maybe the most
efficient way of getting low-income groups in terms of a theoretical
model, may be to put it all in need-based student assistance,

So, maybe there are more efficient ways of maximizing the total
number of who are going on to postsecondary education, much more
efficient ways and maybe that would involve more across-the-board
assistance in reducing college-going costs.

I would like to get Mr. Hartman's comments on that,
Mr. ITAIITMAX. AVell, if I could comment on some other things also?
Mr, O'HARA, Yes.
Mr. HairrstAx. This last question about "Whether money is the real

determinant of college-going rates," I don't think there is any guts-
tion that it is not the only determinant, and am not sure that it is the
major one, But the importance of finances is not essential for the argu-
ment that differential student aid go more to low income students than
to others.

The fact is that there iv a larger proportion of nonattendants in low
income groups, not only of onto workers, but of people with extremely
unskilled backgrounds, in some cases where the parent is not even in
any occupational class but is living on welfare.
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Certainly, no one would deny that there is a correlation between
low income and a lot of other'social factars that would tend to discour-
age college going. People who full under $6,000 income, for example,
are almost exclusively not people from professional backgrounds, not
people from intact homes, not people whose parents have had a lot of
education; and it really is following up your notion of it being unlikely
that such families will be encouraging going to college, that we 11E0

easily availablethe only public policy measure that is sily ailable to us, namely, to
make it cost less to try to lure such students in, in effect, taking the
place of what normally would be nurtured in the home.

That is less essential when you start talking about the $15,000 and
$20,000 income families, because those families are much more likely
to. have the kind of background or to live in the neighborhood where
their neighbors have the background that would tend to encourage
people to go 'to college,

Money is not everything, counseling and good secondary schools
and all of that would do a lot to help kids in poor neighborhoods to go
on to college, but in Federal programs these are very hard to get at,

Let me make two small i?oints. I have spoken up for student aid
here. It is easy to create an idealized system of student aid, but people
point out that when you look at the forms they are mighty complicated
and many students can't fill them out.

I would be the last to defend complexity here and I actually do fa-
vor an extremely simple form even if that will allow some people who
do not deserve it to get the money. If simplicity could be achieved. I
would be willing to let a few people get, away with ripping off the Fed-
eral Government.

I know that is a hard point of view to get across in the Congress,
but I think that there is a great deal of sense to eliminating a lot of
the stuff about assets, for example, on the BOG forms, just on the
grounds that it discourages people from filling it out and also en-
courages cheating. .

One more short comment. Someone asked, "how could you explain
to students the imposition of tuition and make them understand it."
and I am not sure this is the most politically savvy way to do it, but I
would present them with the proposition : 'Education is a good thing
and lack of education is something to be. avoided, but starvation is
even worse," And yet the Federal Government in the case of food pro-
grams and starvation, goes about it by letting farmers get paid for
their food, but it gives poor people pieces of paper called "food
stamps" that allow them to acquire the food at less than full price and
if they are very poor they get a certain amount of food free, but every-
body else pays.for food and no one has yet proposed that the way to
get around the problems of starvation is to make food free for every-
one.

Therefore. it could be argued that maybe wo ought to move in that
direction in higher education, to try somewhat more tuition butt to take
care of those, who would be "starved" otherwise, by subsidizing their
costs for purchasing this education, and this would move higher oda-
cation more in line with other programs for which the Federal Gov-
ernment provides differential assistance and aid, becauSe it thinks that
the good has some special social merit,

So I don't think we are creating something new in higher education
when we talk about charging prices closer to costs and giving grants,



but actually talking 'about moving it in the direction of other pro-
grams for which the Federal Government provides subsidies.

Mr. Completely different, of course, in the sense that I
think it is safe to assume that almost everyone is eating though some
are eating less well than others. That is not the casg in postsecondary
education.

It is not so that everybody is (letting postsecondary education, but
sonic are getting less than others, If it were, your system would make
more sense than it does in the actuality, because we are talking about
financial inducement to go on and I think we have to make some deci-
sions about just what good the financial inducements do and who they
do good for.

I think the lowest income groups, you say there is a correlation be-
tween low income and college attendance. Well, there is a correlation
between low income and sickle cell anemia, but I would not have voted
for the sickle cell anemia program as I did if it had proposed to go
ahead and provide special care for only low-income people. Maybe
there is something else in there that weought to be looking at,

I think that we fail to sort some of these things out and when you
talk about the 15,000, the 20,000, whether f to incentive to go is greater,
maybe in those groups it is the money.that is keeping them from going,
you see. They have already gotten their incentive to go.

Maybe in fact there is the income aroup where the money crunch
is causing the greatest cutback in coll6ege attendance. I do not know.
Probably not the greatest, maybe you could make a good case, if you
find schoolteachers whose children are not going on to college, maybe
you could say, "Well, there is a case where it is the money. lt must be
the money because you have both parents are teachers and they, have
an incentive to go."

I don't know. It is a very complicated question, and then of course,
the whole question of "What is our objective, to increase participation
in postsecondary education generally on the part of all income groups"
or "Are we unconcerned about income groups above a certain level,
whether or not they participate more fully."

Don't worry about the quorum call. I just agreed to expose myself
to a poor attendance record in order to continue this session. Time
others will 'return,

Dr. VAN Ats,rvo. The National Commission had
income

infor-
mation showing the education participation rates by ncome levels for
a period of several years over the late sixties to the present time. Those
data indicate that education participation rates for all income groups
have gone down, that they peaked in 1969, and the income groups
which had the largest relative decrease is the middle-income groups.

Now, reasons have been offered for this including changing employ-
ment opportunities for college grraduates, changes in draft laws,
changes in availability of aid,-and not a great deal has been done to
ascertain the impact of increasing costs on those lowered education
participation rates.

We tried the other day to come tip with a crude first approximation
of what these costs were, because we do not have any good indexes,
either of student costs or of institutional costs, But we used some col-
lege board survey data on expenditure patterns and eve used historical
data pros; ided by the Bureau of Labor Statistics to devise a first ap-
proximation of a cost index for students going tocollege,
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It MN found that the increase from the inception Of the student aid
programs for the current time ';s in the neighborhood of 30 percent, so
students have been faced with a 40-percent increase in costs which
may go someway toward explaining the declining education participa-
tion rates that we see.

It also may help explain why we don't find massive impact of the
student aid programs on improved access, because we then added up
some dollars of awards under the various student aid programs and
got an average award per student. over a time divided. by the cost index
and came up with a figure whir& indicated that there has been no in-
crease in the purchasing, power of students of educational service as
a result of the increase in student aid. They had been wiped out by
inflation.

Mr. O'HARA. I think Dr. Bragdon has had sonic experience with
this, He indicated in his testimony people of middle-mcome groups
are finding it harder and harder.

Dr. BHAGDON. There is no question that most of those associated with
independent colleges are very unhappy as they see middle-class men
and women, boys and girls, precluded from coining to the institution.
I think that in some of the more affluent institutions, better endowed
institutions, there is a juxtaposition of the very affluent and those of
very limited means and those in between are excluded.

At a college like Reed, which is not that well endowed, I think that
we see an even larger number of people excluded, including those who
would like to come, those who apply and then feel they have to elect to
go elsewhere. They elect to go either to a public institution where the
prices are lower or they will go to another private institution which
is able to support a more generous financial aid program.

I think you mentioned something earlier which should be of con-
cern, although maybe not our main topic hgre, I think there are cer-
tainly people that qualify at middle income, for example, auto workers
in your district, and I think throughout the country there are people
with incomes that are rather high, maybe even higher than the figures
von suggested, in some cases, but where there is not a motivation or
history or tradition which gives rise to the motivation to take ad-
vantage of educational opportunities that we do have hi this society. I
think that is a waste of the individual in terms of fulfilling himself or
herself and it is as bad thing for society, which needs lit educated
citizenry,

Mr, O'HARA, That is it, you see. You take the two centers of the Uni-
versity of Wisconsin, they experienced 47- and 23-percent increase
over it 7 percent average for the other university centers.

I would like to figure out, in terms of efficiently, what the cost of
dropping those tuitions was per aided student, you know, I will bet
you, although I may be wrong, because I 'have not figured it out, but
I bet you the per additional student cost was less than any system that
could be devised to achieve similar increases in student attendance,

lint that gets back to one of the questions I asked. Who is it that
is to come? And does it matter who it is that comes? If what
we are talking about is not some sort of income maintenance
system, or whatever, but if we are talking about, is, as has
been suggested by Dr, Shaba, achieving a societal good, doing
something, not for individtial.students, but doing something for so-
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ciety, if we proceed on the assumption that an educated society is a
better society, if what we are trying to do is maximize the number who
continue with their education because it benefits all of us, not just the
ones who get the education, what difference does it make if we make
it possibler' for a $lii,000 family's child to go to school or a $5,000
family's child to go to school ? I mean is we have increased the total by
one in each case.

Now, there are equality factors in here, too. I mean that is something
else 'to take a look at. But in terms of the societal impact of increasing
the skills mid knowledge and ability of our human resources, human
resources terms, maybe there is another way of looking at it.

Now, Dr. Van Alstyne had an interesting. comment that we some-
times are confusing income maintenance with educational expense.
I am not sure whether it was one of your points, but of course that is
what we are doing. We are making some of our education aids into
an income maintenance program.

We are taking people who ought to' e, in thy opinion, obtaining in-
.eome maintenance assistance from other sources, and using scarce edu-
cation funds to provide them with income maintenance that ought to
be coming from other fund sources.

I am not saying they ought not to be getting this. I am just saying
that it is going to cost somethingwell, for instance, we had a student
in here from San Francisco State, who was telling us of problems of
many of their students, and talking of ADC mothers, for instance,
with one or two children having, difficulty attending San Francisco
State because they were not getting assistance in sufficient amounts
to permit them to attend.

I think they ought to get income maintenance assistance in sufficient
amounts to permit them to attend, but I think they ought to be getting
that whether they are going to college or whether they are not going to
college.

What di &mince does that make ? They ought to be getting enough to
live on. so inaybe we are substituting in a wayhere.

Mr. Dellenback, I have been just sort of marking time for you to get
back here.

Mr. DimmnAcx. If I may say unofficially to the panel that the
quorum call applies equally to the Chairman and to me, the difference
between us is that we both come from Democratic districts.

Mr, O'ILta,t. You couldn't tell it by the lastelection.
Mr. Dm/A:mimic. There is obviously a lot here to stimulate thought.

I would think that in that which has been saidenough has been thrown
(nit so that we could walk in a series of different directions in a limited
time, but, unfortunately, or if we had unlimited time rather we could
do amt. But unfortunately, our time is limited and we can't.

It would seem to me that we are facing a situation where the peril
is, as you said, in effect, we may confuse the question of priorities
among different fields with priorities within the field of education,

iwhirl) is succinctly what I read your first point as really saying.
Perspectives do vary as between fields, when we deal with agriettl-

turalists. although we of the Congress must be general, we are dealing
with people who are convinced that at the heart of what Government
must do is feed people, lie sure they do or they can't do anything else.

When we deal with People who are deeply involved in the field of
r.
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national defense, they are sold on the concept of we can't remain at
peace in the world, we can't do anything else.

When we deal with people who are.essentially dealing with the tax
structure and the economic society, they are persuaded that the absolute
sine qua non is we must have strong economy because if we don't have
strong economy, we can't do anything else and if you walk clown field
by field in housing and education and everywhere else we go, and peo-
ple who are deeply involved in 'a field, as you who are careerwise
involved in a field, and as we

'
who to a degree are at least concentrat-

ing if not specializing in the field of education, the danger is that we
become advocates rather than objective judges,

Now, I say the danger, because of the other side of the coin is you
imust be fair in a system, that is, have a balancing off, If everybody

were the judge, there would be no selling the case and making the
hard point of why,

In this instance, education is an absolute imperative. But it runs
more than higher education, Even within this field, to in-ve.to your
second analysis and even if we, who are here involved together, are not
fighting the battle of one field against another field but are shifting
our discussions to within the field of education, although while looking
back over our shoulders at competing fields who are competing for
dollars and attention and national interests and everything else that
goes with it, we are assuming the importance of the education field,
but we are not even within that field, able to deal with traditional
higher education without realizing that emphasis on higher education
has substantially shifted, at least as far as congressional interests are
concerned, to post-secondary education, which is a much broader
field.

And it shifted from the traditional 18 to 24 years of age to a life-
lone. learning and then, within the field, still we are going 'way beyond
lost - secondary and we are talking about really early childhood all the

iway on up, because all of that is still within the field of education.
Having said this merely to establish a framework, we still today are

particularly interested, and we have to, it seems to me, fight off the
fescieating temptation to, in this kind of stimulating discussion. deal
with all of the problems of the world, and concentrate a little bit on
the problems of education and where we talk and what we could do
within this much narrower field.

When we deal with data:and studies, we are also dealing with some-
thing that is dated. We :111,rt talking about BOG forms and why people
ignore-them and so on. In one sense, all of those studies are academic,
because they dealt with the first year of a program where $122.1 million
Was allpropriated of -which $40 million were unspent and we are now
in a different ball game and in a different, time when $475 million is
available plus a carryover of about $40 million and what are we going
to do with that, and what are we going to do the year beyond that, and
when we deal with that program we can learn somewhat from what
history has told us and what history has told you, but we can't say
this is the situation today in that field or a host of these others, because
as I say, an: data and studies are dated, but the field is dynamic. If
the field is static, it is a different thing,

I would say just a word .further on, this matter of forms. Why do we
have forms? We have forms, it seems to me, because dollars are limited
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and certain goals arc sought, Now we could go of }' into the base and say
"Shoti Id dollars be limited and how many 'dollars in 'this field versus
that field." We can quarrel or agree upon what the goals are that are
being sought and what the thrust is not., and I wish the Chairman were
hercrbecause I am sure he didn't really mean that we do it because of
some esoteric hirsute philosophy, "unless it hurts, it is not helpful and
unless it is painful it is not good medicine."

ft, seems to me we do have the problem unless you are going to say,
"Whatever anybody wants he or, she could have and whatever any-
body tells us, it is yours."

We have to have some method of setting a goal for a' program and
setting a basis for qualifying that, program and realizing you have to
do that if the dollars that are going to make up that, program are lim-
itecl, as indeed they are.

I do say, having said that, that it seems to me we run a real danger
of confusing, first, the need for some information, which is a valid
need, with %Ant has grown up and unnecessary and wasteful dupli-
cation of effort in filling out forms, asking questions Which are
irrelevant, asking them :?,7 times instead of just once.

One of the goals of the subcommittee has been, on our own, and
also working with the Office of 14klucation, to see if we can't simplify
it because it seems to me one of the really imperative timings and an
achievable thing is to say an applicant fills out one form.

Now, let's get on there all of the information you need. Then if
for a given program You may abstract. different, sections of the infor-
mation but for heaven's sake, don't make them walk the road six
times or 27 times or however many times it is.

So, I am not in anywise defending tin length of forms or com-
plexity or multiplicity of forms, bitt, I am lust sayhu we are going to
i-ontinue to need something in the way of information but in an area
that is on the edge of what is really relevant, and yet unless it goes
in too many directions, we don't have time for it,

That is what, the new age of inajoritY is going to do to the whole
concept of need analysis: because we don't know yet what the ramifica-
tions of that are, but if you let your mind play on the subject it
could lead you into a situation where the whole needs test, rims the
risk of going by the boards because at least there will only be a frac-
tion of '1S- year -olds who, by any information we have been using,
are not in need,

Some that still will not be, but. that is going: to be a small percentage
and it not only deals with the dollars for educational programs, but
it deals with the whole sociological impact on families and the whole
structure of "Are we going to force independence into an 1S -year-
old ?" So that in order to get some dollars under a Vederal program or
State program or some other kind of program they have to declare
themselves out of the -family, which you don't want. At least I am
not ready for my 18-year-old daughter to leave in this particular
di reef ion.

it think it would he bad for her and bad for fsoviety and certainly
had for us.

So, if I may, may I ask a couple of questions about seine of this
idea of tuition and trying to narrow the focus down on what would
be helpful to its in this particular UMW subject that we are looking
at this morning,
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Dr, Shabat, I gather from what you said that you would advocate
the elimination of loans entirely as part of the package of aid? Would
you just go to grants and maybe to work-study?

Dr. Sumt.vr, I was, of course, limiting my remarks to the population
winch 3ve serve and must! serve. I did not get into other fields where
I know a lot less and I am not on such good grounds. Here I think
I know about us much as anyone else,

I- am saying that my experience with the grants when I was a
president of one of the colleges before I became chancellor of our
system-411nd my experience goes back now for some 25 years ---I' did
keep, tall of all loans, The particular college was for sort of an upper--
low-111+11e group, and we have not found by any means all of them
who otvi money.

We have expended it lot, of our own effort and money, and that effort
is wo411 money because it takes time. We even had I suppose
Federal people spending money because they have been trying to
audit acid it has not just. been worth it,

air not so sure about the higher income groups as those in the
upper :livision in graduate work, I didn't purport to speak for that
group. I know less and I have some ideas, but I don't claim they are
too tteettrate, I ant certain that my colleagues here could speak better
than I on that,

You see, for poor people's loans, you have to understand where they
come from. Do you know what it is to start to talk to them and ask
them about a lot of things that are private? You have to understand
their latekgrounds their culture, thew fears, Some of them, they may
not be worthwhile, they are real to them.

They don't want to tell you too much about themselves, They have
suffered in our society by people asking, They tell me, for example,
that "the PM is going to have everything on every one of us and we
don't like it,"

That is not for political reasons alone. Pot' any anti every facet of
their personal lives have been persecuted and disadvantaged in just
about every was', and they have been left out. and they don't want. to
collie into the mainstream with that kind of a vehicle, That is the
sense that I get,

As to the grants, sure there is a package. I said there is a package
and it is money and we have a beautiful system in Illinois; it is ex-
ceptional, You have to understand this, fact., one of the most
perceptive students said recently, "Is it true, Mr, Shabat, about 10
will probably have to pay and 90 out of every 100, given our incomes,
will be able to get the State monetary award if they fill out the form?"

"What are you doing to the 90 out of every 100 for those 10, Mr,
Hartman?" I mut let some of them get away? I mean what are we
paying for?

I inn talking about our sort of college in the big city, I know yott
enit't legislative for that and that you have a difficult situation but
these am real people hi this big city and there are more of them
in the big cities then anywhere else, That is your future and that
today is the melt& of our society.

Ave we going to work out a new society and better one than we
ever had there, or are we going to fail?
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Maybe this is too strong language, but this is the way I see it.
You ao say,. Yes, the package of grants or aids, fine, I have nothing
against the work-study. You have to work for it, That doesn't mean
you are paying, I like the idea, particularly if it comes in our form.

The students are enrolled in programs and these programs are career
oriented. I don't care if they go for Ph, A's ultimately, that is acareer
program as far as I am ameerned and I think they should get an
mte.ruship. That is the way we price to maximize the work - study.

It is not necessarily the college. You know out in the real world, so
to speak, where there are work stations closely related to the occupa-
tional area or the career they have chosen, that is fine for them to make
out and they have a, .chance to do it because they are a not for profit
community organization that puts up the 20 cents out of a dollar, and
comes in with 80 cents, it is induced to give thaftt kind of experience.

You see, it is a break for them and we maximize that kind of thing.
The EOG is a'supplement, this is a supplement, and BOG which is
coming in. I agree with your remarks, It is a first experience and a. fair
experience. Now the second year student. and ultimately all under-
graduate students can be aided, and there will be more money put up
to a certain stun, minus the family contribut ion,

All of those things are a package. That is what they do in New York
where they go to the tune of a maximum of $2,100 in order to keep that
student, and this is the college opportunity student from the lowest
rung, so to speak, and there are 4,500 of them right now. That is quite
a group in total dollars.

The last few years ,you have to get a package, I am not against, that..
On the other hand, let me tell you one of the things I am against. some
people toll me, "Yon know what to do, soak these students. with $8 a
semester hour, not $4, because what do you care? The student, is a
conduit for you to get into that State cash register, they have lots of
millions, about as much as we have for the community colleges." You
know, with the community college board being, the conduit.

What you do then, you see, you will hit those people Who are better
able and can pay $8 so you can give it to the low-income people. I have
had some colleagues in community colleges that; say, "Make your tui-
tion high enough so you can take a piece. of that and waive it for the
many who cannot. afford it," .

This is even .worse, because this means the. people in that popttla-
tion, here and now, some of them are going to be paying directly for.
others who could not afford it., I maintain that is the job of society,
not this little society composed of those better-to-do students. That
should be spread as widely as possible,

So. I come back, yes, to answer you, it will be necessary. odor..
titnately, though, the needs test is a fact of life, I don't know how to
get, around that, for the aid.

But for our State, it would have been so much more efficient, so much
cheaper, we would. have gotten away from some things that people just
don't like when they have to go through, like filling out the form, and
we get $2 million it the State would have done what the State did for
higher education recently, Since it is a big political issue., that is where.
you come in.

Maybe you are the generalist, I am a sociologist_ and advocate foe the
community college. but When our GOVer1101' said. "We are not. going

tvI
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to have the hike this fall for senior colleges and universities," do you
know what he did? lie took $3.8 million from the Illinois State
Scholarship. Commission and general revenues which was added on
to and no high tuition.

I said, "Me, too." But I am not getting it. Would I have been cheaper
for the .State, and I could have saved them money? No one is inter-
ested. You talk about economy. I don't find much interest there, I could
have saved the State money if they had given us the $ million and not
have had us go through all of these throes because it would have cost
us a lot. That is -what I mean--4he very students we are after in the
community college, you might get to meet them and T imagine youhave them in your district, T am cintain Chairman O'Hara has, he
knows what. I ant talking about,' and I don't know where you comefrom exactly.
.11fr. DEtimunett, Part of my empathy for what you are concerned-

about is I grew tip in Chicago during my grammar school years near
' Garfield Park, and I went to high school in-llew YorkCity at. Senn.

Dr. SitAtIAT, I taught at Senn. You haven't been back lately because
they are different. I am saying that we should try to economize and
maximize those values,

You spoke of values. That is of interest to mess a sociologist. I don't
believe It sociologist and economist or political scientist or other social
scientists are experts who can determine the N alues, upon which our
lives are supposed to be formed, That is for 'the citizenry as a whole.

This is my pitch. That was my main remark. As 'yout upgrade the-
citizenry in their awareness of what confronts them, the problems that
come in on their lives about which they must have excellence and uponwhich they Must have participation inmaking decisions, tell you, sirs,if you are going to represent, the constituency where they stand, they
Are the people' who really are going to determine the social values-and
their Priorities.' . .,

I could, as a sociologist, tell you, if ;yon value two inconsistent values
at the same times' if you are saving, this is more important, but toprove
i t--4-YOtt put. it below another, but T; can't, tell. you what the value system
should' be. My View' is it 'belongs and resides, Inoue citizenry; therefore,
we have to upgrade their intelligence. , ; . . ;

That is where the community college conies in in the big city. If wedo not do it I don't know how we are,going. 40 make it; not thatilie
cottiniuniW eollege is going to.,save the city4; but it is a.major social;
vehiele in our society. . . :f.; -1

Mr. Dimt,txnActc. No question about its -; , ,;:, ;
1)t% SHABA'S% I want to seep that we good, the drag the people wecol l it aggressive, we drag their in. ; , ;,! ;;;-
Mr. Dimmulitkox, twould never put you' down us aggre4live.,,
Dr, SitABAT, We drag them in, because y011 see, part of the-disad-

vantage is they have never known about their opportunity, they neVer
even had the self image that they could respect, We have therefore to
turn this around, it cost. money; but it also takes.alot of effort. We have
not found all of the Waysi

.

Mr. DE1,1111411A0X4 The answer is, you are not saying -you would
eliminate loans completely across, the board. You are talking about a
narrower group and you made comments on it,

Dr, StIAHAt And not for the community college,
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Mr. DELLENISAM I had been slow getting here, I am sorry, and I
read your testimony, Mr. l3ragdon, and I am pleased. I came from
Chicago, but I graduated in Oregon.

Dr. BRAODON, I guess I would count as a new resident, having been
there 3 years and having some familiarity with the city in the form
of reincarnation after being a legislative repr.esentative of New York
City and having a close interest in the city. university and itsfortunes
in New York, somewhat similar to what you mentioned, but I did want
to say our financial aid officers for our type of institution, which is
similar to a great many across the country% have found the guaranteed
student loan' program very helpful, particularly for middle income
families, and suggest that an adjusted income level of $20,000 might
be more appropriate than $15,000, to reflect more accurately what a
middle class family might be today, suggesting that the payback pro- .

visions might be 10 or 20 years, because students are borrowing more.
I am speaking about loans in general..if wewereto narrow the gap

in the price between the public and the private institutions, either by
institutional support or by more meaningfaand extensive assistance
to the students in reaching a greater number of student, if we were to
do that, that a gap would still remain between the costs, as I would see'
it, between the charges of the public and independent colleges and the
public institutions.

. I would think if a student giventhe fact of that gap, to go to
a particular institution as meeting his or her needs, then such loan pro-
gram,' I think could be of great significance.

Therefere.,,I. would hope it would be kept as part of the arsenal. Of
course, the big thing I said is, .4'1V and t guess. my main message is,
whether we are going to address that "if!' which is what I-had- been.
saying. earlier; which was, great: numbers of tollegee and universities
of this country which have served ;significant numbers of when and
women and are serving them today won't be here in the long pull unl;
less a conscious decision is made that they. should 'be preserved. Andy
this is. a questimilthat iaddiessed ito' this) committeelnd-alliof the
men and women in the Congress,.and to all of the men antt women 1#t ..

State legislatures across the country ! it '

"De they :want this Contributionto Continue? ipo they want thisop.....
tion to remain open to the 'Ancient?". :' !'

. I think that wehavtiovery reason to be proud of our PublieinStitu-
tiens; I think they dieunique, in thiet.ountry4 I think some of the great
colleges and universitiewarevar6oftearimbliesyStem. I think that the
public, serVice. ciimmitinent Isibeink intde largely by Amt. public' in.
situtions including .thwedintiffiunitt!college0 and, that this has been
great tradition. in American' life.'

But in saying.that;.1 think I lir& saying, that inadvertently public
policy at the moment is hurtingthe chances for' healthy.sUrvival of the
independent sector in higher I education. Mid' I,hope that you would
agree thathat is t 4111116mA re*ourcifi to bepreserved and the oppor-
tunities for young Antericansto gothere,

Mr. DoLtatIVIIACtit. Certainly of us who served on a national
commission, if we needed any persuasion and we had that chance to
look it over this year, we are really persuaded that we want the home.
geneity of the broad reach, we want Stateuniversities, private iftstitum
tions, and community colleges and all.of the gamut of what fells in

vt,
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between, and certainly Bob Hartman's comment on net price is alsohighly relevant,
While we are talking here essentially on the subject of zero tuition or

high tuition, or what you will, it is a conglomeration, it is the putting
together and it seems to me that we really do want a blend, we want a
blend of grants, of work-study, of loans so far as the student is con-cerned and I think we should be doing things in connection with in-
stitutional aid as part of what is part of the whole package and it does
weave together.

You can't take an isolated part out, I think what the subcommittee
is striving to do is looking at the whole picture and tryhw to make atleast greater order out of what is not quite chaotic but at least is verymixed up. It is a very worthwhile goal,

Mr. O'HAnA. I think, if you will yield, this business of the diversity
is greatly as I am sure you understand, by the fact that
the States have made differing decisions with respect. to the extent towhich they are going to support public higher education or privatehigher education through tuition grants or whatever,

In the MDTA program, which I had a great deal to do with back inthe days of its formation and early devel9ment, the question aroseabout the role of private purveyors of training, whether that should be
a nonprofit institution or a proprietary institution or whatever it was,and I was instrumental in getting the act amended and we were trying
very Bard in our hearings and in our oversight funetion to make it pos-sible for private, proprietary and private nonprofit institutions toparticipate fully in MDTA training program, the only question beingif they could provide a better service or the same service at a lowercost,

I wanted the Manpower Administration to go to them for that
service. Here, where we are not operating higher education systein in
any sense, not wanting to, not an appropriate role for use, we have these
different feelings on State approaches,

I don't see our role as coming in at this stage of the game and say-ing, all right, now, some States have 'chosen to favor public higher
education and not to assist private higher (Attention, therefore, we.
Uncle Sam, are going to provide a compensating help to private Mum.
tion, we are going to: in effect, negate their decisions. along those lines.

I don't 'see it as doing that, If it were our choice from the beginning.
I think I would be inclined to go to saying., well, who provides the
service, the best serviee at, thetest price, you know, and let's use then,

Dr, 13nAonort, Of course, as I indicate earlier, Mr. Chairman, I
agreed with the notion of State responsibility, the idea of State re-sponsibility and am most appreciative' of the fact that the Federal
Government has been even-handed in its supportprograins and really
does not distinguish between public and independent institutions in its
support, programs, That has been the tradition,

There are, of count , was and the Federal Government has assumed
some responsibility, not, only for program and program support and far
some segments of higher education, partiettlarlythe gradtutie and pro-
fessional level when mai/ /nal teatime than regional or State need is
being met, but. also Congreisi does have the State incentive grant pro-
grain to consider and that would serve, if that were funded and es.
panded, as an incentive for those States which do not have scholar-
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ships to have them introduced, and it would serve as an incentive for
those who have them to enrich them in serving a larger number of
students,

Also, there is a direct institutional aid tied with it, not funded I be-
lieve, tied into the most recent Higher Education Act,

Personally, and it is strictly a personal opinion, if the hopo is to as-
sist. institutions, I don't know it should appropriately be tied to the at-
tendance .just of low income persons, as the statute presently provides,
if the objective is to preserve and strengthen institutions.

Mr. O'HARA. The conference committee back in 1972 spent a lot of
hours wrestling with it, "If we were going to go forward with institu-
tion aid, what should be the formula of aid ?" That was a tough one
and we talked of it a bit yesterday and we had some testimony that was
180 degrees on the other side of that coin. What is the best way to go if
you are going to have it? Dr. Boyd?

Dr. Boni. I would simply like to urge you to go ahead with what
ihas been authorized, but not funded. That is the cost of the educational

allowance following the students. Of course, while we are accentuating
and encouraging a diversity of sources of funding, there is clearly a
Federal intent here of supporting students to go and secure postsecond-
ary education, and I think it is being said in private as well as public
institutions. But in order to provide that, there has to, I think, be cost
of education allowances to go along with student aid so there can be
the academic programs to which they could proceed to avail themselves.

What troubles me about all of this is that I am very concerned about
not having a huge gap between the private and public institutions,
lint do not think time solution to accessibility means or comes from
"raising the tuitions of the public institutions."

I think the solution lies in terms of costs of educational allowances
and other mechanisms, rather than through higher tuition.

Dr. BRMIDON. I perhaps should state that since I am from an inde-
pendent college, you mentioned your CEI) study, Dr. Shabat, earlier,
but there has never been tiny contention by the spokesman for the as-
sociation which encompasses the independent institutions that the
way to preserve us is to penalize or change the structure at the public,
and sonic foundations have done so and some task forces have done so,
bat those who speak for independent colleges have not done so, and
do not do so here,

I do say if we do nothing by that router at a relatively low price at a
public institution, with the taxpayer tuition subsidy, we should, if we
wish to preserve time other partners in this process, find a way to nar-
row the gap.

Consequentially, of course, one way to do that is to raise the prices
in the public institutions and conceptually there would be no problem
with that if there were a compensating increase in student assistance.

But I think, one, there is the tradition and the public understanding
about this and, finally, would think that, judging the temper of the
times, I would think it would be used as a devise by many to raise
time prices without such convensation in effect reducing the appropria-
tions for higher education in the States, although I would not think it
a wise course to follow even though conceptually it could be done with
out penalizing either the institutions or the students who go there,

Dr. toyn. I am very much in support of time chairman's concept,

.
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that we don't want the Federal Government moving in and running the
whole show, That is not a problem for the Federal Government and a
host of arguments could be made why it should not be done.

I am aware of Bob Hartman's comment on net pricing and that is
an essential point and we have to consider this as we conic up with
stimulating lines and goals.

Dr. VAN ..A.t.wryxn. I wonder if I could explore the possible connec-
tion between inadequate funding of student aid thus far and the ris-
ing tuition gap between public and private institutions.

1 am offering this as a 'hypothesis, but let's run through the numbers
and see if. it works. The commitment to greater access t post-second-
ary education is facilitated 'by student aid programs, but the students
well know and the institutions well know that the aid provided is
through the Federal assistance programs, that is, aid provided there
is generally not adequate to cover the costs, so funds have to be found
elsewhere.

Well, the package to a very significant extent is made up by
funds channeled through institutions and not earmarked for stu-
dent. aid purposes. I don't know if it is well known, the munbers of
dollars that are involved in making up this subsidy gap, but looking
at the higher education general information survey data on revenues
and expenditures at institutions, if we odd up the tuition gap, not the
tuition gap, but the student aid subsidy gap, from the point at which
the need-based programs were introduced and expanded in the mid-
sixties, this difference between student aid expenditures not covered
by student. aid income, channeled through institutions, has totaled well
over $2 billion.

Now that will go a long way to explaining the financial emergency
that institutions have exmienced. This student aid gap has borne ef-
fectively heavy on the private institutions, because with higher tui-
tions the amount of gap that they have to make up for each indi-
vidual student is considerably greater and we got data for 1971-72
and much more than half of the student aid gap is made up by private
institutions. In that year it was pretty close to half a billion dollars,
of which $271 million was provided by private institutions.

Now, the way that private institutions get these funds, in large part,
has been they have to raise the tuition to the students who could pay
the tuition. Sr, effectively, what has happened is we ran through the
numbers on a per student basis and every student enrolled in a private
institution had to pay something in the neighborhood of $125 for every
single student to make up this gap in student assistance.

So, essentially, what was happening is this redistribution within the
system of those who go to school. So, essentially, 'what was happening
is that the private institutions have to increase tuition to make up for
this subsidy gap.

So this blades:pity of the Federal student assistance programs is
part of the engine dri ring apart of the tuitions.

Dr. Memo% I'might Make that concrete for you with just one ex.
ample. We put from 12 to 14 percent of our budget, our current budget,
out of current funds, into financial aid, So out of a budget of some-
what over $4 million, it is a small college, about $586,000 will be de-
voted to financial aid for students,
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Now, that is a very significant part of our budget, but it comes as
was suggested.

Dr. BOYD, I don't see either of you as arguing that since the Federal
programs of student assistance have acted as an incentive to bring
more students to institutions and, since each one brings with him or
her an increased deficit, therefore, the way to restore stability is to
wipe out Federal assistance.

Dr. Bunonow. I think that the point probably was if you released
$586,000 from our budget for other educational purposes, it would
make a significant impact on the budget of something like $4 million
or alternatively, it will make it possible for us to have lower tuition.

Mr. DELLErisAcit. This is not within our power or what we should
be striving to do, to deal directly with tuition, That is an institutional
and State decision and they ought to remain theirs and not, ours and
all we could do is react to the situation.

Because of time running' out and the Chairman has been generous
with our time, I will ask only this question of the three institutional
representatives.

Granted that the dollars are limited, facing the panoply of pro.
grams that were created in the past and by the 1972 amendment, if
we could put another $150 million, if it were possible, or make up your
figure, into either increasing what is going to be the appropriation for
the BOG program, or money for cost of education, where should that
money go, into Which of those two?

Dr. SuAnier. May I lead off with a fast answer? I am assuming that
that institutional aid would be given in thissituation ?

Mr. Diamilatcx. Under the present legislation?
Dr. Shin 'r. But with a proviso, it must be used to reduce tuition. Is

that what you mean?
Mr. MiLLENBACIL Under present legislation that is not a proviso.
Dr. SHAIIAT. Then. I would give, it to BOG.
'Dr. Iiiimmox. I think you will find, although what I say will be just

my own reaction, generally colleges and universities and financial aid
officers there are very much taken by the current campus base adminis-
tered program as opposed to the 130G program.

Mr. DELLIMACIL You would have it go into SOG or CWS ?
Dr. Bitnonox, They are in favor of those two programs and recogni-

tion that eligibility was extended under the 1972 act, that that should
be reflected in the appropriations.

I think to some extent the reservations about BOG may be the fear
that it will be underfunded and that colleges and universities and
students that go there will be worse off than- they are under existing
programs.

Personally. 1 think there is a potential in the 1300 program, if it
were more hilly funded and, if it were, or if the income ceiling's and the
grants award ceilings were raised so that middle income families could
benefit by the program, more than they could at the present time.

Mr. DittinAck. Before we ask Dr. Boyd to make a comment, let
me share with you my own concerned apprehension as far as BOG is
concerned at the moment.

In the first year when we reit -heel just first-year students, we ap-
propriated $122 million plus mu about $40 million of it was never
used, so only $80 'erne million was actually expended.
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We appropriated in advance funding, so it is a year coming for-
ward, $475 million for that, and there is going to be a carryover be-
cause of legislation we enacted of about $40 million, so there will be
about $515 and we have expandedit to the first 2 years now.

Now, that is a statistic, the best statistic / could get and that
changed, it will bring it with a change from the average BOG grant of
$250 to $450 or so dollars and it will take the maximum BOG grant
from $600 to a little over $1,000, So it is starting, to both expand in
numbers covered and also raised those who are going to be benefited.

In order to go in the third year, move it forward to 3 years of cover-
age, so those helped in the first year and in the second year could
get 'help in the third year, plus bringing along the first two classes
along the line; it will take, I think, about $800 million.

Indications are the Appropriations Committee on the House side is
going to bring in an appropriation of about $650 million, which means
we are asking for trouble clown the line, and that is why I picked the
$150 million figure out of the blue for illustrative purposes, because I
think if you keep BOG moving forward if that takes what we deter-
mined we want to have happen, and there is nothing magic about it,
then we are going to find about $150 million somewhere and on the
Senate side or floor of the House, or somewhere else out of other pro-
grams or budgets, or what you will.

Or we won't be able to carry out momentum forward that we carried
forward into the second year, and it causes me real apprehension and
concern.

Dr. Bon. To the extent I stated it before, I do feel that there should
be a more diverse student aid package than simply BOG. I stated that
earlier, but you did not ask that question.

You asked if it is going to BOG or cost of educational allowances
and I would take the unpopular position I suppose and say there has
to be something for cost of educational allowances because we also have
to have a quality education program for them to attend, and that the
cost of tuition, or the portion of tuition that pays for total cost of edu-
cation is not complete either in the private or public insitutions. We
have to have some money available for new programs, for knitter flexi-
bility because there is also the queNtion of maintaining the quality of
education, advancing the nature of chication.

We are not dealing with simply a status quo in terms of educational
curriculum.

Mr. DIIA,1193ACX. I will close with one other suggestion and this has
been helpful and I wish we could go further, but I will say when we
talk about some of the things the Federal Government should not be
doing with the programs, there are certainly some things we should:
be doing, trying to help with such objectives as access and choice and
opportunity and diversity, and all of those features which your hind-
sight tells us and which are objectives that the National Commission
talked of and which are not unique.

But we have to apply two things at the same time. We must move
forward with programs whirl make no discrimination on the ground
of race, creed, color, sex, religion, etc. And we wrestled with the' legal
program the other day where the program was a very good program
and is a very good program and we want to be sure it applies equally
to all people and is not targeted so much toward one of -those things
that is verboten, that it becotnes unconstitutional.
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Yet, at the same time, I think there are certain special categories
that we just strive to help and I think, unless we target programs in
on the disadvantages, the rich are going to get richer and the poor are
going to get poorer, and while it is important we deal with the middle
income group and will be of help to them, and they do need it, I just
am concerned if we yield to the clamor to take care of that at the price
of reducing aid vo the disadvantages, we are going to further polarize
the country and instead of helping to bring about advances all the way
we will'shoot one up and hold the other down.

Dr. BRAGDON. I don't believe anybody at this table would suggest
that would be the course to follow.

Dr.. BOYD. That is the one thing that everybody is agreed upon.
Mr.*DELLENBACK. I thank you all very much,
Mr. HARTMAN. I would like to back up what Congressman De llen-

back said now and come back to a point Congressman O'Hara raised
earlier. I think there are really two central goals for public policy
here. One has to do with the general benefits of higher education and
economic growth, that it stimulates a more informed citizenry and a
more tolerant citizenry that a successful higher education produces,
yields productive workers. Here I see no distinction really between a
kid from a poor family and any other student. These are gains to the
society no matter who received the higher education. The only reason
I might still distinguish is, if I believed that a grant. would change a
low-income student's decision, but would not really make any differ-
ence for a higher income student's decision, then I could see some rea-
son for wanting to target funds simply because it was more effective.

Mr, O'HARA. Or vice versa.
Mr. HART MAN. Bight, if it was more effective for the higher income

student, he ought to get the grants, but there is another goal involved
here.

I may be the last man in the country who still believes these stories
of "no matter who your father is you have a chance to become Presi-
dent of the United States." There are still a few people.

Mr. DPLLENBACK. Don't wish that on anybody:
Mr. HARTmAx. There are people who still think that a very impor-

tant element to a country such as ours is the possibility of really sig-
nificant social mobility; certainly a major part of supplying that is
higher education. In that case you do want to distinguish between
students,

It is more important. that a black child from a very poor home lie, if
necessary, almost pushed into higher education so that the. possibility
exists that he will move up in the soch,1 and economic structure,

That is more important than whether a schoolteacher's child who
has had all of the advantages, all of the incentives given to him and be
chooses to opt out and not want to go to higher education. I don't
think those are self-canceling kinds of propositions from a social point
of view.

It is more important to give every push in the direction of en,.
hawing upward social mobility from current disadvantaged citizens.

I don't really think that people around here disagree with that and
we all can applaud our consensus, but when it comes down to hard
numbers of "Do you put the money into BOG" or "Do you put the
money into institutional aid," the fact is we have to make a choice on
that score because the funds are limited,

89.428
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I would like to say something about this BOG versus institutional
aid versus other programs question. It seems to me there is almost a
death wish in Congress on educational legislation. The one program
with the longest history of this is the title I program under the Ele-
mentary and Secondary Education Act,

Congress authorize4 approximately- half of educational expendi-
tures should be added to ongoing educational expenditures in dis-
tricts to provide compensatory service and 'it was thought that this
amount would really make a difference in schools with concentrations
of low income children. Congress then proceeded to fund title I at a
much lower level and then to read evaluation reports that say the
money does _not do any good, Those reports now become a reason to
hold down title I programs,

Nothing has ever been done to carry through the original proposi-
tion that at full funding maybe that program would have made a
difference.

Now, in the BOG program, which is of more central concern to you,
Congress passed a program with a $1,400 maximum grant and then
proceeded to fund it at a level that didn't make it worthwhile to fill
out the form for many students: the value of the time alone made it
not worthwhile to fill out the form at the funding level during the
current academic year.

People look at this and say they couldn't even spend the money.
Moreover, everybody who was said to need a grant didn't apply, So,
therefore, it becomes an argument for underfunding BOG the next
year and so on,

I don't think the mistakes of title I ought to be repeated on basic
grants..I think this is a case where you could try to carry forward
a commitment originally made that this is a way of trying to help
disadvantaged students, even somewhat higher income students, to
go to college and at full funding for a few years and we could really
observe whether it would work,

I think it would, I have no way of proving it, but I repeat, that the
mistake that was made before is coming back to haunt us and I find
something very disturbing about the recurrence of this in educational

Mr. O'HAnA. OK, Underfund CWS and EOG and NDSL, in.order
to fully fund BOG's, but it is not okay to underfund BOG, right?

Dr. HAMAN, I think if we wanted to make equal percentages of
authorization, that would certainly move the BOG program up a lot
faster than the NDSL program.

Mr, O'Hitm. I don't know about NDSL but the panel approved, or
the percentage of panel approved amounts that are going to NDSL
and (VS and EOGare running less than 50 percent.

So, of course, I think one of the things we have to decide is
whether the education system is the place for an income redistribution
program or whether the tax system is the place for the income re-
distribution program,

I think there is some need for an income redistribution program of
broader applicability than the educational system. I am not sure that
the education system is the best place to do it, Maybe what we ought
to try to do in the education system is not use the education system.

Maybe we ought to use the tax system to do income redistribution.

.1)
4.4 Al-
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God knows I favored that in the 16 years I have been here and have
voted for progressive tax stytems and for closing loopholes.

Maybe we are trying to do a job with our aid to education that
ought to be done somewhere else.

That gets back to my earlier statement that maybe what we are
doing is income maintenance in a lot of these programs and maybe
we ought to insist that income maintenance be done in the places it
ought to be done, so we could concentrate on getting educational
services to more people, At least that is a possibility. I know that the
president of Fordham University was here yesterday and had an in-
teresting remark to simplify, in effect, he says: "Grants for tuition
costs." Not the full tuition costs, but that is not the important part
of the point I wanted to get across, Grants for tuition and school
attending expense work and loans, college work study and loans
for living expenses. That is another way of looking at it. It is.
interesting.

The Jesuits are very logical, von know, sometimes mistaken, and I
know because I went to a Jesurt school and they are responsible for
a lot of my mistakes. But that is another item.

Dr. VAN Alarm. It makes a great deal of sense to split the aid
package between that which goes for educational purposes and that
which goes for the living or for social purposes and it may make a
groat deal, or we may solve some of our problems if we split the
notion of BOG's entitlement.

The BOG's entitlement now groups those two together and it may
give us some problems that could be solved by splitting those objecz--
fives and treating them differently.

I would like to make a comment on the concept of entitlement,
We thought we were moving in the direction of a right to support, or
right to access to higher education. But in addition to the under-
funding: so that we have an inchoate concept of entitlement, There
is a basic differences it seems to me, between the entitlement enacted
for the student assistance programs and those with which we are
more familiar under the social security and Veterans Administration
benefits.

In the ease of the VA and social security entitlements, we have a
handle on who is entitled to assistance. We know how many veterans
there were and we have some idea of what the aggregate entitlement
might be.. We know who comes into the social security ,system, who
is covered, and we know the age distribution and who is covered in
employment.

We have not been very specific about who is entitled to student
assistance. We have not really figured out whether this is limited or
ought to be limited to the 18 to 20 years old the 21 years olds. Is there
some retrospective thinking or are we going to help those who missed
out for lack of opportunity a few years ago?

What kinds of learning activities are included ? It seems to me we
are not at all specific about "Who is disadvantaged?" That is with
respect to a claim for public support, additional public support. And
it seems to me we have to be much more specific about the educational
goals that we seek to achieve and then define entitlement in terms of
those goals and we have an open ended entitlement, we are going to
have continuing determinations of what those budget figures should
be because we have not defined what that entitlement is.
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We have not been specific in fact as the language has led us to
believe.

'Mr. O'HARA. Well, I have enjoyed our discussion very much. I
suspect maybe we come out of it further apart than we went in, but at
least I make no claim for having resolved differences,

I don't want to go so far as to say we have come out further apart
than we went in. We have enjoyed it and I found it a very useful dis-
cussion. I look forward to having some more such discussions. I think
there are many roads to educational access, just like there are many
roads to some other things, and one of those roads certainly is to pro-
vide a free, easily accessible system of Statewide community colleges.

And I am not sure that is not one of the cheapest and easiest and
best ways. I don't know. But I just say there are lots of ways of
doing it and we want to explore them.

We want to make sure that although we may not find the ultimate
answers that we don't present someone else with finding them when
we come out with our legislation.

So, thank you very much.
Mr. DELLENBACK. I am grateful to each one of you.
Mr. O'HARA. Thank you very much for having helped us out. The

subcommittee will stand in adjournment and mer4:, again Monday
morning at 10 a.m.

[Whereupon, at 12:20 p.m., the subcommittee recessed, to reconvene
at 10 a.m., Monday, June 24,1074.]
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APPENDIX

lion. JAMES O. O'HARA, M.C.,
Washington, D.C.

DEAR CONGRESSMAN O'HARA : I want to thank you for the opportunity of ap-
pearing before the Special Education Subcommittee to present my views with
respect to tuition levels and institutional aid. After reflecting on the comments
of my colleagues on the panel and on the dialogue with you and Mr. Dellenback,
I am still persuaded that while other elements Arely play a role, the most im-
portant single factor in maintaining access to pv,Atsecondary education for all
students Is the maintenance of the lowest possitgic levels of tuition at all institu-
tions. This conviction is based on several consid..-In.tions ; (1) the belief that
education is a major social benefit; (2) the extm..dinary role that low-cost
public institutions have played in extending access to new classes of students
and to newly developed geographical areas; (3) the finding of the National
Commission on the Financing of Postsecondary Education that for every $100
increase in tuition at public institutions there is a decrease of 0.7-3.1% in en-
rollment depending upon income level ; (4) evidence that there is a strong cor-
relation between availability, of low-cost institutions and the utilization of
Vietnam veteran's education benefits ; and (5) the recent Wisconsin experiment.

Since most observers agree that increases in state and private support will not
keep pace with rising costs, I conclude the federal government must become a
major partner in the pursuit of this goal. Thus I urge the Congress to give fu-
ther consideration to a program of general institutional aid, and to give immedi-
ate attention to funding the cost -of- education allowances tied to the number
of federally assisted students. The rationale ex,: the latter is clear, precedent has
been set in many other programs, and the authorization exists. I also suggest that
a simple change in the'authorization language requiring funding of these allow-
ances at some level related to the level of funding of the student assistance
programs Is justified at this time.

I hope it will be possible for the Congress to act affirmatively on institutional
aid in order to assure both institutional accessibility and vitality.

Sincerely yours,
WILLARD L. 13are,

President.

THE UNIVERSITY Or IOWA,
Iowa City, Iowa, July 1, 1974.

0111.11.....1111

AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OP STATE COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES

JUSTIFICATION roll PENDING TEE COSTOPEDVCATION PROGRAM

i. introduction
The associations which represent most institutions of higher education in the

United States -- public and private universities, four-year colleges, and two-year
collegesagree as a matter of highest priority that the cost-ofedueation (COE)
section of the Education Amendments of 1072 should be funded in the fiscal year
1075 budget.

The statutory reference is Section 410 of Public LW 92818.

II, Legislative history
Costof-education legislation was considered at length by the Congress and the

executive branch in 1972.
The report of the Senate Committee on tabor and Public Welfare on the

Amendments (Senate Iteport No. 92-840, August 3, 1071, page 48) states:
The Committee Presumes that, by making basic grata available under subpart

1, more students will attend institutions. All evidence available to the Committee

(120)
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indicates that the tuition and fees paid by a student do not cover the cost of
instruction for that student, and that the difference beween the cost of instruc-
Hon and the amount of tuition and fees paid by the student must be made up by
the institution either from other sources or by raising the amount of tuition and
fees paid by the student, To the extent that enrollments increase as a result of
Federal activities, the Federal government is imposing a burden on institutions,
If these institutions merely increase tuition, the purpose of the student aid is
defeated, The payments provided for by subpart 5 are designed to reimburse the
institutions for part of the.Federal burden incurred by them,

Some key arguments for eostofeducation famitso
1. Carrying out a major federal purpose,As the Senate report stated, the

Congress has asked the nation's colleges and universities to carry out a major
federal purposeto provide educational opportunities for about 1,300,000 fed-
erally aided students who might otherwise not be able to attend, However, the
student aid funds provided by the federal government, even if they were adequate
for this purpose (and they are not), would provide only for the student's living
expenses and a fraction of the cost of this instruction,

The recent report of the National Commission on the Financing of Post-
secondary Education (page 254) states that the institutional cost per undergrad-
uate student in 1972-73 ranged from about $1500 to about $3000 per year,
(Because of inflation, current costs are considerably higherperhaps 10 to 15
per cent higher,) The student's tuition covers only a small part of this cost, The
additional cost per student is a deficit which must be made up either by the
institutions, or by raising tuition for all students,

2. Making up the landfill aid de/Wt.American Council data shows that be-
cause of the inadequacy, the institutions themselves are pouring almost half a
billion dollars a year into institutional student aid, These funds, taken from their
own general funds or endowments, prove the commitment of institutions to needy
and disadvantaged students; flut at the same time institutions cannot continue
to &Delete their own resources in this way,

3. Gene at financial distress,-- -Many public and private institutions are in
serionew fihancial distress, usually for reasons which the college can do nothing
about, These reasons include the national and international economic situation,
the large increases in wages and prices which particularly affect a labor-
intensive enterprise like education, the especially sharp increases in energy costs,
and other factors. Further, the federal government has added to college costs for
many socially essential ptirposes, by including colleges in legislation covering
minimum wages, unemployment compensation, and other programs, It is also esti-
mated that many colleges may have to spend millions of dollars to comply with
the new Occupational Safety and Health Act.

indeed, Congress was so concerned about financial distress that the 1972
Amendments included a program of financial aid to distressed colleges, as well
as a request that the Postsecondary Financing Commission created under the
law give high priority to a study of distress.

4. Aid to the disadvantaged,Not all federallystided needy students are "dis-
advantaged," requiring special assistance in terms oft remedial education, tutor-
Mg, or special counseling. But some are, and the education of these students also
requires additional institutional resources, Some programs for the disadvantaged
require additional sending of $000 to MO per student per year, over the $15P1'
to $3000 spent on the average student.

Precedottm,--There are many federal precedents for eostm! education. M-
most every federal graduate fellowship program or teacher training program
such as the NDEAIV graduate fellowship programhas included a cost.of-eduett
Hon payment to the institution as well as it stipend or living Owen& for the
student, In recent years this costofedneation allowance was around $2500 a
year for many graduate programs,

The rationale in each case for cost-oteducation is the same. The federal
government identifies an it "pnrtant problem or social need, and establishes a
program to deal with it, In each ease the government provides some funding
for the college to provide the service, and at the same time some funds for the
student to live on,

Here art' Mine n111101444 of programs which included a cost-oteduration al-
limance: The National Defense Education ActTitle IV, graduate fellowship;
!Wont Science Foundationgraduate fellowships and traineeships National
lostitittes of Healthgraduate fellowships ; Atomic Energy Commission fellow-
ships ; National Aeronautics and Apace Administration traineeships ; and many

. ,

(
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Office of Education teacher training programs, such as the EPDA-It) institutes and
fellowships and the NDEA-Title XI institutes,

The same reasoning was at work when Congress adopted the Education
Amendments of.1072, The national purpose, helping lowerincome students go to

College, was to be carried out both by grants to students and grants to the
institutions providing the service,
111% Arguments against costofeducation

The principal argument against funding costofeducation has been a belief

that student aid should have priority.
The association answer to this is very simple, The higher education community

has consistently supported much higher levels of student aid funding than the
administration. Colleges and universities, as previously stated, have been spend-

ing some $500 million a year of their own institutional funds on student aid,
But at the ,same time the institutions believe that they cannot continue to

provide these educational services indefinitely, unless there is some aid to institu-

tions as well as to students.
A. very large percentage of the present Office of Education budget for higher

education now goes into student aid and closely related programs for students.
Many categorical aid programs to institutions, such as facilities aid, have been
ended, Other programs, such as aid to college libraries and to land-grant colleges,

are opposed each year by the administration,
Since student aid, ever. at much higher levels of funding, would provide only

a fraction of the cost of each student's education, the institutions seek a better
balance between aid to students and aid to institutions.

There is another reason why some planners in and around the federal gov-

ernment oppose institutional aid: they oppose lowtuition public higher educa-

tion. Following the leadership of some national commissions and study groups,
they advocate a sharp increase in tuition at public colleges to double or triple
present levels, and believe most students should finance their education with

expensive long-term loans, From this viewpoint, aid to institutions would help

to preserve lower tuition levels at both public and private colleges, and Is therefore

undesirable. ALLAN W. OSTAD,
Eoectutice Director.

MIDDLESEX COUNTY CoLLEOZ,
Edison, NA, March .11, 1914.

lion. JAMES 0, CYTIAndo
House Office Building,
Washington, D.O.

DEAS REPRESENTATIVE O'HARA t I have admired the stand that you have taken
with respect to maintraning access to post-secondary education through low

student tuition. As you probably know, student tuition in many public institutions

In different States range's from a zero tuition to approximately $1,000 per, an-

nuttily. I would like to briefly outline to you my proposal for financing post-
secondary education. If you would like me to elaborate further, T would certainly

be glad to do eo.
If equitable and maximum access is to he maintained in public Institutions,

the Federal Government wilt need to police the system or provide some incentive

for State systems to maintain low tuition. This could be accomplished if the

Federal Goverfunent matched dollar for dollar student tuition up to a maximum

of 20% of the annual cost per student, per institution or per student enrolled

in public institutions in the State, If the cost per student exceeded 20% of annual

Cost, the Federal Government would reduce their matching dollars in like amount.

In effect, student and the Federal Government would be abeorbing OA of
annual operating costs of public institutions. On the other hand, this would be in-

surance that proportionately low tuition would be maintained in the future for

all Students in all !States, tinder this policy, the art of grantsmanship would be

reduced and all institutions would benefit from a proportionatelyuniform federal

mood of annual operating cost,
This policy, if adopted, would recognize these State systems that have

developed outstanding postsecondary educational systems by subsidizing them hi

a proportionate manner, This policy would also encourage other State systems of
public education to make More ildequa te development of post-secondary educa.

don ,beelitipo they could obtain tip to 20% ofit federal subsidy to meet annual

operating mato,

41 :.0 .4,
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It seems to me that the national government, 1,e., all of the people, needs to beconcerned and interested that maximum access to post-secondary education isavailable to the citizens of this country and that all States would develop themost adequate institutions to meet the educational needs of the people and thenation, As to the matter of federal control of education, I do not recognize thatan annual subsidy to all institutions on the same formula basis would introduceany possibility of federal control of post-secondary education.In proceeding along these lines, I think legislation could be prepared whosetotal cost would be reduced by eliminating some existing federal programs offinancial assistance to institutions and reducing the need for as much studentfinancial aid by, in effect, minimizing current and future student tuition cost,Thank you for your consideration of this suggestion,
Sincerely,

FRANK M. CKAMRERs,
President,

THE ASSoCIATIoN OP AMERICAN UNIVERSITIES,
Washington, D,O June .10, 1974,Hon, JAMES G. O'HARA,

Chairman, Speoial Subcommittee on Education, House of Representatives,
Washington, D.C.

DEAR Ma, CHAIRMAN! In connection with the debate over cost-of-instructionallowances to institutions, I thought you and your colleagues might find theenclosed paper on precedents for Federal payments to cover cost incident tocollege and university participation in. Federal programs,
I hope this paper will be of use in your hearings and further deliberations,

Sincerely,
Outwits V, KIDD,

Executive Seoretarg,IOnelosure,

PRECEDENTS Iva APPROPRIATING FEDERAL FUNDS To COVER THE FULL COSTS
FEDERAL SlioNsollE1) ACTIVITIES IN COLLEGES AND UNIVERsiTiEs

SUMMARY

The principle that the federal government should cover the full cost of activi-ties which it sponsors in colleges and universities is solidly established in legisla-tion, administrative practice and appropriations,
The two major activities for which payment of full costs is both authorized

(specifically by law, by administrative action, or-both) and funded are paymentof the full costs of federally sponsored research and of federally sponsored grad-
unto students, Analogous payments to permit a contribtition by the government tothe full costs of educating undergraduate students with federal stipends is anthorized in Title X of the Education Amendments of 1972 (part 419), but it licSnot yet been funded,

An appropriation for the cost of education port of the Education Amendmentsof 1072 is logically required to carry out a policy already established in principle
and already funded in two important programs,

GRADUATE EDUCATION

Federal fellowships for graduate students do not come close to covering thefull cost of educating graduate students, Therefore, when universities (wept
students with federal fellowships for research, the universities must spend much
more on the education of the student than is provided by the fellowship,

Accordingly, it is a fixed federal policy to provide a cost of education allow-
nee to the institution on behalf of each student with a federal fellowship. This
allowance is now ?,8,500 per student and the current issue is how much it shouldbe increased. The National Hoard on Graduate Education has proposed $4,5oo
the Wynn report proposed $5,000, These MIMS are made available in connection
with every federally funded graduate fellpwship,

It should be noted that undergraduates with federal stipends are exactly
analogous to graduate students with federal fellowships in that acceptance of
both groups requires additional institutionni expenditures, While the cost to theuniversity of each aided graduate student exceeds the cost per aided under.

4
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graduate, the number of aided undergraduates is so much larger that the institu.
tional burden generated by undergraduates with federal aid exceeds that gen-
erated with federal aid,

Consistent federal policy would call for appropriation of a cost of living sup-
plement to undergraduate stipends, under the authority conferred by Title X of
the Education Amendments of 1972,

RESEARCH

The federal government makes funds available to cover the full cost of research
which it finances in universities, These costs are of two kindsdirect and in-
direct. Meet costs are those clearly and totally attributable to the project be-
ing financed - -wages and salaries, equipment, and supplies, for example,

However, when a large volume of federally aided research is concluded on a
campus, the conduct of this research throws a load on many university facilities,
Library use increases, Maintenance costs rise. Use id central computer feetlities
increases. The administration of grants and contracts requires additional staff,
All of these costs are joint costsshared by many users and attributable to no-
one of them, Yet the costs are real and must be paid,

It is fixed federal policy that these joint, or indirect costs, should be paid when
the federal government finances research in colleges and universities, The pro-
cedures for calculating these costs have been worked out over a period of years,
and are incorporated in an OMB Cireu lnr421, The General Accounting Office
studied the theory and practice of payment of indirect costs and prepared a re-
port for *ingress endorsing the principle and the methods for calculating indirect
costs, The total indirect cost payments currently amount to alma $700 million
per year.

The principle of paying indirect costs on research would if applied to under-
graduates with federal stipends result in payment of a cost of _education allow-
ance for each federally aided undergraduate,

THE UNIVERSITY Or WISCONSIN SYEZEMI
Ma 4ison, Wis., Duty 80, 1074,

Hon, JAMES 0, O'HARA,
Chairman, Special House Subcommittee on Education,
Washington, /),C,

MAR ConoasssmAN While I was unfortunately unable to appear be-
fore your committee for testimony on higher education Anemia policy, I did
promise to prepare a statement for inclusion In the Congressional Record, The
following constitutes that statement,

I would like to focus my -comments on one point in the current debate over
the relative merits of high and low tuition approaches to financing higher educa-
tion, This point is essentially the criterion for determining access to higher edu-
cational opportunity, I will illustrate with questions,

1, At the current crossroads of debate over financing policy what is, increas-
ingly, the real criterion for access?

As Wisconsin data indicates, the criterion increasingly appears to be who can
afford to pursue higher education, As wages have failed to keep up with rapid
inflation and rapidly escalating tuition and fee rates and other emits students
have changed attendance behavior by either avoiding enrollment in public higher
educational institutions (since 1909, UW System enrollments as a percent of the
Wisconsin annual pool of high school graduates have declined from 88,4% to
80,1%) (see Table 1), or, when enrolling, saving on room and board expenses by
attending institutions close to home /see Table 2), (This has been a clear trend
in stele resident enrollments since 1909,) When tuitions are decreased enroll
ments increase sharply, Results of our low tuition experiment which have al.
ready been reported to you, demonstrate this later print,

2, What are the probabilities that government will adequately support higher
education for the most needy ender student aldhigh tuition policies?

To date there is little evidetice that goverment will adequately support cont
pensatory student aid foe the most needy, The stedentaldcentered federal buds
get of 1978.74 certainly was inadequate for the needy and students from middle
income families also suffered as a result of decreased eligibility for federal Au,
dent loans,
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This year Congress, in response to middle income citizen reaction, seems in.dined to increase middle class eligibility for both grant and loan assistance. But
if such accessibility is increased, where will this leave the truly needy student?Past precedent in the loan area as reported by the Brookings Institute econo
mist, Robert Hartman, indicates that increased middle class eligibility resultsin fewer funds available for students from low income families, A recent studyof the Basic Opportunity Grant Program by the University of Wisconsin mono.mist Lee Hansen warns that students from affluent families may distort the art-ginal intent of the program by securing eligibility through declaration of "inde.pendence" from parental support, As was the ease with the loan programs, this
would decrease the availability of grant support for students from low incomefamilies, I think the wisest course would he to more adequately support grantsfor the truly needy student while providing broad access to educational op.
portunity through maintenance of the low tuition at while universities.3. eau student aidhigh tuition tint-awing policies improve the efficiency andeffectiveness of tae low tuition approach as a vehicle for broad access to highereducational opportunity?

The low tuition system has historically demonstrated its ability to providet road access with minimal bureaucratic supervision. The student aidhighVon approach would require a large bureaucracy to accomplish the same endladle creating rich opportunities for bureaucratic mischief, A point often stressedby high tuition advocates is that the approach would decrease the need for publictax support for higher education, The rich and the middle class would help in.crease access for the poor, However, currently Congress is considering raising
limits of substantial eligibility for BEOG grants to students from families with
incomes over $9,000, The average annual family income in nonmetropolitan Wisecousin is around $8,200, With the average family being eligible for governmental
grants it is hard to visualize how tax support can ultimately be lower under ahigh tuition system than it is under a low tuition systeni. Vurtnermore, under the
BEOG approach institutions would have incentives for raising tuitions in order
to maximally capture federal funds, What would this do to broad access?4, Would private higher education benefit from student aidhigh tuitionpolicies?

Certainly it is clear that private institutions would not be hurt as badly as
public institutions, Wisconsin data shows that private institutional enrollments
shire 1069 have, almost plateaued while enrollments at public institutions
ments have deelined much more sharply due to accelerating tuition rates, Thissuggests that private institutions might possibly benefit by raising tuitions at
public institutions, But, what would be the impact on societal access to higher
educational opportunity? Again, it seems clear that broad access would suffer,

5, If a student nidhigh tuition approach isn't likely to improve societal access,why should government abandon the low tuition all.. oach and substitute a hightuition approach?
t leave it to your cetittnitteo to answer this question,

Cordially,
C, Wr,Avott President,

TABLE 1.NEW FRESHMAN ENROLLMENTS (UW SYSTEM, PRIVATE COLLEGES AND NORMAL SCHOOL, vTAE
COLLEGE PARALLEL) AND ANNUAL POOL OF HIGH SCHOOL GRADUATES'

UW of schools of Of
high

Percent Normal Percent Percent Percent

High system high and high VTAE highschool new school private school college school schoolgraduates freshmen graduates collages graduates parafil graduates Total graduates

1969 ..
1970
1971
1972
1973,

6666; 680747

67,182
111;

70, 789

2256; 659291

2223; 067"8

21, 710

11; I ;:f11
11,1

1:111 ii NM HI
11, I ,,811 181 i:R1

3,1 itin 44, 2
30, 7 6, 490 9, 2 1, 529 2, 2 29, 729 41, 9

I Comparable figures are unavailable torah VTAE enrollment categories andenrollments at InStitutions outside Wisconsin,



TABLE 2,-UNIVERSITY or WISCONSIN SYSTEM CHANGES IN COMPOSITION OF UNDERGRADUATE STUDENT BODY BY CATEGORY, 1970-73

Degree granting campuses

Total
undergraduate

enrollment,
1970

. Change In
enrollment

from campus
county
1970-.73

.

Percent
of 1970

enrollment

Change in
enrollment
from other
Wisconsin
counties,
1970-73

Percent
of 197D

enrollment

Change In
nonresident
enrollment

1970-73

Percent
of 1970

enrollment
itAal change

1970

Percent
of 1970

enrollment

Mop I:
Remus A
Campus B
Campus C
Campus D
Campus E

Croup III
campus 0
Campus H
Campus I
Campus 1

Group III
campus
Campus ..

Campus
Campus Z

4, 486
2,684
a6882

1,936

8,882
10, 512
8, 414
4, 812

11,4427
4, 102

24,393
2, 95D

-55
.-.127

:ii
-112

+237
-6

+473
+192

+2,931
+627

+1, 843
4.108

-1, 2
-7:3
- 1, i

-1: 4

+2, 7
0

+5. 6
+4,0

*16.8
+15. 3
+7. 5
4.3, 7

1°6- 80
-199
-367
+519

-1, 967
-1,262
-1, 528

-263

4.282
+65
-52

+391

-9,1
-6,7
-5, 1
-5,3
+6,5

-22. 1
4-12,0
-18,2
-5,5

+16
+1,6
-, 2

+13,2

-565
-56

-184
-71
+43

-590
-275
+230
-194

+41
+47

2,
-+ ig

-12, 6
-2.1
-A 5
-1. 0
+, 5

-6,6
-3.6
+2, 7
-4,0

+. 2
4.1, 1
-9,6
+8. 3

-1,029
-433
*430
-463
+OD

-2, 320
-1, 543

-025
-265

+34111

560
+745

-22,9
-16,1
-11, 0
-6, 7
+5,6

-21 i-1 ,
-9.8

. -5, 5

+18. 9
18.0

-2, 3
+25. 3
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TUITION ANALYSIS or RECENT POLIOY RECOMMENDATIONS

Carol Van Alstyne, Chief Economist, Policy Analysis Service, American
Council on Education

them
Non.I want to acknowledge the substantive contributions to this paper of colleagueS

at Policy Analysis Service of the American Council on Education, particularly Cathy
Henderson, Laura Kent, and Ti Tslen, A number of reviewers identified with n broad
spectrum of position% on tuition issues provided extremely helpful comments on . an
earlier working draft 4 this paper. )

Recent recommendations on tuition policies of national groups studying the
organization and financing of postsecondary education' have touched off stren-
uous debates in federal and state legislative chambers, in academic councils, in
the media, in the coffee houses near the nation's campuses, and across the dinner
'tables of American homes, Tuition recommendations are proposed or analyzed
in three major reports ;

"Higher Education ; Who Pays Who Benefits? Who Should Pay?" Which ap-
piqued in June 1973 and is one of the final volumes of it six-year, $0 million
study effort by the Carnegie Commission on Higher Education, Later, in April
1974, the Carnegie Commission issued "Tuition" as a supplemental statement to
the original report ;

"The Management and Financing of Colleges," published in October 1973 by
the 'Committee on Economic Development, a group of 200 business and civic lead-
ers, The report culminates 28 months of analysis and discussion supported by
contributions totaling several hundred thousand dollars from the CIOD itself and
several major foundations ; and

"Financing Postsecondary Education," the final report of the National Com-
Mission on the Financing of Postsecondary Education, released in January 1974,
the product of 15 months of Commission and of professional staff work with a
budget of $1,5 million,

Both the Carnegie Cominission and the CED recommend that tuition be raised
at low-tuition public 'institutions, and'at the same time, the aid to low-income
students be increased to help them overcome the financial barriers they face in
furthering their education,

Specifically, the Carnegie Commission recommends increasing tuitions over a
ten-year period until they reach one-third of educational cost at the upperdivision
levels, while maintaining low or no tuition for the first two years of post-
secondary education,' The CED recommendations are More drastic that tuition
levels be raised to one -half of instructional costs, over a fiveyear period at four-
year institutions and over it ten-year period at two-year institutions,' Both the
Carnegie Commission and an emphasizes that their recommendations with
respect to increased tuition are linked to, and inseparable from, their recom-
mendations with respect to increased student aid,3

. The National Commission report includes no recommendations on ttfitiott levels ;
rather, it uses an analytic framework to compare several alternative financing
plansincluding one based on the Carnegie Commission proposals and on .' the
(111) proposals, The analytic! framework developed so far can lie used to evaluate
the financing plans in terms of how well they achieve goals specified by the
Commission for student access, choice, and opportunity (but not the goals specs-
fled for institutional excellence, independence, or diversity ).

The current debate over tuition levels is extraordinary it; that both sidesthai
is, those who want to increase tuition and those who want to keep tuition low
claim to be seeking exactly the Maine objectives ; namely, to broaden educational

11-1ducation beyond the high school Is now referred to as postsecondary education,
Much of the avnihible information, however, relates only to collegiate or higher edited-
tion in the traditional sense, and the vocabulnry In the text of the paper shifts between
the twc, ernis accordingly,

2 1'or complete citations, see the list of reformers at the end of the paper.
In its hue 103 report, the CCM) recommendation of kW or no tuition is applied to

the first two yarn postsecondary edneation nt both two-year and four-year institutions
is its April 1074 supplemental statement, the recommendntion is applied only to the
two years nt n two-year institution.

& The term ediientionni Cost Noted by the (AM) includes such functions as depnrtmental
research and public service thus It Is a soinewhnt broader concept thou the term intrite-
tional cost (used by the Cilt)), widen relates specifically to teaching. In deriving these
costs, the CC1114 includes only current operating costs, whereas the Cti) Includes capitalmum rensonnble allowance for replacement of facilities").

&Presilmably, the reintion of tuition to cost is specified in terms of gross tuition that
Is, before student assistance is netted out.
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opportunity for low income students, to enhance the quality of postsecondary
education, and to assure the vitality of the private colleges and universities, thus
preserving the diversity of our higher educational system. And each side claims
to be seeking these objectives in the most effective and most equitable way.

Those who advocate raising tuitions assert that such a strategy would do no
more than slightly accelerate existing trends in financial support for post-
secondary education. But if tuitions in relation to costs are set half again to
double the present levels, if more of the cost of education is shifted to the current
student generation, if students must depend significantly more on loans to
finance the added costs, and if heavier reliance is placed on market mechanisms
for allocating resources to and within high4, education-,then, the ultimate result
will in fact be a significant break from the tradition of lowtuition public higher
education in this country,

mill raziosEs

The Carnegie Commissiiii`'and the CED reports differ materialiy in analytic
aproach, in policy emphasis, and in the substat le of their respective recoup
mendations, But a number of the arguments they make in favor of Increasing
tuitions are similar.

As synthesized from the two reports, there are three major arguments, each
of which is used as independent grounds for increasing tuitions, The first relates
to financial distress hi higher education and may be summarized as follows ;

1, There is widespread financial distress in higher education.
2. This distress results from the more mph? rise in costs than hi income,
3. Though cost increases may be held down to some extent by improved Man-

agement of educational resources, costs will continue to rise because of the
labor-intensive nature Mid the consequent love --or at least relatively unchang-
ingproductivity of higher education,

4. Income from public sources will not increase Much, if at all, and surely not
faster than the rate required to keep up with inflation or enrollment 'growth,
Therefore,-financial distress is a serious and long-term condition.

5. The only available source of added income is privatethat is, predoni-
hinny, the students and their parents, Therefore, tuitions should be raised,

The second argument relates to equity and efficiency in the allocation of exist-
ing public support of postsecondary education ;

1. Allocation of public subsidies is inequitable in that a disproportionate share
goes to middle- and upperincome students.

2. Existing public subsidies are inefficient to the extent they go to middle-

and upper-income students who would attend college anyway ; therefore, such
subsidies should be targeted to those students whose educational decisions they
will affect.

What is more, this shifting of eaucational costs is both practical and reason-
able because

3. As incomes have increased, students and their families have become better
able to pay higher tuitions ; and

4. The benefits of postsecondary education accrue largely to the individual

rather than to societyor at least a large share accrues to the individual that
would he reflected by the current lowtnition financing patterns ; therefore, aii a

matter of equity, a larger share of the costsor at least a larger share of the
increase in costs --- shoaled be borne by the beneficiaries the students (and their
families),

The third argument is that, collaterally, increasing tuitions would improve
the postsecondary educational system :

1. If the tuition gap between the public and the private sector is reduced,
private institutionsmany of them now under great financial strainwill be

able to regain their health anti vitality : thus, the diversity of our educational ,410

system will be preserved,
2, If support for postsecondary education increasingly channeled through

students, who then et.Ny assistance funds with them, institutions will be forced

to compete in the market for students. Titus they Will become more responsive to

the educational needs of the students and of society,
This summary represents, / think, a fair statement of the ease put forth by

those Who propose that tuitions should he raised to cover a larger share of edit.

entionat or instructional costs. The next step is to reexamine each of the three
arguments, starting with the diagnosis of financial distress hi higher education.
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FINANCIAL DISTRESS

In dealing with the question of financial distress, we should recognize at the
outset the appalling fact that we do not at present have solid, agreedupon
measures of financial conditions either within individual institutions or within
the system of higher education generally. Reports of current fund surpluses or
deficits are incomplete measures of the financial strength or weakness of non-
profit educational institutions because current funds are only one of several funds
that make up the accounting system of such institutions. Institutions generally
establish other funds to account for endowments, plant, loans and annuities, and
life income, Moreover, increases in total fund balances are not accurate indicators
of the funds available on a long-term basis to support the increasing costs of
highquality education for larger, or even stable, numbers of students.
The present situation

But financial distress is no less real because we lack precise measures of it. The
consequences of the distress are everywhere apparent. In many instances, the
development of new educational programs has been curtailed, moratoria have
been imposed on the hiring of new faculty members (indeed, iu Home cases,
financial exigencies have forced wholesale dismissals of teaching and adminis
trative staff), salaries have been frozen at levels that represent an erosion of
purchasing power in the face of spiraling inflation, routine maintenance has
been deferred, and reserves have not been set aside for future replacement of
plant and equipment. In short, we have seen enough of the effects to know that
a financial crunch exists ; and it would be obdurate to argue that, because on
balance the entire system of higher education does not show a deficit, intra-
sectoral distress does not rise to a level of national concern,

The National Commission report provides new information to show that public
as well as private institutions have felt the impact of the financial crisis ; indeed,
in some cases, they ha-ve been even harder hit.°

Thus, we can concur that financial distress among instiutioneof higher educa-
tion has been serious and widespread. The question we must now ask is : What
about the future? Are the financial prospects for higher education as dismal as
they have been depicted? Recent analyses do not provide a solid basis for fore-
casting these prospects. When we take another look we may not find the tutlookso bleak.

Shortcomings of recent analyses of finanotal distress
One shortcoming of recent analyses is a Whin to recognize that education,

as other industrial sectors, experiences fluetuatlons over time, It has fluctuated
in the past ; it is likely to do so in the future. This period of distress is not unique,
except in severity.

Activity_in the education sector is characterized by fluctuation : in enrollments,
aggregate credit hours, expenditures, revenues, market values of endowments,
endowment income, current fund balances, and so on. We would have a better
understanding of the financing of postsecondary education if we paid more at-
tention not only to trends but also to cycles in educational activitycycles
analogous to, and perhaps even associated with, business cycles in the general
economy, Not only do the recently published studies cover relatively short periods
of time, but also they make practically no attempt to relate the trends and cycles
in the educational sector to trends and cycles in the general economy, Typically,
the analyses deal with the period from around 196T or 1968 to the very early
1970s, a period which corresponds roughly with the slide from a peak to a trough
in the last general economic cycle, By extrapolating trends in the current fund
operating deficits from a cycle peak to a trough rather than through equivalent
points on the cycle, we could easily doom otirseilVeS or, at least, we could produce
an unrealistically pessimistic forecast of the financial outlook,

Another shortcoming of recent financial analyses is that they overlook the
effects in the policy of time lags ; lags in getting hard data on where we are (or
more precisely on where we have been), lags in assimilating the meaning of these
data, lags in deciding what to do in response, and lags in taking action,

These lags 1r, information, response, and policy action in higher education mayadd up to tact nitwit its three, four, or 111011, YPI1114, triltig, it is conceivable that
educational finance policy reeommendations could be entirely out of phase withthe changing realities,

Pituitieing Postseeondary Education in the United States," Chanter 5,
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Is it really true that tuitions must he raised because the students and their
families are the ()ply remaining source of increased revenues? The possibility

of a policy lag phenomenon in generating tuition recommendations from trend
data on revenue sources is sufficiently real and important to require that we up-
date and then continuously monitor these trends to assure that policy actions are

appropriately timed,
To assess the income prospects for colleges and universities, we should first

look at the most recent data on each of the major sources of revenue interpreted
in light of its historical time pattern ; then attempt to develop some understand-
ing of the forces shaping that time pattern, and finally make at least a rudi-
mentary projection of the future level of support from this source,

Time pattern,' of sources of revenue
Charts and tables to illustrate and document these time patterns, are arranged

in sequence in the Appendix,
An examination of data on the sources of revenue for higher education re

emit; that the aggregate income stream (Chart 1) is actually made up of
sources (Charts 2-12) that exhibit three different kinds of time patterns, which
are basically the same as one finds in analyses of business cycles in the general
economy: smooth, stable, long-term trends ; cyclical swings ; and unpredictable,
destabilizing shifts.

We can describe each major source of financial support, grouped according to

its time pattern as follows :
1, Longterm trends, -- Tuition has increased in a stable and virtually unbroken

upswing over the years (Chart 4). Gross tuitionthat is, tuition before student
financial assistance has been netted out --has grown steadily as a share of total
institutional revenues in both the public and the private sectors.

State and local appropriations have also swung upward in a strong, and
generally smooth, trend with only occasional slight dips over the entire period

since the late 194040-(Chart 5), If we juifge by the number of dollars appropriated

in relation to program objectivesa more relevant operational criterion
of adequate funding than is the percentage of state budget allocationsthen
we must conclude that support at the state level has not fallen off, In fact, states
in the aggregate have expanded support for higher education recently
at increasing rates, In a number of cases, individual institutions have been
allocated insufficient support because they must now share appropriations with

'a larger number of institutions (particularly with new twoyear colleges

and with private institutions receiving public support) ; total enrollments have

grown (though at n slower rate than in the..nrevious decade) ; and the dollar
has been eroded by inflation, Though real support pee student may have declined

in some instances, this decrease is at least in part attributable to a failure on
the part of the institutions and of state budget agencies to foresee, plan, and
budget for sharply rising costs rather than to active withdrawal of support by

a public grown hostile to higher education. Further, new requirements for greater
accountability for both the public and private schools should be regarded as
general and healthy requirements, rather than as punitive measures against

higher education.
2, Cootleat suques.--A significant amount of support for higher education

has traidfionally come from sources which are directly affected by general
economic activity ; consequently, such support tends to be cyclical in nature
(Charts 011), Individual giftsby both alumni and nonalumniand corporate
gifts are closely related to corporate profits and to the market values of
securities, MM. the levelingoff of such support in the late 1000s may be eX
plained as easily by the sideways movement in corporate profits over the period

1900 to 11)71, by changes in the tax laws,1 and by other economic
conditions exogenous to higher education as by businessmen's disapproval of
student activism, an interpretation offered by some observers,
111011110.10..m....

t Rneelfically. the changes In the tax laws included (0- the Imnosition of a 10 percent
surcharge on corporate nod titlyttinal income taxes In Int(14005 through 1000 and a
f ',pewit surcharge in 1070 that, increased the effective tax rate, thus reducing the net
emit after taxes of voluntary contributions: and (2) revision of the rules for valuing
061.0)44M for the purpose of making deductions from market value to cost, The impact
of this change In valuation mac hare been to reduce the reported dollar Value of giftad
kind annually by ng much ns $10 iniltionthat is, by as much as onethirtl to onedinlf
while the admit flow of gifts may have been unchanged, See: Council for Phinnetal Aid
to tiluestion, 1070 Corporation Rapport of lligho, Ildneation (New York (IVAN, October

1071). p, 20.
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A sharp cyclical upswing of corporate profits in 1972 and 1973 corresponds
with marked increases in those years of voluntary support for higher education.

3. Unpredictable shifts, ---The sources that have proved least predictable and
most responsible for year-to-year variations in support for higher education are
the foundations and the federal government,

Although foundation support has doubled in the last ten years from about
$200 million to over $400 million, the support has been uneven ; as a matter of
fact, the foundations contributed less to higher education in 1970-71 than theyhad six years earlier, in 1964-65. Some of the decline is attributable to the
foundations' expanding their social concerns to new areas, primarily to pro-
grams for the inner city, In the last academie year, 1972-73, however, there was
a sharp resurgence of foundation support to colleges and universities, amountingto a $50 million increase over the preceding year (Chart 8),

Federal support for higher education rose rapidly in the early 1980s, only tolevel off in the second half of the decade, and even to decline in 1970 (Charts13-18). This marked relative withdrawal of federal support corresponds to the
critical period around 190748, when colleges and universities were moving fromblack ink to red ink. But again,, federal support for the collegiate sector of
postsecondary education has begun to increase this year over last, after five
years of extremely little net gain.

With respect to each of the major outside sources of support for higher educa-tion, the most recent data show that ; State support is increasing ; corporate
profits, which affect individual and corporate giving, are tip; foundation sup-port has started to increase sharply once again, exceeding earlier peaks ; andFederal support is increasing at a faster rate than experienced in the last
half decade.

In summary, the prospects for increased revenues for higher education appear
brighter now then the earlier published reports have indicated. It may not be atime for despair, retrenchment, and shifting more of the cost of education to
the students bUt for hope and planning, to make future realties out of present
possibilities.

Narrow perspective on time causes of financial distress
Stilt another shortcoming of recent analyses is that their perspectives on the

causes of financial distress in higher education have been too narrow. They have
looked for the causes of distress primarily within the higher education domain
itself and not beyond it.

Two major causes used by the analysts to help explain the financial crisis
are: (1) declining rates of enrollment growth, and (2) rapid increases in the
cost of higher education, increases which exceed the general rate of inflation
and which are attributed to low productivity, Let us look more closely at each
of these factors.

Declines in the rate of enrollment growth.The proponents of increased
tuition argue that, because of enrollment booms in the 1900s, colleges and uni-
versities expanded their staffs and facilities and then were left with large
fixed outlays of funds that they could not continue to meet in the face of slacken-
ing enrollment growth (Charts 21-23). We have to admit that educators have
tried to have it both ways: We used to claim that booming enrollment causes
a financial crunch, and now we claim that slackening enrollment causes a
financial crunch.

Tint neither simple assertion about the direct relationship between enrollment
trends and financial strains is altogether satisfactory. Many institutions began to
feel the crunch several years before enrollment growth began to decline ; more-
over, during the same years, many institutions experiencing continued sharp
rises in enrollmeet also suffered from straitened financial circumstances, It could
even he that financial distress Is a cause, rather than an effect, of enrollment
decline if fewer students enroll *cause of t'esultant tuition increases, At any
rate, it is clear that me need a r atelf better understanding of the impact of en-
roihnent on financing.

Voids and productivity in higher edueation,Part of the explanation offered
for the financial distress of higher education relates to costs and productivity.
The advocates of higher tuition observe that the annual increase in per-student
ensts exceeds the general rate of inflation. The sharper acceleration is attributed
largely to the absence of major iMproVenonts in productivity within higher
education, in turn a function of the labor,intensive character of education that
makes productivity increases more difficult to achieve than in industry where
mechanization is possible.

0.1
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The analysis proceeds on the basis of the following syllogism, implicit in the
argument ; Because of the labor intensity of higher education, there has been

very little increase in productivity ; eaucators' salaries are going up; and there-
fore, the cost of education must go up.

This is followed by. the assertion that, while costs' have gone up, the social bene-
fits of education have not; and therefore more of the cost of higher education
should he shifted to the private beneficiaries, Students and their families
constitute the only other major source of the funds available to pay 'rigging
productivity (i.e., cost increases per student in excess of those get. ''ed by
inflation) and for quality improvement where improvement means titcreased
costs.8 %

Since the recommendations to increase tuitions are based in part on this per-
ception of "stagnant productivity" in higher education, it is time to take an-
other look at the underlying concept of productivity. The conventional wisdom
on this subject las remained unexamined for too long,

I would argue that it is not a matter of our having measured productivity in
higher education and 'found it not to have increased; more accurately, 'we have
never measured productivity in higher education,

ProductiVity is simply a measure of output per unit of input. The unit tradi-
tionally used to measure the output of higher education is the credit hour. A
broader view of education might require that we treat the credit hour as a meas-
ure of input rather than of output, But if we persist in using it as a measure of
output, then we should at least recognize that a credit hour is, by definition, a
fixed measure. A "credit hour" is to the education industrr approximately what a
"vehicle" is to the transportation industry. If we movitred the output of the
transportation industry over time by counting bicyti, automobiles, prdpeller
airplanes, and jet airplanes all as "vehicles," and if we tieeepted the vehicle count
as a measure of output and rejected what we know about increases in passenger
miles traveled, then we might well be distressed over -stagnant productivity" in
the transportation industry. Yet the 180 credit hours that it took a student in the
1920s to earn a degree itt engineering to help design theassembly line for mass
producing the Model T is the same 1E0 credit hours that it takes a student in the
1970s to earn a degree to help dekign the space vehicle that flies us to the moon.

The "stagnant productivity" argument is a ragged and incomplete explanation
for the cost increases in higher education, increases which are, however, sharper
than the rate of inflation in the rest of the economy, A more complete explana-
tion would at least allude to a number of other developments that have affected
institutional expenditures: e.g., (a) expanQinti of the coverage of minimum wage
legislation to include employees of (nonprofit) educational institutions, (b) in
creases in the levels of these minimum wages, (c) extension of collective bargain-
lug into higher education for both academic and nonacademic .employees, and
(d) implementation of the array of fedeolly mandated programs including af-
firmative action and occupational health and toti'oty.

Approximately threeequnrters of the u!,ertating budgets of colleges and Univer-
sities are expended for the wages and saiatics of academic employees who teach
and do research and of nonacademic employees who work In offices, cafeterias,
and hospitals. When I started graduate study in the mid1900s, the nonacademic
workers at the eminent university when I matriculated were paid 85c an hour
at a time when the average wage of matiotiteturIng employees was $1.80 in that
state and $2.60 in the nation as a whr-ttk Many of the university's nonacntlemle
employees were hired only for the tiltw\-oionth academie year and faced forced
summer layoffs. Thus, their jobs tool( on aspects of seasonal employment, the
effort from which yielded an annual income below the poverty minimum. The ex-
tension of minimum wage legislation to these employees helped to redress par-
tinily these imbalances in ineume, Since then, in addition, collective bargaining
began to spread (although at uneven rates) among educators, whose annual in
come may in the past have been conaldezably lower than that of their counter-
parts in industry wItl, Nnivalent education, experience, and responsibility.

The rapid Otero, in higher educational costs should be ROM at least in part,
as the result of mor , .1qttitable income and social policies, and not exclusively as
the consequence of lv.w productivity, Indeed, were we to hold to the limited view
of prodttetivitY is tidoration. we would have a strange paradox to explain; In-
creases in labor and capital tin not, by themselves, twount for the bounding long-

term rate of economic' growth in this country ; there Is a vast residual growth.

Committee for fleonninie ritvelniovaint, Atatmetnest (old Mooing at Colteoce, p.

09428.0-44-10
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usually explained by improvements in technology and by education. Thus, we
have a situation where productivity is said to have increased very little ; but, at
the same time, education is used to explain a substantial amount of the InefeaSe
in productivity in the national economy as a wholeeither directly, or indirect-
ly through improvements in technology,
Financial proopeoto

What, then, are the financial prospects for higher education? In the last sev-
eral years, a fragile stability in the financial conditions of institutions of higher
education has been achieved not by increasing revenues but by holding down
costs.°

In the next several years, however, financial conditions are likely to be deter-
mined by an opposite set of forces, The prospects for increasing revenues are
much brighter now than they have been in the recent past. On the other hand,
management cost cutting by institutions may be approaching a point of nega-
tive returns at the same time that inflationary pressures are becoming over-
whelming. In short, the nearterm financial prospects depend on either the
nation's controlling inflation or the institution's adapting to it. But inflation can-
not be used to argue that students should bear a more than proportional share
of cost increases,

Canelliaiono about the analveto of financial distress
With respect to that part of the case for higher tuitions that is based on an

analysis of financial distress and its causes, I would argue that :
1, The long-term prospects for increased revenues are brighter than they have

been depicted. Consequently, we may not, in fact, be faced with a situation where
the only alternative is to pass an increasing share of the costs on to students and
their families by raising tuitions.

2, The causes of sharp cost increases in higher education are located not jut
within the educational sector itself but also in the general economy.

In searching for explanations for the financial distress in higher educatiOn,
what the analysts found depended on where they looked. They looked within the
educational domain both for the causes of and the solutions to the financial distress,

If we broadened our perspectives we might find underlying causes of the dia
tress in War, which forced cruel choices among domestic priorities; general in-
flation ; cyclical downturn In corporate profits resulting from general busitess
conditions; Federal reassesment of the role of research ; social commitment to
equal access to postsecondary educational opportunity, a commitment that was
not accompanied by sufficient public funds to achieve the goal, with the result
that educational institutions have been trying to make up part of the deficit
with educational funds ; income policies, including minimum wage legislation
and collective bargaining ; and now even the energy crisis, which, by adding un-
expectedly to costs, threatens to topple arduously regained budget balances,

At the very most, these causes of distress can be Used to argue that students
and their families might be asked to bear a proportional share of the cost in-
creases. They cannot, I believe, be fairly used to ask them to bear a more-than-
proportional share of the cost increases,

mum AND ErrictENcY

The second major argument advanced for increasing tuition concerns equity
and efficiency in the allocation of public support for higher education, The
advocates of increased Within contend that, even though government spending
has been greatest for low-income students, much of the public support for high-
er education accrues to middle- and highincome students; consequently the
distribution of subsidies is inequitable. In addition, they gay. Mush subsidies are
inefficient bemuse these students would go to college anyway the muleddies, tie
not affect their decisions. Thus, if government aid continues to be distributed
as it is now, we cannot make substantial progress in achieving greater equality of
educational opportunity,

They propose to correct this "faulty distribution" by increasing the proportion
of direct federal grants and loans to students ilecording to their ability to pay

*Dart P. Melt. "The New Depression in Higher Ildttention" (New York McGraw-fillHook CO.. 1971) t "The New Depresaion An Higher MentionTwo Years Tatter" (Newwork: AfeGrawItill look Co., 1978) "Colleges Make Progress in Curbing Cost Rise,"NPW York Times, January 10, 1974.

t: .3
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and, at the same time, by raising tuitions at public institutions, This strategy,
they claim, would more effectively target government aid to those who need it
most and thus improve equality of educational opportunity. In addition, a large
part of this direct student aid would go to colleges and universities in the form
of higher tuitions; thus, institutional revenues would be increased,

These arguments are both plausible and appealing to our egalitarian values, .
But, again, we should look closely at the data and the value judgments underly-
ing these propositions,
The goals of higher education

Of the many goals associated with higher education, two are clearly central :
(1) the educational goal of creating the capacity to deliver educational services,
and (2) the social goal of assuring equal opportunity to benefit from those educa-
tional services. These two goals are separate and distinct, but some advocates
of higher tuition confound them : Thus, the support intended to create educa-
tional capacity and the support intended to assure educational opportunity are
lumped together, and the distribution of the combined suppOrt is rwaluated
against the single objective of assuring equal opportunity.

The proper question is not whether all aid is effectively targeted to achieve
the social goal of equal educational opportunity. What we need to ask is: What
is the proper commitment of resourcesand by which level of governmentin-
tended to create educational services, and what is the proper commitment of
additional resources intended to assure opportunities to benefit from those
services?

Many of those who argue that we should raise tuitions and redirect the added
private resources so generated conceive of the policy alternatives in terms of
fixed amounts of resources which are channeled either to students or to institu-
tions, Studerts and institutions are viewed as adversaries in a zero-sum game.

There is a basic distinction between the educational goal otoreating educa-
tional services and the social.goal of achieving equal opportunity in this country.
The socialgoal is broader, extending far beyond education ; the resources needed
to achieve it should come from general revenue sources, and not be diverted from
educational goals or generated by means of a tax on education,
Redistribution of income

Some analysts explicitly propose raising tuition for the purpose of redistribut-
ing income. The additional revenue generated through the higher tuitions paid
by unassisted students are to be channeled into aid for needy students. If this
redistribution takes place within individual institutions, then It involves only
those families who happen to send a student to those colleges, not the population
asa whole.

To a startling extent,- this redistribution is now taking place by means of the
tuition increases that have already occured. There exists at present a large stu-
dent aid subsidy gap: That is, the amounts of student assistance awarded by
institutions far exceed the amounts of income channeled through them specific-
ally for this purpose (Charts 24-26). Since the inception of the major programs
of assistance for low-income students in the mid 1960's, the student aid subsidy
gap has amounted to a staggering $2.billion. In 1971-72, the most recent academic
year for which we have data, the subsidy amounted to more than a half billion
dollars at all institutions and more than a quarter of a billion dollars in private
institutions alone. Because of their high tuitions; private colleges and univer-
sities provide a relatively large amount of direct assistance to each low-income
student who enrolls. Thus, the aggregate student aid subsidy gap is 'higher at
private institutions than at public institutions,

If the amount of the assistance that private institutions provide from their
educational funds is divided by the total enrollment at private insitutions, we
find that, in 1971-72, the subsidy gap wason the average, across the nation
about $125 for each and every student enrolled, This means that, if adequate
funds had been provided from public sourecs to support students who needed
additional assistance, tuition could have been reduced $126 that year for every
student enrolled at a private institution, whether assisted or unassisted, Over
the four years conventionally required to earn a baccalaureate, making up the
subsidy gap would result in a $500 tax on every student who now attends a
private institution,

There is a similar, but smaller, tax imposed on the students who now attend
publie institutions, The propiated strategy of raising tuitions ,at public institu-
Units and redirecting the added revenues into student aid, would, in effect,
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Introduce a similar redistributive system into the public institutions, Finan-
cial reform lies in the direction of removing the special tax from the stn
dents enrolled in private institutions, rather than imposing it on the students
enrolled in public institutions, The resources needed to achieve equal educational
opportunity ought to he provided from general revenues and not from an educa-
tional tax on the students,
intergenerational transfer8

There is, I believe, a central flaw in the analysis of those who have concluded
that, because of a current maldistribution of aid, tuitions should be increased
and support reallocated among income groups in order to achieve greater
distributional equity. The flaw was first noted by Dr, Joseph Nehmen, who
points out that the costs and benefits of any plan for financing higher education
cannot be assessed at a single point in time because the costs and benefits occur
over time.1°

Consequently, in devising plans for financing higher education, we need .to
determine not only who should pay but also when they should pay. The tuition
issue is then transformed ; It is no longer a question of how mud, the students
should pay and how much they should be subsidized ; the question becomes
whether they pay more now or later.

Because investments in education are among the largest an individual makes
in a lifetime, and because the benefits of the education accrue oVer that life-
time, most people generally agree that the payments for education should be
spread over time, This can be clone either through the mechanism of high
tuition coupled with incomecontingent loans or through the mechanism of low
tuition coupled with incomecontingent taxes.

In both cases, the education is financed by intergenerational transfers of re-
sources, The transfers can be made by means of private mechanisms, whereby

'institutions charge high tuitions that are paid out of the accumulated savings of
the parental generation and/or out of loans to students that will be repaid from
future earnings. Or, the transfers can be made by means of public mechanisms,
whereby institutions charge low tuitions and the difference between tuition'and
the full cost of education is financed with the tax payments of the parental gen-
eration. Then the costs of the lowtuition benefits are subsequently repaid out
of taxes on the future earnings of the student generation.

The intergenerational nature of the transfer of resources is essentially the
same whether the transfer mechanism is private or public. !Thing either mech-
anism, there are transfer costs. Given the imperfections in the capital market
for investment in education, however interest costs on private loans to finance
education are exceedingly high, notwithstanding government guarantees and a
new secondary marketing association for student loans, These interest maws
charges on private educational loans result in substantial leakage out of the pri-
vate intergenerational transfer system for financing higher echteation, It may
simply be easier and less costly to make the intergenerational tratisfees in the
public rather than the private sector,

Historically, as access to education has broadened, the intergenerational trans-
fer mechanisms for financing it have shifted from the private to the public sec-
tor ; first for elementary education and subsequently for secondary education,
There is no inherent reason why the financing of public postnecondnry education
should differ in essential ways from the financing of elementary or secondary
education, Advocates of increased tuitions object, however, that a public tax
transfer system to support low- tuition public higher education is inequitable be-
cause some people who do not benefit from the educational opportunities are
taxed. Snell concerns did not play at determinative role in the political decision
to provide tax support for public elementary and secondary edneation. Some
have pressed the distinction that elementary and secondary edueation is coin-
pulsory whereas postsecondary education is voluntary. But this distinction does
not reach the situation of the ehildless family who mist pay taxes to support an
elementary educational system from which they derive no immediate, direct bene-
fits, :Yet a political judgment was made that the benefits of the notuition ele-
mentary educational system to milky as a whole outweigh the inequities which
this particular form of financing impose on childless families or on fatuities

10./ogrph A, Perlman, "'rho tiffprth of public MORI &Mention hi ettlffor.
phi," ;fotirritil of lithium ttegoitrean, 1970, ti(31, pp, 801-70.
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who chow to send their children to private schools, If those inequities to non-
users are, however, still deemed to outweigh benefits to society of higher educa-
tion supported by general tax revenues, it is possible to conceive of alternative
financing plans embodying concepts akin to special education user taxes,

Full access to higher education is by no means a reality, But we may question
whether that goal will be reached faster if we raise tuitions and hope for off-
setting increases in student assistance, or if we keep tuitions as low as poshible
and work to broaden access, considering not only the economic but the social Mid

psychological needs of those now excluded,
Longitudinal equity

In the economics of public finance, two standards are used to judge the funda-
mental fairness of spending mid taxing programs. They are known in the trade aft
"horizontal equity" and "vertical equity." Horizontal equity means treating peo-
ple in similar circumstances in the same 'way. Vertical equity means treating
people in different circumstances differently,

I think we may add to these standards a concept of longitudinal equity, in
tended to convey the idea that people should be treated fairly over time. This
concept should not be used as a conservative argument against any change in the
historical way of doing things, or against reform designed to introduce greater
current vertical or horizontal equity. Fair treatment of people over time is, how-
ever, a relevant consideration in weighing the net benefits resulting from pro-
posed changes,

The concept of longitudinal equity would apply to the tuition debate in the
following way : As I mentioned earlier, the financing of education is spread out
over time, with resources being drawn either from the previous generation or
from the future generation, Historically, our system of low-tuition public higher
education has been financed by the parental generation for each succeeding stn
dent generation, Over time, increasingly wealthy parental generations have pro-
vided more and more resources to the student generations, and access hos broad-
ened to. the point where we are approaching universal acee.:,s for able students
from upper- and middle-income families.

Now, just at the time in history when we are making serious attempts to
broaden access to low-income students, we change the rules of the game, We pro-
pose to shift a larger share of educational costs from the parental generation to
the student generation ; the students must bear these costs either now or later,
from future income,

Many of us obtained our undergraduate degrees for no or low tuition and a
few dollars a semester in student fees, But nowwhen it is our turn to help pay
for the education of the upcoming generation --eve renege and shift more of the
burden to the students, It would be "fair" to devise a financing system based
either on low-tuition, parental-generation taxation or on high-tuition, student-
generation borrowing. The inequity arises at the point in time when we switch
systems, in this ease shifting burdens forward from the parental to the student
generation, It would seem that the current student generation, particularly the
lower-income students, could be justifiably outraged.
Alternative ways to a achieve distributional

The concern for distributional equity in comparing plans for financing post.
secondary education relates to fairness in sharing the burden ,o! costs and the
value of benefits among people in different income groups, tquity depends on
who gets the net subsidies (that is, the benefits minus the costa) in comparison
with Who we think ought to get them,

The net educational subsidies received by various Income groups at a particular
point in t
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Enrollment patterns by stmlents Admissions policies.

Access policies,
By typo of Retention policies,

Income distribution .. ... Income policies,
Tax rates Tax policies,
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Proposals to raise tuition, even when combined with proposals to increase stu
dent aid, focus on a limited subset of the'possihle policy alternatives designed
to broaden access while improving distributional equity. The particular policy
domain on which tuition analysts focus in proposing change is more a function
of their values and of their assessments of the political feasibility of the various
alternatives than of the underlying empirical analysis,
Conettakm

To recapitulate this discussion of equity and efficiency as it is related to the
tuition issue:

1, Those who contend that the present distribution of public support for higher
education is inequitable and inefficient because too large a proportion of the sub.
WO goes to middleincome and upperincome students rather than to low.income
students tail to make a clear distinction between the educational goal of providing
educational services and the social goal of assuring equal opportunity to bene
fit from those services ; the distribution of costs and benefits should not be
evaluated solely against the latter goal,

2, ,Raising tuitions and channeling the added revenues into student aid intro.
duces a system of income redistriubtion that operates within the educational
system and not across the population as a whole, Raising tuitions is an inefficient
and inequitable way to achieve more equal income distribution.

3, Financing education through public mechanisms for intergenerational trans.
for of resources may, on balance, be considerably more fair and efficient than
financing through private me..atnisms.

4, We need to pay more attention to equity as it applies over time if we shift
relatively from taxbased to loanbased financing,

5. The recommendations of the proponents of increase tuition for achieving
equal opportunity do not flow directly and inexorably from their empirical
analyses. But then neither do those of the low.tuition advocates, Both positions
are, rather, a function of the values of those who formulated the recommendaions.

INliiROVEMENT or THE EDUCATIONAL SYSTEM

The third argument for increased tuitions maintains that the educational sys
tem would be improved ,(1) if the competitive position of the private institutions
was strengthened by reducing the tuition gap between the public and private
sectors, and (2) if the whole system were made more responsive through pricing
mechanisms where the student as consumers express their preference with tuition
payments in more competitive educational markets, Let's look at the line of
reasoning.
Rednoing the tuition gap

The financial plight of private institutions is a matter of very real concern.
Rut proposals to help private institutions by inereasing tuitions at public ink'.
talons, thus reducing the tuition gap, focus too narrowly on competition for
enrollment as the primary source of their distress,

In assessing the probable effectiveness of the higher tuition recommendations
in helping the private schools, we might want to consider additional facts that
relate to differences between the public and the private educational sectors and
that Would lead, I think, to the conclusion that the issue is far more complex
than simple competition for enrollment,

First, graduate student enrollments are proportionately half again higher in
private than in phblic universities. About 30 percent of all students enrolled in
private universities are graduate students, as compared with about 20 percent
in public universities. Consequently, recent cutbacks in federal support of research
and training at the graduate level may well have had a more dire effect on private
institutions than on public institutions generally, Raising tuitions at public insti-
tutions as a response to this problem may be as likely to spread distress as to
spread enrollment.

A second consideration is that tuition levels are, in general, directly related
to institutional size ; The larger the school, the lower the tuition, These differeti
fiats may be cost.justified. PriVate institutions tend to he smaller than public
institutions ; and in many eases their smallness is deliberate, the fulfillment of
traditionally held beliefs about the educational and social values of n small
college.

If Entail sire is a worthwhile edticationat objective from the point of view of
satiety, then that objective may best be supported directly by awarding assistance

tl)
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to small institutions or to the students attending small institutions rather than
indirectly by raising tuitions at the larger, public institutions,

With respect to competition for enrollment, market, shares depend on how you
define the market ; private universities have held their share of university enroll.
ment, and private four -year institutions have held their share of four-year enroll.
ment, a bit more successfully than either has held its share of total enrollment.
What has happened is that the private institutions have not participated in the
rapid growth of the two-year college educational market.

Educational "markets" are segmented by different types of. institutions and
linked, but they also have a geographic delimitationthey are not national
markets, Except for a few prestige institutions with the power to draw students
from all over the country, most educational markets are regional, state, or even
local,

A national policy proposal to increase tuitions at public institutions in order
to reduce disadvantage in price competition facing private institutons does not
take into careful consideration the federal nature of higher education in this
country. We have, in fact, fifty different state situations, Private enrollments
range all the way from 60 percent of all enrollments in Massachusetts, to zero
in Wyoming and less than 5 percent in four other states. Further, private en.
rollraents are highly concentrated geographically. Two states New York and
Massachusettspresently account for one fourth of all private enrollment; these
two states and four othersPennsyiVania, California, Illinois, and Ohioaccount
for one -half of all private enrollments, From a national standpoint, it does not
seem reasonable to raise tuitions in public institutions in Wyoming to help private
institutions in Massachusetts. From a state standpoint, it does not seem reason
able to raise tuitions for, say, the 95 percent of the students enrolled in public
institutions to help private institutions that enroll 15 percent, We ought to be
able to devise more carefully honed policy instruments,
improving responaivonou

Judgments about how responsive institutions are to their constituencies often
differ between the increasedtuition and the lowtuition proponents. The in.
creased.tuition proponents more frequently characterize institutions are relatively
unresponisve, They seek to enhance responsiveness by pricing education closer to
full cost and relying to a greater extent on market mechanisms to permit Students
to express preferences,

The applicability of the market model to higher education is a subject that
requires another complete paper, Let me simply observe here that the students in
whose interests this plan is supposedly advanced, and who have the keenest

5. interest in the quality of their education, are among the most vociferous op.
ponents of raising tuitions, They may he knowlegeably skeptical about assurances
of increased student aid, or they may feel that they can develop better ways to
express their educational preferences than through pricing.

fl AURER !WORM PROPOSALS

There is A tendency among the advocates of higher tuition to compare an
idealized version of their reform proposals against a more realistic appraisal of
the existing system with its admitted shortcomings.

We must work ardently to improve the educational system, but the one we have
fs basically workable; and along some dimensions it is even extraordinarily
successful. Heal losses would be inflicted if tuitions were raised and the decision
is proved to be wrong. Therefore, we should proceed cautiously.
Pinanolat aid

/Wall, for instance, that student based assistance programs were proposed as
alternatives to institutionally based programs on the grounds that they simplify
the awards of aid and make theft more equitable. I think we are surprised now to
discover how short a time it took to bureaucratize Was ; how the administrative
regulations are accumulating into thick volumes; how the certainty of the awards
is becoming the inflexibility of the awards; how the simplicity of the award
calculation is ecoming the inequity of the irrebutable presumption that the ex
wide(' family contribution will in fact be available to the student. We are sure
prised now about how difficult it is to answer questions of fairness in the treat
ment of assets and in the definition and treatment of dependent or independent
studentsquestions which may even end up in the courts in constitutional cases
testing equal protection arguments. And finally we may be surprised at how a.
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program devised in part to help the private institutionsrhtch awards a little
more but not really enough aidmay actually be hurting them as well as hurting
twoyear public institutions while helping fouryear public institutions. We may
be surprised by the possible adverse impact on tuition levels at public institn-
tionsin states where they must raise tuition levels as the only way to capture
federal assistance funds awarded on a formula based in part on educational cost.
And we may even be surprised to discover a possible shift in the locus of post.
secondary educational decisions toward the federal from the state levels of
government,

If that system of support had been the one we started with some years back,
I could well imagine a current reform movement the central tenet of which
would be that low tuition, together with an income policy to aid lowincome
students, is a simpler and more equitable system for financing postsecondary

Such a lowtuition financing plan might even be advanced as much more
attractive to the voters. We are only now beginning to understand some of the
political dimensions of the tuition debate. For the purposes of developing student
financial assistance programs, middleincome families are categorized as families
Who do not need financial aid to send their children to college, They are excluded
from programs of direct financial assistance to lowincome families, yet they
provide the taxes to support the assistance programs. Strong opposition is grow
ing to expenditures for those programs which they support through their taxes
but from which their children are excluded, Support for low tuitions may be a
more politically viable alternative."
bledttleCOntirtgent tonne

Similarly, I think we have been presented so far with an idealized version
of incomecontingent loans to students to finance postsecondary education. But
there are, it appears, two basic realworld problems with them: the banks, who
are the lenders, don't like them ; and the students, who are the borrowers, don't
like them.

Now remember that the incomeeontingent loan is usually offered as part of
a program to permit higher tuition costs to be borne by the student, who come
quently carries substantially larger amounts of debt. To reduce the burden of
annual repayment of principal and interest, the term of the loan is converted
from shortterm to longterm. Then, to mutualize and reduce the risk of the long.
term repayment, the repayment is made income contingent.

But the banks, which currently supply by far the largest proportion of educe
tional credit, are themselves shortterm borrowers and shortterm lenders. As
Robert Hartman has so insightfully pointed out, extending the term of the loan
is not Just a matter of simple detail ; it probably is a matter of finding new longer
term sources of educational credit."

As to students, What evidence we have indicates that students vastly prefer
shortterm to longterm credit, even if the shortterm loans carry a higher inter-
eat rate. Students may not be altogether indifferent to the tact that repayment
of a loan of, say, $10,000 at 8 percent over a thirty.year period involves a total
repayment of around $26,000-$10,000 principal and $16,000 interest. And who
knows if the discount rates economists use to compare the present values of the
original loan and the subsequent total repayment reflect students' real time
preferences between current consumption and future consumption.

This is not to argue that new ideas cannot be made to work. It is rather to
argue that improving the capital market for investment in education is more
complicated in the real world than the recent analyses would lead us to believe.
The student loan market is not, in fact, now able to meet much of the pressing
need for resources for postsecondary education,"

Remark of tames 0, O'Hara, Chairman, Special Subcommittee on Education, on the
Rouse Irloor,,2 October 1973,

u Robert w, nartnian, "Graduate Student Support. x Federal Policy, Alternatives To.
rdward Graduate Education, Washington: National Boa of Graduate Education, March104.

tilt might be instructive to obsetle, for instance, that going from shortterni loans to
lonpterm loans a small portion of which are just Wonting available to low.income home,
buyers, tooth more than thirty yearstfrom the 1934 creation of the federally iogured
mortgage HA) to the 1938 creation and the MO expansion of the secondary mortgage
market (to MA), to the 1908 creation of the special !money (ONMA) to meet additional
needs for subsidy for low .income borrowers. And in borrowing to finance homes it is
easier to develop a loan systeM because you have physical collateral for the loan which
you do not have in borrowing to finance education.

I))
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The analysis of incomecontingent lending has taken place so far within the
education sector, We might want to look at its dynamic interactions with other
sectors, What happens, for instance, when a young man with a Ph. D, and a $10,
000 educational debt marries a young woman with a Ph. D. and a $10,000 educa-
tional debt? What kind of reception will they get from the mortgage credit ana-
lyst when they go out to buy a house and put down on the loan application that
they already have an overhang of $20,000 debt? The impact on boinebuying is
not likely to be irrelevant or inconsequential.

df we really shift to debtfinanced postsecondary education, we must pay more
attention to questions about how requirements to borrowwhich may fall dispro-
portionately on students from middleincome familieswould affect the relative
distribution of income and assets of those students, in comparison with the cur-
rent situation of subsidized low-income students or parentally financed upper
income students,

In making that comparison; we might want to take a look at the tax structure
to ascertain whether investment in people would t.,1 treated fairly in relation-
ship to investment in capital goods. We might find, for instance, lower capital
gains 'treatment of some returns from investment in physical capital and a
higher income tax treatment of all returns from investment in education, And
we might find that the expenses of creating the asset are deducted from the
income from physical capital but not from that of educational capital ; or that the
value of physical capital is recoverable in depreciation allowances, but that the
value of educational capital is not.

mturx

In summary, I would argue that; The case for increasing tuition 'rests on
analyses of the causes of and the solutions to financial distress in postsecondary
education which are too narrow in perspective; idealized rather than realistic
versions of the changes that implementing theist, proposals would bring about ;
and incomplete analyses of the issues with respect to equity in the tuition debate.

Consider, for a moment, the bizarre implications for social justice when the
educational system is used as a system for redistributing income and college
.admissions officers, together with financial aid officers, functions as orbiters among
families as to who is taxed and who is subsidized, The problem is thatwe already
have a system that works' that way, But decisions about the proper distribu-
tion of income belong in the public domain and not within the education system,
Reform lies not in the direction of increasing these effects by increasing tuitions
and redistributing the added revenue as student assistance but rather in reduc-
ing, these effects.

The case for lessthan-fullcost tuition rests on recognition of the social bene-
fits of postsecondary education ; and finally

The case for low.tuition rests on t Preference for public rather than private
mechanisms for spreading the costs of education over time ; skepticism about
the basic superiority of increased use of loanfinancing over taxfinancing for
postsecondary education conviction that the educational system should not
he used as the vehicle for income redistribution ; and belief that greater and
more equal educational opportunity can be secured through low tuitions rather
than through high tuitions offset with student assistance to low-income students,

The recommendations to increase tuitions at public institutions, conceived
and carried out with a mentality of retrenchment, may be untimely, They are
certainly self-limiting and self-fulfilling, Increasedtuition proponents have
defined the tuition issue in terms of reallocating a relatively fixed share of
national resources,

The tuition issue should be redefined in order to consider in broad terms the
place of postsecondary education among national priorities.
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APPENDIX

TABLE 1,- CURRENT FUNDS REVENUES AND EXPENDITURES OF INSTITUTIONS OF HIGHER EDUCATION, FISCAL
YEARS 1947.48 TO 1971-72

In thousands of dollers1

Year

1947 -48
9-50

1951-52
1953-54
1955-56
1957-58
1959-60
1961 -02

Revenues Expenditures Year Revenues Expenditures

2, 037;770 1,894,464 1963-64 9,891,330 9,224,988
2, 390, 079 2, 259, 941 196546 12, 796, 207 12, 569, 943
2, 579, 364 2, 486, 229 196647 14, 632, 857 14, 301, 905
2, 966, 264 2, 902, 466 1967-68 16, 910, 420 16, 565, 909
3, 628, 773 3, 524, 744 196849 18, 974, 320 18, 578, 772
4, 675, 513 4, 543, 562 1969-70 21, 638, 590 21, 161, 677
5, 812, 759 5, 627, 962 1970-71 24, 036,888 23, 504, 533
7, 466, 461 7, 190, 077 1971-72 26, 279, 528 25, 488, 402

Sources: U.S. Office of Education, "Higher Education Finances, Selected Trend and Summary Data "(Washington: U.S.
Government Printing Office), 1968, P. 3: U.S. Office of Education "Financial Statistics of Institutions of Higher Education:
Current Funds Revenues and Expenditures 1965.66," pp. 7, 12 and following years: 1966-67: p. 13; 1967 -68: p. 11;
1968.69: p. 15; 1969-70: p. 12 and National Center for Educational Statistics, preliminary data, 1973.

TABLE 2

CURRENT FUND REVENUES OF INSTITUTIONS OF HIGHER EDUCATION BY CONTROL OF INSTITUTION, FISCAL YEARS

1961-62 TO 1972-73

Iln Thousands of dollars)

Year
Public

Institutions
Pflyate

Institutions
All

institutions

1961-62
196344
196546
1966-67
196748
196849
1969-70
1970-71
1971-72
1972-73

4,
5,
7,
8,

10,
11,
13,
15,
17,
18,

147,
368,
397,
622,
412,
851,
870,
644,
211,
933,

426
679
672
426
055
538
962
733
026
835

3,
4,
5,
6,
6,
7,
7,
8,
9,
9,

319,035
222, 651
398, 534
010, 431
498, 365
122, 782
767, 628
376, 641
189, 889
861,137

7, 466, 461
9, 591, 330

12, 796,207
14, 632,857
16, 910, 420
18,974, 320
21, 638, 590
24, 021,374
26, 400, 915
28, 854, 972

0 W.
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CURRENT FUND EXPENDITURES OF INSTITUTIONS OF HIGHER EDUCATION BY CONTROL OF INSTITUTION, FISCAL
YEARS 1961 -62,T0 1972-13

1961-62
196344
965-66

3, 967, 556
5, 114,494
1,114,7037,114,

3, 222, 521
4,110, 434
4,455,240

7,190, 071
9,224,983

12,569,943
1%6-67.., 8, 361, 457 5, 940, 448 14, 301, 950
196748 10, 102, 844 6, 463, 065 16,565, 905
1968-69 11, 512, 831 7,065, 941 18, 578, 772
1969-70 13, 349, 667 7, 812, 010 21, 161, 677
1970-71 15, 112, 477 8, 402, 748 23, 515, 225
1971-72 16, 608, 073 9, 110, 461 25, 718, 535
1972-73 18, 329, 379 9,764, 936 28,094, 315

Sources; U.S. Office of Education, "Higher Education finances, Selected Trend and Summary Data" (Washington: U.S.
Government Printing Office, 1968) pp. 3 38-46; U.S. Office ef Education, "Financial Statistics of Institutions of Higher
ation; EducCurrent Funds, Revenues and Expenditures 1965-66, "pp. 7, 8 and following years: 1966-67: p. 13; 1967-68:
p. 11, 1968-69: p. 15; 1969-70: p. 12; and National Center for Educational Statistics, preliminary data, 1974.
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TABLE 3,- .PERCENTAGE OF TUITION AND FEES IN EDUCATIONAL AND GENERAL CURRENT FUNDS REVENUES
FISCAL t'EARS 1947-48 TO 1971-72

On thousands of dollars,-

Year

Educational
and general

current funds
revenues

Tuition and fees

Year

Educational
and general

funds
Tuition and fees

Amount Percent
current

revenues Amount Percent

1947- 48.... 1, 546, 814 305, 632 19, 8 1963-64 7, 830,033 1, 899, 455 24, 31949-50 1,846,825 395,855 21,4 1965-66 10, 340,164 2,679, 605 25,9
2, 035, 401 448,395 22,0 1967-68 13, 919, 754 3, 393, 602 24, 41953.54 2, 356, 506 554, 179 23, 5 1968-69 14, 417, 303 3, 829, 824 26, 61955-56 2, 881, 759 725,926 25,2 1969-70 16, 486,177 4,419, 845 26,81957-58 3,762, 532 939,111 25,0 1970.71 18, 392, 047 5, 021, 211 27, 31959-60 4, 712, 548 1, 161, 753 24. 7 1971-72 20, 198, 992 5, 594, 095 27.71961-62 6, 072, 219 1, 505, 329 24, 8

Scums: U.S. Office of Education, "Higher Education Finances: Selected Trend and Summary oate (Washington: U.S.
Government Printing Office) 1968, p. 3; U.S. Offlo of Education, "Financial Statistics of Institutions of Meer Education ;
Current Funds, Revenues and Expenditures, 1965-68," 10,1987 -68, p. 11; National Center for Educational Statistics,
preliminary data provided by George Lind (2454961).

TABLE C.-PERCENTAGE OF TUITION AND FEES IN EDUCATIONAL AND GENERAL CURRENT FUND REVENUES BY
CONTROL OF INSTITUTION

'Dollar amounts in thousands)

All institutions Public institutions..........,.. Private Institutions

Education . Education Education
and general Tuition and fees and general Tuition and fees and general Tuition and fees

current current current
fund Per fund Per. fund Per.Fiscal year revenues Amount cent revenues Amount cent revenues Amount cent

1961-62 $6, 072, 219 $1, 505, 329 24, 8 $3, 336, 772 $429, 731 12, 6 '2, 675, 447 $1, 075, 598 40, 2
1963.64 7, 830, 033 I, 899, 455 24,3 4, 396, 869 582,865 13,3 3,433, 164 1, 316, 589 38.31965-66 10, 340,164 2, 679, 605 25, 9 6, 047, 297 854, 458 14,1 4, 292, 867 I, 825,147 42.61966.67 11, 985, 716 2, 982, 469 24.9 7, 133, 946 977, 419 13,7 4, 851, 770 I, 985, 050 40,9
1967-68 13, 919, 754 3, 393, 602 24, 4 8, 706, 993 1, 209,328 13, 9 5, 212, 762 2, 184, 274 14.9
1968-69 14,417,303 3,829,824 26, 6 9,318,635 1,399,013 15, 0 5, 098, 667 2,430,811 47, 7
1969.70 16, 593, 582 4, 438, 486 26, 7 11, 024, 817 I, 740, 833 15, 8 5, 568, 765 2, 697, 653 48, 4
1970.71 18, 517, 216 5, 042, 978 27.3 12, 447, 232 2, 038, 899 16, 4 6, 069, 984 3, 004, 079 49, 5
1971-72 20, 344, 258 5, 624, 172 27,6 13, 728, 705 2, 341, 023 17,1 6,615, 533 3,282, 148 49.6

Sources: U.S. Department. of Health, Education, and Welfare, Office of Education, "Higher Education Finances: Selected
Trends and Summary Data" (Washington: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1968); pp, 3, 8.9, 381 40; DHEW's "Financial
Statistics of Institutionsjof Higher Education: Current Funds, Revenues and Expenditures, 1965-6_ ,8 p. 10 and annual
issues; National Center for Educational Statistics, preliminary data provided by George Lind (245-79611
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TABLE 6,-VOLUNTARY SUPPORT OF HIGHER EDUCATION BY SOURCE

thousands of dollars)

Year Total Alumni

General
Nonalumni welfare
individuals foundations

Business
corpora

Hans

Religious
denomi
nations

Nonalumni
nonchurch

groups
Other

sources-
1954-55
1956-57
1958-59
1960-61

289,542
738,118
626, 584
802,986

......

1962-63 911, 363
,
$220, 907 197,179 212, 720 146, 688 80, 289 38,093 15, 487

1964-65 I, 244, 815 248, 401 309, 692 357, 601 173, 986 90,115 45, 326 19, 694
1965-66 1, 229, 794 265, 558 299, 945 304,107 195, 705 92, 575 59, 086 12, 818
1966-67 1, 269, 968 277, 746 319, 918 289, 532 213,194 91, 536 59, 948 18, 094
1967-68 1, 371, 557 307, 477 349, 459 320, 982 213, 787 102, 014 60, 750 17, 089
196849 1, 460, 878 352, 652 366,146 352, 321 220, 569 81, 275 65, 690 22, 226
1969-70 1, 472, 309 .314. 348 365, 547 359, 316 222, 416 83, 358 99,194 28,130
1970-71 1, 503, 837 372, 962 390, 266 341, 079 210,949 84, 827 77, 924 25, 830
1971-72 1, 646, 607 392, 460 401, 397 426, 596 223,183 81, 825 91, 086 30,080

Source: Council for Financial Aid to Education "Voluntary Support of Ecla,ation 1971-72" IN.^.0 York: Council for Finan-
cial Aid to Education), 1973, pp,

TABLE 7,--VOLUNTARY SUPPORT OF HIGHER EDUCATION BY SOURCE AND CONTROL OF 4YEAR
INSTITUTIONS

II n thousands of dollars'

PUBLIC INSTITUTIONS

Year Total

General
Nonalumn1 welfare

Alumni Individuals foundations

Business
corpora.

tions

Religious
denomina- Other groups

Dons and sources

1962-63.
1964-65.
1965.66
1966-67.
1967-68. ,
1968.69
1969-70
1970-71
1971-72.

144, 824
195, 286
242, 892
243,765
241, 580
269,555
291, 701
325,649
356,253

26, 310 18,999
31, 421 30, 636
46, 962 39,972
45,394 43,191
37, 912 44, 810
43, 471 42,968
42, 300 55,486
63, 564 59,178
56,642 68,060

34, 010
57, 110
63, 693
61,762
65, 909
77, 334
80, 291
77, 252
99, 534

41, 855
50, 295
60, 803
57,024
55, 990
62, 342
63, 677
67,930
67, 816

84
384
534
796
494'
302
355
285
269

23, 566
25, 440
30, 928
35,596
36, 465
43, 138
49, 592
57, 441
63, 931

PRIVATE INSTITUTIONS

1962-63 749,869 192,258 173,666 176, 373 103,191 75,172 29,209
196445 1, 031, 728 215, 442 274, 460 297, 289 122,112 83, 509 38, 916
196546 966,416 216,483 254,887 238,367 132,675 84,026 39,977
1966-67 1, 007, 459 229, 556 271,117 225, 203 154, 543 85, 693 41, 400
1967-68 1,110, 553 267, 645 297,170 252,192 155, 716 97,239 40, 590
196849 1, 170,360 306, 298 316,160 272, 666 156, 052 76, 761 42, 421
1969-70 1,154, 735 269, 891 295,408 277, 415 157, 023 78, 342 76, 655
1970-71 1,155, 959 307, 285 323,368 259,326 141, 569 79, 667 44, 743
1971.72 I, 267,337 332, 853 325,223 322, 764 153, 504 78, 024 64, 971

Source: American Council on Education, Policy Analysis Service, based on Council for Financial Aid to Education, "Vol.
untary Support of America's Colleges and Universities 1962-1963" (New York: Council for Financial Aid to Education,
1964), p, 513-59 and annual issues.
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TABLE 8.ENDOWMENT INCOME OF HIGHER EDUCATION BY CONTROL OF INSTITUTIONS,
FISCAL YEARS 1947-48 TO 1971-72

Pilaf amounts In thousands)

Year

All institutions Public institutions Private institutions

Amount Percent Amount Percent Amount Percent

1947-48
1949-50

$86, 708
96, 370

1951-62 112,927
195344 127,553
195546 145,040
1957-58 181,638
195940 206,666
196142 232,341 100 $22,641 9,7 $209,700 90.31963-64 266, 213 100 27,443 10,3 238,770 89.7196546 316, 292 100 29, 949 9, 5 286,344 90,51966-67 321, 116 100 31,245 9,5 296,871 90.5196748 364,046 100 35,842 9.8 328,205 90,2
1968-69 413,334 100 48,513 11.7 364,822 88,31969-70 447,329 100 57,084 12.8 390, 244 87.21970-71 470,708 100 55,494 11,8 41b, 214 88,21971-72 480,920 100 55,235 11.5 425,685 88.5

Sources: Policy Analysis Service, American Council on Education based on U.S, Office of Education, "Higher EducatiAn.
Finances, Selected Trend and Summary Data" (Washington: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1968), pp. 3-6, 37-4s,
U.S , Office of Education, "Financial Statistics of _Institutions of Higher Education: Current Funds, Revenues and Expend!
tures, 1965-66 ' (Washington: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1969L, p. 10 and annual issues: liatIonal.Center Edu
catlonal Statistics, preliminary data provided by Mr. George Lind (24 7961).
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TABLE 9,-FEDERAL OBLIGATIONS FOR HIGHER EDUCATION, FISCAL YEARS 196372

lin millions of dollars(

141.110.1.90.01101.1*

Year Total
Academic

science

Research
and

development

Research
and

development
plant

Other
science

activities
Nonsclence .

activities

1963
1964

1966
1965

1967
1969968., .... . .......
1

1970
1971

1972

1, 413.0
1, 625, 0
2, 305, 5
3, 010, 0
3, 311,1
3, 379, 7
3, 453, 3

, 480. 23
4, 130.6

1, 328, 5
1, 528, 6
1,816,2
2, 163, 5
2, 323, 8
2, 349,8
2, 361, 4
2, 187, 6
2, 335, 8
2, 599, 0

829, 5
915,6

1,095,0
1, 252,1
1, 301, 2
1, 398, 3
1, 474,1
1,446,6
1, 544, 1
1,853.0

105, 9
100,8
126, 2
114, 8
111.3
96, 1
54, 5
44,8
29, 9
36, 9

393,1
452, 2
595, 0
796, 6
911, 2
855, 4
832, 2
696, 2
761,8
709. 1

84.
96, 4

5

489, 3
848,4
987.3

1, 029.9
1, 091,9
1, 039, 2
1,144, 3
1, 531. 6

Sources: National Science Foundation,' "Federal Support to Universities, Colleges, and Selected Nonprofit Institutions,
Fiscal Year 1971" (Washington: U.S. Government Printing Office) 1972, p. 46 and 1972 preliminary data,

TABLE 10.-FEDERAL OBLIGATIONS FOR HIGHER EDUCATION BY CONTROL OF INSTITUTION, FISCAL YEARS 1971.72

(Dollar amounts In millions(

Fiscal year 1971 Fiscal year 1972

Amount Percent Amount Percent

Ail institutions:
Total
Academic science
Research and development
Research and development plant
Other science activities
Nonscience activities.

Public Institutions:
Total . ,
Academia Science
Research and development i
Research and development plant
Other science activities
Nonscience aCtIVIlles.

Private institutions:
Total
Academic science
Research and development
Research and development plant
Other science activities
Nonselence activities

$3, 480.2
2, 335,9
1, 544,1

29, 9
761,8

11144, 3

2,105, 6'
1, 415, 5

886, 4
20, 5

508,6
690, 1

1, 374,6
920, 4
657, 7

9, 4
, 253.2

454, 2

100, 0
100,0
100,0
100,0
100,0
100.0

603
60,6
57, 4
68.6
68, 8
60.3

39, 5
39, 4
42,6
31, 4
33, 2
39, 7

$4,130,6
2,599,0
1, 853, 0

36.9
709, 1

1, 531.6

2, 481, 4
1, 518.0
1, 033.6

19,6
464,8
969, 3

1, 643, 2
1,081,0

819.4
17.3

244, 3
562.3

100.0
100,0
100. 0
100, 0
100, 0
100.0

60, 2
58, 4
55, 8
53.1
65, 5
63, 3

39, 8
41,6
'44, 2
46, 9
34,5
36.7

Federal obligations are not available by control of institution prior to fiscal year 1971,

Sources: National Science Foundation, "Federal Support to Universities, Colleges, and Selected Nonprofit Institutions,
. Fiscal year 1971" (Washington: U.S. Government'Printing Office) 1972, pp, 46, 67-68 and preliminary data.
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TABLE 12.-ENROLLMENT AT INSTITUTIONS OF HIGHER EDUCATION BY CONTROL OF INSTITUTION, ALL

STUDENTS, 1961-73

Total

Number Percent

Total 1967 6, 963, 687 100

Universities ,. 2,619, 097 100

4.yr colleges 2, 826, 511 100

2Yr collegeS 1, 518, 079 100

1968
Total 1, 571, 636 100

Universities.. 2, 787, 682 100

4.yr colleges 2, 987, 528 100

2.yr colleges 1, 796, 426 . 100

1969
Total 8, 066, 233

Universities 2, 940, 691
4.yr colleges 3,144, 392
2.yr colleges 1,981,150

1

Total
970

Universities
4year colleges
2year colleges

1971
Total

9, 649, 368

3, 076, 941
3, 345, 213
2, 227,214

9, 025, 031

Universities 3,080, 276
4year colleges 3, 453,335
2year colleges 2, 491,420

100

100
100
100

100

100

97100

100

100
100
100

100

100
100
100

1972
Total 9, 297,787

Universities 3, 093, 006
4.year colleges 3, 533, 847
2year colleges 2, 670, 934

1973
Total 9, 682,763 100

Universities 3, 193, 281 100

4year colleges 3, 552, 22° 100

2yeat colleges 2, 917,n.1 100

Public Private

Number

4, 850, 330

1, 903, 365
1, 572, 295
1, 374, 670

5, 469, 472

2, 083, 628
1, 738,180
1,647,664

5,139, 513

2,233,766
1, 857, 837
1,847, 910

6, 476, 058

130 ,2,1°0112
6, 854, 685

2, 372, 551
2, 115, 522
2, 366, 612

7, 122,875

2, 388, 751
2,182, 591
2, 553, 533

7, 459, 604

2, 481, 698
2,178, 420
2, 793, 486

Percent Number Percent

70 2, 113, 357 30

73
56
91

715, 732
1, 254, 216

143, 409

27
44
9

72 2, 102, 164 28

75
58
92

704, 054
1, 249, 348

148,762

25
42
8

74 2,126,720 26

76 705; 925 24
59 1,286, 555 41

93 133, 240 7

74 2,173, 310 25

761 1, 37117325, 39
24

94 221;142 6

76 2,170, 346 24

77 707, 725 23
61 1, 337, 813 39
95 124, 808 5

77 2,174,2,114,912 23

77 708, 255 23

6926 1 3117: 4601

38
4

77 2, 203,159 23

78 705,583 22
61 1, 373, 809 39
96 123, 767 4

Sources: U.S. Office of Education, "Opening Fail Enrollment in Higher Education" (Washington: U.S. Government Print,
Mg Office), 196/, p. 7 and following years; 1968, p. 6;1969, 0. 11; 1970, p,13; 1971, p. 14; Nalionat Center for Educational

Statistics, preliminary data, 1974.

01«,
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TABLE 14.FEDERAL BUDGET OUTLAYS FOR EDUCATION AND MANPOWER FUNCTIONS, 1965.73

(In billions of dollats1

1965 1966 1967 1968 1969 1970 1971 1972 1973

Tottoullays 118.4 134.7 168,3 178.8 184.5 196,6 211.4 231,9 246,5

Total education and manpower. 2,3 4.3 5,9 6,7 6,6 7,3 8.2 9.8 10.2

Manpower training and employ.
ment service., .6 1.0 1.2 1.6 1.6 1.6 2.0 2.9 3,3

Elementary and secondary educe.
Bon .6 1.8 2,4 2.6 2,5 2,8 3,2 3,5 3,2

Higher education , 4 .7 1.2 1.4 1.2 1,4 1.4 1.4 1,5

Vocational education .1 ,1 .2 .3 .3 .3 .4 .5 .6

NOTES'

Generally, budget outlays are defined as the "spending side of the Federal budget," Technically, Federal outlays are
payments In the form of the issuance of checks or the disbursement of cash to liquidate obligations of the federal Govern.

mentThe,
se figures on direct Federal outlays for education and manpower do not include: (1) Federal funds for social security

or veterans' benefits payments to which participants in education or training programs may be entitled; or (2) Federal
outlays for research and development conducted at educational institutions.

Source: ',The United States Budget in Brief: Fiscal Year 1974," ILI Government Printing Office, Washington, D.C.,

pp. 63 and 65,
saximmariamo

THE AMERICAN COLLEGE TESTING PROGRAM,
June 21, .1914,

Mr, JAMES HARRISON,
Committee on Education and Labor,
e181 Rayburn HOURO Office Buil,ding,
Washington, D.C.

Dna JIM Attached to a "Report from Washington" that I have just written
for ACT's newsletter, Activity. Since that publication won't be out until Sep.
tember, and my comments have to do with your present hearings, I thought that
you might be interested in seeing a copy now.

Best Wishes,
ICDNNETH E.

Vice President,
Director of Washington, D.C. Oftice,

STUDENT FINANCING WHO AND WHAT 2

Por much of this past summer, the House .Bducation Subcommittee, under
Chairman James 41 O'Hara (I).-Mich.), has been holding s series of open hearings
and closed seminars, exploring the full range of problems associated with the
financing of students in postsecondary education.

Carl Becker once wrote that every age has its magic words. Judging from the
discussions at these most interesting and informative meetings, two of the magic
words of our time are "access" and "choice". These terms came up time and time
again as statements of major national goalsimproving access and increasing
choice for students pUrsuing education beyond high school.

One serious difficulty with these discussions, however, is that in talking about
access and choice the speakers, rarely were specific enough in defining the target
population or the educational universe being considered. It is important to know
"who" will have access to "what".

Vor example, when we talk about postsecondary "students", we could. Mean
High school graduates who are seeking postsecondary education,
All high school gradtiates.
All persons aged 18 to 22.
Just about every adult.
And when we talk about "higher or postsecondary education", we could Mean
Traditional colleges and universities,
All postsecondary education (including proprietary schools and vocational/

technical institutions),
All postsecondary experiences that offer an opportunity for organized learning

(including apprenticeships, on-the-job training, alternating workandlearn
rangements, etc.)

I.*0 I) j
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It makes a big difference in Public Policy and the levels of funding that might
be Involved, depending upon what set of definitions is used,

Much of the ..4scussion of the past has focused on self-selected high school
graduates, seeking admission. to traditional colleges and universities (presently
less than 50 percent of high school graduates and involving about 2500 insti-
tutions of higher education). If we were to continue to concern ourselves pri-
marily with this group, present levels of funding (federal and state, direct
and indirect, to institutions and to students) probably would not be sufficient
to provide "access"-that is, to give everyone of these youngsters who wanted
to go to college, and who could get in, the financial resources to do so. Infla-
tion has taken its toll. Also, the size of the self-selected group of collegebound
students keeps changing depending upon funding levels and patterns, Current
funding certainly falls far short of achieving choice"i.e., providing these
students with the financial ability to go to whatever college they desired,
regardless of cost (which is what the private colleges yearn for),

However, present national policy, as set forth in the Education Amendments
of 1072, goes beyond the above definitions of "who" and "what"; Our concern
now is for all, or virtually all, high school graduates, And consideration snow
is given (in the form of eligibility for federal funds) to the full range of Post-
secondary educational instittitions. As someone has said, we are in the process
of moving from mass to universal postsecondary education, ( .

Ail of this is in law and on paper, but it has yet to be transformed into fiscal
reality, The expense of insuring access for this much larger group of students.
to this greater variety of institutions and programs would go far beyond
present funding levels, And to provide for the luxury of institutional choice,
regardless of price, would cost even more, Neither the federal government nor
the states have shown any disposition to face up to the levels of funding that
would be required.

Educators, legislators, and economists (particularly economists) continue to
argue about "econometric models" and "delivery systems", However, the basic

problem can be simply stated (although not simply resolved) And inifflelent
money. or develop a rationing, system. A rationing system, on the other hand,
means that lots of students will get less than they need and/or lots of students
will get nothing. And it is not politically palatable to announce this as a policy,
especially if one is then asked to identify the "have-lesses" and the "have-nots",

The amount of money that would be required is difficult to calculate but
woUld go far beyond present funding levels. For the federal governnient alone
(under present programs) it would require, at the very least, full funding of
all campusbased student aid programs, perhaps $2 billion in Beide Educational
Opportunity Grants, $50 million or more in State Scholarship Incentive Grants,
a large Cost-of-Education allowance, and some sort of institutional aid.

Even if ample funds were somehow made available to insure that every
high school graduate could proceed to some sort of post-secondary education,
we would then find that :

A substantial percentage of the students would not choose to continue their
schooling (because they hate formal education, they receive no encouragement .
from home, or for many other reasons).

A still larger percentage would make such a poor choice as to career and/or
type of education, institution,, or program that they would drop out or have to
start all over again.

And, of course, these two groups (especially the first) would be disproporr .

tionutely representative of low-income families.
Furthermore, we know that in a complex technological society like ours, high

school graduates (even those presumably prepared in some way for employment)
experience great difficulty at finding meaningful employment, It appears increas-
ingly necessary that some way be found to help the vast majority of high school
graduates (not to mention dropouts) to continue their education in some form
that will lead them to useful and satisfying employment, among other things,

Therefore, if it is to be national policy that all, or most, high school graduates
will be encouraged and assisted to pursue some sort of appropriate postsecondary
education, still larger sums of money (over and beyond financial aid) would
have to be expended in order to provide counseling and guidance, Mortal services,
etc, far above present token efforts, This kind of national commitment to
achieving true access (let alone choice) does not exist at the present time,



So, given big promises (the word "entitlement" was illadvisedly used in the
Basic Education Opportunity Grant Program) and limited funding, the Congress
finds itself jockeying around, looking for a generally acceptable rationing formula
and a workable distribution system, it won't find them,

Over the long haul, the answer has to be I "Think bigger." We must expand
our horizon to consider ati of the variety of posthigh school options, to identify
and relate to the literally thousands of career.development and leas.formal learn.
lug opportunities that can be made available through such alternatives as

Military service
Public service (ACTION and its subgroups, voluntary associations, etc.)
Business and industry
Labor unions
As well as educational institutions/programs
This approach obviously poses a major challenge. Once it is adopted, however,

the problem of financing begins to take on a more rational, though more complex,
perspective, All students would not be channeled in one direction but would
have many options, Education would not be tied to just one kind of institution
but would be available, in a variety of forms, no matter what route is taken, many
of the options would not require additional funding but, in fact, would generate
student financial support.

And perhaps, finally, Hen, O'Hara and his colleagues Could then begin to get
what they long have been asking forsome fairly accurate data and projections
as to how many students there are who need what kinds and amounts of assistance
in order to achieve what educational goals, That kind of information cannot be
obtained now because we are dealing with only a portion (and a constantly shift.
ing portion at that) of the student population and we are looking at only a small
slice of postsecondary education options.
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